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THE FOUR-SHIFT ROTATION, WITH PEA FAL-
LOW ADDED. REMARKS ON OTHER MODI-
FICATOA'S OF ROTATIONS.

To the Editor of tlio Farmers' Register.

JVestover, Nov. 20, 1839.

In your last, or October No. of i he Fanners'

Register, you seem to raise objeciions to all the

systems of farming as heretol'ore practised in Vir-

ginia. It is not my purpose upon the present oc-

casion to discuss the merits or demerits of the dil-

(erent systems of liirminir as practised by our Ibre-

liithers; that is most fully and justly done by

yourself. But to present to your consideration a

rotation of crops thai I am about to adopt, and

which has occurred to me to accord with your ideas

uj)on the subject.

The principles of a proper rotation of crops as

ndvanced by yourself seem to me to be in accor-

dance with the most approved views upon the

subject, and deserve the due consideration of every

tiller of the soil, who wishes to profit by, and ad-

vance ill, the theory and practice of agriculture.

I think it jjroper too, that I should assign my
reasons lor the abandonment of a system that I

have practised unremittingly for sixteen years, and

in good liiith have recommended to the public.

i shall but briefly refiir to the Ibur-field and fal-

low system as heretofore practised by ni3seli;

as its merits have already been fully discussed,

and subsequent experience confirms the opinions

then entertained by me.
Believing as I still do in the many advantages

that this lour-field rotation possesses over the

many as heretofore pursued in Virginia, I think

it but proper that I should say a word in reference

to the objections urged by yourself to it. This
will be the more necessary also, as some of the

objections there urged by you to it, are the basis

on which the new rotation that I am about to re-

commend is founded. You object to it, first on
account of its "severity;" secondly, from the

"difficulty of fallowing one-fourth of the ftirm

every August and September lor wheat; "and
thirdly, from the "succession of the three fibrous

rooted, narrovv-Ieavcd, exhausting grain crops, of

wheat, corn, wheat."
To the two first of these objections, I cannot

add my assent ; but the latter has always been an
objectionable feature with me; particularly the

last crop in the succession, wheat following corn.

First then, as regards its " severity." I cannot
think that you give to this fallow system its due,

or that you attach sufficient importance to the ex-

tensive improvement it receivesin the way of ma-
nuring. The cropping and draught fi-orn llie

earth is rapid and hard it is true ; but at the same
time the improvement afl'orded in return, is per-

haps greater than under any other system as yet

devised, when so great a profit is given. Oiie-

fourlh of all the arable surface is annually im-
proved by the best of all green manures (clover,)

which receives its food from the atmosphere, and
is returned to the earth as manure, and that at a

season when its virtue is greatest, and when it is
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in the greatest degree of per'ection for improve-
ment (August and September). It is tlie parti-

cular time at which it is turned under that I think

its wonderlul efi'ects towards improvement prinri-

p:dly consist. And in addition, the iinmcn.-e

mass oi' materials that is afforded lor the [lu' res-

cent manures ; which, under a tolerably well reg-

ulated liirm should be sufficient to manure the en-

lire arable surliare once in every 8 or 10 years. So
that one-third of the farm at least will be annual-
ly improved. The question then will be, whether
the improvement thus aflurded to the earth is suffi-

cient to sustain the heavy draught of the three

grain crops of wheat, corn, wheat 7 My expe-
rience goes to pi-ove that it will more than do so.

In this calculation your clover should not be
grazed of!', and your ploughing and draining he well

executed, as without it, no system can be im-

proved to any extent and be successful. I cannot
corroborate this assertion more strongly, or ad-

duce a stronger argument to the contrary of its

severity, than that my crop of wheat of this year,

(under this system for the last ten years, and \vith

its full share of chinch-bug,) averaged me 24
bushels to the acre throughout ; that my crop of

corn (with its full share of bug a'so,) wiil produce
more than double what the same field did when I

first cultivated it in that crop ; and indeed that the

entire estate will now double or treble iis product

when I first took it ten years since, and always
under this system ; and indeed, 1 can say, that I

do not know of a farm where the system has been
fully carried out, that has not improved under it,

and that rapidly.

Second, as to the "difficulty of fallowing one-

fourth of a farm during the months of August
and September for wheat." I have upon a for-

mer occasion stated that there was no operation
on the farm that was performed with more ea^e
and certainly than the fallowing of one-lourth for

wheat, during the months of August and Septem-
ber ; longer experience does not change that opi-

nion ; and I must think the supposed difficulty more
imagiriary than real. My impression is, that it

is one of the most valuable features in the system
;

it gives employment to our teams when they
would have but little else to do at that season.
The difficulty most generally consists in the mis-
application of means. To attempt to turn under
a clover lay at that dry season of the year with
only two horses to a plouiih is utterly impractica-
ble. A larmer who wishes to fdlow at that sea-
son, with only three or four horses on his farm,
should apply the ihi-ee or four to onelarire plouiJfh.

To this erroneous calculation, the difficulty" is

most generally attributable. A plough with only
two horses, I consider insufficient at any season to

turn under eHectually a good clover lay. Where-
as a good three or four-horse plough will in all

seasons do it. And here, permit me to remind
you of a failure at Coggins a i'ew years since,

from this very circumstance, atlemptiiig to liillow

with two, instead of three or four-horses. I greatly
prefer a lour to a three-horse team at this season,
as the leaders tend more effectually to keep the
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plough in the earth of a dry season. A good four-

1

Jiorse ploiiirh will ploiifrh one acre a day, even in]

Ihe dryest season, and ii" the eeason is lavorable,

!

two acres with ease. I have ploiifrhed as much!
as two and a half acres a day with one plouifh.

It is moreover questionable whether a Ibur-horse
{)iough will not liUlow more in a day (supposing

j

the season a (iivorable one,) than two tvvn-horse
j

ploughs. The fiirrow slice of the Ibrmer, will

be nearly double of the latter, and then the ob-j
eiructioris from choakinfr will be triuch less in ihe|

one case than the other, f will here remark, that
;

this obstacle of (he ploughs choakinir, is greatly
|

prevented by adding another block to the breast i

of the plough, thereby raising the beam. There
is in truth, no operation on the firm that gives me
Jess concern than fallowing; although unquestion-

1

ably the most important. And in verification of

this fad, my purtmse is to enlarge instead of di-

minishing, my (allowing operations; all that you
have to do to have it perfected, is to furnish good
ploughs, a suffi 'lent force to propel them, and un-
deviating instructions tjiat tli^y are never to slop
unless the earth shouKl be too wet. With these
provisions and instructinns the great difficulty is

easily overcome. So easy and valuable is this

feature in the system that I do not think I could
be induced to adopt any in which I did not fallow

for wheat at this season. You are not only so

well remunerated for it, but it enables you to get
in your crop with so much more ease and cer-

tainty.

1 have asserted and still maintain that a good
clover IhIIow liir wheat will double in a term of

years the same land in wheat after corn. My crops
liave more than done so, in the last 10 years.

Now let us reason a little on the f()re(Toing. This
season I had 50 woikingdays for fallowing, be-

fore the season arriveil for see(hng, say li-oin the
12ih Auffust, to Ihe 8ih October; no deduction
ehoulil be made fur rainy days, as they accelerate
instead of retarding the fal!owin<i. Now, in these

60 days, a good four-horse plough would have
lallovved 50 acres of land ; this 50 acres seeded in

wheat woidd have produced almost witfi certainly

1000 to 1200 bushels, and if a favorable season,
nr.ore ; but we will put it at its minimum, 1000
bushels; when the same land in wheat alter

corn would not on an average have produced
more than 600 bushels. You will at once see that

here was a clear loss of 10 or 12 bushels a day
from not employing in this way, four horses, a

man, and a boy, which must be necessarily kept
on the larm at that season. So that I do consider
ihat you lost the season above referred to at least

600 or 600 bushels of wheat, from not applying the

four horses, which I saw attempting to iallow with
two small ploughs and (ailed, instead of atiachinii

the whole to one large plouiih, whicli could and
wo'ild have accomplished ii ; for my ploughs on
much siiffer and more difUcuU land to fallow did

en diiriuir that time.* And [ will here state, al-

though not as good land as that at Coggine, it ne-
vertheless brought me upwards of 20 bushels to the,

acre. We will sup[)ose the task a " difficult " one
;

can there he any employment of labor and capital

li'om wliich so great a per cenlage is given, espe-
cially so, when wheat is tlie staple crop, as it is in

this part of the state. I have heard it asserted
that it would ruin anyone to fallow at this season.
Some of these very persons* I am pleased to say,
now (allow with three and (bur horses, and double
their crops from the same land. I have enlarged
more upon this subject tiian I had intended, but
it is one in which I feel the deepest interest, as I do
sincerely believe the fiillow system for wheal the
only true basis i'or its successful cidiivation.

Third, the "succession of the three fibrous

rooted, narrow-leaved, exhausting grain crops of
wheat, corn, wheat," has with me been the almost
only objecliunable feature in the system

;
particu-

larly the last in the succession, wheat after corn.

For wheat after corn, I think, can never be relied

on (or a heavy crop, unless it be on very rich land,

and then rarely. I am satisfied of the fact from

my crop of this year; my fallow field averaged
me 27^ bushels of wheat to the acre, only from
ploughmg in a clover lay ; whereas my corn land,

every acre of which was both heavily manured
and limed for Ihe corn crop, produced me 15^
bushels to the acre, which by the by, was a good
crop, and by (ar the best I ever made after corn.

But my belief is, that with the same preparation

under the system that I am about to adopt, it

would have produced double that quanlity. I

should state that I last fall seeded only so much of
my corn land in wheat, as was both manured and
limed for corn. I am very certain that the re-

mainder of the field if it had been seeded in

wheat, although good land, would not have pro-

duced more than one-half, say 7 or 8 bushels;

when the same land after fidlow, would have pro-

duced fi-oni 20 to 30 bushels to the acre with al-

most a cerlainlv. It will be but proper to stale,

that the whole of the corn land seeded in wheat
was not accomplished indue time, one-half of it

being seeded in November, and of course had not

as good a chance ; but the oiher half was seeded

about the20ih October and should have yielded as

much or more than the fallow, which had never

been limed. But it did not, and this portion was no

* I'he very faulty and small operation (or rather at-

tempt and failure,) referred to above, was not ordered

)T conducted by the proprietor of the land, and was

lot one of the numerous instances of bad manaj^ement

for which he was justly responsible. It was the last

'.ime that ploughs or teams so small as of two horses

jivere used on that place to break grass land, either in

glimmer or winter. Though throe-mule ploughs only

have been there substituted, there is no doubt but Mr.

Selden is correct when recommending four-horse

ploughs, and good horses too, for the summer fallow-

ing of stiff and deep soils ; and that with a view to

economy, as well as to good execution. But after

making all dae admissions, we still deem that the pro-

cess of summer clover fallow, (when a regular annual

operation for an entire shift, and to be completed under

any circumstances,) must be sometimes a very labo-

rious and difficult operation, even when conducted

most skdfuUy, and with the best means and appliances.

Ed. F. R.
* Dr. John Minge is one of the persons here alluded

to. I am authorized by him to state, that he once en-

tertained such an opinion; but that he is now con-

vinced to the contrary. He states that this season his

fallow field in wheat averaged him 26^ bushels to the

acre ; and bis corn land only about 4T)ushels ; that is

93 acres of fallow produced him 2500 bushels good

wheat; whereas 150 acres of corn land produced him
little upwards of 600 bushels.
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better than ibe last seeded ; indeed I have seeded

it first and at all times during the seednig season
;

etiH I lie same deficiency invariably ensues. How
can it l>e otherwise when it succeeds the moslex-

hauslinjf grain crop that we cultivate?

Now, it may be very reasonably asked, why I

am about to abandon a system that has improved

my estate so greatly, and at the same time liir-

nisiied so good a reward lor my labor; embracing

undoubtedly the two desiderata of profit and im-

provement to so great an extent ? 1 nuisl answer

that it is with reluctance that 1 do leave it. But

while we are doing well, why should we not do

better? The system that I am about to substitute

<br the four-field and fallow embraces, I think, ;dl

of its good features, and discards its bad ; as I will

endeavor to show.
The system I am about to adopt, is a five-field

and liillow system as follows :

Ist year, corn,

2nd do. peas,

3rd do. wheat,

4ih do. clover,

5th do, wheat,
1 will first state that I have added another field

of 100 acres of good farming land to my estate,

thereby furnishing me with the requisite number
of fields of 100 acres each ; an arable surface of

500 acres.

The inducements then for the substitution of

this five-field and fallow rotation, for the four,

and the advantages (as I believe) resulting from it,

are these:

That it will obviate the objectionable feature in

the former, by breaking the succession of the three

narrow-leaved, fibrous-rooted exhausting grain

crops (of wheat, corn, wheat,) by the substitution

of a leguminoias, broad-leaved, improving crop, of

peas, entirely a different one in all its qualities

and properties ; an alterative, preparatory, and
improving crop.

That by adding the 100 acres to the arable sur-

face, I am still furnished with the same desired

number of acres for my grain crops, without en-

larging or diminishing my Ibrmer cultivation, and
at the same time am enabled to overcome the ob-

jectionable feature in the four-Held rotation.

That I believe it will increase my crop of

wheat Irom 1000 to 1500 bushels more in conse-

quence of its being seeded in this pea fallow,

instead of its succeeding corn ; after which I have
never been able to average more than 10 or 12

bushels per acre, whereas I am very certain after

a year's rest, and a good pea fiillow, I shall be en-

abled to average from 20 to 30 bushele per acre.

That It will enable me to get in my wheat crop

so much earlier, as I can commence fallowing the

peas in as soon as I have finished my clover fal-

low, not having to wait for the corn to mature,

and then the tedious process of removing the corn,

which has always retarded me so much as to

make it about the middle of November before I

can finish seeding. Under this arrangement, I

think I can always seed my 200 acres in wheat in

October, as I can commence on it sooner ; and not

having the corn to remove from before the ploughs,

it will require mere draining. JMy fallow usually

is seeded in 7 or 8 days, and tlie same number of
acres of corn land, takes lour times as long.

That it will enable me to lime my corn crop,

and do my ploughing for corn always in the

month of November. As the corn will not be shock"

ed on the vvlieal land, it can be gathered in as

soon as you are done seeding wheat, having no-

thing to prevent ; whereas from unfavorable wea-

ther you cannot rim on the wheat, and you are

delayed housing it until late in the winter, by

which great loss is susiuitied. And as you will

under this system, finish your wheat in October,

you will have the irood n)onth of November to

plough up your field intended for corn ; theieby

forwarding and securing both of these important

jolis in their [)roper time.

That it. will be a still more improving system,

as there will be a less surfiice under exhausting

crops; three-fifths only, instead of three-fourths;

and two-fifihs instead of one-fourth of the estate

will be annually improved from green fallows ; both

fiillovvs of the most improving kind, and turned

under when in the greatest perftjclion for improve-

ment. And as the mass of materials for putres-

cent manures will become greater, so will the estate

be more largely improved by this means.
That the pea crop may be made a source of

considerable profit not only by increasing the crop

of vvtieat which will succeed it, (as I think,) at

least 100 per cent., but by saving with your oiher-

wiee insufficient force a considerable quantity for

sale; for if the rotation is a successful one, they

will be in demand as much or more so than seed

oats are now, (although strange to say every far-

mer almost makes oats:) and if not sold are of

great value lor slock. Your field may be also

gleaned by your hogs, beeves, and other stock

that are to be fiitleiied, before it is fallowed in for

wheat. By which means they may be fiiilcncd

much earlier, and at a great saving of corn, &.c.

That excellent farmer and great economist, Mr.
Fielding Lewis, of VVyanoke, cultivated them ex-

tensively, and considered them of great value for

ftieding mules, &c. ; if so, the crop will be of still

greater value. The want of judicious economy
on our farms is one of our greatest faults. Who
amon2st us considers broom corn seed of any
worth 1 Yet to the north they arc carefully saved
and fed to stock.

That it carries out fully the principle of the al-

ternating system of green fallows for wheat, after

which they are so much more certain and profita-

ble. The desired number of 200 acres is furnished

me for the purpose, as more than that (which I

should have if the whole 500 acres were in culti-

vation under the four-field rotation) my present

force could not seed in proper time, and save, if

good wheat.
That you are not of necessity forced to cut

down, or to remove your corn at so early a period
;

but that it can remain in the field in its best situa-

tion until in order, and you are ready to house it.

I lost this corn season from shocking it too green
or too damp.
That it must effectually keep the estate clean

by the frequent ploughings and successful spring

cultivations, &c., and is destroying the obnoxious
grasses and weeds, and thereby diminishing the

food and habitations of insects, which are now so

injurious to our crops.

That it will be decidedly a more convenient
and better distribution of the labor, as you dis-

pense with your wheat crop in the months of
August and September and October. Your field'

intended for corn is ploughed in the month of No-'
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vember ; and then you will have all of the winter I Our attention unquestionably should be turned

and spring to ploufih at your leisure the field in- more 1o these tiiintrs, to which we have never at-

leiuled Ibr peas. The field then being ."ill ready
j

tachcd sufficient importance. We are yet far be-

you will Have no furiher trouble or labor with them
than simply iiarrowing them in, in JNJay, after you
are done planting your corn crop.

TiuU, the eanh will be, from its being kept so

clean, &.c. in the very best slate to receive the

clover crop, there cannot be a question.

That where liming is carried on (as it is with

lind European, as well as the most successful

northern |iraciice in this respect. Judicious Jius-

bandry is undoubtedly the parent of plenty.

With the live-field rotation above recommended,
a standing pasture will be necessary ; a small one
however lor early grazing might be sufficient, as I

have no doubt that it will allow the clover field to

me) the arrangement will be better, as frequently, i be grazed after it has well headed out, and niight

liom unavoidable circumstances, you cannot com- then be grazed to advantage; as by so doing each
plete the field the first winter and spring, you can fallow field will have the advanla<ies of being
lo so the second when it comes in peas. And

|
trampled, as it is supposed by many that the cro[)S

then there is nothing that the lime will combine
with better, and turned to greater advantage in

improvement tlian with peas.*

These are some of the niany advantages that

have occurred to me as resulting from this change.
Oiher alternaiing crops than peas might be sub-

stituted; such as vines of ditlerenl sorts, pump-
kins by far the most valuable of them all. I have
known buckwheat, millet, and oats sown to be

turned under as i.nprovers. But I think none so

cheap or possessing the same requisites as peas.

They are in every respect an alterative, prepara-

tory, and improving crop. Whereas the buck-

wheat, &c. &c. are of the narrow leaf, fibrous

rooied familv, drawing their food from the earth

instead of from the atmosphere, and by their sub

will be benefited b^J^ it, so that it will combine all

the advantages of other systems in this respect.

Where a standing pasture cannot be provided,

and the labor not commensurate with the arable

surface, I have thought the following rotation

would be a good one.

ji six-field and fallow rotation.

1st year, corn,

-crazed,

Under this arrangement the second year's clover

field would be the pasture. There miffht be these

2nd
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has added a mile to it, 1 shall be happy in the re-

fleciion thai I have, at least perlbrined a duty to

niankiiul ; and il' I iiave been lirosonie in ihe task,

my apolojiy musi tie, ihe zealous interest 1 leel in

the promotion of my humble proles.-=ion.

Your li'iend and obedient servant,

John A. Selden.

ROOTS—NECESSITY OF OTHER PRODUCTS BE-
SIDES INDIAN CORN FOR STOCK IBIPOR-
TANCE OF JUDICIOUS ROTATION—FARMING
IN ENGLAND.

From tlie Franklin Fanner.

Mapleioood, near Lexivgton, ?

Nov. 28, 1839. ]

Dear Sir :—Much attention seems to be di-

rected at this moment, in this state and elsewhere,

lo the importance of introducing some auxiliary

crops, to supply certain qualities of nutriment, in

which our old staples are deficient ; and in case

of" a delault of these, lo stand in the place of sub-

stitutes (or them. Those who have bestowed
care upon any of the domestic races of animals,

well know ihe advantage, summer and winter,

of feeding, in part, with succulent (bod. The
vegetable juices which it contains, seem lobe as

much relished by these animals, as the most savo-

ry gravies by their intelligent owners. That they
aid in the preservation of health, is sufficiently

demonstrated in the superior condition of animals
which are led upon thetn. The skin of these,

soft and pleasant to ihe touch, is entirely free of

scurf, and their hair, smooth and silky, shines with

a natural oil. In this section of Kentucky, we are

perhaps, as well supi)lied as any oilier portion of

the union with this valuable description of Ibod.

The common rye, which is now generally used
for winter pasturage, appears to be exceedingly
nutritious, and stock of all kinds graze il with
avidity ; and we have besides, a wonderlijl re-

source in the beautiful blue-grass, which, like a

mantle of charity from on high, covets our country,
even in the bleakest weather, vvilh an exquisite and
delicious verdure. Rye and blue-grass, in fact,

upon large farms, and when the season is propi-

tious, are nearly ail that the great farmer wants.
But our fall and winter pastures, are not always
equally good ; snows are of uncertain duration

;

and many small farmers cannot allot a sufficient

portion of pasture Ibr winter use : and in all cases,

especially where labor is more abundant than land,

the cultivation of a judicious assortment of roots

would well repay the fiirnier for any trouble and
expense that it might cost. But another weighty
consideration, which may be mentioned in lavor

of inlroduciiig the general use of roots as an addi-

tional farm crop, is, that from the different time o(

seeding and maturing it is very likely that the root

crop would often hit when the grain would fail,

and thus roots which are themselves sufficien.t for

stock, without either other food or water, would
rise in the scale from the second to the first place
in the husbandry of years of scarcity. It is unne-
cessary to enlarge upon this topic. Experience
has impressed it upon the minds of most of us, that
email grain, in our climate, is precarious, and the
annual variation of price, indicates but too plainly
that even Indian corn, our staff and support, is not

absolutely sure to reward the farmer vvilh a full

return. During the present year, it is said, large
droves of our slock have been sent to distant parts

in quest of grain, and thus many larmers in the
present season have not only lost the benefit of
personal inspection and care ol their stock, but be-

sides, have been obliged lo yield the great advan-
tage they would have derived I'rom the manure of
animals slall-l(?d ufion ilieir own land. In the qual-

ity of manure, aptly called "the sheet anchor of
agriculture," roots are lully equal to other des-

criptions of fbod ; and the great quantity of liquid

manure which they produce, tends greatly to has-
ten the decomposition of all the other contents of
the farm yard.

Were it only necessary to find new crops to

render the chances more promising of a full return,

I ihink it not unlikely that the horse-bean would
answer the purpose. It is greatly cultivated in

England and France, and I have ofien seen it

growing in our American gardens, with as much
apparent luxuriance as it attains in the fields of
either of those countries. In Europe it is of easy
culture, being sown in various ways, either broad-

cast, drilled or dribbled. It is put in the ground
about the time of sowing oats and hundreds and
thousands of acres teem with the production of it.

Roots, however, are superior to this article for

most of the purposes to which I have above allu-

ded ; and it is no doubt bad practice to multiply
greatly the products of a larm, except when the
condition of tlie land requires it. But admitting
the lact, that the wise division of labor and the
application of attention and means lo one or a lew
productions is as essential in the conduct of a farm
as in any other branch of human afiiiirs, still, in

different soils and exposures, difiierent crops may
be expected to succeed, and it is only by the suc-

cess of the aggregate of a nation, tliat the horn of
plenly is made to overflow.

Many farmers, nrilbrtunately, have been defer^

red from the root culture or have abandoned it afier

insufficient trials. The chief difficulty attending
it lies in the pioper selection of roots. A very
sale mode to determine which are the best in any
particular situation is, to apply the touchstone of
experiment and here we are greatly facilitated in

our inquiries by the sister science of gardening.
Our gardens, in lact, answer nearly all purposes
of trial. In this section, lor instance, I find by
reference to my garden, that beets, carrots, and
parsnips succeed best of the roots ; that potatoes

do well and that turnips are exceedingly precari-

ous and could not by any means be relied on.

Tlie familiar volume of experience is therefore

easily read and applied. But at this point, the
investigation becomes confused and it is difficult

to proceed. Among the numerous varieties of
these roots, which are of the easiest culture and
aflibrd the greatest yield '? What crops do they
best precede and what should they be made to

follow'? These interesting inquiries cannot yet
receive a satisfactory solution in Kentucky. When
the root culture has been long practiced as a branch
of agriculture, a new volume of experience may
be compiled, containing the best roots and the

best varieties of each root, Ibr different situations.

In this part of the union, the science is still to be
ascertained and deduced from faithful experiments.

Perhaps it may not be amiss to state that in fo-

reign agricultural works, the mangel wurizel is
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uiaintaineiJ by many to be superior to the Swedish

or any oiher turnip lor fartii purposes and thai it

is ijen'Tally adniilied to be belter for a ci'<y soil.

That carrots, iliougli the acreahle product is not

so great, as ol' tlie turnij), arc ihoufrht lo be the

besl food known lor improving liie wind and en-

durance of horses—that recent statements would

seem to indicate that the sugar beet, the while

variety oflhe mangel wurtzel, will answer well in

many parts of our stale.

In spite of a great desire to conclude this desul-

tory letter, with your permission, I wdl cite as an

example of the application of knowledge ol the

character I have been treating of the system of far-

ming pursued in a fine farming district in Eng-

land, which ciuue under my personal observation

during a visit I made that country in 1835-6. The
district I mean is in Yorkshire, not very distant

Irom the old city of York. The rotation of crops

is admirably adapted to the soil and climate, and

the stock which consume them, are selected with

such judgement and so used, that they may, in

lact, he said to labor in the immediate ameliora-

tion of the soil. Indeed I saw here, combined in

an improved system of husbandry, the results of

a most extraordinary success in culture and breed-

ing, acting and re-acting upon each other. In

Kentucky, we have always appreciated the skill

which is" applied in breeding and rearing fine va-

rieties of stock, but we have, no doubt, generally

been too indifierentto the importance of a judicious

succession of crops. I think it was remarked by

(General Washington, that "any system in (lir-

ming is better than no system ;" and a Briton has

truly observed, that a proper rotation of crops,

" remedies all confusion, distinguishes and arranges

the season and the appropriate mode of work,

economises labor, reciprocates the in)provement of

both soil and stock, and forwards the interest of

both landlord and tenant."

1 am satisfied that no American could have

seen with my eyes, without drawing the conclusion

I did, that a good rotation of crops lor the dilierent

sections of our country, is a-subject of momentous
importance. But to return from this digression.

The practice pursued in the district I have men-
tioned, is called the Morlblk system, and depends

for its success upon the alternation of green and

white crops, from this circumstance it is called

by some, " the alternate system." The most com-
mon rotation is the tollowing, viz : turnips, barley,

clover, wheat. But besides the principal succes-

sion of white and green crops, in continuing this

system, a change is made for the purpose of resting

the land, in the particular green and white crop

used in each year, or otherwise the clover is su(-

iiired to remain lor two years and is pastured in-

stead of being mown. On the clay soils, in this

district, liable to poach, the turnips are drawn and

carted or the crop is omitted altog-elher and beans

or some other substituted for it ; but on sandy soils,

they are led on the ground to sheep folded upon
lliern. On the latter description of land, a won-
derful improvement is wrought, and it was upon
such a soil, that I saw the greatest amelioration

I ever beheld eflecied by judicious culture. It

elevated very much the opinion I iiad formed of

agriculture as a science. On one side of a hedge,

1 saw the finest crop of Swedes imaginable, the

drills 28 inches apart, clean as a garden, and the

turnips touching in the rows with scarcely an

omission. On the other tide a howling waste of

sand. This glorious field of turnips was produced

by the rotation I have mentioned.

The preparation lor the turnip crop is very sim-

ple. The drills are formed, and bones broken up
in mills, are laid in them at the rate of from 15 to

25 bushels an acre. They are oi'ten mixed with

ashes and distributed with regularity by a drill

machine. The turnip seed is then sown on the

lop of the drill at the rate of three pounds to the

acre.

When the roots are ready lor use the tops are

cut off and carried to the straw-yards to be consu-
med by cattle, and a small Ibid being formed of

rope netting or hurdles, the sheep are introduced.

These eat all tlie bulb, except the lower part,

which is raised from the ground with a small prong
and also carried to the straw-yards. The sheep
are then removed to another part of the field and
so on, till the whole is gone over. The kind of

sheep which I saw used here were the new
Leicester, a sheep of great bulk, which yields the

much esteemed combing or long wool of England,
but of which the mutton, to my palate, is coarse

and rank, it is, however, a profitable sheep to

raise, both for its wool and flesh, and I was infor-

med, that those who were engaged in sheep-far-

ming were more prosperous than most other far-

mers. The new Leicester mutton bears, in my
opinion, about the same relation to the souih-dowu
or to our common Kentucky mutton, that the

middling of the hog does to the ham, and perhaps

might be useful here for the same purposes for

which middling is used. However this may be,

on a sandy soil the new Leicester sheep is a cap-

ital laborer. Besides the gieat value ofhis njanure,

which is equally distributed by the jjractice ot

folding, the land is very much improved by the

tramping and packing and incorporation of the

manure with the soil ett'ecied with his feet and
which is called in one word the management of

the land.

Besides being fed to the new Leicester sheep,

the most artificial animal probably in existence,

the turnips raised on the farm on which my obser-

vations weiie principally made, were also fed in

censiderable quantities to the admired short horn

Durham cattle. When i'ed to these last they are

given about at the rate of two or three bushels a

day, together willi straw or hay to each full grown
sleer.

The mode of farming above described, borrowed
originally from those excellent farmers,the Ffemish,

would not entirely apply in this part of the state,

but in many parts of Kentucky and the union,

particularly on light sandy soils, the practice of a
similar system would efiect a great change and
even here some of its principles might be used

with advantage.
In viewing the many beautiful farms with

which this district of Yorkshire abounds, that were
once considered worthless, I was induced to be-

lieve that there is not so much difl'erence in the

intrinsic value of land, as is generally supposed.

Some lands, deemed dead for useful purposes, in

fact only lie dormant until the appropriate system

is applied, when they begin to reveal a wonderful

and unexpected fertility.

The introduction of the turnip, suiting as this

root does her weeping climate and much of her

soil has been of incalculable benefit to England^
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It is now actually the case that lands formerly
|

rented Ibr ghilling?, now rent for pounds ;
and what i

were once barren wastes, are now among the most
j

profilalile .*oils for cuhivation. Cones are conveyed

from all parts of the world to the ports of that

country ; Brazil has furni.-hed a fzood bupi)ly and

even ihe United Slates have contributed to the

crushing mills uf Britain. I con!' ss ! have never

seen an account of vessels carrying out bones to

Europe, without leeling pained by the reflection

that ihey were precisely the best nuinure lor some
of our own lands. I have sometimes looked for-

ward wiih trratulation, to the da}^, when a regene-

ration shall be effected in certain parts of America
by skilful agriculiure ; wheti those parts of the

union, now deempd barren and almost worthless,

shall rise in the scale and furnish their fiill quota

of production. If turnips will not suit the soii and

climate of the West, perhips they would answer at

the East ; and who would not rejoice to see the

sands of North Carolina,, Virginia, Mew Jersey,

Delaware and Maryland, covered with countless

flocks of sheep, an animal furnishing as it does,

both food and raiment precisely the best suited (or

a dense population ! Who would not be pleased

to see the manufacture of wool more extensively

prosecuted and the fabric of American looms more
generally used by a healthy, prosperous and hap-

py population !

But the great change eflfected in the condition of

England, and which might probalily be wrought
by similar means in some section of the Uninii.

has been produced, like a magiciai delusion, by
the use of an easy system, and is but one result ol

ecieniific agriculture. Happy the day, when the

soil shall be considered, as in truth it is, a great

terra incognita, full of wonders and |)regnant with

unsold blessinirs to mankind.
I remain, dear sir, your ob't. serv'f.

HicNRY Clay, Jr.

ON THE MANURING OF ARABLK LANDS BY
THKIR OWN VEGETABLE GROWTH.—ROTA-
TION OF CROPS.

(Concluded from page 613, vol. vii )

No. 4.

New schemes of rotations with green crops,

Indian corn being the great and most important

crop in this country, and in this region more e>pe-

cially—covering as it does annually at least one-

fourth, and oitener a third or more of the arable

land— it is scarcely possible to devise a succession

of crops which shall not cause corn to be imme-
diately followed by wheat, or some other broad-

cast grain (or white) crop. This objectionable

Euccession is almost universal throughout this re-

gion, unless where the land is so poor, that to sow
email grain would eertainly cause more loss than
profit. The succession is objectionable Ibr several

reasons already stated in the preceding numbers
;

but the strongest of them I suppose to be— not

the mere confmg together of two narrow-leaved,
fibrous-rooted, grain crops—but still more because
the corn rears insects which live to prey on the

wheat. It is very desirable that this succession

should be broken, by finding some grass, or broad

leaved crop, which can be interposed, and will oc-

eupy the ground the whole interval of time between

tlie corn and the next grain crop, i have tried,

Ibr this purpose, the sowing of red clover at the

last tillage of the corn, in June, and with great

and general success, but never over the whole of

the ground. Legions of minute insects were pro-

duced and fed upon the young clover, greatly to its

injury every where, and, in some pans, lo its entire

destruction. But for this, there might have been

obtained throuiihout, as there was in parts of the

ground, a good and clean ciop of clover, of (iill size

and perfection of growth the year next succeeding

the corn, and which would be ploughed under Ibr

wheat in August or September. Could the clover

crop, so sown, be but rendered sure, its interposi-

tion would add a most important value to any Ibrm

of rotation now in use. I hope that further expe-

riments will be tried, and success found, perhaps

in the later sowing the clover seed, and with sonje

protecting crop, as oats or buckwheat, which pos-

sibly might serve to attract and divert the insects

from the clover.

It is also desirable to fill up every portion of the

growing season with some crop, which shall aid

either in tillage, manure, or grazing. Corn usually

ceases to draw fiom the land in August, and the

land then is left iille, and suffered to get fouler,

until in October, when ploughed for wheat ; or un-

til in February, if left for oats. If peas, or buck-

wheat, coidd be sown at the last tillage, in June
or July, this interval might be profitably filled. A
paper in the first volume of the Farmers' Register

(page 345) slates that a good crop of buckwheat
has been thus raised and reajied at very little cost.

If a good crop of buckwheat, (or peas,) thus

made among corn, and succeeding its ripening,

were ploughed under green, Ibr wheat, it would
do much to improve the succession of crops, even

if wheat shoulii follow, in the same year. And if

wheat were not to follow so soon, rye n)ight be

sown in early autumn, or oats in spring, and either

turned in for manure, to be followed by a broad-

cast crop of peas sown in summer, and that again

to be turned in for wheat in the next autumn.

Three broad-cast crops, of kinds of plants so dif-

ferent, and each turned in belbre forming seeds,

could scarcely fail to cleanse the land as efl^ectually

as possible, both of weeds and insects, and also to

enrich it greatly. But whether the profit would

exceed the expense, must be shown by carelijl ex-

periment and a sufiicient course of practice.

In Britain, the turnip crop is the most important

in the rotation for improvement—the master- wheel

in the machine. If eaten by sheep, on the ground

where they aiew, the root tillage and growth, and
the dung of the sheep, together serve to improve

the concTiiion and fertility of the land, and prepare

it admirably for the succeeding crop. I lear that

turnips cannot be a like meliorating crop in this

much drier climate. If they can, we would have

a great advantage over England in this respect,

that common turnips with us are sown in August,

and ruta baga in Ju'y, but both late enough to

come on laud from which either wheat or oats

had been reaped. lu England, turnips require to

be sown so early, and wheat is reaped so late, that

both occupy the ground a whole year— while here

both have full time to ripen in succession in the

same season. Another great advantage we have
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over Britain is the necessity which there exi=^ts lor

a whole year ol' rent being lost, once in five or six

years at most, while the heavy labors ol' a com-

plete summer lalknv are execuled, to precede

wheat. The moisture of the climate there, which

encourages the growth of weeds, and the want of

a great tillage crop, liUe our Inilian corn, to help to

eradicate them, causes the necessity lor summer

fallow there ; and the contrary circumstances otier

no inducement or excuse lor it here. For our sum-

mer fallow (so called,) is a totally different opera-

tion, and has benefits and elfecis altogeiher dilfer-

enf. Now, lor example, (and not to recommend

tlie particular succession,) su[)pose that turnips

were to Ibllow wheat, as part of a rotation in Eng-

land, (as they do in some good larming districts

there,) and also in this country, let us see what

could be the difference of manner.

In Et)gland, in four years there could be made

but three crops, thus

:

1st year, clover, (or last year of any grass)

—

2nd" " no cro[), the land being ploughed from

winter or sprinii, arul throuch sum-
mer, for lalknv, and wheat sown
in autumn

—

3rd " wheat

—

4th " turnips

—

In Virginia, the same succession and number of

crops n>ight be had in two years only, antl ihe

heavy and expensive labor of summer fallow be

rendered unnecessary. Thus:
1st year, clover—ploughed under in August or

September, and wheat sown in Oc-
tober

—

2nd '• wheat, followed by turnips, matured
the same year.

This immense advantage which our climate

offers, in rearing secondary crops, has never been

profiled by, and indeed has scarcely been thought

of as a source of benefit. Being relieved of the

necessity of naked or summer fallowing, we might

keep our lands always producing or bearing some

crop, except during the short times necessary for

preparing lor their seeding. And the more con-

tinually the land is thus kept occupied, not only is

there the more of crops to feed and to sell, but, if

properly managed, also the more of manure, the

more complete the extirpation of weeds and insects,

and f)y the absence of weeds, as well as by the

frequent thorough plougliing, the better the tilth

and the easier the tillage of the land.

Every person who has read extensively on the

subject of rotations, and with the view of finding

precepts to direct his own practice, has probably

been disappointed in not meeting with any particu-

lar scheme of rotation suited to his own circum-

stances. The cause of this deficiency is most

apparent, and the preliminary dilTIruIties of sup-

plying it would be perhaps the greatest to liim

who had most studied the subject. !t is very diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to have any regular succes-

sion of crops on even a particular farm, which

shall not be very faulty in some respects, or which

shall not violate some of the important principles

which have been laid down in the foregoing num-
bers. And even if that could be done lor a par-

ticular farm, with full knoiviedge of its soil, cli-

mate, locality, markets, &c., it is manifestly

impossible to prescribe any plan of succession of

crops which shall be suitable generally. All that

can be done is to lay down the theoretical princi-

ples, which ought to be adhered to in practice aa

nearly as circumstances may permit—and to pre-

sent examples of different rotations in practical

operation, and point out their delects, as well as

their advantaires. Fun her—even if a scheme of
rotation should appear before trial to be perfect,

(lor any certain locality and circutnstances,) still,

when tried, unlbrcseen objections might and pro-

bably would be Ibund in iis most desired and im-
portant parts. This is so certain, that it would be
a sufficient ol)jeciion to any new scheme of rota-

tion, that its parts, which might be Ibund objec-

tionable, could nor. be changed, without a new
arrangement of fields, or a general change of plan,

which would cause great difficulty, and require

years to bring about.

With these remarks, and excuses for errors in

advance, I will presume to submit some schemes
of rotations, which, though altogether untried in

practice, seem to be free from the greatest objec-

tions to existing rotations, and to permit the opera-
tions of the benefits now deficient and required ; and
also, to be capable of being changed in particular

parts, without necessarily changing the general

plan, or arrangement of fields. The schemes
being merely supposed, or suggested for experi-

ment, I shall not refrain from naming particular

crops, or i)iocesses. vvhich are as yet altogeiher

untried and of doubtful value, because in any such

case, a substitute may be ado[)ted if preferred.

Suppose, for example, a farm containincr any
certain quantity of arable land, besides a suflicient

standing pasture on the most hill}', or wet, or poor

parts of the fi^rm. The soil of the fields of me-
dium texiure, not too light for wheat, nor too stiff

lor corn ; eiiher naturally well constituted, and
thereby fitted to receive and retain improvement
of fertility, from vegetable or other putrescent

matters, or rendered thus fit artificially, by the

application of calcareous manures.
if the plan of sowing clover among corn can be

made as certain as this crop is as usually sown,
then it would furnish a basis for a most admirable

three-shift course, as follows :

1st year, 1, corn—clover sown in June, just

after last ploughing.

2nd " 2. clover— first crop mown, except

where top-dressed, and there

grazed by hogs

—

3. clover—second crop ploughed un-

der in August or September for

wheat,which sown in October—
3rd '•' 4. wheat—

.5. secondary crop, peas, sown broad-

cast in July— to be followed

next year by the recommence-
ment with corn.

This gives five crops in three years.

The following substitutes would be permitted in

this rotation: 1. If the clover, even though cer-

tain enough in ireneral, (and upon this proviso en-

tirely depends this scheme,) should sometimes fail

in part, or altogether, (as sometimes will happen,

even on wheat,) peas might be sown, and even be

preceded by rye or some other green crop ; so that

the main object and benefit of a green manuring

crop being interposed between the corn and wheat

would still be perfectly secured, though at addi-

tional cost of seed and labor. 2. The pea crop of

the third year might be made cither a forage or a
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manure crop, or partly of both, according to the

wants of the hind, or of the proprietor. 3. If

deemed too costly, orlijr any other reason, tliis pea

crop might be omitied, and then, without cost, it

would be substituted by the usual volunteer growth
of carrot-weed which ibllows wheat, and would
be an intervening, though poorer vegetable manure
crop for the corn crop of the next year.

A four-shift rotation might be made of the

foregoing, adding, as the Iburth year's crop, clover

sown on the wheat of the third year. This
would be

1st year— 1. corn

—

2nd " 2 & 3. clover—first crop mown, se-

cond ploughed under green

—

3rd " 4. wheat—
4th " 5, 6. clover, first crop mown, second

ploughed under, dry.

This scheme gives six crops in four years.

The great objection to this would be the clover

of the fourth year preceding corn, and nourishing

insects to feed on the latter crop.

If the plan of sowing clover among corn cannot

be relied on, then the ordinary three-shift rotation

(of 1. corn, 2. wheat, 3. rest or clover,) might per-

haps be relieved of its greatest delect, by sowing
peas among the corn at the last tillage, and
ploughing them in green, for wheal. This would
interpose a broad-leaved leguminous manure crop

between the two grain crops, and yet without sepa-
rating them by more time.

A more extended, and seemingly better rotation

(though still comprised in four years,) would be

the following, provided green crops are certainly

profitable to be ploughed under lor manure.
1st year, 1st crop, corn

—

2. secondary crop, peas sown broad-

cast m June or July

—

2nd " 3. wheat (or partly oats)—clover

sown

—

3rd " 4. clover mown

—

5. clover turned in for

4th " 6. wheat (and oats)

—

7. secondary crop, peas broad-cast

—

to be followed by the return of

corn again.

This rotation offers seven crops in four years, of

which three are of grain, one of hay, and three

of green manure. Perhaps buckwheat, or some
other broad-cast crop, might advantageously vary
the succession, by occup3'ing part of the space al-

lowed lor peas.

In this last scheme, the reader may not imme-
diately perceive that in its general plan it is noth-

ing more than the Ibur-shift rotation long Known in

one or another form. If the two secondary crops

of peas (of 1st and 4lh years) be omitted, the

rotation l)ecomes that heretofore in use on Curies',

Shirley, VVestover, &c., and described as the (bur-

shift fallow rotation. If, in addition, the fallovv-

ing-^and the wheat crop of the fourth year be

omitted, it is then the four-shift rotation of Col.

Taylor. Thus, besides other substitutions which
might be made, either of these changes may be
made to any desired extent, without any alteration

of the general plan or frame-work of the rotation.

The following scheme for a five-shift rotation,

has also the great merit of permitting many
changes in minor points, and substitutions of its

crops, without altering the main features and plan
of the succession. Its most obvious delect is, that

Vol. VlII-2

it has too many and successive green manure
crops, and that its entire value rests upon the (per-

haps yet doubtful) profit of manuring with green
crops of annual?.

1st year, 1st crop, corn—and with its last tillage,

2. peas sown broad -cast, [or buck-
wheat on part,] and ploughed
under, in autumn, and rye sown;

2nd " 3. r3'e, ploughed under in blossoiT), to

sow
4. peas broad-cast, turned under in

autumn— [or, on part, rye not
sown, and the ground used for

vines and early planted roots ;]

3rd " 5. wheat, [or part in oats]—clover
sown

—

4th " 6. clover, mown

—

7. do. turned in, to precede wheat;
5th " 8. wheat—

9. secondary crop, peas sown broad-
cast, [or part in turnips, and late

planted Irish potatoes.]

This scheme offers 9 crops in 5 years ; that is,

3 crops of grain, 1 of clover hay, and 4 crops of
green and 1 of dry manure. The last one, the
peas in the fifth year, may be made a forage in-

stead of a manure crop, if desired. Early planted
roots and vines, to any extent desired, might be
substituted for part of the corn crop ; and late

planted roots for part of the secondary pea crop in
the fifth year.

If the frequent recurrence of green manure crops
be objected to, it is easy to omit or substitute them,
without affecting the general plan of the rotation.

Thus, if a part of the field be too poor to bear a
good and profitable crop of broad-cast peas or
buckwheat, for green manure, in the first year,
then that crop, and even the rye and the peas of
the next year, might be omitted, and the land suf-.

fered to cover itself with the cheaper manure of
annual weeds instead, which would be ploughed
under in autumn for wheat. The crop of mere
weeds, thus interposed between the corn and wheat,
would still be an improvement upon the usual
course, of the one grain crop following the other
immediately. In this case, more labor would be
required to plough for sowing wheat, but the crop
would be so much better as to much more than
compensate the greater cost. So the secondary
pea-crop of the filth year, may be omitied on poor
land, and its place will be cheaply il'not more pro-
fitably supplied by annual weeds. And if the
land be too rich to need so many manure crops,

this crop of peas may be harvested as a forage
and seed crop. Also, on the richest parts of the
fields, one or more of the green crops, of the first

and second years, may be harvested lor forage, or
partly grazed. Thus, the details of the rotation

maybe so much altered f()r different circumstances,

that it may be made to suit the richest land, or the
poorest, on which both corn and wheat can be pro-
fitably raised.

Another defect (at least according to the long
established mode of thinking and cullivatincr in

lower Virginia,) is that too little corn, or space of
the land cultivated, (one-fifth,) is allowed for this

now all-important, and on some farms, the almost
sole crop. But this defect, (if it be one,) is greatly

lessened by the quantity of food for stock provided

in roots and green crops, which will serve in place

of much of tiie corn now used. Further, the corn
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crop should be as much iavored as possible by ihe

dispensation of the prepared and collected manures
of the iiirm—and yet not by their direct arid full
application to that crop.

Tiiis branch ol'ihe suhjpct will require some ex-

piaiiaiory views, which 1 shall proceed now to olier.

When (arm-yard or other hiylily piiirescent ma-
nures, ready lo act as Ibod lor plants, are applied

to any crop, their main operation is to increase the

stalk and lealj or root, of ihe crop, much more in

proportion than its seeds. It is therefore proper to

let such rich manures tjive out their greatest sup-

ply of food to crops which are cultivated for their

stalks and leaves, as clover, and green crops in

general—or for their roots, as potatoes, turnips,

&c. rather than for corn or wheat, of which the

disproportioned increase of stalk and leal'is scarcely

any benefit, and may be to the injury and loss of

the grain. The great apparent increase in grain

crops on spots made rank by heavy and recent

manuring, is always deceptions. The far greater

part of the increase is in the stalks and leaves
;

and the smaller early promise of grain is frequently

cut off by the wheat being lodged, and the grain

shrivelled ; and the place of corn ears being occu-

pied by the black fungus, which is the certain ef-

fect of a too luxuriant growth. Therefore, as far

as convenient, the vegetable and animal manure
of a fiirm should be given to the green crops in

preference to the grain crops; and when of ne-

cessity laid on the latter, they should be so given
as that their greater value is reserved for a suc-

ceeding green crop. Though the amount and
value of liirm-yard manure on clover (for exam-
ple,) are greatly increased by its being: thus con-
verted to clover-manure f^r wheat, still its action

is made more gentle, and it does not produce an
undue proportion of straw in the following wheat
crop.

With this view, and also for economy of labor,

and a belief of greater effect in general, my favor-

ite practice of applying uniotted barn-yard ma-
nures, as well as the better decomposed, has been
as a top-dressing on clover, in the early part of its

year of best growth, (or year alter being sown.)
There need be no fear of waste from evaporation,

or exposure, if the manure is spread thinly and
evenly, as fast as carried out. The first rain car-

ries all the soluble parts of the manure to the roots

of the clover, and of course the enriching action ia

immediate. The growth soon covers and shades
tlie solid and unrolted par!s, and thereby hastens
their bcoming decomposed and soluble, and their

consequent descent into the soil, and servinij as

food to the clover. If used lor grazing tor hotrs,

(after beginning to blossotn,) or if mown, the pro-

fit of the manuring is partly reaped in a li;vv weeks.
If all the growth be plou<rhed under, the next crop

of wheat has the benefit of the larm-yard manure
in its increased product of green manure, and in

that state is received so gradually, as lo do no harm
by causing disproportioned luxuriance of stalk.

If coarse manure be given to corn, whether
plouijhed under deeply or as lop-dressinir, the

greater part of Ihe value remains, nndecomposed,
lor the wheat, and part even f()r the green crop
following ; and corn, bein^» a gross feeder, is less

likely to be hurl by the coar.-e manure.
The more of the land put in turnips the 5th

year, so much the better lor the succeeding crop oi

corn, which ought to have as much aid as possible.

If unrolled leaves be used largely, as top-dress-

ing for wheat only, in winter, ihey will protect the

wheat from cold, and the clover from sun, and
give scarcely any aliment to the first, but more to

Ihe second, and perhaps still more to the next suc-

ceedmg crop.

On eiilier plan of rotation, the manures should

be so applied as to give, as liar as may be, their

first efiects to the green and root crops ; of next

choice, to the corn, and last of all, to the wheat.
E. R.

ON LIMING LAND.

From tlie Lexington Gazette.

Dear Sir

:

— Your letter has been received, as-

king my " experience in relation to the application

of lime to land, for the improvement of the soil;"

and as far as that experience goes, you are wel-
come to it.

In my different tours through Pennsylvania and
New York, upwards of five and twenty years
since, my attention was forcibly attracted by the

lime heaps, and the whitened appearance of the.

fields, where it had been spread ; and the result of
my inquiries as to its effect on their crops, predis-

posed me so strongly in its fiivor, that I determined
to adopt the use of it the first favorable opportuni-

ty. This occurred in the year 1824 or 5, when 1

first came in possession of a farm near tfie Natural
Bridge, now in the occupancy of Thos. Wilson,
esq. A lime kiln, containing by rough estimate

1,000 bushels, was sold to the highest l)idder some
time in the spring, and as soon as I purchased, I

had it all hauled and deposited in one great pile,

in the field in wliich 1 designed using it. This
field, I had previously set in clover, but having
preserved no memorandum, I am unable now to

say whether this was spread the succeeding fall

and turned in with ihe clover, or reserved for corn

the following spring. This fact, however, made a
strong impression on me, that where large mas-
ses of the rock lime had rolled down 10 or 15 feet

from the pile, and there slaked on the clover, that

so far from being burnt up and destroyed, as I

anticipated, this presented by far the most vigorous

and luxuriant appearance. I recollected, too,

this was one of Ihe poorest fields on the farm when
I took possession—was thickly set with running
briers, and nuich disposed to freeze out and the

soil to run toirether during thn winter. The lim-
inij corrected both evils; which, in addition to the
highly beneficial efit^cis oflime in the hands of my
worthy neighbor, David Greenlee, induced me to

continue its use, lliough, li-om necessity, mote spa-
rinuly than I could wish. How far the heavy
crops subsequently made by that most excellent

farmer, Mr. Wilson, has been the result of his con-
stant application of manure, and very judicious

manairement, or to the previous applications of
lime, [ am at a loss to determine. I am, however,
willing to ascribe them to both, knowing the per-

manent good effect oflime, and believing it essen-

tial il should be fillowed by Ihe use of putrescent

manures I doubt not, indeed, injury instead of
benefit, may, in some instances be the result,

unless the use of liuie and putrescent manures (or

vegetable matter in some form) go hand in hand.
But, in reply to your first interrogatory—the

" Mode of preparing lime."
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The kilns for the burning of the Hmestone are

variously constructed—some are temporary, and
some ol' a more permanent character—such, lor

instance, as the kilns at Capt. Edmondson's, lor

the burning of the hydraulic lime; and I believe

your enterprising neighbor, Col. Barclay, also,

has one constructed lor his farm, which will bear
ten or a dozen burnings. But these are expensive
and troublesome in their first erection, and proba-
bly not so well adapted to most farmers, as the

more temporary and cheaper kilns. These, with
the aid of our farming hands, can be built by a
good mason in 5 or 6 days, at a cost ol" about ^5,
capable of burning from 500 to a thousand bush-
els; which will require two hands, night and day,
to supply fuel, lor 5 or 6 days, and during this

time, will consume 20 to 30 cords of wood. This,
tome, and most of us living six miles from town,
is only worth the cutting and hauling ; and I have
no hesitation in expressing the opinion, that most
of us thus situated, can burn lime at a cost not ex-
ceeding 5 or 6 cts. per bushel ; and in no way can
we so profitably employ our labor in the winter
season, as in cutting our timber (now rotting in

great quantities through our wood-lands)—quar-
rying the rock, and burning it into lime. You
ask for such incidental remarks as may suggest
thenjselves—and I will here observe, that through
Maryland and Pennsylvania—in the latter par-

ticularly—where farmers are much closer calcula-

tors of the cost than we are, they deem themselves
richly remunerated for their trouble and expense,
if they can procure lime within 10 iniles of them,
at 25 cts. per bushel. This fact speaks volumes in

its fiivor, and needs no comment.
It will not here be inappropriate to say, there are

several varieties of limestone, and the science of
chemistry, in its course of rapid improvement, has
taught us that all and every variety is valuable.

Formerly it was thought that such as contained
magnesia were " poisonous and destructive to the

soil." But our modern lights have taught us
that they are merely more caustic, and must be

used more sparingly—or a longer time allowed for

them to absorb the carbonic acid of the atmos-
phere, and thus become carbonated, or their caus-

ticity neutralized. There are, however, large quan-
tities of the pure blue limestone throughout our
valley, containing little or no magnesia, and those
fearing its effects may use the otlier without fear

—the magnesian limestone being generally of a
yellow or brown tinge; though Professor Rogers, in

his Geological Report, speaks of a limestone " of

a dull greyish blue color, and coarse texture,"

which, on analysis, was shown to contain upwards
of33 per cent, of the carb. of magnesia ; and, up-

on the same authority, it appears, the hydraulic

limestone of this country contains upwards of 16

per cent.

2nd. "Mode of applying lime

—

quantity per

acre, quality of soil."

Since residing on Buffalo,! have been compelled

to use lime more sparingly and more by way of

experiment—but my method has been, first to

break up the ground, then to lay it off in squares

of 16 or 20 feet, and deposite at each corner a peck

or half a bushel, according to the quantity desired

per acre, and afler this has thoroughly slaked.

which it will do in 10 days or a fortnight, (o spread

it with shovels as evenly as possible, and then to

incorporate it completely with the soil by harrow-

ing and cross harrowing. In spreading, the sai-

lor's tact and judgment must be used in keeping
well to windward, else the eyes will sufier mucli
from the lime. The ground is now well prepared
for the corn crop ; and if fi-om 30 to 60 bushels
are thus applied, nineteen times out of twenty, the
labor and expense will be repaid with 50 per cent,

interest. Tiie growth of the cornstalks will be
more vigorous, the blades greener, and, what is

more important, the ears larger and better matured.
If applied in the same quantity to the wheat crop
in the fall, this is less liable to be depredated on by
insects, and will at harvest have a brighter straw,
and will weigh heavier. Besides, it will come
earlier to maturity, and is much less liable to inju-

ry fi-om rust. The only advantage I perceive
from first using it with the corn crop is, its better

incorporation with the soil tlie first season.

The lands of Mr. Wilson, on which 1 first com-
menced the use of lime, are of the mulatto cast,

and somewliat disposed to be gravelly ; but on
Buffalo I have principally applied it to my sslifiest

clay, with the view to destroy its too great tenacity;

but my partial trials on lands more sandy, induce
me to believe it is here it acts most promptly.

1 am, however anticipating your third interrog-

atory—the " effect on crops since cultivated, and
upon the permanent character of the soil."

As before remarked, the crops are manifestly
improved, both in quantity and quality. As to

the permanency of its operation I have no fear. I

am inlbrmed by Mr. Wilson that on those parts
of his farm, where it was most liberally applied in

1824 or 5, as stated before, its good effects are still

very obvious; and doubtless this would continue
for half a century, under his judicious application

of vegetable manures, as the soil is more prepared
to receive them, to combine with, and to hold them
fast, as it were, for I know of no more appropriate
expression. But the science of chemistry leaches
us that lime alters the very constitution ofthe soil

and that in sands, where barn-yard manure sinks
or evaporates— it matters not which—where its

good effects are utterly lost in twelve months, this

may be so remedied by lime as to make it combine
and "fix" the fertilizing properties of vegetable
manure, for many years. We know too it acts

mechanically as well as chemically, and this com-
bined action will explain the paradox—that whilst

it loosens a stifl soil it will give compactness and
stiffness to a sandy one ; and it is the best remedy,
next to horizontal ploughing, for lands disposed,

to wash. Its action also, is very diflerent, applied

in its caustic state, or after a long period of expo-
sure to the atmosphere. They become indeed
almost distinct substances, and this will in some
degree account for the discrepancy in the experi-

ments made with lime. As quick lime, it should
never be applied directly to the soil, unless where
there is obviously an excess of woody fibre, or

where undecayed roots abound. But made into

a compost by mixing alternate layers of sod, or

rich earth abounding in vegetable matter—or with
leaves from the woods and unroited straw, it will

soon decompose them, and prepare a rich repast

of food for our wheat or corn, if thus spread and
incorporated with the soil where ttiey grow.
Should any of our farmers have " killed" their

land by the caustic lime, or by an over-dose of it

in its mildest state, they have nothing to do but to

plough in a good coat of stable manure, and I will
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insure them for the succeeding crop. Bui prudent

physiciansadminisler light doses "u!l liiey become
acquainted" with the constitution ol'ilieir piiiienis;

and until we become belter acciuuinted with the

constitution of our soil, I would advise my brother

farmers, to give the lime in broken doses, and
never to forget that lime alone cannot work mira-

cles ; but its use must, be combined whli the ma-
nure from our stables and barn-yard, and that thus

combined, in many soils, it will double the product

over that manured alone.

I should have remarked, in connexion with your

second inquiry, my belief that lime acts most

promptly in all chestnut lands, and such lands

might soon be doubled in their value. This is the

common growth in the neighborhood ofSpringlield,

and though limestone makes its appearance every

where, I suspect the sjil is very deficient in the

calcareous principle—Indeed we find this to be the

case in the immediate neighborhood oiLexington,

in the soil taken from the surface of the rock, by

Mr. Graham, and sent to Mr. Ruffin for analysis,

which proved it tube totally deficient ; and this

he showed was the case, by analyzing the soil in

different portions of our valley. JBut in addition,

Professor Rogers says—" In my former report, 1

attempted to remove the mistaken impression, that

the land of limestone regions is already sufficiently

imbued with calcareous matter, by appealing to the

results of analysis ; and I would now repeat the

observations then made, as having been confirmed

by further examination."* And this deficiency

can be supplied both by lime and by that sub-

stance so well known in this county as marl.

Neither can farmers err in applying lime wher-
ever the sorrel grows, or the plant called cinque-

ibil, (or silk-fee,) and the calcareous princi|)le

in ashes will produce a like good etiiect. To such
as feel an interest in the subject of calcareous ma-
nures generally, and their good effects, I would
refer to an essay on the subject, by the able editor

of the Farmers' Register.

But I fear I am becoming tiresome, and if you
think so, administer this as I would lime—in bro-

ken doses, in concluding however, I must re-

mark that " there cannot be any fact in practical

agriculture more clearly proved, than the beneficial

action of lime upon the soil of limestone regions,

such as our valley."

Respectfully yours, &c.,

RoBT. R. Barton.
To a a Baldwin, Esq.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEK ON SWINE.

From tlie American Farmer.

To the New York State jfgricultural Society.

Until recently, very little attention has been
paid to the breeds of our farm stock ; and pigs

being considered an inferior species of domestic
animals, have been the last to engage the atten-

tion of the larmer ; and even at the present day
in many districts of our country, the old unprofit-

able kinds of this animal continue to prevail.

* Should any still doubt this deficiency of calcareoua

principle in our soil, let him take a fair specimen to

the very intelligent and obliging Professor ot Chemistry
in Washington College, and his doubts will soon be

removed.

Indeed, systematic breeding, with a view to im-
prove tlie lurm and value of the animal, may be
said to have hardly commenced among us, tiie im-
provements vvhii-h are perceptible, being rather

ihe Iruits ofEumpeaii than American skill.

A common error in this country, has been to re-

gard more the size ofthe animal, than its symmetry
or good points ; to estimate a breed according to the

great weight vvliich it could be made to attain

—

rather than the profit with which it would be fatted

to the hands of the butchers—the most material

point to liirmer. But experience is teaching us
a new lesson on this head. Butchers now judge
of an animal, not according to its gross weight,

but according to the good points, or most valuable

meat, which it carries. Breeders have learned to

prefer those which, with a given quamity of food,

will lay on the most meat ; and the consumer
has learned, too, that meat that shows the most
solid fat, is neither the most healthy, the most
savory, nor the most economical. It is the due
admixture of fat and lean, or the prevalence of
what is termed fat-lean—such as is seen in the

Devonshire ox and the South Down sheep—that

gives the greatest value to the butcher's meat.
Jt was lately remarked by an eminent breeder

of England, Mr. Gray, at an agricultural dinner,

that he could lecd on an acre of land, a greater

number of pounds of mutton, in carcasses from 18
to 20 lbs. per quarter than in carcasses from 28 to 80
lbs. per quarter; and tliat a quarter of mutton from
a sheep of 18 to 20 lbs. weight per qr. is worth
more in proportion than from a sheep ot 30 lbs.

per quarter; and that consequently, the advantage
is on the side of the smaller carcasses. And he
assigned this, among other reasons, that in case of
drought of scarcity, a small animal can collect as

much food as a larger one, and having a smaller

carcass it derives more advantage from it ; that

whilst the larger is losing in condition, the smaller

one, if not improving, is remaining stationary
;

and v^hen the period arrives at which an abun-
dance^of food can be obtained, it almost immedi-
ately reassumes its position, and is fit to go to

market sooner than the larger animal.

These remarks are found to hold good in regard

to swine, as well as sheep. The same quantum
of (bod that will give 600 pounds to hofrs of a very
large breed, will fatten two hogs of 300 pounds
each: and the meat of the latter, though not so

fat, will be of the better quality. This, and other

considerations, have given to what is termed the
Bcfkshires, a decided superiority both in England
and America, over most other breeds.

The history of the introduction of this breed

among us, was stated in the report upon swine,

made at the last meeting of this society. Since

that time, the demand for this breed of pigs, from
almost every state in the union, has greatly in-

creased, and prices, in some cases, have almost

exceeded credulity. Two hundred and fifty, three

hundred, and even five hundred dollars a pair,

have been paid for them. Nor have they been
found deficient in weight, when they have had
time to mature their growth. They have been
fattened to weigh five, six, and seven hundred
pounds ; and one was brought to this market last

week,from Fulton county,eighteen months old,pur-

chased of Judge Buel a little more than one year

ago, which weighed, when dressed, 633 lbs. the

carcass of which sold in the market at about $56,
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But it is not the great weight which this hreeJ

of hogs are brought to, that gives them their great

intrinsic value. They are docile, quiet, come to

early maturily, have but little od'al, give a large

and excellent ham, one of the most valuable parts,

sweet, sound and hi^h flavored pork, and is be-

lieved, rnalce as great, if not greater returns for the

Ibod consumeil, than any other breed amongst us.

It is a matter of congralulaiioti to the admirer
of this breed of hogs, that INlr. Lossiiig of thiscily

has recently imported three animals of this breed

carefully selected by Mr. Hawes, in England.
This, it is hoped, will preventthe necessity of breed-

ing in-and-in, and thus preserve to us the breed
in its purity.

In corroboration of the higli opinion entertained

of this breed of liogs, 1 will state, that Col. Wil-
liams, a spirited and wealthy irenileman, residing

on Long- Island, desirous of procuring a superior

breed of liogs, wrote to his friend and agent at

Liverpool, to procure for him, witJiorit regard to

price, six pigs of the best breed in England, and
to take lime and satisfy himself before purchasing.

After diligent inquiry, his friend finally settled on
the Berkshire, as being considered, taking all

things into view, the best and most approved breed,

and purchased seven, (bur males and three females,

being the entire litter, (the owner relusinj? to sel!

a part,) and forwarding them to New- York,
where they arrived in October last. One of the

male pigs will be forwarded to the chairman of

this committe in the sprinsr, which will go still

further to keep the breed from degenerating.
There are other good breeds of hogs in some

sections of the country, each of which have their

advocates and admirers, such as the Bedford or

Woburn, JVlackey, Leicesters, Mocho, China, By-
field and Grass-breed, as they are termed.

Much loss has been sustained by our farmers,

in not keeping up the purity of t)lood, when pos-

sessed : the importance of which has been too

little regarded, and before they were aware of it,

the good qualities were lost, either by breednig in-

and-in, or by crossing with inferior animals.

As regards the choice of hogs for breeding, it

is recommended that the male should be small

headed, deep and broad in the chest, the chine
rather arched, the ribs and barrel well rounded,
and the hams falling full dov/n nearly !o the hock.
He should also be more compact in his firm, and
rather smaller than the females, for if she be

coarse, her progen}' will be improved in form and
flesh by the cross, and the more roomy she is, the

better chance will she afford of producing a large

and healthy litter. Respecting her make, no other

observation need be made than to choose her of a
deep and capacious body wiih a good appearance,
and belonging to as good a race as can be found.

The boar should be well f(?d, and when young,
used sparingly. The sow should also be kept in

good condition, so as to support her offspring, but

should not be made too fat ; for if in very high
order she will probably bring but a weak and in-

different litter of pigs. She should not be allowed
to farrow in the winter, as the young are tlien ex-
tremely tender, and of all animals the least able to

endure cold, and thrive with <jreat difficulty. The
months ofMarch and the first ofApril for tiie spring,

and the months ofAugust and Septpmber,fbr the Itill

litters, are therefore to be preferred for farrowing.
When the breeders possess a good kind ofslock,

ihey are too apt to follow it up, by breeding what
is termed " in-and-in" with ihe same family; a
practice whicli is well known cannot be successful-

ly persevered in, for they will become bad feeders,

grow delicate, fiill off in size, and almost entirely

give up breeding; and should they casually have
a litter, the pigs will be small, weak, and die al-

most as soon as they are born.

It not unfrequenily happens, that a young sow
will devour her young ; she should therefore, be
carefully watched, and well led, when about to
farrow : which may be known by her carrying
straw in her mouth, about to form her bed. It is

a good precaution to sponge the backs of the piorg

immediately after they are born, with a strong in-

fusion of aloes, in luke-warm water, as its bitter

taste will prevent her from destroying them ; care
should also be taken before farrowing to separate
her from other hogs. She should have a dry and
warm place, and be provided with a good supply
of straw cut short, to prevent the pigs from getting
entangled, in which case she is apt to lay on and
kill them. To protect the pigs, an open frame or
strong rail on each side of her, elevated a few in-

ches from the ground, under which the pigs may
run, has been recommended. Eight or ten days
after farrowing, the sow may be allowed to leave
her stye fiiir a short time every da}', and when the
pigs acquire a liiile strength, they may accompany
her. A grass field is the best place, for the her-
bage improves the sow's milk ; the pigs grow fas-

ter as well as more healthy, and the stye is render-
ed more sweet by their absence. If the brood be
numerous, they should be lessened, in order to re-

lieve the sow, to eight or at most to nine ; tliough
from ten to thirteen have been brought up in per-
fect order, without any apparent injury to the mo-
ther. In such cases, however, she should be a,

strong and healthy animal, as well as supplied,

with an abundance of the most nutritious food.

During the whole period of her nursing, the oflals

of the kitchen, or dairy wash with ship etuflsj

ground oats, bailey, buckwheat or corn, mixed and
given luke-warm, morning and evening, and with
a little Indian meal or peas and barley ground and
mixed, or something equally nutritious.

The young pigs, while sucklers, shou-Id not be
lelt wholly to the nourishment offered by the sow,
but should be (iirnishcd, two or three times a day,
with skim-milk, or buttermilk-whey or pot liquor,

made lukewarm, and having a little meal, shorts
and boiled roots, mixed up with it; or if this be
thought too troublesome, skim-milk, with a small
quantity of meal may be left constantly for them,
in a part of the stye to vvhich the sow cannot
have access. In six or seven weeks, they will

generally weigh from thirty to thirty-five pounds
and be strong enough to wean. After weaning,
they should not only be kept dry and clean, but
regularly fed.

The importance of ihe value of swine, with re-

gard to the consuming of the refuse or coarse grain
of' the farm, and production of manure, is too well
known to the farmer to require further notice.

Pigs that come in March, and are intended to

be killed in December, should be well fed with the
wash of the kitchen and dairy, from the time of
weaning, and have a run in good clover where
there is plenty of water, and as soon as peas will

answer, a small (juanliiy added lo their feed daily

and the quantity increased as they increase in size;
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as feeding anJ fattening hogs exclusively on corn,

at the present high prices, it is evident to every

one, would be a losing and ruinous concern. It

is therefore recommended, that as soon as the har-

vesting of potatoes commences, the hogs should

be confined and fed with boiled or steamed pota-

toes, with a few pumpkins, beets or carrots ; and

peas, oats and buckwlieat, ground together, should

be well mixpd, when hot, and fed lukewarm, reg-

ularly three times per day. Great care should

be taken not to cloy their appetites, by fijeding

more than they will eat at each time and as they

advance, it is recommended to feed them a little at

a time, several times in the day. To keep them

easy and quiet, much depends on regularity, for

they keep much better time than many are aware

of.

To harden and give solidity to their flesh, about

two or three weeks previous to their slaughtering,

they should be plentifully fed wiih corn and pure

water, but it would be more economical to have

the corn reduced to meal, and if convenient made

into mush pudding, adding a little salt by way of

relish. A small quantity of fine chaicoal thrown

into their pens occasionally, and a small quantity

of sulphur, mixed with the (bod, will add much to

their health.

It has been ascertained that one bushel of grain

ground and cooked, will go nearly as lar as two

in its whole state. The above remarks will apply

equally well to grown hogs.

JVlarch pis;s, well faliened, weighing from 200

to 250 pounds, and killed in December, will com-

mand in this market the highest price ; but (or

consumption on the (arm, an older and larger hog

is recommended, say from 300 to 400 pounds.

Hogs treated as above, if of a good breed, will

require from six to eight weeks to (atten them su(-

ficiently for slaughtering.

C. N. Bement Chairman.

APPLICATION OF MANURES, AND THEIR EF-
FECTS. SHEEP.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Orange, December Ylth, 1839.

My few contributions to the Register, have be^n

upon the subject of manures, and my plan of en-

deavoring to fertilize therewith a much worn (iirm.

The making of manures and their application, I

acknowledge to be my hobby ; and one I delight

to ride. Therefore permit me to give you my pro-

ceedings in this important branch of the (iirmer's

avocation during the present year.

In January last, all the manure that was of the

proper description was applied as a lop-dressing to

the wheat. About the middle ofMarch, the (iirm-

pen manure, which was composed of straw, corn-

stalks, weeds, leaves, and the droppings of the

cattle, not being sufliciently decomposed to admit

of turning in with the plough properly, was heap-

ed; giving lime to the heap as the work progressed,

which soon reduced it to the proper consistency,

and adding greatly to the value of the manure;

this was given to the corn land. The ashes col-

lected, with plaster in the proportion of two parts

ashes and one of plaster, was ap[ilied to our old

meadows, at about four bushels to the acre; the

meadow previously scarified by a heavy harrow,

the teeth of vvhich made sharp and curved at the

points; this produced a heavy crop. At present

the ground being sufiicienlly firm, from the few
days of freezing weather, all the manure collected

since the spring is now being applied to the wheat,
except a su(ficiency of the most thoroughly rotted,

for the garden. This being preferred, as the germs
of the seeds of weeds, &c., are destroyed by the

heat necessary to reduce vegetable matter to muck.
The result of my applications of leaves (rom the

woods turned in, is very satisfactory. And the
grand result of nny hobby is, " the gathering of
twoearsof corn, (rom land, which before I mounted
my hobby, only produced one."
Though this branch of husbandry receives much

attention, there are others afibrding me great plea-

sure and equal profit, viz: in 1834 I purchased 30
sheep at 10s. 6(/.— is .'Si52 50. By referring to my
sheep account, I find sales of wool at 40 cents per
pound, independent of mutton and lambs con-
sumed, net proceeds to credit of sheep ^262 70.

Number of sheep counted to-day 40. The sheep
when purchased were of no particular breed, and
very indifl'erent ; instead of selling my lambs at

S2 to the butcher, ! select the best for breeders,

thereby always having a young flock, and dispo-

sing of the old when mutton at ^4, besides gain-
ing the yearly fleece, which is nearly equal to the

price of the lambs. My flock at present is half

Bakewell, which I preli'r, in conseqtience of their

fjjttening qualities, length of wool and heavy fleece.

My sheep have not had a bushel of grain, and
no fodder exf^ept when snow prevents their getting

grass. Their pasture is frequently changed ; salt

twice a week, reserving the best blue grass pas-

ture, into which they are turned about the 12ih of
December; their shelter is a pine thicket. I never
pen Ihem, though their manure is a great tempta-
tion to do so, yet I believe it injurious, and they
would more probably be stolen.

J. R. SpOTSWOOD,

REELING SILK.

From tlic Journal of the American Sillc Society.

The ease with which the operation of reeling

silk may be performed is not generally known ; in-

deed, it is known to none but those who have
tried their hand at it, and many even of them
have got out of patience belbre discovering it.

We have heard many anecdotes illustrative ofthe
facility with which persons who never either reeled

or saw it done. An aged jjentleman related to us a
kw months since, the following: He had con-

structed a Piedmontesc reel from the drawing and
description in the Silk Journal, and placed it in a

back room for the purpose of giving it a trial. He
had carefully studied all the directions for the ope-

ration, and prepared himself to carry them out lit-

erally; aller some difliculiy he had caught the fibres

of as many cocoons as he wished to combine in a

thread, had got the two thieads passed through the

eyes of the plate, and even passed them around

each other twenty times, as directed, belbre passing

I hem through the guides of the traversing bar onto

the bars ol'lhe reel.' At last all this was ready. He
looked at the cocoons, at the threads, wound
around each other, and at the reel, with doubt and

hesitation. " It will not do," said lie, " surely those
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threads wound around each other in that manner
cannot pass freely—they must break with a very

slight turn of the reel." He at last ventured 1o

touch the crank gently—the thread passed freely,

and he was encouraged to turn a little faster, when
it passed ofi' still more freely. Thus encouraged,
he turned the reel faster and faster, increasing by
gentle degrees, till he put it upon lull speed ; and
the faster he turned, the more freely the thread pas-

sed, and the more easily the cocoons unwound. He
was so delighted with his experiment, that he cal-

led in his family to witness his success— for he had
made the experiment in private, that he might not

be exposed to the laughter of observers, in case of

failure. He then proceeded, with the aid of one
of his familj'', and reeled a skein of raw silk

according to directions, and sent it to a neigh-

boring city, where there was a person, a foreigner,

who was considered a good judge of raw silk.

The silk was shown to him, and he pronounced it

Italian raw silk of excellent quality, and insisted

that the skein exhibited, was reeled in Italy, and
could not have been reeled in this country. Af-

ter, however, he was assured that it had been pro-

duced here, and he was requested to point out any
fault it might exhibit, he discovered that the

thread was occasionally loose. That is, there were
spots occasionally, in which the fibres remained un-
connected by the adhesion of the gum. No sooner

was this fault pointed out than the cause flashed

upon the old gentleman's mind instantly. It was
this. During the process the reel had been stopped
occasionally for the purpose of replacing exhaus-
ted cocoons, &c. and when it was recommenced,
he had omitted to wet the fibres below their junc-
tion at the crossing. The fibres at the point had
of course not been brought into perfect contact, and
had become dry ; therelbre, when they passed up
and through the crossing, they of course did not

remain adherent, and hence the thread in the

skein presented those spots of loose or inadherent
fibres—the perfection of raw silk requiring the

several fibres to be closely united by their gum in-

to a cylindrical thread. It was a valuable lesson to

the old gentleman, although the trifling imperfec-

tion his silk presented in this respect, would scarcely

have been noticed by the manufacturer; lor there

is not one skein of the best Italian silk in a hundred
that is entirely free from that fault.

This anecdote, wliich is literally true, ought to

encourage others to reel silk. The old gentle-

man is not a mechanic, and yet made the reel

with his own hands. This shows how simple the

Piedmonte^e reel is, and how easily it may be made
by persons at a distance from places where they
are kept for sale.

Another gentleman, who had obtained one of
the iron Piedmontese reels that are made in this

city, informs us that he is now using it, and that

he is surprised at the facility with which the reel-

ers, who never before saw a reel, nor tlie operation
of reeling, perform with it.

Another gentleman, in Pennsylvania, has made
a reel himself, of wood, though he is a worker in

metal, of a construction diflerent li-om the Pied-
montese, but which produces similar results ; with
which he is also reelinir his cocoons, and lias pro-

duced some beautiful silk.

We could go on and fill our Journal with simi-
lar anecdotes and instances of success in reeling

eilk, by persons who had never before seen the op-

eration performed. But we deem the above suffi-
cient. We could give our own experience, but this
has been done an hundred times. VVlien we learnt
to reel, we had not the lights of the present time to
guide us. Nearly all the pufjlicaiions on the sub-
ject were in French and Italian, which we did not
read. But we found in Rees' Cyclopedia, a descrip-
tion—a very imperfect one, of the Piedomtese reel.
We employed a mechanic to make one with vari-
ations of our own suggestion. With this reel we
began, encountering all the difficulties without any
guide by which we could avoid them ; and yet in
one week we were able to reel with the utmost fa-
cility, and produced as good an article as we hav6
since seen liom any country. When the Conoress
Manual was published, we examined its directions
for reeling—compiled, as is well known, from the
best European authorities—and we were able to
make many important corrections in our own prac-
tice—principally relating,however, to speed in reel-
ing. We therelbre, have our own experience aa
well as that of others for authority for saying, that
any person of ordinary capacity and applTcation
can learn to reel in one week's time, so as to pro-
duce a perfect article. It will ofcourse require prac-
tice to enable them to reel fast, so as to be able to
reel as much silk in a day as an experienced reeler
can

; biitit does not require as much even of this as
it does for the performance of many kinds of every
day work. For example. A young woman can
learn to perform a lull day's work at reeling eilk
in half the time it would require to learn to" do a
lull day's work at spinning cotton or flax.

It is a common remark by persons who are wq-
ing to raise silk, that they intend to sell their co-
coons

; and one of the most common questions
asked of us is—"will there be a market for cocoons
next season ?" Nearly every body contemplate
selling their cocoons. Now this is wrong. The
producer of cocoons should also reel them for
many cogent reasons—̂ rs<, that he may obtain the
profits of reeling, which he will find are nearly or
quite equal to those of producing the cocoons.
The highest price of a bushel of the best cocoons
is %5. This bushel of cocoons if properly reeled,
will produce a pound and a half of raw silk of best
quality, worth ^6 to ^8 per pound. But suppose
it only worth ^5 a pound, there will be ^2 50 for
reeling the bushel of cocoons. The reeling will
ILirnish excellent employment for the females of
his family, slave or fl-ee ; or if he have none, or
does not choose to employ them thus, for some
neighboring female less fortunately situated than
himself. Secondly, the reduction of the cost of
transportaiion. Cocoons are very bulky, 25 to 30
pounds filling a barrel. If they are to be trans-
ported to any distance, the expense will be very
great. They are also liable to accidents in trans-
portation, such as indentation, which ruins ihem
!br reeling

;
putreliiction fi-om confinement in close

barrels, boxes, &c. While the expense of trans-
porting the raw silk is comparatively nothing. A
barrel of cocoons will be reduced, in weight, to
three and three-lbiirihs of a pound ; and in bulk
to the size of a half gallon measure, or even less
so that the raw silk of a hundred and fifty barrels
of cocoons may be packed in a single flour barrel.
These are reasons which we should suppose
would induce all persons to reel their own cocoons.

But, say many persons indeed, the reeling of
silk is too nice and diflicult an operation for our
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blaclrs to perform—we do not want the trouble of

it. We Iiave showed sibove thut it is nol so diffi-

cult to reel as is ima<fiiied. It is to be sure an art,

and the perfection of its products requires nicely

and some degree orsl<ill ; but ail of which is easily

acquired by any ordinary capacity. It is not liie

real difficulties of reelini^ ihat prevent any one

from reeling ; but the imaginary ones. Let any

one determine that he will reel, and he shall reel,

and that two in a time of apprenti.;eship that will

astonish even himself.

There are some rules to be observed in reeling

that we may as well lay down here while on the

subject. They are generally found in the books,

but' so mixed up with other matter that they es-

cape attention.

1st. The cocoons of each particular crop should

be kept by themselves. Several parcels should

not be mixed together ; so that the age of all the

cocoons of one parcel may be the same ; for co-

coons of different ages require water of different

temperatures.

2d. The first thing in the morning, the reeler

must select her cocoons, putting the best in one

basket, second best in another, and the balance in

a third.

3d. She nlust have clear rain or river water,

and it is best, if it be river water, that it be placed

over night to settle its sandy particles.

4lh. She must acquire a knowledge of the tem-

perature required by different cocoons, so that she

will instantly know whether the water be too hot

or too cold. There is no circumstance that causes

so much bad silk as a want of this knovvledge, or

carelessness in applying ii. if the water be too

hot, the silk comes off in burs or ganglions, and

when this is discovered, the cocoons already in the

water are injured by the extraction of the gum,
and the silk is thereby rendered uneven and knotty.

If the water be too cool, the cocoons will rise up to

the plate, and the fibres be broken. This is not

difficult to learn.

5th. She should always know how long the

fcocoons have been produced, that is, how old

they are ; and in what manner they have been

tured, whether baked, steamed, or cured in the sun,

ns all these require water ofdifferent temperatures.

Very old cocoons require water nearly boiling,

while those just produced and not cured requiring

it little more than milk-warm. Baked cocoons of

whatever age require water nearly boiling, while

steamed cocoons require it of a temperature accor-

ding to their age, and generally a little higher than

those cured in the sun.

6th. Of whatever size ihe thread is to be, she

must keep the number of cocoons regularly the

same, or as near it as possible. If she is to produce

thread of eight to ten fibres, she must begin with

ten cocoons to each thread, and keep that number
as steadily running as possible. She will not be

able to keep the exact number, but she will never

be obliged lo allow them to vary more than two,

so that the thread will be called " eight to ten

fibre." This is regular enough for ail practical

purposes.

7th. After stopping the reel for any purpose, she

must wet the thread thorou<rhIy where it crosses,

and thence down to the basin, by sprinkling it

with hot water from the basin, before she begins

agam.
8th. She must change the water in the basin as

fast as it becomes foul—two or three iimes a day,
when steadily at work.

9lh. While the reel is going she must keep her
attention steadily u|)on the cocoons in the basin, so

that when one is exhausted or breaks she may
have another ready to be added.

lOih. The reel must be turned as rapidly as the
cocoons will unwind, so that as little gum as pos-

sible may be left in the water.

11th. The person turning the reel must keep his

eye upon the thread between the traversing bar
and the bars ot the reel, so that he may see and
brush off any moles that may appear on it.

12th. Bear in mind that care and skill in reeling

will make the silk worth two or three dollars a
pound more than that produced by a careless reeler

—therelbre, that the careful reeler gets one dollar

a pound lor her industry, and two dollars for care-

fulness. G. B. S.

SEARCH FOR CALCAREOUS MANURES.

From tlie Maine Farmer;

The subject of calcareous manures, although
somewhat understood and prized in former years,

has become more systematically understood on
account of the laws which govern its action be-
ing more fully developed by the researches of
Ruthn, the editor of the Farmers' Register.

The publication of his work containing as it does a
full code of the principles which should govern
the application of lime, whether comliined with
clay in tlie form ol' marl, or combined with
other materials, was an important event in the

history of agriculture, and every farmer who
makes the latest pretensions to skill in his prefess-

ion, or has the least desire to be enlightened or to

receive benefits from the experience of othersj

should read the work.

The Kennebec County Agricultural Society pro-

cured a number of them to be distributed in pre-

miums, as they did not arrive quite in season they
were not offered last spring but will be the ensuing
year. In the mean time we would suggest to the

trustees of the Society to procure more of them,
and not only the trustees of this but every other

agricultural society in the union. They cannot
dispose of their funds in a better manner.
A five dollar bill will procure ten of them. And

one of them bestowed in the form of premium, is

worth more, and will do much more good and be

of more lasting benefit, than the whole five dollars

given in cash.

But to our subject. Chemical analysis proves

that lime, either as a corrector of acids in the soil,

as an improver of the texture of the soil on which
it is put, or as a pabulum or food of a great num-
ber of plants, is almost constantly active in the

process of vegetation ; and an active and healthy

vegetation is the liirmer's "sheet anchor"—the

foundation of his posterity and wealth. How ne-

cessary then it is that he enquire into this branch

of his business, and look about him for a source

and a supply of this mineral. Wherever there

are limestone formations— or, in more common
language, wherever there is lime rock, you will

often find either a few inches immediately above
the rock, or on one side, a dark colored layer of
earth resting immediately in contact with the rock

and varying in thickness. This is produced by a
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disintegration of the rock, and is made of a mix-
lure of carbonate of lime, and also ^eate ol" lime,

or in other words lime united with the vegetatmg
principle of the soil and other matters of ditferent

kinds. Our observing old friend, JVlajor Wood ol'

this town, once brought us a quantity of this from

St. Albans, in this state, which was rich in lime,

and the other day he brought us a Imlf a bushel

by the way of specimen, which he collected not a

stone's threw from his own door. Much oi" this

contains not less \'aan ffteen per cent of carbonate

of lime. Now here is a substance containing all

the elements necessary to promote (erfility in soils

that are lacking in these matters. All that is wan-
ting is a little exprience in the mode of applying,

as it regards quantity, and sort of soil and crop.

No doubt there are millions and millions of loads,

sleeping undisturbed, in situations near where it is

much needed. A little search will discover it,

and a little exertion will get it out, and a little ex-

perience teacli how to use it, and all these little

items of knowledge will be of vast service to the

/iirraer who puts them into active operation.

Comparative view of the profits ari-
sing FROM THE culture OP CORN AND
THE CULTURE OF SILK ON POOR SOILS.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

In the Farmers' Register (vol. vii, p. 599.) Dr.

Perrine, after having avowed his beliei'in " the fit-

ness'''' of the southern states for the culture of silk,

uses the following language :
" but this belief is not

founded on the false hypolhesis, that this new
branch of rural industry will yield greater profits

than an equal amount of labor and capital em-
ployed ill the culture of corn or of cotton. Yet
this belief is based on the undisputed facts that

this new industry will occupy the poorest soils

and the feeblest persons, which and who cannot

be profitably devoted to the culture of any old sta-

ple of agriculture
'''

Now, while I avow a determined and firm oppo-

sition to all humbug statements, if the hypothesis

that the culture of silk will yield greater profits

than the same amount of labor and capital em-
ployed in the culture of corn or cotton (when poor

soils are brought under cultivation in both cases)

can be proved to be false, tor one, I shall aban-

don the culture of silk, and advise others to do the

same. But let us see how the matter stands,

taking '^ undisputed fads'''' to form a basis for our

estimates. I live in a" region wi:ere corn is culti-

vated to considerable extent on soils that yield 10

to 12 bushels per acre, and none will pretend that

this culture, taking 11 bushels of corn per acre as

the average of the crops, will pay a profit of more
than S2 per acre; and if it does even that, it must
be under a system of the most pinching econom}'.

From this, it is obvious that the cultivators of such

soils in corn, if hired labor were their dependence,

could not live, and consequently they must emi-

grate, or sell their poor lands, and turn speculators

or traders, and thus destroy the proper balance of

Bociety, by adding to a class already too numerous.

No. 1.

3 men, 3 boys, and 3 women, may cul-

tivate 100 acres of poor land, and
Vol. VIII—

2

produce 1100 bushels of corn, from

which 320 bushels must be deducted,

for the support ol" 4 horses and 9 la-

borers; 780 bushels the remnant left

for market, at 70 cents per bushel - $546 00

Deduct as Ibllow^;

Hire of 3 men and clothing

and animal food - - $210 00
Hire of 3 women and cloth-

ing and animal food - 135 00
Hire of 3 boys and clothing

and animal food - - 135 00

S480 00

Net profit (without charge for black-

smith's bill,) - - - - - $66 00

From the foregoing stalempnt it appears that 66
cents per acre, instead of $2, would be the profit

realized from poor soils cultivated in corn, and that

this is near the truth, may be inferred from the

fact that such lands, in this region, rent for 60 to

80 cents the cultivated acre.

ifo. 2.

3 men, 3 boys, and 3 women, may culti-

vate 30 acres of morus multicaulis, and
with the assistance of $150 expended
for help, rear 2,000,000 of silk worms,
which will produce 400 pounds of reel-

ed silk, worth - - - - $2000 00
And 200 pounds of floss and waste silk 100 00

Deduct as follows

:

Interest on cocoonery - $75 00
Hire of 9 laborers as in No. 1. 480 00
Bread for 9 laborers - 100 00
Corn for two horses - 70 00
9 months interest on $150 6 75
Transient labor - - 150 00

$2100 00

881 75

Net profit $1218 25

This may be a ''false hypothesis," but if so, it

rests mainly on \hQ admitted fads of Dr. P., viz.,

1. that 200 pounds of leaves produce one pound
of reeled silk; and 2. that one acre of /joor soil,

planted in morus multicaulis will yield 3200 pounds
of leaves, or 16 pounds of reeled silk.

In the last statement I have made no charge for

reeling the cocoons, because, I knoio that it may
be done by the 3 women, with the assistance of
the men and boys. There is no difficulty about
the art of reeling that may not be overcome by
any woman capable of learning to spin cotton or

yarn, with a lew days suitable instruction, and two
or three months practice. But if $1 per lb. be
paid for reeling the silk, we shall still have a net

profit of $818 from 30 acres of poor soil, or rathef

more than $27* per acre.

Layton Y. Atkins.
Stafford county, Va., Jan. 1840.

* Let it be remembered tliat I have made the pro-

duct of 30 acres, 80 pounds of reeled silk, less than

the estimate of Dr. P., which would add ^320 to the

net profit.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD KEPT AT THE CO-

COONERY OF THE POTOMAC SILK AKD AG-
RICULTURAL COMPANY.

Lncation six miles N. R. of Fredericksburg, and four miles west
of the Pntoinac. Latitude 38^, or neiirly. Degrees measured
by Fahrenheit's thermometer.

71 84
64 87
7182

13 63 90 74

Wind.

N. W.
Variable,

Do.

N. W.

Remarks.

N. E.
N.

N. W.

S. E.
S. W.

71 [Variable

71 S. W.
i3 Do.

6182
63 85

63 82

66 78

69 86

65 78 71

5|6ll75

N. W.
Calm.

Variable,

Calm
Do.

S. W.

N. W.

N.
Variable

S. E.

S. W.
Variable

71

N.

N.

Clear.

Do.
Rain with thunder in the

morning, clear in the

evening.
Clear in the morning, rain

in the evening with

high wind, thunder and

vivid lightning. Silk-

worms spinning ap-

parently undisturbed.

Thunder storms do not

kill silk-worms as some
have imagined.

Rain.
Clear.

Do. Two-crop silk-worms

hatched on the 10th,

accomplished 1st moult-

ing. Mean temperature

of this age, 76°.

Clear.

Occasional showers with

thunder.

CJpar.

Do.
Do. Two-crop silk-worms

hatched on the 10th,

accomplished tlie 2nd

moulting. Mean tem-

perature of this age, 73°

Clear.

Do.

Cloudy with occasional

showers.

Transient clouds.

Cloudy.
Cloudy with occasional

showers.

Clear. Two-crop silk-

worms hatched on ihe

10th, accomplished the

3rd moulting. Mean
temperature of this age,

70°.

Clear.

Do.
D)tto. Two-crop silk-

worms' eggs of 1838,

placed in the ice house

in March, and exposed

on 26th June, hatched
to day.

Cloudy with copious rains.

Clear in the morning, in

the evening cloudy with
thunder and lightning.

Clear. Two crop worms
hatched 10th June, ac-

complished the 4th

moulting, antt entered

on the .5th age Mf-an

temperature of this age,
74°,

Clear.

1839 q

July.

Aug.

62

16

87

Wind. Remarks.

66
68 90

72 90

66 77

75

86
88
88

88 81

71 Variable.

Calm.
Variable,

N. E.
N. W.
Calm.
S. W.

Variable.

Calm.
N.

S. E.
do.

S. W,

do.

70 84 80
70 82 74

70 82
73 86
73 91

69 N. Clear.

78 S. W. Recently deposited eggs
of mammoth yellow
silk-worms,hatched this

morning.
Clear in the morning, in

the evening cloudy with

thunder.

Clear.

Clear in the morning, in

the evening cloudy with

thunder.

Clear,

Do.
Do,
Cloudy with rain.

Dense fog in the morning,

rain with thunder in the

evening.
Clear.

.Rain in the morning, clear

i

in the evening.
I Clear.

iDo.

Cloudy all day, and rain

in the evening.

Clear in the morning, rain,

with thunder in the e-

vening.
Do. do.

Clear.

Clear in the morning; in

the evening rain, with
thunder.

Do. do.

Clear. Two-crop silk-

worms hatched on the

1st July, commenced
spinning.

Clear.

Cloudy with thunder and
occasional showers.

Do. do.

Clear.

Clear in the morning,
thunder storm in the

evening.
N. W. Clear.

N. E. iCloudy with copious rain.

N. jCloudy.
S. E. Transient clouds. Silk-

worms of five varieties

spinning in handsome
style.

82 77

74 70
75 73
76 76

32 76
8075
76|72

6060

do.

N. E.
Variable.

do.

do.

N. E.
Variable.

S. E.
Calm.

Variable,

do. Cloudy. Eggs of two-
i

cropsilk, laid 28th July,
I hatched.
.:Cloudy.

Thunder with rain in the

evening.
Clear.

Do,
Do,
Clear in the morning,

thimder storm in the

evening.
Clear.

Do.
Transient clouds with

thunder.

Rain all day.

Variable,

do,

N,
do.

S, W,

N.
do.

do.

N. W.
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1839

Aug

Sept.

76 70
62 61
6260
73 70
73 69

72 70
7672
7672
7472
74 70
78 74
7876

30 54 70 60

Wi7id.

N. W.

do.

Variable,

do.

do.

do.

do.

Calm.
S. W.

Variable,

do.

do.

N. E.
do.

N. W.
N.

Calm.
S. E.
N. E.
S. E.
do.

S.

do.

do.

N.
do.

do.

do.

N. E.

S.

do.

do.

Variable.

Calm.
do.

do.

S. W.
do.

N.
S.

N. W.
N.
do.

S.

N. W.

Remarks.

Transient clouds with oc-

casional showers.
Do. do.

Do. do.

Do. do.

Cloudy with thunder and
frequent showers.

Transient clouds with
thunder and occasional

showers.
Do. do.

Clear.

Do.
Do.
Clear in the morning, in

the evening rain with
thunder.

Clear.

Cloudy.
Do.
Clear.

Do.
Do.
Cloudy.
Do.
Do.
Transient clouds.

Do.
Do., with showers.
Transient clouds.

Clear.

Do.
Transient clouds.

Clear.

Clear, and white Crost in

the vallies.

Clear.

Do.
Do.
Transient.

Clear.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
White frost on the hills

and vallies.

Clear.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Silk-worms of several varieties, some of which
are mentioned in the foregoing record, commenced
hatching on the 1st of July, and continued hatch-

ing in small parcels daily until the 10th. They
were very healthy, and reached maturity about
the 32nd day ; the time which Dandolo assigns as

the natural period. The cocoons were firm and
neatly formpd, but were about, 25 per cent, lighter

than those produced by the same varieties in

June, which were three days later in coming to

maturity. The cause of this dJHereace in the
weight of cocoons, 1 do not pretend to know; it

was certainly not caysed by neglect of the late

rearing, for they had the most attention and were
fed as well, and cleaned with more regularity. It

is evident however, that these facts do not agree

with a theory found in the Chinese treatise, which
is becoming quite popular in this country, viz :

" that the longer the worms remain in the cater-

pillar state, the less will be their production of

silk." In the treatise alluded to at page 116, we
tind the following language: " b'ood must be given

to the silk-worms without fail during the day and
night. If the repasts are multiplied, it will neces-

sarily result that they will soon arrive at maturi-

ty; but if their meals are rare, and not numerous,
they will attain their growth slowly. When the

silk-worms attain maturity in 25 days, one frame
or hurdle will liirnish 25 ounces of silk. If in 23
days only 20 ounces can be obtained, and if the

time be one month, or forty days, one hurdle will

liirnish but 10 ounces of silk. Those persons who
feed silk-worms ought to endeavor not to sleep.

Laziness has serious inconveniences.^^ Now,
while I have no apology for negligence, and fi'ee-

ly admit that indolent and careless persons are not

likely to make as good cocoons as the industrious

and careful, I am constrained to say that this

theory does not agree with facts as they have been
drawn from my experiments. I have conducted
twelve rearings of silk-worms in four successive

seasons, and of the cocoons of the two-crop worm
formed between the 25th and 30ih day, from 700
to 800 were required to weigh a pound ; and of
cocoons formed from the 30lh to 35ih day, 350 to

400 weigh a pound. The cocoons of other varie-

ties also, were found 50 per cent, lighter than those
formed alter the 32nd day.
Feeding with wet leaves.—The prevailing opi-

nion lor centuries has been, that wet leaves are in-

jurious to silk-worms. The Chinese among va-
rious things which silk-worms " do not like,'" nien-
tion loet leaves. From recent developemenis how-
ever, it is highly probable, that experience will ere
long show conclusively that this opinion, venera-
ble for its antiquity as well as the respectable vvri-

lers who support it, is a bugbear of the imagina-
tion, and deserves to be classed with other hoary-
headed traditions which have for centuries been
propped up by authority. Some months ago, ex-
periments tending to show that wet leaves'do no
harm, had become so numerous in Connecticut,
that the editor of the 'Silk Culturist' says "the no-
tion that wet leaves are injurious to the worms, is

now generally exploded." Besides these, three
quite decisive experiments made in Virginia havf?
been reported,* to which may be added three of
my own, one made in 1838, and two in 1839. I
cannot discover that feeding with wet leaves does
any injury. It is certainly not the cause of the
tripes, lor I have for two seasons /bund more of
that disease among worms fed exclusively on dry
leaves. The disease called the tripes, is nothing'
but suffocation caused by a neiilect of cleanliness'
or a confined atmosphere surcliarged wiih carbon-
ic acid gas. The efficacy of chloride of lime, in pre-
venting this disease, has long been known, and ig

doubtless owing to its absorption of carbonic acid,
by which the atmosphere is kept near its natural
state, or in that condition, most suitable for the
respiration of animals. In cocooneries, especially
when large rearings of silk-worms are made, it is

necessary to keep up a very Dee circulation to
prevent the atmosphere becoming surcharged with
this deleterious gas.

By Mr. Archer, Mr. Carter and T. S. Pleasantf.
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"7%e respiration of animals is another source of
carbonic acid.—On confining an animal in a given

portion of atmosplieric air, over lime-water, this

produclion of carbonic acid is evinced by a pre-

cipitation. The same effect is also produced more
retnarlobly in oxygen gas. The production of

carbonic acid by respiration may be proved also by
blowing the air from the lungs, with the aid oi" a

quill, through lime-water, which will^immediately

grow milky. The carbonic acid, thus added to

the air, unfits it for supporting lil'e, not merely by

diminishing the proportion of oxygen gas, but

apparently by exerting a positively noxious effect.

Hence a given quatillty of air will support an an-

imal much longer when the carbonic acid is re-

moved as fast as it is formed, than v/hen suffered

to remain in a state of mixture. It has been (bund

that an atmosphere consisting of oxygen gas and

carbonic acid, is fatal to anin)als, though it should

contain a larger proportion of oxygen than the

air we commonly breathe." The natural consti-

tution of the then atmosphere, and a climate suit-

ed to its nature is the best for the silk-worms, and

for all other animals. (See Henry's Elements of

Chemistry article "Carbonic Acid," and Farmers'

Register, vol. 6, p. 628.)

I will close this communication by commenting
on the following, and perhaps some other state-

ments, in Dr. Perrine's letter in the last No. of the

Register : " But sir, for the sake of the southern

states themselves, I should prefer a much lower

valuation of the leaves ; and I hope that you
yourself will soon demonstate that you can make
$4 net profit per acre, per annum, by selling on

the trees their leaves at 12^ cents per 100 lbs ; i. e.

3,200 pounds of leaves from an acre of the poor-

est soils." How an acre of land planted with

mulberry and enclosed, and cultivated too, can

furnish ^4 net profit, or indeed any profit, I am
unable to perceive ; and all who believe that this

estimate comes near the truth, will of course aban-

don the culture of silk. I venture to assert, that

not one person can be found in Virginia, willing

to expend ^4 annually on an acre of land, for the

prospect of having the same amount returned by

a nurchase of mulberry leaves. But let us see

how this view of the subject looks, when contrast-

ed with Dr. P's. admission in a former letter, that

200 pounds of leaves are sufficient to produce one

pound of reeled silk. The product of 3,200 pounds

of leaves, or " one acre of the poorest soil," would

be 16 pounds of reeled silk.

16 pounds of raw silk at ^5 880 00
Deduct (or rearing worms $16, reeling

cocoons ^16, and cultivation ^4 36 00

Net product .S44 00

We recently sold a small parcel of reeled silk in

Philadelphia (the reeling not done in the best

style,) at 8-5 p^^" pounci ; and that the charges al-

lowed for " common culture" and other labor are

ample, will not be questioned by persons having

practical knowledge of the business. The op-

posers of the culture of silk need take no higher

ground than that assumed by Dr. Perrine. De-
monstrate that it is true, and this " humbug " will

die. I believe it is usual in some parts of Virgin-

ia to rent land for one-third part of the gross pro-

duct, (the tenant performing all the labor,) and i(

this plan were adopted with a mulberry plantation,

the leaves (3,200 pounds) would commmonly (iir-

nish the landlord 5;^ pounds of reeled silk, worth
(the expense of reeling being deducted,) ^21 33,

At that price, the leaves would not be high,

making Dr. P.'s admission, that 200 pounds of

leaves make a pound of silk, the basis of one cul-

tivation. The owners of nuilberry plantations

would of course furnish a building (or the accom-
modation of the worms.

In another part of Dr. Perrine's letter, we have
the following language : " But take my estimate

of 55 pounds of reeled silk per acre, and then

5,000,000 pounds of reeled silk, will require bu».

200,000 acres of the poorest soils, (and yet the

poorest soils only, produce 161bs. reeled silk per

acre,) of the southern states, or about the half of

one per cent, of the superficies of V^irginia. How
does this agree with the assumption of Judge
Comstock, that 35,000,000 of moras multicaulis,

will not suffice to supply the little state of Connec-
ticut, when tested by the doctrine of G. B, Smith,
that for a permanent plantation to make silk, there

should be only 2420 trees upon an acre. But as

the latter signed the estimate of the convention of
51 pounds of reeled silk per acre, less than 25,000,-

000 of morus multicaulis would suffice to plant

100,000 acre3, requisite to produce the 5,000,000
pounds of raw silk."

When 2420 trees are planted to the acre, 100,-

000 acres would required 242,000,000, or 200,000
acres, 484,000,000 ; so that Dr. P.'s calculation is

wrong in one view to the amount of217,000,000 and
in the other, 459,000,000 ; and I hold (although
not a speculator,) that five times the last named
number of trees will be requisite to make the

United States a silk growing country, on an ex-
tensive scale. There is extensive delusion,* on
this subject in the United Slates, and I regret that

one claiming to be a friend to the culture of silk

should be using his influence to increase it. Why
should we believe that the production of silk in the

United States cannot go beyond 5,000,000 pounds
annually?

In 1800 the United States exported 16,000,000
pounds of cotton to Great Britain, and to France,
800,000 pounds ; in 1833 the export to Great Bri-

tain had reached 237,000,000 pounds, and that to

France, 1,71.3,000; besides this, in 1833, the

United States exported domestic manufactories of

cotton, as follows :

Valued at.

To the East Indies - - $36,000
" China . - - . 213,000
<> JNlexico - - - 900,000
" the Central Republic, Columbia,

Brazil, Buenos Ayres and Chili 1,383,567

$2,532,567
And yet, as late as 1820 it was asserted confi-

dently by many, that Americans could not compete
with foreigners in the manufacture of cotton ; that

cotton manufactories in the United Slates might
maintain a sickly existence for a few years, but

that they would ultimately fail, and involve their

projectors in pecuniary ruin. Such wilt be the

progress of the culture and manufacture of silk in

the 'United States. It will meet with opposition

and ridicule for several years to come, and when

* Many are making their calculations to feed one or

two milliong of worms in 1840, who have not trees

enough to sustain more than 200,000.
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it shall be going on successfully in did'erent sec-

tions oi" the union, we shall siili hear the prcilic-

tion oC iaiiure. " You may hold out for a short

peiiod, hut it will be deinoustrated in ihe end that

you cannot compete successfully wiih other na-

tions," and long after this, when all doubt as lo our

ability to produce and manuli^cture silk profitably

shall be removed, it will be said, "soon the mar-

kets of the world will be oversiocked, and the

price so low, that the business will be unprofi-

table." Layton Y. Atkiks.
Stafford county, Va., Nov. 1S39.

FOOD FOR HOGS. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES
AND GROUND PEAS.

From the Mississippi Farmer.

In the last Farmer, over the signature of 'An
Inquirer,' the altenlion of the public is dirrc(ed lo

some of the articles which may be raised as food

for hogs. This is one ot ihe most important

items m farming; and I would gladly see the ex-

perience of our olil planters on the subject, given

to the public. To be able to raise our slocks of

hogs in good order, without feeding on an article

costing so much labor as corn, is certainly a great

desideratum—yet one which I am persuaded could

be measureably attained, were the proper atten-

tion and pains given to the subject. It is merely

as /ti'nis, which I hope mayelicict moresaiislactory

communications, that I propose to give to the rea-

ders of the Farmer the remarks which follow.

One of the cheapest articles which can be raised

as food for hogs, a little experience has proven to

me to be the common ground artichoke. This
sweet and nutritious root is so thrifty in our cli-

mate that it may be produced abundantly with no
other trouble than that of planting if. Indeed so

thrifty and hardy is it known to be, that I have
heard several farmers insist that it yielded better

without, than with cultivation. It may be propa-

gated either by the seed or the root, though by

the root most speedily and safely ; on examination

of one of the roots, it will be found covered with

germs, or 'eyes,' and from each, if planted sepa-

rately, there will spring a stalk. Hence one of

the roots may be cut into a great number of small

pieces for planting; and from the rind pared off by
the cook when the vegetable is used f^)r the table,

(where it is very fine) the plant will spring as well

as from the whole root. The manner of produ-

cing the artichoke which I would recommend

—

although a very slovenly one— is, that the farmer

would plant with it in the spring the corners of

his fences and the waste spots through his fields.

By this means, with no further pains v.'haiever,

except (of course) to keep his fields closed, there

will be produced by the i'all, when he opens his

farm to his stocic, enough of these roofs to keep
his hogs in food through the winter. Nor would
there be a necessity for replanting in the succeed-
ing spring ; for though hogs are remarkably fond

of the artichoke, and will root to a considerable

depth for them, yet they seldom exterminate them
from a spot on which they have once taken hold

;

and the young plants often spring up on the suc-

ceeding sprins after all their depredations, thicker

than ever. The artichoke is so produciive that

nearly half a bushel of roots may sometimes be
gathered from a single stalk.

Another excellent plant for hogs, and one easily

cultivated, is the pindar or ^gouber pea.'' The
yield of this pea is most aslonishin<r, being at the

rate of from six to eight hundred bushels to the

acre, if properly cultivaicd. A venerable and ex-

experienced planter oI'Madison county, Pvlnj. Vick,

as i Irave understood, has been lor a number of

years practising what cannot be an excellent sys-

'em in the cultivation of this plant. He plants it

wuh his corn, between the hills, and after the same
cultivation, leaves it untroubled to turn his hogs

upon in the fiill. The advantages which I con-

reive this pea to possess over any others, are these:

it is more productive ; it does not rot on the ground
(as the pea forms itself on a stem which runs

under the ground ;) and what is of jireat moment
to many ol us who have thin lands, the rooting of

the hogs ibr the pea turns under the grass and the

vines which make a fine manure ; besides which,

this roofing is almost as good as the fallowing so

much esteemed in the best farming sections ol the

world, and leaves the ground mellow and loose and
in a fine state for the succeeding crop, if Maj.
Vick will give to the public through the columns
of Ihe Farmer, the results of his experience, I

have no doubt the attention of many of our citi-

zens, would be beneficially directed to this plant.

I have also heard the planting of slips of the

yam potato in the same manner (with corn) spo-

ken of; and it doubtless would produce many of

the same advantages, as it is known that few

trrowths are more manuring, on being turned in,

than potato vines.

But from all accounts, I have no doubt by far

the most abundant and cheap food we could raise,

not only for hoirs but for almost every other kind

of stock would be the carrots. It is said to suit

best a light sandy soil, as do nearly all the esculent

roots, and would therefore do well in our country.

The yield has been known lo be upwards of eight

hundred bushels to the acre, and two hundred is

as lov.' as the most indifferent soil and cultivation

are said lo produce. In the 15th vol. of 'The Li-

brary of Entertaininnf and Useful Knowledge,'
published at Boston, there is a strong recommen-
mendation of this vegetable, from which I make
the following extract

:

"Besides their use as human food, carrots are in

some places ijrown largely Ibr the consumption of
stock, especially for horses. It is affirmed that

cattle, which have once tasted them, prefer them so

much to turnips as with difficulty to be made to re-

turn to the latter. The milk ofcows fed on carrots

never acquires any unpleasant flavor, while at the
same time the quantity produced is increased.

Calves thrive admirably, and bullocks are speedily

fattened on this food. Carrots are equally beneficial

as nourishment for sheep, and are devoured
with avidity by swine. In the short space of
ten days a lean hog was fattened by these roots,

having consumed during that period 196 pounds.
Its fat proved very fine, white and firm, and did

not waste in the dressing. Horses receiving no
othersus'enance, perform their work as usual with-
out any diminution oftheir sleekness."

As a demonstration cf the vast productiveness

and nutritive strength of the carrot, the fbllowjnfj

from the same article is also added :

"At Parlinston in Yorkshire the stock of a farm,

consisting of 20 work horses, four bullocks, and
six milch cows, were fed, from the end of Scptem-
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ber to the beginning of May, on ihe carrots pro-

duced Irom tliree acres ol'Iatul. The animiils, ilu-

rin£f the whole of this period, lived on ihcse roots

with the addition of only a very small quanliiy of

hay; and thirty hogs were fattened on the refuse left

by the caltle."

How immensely are we behind the scientific

farmers of (he older parts of the world in thrift

and and economy ! and Iiow dearly are we paying
for our neglect of these things! Among us if a

farmer were asked to support the above stock, if

he pursued the usual course, he would put the

three acres in corn alone, or with the addition of a

few cornfield pens or pumpkins; and with good
cropping and his utmost llirili, the produce would
ecarceiy subsist the horses alone one-third of the

above lime.

It will be perceived that all the articles of food

for hogs above referred to, are fall and winter fruits.

Unless they are gathered and preserved, we will

still be without a cheap food durinif the spring and
summer. To supply this g^ip, I must confess 1

know of no iiood substitute to ihe rye, clover, and
grasses of ihe Norih ; and to them we should turn

our attenlion as speedily as possible. 1 ftjar the

melons, cymlings, &.c. sn-jgested by 'An Inqui-

rer,' could not be produced sufficiently early to

lake their place to any great advantage. J. J.

ON PREPARING ICE AM) FILLING AN ICE-
HOUSE, SO AS THE ICE MAY KEEP FOR TWO
OR THREE YEARS.

From tlie Gardeners' Magazine.

Sir.—None of your correspondents havfng
laid before us the proper method of preserving ice,

so as to keep in an exposed situation through the

hot months of summer, for one, two or more years

as may be required, I now venture to do so.

Most gardeners who are in the habit of laying up
ice annually for summer use, complain of its mel-

ting away too rapidly. This, I presume, is owing
to tlie method they practise to preserve it. To re-

medy this evil, the metliod which 1 have practised

for a considerable number of years, with the most
gatifying success, is as follows :

In the month of December or January, when
the water-pools are frozen to a sufficient thickness,

say one or two inches, proceed to l)reak the ice in

pieces, and draw it ofi the water with iron hooks,

conveying it to the ice-house in carls, as quick as

possible. Before throwing it into Ihe house, three

or four men should be employed to break it in

small pieces, about the size of common road

metal. Then carry it into the house, where two
men should be again employed in pounding it

almost to powder. Lay the bottom and the sides

of the house with a layer of wheat straw three or

lour inches thick. After there are about two feet

of ice thus pounded, take ten pounds of salt, and
dissolve in ten gallons of boiling water. When
the salt is sufficienily dissolved, pour it on the ice

through a common garden watering-pot ; thus

going on regularly every two feet watering, and
laying the sides with straw, till the house is filled,

finishing with a double quantity of salt water.

After it has been in eight days and when it has
subsided, fill up closely with small bundleeof straw,
to exclude all air as far as possible.

An ice-house filled in this manner will be found
when opened in summer, to be as firm as a rock,
and to require at all times the force of a pick-axe
to break it up. It will be found to keep three
times longer than the common method of filling

ice-houses, and is more suitable for being received
fi-om the icehouse for use, as it will keep three
limes longer when exposed to the air. I was in-

duced to try the above metliod, on account of our
ice-house being placed in a very exposed situation.

The sun shines from rising to setting on it, and it

was found impossible, before adopting tliis plan,

to keep ice above a year, and now it keeps three
years, and the last of it is as good as the first.

SUGAR VERSUS COTTON.

From tlic Baton Rouge Gazelle.

We are aware that it has been a queslion for

some time past with our planters, and one which
truly deserves attenlion, whether the culture of
sugar can be carried on in Louisiana with as much
profit and success as that of cotton. The opinion
has obtained pretty generally throughout the
state judging from the remarks of planters and
other sources, that the crops of sugar are attended
with much less certainty, and the profits fall con-
siderably short of those of cotton ; and consequent-
ly it is no unusual thing to see a large sugar plan-

tation converted into cotton fields, and valuable

sugar houses used for mere storage, or allowed to

stand idle.

The eflect of cases of this nature is of the most
prejudicial kind to the cane-growing interests.

Young planters are by this means deterred from
entering into lliis species of business from the I'act

of seeing others leaving it, without stopping for a
moment to reason, or enquire upon the subject.

Such we think, ere long will regret the step.

The prospect of the cotton market at present is

any thing but favorable, and it is ever, by far,

more fluctuating and uncertain than that of sugar

;

and we should not be surprised if the crops of
many plantations this year should sell at a less

rate than the actual cost of making them, and es-

pecially where these plantations are purchased
upon a credit, at ten per cent interest. This sink-

ing condition, then, of the market, should have
the effect of encouraging those already engaged in

the cultivation of the cane, and lead others to ex-

amine into the subject.

We have been at some little pains to obtain in-

formation on the comparative profits arising from

the cultivation of these two great staples ; and the

results so far appear to be decidedly in favor of the

sugar planter.

An acre of ground which will produce four hun-

dred and fifty pounds clean cotton, will produce

twelve or thirteen hundred pounds of sugar, be-

sides the usual portion of syrup and molasses.

This we have been informed by planters whose
fields lie side by side. And the amount of labor

required lor the latter is no greater than the for-

mer, lour and five acres being the average quantity

for each hand to tend. What arc tlie conclusions,

then, to be drawn from these facts?—They are,

that the ratio in pounds between the sugar and

cotton, is nearly that of three to one, or that the

same land willl yield three pounds of sugar to one
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ofcotton. Valuino; the sugar at five cents and the

cotton at len, we have a balance in lavor of sufrar

ofoiie-lhird, not considerino; the molasscf:, which

is generally sufficient lo deli-ay all the expenses

of ihri culiivaiion. Such we believe would he

nearly the state of the case if facts were obtained

and examined.
Another circumstance in regard to this subject,

deserves the altention of the planter : that, while

the call lor home consumption is continually in-

cretising the ability on the part of the Ibreign

planter to aflbrd supplies, will probably continue

to diminish. It has been remarked by a writer in

the Boston Courrier, that the sugar business in the

British West Indies cannot thrive under the new
system of managing. And the rigorous measures

about to be enibrced agaitist the African slave

trade, will probably enhance the price of slaves in

the Spanish Islands, and diminish the amount of

sugar annually made. The natural increase of

slaves in Cuba lalls far short of the demand, on

account of the excessive hard labor to which they

are subjected. The men being worked during

eight months in the year, twenty hours out of the

twenty lour, and consequently are short-lived.

Every thing then seem to be in the fivor ol' the

sugar planter, and bids him lake courage.

The subject, when viewed in the light of poli-

tical economy, or in tliat of individual interest,

carries with it a strong plea lor the attention and
study of the planter.

VVere a part of the capitol and industry at pre-

sent embarked in the cotton trade transferred lo

the sugar line, the simple law of supniy and de-

mand would tie more eijual in its influences, in

both branches of trade of these great staples.

ARTIFICIAL DIVISIONS OF THE FARM.

From tlie Farmers' Cabinet,

Fences in rural economy comprehend in general,

every sort of enclosure that is employed for shelter

—or designed lor the protection of I he lands thus
enclosed, from the intrusion of caitle. They are

of different kinds, depending on the various cir-

cumstances ofsoil, siiuaiion, the kinds of materials
at hand most suitable for the purpose, and the
convenience with which they may be obtained.

Where a country is entirely in tillage, it is of less

importance that farms be divided by artificial

barriers; but v/herever livestock is kept, this is

essential to the proper keeping of the animals, and
to the profitable occupation of the grounds ; and
besides the purpose of retaining and separating
animals of different kinds fi-om one another.*
Every person about to erect a fence should have
special regard to three essential points—durability,

economy, and neatness of appearance.
" Poor fences are of incalculable mischief to the

farnr.er," They are Irequenily the means of dis-

turbing that good neighborhood, which would,
in many places, otherwise exist without interrup-

tion, if each farmer would attend to having his

fences well and substantially niade and kept con-
stantly in good order and repair. Unless fences
are made sufficiently high and strong, there can
be no safety to the crops—the cattle, selecting the

* Low's Elements.

weakest points are apt to break over them, and
thereby imbibe vicious habits.

The descriptions of fiances and the method of
their construcijon, depend wholly upon the soil,

(he various kinds of materials at hand or most
readily obtained. There are a variety of kinds of
fences or enclosures used ; the log fence, the post
and rail, the worm or zig-zag, and the stone

—

which, when the materials are on the ground, and
the fence is properly built, is by all means the most
dural)le, economical, and secure— the dilch, the
paling, and the live hedge. But in whatever
maimer, and of whatever materials they may be
constructed, they should be fiequenlly surveyed
with a critical eye, and all defects rectified without
the least delay.

The growing and alarming scarcity of timber in

the United States, renders the enclosure of farms
a very expensive item. It therefore is the inter-

jest of the fiirmer to preserve his fences, now in

good condilion, as long as possible in that slate

j

—and, in the construction of new ones to exercise

I

economy, by having them erected, of whatever
materials, in a most substantial and durable man-

I

ner. The saving of a lew dollars in the outlay, is

j

only apparent, not real. We must not he under-
stood as advocating extravagance in this or any

1

other department of rural affairs— but we do main-
tain that what is worth doing at all, is worth doing
well, and that, therefore, in the erection of fences,

the best and most durable materials should be se-
lected ; and the whole put together in a solid, sub-
stantial, and workmanlike manner.
Almost every individual has an idea that he ful-

ly understands the process of making rail-fence,
which is a simple process, and yel, perhaps, not
more than one in twenty has any established
system or fixed rules, by which their operations
are to be controlled in this esseniial and important
department of fi\rm-labor. A v/riler in the Genesee
Farmer, says that no sight is to him more pleasing,
than a well made rail-fence. His system of con-
struction is briefly as follows :

" To ascertain when a sufficient number of rails

have been drawn for a given distance of fence.
1.— If the fence is to be seven rails high, and
twelve leet long, place ihem in piles ofien each, in
a continuous line touching each other. 2.—Place,
in range, stakes or poles at intervals to designate
ihe line— prepare a pole seven or eight feet lonnr,

well sharpened at one end
;
(the end ought by all

means to be pointed with iron.) At about eigh-
teen inches from the pointed end, fasten a rod at
right angles with the pole, and extending thence
from three feet, two, four, or six inches, according
as the fence is exposed to winds. Put down this
pole in a ranse with the poles designating ihe
line, and ihe end of the rod will show the "place
for the corner.— Place then, for a foundation, a
good sized flat stone, and you are ready to com-
mence operations. 3.—The bottom rad should
be straight—place the largest end forward on the
stone, and Ihe other end crossing the precedinor
rail at the end of the rod of ihe ranging pole, so
I hat the corners on each side be in exact line.
4.— Let ihe five followin<r rails be placed the
smallest end forward, and notched, if necessary
to make ihem lie sieadily. 5.— Let the top rail be
heavy and well notched, the largest end placed
forward, which completes the work, leaving your
fence level, and ofequal height throughout."
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Various substitutes have been proposed for the

common post and rail fence, llie most prominent
of which will be iierealter noliced. Notwithstan-
ding the {Treat scarcity of tinu)er in the Ailaniic

states, which is a matter of oreat solicitude, in

view of obtainins: in lulure a supply ortiniber suit-

able for fencing alone— tlie sysiem of post and rail

(cnces— will) pro()er mananemenr on tlie pari of

fiu'mers may be easily and advantageously per-

petuated.

James Worth Esq., of Sharon, near Newton,
Encks county, Pennsylvania—a genlleman who
has devoted much of his tune, talents, and fortune,

in promoting the general interests ol'agricullure

—

after a minute and carelial examination of the

K'very farmer should see without
his grounds suitably stocked with

pective value,

delay to havini
I rees.

It is estimated that a fence of locust posts and
chestnut rails, with very little repair, will last lor

at least sixty years, so ihal the necessities of the
fiirm would require only the third cutting of the
limber—the two intermediate cuttings, yielding
ihirty thousand posts and rails are ready for a mar-
ket, which would be readily found, and wliich at
ihe low rate of five dollars a hundred, would give
the owner of the farm an average gain of twenty
dollars, fji' each and every year the acre of land
was thus appropriated— in addition to furnishing
all necessar}' Itjncing for the iiirm. This, dating

claims of all tlie varieties of fences used and re- fiom the commencement, is a handsome profit

commended throughout the country, came to the

conclusion that the post and rail, and the stone
fence, (wherever the materials for iis construction

abound) was best adapted to the country and the

interests of the fiirmer. Having determined in

favor of the post with five rails, for general purpo-
ses, he says :

—

" 1 turn my attention to that particular kind, and
will proceed to provide for its future supplJ^ Plant
an acre of ground with chestnut and locust seeds,

five-sixths of it with chestnut (or rails, and one-
sixth with locust for posts. Four trees will grow
on a perch, making six hundred and ibT\y on the

acre. I suppose that forty of them will fail, leav-

ing six hundred trees, each of which will produce
in Ihirty years, and every Uventy to twenty- five

years afterwards, twenty rails or posts, wliich will

yield at each cutting twelve thousand posts and
rails, or two thousand pannels. Then say the
acre of land is worth eighty dollars, it will reduce
the materials to (bur cents per pannel, which with
making and putting up will not exceed twenty-
five cents. In point of durability I am persuatled

that it will be exceeded by none, except the stone.

and it will have an advantage over ihat by being
moveable when necessary."

Mr. Worth's reasons for preferring the locusi

post and chestnut rails are thus stated. It occu-
pies less ground than any other—the borders of Ihe
fields are easily kept clean—the great durability of
the materials—the ease with which thev may be

be ol)tained by every farmer, as the trees flourish

in a tolerably good soil in every part of our coun-
try. One acre thus appropriated is sutHcient fur a
farm of five hudrcd acres—arid consequently, a
quarter of an acre will be abundant lor a linin of

one hundred acres. To what better or more pro-

fitable purpose can so small a porlion of the best

land on the (ium be appropriated ? The only ob-
jection is, that there is no immediate availability—
that t>om twenty-five to thirty years must elapse

belbre the trees can be made into rails. This ob-
jection is as unsatisfactory as it is unsound.
There are thousands who, if ihcy \vcre.now to ap-
propriate sufficient ground, according to the size

of their fitrms. and plant it as propo>ed, may with
the blessing of Providence, live to enjoy its advan-
tages lor years. What! not [dant an orchard, or

a grove ol locust, or a cluster of maple, because we
may not live to enjoy the benefits tliereof! Such
sentiments should never find an abiding place in

the bosom of an American firmer; for every m-
telligent man knows lull well, ihat every measure
of this kind lends not merely to adorn and beautify

his planlatioi), but alt'o greatly to increase its pros-

Cedar post and rail, fence.—James Garnett,
esq., a name familiar to the reading farmer, says S

" I can affirm, from my own experience, that a
cedar post and rail fence, without any ditch, the

materials for which grow spontaneously over a
large portion of Virginia, and will grow by planting

almost any where in tlie United Stales, will last,

without the slightest repair, fi-om thirteen to four-

teen years ; and may be made to last six or eight

years longer, by a lew occasional supplies of rails

and posts. I also know from my own experience,

that eitlier cedar, chestnut, or locust, the last of
wliich is more durable than either, will in fourteen

years grow sufficiently large to make the fence

anew, if planted by the side of it one or two to

each pannel."—Mr. Garnett''s jlddress before ihe

Fredericksburg,, Va., j^griciiltural Society.

A great diversity ofopinion has prevailed among
many persons, as to the best timefor cutting tim-

ber, so as to insure its greatest durability. Some
recommend the summer season, some the fall,

others the winter v/hen the sap^ has generally de-

scended ; while others affain who have entered in-

to a careful investigation of the subject, have come
to the conclusion that the most suitable period lor

felling timber, is in the spring while the sap flows

It-eely. This will no doubt be considered as rank
heresy by many of those who cannot regard with
complacency, what they deem innovations on the
old and favorite s^'stems. But this opinion is

gaining ground ; from the simple circumstance
that it is well sustained by incontrovertable facts.

An old and observing friend, Capt. Cooper of
the Navy, furnished for publication some time
since in an agricultural work, a variety of facts,

toue'.hing tliis important matter; from which it

clearly appears, that spring, that is, while the sap
is flowing li-eely, is the best time for cutting tim-

ber.* The late Joseph Cooper, Esq. warmly
advocated this system. In the same paper, page

* Farmers' Cabinet, vol. iii. p. 29.—one fact we give.

"J. C. (Joseph Cooper, Esq.) informed me tliat a
detachment of British troops crossed from Philadelphia
on the 1st day of May, in 1777, and on the 2d com-
menced cutting down his woods tor the supply of the

army, and at the same time to burn up his fencing,

which they completelyaccomplished. "But," said he,
" they taught me the proper time to cut timber to makoi
it last. After they marched off, I found many trees

that were not cut into cord wood : those I split into

rails, believing at the same time they would soon decay,
lioin their being cut in the spring— but I have been
agreeably disappointed—most of them are as sound
now as when made into fence." This he related five-

and-twenty or thirty years after the peace of '83.
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4, is a communication recommendinor the month
of August, wiihin one day ol' the time u'iien ihe

moon IS roll, as ihe best period lor ouiiing ;ill i<inds

of oak. But ii is urj^ed, in order lo guard it from
decay, to immerse the wood, imiuediately aller it

is cut and split lo the dimensions required, in lime

and water, in whir.h it is to remain a year, aHordin<r

time for the particles of lime to penetrate ihe pores
of the wood. Tiiis lime water is to be frequenlly
agitated. Tiiis process requires a vat, which may
be sunk in the ground at a liiile expense. The
water and lime should be ol' tiie consistence of

wiute-wash. If Ihe durability of the limber is pro-

moted by tiiis process, it is evidenlly owing to the
aaliseptic quality of the hme-water, with which
it is saturated; and not to the mere circumstance
of cutting liie timber in the month of August.
The editor of the Genesee Farmer, and a host

of his correspondents, recommend cultinglimber in

the winter, as its durability depends upon ils being
cut when free li-om sap. Joshua Howard says,

that from twenty years experience in Ihe preser-

vation of timber, I lie best lime to cut it to insure

durability, is when the tree is in its greatest vigor

—

which, in the latitude of his residence, Dearborns-
ville, N. Y., is about the middle of June. He
cites a case m which a man was convinced against

his will. A farmer in North Carolina wishing to

fence a certain lot, went lo work according to the

old theory, and cut his rail timber during the full

of the aioom in February. When he came in

JVIay to put up his fence he was deficient about
ibrty panncis—he went into the woods, cut Ihe
requisite quantity, and put it up as the only alter-

native. Ten or twelve years afterward on exam-
ining his (ence, he was exceedingly sur|)rised lo

find that the rails cut and split in May were irifi-

nilely more sound than those cut and prepared in

February. There are thousands of similar cases.

A great variely of plans have been proposed lor

the preservation of limber. The late Samuel
Preston, of Stockport, Pa., was satisfied from ex-

perience, that posts set with the lop pari in the

ground will last from three to (bur times as long as

when they are set wiih the but-end down. Dan-
iel Longstrelh says, that penstocks and other tim-

bers exposed to wet or dampness near the water
wheel, are placed by many raill-wrights with the

top end downwards, as they are found to be more
durable than when placed in a different position.

Charring posts has been strongly recommended
and extensively practised, without, however, an-
swering fully the expectation ol' its advocates.

Wood tar has been recommended as a preserva-

tive of limber. A correspondent of the Farmers'
(Va.) Register, cites several very interesting cases

which go to prove that posts cut, and put in the

ground green, will remain perl'eclly sound many
years after well seasoned posts, in the same line

of lence, in the same soil, and put in at the same
time, liave entirely decayed. We need, however
further experimenls on all these points.

SOAP MAKING.

From the Genesee Farmer.

Much difficulty is often experienced by those

\vho manuiacture their own soap; frequently in-

deed the operation succeeds well, but sometimes
Vol. VIII—

4

it totally fails from unknown causes. Often when
every [)recnuiion has lieen apparently taken, com-
pleie lailiire has been the consequence; and the

lime is not long past, when some have even decla-

red that they believed their soap was bewitched.

But if the rationale on which the process is Ibunded,
is but understood, Ihe whole becomes simple and
easy, and may be performed with an absolute cer-

tainty of success.

Common soft soap is composed of oil (or fat,)

and potash. The potash is obtained from common
wood ashes, by causing water lo run through it,

which dissolves (he potash contained in the ash-
es, and leaves the residue behind. The manner
by which ihe oil or grease is obtained is well known.
These are made to unite and (brra soap by being
boiled and well stirred together.

One of Ihe first requisites in soap making is that

there should be a sulficient quantity of poiash dis-

solved in ihe water, or in other words, that the ley

should be strong: this is readily ascertained by an
^iig ; if the egg floats the ley is sufficiently strong

;

i( it sinks, it is too weak, and must be increased in

strength by evaporating a part of the water by
boiling, or by passing it again through ashes.

But it not unfrequenlly happens that the ley is

found by trial lo be too strong, and yet good soap
cannot be produced. This is almost always owing
to the potash of the ley not being caustic, or capa-
ble of corroding the skin, which slate is absolutely
requisite to success. Potash in its purest state is

highly caustic; but when ashes have been fo^

some lime exposed to the air, they gradually ab-
sorb from it a portion of the peculiar kind of air,

existing in small propotion in it, known by the
name of carbonic acid, which destroys thfi causlio

properties of the potash, and renders it unfit lor the
manuiacture of soap. Now, as quick lime has a
slVonger attraction lor carbonic acid (han potash
has, it is only necessary to place a quantity of
lime, in the proporiion of half a bushel of liaie lor

a hogshead of good ashes, in the bottom of the
leech before filling it, and it will abstract the car-

bonic acid from Ihe potash of ihe ley, as it passes

downward, leaving it in a comparatively pure and
caustic state. In order to prevent failure, therefore

this should always be done. In order lo ascertain

if ley contains carbonic acid, pour a few drops of
sulphuric or nitric acid into a wine glass of the ley,

when, if it contains much, a violent effervescence

(or boiling up of bubbles) will instantly take place,

owing to the escape of (he carbonic acid. The
carbonic acid may be removed from the ley and
render it fit for eoap making, by boiling the ley
with quick lime.

If the ley be strong, if it be rendered caustic^

and if there be' a sulficient quantity of tolerably

clean fat, there can be little danger of success.

The |)ioporlions should be about thirty pounds of
fat to eight or ten gallons of ley.

Hard soap consist of soda instead of potash, uni-

ted with fill; and is commonly made by adding'
common salt (which consists of muriatic acid and
soda.) to well made soft soap while it is yet boiling.

The soda ofthe salt unites with ihe (at, and forms
hard soap, while the poiash unites with the muri-
atic acid ol the salt and separates by (ialling (o the

bottom of the vessel. Diflerent degrees of hard-
ness in soap are obtained by using po(ash and-
soda, at the same time^ in different projKirtiongj

Hence grease from salt meat has a tendencj^ to m»"
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crease the hardness of soap unless (he salt be pre-

viously removed by boilint^ in water.

Soap of lallow ia made in En^^land, and iarj»el_v

in the United Slates, and is the best in coiDnion

use ; when scented with oil of caraway seeds and
cast into a mould, it is used lor the toilette, and is

called Windsor soap. Oilier toilette soaps are

made wiih butier, lion's lard, or with almond, rml

or palm oil. Sonieiimes fish oil is used lor coarse

soaps, as well as linseed oil ; and rosin i3 oMen
added to give a yellow color and odor. The fol-

lowing proportions (by vvei<iht) have been given
lor a good yellow soap; tallow twenty-five, oil

lour and a half, rosin seven, barriila, (soda) eigh-

teen, settlings of waste ley, eva[)orated and calci-

ned, ten, and palm oil one- half part.

Soaps are colored blue by indigo, yellow by tu-

meric, &c.; and marble or veined soaps are made
thus:—to the soap just separated from the spent

ley, new ley is added, and then copperas dissolved

in water;red oxide of iron (or colcother,) mixed
with water is stirred in it by manual dexterity, and
is so mixed as to produce the peculiar appearance.

MR. G. G. GLEASOn's EXPERIMENT OF SltK
CULTURE.

From the Journal of the American Silk Society.

To the Executive Committee ofthe Amr.rican Silk Society.

Gentlemen—Feeling a deep interest lor the
wellijre, of my It'llowciiizens, and believing it the
duty of every individual to contribute his mite,

however small, for ameliorating the condition ol'

the human race, and thus rendering them more
comlbrtable and happy, whenever an opportunity
presents itself; and fuither, wishing to aid in set-

tling the dispute, which is now extant throughout
the country, whether the growth of silk in the
i'nited States will be beneficial to our country, as
well as profiiable to the grower.
Believing that through the medium ofthe growth

of silk, a new epoch in the prosperity of our coun-
try has dawned upon us, by giving to us a new
staple, v;hich will supersede the immense impor-
tation of a liibric, of foreign growth and manuliic-
ture ; thus saving twenty millions of specie annu-
ally in the country, lor the use and benefit of its

inhabitants, iriving labor to a great number of in-

digent and destiiute females, to the decrepit and
youngof the opposite sex ; and having tested by
my experiment the past season, the lucrative re-

ward which every «:ilk grower may expect, in

exchange for his investment and labor, I transmit

to you the following facts, relating to silk growing
as ascertained by me, as an encouragenient to

those who have already, and to those who shall,

espouse this worthy cause.

On the 25th of April last, I planted one-fourth

of an acre of ground Vi^ith morns mullicaulis cut-

tings, from layers ofthe previous season's growth,
in r jws, the rows being nearly three feet apart

and the cuttings one fl)0t in the row, it requiring

thirty-six hundred cuttings, which 1 designed to

appropriate lo an experiment, lo test the profiis

which a silk (grower might expect to realize frotn

an -.icre, planied with morus nnilticanlis.

The ground was laid ofi^in a parallelogram form
thirty-five by three hundred and eleven feet. The
soil being ofa sandy loam, of no more than ordina-

ry quality ; the trees, on the eighteenth of June-
had not attained more than the average height of
twenty- inchesj but at digging time the average of
lour feet, being thirty-seven hundred in number.

I then exposed about forty thousand eggs,
which I had [jurchased in Hartford, to hatch ; but
the eggs proving bad, there were but very few of
them hatched, and they died immediately.
On the 29ih of June 1 again exposed about ten

thousand eggs, which I had purchased of JVlr.

McLean, of which al)out eight thousand hatched,
of which lour thousand were mammoth white, two
thousand sulphur, and two thousand two-crop;
they were perfectly healthy, the white having
completed their labours in twenty-six days, the
sid[)hur and two-crop, in twenty-nine days, pro-
duced twenty-eight pounds of cocoons, or if flossed

two and one-half bushels; it requiring eleven
pounds, or twenty-eight hundred of the white and
sulphur, and forty-four hundred of the two-crop,
to the bushel.

I selected twenty-five pounds of the best co-

coons for eggs, which produced twenty ounces ol

pure eggs ; by counting 1 found that one ounce
contained thirty six-thousand eggs.
The remaining three pounds oi cocoons I reeled,

they being of an inlerior quality produced but lour

ounces of silk, it requiring at that rate, twelve
pounds of cocoons for one pound of silk.

The worms having required five hundred and
seventy -one pounds of leaves, the waste and dry
leaves being included, according to my best

knowledge, it requiring at the rate, twenty and
one-half pounds of leaves, to produce one pound
of cocoons, or two hundred and eighteen pounds
of leaves to produce one pound of reeled silk ; it

requiring ten pounds ten ounces of cocoons to

make one pound of silk, as I ascertained by reeling

my next crop of cocoons.
1 exposed on the 5ih of August eighty-five

thousand eggs, of which, about seventy-five thou-
sand hatched ; they were likewise perfectly heal-

thy, and on the filth of September a i'ew thousand
commenced windinij; on the sixth several thousand
having wound. The remainder were unlbrtu-
nately destroyed, in the following manner : my
leaves were kept in a cellar which was also used
for other purposes, a quantity of salt fish were
taken from a barrel and hung to the beam, which
dripped on the leaves, and when the worms were
fed for the last time in the evening, it being dark,

nothing was detected, when next morning almost
the whole crop was dead, the fish brine having
evidently destroyed them, thus deranging in part
my experiment.

Being belore sceptical as it regarded the profits'

to be realized by growing silk, I found to my
great astonishment, that the trees from which (

had picked and weighed the leaves had produced
near three-fourths of a pound of leaves per tree

;

believing that if I had picked all the leaves from
those trees, the aggregate would have been
seven-eights ofa pound per tree.

I reeled and manufactured the cocoons produced
by my last crop of worms, into sewing silk. It

having been examined by competent judses in the

city of New York, is pronounced equal in lustre,

and surpassing in strength, the very best of Italian;

a part of which I present lor premium in reference

to best sewing silk.

Ifthe products ofone-fourth of an acre, are two
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tliousand seven liunilred and sevenly-five pounds
— it being lliree-lburlhs of a pound of" leaves per

tree—ihen ihe product ofthe acre would be eleven
thousand ami one hundred pounds ol' leaves. It

Tequiring twenty and one-half pounds of leaves to

produce one pound of cocoons, or two hundred
and eighteen pounds of leaves lor one pound of
silk, the products of the acre then would be five

hundred and forty-two pounds of cocoons, or fifty-

one pounds of reeled silk.

Now the product of an acre, is fifty-one pounds
of silk ; it requiring ten pounds ten ounces of co-

coons for one pound of silk, equal to forty-nine

bushels; eleven pounds of cocoons making one
bushel, a product, which I believe every silk

grower may expect the first season, if the trees are
planted in a soil congenial to their growth, and the
worms managed witli economy.

If the cocoons are gold at five dollars per bushel
—which I believe is the present price of good co-

coons—the product ofthe acre would be tv/o hun-
dred and forty-five dollars ; or if the cocoons are

sold at four dollars and fifty cents per bushel

—

which is as low as i believe they will be for years
to come—the product of an acre would amount to

two hundred and twenty dollars and fifty cents.

If tiie cocoons should be reeled, the product

would be much greater.

As it regards the expense offeeding, &c. I found
that an inexperienced person would pick twelve
pounds of leaves per hour, or one hundred and
twenty pounds per day ; and that one person would
feed two hundred and fifty pounds per day—then
it would require ninety-three days labor to pick the

leaves produced I'rom one acre, and forty-five days
labor to feed the same. The whole expense of
labor of picking and feeding the leaves would
amount to one hundred and thirty-eight days la-

bor—equal to twenty-three weeks—which would
amount to sixty-nine dollars, allowing the girls era-

ployed, three dollars per week.

A one-«tory building fifteen by twenty-five feet

which would cost, at most, one hundred and fifty

dollars, would be sufficiently large to feed the pro-

ducts of one acre, by feeding successive crops

—

then the rent of cocoonery would be nine dollars,

allowing six per cent, interest.

Allowing cocoons to be worth forty cents per

pound, fifteen pounds being sufficient to produce

eggs enough to feed the products of an acre, if

but one-lialf of them should hatch and mature

—

thus making the cost of eggs to be six dollars. To
which add ten dollars for rentofland, and ten dol-

lars for cultivation of trees.

The whole expense of picking and feeding, the

leaves, rent of cocoonery, rent of land, cultivation

of trees, and eggs, would amount to one hundred

and four dollars; which, if subtracted from two
hundred and forty-five dollars, would leave a net

profit of one hundred and forty-one dollars—or, if

even subtracted from two hundred and twenty dol-

lars and fifty cents, would leave a net profit of one

hundred and sixteen dollars and fifty cents per acre.

Alier taking into consideration the great im-

provements which will be made in this, as in all

Ibrmer enterprizes, both as it regards feeding the

worms and manufacturing the fabric ; and, view-

ing a country groaning under continual convulsions

and panic in its financial affairs, occasioned by an

excessive importation of a foreign fabric, and ma-
nufactures to the amount of forty millions annnally j

beyond our exports, and our American silk being
sought after with such eagerness by foreign ma-
nufacturers, it commandinij the highest prices, with
a country possessing a soil and climate better

adapted to the growth of silk, than almost any
other country on the globe: it producing more
silk from a pound of cocoons, than even France or

Italy, of a stronger fibre and a more transcendent
lustre together with the enlerprize of its inhabi-

tants, and the immensity of its unculfiva'ed lands
;

and the growth of silk promising to remedy, in

a great measure, the cause which threatens our
citizens with ruin ; and as long as the grower can
realize at least one hundred and sixteen dollars,

net profit, per acre, with the prospect ofincreasing
his net profit per acre, at least one-lburth each
succeeding year for years to come. Fellow-citi-

zens fear not to give it a hearty support, it is a
good cause.

Not until man is endowed with the power to

command the waters of the mighty deep to stand
fiist, and become as a wall, that ships cannot
plough her frightful main, thus saving our country
fi-om being deluged by foreign importations, till

then, and not till then, may we say farewell to the
growth of silk.

After centeraplatinof (he weighty responsibility

which would rest upon me, provided the growth of
silk should prove a failure, by recommendinij it to

the attention of the public, and Ihe anathemas
which would be hurled against me, being denoun-
ced a.? a person engaged in a maniac speculation

—a mere delusion—designed to humbug tlie un-
thinkino" citizen by wrenching from him his hard
earned treasure ; in view of these facts I solemnly
declare, that the motives which now influence me
to press this subject so ardently to the consideration

of my fellow-citizens, are a love of country and a
wish to promote the personal interest of every in-

dividual living under its banner, together with my
own.

Did I not believe in the entire success of the

growth of silk in these United States, I would ra-

ther consign my trees to the flames than to beguile

my fellow-citizens by recommending to them an
enterprize which I believe would prove derogatory
to their pecuniary interest.

The validity ofthe growth of silk might be tee-

ted to the conviction of every individual, either to

its entire success or its total lailure, let every indi-

vidual conveniently situated, prove by his experi-

ment the next season, the profit to be derived from
growing silk, and when that experiment is made,
let him publish the same to an anxious public, and
then if it should be found that llie growth of silk

should not prove profitable to the grower, and
detrimental to the best interests of the country,

then let those who are now averse to the growth
of silk, hurl their denunciations against tliose who
are engaged now in advocating iis merits.

Yours, very respectfully,

G. C. Gr.EAsoN.
Morrisville, M'lddletown toivnshiv,

Monmouth Co. N. J. Nov. 18,1839.
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ROOT CULTURE.

From the Lexigton Gazette.

3fr. Baldwin :— In answer to your (jaestion on
thft subject of cultivalinjr the mangel wurt-
zel beets, I would say, in the first place, that 1

plough my land aa early in the sprinij as it can be

done, say from the first to the tcmh of March ; it

remains in this siiuation until the middle of* April,

or iflhe season is backward, until tiie tvventy-filih.

I then manure the land, putting on from fifteen

to twenty-five wagon loads of manure to the acre.

After spreading the manure carefully over the land,

I again plough it very deep, say ten or eleven in-

ches ; the land is then well harrowed and rolled,

with a heavy roller, so that the soil may be entirely

pulverized. After this is done, I lay it offin rows,

Avith a very small mattock plough, twenty eight

or thirty inches wide. The seed is then dropped
in the drill about five inches a part, on the suppo-
sition that only one half of the seed will vegetate.

After they come up and are grown large enough
to be transplanted, they are then thinned, so a.'? to

leave one every ten inches; and with the sur|)lus

plants I supply any that are missing. When
email, it is necessary that they should be kept very
clean. The beet is very easily destroyed when
email by weeds or grass ofany kind. While small,
they are cultivated with a hoe; after they have
grown larger, so that they can bear some mould,
they are worked like corn with a shovel plough. I

usually raise them about the tenth of November.
A good hand can jiull up twenty tons in a day, and
two hands can gather and bury them, as we do
Irish potatoes. Having giving you all the infor-

mation [ can do on the subject of raising the beet,

I will now answer your question as to its product,
and also its value as winter Ibod lor stock. I do
honestly believe that twenty five tons may be
raised on one acre, with a first-rate soil and a fa-

vorable season. Last summer, I planted two
small lots, say one lourlh of an acre in each lot.

From one of the lots, I had nine thousand seven
hundred and twenty pounds ; many of the beets
weighing fourteen pounds, and some more. The
latter part of the season was very dry, and cut my
crop short at least one third. I believe, that if the
eeason had been good, the quarter of an acre
would have produced six tons. As far as my ex-
perience goes in feeding the beet to stock, I con-
eider one ton ofthe beet worth ten or twenty hush-
els of the corn, so that the product of one acre of
good soil, in a liivorable season, is worth two hun-
dred and fifty bushels of corn. I have generally
fed the beet to my milch cows, and I have^as much
milk in December as in June, and of the finest
quality, very rich and of a pleasant flavor. I be-
lieve one acre of beets will feed ten beeves liom
the first of November to the first of March, and
by adding a small quantity of corn meal, the beet
will make as fine beef as any thing they can be
fed with

;
one quart of meal per day mixed with

the beets would probably be enough. I found a lew
sugar beet among the mangef wurtzel. I am
inclined to believe that equally as many sugar
beets can hr* raised to the acre, and they contain
more nourishment. I also planted some of the
rutabaga turnip. The season was so very dry,
that they did very little good, but I am inclined "to

believe that if the season suits them, they are as
pro(Jactive as the beet. They are, however, in

this climate, much more uncertain. If every farmer
would plant five acres of beets, he could winter a
common stock of sheep, say one hundred head, a
large slock of hogs, some ten or twenty milch
cov/s, and fiilten twenty beeves. All kinds of
slock are very Ibnd of liiem. From my little ex-
perience, I am convinced that one hand can raise
more food lor stock in the shape of beets, than lour
hands can raise in the usual way of farming, say
by producing corn, rye, v/heat, &c.

I am yours resnectfully,

B. Welch.
P. S. The beets are fed to stock simply by chop-

ing them up. To ajd corn bran or some meal,
helps very much. B. W.

GOVEUNMKNTAL OBSTACLES TO THE PROPA-
GATION OF TROPICAL PLANTS IN SOUTH
FX^ORIDA.

[In the following communication we again pre-

sent to the notice of the public a subject of griev-

ance, the existence of which is as strange as it ia

impolitic, and injurious to national and especially to

southern agricultural interests. We earnestly

wish that, in so doing, we could command for it

the consideration of the Secretaries of the Trea-
sury, Navy, and War Departments, and of the

representatives in Congress of the southern states.

Putting aside the high importance to southern ag-
riculture of the object which Dr. Perrine has de-
voted his life and all his energies to promote, we
confess we should fee! a deep interest in his suc-

cess, even if having regard solely to himself We
have no acquaintance with Dr. Perrine, except so

far as learned from his persevering labors for this,

the great object of his life, and from subsequent
correspondence in writing. But of this, we feel

perfectly assured—that no man can be less actu-

ated by selfish motives than he has been in thia

matter, or more by a pure love of his country and
of mankind. This belief alone would induce our
best wishes for the removal of all obstructions to

his success, even if the object itself were not, as
we fully believe it to be, of great importance.
The ultimate effects, if permitted to be produced,
will not be merely the introducing into Tropical
Florida some valuable exotics from other tropical

regions; but the still greater benefit of gradually
naturalizing such plants to colder than their native

localities, and thus, in time, introducing them far

into the temperate zone. And when it is considered
that the most important of our crops have been
thus drawn from their former sole position in the tor-

rid zone, and that there are still numerous plants,

of great value, the growth of which has not been
thus moved, there is every reason to believe that

there remains an abundant harvest yet to be
reaped. It would be a very important national

object, if some of the valuable plants of the tro-^
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pics could be introtluced and established in the

poulhern extremity ot' Florida, if lo extend no far-

ther northward. JBut il is not diflirult to believe

that many such may be gradually acclimated so as

to be produced successlLilly through all the colton

country, and thus oHer many subjects of cultiva-

tion for profit lo that great region which now has

but one. All that is now asked of ihe govern-

ment, is, that iis action, or its neglect of" the claims

of policy and justice lo other interests, shall not

vbstruct, as now, the attainment of Dr. Perrine's

great object, and render perfectly nugatory all that

has been heretofore done with the view of aiding

him in that respect.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

To the Editor of ttie Farmers Register.

I respectfully transmit tor your serious consider-

ation, a brief compend of some important facts,

which should excite the remedial influence of the

enlightened agriculturists of the southern states.

VVhile American Consul at Campeachv, the
government of the United States, by its ireasur}'-

and navy circular of the 6ih September, 1S27,
officially invoked my individual aid to introduce
tropical plants into the United States

;
yet when

collected by me, the same government, not only
neglected to transport them in the proffered vessels

of '.lie navy— but also interposed insuperable ob-
stacles to my direct introduction of them into the

only suitable section of tlie union. Alter lour

years of fruitless exertions, I therefore returned to

the United Slates for the special object of over-
coming these governmental obstacles lo individu-

al industry, by enlisting a combination of agricul-

tural influence, in the form of a chartered compa-
|

ny ; and at New York, on the 8ih November,
{

1831, these circumstances were conmiunicated in

a letter lo the Hon. Secretary of the Treasury.
The unexpected publication by the department "of

said letter, incidentally conmiunicated my views
lo the governor of Florida, who on the 2nd Jan-
uary 1832, transmitted to the legislative council of
the territory a warm recommendation to grant a
charter, "although Mr. Perrine has made no di-

rect application," and to beslow upon the compa-
ny many privileges ; and hence resulted the unan-
imous passage of the first act to incorporate the
Tropical Plant Company of Florida. The go-
vernmental obstacles to the bare acquisition of
the soil of South Florida, next induced me, on the
6th February, 1832, to address a memorial to the
congress of the United States for a conditional

grant of a tract of land in that unsurveyed dis-

trict, which resulted, on the 26ih of April, in the
report of a " bill to encourage the introduction and
promote the cultivation of tropical plants in the
United States." As however, that bill was never
even called up for discussion during that very long
session of congress, the organization of the com-
pany could not be accomplished ; and 1 was hence
compelled, in November 1832, to return to Cam-
peachy to wait in painful patience for the con-
gressional removal of the primary obstacle of go-
vernmental impediment to individual acquisitiori of
the steril soil.

In the spring of 1833, I had the first and only
gratification to know that several valuable plants

pf Yucatan senium the foreign port of Havana

had finally entered the remote port of Key WesI,
and liad ultimately lived through their interrupted
and protracted route from that village to Cape
Florida. There they were entrusted to Ihe care
of John Dubose, the then keeper of tlie light
house on Key Biscaino; but as, in December 1835,
the population in ihat vicinity were murdered and
expelled by ihe savage Seminoies, the progeny ol'

said tropical plants were necessarily left to propa-
gate themselves.

In 1837, ihe probable prospect of a speedy ter-

mination of the Seminole War induced me to

leave Mexico, and proceed through New Orleans,
Havana, and Key West, to this miniature islet of
Indian Key ; and as this island contained the only
resident population nearest to the main land, and
the only suitable person lo propagate my many
tropical seeds, I left them in the care of Charles
Howe esq. on ihe oih August 1837. I then pro-
ceeded to Charleston, S. C, where the Agricul-
tural Society of South Carolina manifested the
same enlightened interest in behalf of my enter-
prise which had previously been exhibited by the
Agricultural Society of Louisiana. Fortified by
the co-operation of the two principal slates of the
south and south-west, I proceeded thence to

Washington, I). C, to call up in congress, the bill

reported the 26lh April 1832; but the special

session was exclusively devoted lo the sub-treasu-
ry question, and hence I was obliged to wait for

its consideration by congress during the ensuinor
long session. The final result of my persevering
labors, wilh the accunTulaled influence of public
opinion, was manifested by the congressional law
approved the 7lh January 1838, entitled "an act
(o encourage ihe inlroducfion and promote the
cultivation of tropical plants in the United Stales."
To the congressional documents which accompa-
nied the reports of the committees on asxi'iculture,

I refer for m;my important details; and I espe-
cially invite the most serious attention of all en-
lightened agriculturists of the southern states, to

the first twenty pages of thesenale report.

By the conditional provisions of said congres-
sional law, it will be perceived that it might be
more appropriately entitled " an act to allow pri-

vate individuals to make a national experiment at

their own expense," because, by the terms of the
law, if the propagation of tropical plants in South
Florida shall be a successful enterp.*.se, the go-
vernment will be benefited a thousand-fold, and
the nation will be benefited a million-fold ; but if

the domestication of tropical plants should be an
unsuccessful enterprise, myself and my associates

will be the only sufierers.

In other words, after nearly eleven years of go-
vernmental obstructions lo the execution of the

Governmental instructions in its own circular of
the 6ih September 1827, on the 7lh July 1838 the

congress of the United States barely rendered one
governmental obstacle lo individual industry by a
lormnl permission for the conditional acquisition

of six miles square of land, in a desert district,

which government itself has always declared

too sickly and too steril lo warrant the trouble or

expense of survey or sale. A desert district which
is novernmentally shown to be unconquerable, nn-

occupable, and even unaccc.ssible, by a white army,
anil which is moreover governmentally denounced
to be unimproveable, uncullivable, and even unin-

habitable, by the while man.
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But, sir, you know lliat all my hopes of happi-

ness lor time and eternity are staked on (he sincer-

ity of my convictions that South Florida enjoys

the most healthy climate and soil in the United

States; and that all useful jjlants ol" the tropics

may be profitably domesticated in Tropical Flo-

rida.

It should however, he very evident to the whole

people of the United States, that neither isolated

individuals nor distant companies, can ever use

any etl'ective means to introducR and to propagate

valuable plants in Tropical Florida so long as go-

vernmental obstacles to individual industry in this

desert district are not governmentally removed ; I

therefore anticipated the indispensable necessity of

endeavoring to enlist the agricultural influence of

the southern states, by obtaining the new act of

incorporation lor the Tropical Plant Company of

Florida, approved February 8th, 133S. I had

however, strong reasons to expect the indirect re-

moval of one governmental obstacle to individual

introduction of tropical plants, by the probable es-

tablishment of one port of entry near the natural

central rendevous of the wrecking vessels on this

reef; where a port of entry shoulil have been long

since established for the benefit of shipwrecked

persons and property alone, which have hitherto

been governmentally debarred from the free exer-

cise of their natural and moral rights to seek the

nearest and most convenient spot for sali^ty. This

reasonable expectation, of course, constituted an

additional motive for the nearly central location

of the preparatory nursery for tropical plants on

Lower Matacumba the '8th Jatuiary 1S39 ; but

the long repealed claims of justice and humanity

were again defeated the last session of congress

through the unjust and cruel powers of the single

monopolizing port of entry for all South Florida
;

first established and pertinaciously retained by ex-

perienced speculators at the remote and inconve-

nient island of Key West. This great govern-

jnental obstacle to the indiviilual introduction of

tropical plants is greatly augmented by the great

local obstacles, resulting from the deplorable fact

that the only and the whole population successful-

ly created by that governmental tnonopoly, be-

came necessarily a strongly anti-agricultural pop-

ulation, both from their only occupation and their

only location. According to Bowditch, Key
West is 24° 29' north latitude, and 81° 55' west

longitude, and Cape Sable is 25° 1' north latitude

and 81° 9' west longitude ; that is, this only port

of entry is to the leeward 32 miles south and 46

miles west of the most south-western extremity of

the peninsula. With this exclusively wrecking
population at that remote speculating location, it is

very evident that the resident governmental offi-

cers must necessarily have strong interests and
great powers to perpetuate the governmental mo-
nopoly of the whole business of the whole reef;

that transient governmental officers of the navy
and revenue service are mo>t likely to be most
influenced by the words and feelings of the resi-

dent governmental officers ; and that the conse-

quent abuses of the powers of either class cannot

be prevented by the fear of public opinion, and
cannot be punished by the force of civil law. It

is hence very natural that the public officers, pri-

vate proprietors, and all the dependent population

of Key West, should constitute a formidable host

of organized enemies to every mercantile im-

provement of every other island nearer to the na-
tural centre of the only business of the reef, to

every agricultural industry in every portion of
South Florida a[)proximaling to the same centre

;

in short, to every person, place and enterprise

which has any tendency to diminish their hitherto

absolutely despotical monopoly of the whole busi-

ness of all South Florida, by indicating the indis-

pensable necessity of an adtlitional port of entry.

But the easternmost jiopulation at Indian Key ia

in 24"^ 4S' north latitude and 80° 55' west longi-

tude, or 19 miles north, and 60 miles east of Key
West ; while it is but 13 miles south and 1 1 miles

east of Cape Sable, and the preparatory nursery
for tropical plants is on Lower Matacumba, only
one mile west of Indian Key.
The most experienced men of the world will

hence be least stirprised at the natural effect, that

since the 8th of Januaiy last, I have not been able

to obtain for the preparatory nursery a single

plant, from even Cuba, through the only port of

Key West. The most intelligent agriculturists

can best calculate the vast damages of a single

year's delay in the geometrical multiplication of

the first desirable plants in even the wintry zone,

and can hence best imagine the incalculable da-
mages of the same delay ia the progress of a pre-

paratory nursery of valuable plants in Tropica!

Florida.

But on the 8lh January 1840, one year of fruit-

less exertions will have elapsed ; and it is very
evident that the preparatory nursery for tropical

plants cannot ever be filled with the useful plants

ol' even the Bahama Islands, until an additional

port of entry shall admit the direct importation of
living plants at the only proper season of the sum-
mer rains.

But it is notorious that in the congress of the

United Sates there exists a powerful anti-south-

ern influence against every measure adapted to

promote the settlement and cultivation of the ter-

ritory of Florida, and consequently against every

means of removing any governmental obstacle to

the introduction and propagation of tropical plants

in Tropical Florida.

As then, the only population in all South Flori-

da is an exclusively anti-agricultural population;

and as there does exist in congress a strong anti-

southern influence against all agricultural improve-
ment of South Florida, it is evident ih.at next ses-

sion no measure will be adopted to remove any
obstacle to agricultural industry in South Florida

unless effected by the powerful counter influence

of the enlighted agriculturists of all the southern

and south-western states. The first essential

measure then, is the eflieclive excitation of con-
gress to withdraw great governmental wronsrs, by
the immediate opening of ports of entry in South
Florida, at the most suitable sites to diminish most
the governmental obstacles hitherto grievously

interposed to the natural salvage of wrecked per-

sons and properties along the reef, and simulta-

neously to the natural settlement and cultivation

of the main land of Tropical Florida.

Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant.

Henry Perrine.

P. S.— fs it not deplorably (rue, that all my la-

bors for Tropical Florida have merely been the

isolated efforts of a single agriculfurist in a desert
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dislricl, feebly struggling against the ruinous ob-

stacles to individual industry powerfully interposed

by the national government of tiie United Stales,

by all the red men on the savage main land, and
by the only white men on this wrecking reef? Is

not hence this great enter[)rise essentially depen-

dent on the mighty influence of the uniied etlbris,

the associated exertions of all southern agricultu-

risis ? And is it not physically impossible lor an
isolated individual to overcome the combined ob-

stacles powerfully interposed by the inimical go-

vernment of the United States at Washingion,
by the murderous red men on the desert main
land, and by the hostile white men on the wreck-
ing reef o! Tropical Florida; all pertinaciously

sustained by the ruinous policy of the same inimi-

cal government 7 H. P.

IMPORTING WORK HORSES FROM FRANCE.

From the Franklin Farmer.

Mr. Editor :—We have been too much in the

habit of going to England for all our notions, and
we have consequentlyin some instances adopted her

prejudices at the expense of our interests. Lib-

erality requires ofus to do them justice; but expand-
ed views demand that we adopt the improvements
of other nations, when reason and propriety sus-

tain us in giving them a preference. I have been
led to this iniroduction by reading the communi-
calion under the signature of Sam'!. D. Martin in

a late number of your paper, as to the white color

of the improved Short Horns. An Englishman
will derive it from a native wild breed. The ev-

idence adduced by Mr. M. is not indeed conclu-

sive, but it is very persuasive to my mind that the

white color was imported by Sir Wm. St. Quintin
from Holland. Cattle were imported, and of
that color, to improve the Teeswaters. The dray
horse of England we have, was imported from
that country; and the English race horse is also

known to be descended from stock imported from
Asia and Africa. We all believe, who have paid

any attention to the subject, that the English
domestic horse may be improved by selections and
raising for thousands of years, and one /bur mile
racer could never be brought to the post, with any
prospect of success. From the superior sizes and
strength, and stride of the modern race horse, it is

conceded, they can go over the course sooner than
the original Arabian, Barb or Turk ; but they have
evidently lost something of the temper, metal,

symmetry, polish and attitudes of the original ; and
notwiihstandins their continual boast of their

"high bred cattle" the English are still occasion-

ally infusing portions of the oriental blood into

their stock. And, who among them doubts, that

such a horse as the Darley Arabian, the Godol-
phin Arabian, the Byerley or Hcmsley Turk, or

theCurwin Bay Barb, would be now a desirable
cross. And whatever they may think or do,

should not we who have set up for ourselves in

government, politics and thinkirig, resort to crosses

to give beauty, docility, activity,soundness and last-

ingness to our thorouijh- breeds? Lindsay's Ara-
bian, or his equal would be a decided improvement
upon our leggy and and overgrown and coarse
full-breds.

Napoleon declared that their Limousin and Na-

varrese horses were better (or war than the English
thorough-breds. It is not extreme speed merely,
accoiding to hiu), which makes a good war horse
it is spri^htliness, activity, quickness of perleclion

and docility and I add lastingness, and all these
qualities are prominent in the Arabian. In his opin-
ion a good Arabian stallion is the best horse in the
world, and crossed on their own stock, particularly

their Navarrese. all the properties they desired
might be attained. Now, be it known, 'l do not
endorse all these notions. Perhaps the Emperor
had occasion, at Waterloo to change his opinion as
to the relative merits of his Navarrese horses in
conflict with the English terrible greys. But so
far as my experience goes, I underwrite for the
sprightliness, activity, quickness of perception,
docility, ability to bear fatigue, and courage of
the Arabian ; and these properties are very
desirable to country gentlemen, who indulge
themselves in riding to hojnds, or prefer tra-
velling on horseback to being jolted in the mail
stages. This brings to my recollection an old
stage contractor, who would have nothing to do
with a nicked or cropped horse, and held the bet-
ter the breed the better the steed. And if high
breeding was necessary for the sandy roads of Vir-
ginia and Carolina, it will be found much more
necessary on McAdam turnpikes. Your heavy
coarse legged and hooled brutes will be limping
at all seasons, and in hot weather you may look
out lor thumps and high blowing.
There are some farmers, who are invincibly

prejudiced against blood for farming horses. They
are lor the Dutch or English work horse. Iftliey
will be so good as to attend a moment I will
introduce them to two varieties, which I think
will better suit their views and purposes. They
are described by an Englishman with his En-
glish predilections about him ; and moreover,
by an Englishman who is the best writer in the
language on the subject of horses. " Where,"
asks the celebrated Nimrod, " where in England
will you see what is every day seen here—a man
take a powerful horse out of a cart, and gallop
him along the road at the rate of twelve or four-
teen miles in the hour? This description of horse,
the light cart horse— light, yet ver}' strong ; on
very short legs, and not more than fifteen hands in

height— is far superior to any thing we liave in

England for such purposes as those for which he
is used. Look for example at the cart horses that
convey fish to Paris! What English cart horses
would go their pace (considerably faster than that
of the diligences) and keep up their good looks
as they do ? Then, what admirable animals are
the black roan stallions we see on the roads lead-
ing from Paris, drawing the public carrying wag-
ons ! We have nothing in England that can at
all compare with them in any one respect. They
will out-walk our horses by a mile in the hour,
and will live where ours would strave. I have
often expressed my surprise that we do not avail

ourselves of a cross from this excellent breed."
lie might have said breeds— the cart breed and
the wason breed. An Englishman will tell us to

go to England for cart and wagon horses, but his

countrymen are advised to go to France for them.
Prejudice and ignorance aside, why may not we
as well go to France 1 Crofts.
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CURING COCOONS.

For Ihe Fanners' Register.

This is an important work, aiul simulJ be well

Jdne. It" ihe cocoons cnniioi be rcelfd iniriiediaicly

alter they have bccMi finished by liie worms, tliey

must be spreatl out, in layers of ijic ihickness of a

sinirle cocoon, and exposed lo the rays of the sun

until the chrysalides are completely stifli^d. In dry

weather, when the thermometer (Fahrenheit's)

rises to 80 in the shade, this may bo accomplished

in six hours. The cocoons should be spread on

frames or hurdles that have been covered with

dark colored cloih or paper, and placed on the

ground, and not at any elevation whatever. In

dry weather exposure lor one day on the ground
will kill the chrysalides as eflectually, as three

days when the hurdles are elevated only two or

three feet; and besides, when the hurdles are

placed on the ground they are not liable to be

overturned by high winds. II' heavy rains have
immediately preceded the time of exposing the

cocoons to the rays of the sun, three days will be

requisite to effect that which may be done in six

hours, when the earth is quite dry. These are

unquestionable fads, ascertained by careful expe-

riments, but I am not prepared to assign positively

the cause of this difference. I suppose however,

it should be attributed chiefly to the great reduction

in the temperature of the earth which usually fol-

lows copious rains.

Whether the chrysalides are killed", or not, must
be ascertained by opening a small number of the

thickest cocoons. If any of them should slill be

alive the cocoons should be exposed to the rays of

the sun another day. After the chrysalides have
been etl'eciually killed, the cocoons must be spread

out in a dry apartment, and suffered to remain in

that situation for three or four weeks. They must
not be thrown into bulk earlier than three weeks
after the chrysalides have been killed. If this

should be done immediately, fermentaiion ensues,

the fibre is weakened, and the cocoons would not

pay lor the expense ol" reeling. When 1 speak of

expense, I allude to hired labor. In families where
there are females without profitable employment,
cocoons of inferior quality might be reeled with

advantage, and converted into sewing silk. I have

recently reeled cocoons formed in July 183S,

which were cured on the above-named plan, and

the fibre appears to be as strong now as it was
twelve months ago. Layton Y. Atkins.

Stafford county, Va., Jan., 1840.

RE-MARKS ON THE KftlPLOYMENT OF SALT IN

AGRICULTURE. POUDRETTE. TREATMENT
OK HORSES.

To tlie Editor of llic Fanners' Register.

I wish you a happy new year.

Some years ago an essay was published by a

person of the name of "Johnson" on the use of
salt as manure, and I well recollect at the lime,

that ihere was considerable discussion on its me-
rits, but the evidence adduced was of so contra-

dictory a nature, that on summing up i he pros and
cons, I was fairly posed. To read Mr. Johnson
one would almost set down the farmer who omitted

the use of salt lo his crops, as little better than an

idiot. Tlie application was represented to be bo
cheap and scipntific— there was such a neatness
and even elegance about it, when compared with
filtliy dung—then it was so handy withal! You
may rest assured, sir, and I think the niajority of
your readers will coincide with me in the opinion,
that there is no reliance to be placed on these
short cuts to fortune. " I should not wonder,"
said a f>iend of mine at the time, "but that the
day will come when we shall be able to carry the
manure for an acre of land in our coat pockets."
The reply in substance was, if ever that time
should come, that the waistcoat pockets would be
large enough for the produce.' What puzzles me
most about salt is this: that it should promote the
growth of what ought to grow, and destroys
weeds, those real blessings to bad farmers; but
how that which destroys, nourishes ! That is ano-
ther poser. Whatever may be the etfect of salt

on friable soils, 1 know from experience that on
still loamy, or retentive land, it is very injurious.

Such soils continue wet and close for many years
after a di'essing of salt. But what would with
me be an objection against its use is, that it des-
troys the best drainers we have—the common
earth worm. They are continually working up
and down, and that to a depth greater perhaps
than is supposed ; every worm hole being a pipe
leading to the drains, if any.
With respect to poudrette, another of those

portable manures, it is well to be cautious. A
number of certificates are going the rounds of all

the agricultural periodicals, detailing its virtues,

&c., plausibly enough drawn up to be sure, but
still, 1 repeal, let the prudent farmer be cautious j

we poorfiirmers have been, of late, among ^^ break-

ers" too much. It is not to be inlcrred, however,
that the writer would wish to consign poudrette,

if pure, to the already large liimily of ^' humbugs.^''

In the neighborhood of large cities where "truck-
ing" predominates, I have no doubt but that it

will be both a convenient and useful manure, but

lor regular farming, or to the great body of lidrm-

ers in general, poudrette can be of little avail, even
if it was attainable.

As regards the keep of farm horses, public opi-

nion is liovv decidedly in lavor of cutting their fod-

der, whether it be hay, straw, or a mixture of
both. Yet notwithstanding the plan has so much
lo recommend it, I am perfectly convinced from
observation that not one farm in one hundred puts

it in praelice systematically. The best criterion of
the excellence of this plan, is the fact, ihat in sea-

sons when the hay crop is short, farmers resort to

it as a measure of economy, in order to make their

stork of fodder hold out.

In the treatment of farm horses much difference

of opinion prevails. Some not only house them,
but keep them constantly clothed up in the stable.

Of ibis method I by no means approve, /or though
it improves the coats of the animals, it renders

them lender and exceedingly liable to cold. 1

give the preference to the Norlblk (Eng.) system,

of letting them run out, as it is called, which
means nothing more than leaving the siable door

open into a yard always kept well littered with
dry straw or stubble ; and as a proof (hat this plan

is more in accordance with the natural habits and
tastes of the animals themselves, than warm close

slables, it is a well known fiict, that however cold

the weather may be, they generally prefer the open
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yard to (roins; under cover, thotifjli tliey liavo ihe

option ol' so dointr. Ciire is iiere.-sary in this piMn

not 10 pill loo niuiiy horses logeilier in one } ;inl,

and liiiit (here wre no ki( l<er:= amongsi lliom. 'Miis

is pre<-iHeiy ilic ()liin [)iii in prac:iit', by jour Ime
valUtiLiie concppoiulcni, G. H. Walker ul Hoiiies-

bur<r, near Piiiladelphiii ; and duiinif my occa-

sional visits to ihal lanienied ireinlemaii, I iiad lie-

quent opiiorloniiies of niakinir niy-«e!f" aequainied

wiih tlie general excellence ol' all his iliriuing ope-

rations.

The weather is extremely cold here, thermome-
ter at zero litis niorniiii:.*

Markeis excessively hintjuid and discourajfing

for farmers. William Bowkkr.
Middleiown, N. J., Jan. lat, 1S40.

PRESERVATIOIV OF Slf-lC-WORMS EGGS. ICE
HOUSES NOT THE ONLY MEANS BY WHICH
THESE MAY BE PREVENTED FROM HATCH-
ING.

From the American Silk Grower.

Those who design feeding silk worms from the

raorus mullicaulis, planted out in thesprinrr, sliouM

know how the eggs may be kepi Iroin hatcliiiig liy

the increased vvarmlh of liie season, belbre the

leaves iiave attained a size sufficient to aHord
enough Ibod.

lce-house5 have been mainly depended upon for

this purpose, but the results ol' an experiment
made by Aubert, manager ol" the Royal Domain
atNeuilly, near Paris, show that siik-wormij- eifirs

may be kept two years, and perhaps lor a much
lonirer period, wiihuut beinir suhjecied to a greater

degree ol' cold than that wliirh lurms the iiannal

temperature of the earth, namely, abcn 66, or

67° Fahrenheit. So iliai cellars, caves, and wells

Irom which ihe aimnspheric air is exrludetl, will

answer, as depositories tor the |)reservation ol'eggs

as well, il'nol belter, than ice-houses.

The lollovvinir i« a coiulensed account of Au-
berl's experimenist:—SdU-worms' ejiirs, obtained

from rnoihs in 1834, at the regular reason, were
put into a small tin box which was deposited in a

cellar at Neuiily. The temperature <if this cellar

during the greatest heat of Aiii;u?t 183-5 never rose

above 11«^ Keaumur, or 57° Fahrenheit, nor did

the eifga manifest the sliiihtest indication of
hatching. Having remained in the same situation

during another season, they were, afier a lapse of

about 22 months, bronirhi out and hatched by C.
Beauvais, under whose superintendence they were
reared with the most perlect success.

The resulis of this experiment makes ns ac-

quainted with some highly interesting and uselid

fiicts. It demonstrates clearly that silk- worms'
egiis, require a terri])eraiiire liigher than that met
with in the earth at the ordinary depths of cellars

and wells, to give them the hatchmjj movement,
and consequently goes to show that the preserva-

tion of silk- worms' egjis can prottably be more
safely effected in cellars properly adapted lor the

purpose, than in ii'e-houses. These last are not

* The next morning, January 2nd, in Petersburg,

our thermometer was at zero, fifteen minutes belbre

9; and though not observed earlier, must have been 6
to 10 degrees lower before sunrise —Ed. F. R.

t Published entire in the Annales de la Societe
Seriiacole, No. 1. p- 75,
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always within the reach of persons engaged in

rearing pid<-worms whereas almost every (me
can have access; to a suiiable cellar, cave, or dry
well.

'J'hR place where the etrgs rire deposiicd slionlJ

be •doSe<i or cut olf so as to prevent ibc circulation

of its air which will thus always lemam at tlie

lemperaiuie of the surrounding earih. A Uier-

mometer placed near ilie cjJirs, should be exam-
ineil occasionally in the warm season lo ascertain

whether the temperaiure keejjs sufficieinly low. It

Will not do to trust to the leelinirs lor this purpose,
as a place may (eel sufficiently cool wiiili^l it is ai tu-

ally warm enough to cause the eggs to hatch out.

To insure success the iheimomeier sliould never
be above 66 or 67°. The eggs iiaving ouce passed
ihrouirh their hybernation, H very short exposure
10 warmth will excite the hatrhing movement, eo

that handlin<r or breathing upon the vessels con-
taining them should be avoided as much as possi-

ble.

In asserting that silk-worms' eggs may be pre-

vented from hatchiiijj, if kept at a temperature
not exceedinsi 57^ Fahrenheii, some explanation
may lie necessary, especially to those who.in their

aitempis at preservation, have had the eggs lo

haich in ves.<els ainiosi if not direcily in contact

with ice. The egtjs desi^'n'^i to be kept from
hatchinsr must be deposiied in the situation where
they are lo remain, either previon-: to winter, or at

least some lime before its close. This will prevent
them from starling or getiinira tendency lo hatch

l()r if this haiihinir movement ever cominencps,
ihe worms must be siillered lo come out at the
natural period, and any attempts to restrain them
from doing so will desiroy the embryo insect in

the yhell, or injure it to such a deixree thai the

worms will eiiher die soon alter liaichinc, or drajj

out a leebie exisience. If they live lo spin, Iheip

cocoons will be very indif^efcnt. Silk- wot ins' egga
imporled from Europe last winier iind sprinif,

urenerally turned out very unlavorable with ihose

who altempied lo preserve them lor late feeding

the past season. The reason of litis may doulil-

less l)e thus explained. EsfUS of the one crop

race generally require to be kept over a winier be-

fore they are i-usceptible of halchinjx. Alier pass,

intr a vvfiole or everi a ponion of xvinler, all that

they re(]uire to raise in ihem the ha'chinir move-
ment is a proper decree ofwarrnih, and ihis they
meet wiih in crossinij ihe gulfslreant, the temper-
ature of which is never below 70° even in the
dead of winter. Sdk-worms' etrus that have ijuig

had ihe hatciiing letidency excited in ihem dunnfif

their voyaije to this country may si rve very well

for the first or early crop; but any Htlem|4s lo

keep ihem back fiir late leedinij will end in disap-

pointment as no (leLTce of co'd will answer uhii ii

will [101 eiiher desiroy, or produce irre|)arable in-

jury to Ihe tender embryo. Not so however,
where ihe egirs have been rieposiied in a cooi

situation previous to winter. For beinir thus pre-

vented from arqiiirinu any tendency lo haii h they

mav be preserved so loriL' as their temperature

does not lise above 57° and would, perlin| s, even
resist one two or three deurees more. At the same
time they receive no irjury tiom exposure in ice-

houses or relriLferaiors, to 'he lowest deirieesof cokl

which ifioy do afier the Imtciiing movement has'

once commenced.
All authorities upon the fiubjeot of preserving
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silk-worms' eggs, agree as to the necessiiy of

keeping them as dry as possible. This may be

done by putting them into boxes or bottles and
packiniT these away in larger boxes or barrels,

ilie sides and intervals being tilled wiih dry mate-
rials, sucii as shavinjTs, charcoal, &c. Some per-

sons think it indispensable that the bottles or

boxes containing the eggs siiould be perlectly

sealed belbre iht^y are dejiosited. Among these

we may mention Loiseleur Deslongchamps, who
in France, was the first to introduce the plan of

preserving silk-worms' eggs in ice-houses; each

box or bottle should contain but u small quantity

of eggs, leaving the largest space occu[)ied with

air.

SILK GROWING IN 1839. KXPERIMKNT OF MR.
AARON CLAPP, OF HARTFORD, CON.

From tlie Morns' Silk Fanner.

1 planted, the second week in May, a lot ofmo-
rus multicaulis mulberry trees on one acre and a

quarter ot good land, being rich loamy soil, by lay-

ing down the roots and trees without beinu: cut,

buryinir them about two inches deep. This I con-

sider the best moile for planting multicaulis trees.

The rows were three feet apart. I did not put

any manure on the land, and the land being rath-

er wet and also it beinjj a wet season, only about

halt" as inany trees as I had expected were pro-

duced ; those trees that did come up grew and did

verv well.

I then fitted up an old building which had been

used lor a store house, by putting up ladders or

shelves, the boards being about 18 inches apart

one above another. The house was 18 leet wide

by 25 feet in length, and two stories high.

The second week in June I had a small crop of

silk worms hatch, of the six weelis kind, which

consumed from my trees 1.5U0 lbs. of leaves; and

the first and third weeks in August I had a large

number of the mamn)oth white hatch, and had

flatterinsr success with them.

The silk worms required attendance about sev-

en weeks; the first three weeks 1 employed two

persons, one to pii'k leaves and the other to feed

the worms ; the iourth and fifth weeks I employed

four persons, two to pick the leaves and two to

feed the worms ; the sixth week two persons were

sufficient, and the seventh week it required only

one person.

I raised fifty bushels of excellent cocoons, and

what I reeled produced one pound of silk to the

bushel, which is pronounced by good judges to

the better than the imported, and equally as good

silk as any made fi'om any other species of mul-

berry tree in our country. There was a larger

quantity of foliage remaining on the lot than we
had picked, and allowing that 100 lbs. of silk can

be made (i-om 1;^ acre of ground, and at ^6 a

pound which is now the price of it, it would

amount to $600. Now there is no other species

of m'llherry tree that will produce the quantity of

foliage from the same piece of ground, and there

is no c,rop of any tiling that will produce such a

p ofii, and in so ^horl a space of time. Even a

whole farm of 200 acres of land will not produce

more than $600 annually, of ordinary crops.

Allowing that fifty pounds can be obtained from

one acre and a quarter of land, and in so short a
space of time, it will be seen that the silk busi-

ness can and will be made very profitable. I also

weighed the leaves, and found that eighty pounds
of multicaulis leaves will produce a pound of reeled

silk.

The following will fully prove that the stale-

meni which I have given is not extravagant.
Cc'ipt. James Marsh of Hartibrd, raised this

season one and a half bushel of cocoons from two
square rods of ground, equal lo 107-^ bushels to

the acre, and at ^5 the bushel would amount to

8537 50.

S. B. Goodwin,, of VVethersfield, gathered this

season 3,575 pounds of multicaulis leaves from one-
fourth of an acre of ground, equal to 14,300 pounds
of leaves lo an acre ; and allowing that eighty
pounds of leaves will make one pound of silk, it

would produce 178 pounds and 12 ounces, and
at S6 a pound would amount to S 1,068.

Dr. Holt, of Glastenbury, obtained 70 pounds
of multicaulis leaves at one time, picking fiom one
rod of ground, e(]ual to 11,200 pounds to the acre.

Mr. Church, of Bethlem, froai five years expe-
rience in making silk from difi'erent species of mul-
berry, is fijlly satisfied that the multicaulis will

make equally as good if not su[)erior silk to any
other kind. Mr. Church further states he had re-

peeated obtained one pound of reeled silk from

8f lbs of cocoons, although it can cannot generally

be expected.

Now, with a convenient cocoonery and addi-

tional help of" two individuals for two weeks, I

could raise a crop of one million of silk worms
with the same ease and in the same length of time

specified above. The building which I occupied

was very inconvenient, and also we were very
careful not to injure the trees when picking the

leaves. The leaves were all picked one at a time,and
some of the leaves were 12.^ inches wide and 13J
inches in length. Now when there is a sufficient

su[iply of multicaulis trees in the country, so that

there would be no sale for them, we should gath-

er the foliage by stripping off the branches and
the leaves together, and in this way might gath-

er the Ibliage lour or five times as last.

Several individuals in this vicinity have made
silk this season from the moras multicaulis, with

good success, and the specimens of silk that have
recently been exhibited at the American Institute,

gives undoubted evidence that this species of mul-
berry tree makes equally as good silk as any other

kind. The moras multicaulis possesses very de-

cided advantages over all other kinds of mulberry.

From the Mississippi Farmer,

Near Jackson, October, 1839.

Dear Sir:—Your favor relative to the cultiva-

tion of millet in this State, is received ; and I will

with pleasure furnish you with the result of my
experience

:

In the fall of 1838, T procured from a friend fn

Alabama, one peck of seed, and which I sowed
last spring as directed by him. 1 had previously

learnt in a trip through Kentucky and Tenessee,the

estimation in which it was held by stock-raisers
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in those states. Many of them assured me that

it yielded from eight to twelve thousand pounds

of hay to the acre. And tliou^h the Ibod is

course and rough, yet its astoui-^hinir product

seemed to me to renrier i(scullivaton expedient (lir

our mules and oxen and cattle nrenerally, if lor

nothing more. Oiu" winter range being pretty well

exhausted, it is indispensable that we provide rough

forage for our stock, from cultivation.

I sowed the above pecl{ of seed on about three

acres of ground after breaking it with the plough

both ways, and liarrowed it in. One tijurth of a

peck the acre is probably suficient ; and the first

of March the proper time for sowing. It should

be cut when lliirly headed out and in milk, for hay
which, in ordinarj' seasons, will be in July. Such
as is kept for seed, must remain until it fully ma-
tures. From those three acres I have cut upwards
of fifteen thousand weight of hay, and find that

horses, mules and cattle are very fond of if.

i am much pleased with its cultivation, and shall

•enlarge my crop. It seems to me preferable to

oats ; because it yields more, and is better winter

food. R. A. P.

CAUSES OF SKEDS KOT GERMINATING.

From the Cultivator.

We have knovvn and heard of considerable loss

and disappointment from seeds, panicularly-onion
seeds, not growing. We have thought and in-

quired in reliirence to the cause, and the result

ofoiir cogitations and enquiries may be thus slated :

Without a certain degree of moisture, seeds

will not germinate. On dry, sandy soils, and in

a dr}' season, it seem? highly probable, then, that

seeds may be deprived of the requisite degree of

moisture
;
perhaps receivins just as much as will

mould them and destroy their vitality, or being
so near the surface as to be injured by the suii's

heat and light.

But the seed may have cerminafed, and have
commenced to send out their roofs and stem stalks

and yet be destroyed. If the soil is not pressed
close!}' to the seeds, and very dry weather occtu-s

just at this period of the process of germination
the root being too distant from the soil, and too
feeble to draw any supply of moisture, the liquid

food of the plant contained in the fermented seed
may be dried up, and the life thus destroyed.

If you would avoid disappointment and loss from
e>3eds flailing to grow, the preventive process is

indicated by a knowledge of the causes most fre-

quently productive ofthis result, which we think
are those stated above. If you sprout your seeds
before putting them into the ground, you will pre-

serve them fi-om the first cause of failure, but if

you pulverize your soil thoroughly and press in

this state with a hoe. spade, or roller, upon the
seeds thus sprouted, the root stem will soon and
surely derive sufiicient moisture from the soil.

In a few instances I have found tny neiahbors
blaming the seed as useless, particularly of onions,
carrots, and parsnips, when I have obtained a
little of the seed and (iDund it to sprout quite well.

You may easily save yourselves from such reflec-

tions, or from the temptation to blame others, by
steeping the suspected seed in warm or lepiu
water, from si.K to twenty-four hours, according
to the size and hardness of the seeds, and then

THINNING OUT THE I.EAVES OF VINES INJU-
RIOUS TO THE FRUIT.

From the Annales d' Hort. de Paris.

Mr. Erassin, the manager of the celebrated
vines at Thierney and Fontainbleau, does not thin

out the leaves to ripen the fruit, as is too frequent-

ly done by many who cultivate grapes. When
the fruit is flill grown, instead of thiiming the leaves,

which shade the fi'uit from the gun, as is the com-
mon practice—which is so injurious, that the more
the leaves are removed, the less the fruit ri-

pens—he takes away the leaves between the
grapes and the wall, in order that the heat of the

sun may be reflected by the wall on the grapes.

M. Poiteau truly observes that no leaves can be
safely removed by any one uho does not possess

some just notions of vegetable physiology.

setting it away in a warmish place for a day or

two. If good it will sprout in this time ; if kept

warm in a darkish place, and it does not sprout in

this lime, the seed is I;iuit3^

In cotmexion with this subject, I may state that

several circumstances incline me to the bidief that

corn which has been sprouted—no matter in what
steep— is safe Horn the ravages of the red or wire

worm. It has been fiishionable to steep in a
strong solution of copperas, and to ascribe the

safety of the seed in this stale not to the change
which fermentaiion has produced in the germ or

chit which is usually first attacljcd, but to the

change in the taste from the copperas. We have
known corn soaked in simple water— in water
alone— to escape from ihe attacks of the worm as

,wel! as that soaked in a copperas steep. Until

this matter is made more certain, however, I would
hold it bad husbandry to neglect the copperas, as

in addition to the change produced by heat and
moisture, we have also the disagreeable taste

communicated by this salt,.

THE COTTON CROPS OF THE WORLD.

P'rom the Philadelphia Inquirer.

There is no subject connected with commerce or
agriculture, which possesses a higher interest for

the citizens of the United Slates, than the produc-
tion and consumption of cotton. We have, on
more than one occasion, devoted our columns to
the insertion of information upon the subject ; and
our attention is particularly called to it just now, in
consequence of a recent publication of a valuable
letter, signed " Gotlon Plant," in a spirited New
York pa^er, called "The Whip." The writer
commences by stating that the entire growth of
cotton ill the world is set down at 1,000,000,000
lbs. Of this 550 millions are supposed to he jjrown
in the Uniied States, 30 in Brazil, 8 in the West
Indies, 27 in Egypt, 36 in the west of Africa, 190
in the westof Asia, 35 in Mexico and South Ame-
rica, except Brazil, and 14 millions elsewhere.
Thus, at 10 cents per lb., a price below which

it has rarely ever fallen, this crop is worth 100,-
000,000 dollars. For the last fifty years, however,
the value (though often fluctuating suddenly and
widely) has averaged 19 l-2cts. At this price the
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present frrowth ofthe world is worih $192,500,000.
Of llii?, about 350 millions oC pounds iire con-

sumed iind maniiliictured in EnL^iind, iihouf 150
millions id llio U. !"'aies, 80 in France. 250 \n

China ami India. 25 in S. Ameiica and Mexico.
iniludiMiX Brazd ; H5 in Germany, 45 in Tui'key
and Aliica, 10 in Spain, 23 in Russia, and the re-

mainder elsewhere.

The value ol'coiion mnnnfarfures in Enjrland is

beheved lo he annually about 170 millions of dol-

lars ; in France at 70 millions; in Uie U. States
at 60 millions.

The capital employed in manufiiclnrins by ma-
chinery, is estimaicd" in En-Tland at 200rniHinns
of dollars; in France at 120 millions; in the U.
States at 110 millions.

The consumption in manufactures of raw cotton

in ail Europe, in 1803, was ostimaied at onlv 60
million.'? of pounds. (Die. of Span. Com.) The
whole consumpiion in Europe, in 1S30. was about
887 niilliori« of pounds. In 1S38, it is believed to

be nearly 500 millions of pound?.
Souih Carolina and G;iorjria were the fir.«f Ptale.?

in this union to irrow couon to any con.-idcrahle

ext'nt. In 1791, two millions of pnnnds were
{jrown in the union—one and a half million of
which rrnwv in S. Carolina, and one half million

in Genrrria.

In 1801, forty million' was the crop of the Uni-
ted Slates—of which 20 millions <:rew in South
(Carolina, 10 in Geor<ria, 5 in Virginia, 4 in North
Carolina, and 1 in Tennessee.

In 181 1, the crop of the U. States had reached
80,000,000—of which 40 <Trew in S. Carolina, 20
in Georn:ia, 8 in Viririnia, 7 in N. Carolina, 3 in

Tennessee, and 2 in Louisiana.
In 1821, one luindred and seventy millions of

pounds were prowinq; in the union, as follows;
50 millions in S. Carolina, 45 in Geortrin^ 20 in

Tennessee, 20 in Alabama, 12 in Virjjiida, 10 in

North Carolina, 10 in Louisiana, and 10 in Ivlis-

eissippi.

In 1828, the whole crop of the union was 34S
1-2 millions. Of this Georfria jjrew 75 millionsi,

South Carolina 70, Termessee 45, Alabama 45,
Louisiana 3S, JVlississippi 20, Viriiinia 25, Norib
Carolina 18, Florida 2, and Arionsas one half ufa
million.

In 1833, the crop of ihe union had increased to

437 3-4 milions. Of this. 88 millions rrrew in
Georgia, 73 in South Carolina, 70 in Missi.^sippi,

65 in Alabama. 55 in Louisiana, 50 in TiTiricssoe,
15 in Florida, 13 in Vir^'inia, 10 in North Cdroliua,
and three liiurths of a million in y^rkansas.
The next year, 1834, the crop had increased lo

457 1 2 million*, and was grown as (bllows: 85 in

Mississippi, 85 in Alabama, 75 in Georgia, 65 1-2
in S. Carolina, 62 in Louisiana, 45 in 'fennessee
20 in Florida, 18 in Virfjinia, 9 1-2 in North Caro-
lina, and in Arkansas one half a million. Sidiso-
quently, no cerlain data are in onr pni=session

; but
the estimate at this time, is 650 millions as' the
whole cro[) ofthe union.
Thus it will tie seen, from 1791 lo 1-26. S. Car-

olina was the most abunduru cotton frroc.iny state
in the union. In 1826, Genriria tookilie lead, and
held it ti:i 1834, wlicn Alabama nnri Mississippi
took Ihe front rnidc. At tliis lime, Mississfipi 'i?

perhaps Ihe most extensive cotton ornvvinjr stale in
the union. South Care'i.ja and Alabama^are next.
Norlh Alabama, is beginning to deteriorate as a

cotton country while Ihe worn lands in middle Ten-
nc.--see are ihoniiht to improve Ibr this culture— ma-
lurily, ihe vital desiderauim, not beitrji so easily al-
lowed in I he rank luxuriance of ihe Iresher soil>-.

When it is remembered that ihe first coUon plant
in ihe Uiiiied (Stales was raised in 1787, surely
our readers will find reason forsurprise at the won-
derl'ul increase ihat lias accrued in liitle more iiian

fifty years ! Bold, indeed, must be the man who
would venture to predict the wealth, trreainess and
power, iikely to become our national attributes
through the agency ofcotton.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SILK SOCIETY IN NOR-
FOLK.

On the 231 Dec. 1839, at 11 o'clock, A. M. at
the Ea<r|e Hotel, in Norfolk Borough, accordinof
to their previously ex(ire?sed resolution, an ad-
journed meeiintr oi'lhe Ruffin Silk Society ofEas-
tern Vi-'-'jinia took place ; and ihe Rev. George
Jones, president of ihe Society beinir installed into
olTice, Imefly Slated Ihe business of the day, and
called \nr ihe several repons of the commiiiees.
The adoption of a consiiiuiion bein<r of primary

in)poriance, the committee apfiointcd to draft that
document immediately reported as Ibllows.

Constitutionfor {he Rvfin Silk Society ofEastern
Virginia.

Art. 1. This Society shall be called the 'Rvffin
Silk Sociriynf Eastern Virginia;'' the object of
wh.ich shall be to promoie the prodaciion and iiian-

uliiciure o! silk in the Siaie of Virijinia.

Art. 2. Every person may (>ccoms a member of
this eocieiy by sigiiilyinij his desire, to the corres-
ponding tecreiary and paying into ihe treasury
any sum nolles.s than one dollar, and the same sum
annually.

Art. 3. The Society shalll meet quarlerly at
such time and |ilace as a majority of ih« members
in any meeiiiig shall appoint as well for the trans-
action of business, as lo the end that they may ex-
chantre courtesies wilh other similar associations

;

and hold also, a 'silk liiir,' annually.
Art. 4. The officers of liiis Socieiy shall be a Pre-

sident, six Vice Presidents, a Re<-ording Secreta-
ry, a Corresjiondinir Secretary, a Treasurer, and an
Execmive Comaiiiiee, of which throe shall Ibm a
quorum, to consist of ihe President and correspond-
iniT secretary, eso^c/o, and five members ; all of
whom shall iiold theiroffices till oihers be appointed.

Art. 5. It shall be the duly of the President to

officiate at the meeting ofthe socieiy to perlbrm the
duties assigned to that office ; to appoint commit-
tees, and lo deliver an address belbre the Society on
the great objecis and interests ofsilk, at the meeting
succcedintj that at which he was appointed.
An. 6. It shall be ihe duty of the Vice Presidents

to refiort lo the President, one month precpedin;;
each annual meeiinir, the progress and condiiion of
ilio culiure of pilk in ibeir several couniics and
lowns : a!.so in the absence ofthe I^resident, or du-
ririL'- a vacancy of ihat office, the Vice Presidenla
shall ficrliirm il;e diiiics oftlio cluiir. resj)eclively ia

their appointed order.

Art. 7. The Recordinir Secretary shall keep the
books and papers of the'Society; and shall record
its proceedings.
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Art. 8. It shall bethedutj'' ofilie Corresixinding

Secretary to conduct ilie correspondence, ol ilie So-

ciety, and cause to be jiubiisiicd such papers and

docunientsastlie Execulive Commit lee shall direct.

An. 9. The Treasurer shall lake charge ofihe

funds of I he sociely, and pay them out on llie or-

der of the Executive Comniitiee. He shall also

receive and dispose for exhibiiion all specimens

of n»achinery or of silk produced (or premium or

exhibition, and shall furnish his account imimally.

Art. 10. It shall l>e the duty of the Execulive

Commitiee to devise and execuie plans (or the

promotion ot the interests of the Society. They
shall make a quarterly report of their proceedinirs;

shall recommend measures lor the adoption of the

Sociely, and shall award premiums and medals

under llie reLmlations of the Socieij-.

Art. 11. The Society may elect any number of

linnorary members, who may meet and deliberate

but not vote u-iih the Society.

Art. 12. No less than one fifth of the members
fshall constitute a quorum for llie transaction of

business at anv re<Tul.ir meeiinir.

Art. 13ih. This constitution niav be altered or

amended bv a vote of two thirds of a quorum on

a recommendation of the Executive Cominitlce re-

qupslinir such a proceedin<r.

The above articles beinij separately received

and adopted in their present form, the secretary

was ordered to record the same and obtain the

pifrnalure.^ of the members. The president then

called (or the report of the commitiee appointed lo

draft an address lo the peop'e of Viririnia on the

silk culture, and the (bllowin<i appropriate and ad-

mirable paper was produced, read, received and un-

animously adopied, lo wit:

Fellmo citizens of the commonwealth of Virginia:

Twice within a few years, has our country been

made to pi)(fer ironi a terrible revidsioii in moneta-

rv afthirs, and both times from the snme cause

—

the inequalitv of exchanges between Europe and
ourselves. Our imports vastly exceed our exports;

and while we sntt'er this to be so, Ave shall ever

experience the fate of debtors. Tempomry indul-

•rerice, and then a pressure and distress, this recur-

rinfT njrain and afjain at the interval of a ^e.\v years,

will be our history until we can produce a balance
of trade and thus relieve ourselves from the neces-

sity of a debtor's thraldom. Tlie creat staple of

cotton effects much for ns ; but some other staple

equally preat is yet needed ; for our cotton is (bund

to come far short of the necessities of the case.

The object of iliis address is to show that silk

may be made this cjreat subsidiary staple equal to

all our wants : and there is also another considera-

tion which induces us to appeal strongly and es-

pecially to you as Viririnians.

Be the cause, whatjf may, whether from wear-
incr nut of our soil, or a chnnnrp in society, the fad
itself is apparent that a hirije portion of our moet
valuable citizens are deseriinix us I A ny one who,
in sunimer, will travel the ureat ihorourrh'are

from Siaiinion to Guyandotte v/ill find it filled

with movers, hasteninijr lo seek new hom"s in the

flir west, and these, too, persons of substantial

means and v\' hardv but disappointed enterprise.

Oar stale is ihus subject yearly to a wiiherinir up
of its enero-ies and we have frroat reason to a^k

—

what shall be the end of this 7

We propose to show in this tiddress that more

money may be made from an acre of the poorest

land in the slate than (iom a similar quanliiy in

imy of ihe vaunted regions of the West. And to

ihe |)oint.

1. <S'(7/i; can be made in this country equal to any
foreign production. Belbre our revolutionary war
it was an arlicle ofexporl and ihen conmianded in

ll'.e English market from 2s. lo2s. 6d. niore than

Italian silk : subsequenlly to that period silk raised

in Connecticut was pronounced by one of the lar-

irest manufiicturers of England equal lo any that

he had ever seen. And within the last year fibres

Horn American cocoons have been brought to a
(iiir test with those from cocoons raised in Italy

and have been (bund to be of superior strength.

American sewing silk is also declared by our

loilors 10 be belter than ihat raised in Europe.

2. The climate and soil <f Virginia, particularly

in the immense sat'dy region extending from, ihe

seabord to the mountains, are remarkably well adap-

ted to the production of silk. Its reputaiion for ihe

successful culiivation of the mulberry tree has be-

cotne such as to make it resoried to (or this pur-

pose, from as far north as Boston, and repealed

experiments have shown that the poorest lands

o! ihis state with a htile aid (i"om manure produces

treei< surpassini? in size even those raised in the

rich prairie lands of the West. A dry sandy soil

also produces leaves more nutritive and moreheal-
lliy to the worms than any other, and with such

soils we are amplv provided. Our climate is also

admirably adapted to the silk worm, a dry and
wariT. climate beina (bund most conducive to iheir

health and lo the speedy termination of iheir labors.

3. This is a business which offers to the produce

of inland and rcmde places, an easy access to mar-
ket. A thousand dollars worth of silk niay be
packed in a good sized trunk and carried in a stage,

and whatever mode of transportation may be cho-

sen, the cos* of freiglil will be comparatively tri-

flinir. The mountainous and distant parts of our

country now shut out from enterprise by the dilTi-

culty of reaching a maiket (or their produce are

in ihis respect nearly on an equality with the sea-

board. The many thousands of square miles in

this state inaccespible to rail road, or good roads

of any kind, will (eel the real imporiance of this

consideration.

4. The most important item of all in thic matter
is ihe very great profit which it offers to those who
will engage in it.— U[;on this subject, careful ex-

perimenls have been made in various sections of

the country ; and although the results have differ-

ed as to the precise amount of profit, yet it is clear

that no other agricultural occupation known offers

such a certain and profi'able return as this. A
result obtained l)y the Rev. D. V. McLean, of
Freehold. New Jersey, will be copied here because
i! is au;on<rst the most moderate, ;md also because
it ha? been obiained after the most careful anen-
lion to statisiicR durinir the whole process of the

silk raising. This irenlleiuan, lust sprinc, selected",

lor experiment, a quar'er of an acre planted ihi.'s

season wiih morus tuubicaulis, about two-lhirds of
the plantiiifT beinir in roots, the balance in layers,

boihoftliem smidi and of the previous season's

growih. The rows were 2\ fi'el aptu'l ; and the

whole growth in the rpiarier of an acre, larire nrA
small, was 5,500 trees, their average f^ize aitaincil

during the summer heinij 3^ feet. From these,

after leaving suflicieiit for the supper', of the Irees,
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he gathered 2,576 lbs. of leaves, sufficient, as his

experiment showed, for a lull supply lor 40,000
worms. These worms gave him 130 lbs. ol' co-

coons, from vvhicli he procured 12 lbs. of mer-
chaniable raw silk, together with 1 lb. of wastage
and 1 lb. of floss silk, with a residue of 4 lbs. of

deleciive cocoons. We quote now from the letter

of the Rev, Mr. McLean itself.

" The above shows us 48 lb. of reeled silk, 16

oz. to the lb., as the product of an acre. If this

is worth, as I understand it now is, ^6 per lb.,

then the gross proceeds of an acre will be .^288;

the first year, let it be remembered, or if it should

be worth but ^4.50 per lb., which is undoubtedly

the safest price at which to rale it, the gross pro-

ceeds of an acre will then be ^216.

In regard to the cost of production, it is confi-

dently asserted by many, that it can be produced

for ^2 per lb. Mine cost me much more than

this; my experience, however, satisfies me that it

can be produced lor ^2.25 per lb., and I incline to

the belief that it may be produced lor .^2. Pro-

duced on the farm in a small way, the cost will he

next to nothing— the whole produce will be clear

gain. Now lake the product of an acre as above
stated at ^288, and allow this to be made nt an
expense of ^2 per lb., you have a net profit of

$192 per acre ! ! Allow the cost of production to

be ,^2.25, and you still have a net profit of ^180.
Again, lake the product at §216 (allowing the

silk to be worth only 84.50 per lb.) and let the

cost of production be .§2, it gives a net profit of

$120 per acre ; but allow the cost of production to

be $2.25 per lb., the sum at which I know it can
be made, and it still affords us a net profit of $108.
I'his last I am persuaded, will be Ibund more
nearly to correspond with aciua! results. If the

price of the silk is more than $4.50 per !b., and
the cost of production los.s than $2.25, so much
the better for the culturist."

We believe that any person can wiih entire

safety take these estimates as data on which to

Ibrm his expectaiions from the silk-raising. Thc}'

are the lowest which we have seen, and in several

items, we know from our own personal experience

and observations, that resulls have been obtained

more favorable than those stated iti Mr. McLean's
report. His trees, principally from roots, nverased

half a pound of leaves each ; while, in this slate

and in ordinary soil, we know from actual trial

that trees can be raised li'om cuttings of one bud,

from which more than a pound of leaver can be

gathered the first year. We procured this sum-
mer, at one gathering, even two poutids of leaves

from a tree grown from a single bud cutting plaiited

last spriuLT, b\it this was in soil unusually rich.

Again. Mr. McLean's cocoons required, of the

mammoth white, 317 of the average, and 238 of

the largest, to make a pound ; his sulphur cocoons

averaged 300, ar/d of ihe largest 247 were required

for a pound. We have seen in this state, the

f.ommon sul[diiir, raised without extraordinary

care, require liul 259 in llie average, and 134 of

the largest for a pound. And the JMessrs. Herr,

of Lancaster, Pa. have raised them this season so

as to require but 99 of the selected and 180 of the

avcratre for a jjound of cocoons. If woiild be

p'easiuLT to us lo enter more into details on this

siibjrct ; but we are l()rbid(!pn by thc limits of such

an address, and as the safest data, we rerur to the

residt.s o\' Mr. McLean's exp'eiiro'.'nt. Il should

be borne in mind, however, that this was made
the first year alter planting, and that for the profit

of subsequent years, we must add accordingly to

the increased size of Ihe trees.

Fellow citizens of the commonwealth of Vir-

ginia :—A great enterjtrise is laid before you. It

proposes to save our country from those appalling

revulsions which threaten to be periodical and fre-

quent, leaving dread during their absence, and
when they come, prostrating every thing belbre

them. We have but one feasible security from
them, and that is by creaiinir a staple capable of
producing a balance of trade between Europe
and ourselves. Our imports of silk amount to

$20,000,000 annually. We can not only make
this silk at home, but by the same article we can
make England iind the continent of Europe annu-
ally our debtors to an amount between 30 and 50
millions of dollars. This may sound extravagant,

but we beg to remind you that in 1791, the quan-
tity of cotton exported from the United States was
but 188,316 lbs., and that it would have appeared
equally extravagant then to say that in 1838 the

exports would be upwards of 630,000,000 lbs.

The prospects, both lor success in raising, and for

profit in the silk culture, are now incomparably
better than they were as respects cotton in 1790,

when it too was looked upon by many with con-

tempt. If is already decided that we can make
silk, and of a quality that will insure it a ready sale

in Ibreign markets. Let us cherish and encourage
its cultivation. Let us press it into our service as

a matter of great national consequence, and break

oH'this degrading dependance on foreign creditors
;

this painful hanging by the eye-lids fill the next

steam ship arrives lo tells us—what ? that our liiils

are dishonored and our merchants bankrupt. Vir-

ginians ! this comtTionwealili was once the highest

in the list of our national confederacy. Shall we
retrograde while all others are advancing? Look
again at the streams of emigrants pouring west-

ward ; they say that our soil is hopelessly impov-
erished ; they are mistaken. This soil, these

sandy wastes may be turned into fruitful gardens,

and may be made to smile under a dense and
happy population.

And the man of hunaane feelings, as this great

cause advances, will rejoice to see it, while prov-

ing a great blessing to the nation at large, still

more emphaiically the friend of the poor and the

infirm. It will give profitable employment to the

aged, to women and children, to many ihousands
who are now suffering all the ills of prolonged and
cheerless povertj^

Then let every good man and every well-wisher

of his country, n'we it an approvin<r look and a
helping hand. The cause is assuredly worthy of

both.

Gko. Jokes.
B. Pollard.
J. W. MURDAUGH.

gs
nes-

On motion, resolved, That the slated meetin

of this society shall be held on the first Wednes-
day in Febuary, May, August and November of

every year.

Resolved, That the stated meeting of Novem
her shall be the annual meeting for the election o

officers and the exhibition of specimens in an}

branch of silk cullure or fiibrication.

Rcp-olcnd, That (he corrcspondin

of

any

jponding secretary be
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required to correspond with irentlemen interested

in the culture of siltc in Kiciimond, and request

ihem to Ibrin asocieiy and co operate with us in

pelilioiiing tlie le<iislalure to appoint a committee

lor the purpose of investigating the subject.

Resolved umnimnusly, That Edmund Ruffin,

esq., editor ol the 'Farmers' Register,' and Gideon

B. Smith, esq., editor oi'the ' Journal ol'the Ame-
rican SilU Society,' be admitted honorary members
of this society for life.

Resolved, That the editors of the Norfolk and

Portsmouth papers, of the Farmers' Register, and

of the Journal of the American Silk Society, be

requested to publish these proceedings.

Resolved, That this meeting do now adjourn,

till the first Wednesday in February, 1840, to

meet at 11 o'clock A. "JM. at the Eagle Hotel in

Norfolk Borough. Geo. Jones, Pres't.

Thos. G. CLiNTorf, Recording sec'nj.

Corrected extract from the minutes of the Ruffin

Silk Society of Eastern Virginia.

Teste, E. C. Robinson, C sec'ry.

EDITORIAL REMARKS.

A place is given above to the recent proceed-

ings of a society, the first established in Virginia,

ibr the promotion of silk-culture. In this respect

alone, its formation and early procedure would re-

quire some notice and comment. And in return

for the complimentary notice, and honors conferred

on us, by this new society, we will here offer, with

our thanks, to the members some advice—though

it be the kind of offering which is generally the

least desired, and least acceptable.

To promote, extend, and establish silk-culture

in Virginia, as a common and profitable branch of

agricultural investment and domestic employment,

is a most noble and valuable object ; and, at the

same time, as we firmly believe, and have long

and often tried to enforce, is an object that is per-

fectly and cheaply attainable. And all that is

now wanting to reach this end, is light on the sub-

ject, to be furnished in carefully and accurately

conducted experiments ; and by practical rearings

of silk-worms on a scale of operation more or less

extensive, according to the previous practical

knowledge gained by the earlier experimenters.

It is in this manner that this society can most ef-

fectually and certainly forward the object in view,

and, to an amount a thousand-fold exceeding their

out-lay of money and labor, promote the agricul-

tural and general interests of Virginia.

So far, the society has done well, and in the

measures proposed, it designs well. But this is

not enough. If the members merely comply with

the requirements of their constitution, the society

will remain in the rank of most of the agricultu-

ral societies which have been formed in Virginia,

and which have been, in the general, as useless in

fact, as, if properly operating, they ought to have

been profitable to their members and valuable to

agriculture and to the country at large. The usu-

al acts of the li(e oi an agricultural society in Vir"

<rinia, is first to publish its organization and con-

stitution—nest to hear and to have published an

address on mere generalities, teaching nothing

practical, and worth nothing, unless perhaps mere-

ly as a literary composition—and next, and per-

haps speedily, the society ialls into a torpid slate

and then dies. It is only in the work performed,

{he practical information elicited and diffused, and

especially by the means of actual experiments, ac-

curately conducted and fully reported, that a society

can be greatly useful, or even maintain a respect-

able station, as a promoter of agriculture in gen-

eral, or of the one particular department of silk-cul-

turc.

It is therefore, and because of the great interest

felt in the procedure of, and the hope of good

fruits from, this new silk society, that we earnestly

urge upon its members that, in addition to all yet

done and proposed to be done, they shall make it

essentially and truly a coorking society. Let the

society show good ivorks, in the industry designed

to be promoted, and they will dissipate all existing

doubts of value, and induce thousands of other in-

dividuals to follow their example. But if they

rely merely upon their faith, and upon preaching

it to the community, no matter how lively it may

be to thein-selves, it will be dead, as to effect on

the public.

In accordance with this general view, we res-

pectfully recommend such operations as have been

hastily suggested to our mind since reading the

proceedings of the silk society.

Fortunately for the object in view, the environs

of Norfolk and Portsmouth are now most abun-

dantly stocked with morus mullicaulis, and no

where can food for silk-worms be more cheaply

procured during the approaching season, whether

by those who are already proprietors of the trees,

or by purchase from Ihem of the leaves. Now,
besides the larger and more systematic operations

of the society, let every individual member of it

carefully conduct a rearing of silk-worms, (no

matter on how small a scale, if his situation for-

bids a larger.) and note and report the progress

and resuhs. Perhaps each one may object, to

such an attempt, either the unfitness of a town

location, the other more pressing demands of

business, the want of a proper house, or of the

very best arrangements and fixtures. It is true

that some one, and sometimes all of these objec-

tions, may apply to every individual; and it is

true enough that no resident in a town could con-

duct silk-culture so cheaply and profitably as in

the countr}'. Still, for such preliminary trials,

there are superior advantages to be found in

towns, and in the inie'Iigence and concert, and
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opportunities for mutual instruciion of townsmen.

Apartments of any size can be obtained for a

temporary use ; materials and workmen are rea-

dy ; and labor and ability to conduct can he also

commanded. All new experiments must neces-

sarily be made at jrreatprcost than well tested and

established operations ol' like kind. Let these ex-

periment.s have every necessary care and atien-

tion, hut let the fixtures be as humble and as eco-

nomical as possible. Every such ftedimr would

in fiicl have the precision of an experiment in

mechanical or chemical philosophy, and ihe value

of the results could be estin)ated with a sufficient

degree of accuracy, for larirer practical operations

for profit, even thouffh the time and attention

bestowed on the experiment might cost ten times

as much to the experimenter as would be com-

pensated by the sale of his first year's products.

ir, in the absence of all better or more exten-

sive means, 1000 silk- worms were led and reared

on a common dining table, set out in any common
apartment, (and nothing can be more convenient,

or secure, for so small a rearing,) the trouble and

attention necessary for so small a number, would

be, in proportion, ten-(bld (rreaier (perh;ips fifiy-

fold) than would be required Hjt a million. The
necessary labor, however, could be correctly esti-

mated li-om other experiments, as also the quan-

tity and cost of" food, of house-room, fixtures &c.

But this very small experiment could, as well as

any larger, serve to show the oiher important (iicts

of the health, vigor, and products of" silk-worms

in a certain and stated temperature, and under

other certain circumstances. And this, at least,

might be done, and form an agreeable and amusing

occupation to some lady, in each of 500 different

house-holds within the sphere of action and influ-

ence of the society.

Those members who have sufficient means,

should conduct, or cause to be conducted, much

larger rcarings, say f"rom 5000 to 20,000 silk-

worms; and those who have not only the means,

but some little experience also, should extend their

operations much farther, and aim at gaining some

profit in money, as well as in knowledge, ["or fu-

ture operations.

These separate experiments of individuals cor-

rectly observed and reported, would be subsidiary

to the larger and more full and perfect experiment-

al operations of the society. These should be

the establishing a laboratory in the best or most

approved manner, and the conducting sundry dif-

ferent rearings, or various sizes, and at successive

times, and also in different modes ; causing every

necessary care to be observed, all doubtful pro-

cesses to be tested, and evey fict bearinfron results

to be observed and noted, and the whole results to

be fully and faithfully reported. Such a course of

procedure would in a single year gather a body of
fiicts which would serve completely to esiablish

the value ol" silk-culture in Virginia; or, if that

opinion be indeed unfounded, then the~e results

would render the next most valuable service to the.

country, that of dissipating the delusion on this

suiject, under which we, as well as the silk socie-

ty, are now laboring. But though to find truth,

which ever way it may direct, is always valuable,

still we entertain no question that the former would
be the place in which it would be found.

From experiments it would be absurd to count
on results profitable in a pecuniary point; and (he

more laboriously, carefully, and accurately con-

ducted, they may be, of course the greater will

be the cost, and therefore the greater the balance

of pecuniary loss, even when the gain in more im-

portant respects would be so much the greater.

We are not so (oolish as to antiripate, nor so dis-

honest as to promise, from the general results of

all the procedure recommended to the society, any
profit in money, in the first year. On the contra-

ry, if the members, severally and jointly, should

not lose (or be out of pocket,) as much as ^1000
on their feeding operations of this year, it will be

because of too limited action, and therefore much
to be regretted. But by generously submitting

at first to that, or a double amount of loss, we
firmly believe that they would be gainers in the

end; and that by a t\rst judicious loss of some

thousands, the commonwealth would gain more

than as many millions of dollars.

Most earnestly do we hope that the young so-

ciety which tias paid so much respi'ct to our

name, and to our zealous yet poor services to the

promotion of silk-culture, may also pay some res-

pect to our advice. If it is adopted, in general,

and in the spirit, (no matter as to the particular

mode or details,) this society will not only serve

its designed and direct object most admirably, but

will, as a truly light-diffusing and working socie-

ty, set an example to most ol" the agricultural so-

cieties which are yet barely alive, (and upon pa-

per onl}',) and to all others ihat may be establish-

ed for more useful purposes hereafter.

—

Ed. F. R,

AGRICULTURE IN KEMTUCKY.

From the American Farmer.

Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 19, 1839.

Dear Sir

:

— I have delayed answerinj; the en-

quiries embraced in your letter from Lexington, in

consequence of absence and a wish to be better

advised upon two or three of your questions.

The object of your letter being a wish to obtain

such iiilbrniation as I n)ay be able to give upon
the aiiriculture and breeding of stock in this sec-

tion of the state, particularly upon rye, our blue

grass pastures, mules, sheep, hogs, hemp, corn

and cattle, I shall endeavor to do so from \he beet
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nfbraiation I have, and which could be obtained

i'com others.

Jiye is extensively raised. We sow the latter

pan of August and first ol" September, one to one
and a hall'bushel per acre, in ourcorn fields; plough
it in with the shovel-plough or cultivator. II' the

season be favorable the greater part of the fall

will produce good grazing for calves and young
colts, and at times sustaining them through the

winter with the aid of a small quantity of fodder

or oats. It is not, however, until the month of

March and April, that we receive the greatest ad-

vantage from it. At this season stock is generally

in great want of green food, and they are fre-

quently sustained from the 10th March to the 20th
April, without detriment to the succedding crop of
rye. Stock of any description which may have
access to a good rye field in the spring, will gene-
rally i(nprove rapidly in their condition, and places

them in fine health to go upon our blue grass pas-

tures. When the grain is ripe or nearly so, a large

portion of our rye fields are led down by our hogs.

Occasionally cattle, horses and mules are turned

in with the hog?-'. It is not considered a produc-

tive crop, li-om 12 to 15 busiiels per acre being a

fair average crop upon lands producing forty bush-

els of corn per acre. No manure or topdressing is

ever used.

The grazing in the fall and spring we consider

pays well for the seed and sowing. Some of our

best larmers sow it instead of clover, for the pur-

pose of renewing iheir exhausted lands; when
fed off' by hogs, the immense quantity of straw
and manure left on the ground, leaves it in fine

condition lor the succeeding crop.

Blue Grass Pastures—They are not of spon-

taneous growth—tio regular system is considered

necessary in making them. In our open fields,

the usual practice is to saw timothy, clover and
blue grass seeds mixed. Two or three good crops

of hay may he taken before the blue grass gets

well set. In our woodlands the seed is scattered

promiscuously with a portion of timothy and clo-

ver seed. It is equally as advantageous and fre-

quently practised to feed our hay upon the open
grounds in the winter and spring, when we want
to make grass. The stock will ihen tread in the

seed, and we most always succeed in having it

will set. After it is well set, it can never be ex-
hausted by grazing. Briers will destroy it when
neglected, by excluding it from the sun and air.

It requires from two to three acres to fatten a bul-

lock, and if good will keep him 8 or 9 months in

the year.

Mules are raised by our farmers from their

work mares. Few mares one kept exclusively

for the breeding of mules. In the fidl when the

colts are ready to wean they are generally sold by
(hose who breed them to those who leed them,

until the fall after they are two years old, when
they are then considered ready for market, and
either drove on account of the feeder, or they

pass into the hands of others who drive to the

southern markets. South Carolina, Georgia, Ala-
bama and Mississippi, constitute our principal

markets.

Not many have been retained amongst our far-

mers lor agricultural purposes. They comman-
ding a more ready and higher price our farmers

prefer selling them and retaining their horses.

Very great objections have been made to the breed-

VoL. VIII-6

ing of mules from the uncertainty of getting colts.

Three out of five would be considered a lull pro-

portion— possibly much olthe difliculiy arises Irom

mares not being regularly sent, being work mares

farmers may not be so particular in sending them at

the proper time. Our fetock of mules have greatly

improved in a few years frequenily having thetn

15 to 16 hands high ; this improvement has been

accomplished by better keeping, more care in the

selection of the mares, and still more by a proper

selection of the jacks. When sold in the liill af-

ter two years old, the fair average price might be

considered from 55 or ^70—when three years old.

they frequently command from ^'80 to $100 ; not

many, however, are retained until they are three.

Sheep receive but little attention Irom our farm-

ers—a cross upon the common sheep with the

merino prevails in Kentucky. I know of no full

blood South-down—we may, however, have a
'iQw. The large New Leicester sheep have
been iniroituced here within the last seven years;

their great size and aptitude to liitien, have caused
them to be highly prized by thofie who have
them.
No country can be better adapted for sheep

than this ; with care they are subject to but lew
diseases. We want nothing better lor them, sum-
mer and winter, then our blue grass pastures. In

wet cold weather the weaker animals do better

with open sheds, and fled with oats or clover hay.

Our rye fields in the spring for ewes and lam'ha

are invaluable. Farmers have occasionally fed

them through the winter for the Louisville, Cin-
cinnati and New-Orleans markets; they generally

pay well in spring. Dogs are our greatest ene-

my in raising sheep ; until we can have some,
laws or regulations upon the subject, Utile can
be done safely.

Hogs are more generally and extensively raised

for market than for any other stock ; it is one suited

to the capacity and business of most all larmers.

Connected with the fi?eding of cattle they are in-

dispensable: it is through them that much of the

profit is derived. The corn that passes through

two large bullocks will fatten three hogs without

any ot'ier food during the winter.

We have multiplied our breeds of hogs rapidly

within a k\v years. The Berkshire, Bedford and
Irish hogs are the three favorites ; each have
their advocates. They all fiitten kindly and come
to early maturity. A pair has been introduced

from New- York called the Leicestershire, im-

ported into that state a few years since. They
appear to be similar to the Irish hog and those im-

ported by IT* D. Shepherd, of Baltimore. We
also have a few called the Rhinoceros ; they

resemble the Berkshire in color, but not in f()rm;

they are great fiivorites with those who have them.

With care and judirment in breeding, our present

stock will answer all the purposes requisite for early

maturity, aptitude to liitten, and capacity to tra-

vel to market.

Hemp is an important article with us; it is

sowed the last of April and first of May, re-

quires tiie best ground, anii that to be well pre-

pared before sowing. Our blue grass pastures

or old meadows broke up in the fall, well ploughed

and harrowed in the spring, hiive been considered

our best ground for hemp. The average quantity

of seed used in sowing is 1^ to 1^ bushel per

acre. The ordinary qtiantity raised per acre ii''
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about 600 lbs., iho' 900 and 1000 lbs. have at times i

been produced, which usually sells at five and six

dollars per hundred. Nothinij; requires more care

in ihe preparation of the <j;round before sovvin>jj.

Its subsequent management of pulling and brea-

king reijuires very heavy labor ; none but our

strong able negro men can handle it to advantage.

Very little is exported, being mostly manulactured
in the state into bale rope and bagging. It is not

considered an exhausting crop; Irum ten to filteen

crops in succession have been taken ofi' the same
ground without any material variation in its pro-

duction. It is of rapid growth, and soon protects

the ground from the infiuencc of the sun, that

connected with the superior order in which the

ground is prepared lor sowing, and the care

taken in preventing all stock from trampling in

winter, would keep our best lands in good condi-

tion for hemp fifteen years without the aid of ma-
nures. Its culture and manufacture may be con-

sidered disagreeable but not unhealthy, unless

from the quantity of dust arising from it, persons

inclined to consumption may be more exposed,

than when engaged at other occupations.

Coriiii our gieat staple, upon it we depend to

fatten our horses, mules, cattle and hogs, as well

as for bread in our lamilies. In our best lands, a

good hand will tend 30 acres after the ground is

prepared in the spring, and the corn planted.

Eight to ten barrels may be considered the ave-

raire crop, and i^l.50 to $2 per barrel the average
price. The quantity sold, however, bears but a

small proportion to ihat consumed by the farmer

in Ihe feeding of stock.

Upon all our large stock farms the corn is cut

up in the fail, stacked in shocks of 16 hills square,

and led out to stock in the winter and spring, in

lots provided lor the purpose, or upon our blue

gra^s pastures.

Our system offeeding and grazing cattle and
hogs requires less labor to the quantity ofground oc-

cupied than any other mode in which we can use

labor. Some of our large farms containing 1000

to 1500 acres, all in grass and cultivation, anti

I'eeding 200 to 300 head of catllc, and as many
hogs, requiring only about ten good hands to do

all the work.

Cottle in all our rich counties form an impor-

tant item in our system of husbandry—the num-
ber 1(3(1 lor the butcher annually being very great

;

probably in no one item has greater improvements
been made than in our cattle. In their neatness of

appearance, aptitude to fatten at an early age, and
greater weight of carcass, they have been greatly

improved.
The breeding and feeding cattle are similar to

to that of mules. Calves are raised until two and
three years old by the sm;ill farmers, when they

are sold to the grazier, v.ho winiers them the first

year on fodder, and the next v.'inter and spring

ihey are led for the butcher.

< hir stock now consists priticipallj' of the full

Itlood Durham short-horns, with all the interme-

diate grades, crossed upon our common cattle,

with a kw Herelbrds and Lona-horns. I can

form no idea of the number of improved Dur-
hams ol'pure blood. The number is now trreal and
increa-inif rapidly. Very lew less than 100 have

been brought into the state the i)reseni year, mostly

imported. The prices given in the last 4 or 5 3'ears

have caused a rapid demand for them. Our own

state is not yet fully su|)plied, and the new stales

must rely upon us lor their supply whenever they
are prepared with grass to breed them.
The pedigrees ol' our imported rattle and their

descendants are preserved and published with

izreat care ; with but lew excepiions, the Franklin

Farmer contains ihe pedigrees of our be-st stock.

We are also preparing to publish a Herd Book,
similar to that of England, in which great eare

has been taken to give correct and laithful pedi-

grees.

Our principal markets for beef cattle are Louis-
ville, Cincinnati, New ^Orleans, Baltimore and
South Carolina. H. BiiAkton.

KIDNEY-SEED COTTON.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Indian Key, T. F., 15th July, 1839.

The notices in your periodical of new varieties

of cotlon remind me that I also have a new spe-

cies, which has been growing at Cape Florida
since 1833, and ai Indian Key since 1837. I al-

lude to ihe species called kidney seed cotlon m
Yucatan, of which 1 forwarded seeds to many
parts of the United States every year since 1827,
but I have never received any history of their

failure or success. Fearing that even those sent

to Cape Florida in the spring of 1833 might have
perished by neglect, on my departure from Cam-
peachy in January, 1837, I packed up a small
quaniityuith ihe other seeds to be carried by
myself to Florida; but owing to the delays and
difficulties of getting even from New Orleans to

Key West, I had finally to pass via Havanna to

the Florida Reef, and hence did not reach this

islet until the 20th of July. In August of that

year one mass of the conglomerated seed was-

planted in a box containing a cubic fool of tho
soil which here consists solely of calcareous pow-
der colored by vegetable mould. On my arrival

here with my family the 25th of December last,

1 found that the box contained six shrubs about 3
feet high, with stems as thick as my thumb, and
branches to correspond. In I'^ebruary last the
first bolls began lo open, and they continued to

ripen during the ensuing months of March and
April; and the shrubs were ihen transplanted on
Matacumba. The seeds collected from these bolls

I am sowing at intervals in the most unpromising
sites and surfaces on that island— e. g. on ihe dry
shell bank which rises a lew leet above high wa-
ter mark of the sea, and on the rocky jirairie,

behind which is covered with water by every
heavy shower. My confidence that this shrub
will domesticate ilself in the worst sites sind sur-

faces of these calcareous keys is lound in the fol--

lowing liicis. 1st. It grows spontaneously on
similar sites and surfaces near the sea at Cam-
peachy ; 2ndly. it has flourished the last six years
near Cape Florida; 3rd. a wild species of shrub-

cotton is indigenous to the rocky wastes of these-

islands; 4ih. the sea island cotton planted by C.
Howe at Duck Key 8 j'ears ago continues lo grow
and bear cotlon ; 5th. on the lOtli May last at Key
Vacas, I picked cotton Irom a shrub which Mr.
Piinl, an old resident, assured mc was planted

there in the year 1823— 16 years ago. The trreat

im[)orlance of this new slai)le lo the Florida Keys
may be estimated from the following considera-
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tions. Isf. Because ihey cannot ever be cultivated

by large planters in annual staples, and hence
they requite perennial staples adapted to small

cultivators. The reasons are evident j because the

eurfaces of these islands are so rocky that the

plough cannot be used, and because the sub-

stance here called soil being nothing but calca-

reous powder colored by vegetable mould, the

latter is liecomposed and the Ibrnier blown away
by exposure to the sun and wind; 2ndly. because
the kidney-seed cotton yields its staple during the

dry season from November or December to April

or May ; and can hence be picked by even the

poor invalids who will certainly visit these islands

every winter, when the government of the United
states shall remove the obstacles to their inter-

course by the establishments of pons of entry ; 3rd.

because, like all other perennial shrubs, when once
planted it is planted Ibrever; and because, like the

moras mullicaulis, when it grows too high lor con-

venient picking, the shrub may be cut down, and
fresh stems will spring from its roots. When I

arrived at Campeachy in 1827, 1 found a shrub
orrowing in the yard of Col. Toro which was still

bearing cotton on ni}' departure in 1837. In my
articles on the morus multicaulis in the Key West
paper, I have endeavored to show that if the cul-

ture of silk be worth pursuing in any of our slates,

it will be immensely more profiiable in the slerd

islands of the Florida Reei] and that they alone

can supply all the raw si:k requisite lor home con-
sumption and foreign export. In future articles I

shall endeavor to show that I lie perennial cotton

shrub for small cultivators will be still more desi-

rable than the perennial mulberry tree. But I

shall leave to time and experience the demonstra-
tion of the fact, that for these islands the most pro-

fitable of all perennials will be the tibrous-leaved

agaves and other plants which yield Ibliaceous

fibres and propagate themselves on the most arid

«oiIs> Very respectfully yours, &c.,

H. Peruine.

•EGG-HATCHIiVG EXHIBITION-

From tlie New Genesee Farmer.

A short time ago, while in London, I went to

.see, among other " sights," the much-talked-of-

egg-hatching-apparalus, or, as it is called by its

proprietor, the Eccaleob'wn—a word from the

Greek, signifying to bring to life. The establish-

ment is situated in Pall-Mali, opposite the Italian

Opera-House, and consist of a large handsome
back aparment, entered by a passage from the

street. The first feeling on entering the room is

that of rather a warm atmosphere, along with

the slight smell of a poultry yard, which the place

literally is. On one side on your left is a huge
oblong case airainst the wall, elevated three or lour

feet from the floor, and used as a hatching oven
;

on the opposite side, running nearly the length of

the room, is an enclosure Ibrmed of paling,separated

in distinct divisions for difl'erent sizes of birds, and
containing, close to the wall, a row of coops or

houses for the little creatures to run into. At the

farther end of the room is a glass-case on a table

in which the birds of one day old are kept and
nursed; and in the centre of the room is a table

with a number of saucers in which lie the yolks of

eggs at different stages of advancement toward

maturity, but which being broken are of course
useless lor hatching; they only exhibit the pro-

gress of the chick. Such is the general outline

of the establishment, which is fitted up with iron

steam-pipes running round the room to preserve

a certain temperature; and with a man, who
attends the oven, and a woman to look alter the

poultry-yard or enclosure, the whole is before the

eye of the visitor.

The first thing we do is to take a peep into the

oven, where the process of incubation is perlbrm-

ed. This oven executes the office of the parent

hen, and in a remarkably perfect manner ; in fact

nuich better than most hens could perfbrm the

operation.—Every botiy, who has any thing to do
with hatching poultry, knows iha: the great dif-

ficulty consist in keeping the hen upon her eggs.

Some hens are better hatchers than others, but.

generally speaking, they are loo apt to leave their

eggs to get cool ; and this, by checking the incu-

bation, at once destroys the unborn chick. B_v
the Eccaleobion process, this chance of loss is en-
tirely avoided. If the egg be a fresh good egg,
it must give up its chick ; nothing can keep it firom

being batched. The oven or case, as we have
said, is a large oblong box projecting from the

wall. It is to be divided into eight compartments,
like the floors of a house, and each exposed to

view by means of a glass door. To satisly our
curiosity the door of one of the compartments was
tljrown open, and on looking in we perceive that

the interior is a sort of shaliow box lined with
cloth, heated with steam-pipes, and the bottom
covered with etrgs lyi^g at an easy distance from
each other. A jug of water is placed among the

eggs, for the purpose of supplying the air of the

box with a necessary degree of moisture. Thus
each compartment or box is a distinct oven with

its own eggs, anil in each the eggs are at a par-

ticular stage of advancem'Mit. In one box they

may be but newly put in, and in another they may
be in the act of being hati'.hed. The meaning of
having eight boxes is to insure a batch of chicks

every two or three days. Each box holds from
two to three hundred eggs, or the whole upwards
of two thousand.

An egg requires from twenty to tvventy-threiB

days to hatch according to its quality and other

circumstances; the exact time is allovyeil to be
twenty-one days ; but such is the variety of eggs,

that a batch will require three days in entirely

chipping. The progressive series of phenomena
during incubation, as exhibited in the broken egga
on the table of the room, are exceedingly inter-

esting, particular!)' that in which the heart is seen

beginning to beat on the surface of the yolk, and
are as follows : 1 quote from a pamphlet handed
to visitors :

—

" 1st. day. In a few hours after exposure to

the proper tem|)erature the microscope discovers

thai a humid matter has formed within the linea-

ments of the embryo: and at the expiration of
twelve or fourteen hours, this matter bears some
resemblance to the shape of a little head ; a num-
ber of new ve.-icles also suddenly appear rudimen-
tary of dillerent parts of the future body of the

chick ; those first formed, and most easily distin-

guishable, may afterwards be rf»cognized as assum-

ing the shape of the vertebral bones of the back.

—

2d day. The eyes begin to make their appear-

ance about the thirtieth hourjand additional vcsselj?
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closely, joined together, indicate the situation of

the naval. The brain and spinal marrow, some
rudimenis oC the vvini^s and principal n)uscles,

become observal)le. Tne Ibrnnnion of the heari

is aic-o evidently proct^eding.—3d thiy. At the

comineacenieni of the third il.iy the beaiimj of the

heart is perceptible, iillhoui^ti no blood is visible;

a lew hours, howove.r, elapse and uvo vesicles,

contrtiiiing blood, maUe their appearance; one

Ibrming the left ventricle, the other the great

artery. The auricle of the heart is next seen, and

in the whole of these, pulsation is evident.— 4th

day. The v.'ings now assume a more defined

ehape, and the increased size of the head renders

the globules containing the brain, the beak and

the^front and hind part of the head distinctly

visible.—5th day. On the 5th day the liver makes
its appearance, and both auricles now plainly

Been appmach nearer the heart than they were

before. That beautiful phenomena, the circula-

tion of the blood, is evident.—6ih day. The lungs

and stomach are distinguishable, and the full

gush of blood from the iieart distinctly apparent.

—7ih day. During this day, the intestines, veins

and upper mandible, become visible, and the brain

begins to assume a constituent (brm.—8th day.

The beak, for the first time, opens, and the Ibrma-

tion cl flesh commences upon the breast.—9th day.

The deposition of matter Ibrming tlie ribs, takes

place, and the gall-bfidder is |)erceptible.— lOih

day. The matter fornsing the skull now becomes
cartilaginous, and the protrusion of leathers evi-

dent.— 12th day. The orbits of sight are now
apparent, and the ribs are perliicted.— 13th day.

'J'tie spleen gradually apjironches in its proper

position in the abdomen.— Hthday. The luniis

become inclosed within the breast.— 15th, 16lh

and 17ih days. During these days the infinity

of phenomena in litis wonderful piece of vital me-
chanism, elaborate it into a more perlect Ibrm and

it presents an appearance closely approaching a

mature state. The yolk of the egg, however,

from which it derives its nourishment, is still oui-

eide the body.— 18ih day. On the 18lh day, the

outward and audible sign of developeii life is

apparent, by the liiint piping of lhechi(;k being

Jbr the first' time, heard.— I'Jth, 20ih, and 21st

days. Continually increasing in size and strength

the remainder of the yolk gradually becomes

inclosed within its body; then with uncommon
power lor so small and frail a being, it liberates

itself from its prison in a peculiar and curious

manner, t>y repeated etforts made with its bill,

peconded by muscular exertion with its limbs, and

emerges into a new existence.

'* The position of the chicken in the shell is such

as to occupy the least possible space. The head,

which is larire and heavy in proportion to the rest

oflhe body is placed in ii-ont of the belly with its

beak under the ri^ht wing; the Itjel are gnihered

up like a bird trussed for the spit
;
yet in this

singular manner, and appareiit uricoml!)rtable po-

sition, it is by no means crampeil or confined, but

performs all the necessary motions and etfons

required Ibr its liberation, with the most perlect

case, and that consummate skill wliieh instinct

renders almost infdiible. The chicken, at the

time it breaks the shell, is heavier than tlie whole

egg was at first."

The superintendent of the oven politely exhi-

chipping. Some had chipped the day before,

others that day, and some would not be chipped

nil the morrow ; in a lew cases we observed the

beak of the diick boring its way through the shell

and getting itself emancipated. When the little

creatures are ushered into the world, they are not

immediately renioved out of the oven, but are

alloweii to remain for a lew hours until they be-

come dry ; they are then removed and put into the

glass-case, on the table at the end of the room.

This case is very shallow, and the glass cover can
be easily pushed aside to permit the superinten-

dent handling them if required. They are here for

the first time fed though not for twenty-four hours

after being hatched ; the materials scattered

among them is email bruised grits, or particles

little larger than meal; these they eagerly pick

up without any teaching, their instinctive desire

for food being a sufficient monitor. After the

brood has been kept in the glass-case, (which is

partially open) lor two or three days, and been

thus gradually accustomed to the atmosphere,

they are removed to one of the divisions in the

railed enclosure on the floor. Here hundreds are

seen running about, uttering peepy cries, picking

up grits or otherwise amusing themselves, all

being apparently in as lively and thriving a con-

dition as if trotting about in a barn-yard. At six

in the evening they are put to bed for the night in

a coop ; these coops are wooden boxes, lined with

a flannel curtain in front, to seclude, and keep the

inmates as warm and comfortable as if under the

wing of a mother. At six or seven in the morti-

in>r they are airain allowed to come forth into

their court-yard, which being strewed with sand

and provided with Ibod and water, aflbrds them all

the advantage of a run in an open irround.

I made some inquiries respecting the failures in

hatchinj; and deaths, and received the fdllnwing

information :—The ejjgs are usually purchased
from Leadenhall market, and, consequently, not

being altoffether li-esh, or otherwise suitable, one
half oflhem IWA in hatching. Once hatched, they
are salt?, for not more th;m one dies out of fifty

whicfi are brought into existence. If good and
suitable eirtzs could be procured at all seasons the

failures in hatching would be comparatively tri-

fling. Bad eggs therefore, are the weak point in

the establishment, and I should recommend the

proprieier to complete his arranirements, by adding
an eirir-laying department to those wliich he has
for hatching. This miixht he done by keeping a
regidar poultry-yanl, either in connexion with the

place or in the country. The apparatus for hatch-

ing is capable of producing forty thousand chickens
in a year, and making allowance for failures, the
actual proiinct cannot fill I short of half of that

number. When three weeks old, n& I was in-

fbrined, the chickens are taken to market, and sold

for a shilling each. Thus, we would siqipose, the
Kcc deoliion turns out at least, a thousand pounds
worth of chickens nnnually—no bod revenue, it

will be said, after payinnr expenses, but not great-

er than the irisienions contriver and proprietor, Mr.
William Bucknell, deserves.

This thinir, trifling as it may appear to some, is

hiixhly deserving of public attention. Attempts to

hatch egiTs, in ovens are of old date, but have
never succeeded on a permanent or large scale in

this country, fn Egypt the practice has been
more successful

j
yet even there, with the advaj}-
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taijes of a superior climate, one in five of the

hatched birds dies, and many are deformed, doubt-

less liom iho unequal rtp|)licntion ol* the hoaf. It

liari only been by the Eccaleobiiui, as far as I can

learn, that the birds have been lMOM<fiit out with

certainty, or been reared successfuJIy alter beinrr

hatched ; every bird is perfect and will fjrow to its

full size. The distinguished characlerisiic of this

invetiiion is exact regulation of temperalurc at

diderent stages of advancement, lor egirs, as is

well known, develope heat naturally in liie course

of hatcliinir, and consequently the anificial heat

requires to be judiciously diminished as the natur-

al heat increases. By employing sleam or hot-

water pipe', the temperature is not only capable

of being exactly regulated, but is diffused gene-

rally and equably tiiroughout the oven, and acts

upon all sides of the egg alike. Hence, the eggs
it! the Eccaleobion require no handling or turning

during the process—there is no fear of Iheir heinif

roasted on one side or cooled on the other. Provi-

ded all is fair and above board, as the projirietor of

the Eccaleobion describes or the superintendents

inform the vistors, there can be no difTieulty in

multiplying egg-hatching and chicken-rearing

establishments all over the country. Poultry is

at present a dear article, on account of the very

limited and imperfect manner of its production ; hut

this need not be the case any longer. There is

nothing to prevent every town in the kiuirdom
having its ckicken manufactory as well as any
other branch of business. Wherever there are

establishments with steam-engines having a re-

dundancy of steam, it woidd be the easiest thing
in the world to erect a fowl-producing apparatus
in connection with the works. And if this did

not in some degree improve the resources of the

country, and the condition of the people, I do not

know what would.

EXPLANATION.

To the Editor of the Farmer's Register.

In your last No. I find a mountain correspondent
of yours has made it my duty lo tax you with post-

age to the tune of 12^ cts. F did not wish to do this,

or I should have asked you to correct the caption
of my October communication; but I supposed all

your readers knew that the caption was yours and
not mine, and I ask you and your correspondent
to rea<l my piece fiirly, and then say if the caption
have either matter or spirit in it that is authorized
by the communication.* ! hold that it was clearly

my purpose to show that the early maturation of
the crop resulted from its never having hs feeding
roots disturbed or broken; and I appeal lo common
sense, untrammelledjbv usasje, without li^ar, to sus-
tain me. Who is he that breaks the feeders of his

horse or his ox with the expectation of "early
maturation?" Who has not seen iti the burning
month of July hundreds of acres of corn killed by
breaking all its feeders'? I crant that this king
of plants is hard to kill, and if you give it water

* As according to our rules, every article in the Far-
msrs' Register must have a name, and the writers sel-

d.om furnish any heading, the duty generally falls upon
the editor as it did in the case referred to above. If it

was inproper, the fault was ours.

the very devil cannot kill it ; but let me ask why
wage war upon it? why worry and distress the

plant that gives you bread 1 who, I ask " Moun-
taineer," was ever so ma<l as to break the young
shoots of corn lo enable him to break the feeders?

and when this was done what was his reward?
My soil was what was called poor; I purchased for

21 sliillings the acre. The tenant then upon it

paid £ 10 rent, 40 years an-o ; but at the end of the

year he entered " leg bail," and is dead, or in the

fir west. And yet I believe that all wiio passed
my field, (and il is upon the main southern road,)

entertained but the one opinion that there was
none better, as a large field, from Washington to

Tennessee. I hope I have answered " Mountain-
eer's" bill in chancery lo his satisfaction; if not,

he may rule me lo give farther answer, and if I

have time, I will answer him, with this reservation

that he shall lay by his forensic character, and
write as a fiirmer.

For the further benefit of " Mountaineer," let

me say that 30 years or more past I visited Judge
Peters and Mr. Young. The Judge had done
much for ajrriculture, and I felt myself bound to

call upon him and tender him my thanks. He
was a perfect gentleman ; but as a farmer, practi-

cally, he had no pretensions. Mr. Young, I think,

owned a large paper manufactory, and was farm-
ino: upon a small scale—an amiable, clear head-
ed man, and was delighted in showingthe power of
lime upon his land; his neighbors however thought
he farmed upon the profits of his paper mill. I

give you these things that 3'ou may use them for

what ihey are worth. Faiufax.
January Ith. 1840.

For tiie Farmers' Register.

ON MAKING EXPERIMENTS.

Allhough the successfid progress of agricullure
essentially depends upon this practice, yet unless
it be fJjllovved wuh perfect impartiality, sound
judgment, and unremitted attention to every cir-

cumstance connected wilh each case, it often does
far more harm than good ; for conclusions are fre-

I

quenlly drawn and ofiinions formed fiom experi-
l menis carefully n^adc, which, if not directly the
reverse of what they should be, are at least, ma-

: terially different from the trutii. Thus, a nco-'icrent

I
experimentalist will rarely ever give us more of

I

his operatif)ns than a general description, althouirh
i he is too often tediously minute in staling liis own
opinions derived from them, to the entire omission
perhaps, of the chief fiicis, by which alone others
could judije whether those opinions were right or
wrong. Should he happen to be well known and
respected as a farmer, many will immediatelj" at-

tempt to pursue the course which he has vanruely

and indistinctly described, solely from their confi-
dence in his character; and will find loo late,

either that he had omilled some statement which
was material to the success of their imitative
experiments, or that his opinions and practices,

which they had adopted in tnin, did not suit Iheir

particular farms. This immediately weakens their

iiiith in all experiments whatever ; for they have
not always the good sense lo discover the true

cause of iheir lailure, but erroneously ascribe it to

the inutility of the practice itself, insiead of ihe
I parelessness qf the experimentalists.
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A most signal instance once occurred in our own
state, of the mischiets that may be done by agri-

cultural works wliicii afipear to recommend as

universally good, certain tilings tiiat are only />ar-

tially so, and under particular circumstances. We
.all remember that excellent litlle book called ' Ara-

tor,' published many years ago, by Col. John
Tfiylor of Caroline, a man who may truly be

.said not only to have given the first eti'ectual

impulse to Virginia agriculiure, but to have ren-

dered it more essential service than any one man
of whom we have any knowledge. In this work

was Ibund an unqualified, indiscriminate recom-

mendation of very deep ploughiuir, liigh beds lor

corn, and the inclosing system without grazing.

Every body considered him, (and deservedly too,)

as one of the best, if not the very best farmer in

Virginia, particularly for his skill in restoring worn

out lands to their original fertility ; and such mar-

vels were related of his corn crops by those who
saw them, wiihout any accurate knowledge of the

various causes which contributed to produce them,

that all of us, without exception, especially the

lyros aitiongst us who aspired to agricultural

fame, began to tear up our lands as deep as 3

or 4 horses in a plough could turn them ; to throw

them into the highest ridixes which this operation

could effect, no matter what might be the nature

of the soil ; and to inclose their fields without

grazing, even to the starvation of the slock. The
consequences might have been easily foreseen by

all our brethren who had Iheii' due share of brains
;

but unfortunately some of us are vvofully deficient

in this article. Hence all the owners oi' very shal-

low, sandy soils, turned up a perfect caput morinum,

an utterly steril earth, wiih which they liave been

carrying on a deadly warlare ever since, or have

fled from it in despair, to a new country; whilst

each animal of the 60s genus, on their farms, has

served as a kind of '^memenio mnrV^ to every

passing stranger. For ail this Col. Taylor's ' Ara-

tor' bore the blame, ah hough a very moderate de-

cree of discrimination would have enabled them,

at once, to decide that, as no one system or prac-

tice could possibly suit all soils and situations.

Col. Taylor's omitting to particularize the excep-

tions, proceeded entirely liom the circumstance of

his giving to his brother agriculturisis more credit

for con)mon sense than they deserved. J3y the

way, my old and good friend, I wish you or any

of your correspondents would tell n)e, why the

term "co?umon" should be applied to an article

which all asree is one of the most uncommon
things in the world. I have been in a great quan-

dary about it, Rir nearly or quite half a century,

and should like to be relieved from it before I die.

But to return to 'Arator' and its recommendations.

That one whicli I have yet panicularly to notice,

js " the inclosing system" wiihout grazing. He
gave, unfortunately, (as I think,) all the advan-

tages, without slating the disadv;mlages of the

practice. Hence most of those who tried it, with-

out any specifications whatever of the extent to

..which it might beneficially he cxiended, became
pcepiics, if not entire i^fid^Ii- in regard to its ulilily.

For ihey found, n[)on trial, thnt it not only infesled

our lands, almost irreclaiin.ib'y, with many peren-

nial and other most noxious weeds, but made them
tlie prolific hot hcils of a variety of insects highly

injarious to our crops, which uniler no oiher sys-

Lcui, |:ri>ba!ily, could cvrr cu.'ii. r so much daninge

from the same cause. In the Flemish husban-
dr}'^, whicli is said to be the most perfect in Chris-
tendom, no labor nor expense is spared to extirpate

everything that beais even the name of weed;
but tlie inclosing practice fosters the whole of
them—nay, it greatly multiplies all of them, un-
less they are mowed tlown, (which is never done,)
belbre they blossom. This operaiion, if regularly

repeated, only a few times, would soon destroy all

annual and biemn'al weeds, which are much the
most numerous ; it would also prevent, in a great
measure, the increase of the perennials ; and by
leaving the cover on the land, would still give U3
the chief benefit ascribed to the inclosing system.

liut permit me, before I conclude, to offer a lew
more remarks on the subject of experiments. To
carelessness or prejudice, or to both uniled, we
must asnribe all the numerous disputes and contro-

versies that have occurred, and are still occurring
among our brethren, in regard to particular prac-

tices in every branch of husbandry. Even men
who are equal!}'' well disposed to ascertain what is

best, must forever differ, unless all will bestow the
same degree of atieniion on every circumstance
and particular, which are essential to enable them
to form a perfticlly impartial and correct judgment.
If a single one of these essential circumstances
and particulars are unnoticed by any experimenter,

that man will certainly form a very difi'crent opi-

nion from the one who has carellilly regarded all

which are connected with the subject of their mu-
tual examination. And the great misfortune to

our cause is, that hardly any two men can be

found equally qualifi'^d, equally desirous to make
fiir experiments. But lor this inequality, together

with our presumplion and self-conceit, which are

generally in a duplicate ratio to our ignorance,

many a ponderous agricultural tome would be rcr

duced to the pamphlet-size; and what would be

far better, ^'book-farming,^'' which has long been,

with many, a term of derision and contempt,

would soon overcome all the foolish prejudices

which have heretofore existed against it. For our

agricultural papers and books would contain little

else, besides minute details of experiments in the

different branches of husbandry, made with the

utmost care and accuracy; instead of being crowd-
ed, as they too frequently are, with the crude con-

ceits and visionary opinions of merely speculative

agriculturists, who find it much easier work to

theorize than to practise ; and far less laborious to

give us mere opinions, insiead of such facts as

would prove of real use in promoting our cause.

It may perhaps be concluded from the foregoing

remarks, that I am in liuor of entirely excluding
speculative opinions from our agricultural papers.

Far from it; but I would ask as a small favor, in

behalf of those who prefer facts, that the authors

would merely lake the trouble to give these opi-

nions and speculaiions some caption by which we
could judge whether we would read their commu-
nications or jniss on to others that would give

some of the inlbrmation we want. Let them lake,

ibr example, the single word ''excogitations,^^

which might be written in a few seconds, and we
might then use it, as sailors do a light house

—

steer by it, without ever going into it. For my
own part, Mr. Ediior, I have no objection to see-

inir and reading such things occasionally, in an
aiTiiculiura! paper, as I myself, (to confess the

truth,) am somewhat addicted to them ; and there-
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fore, upon that admirable principle oC "doing as

we would be done 6i/," a principle so much praised,

so liiile practised, 1 would not consent that, they

should be banished altogether. Only let them be

marked, no matter how, but in such a way that

they miiiht be distinsruished from other articles

without reading them, and it will perlectly satisfy

your old friend, CoaiMExxAxou.
January 1st, 1840.

To tlie Editor of tlic Farmers' Register,

EXCOGITATIONS.

You see, Mr. Editor, that I have been the first

man among your numerous correspondents, to

adopt my own susgestion on the subject of cap-

tions ; and for so doing, I shall claim of you some
portion of that praise which is justly due to those

rare people who practise what they preach. I

shall also hope that this circumstailce, if none
other, will secure for me, at least a perusal of what
I am about to ofi'er to your readers.

My subject will be that long and apparently in-

terminable vexed question about the best rotation

of crops. No one has yet been universally ap-

proved; nor has it ever been conclusively settled,

whether there may not be at least one, (if not

more,) which is far less com|)licated than any now
in vogue, and equally efficacious. In all the rota-

tions and arguments in their favor, which 1 have
examined, far too much credit seems to have been
given to the mere alternation of what have been
called white and green crops : whereas, I deem it

demonstrable, as far as any thing of the Icind can
be, that the intervention of vegetable and animal
manures has been the chief, if not the sole cause
of any increased fertility of the soil, which may
have appeared where those rotations have been
practised. Every experienced agriculturist, 1 be-

lieve, admits that some crops exhaust more than
o;hers, but that all exhaust some, if wholly
taken from the land. Therefore, the phrase
"amelioratinf; crops," is a contradiction in terms,

and calculated to deceive; lor it is not the crop

which produces this effect, but the manure applied

with it or to it; although it is certainly true, that

a less quantity of manure will suffice to ameliorate
the soil, where the crop is one of the least ex-
hausting kinds, than where it happens to be the

reverse.

If I am right in ascribing the improvem.ent u/'

cultivated land, chiefly if not solely, to the inter-

vention of vegetable and animal manures between
our crops, in sufficient quantities to supply some-
what more than the portion of nutriment which
these crops require, then it is a matter of flar less

consequence than is generally supposed, whether
these crops be all white, all green, or an alternation

of both. U|)on this theory, permit me to propose
a course of crops, which, if not new, has not, I

believe, been sufficiently tried any where to justi-

fy its general adoption. It is to keep but lour

fields, one for standiiio; pasture, the other three for

corn and wheat, which are the staple crops

throughout the whole tide-water portion of our
state. To these, add a few lots for soiling, and
root crops. Let the wheat always be followed by
the corn, and give to that, all the vegeto-animal
manure of the farm, applied in its freshest state,

as far as practicable. Immediately afier the last

working of the corn, sow clover seed and plaster

of Pans, half a bushel to the acre. Cut this clo-

ver in the spring, then sow on it half a bushel
more of plaster, and fallow the land in time for

wheat, sown upon a single plouuhing, and put in

by the large drag-harrow. To keep up your lots,-

depend upon ashes, plaster of Paris, lime, marl,

(if attainable,) or any other manures which are

free from the seeds of weeds.
To such a course, I cannot foresee even a plau-

sible objection, unless it be the expense. But, if

this were greater than that ol" the other most pop-
ular rotations, which it certainly would not be, but
much less, then such objection is unsustainable.
The whole of the expense in money, would be
the first cost of the clover seed; lor after that,

every farmer should raise his own seed ; and then,
one bushel of plaster per acre annually, which, at

the present price, ready ground, is only 30 cents a
bushel in the tide-water portion of Virginia, where
you buy it thus ; but not more than about 15 cents
where you prepare it yourself. Look now at the
superior advantages ; there would be much more
simj)licity, and of course greater practicability

among slaves, a larger surface always under cul-

tivation, and far less labor, especially in making
and keeping up division fences. Add to this the
fact that every field would annually produce some
profitable crop to the cultivator, which is not the
case in any of our rotations in the United Stales.

I say profitable, lor although you would not sell

the clover which would be produced after the corn,
the single cutting would contribute much to the
improvement of your stock, while the subsequent
plouiihing in of the second growth, would return
to the land more of the fertilizing principle than
the wheat crop had drawn fi-om it. If the land
become " clover sick." which it would not do in

many years, some oilier green dressing, of which
there are many, might be substiluled for the clover,

until the land again recovered its aptitude to pro-
duce this excellent grass.

Should you think this "flourish" worth pub-
lishing, let it appear as one of the contributions of
your old friend and correspondent.

Commentator.
January IGlh, 1840.

ON THE Cl^LTURE OF CELERY.

From the fllagp.zine of Horticulture.

As good celery is always sure to meet with a
ready sale in the market, and commands a liberal

price when found there, I propose giving a few
practical remarks on the necessary treatment re-

quired, from the first sowing of the seed in the
spring, to the taking up ofthe roots, in llip autumn,
for use. In the first place, be it remembered, that
the writer of this does not cluim any greater
knowledge than that possessed by gardeners and
others, who have had experience in the cultivation

of celery ; but as this article ntay meet the eye of
those persons who have not acquired the requisite

knowledge, to grow it to perlcciion, it is jirobable

that they may glean Eomclhing fium ir, thai may
be of some assistance to thorn.

There are six or eight varieties of celery culti-

vated, and ail those who cultivate it, have llieir
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favorite kinds ; nevertlieles?, I will venture to re-

commend ihc white solid, and the rose colored

solid celery, to be grown, niiher for the market or

ibr private family use. The second iveek in April,

il' there is a cucumber frame at work, pref)are two
or three shallow boxes, and fi.l them with fine

rich soil, and sow the seed on the surface, with a

liberal hand ; then press it down pretty solid, with

a piece of board and cover it, lightly, with very

fine sifted earlh ; this done, give the whole a gen-

tle watering, and piaoe the boxes in a I'rame, close

to the front.

When the plants make their appearance, give

them air everyday, if possible, by propping up the

sash, at the front, where the boxes are placed. As
Boon as it is perceived that the plants have the

least tendency to grow up weak, they must be

removed from the frame, mimediately to the open

air, choosing some well sheltered spot. On the

approach of foul weather they may be removed to

some place under cover, and taken out again after

the unfavorable weather is over. If no frame, as

spoken of, be at hand, sow the seed on a rich

moist piece of ground, the last week in April, in a

sheltered situation ; the ground must be well en-

riched Ibr this purpose, and the older the manure
is, the better. Dig it over, and rake the surface

very fine and even ; then sow the seed pretty thick,

on "the surface, and with a clean spade beat it

lightly down, nice and even, and cover it over,

about a quarter of an inch, with fine soil.

As soon as the plants are about two inches high,

they should be transplanted into a nursery bed

—

but, previous to this, the ground must be well

manured and dug over ; then lay a board on the

ground, in order to stand upon, and set the plants

ojt in regular order, at least three inches apart,

plant from plant. Some may think this last pro-

cess too much trouble ; but I can assure all who
have such an idea that it is a process indispensably

necessary, and the utility of it will be presently

seen. When the plants are taken up from the

seed bed, before proceeding to transplant them,
do not neglect to rub off all the side shoots, which,
it will be seen, are just making their appearance
around the base of the plants, and cut off' i he ends
of the roots, il' it is desired to produce first rate

celery.

About the first or second week of July the plants

will be ready (or the final planting out

—

their

strong, robust appearance, by this time, I imagine,
will give great encouragement to the grower, to

go on and end the good work ; but on the contrary,

il" the plan's had not been removed from the seed
bed, as belbre advised, what a miserable appear-
ance would they now make ; so much so, that the
stems being too weak to bear up the tops, now
that they stand singly, they would lie flat upon the
ground. When this is the case, the remedy is,

to cut off the tops, and leave three or four naked
stems sticking up—a disgrace to any person who
has the least pretensions to its culiivation. The
plants being so weak, it will be found necessary
to shade them from the sun through the middle of
ihe day, for some time, until nature has made a
fresh edort, and the plants start to grow ; not so
with those that have been transplanted

; for by
removing iheni with a trowel, on a damp day,
they will scarcely (eel the change. This is the
gain—tor whilst the others will require shading and
nursing, these will be iriaking u rapid growth

j

[

and however well the former plants are nursed, it

is rare that they ever make such good heads as
those that receive no check.

If the cultivator has a peat meadow, that is at

710 time overHowed with water, he will find it the

best situation of any, Ibr the growth of celery ; but

as there are but ihw, comparatively speaking,
who have such facilities, the next best location

would be where the soil is deep and moist, with
the sub-soil clay. One sure guide to go by is, al-

ways to prefer deep moist soil, whatever the sub-
soil may be ; for it matters not, however rich the

ground is made with manure, if there is a defi-

ciency of moisture, the growth will be stunted.

In preparing the trenches Ibr the final planting,

if the soil is deep, dig it oiit to the depth of eighteen
inches by fifteen inches in width ; and the length

as far as is thought proper tbr the number of plants;

six inches of the trench must be filled up with the

best old rotted manure that can be procured; as long
strawy litter is not suitable, it should never be used.

After the manure has been thrown into the trench,

it should be dug over, in order to mix the soil at

the bottom of the trench, thoroughly with it ; this

done, cut a little of the soil from each side of the

trench, for the purpose of covering it about an
inch, and it will then be ready fbr the plants, which
should be set out six or eight inches apart, in a
straight line, down the centre.

Keep the celery free from weeds, and earth a
little, at different times, until the trench is nearly

filled up ; then earth it up no more, until it is done
for the last time, which should he the first or se-

cond week of September, or sooner, if necessary.

I have two reasons fbr following this process. The
first is, that the roots of the plants are already cov-

ered as much as they ought to be, if we suppose
the sun and air has any effect on them, or is of

any benefit to them. My second reason is, that

the celery will make a stronger growth, and will

he very much superior, both in size and quality, to

that which is earthed up every week or ten days,

as is generally done. Good celery ought to be

solid, thoroughly blanched and of large size, and
perlectly clear ofany blemish,such as rust or canker.

J. W. RUSSKLL.
Mt. Auburn, Cambridge, December, 1839.

ADDRESS, DELIVERED BEFORE THE MASON,
CABELL AND KANAWHA AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY, By Gen. P. H. Steenbergen.

Gentlemen of the j^gricultural Society :

As your presiding officer, I am required to lay

belbre you such communications as I believe con-
ducive to your interests and prosperity.

1 could have wished that some other gentleman
had been selected to address you on this occasion

—

one who is better qualified than I am ; but as your
friendship or partiality has assigned me this duty,

I will proceed to the task, requiring at the same
time all the indulgent feelings you possess towards

an agriculturist, who feels himself more compe-
tent to manage well his own estate, than to advise

oll'.ers how they should conduct theirs.

In the execution of this duty, I must necessa-

rily take a review of the character of our soil, the

present stale of farming in this valley, and in the

neighboring country ; and in its progress, contrast
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them willi other seclions of the state, that vvc

know are marching onward, with rapid strides, to

hifjh ferlilily.

The alhivial bottoms of the Ohio and Kanawha
were naturally ag (eriile and productive as any in

Virginia; they are admirably intersected byline,

bold, iiaviirable streams; possessing a mild cli-

mate, well adapted to the growth of all the vege-
table productions. What prevents the owners
fi^om reaping the reward to which the occupancy
of" such soil, and the enjoyment of such a climate,

would justly entitle them? Nothing, I believe,

but the want o!" judicious management. Our land

is yet good ; and ail hough it has suffered severely

by repealed ijrain crops, it possesses within itself

the power of resusciiation.

How then shall we siiniula.fe tiiem into active

production I What resources are at our command,
.that when applied will certainly resiore their ori-

ginal fertility ? We have no lime, plaster, or marl

;

these cannot now be procured, but at such prices

as will be ruinous to use them. We must seek

this improvement then by deep ploughing, the al-

ternating courses of grass, and the preservation

and use of farm-yard manure. These, assuredly,

nrc within the control of every man owning an
acre of land.

You should commence immediately, ifyou Iiave

not already begun, the sowing oj' clover and timo-

thy combined ; let none of your ground remain
another season idle, without some grass growing
tipon it. Our soil, by the use of clover, may be
brought to the highest state of lertilily, parlicu-

jarly when combined with moderate grazinir of
cattle, and the eradication, in a green state, of all

weeds and filth that grow up.

With due respect (or the practice of others, I

must say, that I am no advocate for the non-graz-
ing system pursued in some parts of the state.

They sow clover, and permit it as well as every
spontaneous production o!" the earth, to mature
all their seeds. I think it is of more advantage to

be grazed, and kept in a green, succulent state,

making continued efforts to bloom, than suffered

to remain, dry up, and have its best virtue scat-

tered by the sun and winds; besides the cattle

leave on the soil, better prepared, the very ele-

ments of fertility.

It is indispensably necessary, therefore, that a
proper quantity of cattle should be kept on every
estate lor its due improvement. They are empha-
tically destroyers of weeds, briers and shrubs ; the

restorers of soil ; the chemical agents constantly

preparing new food ibr future plants ; they return

to the earth, when judiciousl}' managed, more
than they exact from it.

Look for example at the iirazing districts of
Virginia and Pennsylvania. What else has kept
them progressing with surh rapid strides of im-
provement ? Every year produces a sensible ad-
dition to the productiveness of the soil, and to the
profits of the farm. Their pastures arc thickened
and carpeted over with green sward.
My practice has always been, to Iced all the

roughness growing on my larm, on my grass land.

Straw I consider an excellent application for mea-
dows or for pastures ; the grass growing through
prevents the exhalation, while the continued damp-
ness and heal combined, soon causes its decay

;

but in the corn-stalk we have our greatest source of
aianure, growing usually, as it does in this coun-

Vor.. VJII-7

try, to the height of twelve or fifteen feet. Open,
porous, imbibing and retaining tiie moisture that
rapidly acts as the element of iis decomposition, it

soon becomes the active, stimulating Ibod of fu-

ture vegetation. How important is it then, that

every iiirmer should lully understand how he can
use them to the greatest advantage?
Corn maybe called the staple of the country

;

it is justly coiisid(!red an indispensable article of
food, and tlie principal source of'i)rofir to the culti-

vator. It is the leading crop of the alluvial lands
of our rivers. Standing therefore, as it does, in

the front rank of our necessasy and productive
husbandry, it well becomes us to look to every
source by which we can maintain the fertility of
our s(jil under the severe exaction required lor ii3

production.

All the corn raised on nn estate, when ripe, and
before the fijdder has dried, should be cut up and
securely shocked ; it is immaterial to what use it

is aficrwards applied— whether for (eedmif or for

sale—you will have the fodder and stalks in cither
case at yourcommand. Feed iliem on your grass
land, in the lidl and early part of the winter, where
the animal matter of the cattle, combined with
your stalks, all turned under after the fi-ost leaves
the earti), will, with the decay of the sod, furnish
a cheap and good preparation for a corn crop.
You carry out, by an easy application, the princi-
ple now well established, that long unrotted ma-
nures are most suitable, and best fitted for fall

maturiuiz grain.

You here apply at oiicc, and on the spot, where
under other circumstances you would have to ex-
pend much time and labor in hauling your fodder
trorn the fields to the barn yard, and in again carl-

in<r your manure back to the field.

Such is the practice 1 have pursued for several
years past, with entire success. It has enabled
me to take two successive crops of corn, and on
one occasion averaging the first year near one
hundred bushels to the acre, on a field of fifiy

acres, which before this treatment would not have
produced half that quantity.

i consider this difierence as produced entirely by
the alternating with grass, and the feeding of all I

raise upon them, ploughing under a part as before
intimated, and the balance remaining to decay on
well set pasture fields.

I have lately examined some estates in Cabell

;

I know well all those in Mason, and most of those
in Kanawha, and I do really believe, that general-
ly the radical error committed in their manage-
ment is the want of a due proportion of grass.
Too much grain is raised without an ameliorating
green crop, and proper economy in husbanding
their resources for manure.

I have seen many fields from which small grain
had been taken, left without grass seed beinorsown
upon them, the corn-stalks thrown into the public
highway—a nuisance to the traveller; the cattle

poor starved looking creatures. Nothing can ex-
cuse such nefrligenre.

In the Valley of Virsinia, and frequentlv in the
north, clover seed is sown on small grain when the
land is intended to be plouirhed next year, under
the persuasion that the seed is well paid for in the
fall pastures, and such imjirovement as the land
receives. With what propriety then should a far-

mer refuse to sow clover seed when he intends his
fields to lay over for one or two years before they
arc again brought into cultivation 2
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Many gentlemen have told me, that they have

not land enough in possession to leave a part in

grass, they want it all lor grain.

Such was the opinion and praciice which here-

tofore ruined much of" the lands of our slate.

I believe that no matter what sized liinn a man
may own, to manage it judiciously, a certain part

must always be in grass. To say how much, wi I

depend upon your situation ; a contiguity to towns
and villages enables you to buy manures and
other sli.'iiulating substances, which, with the ad-
dition to those made on the liirm, will enable you
to cultivate a greater proportion. But in looking

alone to the resources you can control, and requi-

ring the greatest amount of grain to be obtained

without serious injury and ultimate sterility, I

should believe, that one-third of your tillable land

ought to be in grass, one-third in corn and wheat
eucceseively, feeding all your roughness as belbre

indicated on the grass previous to ploughing (or

corn. You will have made at the same time a

good preparation lor wheat.
The long manure turned under with the clover

lay, is decomposed during the summer months,
and is then in admirable condition for the subse-
quent growth of wheat and clover.

Thie system when pursued, upon our naturally

fertile soil, will certainly improve it, for under
every rotation something will be gained.

I have adopted a ditierent course. From the
quantity of land I cultivate, I am enabled to let

my fields remain three years in grass, and in that

length of time they are generally well set in green-
Bward. It is said, thai while a good clover lay
will yield five tons of vegetable matter to an acre,

a well set eod of green-swarJ will produce twelve
tons.

I am satisfied that there is as much difference iti

the fattening qualities, as there is in the fertilizing

properties. It is a liict well known to every gra-
zier that it is impracticable to make really fat cat-

tle on pastures alone, without a great proportion

of green-sward grass, and you ean only obtain it

by time and extended cultivation.

I have ppoken of the alternate crops of corn,

wheat and grass, and the preparations they re-

quire; and will turn your attention to the value of
?mall grain crops as a part of a well conducted
rotation.

Wheat has not until recently become a leadiiicr

crop among us, and alihough much of our hilly

and rolling lands are well adapted to its culture,

ae yet the woodman's axe has reduced but small
portions of our Ibrests to a state fitted lor its culti-

vation ; where industry however, has overcome
the toils of clearing, and wheat has taken the
place in our husbandry which its importance de-
serves, the most valuable results have followed.

The crop of small gram operates as an impor-
tant aid in introdurinw a grass crop, which it shel-
ters from the sun in its tender slate— the grain
gives a return in proportion to its cost and culture,

equalled by few of our other crops, and the straw
is found to be important winter forage, and a vaiu-
Sible fertilizer of the lands as 1 belbre remarked.
As a proof that this branch of husbandry is

about taking its place in an improved course of
agriculture, I may refer to a distinguished member
of our society in this county, who harvested du-
ring the present year about five thousand bushel.*',

^n^^. to no inconsiderable number in each of the

three counties whose crops have ranged between
one and two thousand bushels.

Our climate and soil, although not as favorable

to wheat as the more elevated districts of lime-

stone land, yet gives us a lull plump grain, weigh-
ing frequently liom sixty to sixty-four to the

bushel, and yielding under ordinary care from

twenty to thirty bushels to the acre.

The spring wheat Irom Oneida in New York,
has been tried by some of our public-spirited farm-

ers, and alihough the results have not equalled the

succei^s of its more northern culture, yet I have the

assurance of some who have cultivated it of iis

uselLilness, and that its produce during the present

year on the farm of Mr. Matthews, was twenty-
seven and three-fuurlh bushels to the acre. The
spring as well as the winter wheat from abroad

may require time to acclimate it, and experimental
crops must be continued lor some years, belbre

conclusive opinions can be safely formed of their

value. Belbre dismissmg the wheat culture I beg
leave to remark that brining and liming the grain

belbre sowing has been Ibund of decided advan-
tage. By the first operation, the light and imper-
lect grains are separated, and the more perfect and
vigorous only committed to the earth. And by
the second, the small portion of calcareous matter

which enveloped the seed is proved to give valua-

ble aid in the germination of the grain and growth
of the plant.

The occasion does not permit my passing with-

out notice the importance of wood pastures. I

trust that the facts and experience which I have
detailed will have sufficiently illustrated the indis-

pensible necessity of a competent sujiply of the

grasses. How this supply may be best obtained

and enlarged as the herbage of the forest annu-
ally diminishes, is a subject of deep interest to

every farmer.

In other states, and in other quarters of our
state, this supply has been obtained by fencing in

districts of wood-land, clearing oil the dead tim-

ber and undergrowth, and seeding the land with
artificial grasses. This process is not an expen-
sive one ; in a short time it gives us luxuriant pas-

tures ; converts the rough hills which are of but

little value lor other purposes, into most useliji

parts of the farm. The timber and wood left on
the land, furnish the necessary supply lor future

wants, gives a park-like appearance to what was
before a dreary and almost useless appendage.

I have had a considerable portion of my hill

land fenced and prepared for seeding by contract,

at three dollars per acre, but the cost must neces-

sarily depend on the amount of down timber and
undergrowth to be destro3'ed.

In bringing land into woods pasture I have
found if best to seed with a variety of grasses,

clover, timothy, orchard grass and green-sward,

with red top on the wet or swampy parts, forms

the earliest and best grazing, and soonest gives a

good sod. Care should be taken in grazing it but

lightly the first year when the roots are small and
tender and the grass easily pulled up. When the

roots have penetrated to some depth, stock may be

freely put on. Their fondness for every species of

green food will prompt them to keep down and
destroy the sprouts and branches

—

their trampling

will consolidate the surface and hasten the forma-

tion of a general sod ; while their droppings will

both fertilize the land, and distribute the gniea

seed take--" in with their food.
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An hundred acres of such pasture supplied wiih
water will liiKen /inni l\l\y to sixty steers from
early in the spring until the harvest fields and
young clover sown with the grain are ready lor

their use; and will be Ibund in fine condition i'or

fall anil vvintiT grazing alter the other pastures are

exhausteii. So decidedly does my own experience
prove the value of" woods pasture, that 1 cannot
Ibrhear earnestly recommending to every person

who has hill land near their low grounds, to lose

no time and spare no eflbrt in reducing such land

to well enclosed and well seeded pastures.

I may justly congratulate you, gentlemen, on
the spirited efibrts made, and making, to introduce

among us the best breeds of domestic animals.

The contribution from Cabell of one oC (he finest

bulla imported from England, by the Scioto Im-
porting Company, with beaulilul specimens of jiis

progeny, do great credit to their owner. From
Mason, also, we have some fine specimens of
Durham stock, pure, as well as mixed with the

Devonshire, and common stock of the countrj';

while Kanawha contributes her share of public

spirit in the cattle brought togetiier by her citizens,

composed of fine Durham with various mixtures,

speaking well for the enterprise and judicious

management of their owners. The Berkshire
hogs are also among us, procured from Albany,
and various crosses with the best Irish and Ameri-
can stock, from other quarters.

The Saxony, South Down and Berkshire sheep,
are also sprinkled through this and the adjoining

counties, all evincing the laudable efforts of our
farming community to keep pace with the im-
provements of the ase.

I must however remind you that Durham cat-

tle and Berkshire hogs require Durham and
Berkshire pastures ; their early maturity, and en-
larged size, are the revvards of good grazing, and
suitable care ; neither are adapted to the scant
herbage of the Ibrest or the acorns of the woods.
The root crops, so highly valued in Europe and

in the northern part of our own country, have
been the subject of useful experiments among us

;

so fiir as tried they bid fair to become an impor-
tant auxiliary in winter feeding; the specimens
and reports on this branch of our husbandry will

best illustrate the advantages of enlarging their

culture, and- will I hope secure further and niore

extensive experiments.
Observing that we are honored with the pre-

sence of many ladies, I trust to their indulgence

in remarking, that the wives and daughters of an
agricultural community have it much in their

power to aid in the pleasures and profits of a well

conducted farm ; the various, valuable and beau-
tiful fruits which we have seen to-day, fi-om the

looms, tlie dairies and the gardens, fully attest the

importance of female co-operation, and the value
of female efforts in domestic productions ; and
gives the cheering assurance that at our future

exhibitions the ladies' department will obtain pre-

eminent interest.

I fear that I have trespassed on your patience
;

but in a field so broad, and with such a variety of
interesting topics pre.'^sing upon the mind, I have
found it difficult to restrain myself within nar-
rower limits.

Aq a first effort in this quarter of the state to ad-
dress brother husbandmen on leading subjects of
great interest to us all, 1 must bespeak yonr libe-

ral indulgence, which I do with the confident hope
that our fijture meetings will bring out more in-

teresting and valuable addresses liom those that

will follow me.

SOURCES OF ERROR IN EXPERIMENTS OF
THE PRODUCT OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF
CORN.

There have been published so many and such

contradictory accounts of the products of twin-corn,

and of other varieties, that general readers are

unable to arrive at any conclusion ; and of those

who rely on some one experiment or report, some

are convinced that some particular kind of corn is

the most productive liy a third or more, and others

as well convinced that it is as much inferior to the

ordinary kinds. Yet, if rejecting all loose opi-

nions, and imperfect testimony and uncertain facta,

we have the results of actual experiment and

measurements, made by gentlemen of undoubted

veracity, and competency for observation, which'

sustain both the extremes of the opposite opinions.

Whence arises such striking contradiction 1

The cause of these and all such contradictory

reports of comparative products, is this: it is a

fact well known to ev6ry practical cultivator, that

the product of corn, more especially, is greatly af-

fected by diff'erences of season at particular junc-'

tures, and this diflierence is made the greater by

differences of times or manner of tillage, in con-

nexion with the seasons. Thus, if of two distant

lots of corn, in all respects equal, and alike culti-

vated, one receive a sufficient rain soon after its

last ploughing, and just before the ehoeting time,

and the other lot remain without rain but t\N^o

weeks longer, the result would probably be that

the first would produce 25 per cent, more than the

second. Now suppose two parts of the same

field of corn, in all respects equal and alilie, except

that of being planted in different varieties of corn,

and one, two weeks more forward in ripening than

the other. Suppose further, the seasons to visit

both parts alike, and the tillage to be the same in

time as well as in kind. Still, is it not manifest

that if a particular tillage, or a rain, occurs at the

best lime for the one variety of corn, that it will

not be so for the other'? If either suits the one

kind precisely, it must l>e two weeks too soon, or

as much too late, for the other. And this differ-

ence alone would be enough to cause a very con-

siderable difference of product in that crop, al-

though the two kinds oi" corn might be bcfth good,

and equal in productiveness, on a general average

of years and of seasons.

But besides the above-mentioned and very cbtti-'

mon sources of erroneous judgment, there arV'

olhers affecting every comparative trial of diflfer-'
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ent kinds of com. If planted at like distances, if

the one kind has proper space for that parlicular

situation and season, a very different variety of

corn would probably have too much or too little.

And if different distances are allowed, the proper

and correct allowance can seldom be made in new
trials.

Though more distrustllil than most others seen)

to be ol" the alleged superior productiveness of

new and highly praised kinds of seeds, still we
would by no means desire to discourage compa-

rative trials. All that we have aimed at, in

these and previous remarks, is to prevent too

much reliance being placed on single experiments,

or insufficient testimony of any kind.

Besides the reports of several gentlemen which

were communicated i'or, and published in this

journal, we have heard several other concurrent

opinions, (and indeed seen the growth in one

case,) going to confirm the superior productive-

ness of the twin, or Baden corn. But one of

those who had the largest and fullest experience

of all whom we have met with personally, and

who had a high opinion of this corn, still re-

commended to others his own practice of plant-

ing but a part of his crop in that kind, and fur

this reason : that, in a favorable season, it was
more productive than other kinds, but less so if

otherwise ; and iherefoiehe deemed it useful not to

trust to it for his entire crop. Now we do not as-

sert the soundness of this objection—and the

remedy proposed is but a mode of dividing and

balancing risks of loss. But the same objeciion,

and the same reasons for diffei-ence of productive-

ness, must apply, in a <rreater or less degree, to

every t\v'o varieties of corn, having considerable

difference of cliaracler.

—

Ed. F. R.

ON THE INJURIOrS F.FFECTS OFKYAn's AN-
TI-DRY-ROT SOLUTION, AS REGARDS THE
DESTRUCTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE.

From tlie Gardener's Magazine.

Some of the rafters in one of the pine and grape
houses in Tnoresby Park, having become quite

decayed by dry rot, Earl Manuers was i-erom-

mended to use limber for the new raliers which
had been steeped in one of Kyan's patent tanks.

Accordingly, ten new rafters lor the roof liirhts to

work upon were put up in February, lb37 ; such
rafters being first steeped in the solution, at the
strength of one pound of corrosive sublimate to

ten gallons of water. These rafters were in use one
year before being painted, and in that time totally

killed three fine vinesi trained to the first three raf-

ters, and seriously injured those trained to the re-

mainin^^even raliers; so much so, indeed, as to

quite kill the fruit ufion them ; and, in fact such
was the injurious etFcct of the poisonous vapor
drawn from the wood, that the fruit in the remain-

der of the house was of a very infi'rior description.
The pine plants standing immediately under these
rafters were seriously injured, and a considerable
number of them were quite destroyed; the re-

mainder, on being placed in the fruiting pit, in a
in a very short tinie put up a small weak prema-
ture fruit.

The cause of this gr3at damage to both the
vines and pine plants, was the damp va^ior which
arose from the heat of (he house ; and also froio
rain soakage, occasionally falling upon them.

In the s|)ririgofl838, ihese rafters were carefully
painted lour times over ; but, although the injuri-

ous'efiects were thereby in some degree diminished,
yet the plants looked unhealthy, and did not fruit

properly.

At the present time, the younij vines are look-
ing yellow, and have not a single bunch of grapes
upon them ; and the pines under these ten rafters

are weak and unhealthy, when compared with-

those at the other end of the house.
In 1837, twelve young vines in pots were wa-

tered with water taken (i'om a tank in part sup-
plied from the roof of this hot house, and these
plants were all killed in a very short time.
A trellis-work flower stand, made of deal tim-

ber that had been steeped in the solution, was
placed in a small green-house in the gardens, and
if this had not been taken out, every plant in the
house would have been killed by the noxious va-
pour arising from the wood. The plants soon
came round again after the removal of the trellis.*

PROMISCUOUS RE3IARKS.

For tlie Fanners' Register.

Umformity.—A field containing rich and poor,
wet and dry, high and low, black and white, or
sand and clay grounds, reminds me of the confu-
sion at the buildinu of the tower of Babel ; when
one portion is ready for operations the other is

disorganized; consequently the unskilful, or lazy
arlizan, must either quit the premises or starve.
If the farmer will not be at the expense of drain-
ing his wet grounds, or wetting his dry arounds—

>

if he will not mix his sand and clay"— if he will
not modify his black and while grounds—if he
vi^ill not manure his poor ground's

—

then he should
cultivate separately each different portion, liow-
ever small, in different crops, suited to their na-
ture; whereby they are made separate and dis-

tinct fields. It is not only important that a field

should be uniform in quality, but that it should
also have a uniform surface, lc)r which purpose the
liirmer should at every ploughinff and harrowing
have an eye to this object. Even our bottoms
have their slides and bumps, and without attention
they will so lemain; but with attention they will

soon disappear. Before the Itdlow plough starts,

let the farmer examine the field, for the purpose of
ascertaining the direction of every sink, however

* Of the conservative efficacy of the Kyan solution
upon the woody fibre which has imbibed it, several
articles in our pa^es afford satisfactory evidence ;—of
the remarkably deleterious nature of the effluvium
from the surface of timber, thus treated, upon vege-
table life, the above paper furnishes an instance sin-

gularly striking and demonstrative. G.
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inconsiclerable, aD(] when started, let him walk in

those sinks, the team Ibllowing directly behind
;

thus hiyini; out the field into lands of dillerent

sizes and shapes, as the deflections may require.

A few such |)!ouyhinrrs wilt cut down a slight

bank, consequently a slij^ht sink is filled, and ad-

ditional work will presently level more uneven
around. It will be understood that when speak-

innr oC the level, J do not mean a perfect horizon,

but a uniform grade
;
yet for grounds sufficiently

porous to absorb rains as they fall, I would prefer

a perlect level. Nor would 1 be understood as re-

commending a naked fallow to ridging on clay;

but will the reader not discover the folly of ridg-

ing clay, which has an uneven liice? will the

Water not gather and stand in the sinks, to the

destruction of the neighboring veiretables ?

The harrow also assists much in levelling,

whether worked in the direction of the ploughing

or crosswise.

In ditching hkewise the firmer should have an

eye to the filling of sinks. The earth cast out of

n dilch should be removed and spread on som.e ad-

jacent sink, unless indeeii there is a probability

that by some means the ditch may presently be-

come useless, and consequently a pest ; in which
event the earth should be returned.

The farmer should if possible avoid turn-

rows, for they breed briers, weeds, and pestife-

rous grasses ; consequently he should avoiil open
drains; for every such drain within a field must
have two turn-rows. Besides the pests, let the

I'armer count his loss of ground, and limes in turn-

ing, and he will either wink, or nod, if he does
not speak.

Under- drains are made of wood, or stone, or

brick, or tile. I have used wood, stone, anu
brick; as to brick they are too costly; where
stones are convenient I would use them for a short

drain, the lower end of which has an outlet; but

in the general, logs laid in the manner recom-
mended by Col. Taylor is preferable ; only I would
recommend the use of larger logs. Stone and
brick, (and perhaps tile,) 'are objeciionable in this;

(hat after hard or long continued rains, the water
runs in such quantities, and with such velocity,

that these materials are undermined, and sink,

consequently the drain is choked ; moreover I

have known clawfish to make dams, and cast out

the water. A long and larue log catmot well

sink, and if it should, there is yet a drain; nor
can a clawfish well contrive to make a dam
amongst logs. Where timber is an object, under-
draining, according to the recommendation of a
late writer in the 'Cultivator,' must be preli^rred.

His mode is to turn down guttered logs, |)lacing

short boards underneath, and crosswise, lor the
purpose of preventing their sinking.

I have a bottom fifld, a portion of which is clay,

theiialance sandy; on the clay, and not far distant
from the sand, there is an ooze, which a few years
ago I determined to dispose of; for which pur-
pose I cul a ditch from the ooze into the sand, cast
in stone, and returned the earth; but presently,
by the operation of clawfish, the water again ap-
peared. I then cut another dilch, near the origi-

nal, and filled with loss, but to my mortification
the water appeared again, if this drain had an
outlet at the lower end, I have no doubt but that
the last experiment would have been effectual ; but
the clawfish and lizards stirring up the mud, the

pores were stopped, and out came the water;

Shall I acknowledge that a clawfish or lizard, is a
better mechanic or philosopher than 1 ? No—no

—

I will cut a wide and deep ditch, and fill it with

coarse sand, which will absorb, and convey oH'lhe

water, and in which the clawfish cannot enter;

taking care to cut deep at the spring, thus securing

a fair start. Indeed ii' this experiment should fail,

what of il? I do not consider that I have lost by
the fiirmer experiments, neither can I lose by
this, although lading; (or first I got clear of the

sione, second my ground was manured by the bu-

ried logs, and the sand will be the means of im-
proving the clay.

Facts and inquiry.—We all know that Hessian
fly will dcposiie their eggs in wheat ; I know that

they likewise deposite in rye and oats, and believe

that they deposite likewise in grass. Now if it

may be possible that the fly would preler deposit-

ing in oats to any other vegetable, then nothing

can be more certain than the protection of our
wheat and rye by sowing oafs at the same time
with these. The grazing of the oats would more
than compensate for the seed, and both oats and
fly would be swept off by the winter's frosts. It

is my opinion that wheat is first choice, oats next^

and rye last ; but if oats may be first choice, then

by their use, hundreds and thousands could be
added to individual purses, and millions to the

country. Can any one give us any facts relating

to this subject ?

Frozen pumps.—My water pumps freeze ia

winter, so that I am subject to considerable incon-

venience ; can the editor, or other person, inlbrot

me how it can be obviated 7*

Winter ploughing.—Solomon says, " He that

will not plough by reason of the cold, shall beg in

in harvest and get nothing." So we see that so
far back as the time of Solomon, ploughing in

winter was necessary, and all-important; and no
less is the necessity and importance at the present

time. I say therefore to my fellows, plough on at

every opportunity through the winter. Plough
your clays first, then your loam, and lastly your
sand. Feed your horses v/eil, and they need no-

more rest than a man, that is one day in the week.
I beseech you again, drive on, or you may beg
in harvest and get nothing; or what is nearly as
bad, you may reap a harvest and nel nothing.

Winter preservation of outs.— If you wish to

have oats tor early cutting or grazing, sow about
the first of October, and in the latter part of No-
vember cover them lightly with straw. In thia

way they can be preserved as well as turnips.

Mountaineer.
December, 1839.

THE GALACTOJIETER, QR INSTRUMENT FOR
MEASURING THE RICHNESS OF MILK, AND
DETECTING ADULTERATIONS.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Clermont, Fairfax co., Va., Jan. S(h, 1S40.
Dear SrR— 1 put in charge of my son, James

M. Mason, who was wiih me a few days ago on
his way to Richmond, a liitle instrument, recen'ly

procured for me by a friend at Paris, iniendinl in

ascertain the relative [juriiy of milk, of which I

* We have no practical knowlcde,-e on this poiiit.-Ko.
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beg your acceplance. To induce you lo do so ihe

more readily, I will state, that as 1 have retained

one of Ihe game description, it will be no depriva-

tion to nie, and that i am gratified lo have an op-

portunity of placing it in hands, belter than my
own to test its utility.

I have long thought it a desideratum of impor-

tance to larincrs, to be able, by some easy means,

to estimate the relative value of milch cows, the

effects ol" different kinds of (Ijod on the product of

the cow, and the comparative fitness of pastures,

as to the same. VViiether this Galactomelre of

M. Cadet-de-Vaux, wd! answer the purpose, re-

mains to be tried. From the printed description

which I send you, it would seem, tiiat it was
chiefly designed to detect the adulterations prac-

tised in milk brought to market. But on the same
principle, I should suppose it would indicate with

accuracy enou<rh for common purposes, its rela-

tive richness, if graduated to that end ; indeed, as

you will remark, it is, in the description in gene-

ral terms so said ; "plus le num&ro 1«'' est decou-

vert en s'approchant de 0, plus le. lait est cre-

meux ;"* but as no scale is marked below No. 1,

we are left in uncertainty, as to fixing the quan-

tum of creamy, or butyraceous matter. As it has

been but lately received, I have not yet been able

to test it otherwise than as to adulteration ol' milk

by water; in this, I found it quite accurate, as to

the portions of water introduced. I tried it on the

rtiiik, as just drawn from several of my cows, and

found the rod immersed nearly to the same point,

in eacli case at and about 0. This result was ex-

pected, as the cows were of the same family, and
good, being all Devons, and (ed in the same way
at this season, on beets and cut hay.

I have remarked, that in the investigations

made some years ago by J\'l. Barruel of Paris,

in relation to the adulteration of milk, (republished

in the 1st number of your Vol. 2,) it is said " that

all instruments for ascertaining the purity of milk,

which are calculated to attain this end by pointing

out differences in its density, or specific gravity,

are inaccurate and useless," and that he attributes

this difficulty, in part, to the liict (as held too by

others,) of ihe suspension in pure milk of ca-

seous, as well as of butyraceous matter, and to the

difference of density in the milk, as the one or the

other of these may happen to preponderate, but

mainly to the case of its adulteration by Ibrt-rgn

matter, other than water, devices toward which
are quoted, as practised in Paris, some of which
so ingenious and even scientific, as to baffle detec-

tion by any but chemists. Yet, so far as I have
looked into the subject, I can but be of the opinion,

that the plan adopied by the ingenious Mrs. Ijovi

of Edinburgh, in the use of the aereometric beads,

invented by her as long ago as 1816. and com-
mended by the Highland Society, by which the

specific nrraviiy of milk is tried, first when just

drawn from the cow, and next, when after siand-

inrr the proper lime, it is skimmed of its cream,

wlien it will be found that the skimmed milk is of

irreaier specific gravity, and this increase being

produced by the separation of tiie lighter body,

the cream, the quaniuin of that increase, or the

difference between the specific gravity of the new,

* " The more that the mark of No. 1 is left uncover-

od anrl approaching to 0, the inore creamy is the

milk/-—Ed.

and the skimmed miik, will bear proportion to,

and may be taken as a measure olj the relative

quantities of the oily matter or butter, contained
in different milks, and without, as I suppose, any
sensible deviation caused by the caseous or cheesy
matter that may exist in them ; to ascertain the

quantum of which oily or butter-matter is to us in

this quarter of the country, where cheese is rarely

made, the great object ; and if this can be attain-

ed by the process just described with the beads.

I see no reason why the Galactometre now under
consideration properly graduated, may not, by
means of the same process, be successfully used,

and it may perhaps, because of its simplicity; be
better adapted to general use.

I submit these remarks, crude as they are, my
dear sir, to your revision, if you think them wortlr

the trouble, and the Galactometre to your exami-
nation, and better judgment, as lo its application,

should you deem it likely to be useful to our ag-
ricultural interests.

Your obedient servant,

J. Masoiv.

The neat little instrument which we received"

with the foregoing letter, w^as accompanied by the

advertisement of the inventor, or salesman, in

French, from which we extract and translate the

following description.

"A thin tube of glass, constructed upon the

principle of all other instruments for showing the

specific gravity of fluids, (pese-liqueurs,) offers a

graduation from to 4 degrees.

No. 1 indicates pure milk
;

2 " the addition of one-fourth oP

water

;

3 " that of a third of water;

4 " that of a half of water ; and

the more the mark is covered, the still greater the

excess of water. In like manner, the more that

No. 1 is uncovered [or rises above the surface of

the milk,] and No. approaches to thesuiface,

the more creamy or rich is the milk.

"This very simple and distinctly marked grad-

uation clearly shows the differences of value.

" It is obvious that, by ihe immersion of this'

tube in the vessel containing milk, it will be known,

without calculation, if the milk is, or is not, adul-

terated to the extent of a quarter, third, or half, of

water. The instrument receives its name from

this convenient properly; gala, milk, and meiron,

measure, or milk-measure,

"Price—tube of silver - - 22 francs.

" of glass - - 3 francs.

Those who may desire to purchase at Paris,

should order the " Galadometre selon Cadet-de-

Vaux, construit par LVngenieur Chevallier, Op-

ticien du Roi, 8fc. Sfc. Tour de VHorloge du

Palais, No. 1, vis d vis le Marchc aux Fleurs.^'

We think that this cheap little instrument would

not only be very useful for making euch experi-

mcn!s upon the natural milk of different cows and-
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upon difl'erent kinds of food, as Gen. Mason speaks

of, but for another important purpose. Milk buy-

ers in large towns, by this means, could so easily

detect and estimate the amount of water whicli

they buy vviih their milk, tluit their being so in-

formed would necessarily produce an entire change

in that branch of trade and manufacture, as it is

said now to exist.—Ep. F. R.

PREMATURK FLOWERING OF FRUIT TREES
AND SHRUBS.

From the Magazine of Horticulture.

The season, as observed in this quarter, exhi-

bits some singular phenomena in the vegetable

kingdom. The severe storm of the 30th and 31st

August seemed to operate upon most of the plants

in our vicinity, like a frost, or a fire—curling,

blackening, withering, and killins the ibiiage,

which generally soon dropped oil', leaving the

hmbs and trunks in a great measure denuded.
This January nakedness was succeeded by a new
dress of leaves ; and at this momont many of the

fruit trees, as plums, &., the smaller ornamental
trees and garden shrubs, particularly the laburnum
and others of the acacia family, are actually

blossoming a second time. These re-duplications

are believed to be injurious to the future growth of

plants.

—

Nantucket Inquirer.

[The same phenomena have occurred in many
other places. In Sandwich, Mass., and in other
tovvns on Cape Cod, the apple and pear trees have
flowered. A friend of ours, in Sandwich, informs
us that his apple trees have been almost covered
with bloom. At Nahant, fruit trees ol' all kinds

have flowered. At Newburyport the same thing

has occurred. Most of these premature blooms
have appeared in places near the sea-shore, or

where the eflects of the easterly siorm, the last

of August, were most (elt and are no doubt to be
attributed, in a degree, to the above cause, The
month of September was not so remarkable for

its warmth, as fo cause any such premature vege-
tation alone; but the storm, diMolialmg the trees,

and checking the flow of sap, threw them into a

elate of rest ; the ordinary weather of September
started them into new growth, and so rapidly after

the premature rest, that it operated like another
season, and brought forward the next year's blos-

soms.

THE A, n, C, OF SIT.K-CULTURE.

There will be hundreds of individuals in Virgin-

ia who will feed silk-worms during the next sea-

son, either on a large or small scale; still, there

will be a far greater number to whom it would be

fully as convenient, but who will be deterred by

different considerations from atlem[iling the ex-

periment. As we feel assured that every one

who will make a fair trial will be pleased with the

result, and that each small trial will induce more

extended operations, we are anxious to persuade

as many as possible to make experiments, no

matter on how limited a scale of operations. With
this view, we will offer a few suggestions, or

small matters of advice to beginners, which may
possibly help to smooth away some supposed dif-

ficulties. There are no important difficulties, if

proper care be given.

For a small beginning, and for success, it is not

mcessary to have the morus muliicaulis, nor even

the white mulberry, if Ihe experimenter has (and

who in the country has not?) enough leaves of

the native mulberry tree. It is true, that this is

inlijrior as food to the white mulberry, and that

again, as much inferior to the multicaulis. But
the worst of the three will serve well enough to

make a successful rearing. Therefore, the want
of the best, and by far the most proper and eco-

nomical kind of food for large operations, need not

prevent a beginning, and doing well, on even the

worst kind.

For such small operations, it is not necessary to

have any shelves, hurdles, stove, or other of the

arran:|eraents suitable and requisite lor a regular

business. A common dining table will afl^ord

enough surface to feed 1000 worms on, to their

full growth ; and a table may be easily and effec-

tually secured from the invasion of rats and mice,

and ants and other insects, which very often destroy

the worms and the hopes of the experimenter. The
table is so secured by being placed a foot or two

flom any wall, and far enough from any place of

approach whence rats can leap down upon it, and

the legs of the table being set in tin-pans of wa-

j

ter. Two such tables, connected by rough planks

i
laid from one to the other, would afford a surface

I

sufficient for 5000 worms, which would be enough

I

for a first trial. Thus the second, and what is

deemed a great difficulty may be removed.

\

But supposing that these and all previous ob-

stacles have been obviated by such or better

means, and the worms hatched tor a rearing, there

siill remains another difficulty which almost every

young culturist brings upon himself, and which

causes so much unnecessary trouble and loss of

worms, as to weary and disgust many a beginner,

before the commencement of the time when much
care or labor is really wanting. The young worms
are fed so lavishly, that nineteen-twentieths of the

food (if not much more,) remains unconsumed,

and forms a great accumulation of litter, which

soon needs removal. Again, to save trouble (as

it is thought,) Ihe leaves are usually given whole.

If the leaver are very young and tender, (as they

ought to be for very young worms,) they speedily

contract in drying, and each, as it curls up, en-

closes the worms which may be feeding on it.

The worms, being so superabundantly fed, have

no inducement lo move, until after being thus im-

prisoned, and llie leaf has become loo dry to be

longer fed on. To make this result the more sure
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the young worms eat only the tender green part of

the leaf, leaving the numerous and clo^-ely crossing

fibres like fine net-work. By the linie that ilie

leaf is dry, and unfit lor food, it thus forms a net,

or sack, from which the worm cannot always es-

cape, when impelled by its renewed appetite.

Thus many worms are concealed, and damaged,

and will suffer, and many will even die in their

confinement, unless searched for and relieved
;

and that operation, with the cleaning away the

great quantity of litter in and among which they

are enveloped, will, in the first two ages, give more

trouble, and cause more loss, than ought to be

met with during the whole rearing.

Now all this trouble to the feeder, and injury to

and loss of worms, may be avoided by simply

cutting the leaves into fine shreds, and sprinkling

them on thinly. Then, even if greatly excessive

feeding be not avoided, it will do no harm. The
worms are not restrained by the breadth or weight

of the leaf, and they can easily climb to the upper

surface, as is always their disposition. The un-

consumed shreds soou tZry, which is a great ad-

vantage for all that must remain in wasie. This

dried litter is as loose and open as any bed can be,

and when quite dry and sweet, (as it will be usu-

ally,) need not be removed until after the end of

the second age, at about 10 or 12 days alter the

hatching. But it is very easy to remove this lit-

ter. By feeding the worms at first in narrow

strips, or in small squares, or circles, and sprink-

ling the fresh food at the outer edges of the space,

the worms will crowd to the fi-esh food, and soon

leave naked the greater part of the older litter,

which may be taken up in masses and separated,

from time to time, and thrown away, without

picking off or disturbing a single worm. Such will

be the course of things even with the most waste-

ful feeding, (and it is always given wastefully to

young worms ;) but if the excess of food be less,

even this small amount of trouble will be still

more reduced.

It is not designed that these suggestions should

serve as full directions for feeding even through

the two first ages ; nor by any means to substitute

the full directions to be found in most treatises on

eilk-culture. The young culturist of course ought

to read and consider these, thouifh it will not be

necessary to follow each rule. The object aimed

at here is merely to remove early and unnecessary

obstacles, which serve either to deter from begin-

ning, or to discourage after beginning, nearly all

who are inclined to make a trial. These remarks

apply to no more than the two first ages. The

feeding through the third, fourth and fifth ages

requires much more care, labor, and cost ; but

still will not be didiculf, to those who have gone

properly through the earlier feeding. Every trea-

tise (of which several are in previous volumes of

this work,) will furnish rules of conduct, which,

if modified and corrected by the feeder's judgment,

according to existing circumstances, will serve to

conduct him to ^ successful result.

But by success it is not meant that the experi-

menter who leeds 1000, or even 10,000 worms,

will make a net profit (i'om his expenditure, and

his care and trouble lor the lime. Such an expec-

tation would be most unreasonable, from any bu-

siness so small, and yet requiring such frequent

and careful attention. Perhaps 50,000 worms,

with proper facilities and method, would not re-

quire more than twice as much labor or time of

attendance, as 5000 only ; antl the mere waste of

the food of 1000, as usually bestowed, might feed

5000, and yet save labor (in clearing away the

litter,) instead of causing more therein. If the

young liieder loses very lijw of his worms by ac-

cidents or disease, and generally obtains very good

cocoons from all others, and finds no great or in^

superable difficulty in any part of ihe operations,

then it may be fairly deemed a successful issue,

and indicating, with suflicient assurance, a net pro-

fit to be reaped upon his next and sufficiently large

operations.

Tliere is one caution necessary 1o be added. It

is all-important to have eggs from a healthy slock

of worms, and that have been well kept during

winter. Whoever has to purchase eggs, incurs

great risk of loss on this score. Eggs from a

sickly stock will be sure to produce a sickly and

worthless progeny; and even if from healthy

stock, still improper management in keeping, and

especially exposure to too great and too frequent

altetrnations of cold and heat, will cause the worms

of eggs so treated to be unhealthy. From such

causes, induced either by ignorance or by fraud of

the salesmen, nearly all the eggs in this market

last year were worse than worthless. Though
the danger will be less this year, still there is

enough ground for fear to make every buyer very

cautious. Many beginners at rearing silk-worms

have been discouraged by their mishaps proceed-

ing solely from this cause; and all would, and

very reasonably, have been thus discouraged,

and made to consider the business hopeless, if

other experiments had not been made with good

eggs, which served to show the cause of differ-

ence. If disease from hereditary taint, or because

of diseased eggs, begins to show among silk-

worms, it is best at once to throw away the whole
;

for they will seldom be worth saving. But in this

excellent climate, and with proper care in feeding

and cleaning, there is little danger of disease from

any other source than hereditary tnint, or bad

keeping of eggs.
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MILK THAT AVII>L NOT PRODUCE BUTTER.

'To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Can you or any of your subscribers inform me
why milk will not sometimes turn lo butter after

the necessary care and attention to cleanliness, &c.
iiave been bestowed upon it, and the operation of

churning continued in some inslances nearly a

day? For the last six weeks my wile has not

been able to make any butter, although we get a

very good quantity of milk, which has the appear-

ance of considerable richness. Our milch rows
are fed on mangel wurlzel, beet, cabbage leaver,

wheat chaff, and wheat bran or corn meal. W'ft

have recently been more than unusually attentive

to neatness in the management of our milk, and
yet, when it comes to be churned, we yet no butler.

We have been advised by some to throw in a little

salt in the churn; by others, soda or a small quan-
tity of buttermilk. We have tried all these reme-
dies, but with no good effect. The milk in some
instances as soon as it cools after being taken from
<he cow, lias a bitter twang, which is altogether

different from any thing which has occurred lo us

in that department of house-keepin<r, after 14

years' experience. I have been informed by a

lady who is a native of New England, that such
things are not uncommon there, aller the cows
have grazed on newly-mown meadows. Any in-

formation lo remedy this evil will very much oblige

yours, &c.

[This dilHcuIty is new to us, and we shall be

obliged, as well as our correspondent, for satisfac-

tory information on the subject.—En. F, R.]

BEE MOTH.

From the Cultivator.

Mr. James Thatcher, author of the 'American
Orchardist,' &c. &c. in a communication to the

New England Farmer, says :
" I will embrace

(his opportunity to communicate for thp benefit of

the cultivator, what I believe to be an infallible

remedy against the bee moth, which has proved
so destructive to bees throughout our country of

late years. The remedy is simple and easily ap-
plied. It consists merely in covering the floor

board on which the hive stands, with common
earth about an inch thick. A hive set on earth

will never be infested with worms; for the bee moth
will not deposile her eggs where the earth will

come in contact. She naturally resoris to a dry

board as her element. The remedy has been em-
ployed by a number of persons in this vicinity for

several years, with the most complete success.

and the cutting so formed is planted, leaving one
of the leaves above the ground, the greater part

of the petiole being buried. Shading and the

usual routine being attended to, the plants root

immediately, and flower the same year.

PROPAGATIXG DAHLIAS BY BUDS OR JOINTS.

From the Annates d'AgricnIturc ofLyons.

In the nursery of M. G. Luezel, at Ecully, it is

stated, in a report made to the horticultural society

of Lyons, that the dahlias are propagated by buds
or joints, in the following manner. After a stem
has attained the length of from one foot to three

feet, according to the variety, it is cut into as many
pieces as there are joints. Each piece is then
reduced so as to leave a very small space above
.and below the joint ; one of the leaves is cut off,

yoL. viii-8

MANURES.

From tlie Carolina Planter.

Mr. Editor

:

—The attention of planters hag
been much more directed towards manuring with-

in the few past years than formerly—and in some
portions of the country the effects are very visi-

ble. As lo manuring a whole plantation so as to

improve every portion of it, that is entirely out of
the question for a cotton planter; but it is asto-

nishing how much may be effected in that way.
On all plantations there are some rich and fresh

spots, and some poor and old ones. While the
former are to be kept up by resting and rotation of
crops, the latter, unless there be two great a dis-

proportion, may in time be brought up by manur-
ing to as to establish all on an equality; and
even if this cannot be accomplished, a judicious

planter may always reap an immediate profit of a
very large per cent, on manure procured as

cheaply as it may be done. It is surprising how
the manured spots tell in the aggregate of a crop.

There are innumerable varieties of manure, all of
u'hich are found safe and beneficial to corn and
cotton ; but most of them are entirely out of the
question with our planters. Lime, plaster of Pa-
ris, marl, and even mud, are attainable but by
very lew, at a rate that will permit their use be-
yond a mere experiment,—cotton seed, stable

and cow-pen manure, and vegetable compost are,

how cwev, within the rcac/t q/" a/7, and, by proper
management, every planter may j)rocure as much
of these as he can find time to apply properly.

Everyone who has cotton seed of course makes
use of them for manure, unless, indeed, he permits
his hogs and cattle to destroy themselves by feeding
on them. This is a most pernicious custom: nothing
can be more indigestible than cotton seed, covered,
as they usually are, with lint, and sticking together
in large lumps in the stomach— besides, they pro-

duce an oil, which, though harmless in itself, while
in conjunction with the pulp, is as poisonous as
the Palma Christi seed is known to be, before
the castor oil is extracted. Cotton seed, as an
article of food, does much more harm than good
—as a manure it is more valuable than any
other within our reach— I have more to say on
this point which I will defer to another time.

On every plantation, no matter what the size,

there should be one of our carts. It is very easy
lo fit on to them large ligiit bodies, made of slats,

which may be removed when necessary. In this

slat body, as many oak leaves, and where they
cannot be had, as much pine straw, may be packed
as a mule can carry. At slated times—at least

once a month, and ofiener, should there come a
wet time, during wliich the land, as is ofien the
case, is not in condition lo be worked, yet the
weather good enough to allow hands to go out,

the stables and stable-yard—the cow-pen—the
liog-pen and the lots on various parts of the plan-

tation, where, if it is a large one, the mules and
horses are frequently led, should be filled with
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leaves or straw—occasionally they should be
cleaned out, twice a year at least, and the manure
thrown up in larfre piles on a level epot, and in

the shade if you can— if not, covered with planks
to prevent evaporation. One, or at most two
hands, used only occasionally, and hardly missed
Irom the crop, can gatherand haul all (he leaves. On
a plantation of Ibrty or more hands, a cart may be
Itept runnmg all the time, and one hand thus em-
ployed more profitably than in the crop,—with less

than that nun) her, perhaps it would be best to trust

to taking advantage of the weaiher, slate of the
crop, &c. to spare the hands from the field—the
manure thus formed, even if the leaves are not
thoroughly rotten, is very valuable lor cotton or

corn.

The negro houses on every plantation should
be swept around and under at least once in

six months, for the sake of health; throw the
filth that is gathered in a pen, as far from the
quarter as can be done conveniently ; add to it all

the weeds cut down, all the corn cobs, all the
slacked ashes, and refuse of all kinds : the second
year it will be excellent manure. At least once a
year all the turn rows and fence corners should be
chopped down ; let these weeds also, instead of
lying to die and waste, be collected in pens, and
the manure may be made the first year. Mova-
ble pens for stock are admirable for manuring,
but they are troublesome and not within the reach
of every planter. While the methods of manur-
ing I have mentioned have been practised by all

without exception, the experience of many years
has shown me that in this way I can obtain, at a
nominal cost, one that I never tee\ at all, as much
manure oi' a very valuable kind as 1 can haul out
to the proper places at the proper period ; and that
while lam thus adding to the intrinsic value of
my property, I am every year most amply com-
pensated ibr the trouble and expense, by the
increase of my crop. I advise every planter to

do the same; I do not, however, advise them
to purchase manure of any kind ; and of this
a word hereafter—nor do I recommend them to

use those manures which make nopresent return,
but postpone their remuneration to a distant and
uncertain future. Although entirely opposed to
the system of straining and overworking ne-
groes, land and mules, and believe it to be
unprofitable, certainly inhuman, I yet go for as
large an income as can i)e made without such
means, and recommend nothing that will seriously
diminish an income so obtained Ibr any prospect
of gain hereafter ; being a firm believer in the old
maxim, that "one bird in the hand is worth two
in the bush." Short Stapi^e.

PRESEnVATION OF FRUIT.

From the Annates d'Hort. de Paris.

Dr. Loiseleur des Longchamps preserves ap-
ples three or four years, and pears more than one
year, by enclosing them in an air-tight box, and
depositing it in an ice-house. Previously to pla-
cing them in the box, each pear is wrapped in five

or six thicknesses of absorbent paper, which, in

(Base of decay, prevents one fruit li-om contaminat-
ing another. Burying the box, which may be of
zinc or lead, or perhaps an earthen-ware vessel,

three or four feet deep in the soil, would answer
equally well ; and even a cool common cellar

might be used for the same purpose.

ON THE CAUSE OF THE ACTION OF GYPSUM
ON LI1MEI> LAND.

To ttie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Cambridge, Md., Dec. 1839.

Reviewing casually the last August No. of your
Register, I read, with some attention and much
pleasure, an essay of " Senex" "on the cause of
greater value of oypsum on limed land."

In the general sentiments of the writer, incideji-

tally communicated, I heartily concur; but I must
take exception to his theory in explanation of the

fact above stated, as the chief purpose of his com-
munication.

His remarks upon the absurdity of the applica-

tion of carbon, in substance, as a manure, Irom its

insolubility in water, are undoubtedly correct ; it is

certainly from the carbonic acid alone that ve-

getables derive their carbon
;
yet this is not wholly

through the roots of the plant, as he suggests, but

partly by the respiration, through the leaves, of
atmospheric air, containing a portion of it ; I ap-

prehend, too, that he inadvertently remarked, that

the sap, "as it passes up through the lubes of the

vegetable is decomposed," &c. &c. He is no
doubt acquainted with the fact, that the sap con-

tinues unaltered until it arrives at the leaves, where
it is elaborated for the secretions and growth of the

plant.

His sentiments of Prof Armstrong's "Essays
on Vegetable Physiology," and liis recommenda-
tion o\' them to the reading public, cannot he too

oltcn, or too earnestly repeated ; to which might
be profitably added those of Prof Lindiey on the

same subject. Without a good general know-
ledge of the science, the great interest of agricul-

ture can never he advanced. Now, to his theory
" on the cause of greater value of gypsum on limed

land." I take the chief exception.

It is my present chief purpose to demonstrate,

that his theory, which, he says, has been so long

satisfiictory to himsellj is unsound and unphilo-

Sophie; and secondly, and concisely, to oti'er a
substitute which I consider more consistent with

settled chemical laws.

The theory of " Senex" is unsoimd and unphi-
lopnphic, being wholly fbunded upon a supposition

which 1 will prove erroneous—"of the mutual
action on each other, of the gypsum (sulphate of
linte, or plaster of Paris) and of carbonate of lime"
—by means of which " mutual action," he says,

"the vegetables growing on the soil, will obtain

an ample supply of carbon, and grow as they had
never been seen to grow before."

The erroneous position assumed by him, of the
"' mutual action" between the sulphate and car-

bonate of lime, has led him into his false course of

reasoning; and necessarily into the false conclu-

sion, "that the plaster will faciliiate the extrica-

tion of the carbonic acid," &c. Thus, that the

sulphuric acid of the plaster, when this substance

comes in contact with the carbonate of lime,

previously applied to the land, quits its base of
lime, seizes the carbonate of lime, and extricates

the carbonic acid, which is thence ^vec to enter the
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vegetable and furnish "an ample supply of car-

bon" lor its nutriment and yrovvtli. Such must
have been his course of reasoning.

Sir, under a settled, technical rule of chemical

law, the sulphuric cicid of the plaster will have

contbined with the lime, its base, in definite pro-

portions ; and the addition of mure of the same
base to the acid, or of more of the same acid to

its base, will [>roduce no chemical action whatever;

nor will the circumstance, that the lime added

contains carbonic acid, enable it to exert amj influ-

ence upon the plaster (sulphate of lime) ; lor no

set of double affinities can possibly, in this case,

operate to produce the " mutual action" on which
" Scnex" builds his theory ; because, the base of

the plaster is already possessed of the equivalent

of its acid ; and it will neither take more nor part

with its own; and its base and that of the carbon-

ate beinn: the same substance, and, moreover, the

acid of (he sulphate being stronger in its affinity,

as regards the common base, than that of the car-

bonate, there can be no play of double affiiuiiies

between them ; and consequently no decomposi-

tion, or "mutual action,''' can possibly occur ; and
hence the theory of "Scnex," and his exposition

of the "cause of greater value ofgypsum on limed

land," are radically and palpably erroneous.

The solution which I propose is simply and con-

cisely thus : the oxalic is the only acid which will

act upon sulphate of lime ; this acid is present in

the "sorrel and peat," and in all lands which pro-

duce the "sorrel and peat;" this acid raaj', when
present in lands, prevent the action of sulphate of

lime, bj' its known action upon this substance, by

changing its constitution, and consequently iis

character, Irom a sulphate to that of an oxalate,

whose virtues, as a manure, are not known ; and

thus, it may, and will of necessity, defeat the

action of the " sulphate.^''*

JJy the addition of lime, previously to tliat of

"plaster," the oxalic, or possibly other acid, if

any in the land, will be neutralized by the lime,

and the plaster will be protected in its constitution,

and proper character ; and thus it will be enabled

to perlbrm its office as a manure, sui generis ; at

least, so liir as the lime, previously applied, had
been sufficient to furnish an equivalent base to the

oxalic, or, possibly, other acid in the land; and
hence the " cause of greater value of gypsum on
hmed land." Quod erat desideratum.

In the consciousness that 1 have no motive for

my critical review of the paper of "Senex" but

that of correcting what I consider erroneous, and,

moreover, that 1 find much to admire in his paper,

1 have the honor to be yours,

Joseph E. Muse.

BI(i SQUASHES.

From the Boston Journal.

We lately stated that a squash was exhibited at

the Horticultural room in Boston which weighed

115 pounds! This we thought a pretty large one;

but a New Heaven paper chronicles one raised by

R.Johnson, of i^iiddleion, weighing 150 pounds.

This, thought we, on reading the paragrajjh, is

surely a nr.onster, and Massachusetts must give

way. We reckoned without out our host, how-
ever, for a squash raised in Lincoln, by Daniel

Weston, may now be seen at the provision store

of William Clark, in Court street, near Bowdi in

pquare, weighing one liundied and sixty-one pounds

avoirdupois ! Who can beat that '}

* See ' Essay on Calc. Man.,' 2d ed., p. 92, where

our view of this subject is presented.

—

Ed. F. R.

AN ESSAY ON THE BEST AND CHEAPEST MOt)E
OF RAISING AND FATTENING PORK.

From tlie 3Iaine Farftier.

After a suitable building is prepared for a pig-

gery, the farmer who wishes to enter into the pork-

raising business, should select a thrifty variety of

swine for his purpose. Experience has abundantly

proved that the large-boned variety are not th6

best or most profitable kind, nor are the small

Chinese or Newbury white breed the best for him
who has a plenty of food lor his swine. In this,

as in most other pursuits, the middle vvay is best.

Here it may be well to remark, that no animal

improves more by crossing than swine. A judi-

cious selection should be made of females or

breeders. It will be Ibund that there are generally

some in every litter that are not duly mixed. An
indiscriminate preservation of sows lor breeders

should never be done, lor much, very much de-

pends upon the form, disposition, &c. None should

ever be allowed to have a second litter which

were uneasy, which devoured their offspring or

were cross to their pigs. In regard to breeding;

it will be necessary to observe that a suitable pldce^

should be prepared for them to bring forth in. If

the time of farrowing is in cold weather, the pen

should be made warm and comfortable. The
straw flimished them should be cut or made small

or short, and not much in quantity, lest the pigs

should be suffocated or destroyed by being over-

laid when they have crawled under it. It may
also be welJ to remark here, that sows go with

young sixteen weeks, and are more exact in the

time of their gestation, than most other females.

The owner should note the time that the female

has been to the male, and also when the eixteeii

weeks will expire, in order that he may know
when to pay particular atention to the sow, and put

her in good condition for farrowing. In England,

old males and females are considered the best for

breeders, provided they are not over four years old.

I am satisfieil that this is true. I also know by

experience tlrat they should not be kept very fleshy

or fat.

In regard to the time when pigs should be

broughtTorth, in order to be most profitable, there

is a diversity of opinions among breeders. I am
of the opinion that pigs that come in September

are the most profitable for wintering, in order to

be fattened during the next fall. Those that come
in the spring, eat during the summer what other^

hogs should have. They also eat much more in

the winter, than those which come in September,

and, in foct, they will eat more during the next

summer. As all young animals mature fast at a^

certain age, the Septeniber pigs will, when fatten-'

ed and slaughtered at the usual time, weigh nearly

as much as ilie earlier ones.

Some suppose that very early pigs, say such as

are farrowed in March or April, are profitable to

raiee and butcher in the ensuing fall, but it take^
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nearly as much to fatten them as the others. It

may be as well perhaps, for those who live in

towns and cities, and have a cow to eat the slops

&c. from their kitchen during the winter, to keep
an early spring pitjf and kill iiim in tliH fall, )br iheir

own use ; but (or the person who raises any thing

that will answer I'or food lor pigs during the winter,

and who wishes to carry pork to market, this course

will not be very judicious, as this kind of pork will

seldom bring so much in the market as older and
larger kinds.

In regard to keep, 1 am wholly opposed to plant-

ing and hoeing Indian corn for our swine, even
to fatten them on ; especially since roofs of various
kinds, with less labor lo the acre and wiih an
amount of nutriment three or fourfold more, can
be produced among us. Earley is easily raised

without the aid of the hoe, and is an excellent food

to t'a'Aen swine upon. I consider it nearly as good
as Indian corn. Peas are better than either.

Advantage may be taken of them by having a
succession of crops. This can be effected by sow-
ing them at diHerent times in the spring of the

year. Let them mature sufficiently to be fit to

boil green, then prepare a portable fence so as to

enclose a certain space—into this turn the hogs
and thus move them from place to place as they
eat oti the crop.

They will thus fatten so much as to need very
little more to make them excellent pork at killing

lime. No manure of any consequence may be
lost by this course, especially if your peas are upon
good arable land which may be turned over by the
plough in I he fall. A great saving in food may
also be effected by turning them out to pas-
ture. Ifyou have a good clover ley, they may be
put into it about the 25th of May, and will" live very
well until your peas are fit to be eaten off. Be-
sides the food which they obtain, the exercise and
air is of great benefit to their limbs and health.
An orchard, even if not on arable soil, and which
cannot be ploughed, is an excellent situation for

them, especially if they can also have access to

good running water. Hogs will benefit an orchard
much. They stir and enrich the soil, destroy in-

sects, and render the trees more productive, while
the early wind-falls are thus converted to food
without much trouble.

Among all the kinds of cheap fijod for swine
none are better or more economical than apples
gathered in the fall. If cooked and fed lo them
regularly, with a little meal, they will nearly fit

them fi)r the knile, and if a little corn meal, or meal
of barley or peas and oats be added, the work is

done.

When in their pens, during the winter, they
should be fed twice per day, at given times and
at no other, with warm Ibod. fn longer days they
should be led three times per day, viz : at morning,
noon, and night. By being regular in the times
of feeding, they will not expect it at any other, and
will not be uneasy. Young pigs, -vhen taken
Ji-om the sow, should lor a short time be fi^d

regularly four or five limes per day, and gradually
taken off three times.

Every man who keeps hogs should prepare his
piirgery for boiling or steaming food, and have
their food cooked and dealt out to them warm and
in exact quantities. Their swill should be occa-
sionally salted and a dose of sulphur mixed now
and tlien with it. Clmj-coal or rotten wood should

also be allowed them to eat whenever they desire.*

I liave recommended that their Ibod wiien feci

out to them should be cooked and warm, yet 1

have found by actual experiment that rula haga,

given to old breeders, raw, will keep them in very

good condition during the winter. I have also-

spoken of apples, many object to sour apples as
being improper food fbrswine, but this is a mistake.

It you bruise a sour apple you will find the taste

changed very much. Boiling or grinding changes
these apples or their juices so that they are as valu-

able as sweet ones and they are fbund to contain'

as much saccharine matter as some sweet ones.

Pumpkins raised by themselves on good soil

make much more profitable and excellent food for

swine than many liave believed.

I have no doubt that ripe pumpkins cooked and
properly fed to swine are worth as much, pound
lor pound, as potatoes. I never raise oats fbrswine.

They area |)oor, light, chatty grain. Their average
yield is about thirty bushels per acre, while barley

willtyield as much or more, and one bushel of it is

worth more than three of oats for hogs. They are of-

ten sown among peas to prevent the peas from lodg-

ing, but although you begin with but tew among
your peas, they will gain upon them, and in time

your peas and oats are nearly all oats, and in my
opinion poor keep Ibr swine. Some other substi-

tute to prevent the peas from lodging should he
used. Rye, for instance, is much belter, and the
crop when harvested far prefi^rable.

Lodging or sleeping pens. There seems to be
loo much inattention to the comfort of swine as it

regards their lodging or sleeping comlbrtably. Al-
though in warm weather, hogs like lo wallow in'

the mire and filth, yet they like to sleep warm and
dry, especially in cold weather. When you com-
mence fattening them, which should be in Septem-
ber, give them a warm dry apartment to sleep in.

I would also recommend that they should be kept

in darkness. They will thus be less annoyed by
flies and kept from hunting after external objects

which will make them uneasy.

JFeaning the pigs. If you have an abundance
of food for the sow, it will not be disadvantageous
or unprofilable lo let the pigs remain with her un-
til they are eight weeks old. The usual custom
however is to lake them off when four weeks old,

and they do very well if they can have milk fed

out to them for some time. Indeed they often do
well if taken from the dam at a lew days old, if

they can be well supplied vvilh warm milk from
the cow. Close attenlion should be paid lo them
while weaning, lest they become poor and their

digestive organs become deranged. It is hard
bringing them up to a good stale of health and
flesh when this has once taken place.

Profits ofpork-raising. I have no doubt that

pork-raising may be made the most profitable of

any stock or meal-raising business in the stale;

and I had almost said of'any other branch of hus-

bandry or fiitrming. Certain I am, that if the right

process be pursued any reasonable quantity of ic

may be raised, pound for pound, cheaper than beef.

Pork generally goes into the market at a year and
a half old, whereas cattle must be kepi much longer.

A considerable profit may be made by salting

* In cases of scouring, as young pigs will often, when
first taken from their dams, give them some liquor of

oak bark or dust from a bark mill mixed with their food.
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pork. Very lew are aware that pork increases

very much in weight by beinij saUed, but it has

been proved by experiment, tliat it will actually

gain in weight 15 or 20 per cent. This should be

generally known, that [leople may not be led to

sacrifice their pork when it is low in the market,

but salt it. The other parts of the hog, not usually

packed down, may be made into bacon, sausages,

&c. and then sold at a higher price than in the

" round hog.''

Calculation ofprofits. It maybe desirable to

have an abstract olihe expenses and profits ofpoik,

raising. This must vary, as every one knows,

according to the diH'erent locations as it regards

markets, as well as the different situations and

chances for feeding, &c. The following may be

given as a sample or general estimate.

1st. We will suppose the pig comes in Sept.

and is slaughtered when 15 months old. We will

suppose that he has been kept upon barley meal

or potatoes. If kept upon barley 455 days (the

time of his life) at four quarts per day, he will

devour 56 bushels and a fraction, and suppose he

weighs 300 lbs. 56 bushels at 70 cents per bushel

is 39,20

300 lbs. of pork at 7 cents is 21,00

818,20 los^.

This allows the cost of tending &c. lo be paid by
his manure.

2d. Suppose you keep him 455 days on potatoes

and he averages 1 peck per day he will eat during
his lile time 113 bushels, which at 16 cents per

bushel will be 8 18,08

300 lbs. pork at 7 cents is 21,00

2,92 gain.

Thus you see that it becomes necessary to pur-

sue an economical system. To put into him all

such (bod as he will eat to advantage and which
will cost the least, and to make him also earn his

living, if possible, from the time he is able to root

until he is slaughtered. Suppose you take your
pig in September, He will, if you give him the

material to work upon, immediately commence
operations in manufacturing manure. Give him
apples, grass, weeds, potatoes &c. with a little

oat and pea or barley meal. Keep him growing
during the winter. I would suggest the idea of
having a plat of ground, say 1-4 or 1-2 an acre,

planted to artichokes. Peas and artichokes may
be planted together in drills in the spring. They
will grow tonrether—the peas gathered, and the

artichokes suffered to remain. Early in the spring
following turn your hotrs in and let them root

among tliem. This will keep them in part, until

the 25th of May, when your clover will be large

enough to be cropped by them. This will sustain

ihem almost wholly, until your peas are fit to be
eaten off, when they may be turned in upon them
and there fed until the grain crops are harvested,

and you are ready to begin the fattening process.

Then cook your apples, your rutabagas, pumpkins
&c. In this way a hog may be kept from weaning
time until he is fifteen months old, on most of our
farms, for 12 dollars. He will make you ten loads

of first rate manure, worth, after deducting ex-

penses of furnishing him with material, one dollar

per load,and the account current with him will stand
thus :

—

Porker, Dr. to board, &c. 15 months, $12,00

Sundries, 3,00

i5,oa

Cr. By 300 lbs. pork, at 7 cts. per lb. ^21 ,00

10 loads of manure at ^IjOO per load, 10,00

831,00
Balance in favor of porker, 816,00

Samuel Wood.

MACHINE FOR HUSKING [oR SHUCKING] AND
SHELLING CORN.

It is stated in the Maryland papers that a ma-

chine has been introduced for husking, or (as we
Tuckahoes say) shucking corn. A correspondent

of the American Farmer says that this machine

" which has excited much admiration on the East-

ern Shore of Maryland for two years past, was

invented and put in use by Mr. Hussey,the invent-

or of the reaping machine," of which statements

have been given in the Farmers' Register. The
same writer says that many farmers there, with

the former machine, have shucked and shelled

their corn "at the rate of 40 bushels of shelled

corn per hour; and of 100 bushels per hour of

corn previously husked." This, if correctly de-

scribed, must be a very curious as well as valua-

ble machine; and we are surprised that so little

progress has yet been made in extending informa-

tion concerning, as well as the use of, both those

machines of Mr. Hussey's. If he will bring

them and exhibit them in operation in lower Vir-

ginia, and they prove deserving of their recom-

mendations, he will find many purchasers.

—

Ed.
Far. Reg.

DRAINAGE OF LANDS BY STEAM POWER.

From tlie Durliain Advertiser.

The drainage of land by steam power has been
extensively adopted in the fens of Lincolnshire,

Cambridgeshire, and Bedlbrdshire, and with im-

mense advantage. A steam engine of ten horse
power has been found to be sufficient to drain

a district comprising 1000 acres of land, and the

water can always be kept down to any given dis-

tance below the plants. If rain fall in excess, the

water is thrown of by the engine ; if the weather
is dry, the sluices can be opened and the v/aler

let in from the river. The engines are required

to work four months in the twelve, at intervals

varying with the season, where the districts are,

large; the expense of drainajre by steam power
is about 2s. 6d. per acre. The first cost of the

works varies with the different nature of the sub-

strata, but generally it amounts to 1/. per acre for

the machinery and buildings. An engine of forty

horsepower, with scoop wheels for draining, and
requisite buildings, costs about 4000/., and is ca-

pable of draining 4000 acres of land. In many
places in the fens, land has been purchased at

from IIZ. to 201. per acre, which has been so much
improved by drainage, as to be vVorlh from 60/. to'

70/. per acre.
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CULTIVATION OP COTTOIV.

From the Carolina Planter.

Report on the cultivation of cotton, read before the

Pee Dee Agricultural Society, at its semi-annual
meeting in October, 1839, by the Hon. John Camp-
bell.

The first cbjer.l of consideralion in (he cultiva-

tion ol" cotton, is the selection of a soil suited lo its

production. Rut as every variety of soil wiihiii

the limits of liie Pee Dee country, of sufficient fer-

tility, is found, under a judicious system of cultiva-

tion, to yield a good return for the labor bestowed
upon it, and as a committee has been appointed

hy this society to report particularly upon ma-
nures, it is thought unnecessary In make any com-
ment upon (his branch of the subject : except to

remark, that from an exhausted soil, or one natu-

rally poor, and unimproved by art, it is in vain

for the planter even with the most favorable sea-

sons, to expect an abundant harvest.

The fields being selected and the proper season
having arrived, the first operation is to prepare it

for planting.

In properly preparing land for planting short

staple cotton, good ploughing is indispensable, and
among the rules which may be laid down as ad-
tnitting of no modification are these : Every part

of the soil should be turned and efi'ectually pul-

verized ; and the depth of furrow on ail lands
should be regulated by the stratum which divides

the fertile from the unfertile n;oulds. Therefore, in

the breaking up or preparing of land, the plough
may go as deep as the soil will admit, but not
deeper, and from ihe violation of this rule, which
nature has provided as a criterion, thiii soils are
sometimes much injured.

Light and dry moulds that are easily pulverized
may be ploughed immediately before planting.

But on clayey soils, where the extremes of wet
and dry present the disagreeable alternatives of
mire or clods, the best season of ploughins is often
short and critical, and such soils should, when
practicable, be ploughed early in the winter, tliat

they may by the action of the fi-ost be rendered
friable and more easy of cultivation.

The usual and best method of planting cotton is

on ridges, the centres of which vary in distances
from three and a half to seven feet, in proportion
as the soil is more or less li^rtile. The ridges being
widest u[)on the more fertile soils, wliere, fi-om the
larger size, to which this plant attains, it requires
the greater distance to admit the influence of the
sun and the circulation of the air. Upon all soils

the observance of this rule is important, but par-
ticularly upon such as are backward in bringing
cotton to maturity. The ridges are formed ac-
coiding to circumstances either by the plough
alone, drawn by one or more horses, or by the
plough and hoe.

The land being thus prepared, the object is to

plant.

Cotton being produced in all the southern and
south-western states, over the territory embracing
a considerable v.iriety of climate, is planted at dif-

ferent times li-om the middle of JMarch to the first

of Ivlay. As a universal rule, however, it may be
remarked, thai the planter should select the ear-
liest period that is consistent with saiety. Confi-
dent that, lot human systems vary as they may,

the approach of the season which wakes up the

vegetable creation from the sleep of winter, and
by its genial influence gives it life and beauty, is

regulated by a steady hand—and grateful when
he commits his seed to the earth, that if he dis-

charged his duty in preparing his land for their

reception, his labor will not be in vain. In the re-

gion embraced by the Pee Dee Agricultural Soci-

ety, the best lime for planting is during the month
of April, commencing about the second week and
completing the operation as soon afterwards as

practicable. It rarely, indeed it almost never, oc-

curs, where lands have been well prepared, that

there is a failure in the stand.

The seed are planted either in drills, in checks,
or in chops. But the most usual and convenient
method when seed are abundant, is to sow in drills

run on the tops of the ridges and to cover lightly

with a plough constructed for the purpose. If the

weather is moist and warm the plant will appear
in a few days ; if the contrary, the seed will re-

main for weeks without vegetating. The stand

of cotton is sometimes injured by heavy floods of

rain falling shortly alter planting, succeeded by
drought, forming a crust on the (Irill which the

vegetating and seed are unable to penetrate.

Light soils are not subject to this evil, and on stiff

lands it may in a great measure be avoided by
sowing the seed and leaving them exposed until

after a rain, when they should be rapidly covered
while the earth is friable. The moisture absorbed
at such a time will occasion the seed to vegetate

before another rain has fallen and another crust

has formed.

Alier the plants are up, commences a most im-
portant part of the cultivation ; and here the com-
mittee will remark, that practical results on the

culture of cotton are varied so much by circum-
stances, that it is impossible to lay down rules

which will be of universal application. But de-

pending almost entirely upon experience and ob-
servation, and very little upon theoretic reasoning,

every judicious planter will be regulated in the

management of this crop by the condition of his

field. The first process, however, after the cotton

is up, is generally, in common language, "to chop
out."

This operation is performed by drawing the hoe
rapidly across the drill at short intervals, leaving

between each chop three or four plants. The
plough immediately follows, running as near the
drill as practicable without covering or otherwise in-

juring the plants. The hoe succeeds, removing
the grass which by this time begins to appear, re-

ducing the plants if of sufficient size and vigor, to

a single stalk a place, and drawing around them a
little mellow earth. The plants will now stand

in the drill from ten to twelve inches apart, and if

this hoeing is well done the principal diflicuiiy in

the cultivation of the crop will already have been
surmounted. Ifjon 'he contrar}', it is negligently

performed (as is too frequently the case) the

planter, if fully cropped, may expect much vexa-
tion in its subsequent cultivation.

The first ploughing is generally performed with
two furrows to the row, leaving a narrow ridge of
not more than six or eight inches to be worked by
the hoe. In the second ploughing the intervals

between the ridges should be effectually ploughed
out, and the fresh earth thrown lightly around the

lower part of the cotton stalks. Every subsequent
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ploufrhiiifT ehould be performed in the same man-
ner, wiih an increasing pariicularity as the plants

increase in size and approach niaiurily, noi lo run

deep and near, lest by so doinij; tiie lateral roots,

vvliich are thrown out in search of food, sl|ould be

injured, and the circulation ol' the sap too mucii

checked. Ploughs of various models are used in

eflecting the same results, but it is deemed unne-

cessary to enter into a description of ihem or a de-

scription of their relative adaptation to the objects

intended. Every planter in the selection of

ploughs will of course be governed by his own ob-

servation.

The cotton crop should be worked at intervals

of not more than three weeks from the commence-
ment to the termination of its culiivation, and suc-

cess depends not less upon the judicious and skil-

lid management of the hoe than of the plough.

There is however much greater unilbrniity in the

method of using tliis implement ; and it imay be

remarked, in general, that where the soil is mel-

low and in good condition, it is sufficient to remove
the grass where the plough cannot reach it and to

draw a little fresh earth to the plant with the hoe
where the beds are hard ; its province, in addition,

is lo loosen the surface.

With a view to the increase of productiveness,

many planters are in the habit of topping their

cotton, and there is no doubt that where this ope-

ration is performed in time, it produces good re-

sults. The plant when its upward growth is

checked by this process, yields more of its circula-

tion to the support of iis lateral branches and to

the nourishment of its fruit.

The committee deem it almost unnecessary to

allude to the great importance of having the cotton

gathered as soon after it has opened as is consist-

ent with a proper regard to the attention due to

other interests on a plantation. Every planter of

observation must be convinced of the great loss in

weiglit, and in the deterioration in quality, sus-

tained by cotton, from long exposure in the fields

to the storms and frosts of winter.

The cotton plant is well known to be subject to

a great variety of diseases, some of them appear-

ing in the plant and others in the fruit only. Some
have supposed that all of these diseases proceed

from insects. Many ol" them no donbl do; but

experiments have proved the existence of a circu-

latory system in the vegetable as well as in the

animal creation ; and it is known that, like ani-

mals, vegetables extract a fluid from whatever
substances are applied to the organs through which
they receive and digest their nutriment, that may
either tend to promote their health or produce dis-

ease. Hence it is obvious that the health of ve-

getables like that of animals may become injured

by drawing within their circulation deleterious or

poisonous qualities, and that the rot and other dis-

eases in cotton may be attributed to this cause.

This alone, combined with the circumstance that

we have not yet been able satisfactorily to trace

the causes or provide against niany of the diseases

to which cotton is liable, shows the importance of

an improved state of agricultural knowledge

—

knowledge, the advancement of which has no
doubt been much retarded by the secluded state in

which the cultivators of the soil have generally

lived, and the want oi' that patient and continued

observation necessary to understand the process of

vegetation, and to remark intelligently upon the

difiif^rent results of the application of different soils

and njarmres, and the eflects of other external

agents to which ihe plant ma}' be subjected. A
state of things which it is hoped that this society,

now in i^s infancy, will have sonie agency in re-

moving within the limits of its influence.

The cotton plant under the name of Gossyp-
fiiiim has been historically known since the lime
of Herodotus, the father of prufane history ; but

so recent has been its cultivation in this country

that many now living can recollect its introduction

among us as an article of commerce. It would
be Ibreign to the objects of this report to refer to

the important influence which in its processes of
cultivation, manufacture and sale, this article is

now exercising on the destinies of the human race.

But in illustration of the extent of its cultivation

and of its value, the committee will briefly refer to

the last report of the secretary of the treasury,

containing a statement of the annual commerce
and navigation of the United States, commencing
on the first of October, 1837, and ending on the

30th September, 1838. According to this report,

the entire exports of the domestic produce ol' the

United States amounted lor that year to S96,-
033,821. Of this amount the export of raw cot-

ton alone amounted to .f61,556,811 and manufac-
tures to ^3,758,755, making in all $65,315,556,
and leaving less than 831,000,000 for the exports

of the domestic produce of the whole union be-

sides, including the contributions of the earth, the

forest and the sea, agriculture and manufactures.

Thus we see that the single article of cotton alone,

raised exclusively in a section of country contain-

ing less thfiH a third of the population, constitutes

in value more than two-thirds of the export of the

domestic produce of the United States.

To ihe support of the pre-eminence, which,
under a fortunate combination of circumstances,

we have obtained as to the cultivation of cotton,

we are mainly to look not only for individual pros-

perity, but lor the permanence of our commercial
and political importance, and this pre-eminence is

to be preserved not so much from our local advan-
tages, as from a perseverance in that enterprise,

industry and skill which have placed the competi-

tion of other regions, not less favored by climate,

at a distance, and given to us tlie command of the

world.

THE WEATHER.

This has been the most severe winter, and the

most unfavorable to farming operations, of all

within our recollection. In the beginning of win-

ter there was an unusual quantity of rain, and

since, of snow, but still more unusual excess of

ice-bound earth and water, and of severe cold.

In our thermometer, in Petersburg, at the outer

extremity of a north porch, the mercury was 9

degrees below zero, before sunrise, on Jan. 19th.

On the 2d, the weather was seemingly as cold, at

least, but we did not observe the thermometer un-

til 15 minutes before 9 A. M. when it was pre-

cisely at zero. Scarcely any farm labors have been

performed since Christmas, and all preparations?

for the next crops are necessarily very backward.
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MONTHLY COMBIERCIAL REPORT.

For the Farmers' Register.

The commencement of the year Ibund tlie navi-

gation of our rivers closed by ice; and sucJi was

ihe accumuiaiion at Richmond that it has not yet

.disappeared. The receipls and shipment ofgoods

and produce having tiius been suspended, except

so far as it could be effected by rail roads, the busi-

ness of the month has been much smaller than

usual; and tlie resources of the mercaritile commu-
nity being in a great measure cut otf, money has

been exceedingly scarce. Advices from Europe

have also been retarded : the steam packet which

was to have left London on the 1st January, not

being yet reported.

Prices of most articles have declined. Tobacco

about 75 cents per 100 ; cotton about one cent per

lb. The general sales ot tobacco are from SJ3 to

^6 for lugs, to middling leaf; good and fine would

of course command higher rates. Cotion 8 to 10

cents, being higher than in any of the southern

ports ; in these the range of sales is generally be-

tween 7 and 9 cents, but in the interior markets as

low as 5 to 7 cents, which is the quotation at

Columbus, Georgia. The crops in that part of

the country and in Alabama cannot be got to the

ports of shipment, owing to the low stale of the

rivers. The quantity produced exceeds that of any

former year, and threatens to overstock all mar-

kets. Wheat and flour have advanced within the

last week; the former maybe quoted $1 10 to

^1 18 per bushel; and flour $6. The export of

both articles to Europe is unusually large ; and it is

fortunate that there is such an outlet, as the quan-
tity which will be biought to market from the west
must be very great.

Indian corn may be quoted 50 to 55 cents per
bushel. Some small shipments making to Euro-
pean markets.

Stocks of almost every description are much de^
prccialed, and the enormous li-auds, in some bank-
ing institutions of the large cities, which have
been recently disclosed, tend to shake confidence in

Ihem. X.
January 30, 1840.

CROP OF JAMAICA.

The Jamaica Royal Gazette of the 21st Nov,
estimates the deficiency in crop of the Island of
Jamaica at one third the expoits oflast year. The
•iilling ofl", as shown by official returns, has been
on the Ibllowing articles :—On sugar to the amount
of 18,135 hhds, 3,070 tierces and 1,510 barrels : on
rum, 9,826 puncheons, 165 hhds. and 396 casks

;

on cofl'ee, 2,897,974 lbs. ; and on ginger, 1,542

casks, and 1,062 bags. These deficiencies, it is

stated, have resulteii from the want of labor (not

laborers,) to take off the crops. The seasons have
been favorable and productions abundant.
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATHNAVER, MORVICH,
AND CULMAILY FARaiS, IN THE COUNTY OF
SUTHERLAND [SCOTLAND.]

Communicated by Patrick Sellar.

From the ' Reports of Select Farms.'

Introduction.—The counly of Sutherland is

situated in ilie 58iii tieir;ee of north iiUiiude, pa-
rallel to Goitenhurirh in Sweden, and Labrador in

America, and not two degrees I'urther south than
Cape Farewell in Greenland. Its climate, and
its productions, and the style of firming followed
to bring these last to niaturily, must differ, in

many particulars, from what [)revails in Enijiand.
It consists of a peninsula, nearly of a square

form, washed on the west by the Atlantic, on tlie

nortli by the Great North Sea, and on the east

and south-east by the county of Caithness, and
by that portion of the German ocean called the
Moray Firth. The exiialations which are pro-

duced by these great bodies of water moderate
the rigours of winter, and the heals of summer

;

causing at the same time a dampness during
every season, more especially in the vernal and
autumnal ei^uiiioxes, favoratile to grass; but not

in every year propitious to the sowing or the ripen-

ing ol" corn.

The centre and east portion of this district, cx-
ceptiuiT a narrow stripe along the south-east coast,

scarcely two miles in breadth, rests on mountains
of gneiss and micaceous schistus, with here and
there a mass of primary limestone, or a blufi" hili

of old red sandstone* placed upon it. The whole
is broken into abundance of wild, and, on the west

coast, savage scenery; subdivided by many lakes

and streams of water, and covered chiefly with

peat boir, on which grow the eriophori, carices,

junci, erica»,, and other alpine plants, given in his

kindness by providence to those countries, where
the extreme leng'h of winter and the absence of

spring forbid, during a great portion of the year,

the vegetation of plants of a moie feeding, but

less hardy nature.

The tillage farming of the county may, with

one exception on the north coast in the limestone

* The old red sandstone on the west coast extends

from Clachtoll in Assyrit on the south, to Culkein on

the north. It includes the lofty interior mountams of

Sonlbhein, Canisp, and Quenag. From thence to

island Handa the coast is composed of round, lumpy

hills of gneiss, stretching up to the base of the lofty

quartz mountains of the Diriemore. The coast north

therefrom, to the vicinity of Cape Wrath, which is

granite, is composed of the old red sandstone. To the

east of the Cape it is again found, forming the lofty

cliffs of Cfochmore and Farout-head. The mountain

limestone also forms two considerable ranges; the one

commencing on the north coast at Elian Garrow, run-

ning to the south of Far-out, extends to the point of

Sangoemore, stretching into the interior to the west

summit of the lofty mountain of Ben Spiunniue. The
next stretches alons: the greater portion of Loch Eri-

bol, and includes Elian Choirie to the top of th'^it sea

loch. The rest of the county comes within the gene-

ral description in the text.

Vol. Vlll-e

dislrict, be said to be limited to the south eastern
siripe of coast above menlionod ; where (he irneiss

changes into sandstone, and where breccia of va-
rious combinations, and coal measures, are tum-
bled together in great confusion, and CDvered wiiji

debris li-om the neighboring mounlains. H^Te
there has been formed a soil, consistitiii- oi' Inam
of different defiihs, approarhitig in some pj oip to

coarse alluvial matter of consideraltle lenaciiy, but
all of it adapted, wh»'n limed, to the growth of
heavy crops of tnrni|)s.

The mountainous part of the country is placed
chiefly under sheep. It exports annually one hun-
dred and eighty thousand fleeces to employ, and
forty thousand sheep to feed, the English manu-
fiicturer. The shores abound in fish, and its fishe-

ries afford more than fifty thousand barrels (if

herrings to the same end; that is to say, either

lor direct consumption in Kngiand, or for Ireland,

where (hey set free an equal value of food belter

adapted for the English market. The part of the

country employed in tillaire, exports to the south

country several cargoes of corn, sotiie choi<"e Hiiih-

land whisky, and a good many droves of caiile ;

but it is chieHy available for the esculent liiod, and
the refuge durinir wimer which it affords lo ifie

weaker portion of {h>^ flocks that occupy the great

extent of pnstorMl country, with which it is by the

wise provision of nature connected.

Oi' the above-mentioned agricidtiiral produce of
the county of Sutherland, the writer of ihis report

may annually export about one-twentieth [tart of
each of the above mentioned species of produce,

varying in amount according to the nature of the

season, and the skill and industry of liie persons

employed in directing, superintending, and curry-

ing through the operations nece.=sary to improve

the quality and preserve the health of the stock,

in raising the necessary food, and in delending it

against the effects of climate.

He will proceed to describe— 1st. his farms,

which belong in property to the Marqins and Mar-
chioness of Staflurd, and he will ext)lain,

2dly. The management employed in each de-

partment to bring out and realize the produce.

Description o//ar?n.—The first and most im-

portant part of the farm possessed by the reporter

is in Strathnaver, a tract of mountain land, on the

north coast of the county, in latitude* 58° 30\ situ-

ated betwixt Loch Naver and the sea. The river

Naver runs through it from south lo north, and it

extends, at its greatest breadth, from Loch Laygal

on the west, to Badanloch on the ea?t.

The pasturatre consists of a (jreat variety of

plants, sin^ularlv adapted to the maintenance,

during eveTy month td' the year, of t!ie only do-

mesticated animal possessed of a cover adequate.

to defend it by day and night from the effects of

such a climate—so light in weiirht. as not to sink

in the peat bog where it finds its Ibod ;
and with

power and instinct to spiel] the inaccessible crags,

with which such a country abounds.

* Within aboat one hundred miles of the latitude of

Greenland. t Climb-
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Where the waters, by cutling out ravines, glens?,

and straths, have formed an alluvial soil, composed

of the debris of the mountain rocks mixed with

peat, there the finer sorts ofplanis appear. These
plants vary according to the quality of the compo-
nent parts whereof the soil on which they grow
consists. On spots, for instance, where the de-

composing felspar abounds, some natural clover,

rye-grass, yarrow or millefoil, mountain daisy,

primrose, and other plants of first quality are dis-

covered—mixed with the holcus mollis, agiostes,

airaj, &c. which are natural to the decomposing
mica—with the fescue grass, brome grass, com-
mon bent, heather, et hoc genus onine, which is

content with the nourishment to be derived from the

sterile bank of quartz gravel. Ih this respect the

pastures of the county of Sutherland possess an
advantage over many tracts exhibiting a more
flattering outline; and with the ever varying pro-

portions and combinations of matter contained in

its gneiss, there is throughout the country an infi-

nite mixture of the plants best suited for the main-
tenance of ' keeping stock' during every season of
the year ; which grasses, by the irregular burst-

ing out of rocks in a state of partial decomposi-
tion, and by the serpentine course of burns and
waters, are ultimately interwoven with the alpine
plants that grow upon the peat-bog, and Ibrm the
principal part of the maintenance of the stock.

Of these alpina plants, there exists a considera-
ble number and variety. On the knolls, the hea-
ther (erica vulgaris) prevails. It fills with seed,
ripening in all seasons of ordinary fertility, like a
field of corn,* and forms a principal part of the
food of stock, during the wet months of October,
November, December, and January. In exposed
Bituations, the shepherds burn it, and the sheep
eat the young shoots in August and September.
In lower positions it is left to come to greater
length, eo that the sheep rnay work down to it in

time of snow, and in order to afford shelter in

lambing time. Adjoining to the heather, the
sheep find, on the ppat of damper and deeper
quality, the ling (erica tetralix), cotton grass
(eriophorum vaginatum), rasj) grass (carex ccbs-

pitosa). The leaves of these plaints ihey consume
along with the heather, during the autumn and
winter months. In February the heather has lost

its seed. It is succeeded by the pry (cnrex pani-
ca,) the stool bent (jtincus squarrosus), and by
thick beds of the flowers of the cotton grass, which
are found in the latter end of February', and begin-
ning of March, pointing wilh freat vigor to the
cheerless sun of that wet and uncomfortable sea-
son. These plants continue in use, until the se-
cond or third week of April ; and during all this
time, they furnish for keeping stock, food of the
best quality and in the greatest abundance. From
this date to the middle of May, a link is in this
country wanting in the chain of alpine eatage.
On well drained and moderately stocked ground,
the finer qualities, which in this season beo-in to
epring, supply the defect, but under ditterent^'man-
agement, the 'hunger rot' and a train of conse-
quent ills sometimes ensue. In the middle of
May, however, the deer hair (scirpiis ccespitosus)
takes the place of the moss. It shoots throuf^h

* In 1816 it filled very imperfectly, and the conse-
quences to the flocks were deeply felt during the en-
suing winter.

the ground like a thick braird of corn, and wi(h

the fine grasses, by this time in full vigor, provides

for stock most abundantly, until the month of Au-
gust ; when the ground is lightened by the depar-

ture of the annual cast or sale lot of sheep ; and

the young heather and ling come again into play.

The next part of the concern, comprising Mor-
vich and Culmaily, consists of a tract in Strath

Fleet, and on the' shores of the south-east coast

of Sutherland. On the south and west it rests on

the sides of a pretty considerable chain of moun-
tain, composed of inclined reil sandstone, called

Bhen Bhra<rie and iihen Lundie. That part of"

this farm which falls down on the south side of

the mountain, to a flat of more than four hundred

and fifty imperial acres of tillage land, is Culmaily

Farm; and is chiefly composed of a sharp gra-

velly black loam, incumbent on sandstone of very

con)pact quality, and on the debris of the sand-

stone and gneiss rocks, which abound in the

neighborhood, mixed up with some sea sand and

calcareous matter infused into the mass, at some
remote period when it must have been covered

wilh salt water. The other part, which is on the

west side of the mountain, is barely within the

gneiss district; it descends to the base of a pre-

cipitous mass of rock, composed in a great mea-
sure, of amorphous felspar, at the bottom of which

is the alluvial flat of ' Morvich,' formed of a deep

and pietty strontr clay loam, in some part covered

with moss, and measuring better than two hun-
dred imperial acres of tilla2e land.

It is not immaterial to the reader to know, that

of these tillaee larms, flill two hundred and fifiy

acres have been converted from moor, mo.-s, and
pasture, into tillnfje land, by the reporter, and that

he has thoroughly manured the whole six hundred
and fifty acres wiih lime imported from England

;

and he mentions these facts here, in order to aflijrd

him this opportunity of adding, that he was in-

duced to make such extensive in)provemenis by
the liberal terms granted in his first lease, the un-
solicited addition of nine years to its endurance,

and the abatements of rent given and other acts

of kindness which have been, by the venerable

marquis and his noble lady, conferred upon him,
in common wiih the other tenantry of the estate.

He will not tire the reader with a detail of the

numerous little experiments which have led him,
step by step, to his present system of manage-
ment— a system containing many imperfections to

be discovered, possibly, and corrected, and in no
way so likely as by the comparison of the details

of his management with those of other and better-

informed farmers, who may be induced, like him,
to communicate their stock of ideas to this society,

for the purpose of being added to the general fund
collected by them, for the use of the profession.

Management.—The first outline of his manage-
ment is this: he breeds and rears his flocks in

Slrathnaver, devoting Morvich and its adjoining

pasturage grounds as a reflige for the weak end of
his ewe stock, and for the purpose of preparing
his sale ewes for market ; Culmaily being used as

the refuge for the weak end of his wethei stock,

and for preparing his sale lot of wethers for mar-
ket. At Morvich, too, he keeps under his own
eye the elite of his ewe stock, from which his tups

are bred, and at Culmaily his tups, which are

marched ofl' to the ewe flocks in Stralhnaver ai

the appointed time.
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In going more into delail, he sliail divide what
he has 10 say into two pains—the first concerns

his iiiliiire, the second ilie management ol' his

flocks.

1. Tillage.—His tillage land is subdivided into

twenty-one inclosures, the fences of vvhich are

dikes or slone walls, all built by the tenant*, viz.

sixteen at Cnlniaily, and five at Morvich. The
si-Kteen at Cuhnaily are wrought in ihree-

shifis, viz.. six fields of the lightest quality in the

course are under the rotation ol'— first, turnips ; ce-

cond barley; three, lour, five, grass ; six oats
3

ten fields, or two fives, are thus cropped—first,

turnips 5 second, barley ; three, lour, grass; five

wheat 5 the five inclosures at Morvich in this

course— first, rape or cole and naked fallow ; second,

wheat, three, lour grass ; five, oais. He grows
no more potatoes than are necessary lor the subsist-

ence of the people employed, and tliese are grown
among Ji is green crops in alternate stripes of six

drills of each kind.

On each of the two above-mentioned divisions

of the tillage farm there is a suitable onstead of

farm buildings, and a powerful thrashing mill im-

pelled by water. On Culmaily are meal and bar-

ley mills of small size, also impelled by water, lor

the manufacture of his corn.

His whole tillage, as well as the transport of

his wool and materials necessary for the stock

land, is performed by six pairs of horsesf, a grieve

or bailif}', six ploughmen, and a spadesman ; a se-

cond grieve or bailifl' to superintend the women,
employed on the farm, a millwright, and sixteen

women for the two thrashing mills. In summer
these sixteen women, with fourteen to twenty boys

and girls, according to circumstances, in addition,

clean the green crops; and in harvest ten to eleven

bandwin or from sixty to sixty-six reapers, with

ten to eleven binders, under the superintendence of

the second bailiff, cut down, bind and stock the crop.

The grieve has at command a hardy highland pony;

and the farmer, who resides at Morvich, iwo riding

horses, to one of which can he yoked alight gig, for

his conveyenceto distant parts of the farm.

He will proceed to describe, as briefly as possi-

ble, first, the habits of his people and the prac-

tices used in his tillage farm ; and secondly, the

particular detail of his tillage applied to each spe-

cies of crop grown.
The grieve or bailiff and four of the ploughmen

are married men. Each of these lijmilies pos-

sesses, during the year, a house and garden, a

milch cow, at all times well fed, thirteen Scots

bolls or 16;^ cwt. of oatmeal, three Scotch bolls or

about three cart loads of potatoes, a limited quan-
tity of English coals, of the best quality, and a

money wage. That of the grieve varies with cir-

cumstances. The money wanes of the ploughmen
may average about ten pounds each. For the above
allowance each fiimily keeps a young man within

the house, and, if any circumstance put two

young men to lodge with one of the lamilies, there

is allowed 6| bolls of oatmeal, one boll of pota-

toes, fifiy-two shillings per annum, and some coals,

for the additional lodizer. When the force corner

* An allowance, or ' meliorations,' to be paid by tli'^

landlord to the tenant for certain improvements, at the

end of the term, is stipulated for in the lease.

t Seven pairs, including one pair of mares in foal,

and one pair of young horses throion off fo grass du-
ring lummer.

to Morvich the men are fed in family with the

shepherds there, and 17^ pounds of meal per week
are deducted from each man during the time he
is so maintained.

Various plans have been tried on the fami ; but

for several years the above-described method has
been adhered to as that which, on the whole, has
wrought best. The young men were found to be
made more steady by the society of the married
family, and the married servant went with a better

spirit through the unremitting labor attendant on
his lot, when he saw his family admitted to as

much comfort as could, in these bad times, be af^

forded ; and the prospect before him of assist-

tance from each of his children, as soon as they
could gather a weed or hoe a turnip.

There are eiglit additional families on the skirts

of the tillage farm ; each of whom at a nominal
rent possesses a house and garden, a cow's grass,

and a patch of ground, and who, when required,

work on day's wages : the younger children at

Iburpence, girls at sixpence, old men and lads at

one shilling, and able men at one shilling and
sixpence per day of ten hours. Their cow»
are not well fed; they give no milk in winter j

but each family has a trifle of bear or bigg*
in a small slack behind his house, from each two
pecks (three pecks imperial) of which his wife

could brew sixty quarts of small beer for her fa-

mily, were she not prevented by the fifty penalties

of the cruel and impolitic malt laws.

In the latitude of Sutherland there is a great

diversity in the length of the day and night, at dif-

ferent seasons of the year. From the middle of

November to the 1st of February there is no light

to perform field work before eight o'clock in the

morning, or after four o'clock at night. The prac-

tice at this season is, for the fatnilies to start at a

little past six, and light their lamps. By the hght of

these, while the women prepare breakfast, the men
clean their horses, wafer them, put the harness on

them, one feed of corntforeach horse into the man-
ger, and another into the mouth bags. At dawa
they draw out and begin a yoking or journey, which,

with an interval of twenty minutes to empty the

mouth bags, lasts until dark. They then return,

water their horses and wash their feet, unharness

and dress them ; fill the rack with oat straw, and the

manger with well-washed yellow turnips, on which-

the horses amuse themselves until eight o'clock.-

The men in the mean time dine, and at eight a
bell is rung, the lamps lighted, the horses thorough-

ly dressed, the racks again replenished with fodder,

and I he manger cleaned out and filled with a mash,
made by one of the ploughmen during the evening
of the preceding day, consisting of one feed of light

corn fur each horse, boiled up or rather stewed with.

yellow turnips cut down, bran from the meal mill

and chafl'. This closes the duty of the day ; the
men sup, so to bed, and sleep eoimdly until six

o'clock again rouse^s them to theJr work.

In February, the day lengthens out, and the

yoking lensthene with it until it extends to two
journeys of five hours each ; at which time the
horses begin to be ihd with hay in place of straw.

TI.e lengthening day «i6w girea an interval for din-

ner at mid-day, which mcreases, by the 20th of

May, to three hours ; and this intervul is permitted

* A species of barley..

t One peck and one ^lIo« imp€riar, make foaf

Scotch lippies or feeds.
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to them for dinner and rest. They dine at eleven;

on.l most frequenliy sleep behind their horses liom

tivelve 10 nearly two o'clock, when iliey begm iheir

Becond yoking ol' five hours. By nine o'clock

they lire all in bed.

Atiliisiime the green crop pecd-iime begins,

and vvnh ii ilie two journeys increase to eleven,

ni)d sometimes twelve hours, the liorses getting

three leeils each per day. The people, at this

time, siart, leeii, and breaklasl at lour, yoke at

five, rest at eleven, when they dine, and rest till

two. At this hour they begin ilie second journey,

which lasts until seven, hall past seven, or eight,

accoidiniT lo circumstances. These seeds are all

got ill beibre the Isl ol July. The horses are

then put 10 irrase: young horses allowed to amuse
lliemsclvt's for ihe season, and the remaining five

pairs restricted to two leeds of corn and ten hours'

work, uiitd ihe cold iiighis of autumn bring ihem
baik to il!ecomlbr:s of their stable ; and the short

day of Novf»n)ber to the arrangement which was
Ibllovved in that month of the previous year.

The yearly e:jpense ol' one man and pair, fed

and wrought according to the above method, is

80/. For ihe whole six hundred and filty acres,

and other cartage, six pairs, being at the rate of

one hundred and eiiilit and a lialf imperial, or

about eighty-six old Scotch acres per pair. The
grieve never leaves these teams: he sees them
dressed and led, and he sees ihem wrought;
and the master's eye lb!!ows hin» in every step.

The fields are ploughed iti regular divisions, the

sircngih concentrated almost peipeiually to one
object in one field, and the cariage perlormed
to lime, by regular yokmjrs ; and llie writer does
not ihud{, that a mm h better extent of work couUI
be perlbrnsed, at the same cx|jense, with justice

to the men and caille. At the same lime he is

nwure of imperlectiuns ; and if tieller farmers will

give a minute detail of iheir mmle of working, he
will gladly borrow from their better jud«riiient.

Piece or task work, except in small deiached
jobs, has not yet Ibuiiil iis way much into till-

age work in Sutherland. To greater exertions
than time-work it ceriainly leads, and to greater
irretrularilies than is admissible in a well-reuulaied
Bys'em; bui it saves ihe trouble of su|)criiilendence.

Tne duly of ihe second grieve is to attend the
tlirashiiigd that are peil()rmed tiy the miliwrin-lit

and eight women at each orisiead ; to vvaich over
tlie care of one hundred and sixiy winlerinir cat-
tle under the superinleiidence ol three lads; to hand
weed the iiillow breaks, mid lo hoe better than one
hundred and twenty acres of rap>e and turni|)s; and
with ten or eleven bandwiii or bands of reapers to
cut, bind, and stock the crops.

In thrashing, the first rope ofthatch is loosened,
and the sluice drawn at eight o'clock : one of the
women, wiih a boy aiiil horse, carts in the corn •

the miller leeds ; the seven ijirls attend, each her
pan.cular part of ihe macliinery

; and by Ibiir

o'l-lork, the Ibdder ol' two ten quarier stacks is

thoroughiy sep;iraied fiom the corn, and strewed
for ihe caitle, the corn separated from the chaff,
and measured over by the second (meve and'
ni Ker to ihe granary-keeper

; and ihis person's re-
ceipt lor the quantity in the master's pocket. The
expense may be as Ibilows :

_-.„ . ,
£. s. d.

Millwright, two-thirds of a day - 18
Second grieve - - . . i o

Eight women, say eight hours, 64-

days ....
One lad and cart - - .

-say 6J

Say 5|(/. per quarter - 8 11

This, for oais, barley, and wheat, may cost ee-

venpeirce to eightpence per quarter.

No other general remark occurs, except on the

subject of manure. On Culmaily-larm there is

a very considerable supply of sea-ware, of very

excellent quality; on Morvich, which ia more in-

land, there is great abundance of lern or breekan
(lilices), which grows luxuriantly on the soil com-
[)osed of the debris of the lelspar rock, and yields

potash. It is the practice to mix the sea-weed
with the court-dung, in alternate strata. The
dunghills so Ibrmed being hard trampled down by
the carts and the leet of cattle, the mass is found

in the beginning of May to be stronijly saturated

with an infusion of the muriate of soda. It ia

turned over and slightly covered with mould, for fer-

mentation, preparatory to its being applied to the

soil, and it Ibrms a manure of the very first (lualiiy.

The li^rns are cut green, brought together into a
great stack, where they ferment to a considerable

decree; they are subsequently trampled down
under the sheep's feet at sortings, smearing, and
at shearing time ; and being mixed and further

fermented in the mass with court or Ibid dung, they

are therewith applied to the naked fallows about
to be sown with wheat.
The first; and most important part of the rotation

employed, is the growth of ihe green cro[), that is

cole and turnips ; lor they are managed in precise-

ly the same manner. This species ol'crop is most
important in two respects ; first, as the pharmaco-
pcpia (or ihe whole slock on the farm, and second-
ly as the key-sione of the system of tillage farming
employed—and that on which the quantity and
quality of each succeeding crop of the rotation de-
pends.

Green crop.—The green crop, of course, suc-
ceeds a culmiliiious or corn crop. The first ope-
ration is the furrow, in the direction of the former
ridires, given immediately after harvest and the
conclusion of the wheat seed : ihe ground is cast

into breaks fifteen yards broad, and the ploughing
s^ deep as lo leave some of the lime visible tielow

the plouirh sole. When this work has been com-
pleted, the field is neaily water-fijrrowed, and left

10 receive the fertilizing effecis of winter.

On fields ofliglit soil, when the crop is intended
to be sown on bonedust, the gates remain shut
until after the conclusion of the oat-seed in March.
On loams of heavier quality, where dung is to be
employed, four dunghills are founded on the head-
ridge, two at each end of the field. The foun-
dation is composed of virgin mould or ditch scour-
inir?, two feet deep ; over this are placed, in alter-

nate strata, (bur layers of Ibid dung, and four of
sea-weed ; and the mass, when completed, is

neatly spaded up, covered on the sides and lop
with mould, and the field shut up to wait further
procrressat a more advanced period.
When the oat-seed has been completed, the

jiaies are opened, the waier-furrows shut by the
plouL^h, the field thoroughly harrowed and hand
weeded, cross ploughed in wide breaks, and again
harrowed to perfection, and every weed gathered
into heaps, burned, and the ashes spread. This
done and the dunghills being at the same time
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lurned lor f'rnientation, ihe gates are again sliut,

iiniil ihe coMiijIetion of the barley-seed, when the

ti!la<re is renewed in one of" two ways. IT a very
liyht fieUi, it is again severely harrowed by cattle

travelling at a qnick pace, and hand picked, &c. :

if a field of better staple, it undergoes a third

|)louirhing across the Ibrmer one, a rolling, har-

rowing, and hand picking; and in both cases it is

lelt in a hiifhiy-pulverizcd stale to wait utiiil seed

time. When the people open the gates to beirin

sowing, they like to find a young and scarcely

perceptible braird or growth of'annuai weeds thin-

ly scattered on the surliice.

At the time of sowinir green crops in Sutherland
the dusk or twilight of the evening glides into that

ofthe morning, wiihout passinir into night ; when
the sun has a most poweriul influence. The seed
process is, therefore, carried ihronirh with every
possible desjiatch. The meihod followed is two-
ibld : in each case it is preceded by a deep furrow-
line, to define the head-ridge on each of the lour

sides of the field.

1. Wiiere dung is to be employed, two ploughs,
which are yoked twenty minutes before the carters,

open drills, furrowing an acute angle with th«
side ridijes ; to favor the admixture of the dung
next season in the mass of the field, these fiirrows

are from twenty-seven to thirty inches wide, accord-

ing to the quality of the soil. Four single carts

follow, two at each end of the drills at the rate of
fifteen to twenty tons per acre. Six girls spread
the dung as fist as the carters deposit it. Two
ploughs, which yoke forty minutes later than the
carters, cover in the dunir. A few boys and cirls

hand-pick the whole. The sowing machine fol-

lows and rolls in the seed ; and at the termination
of each yokinij, three acres, which at the beginning
lay fiat and dan)p from the former tillaae, is driil-

6(1, dunged, covered, hand-picked, sown and com-
pleted. The machine sows two drills at once.
lis rollers are formed to encompass and embrace
each drill. The two sets of rollers (one for each
drill) are separate, and diverge on" an iron axle in

such a manner, that ihey can be made to deposit
thesepd only on the lop of the drill, immediately
incumbent on the manure—a condition which in-

sures a more equal and a better crop than where
less perfect tillage is employed.

2. When bone-dust is used, fourteen quarters of
Ihe manure is wet and covered for fermentation
lorty-eight hours before the yokinsr begins. The
horses cart this to the field at yoking time, and
the loads are set down at measured distances in

different parts of the field. Two ploughs open the
drills ; ten boys and cirls manure, carry, and sow
the dust into the drill, which is in a state of inci-

pient fermentation. Four ploughs instantly cover
in. The sowing machine follows, and from four

and a half to five acres are completed at a yoking.
The machine is regulated to sow from one to four

pounds of seed per acre, according to the farmer's
intention. The quantity sown is generally about
two pounds to the imperial acre. In all cases the
seeds are floated, the lights are skimmed off, and
the good seeds dried with flour of sulphur, all at

the time of sowinsr. The sulphur is thouijht to

preserve the seed from vermin. The dampness,
however, communicated by thefloatinirto the seed,

and the fermentation incipient in the manure, does,
with greater certainty, at that sunny season, send
up a regular vigorous braid, and carry it quickly to

the rough leaf, at which state il is secure li-om the
fly.

Some farmers use bone-dust sowing machines
drawn by iwo horses. The writer of this report,

on the whole, prefers manual labor, performed
after the fashion above described, to any sowing
machine which he has yet seen.

Besides ra|)e or cole he grows four difl[erent

kinds of turnips. At the part nearest to the
mountain (intended to be first used by the sheep)
while globe; in the middle, red top and green
mixed, four drills and lour drills alternately; at

ihe boilom, for spring eatage, yellow, one-lburth
part may be while globe, two-lburths, or rather

better, red and green, and the remainder, where
the field suits, yellow. The while, lor early eatage
in November and December, and lor quantity per
acre, are unequalled, but their thin skin renders

them too tender for the frosts of January and
February. The red and green, with great bulk,

are proof against the severities of winter. The
writer of this report mixes them agreeably to that

law of nature which uives none of its eatage in one
single species ; and he thinks the sheep like the

variety which is in the two sorts mixed. The yel-

lows, as Ihey retain iheirsap longest, are decidedly

the best lor the spririg months. The difliierent sorta

are made to follow each other in the same drill, by
using diflerent seed-boxes, which are exchanged
at the different parts marked in the field ; the re-

moved one being laid down on the top ofthe near-

est two drills to wait the relurn of ihe machine.
The Scotch farmer will pardon this minute de-

tail of his every day work, which is submitted to

the English reader in case he should choose to

give a lair trial to the drill husbandry in the cul-

tivation olturnips.

The writer invariably grows his own turnip

seeds. He plants his four diflerent lots of roots

far distant from each other, to prevent hybrid ad-

mixture, having first selecled the roots with great

care from the field in which they had been sown.
Where, in the course of his little lours, or by cor-

respondence, he can pick up small samples of what
is called grood seed, he sows them, marks the drill

in his weekly report, and pricks from them in the

ensuing month of November whatever may seem
likely to give a good cross in his seed plots, one
load to ten of his own sort, perhaps ; less or more
as he may judge advisable at tfie time: it is a
measure to be adopted with great caution. Some
samples which he obtained from Aikeld and Kel-
ham, in Northumberland, ft-om Samuslon, Rox-
burghshire, from Leaming Lane, in Yorkshire,

and from Dalswinton, in Dumlt-esshire, have done
him a deal of good ; other samples obtained from
sardeners and nurserymen have turned out to be
trash in some cases, and in others to be of the very
best breeds.

But to return to the tillage : the green crop

sowing begins with the rape, as formerly men-
tioned, about the 25th of May ; it concludes belbre

the last week in June. Two horse hoe harrows,

followed by twenty or thirty hand hoes, attended

by the second grieve, are then set on, first to the

rape, and so forward through the turnips, to the

latest sown crops. By the time the latest sown
is completed, the first sown is ready for the second

hoeing. The horse hoere then exchange their

harrows for small double mould-board ploughs:

with these they set up the crop lightly, and thus,
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about the middle of August, concludes the lillai^e.

Ill some cases, howevur, a second, and more ettoc-

tual setting up takes place in the montli of De-

cember, of tbal part of the crop intended lor latest

use, after the first frosis have made it plain that

no further increase of crop is to be expected.

By the above process tl\e irround is left without

the vestige of a weed, and the crop does, gene-

rally, in every case, completely cover the soil.

The Culmaily turnips have, this season, been tidied

by pulling and weighing measured spaces, as fair-

ly as possible, over different parts ol' the field, and

the following are the results :

Fold Manure Bone Dust Average.

White globe per imperial acre T. 20 8 2 T. 35 2 3 T. 27 15 2.^

ditto 18 5 1 33 17 26 1 04
Green Top - - - 18 1 31 10 1 24 15 2^
Field yellow - - - 25 12 3

This was not a fair experiment betwixt bone

manure and Ibid dung mixed with decomposed
sea-weed, since that sown with dust was much
the best field of the two. But it shows clearly the

proportions which the different sorts of turnips bear

to each other, and the causes why, for keeping

stock, the writer prelers to have his greatest quan-

tity of the coarser and more common sorts. Of
Swedes and mangel-wurzel, he has, for many
years, grown none. Whether from the nature of

the climate or the soil, he could never bring them
to a full crop, and as his sheep hospital, in a great

measure, breaks up when the cotton grass comes
into flower in March, he found no inducement that

he could balance against the sacrifice of quantity.

Barley.—When the turnips have been eaten off

by sheep, the surface of the field bears some re-

semblance to a macadamised road. So far as

compression goes, it is certainly not much differ-

ent from lea, when about to be broken up after

pasture. It is usual to cross-rib and harrow it be-

ibre giving the seed furrow. In strong land,

•indeed, it sometimes gets a previous clean cross

furrow; in soft sandy loams a seed furrow on the

turnip break is found quite sufficient. No weeds
grow among the corn sown up to grass, and it is

never drilled, but invariably sown broad cast.

The broadest sowing machine, is an invaluable

article, although extremely apt to be bent in the

rods, and otherwise spoiled, by the rough, and
unskilful hands, which use ii. The quantity of
seed given varies from three to five bushels, ac-

cording to the quality of the soil. The seed time

endures from the 1st of April, to the 1st of May,
Early sowing has not been tried ; but by what is

said on that subject in the Society's report, No. 1,

the writer of this paper intends to make the ex-
periment in February, and March first. The
returns vary from thirty-nine to fifty bushels of a

dark coloured heavy weighing grain, in good favor

with distillers.

Grass.—One advantage derived from our late

period of sowing is the opportunity afforded of

putting in the grass seeds in good time to be co-

Tered by the last turn of the harrows, which follow

the seed corn ; a method adbrdinix a belter braird

and more vigorous plants than when the seeds
are rolled in alter the barley has got above ground.
On soil of the first quality one bushel pacey rye-

grass, having a good admixture of rib grass in it.

eight pounds white clover, six pounds red, and
six pounds trefoil. On soil of the second quality,

one bushel and a half ray-grass, eight pounds
white, lour pounds red, and six pounds trefoil ; and

on third quality, two pounds of ray-grass, eight

pounds white, six pounds trefoil, are usually given;

to which, in very light moor land, he has very

successfully substituted for barley half a peck of

rape seed. In this last case an inclosure of very

worthless land becomes, both in autumn and
spring (April), a nurscKy for the weak part o[
yount? slock of' first quality.

One inclosure, of best quality, is invariably set

aside lor hay to the working horses. That it may
come early to the swaith, it is never permitted to

eat it down in autumn. To save the esculence of
the hay and the fertility of the field, it is cut the

instant the ray-grass comes into flower (excepting

what is required for next year's ray-grass seed,)

and an exertion is made to get the hay carried be-

fore the 8lli or 10th of July.

Isl. That the aftermath may be, at speaning*
time, open to recruit the weakest and worst fed

lambs; and 2dly, that the haymaking may be
put past, after the cleaning of the rape, and before

the succession of turnips sown, press, for hoeing,

on the hay-makers. The young people employed
on these works are sure to quit the farmer by the

1st of August, to employ themselves in the her-

ring fishery ; and the fiirmer, whose summer
hand work is not, by that time, completed, has a
very poor chance, for that se?ason, to bring hia

green crops to a successflil termination.

Besides this field appropriated lor hay, the rota-

tion gives six inclosures at Culmaily, and two at

Morvich lor pasture. The two at Morvich are

devoted as a summer nursery for the ewe stock;

one at Culmaily as summer nursery for the weth-
er stock; one for the ' work horses, colts, and ser-

vants' cows; and the remaining four prepare

the sale cattle lor market. The fields at Morvich
not being eaten bare by the sheep, the scythe is

passed over them as soon as the lambs have been
speaned, and the ewes sent to the heather : the

grass cut, made into hay, and carted off as speedily

as possible, that a short close bite may in good
time succeed Cot the further progress of the stock.

The cattle alluded to are all bought in from the

people who are settled round the shores of Suth-

erland, in small lots of land, lor 'the prosecution

of the herring fishing. These people have one,

two, or three cows each. They sell the calves at

from nine months to a year old. The tillage farm-

ers buy them, and prepare them to travel south.

The writer of this report uses nearly from seven
to eight scores. He buys them in April, puts

them, during summer, on his superabundance of

deer hair, transfers them from that in August to

certain coarse rushy loams, where coarse grass

grows, brings them to his courtinesat Morvich and
Culmaily to eat straw in winter, and finishes them
off for the road during next summer in the in-

closures above mentioned. With some little as-

sistance from the field appropriated to the horses,

the lour fields summer, on an average, with atten-

tion, at the rate of 1^ per acre. It is the practice to

fill u|) two fields with three cattle per acre, and
to shift once a fortnight.

The breed is the Norland Kyloe crossed, in

some cases, with the Arjryleshire breed, of which
the noble marquis has long kept a selected breed
at Dunrobin. I am of opinion thai had proper
skill and attention been used to infuse the Argyie-

* Weaning.
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ehire blood into the Norland breed of the country
durin<:f the last thirty yeiirs, during which his ioul-

ship has possessed the means u(" doing so i'rom

Dunrobin, they would, at thischite, hiive doubled
the value oi' the cattle export ol' the county ol

Sutherland. A.^siiredly the farnners could allord

to the people Ibr their yearlings twice the price now
paid were they bred in a difi'erent manner ; and this

remark is peculiarly applicable to the north coast,

where a great mixture of worthless Caithness
blood prevails.

The sales for the southern market happen in

July, August, and September, and they clear the

fields in order to prepare them Ibr sowing wheat.
Wheat.— Until bone-dust manure came into

use, this mode of cultivation could not be advan-
tageously Ibllowed ; and it is doubtful whether
oats may not, by-and-by, be found, after lea, the

best crop ofthe two. In the mean time no farmer
can refuse the premium offered by the cornlaws,

of 60s, Ibr wheat, in preference to 24s, lor oats,

Tlie first operation is, to spread the dungsaveil
from the green crop on the leas. On strong lands

a cross rib or break furrow is usually given a lew
weeks belbre the seed llirrovv. To prevent the

seed from being deposited too deeply in the soil, it

is usual to give one stroke of the harrows before

the sower. The seed being steeped in the field

among stale urine, lights are skimmed off, and
the good corn is instantly dried with hot lime and
eown, and no smut has hitherto followed. On
light sharp loam, and on the rape land previously

eaten down by the small sheep it is sown upon
one fu'Tovv ; and in all cases the field is directly and
effectually water-furrowed, and shut up for winter.

The produce varies from twenty, to forty bush-
els per acre. The species sown is the thin chafl'ed

Kssex ; in some cases the Talavera, The qua-
lity produced is coarse, and generally ground down
Ibr ship biscuit, A few additional plantations and
greater skill may improve the quality in a degree.

Still wheat is not naturally fit Ibr the country or

the climate,

Oats.—On the lightest soil in Culmaily the au-
thor sows Angus oats at"ter one furrow in spring :

on the whole leas at Morvich, potato oais after

the same degree of cultivation. The Angus oats

nre generally consumed in horse food, the other in

ineal, for the use of from thirty to forty families

employed on the liirm.

The oat straw is given to the horses in winter,

and to the Kyloes at that time, when the eatage

has got bare, and the turnips cannot be spared from
the young stock, which wait, at Culmaily, for the

return of the flower of the cotton grass.

Sheep.—But, most assuredly in such a country
as nine-tenths of the county of Sutherland is, sheep
are at present the only animals litted lijr convert-

ing the vegetation into realizable value ; and wilii-

out free use of that part of the country fitted by

nature for affording to the flocks relu^'e liom the

wintry storms of the gneiss-district of mountain
lands, that value cannut be brought out. On some
ill laid out farms, not one hall^ and others not

much above one-third of the lambs bred, come to

be sold as grown sheep ; and the survivors, when
sold, are of! inferior quality, and bring a very poor
price.

The plan followed by the writer of this report

to save these losses, and to make his sheep worthy
a better price, he will frankly lay before the render,

after premising, first, his consiousnees of many
imperfections m it, and secondly, that what suits

his particular position may very possibly be una-
da|;ted to any other farm ; and most assuredly it is

so, according as the nature of the ground, the cli-

mate, the extent, or the pos-iiion of each particular

fain), with respect to markets, varies liom another.
The sheep reared by the reporter, is the Che-

viot, which is one ofthe many varieties into which
the ovis aries anglica has, during the lapse ofages,
multiplied in consequence of the difi'erences in cli-

mate, food, and treatn)ent, to which it has been
subjected. The Cheviot hills are, perhaps, the
steepest and the highest ground in England to

which this species of sheep has been naturalized
;

and it is quite comprehensible lor a store liirmer

to understand how nature, seconded by the wishes
of the shepherd, should have gradually changed
the forms of any of the low country varieties, to

the light fore-ended, short and close woolled ani-

mal which is found among the border mountains.
In fact, one can scarcely treat on the pasture of
the Cheviot and survey the plains below, without
seeing, that as often as the ancient borderer brought
to his mountains the varieties of stock found in

the neighboring vales, the scanty spring Ibod, the
elastic air, and other peculiar features of this new
country, behoved to fashion the survivors of the
lambs there bred, and even if young, the ewes
that suckled them, to the small-neck, light lore-

end, fine short stunted wool and other properties

of the old Cheviot breed.

The Messrs, Rubsons, of Belford, Samuston,
and Philogar, in Roxburghshire (from whose stock
a great portion of the reporter's sheep have been
bred), inlbrmed him that, about the year 1770 that

family imported from Lincoln, Gloucester, or

Uerelbrd, several sheep, a slight infusion of the
blood of which into their flocks was attended by
the best efl'ecis. Betwixt that time and the year
1790 the discovery of the use of green crops and
various other improvements had been made, and
must have greatly forwarded the views of the

spirited and intelligent border farmeis of those

days. From the year 1790 to the year 1800 the

weight of the Cheviot fleece is quoted at 2^ to 3^
lbs,, and the quarter of mutton 12 to 18!bs, At
this day (1830) the weight of the reporter's sheep
bred in Suthcrlaud may be—fleece 4 to 4^ lbs,

;

quarter Irom 18 to 26 lbs. avoirdupois. Certainly
in strength of withers, fulness and breadth of chest,

stivngth of loins, length, breadth, and cleaving of
the rum|», depth of twist, and furnishings of the
arms and thighs, most likely, too, in constitution

and propensity to feed, the Cheviot aheep of this

day exceed that which went before them.
The reporter's sale sheej) are raarlted as in the

foot-note*. They have cenerally been fed Ibr the
Leeds, Manchester,and Liverpool markets (though
some ofthe ewes have been, and are now, feeding

* Each sheep has the letter C branded or burned in

the tar cheek, and a:i S imprinted with tar on the near
rib.

Each wedUer has a fore bit and hole cut with an iron

out of the far ear.

Each ewe has four bits in the one ear and a fork in

the top of the oppopite one.

Some of his admirers have been known to go to mar-
h-cL with the S, but they have not yet ventured to assume
the other marks.
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much further south) ; and it may happen, that

some reailer of this report may have seen, and will

know them, by the marks now ijiven.

When he determined to put his pa.vture land

under Cheviot sheep, he resolved thoroughly to

drain tiie surliice ol" it in the n)anner then done on

the easiern borders, and to put his Hocks under the

superintendence oCbord'T shepherds. They were

chiefly younir men, who married and brought

norih their sTveethearts with them. He settled

Ihem in cottaifes on suitable parts of the farm
;

givinir to each, where the siiuaiion admitted ofit a

youns man to board with them, in the manner
agreed on with his tillage servants. The sliep-

herds' wages, however, much exceed those given

to ploughmen. It asheplierd does his duty, he

must exercise a deal ofconsideralion, and undergo

much hardship ; to which the man whose sleep is

soundest in the wildest storm, and whose meat is

regularly placed before him daily at certain hours,

is not subjected. The householder is afforded a

cottage and garden, thirteen bolls of meal, grass

for three cows and one pony, with the profit to be

derived from seventy Cheviot sheep of the different

sorts each, mixed among the master's sheep ol'the

same kind. The younir men get board and lodg-

ing in the householder's liimily, and the profit

derived from sixty sheep. The reporter employ-

ing eleven married shepherds and eight 3'ounfr

men, this gives the number of twelve hundred and
filly shepherds' sheep or packs minirled among
the master's flocks and spread over the larm ;* and
thus, something very like a partnership concern
tacitly exisis between master and servant ; for

although the management rests entirely with the

master and his managing shepherd, yet is every
shepherd, old and young, deeply interested in the

skill, prudence, and vigor employed ; and that

master will prosper badly who does not hear, and
patiently inquire into, all that every shepherd has
to say, concerning each and every part of the

management; taking due care as he goes on, as

much as possible, to ideniily the interest of each
with that of the whole community.

iJefjre explaining his particular mode ofworkinnn

the slock of this larm with Morvich and Culmaily
the reporter mnst mention one or two particulars

appertaining to the farm, which had weight with
him in deciding on that management. In the first

place there turned out to be no one herding on it,

where in the ordinary mode of laying on and tend-

ing lambs or hogs, they could be kept, without an
enormous loss, by an inflammatory disease of the

Blomach, called •sickness,' or 'braxy.' They were
tried in separate herdings, and they were tried

following their mothers throughout the year ; but
with such bad success, that the loss seldom ft:!!l

short of fifteen per cent., and varied betwixt that

and thirty. Secondly, several of the herditigs,

which were in a greater degree incumbent on
mica slate, with little variety of fine grass on them
were found subject to a disease called pining—

a

general wasting of the body, and prostration of the

* The parks have marks totally different from the
flock, and thfir faces have no brand or burn mark.
The master keeps the shepherds' accounts, and ba-
lances them by double entry : if he do his duty, decep-
tion cannot fake place. So many checks arise out of
the system that he woidd quickly discover any thinj^
wronjj. They are a well-paid, and °;enerall}% "almost
universally, an honest, trustworthy class of people.

strength of the animal, followed, if not cured, by
death. And lastly, the skins brought in were
found to consist, in a great degree, of those of the
youngest and worst-fed lambs, which It'll at every
age by pining "or drowning, or both, after having
gone through the ordeal of the braxy.
Four remedies for these evils were devised, and

with some success. First, for the pining, it oc-

curred that the immediate removal of the patient

from its former 'haifl' or herding, to felspar land,

and from that, if necessary, to the sandstone land
at Culmaily, might be efficacious. It was tried,

and with such good efftjcf, that, wfien taken in

lime, the felspar land alone answered the purpose.
In other cases they were obliged to be sent down
to Culmaily. Secondly—The wedder lambs, five

hours of rape and turnips, with nineteen hours of
heather, per day and night, effectually saved.

Thirdly—As it had been discovered ihat, after

several years' de|)asture of certain herdings by old

sheep, lambs might, for one year, be trusted on
them, if we!l herded ; therefore, in order to save
the ewe lambs, the farm was thrown into ihe fol-

lowing courses—Nos. 1, 7, 4, of Sir.ithnaver and
Morvich were called (bur-ewe and ewe-hog herd-

ings, of which three kept ewe flocks, and the fourth

ewe hogs, after it had been three years bitten by
grown sheep, and Nos. 2, 6, 9, were wedder herd-

ings, one of which was under eweliogs, after hav-
ing been two years bitten bj' grown sheep. Lastly

to save the young lambs, the lambing was made
as early as the climate jiermitted. Thespeaning
was performed nearly a ibrtnight sooner than had
been Ibrmerly practised, and the youngest and
poorest lambs were sent at once to Ihe best and
mosi successful pasture, the more quickly to ad-
vance them to maturity.

By a vigilant attention lo those measures Ihe

losses on the farm were reduced nearly one halfj

and the stock of every age exhibited a greater

degree of health, and the sale lot more equality

than the reporter or his people had in other circum-

stances seen.

To stimulate the shepherds to individual exer-

tion, the reporter is in the practice of throwing out

little premiums for competition among them, and
he believes they do exert themselves very fairly.

Nevertheless, there remains seven to eight per

cent, annual loss on sheep lambed on the farm,

and from len to fifteen p.er cent, deficiency on
what, from the number of ewes put to the tup,

ought to be lambed against which he has not yet

prevailed. Yomiger men will be found hereafter,

who, possessed of greater science to arrange and
skill to execute, will point out the errors of this

day, as the present stock farmers smile at the folly

of those who went belbre them, and who were
content with the trifle which they realized from the

cattle and Highland ponies that waded through
the undrained bog and trampled it into mire.

In going n)ore into detail of his management, he
will first exhibit the manner in which his flocks

now possess his f^irm, and then, beginning with
ihe lamb when unhivcd at speaning time, he will

show how each sort of sheep is with him treated

from that lime until it go lo market.

In this year (1830,^1831) Nos. 1,7, 8, and 4
are under ewes : Morvich and ihe north side of

No. 2 in ewe hogs ; Culmaily in wedder hogs, 3
and part of 9 in yill gimmers.* South side of 2

* Ewe hogs once shorn.
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and 6 in dinmants,* and 5 and part of 9 in wed-
ders ; Morvich at llie same (ime kee|)inc^ the small

end of" tlie R;ile ewes ami llie owes selected Ibr

breedint;; tups ; Culmaily ilie small end of ilie salo

weihers and llie \u\) liirsel, and reserve lieitii]r l<ept

as lullow :— In Culmaily for any wellier sheep
diseased ; Morvicli Ibr ewe sheep diseased ; the
felspar land of No. 2 (or sheep pined on the west
side of the Naver, and that of No. 6 Cor sheep
pined on ;he east side of that river. When the
cotton-grass flowers in March, the Ibllowinji: shilis

will take place :— Morvich ewe hnjrs ijive place to

the sale ewe lot from 7 and part of b, wliicli are

then brought in to lam'o, and consequently, to

spean earl}', and prepare themselves to travel

poulh. The wether hogs in Culmaily give place
to a limiied number of the small end ol the sale

wethers, which make greater progress there than
on the mountain land, and thus prepar^i them-
selves for their further destination.

Speaning,—Then to begin with the lamba. At
speaning (weaning) time, which happens in the

Fale ewe hirsel about ihe 11th, and in the keeping
flocks about the 18lh ol' July, the lambs are found
with the marks \i'hich had been put upon them at

cutting time in April and May, and which consist

t>f the ear marks of the owners and the figure or
* biiist mark' of the hirsel. Tliis figure on the

-pack sheep was reverted on the shoulder to facili-

tate after sortings.

The operation begins by gathering the flocks

shedding off yell sheep (or those which have no
lambs), and felling the numbers en hand. This
generally occupies a da}'. The yell sheep being
despatched to their proper places the ewes and
lambs are committed to their ewe herds who
watch them during the short nights of this season.

By daylight next morning, the flock is folded ; by
seven, the lambs are separated from iheir mothers

;

the mothers sent off under their own shepherds
fo the barren ground where their milk is to be
dried up, and th(! lambs left in three folds. The
first contains wedder lambs, the second ewe Iambs
and the thin! packs. At tJiis stage the men
generally breakfast in the Ibid; immediately after

which the wedder lambs are divided into three sorts

called tups, mids, and paleys. The tups are

branded with a hot iron, buisted with a distinguish-

ing tar mark, and, under charge of the second
wedder hog herd, despatched to a tract of coarse
pasture along the banks of numerous litile burns
(on 5 and 6) which fall into Loch Layjial, there fo

be tended until the middle of September. The
mids are in like manner branded and buisted, de-

livered to the third wedder hog herd, to be sum-
tnered, until the middle of August, on No. 2, where
several little burns fall into Badanloch ; and the

paleye (young weak and stunted lambs) are, un-

der the charge of one of the principal men, sent

-directly to the h:iy-lbg or aftermath, and other

succulent food prepared for them at Culmaily.

The ewe larnl)R are then sorted into three lots :

—

First, the paleys are chosen, branded, buisted and
despatched straightway to the hay-fog prepared

for them on Morvich. Secondly, the woiet-bred

Iambs are despatched to the outskirts of the wed-
•der herding, intended to be in that year shifted to

hogs. And, thirdly, the tops (the most choice

and best breed) possess the outskirts of the ewe

* Wedder hogs once shorn.

VoT* vjn—10

I

herding, to be In that year shifted to hogs. The
I

packs, or shepherds' lambs, arc divided into two
sorts, sellers and keepers: the first, being heeled
or marked with red chalk, are delivered to the.

buyers, or put into an inclosure to wait their arrival;

the second are divided among the flock lamb hir-

sels. This concludes the speaninir.

Wcdden>.—When the small wedder Iambs reach
Culmaily, generally to the amount of fifteen to

twenty scores, they are, after a i'^w days' rest on
the sandstone mountain, minutely examined, any
lame ones dressed, the weakest portion put into Ihe
hay-fi3g, then about three weeks old, and the rest

admitted to the sweetest of the mountain-grass.
About the 12ih August the sale wedders are deliv-

erpd, and the mid lambs (iom No. 2, and the best

ofthe paleys, are admitted fo their place. By the
12 h September the rape is ready for use: the
lambs, then paley, are sent to five hours' rape and
nineteen of lieather in the day and night. The
mids are admitted to tiie place formerly possessed
by the paleys, and the tops from No. 5 and 6 to

the former position cfthe mids. In this posture the
lots remain until about the 15ih October : the early
turnips being now fit for use, nets are set up across
the fops ofrach of three fields, a lot smeared* info

each, and five hours' turnips to nineteen ofheatherf
allowed (or the rest of the season. With March
comes the cotton-grass flower ; what turnips re-

main are then mostly consumed by cattle, and such
ofthe wedder hogs as are fit to liice the blast pro-

ceed to Straihnaver—the best lot by the first week
of March, the next about the third week of March
and the worst about the 1st April: one or two
scores may be unfit to go sooner than Whitsunday.

It is observed at speaning-time that the paleys
consist of two sorts, viz., first, well-bred lambs,
which, by reason of being very young, or twins,

or badly fed by their mothers, or some other mis-
fortune, are much under pize ; and, secondly, ill-

bred Iambs, marked by a tendency to short, stubby
faces, broad bumpy wiry brows, flat ribs, sharp
shoulder-top, round gurning- bones, and twisted
legs. When the spring sortings take place, the

well-bred mids and paleys are generally found to

have advanced themselves to the tops ; ihe ill-bred

sheep have as certainly sunk to the bottom, and the
last one or two scores which, with equal or supe-
rior feeding, lie en hand until Whitsunday, are
nearly altogether composed of that sort of stuff.

And here the writer cannot help anticipating an
observation, which perhaps would have come in

better further on—that the difl'erence in expense
of keep, loss by death, and of ultimate profit, in

favor of well-bred and arrainst ill-bred stock, is so

great and striking on a sheep farm, that the apa-
thy of many etockmasters to the subject is incre-

dible. The reporter and his leading men, year
after year, have observed Ihe lamb of' a bad ewe
a mid or paley—the same lamb unfit to jzo out in

spring—the same beast brought in to make up for

sale in its last year—and after all this extra ex-
pense, sold as a sholt, at twenty per cent, under ,

* The smeaiing is an application of salve composed
of butter or oil mixed witii tar, turpentine, or some
other substance, tothe root of the wool, for the purposes

of killing vermin, protecting from wet, and increasing

the softness and the growth of wool.

t There is a waste of manure dropped on the heather

land, but no remedy for this is known that is consistent

with the health andhardihooH of the young stock-
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the price of the lot, merely on account of the base
j

the purpose of realizing the greatest possible value

blood which flowed in ils veins. ' '^
- -^i

-
i i

"When the month of June has brought its in-

terminable day, the vvedder hogs yield their first

fleece. They are then caih'd dinnianlf? ;
are sent

back to the deer hair ; and when i( \W\\fi in August,

and the fuie weddcis have jrone souih, ihey are

sorted into their wedder lierdiniis, to replace the

waygone lot of the las^t year's evve hoirs ; and al-

ter two years' stay there, they travel, in their turn,

to the feeder.

JEioei=.—The ewe lamb follows a course some-

what different Iroui the wedder. At the delivery

of the sale sheep, it [idis into ihe finest grass on

from Sutherland mountain ground.

The reporter has ?een tups very showy to look

at from a disumce. and full of wool ; but on ap-

proaching them more nfariy, the observer must
have been struck, with how the feet were quiie

under ilie carcass, the breast and twist much nar-

rower than to all appearance was compatible with

so broail a carcass ; with a hollowness or flatness

hetwi.xt the eyes, some bristly hairs on the fore-

head, and very likely an oiler to produce a stubby
horn ; of which the point, like a small nipple, is

just discernible where lliat ornament grows on
horned sheep ; and, on the whole, the head turns

its herding—the paleys in Morvich— the worst
j
out to be larger than at first sight it was thought

bred fidl-gmwn lambs in the wedder herding

—

itobe. Touch him, and you will find aflat neck,

and the ciioice lambs in the ewe herding, made narrow hard shoulder, small tail, flat rib, and the

vacant by the cast of the sale sheep. The inten-

tion of this arrangement is, that the keeping lambs

may, as liir as possible, be at once hailed to thai

herding where they are to be settled as ewes ; the

deaths, &c. be beaten up from the best bred of the

eecond chost'n lambs and paleys ; and those

least fit for breeding be yelled off for sale—the

smallest in the ewe herdinga, by being protected

by mean? of a contrivance called " brecks,,"* and

the largest and strongest by being sent to the her-

dins No. 3, which abounds in those plants best

calculated lo give increase of bone.

The coMirivaiice of yellina or breecliing a cer-

tain numl)er ol" ewes in e;;ch herding, besides the

advantiige it offers in the improvement ofthe breed,

answers im excel!ent piupuse at lambin^-time ; for

the yell ewes beintr all sorted ofl' the herding a

lew days belbre the lamt>infr begins, a greater

abundance of feed is left to briufr nulk on the ewes,

and thereby to put layer on their lan)bs—an ar-

ticle which it becomes the policy of the store-

farmer never, if he can, to lose until he quit the

sheep to the ft'eder.

These ewe flocks are tended, as n)rmerly ex-

plained, in three double herdincs, and one smaller

or single herding ; and it was also observed, that

one of these double herdings is cleared out annu-
ally, to receive the choii-e or keeping ewe lambs.

The single herdins yiekis a third of its number
annually, and receives from the second lot of ewe
hogs its proportion of young slock. By this con-

trivance, the ewes can be sorted into three kinds:

what approaches to tenderness is sorted down to

the single herding. No. 8; what is open in the

staple, or inclined to be |)inny in the fleece, are

hailed below the double shepherd's house; what
is bad skinned, above it. By keeling, or marking
with red chalk, the hardiest tups to No. 8, the
saddest skinned to the under end, and the loftiest

.and most open skinned, to the upper end of the
double herding, the whole flocks are kept in that

medium, betwixt the two extremes, vvhirh every
Btore-liirmer knows to be essentia! to good farminor,

and to the sale of that quality of stuck and wool
that brings the greatest sxun of money out of the
market.

Tups.—In treating of the wedder sheep, allusion

was made to the necessity of possf-.-ssiriL' well bred
Clieviot eheep : this, in the writer's very hum-
ble opinion, is a condition absolu'ely re()uired for

* Apiece of coarse cloth sowed on across the root
of the tail, and about six inches down each hip oo
either side of the tail.

back, where the ribs strike out, hard as a deal

board ; he has very little layer or wool along the

back, but (if in condition) exhibits a mass ofgreaso

and wool mid-way down the rib; while he will

clip at a show from ten to fifteen pounds of wool,

of the quality of hemp. This class of sheep is the

parent of sholts; his progeny will pay nothing to

the breeder, feeder, or butcher, compared with the

truly bred Cheviot sheep.

Upon which then Ihese three questions arise

—

Where is this truly bred Cheviot sheep to be foundl

How chosen? And how shall his blood be

best infused into the flock? These are questions

which the reporter will answer with diffidence,

being conscious that many breeders are much
more c.npable Ihan himself to answer them satis-

factorily. Still the Soiiely having done him the

honor to call for his report, he will send his opinion

and his practice together, and will feel too happy
to have them nmendetl m any particular.

1.—The breed of Cheviot sheep from which he

has chosen, and would again choose his stock

(were ihai to do), feed on the Scotch side of the

Cheviot hills, and along the tract of high and stony

moorland liirms which stretches out betwixt that

mountain ranurc and the source of the Teviol : on
the English side there has been, generally speak-

injr, too much of Dishley blood applied, to have
left in the aniinal the thrift, courage, and consti-

tution necessary for the wastes of the county of
Sutherland. West of the Teviot, again, it is

within the memory of man since the stock was
crossed in, from the ovls aries rustica, or black-

faced sheep—a cross, of which the first is the best,

as is the case in all crosses betwixt animals so en-
tirely different from each other.

The spirited farmers ofthe western district have,
for many years, been importers of tups from the

east border; and the circumstance has not, per-

haps, in every case, been favorable to the flock

fi-om which the imporintiori was made. When
this trade began, the west-country breeders fancied

sheep with very fine bare heads, flat clean bones,
and a short fine fleece, to counteract, as quickly as
possible, the opposite qualities of their own flocks.

In order to suit the market, the tup-breeders pre-

served only the finest of their young store. But
the west border genilemen had not gone through
many gener;ifions, when they found that thecrosa
had been too quick: a reaction followed, and, to

the surprise of the tup-sellers, the top was turned
to the bottom, the bottom to the top ofthe fair, and
nothing could be sold but tups of coarse quality,

,

The tup-breeders turned with the tide—a few to
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uii extreme degree; tUciny slopped aliort at ihi'

certos denique fines, where ;l;ooi1 indiingemeiit

eiidij : and, certaitjiy, the iighl sujH, and the must
beautil'ul specimens ul well-bred Cheviots, are only

to be Ibund in iliis quarter.

II.—As to the choice of a tup. Alier Mr.
George Culley's description, which is in the liands

ot every breeder*, it would be presumjjtuous in the

writer of this report to say more on that subject

than respectCully lo point out the shades of ditl'er-

ence betwixt Mr. Culley's picture and ihe(iuali!y

thought to be suitable to tlie county ol'Suiiierland.

1st. His head ought not to be so very thie and
small, but the nose should be lull and aquiline

from the tip (where the orifice is jet black) lo the
Ibreliead. The brow should be inclined to be long
and narrow, covered with short, wiiitef, Hal-

growing, swirling Jiair. This cover ought to be-

gin at the tip and extend over the whole head to

the back of the crown, close behind the ear, where
it is cut oti'at once by the circle ol'clean, soft, thick-

BBt, and rather boardy wool, which terminates the

fleece.

2d. The junction of the neck lo the head must
not be so very fine, nor the t0|) of the shoulder too

broad, but a rapid increase of strength from the

top of the neck to the withers or junction of the

shoulders ; ihe top of the shoulder ought lo be to

the touch, as if the flesh on the chin overtopped the

shoulder. This flesh or layer should be deep in

quality and well covered with close-set wool, to

cover the back broadly and efli-ciually to the
cleaving on the tail head, where the spme term-
inates in a broad tail, set on so low that the eye,

in returnin^^ along the back, iancies there is a
gradual rise from the tail to the neck, and a little

swell on the loin.

3d. The skin ought to be by no means thin,

and the wool should be thickly planted on it, fine,

soft, slightly inclined to be boardy, hanging toge-

ther in regular staples from root to surface, elastic

to the gripe, and covering the belly, and also the

quarters as tar as the mutton extends ; al the

* Mr. Culley's description of the ram:—'His head
should be fine and small, his nostrils wide and expand-
ed his eyea prominent and rather bold or during, ears

thin, his collar full from the breast and shoulders, but
tapering gradually all the way to where the head and
neck join, which should be very fine and graceful, be-

ing perfectly free from any coarse leather hanging
down; the shoulders broad and full, which must, at

the same time, join so easy to the collar forward and
chin backward as to leave not the least hollow in

either place ; the mutton upon his arm or Ibiethigh

must come quite to the knee ; his legs upright, with a

clean, fine bone, being equally clear from superfluous

skin and coarse hairy wool fi-om the knee and hou^h
downward; the breast broad and well formed which
which will keep his forelegs at a proper wideness ; his

girth, or chest, full and deep, and instead of a hollow

behind the shoulders, that part, by some called the Ibrc-

flank, should be quite full ; the back and loins broad,

flat, and strait from the waist; the ribs must rise with

a fine circular arch; his belly strai,'!;ht; the quarters

long and full, with the mutton quite down to the hough,

which should neither stand in nor out ; his twist deep,

wide, and full, which, with the broad breast, will keep
his four legs open and upright ; the whole body cov-

ered with a thin felt, and that with fine, bright, sort

wool.— Cullcy on Live Stock, p. 103 and 104.

t Many very excellent Cheviot sheep have a gray
color on the nose, which gets darker near the tip.

Others have a slight tinge ol Ifetnon color on the face.

I termination of which it is cut off at once by the
clean while hair that covers the legs.

The whole animal exhibiiing greater strenfrth,

daring, and agility, than Mr. Culley's descripTion
brings before the mind.

III. In breeding tups, the general practice in
the highlands, alier selecting the tups thought to
be the best, is to shed oH' from each hirsel of ewea
a certain number of what are considered the
"truest," and most perfectly formed ; to put one
tup to each lot so shed oH, and set apart; to bid
the shepherd tend this lot during the " riding"
season fceparate from the rest of the flock, and
from the produce to select tup lambs. It many
years ago occurred to the writer, that in this me-
thod there were many delects : first, the separation
intended was not effectually maintained—during
the long moonlight nights of November and De-
cember the ewes got back to their accustomed
haiff, and the tups mingled in the flock;—secondly,
it caused a great additional disturbance to the flock,

both atridmgiime, and at the subsequent lambing,
cutting, clipping, and speaning, to say nothing of
the loss occasioned by the fox, eagle, cat, martin,
raven, &c., all of which could be more cheaply fed,

in some other way than on tup lambs;—thirdly,

in the course of his observation it occurred to him
that a great proportion of the ewes so set apart in
the sever'al hirsels lormed no proper cross to the
tup employed in that particular hirsel, but possess-
ed a tendency to the same delt>cts, and lo tliesame
perfections possibly wiih the tups; consequently,
the delects on both sides were aiiijravated, and
the very perliections, by increasing to excess, be-
came delects;—and, lastly, as all breeders know that
animals in very many cases, and especially where
crossing has taken place, breed back not to the
immediate parents, hut possibly to the great-great-
grand-dam or sire ; it must follow that, without a
particular genealogy of tup and ewe, the object
intended to be eflected by any particular union
will often turn out contrary to the wishes and ex-
pectations of the master. It was resolved to make
a careful selection from the elile ot" particular fa-

milies in his own flock ; to purchase, at whatever
expense, a few of the elite of certain ancient and
well-bred flocks in the east border; to form them
into one "selected hirsel" for the breeding of tups;

to place them under his own immediate notice, to
suidy the particular tendency of each family to-

wards a deficiency or excess in each particular
" point ?" by judicious crosses betwixt the various
families to produce stock more perfect than either
dam or sire ; and through this stock to infuse the
best border blood into his flocks. The experiment
wrought like a charm, and in a few years it lilted

up the reporter's stock to a new position, both at
the tup shows, and, what is more lo the purpose,
in the market where the stock and wool are annu-
ally sold.

The most choice lots of the county of Suther-
land wool and sheep are generally sold in the
" great annual market," held at Inverness, in the
second week of July. At this market farmers
assemble from all pans of ihe highlands ; they
are met by wool-staplers and sheep-buyers from
the south of Scotland and from Yorkshire, and
iransactions to a very great amount take place
without show of stock or sample, resting entirely

on the character held in the market by the owner
and his goods ; and it is very seldom that one
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hears of a disappoinlmenl occurring Id buyer or

peller. The market is aJveriiseil lo tai^e place on

Tliursday, and ihe buciiness ceriainiy nnulit l)e

despulclied in one day; but genllcnien who find

themselves removed lor a lime from resiliences

which, ihonoli comlijrlable and beauiilbl, are jet

solitary, when CGn<,negaled with the brethren o!'

their proiession, under agreeable circumstances,

can seldom be induced lo st^parale before the con-

clusion of Ihe week. Tiie weekly sieemers be-

nvixl Inverness and the Forlh and Clyde, and the

daily coaches beiwixt the same city, EdinDur<^h,

Aberdeen, and Glustrow, afibrd such liicilities,

that an Enclish liirmer, by embarking at Yar-

mouth or Sunderland on the cast coas", or at L\-

verpoolonthe west, mifj;ht attend this market at the

expense ofone fortnight's absence Irom his home.

j^ccounts.—The farm accounts are kept in the

most simple Ibrni possible, by journal and ledger,

checked by double entry, vouched by the steward's

reporis and other documents, and abbreviateil by

five waste-books. The wasle-books, consisting

of a corn-book, cash-book, sheep-book, lime bill-

book, and memorandum of statements with work-

people, are carried on from week to week through-

out the year, and at lis termination the whole

posted from these through the journal inio the

ledger, which is shut by a balance account on the

1st January yearly. Farmer's books are not such
agreeable companions now, as ihey were belbre

the. bfitlle of Waterloo; nevertheless, a wise man
will keep ihem correctly, and balance ihem punc-
tually ; recollecting that it is in the roui, not the

fight, that the carnage lakes place, and that that

parly is safest which shows the most correct front

to the enemy. When a farmer's accounts betray

coniusion or slolh, his servants become indiderenl

to their duty ; faithful servants (juil, worse men
take their places, and pillage begins. A rogue
is shy to engage with a master who pays punctu-
ally and liberally, with a prolessed inlenlion liiar-

le^sly to send a thiel" to justice. He wails for a
place of a contrary description, and there he
exercises his vocation.

Capital.—According to the best o[)inion which
the reporter can form, the capital necessary to en-
able a farmer to carry on business in Sutherland
may be stated at about lour pounds, to lour pounds
ten shillings per tillage acre, and twenty shillings

lor each sheep. A Scotch farmer, however, under
a decent landlord, may venture farther than
would be safe in other circumstances, in conse-
quence of the landlord's right of liypothec, or pre-
lerence established by Scoich law over the whole
produce of the farm in security of his rent. This
right of prelerence exists, tacitly, over each crop
for the rent of that crop, and over all stock until

three months alter the last conventional term of
payment. Suppose a tenant's rent pavable, by
equal portions, at Martinmas 1829, ami Whitsun-
tide 1830, (or crop and year 1829. At Martinmas,
markets for corn, and, at Whitsuntide, markets
for stock, are ruinously bad, in consequence of the
glut caused at these seasons by the distress of the
English larmer. The Scotch landlord knowing the
perfect nature of his security scruples not, in such
ciicumslances, to give his tenant v/haiever indul-
gence is necessary for the ftiir conversion of his
produce into money. The difliirence of five, ten,
fifteen, or twenty per cent, on the gross sales of his
larm ia an important oae. Neither is such an ex-

ercise ol" the landlord's right attended by any bad
consequ,"nces to society ; diminishing, in the first

place, the glut oi'maikels at term time, it slackens

at another seasun the grijie of the lorestaller, and
softens the monojioly which he vvoidd ctfiervvisa

be possessed ol ; secondly, the dealer who buys
farm produce, knownig peilt'ctly \\\k! public law of
ihe land, leels himself at hberiy, belbre settling

with the tonuni, to say, " I presume your rent id

paid?" The answer li"om the most necessitous

man is, "Indeed, sir, it is not, but here is a letter

Irom my landlord or his agent, lo say that you
may pay nie 50/. on account, and (or the balance,

he and 1 will grant a receipt in full." I>3' a judi-

cious exercise of this right of h\ poihec during ihe

late diliicull ytMrs, thousands of Scotch (armers
have been saved from ruin ; and men are now
prosperously conducting the operations of a farm
who, in other circumstances, must have sunk un-
der the (iressure of ihose times which iiave over-

whelmed so many of their brethren in the south.

Those who disapprove of the right of hypothec
say, "Let the tenant find personal security to the

landlord, if he cannot pay on term day; or let the

landlord at once take an execution lor his rent."

But it is eubmiiled that it would not be wise to

reconmiend the subsiituiion of an execution for

the existeiice of the landlord's tacit right of hypo-
thec ; and with respect to security, where is he to

find ii, but among persons in circumstances simi-

lar to his own, lo whom and with whose friends

he miiHt join in obligations of the same nature 1

In the extent and uncertainty of his engagements
his head turns, he plunges into one or more of the

fatal circles which liom three months to three

months revolve round the banker's coiinting-house;

and after iiicreaj^ing lo the best of his ability, the

revenue derived Irom the " Excise," and thereby

proving the " prosperity" of the country, down he
comes.

Poor.—Another instance of Scotch feeling the

reporter will notice, as it exist among a diflerent

class— the cotter or agricultural laborer—that is,

with respect to poor-rates. The English, the
bravest and most generous people in the world,

have established them ; and yet it is not said that

they are any where so established, unattended by a
considerable degree of improvidence and dissipa-

tion among the parties in belialfol' whom the pro-

vision is made.
On the demesnes of which these farms are a

portion, with a more dense population than ever
existed there at any Ibrmer period of lime*, there

are no tithes, no poor-rates, and—no drunkards, or

beggers
;
positively levy or none, besides the Irish,

and the lew squalid, ruined men liom the south,

who wander occasionally in'.o the country. Nay,
one meets with few f)easants' sons, of this district,

who have nol, liom such slender wages as ihia

report speaks to, been taught to read, write, and,
perhaps, to cast up an account. ' If a tolerable

proficient, away he goes to "seek his (brtune ;"

and the proverb says, "it is a bare moor but he
will find a cowe t upon it." Go where he may,
his heart is with his father's house ; and if he
succeeds in li(e, which he generally does to a cer-

tain extent, the "inmates'' there are Ihe better lor

it. The first feeling of a Scotch peasant is affec-

•Vide census, 1811, 1821, 1831.

,t Cowe, a bit of heather.
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lion for his kindred ; llie second is liis sense of

their mutual bul sole de|)endence, under Provi-

dence, on industry and llirilt, to siive them lioni

the sli;inie orbeiiirary. The parent wrestles hard

to push Ibrward some part of liis liiniily hy dial ol'

educaiion : tlie cliiki, unknown to any.

'deposits his sair won penny fee,

To help his parents dear, shoidd ihey in hardship be.'

By reciprocal ijood oiiices, hy joint industry,

pohriely, and produce, they get on wonderliilly.

In sickness tliey apply at the nearest liouse where
any medicine orcomlbrt is likely to be ohtained lor

their liiend in distress; they seem to expect 'l as

a debt, or rather a loan, due from one Christian

to another: hut I'or the least drop of honey, jelly,

wine, or even vinegar obtained there is a visit liom

the patient, as soon as he can crawl abroad, with

a thousand thanks, and a fowl, some eggs, or the

like ; which how to reliise or to pay I'or without

oflence it requires some tact to discover.

On entering the habitaiion of the cotter, his fare

is found to be very simple. In summer, oatmeal

porridge witli milk Icr breakfast, potatoes for

dinner, and bread and milk or something similar

for supper. In winter, porrid^re, with [)erhaps a

little bit of butler or some treacle, to breaklasi

;

potatoes mashed, cut into slices, and done on the

gridiron, and eaten with a very liitle fish, pork, or

a bit of cheese to dinner, and gruel with a few
potatoes ar a bit of oaten or barley bread to supper.

His abstinence is nearly complete from tea, cotiee,

sugar, candles, soap, ale, parliament whisky, *

and every taxed commodity, except tobacco; and
the nature of the climate has rendered it one of the

necessaries of his lile.

To a greater share of the comforts ol" life, the

agricultural working man and his family may,
doubtless, be admitted, and are so daily ; but pru-

dence and care and moral conduct continue, and it

is hoped will long continue, to characterize this

eimpie, industrious, and virtuous class of men.
Patrick Sellar.

Morvich, 6lh January, 1S31.

A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARA-
TUS FOR CARRYING INTO EFFECT THE
FORCING SYSTEM OF VENTILATING CO-
COONERIES, INVENTED BY d'aRCET.

[Several years have passed since we met with

some general notices, in a French periodical, of M.
D'Arcet's plan of ventilation for cocooneries, and

of its admiiable success in the practice of JVl.

Camille Beauvais, in the very unfavorable climate

of the vicinity of Paris. One of these articles was
published in a former volume of the Farmers' Re-

gister. But still nothing was stated of particulars.

We attempted to procure the full plan, as first

published, Iro.ai France ; but, hke many other

Buch efforts, in vain. At last, it has been obtained

for, and published in, the ' Silk Grower,' and we
hasten to lay the article before our readers. The
Buccessful and interesting results of the earliest

• Within these few years, illicit distillation has al-
most entirely disappeared, and the character of those
that dealt in it has proportionally improved.

experiment on this plan (though very imperfectly

executed,) by Messrs. Cheneys, were published

in I ur No. 12, of the last volume.

Highly as we estimate the value of this "arti-

ficial systeu)," which sul'jects, almost entirely, the

weather and atmosphere to the control of man,
and though we believe it will be found to be the

cheaper and better mode in regular cstablishmenta

on a great scale of operations, yet we by no nieana

recommend it for any other. The natural tem-

perature and ordinary seasons of Virginia are su(^

ficiently good for a high degree of success and
profit in silk-culture ; and in feeding-rooms of mo-
derate size, where sufficient space and change of

air are secured, nothing more than the natural air

and temperature is essential, though doubtless a

little fire in cool and damp spells would be eco-

nomical, as well as very beneficial to the vigor of

the worms. But though no expensive fixtures or

scientific processes and rules are necessary for suc-

cess, and still less for beginners, it will not be less

interesting to know what art and science have

done, and can do, in overcoming every natural de-

fect o!' climate, and source of disease and loss la

the feeding insects.

—

Ed. F. R,]

From the Aniericaa Silk Grower.

[The system of rearing silk-worms, recently
matured in France by Beauvais and D'Arcei,
shows the devices to which the climate of that
country makes it necessary to resort in order to

insure success. In publishing the description of
it, we think it proper to state that we do not, by
any means, consider the whole of the arrange-
ments described, required in our superior climate,
A perusal of" the details may, however, afford
some valuable suggestions to those possessing co-
cooneries or intending to erect them. Silk-worms
undoubtedly succeed best when kept at a unilbrm
and pretty high temperature, say about 74° Fah-
renheit, and times occur, even in our climate, when
the natural heat of the atmosphere, especially of
mornings and evenings, falls lower than is desira-
ble. Under these circumstances it is very advan-
tageous to have some convenient mode ol" diffus-

ing heat through the cocoonery, lor which purpose
a furnace and air-chamber may be established in
the basement or cellar beneath, either directly in
the middle, or at one side or end with flues con-
ducted under the floor, in which apertures may be
made at suitable disiances to let the warm air into
the apartment. This may be ettecled without re-
course 10 that multitude of holes recommended by
D'Arcef, the sizes ol" which are regulaied upon
mathematical principles. In an apartment 25 or
30 lijet long, eight or ten holes, of moderate size,

may suffice. Instead of holes and flues above to

lead ofl" the air into a chimney, we would allow
the warm air to rise, as it naturally will, into the
garret, and then escape ilirough apertures or ven-
tilators in the roof We prefer cocooneries one
story high.

—

Ed. yJm. Silk Groxoer.']

The great profits afforded by the silk culture in

the southern provinces of France as we'l as in,

other places, had led to repeated attempts to intitr*
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(luce this branch of agricullure into the northern

anil cenlriil departmenis. These trials weie con-

tinued iljfough a long succession of years, but ge-

nerally proved unsuccesslLil. Recently, however,

Caniiile Beauvais, either liom possessing more

perseverance than his predecessors, or being more

capable ol' Ibrming a just appreciation of the mflu-

ences ofclimate, has succeeded in establishing the

culture of the mulberry and the rearing ol' silk-

worms in the vicinity of Paris. The important

improvements introduced {-.y him have povyerlully

contributed to the success oi' this branch of indus-

try, and are therelbre well worth the attention of

those interested in the silk culture.

To remedy the delticts of climate upon silk-

worms, protect them liom the ordinary sudden

vicissitudes of weather, and place them under at-

mospheric conditions most favorable to their health

and developement, were the first objects of his

researches. In pursuit of these ends he applied

to Claude Dumoni, who furnished him with the

means ol' regulating the entrance and esi-.ape of

air into the cocoonery. Peclat soon afterwards

su'Tgested modifications which were of great ad-

vantage, and, finally, he had the happiness to find

a new'^assistant in D'Arcet, who, applying science

to observation, succeeded in maturing a complete

plan of a salubrious cocoonery, by means of which

the proper degrees of ventilation, temperature and

moisture, necessary to insure successful rearing

can always be obtained.

The magnanery, or cocoonery, described by

D'Arcet, in which this ingenious system is carried

into eHect, is at Villemonble near Paris, and was

erected by the government architect, Destailleurs,

for De Grimaudet. It has two wings, both uni-

form, and each about 150 liset long by 50 wide.

The lower or basement story is appropriated as u

filature or reeling apartment, and place lor drying
leaves. It has pillars along the centre lor the sup-
port of the floor above ; at one end of tiiis apart-
ment, and through its whole width, a portion is

cut oli(see fig. 3) serving as a chamber lor warm
or cool air, and from this the ventilation of the
whole cocoonery is tll'ected. The air chamber is

supplied with a furnace (4) the flue of which ter-

minates in the main chimney (21.)
It is in this portion of the basement that the

heating and cooling, together with the general
means of ventilation are elfected. The remainder
of the story (M) is appropriated to the drying of
leaves when these have been gathered in a moist
state, and for reeling cocoons according to the me-
thod of Gensoul, after the completion of the feeding.

The apartment (O) immediately above the
basement is devoted exclusively to the rearing of
worms. It has four flues, or conductors, made of
wood running under the floor lengthwise, (the
commencement of which are seen at plates 1, 2,

fig. 14.) Through these the air, after being pro-
perly warmed or cooled, in the air chamber, (3) is

conducted into the cocoonery. Above these flues

are placed the hurdles (8.) The apertures (15)
through which the air passes into the cocoonery
are of unequal size, each flue has sixty, of which
the first that receives the air is only about an inch
sq'jare, the size of the others increasing in arith-

metical proportion as they recede from the air-

chamber. The sum of the superficies of the sixty
holes, amounts to 0,198 of a square metre, (the
square metre being equal to 1,196 square yards.)
The vitiated air of the cocoonery is drawn off

by means of lour flues (plate 2, figs. 20) placed
above, with apertures (19) opening into them. In
Ibrm and arrangement these flues and apertures
correspond with those below lor introducing the air.

PLATE I.-END VIEW.
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PLATE II.—SIDE VIEW.

The upper flues are made to unite into one box,

previous to entering liie main chimney (21,) tiiis

box is furnished with a ventilating wheel, (tarare)

(22) and its size, as well as that of its opening
into the chimney (23,) is five times greater than
that of either of the flues.

The air from the cocoonery may be conducted
at pleasure either immediately into the main chim-
ney (21) or by way of the ventilating wheel into

the garret. By closing the register (23) and thus
cutting otf the direct communication with the

chimney, the ventilating wheel is made to draw the
air frona the cocoonery and force it outside through

aperiures in the garret with greater or less rapidity.

The size of the main ventilating chimney (21)
should be equal to double the capacity of the lour

flue?. Ventilating flues may, if nece.=sary, be con-

structed upon economical principles, the cracks in

the wood being closed by means of coarse paper

or cloth coated with glue, fn constructing a new
cocoonery, the flues may be advantageously es-

tablished in the space between the floor and ceiling.

At the bottom of the main chimney there is a

furnace (fournmu (Tappel) (25) specially appro-

priated to the purjiose of creating and increas-

ing the draught. The pi['e (5) from this is
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conducted into one leading from the furnace con-

Etrucied lor healing the air-chamber, the draught

lurnace at the boiiom ot the chimney, and ven-

tilating wheel above, both operate to the same

tnd, namely, that ofaivvays producing the proper

flegree of ventilation in the cocoonery. In cases

v\ here the external air is too warm ami it becomes

recessary to cool it down by means of ice, or

oiherwise, belbre introducing itinio ihe apartment

containing the silU-worms, the ventilating wheel

may be brought into action.

In his general considerations upon the adoption

of this plan lor artificial veniilaiion in cocoont-ries,

JD'Arcet observes;— If there be an established

principle in Hygiene, it is above all others that

which makes the breathing of li-esh air necessary

for the preservation of good health in animals ol

every description. Intelligent persons are unani-

mous in their opinion upon this point. The sub-

ject therelore needs no farther discussion in regard

to the main principle, and its applicability to co-

cooneries. The only remaining question is as to

the choice of means best calculated to efiecl the

proper ventilation in such establishments.

Upon reading what has been published upon the

Bubject of rearing silk- worms in China, we find that

Irom the earliest periods the Chinese have recog-

nised the necessity of preserving the irrcalest pu-

rity in the air of their cocooneries. We are, how-
ever, obliged to acknowledge that the means they

adopted for this purpose were very imperlect. To
renew the air of a cocoonery by opening to a greater

orless extent its windows and doors, shows the

infancy of the art. JtR efl'ects are to renew the air

unequally ; to produce sudden changes of tem-

perature with irregular currents, annoying to the

worms nearest the openings, and insufficient lor

those situated lirirthest liom the doors and windows
as well as in the corners of the apartment.

The deficiency of scientific knowledge in China,

its immense population and the low price of labor

in the country, are circumstances which atl'ord an

explanation of the imperfeciion which exists in the

means employed for the ventilation of cocooneries,

and the success of their rearing. Eut this success

is only to be attained at the expense of time and
attention. In France we may and we should do
better.

Whilst engaged in applying means (or the re-

storation of health to cocooneries that had been

long in use, I ascertained how very rapidly the air

became vitiated in those apartments where a large

quantity of ammonia Harmed and accumulated. 1

tfierefore saw the great necessity of contriving the

means by which a regular and active ventilation

might be eli'ected, and the air constantly maintain-

ed in a healthy condition. The system of ventila-

tion which I have described in my memoir upon
healthy cocooneries, has appeareil to me the most
convenient for adofition, because it spreads the

current of air through the apartment evenly and
slowly ; it is at the same lime simple and economi-
cal, easy of application, admitting ol" every de-

gree of (juickness in the current of air, and, when
necessary, of an instantaneous check. Tlie |)lan

has been in use lor three years, and has perlectly

answered my expectations. The extensive cor-

respondence which 1 have kept up in relation to

ihe subject has afl'orded the most positive evi-

dences, that the system, even when imperlijctly ap-

plied, ban been productive oft he most happy results.

Some persons have thought that the plan of ar-

tificial or forced ventilation, such as I have de-

scribed, must be attended with injurious effects

upon the health of silk- worms in consequence of its

too great violence. But this charge is wholly
contradicted l»y the expedience of three years, du-
ring which time, in all that has been said and
written upon the subject, not one objection has
been made against the too great rapidity of the

current of air in the salubrious cocooneries erected

according to my [dan. On the contrary, I have
been questioned, especially by the silk culturists of
the south, upon the propriety of increasing the
l)ovverol the ventilating apparatus, a thing most
readily accomplished wheievprit maybe required;

fcinee it is only necessary to raise the height ol'the

main chimney, increase the size and velocity of
the ventilating wheel, and employ the means of
veniilaiion with more or less force, according to

the atmos()hcnc conditions which may exis'.

The loicing systen) of ventilation ap|)lied to co-
cooneries has lor its principal object the withdrawal
ol' vitiaied air Irom apartments, and the gradual
substitution of pure air. But its advantages are

not limited to preserving the health of the silk-

worms and persons employed in the cocoonery.

It is recognized as a piinciple, the truth of which
has been confirmed by actual experience, that it i?

easier to raise than to cool dowiiihe temperature of

the ventilating current. In some situations and
under certain circumstances, it is necessary lo re-

duce the temperature of the air, in order to effect

the most proper ventilation in cocooneries, and
obtain the greatest possible product from the rear-

ing. Now the Ibregoing system of \eniilation

otjers the most convenient means of efieciing this

object, in the following manner.
When the ventilating current introduced into an

apariment is not saturated with watery vapor, it is

evident that its temperature will be lowered by
coming into contact with wet or moist bodies.

When, therefore, it becomes necessary to cool

down the temperature of the air, and when this

mitsl be done without the use of ice, it may be

conveniently effected by sprinkling water in the air

chamber, and upon the floor of the cocoonery, or

by suspending in this wet cloths. I will not lar-

tfier dwell upon the employment of these means
of which 1 have said so much in my memoir.
But 1 will observe that silk-worms transpiring

freely, and, together with the fresh leaves, being
exposed on all sides to a current air, must neces-

sarily have their temperature reduced below that

of the surrounding air, a proper regulation of
which cannot help being advantageous under the

circumstances relerred to. As to those persons
employed in Ilie cocoonery, and whose natural

temperature is fixed above that of the air, the cur-

rent refreshes them in the same manner that it

does out of doors, on v/hich account it will be
equally beneficial to them as to the silk-worms.

An application of these observations will tend

greatly to establish the correctness of the preced-

ing remarks.
Supposing that we had to superintend a rearing

in the south of France, and that the air was to get
into the calm and sultry condition which they term
in tliose countries tovffe. In this case if" the

cocoonery was not well ventilated there would be

no means of checking the progress of infection and
preventing the death ol" the silk-worms in tlie
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apartment. If, on the contrary, the rearing wae
carried on in a cocoonery io which the pysiem ol

artificial ventilation was properly adapted, ihe

evils might he readily remedied in the following

manner:
According to the observations of H. Bourdon,

the air which has become toiiffe, has a high tem-
perature, is stagnant and almost saturated with
moisture. To restore the air to a healthy condi-

tion it is necessary either to remove a portion ol'the

watery vapor which it contains, by lowering the

temperature and producing a current, or otherwise
by raising the temperature of the apartment n

little higher and giving the necessary activity to

the ventilation.

In preparing my memoir upon healthy cocoon-
eries I had introduced a chupler describitig the

means adopted to give the current of air at all

times the proper degree oi'moisture. 13ut the fear

ofcomplicating the apparatus iieyond what was
•essentially necessary, induced me to suppress iliis

chapter, [n the heahhy cocooneries at present

established, there are, therefore, no contrivances

introduced lor directly removing any excess ol'

moisture from the circulating air. On the other

hand, as neither the use of ice or the evaporation
of water has been generally adopted, the means
iel't for reducing the temperature of the current of

air, are extremely inefficient. Under existing cir-

cumstances, it is therefore necessary, in order to

guard against the sad effects of the tovffe, to a-

bandon the means first poiiited out, and have
recourse to those above described. Conformalily
to this, the temperature of the ventilating current

must be raised some degrees to render it capal)le

of evaporating an ad<liiicnal quantity of water
and to increase the ventilalien, to avoid the acru-

mulation of vitiated air, as well as to revive the

silk-worms and the leaves upon which they rest.

By operating in this way, the desired objects, may
probably be attained, and the inconvenience avoid-

ed of being obliged to multiply the number of

feedings in proportion to the increased temperature
given to the ventilating current, in order to obviate

the disastrous effects of the tovffe. As to the per-

sons employed in the cocoonery, it is evident that

ihey would experience less inconvenience from
warm air circulating in a brisk current, than they
would from the tuiiffe out of doors, where the air,

though not quite so warm would be stagnant and
saturated with watery vapor.

By way of recapitulation, I will observe, that

eomparatively lew of the advantages to be derived

from the means recommended lor the establish,-

ment of healthy cocooneries, have as yet been at-

tained.

The means of cooling the ventilating current

have been either neglected, or very imperfect I3'

employed. The apparatus capable of carrying on
the forcing system of ventilation in the north ol

France, has, in the south, proved insufJicipnt for

the purpose. The power of the apparatus must,

therefore, be increased in warm countries, and, as

has been already remarked, nothing is easier than
to do this.

No direct means have as yet been used to di-

minish the quantityof watery vapor contained in

the air when this becomes saturated. But every
ihing is ready to effect this object, if longer expe-
rience should show it to be indispensably necessary.
As to the plan of raising the heat of the too

Vol.. VIII-11

humid air, for the purpose of rendering it more
salubrious by rendering it capable of taking up a
Iresli quantity oi'moisture, it also can scarcely be
said to have had a lair trial.

Not withstanding all these difficulties, inseparable
from the adoption of a new process, in so many
places and under such difi'erent circumstances, the
very advantageous result obtained in well con-
structed healthy cocooneries, have given them a

start and a progress which there is no danger of
seeing arrested.

[The following additional remarks of JM. D'Ar-

cet are taken from the same publication.]

Since the publication of my first m.emoir upon
the construction of healthy cocooneries, I liave

been charged with proposing the employment of
plans too complex and expensive. 1 can readily

believe that the afiparatus which I have described
will not be generally adopted without some oppo-
sition, and that to the objections already raised

others will be added. But the success obtained in

1835, in Camille Beauvais"' cocoonery, and the

conviction that an old manufacturer, like myseltj

would propose no new process, which, when laitli-

fully tried, would not be fcaind both practicable and
convenient, encourages me to look for ultimate

success. Besides, when we consider that the taste

lor agriculture is spreading among the wealthy
classes, that large f-apilals are already devoted to

thedevelopemetit of every branch of rural industry,

and that the sciences are put in requisition to favor

this happy impulse, are we not warranted in be-

lieving tliat the time has arrived when we can and
should make every effort to raise the silk culture

above that state ol infancy in which it has been left

since its introduction into Europe? I may observe
that liie object under consideration is not mereh'
the production, at considerable expense, of an arti-

cle of merchandise, commanding a low price, and
that in this respect the case is entirely difiierent

from what we observe in most branches of produc-
tive industry. A well arranged cocoonery costs

but little more than one of the kind ui^ually put up.

More att.ention is certainlj' required for its arrange-

ment ; but at the present day, when the march of
improvement has made such rapid strides, this

difficulty could only exist among those who had
not kept up with the spirit of the age. As to the
increase in the expenses of daily attendance dur-

ing the rearing, can any one seriously raise this as

an objection, who takes into consideration the

great increase of the product both as to quantity
and value 1 A negative answer will certainly be
given when it is considered that the cocooneries of
Europe, as ordinarily constructed and managed,
yield on an average only fifty pounds of cocoons
for each ounce of eggs, and that in an establish-

ment well constructed and managed, the product

shoukl be at least threelbid ; that the average price

ol the reeled silk is 60 francs per kilogramme;

—

(about six dollars per pound,) and lastly, that

France has now to import annuall}' more than 40
millions of francs' worth of silk, which she might
easily raise, and the surplus, if any, command a

ready market in England, Russia, and the whole
of I he north of Europe, where the demand lor silk

stuffs is greatly increasing without the powerof
raising the raw material. These important con-

siderations will, I trust, put an end to the charges
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which have been brought against me, and I hope

that the large proprieiore will look upon the culture

of silk as Eirictly connected with the manulactur-

ing interests ; that ihey will devote lo it their

capital and attention, and uniting in their efloris

finally succeed in disengaging (iiia branch ofagri-

cullural industry Irom the swaddlingclotlis, in

which it has so long been invested, and placinsr ii

upon the same high footing recently attained by

the manufactnresi of soda, beet sugar, acids, and

many other article?, the production ol which che-

mistry has BO rapidly brought lo a degree of per-

fection, that, half a century ago, would have been

regarded as chimerical.

JCXPENSES AND PROCKEDS OF CKOFS.

I'rom the r'armers' Cabinet.

In my former communication I gave a concise

account of the principal crops of the larm. I will

now proceed to do the pume with some of the

minor ones, or such as do not enter into the regu-

lar rotation : and commence with

—

Broomcorn.— 1 acre gravelly loam. Ploughed

May 10th, then rolled and well harrowed, struck

out the rows quite shallow, about lour feet apart

—

put in four quarts seed with a drill, and ran over it

with a light harrow to cover it well : Dressed it

with the cultivator on the 14th, and acain on the

IGih June; finished tending it on the 30lh,by throw-

ing a light furrow to the corn, and passing the

cultivator alter the plough once in a row—bent it

several times during August, to prevent the heads

from spreading and becoming ill shaped. Cut

the whisks and secured them in the barn in October,

afterwards cut the stalks and hauled them into the

yard as litter; if the corn haii been cut earlier, per-

haps these might been worth preserving as lijdder.

Broom Corn.

Dr.
To plough half a day,

To harrowing three times.

To drilling and seed, - - - -

To tending, - ... -

To gathering, - ....
To making into brooms, ...

n

two or three times—the pickers getting all that ap-
pear at each going over ; if careful, but few will be
missed in this way, and it is much more expedi-
tious than diggifjg them with hand rakes, ji re-

quired six bushels large seed potatoes, cut into

pieces of one eye each, some time beli)re planting,

to allow them to dry. They should have been
housed earlier in the season.

Potatoes.
Dr.
To hauling manure one day, - - S3 00
To twenty loads manure, at^l per load, 20 00
To i)Ioughing and planting, - - 3 00
'I'o six bushels seed, at 50 cts. a bushel, 3 00
To tending, 1 00
To jiathcring', 2 00

$32 00

Cr.
Bv fifty bushels potatoes, at 80 cents per
'bushel, - - - - - - ^40 00

Deduct expenses, - - - 32 00

Balance, S 8 00

$13 00

Jiuta bagcis.—One acre clay loam, in corn the

year previous. Hauled on twenty ox cart loads

of barn yard manure, spread it evenly, ploughed
it under, and harrowed the ground well about the

middle of June. Let it lay until the middle of
July, then threw it into ridges two lijet and a half

apart; put ten loads of compost in the trenches

and covered it by splitlinir the ridges, and throw-

insx a furrow on to it on each side, then rolled it and
diilled in three quarters of a pound of seed. Owing
to the dry weather they did not make their appear-
ance for more than three weeks after the seed was
deposited in the gmund. The tending ol" this

crop was not kept account of regularlj'.

Rata Bagas.
Db.
To twenty loads manure, at $1 per load

To ten loads compost.
To ploughing and harrowing one day.

To haulinar and spreading manure,
To putting in and seed, ...
To tending and pulling, say

i20 00
10 00
2 00
3 50
3 60
5 00

Cu.
J6y 16 dozen brooms, at 2*1,50 per dozen, $40 00

Deduct expenses, - - - 13 00

Balance, 27 00

Potatoes.—Three-fourths of an acre, gravelly

loam, in corn the year previous. Hauled on

twenty ox cart loads stable manure, and spread it

evenly
;
ploughed it in the 21st of May, dropping

the cuttings at a distance ol'nine inches apart, inio

every third furrow, then rolled the whole, har-

rowed them ten days after with the common har-

row ; ran the cultivator throush them on 16ih and
30th of June

;
gave them the last dressing with liie

plough on the 7th July. Gathered them the

first week of November. The niethad practised

was, to run a furrow directly along the row with

a plough, followed by the pickers, then pass the

.cultivator over it, and lastly, the comnton harrow

$44 00

Cr.
By 200 bushels Ruta Bagas, at 30 cts.

per bushel, $60 00
Deduct expenses, - - - 44 00

$16 00

Beets.—One-fourth of an acre sandy loam, in

corn the previous year. May the 18: h, hiuled
on four loads of barn yard manure,—spread it

eveidy and ploughed it under deeply and harrowed
the piece well; then threw it into twenty inch ridges

— put two loads of short well rotted manure in the

trenches, and ridged over it again, smoothed and
levelled the ridtres with a rake, and dibbled in the

seed by hand, five inrhes apart. Hoed them on
the 11th and 19ih of June ; on the 25th, immedi-
ately alter a rain, thinned them to ten inches apart,

fiihng up vacancies with plants taken from where
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they were loo ihick ; hoed them the last time on

llielSih Jiily. Pulled them early in November.
The rows were too contiifiious, a'lenipted once to

(h"ess the patch wiih the plough and cultivator,

hut jrave it up as poor business. Thirty incites

between the rows, would have allowed of their

beinfj dressed by horse, instead of manual power,

and I hen perhaps they would not have suffered as

they did, h'om want of the soil around them being

Uept open (o the influence of the atmosphere.

There were about thirty bushels of beets, the

tops were used through the growing season as food

for pigs.

GRANBBRRIESi

From the Cultivator.

These excellent berries are gathered in abun-
dance in the counties of Middlesex and Norfolk.

We believe they are more plenty here than in

any part of the conunonwealih. We can hardly

say they are cultivated, for they are the spontane-

ous growth of many of our poorest, wet meadows.
Siill we iiave no doubt tliey may be improved in

size and multiplied in quantity by giving them a

little attention.

In Concord, Lexington, Carlisle and other towns
in Middlesex, these berries are gathered by means
ol"a very simple and cheap rake, in which they are

held until emptied into the basket which is car-

ried for the purpose. And we have been told by
some of the trustees of the Middlesex Society, at

one of our meefings, that 60 bushels of cranberries

had been gathered by one man in a single day.

The vines of the cranberry are not injured by
raking, but are rather improved by tfie process, and
when they have been raked for several years in

succession, the cranberries may be gatliered with

greater ease than at first.

These meadows should f)e flowed during the

winter, and the water need not to be drawn off'

until May. The precise time for drawing it off

has not yet been settled, and we solicit communi-
cations on the subject.

The berry is a quite wholesome fruit and grateful

to the taste. And when apples are scarce the

price it commands in the market will well repay

tiie farmer lor a little attention to his cranberry

meadow. Indeed some farmers who are skilled in

the art of gathering think these nu-adowsthe most

profitable lands (hey possess.

ON THE CULTURE AND CONSUMPTION OF BfAW-
GEL WURZEL.

From the Edinburgli Farmers' Magazine.

I have lately seen a considerable diversity of

opinions as to the utility of raising the root called

mangel vvurzel, or what was some years ago
called the root of scarcity ; it js a coarse variety of

the beet root, well known to every gardener.

In order to ascertain its value as Ibod for cattle,

I raised, in the years 1790, 1791, and 17'J2, a con-

siderable quantity of it, which I found it very easy
to do, as it grows to a great bulk in all grounds
that are of a deep earth, although of indiflerent

texture or quality. I had also a (pjanlity of cab-

bages, of the large coarse Yorkshire sort, and
carrots, the sanve years, I found, by trying the

weight of each, upon a given quantit}' of square
yards, that the marigel wurzel weighed the most;
I then set about trying to leed one cow on it, one
on carrots, and one on cabbascs. 1 found the
two fed with the two last mentioned roots soon
took to fattening, and their improvement was every
day visible ; while the one li;d on the root of scar-

city, (as it was then called), made no progress.

I im|)uted this to her getting it in too large quan-
tities, and I then gave less. You will observe, I

allowed all the three cows to have just as much as
they could consume of each sort of food. I found,

in so doing, no bad eflfects from the carrots, nor
from the cabbages^ except when tfie cabbages
happened to be frosted ; in that case, if the animal
eat too much, it swelled, but was easily cured by
a small quantity of salt-water, blood warm, poured,

down its throat. But I found, by persisting in

feeding on with the mangel wurzel, the animal
took on no additional flesh, and rather inclined to

scour loo much ; I was then of>liged to desist

from my experiment. Having a considerable

quantity of the root, 1 next tried my milk cows
vviiii moderate quantities at a time, but did not

find it increase the quantity of milk, or improve'

the quality of the butler, like carrots or fresh cab-

bages, given in the same quantities. 1 then gavei

the remainder to my swine, and found them not

so fond of them as they are of potatoes. I of course

gave the raising of it up as an unprofitable con-

cern, and am indeed firmly of opinion, that w'here

a farmer can command manures to raise potatoes;

carrots, cabbages, and turnips in all their diflerent

varieties, he should never spend his time in raising

the beet root.

I am, sir, your most obedient servant,

Jas. Trott^rj
Newton, January 10, 1815'.

COTTON SEED.

From the Carolina Planter.

I promised to advert again to cotton seed, as a
manure. I have said it is the very l)est we have,

and 1 do not think there is a planter who will dis-

agree with me. It was formerly thought that it

was not suitable for cotton— I know planters now
who plant—erroneously I think—a double quan-
tity of seed, that a portion of it may serve for ma-
nure. I have manured cotton for eight crops with,

it, and found that it uniformly produced better re-

sults than any other manure. It does not last so

long, its efl'ects being scarcely visible after the se-

cond year, and sreatly diminished after the first.

I do not think either that is as easy to obtain and
keep a good stand on ground, manured with it—but

I h ive heard that objection made to all kinds of

maaare—and from my experience I would advise

that more seed shoiild be put on manured land iit

general. Cotton seed is valuable as a manure for

gardens, and there is something peculiar in its ef-

lects on strawberries, and is sometimes carried to

the north for tiie purpose of improving that de-

licious fruit. It is, however liable to an objection

in gardens. It undoubtedly produces worms, and

1 have sometimes thought ants.

There is great carelessness and loss in taking

care of cotton seed—most persons throw the seed,

they save for planting, into a bulk, where it heat*
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and epoils, and occcigioria a bad stand—while

ihat intended for nuuniro is picked out ol the jxin

house window and Icl't expo.sed to eiiii luid rain,

by means of whii-li, ninch of il)e bulk and more

of the oil and gas is iocit. For llie last few years

I have had a large room built at the side of n^y

gin house, under the window. The floor 1 had

rei^uiariy tongued and grooved, and made vvaier

tight, the sides wcalhur boarded, and tiie lop cov-

ered with plank aa securely as possible. Right

under tlie window, there is a hole in the top in

which the seed is thrown—some time in the month

of January, I have ihe top taken olf that the rain

may get lo the seed and destroy ihe germinaiing

principle—a better plan would be lo keep on the

to|), and a lew days before the manure is hauled

into the field, have one or more large holes made
in it, lo ihe boitom, and hll iheni wiih water. Or
it may be left a week or so in the field in small

piles. However ihis may be, by preserving the

seed from sun and rain as long as possible, more
is added or preserved to ihe amount of ihe manure
than any one would suppose. The bottom of my
floor when seed is removed, always appears satu-

rated with oil, and I have nodoubtoil would run from

the heap, if ihe floor had been made with a suita-

ble inclination.

This plan I would recommend for the adoption

of all who are desirous of increasing the quantity

and preserving the quality of their manure at the

smallest cosr. Some planters haul their seed into

the fields as soon as ginned, and pile it. on leaves

or slraw, and making a layer ol' leaves, and one
ofseed to the top. This is a good plan—attended,

however, wiih some additional labor, and the loss

of something in the quality of the manure. All

the virtue imparted Uy tb.e cotlon seed to the

leaves is preserved, but not better than in ihe seed

itself in the box, while much is necessarily lost by
evaporation. Bosides the leaves can scarcely be
made very available manure by this process in

due time— I have not, however, tried it. Other
planters haul their seed inl'i the cow and
stable yards, and make a sort of compost. The
quality of the compost ia grpatly improved, and
this manure is perhaps ihe richest in the world,
but the loss in quantity is immense and the trou-

ble considerable. Now ! go to save lime and la-

bor in all things, as much in making and apply-
ing manure, as in any thing else.

There are many opinions as to the method of
applying the seed as manure, and the quantity lo

be applied. My plan has been with cotton, to

run a furrow, fill it up and bed on it, and with corn
to drop the grain and throw a handful on it, and
do no more until the corn comes up through it. If

it produces worms the sun will kill Wiem— if

it produces noxious gasi's, destructive to vegetable
life, they evaporate, and if something is lost in

the strength of the manure much time is gained
in the method of application. It answers well.

1 know by experience. Some sow their seed
broad cast, plough them in and [ilant. I cannot
think this n good plan, though I have heard it

highly commended. For small grain, for which
nothing is so good as cotton seed— I know it does
well, for every grain then tias its manure—but be-
fore the corn or coltoa roots can well reach the
centre of the rows, manure so disposed must be
greately impaired. Some persons contend (hat
not less that a hundred bushels ofseed la the

acre will do any good—others that thirty bushels

are sufficient. The iruih lies between. 1 usually

apply a wairon load lighlly thrown on—proba-

bly about 70 bushels, un cotton ground, and on
corn perhaps not over fifty bushels. Any quan-
tity will do good, and ibr my own part I have
never thouglit \ had done harm by putting loo

much.
I intended when 1 began to have said some-

thing of the system oi' purchasing cotton seed for

manure, now adopted by many excellent planters,

but 1 have already made this article too long, and
most deler my rejiarks for the present.

Short Staple.

WONDERS OF CULTIVATION.

From tlie Carolina Planter.

There is scarcely a vegetable which we novi?

cultivate, that can be found to grow naturally.

Bulibn has stated that our wheat is a fictitious

production, raised lo its present condition by the

art of agriculture. Rye. rice, barley, or even
oals, are not to be found wild, that is to say grow-
ing natural in any pari of ihe earth, but have been
altered by the industry of mankind from plants not

now resembling them, even in such a degree as

lo enable us to recognize their relations. The
acrid and disagreeable opium graveolens has been
transformed into lielicious celery, and the colewort,

and plant of scanty leaves, not weighing altogether

half an ounce, has been improved into cabbage,

whose leaves alone weigh many pounds, or into

the cauliflower of considerable dimensions, being

only the embryo of a lew buds, which in their natu-

ral state would not have weighed as many grains.

The potato again, whose introduction has added
millions to our population, derives its origin from
a small bitter roof, which grows wild in Chili and
Monte Video.

1
ALLOWANCE OF WATER TO HORSES.

I
From the Sporting Magazine.

t

It is by no means an uncommon notion that if

j

horses are to be got into condition for work, they
I should be allowed to drink but a very small quan-
tity of water. On what physiological basis this

opinion is founded, I conltjss appears to me a per-

fect mystery. Nevertheless, as many persons
adopt this treatment, it is filling to notice it. For
my own part, I have ever found that it is an ex-
tremely bad plan lo stmt a horse in his water, and
have consequently always made a practice of leav-
ing plenty of it at all times witliin reach of every
horse I have had. Of course 1 do not intend to

say that when a horse comes in heated li'om ex-
ercise lie should be suffered to drink, or should
have a bellyfull of water jusi prior lo being ridden

;

but ifa horse be watered ad libitum in the morning,
he will not require to drink again for some hours,
and should never be allowed to do so then unless
perleclly cool. Those horses that are only sup-
plied with a limited quantity of water at a time,

and are never permiiled to slake their thirst ful-

ly, will be much more liable to be griped, if at

any time they by chance should drink their fill,

ihan those that are always suffered to take as
much as nature dictates to them : but should a
horse liave been hard worked and come into his
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stable very hot, I would, after having seen liim

well dried, only pive him a sniiill quantity, (or

two reasons ; first, because his eagerness fur wa-
ter may lead him to drink more at a time than

is 2;ood for him; and, secondly, because a large

quantity of water will probably cause him to

break out into a cold sweat, in which he may
remain all t)iglit if not looked to. ACier having

taken a third, or less, of a stable pailllil of water,

lie should be kept without any for some tinie, and

then lie allowed to take wlial he pleases. When,
however, you intend to stint your horses in this

way, do not sutler your groom to offer him a

pailful of water, and to take it Horn him when he

has druid< a small portion of it, but let just the

()uantity you wish him to have, and no more, be

given to ivm ; he will then li^el to a certain de-

gree satisfied with what he gets; whereas by

taking from him what lie expects to iiave, he be-

comes fretful and di.-conteiited. In the first in-

stance he makes up Jiis mind to slake his thirst

with a short allowance of water; whereas in the

second his just expectations are balked in mid
career, and his imagination cheated as it were
in the height of his enjoyment—and there is

much more in this than may be supposed. Phy-
siologists are well aware of the connexion existing

between the stomach and the brain ; and those

who have not inquired into this fact milst either

do so before they attempt to refute if, or take what
I have said as proved.

WITCH [or WIRK] grass.

From tlie Maine Cultivator.

A writerin the Farmers' Register, whose article

we find copied into the New England Farmer, af-

firms with great confidence, as if he had made a

very important discovery, that lands inlested with

witch grass, may be effectually expurgated of that
weed by pasturing sheep upon it. The man is

mistaken. He supposes, because the roots, after

the land is laid down, become fine and almost ina-

perceptible, that the soil is entirely free from them.
If he will plough up and cultivate the land again,

he will find that those little fine roots, which he
supposes can no longer be witch grass roots, be-

cause they are so small, will swell up again and
stretch out as they were before being driven into

insignificance by the land's having been laid down.
We have been deceived in the same way ourselves.

A neighbor had a piece of land that was formerly

inlested with witch grass, but for several years

latterly had been devoted to the pasturing of sheep.

On turniriLT up the sward with a shovel, it appear-
ed as if there were no longer any witch grass roots

in if. Wishing to improve a small garden spot we
removed several loads of the soil to the garden and
ploughed it in. In a short time the deceitful lit-

tle roots swelled out, and we found that we had
thus unwittingly introduced an enemy to a fearful

extent. The theory of the Farmers' Register is a

mistaken one.

After all, witch grass is not so bad an affair. It

does but little injury to crops if of;en hoed, keeps
the soil light and free—and, as a jrrass plat, affords

the earliest and most constant feed for cattle.

—

There is no sweeter grass than this, and none lliat

makes better hay when cut early. You can get

three crops of witch grass hay in one season, as

well as two crops of any other sort of grass. It is

an enemy indeed in the garden, and the best way
to exterminate it here, is to dig it all out ii-orn the

beds by the roots, and carry it off. We have gone
over a garden of an acre in this way, and have
completely triumphed.

TO FARMERS.

For ttie Farmers' Register.

No country can be truly wealthy, without being

a large agricultural producer. All the commerce
and manufactures of England, great and mighty
as they are, could never alone enrich her. This
assertion may seem a fallacy to some; but it is

nevertheless true, that her chief wealth is her en-

lightened spirit of agriculture. It is from this

source iv.ainly that her princely nobles derive their

immense income ; and of more real comfort than
the average of our agricultural community. I

speak of the tenantry, not of the laborers
; but

even tfiis latter class is a thousand times better off'

than their newspaper statements would lead us to

believe. The main attention of America should

continue to be her agriculture ; they cannot be too

often, too earnestly, or too emphatically urged

upon the minds of her enterprising sons; pay
strict attention to this, and manufactures and com-
merce will follow as a necessary consequence.

Our wealth and strength will be greatly in-

creased ; we shall obtain a much greater average

crop from the same number of acres under culti-

vation, having better roads, better buildings, and
above all a more enlightened and thorough educa-

tion to the agricultural community. If any one

class of men in our great republic is to be better

educated than another, it should be the directors

of the agriculture of the counirj', A Ptpil,
Chesterfield, 1840.

ARTKSIAN WELL AT CRENELLE.

From the Mining Review.

At the last sitting of the Academy of Science,

M. Arago staled that he had that morning been
making some thermometrical experiments at the

Artesian well at Grenelle, in order to ascertain the

temperature at the depth which had already been

attained, viz., 483 metres, or 1584 feet. When
the workmen had reached 460 metres the chalk

was of a green color, indicating the proximity of

water. Sirfce then the chalk had become mixed witii

clay, and of a dark color, a still stronger indication

that the sheet of water which it is intended to

meet is near. M. Arago usedjhe thermometer of

M. Walferdin, and after having taken all the ne-

cessary precautious in order that the pressure,

which at such a def)th is equal to fifty atmospheres,

might not injure the bulb, six thermometers of the

same kind were successively let down to a depth

of 481 metres, car-e having been taken not to low-

er them until lh>ly-six hours had elapsed after

the boring, in order that the heat which this work

might have communicated should have subsided.

The thermometers were left in the well for thirty-

six hours. The heat at this depth was twenty-
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seven degrees of Reaumur, or 92^ of Fahrenheit,

being about tvveniy-three nielres lor each degree

of temperature. M. Aiairo expressed a hope ihat

no water might be ibund lor 100 metres more, as

in Ihat case theie would be a permanent hot spring

at the very gates of Paris.

REVIEW OF A " NEW ESSAY ON FIORIN GRASS,

INCLTDING THE HISTORY OF ITS DISCO-

VERY, AND AN ACCOUNT OF ITS VALUABLE
QUALITIES, AND MODE OF CULTURE." BY
WILLIAM RicHARi>soN, D. D. London, Raid-

ing, 1S13. pp. 91.

From the Edinburgh Farmers' Magazine.

Dr. R. is certainly one of the most persevering,

indefatigable, and patriotic characters of the pre-

sent age. It is very (ortunate for the world, that

a discovery of such importance as that ol" florin

should have been made by such a gentleman.

There are very few, indeed, who would have

encountered, with so much disinterested zeal

and fortitude, the host of enemies that have as-

sailed him; and scarcely any that could have ac-

quitted themselves with so much ability. Like

some other great heroes, he does appear at times

to be a little irascible ; but that is not lo be won-
dered at, when it is considered that " he has been

attacked from all quarters ; and, while his florin

was only gaining ground by inches, he had as

many battles to flght in support of this native

vesretabie, as Henry the Fourth had to engage
inlbr the recovery of his hereditary kingdom.'

So much paper indeed has been expended in

these numerous conflicts, and so true it is, that,

after all, florin has only gained ground by inches,

that it is not improbable the whole of the crops

in Scotland might be covered by the learned

and unlearned essays, letters, and dissertations,

that have been written and printed respecting this

wonderful grass ;—a melancholy proof certainly of

the obstinate prejudices of n'ankind against every

new discovery, however valuable. And yet we
must say, (or the honor of our country, upon the

aulhorily of Dr. R. himsell', that we are much more
open to conviction, and much more tractable, than

our southern neighbors.

Concerning several late discoveries, such as the

culture of wheat in the Highlands of Scotland, the

inexpediency of summer-fallow on heavy soils, and

others of the same kind, a dilfcrence of opinion

still prevails; and, with regard to the notable

expedient of reducing the several breeds of live-

stock to a single breed, the difnculty of providing a

suflicieiicy of winter Ibod in many parts of Scot-

land apj)eared to be almost unsurmountable. Red
clover and rye-grass will adbrd but a poor croji on

the bleak heathy mountain ; and neither turnip,

nor even rula bag.i, are Ibund capable of resisting

the successive frosts and thaws of our severe cli-

mate, even if it were possible to raise good crops

of them in such siluaiioii--. Hence any kind of

herliaire that would sup|iiy the place of hay anil

succulent food in our mouniaiii districts, must al-

ways have been a most important desideratum.

When it was said, a lew years ago, that the

most barren moors and mosses could produce such

herbage, and that there was a native vegetable to

be Ibunii every where, which, U[)on such land,

would yield a crop of hay thrice the weight of that

of the best meadows of England, and of a far

superior quality, it was naturally to be expected

that farmers would be somewhat incredulous. Jjut

now that the fact has been ascertained, and indeed

'demonstrated' by Dr. R., it is quite unaccounta-

ble to find men still exclaiminir against a discovery

lor which they had long wished, and against a

crop, from the want of which they had felt much
loss, and always very serious inconvenience.

It would have been our duty, long ago, to have
laid before our readers some very excellent speci-

mens ofcontroversial acumen on this subject, had
it not appeared to be more "decent and honorable"
(to adopt the words of our author) " to leave the

projector a clear stage, and a fair opportunity to

make his own way." As he ver)' judiciously adds,
" if his discovery was nothing, and his schemes lii-

tile, ihe world would soon detect him, as they have
already so often of themselves detected and ridi-

culed the putfed discoveries of pompous charlatans.'

But it is now full lime that the benefit of our

author's discovery should be extended over every

part of Scotland at least, and that we should con-

tribute our mile (or that purpose. If our English

readers should still remain obstinate and perverse,

they have only themselves to blame for the conse-

quences.
The first questions that it seems natural to ask

about this grass regard the discovery of it— ita

properties—the amount of its produce—and its

application.

Second, It must be desirable to know upon
what soils it will prosper, and how it should be

cultivated.

Lastly, What are the peculiar advantages to be

obtained from its culture to individuals, in the first

instance, and ultimately lo the public at large 7

In arranging and condensing Dr. R.'s observa-

lions, under these several heads, it may be neces-

sary to notice, very shortly, the objections that have
been made to his statements; and also the omis-

sions, which it may be readily believed will ofien

be chargeable against a writer whose mind is too

much occupied with leading topics, to suffer him
to atlenil to minute details.

To the discovery of the valuable properties of

this grass, our author positively lays claim, and
gives a full account of the steps by which he had
acquired this knowledge. These properties, he
observes, " have escaped the attention of man for

five thousand years." This discovery, too, "of
which the world begins now to (eel the importance,

was not the result of accident, or a lucky hit,

thrown in my way by good (brtune, but the very

thing I was in search of" Notwithstanding this

the doctor admits, that " the aborigines of the

British isles seem all to have had some vague
notion of the value of florin;" that it was not
" unknown to the botanical writers of the seven-

teenih century;" that 25 years ago, "the Reverend
Marcus M'Cousland, descanting on the value ofa

piece of ground he had recovered from the sea,"

exclaimed, "See, it is all florin!" and that the

natives of the wild parts of Donegal, alwayscharg-

ed a hiiiher price lor florin hay, though spontane-

ous, than lor that made of other grass. All this

time the Doctor did not even know it. He had
taken pains, about eight years ago, to procure

some plants, but did not succeed ; and at last

found a tenant who said he knew the grass. " I

went with hinr. to my bog, where he showed it to
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me in abundance." After someexperiments with

nine rools ruised from this bog, the author laid

down a rood with fiorin, altera crop'oCpotatoes, on

the 15th November 1806.

It is not our business to reconcile these accounlp.

One thing cannot be disputed. 'J'he doctor has

the merit ol' having first discovered thai it was
infinitely more valuable than any other grass, and
than any other person seems ever to have ima-

gined, or will yet believe. Mr. Wakefield, in his

late account ol' Ireland, not only denies the au-

thor's right to this discovery, but that he was even

the first cultivator of" it ; and refers to the surveys

of Tyrone and Derry, to prove that it had been

previously cultivated by Mr. M'Evoy, and the

Reverend Mr. Samson. In refily to this, our

author very liberally abuses Mr. Wakefield, and
seems to withdraw his pretensions.

Be this as it may, it is of more importance to be

able to distinguish this grass from every other;

and, to all appearance, this is no easy matter.
" The slifrhtest assistance is not to be derived from

botanical books ;" and, in tiie whole of this essay,

there is not a word of description to enable the

reader to select the fiorin cultivated by Dr. R. (rom

other stoloniierous grasses. At one time, his di-

rections to those wiio sought for fiorin stolones,

were, " to raise the grass growing in contact with

the north w^ll of their parish church, telling them
they would find it to be fiorin." Rut this simple

expedient must not be depended on for success,

now that it appears from Sir H. Davy's experi-

ments that there are at least two varieties;—the

latifulin cultivated by Dr. R., and the angvsfifolia,

of much less value.

Respecting its pro/jeriics also, the infiirmalion is

not quite so full and satisfactory as mighi be wish-

ed. It would have been of importance to know
the weight of it consumed by horses and cattle, that

it might be compared with that of other hay ; and
particularly, whether horses enjoy the same health

and vigor when led on dry fiorin, as on good clo-

ver and rye-grass hay. Yet a vegetable, which
possesses the properties ascribed to fiorin in the

fbllowingexiracts, must beof extreme importance.

"See the contrast—our native fiorin has no
disorders, no enemies ; the vicissitudes of season
make no impression upon it; and this hardy grass

vegetates in the severest frost ; its stolones con-

tinue to lengthen under the snow : deluges ol' rain

do not in the least injure it; and if Nature has

thrown its period ofperlection into the winter sea-

son, she has had the kindness amply to compensate
by making both the plan and its enormous crop

equally insensible to the severities attendant en
the season. And though we cannot accumulate a
fiorin crop in the short and moist days of ihe lira-

mal months, we can consume it to the greatest

advantage in that period ; and should we mow
more than we can use, we know that fiorin urass

will remain on the ground without injury, until the

lengthening day brings sufficient drought to enable

us to convert into excellent hay, both what was
cut, and what was left uncut through the winter.

'

p. 25.

"During the lime I was thus endeavoring to

ascertain the extent to which fiorin culture might
be carried, I was equallydiligent in tryin<j the va-

rious modes in which it might be applied to use in

rural economy. I soon discovered that eiihor dry
or green fiorin enriched the milk of the cows led

upon it, more than any other food I had ever tried,

and that its fattening powers far exceeded tliose

of any other hay ; that as a green food, its value
was incalculable, coming in aid of the soiling sys-

tem early in Se[)tember, and continuing a most
luxuriant and succulent lbod,even until the middle
of May." p. 19,20.

Tfiere is nothing, one should think, can be bet-

ter ascertained than the amount of its produce :

—

lor a great number of high authorities, high at

least in point of rank and general knowledge, have
been adduced ; and his people have been examin-
ed on oath respecting its weight and other circum-
stances.

" The following statements of quantity of fiorin

crop, are established with precision, viz.

" 180S, Seven ton, lour hundred, one quarter, four

pounds.

1809, Eight ton, five hundred, two quarters, (wen-
ty-four pounds.

1810, Season so desperate, never weighed.
1811, Eight ton and upwards."
From this and other statements, the doctor

infers " that fiorin grass produces treble crops of
hay,—that at least is completely established ;—as,

of (5 crops carefully weighed, every one of them fiir

exceeded treble the highest average ever made
from a hay crop."

The only objections that have been made to this

inference are, that others cannot raise such great

crops, not even the half of these weights ; that fio-

rin jirass does not " produce" hay at all,—though
it is perhaps something better ; and that it is ab-

surd and lidlacious to conjpare a crop produced in

6 or 8 weeks only, with one which recpjires to

occupy the ground for a whole year. It has beei>

said, with some appearance of reason, that the

author should have brought into view the early

s[)ring food obtained from meadows and artificial

irrasses. and also the second and sometimes third

crops alter the hay crop, or the value of the pas-

turage till the fields are again shut up lor hay, or

ploughed (or a crop in March. Fiorin aives

neither early pasture so valuable for ewes and
lambs and fattening stock, nor a second crop which
may be either cut lor hay or soiling, nor any after

eatage, like the land which produces the hay with

which it is compared.
The application of the author's crops is no where

distinctly stated. One cannot but wish for par-

ticulars on this head. How many horses, cattle

and sheep does he support liom a given quantity

of land under fiorin 1 The weight of Ihe crop is

of itself no criterion of value. Of this succulent

Ibod perhaps twice the weight of hay is consumed.

I

In the second place, it must be desirable to know
[upon what soils fiorin will prosper, and how it

should be cultivated.

Wiih regard lo the kind of soil it seems to be of

no consequence whatever. The doctor has raised

excellent meadows on miry bog, so wet, that lie

describes it, in Ovid's words, as being " Instabilis

terra innabilis unda.'''' 1 1 grows spontaneously on

dry sandy grounds, with so much vigor, that he

has recommended its cultivation on the blowing

sands oft he Hebrides, as an excellent expedient lor

preventing the destruction of the contiguous land,

and at the same time converting these blowing

sands into better meadow than any in England.

There is very little concerning the mode of culti-

vating it in this essay, which in this instance does
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not very well accord vvilh its title ; but it has heen

already described in this and various mher jour-

nals. The doctor's rood laid down in November,
1806, is "light dry upland ground, and got a very

weak top-dressing every year; always lurl' n)ould

with a little ashes." The sixth crop, mown in

October, 1812, was like all the former ones very

fine.

The greater part of the essay is occupietl with

Q display ol'the vast advantage that cannot (i^il to

be derived from this important discovery, both to

individuals and the public at large ; which was
the last branch of our inquiry. Fortunately, on
this point there is little more to be wished for. It

is now only necessary to consider its advantages
in a national view; and here we must give Dr.

R. the merit of having made more of his premises,

such as they are, than perhaps any other gentle-

man in the united kingdom could have done.

The doctor's first object is to show, that, "it

shall not again be necessary either to import grain

or export bullion ;" but that we shall resume our
former enviable description— a grain exporting
country.'" To establish this comfortable conclu-

sion, the country is (Hvided into land of three de-

scriptions. The first includes "boggy and miry
ground contiguous (o the farms or demesnes of

proprietors."

"The discovery of the faciliiy wiih which these

now unprofitable wasies may be made, at small
expense: to produce crops of the highest value,

will no doubt bring many of their proprietors into

action; superabundance of hay will be the imme-
diate result; what then becomes of the ancient

meadows that have hitherto supplied Mr. Miller,

and the gentlemen of this description with hay?
must they not be instantly convened into tillage

grounds'? and with the advantage of a prolusion

of manure, derived from the cattle fed from mea-
dows which never require animal dung, aslms li-om

the spot answering the same purpose. Tiie im-
mense addition to our grain crops that will arise

from this source, n.ust be obvious to every one,

who has travelled through Ireland, Scotland, and
more particularly the north of England.

" The next descrl[)tion comprehends the exten-
sive grazing farms scattered through the mountain
districts ofour islands. The cattle fed upon these

bleak pastures through the summer, are at present

sold off, or sent elsewhere to find sustenance
ihrouijh the winter.

"Rut now, since we became acquainted with
this hardy vegetable, we know that we can make
fiorin meadows on the cheapest terms, and to any
extent, through every part of these dreary regions,

which vvill not again be depopulated in winter,

their cattle finding food within their own limits, in

greater abundance in winter than in summer; and
administered to them with the greatest facility.''

The third is by lar the " most important of the

three descriptions of ground," and compjehends
the cultivated (arms spread over the whole fice of
our islands. To introduce fiorin culture here, the
author very judiciously consiilers, that two posi-

tions must be established— first, that fiorin " pro-
duces steadily hay crops more than treble the
amount of what we now mow from the same ex-
tent ol'ground." Ol" this there can no lonirer be
any doubt; for he assures us, " that the lowest
amount of an acre ol fiorin he ever knew wci<rhed
was seven load 200 lib. The second position re-

gards (he great value of fiorin, which is equally
well established. These points being thus settled,

" let us try the result, and see what effect is likely

to be produced on the third description of territory

into which 1 have supposed our islands to be di-

vided ; to wit, the mass of cultivated liirms spread
over Entiland and Wales, staled to amount to

11.500,000 acres of arable, and 6,000,000 acresof
meadow. Vast (luaiiti'ies ofthese meadows must
rapidly be laid down vvilh a new grass, adnnttedto
produce treble as much hay as is afforded by the

grasses now clothing oar present meadows ; and
vast quantities of them must be applied to lillaire,

the proprietors being supplied with better and more
abundant hay Worn one-third of the same ground.
How much the eleven one-half million acres of
arable will be an£rmentcd by this transftjr, and
how liir the six million acres of meadow will be
reduced, are questions to be answered only by
conjecture.

I am sure I make great concessions, if I admit
one-third of our meadows to remain in their pre-

sent state, after the proprietor is convinced that he
has it in his power to treble their crops, and that

one-third only is laid down wiih fiorin. We add
then two million acres (tlie other third) to our till-

age Ground, and we increase our hay crop by one-
ihird. Our tdlage ground, 11,500,000 acres at

present, is increased iiy more than one-sixth ; we
can now throw some liirhton the subject, limiting

ourselves to wheal. Oilier crops applicable to the

food of man will no doubt be also raised ; but I do
not lake these into consideration, leaving them
out to make my general conclusions more secure.

" Mr. M'Pherson makes the average produce
of wheat in England and Wales 8,000,000 quar-

ters ; let us suppose the same proportion to hold

in the two million acres we have added to our till-

age ground, and we add annually to our preeent

produce of wheat one-sixth, that is, 1,333,333
quarters of wheat. The averaire importation be-

fore 1797, was 400,000 quarters lor some years; in

1799, 415,647; in 1800, it was 1,174,654 quarters
;

and in 1801, 1,186,236 ; thus it appears, that the

quantity of wheat likely to be brought by the in-

troduction of fiorin grass into general use, is more
than treble the average importation for many years,

and exceeds the importation in either of the two
years of famine, when it rose (o a height it had
never approached before. I fear the importations

of late have been weightier ; but 1 have not yet

received a statement of them. Whoever attends

minutely to my calculations, will find I have much
to spare.

" Surely with the great addition I have made to

our resources, we shall never be obliged to import

another quarter of wheat, or to send one guinea
abroad lor food ; no, but we shall soon resume our

former enviable descrip.tion

—

a grain exporting

country.

Let us try the question in another point of view.

We have added two million acres to our tillage

ground, and it is not unreasonable to suppose each
of these produces a crop of wheat every fourth

year ; for ihe nieadows we transfer to tillage are

our very best ground. Dropping then (as before)

all consideration ofother crops, we have thus made
an annual addition to our wheat crops of 500,000
acres of wheat, wdiich, at tliree quarters per acre,

gives us a steady increase of 1,500,000 quarters,

still more than the preceding amount.
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The approximation of lhe:?e two results, tends

much to confirm the liiirness ofeach ol'thein.

I must observe, thai akhouirh these resuhs so

romplelely esiahlish my I'riend Mr. Miller's posi-

tion, as to ihe elFects the introduction ol'fiorin i^rass

must necessarily produce
;
yet they are deduced

from hut one of ihe three descriptions of ground
into which I have divided our islands, viz. our pre-

sent cultivated liirms.

The addition that will be made to our grain

crops by the cultivation of fiorin on our peaty
moors, upon which I have alreatly dwelled, is not

taken into consideration. Neither is ilie improve-
ment and extensions our airricultural fields must
derive Irom scalterinir meadows, clothed with this

luxuriant grass, through ail the dreary mountain
tracts so profusely spread over Great Britain and
Ireland, called in aid ofmy friend's position, "that
it shall not again be necessary either to import
grain, or export our bullion, p. 47-51.

Upon these very ingenious calculations and de-

ductions and suppositions, it does not seem to be

our business to olFer much of remark. UnfJjrtii-

nalely we have enough of " miry bogiry land," and
also of mountain tracts, but scarcely any meadow
that can be cotiverted into arable land. It was,
theren)re, very proper to confine the preceding
statements to England, though it might iiave

been as well to have begun with the wastes, in-

stead of the meadows. If the English meadows
|

are to be broken up, which is not a very probable
occurrence, those concerned will no doubt be fully

satisfied about the foundation upon which this

splendid superstructure is to lie reared—the treble

crops and superior quality of fiorin. They may
still, however, have to choose between a regular

rotation of gr:iin crops, and clovers and turnips,

and a fiorin meadow one-third the extent of their

present alternate meadows and pastures. They
must also consider whether this diminution of their

pastures will not occasion a scarcity of butcher-

meat and dairy produce, to place against the su-

perabundance oi'grain. For fiorin, thoutrh it is

said to be found in all our pastures, does not itself

admit of being pastured— facts, like several others,

somewhat perplexing and discordant. Another
ditTiculty occurs about manuring the fiorin every
year. In Scotland, there is always both a grain
and a cattle crop raised from one dunging, and
more commonly two of each; on English mea-
dows, first year a hay crop, and the next year pas-

ture. On the miry bogs and mountain larms, all

that is necessary is to procure aslips, bj' burning
the nearest wild land, or, according to the good
practice of our forefathers, to enrich one spot by
the ruin of ten limes its extent: but this cannot
well be done on " cultivated farms." The com-
post of dung, ashes, and lime, afterwards recom-
mended, or the plain earlh alone to be applied to

the oak-land, are not always to be got ; and if re-

course is had to dung by itself for this yearly top-

drefcsing, the land in tillage may be somewhat
defrauded. Besides all this, it miglit have occur-

red to Dr. R., that the population of Great Britain

will certainly increase with the increase of" food
;

that there is no country to which a temporary
surplus can be exported, unless by means of a

large bounty, and therefore that no surplus will be

produced ; and that, much as the continuance of

the late excessive importation may be deprecated,

it is perhaps quite as enviable, that Britain
Vol. VIII—12

should continue to clothe other countries, as to lead
t:iem with her raw produce. Dr. R., with a view
to iliis point, may compare the condition of the la-

boring classes of England, which imports so
largely, wiih that of those on his side of the water,
from whence large exporlations have been lately

made.
A great many other beneticial effects would

result Irom thecultivation of fiorin, which we have
only room to enumerate. 1st, It would "restrain
the occasional enormous rise of the poor-rates, by
prevent inir the recurrence of scarcity and dearth.

2.1, It would both nia'ntain and employ our popu-
lation. 3d, The increase of our agricultural popu-
lation is a necessary consequence. 4th, "The in-

troduction of fiorin will make an era ol^ much im-
portance to the breeders and feeders" of sheep,"'

and probably lead to a great improvement of wool.
5th, Fiorin is very proper (or being distilled, and
yields excellent sp'rits ; and last of all, though not
least, "it shall now appear capable of contributing

materially to our national strength and defence."
" I liiile thought, when I was developinir suc-

cessively the dilTeient valuable qualities of fiorin,

that I should discover this diminutive grass might
be made an important friend to our navy, and a
useful associale in raising oak lor its supply.

" The properties of the oak, connected with my
plan, are two—a distinct solitary stem, and great

slowne s of growth. Each of these is highly

favorable to the measure I propose, that is, to

make the same enclosure an oak plantation and a
fiorin meadow ; by thelbrmer the erect oaks will

little interfere with the fiorin crop; by the latter

the proprietor will long enjoy the benefit ol"a valu-

able fiorin meadow."
This brilliant conception is (hen illustrated at

some length ; but our limits for such an article

have been already exceeded. Those who wish
to know the value of coppice and standard reserves,

and of the yearly thinnings of a mixed plantation,

will find some inlbrmation in the first branch of

this number; and may choose between our au-

thor's fiorin, and either of these methods of rearing

timber trees.

If we should now bring this article (o a conclu-

sion, we should probably disappoint the just ex-

pectation of many of our readers. Of thi-s essay,

then, we will say, that from beginning to end it is

written in the language of enthusiasm ; and the

author either knows not, or spurns at the dictates

of reason and experience. A very slight acquain-

tance with the most approved practices of modem
husbandry would have convinced him, that there

is very little room in it, (or a plant, which can nei-

ther supply the place of old (i^eding pastures, nor

of artificial grasses, nor of winter crops of comiiion

and Swedish turnips. From these lofty anticipa-

tions, let us turn to such facts as seem deducible

from our present very limited experience.

We do not fear being contradicted by any per-

son in Scotland, who has attempted thecultivation

of fiorin, when we say that it is altogether unsuit-

able f^ir arable lands. Should any farmer in the

Lothiansor Berwickshire, plant fiorin upon any
considerable portion of land, capable of growing

clovers or turnips, it would be held a decisive proof

that his mind was fast verging to confirmed insan-

ity. A few small patches of such land have been

planted by way of experiment along-side of tillage

crops ; and it will not be easy to prevail with those
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who made these experiments, or with euch as

had access to inspect iliem, to make any iievv trials.

Upon dry sandy soils, of whatever quality, fiorin

has produced a very insijxnificant crop. Some ol

the Scottish jjentlemen, lo whom tiie doctor relijrs,

will not hesitate to .ulniit this. A piece ol' land,

laid down in May 1812, under the doctor's per-

sonal superintendence, crave a crop of about 3 ions

per Scots acre of hall-dried grass last year, and

this year scarcely a f)lant was lo be liiimd. An-

other spot, carryiitg the first crop, which ha(l been

treated secundum artem by another of the doctor's

pupils, was inspected a Itjvv weeks airo. The crop

was miserable upon the high parts oTihe field, but

not so bad at the bottom, where the soil was moist

and deep. It might average about half a ton per

Scotch acre, and was to be ploughed up as soon as

the crop was removed. The same gentleman had

another patch carrying a crop of the third year,

which at the end of September his servants were

cutting for the stnbles. The ground appeared

fully slocked with plants ; the soil was a rich deep

sandy loam, worth 3 guineas an acre. The crop

last year weighed 150 Scots stones (1^ ton) per

Scots acre; and it was estimated at the same weight

this year. A third gentleman laid down 12 acres

with florin in a situation where he expected to have

the command of water (or irrigation. The water

was not thrown over it in a sufficient manner;
and though it got a good top dressing, the crop

has altotrether liiiled. It is needless to enumerate

more instances of the same kind.

The only description of land where this cultiva-

tion has been in any degree successful in Scotland

is that with which the doctor himself began his

experiments—" miry bog." Such land has cer-

tainly in some cases produced a great weight o(

this aquatic ; and should it remain in the soil, of

which one otthe earliest cultivators now entertains

much doubt, it must be considered as a most va

OBSERVATIONS ON THE CU LTIVATXON OF THE
SUGAR BEET.*

The value and importance of the sugar beet as

an addition to the agriculturnl produdions of the

liirm, and an increase lo the resources of the nation,

is but commencing tn develope itself. Wherever
it has been tried, as food for cattle, it has given

satislaction.

So late as the year 1836, the sugar beet was
first introduced into the United States, by a society

in Philadelphia, whose object was to ascertain ita

value as a source from which sugar could be ad-

vantageously procured ; and in pursuance of this

object, that society sent an agent to Europe to

observe and report the success that had attended

the efforts of the French chemists and manufac-
turers ; this led to the introduction of the seed. It

is not the purpose of this paper to enter upon the

sugar business ; it is sutticient to observe that it

has been so very successful in France, that it

threatened to supersede the use of foreign sugar,

and those merchants who were engaged in its im-
portation, and interested in the sugar colonies,

foreseeing the loss of what was Iheir most impor-

tant branch of business, applied to the French
government for protection, and the consequence
has been, that sugar made from beets in France
has been subjected lo an excise duty. It is possi-

ble, that the French government was apprehen-
sive that the profits arising from making sugar
from beets, might induce an undue proportion of
land to be withdrawn from the production of grain,

and employed in raising beets ; and likewise the

lear of lessening the commercial marine, influenced

the imposing of this excise duty, and it gave to the

mercantile and colonial interests, the protection

they petitioned for.

The society referred to, had no intention of
becoming a manufacturing one; the object being

hiable discovery. Every thing that can be got gimply to ascertain and publish all the ("acis that

from such land, after expenses are defrayed, may
be considered as clear gain ; and in those situa-

tions, where neithrr clover nor turnips can be

raised, fiorin may probably be of very great impor-

tance as a succulent food Ibr cattle in winter and

spring. Wherever irrigation can be practised,

there is reason to hope for the same result ; though
where the soil is dry, meadows w'lll be much more
profitably occupied by such plants as give early

and late pasture, with a moderate hay crop be-

tween ihem.
We shall only of!'er one remark more. There

is no considerate person, who can read thisessav,

without leeling a thorouLrh conviction that Dr. R.
has trreatly " ov('rsle[iped the modesty of nature,"

and piovoked o[iposition by his lofty pretensions.

It is unjust to charge landholders and liirmers with

an indiscrin\:nate and inveterate hostility to inno-

vation. There is no class of society more open to

conviction, nor more ready to adopt every new
practice, which gives a fair promise of augmenting
the value of their produce, than that of the larmers

of the arable districts of Scotland. Fiorin has now
been tried for several years ; and such are the
results. If they should be called in question, by
ihoKe who really wish (or inlbrmation, and not for

coiiiioversy, they can easily be referred to the

places to which we have alluded, where ocular in-

cpection will in a moment dissipate the illusions

caised by a thousand pages ofdeclamation.

could be procured relating to this new process of
making sugar, import and disseminate some of the

seeds, and the inlbrmation that had been procured;

when these objects were accomplished, the mem-
bers paid the expenses and closed the concern.

Up to this time there has been no mnnulactory for

making beet sugar established in the United Slates.

—Several trials have been made on anexperiment-
al scale ;—the results of these went to confirm

the practicability of what was stated to have been
done in Europe, to wit : the crystallizing the sac-

charine matter of the beet.

The discoveries in modern chemistry, having
shown, thai saccharine or the element of sweetness

is the basis of suirar, wine, vinegar, honey. &c.
and as this element exisis in beets and in grapes,

it has led to the presumption, that wine may be
made from beets, as well as from grapes ; and in

a letter from Paris, ofdate so late as October lt3th,

we find an intelligent gentleman, and a friend to

the United States, writes to the following efiiect

:

"By-the-by, you must know that our public

papers have been of late full of another discovery,

and that is beet wine. What do you think of
that, my friend? Sugar being the principle, without
which no vinous, fermented or distilled alcoholic

liquor can be made, and the beet containing more

* Originally published in pamphlet form—Philadel-

phia, 1840,
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saccharine matter than even the grape, why should

t-he sweet beet not be used to make wine, iC it can
be divested of its empyreumalic oil and flavor, as

it is in niakino; sucrar ? The beet wine (ever is

now raginfr in France, as the morus muiticaiilis

rages in the United States. Of its success in this

grape-growing, wine-making country, I shall, as it

developcs, keep you advised."

Tiie cultivation of this plant being new and in-

teresting to the fanners ofthe United States.it may
be usefiii to lay before tiiem a lew observations on
the subject, for which we are mainly indebted to

the ireiuleman to whom we have already referred;

and what is said must be received as general prin-

ciples ; the practice that will suit in Maine will

not answer in Georgia, and yet the beet is a plant

that will thrive throughout the whole extent of the

United States ; and as a food for cattle will prove
for this country all that the turnip is for the moist

and humid climate of Great Britain.

Cultivation of beet.—The beet is a biennial plant

growing to seed the second year, its seed-stalk

rises to the height of from three to five feet. It is

from the root, and in the first year of its growth
that tl'.e sugar is extracted. As yet the process

of extracting susar from beet has not been made
sufficiently perfect to obtain the whole saccharine

matter, as in the case of the sugar cane, therefore

the residue forms excellent food lor cattle.

Choice of ground.—Beet thrives in the soil

suited to the potato, to wit ; in all soils that are

somewhat sandy and loamy—these soils mixed
with vegetable mould and decayed matter are

particularly suitable. From land essentiallysandy

much cannot be expected, unless it be highly ma-
nured ; under these circumstances we have seen

a good crop growing in New Jersey. In the

absence of manure the roots will be small, but

where they grow fresh and healthy, it has been

found that small plants yield a large proportion of

sugar— but this by no means makes up for the

want of mass, and therefore with this as with

other crops— it is proper to use land naturally or

artificially good, to insure large returns. Clay
may be added to sandy soil, and sand mixed with

clay ground, to correct their defects, but the process

is expensive.

Where land is essentially stiff clay, it is not suit-

able for beets, because the seed germinates badly
and the root, finding it difficult to penetrate and
imbed itself, becomes forked and rises too much
above tlie surfiice, whereby it is too much exposed
to the sun and atmosphere, which dispose it to

become hard and reedy. One of the evils attend-

ing forked roots is, that stones, gravel, and earth

get enveloped in the interstices, and thus blunt

and injure the machine that is employed to reduce

the roots to pulp, when the object is to make sugar,

day soils are improved by deep and frequent

ploughing and harrowing ; the manures iiest suited

to this kind of ground, are half rotted strav/, fresh

stable dung, leaves, &c. and sand can be em-
ployed to advantage where it can be had with

little labor; the quantity required to produce useful

effects has to be very considerable. In France
calcareous soils are not considered suited for grow-

ing beets. In America we may mistake vi'hat the

French refer to, when on this occasion they use

the term "calcareous;" possibly it may be by
them applied to chalk soil, a kind of land we have
Hone o)^ and not refer to the limestone land that

abounds here, and is justly held in high estimationj

as it answers well' tor all crops. Tlie farmers of
America must not be deterred from trying to cul-

tivate beets on limestone land, because it is said
of other countries, calcareous soils are not suif^d

for growing that root ; in this, as in many other
cases, we must determine the fact by our own ex-
perience. Here, on limestone land, the beet may
sutler fiom drought, but all crops grown upon it

are exposed to the same effects. In France, the

products on different soils vary very much, and are
greatly influenced by belter or worse manafjement,
the difference rating from fifty to two hundred.

Preparation of the ground.—This will vary
according to the nature of the soil, and here, as in

all other departments of the fiirming business,

much of the success depends on the skill and
judgment of the farmer. In many cases three

ploughings will be necessary, and one of these

ploughings should be before winter, that the turned
up soil may be mellowed by the frost, the last

ploughing has to be in the spring immediately
before planting the seed ; two ploughings in this

country will be found sufficient ; in all cases it

should be well harrowed, and rolling will be an
improvement that amply repays the expense.
Deep ploughing is generally useilil, but the larmer

has to consider the nature of the substrata. It

would be improper to turn up much of the poor

clay or gravel bottom, and where the substrata is

an open sand, deep i)loughing is not required.

Manure, in which the process of fermentation has

not advanced fi\r, will answer best for beefs;

nevertheless all kinds are useful ; but the half rot-

ten best divides the soil and sufliers the roots freely

to expand. In the state of Delaware, marl has
been found an excellent manure for beets, and
mar! is found in many places in the low light soils

on the Atlantic coast south of Sandy Hook.
Some farmers in France allow the beet leaves

that are cut off at harvest-time to remain on the

land, and consider them a tolerably good manure,
but this practice is not so good as having them
carted into the barn yard to be eaten and trodden

on by the cattle. It will be found that straw of

any kind when properly laid into the Jiirrows and

covered with the mould, will give good crops ; and
this open species of manure is suited to clay soils

and the beet root. The roller is especially neces-

sary on clay soils ; by it clods are well broken,

which favors the coming up of the plants, and
facilitates the future hoeings and horse-hoe weed-
ing.

Ofsowing.—There are four ways of sowing
beets, first in beds as in a nursery ; second, broad

cast as in sowing wheat ; third, sowing or dropping

by the hand in drills ; and fourth, drilling by a
machine.
By the first of these methods the whole of the

seed is sown on a small portion of land compared
with what it is intended to occupy ; these plants

will be fit to pull up and plant out where they are

finally to remain, in a month or six weeks from the

time of sowing ; this planting is performed by
means of a dibble with which holes are made in

the ground, always a little deeper than the length

ofthe plant that is to be put into them, and with

this dibble the earth must be carefully pressed

close to the root. This method is attended with

several inconveniences ; it requires much manual
labor, the roots are exposed to injury during the
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process of transplanting, and if the root is bent in

the planting, the beet will form badly, and in place

of liaving the shape of a cone will be deformed

and unthiiliy, wilh numerous roots filled with eartii,

which will be detrimental to the crop, whether
used Ibr Iceding cattle or employed to make sugar.

This mode of sowing should be thought of only

where eeed is scarce, the quantity to be sown not

great, and labor ea:3ily procured.

Broadcast. This manner is the simplest, but

requires a large quantity ofseed, and will he expen-

sive where that is dear, and seed in the European
market has on some occasions been five times

dearer than on others, in this practice it will be

found that six pounds of seed will be required

where two and a half or three would have been
enough when planted in drills by the hand. The
whole of the soil in the broad cast sowing is occu-

pied, but it is difficult and expensive to hoe the crop,

and keep it Ires of weeds, and the produce is never
as great as by the followmg method.
Rows or drills. The little furrows into which

the seeds arc to be dropped are made by a har-

row, having the teeth at the distance one from
another that the rows of beets are intended to be
I'rom each other and the seed is dropped two or

three into the drills at the distance ol twelve to

eighteen inches apart from each other. This
work can be peribrmed by young people ; in

France it is most liequently done by women, as

more dependence can be placed in {liem then in

boys. After the planting is finished, the seeds
are covered by having a light harrow v/ith plentj'

of teeth in it drawn over the ground. In this way
there is a great saving of seed and the plants are
regularly spaced, t'uur wonien will plant an acre

in a day. Uy using a drill drawn by a iiorse, the
labor is very much abridged and the v/ork will be
expedited. This machine is very important to

those who plant large fields ; in tlie large sugar
making districts it is used with great success, ii is

of various lorms and merits ; the plants have not
yet been brought to this country. Some French
farmers place Uie rows twenty ibur inches apart,

perhaps thirty will be Ibund a more convenient dis-

tance (or the horse-hoe, cultivator, or harrow.
In fixing the distance that is to be between tiie

rows, reterence should be had to the kind of horse-
hoe (hat is to be used in keeping the crops free fiom
weeds. The distance in the row may be from
twelve to eighteen inches. When the plants are
far from each other the roots will grow to a large
size, and the coutrary will result iiom jjlanting

them close. By careful observation liirmers have
to learn the distance that will produce the lar<rest

quantity, and best quality of roots on Ihcir'^re-

epective soils. The seed should be planted at the
depth of from one to two inches. Experience has
proved, that at a tjreater depth, especially on heavy
soils, it is not sufficiently exposed to the action of
the air, sun and moisture; without which it will

not germinate well.

Time nfsoioing.—This depends on the position
of the place and nature of the soil ; as a general
rule, the earlier the belter: provided, the Tand is

dry and in proper order, early sowing is particu-
larly impurtant when the object is to make suo-ar
because the roots arrive sooner at maturity and
allow the process of crashing to commence early.
In France it has been found that in September and
October the greatest quantity of sugar can be ex-

tracted from the roots. In the United States, the
nature of the fall season is very suitable lor mak-
ing sugar. The season jbr working here will be
longer than it is in France, this will ilivor the

manufacture here when it becomes a business. In

Pennsylvanin, beet sovvn so late as the first ten

days of June came to perleclion ; bu' late sowing,
ex|)oses the young plants to be injured by the

drouylitof that season, and the heat of the sun
;

we have heaid of an instance where by accident

some beet seed hail been dropped in the lall and re-

mained in the ground all winter, and in spring vege-
tated well, and yielded a good crop. This accident

suggests the trying how tar it would answer to sow
apart of the crop in li:tll, so as to have an early crop,

and what the result would be of having from this

early sowing, the ground well covered with leaves

belbre the summer's hot sun comes on. If fall

sowing shall be Ibund to answer, it would be of

advantage to the farmer, by allowing him to have
a part of the spring work done in a season in which
he is not much hurried. This fall sowing should

not be performed until late in the season, when
all probability of warm weather has passed away,
so that there might not be heat to germinate the

seed belbre the cold and frost set in.

Of Hoeing.—Few plants suH'er more than the

beet from neglect, and the baneful influence of

weeds in the first stages of its vegetation. The
ground therefore has to be kept free of weeds, and
it should be kept mellow during the first stages

of the plants' developement. Beets require one or

two hand thinnings, and as many hand hoeings.

The first of the hoeings should be about when lour

or five of the leaves have put out, the second
in Iiom three to five weeks afterivards. Here
it is proper to remark, that each of the burs that

are planted is a clusier containina; sometimes as

many as Ibur seeds; this is to be perceived by
breaking one of these burs, in it will be found se-

veral small grains of white flour, and each gives
out a separate plant. Mice are fond of this flour

and will destroy the seed if they can get at it. Alf
the plants sive one must be pulled up at the time
of hoeing; if not properly thinned there will be a
cluster of leaves but very small roots; where there

are blanks, they should be filled up with those
pulled up li'om where there are two many. Af-
ter the rows have been carefuli}' heed Irom weeds
and pro|)erly thinned, the horse-hoe, cultivator

or drill harrow can be advanlatreously run between
the rows. The horse- hoe, &c. has to be some
inches narrower than the distance from row to

row, and after each horse- hoeing, a person should
go alonij the rows with a hand hoe, and remove
the earth fiom such plants as may have hod it

thrown on them by the harrow, &c. If any of
the beets should show a dis|)osiiion to shoot out
into the seed stalk, this must be slopped by cut-

ting ofl' these stalks, because this growth would be
at the expense of the roof. Some persons pull off

a portion of the leaves to feed their cattle; the
leaves also make excellent greens for the table ; il

is probable that taking these leaves is some de-
triment to the roots.

Harvesting.—The season for taking up the
roots will vary with circumstances and localities,

early and lale sowing, &c. &c. In France beets
ripen and the making of sugar commences about
the end of September or beginning of October,
and the evidences of the plant being ripe arc the
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falling down of the leave?, and Ihope of a bright

green turning yellow and brown. The influence

of drou<Thi may bring on these appearances ; the

ol)serving litritier will understaml when this change
is caused by heat, or want ol' moisinre, indeed he
has to attend to the weather and the appearam-e

of the approach ol' winter that he may tnUe ad-

vantage ofall the growing season, ami at (he same
time not be too late in harvesting, and thereby ex-

pose the crop to be injured by frost. The roo^s

should be pulled by hand or assisted by the spade

when necessary, and the person that pulls them
must shake the earlh of them and be careful

not to strike one against another or in any way
bruise them; bruising has the same effect on
beets that it has on apples, in both cases it dis-

poses them to rot. The person who pulls the

beets should cut oH the tops with a knife, being

careful not to cut the beet. The leaves being cu!

off lessens the disposition of the root to veiretale,

and it prepares them to be housed. The beets

should lay on the ground until they are dry before

they are housed.
Preservation.—The roots rnust not be left long

on the ground exposed to air, heat and moisture
;

much heat or cold are both lf)und detrimental, as

a heat of fifty-six to sixty degrees Fahrenheit, in

damp weather, will produce a lermentaiion suffi-

cient to reduce the quantity of saccharine maiter,

and on the other hand, beets freeze very readily,

so that only a few degrees below thirty-two vvill

dispose them to rot.

The best aired cellar is not belter for socnrins
the beet than a judiciously made pit, wherein the

beets are slored and covered with the earlh that

was dug from the pit. The dimension of pits

maybe varied to suit circumstances. It is most
prudent not to make them large, because if from
any cause a part of the contenTs of a pit begins to

epoil, the disease is contagious and will spread
through the whole mass. They may be made
from four to five feet wide, and eight, ten or twelve
long. One to two feet is deep enough; this hole
is to be filled with beets, and piled up until they
form a ridge, and the whole is to be covered with
the earth dug from the pit, n drain should be cut

round the iieap, to carry off all water, it beinir of
importance, that the beet be kept dry, and lor this

reason, ground naturally dry should be selected

for the pits—perhaps in our severe climate it may
be necessary to spread a little siraw or corn stalks

on the outside of the heaps, to keep out frost ; if

put inside it might rot and spoil the beets, and it

may be useful to open the pits from time to time to

air and keep them Iresh, and if any are observed
to spoil, they should be carefull\' taken out. The
preserving of beets is the most difficult of all

the branches connected wiih them.
Groivingof the seed.—As the beet is a biennial

plant it is only in the second year that it produces
seed. The proper time for choosing the roots liom
which the seed is to be produced next year is

when taking up the crop ; these should be healthy,

somewhat above the inedium size in lengtli and
thickness ; well formed and no ways forked, and ofi

a fine light color; (if for sugar perfectly white,)
they should be kept through winter in sand or dry
earth, and placed in a temperate barn or cellar

equally guarded from the influence of heat and
cold. In the neigliborhood of Philadelphia, they
should be planted out in March or so soon as I he

land is in good order, and at the distance of two
or three feet apart; this will be sufficient space for
yielding the roots and leaves the requisite nourish-
ment ; the stalks will rise from three to five leet,

and the branches being liable to split oft, and break
down, have to be su|)poried by sticks or frames.
When the seed is ripe, which will generally be in
September, the said sialks are cut off, tied into
bundles, and hung up, or laid over fences to dry

—

and then the seed is beaten off by switching the
slieaves over a board set on its edge, or it may be
thrashed. In France the seed is removed fi-om the
stems by hand, takmg care too leave the small
soeds that grow towards the outer end of the bran-
ches, as these seeds do not ripen well in that cli-

mate, which IS moister than that of the United
States. The next process is to expose the seed to
Ihe sun, and then ii is put into sai ks and kept in a
dry place, where mice and vermin shall not have ac-
cess to it. The average yield of plants in France
is from lour to six ounces of good seed. The beet
in this country has been found to produce very
good seed— it vvill therefore be prudent and a
saving for farmers to raise enough for their own
wants. And lor some time, in all probability, it

will be a profitable branch of business to raise some
lor sale.

General remarks.—The imporlant uses to which
the beet is now applied, having attracted great at-
tention to its habits, it is Ibund under some'^circum-
stances to deaeneraie; the seed ol' the while plant
producing yellow and red roots; this tendency may
be checked by changing the seed from clay to
sandy, and from sandy to clay soils. Experience
may show that changes from the north to the
south, and from the south to the north, would
tie attended wilh good consequences. The seed,
if carefully preserved from moisture, insects, and
vermin, will keep lor several years, but after four
years it will not be prudent to sow it. VVhen the ob-
ject is to make sugar, care should be taken to have
seed that will produce white roots, and early sow-
ing will afford the opportunity of commenciiio- the
crushing and boiling at an early period. Fi^nch
wrilers on the subject inform us, that the early
bruisings produce Ihe largest proportion of suirar.

Some of their remarks on soil, it is difficult lor Ame-
ricans to understand, as in this country we have no
chalk soil. The louline of crops where the beet
is cultivated is very varied. Some French far-

mers plant potatoes the first year, beets the se-
cond, and clover the third—and repeal. Now
we do not understand how (dover can be made to

follow beets, or how it could grow when sown
amongst them, as it would be destroyed by Ihe
process of working the crop— but they may have
an annual clover we are not acquainted with.
Others sow beets two years in succession, oats the
third, clover the liDurih, and repeat. And one
man is mentioned, who has sown beets with suc-
cess, (or fifteen years in succession on the same
land; his practice was to change the nature and
kind of manure and dressinfj ptit on the land.

In this counlry, as yet, there is nothing of strict

system in the rotation of crops. The important
article, Indian corn, grown all over the United
Slates, and tobacco and cotton, in particular dis-

tricts, renders it necessary (or us, lo adopt a sys-

tem suited to our circumstances and resources ; our
farmers have to exercise their own judfrment, and
select practices suiied to their particular positions.
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In most instances, the beet crop will nol be got

off the land early enough lobe followed by wheal,
and late sown wheat in general is not a safe crop.

Wheat is found to yield more grain with a less

show ol straw in those cases where manure is

not directly applied to it, but to a |)revious crop.

Where manure is immeiliately applied to wheat,
it is more liable to mildew, than where it has
been used to a preceding crop.

When the beet is employed in feeding cattle,

one of the eil'ects will be, to produce more and
richer manure, and this will place in the larmer's

power the entire command of his firm,—he can
do with it whatever he pleases. Every encour-
agement is held out for the culture ofbeet. It being
a green crop, draws much of its nourishment
from the atmosphere, and in place of exhausting
the land, leaves it in fine order, for any crop the

farmer may choose to put on it. Beets in no way
interfere with tlie cultivation of wheat, clover, bar-

ley, Indian corn, potatoes, turnip?, &c. With
the aid of a lew beets, the profitable effects of that

raost uselijl grain, Indian corn, will be greatly in-

creased in feeding cattle. Calves led with beets or

roots in their first winter, will generally be as good
animals at the endof twoyears, as those that have
been led the first winter on dry food and corn,

will be at (he end of three years.

The raising a portion of beet is interesting to

every fiirmer, inasmuch as the seed reijuired to

commence will put him tn little expense, and af-

terwards he can supply himself; the business of
his farm is the same as if he had planted an extra
acre of potatoes, and the effects on inilK-, butter,

cheese, fattening pigs, &c. is immediate. But on
this crop, as in most new thmgs, people will en-
tertain diH'erent opinions; the merits of the ques-
tion may be safely left to the decision ofseZ/in/eresf,

in a Country where the people are ibnd of beef,

butter, good meat and profit. The object of this

paper is simply to furnish some information on the
subject.

Although the intention of this paper is to call

the attention of fiirmcrs, to the raising of beets,

with a view to the improvement of tlieir stock
of cattle, their land, and their circumstances, it will

not be out of place to draw their attention to an-
other branch of the business of agriculture, that
proves profitable to the husbandmen of other coun-
tries, and which is here more and more assuming
an inviting appearance.
The best spermaceti oil, burnt in lamps, is now

selling in Philadelphia at one dollar and fifty cents
a gallon. The practice of using oil for lighting
our houses, and its price, have for years been on
the advance, and in consequence* of the great
number of whaling ships, the number of fish must
be decreasing, and those that escajie the fisher-
men, become more wary and ehy. If oil in con-
sequence of these growing causes, is so high in the
seaboard towns, it will be higher in those of the
interior, in proportion to the expense and hazard
incident to transportation, therefore the farmer in

these districts, has so nnich more inducenient to

raise the plants from which oil is made.
JVIost earnestly we recommend to farmers and

planters, the growing of rape, which is a species
ofcabbage, or rather ofiireens, as it docs noi'head.
The French call it colza—ami it is from the seed
of this plant, that great quantities of oil are made
by the French and Englifh

; and the firmer make

from poppy seed abundance of table oil, so good
in quality that it answers all the purposes of olive

oil, and is much cheaper.

Those who are acquainted with the cultivation

of these plants, (the ra|)e and poppy,) harvesting

the seed, and making the oil, could confi^r great

service on the country by publishing the processes,

or such of them as they are accjuaiiited with ; and
there is every reason to presume, the publishers of
the " Fanners' Cabinet," published in Philadel-

phia, the " Cultivator" at Albany, the "American
Farmer" at Baltimore, and the " Farmers' Regis-
ter" at Petersburg, &c. &c., would give the com-
munications a place in the columns of their very
useful periodicals.

It is with Itirmers, as wiih manufacturers, mer-
chants, and tradesmen ofall descriptions; all are ex-
posed to the fluctuations constantly operating on
trade and commerce, influencing prices, supply, and
consumption; and everyone should observe the

improvements that are made in the arts and
sciences that relate to his particular business. For
it is not to be disputed, that all other things being
equal, those who are best informed, with the same
extent of industry, are to be most successful : And
while the manufacturer is diversifying his produc-

tions, and lessening the quantity of labor required

to make them, the merchant is performing voyages
in twenty-eight days, that formerly employed three

months, and letters pass between New York and
Liverpool with nearly the reijularity of a well

conducted mail coach, and go with greater speed.

The fariiier must exert himself also, or be laid

under contribution to the more active; while he
is neglecting to study the nature and qualities of

soils, manures, the kind ofgrain, plants, and cattle

best suited to his circumstances, the most efiective

manner of employing labor—and economizing
lime and every thing about him. The manufac-
turer is calling to his aid a stream of water, or

steam engine, and with one or other of these

agents, and the assistance of a few women or

children, isconverting bales of low priced raw cotton

into costly cloths ; or by employing a lew steady

men, iron ore into cart wheel tires, ploughs,

needles, &c. &c., a few pounds of which will pay
lor the bale of cotton, barrel of wheat, or barrel of
pork—nay, there are cases in which this will be
done by a lew ounces.

It is somewhat remarkable that there are few
distinguished and celebrated farmers or planters,

in comparison with tradesmen, engineers, and
manufacturers. The truth is, the profession of
husbandry, although it can be carried on in some
way or other by most men, is one of the most in-

tricate and diversified ; influenced by causes, the
laws of which are hardly known ;—for example, of
vegetation, the manner in which manure acts, the
operation of lime, gypsum, &c. and the nature of
soils, the grains and plants most suitable for soils

and circumstances of the farmer, the seasons, the

weather, the habits of plants, the nature, effects,

and habits of insects, the grains, grasses, fruit trees,

the adroit skill to secure the proper moment for

sowing, harvesting, ploughing, and the innume-
rable operations and occurrences of a farm, in-

fluenced as they are by the vicissitudes of weather,
and the talents to understand all that relates to

these constantly operating causes, with the power
to make the most of them, are more rarely concen-
trated in one person, than the knowledge an4
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capacity to be eminent in the other professions

—

this, and the diffused position ol'liurners, Ibrm some
of the causes to which may be ascribed the cir-

cumstances oCthere being lew pre-eiriinent liirmers.

But it is evident that this all-important business
has now entered upon a new epocii, and which is

niamlestiniT itsellin more attention to tlie seleciinw
of good seed, new articles of culture, wiiereby the
rigors of winter are equalized with the food of
summer— better breeds of cattle, and above all, by
the number and excellence of tiie treatises and
periodicals that are published in this country, and
Great Britain, and to which every farmer should
attend, and be especially careful to see that his

sons read and reilect on the subjects they treat on.

J. R.
Philadelphia^ January 1, 1840,

MU3IBKR OF SILK-WORMs' EGGS TO TH)E
OUNCE.

J)andolo's statement of the number of silk-

worms' eggs to the ounce is generally received as

correct ; and doubtless it was so, as stated by that

very accurate experimentalist. But as there is no

certainty whether the English translation of his

work, which is from the French translation of the

Italian, means the weights and measures of Mi-

lan, of France, or of England, the author's most

correct statistics are rendered false, to our compre-

hension, or at least doubtful. According to this

very incorrect translation, the number of eggs of

the '-common kind" of silk-worms to the ounce,

is 39,168—and is therefore in round numbers gene-

rally estimated at 40,000.

Having ascertained by sufficient scrutiny that

Dan-Jolo's numbers, weights and measures, are fal-

sified by the ignorance of his translators, (by their

omitting to state when and what they have

changed, and what left unchanged,) and consider-

ing that it was very important to know the true

numbers of eggs to the ounce, we lately counted,

with some careful assistants, the numbers that will

be stated, and weighed them by very accurate scales

and weights. The small weights (1 to 100 grains)

were Prolessor Millington's, made (or the nicest

experiments, and the avoirdupois weights were

new, of best quality, and tested by standard weights

and found accurate beforehand. 437^ grains are

equal to one ounce avoirdupois, by the compari-

son of these weights, as well as by rule.

No. 1.—2000 eggs of early crop of " har-

dy gray and white" silk-

worms weighed 24^ grains,

= 82 eggs to the grain, and

to the ounce, 36,082

No. 2.—2235 eggs of same hatching, but

another person's rearing, 25|
grains, =: 86 eggs to the

grain, and to the ounce - - 37,585

No. 3.—2620 eggs of same kind, but

also of a different person's

rearing, 30| grains, zr 86 to

the grain, and to the ounce - 37,582

No. 4.— 1060 eggs of same kind, but of

still another rearing, 12 grains,

z=. 85 eggs to the grain, and

to the ounce 37,396

No. 5.—4000 eggs from a second brood

in the same season, of a sin-

gle female of the above, No.

1, (but all gray worms,) 47

grains, 3=85 eggs to the grain,

and the ounce 37,234

No. 6.—4800 eggs of small " pea-nut "

cocoon silk-worms, (Whit-

marsh's stock,) 51 grains, rr

94 to the grain, and to the

ounce - 41,176

No. 7.—5000 eggs of " two-crop white"

cocoon silk-worms, 52 grains,

zzi 96 to the grain, and to the

ounce -------- 42,066

No. 8.—1400 eggs of Tisam silk-worms,

(a rare kind recently imported

from China, which makes a

large white cocoon,) weigh-

ed 15^ grains, zzi 90 eggs to

the grain, and to the ounce - 39,516

It will be seen by the above statement, that

there is a remarkable agreement of the weights of

the samples of eggs numbered 2, 3, 4, and 5, and
yet a considerable difference from them in No. 1,

though from the same kind and stock of worms.
This difference caused a mistake to be suspected,

and therefore the first quantity (No. 1,) was count-

ed and weighed a second time, and found correct.

SALE OF FLOWERS.

From tlie NewbuoTJort Herald.

It appears from statistical information in the
French Agricultural journals, that the land cul-
tivated around Paris, as kitchen gardens, yields
an amount of nearly eight millions of dollars, an-
nually, and maintains half a million of persons.
The flowers and (ruit produced there, yield also
several millions of francs. About two hundred
flower gardeners reside at Paris and in the neigh-
borhood, and supply the maikets of the capital.

There are driys, especially the eves of grand fetes,

when the sa!e is very large. H. Hericarl de Thurj',

affirms that on the 14th of August last, $10,000
worth of flowers were sold in Paris, and that, in

the depths of winter, certain grand soirees o-ive

rise to sales amourning to between 1,000 and 4,000
dollars. In the same season, bouquets of natural

flowers are despatched, in tin boxes, not only to

the remotest towns, but even to JMunich, V^ienna,

and other distant foreign ports.
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MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS
ON ROOT CULTURE. EXPER13IENT IN FEED-
ING flIANGEL WURZEL TO BULCII COWS.

Subject continued from p. 724, vol. VII.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

I am iniluced, thus early, again to trespass on

your columns, on the subject of roots, I'rom va-

rious indications 1 perceive niaiiilesled by Viririnia

farmers to enter on their culture, and to test their

merits. In tiie present comparatively improved

state ofagricultural science, and ol'the means now
within the reach of every individual to obtain pos-

session of the new lights the last ten years have dis-

closed, it would argue prolbund ignorance and neg-

lect in not embracing one ol'the most obvious means
of improvement, which has done so much (brother

countries, and must eventually produce the same
results here. I am quite sure that no misgivings

need be entertained about the climate. Nine
years' steady culture, without a failure, in !at. -11,

has convinced the writer of its excellence, and he
thinks, on the whole, it is superior to either Eng-
land or Scotland ; and any where north of James
river, and probably in the southern slates, the

same results may be obtained, regulating the time

of sowing to the latitude. In n)y Ibrmer commu-
nication on roots, was stated generally the mode of

culture practised by the writer. He now proposes

to offer some suggestions on the best mode of pre-

paring the land lor a crop of either turnips or man-
gel wurzel, time of sowing, the proper distance

at which to drill the seed, selection ol' roots (or

seed, together wish the result of an experiment in

feeding mangel wurzel to milch cows, and some
observations, which it is hoped may have a ten-

dency to induce many of your nunierous readers

to become root growers. I am quite sure that no
farmer can winter cattle with advantage without
the aid of succulent Ibod ; nay, I will venture to

add, that no man ought to be the owner of horned
cattle or sheep in this rigorous climate, if he ne-
glects to avail himself of this rich provision of na-
ture's bounty, evidently designed by a kind provi-

dence lor the comfort and health of the animal
creation, and finally of mankind. Calves intended
for steers scarcely ever recover from the eft'ects ol'

a five months' diet of straw and stalks. Let any
individual select two spring calves of equal age
and constitution—suH'er one to run in the usual

way, having as much sweet hay as can be eaten

—

give the other in addition to what hay will be con-
sumed, half a bushel of turnips, the day from
grass gointi to grass coming, or I'rom 1st Novem-
ber to 1st May—and then, if the turnip-led calf is

not a year in advance of the other, with respect to

condiiion, size, &c., and, moreover, delightful to

look at, and creditable to the owner, then I will

say tiiat all my reasoning must l)e taken at a con-
siderable discount.

In speaking of the turnips I wish to be under-
stood as referring exclusively to the purple topped
Swede, or ruta baga. Every other known' va-
riety (fifteen or sixteen in number) has been
grown by the writer at one time or another, and
finally rejected, and however useful some may be
lor early fall fiieding of ewes and store cattle in

the mild climate of Great Britain, they are utterly
worthless here. Of beets there are many varie-
ties, red, white, green, and blood-colored. The

white is the sugar beet of France ; mangel wur-
zel is a hybrid beef, far superior for cattle to all

the rest, and exhibits when cut transversely circu-

lar rings of red and white, very crisp, and grows
very much out of the ground. This is the true

kind, and well worthy of all care and of the best

preparaiion. But to my subject. Sod is, or ought
to be, with fi?vv exceptions, the foundation of every

crop, and that is precisely what the turnip wants
;

on which 1 would haul, in the month of April, 15,

20, or 25 two-horse loads long manure per acre,

according to the condition of the land, spread
broadcast as evenly as possible, and then ploughed.
If the manure was old or in a finely divided state,

or what is commonly called short manure, the

land should be evenly and deeply ploughed first,

and then the manure applied, toireiher with 40
bushels carbonated lime per acre. Turnips delight

in a calcareous soil. Presuming the land to remain
idle, no further working would be necessary, ex-

cepting weeds make their appearance more than
common, nnlil the 1st July in this latitude, the

lOlh for Virginia, when the spring furrow should
be reversed, bringinjr the manure to the surliace,

(if under,) harrowed severely, and left until the

time of sowing, which here ought not to be
thought of until the lOih of July, or thereabout,

just as you may be ready, 10 days later in Virginia,

middle of June in New York slate. Then let

the ground be again harrowed, and proceed after-

wards, as stated in your December number. If it

is designed to apply concentrated manure in addi-

tion, let it be scattered or drilled along the small

furrow on the ridge left bj^ the coulter of the drill,

previous to passing the roller over. A lisht one-
hoise roller is here meant, six inches diameter,

four feet Ions, taking two ridges al once ; this is a
very important operation, lor, if the soil is not very

compact about these small seeds, and dry weather
follows, there is great risk of their coming up
evenly. Independently however of that considera-

tion, turnips delight to sirike in a soil made tolera-

bly solid. South of New York there is not the

least necessit}^ that the land should remain idle.

A very valuable crop can be taken between April

and July, ameliorating and cleansing in its nature.

I mean the common field pea, white or gray,

sown broadcast per acre ; they will be off early in

June, afiording ample time for future operations.

Twenty bushels per acre may reasonably be ex-

pected, which would defray all the expenses of the

turnip crop. My turnip ground the past season
afforded me a fine crop of oats cut green on the

20ih June, and made into hay ; but the roots being

in full viiror gave me considerable trouble in pre-

paring the land lor the drill, so much indeed as de-

terred me from again pursuing the same course.

Peas are the thing. The Ibregoing remarks apply

to mangel wurzel, excepting the season of sowing,

and that no previous crop can be obtained. The
time for sowing in this latitude I believe to be

about the 1st June; but take care to have them
" any how," for they are a treasure. I have a
word or two to say respecting the distance at

which turnips and beets ouiiht to be drilled. Any
thing short of three feet will not answer, and even
at that distance it is almost impossible to give them
the requisite tillage, if the preparation is good.

Twenty-seven inch-drills are very general in Nor-
folk and in Scotland; but in the United States,

where the foliage on green crops is double in
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amount, narrow intervals are inadmissible. Your
excellent correspondent, J. M. G., esq., oC F.,

Ihinlcs two feet riJfres might do, ''if straig/it.''^

I will venture to add, that whether straight or

crooked, whoever attempts it will soon discover

the necessity ol" wider intervals. I have had the

leaves of turnips to measure three lijet li'ociuentlj',

before the bulk was much larger than a goose egg.

If such plants were in two feet ridges what would
become of them 1 Evidently enough, they would
be smothered. The majority of green crop grow-
ers that I have seen in this state commit a fatal

mistake in not paying due attention to the season

for sowing. You may as well expect a crop of

winter wheat sown in JNlay, as a crop of turnips

sown in this latitude the middle of June. People
read of large crops grown in the north and in

Europe, and sow accordingly, without reflecting,

for a moment, in what part of this vast country

they are. By sowing in July we can obtain as

large and as handsome roots as can be produced
in the other hemisphere sown in May. One of

your subscribers, an excellent fiarmer, M\\ C. O—

n

of Princeton, in this state, harvested a most splen-

did crop the past season, many roots weighing 13

and 14 lbs. each, sown on the 7th July. (Allow
me here to remark that the larger ruta baga tur-

nips grow the better they are, provided they have
small necks.) Other people's turnips again, near
neighbors also, on land of similar formation and
qualitj', who sowed in June, were worthless, and
yet, notwithstanding this evidence of the impro-
priety of early sowing, many individuals, admira-
ble executive fiarmers in other respects, persist in

endeavoring to counteract the laws of nature.

Finally, turnips sown early produce too much
(bliage, and soon after they have commenced bulb-

ing make an effort to seed, which is fatal to their

future growth. From that moment the bulb ceases

to grow, Hnd the whole plant becomes fibrous, and
comparatively wonhless.

COTTON SSED.

From tlie Carolina Planter.

After the encomiums I have passed on cot-

ton seed as a manure, you would hardly ex-

pect from me what I am going tn say now—but

a man may pay too dear (or his whistle, though it

be never so good a one. It is the practice of many
planters to purchase cotton seed at high prices, for

manure. It is said that 10 cents is as much as

can be given for it to make oil of, and that the

profit is not large at over 6 cents per bushel,—yet

I have heard of planters giving as high as 20
cents a bushel, and then haulmij: it for manure.
Fifteen cents is common, and 12^ considered, I

believe, very reasonable.

Now let us enter into a ihw calculations. Sup-
posing that a piece of land without manure would
produce 12 bushels of corn per acre, it is a very

(air allowance to suppose that with the assistance

of cotton seed it will produce 20, or eight bushels
more from the seed— I have not in general made
more than five. If it will take fifty bushels to ma-
nure an acre, and to make this product it certainly

must—the cost of the seed at 12^ cents per bushel,

will be @6 25. If it is purchased within five miles,

the hauling and putting it on, both together, can-
not be worth less than ^1 75—making the whole

Vor.. VIII—13

cost ^8 per acre. Now, in many parts of the
country, an acre of excellent land may be pur-
chased ibr §8 and less—land that will bring more
than 12 bushels ofcorn per acre. If the planter can
sell his increase of 8 bushels of corn at SI per
bushel, he will be just reimbursed for his expense
in manuring, as the increase of lodder, peas, &c.
will about pay him for the trouble of gathering,
he-using and selling the corn. Eut it will allow
him no profit for his trouble and no interest on the

money laid cut. He would hardly be wise to con-
tinue the practice. Eut what planter can expect
to get $la bushel at this crib Ibr corn every year?
It has, like every thing else, been very high for a
few years back—but at this moment the average
price in the state cannot be more than GO cents.

I do not suppose that any planter would refuse to

make a contract to sell for 20 years to come, what
he makes to spare, at 62^ cents at the crib in cash.

I would myself prefer raising corn at that price, to

making cotton at 12^- cents—much prefer it. At
62^ cents the increase of 8 bushels of corn would
be worth but ^5—Yet the planter has paid .^8

for the manure to produce it. The remaining §3 he
must expect to realize in the permanent im-
provenaent which his lands are to derive from the
manure ; but it is thought, as I have already men-
tioned, that little or no permanent advantage
is derived from cotton seed, and that it is nearly

absorbed by the first crop. Admitting, how-
ever, that it is improved, as I am fi-ee to say
I think it is—and after ten years of successive ma-
nuring with cotton seed, it will produce the 20
bushels without manure for ever after—which, by-
the-by, is an extravagant admission—at this rate

his land will cost him first the original price,

say 810; next the $3 per annum devoted lor 10
years to permanent improvement, or ,930; and
then the interest on each instalment ol" this sum
compounded, which, at 7 per cent, would, of ilselfj

amount to ^14—making the whole cost of the

acre, at the end of ten years, fiity-four dollars.

Now, sir, for supposing me to be half right,

would it not be belter to purchase ready made land,

of the rank of 20 bushels per acre at once? In

what section of the plantation states would such
land cost ^27, much less ^54. And do not those

planters who pursue this course, while they are

taking great credit to themselves lor resuscitating

their lands and enriching the state, really impov-
erish without benefiting any one except those
who sell the seed. Are they good citizens who lay
out on the acre of land .§54, or even .§27, that is

not worth more than S15 at the utmost, after that

expenditure, thus actually sinking the balance to

themselves and to the country. The period has
not yet arrived for such a system of agriculture

—

when the density of population shall make land of

this description worth from .^27 to ,954 per acre,

and the permanently established price of provi-

sions or cotton will enable its owner to make a fair

profit on an investment at that rate—then cotton

seed will be worth 12i cents a bushel for manure,
and not before. Then we can afTord to buy ma-
nure—and, as the people do in Europe, send
out into the highways to collect it—then we can
use lime, and marl, and plaster of Paris, &c. &c.,

but until then, he who indulges in .such ex-

travagance beyond the limits of his garden or his

turnip patch, is injuring jiimselfj and so far in-

juring his country. Short Staple.
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POISONED CHEESE.

The roIiowin<T communication from Dr. Fansher
appeari? in the Hart.^ord Coiirant:—" I understand

that a large family in Simsbury have been poison-

ed by eating cheese which came from New Or-

leans, oC which every member ot'it perished ; and

having recently returned from a lour to the west, I

have thought it my duly to slate what 1 heard

relative to ihe milk sickness districts, viz :—that

the beef, butler and cheese, as well as the milk of

ihe cows which (tjed in the woods, were deadly poi-

sons to those who partook of them, and that persons

in that region dare not make use of either ; but

that they are in the habit of sending what they

dare not eat to New Orleans, where it is sold to

merchants, who are not aware of the criminal

fraud, and suspect not that they are dealing in a

deadly poison."

CHEAP MANURING.

From the Maine Cultivator.

Many farmers in this state of late years have

adopted the practice of manuring their land lor

wheat the ensuing season, by turning in green

crops. For instance, take a field when the grass

upon it is about fully grown, say the first of .Fuly,

and turn it nicely over with the plough. Then
harrow and sow with buckwheat. In four or

five weeks, that is by the middle of August, this

crop will have attained its growth. Turn this under

Avilh the plough, as you did the grass before.

These two green crops thus ploughed under, bring

to the soil much manure from ihe green haum
actjuired from the atmosphere. 'J'hey create an

active lermentation, make the soil light and pliable,

and manure it more than if the same had been

cut in the tbrm of hay and fodder and given to

horses and cattle in the barn. It is on the whole

an excellent mode of enriching soils, which wdl

ordmarily produce good wheat the next season.

TUB DOMESTIC COCOONERY.

From the Journal of the American Silk Society.

It is expected (hat during the season of 1840,

great numbers of persons will desire to try experi-

ments in feeding silk worms, and to enable ihem

to do so upon the most economical plan, we have

prepared the following directions for fining up and

conducting a domestic cocoonery. Entire confi-

dence may be placed in all the estimates and cal-

culations, as they are founded upon the results of

actual and judicious practice, both of European

and American culturisis. The editor of this

Journal has been able to establish a set of sim-

ple principles or elements, deduced from the prac-

tice above alluded to, of numerous individuals,

which will enable any person to make his calcu-

lations without difficulty, viz .

1st. The averaore weight of leaves that each

moras muliicaulisW will aflord during its sea-

eon's growth on land of lair quality, and the trees

planted four feet by one apart, is one pound.

2d. The average quantity of leaves consumed
by each worm during its life, is one ovnce.

3d. The space of slielf occupied by the worms,
is as follows

:

During tlie 1st ngf, ],(K)0 worms occupy 1-3 of a square fool.
"

2(1 age, " " " y-4 " "
" 3d age, " " " 2 square feet.
" 4th age, " « " 6 " «
" 5th age, " « " 18 " «

4th. Three thousand worms will make one
bushel ofcocoons.

5th. One bushel ofcocoons will make one pound
of raw silk, ready for market.

6th. One pound of cocoons will produce one
ounce of eggs.

Thus, 1,000 trees will feed 16,000 worms the
first year; these will require 288 square feet of
shelf, or 8 shelves, 12 leet long and 3 feet wide.
They will produce 5 J bushels of cocoons, or the
same number of pounds of merchantable raw silk.

These simple elements, and all calculations

founded on them, it must be borne in mind, refer

exclusively to the natural system; that which
all persons will practise in a domestic cocoonery.

Any common room may be used for the cocoon-
ery. It ought, however, to have one or more
windows on each side, and if it have a fire-place,

it will be all the better for it. The second story of
the house will be better for the worms than the
first, though it is not so convenient for the attend-

ants. If it be desired to fit it up temporarily for

the cocoonery, the following plan will answer
every purpose, without the least injury to the

walls, or any thing else ; and after the cocoons
are gathered, the shelves can be removed, and the
lumber used lor other purposes.

Suppose the room to be 20 feet long, and 16 feet

wide. Make three trestles, such as carpenters

use, out of scanilip.g, 3 feet long, one foot high,

with four legs. Set one in the middle, and one
near each end of one side of the room, and lay

upon them 3 planks, 16 feet long and 1 foot wide
;

thus making a temporary table, 16 feet long and 3
teet wide. A tin-pan can be placed under each
foot of the trestles, to be kept flill of water to pre-

vent ants and other vermin from getting upon the

shelves. They can be obtained very cheaply at

every tin-shop, and are eflectual preventives of
such evils. A second shelf may be placed upon
the first, by fixing the trestles directly over those

below, and a third, fourth, fifth and sixth in the

same way. The trestles should be made to stand

firmly and level, with the legs expanded, that they
may act as braces to steady the range of shelves.

The plank need not be nailed down, if it be an
object not to injure them ; but the shelves would
be more steady and firm if this were done. In

setting up these shelves, a space ought to be left

between Ihem and the wall, to prevent anls, &c.
getting upon them from that quarter; a few
inches will be sufficient. In a room of the above
dimensions, then, we shall have three ranges of
shelves, 16 feel long, 3 feet wide, with an alley of

3 feet between each range, &c. and a space at

each end, to pass freely.

If we put 6 shelves in each range, we shall have
18 shelves, 16 by 3 feet each, and these will con-

tain 48,000 worms. The plank shelves should be j
covered with old newspapers or anj' other waste 9
paper.
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Hie management of the silk worms on this plan,

may be ad Ibllovvs : Expose the eggs to hatch in

the usual manner. Pay no attention to those that

hatch tlie first day. Those that hatch on the

second (lay, should be placed on the first range of

shelves ; those that halch on the third day, on the

second range ; and those ihat hatch on the fourth

day, on the third range. Pay no attention to the

few that hatch after the fourth day, they are too

dilatory to be profitable. The young worms are

very easily removed from the hatching table, by

laying small nmlberry leaves upon them, and

when they attach themselves to them, take each

leaf by the stem, and lay it on the shelf where
you want the worms. Feed the young worms by

laying on them a few fresh leaves (bur or five

times a day, or oltener, if they consume them, or

the leaves become wilted. During the first age,

if the leaves are large, they may be torn, or cut

into small pieces ; but ifyou have plenty ofleaves

it is not necessary. After they have moulted the

first time, lay on leaves, and when the vi^orms

become attached to them, lift them by the stems

and lay them on a clean place on the shelf, allow-

ing them about three times as much space as they

occupied before. You may then clear oflFthe shelf

previously occupied by them. The same operation

may be perlbrmed after the second, third and

fourth moultings, extending the space they occupy

each time, as in the first, and clearing off the litter

in the same way.
In feeding the worms, from the beginning to

the end, it is of importance that they be fed often

and in small quantities. If you lay on too much
ibod a considerable portion will be wasted; but

that is the least consideration—the shelves will

become loaded with rubbish, which will remler it

necessary to clear them often. We have always

found it to be a good plan to keep the attendant

continually feeding—always passing along the

shelves with a basket of leaves, and whenever any
of the worms arc (bund without food, or nearly so,

lay on a (ew leaves, and thus keeping them con-

tinually eating (resh leaves. We know it is the

practice, almost universally, to (eed at stated times

—three times a day, or four, or five, and to weigh
the leaves, giving at each feeding a certain quan-
tity ; but all our experience goes to prove its im-
propriety. Late at night a full supply of leaves,

according to their age, ought to be given them,

that they may have plenty during the night.

Strange as it may appear, many persons suppose

the worms do not eat much at night ; the truth is,

they eat rather more at night than in the day-time,

ae do all caterpillars ; and they ought either to be

fed occasionally during the night, or have a supply

given them over night sufficient to last them till

morning.
Wet leaves should not be given to silk worms,

nor those having sand or dirt on them. If it

cannot be avoided during long rains, necessity of

course will compel the feeding with wet leaves

;

and generally this may do no harm ; but I have
seen very large quantities of worms destroyed by

it. It should always be avoided, if possible.

The moulting ofthe worms will occur four times,

but unless closely observed, and the several days'

hatching have not been kept carefully separate,

these changes will be scarceij' noticed. The times

of moulting vary, according to the treatment the

worms receive. If fully fed, and a proper temper-

ature be kept in the room, they will moult about
every 5 or 6 days ; if a contrary practice be pur-

sued, they may do so every 7, 8, or 9 days. If

each day's hatching have been kept by themselves
and they have all been properly fed, all the worms
of one hatching will generally moult about the

same time, and they should not be fed while they
are in the moulting state. They generally re-

main in this state from 18 to 36 hours. As soon
as they revive they should be led as above directed,

with large leaves, or even branches, and as soon
as they attach themselves to the leaves, they
should be removed to a clean shelf. It is frequently

the case that only a part of them moult one day,

and the balance the next. In this case the two
moultings should be carried to separate shelves,

and thus be kept separate in future, aa they will

otherwise not spin cocoons regularly. As the

space occupied by the worms must necessarily

be extended as the worms grow, the moat
convenient time for doing it is after each moulting.

And if this be properly done, all the worms on
each shelf can be made to spin at the same time,

and thus save the attendant much inconvenience.

To effect it all that is necessary is to separate

the several days' hatchings, and at each moulting
to collect all that revive at one time, and place

them by themselves. Those who observe this

precaution will be well paid for their attention.

After the (burth moulting, if you have plenty

of trees, and do not care about the cuttings, you
may cut ofi" small branches with the leaves on,

and lay them on the shelves. In feeding in this

way, you can save much time, the leaves keep
from wilting longer, and more worms can be ac-

commodated on the same space. The branches
should be laid first across the shelf, say six inches

apart ; at the next feeding they should be laid

lengthwise of the shelf; and the next, crosswise

again, and so on alternately crosswise and length-

wise at each feeding, so that the pile may fbrm a
mass ofcrib-work, affording a free passage for the

air, and accommodation for the worms, into which
they will descend, to form cocoons. The objec-

tions to this plan are, that in damp weather the

mass of rubbish and dung of the worms, ia apt to

ferment, and thus produce disease ; and also the

loose tow of the cocoons is lost, ae it becomes so

filled with dirt and fragments of leaves, that it is

not worth saving. It ia believed, however, that

the value of this tow is less than the trouble of the
ordinary fixtures for the worms to spin on is worth.
The writer of these remarks, raised his eilk worms
one season on this plan, and the cocoons produced
were equal to any he ever raised. Care should

be observed in ftieding in this way, not to lay on
so many branches ae to raise the pile too hi^h

;

as, if it approach near the bottom of the shelf

above, before the worms are ready to spin, it will

be very inconvenient to feed them. Not more
than lour or five courses of branches should be

laid on each day, and the intermediate feedings

should be with clear leaves, so that the pile may
ascend not more than an inch and a half each day,

and that the height of the pile on the shelf when
the worms begin to spin may be about nine or

ten inches. If, however, the pile should get too

high, or if it gets damp and mouldy, the lower

part can be easily removed by passing a couple of

smooth sticks through the pile two or thrculayem
below the worms ; and by means of tbe^, gently
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raise the upper layers with the worms on, and

remove aU below. We found no ditficulty in

c caning our shelves in this way.
During the whole time the worms are liicuing, at-

tention should be paid to cleanliness—that is, the

room should be kept free liom filih and bad smell.

In very hot weather, the windows should be

opened to give free air; and in cold damp weather,

if it can be done, fire should be U<»,pt in the fire place.

It is proper to observe, that unless the weather be

very cold, no oiher injury will be done the worms
than stopping their leeding and growth during its

continuance. We have had weather so cold as

to produce thin ice in our cocoonery, without other

injury to the worms, than stopping tlieir growth a

few days, that is, it required two or three days

longer to produce the cocoons than it would

have done, had not the cold weather occurred.

Therelbre, though it is always better to keep the

room moderately warm, by fire, ii necessary,

yet it is not indispensable to very (air success.

Il' disease occur in the worms, particularly the

yellows, the best way is to take the sick worms
from the shelves, and throw them away as soon

as they are discovered. The yellows is both a

contagious and hereditary disease ; and hence, if

one worm is attacked by it, it will be sure to be

communicated to the others ; and, worse than this,

even if the sick worms get well, which they sel-

dom do, the eggs they produce are almost certain

to produce sickly worms, and, by this means, the

crop of the succeeding year will be lost.

When it can be done, one or two days' sup-

ply of leaves should be gathered ahead, and kept

in a cellar, that no damage may be sustained dur-

ing rainy weather. But great caution should be

observed not to feed with lo ('Wet/ leaves. It were
better to give the worms wet leaves than wilted

ones. If kept in a cellar and occasionally shook

about, the leaves will keep three days in good con-

dition. Where no cellar is at hand, and where
you have plenty of trees, you can keep leaves

fresh three or four days, by cutting otT the tops

and branches of the trees, and setting the but-

ends in water. If the end of a branch be set in

water one inch deep it will keep the leaves fresh.

For this purpose, tubs might be used, and large

quantities of leaves kept in this way.
The sun should never be allowed to shine on

the worms ; and if any of them are exposed to it,

the window should be so shaded by shutters or

blinds as to prevent it.

Successive crops may be fed, if it be desired to

occupy the whole season, by keeping the eggs in

an ice-house, and bringing out portions of them at

each time ot hatchin<r. It is believed, that this

is a much better plan than commencing with the

whole at once. All new beginners should com-
mence in the spring, with one-half an ounce of

eggs, to be hatched as soon as the leaves put out.

From the cocoons Ibrmed by this crop, eggs for

next next year's use should be saved, and reelers

should be taught. The very best cocoons should

be selected to produce eggs. A ready calculation

of the number required, can be made by dividing

the number of eggs you want next year by 150.

Thus, if you want 100,000 eggs next year, divide

100,000 by 150, and the result will be 667 cocoons
required (or eggs. Let these not only be the best

cocoons, but be certain that they were the product

of healthy worms. Attention to this is one of the

most important requirements of the art of silk mak-
ing. And it is a matter of much regret, that it is

not sufficiently attended to. Those who make a
business of selling eggs, are loo much in the habit

of selecting their best cocoons for niakifg sewing
silk, and leave the rubbish cocoons, and those

formed by sickly worms, merely for producing

eggs

—

to sell, not to use themselves, lor they know
the value of them too well. Hence, in purchas-

ing eggs, the utmost caution should be ob-

served in obtaining assurance of their quality.

The balance of the cocoons of the first crop, may
be used in teaching the reeler to reel.

Many persons of course, have no ice-house in

which to keep the eirgs lor successive crops. A
very good substitute may be obtained in the use

of a well.

A deep cold well will preserve the eggs from

hatching as well as an ice house, if they are placed

in it at the proper lime. If access to the well be con-

venient, the best way is to descend to near the sur-

lace of the water, take out a lew bricks or stones

from the wall, so as to make a place large enough
to contain the box containing the eggs, and place it

there. If there be a pump in the well, the box
will remain there securely. If not, of course, cau-

tion must be observed in drawing water, not to al-

low the bucket to interfere wiih the box; and the

place prepared lor it, should be on that side of the

well least exposed to ihe dripping in drawing up wa-
ter. It is also said, that a deep hole, say ten feet

deep, dug in the ground in some shady place,the box

of eggs placed at the bottom, and the top covered

with plank, has preserved eggs in excellent condi-

tion. I have never tried this ; but if the tempera-

lure in such a place be at or below 55° it will an-

swer the purpose; the coldness of the place, no
matter what place it may be, is all that is required.

But as we have so often remarked, the eggs must
be put in the cold place before the germ has com-
menced ; if not, even the coldest ice-house will not

prevent their hatching at or about the regular

time in spring. The egys ought to be put in the cold

place during the winter, belbre they have been

exposed io warm weather. If thus preserved,

portions of them may be hatched at any time dur-

ing the summer, and thus successive crops may
be raised. The advantages of successive crops

are these. A room that will only contain 48,000

worms at one time, can be made to accom-
modate that number seven times during the

summer, by hatching a crop every three weeks,

and keeping the young worms by themselves till

the old ones spin their cocoons, and thus 336,000

may be raised during the summer. One person

can attend to them, except occasionally, in clearing

the shelves, when more help for an hour or two
will be required. The person tlius employed
steadily tluough the season will become better

acquainted with the business, than could be the

case if only one crop were raised.

As soon as the worms have formed their co-

coons, that is, four days after they begin to spin,

the cocoons should be gathered, and the loose

tow and filth stripped off as they are taken (i'om

the branches. The cocoons may then be reeled,

or must be cured. The process of reeling, has

been fully described in this Journal, and needs not

be repealed here, as also has the process of curing

the cocoons. Once more, however, let us urge

upon all persona the propriety of reeling their own
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cocoons. They will obtain several important ad-

vantages by it. They reduce the bull< of their

product from a very large, to a very small com-

pass—no small object to those wlio reside at a

distance Trom market. They also obtain the pro-

fit of reeling, which is nearly or quite equal to

that ol' producing the cocoons. Let no one tor a

moment indulge^the idea that they cannot learn

to reel silk. Any intelligent person can learn in

awcekortwo, to perlorm the operation, and in one

season, become sufficiently skilled, to produce the

finest and best quality of raw silk. All who
make the experiment of feeding worms, should

appoint some active, intelligent younir woman to

reel, and the first cocoons made in the season,

should be appropriated to her education as a

reeler. She will become sufficiently expert with

the cocoons of the first crop, to teach oihers with

those of the second ; and thus ihey will be able

to reel the whole, nearly as last as they are

produced. This can be done, and should be

done. Foreigners, we know, make a great noise

about the difficulty of reeling ; but we also know,
that hundreds ofAmerican lemales have learned

to reel in a lew weeks, and produced silk equal to

nny ever produced in Piedmont. Indeed, we
know of aged persons who have even made the

red, and learned to use it perlectly from the di-

rections given in this Journal. Their only sur-

prise »vas, alter a fair trial, that any one should

ever have invested the art with any difficulty.

The extreme fineness of the fibre, to an inexpe-

rienced eye, seems to be beyond the reach of the

sense of touch ; and its apparent delicacy to

the same observer, would seem to be incapa-

ble of withstanding the rapid winding ofi" re-

quired in reeling. The fibre is so fine, that it

can scarcely be seen, and so delicate, that it would
be supposed to break at the slightest touch.

Hence, every body on a first view supposes the

art of reeling so very difficult. And yet all these

difficulties vanish at the first lair trial ; and all that is

really necessary lor a beginner is resolution
TO BEGIN—let her take resolution to say "I will,"
and she shall be a reeler. Reeling silk is much
more appropriate to (ijmales than to males. The
very delicacy of the fibre, and the lightness of the

operaiion, indicate that the more delicate fingers

of females should perform the operation. Let
every experimenter in raising worms, therefore,

also try the experiment of reeling, and in this

way will reelers be created all over the country,

and thus will a market for cocoons be established

in every part of the United States.

The writer of this paper has already extended
it to a greater length than he intended, or perhaps
is advisable lor the object. But he desired to say
all that need be said on the subject, that the inex-

perienced reader, for whose use it is exclusively in-

tended, might be able to try an experiment with

all the advantage possible. Hence, many small

things have been spoken of— trifles light as air to

the practised eye— but none the less important to

a successful experiment. As before remarked, this

paper is iniended for small domestic practice, not lor

large systematic cocooneries. The latter will un-
doubtedly build and fit up cocooneries expressly Ibr

the purpose ; and for such, we have already pub-
lished full and detailed directions, G, 13, S.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN FLAX.

From tlic Albany Cultivator,

We know of no plant which seems to better de-

serve an effort for its introduction into the class of
cultivated vegetation, than the one above named.
The common flax plant is an annual ; is exposed to

the depredation of many insects ; to get the full

amount of the crop it is necessary it should be pull-

ed, and yet with all these drawbacks, it is a valua-

ble crop, and indispensable Ibr many purposes. If

a plant possessing the same valuable qualities aa

the common flax, yet which would be perennial,

and could be cradled or mown at maturuy—(thua

giving an annual succession of crops Irom the same
root)—could be discovered and brought into use

among us, and particularlv in the fijrtile valleys

and prairies of the western states, the advantages

would certainly be very great. Such a plant is

the flax of the Rocky Mountains; and the indivi-

dual or the society that shall introduce it into cul-

tivation, should it answer present indications, will

be considered as benefiting the agriculture of the

country essentially. Of the various notices which
we have seen of this plant, we select the follow-

ing, as more particularly describing its appearance

and the extent of its growth in those regions.

Mr. Parker, in his excellent narrative ol'his jour-

ney across the Rocky Mountains, from the Missis-

sippi to the Pacific, says, ''Flax is a spontaneous

production of this country. In every thing, except

that it is perennial, it resembles the flax that is

cultivated in the United States—the stalk, the

bowl, the seed, the blue flower, closed in the day
time and open in the evening and morning. The
Indians use it in making fishing nets. Fields of

this flax might be managed by the husbandman in

the same manner as meadows Ibr hay. It would

need to be mowed like grass ; for the roots are too

large, and run too deep in the earth, to be pulled as

ours is ; and an advantage that this would have,

is, that there would be a saving of ploughing and
sowing." This was on a branch of Lewis or

Snake river, of the Columbia.

In a late journal of a passage across these

mountains by Mr, Oakley, of Illinois, under date

of the 21st of July, 1839, occurs the following :

" Encamped to-night in a beautiful valley, called

Bayou Selard, 28 miles li-om the head of the south

Ibrk of the Platte,- It is a level prairie, thirty miles

long and three wide, and was covered with a thick

growth of flax, which every year springs up spon-

taneously."

Whether the Rocky Mountain flax will prove

to be as near the common flax as is supposed by
Mr. Parker, may be doubted ; but that it is unlike

and far superior, to the two or three kinds of native

wild flax that have before been discovered in the

United States, would also seem to be clear, xi

tract of 90 square miles of flax, such as Mr. Oakley

described, would be a sight in any country, and
would rival the grass covered prairies of Illinois.

—

LARGE SEEDLING GRAPE RxVISED BY VAN
MONS.

A seedling grape vine, at Brussels, raised by

Van Mons, produces liuit as large as a green

gage plum, which, at the latest, ripens in the first
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Ibrlnight of August, and never fails. Its qualiiics

are no less reremrkable, as it is both solid and sweet.

SHORT HORNED CATTLE.

Never think of buying short horned or Durham
cattle, until you are prepared to keep them well.

They need an abundance of fresh pasture, and

therefore to be frequently changed from one pas-

lure to another, in succession, and plenty of food

and good shelters in the winter. Thus provided

for, they are valuable stock. But neglected in

these respects, they are no better than native cat-

tle.

—

Franklin Farmer.

oft"" one hundred pounds during the chase—but
still he is a lusty fellow, and you Bostonians may
prepare your mouths for a taste of his flesh, as I

understand it is the intention of Mr. Dow to ship

him at Frankfort for your city. He has been on
exhibition in tliis city for the last two days, at 12^-

cents a sight.

CAPTURE OF A BEAR.

From tlie Bangor Democrat.

For the last twelve years, there has been resid-

ing within forty minutes' ride of this city, in the

town of Brewer, near the " Big Pond," so called,

a mischievous animal called a bear, of the hog
species, with a brown proboscis, and short, but

strongly sinewed legs ; during which time, he has

fattened upon the corn, cattle and sheep of the

farmers who lived in his vicinity. During the

past year alone, he has destroyed upwards of one
hundred dollars' worth ofstock, always taking care

to secure his retreat when pursued, till within a

few days, when he was accidentally discovered by

some men who were employed in logging near the

spot where he had taken quarters for the winter.

Observing his tracks in the snow, they traced him
to the mouth of his den, which was in the cavity

of a ledge; when they commenced removing the

hrush he had carefully drawn into its mouth.

In a moment old Bruin began to snuff'and growl,

and made an attempt to take leg bail, but was
saluted with a blow from a cudgel, cut for the

purpose, and fell back into his domicile, where he

quivered lor a lew moments, but suddenly regained

his strength, and made good his escape for the

time being. The next day he was hotly pursued

by some halfdozen of those on whose stock he

had preyed, and the chase was continued lor some
five or six days, when Mr. Blood came to this

city and informed some of our sportsmen (we
have some old ones too,) who, accompanied by

their hounds, immediately joined in thechase, and

fifteen days from the time the bear was first started

from his den by the loggers, (during the whole of

which time he was hotly pursued by men and

dogs, having been kept on the tramp the whole

time, only excepting nights) he was captured and
brought mto this city by Capt. Nye, and Mr.
Leonard Dow.
On examining him, thirteen balls were found to

have pierced him ; the last shots, however, were

those which gave him his qaietus—one of which

took effect a little abaft his fore shoulders, and the

other near his spine. During the whole fifteen

days, Mr. Blood, who is a farmer, kept open house,

keeping all of those free of expense who were dis-

posed to join in the chase, being determined to

have the bear before he gave up. He weighed,

when killed, three hundred and twenty-four

pounds. The old hunters say he must have ''run

SPACES FOR SILK-WORMS. MISTAKES OP
DATVnOLo's MEANING BY HIS TRANSLA-
TORS.

There ia no subject belonging to or connected

with agriculture, which, for some years, has em-

ployed the pens of so many writers, or occupied so

many pages, as instructions upon silk-culture.

Besides the hundreds of particular communica-

tions from different individuals to various agri-

cultural journals, and the dozen or so of other

journals devoted exclusively to the diffusion of

inlbrmalion upon silk-culture, there have issued

from the American press, within a few years, at

least ten several and long treatises, on this one

subject. All these publications necessarily con-

tain a great amount of useful facts and valuable

instruction ; but also, and of course, most of them

have much that is either useless, or foolish, or

false. There are many particular articles which

we should rate very high in value. But, upon the

whole, and as a general rule, admitting however

of some considerable exceptions, it would seem

that the utility and worth of these instructions are

in the inverse ratio of their bulk and degree of

pretension. It may be said in general that what-

ever the treatises in the most regular and system-

atic form have presented of value, was drawn

from Dandolo, and the balance is good for no-

thing. It is much to be regretted, however, that all

of the writers who have thus endeavored (o copy

Dandolo's rules, should have made some gross

and great mistakes of his meaning (and doubtless

of his language also, if that could be referred to,)

so as to involve the whole of their instructions in

error.

Arithmetical estimates and calculations are par-

ticularly adapted to the business and processes of

the rearing of silk-worms ; and accordingly they

have been so applied very Iretiuently and exten-

sively by Dandolo, and by all his copyists, whether

of those who blindly approve and aim to follow,

or those who profess to condemn in many respects,

and who yet no less blindly mistake their illus-

trious model and subject. And, as arithmetical

calculations, if correctly founded and constructed,

and correctly applied, furnish the best of all possi-

ble information and of reasoning on any subject,

so errors or misapplications of arithmetic serve as

much to sustain ignorance and falsehood.
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Dandolo's treatise on the 'Art ol' Rearing Silk-

worms,' even when seen in llie existing imperlecl

and manilestly Jaise English translation, (London

edition, 1825,) is a work which deserves very high

commendation. The practice of the author ap-

pears to have combined the accuracy of execution

required for philosophical experiments, with a de-

gree of success, and profit of results, which excelled

the best of previous or general practical operations.

And though, in our finer climate, we may salely

and profitably omit much of the care and labor

which Dandolo found necessary, still his rules and

his facts are of great value for conveying general

and correct information ; and they form the best

directions lor practice in the occurrence of any of

the difUcult circumstances of climate under which

he continually operated. If instructions are de-

signed to suit the most favorable circumstances,

they will be found wanting in every one of the

numerous difficulties which may arise even in a

generally successful rearing. But if directions are

suited to meet the most difficult circumstances,

they can be very easily omitted or slighted, when
not strictly required.

Dandolo's work uses so much of arithmetic, that

it may be considered as presenting fully the sta-

tistics of silk-worms and their management. For

this alone it would be very valuable. But, unfor-

tunately, the French translator from the original

Italian work has misunderstood, and therefore mis-

translated his author, in some of the most impor-

tant arithmetical statements; and the errors so

made, though as gross as any well could be, have

passed, unquestioned and unsuspected, into the

English translation, and thence into all the Ame-
rican treatises which have made use of Dandolo's,

on what were thus impro|)erly supposed to be his

rules. And as the reader, after having been in-

formed of the existence of such errors, cannot tell

how far they extend, and whether any and each

one of all the denominations and value of weights

and measures has, or has not been, changed by

either translator, and therefore cannot know whe-

ther it be Milanese, French or English, it follows

that, even when correct, the staled quantities can-

not be relied on as being what Dandolo designed.

Hence one such falsely stated fact in twenty

serves to render doubtful and destroy the value of

the other nineteen, even though they may be truly

stated.

The principal and most obvious mistake to

which allusion is here made is the mis-statement

of the spaces required by silk-worms in their dif-

ferent ages. Not having been able yet to obtain

the original work, we are unable to know certainly

and precisely what Dandolo himself meant in this

respect, either as to the actual denomination of

measure, or the number of such measures ; but,

in the absence of the direct proof which the origi-

nal work might furnish, there is abundant testi-

mony (ijrnished even by the copyists themselves,

that they are totally mistaken as to the meaning
of the original, which they have perverted to a
ridiculous extent of error, without one of them
suspecting it.

The first treatise published in this country was
the 'Manual,' compiled by order of the secretary

of the treasury, under authority of a resolution of

the house of representatives. IC the compiler had
simply translated and given Dandolo's treatise

—

or if he had merely copied the existing English
translation, with all its errors—he would have done
good service. But while taking nearly all his

matter from Dandolo, or from his translators,

there is thrown in, and without being distin-

guished, just enough matter of his own, or of
others, to damage and discredit the whole. Yet
the compiler stated in his preface, that lie, "hav-
ing the use of the original work in Italian, as well

as the French translation from which the English
version was made, the errors of the latter were cor-

rected.'''' If this was, indeed, done in any impor-
tant particular, we have not discovered it ; and it

will be shown, that in the main one above men-
tioned, the grossest and most obvious errors of

both previous translators have been faithfully and
fully retained. Thus, instead of directing so many
square feet of space for certain numbers of silk-

worms, the American writer most carefully and
studiously, and over and over again, uses the

words "/esi sqiuire.'''' The absurdity of this error

ought to have been enough to expose it ; but the

compiler stuck to it, through the whole writing

and printing of his book. It was only after every

sheet of the work had been printed, that it seems
some body first suspected this great and general

mistake, pervading and aflfiecting the whole of the

calculations and rules, and put it as a general erra-

tum in the supplementary list of errors, thus : " In

page 175, last line, for ' feet square' read square

feet. In other places, the same correction to be

made." And this correction is necessary in so

many "other places" of the book, that it is cer-

tain that the writer had not even suspected his

mistake ; and neither has his supplementary " er-

ratum" been seen by any of his followers. For
others have copied the mistake from the ' Manual'

just as heedlessly as the compiler of that work did

(rom a preceding blunderer. We will give a sin-

gle example of the enormous absurdity of the

mistake. The space required for the accommo-
dation of the worms from one ounce of eggs, in

their 5ih age, is stated to be "one hundred and

eighty-three feet fijur inches square.'''' This is the
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square of (he number, instead of the number itself

of square feet, and is equal to 33,612 square feet,

or a surface offeeding shelves, of more than three-

quarters of an acre ! And yel, obvious as is this

error, it is faitlifully copied from the English trans-

lation, and has been as faithfully re-copied by

nearly all the subsequent American authors or

compilers.

Clarke, the author of the latest American trea-

tise, (1839,) and the volume of greatest size and

most pretension of all, objects to Dandolo's spaces,

(or, as we say, those of Dandolo's translator,)

as being too small. But he is content however

to increase them merely by changing the frac-

tional parts, or the odd inches, to the next greater

whole number of feet. With this very slight ad-

dition, he constructs and presents a table of his

own, upon the same grounds, showing the "/ce<

square requisite on the shelves, for worms proceed-

ing from " one ounce of eggs and every interme-

diate quantity to 10 ounces. Thus, the worms

from 10 ounces, in their last age, as stated in this

carefully constructed table, require 1840 " feet

square ;" which would be equal to 77 acres of

surface of shelves 1 ! !

But after throwing out this greatest and most

glaring of errors, and supposing the square feet,

and not the feet square, to be understood by all,

(their words to the contrary notwithstanding,)

there still remains another great error in this esti-

mate, which can be very clearly shown to exist,

although, without reference to the original, we

cannot do more than infer the (rue sum.

According to the ' Manual,' (which in this re-

spect copies literally (he English translation of the

French translation of Dandolo, and which is again

copied either precisely, or very nearly, in half a do-

zen American regular treatises,) the "spaces occu-

pied by worms in different ages''' are as follows :

"The worms proceeding from an ounce of eggs

should have a space.

In the first age, of 7 feet 4 inches square

—

" second 14 feet 8 inches square

—

" third 34 feet 10 inches square

—

" fourth 82 feet 6 inches square

—

" fifih 183 feet 4 inches square."

Now after making the change of these num-
bers of "feet square" to square feet, (all the cor-

rection that the authors can possibly claim,) the

spaces are still altogether erroneous, and much too

small ; and if these ofi-repeated rules have indeed

directed the practice of any young culturist, we
undertake to say that he either killed or greatly

injured his worms, by their being too much crowded

on the shelves.

In Hrew^'ter's ' Journal of Science,' there is an

article by Murray, which is manifestly founded on

Dandolo's work, and operations, and on Murray's

personal observation on silk-culture in Italy. (See

Brewster's EJinburgh Encyclopcedia, art. Silk.)

In this he states the spaces required at each dif-

ferent age, and no doubt he gave (he very spaces

prescribed by and learned from Dandolo. Now
these spaces are not stated by the foot, but by (he

Italian measure "braccio,^"' which Murray says is

"about 22 English inches." Thus he states the

spaces required by the worms from an ounce of

egtjs to be as follows

:

During the first age, 4 square braccia,

" second age, 8 do.

" third age, 19 do.

" iburth age, 45 do.

" fifth age, 100 do.

The translator of Dandolo, i; is obvious, reduced

the lineal I'iraccio to feet, and so the squares of the

feet were substituted, for the squares of the equi-

valent in length, in the Italian denomination,

although the result is thereby made altogether

different. As (here has been so much misunder-

standing on this point, I will annex a figure which

may be clearly understood, even by all of Dan-
dolo's translators and copyists. It is manifest from

(hese figures that, though 4 braccia, in length, is

the same as 7 feet 4 inches, in length, that 4

square braccia is very nearly twice as much
space as 7 square feet and one-third.*

Four braccia, lineal measure, equal to 7 feet and four inches.

Seven ', sq're. ;
feet

\
and

J |
a | third.

]

Seven feet and four inches square.

* We take as correct Murray's value of the braceio,

because ho doubtless received it from Dandolo, and in

the locality where used, and also because 4 braccia in
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Now, having ascertained what were Dandoio's

prescribed spaces, let us state them in American

square feet, opposite the amount of square feet as

falsely rendered by his translators, and received,

and copied by the 'Manual' and its followers.

Spaces required by the worms from an ounce of eggs.

Braccia sq. in. so. ft. so. in,

In first age, 4 = 1936 = 13 64
second age, 8 3872 26 128
third age, 19 9196 63 24
fourth age, 45 21780 151 36
fifth age, 100 48-100 336 16

English transla-

lioii of Daiidolo
aud American

copyists.

*7ft. 4 in.sq.

14 8
34 6

82 6

183 4

Dandolo says that the number of eggs of the

common silk-worm in an ounce, is 39,168. (By

the \vay, the value of his ounce is made even

more uncertain than that of his foot measure.)

He elsewhere supposes that 120 lbs. of cocoons

from an ounce of eggs is a very good product,

though he also says that if all the eggs were to

produce cocoons, there would be 163 lbs. from the

ounce of eggs. This shows that he counts on a

loss of worms (or eggs) in the ratio of 10,288 to

the ounce, and leaving only 28,880 worms to

reach maturity Irom each ounce of eggs. There-

fore, upon these data, the number of worms to

each foot square would be as follows :

According to Dandoio's statement (as supposed to

be restored above) if all the 39,168 worms lived,

on 336 square feet = to the square

foot ------ 116 worms.

But if 28,880 only lived, then to the

square loot - - - - - 92

According to correction of translators

and copyists, if all lived, - - 214

And if 28,880 only lived, - - 158

Thus, the generally received statements of

spaces, if explained to be in "square feet," would

be as ruinously small, as they are ridiculously

large, in "feet square," as worded.

As we presume that none of the copyists of

Dandoio's translators, xvhen brought to the ques-

tion, will adhere to their spaces in "feet-square,"

they must at least abide by the same numbers in

length, of "about" 22 inches, agree very closely with

the translators' " 7 feet four inches," linear measure,

though not when squared. But for this autliority for,

and mode of estimating the value of the braccio, it

would be a difficult matter to fix it; as the braccio is

of ditferent length at Milan, Florence, Mantua, Reg-

gio and Rimini, and every one of them is different from

Murray's statement. See art. "Measures," in Rees'

Cyclopcedia.

* The amounts stated in this column are as at page

203 of the English translation. Elsewhere, they are

given with slight differences, and so there are these

and sometimes other slight differences in American
treatises, but nothing that is material, or that shows

uny suspicion of the general and great error.

Vol. VIII—14

square-leet ; which will serve only for the num-
bers of worms stated above. It is manifest that, if

so crowded as either of the two last numbers re-

quire, all the worms would perish. We should

fear to crowd even as the correction of Dan-
doio's spaces allows. But those greatly exceed

the spaces received and repealed by the others.

Mr. McLean thinks thai 62 worms to the square

foot, in their last age, are as many as should be

suffered ; and Mr. G. B. Smith advises still fewer.

In the little treatise by the la(ter, which first ap-

peared in vol. 6 of Farmers' Register, he stated,

rather indefinitely indeed, that his hurdles " are

fi'om two and a half to three feet wide, and four

to five feet long," and that " the size mentioned

will accommodate 500 worms, when ready to spin

cocoons ;" and in his last number of the ' Journal

of the Silk Society,' (issued since this piece was
written) he states, precisely, that 1000 worms in

their last age require 18 square feet, which is 55

or 56 to the square foot.

These writers are practical feeders, and neither

of them would have copied the estimate allowing

214 nor even 158 worms to the square foot, because

they so found it in the mistranslation of Dandolo.

A more fatal error could not be inculcated than this

one, which has passed, without correction or con-

sideration, from the first American treatise, the

Congress ' Manual,' to the latest, which Clarke

sent Ibrlh in the last year, and which is the most

voluminous, the most pretending, the most ambi-

tious and pedantic, and, for its pretensions, de-

cidedly the most empty of all. The author quotes

Latin, Greek and French, and it is a pity that his

learning did not extend to Italian ; for then, in-

stead of copying the errors of Dandoio's transla-

tor, he might have corrected the errors by reading

and quoting the original.

Morin's French " Manuel,'''' from which was

translated the "Directions for feeding Silk-worms"

published in the 6th volume of Farmers' Register,

(commencing page 464,) like most other treatises,

is but Dandoio's in another form. This we did

not know when we made that translation, having

then never met with the translation of Dandolo.

Still, though having the same form of words to

follow, and to be misled by, in our translation, the

several measures of space first were rendered as

" square feet," and not as " feet square." This

was as near the truth as a mere translator could

approach—inasmuch as the author translated has

the general erroneously stated denomination of

feet and inches as well as of numbers.

By the way, we were not aware, until after this

article had been written, that another American

translation of Morin's ' ManueV had been made,

and that too earlier than our own. It was pub-

lished in Boston in 1836. We have only exa-

mined it so far as to see that this also falls into the
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usual and greater error of " feet square." Thus,
in like manner as elsewhere, at page 77, it says
that for the brood from 5 oz. of eggs, in the 4ih
age, "the space which the worms must occupy is

412 feet square"—which is more than 4 acres
space of shelves, when the worms are not half

giOwn, and will require twice as much space when
liilly grown.

In D'Homergue's recent volume on silk-culture,

we expected to find that he, at least, as a foreigner,

from a silk region, and professing to be entirely

acquainted vviih the subject, would discover and
expose the errors of Dandolo's earlier translators

and their copyists. But his treatise is, like several
others, almost a copy of the translators; and this

gross error of space was not even suspected by
him. It is true that in most places he directs

"square feet" instead of "feet square." But in

that he has merely fallen into one error instead of
the other. Moreover, in one place, he takes the
opposite and greater error, and gives his directions

so explicitly and fully, that the error cannot be
ascribed to inadvertence. At page 69, he says,
" Fourteen feet eight inches square of table or
wicker hurdles are needed for the accommodation
of the worms from one ounce of eggs, until the
accomplishment of the second moulting." And
by his elsewhere, as to the alter ages, staling
" square-leet" instead of " leet square," it only
shows that he went not only into one, but into
both of these great and opposite mistakes, and
without suspecting the existence of either of them.
~Ed, Far. Reg.

more. When at work he kept thera more gene"
rously than common, and he invariably milked
them three times per day. It was a common
remark that they allorded more butter and cheese
than any oilier two cuvvs in the town. If it should
prove irue that, cows in general may be worked,
say six hours during a summer's day, and by the
help of a little extra keep, aHord as much or more
milk and butter ihfin if not worked and ordinarily
kept, there certainly is a saving to work them.
We are not so very strongly opposed to the sys-

tem as to be blind to (acts, and if experiment,
(iihly tried, shall prove it to be both economical and
profitable, we should recommend it.

A good stanch yoke of oxen suits our ideas of a
team better than any thing else, but lliere are
many who are not able to own such a team, and
the time spent in running round to hire often
makes quite a tax to those who are under the ne-
cessity of doing il. If such persons can get up a
cow team, and not abridge their supply of cream,
it may prove a convenience to them. It is worth
a carelijj trial.

HAY TKA FOR SWIIVE.

WORKING COWS.

From tlie Maine Farmer.

Sorne people are strong advocates for working
cows in the same manner that we do oxen. We
have once or twice expressed ourselves opposed to
this, inasmuch as we think that the cow has
enough to do to attend to the dairy, and to impose
the burdens of tlie yoke upon her, too, is requirin"-
a double duty.

°

We are however willing that facts should be
known. We have no doubt that the cow is very
kind and patient in the yoke, (or we have seen
them in that situation, and know that they did well.
In conversation with Mr. Francis Wingate, ol
Hallowell, the other day. upon this sut'ijcct he
gave us the following narraiive.
A Mr. lloyt, of Amesbury, Mass., many years

ago, wasin the constant habit of working his cows.
He was a small farmer, having about twenty-five
acres of land, which, with the aid of liis two cows,
he cultivated well, and obtained a good liviui; lor

himsell'anil family. His mode of operation was as
ibilows—He usually obtained the help of a stronger
team for breaking up and other heavy operations,
but the ordinary work he did with his cows. He
worked them about three hours early in the morn-
ing, and then let them lie by until three o'clock in

the afternoon, when he worked them three hours

From tlie New England Fanner.

To Elias Phinney, .Esq.

:

— I should not thus
publicly have called upon you for any information
which your long experience in swine breeding
might suggest, but lor the fact that your liberality

is no less proverbial than is your opinion in these
matters worthy of credit.

V/ilhin the last two or three yeare, 1 have bred
and raised a considerable number of hogs, but, un-
til vviihin the last [h\\ months, I have been among
the unbelievers touching ^Hmproved breeds''' so call-

ed, and which are now circulating so much more
generally than heretofore in our country. In Sep-
tember last, my attention was arrested by the pic-

torial representation of a Berkshire hog, at the
head and advertisement in one of our agricultural

publications

—

\\\(i picture of which pleased me so

much that I determined (brlhvvi:h to try them. I

purchased at your establishment two sows of your
iiivorite and well known Berkshire and Mackay
cross— 1 obtained a pair of Chinese sows out of im-
ported stock—my Berkshires were from the slock

of Caleb N. Bemeni and others—and in the early

part of November last, my establislimenl consisted

in paitof fifteen breeding sows of the Berkshire,

Chinese, Berkshire and Mackay, and other crosses,

together with two Berkshire boars, and one large

Mackaj', Berkshire and Mocha boar. As occasion

presented, I tried various experiments with these

animals, and, in most cases, was pleased with the

results.

Towards the latter part of December, 18.39. a
work enliiled ihe " /hncrican Swine Breeder'''' was
published. Amongst ihe variety of articles recom-
mended therein as (iiod for swine, I noticed that a
" Mr. Saunders, of Stroud, Gloucestershire, Eng.,
had made use ot hay tea with much success." Thia
gentleman " fed a stock of four hundred head of
hogs, and in the course of his experiments used
some 1500 hogsheads of the wash— maintained
them at the very low rate of one penny per day

—

many of them were fit lor the butcher." &c. &c.
Economy in \hefood (or swine being among the

first considerations with me, I forlluvilh adopted
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the use of hay tea. The kinds of hay recomincnd-

ed were, ''clover, saiilbiii, and meadow hay."

I purchased a small qiiariiity of each, and com-
menced the experimcni. In Lhe outsel I used clover

alone. I ihen used lierdsgrass, but did not uese

any of the meadow hay. Instead of using clear

water, (as I had been used to do,) I mixed the

food with hay tea (made after the directions ad-

vised in the work above named,) and fed it out in

all respects as I had done |)reviously, indiscrimi-

nately to breeders, store hogs, shoats, |)igs and all.

The tea was made not simply by my direction, or

under my s-jpervision, but by my own hands.

"It deserves particular attention," says Mr.
Saunders, " that in a week or Ibrlnight after I

commenced the experiment, the pigs improved in

their coats, which, from looking coarse, assumed a

gloss, and became fine and sliort, a proof, surely,

of the great nutrition of the (bod, and of its per-

fectly agreeing with the hogs," &c.

It deserves particular attention, (say I,) that in

a week or Ibrtnight afier I commenced the experi-

ment, tlie pigs did not improve in their coa/s, or in

any wise whatsoever—" a proof, .s«reZj/,",ai least,

that " the great nutrition of the Ibod" exhibited it-

self rather difierently in the case of Mr. Saunders,

than it did in mine, as the sequel will show.
From the first week after I commenced using

hay tea—breeders, shoals, and pigs

—

all began to

decline. My large sows were all with pig, and

some ofthem considerably advanced in pregnancy.

I took the usual precaution, and commenced phy-
sicking—still feeding them on Ibod mixed with hay
tea, however, (not suspecting evil then,) but, de-

spite ol'all my care, two ofmy Berkshires "popped
oti." Upon opening them, I Ibund the lower intes-

tines completely clogged, the lungs spotted and
inflamed, and upon the liver appeared small biles

or pustules. Still I did not charge it to the hay
tea, and still I fed them as belbre. My Chinese
sow, Ulue ^eWe, suddenly looked languid, and, (or

a meal or two, refused to eat. I changed her (bod

and mixed a dish of meal, well warmed, with a

portion of salts and sulphur, which I placed belbre

her. She would not eat. She was in the sixteenth

week of her pregnancy, and being very heavy, I

did not attem pi /orcni^ any thing down her throat,

lest I should kill heryoung, and thereby, probably,

lose the mother. I accordingly led her to herself,

in a dry, warm pen, lor the night, and in the

morning Ibund her dead. I opened her, and (bund

her lungs and liver afltjcled, as was the case with

the others, but j;ar/ifu/ar/(/ like those mentioned

belbre, with regard to the intestines—the latter

being, as it were, tied up intoknots—so badly clog-

ged as they were. Here was also a loss oi twelve

pigs, out of as fine a Berkshire boar as can be Ibund

in the state. Still, I did not attribute it to hay tea.

Heretolbre, my hogs had been fed upon squash-

es, potatoes, and my refuse cabbages, beets, car-

rots, &c., togeiher with an occasional mixture ol

ruta baga and house offal, all of which was tho-

roughly boiled and mixed before being led to them.

These kinds of food having become exliausted, I

commenced more lately with ruta baga and sugar

beets, (an equal quantity of each,) boiled together,

mashed and mixed up with the hay tea— prepared

as before. A pair of fine sows, of the Berkshire

and Mocha breed, showed symptoms which led me
to lear that they weie to be the next victiu;s.—
1 physicked theiu thoroughly, but to no purpose

j

one died, the other 1 killed, tosaveits life—or rath-

er its pork. The choice Mackay sow I purchased
at your establishment last fall, next refused her
Ibod. She was exceedingly fat, and 1 gave her
the knife in season to prevent her dying of her own
accord. I wiil here remark that all of these were
affected precisely like those which died first, except

that in these last cases, the livers appeared very

much worse than did those of the first, being in

two cases completely covered.w\\h these liard, vis-

cous looking biles, wtiich must necessarily have de-

stroyed them in a day or too longer, had they been

left 10 themselves.

A young boar, out of a fine grass sow in my
possession last summer, promised well, and I pur-

posed raising him, for his stock. At three months

and a half old he shared the same late with the

rest, from the same cause, if I could judge from the

symptoms exhibited during his sickness. It appear-

ed that, unilbrmly, the pigs died Vv^ithin forty-eight

hours alter the first signs of indisposition. In this

last case I had the boar placed alone, in a new
floored pen, where I could watch the effect ofme-
dicine upon iiim. He would not swallow volun-

tarily, and I prepared a dose ol castor oil and sul-

phur, which I Ibrced down his throat at night. In

the morning I could find no proof that the physic

had operated, and accordingly I had him tied up
and poured about a gill of lamp oil down hie throat.

Alter waiting eight hours and finding it produced

no effect, but that he still declined and had become
rather stupid, I bled hiio in the feet, wliich for a
while revived him. Towards evening, as a last

resort, I attempted the use of mercury. Having
obtained four pills of ordinary size, I mashed them:

and tried to force them into his stomach ; it was
no go, however. We tied him up again, but he
appeared in great pain, and died belbre we could

get the last dose into his mouth. Upon examina-

tion, I found his intestines knotted as in the pre-

vious cases, and not a particle of the medicine

administered the day previous, had passed these

knots.

''Blind A^arjcy," my oldest and best breeding

sow, (originally (rom your establishment,) of the

Berkshire" Mackay and Mocha breed, gave me
eleven pigs on the 22d of Decen)ber last, ten of

which I found dead in her pen. Whether they

were born alive or not, I am unable to say, but I

am inclined to think they were not, as the last one

lived only about an hour after iis birth. Nine of

these pigs had been purchased by different gentle-

men in my neighborhood, at iglO each, "to arrive."

This animal being a very superior one, I felt anx-

ious to save, and of course spared no care or atten-

tion necessary to efliect it. I had the satisfaction

to find that she experienced very little apparent

inconvenience fi-om the loss of her fine brood, but,

on the contrary, did well after h^y accouchement, up-

on a slight allowance of dry food. In ten days af-

terward, I commenced leedmg her as be(bre, upon
vegetables mixed with liay tea. On the 11th of

the present month, she left her Ibod in the trough,

for the first timesmce I owned her, (being natural-

ly a very hearty (eeder,) and began to act suspi-

ciously. I iried physic again, but to no effect,

and fearing to run the risk, alter loosing so many, I

placed her most reluctantly in the hands of the

butcher. Her lungs were uncommonly ptirple,

and her lower intestines were in the same condition

as we had found the oiliers.
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Bly Chinese sow " PlentifaV—a fine breeder,

from stock originally imported into Salem—on the

16th ol'this month, dropped twelve pigs (out of my
Berkshire boar) every one of which came, dead !

and from present appearances, I liiar the mother

will soon Ibllow.

Thus you see, sir, I have met with several se-

vere losses, and I cannot conceive but the cause of

all these mislbrtunes is the same. The object,

therefore, of this communication is not to assert

that hay tea has killed my hogs, (alihoui^h 1 liave

abandoned the use of it, at least, lor the present,)

but simply to state facts, and inquire of you, whose
opinion in regard to this subject will be authority,

whether or not it is probable that the astringent

powers of the article herein named (hay tea) are

such as would produce these disastrous results,

and, if not, whattlie cause can be, judging, as we
only can, iiom the symptoms produced previously

to, and the condition we find the body in after

death.

Your opinion will greatly oblige one at least,

and I doubt not that it will be thankfully received

by all the readers of the Farmer.
1 have the honor to be.

Your ob't servant,

George P. Burnham.
JRoxbury, Mass., Jan. 20, 1840.

BEST FORM OF A COCOONERY.

From tlie Journal of the American Silk Society.

We are frequently called upon for our opinion of

the best form of a cocoonery. After much reflec-

tion, and consultation with men of experience
on the subject, we have arrived at the conclusion

that the best form, under all circumstances, is that

ol" a rope-walk; that is, long and narrow, wide
enough lor two rows of shelves one story high,

and as long as may be required to accommodate
the number of worms required. In this form, in

places where lumber is plen!}', it can be construct-

ed very cheaply. The roof and weather board-

ing can be supplied with slabs, and the frame
may be made of very light limber ; and the whole
work could be done by a very rough carpenter.

The shelves should be about three feet wide, with
a^fbur feet passage between them, and a three

feet passage between them and the walls. Cross-
passages three feet wide should also be provided,
at distances that might be indicated by the length
of the plank out of which the shelves are tormed :

thus, if the plank be fifteen feet long, then the
cross passages would occur every fifteen feet, or in

other words the shelves should be fifteen feet long,

and an interval of three feet between each range
of shelves. The shelves should also be conve-
nient as to height; they ought not to be higher than
can be conveniently reached and attended to by
the attendants ; and hence, five shelves one fcDot

apart will probably be the most convenient number
as to height. A cocoonery upon this plan will ac-
commodate 12,500 worms to each range of fifteen

feet shelves ; or every eighteen feet of the cocoon-
ery will accommodate 25,000 worms ; and seventy-
two feet long will accommodate 100,000 worms.
We will remark here, that our allowance of space
for the worms is very liberal ; but as it is of great
advantage to the worms to be allowed plenty of

space, it is deemed best to allow them, as above
indicated, nearly a square loot to 50 worms. There
are many conveniences and advantages attending
this plan. The shelves are more convenient of
access ; the light Irom either side operates equally
on all the shelves ; while on the old plan, the out-

side shelves receive too much light, and the centre

ones too little. In case of contagious disease

attacking any portion of the worms, they can be
more readily &eparated from the others, and the
air in the room is not so liable to become Ibui.

The cocoonery can be built in the midst of the

mulberry trees, and the leaves can be carried into

it through the doors in any part of its whole length.

Windows should be made at every nine ieet, so

that each range of shelves shall have two opposite

to it ; and doors should be opened at convenient
distances in the sides, and one at each end oppo-
site the middle passage. The windows and doors
should be made to close tightly, that the light may
be partially, and the cold and damp air entirely

excluded, when necessary. If stoves or fire-places

be provided, to guard against cold and damp air, it

will be a great advantage in bad weather, and the

careful attendant will realize the more profit Irom
his labors. But in the middle and southern states

fire will seldom be necessary, especially alter tlie

first crop of the season.

Many persons have too many shelves in the

range, thus making it difficult to feed on or clean

the upper ones. The attendants must either carry

slepping-stools with them, or place their feet on
the lower shelf to enable them to reach the upper
shelves, thus often crushing worms, injuring the

shelves, and at last attending the upper shelves

very imperfectly. It would be better economy, we
think, to erect the range of shelves only as high
as above indicated. The site of the cocoonery
should be high, as it of course will be if the trees

are growing on their proper situation.

The costly buildings and fixtures so often de-

scribed, that have been erected, and recommended
as patterns, are, in our view, worthy of any thing

but imitation. All that is required by silk worms,
are proper food, shelter, and protection from the

inclemency of the weather and the sun, and li-om

vermin ; no matter how simple or cheap the build-

ing may be, if it accomplish this, it is all that ia

required. G. B. S.

GREAT WALL OF CHINA.

From the New England Farmer.

Even when united under one emperor, China
trembled at the Tartars of the desert. About two
centuries before the birth of Christ, She-hwang-te
(the brook-burner,) constructed the great wall of
China, to prevent their incursions. The wall,

which has always been considered one of the
world's wonders, is 1500 miles in length, of great
height and thickness, furnished with fortresses and
towers innumerable, and is carried with singular

skill over mountains and rivers, as well as across

the plains and valleys. Lord Macartney exclaim-
ed on seeing it that it was certainly the most
stupendous work of human hands, and he ration-

ally concluded that at the remote period of its build-

ing, China must have been a very powerful and
civilized empire. Dr. Johnson was accustomed to

say of itj that it would be an honor to any man to
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Bay that his srandl'alher hail seen the p;reat wall

ot China. Mr. Barrow, who saw it with Macart-
ney, went into some amusing calculations as to

the quantity of the materials it contains. Accord-
in<i: to his account, all the materials of all the dwell-

ing houses of England and Scotland, supposing
them at that period (at the end of the last century)
to amount to 1,800.000, and to average 2,000 cubic

leet of brick work or masonry, would be barely

equivalent lo the bulk ol' the wall, without taking

in its forlresses or towers, which he calculated

contained as much masonry and brick work as

London did at that time. Stupendous as was the

work; it failed in its object.

ON 3IAKING GOOD BACON.

From tlie Agriculturist.

The beginning of a year is generally the time
for putting up pork for bacon ; as this is a stand-

ing dish in the west, I have concluded to give

you the result of thirty years' experience upon this

important subject. The first thing necessary to

make good bacon is to have fat hogs—slaughter

them in the beginning of the week, so that you can
take care of the ofl'al before Saturday night

;

otherwise, if a warm day or two should intervene,

part ofit may be lost. It is highly important that

hogs slaughtered for bacon, should be well bled

—

the more completely the vessels are emptied of

blood, the less disposition there is in meat to taint

or putrefy. As soon as the hog is well cleaned

and hung up, it should be (reely washed with
warm water, wiped with a towel and carefully

scraped with a sharp kiiile, especially the head,
ears and leet, it you wi^h lo have good souse or

hogs-head-cheese. These parts are generally
neglected, and thrown by "lor a more convenient
season," and then taken up by the cook or some
idle chap about the establishment, and the hair

singed off, and the shin burned until it becomes
black and bitter, thereby imparting its color and
taste to the souse and hogs-head-cheese. Af-
ter gutting the hog, the inside should be carefully

and freely washed with cold luater, with the mouth
open, so that the whole may pass through the
throat, and remain in this condition until com-
pletely cool, which will generally take place, even
in moderate weather, in one night. W the wea-
ther should be so mild that it will not cool in one
night, it had better be cut up, and spread upon
brick and stone pavements, previously wet with
cold water ; if the meat is still soft, dash cold wa-
ter upon it, and it will soon be ready for the salt, but

in all cases it should be pcrfljctly cool if practica-

ble. In one or two instances I have made as good
bacon as I have ever made, out of meat frozen so

hard that it had to be cut up entirely with an axe.
As to the mode of salting and the quantity of salt

necessary to cure pork, so as to make good bacon,
every man thinks he knows better than his neigh-
bor. I have experimented for the purpose of as-

certaining the best mode of salting down pork, as
also the proper quatnilyof salt and other ingredi-
ents, such as sugar, molasses, red pepper and salt-

petre, all of which have their advocates, and have
settled down and pursued the following practice
for the last twenty years. I measure a bushel of salt
—spread it upon a table—weigh a pound of salt-

petre, pulverize it carefully and mix it thoroughly
with the salt. This mixture is sufficient lor a
thousand weight of small meat or eight hundred of
large, to be well rubbed upon every piece, and
more especially upon the fleshy surface, taking
care to pack your joints at the bottom and fill up
the little interstices, with jowls, chine and rounds
—the latter piece is made by cutting the neck off

at the shoulder and jowl. The length of time ne-

cessary to keep pork in salt to make bacon depends
upon the weather and the size of the meat. If

the weather is mild and the meat small, four weeks
will be long enough ; but if the weather is cold

and the meat large, it should remain in salt from
six to eight weeks, and should be taken up at the

end of four weeks and well rubbed and sprinkled

with salt, in case the first has dissolved. It is then
to be hung up in a dark smoke-house, and the
darker the better, for the purpose of excluding flies

—you will never find flies in a room where the light

is completely shut out. The higher your smoke-
house the better, so that you may hang your meat
out of the influence of the heat—every joint and
jowl should be hung by the thick end and every
middling by the thick edge, or that part of the
middling that was cut li-om the back bone ; this

I knoio to be a matter of the first consideration in

making good bacon—by attending strictly to

this rule, you will retain all the juices of the
meat, as well as the salt that has been absorbed

—

or in other words, your meat will not drip ; where-
as, if you reverse the position and hang it by the
small end, it will drip, become dry and hard and
lose in weight, and what I conceive to be of more
importance its fine flavor. Some who make good
bacon, think that it is important to smoke your
meat with some particular kind of wood, but 1

imagine the only secret about this matter, is the
bitterness imparted to the meat, thereby render-

ing the taste unpleasant to the fly, and by keeping
up a continual smoke, you create an atmosphere
that the fly cannot live in—viewing the matter
thus, we have every day or two thrown a few
pods of red pepper upon the smokewood—this

produces an atmosphere very unfit for the respira-

tion of man, and I apprehend equally so for the

fly. Our meat continues suspended in the smoke-
house during the year, is lightly smoked every
morning and plentifully smoked every damp day.
If your readers will observe these rules, I will al-

most venture to insure such bacon as would make
any epicure smack his chops. J ohn Shelby.

BARN CELLARS.

From tlie Yanlice Farmer.

Though the raising of roots to any amount of
consequence, for stock, is of recent introduction in

this country, yet enough has been done in this

wa)^ to convince every observing farmer that it is a
profitable business, and so evident are its advan-
taires, that it will soon be attended to extensively.

Most farmers who raise many roots find an in-

convenience lor want of a suitable place to store

them, as hut very few have barn cellars for this

purpose; and when the house cellar is sufllciently

large, there is great inconvenience in carrying the

roots to the barn as they are fed out in winter. Be-
sides this disadvantage, a large quantity of roots
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in the cellar, especially in mild vveaiiier, will heat

and produce unheal thj' exhalai ions, lo ihe prpjudice

of those who reside in ilie iiouse.

The present is not a good season for construct-

ing barn cellars, but it is the time lo think about it,

as many feel the want of this necessary conve-

nience to the farm ; and they should give their at-

tention to the subject, examine iiovv others con-

struct them, when there is an opportunity, that

they may he prepared to execute this work with

discretion and desj)aich when they undertake it.

Perhaps some o(" your correspondentb can give us

some directions on this subject that will be profita-

ble. Some farmers object to raising roots on ac-

count of the labor of ieeding in cold weather; if

they will prepare to store them in the proper place,

which tiiey can do at a small expense, their objec-

tion would he obviated.

MAGNIFICENT CONSERVATORY.

From tlie Gardener's Magazine.

One of the most magnificent structures in Eng-
land has been lately erected by the Duke of J)evon-

ehire at his beautiful residence at Chalsworth. It

consists of a large tropical conservatory. In general

design, it may be compared to a cathedral, with

central aisle and side aisles. The entrances will

be at the ends, through porches, which will be

treated as green-houses. When the whole is

completed, it will cover an acre and a quarter of

ground. There will be a carriage way through it,

which will form part of a general drive through

the pleasure grounds. It will be heated by six

fires, all of which, and the means of access to

them, the places for fuel, &c., will be under ground,

and the chimneys carried in a tunnel, up the side

of a hill, to the distance of nearly a furlong, so that

there will not be the slightest appearance of artifi-

cial heating, or smoke, or sheds, &c., either within

the house, or exterior to it. The conservatory is

situated in an open part of a lofiy wood, in nearly

the centre of Ihe pleasure-grounds, and is unques-

tionably the largest structure of the kind in exis-

tence, or on record. The whole is under the di-

rection of Mr. Paxton, by whom it was designed.

It vvasj probably, nearly or quite finished the past

fall.

INJURY TO CORN FROM STRIPPING THE
LEAVES FOR FODBER. REMARKABLE
FERTILITY, AND CHEMICAL COMPOSI-
TION OF SCIOTO BOTTORI LANIJ.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Nelson, Dec. IGth, 1839.

I have this year made an experiment to ascer-

tain the loss occasioned to the corn crop by taking

off the tops and blades at the usual time. Eight
rows at the gathering the fodder (September)
were left untouched, extending from one end to

the otlier of a field of filiy acres. Four rows on

each side of the eiirlil extending in the same man-
ner through the field, and on ground in every

res[)ecl the same, liad the blades pulled and the

to|)s cut. The corn when matured was earelully

gathered, put in scparuic parcels, t^tripped uf tlie

shuck and measured. The corn which retained

its blades and lops to the last furnished 17^ barrels

of measured ears ; ihe other eight rows which had
been stripped yielded 16 barrels. A bushel of
each was weighed, but there was no apparent dif-

ference by steelyard. The loss sustained by taking
away the blades and tops is by this experiment
within a small fraction of 12 per cent., being 11

barrels and ||-. This however is not all ; the land
is deprived of an exceeding rich manure in the
blades and tops, as will occur at once to those who
have observed the places where blade and top
slacks have stood ; a manure that goes far towards
aflbrding an equivalent lor the draft made from the
land by the crop. I have a field, on the Scioto in

Ohio, from which forty successive crops of corn
have been taken, nothing but the grain however
having ever been removed. The ground has
sustained but little diminution in its product, ex-
cept where the soil has been abraded by freshets

on a few spots. This culture has been forced by
peculiar circumstances of" position in relation lo

the river, and the kind of labor used there, but ia

about now to be changed, as those difficulties are

overcome. I am sure no land could have borne
such a system where the lops and blades were
taken off ; but the limits of a letter would not
afford space for my reasons.

I left at your office in Petersburg, last June, a
specimen of soil from the field here mentioned,
and a specimen from some ground yet covered
with wood immediately adjoining, also a third

specimen from land that had yielded crops for the
last ten or twelve years, from the vicinity, and of
the same formation. An examination of these
specimens, by one (like yourself) skilled in the
analysis of soils, might lead to interesting results.

Yours, with high respect and regard,

T. Massie,

The specimens of soils from the Scioto bottom

land referred to above were marked by Dr. Massie

as follows :

"No. 1. Virgin soil, still covered with forest.

No. 2. Soil a few years cleared and cultivated.

No. 3. Soil from a prairie that has borne forty

consecutive crops of corn. The land lies near the

confluence of the Scioto with Paint Creek, and has
many evidences of having been fbrmerfy the bot-

tom of a lake."

Upon being carefully examined for carbonate of

lime, No. 1. contained none ; and No. 2. barel}' a

trace, if indeed any at all. Our correspondent

will merely in this see confirmation of our doctrine

of " neutral soj7s," and not infer that these soils

are destitute of lime in some other form, though

containing none in that of carbonate.

No. 3, (the prairie soil, of such enduring fer-

tility,) from 500 grains, tiied in Davy's pneumatic

apparatus, yielded 24 oz. measures of carbonic

acid gas, indicating the presence of 48 grains of

carbonate of lime, or very nearly 10 per cent.

Uul tiiere was evidence that a large proportion of

this carbonated earth was not lime, but magnesia;

though wc had not the means to determine the

proportions uf each of these carlhs. This is a
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remarkable fact, and an additional confirmation

of our opinion formerly expressed, tiiat the car-

bonate of magnesia, as an ingredient ol" soil, is

a powerful cause of lenilily, instead of barrenness,

as supposed by some European writers. We for-

merly found (by accurate examination and sure

tests) mairnesia as well as lime in the fertile allu-

vial soil of Red river; and we have lately seen it

stated that magnesia is also an ingredient of the

alluvial borders of the Nile.

Our highly respected correspondent overrates

our skill and knowledge in analyzing soils, and

still more our facilities. It was on account of

being unprepared for such work, that the delay

and apparent neglect in this case have occurred.

Ed. Far. Reg.

For the Farmers' Register.

REMARKS ON MR. CARTEr's PROPOSED
CHANGE OF ROTATION. INSECTS AND
WEEDS.

January I7th, 1840.

Looking over the Dec. number of the liegister,

my attention was attracted to the signature of
" Hill Carter," and as every thing from the pen of

that eminent agriculturist is of peculiar value, I

perused his piece with unusual interest. Mr. Car-
ter's thoughts have been drawn, (and I am re-

joiced to see it) to a subject as mysterious and
unexplored as it is of the highest importance. In

all time the depredations of insects have been the

most serious drawbacks on the profits of agricul-

ture, and their increase within the last three years

in Eastern Virginia has Justly produced the most
alarming apprehensions, /am superstitious enough
to view it in the light of a Divine dispensation,

and as such cannot, without supernatural aid, be

controlled by the power of man ; we should how-
ever do all that we can, and leave the isaue to Him
whose chastening hand will be withheld only

when the attribute of justice gives way to that of

mercy. Both as a Christian and as a farmer, I

am truly gratified to see such subjects introduced

for examination; and a fi-ee discussion ol'them may
lead to meditation on the causes ol' Divine visita-

tions, and thus may benefit our moral, if it does

not our agricultural, condition. Mr. Carter's idea

(as I understand it) is, that encouragement is

given to the depredations and increase of insects,

by yielding to the land a portion of its own pro-

ductions, and that, "e converso,''^ they can be

checked by depriving the soil of its vegetable

cover ; and close and severe grazing is pointed to

as the remedy for the evil. To accomplish this

end he proposes the adoption of a five-field rota-

tion, viz., one year of rest, one year of close graz-

ing, and three years of grain crops in succession.

We will now see if the end will be answered by

the means proposed, and secondly, what will be

the effects on the land from this system of culture.

Of all the insects whose rava<res are most fatal to

the hopes of the farmer, the chinch hug and lies

sian fly stand pre-eminent ; indeed all others are

comparatively innoxious. To those who have at-

tended to the habitudes of these insects, it is well
known, that neither of them ever assail the wreat
ameliorator in our system of husbandry, the clo-
ver crop; in it they neither find food or shelter. To
deprive the land therefore of this, its only recupe-
rative crop, when it is required to bear three ex-
hausting crops in succession, would be to induce
sterility, without giving a check to the evil com-
plained of; lor it is a well known fact, that all

insects find a greater supply of food, and conse-
quently remain longer and multiply faster on weak
and delicate plants, the product of exhausted fields,

than on those of a more vigorous and rapid growth.
If close grazing was the remedy to control their
ravages or check their increase, as Mr. Carter im-
agines, then would actual experiment have long
since tested the fact. Eastern Virginia is divided
into two systems of agriculture, antipodes to each
other ; one, the inclosing or non-grazing, the
other, the old three field or close grazing system.
Now I appeal to all observation to say, whether
the latter has ever been, or is at this time, more
exempt from insect enemies than the former; and
I leave the answer to those who have noticed the
results of the clover worm, so called. I have
never, before the instance adduced by Mr. Carter,
heard of their doing injury to the wheat crop, es-
pecially at the fall season of the year. I had
thought their depredations were confined to sprint
crops, and in warm weather. In the spring of
1818 (I think it was) their inroads were more
general and more fatal than at any subsequent
period ; and I well remember that complaints were
then louder from those farmers whose crops were
grown on thin highlands, than from those on low
grounds ; and the cause was easily enough ex-
plained, the crops growing on lands impoverished
by severe grazing and hard cropping were more di-

latory, and, paralyzed by a backward season, were
longer exposed to the attacks of the insect than
those produced on a m.ore genial soil, highly stimu-
lated by vegetable matter turned in lor their pre-
paration. The last soon got beyond the reach of
the insect, while the first were slowly growing and
staggering under the attacks of their foes. With
these facts before me, I cannot acquiesce in the
soundness of a theory, li-om which certain and in-

evitable evils must flow, while the anticipated good
is, to say the least of it, uncertain and doubtful.

I will now examine into the effects on the soil of
a five- field rotation in connexion with close graz-
ing, and I think it abundantly susceptible of proof,
that its results will be found highly disastrous.
The first objection to the proposed system is, in
my opinion, insuperable, and needs no other charge
against it to ensure its entire rejection, viz., it de-
mands three exhausting grain crops in succession;
and when is superadded thereto, a close and severe
grazing the year preceding the introduction of this

scourge, there can, I imagine, be no difference of
opinion as to iis total condemnation. Under this

system of heavy exaction with inadequate returns
nothing can save the doomed fields from utter pros-

tration. No depth of soil, no vegetable or mineral
manures, and no agricultural skill, can ward off

their inevitable destiny; the redeenu'ng year of
rest could no more save it than could a moment's
respite from torture shield from death the unhappy
sulicrer stretched on the fatal rack. The lapse of
five years between the drilled and horse-hoed
crops is another material objection to the contem-
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plated rotation, inasmuch as every encouragement
would be thereby given to the produeiion and per-

petuation of vegetable pests—an evil, 1 will ven-

ture to say, as deleterious to the lanti, and as fatal

to the hopes of the cultivator, as its kindred curse

of the animal kingdom. Bad as they are, I would

rather have to contend with chinch bug, Hessian

fly, and clover worm, than wiih wild onion, blue

grass, Canada thistle, " et id omne genus,'''' ol an-

nua! and perennial pests. I might hope in the

efficacy of a severe winter, or some other natural

cause, to relieve me fi-om the one, and I know, by
sad experience, that years of toil will not free my
poisoned fields from the other. To use a common
expression, I know a thing or two on this subject,

having once tried, and am now reaping the bit-

ter I'ruits of a six-field rotation. From the 1st

of March to the lOlh of April a great portion ol

my farm labor is employed in what is technically

called "cockling wheat," i.e. abstracting wagon
loads of wild onions from the crop ; and after all,

if I escape, at the time of delivery, a receipt from
the miller lor bushels of onions mixed with
wheat, I consider myself extremely fortunate.

This fact will be endorsed, I am sure, by a near
neighbor, who has a sinnlar calamity entailed on
him by upwards of 20 years' perseverance in a

five-field rotation, which, fortunately for his splen-

did estate, has been at length abandoned. If the

clover crop in the proposed rotation could at all limes

be relied on, then the year ofrest would be indeed a
year ofjubilee to the persecuted fields, but that crop

has become as precarious and uncertain as any oth-

er, and, whenever it lliils, the noxious and more har-

dy plants that spring up in its place have a fair field

for propagation ; and as they are rejected by all

animals as food, they will have two years in five

of undisturbed possession, to strengthen and per-

petuate themselves. Without going farther into

this subject, or adducing additional reasons to sub-
stantiate my dissent to the proposed plan, I cannot
but express my fear ihat when the theory is re-

duced to practice, it will be found unavailing to

arrest the depredations or cheek the increase of
insects, while it will entail evils not less disastrous

and far more difficult to conquer. The great mas-
ter of the human heart has taught us that " it is

better to bear the ills we have, than fly to others
that we know not of" The advice is not the less

wise and true for its being poetical. I know not
how it may be in the section of country below
tide-water ; but with us, above it, a cleansing crop
once in three or lour years is indispensable in any
system of neat and profitable fiirming ; and so
well satisfied are our best liirmers of this fact, that
the three-field rotation is ijeiting into general use.

1 do not mean the old Virginia land-killing course,

of corn, wheat, pasture, but the more moTern rou-
tine of clover, corn, wheat, aided by a liberal use
of putrescent manures, permanent meadows and
standing pastures of artificial grasses.
This subject is most attractive, and strongly

tempts in its support an excursion into the field of
discussion ; but having occupied my llill share of
your columns, I will leave it to a l)elter fiumer to
detail its advantages. Mr. Randolph Harrison of
Elk Hill, Goochland, has fully tested the rolaiion,
and his fine estate bears ample testimony of its

efficacy : I therefore hope he will be induced,
through the Register, to delineate its advantages,
by detailing his practice and its efFeCs on "his
land. f{.

NOTES ON EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE. BY A
CHARLESTON!AN.

No. 1.

From the Southern Cabinet.

The American traveller who visits Europe for

the first time is introduced so suddenly upon such
a variety of objects, equally new and interesting to

him, that he finds it difficult to confine himself to

any depai iment of science or knowledge. Scarce-
ly lias he sliaken off the tedium of a long sea voy-
age, and recovered the use of his legs, and the
steadiness of his head, when his mind is distracted

by a multiplicity of objects, all inviting his atten-

tion, and each claiming the precedency. He now
visits lor the first time scenes of which he read in

his youth, and which, from their antiquity and ear-

ly recollections, have become classic grounds. He
traverses the fields of tournaments and battles—he
climbs J3en-Lomond and the Alps—he ascends the
Rhine and the Danube—he sails over the smooth
waters ofthe lakes ofScotland and Switzerland—he
visits the thronged cities of London and Paris,

Berlin and Vienna, and finds a world of wonders
in each—and who, Mr. Editor, has time or incli-

nation to attend to the dull scenes of agriculture ?

1 confess thai this was in part my own case.

A very extensive tour, during the short summer of

1839, enabled me only to lake a cursory view of
liie agriculture of Europe—other objects engaged
the principal part of my attention. My notes

were made hastily, and never corrected. Such
however, as they are, I will give you. But I must
be allowed to do it in my own rambling way, and
in my own lime. I need not say that the southern
planter will find nothing in my notes that will

throw any light on the cultivation of ihe staple

articles of our southern country. Cotton and rice,

although abundant in the warehouses and manu-
factories, and although feeding and clothing half
Europe, are not cultivated there, and Indian corn
(in consequence of theicool summers) I only saw
growing at one place in Baden, and the stalks

were not much larger than a pipe stem. Yet in

the cultivation of other articles—in the rotation of
crops—in the system of manuring, and other
modes of restoring and improving exhausted lands,

we have much to learn fiom the older countries of
Europe, where a dense population has taught
them the value of lands, and the necessity of call-

ing in the aids of science and the arts in their culti-

vation.

As a general remark, I am disposed to believe
that Europe in general, and England in particular,

is more fiivorable to the cultivation of wheat, and
other grains, which go under the deno.Tiination of
corn, than the United States, with the exception
perhaps of our western country ; but thai our
own soil can by a proper system of tillage be ren-

dered twice as productive as it is at present. The
improvements in implements of husbandry can be
more easil}' introduced among us than in Europe,
where it is exceedingly difficult to indure the la-

borers to lay aside the old heavy ploughs and
wooden-toothed harrows, which we have aban-
doned for half a century ; and when I have seen
the miserable hoes, spades and rakes, used by the

peasantsof France and Austria, I have sometimes
wished that a revolution (not political, but agricul-

tural) might sweep them and their wooden shoes
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into oblivion tofrether, to be remembered only as

the relicp ofa clumpy, iCnot a barbarous age.

In fine breeds ol' horses, iiorned cattle ami slieep

suited to the diderent cliniates and pastures—and

in tile c--»relul manner in vvliich these distinct varie-

ties are kept .separate, Great Britain takes the lead

of the world. The black Caced sheep of Scotland

differs so widely from the varielies i'ound in the

downs and low countries ofKiigland, that they

would scarcely be recoirnized as the same species.

The same may be said ol' ihe bjack cattle driven

from the hishlands to the markets oTEdinburgh
and the northern counties of England, vvhen

compared with the various l)reeds Ibund in the

level rii-h counties of England. Each variety is

confined to localities suited to its size and habits.

The mountain cattle and sheep would not succeed

well in the low countries, nor would the breeds of

(he downs thrive on the mountains. No traveller

jn England who knows a horse Irom a donkey,

can tail to admire the distinct breeds of horses

each in their nature admirably adapted to the

services required of them. The carriage-horse,

<he hunter, the dray-horse, and the racer, can be

distinguished at a single jjlance. The dray-horse

in Ihe streets of Liverpool and London, unwieldy
as the elephant, with a foot of the size of a peck
tub, could scarcely be conceived to be the same
species as the little Shetlanil pony, that is seen

carrying the groups of gay travellers to the top of

Ben-Lomond, climbing over the rocks and up the

mountains like so many squirrels. I witnessed at

Ratisbon, in Bavaria, one of the finest collections

of horses i ever beheld. They were owned by the

prince of Taxus, whose expensive stables were
more magnificent than many of the palaces of

Europe,—fitted up v/ith marble troughs—fbun-

<ains Ibr bathing—the name, country, and pedigree
of each placed in gilt letters on the wall. The
number of grooms, and careful attendance, and
other fooleries, reminded me of what I had read of

the honors paid to the sacred bulls of India, or the

while elephants of Ava. Among these were
horses not only from Mecklenburg, Saxony and
France, but from England and Arabia; and tome
the English courser appeared not only the most
elegant m form, but was admitted by belter judges
than myself, more active and fleet than those of

Arabia itself.

In ihe preservation ofseeds of grain and vegeta-
bles, infinitely more pains are taken to preserve

the varieties distinct and unadulterated than with
us. In the mountains of Scotland, there are certain

districts appropriated solely to the cultivation of

garden seeds—and no two varieties, that are in

danger of becoming adulterated by beinir placed

near each other, are allowed to he cultivated in the

same .district. I noticed, at Edinburgh, in the

collection of Lawson & Son, seedsmen and nur-

serymen to the Highland and Agricultural Society

of Scotland—83 varieties of wheat, 62 of peas, 51
of turnips, 146 of potatoes, and an immense
number of species and varieties of grass seeds,

some of which may probably be adapted to our
southern country. In a subsequent number, I

will endeavor to recur to this latter subject, and
point out those species on which it would be ad-

visable to make experiments.
The benefits of societies fur the promotion of

agriculture, in stimulating industry and ambition,
1 saw exemplified in Scotland, England, and at

-
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the fairs of Germany. The Highland Society
of Scotland has existed sixty-one jears, and from
one of the bleakest and most sterile countries of
Europe, Scotland has, with all its disadvantages,
risen to a state of agricultural prosperity, fiir be-
yond any ihing which could have been expected
from a soil and chmale ; and some of the counties,
esprcially the Jjoiliians are not inn'rior, in point of
cultivation and pioduci, to ;he i idlest in EnL'iand.
At a meeting of that society, held a lew weeks pre-

vious to my arrival, 177 members were added at one
lime, payiiiir three guineas entrance, and one gui-

nea annually, and ihet-e included the names oflhe
most respectable men in the country. At this meet-
inir, there was an additional sum of £1,500
(.^7,000) subscribed, to promote ihe interests of
the society. Every agricultural county makes an
annucd report, and thus thirty-three reports, em-
bracing every object of agricultural interest, are
annually submitted to the society.*

English agricultural societies, althouch with less

unilbrraity, are sedulously engaged in the same
cause, and the result has been the jreneral diffusion

of agricultural knowledge. The different soils have
been analyzed—the kinds of manures and modes of
cultivation adapted to each have been pointed out.

The steam engine has been introduced in ihrashinff
and for other agricultural purposes, and Great
Britain, (including Ireland and .Scotland) which
formerly averaged only nine bushels of wheat to

the acre, last year produced in the agaregate, 19^

* This society was founded in 1784, by a few gen-
tlemen, who "formed themselves info a whole and
corner club, in a coffee house called the Exchange,"
in Edinburgh. From a most wretched state they have
raised the agriculture of Scotland, until it has reached
the very topmost rank. The means which were em-
ployed by tiiis society, are thus detailed in the Edin-
burgh Quarterly Journal of Agriculture :

" In tlie days of its youth and feebleness, the High-
land Society sent the leaven of the turnip husbandry
into all the glens and siraths of the north, by offers of
small prizes to certain Highland parishes; and the
same may be said as to the growth of clover and the
finer grasses. As it advanced in strength (as to num-
bers and to cash.) attention was paid to premiums for
stock ; then came ofi'ers of reward to men of science to
discover better implements and machines, to diminish
friction and consequently draught, such as in the
thrashing mill and other parts ofagricidtural machinery.
Still advancing in the scale of intellect and of science
premiums were offered for essays to bring to light the
facts connected with chemistiy and natural philosophy;
and, under the auspices of the society was set up the
'Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,' a work which has
been the vehicle of conveying so much useful informa-
tion to the a2;riculturist, that we humbly venture to
say it ought to appear on the table and book-shelf of
every farmer's parlor. Afterthis, the great stock shows
were resolved upon, as another link of union between
the society and the practical farmer, at the same time
throwing aside all paltry feeling, and making them
open to stock from both sides of the Tweed, [i. e. from
England as well as Scotland.] How well they have
succeeded, let the last one at Glasgow bear witness.
(This was the most splendid show of fine cattle ever
exhibited.) Nor has the society forgotten the beauty
of the country, as the premiums offered in regard to

planting trees and such like subjects fully testify ; and
to sum up all, it may be said, the Highland society has
been a pomt d'appui, a rallying point, to which the

agriculturists of Scotland might look, and a fostering

mother to all who, although strong in talent, were weak
in interest to make it public.
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bushels ; and three ofihe counties ofScotlanH, and
several of England, averaged 51 bupjiels to ibe

acre. A farmer by the name of Thomas Oliver,

residing five or six miles from Edinburgh, leased

a farm lor the last twenty years, of 150 acres, pay-

ing annually a rent of 10 guineas peracre, (§7.500)
on which he raised gram, iiay iuid vegeiables for

the market of Edinburuh. This lease he has re-

cently renewed lor nineteen years, (ihe usual time

1o which leases run) on the same terms, and liom

a poor man he has hecome independent in his cir-

cumstances, and now rides in his carriage. What
American larmer could make a profit that would
enable him to pay such an enormous rent? All

may be accounted for on the principles ofjadicious

manuring and carelul iiuiusirious cultivation. On
the continent, especially in Germany, their annual
fairs bring together the fiirmers and peasants of all

the surrounding country, where their ambition

and industry are stimulated by a variety of fetes,

and the distribution of prizes to successful compe-
titors ; and whilst princes, dukes and barons are

engaged in awarding prizes to those who have
been most successful in the cultivation of grains

and cattle, their lovely wives are occupied in a

humbler, but much more lively scene, in compli-

menting and distributing premiums to the indus-

trious housewi/e, for her fine specimens of fruit

—

her butter and cheese—her linen cloths, weaving,
knitting, and other manulaclures. 1 have no
doubt i shall be ridiculed lor my want of taste,

when I stale that, to me, the Grand Duchess of
Baden, presenting a silver cup to a peasant girl,

before an assembled crowd of farmers and nobility,

lor ttie finest specimen of manufactured gloves,

was a more interestmg sight than that ol the gay
Queen Victoria, racing through St. James' Park,

with fifty fools at her heels, striving not to be dis-

tanced by their lovely mistress.

The industry and expense bestowed in collecting

and applying manures in England, and which is

only exceeded by the more scientific mode adopted

in the environs of Paris, at the '-Boyanterie de

Montlijucon," where all the otfal from the city,

including every dead animal— (the horses of this

description alone amounting amiualiy to 16,000)

—

is converted into manure, may be noticed in a fu-

ture number, and is a subject which is not only of

great importance to the farmer, but should be care-

fully investigated by the authorities of all large

cities.

From a cursory review of the cultivation of the

various kingdoms of Europe, it appeared to me
that England was in the highest state of cultiva-

tion, and which, from its beautiful thorn hedges-
its neat cottages, adorned l)y the eglantine, honey-

suckle and ivy, chequered here and there by the

park and lordly palace, rendered the whole land a

])icturesque garden. Some of the counties of

Scotland, such as the Lothians and the carse of

Sterlitin- and Gowrie, are in no wise inli^rior. The
little I^saw of the cultivation of Ireland, rather

exceeded my expectations. Belgium and portions

of the Net eriands, have a belter soil than that of

England, and are lully as productive, but ihey

Tvant neatness of cultivation, and, like the whole

continent of Eur-pe, are destitute of fences and

fiedgcs— to me the fields wanted ornan)ent., and

the cotiaiTes seemed without much comlbrt. The
fields of Denmark were loaded with an abundant

crop ofwheat, but there, as well as every v/herc

else, I heard bitter complaints of hard times, and
the severe exactions of government. 1 frequently
thought that it would be no bad plan for our
American grumblers al)out taxes and oppression,
to lake a trip to Europe, and learn a wholesome
lesson. Take my word lor it— it will stop the

mouths of demagogues, reconcile them to their

own country, and they would return—not as poli-

ticians, but Americans, saying, I have sinned

against heaven and my native land, and am now
oidy wnithy to be called thy son. I found the

Grand Ducliy of Baden and parts of Wirtemhurg,
belter cultivated than Prussia in general, probably
because the soil was more susceptible of improve-
ment. Switzerland is too romantic to be rich

—

and the Rhine is too classic a stream to be the

dull river of commerce, or be surrounded by any
thing else than mountains, wiiere the vine clam-
bers along its sides and the ruined castle frowns
on its loftiest peaks. In the cultivation of France,
I was greatly disappointed— the sword has scarcely

had lime to be beat into the ploughshare— the sol-

dier finds it hard to stoop to the labor of the harrow
and the hoe, and seems disposed, yet a while, to

leave this drudgery to the women. Austria, with
its fine soil and climate, is retarded in agricultural

improvement by the wealth of iis nobles and the
oppression of its peasantry. Its possessions in

Bohemia appeared rather better cultivated than
those portions borderinir on Hungary and Venice.

Of fruits, I found the apples in England leathe-

ry and inferior—on the coniinent, the flavor was
finer— but I give a decided prefii^rence to those

ol my own country. Peaches were everywhere
waminif in flavor. The best I tasted were from a
green house near London. The only ones I found
irrowing in the open air that I regarded as in any
way comparable to those of America, were at

Schafl^hausen, al the falls of the Rhine. But
whilst the Northern part of Europe does not ap-
pear to he well adapted to inipart a delicious fla-

vor to the apple and the peach— it greatly excels

in other fruits, i find myself growing envious
when 1 think of their fine gooseberries and cher-

ries— the pears and plums of France and Germany
are most delicious, and when my notes inlbrm nie

that I bought the latter, of the size of a (owl's ecjg,

twenty-five for a penny, I feel that I ne'er shall

see the like and so cheap asain. Were I a culti-

vator of fruits in Carolina, I would import the few
varieties of apple that succeed in our middle and
back country, and ihe peach that succeeds every
where, if not attacked by ihecurculio, from Penn-
sylvania or New Jersey— the gooseberry and cur-

rant, which succeeds among our mountains, fi-om

Long Island—the cherry tlom some of our nor-

thern slates—tlie grape from some of the best

varieties cultivated in our upper country—and Ihe

pear, plum and prune from Bordeaux; those
brought from the latter place, are particularly

adapted to the climate of Charleston, and 1 have
seen them cultivated here with great success.

PEACH TREES.

From tlie Agriculturist.

Lest some one may suffer from ignorance as I

have done, I give my woful experience to the
public; lor it sometimes does as much good to
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guard the farmer against error, as to inform him of

an improvement in fiid husbandry.

For tliree successive years I gathered about ^
a bushel each year of choice peacli stones, i laid

them by in a safe place as I collected them, and
about the first of October planted them in rows
where 1 wished to form a nursery. In ihe two first

trials, not a single one sprouted and came up.

About one out of fifiy germinated in the third

trial. I was much at a loss to account for three

fatal failures. I was informed by two or three

farmers, that if I would crack the stones in the

spring and plant the kernels, ihey would come up.

I tried that plan and made another entire lf\ilure.

And just about that time I read in the Cultivator

the remarks of an eastern iiirmer on the suf>ject
;

in which he impressed the idea that nature'' s plan
should befollowed, and that nature's mode of pro-

pagating peach trees is to drop them from the

tree when ripe, and to cover them with washing
rains, the rooting of hogs, or the leaves of the

tree. .So that he inferred that peach B\ones should
be buried as soon as taken from the tree before they

get dry. He then gave his own experience lo

prove the correctness of his reasoning.

Immediately upon reading his remarks, I re-

membered having selected stones and planted a
nursery for my father while I was a boy, and that

I had accidenily managed it as this eastern farmer
directs, and the stones all came up and afterwards
made a fine orchard. I have since planted some
stones in the summer as soon as gathered, and
have succeeded m getting a stand.

Francis H. Gordon.
Clinton College, Dec. 28, 1839.

KXTRACT FROar AN ACCOUNT OF AN AGRICUL-
TURAL EXCURSION INTO ST. JOHn's, BERK-
LEY, [S. C] BY THE EDITOR.

From the Southern Cabinet.

The parish of St. John's, Berkley, is long and
narrow, extending from the Eastern branch of

Cooper River to a short distance above the Eutaw
Springs, a distance of near 50 miles. Its eastern

boundary is the Santee, and its western, the

parish of St. James, Goosecreek, embracing the

western branch of Cooper River. The lower
section of this parish includes some of the finest

lice plantations in the state. But of these it is not

our intention, at present, to give any account, and
we shall, therefore, confine our remarks to middle
and upper St. John's. The soil of this parish

embraces almost every variety, with perliaps the

exception of tlie stiff clay. In the lower section,

the clay preponderates, so far as lo form what
may be termed a clayey loam. In the middle,

much of the land cultivated is a light sandy loam,

while in the upper part, the sand predominates,

forming a very light soil. In this classification,

we of course confine ourselves lo the hiirhlands

under cultivation. Throughout the whole parish,

pine barrens abound, and along the Santee, and in

other places, portions of the swamps are reclaimed.

The crops cultivated are cotton, corn, peas, po-

tatoes, groundnuts, (in small quantities.) and rice

in sufficient quantities to supply the demand for

family use. Cotton of course, is the principal crop
intended for market, while the others are generally
planted only to meet the demand of the plantation,

j

though we were happy to find that on some
[

plantations, corn was also one of the crops raised
lor sale, and that it was profitable.

We were sorry to find, that no rotation was
adopted, but that usually, the fields supposed best
adapted to the culture of particular crops, were
selected for these crops, and under such were kept
with little variation. Yet lo such an extent do
they now carry the manuring system, that these
fields, with the exception of those cultivated in

potatoes, have actually so improved as, in some
instances, to yield from 50 to 100 per cent, more
than formerly. This has been brought about, as
we have already stated, by manuring, and in

nothing were we more pleased than to find how
universally this practice has been adopted, and
how strenously all are engaged in this laudable
work. When we first visited St. John's, so little

was the system ofmanuring afipreciated, that the
fijw who had commenced the practice systemati-
cally, were actually laughctl at by their neighbors
as visionaries—not that manuring was wholly un-
attended to, but because they thought it impossible
to manure the whole of their crops. Little atien-

lion, therefore, was paid lo the subject. What
little manure was made, was placed in meager
quantities around ihe corn, or some crop near the

homestead, and the cleariiig of new land was
relied on to su[)ply the places of I hose fields which
were worn out by constant culluic. In this re-

spect, we were happy to find there had been a
great change of opinion, and consequently of
practice. On every plantation we visited, (and
we have understood, on all or nearly all,) the

collecting, preparing and applying of manures, is

considered of primary importance, and is now
conducted systemaiically. The manure most
used, is what is here called " compost.^^ It con
siats ofquantiiies of leaves, gathered in the woods
and carted into the stables, cattle, sheep and hogs'
pens, and from thence into the fields. A specific

number of hands and carts are set apart for this

work, and on no account (on most plantations)

are they diverted to any other. Dr. Ravenel has
one cart and mule, with the driver, and two young
negroes, (a girl and boy, who could not be em-
ployed advantageously in the fields,) constantly

enfTa^ed in haulinij in "<ras//," consistinf; princi-rTiO ^ J or
pally of pine and oak leaves, raked up in the
woods adjoining. The distance is not great, and
with this one, thus employed throughout the
whole year, and the use of two ox carls, for five

or six weeks in summer, he manages to keep
every thing well littered, and to make about 15,000

ox cart loads of manure, each load averaging
about 50 bushel baskets. On this he pens about
60 head of cattle during the winter, (all of which
he regularly feeds.) and about 150 to 160 during
summer, about a dozi'n or more horses, a tolerable

large flock of sheep, and a number of hogs.

Major Porcher and Mr. Joseph Palmer keep
four carts constantly at work, but the distance they

have to cart is greater. We did not ascertain the

number of animals penned by either of these gen-
tlemen. At Major Porcher's, we saw a quadran-

gular pile of manure, taken from the stables alone,

the base of which would measure from 80 to 100

feet, and which was from 5 to 6 feet high. That
from the covvpen we did not see. We regret we
had it not in our power to visit the plantations of

Messrs. Joseph Palmer, Jae. GaiUcard and Thos.
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W. Porclier, all residing in the upper pnrt of St.

John's, and all actively engaged in manuring their

lands and improving their crops. VVe had, how-
ever, the pleasure ormeeting these gentlemen after

our return, in this city, and irom ihem we gathered

a lew particulars, relative to these.

From the vast amount of new vegetable matter

(and that not of a lund easily decomposed,) carried

into the pens, the relative quantity oC animal

manure cannot be large, as may easily be sup-

posed. On some plantations, all of the cotton

seed, which can be spared, is spread in one of the

pens, and this manure is then used lor the crop to

which the cotton seed is usually applied. This

plan, however, is very little adopted, the col ton

seed being more generally appJied alone. Others

scatter over the pen, a short time before carting

out, a quantity of salt ; whilst others again, pre-

vious to hauling it av/ay, throw their manure into

heapB, scattering between each layer a quantity

ol salt, sulficient to be diffused throu<zhout the

whole mass. This manure is highly prized, and

its effects have been very gratilying. We shall

have occasion to refer to this manure when we
come to speak of the crops.

Ltime, marl and ashes, are also getting into use,

and some small experiments have been highly

eatislactor}'. In some \'ew instances, the leaves

taken out of the woods have been at once carted

into the fields, and used with benefit to the suc-

ceeding crop. These fields are of a clayey nature,

and of course the best adapted for such crude

manure. It was truly gratilying to us to find how
much attention is paid now in this parish to ma-
nuring. Many things, which not a few years
ago were permitted to lie ne<z!ecled, and were
rather considered nuisances, but not of such a
character or in such quantities as to require abate-

ment, by being carried off, are now sedulously

sought after, collected, and carted off to the fields

at the proper periods, v.'here they fulfil their des-

tiny, by adding materially to their fertility. In

sucli just estimation is manuring now held, and
so striking have been the effects, that planters arc

no longer anxious to clear new fields, unless forced

to do so by the want of room. The attention of
most of then) is turned to the renovating of their

old fields, and what a few years ago would have
been deemed a hopeless task, is now actually in

progress, and fiMds which were deemed at most
unfit for culture of any kind, are now restored to

their pristine fertility. In fact, experiments have
been stated to us, going to show, that old fields

constantly inanured, (and in what would be con-
sidered but moderate quantities elsewhere) have
become more productive, than fields recently
cleared. We select an inslaiice furnished us by
Mr. Thomas W, Porcher, of WaUvorth. Among
the fields cultivated by him the last year, were
three. The first, which we shall designate as
No, 1, was considered as nearly worn out when
he first look possession of this plantation; ten
years ago. Nos. 2 & 3 were newly cleared,

and the last year was the second and third of their

culture. No. 1 had lieen regularly planted every
year lor t!ie last ten, but had also been constantly
manured. Nos. 2 & 3 were not manured, for

the second and third years, are deemed the most
productive. With the exception of one or two
years, when potatoes were cultivated, cotton
had been grown on No. 1 every year ; Nos. 2 &

3 had also been cultivated in cotton, since they
had been cleared. The product of the old field

(No. 1) was an averatre of 170 lbs., that of the

new fields (Nos. 3 & 2) 135 and 150 lbs. We
find also from relerring to our notes, that at

Mexico, a field which had been cultivated without
rest since 1801, and nearly the vvhole of that time
in cotton, produced 176 lbs. per acre, while the

new fields only two years under culture, yielded

77 and 109 lbs. per acre.

THE JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE.

From the Ariculturist.

Clwton College, 201h Nov., 1839.

lilessrs. Elditors

:

—For the satisfaction of all

who may Itiel an interest in the culture of the Je-
rusalem artichoke, I am disposed to give them,
through your paper, so much ol its history and
mode of culture as I have learned. Having about 20
acres of this valuable product myselli 1 am often

interrogated as to its nature, value and culture.

Its botanic name is Helianthus Tuberobus, and is

supposed to have been oriijinally discovered first

on the borders of (he Gulf of Mexico; whence it

has been carried and cultivated in Europe for the

table and lor Ibod for hogs. But it does not ap-

pear to be so productive in England, where it has

been culiivatetl to advantage, as it is here. There
five hundred bushels to the acre is considered a
large crop, but here 1 am satisfied that one acre of

common soil, the second year after planting it,

will yield at lesist 1000 bushels, and many acres

will overgo that amount. So that its native coun-

try is best adapted to its production.

The race wliich I have was discovered about

7 years ago, in Jackson county of this state, by
Mr. Samuel Young, and from its correspondence
with the description of the Jerusalem artichoke,

I unhesitatingly pronounced it the same. Before
discovering the Jerusalem artichoke, Mr Young,
had cultivated Ibr his liogs the common white va-

riety ( Cinara Colymus) and finding no profit in

them, had abandoned their culture. During last

spring, about ^ of an acre of the Jerusalem arti-

choke was discovered on the farm of Harris Tug-
gle, of Wilson county. Mr. T. had seen them in

his field for several years, and regarding them as

noxious weeds, had tried to exterminate ihem
without success. But when he found by comparing
them with mine, that they were artichokes, he set

a different estimate on them. From the farm
of Mr. Young, various persons have obtained and
cultivated them as food for hogs, all of whom unite

in their praise. And the accounisgiven of their pro-

ductiveness and value in leeding hogs are almost
incredible. Yet the statements are matle by men
of unquestioned veracity, and the accounts of all

who have tried them correspond, so that we can
hardly disbelieve. In the spring of 1838, a neigh-

bor of mine, who is incredulous to any report

which has the. appearance of extravagance, hav-
injT heard of the products of the artichoke, re-

tuarked that he thought it looked like " too many
squirrels up one tree."' But when he came last

spring to difj some Ibr seed out of my patch, he
recalled what he had formerly said, and gave it as

his opinion that it was equal to its representation.

The great advantage of the artichoke is, that it

contradicts the assertion, that '•' there is no royal
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road to vvealtli," for it will yield considerable profits

almost willioLit labor. You have to ploiigli (he

•rround well in January, February March, (ihe

earlier, ihe belter) and immediately check oil' 4^-

jeet each way, and propping one artichoke in each

check, cover them with the plouifh. About the

time ihey come up plough them like Irish potatoes,

and then again cross plough them about one loot

high and you are done cultivating ttiem for ever.

The first year they will make Irom 400 to 700
bushels per acre, and afterwards they will improve

lor two or three years, till they will yield about

double the product of the first year. [ now speak
from experience. The hogs being allowed to root

them all the vvinler, is an advantage to them, be-

cause they root up and soften ilie soil to a great

depth and the artichokes will fill the soil as far

down as it is pulverised. Thus ih^y improve lor

several years, enough always being left by the

hogs to set the ground completely. And lest

some one should object, that they might freeze if

planted in the winter I remark that this artichoke

will freeze and thaw all the winter and still be as

good in the spring as if it had been in a cellar.

The only way in which it may be injured

is by exposure to the air long enough to let it get

dry, when it withers up to a hard slick. Hence, in

transporting them, we have to keep them moist, in

Older to preserve them.
A^our hogs should not go on them until about the

fir-tof Novenjber; when the trouble of feeding

is over till spring, for each hog " roots lor his liv-

. i'lg-"

«*^ Sows with suckling pigs should not go on them,
lor the artichokes injure the qualities of the milk,

so as to make the pigs dwindle. But as soon as

pigs are weaned, they will do finely by rooting

ibr their living.

Heretofore, I have given artichokes to all who
desire them, and still give to my neighbors who will

dig then); but being ofien called on by persons at

a distance, 1 propose to accommodate them, in a
raannerthat will take care of numberone. Wher-
ever persons will unite and take a wagon load I

will send a load. I can deliver them at Gallatin,

Nashville, Franklin, Columbia. JVIurfreesborough,

or McMiimvilie Ibr !$2 per bushel, 5 bushels being

enough to plant an acre.

I am decidedly of the of)inion that this arti-

choke will form a valuable accession to the hus-

bandry of the western country; because every
liarmer may keep his hogs through the winter

without labor, by devoting rugged parts of his

farm, or some thin woodlands to artichokes.

Francis H. Gordon.

SUGGESTIONS TO PERSONS ABOUT TO COM-
MENCE SILK-CULTURE. REQUISITES FOR
EXPERIMENTS. THE NECESSITY FOR EGGS
FROM HEALTHY STOCK, AND THE MEANS
OF OBTAINING THEM.

Deeming that the establishment of silk-culture

as a regular branch of agricultural empIoyn)ent

will be of great importance to the interests and

prosperity of the United States in general, and es-

pecially of Virginia—and that this is the most

favorable juncture that ever has or may ever again

occur for the commencement of many and exten-

sive experimental operations in this new business

—

we hope to be excused lor repeatedly attempting

to enforce the importance of the subject, and to in-

duce as many as possible now to prepare for a

first experiment, and with such means, and such

care, as will make their success almost cer'^ain.

If our advice can have any such effect, it can not

be later than this time ; for perhaps before another

monthly publication shall issue, it will be too late

for persons then desiring it to commence prepara-

tions, and especially to secure the possession of

good eggs, without which requisite (or success,

the results of the experiment, (whether as to in-

formation or product,) will surely be failure and

loss, disappointment and disgust.

One very important and widely extended means

for beginning silk-culture this year, never has be-

fore existed, and perhaps never will again. This

is the great superabundance of morus multicaulis

trees of which not only the leaves, but the trees

themselves, can now be obtained for almost noth-

ing. This state of worthless superfluity, caused by

the madness, and after prostration of the specula-

tion in trees, cannot continue ; for, if worthless

for sale, the plants will not be preserved by any
but those who will use them for feeding, and who
will therefore know their value. They will not be

permitted to occupy valuable land, and others will

generally perish by neglect, or be destroyed by

grazing catile, and, whether silk-culture be esta-

blished or not, there will not long remain any su-

perabundance of these trees.

Owing to this and other existing circumstances,,

almost every person in the country who has a

spare room, or can put up a log-house (which would

not cost ^20 to build,) can this year make an ex-

periment cheaply. And if the first trial is as suc-

cessful as can be reasonably expected, considering

the necessary imperfections of every first trial,

then the experimenter will be prepared, both in

experience and other means, for a larger and pro-

perly conducted business, the following year.

We are gratified to hear every week of more

and more extension of operations in feeding de-

signed in lower Virginia this year ; and we are

already satisfied that, even in this year, silk-cul-

ture will be a business of some importance, as to

the number and extent of operations. Siill this

approaching to the end desired, makes us but the

more anxious (because inspired with more confi-

dence) in urging on others to follow the example,

in small and carefully conducted experiments, and

thus to plant the seeds which will furnish a har-

vest of a hundred-fold increase of operations the

succeeding season.

It is essential to success and to the satielacfion
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of the experimenter himself, that he should care-

fully and properly conduct his operations. This

all can do, though it may not be convenient to

all to be so methodical and systematic, as to fully

instruct and convince others as well as themselves.

But there are many individuals who can properly

and regularly observe and note down, as well as

conduct their operations, and they can perform

the important service to the public interests of

proving, and placing beyond all controversy or

<luestion, either that silk-culture is certainly pro-

fitable as an extended and regular business, or

that it is not so. The latter proposition, if true,

will be only secondary in importance and value to

the former. The truth, whichever way it may

be found, should be the only object sought ; and

such experiments as we recommend would be the

sure and speedy means of reaching that end, in

one or the other way.

Though there have been already made, and re-

ported, some very interesting and valuable practi-

cal and even extensive operations in silk-culture,

-(and which have been published in this journal,)

still there is not one of them that was not defec-

tive in some important particulars, which more

careful observation might easily have supplied.

We request of all our readers who design to feed

silk-worms methodically this year, to select some

one or more broods, and to observe minutely and

write down every circumstance that may effect

the result, and afterwards to report to us the re-

sults. Any number of such reports can be thrown

into a tabular form, so as to present at one view a

comparative statement of the progress and results

of all the different operations. To induce more

-regularity and unilbrmity in such experiments

and reports, we will here suggest the matters

which are either essential, or, if not essential, at

least desirable to be known, in experiments that

can be considered as at all conclusive.

The facts which should be observed and regu-

larly noted, in a full and complete experiment of

silk-culture, we deem to be the following :

1. What variety of silk-worms—the weight of

eggs put to hatch—and the weight of worms to

be fed immediately after being hatched, (to be

ascertained by weighing the refuse eggs, and pa-

per or cloth,)— or by any mode to show, as

nearly as may be, the number of worms at the

commencement.

2. Dimensions of feeding apartment— plan of

management and space (in square leet) of shelves

used.

3. De.-criptiun and quality of land occupied by

the trees fed from, and its rent or value.

•1. Numb'jr, age, and description of trees.

5. Number and kind of laborers employed, and

the cost for preparation and cultivation of land,

gathering leaves, and feeding, stated separately

so far as may be, or otherwise altogether.

6. Weight of leaves used—and of the uncon-

sumed leaves, litter and excrement taken out,

during the whole feeding.

7. Temperature of feeding apartment observed

at, and belbre sunrise, 2 o'clock P. M., and 9 P.

M.—changes and state of weather—and when
artificial heat used, if at all.

8. The product stated both in bushels and
pounds of cocoons, and of average number of co-

coons to the pound, by weighing and then count-

ing a bushel, or a peck. They should not be di-

vested of their floss before being weighed, and

the measure should be heaped. If flossed, it

should be so stated^ and then the measure should

be even.

In addition to reports presenting the above facts,

or as many of them as can be observed, (and of

which many reports might be consolidated in one

table,) it would add much to the value of any re-

ports, that are otherwise full and complete, if ac-

companied by a minute diary of poceedings and

progress, during the whole time of feeding.

An experiment may be very interesting and va-

luable, though it may not present half of the

above particulars ; and there.'bre we mean not to

discourage the making and repeating observa-

tions, though much more limited than the most

complete experimenting would demand. To make

a complete experiment, or one embracing proper-

ly even nearly all the above particulars, would cer-

tainly be very troublesome. But it would require

but 35 to 40 days, altogether, and the results

would amply compensate the experimenter, by

giving certainty to his subsequent operations;

and the combined reports would be of far greater

value to the public.

All persons who desire to make accurate expe-

riments, on the safest larger operations, as a mat-

ter of business, will do well to use eggs of some

variety of worm known by experience to be of

good quality, and, also, of medium or ordinary

size. We object to all the " fancy" varieties of

" mammoths "' or others, for general, or for first

operations, though we would advise others to do as

we are pleased to do in that respect, that is, to try

a few of any highly prized or new variety, and

observe and compare them with the more com-

mon and known kinds. We repeat that above all

things it is important to breed from a healthy

stock ; and no one ought to rely on eggs from an

unknown or doubtful source, if he can possibly ob-

tain such as are from a stock ofknown healthiness,

and which have been properly kept. There will
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be in market a glut of silk-worms' eggs, of some

kind or other—and of ail prices from ^2 to 830

the ounce. Still, for want of a proper system

being established, as to demand and supply, and

the general want of knowledge and rare lor the

preservation of eggs, even when of good and

healthy slock, probably nine-tenths of all the good

eggs will be spoiled, or lost by hatching on the

hands of the holders, and yet perhaps nine-tenths

of all buyers be supplied with such as were dis-

eased, if not worse than worthless. Under exist-

ing circumstances, therefore, any person who has

the proper knowledge and known ability, will

render an important public service who will sup-

ply purchasers with good eggs at moderate prices.

We have urged and induced our friend Thomas

S. Pleasants to undertake this business to such ex-

tent as he can furnish a supply of eggs that he

knows, and can warrant the good quality of. In

pursuance of this suggestion, his advertisement

will appear on the cover of this number. To all

who know Thomas S. Pleasants, personally, or

by report, it is totally superfluous to say, as we
here do for the benefit ol" strangers, that any one

who may send an order to him, either special or

general, may rely, vvith entire confidence, on his

careful attention and correct judgment, as well as

in regard to the more important qualities to jusiify

such reliance.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF IRISH AND SWEET
POTATOES.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Beanfort Co., N. C, Jan. 30th, 1840.
Having been successful for the last five years in

raising tjood crops of Irish and sweet potatoes, I

have concluded to accompany the subscription
money with a short description of ihe mode of
culture, &c., of those roots; which, if you think
it will be of any benefit to potato growers, you can
publish in the Register.

The ground preferred for Irish potatoes, and
such as I have experimented on, has been stubble,
grass, or old field, which for many years have
been uncultivated and considered too poor (without
manuring) to pay for working it. Early in the
winter, or as soon afier Christmas as possible, (he
ground is broken with a lar^e Iwo-liorse plough

;

the first of March it is again ploughed into three-
feet beds with a small No. 2 Freeborn plouffh ; a
deep furrow is then opened on the beds, which
being nearly filled with manure taken from the
compost heap, composed of leaves, virtrin mould,
or swamp mud, and a small quantity of barn-
yard manure, the seed is deposited 8 or 10 inches
apart, taking rare to select fjood seed, and leaving
from 2 to 3 eyes on each piece ; afier the droppino:
is completed they are covered by running a Hirrow
on each side with the same ploujrh

; a's soon as
they come up and get 4 or 5 inches hich, ihev are
again ploughed, and with the hoe carefully "ridged

down," leaving the top bud out. Nothing more
is done to them until we commence digging, which
is generally about the 15lh of May.
Many of my neighbors say this preparing com-

post manure is too much troul)le. But permit me
to say to those who have never tried the experi-

ment, that the potatoes grown in this kind of ma-
nure are so much superior in quality they will never
regret the trouble. I do not recollect of ever see-

ing a single potato with a black ball in the middle
of it, which we too well know is olien the destruc-

tion of whole crops raised in stable manure.
The sweet potato 1 have generally planted on

the same kind of soil, which I prefer having bro-

ken up in the fall. The 1st of May the ground is

again ploughed, forming lands by throwing 5 or 6
furrows together, and with the hoe we lorm a ridge
or hill from 18 to 24 inches in height. The last

spring I tried an experiment with manure fi-on)

the drill thrown on the shore by the storm of 1838.
The lands were opened by running a deep fijrrow

with a large plough, the river grass and drift were
placed in small piles two and a half feet apart,

and over which a hill of earth was drawn. VVhen
ready for planting, a deep hole was opened in the
top of the hill, and too good pieces ol' the plant-
ings placed in it, taking care to separate the seed
2 or 3 inches in the hill. If a heavy baking rain

should fall on the hills before the earth becomes
settled on the top of the hill, we draw a small rake
across the top, which breaks the clods and admits
the tender bud to make its appearance. Before
adopting this plan I had been often disappointed
in my potatoes not coming up. The manure was
put in every other row, and if 1 had not been pre-
sent this liill when they were dug from the ground
I could not have believed the small quantity and
qualify of manure could have made such a dilier-

ence. I think the quantilj' was nearly double
from the manured row over those having none

;

and I fiaiter myself the next crop of corn on these

manured potato rows will be equally good. From
!his experiment I have come to the conclusion that

coarse unroited manure will return us more profit

in applying it to the potato crop than any other,

and will leave the ground in a fine stale for corn
the next year. J. B. M.

ON THE PROFITS OF SILK-CULTTRE IN VIR-
GINIA.

To tlie Editor of tlic Farmers' Register.

I will venture to give your readers anoiher short
comnnmicaiion on (he subject of silk culture; but
as I lear many of them regard this branch of hus-
bandry as a "duck and chirken" aflair, and are
indisposed lo give it a careful examination, I now
promise that they shnll not hear Iron) me again
until January or February, 1841, when I hope I

shall be able to communicate the knowlediie de-
rived li-om another year's experience. I do not
wish to cive to this business an importance ihat

does'^not belonir <o il; but with Virginians, it seems
lo me, it sliould occupy the next place to wheat
and corn, and that it should sup[)!ant tobacco.
Abundant crof)s of wheat and corn are indi>;pcn-

sable lo our safety and prosperity, "'ierchanls,

manufacturers, mechanics, and professional men,
carmot prosper if the crops of these nccessart/

grains fiul; and Ihey should all unite cordially with
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farmers in endeavoring lo improve llie condilion ol

our agriculture. The cotton planters ol'lhe south,

too, have learned from recent experience, the dan-
ger of neglecting the culture of corn, and they
will no doubt profit by it.

I will now take up a question relative to silk-

culture, which is ol' the first imporiance, viz., can
the citizens of Virginia and the old southern states

compete successl'ufly with France and Italy, in the

production of raw silk? That we can compete
with China and Turkey is proved from the fact

that American silk sells for.SI to ,^2 per pound
higher than that of China or Turkey.
The subject of manufactures, I am not prepared

to examine; and I shall not attempt to show tliat

we can compete with other nations in that branch
of the silk business. Let us produce raw silk in

abundance, and profitably, and we may safely

leave the competition with Ibreigners, in the manu-
facture of silk, to our northern brethren. Tht-y
will in due time adjust that matter with other na-

tions, and become the purchasers of a larije por-

tion, and perhaps all the raw silk raised in the

United Slates.

In the extracts from Younir's Notes on the Ag-
riculture of Lombardy, published in the Regisiex,

(Vol. 7, page 274,) there is a siatement which I

have found difficult to reconcile wiih other facts

Rtated by Young; but as I think I have solved the

difficulty. I will first give t!ie exirjict to which I

reler, and then my explanation, and if n>y version

shall appear to you erroneou?^, I shall be pleased
if you will correct it.

The extract from Young is as follows:
'' The Ibllowing is the account of the profit and

loss of six ounces of seed, lor three years, at Vi-
cenza, by Si<x. Carlo Modena.

I shall only quote the account ihr the year 177S,

(hat being all that is necessary for my purpose.

Expenses.

Semenza—seed, 6 oz.

/^ogZm— leaves, 26,475 lb. -

Spesa—gathering leaves and at-

tendance, . . - _

Filare—spinninir 992 lb. cocoons,

which give 159 lb. 5 oz. silk, -

Produce.

159 lb. 5 oz. of silk

Refuse ditto, 41 lb.

Seed, 55 oz.

Expense,

Profit,

liv. s. den.

86
1545 4

868 16

557 18

3007 18

4144 15

102 10

330

4577 5
3007 18

1509 7 0"

1. The 6 ounces of seed is one-ha'f of the

large Italian pound of 28 ounces, or 14 ounces
avoirdupois. Without this inferpretaiion, the

statement is utterly irreconcilable wiih other facts

detailed by Young, and it is also rendorpd neces-

sary by the product in silk, that beinjr 106 pounds
of 16 ounces, or about 7.^ pounds of 16 ounces to

rnch ounce of seed, which is a fair average of the

silk crop in Ilaiv.

2. The quantity of leaves consumed, was 26.-

475 pounds of 12 ounces, or 19,857 pounds of 16

ounces, the 14 ounces of eggs producing 400,000
silk-worms, which consumed about 50 poulids of
leaves per thousand.

3. The consumption of leaves (19,857 pounds,)
cost a^289 69, or rather more than a cent and a
quarter jier pound. Now, if Young reported correct-
ly, and if the printer has not made a mistake, and
further, if Sig. Carlo Modena did not make a false
and wicked siatement, (and self-interest did not
call for it, but rather the reverse,) the culture of
silk, v.'ith ordinary management, will prove nearly
as profitable in Virginia, as in Italy, under the
supervision of Modena and with a regulate. 1 tem-
perature, and I predict that you will not sell 3200
pounds of mulberry leaves for .^4, unless you do
it pro bono publico.^

4. The filare, cr spinning, includes with the
reeling on the Piedmontese reel, twisting by the
throwsting mi'l, lo reduce the silk to what is called

organzinc. Both of these operations cost in Ita-

ly (according to my understanding of Modena's
account) one dollar, to one dollar and sixiy cents
per pound, of 16 ounces, the expense varying
with the qudlity of the cocoons. For example,
the reeling of 90 pounds ol" silk (16 ounces,) in

1780, COS! .'S53, or about 60 cents per pound, and
reducing the same quantity to organzine, cost ^85
or about 95 cents per pound. This operation is

more expensive than reeling, but not only the ac-
tual expense of the operaiion, but a fair profit is

added to the price of ihe silk. That the 106
pounds of silk. (16 ounces,) or 159 pounds (12
ounces, wa.~ organzine, is evident fi-om the price

named, "which is equivalent lo $7yjg per pound
of 16 ounces.

The price of reeled silk or raw silk at that pe-

riod in Italy, according to Young, was about ^6
per poimd of 16 ounces.

5. The cost of gnthering leaves and attendance
was $162 or about ^11 50 per ounce of seed.

For i$11 50 per ounce of seed, silk-worms can be
raised in Virijinia with hired labor, and using the

moru- multicaulis in the hedare form, or about $1
40 for each pound of silk. Now, if we will take

an acre of poor land that will sustain the worms
fr-om 2 ounces of eggs, and produce 16 pounds of

silk worth .§80, and deduct ,923 for rearing the

worms, .9 16 for reeling cocoons, and $10 per acre

for cultivation, it will leave a net profit of $31 per

acre. The expenses named, are larger than ne-

cessary, especially the cultivation of the trees, and
the product moderate, and yet it shows a profit

sufficienily large, to prove that this culture would
enrich Virginia if pursued by our farmers on a
small scale, and in subordination to crops of griiin,

hay, &c., which are indispensable.

6. Sig. Cnrlo Modena paid for seed $7; for

leaves, $289 ; for sf.inniiig or reelinir, and redu-

cinir to organzine. .9103; for gathering leaves

nml at1en(hmcp, $162 ; and yet realized a profit of

,$294 from 14 ounces of seed, or $21 per ounce. If

this is not a fiihle, (and who will show that it is?)
ilie culture of silk is of incalculable importance to

Virginia, and the old southern stales. There is

no need of retreating from poor lands any longer;

and I say to all farmers who can conveniently

spare land and labor, plant mulberry trees of the

best varieties, and take care of them. The lime

is near at hand when it will be seen that they con-

stitute valuable property. The country will not

he overstocked with lliem for years to come, if
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they should be appropriated to their proper use,

the production of raw silk.

Layton Y. Atkins.
Stafford County, Va., Feb. 1S40.

PREMIUJIS AWARDKD BY THE AGRICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY OF CHARLOTTE.

For the Farmers' Register.

The edi'or of the Farmers' Register will please

insert the Ibllowing premiums awarded by liie

Agricultural Society of Charlotte, Virginia.

To Henry A. Waikins ^5 for the best brood

mare, Ebony by Roanoke, dam by Bluster. Also

S5 lt)r the best two-year old filly, by Emanci[)a-

tion, dam Ebony.
To John Marshall i$5 for the best two-year old

colt, by Emancipation, dam by Roanoke. Also

^5 lor the best one-year old colt, by Emancipation,

tiam by Roaimke.
To Hilary Richardson $5 for the best suckling

colt, by Shark, dam bv JVledley.

To Thomas E. Watkins $2 50 Ibr the best

saddle horse.

To Col. J. P. AJarshall $i2 00 for the best milch

cow, Scott, lhre(>-fburths Durham. Do. $2 00
(or the best beeC. ^2 00 do. for the best ihree-

tburih Durham heiltjr, and also .$2 00 Ibr the best

ram.
To Major VVm. Gaines ,^2 for the best bull,

Tom Powell, by Medley.
To Hilary G. Richardson 81 00 for the best

hoar, of the Berkshire breed, and ^2 Ibr the best

Berkshire pigs.

To Co!, J. P, Marshall ^2 for the best brood

sow. R. J. Gaines, Sec'ry.

REMARKS ON DIFFERENT SCHEfllES OF RO-
TATIONS.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Not many years since, a controversy was warm-
ly maniltjsied in your journal, between two par-

ties of agriculturists on the lower James River,

on the comparative merits of the three and fonr-

shilt systems of husbandry. A mong the most dis-

tinguished of the disputants, was Mr. Hill Carter

of Shirley, than whom no one in our state enjoys,

or is entitled lo, a higher reputation as a larmcr

—

as far (at least in my judgment) as consists in the

carrying out, and thorough execution of his plans ;

fbr which he possesses in an eminent degree the

advantages of a (iiir theatre, extensive means,
industry and intelligence. I observe in the De-
cember No. of the Register, (the last I have re-

ceived,) a communication (rom Mr. Carter in

which he condemns his favorite four-shift rotation.

This, 1 have long been prepared for, though I am
sorry to find that the unfavorable result of his ex-
perience has been ascribed by us to different causes;
leading him as I see to reserve the most objec-

tionable leature of the system he abandons ; I

mean the three successive grain crops. This, I

am the more surprised at, that the ofiject aimed at

is to get rid of insects
;
particularly, I presume, the

chinch-bug, which is undoubtedly the greatest
.scourge that has ever visited the crops above the

(alls. This insect feeds exclusively on grain crops
Vol. VHI—16

as long as there is the least succulence in them,

and then preys on the spear grasses which grow
among them ; never, that i have seen, touching

clover. But the nursery afforded for three conse-

cutive years lo insects, is not the greatest objec-

tion (perhaps) to the system. 1 believe thai to

keep up the supply of pabulum necessary Ibr any
crop, but particularly wheal, it is important to al-

ternate platits of dilierent characters, as well as to

introduce an ameliorating crop as often as c;in be

done with an eye to the desideratum with all pro-

prietors of the soil ; 1 mean, advantage to the

land as well as to the purse. To this end, none
is so convenient or useful as clover, none so well

calculated lo arrest '.he encroachments of pests,

both of the animal and vegetable kingdom, or oi'

poverty, that most depressing of all evils.

I have always considered the " 6eaw iWeaZ" of

an itnproving, and at the same time profitable sys-

tem, the five-field. But not with Mr. Carter's

rotation; in this we differ radically. Not only

as regards the consecutive crops of grain, but of

clover and the kind of grain which (bllows it.

Under Mr. C.'s rotation, wheat succeeds ihc. second

year's crop of clover. This [ thruk is objectiona-

ble on account of the pests which spring up in the

second year of the maturity of clover. If Ibr the

sake ol improvement to the land, or Ibr grazing, I

wished to give two crops of clover to a field, I

should do so under a six-field course, viz., clover,

clover-nasture, corn, wheat, clover, wheat. This

is undoubtedly one of the most improving and pro-

fitable systems to the grazier and farmer, who
have large tracts of uplands. But to the farmer,

(without'the other branch of the prolession as with

Mr. Carter,) and much less to the larmer and
planter as with ifs, it will not answer; at least, I

speak Jor myself. To return from a digression to

my perfection of a live-shil\ rotation, i. c. clover,

corn, wheat, clover, wheat. This gives two fields

of clover and two of wheat, with the advantage

of a regular alternation. Tlie stubble fields to be

gleaned by hogs, and moderately trampled by cat-

tle—the first chiefly for the benefit of the iiogs,

the latter of the clover, which is the better Ibr hav-

ing the earlh settled about ii belbre the winter's

frost sets in ; and in puffy lands is also measura-

bly protected fi-om the usual drought of July and

August.
Both clover fields to be moderately grazed*

after the 20th June I he second year, by a fttock

only suffici(>nt for ihe purposes ol' the liirm—the

field (or fallow first. The two fields thus afford

grazing enough for the slock, and have left on
ihem more clover than is taken oti— trampled too

to a degree, wliich is beneficial to the succeed-

ing crops, as well on account of the settling of

the clover, fiiciliiatinji; in some measure the opera-

lion of ploughing, as from the pressure of the hoof

promoting the [)rodtictivpness of l!ie soil ; fbr 1

agree with Mr. Carter in the oj/inion that some
trampling is indispensable lo a good product in

wheat. To this system, as lo all others, I consider

a standing pasture an important aid, even though

it be such a one as / have attached lo a three-

field course, which a friend (Dr. J. M. M.) cha-

racterizes a short bite. Being large, this serves

my stock, will the aid of lots fbr lavoritee, until

* Unless one is reserved for cutting hay and seed

from.
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the clover field is ready, and afterwards for its

relief in wet weather.
These renKJiks, Mr. Editor, alihoijfrli dr;uvn

from me by my Irieiul JNJr. Carter's rommuDica-
tion, are hy no means oHered as a comnicnlary,
and I am sure will be received by him in the t-pirii

they are wrilien. He very properly is aciuaied
by a sense ol duty to a oommuniiy which justly
looks to him as a bright exainjflar iti our prolession.

/, by an assumed oblifration as a subscriber to

your Register, to express li-eely my views on auri-

culture, Thai, may (for wliat they are worth) at

least elicit discussion on a subject which wants
light. RrvAANA.

THE FIVE SHIFT ROTATIOIV,

To the Editor of llic; Farmers' Register.

Cliericoke, Jan. loth, 1840.

I liave now for some years been experimeniinor
on the difiierent rotations, of the three, lour, and
five-field systems, and altliougli my experiments
have not been of sulficient duration to arrive at

conclusions, that may be as siitisfactory as I hey
would have been, or as I ihink tliey will be at a
future day, and I had not designed communicating
their results until 1 had carried tbem further ; but

being so entirely convinced mysellj and seeing that

some of my James River friends have altogether

come into my views, thereby removing heavy au-
thority against me, I have not deetned it necessary
longer to delay what was my intention at a fu-

ture day. For surely whatever can be done for

lowland Virginia tiirming, should be done quickly
;

and although I doubt if many, or indeed any, will

be so lar satisfied by the resiilis of my expermicnls,
as to adopt my views instead of their own, sliil I

think it my duty to comnnmiraie that from whicli

1 have derivnl benefit, and others may, if any will

practise, and at leas; my testimony may strengthen
that of others, entitled to more weight.

[n 1824 I moved to the place where I now re-

side, and commenced farming. I. fjiind the liirni

cultivated after the theii universal mode Ibliowed

in this section of country, the iliree-shill system,
to use the provincial term

;
(if they had called it

the make-shift system I dare say it would have
been a betier one.) This system, il system it can
be called, [ followed np diligently for some years,

making and using all the ntauure the farm aflonl-

rd, and this was wli:it we called a good deal, and
all other means which I then knew of, for enrich-

ing land. But notwithstanding all my efl'orts, to

my surprise, I fijund my crops did not at a'l in-

crease, the corn crop remaining at about the same
as when I took possession of the farm, and the

wheat crop evidemlv,! think, declined. Findiriix

that my income did not at ail answer my expec-
tations, and not hkely to answer my wants, I de-
termined afier giving the ihree-shif^t systen', as !

ihnnght, a lifir trial for 7 or 8 years, to abandon it,

and at once to cut each field into two, so making
''\ fields out of the three. One I kept as a siand-

ing pasture, to aid the oilier field winch came into

pasiure in the reanlar i-otaiion of the five-field

system, whicli I then determined to adopt, fallow-

ing one each year iin wheat. This is now the

beginning of the Sh year since I cniTunenced this

p^stcni, and the oric-six'h fTocii.ices more wlie;it,

or corn, or grass, than the third formerly did. My
land lias been regularly improving, as well as my
cr(i[)s and income bom the linm. 1 do not know
but that the income of the farm is approat hin.<i to

double what ii lormerly was. I should add thouL'h,
that for the last five years I have been mailing, b^^

which my land has been greatly benefited ; but, as
I shall firesenily show, the inifirovement is not
aliogetber atiiibniable to the marl ; as I have an-
other fiirm under a different system, where marl
has been much more /ieclj' used than the one on
which I reside, which has not imjiroved in the
same ratio at all. When [ decided to change my
practice of liirminir, or to innovate upon the old

three-shift, I reflected maturely upon the several

systems that were Ibllowed in difierent pans of the

country. I first brought in review Arator's four-

field rotation, but the results I had witnessed from
that course I was not well pleased with. 1st.

Because the land gave no adequate return in

small grain; and 2dly, because I was fully satis-

fied in my own mind, that the lull t)enefil from
clover could not be derived, unless the crop was
turned in at mtiluriiy, that is, in the way of sum-
mer lidlow, befi)re the substance of the plant was
all, or nearly all, washed away by repeated rains,

and evaporation. From my experience I should

say, the most judicious lim« of turning in the clo-

ver crop wag when the first crop had fallen and
dried, and the second had arrived at full malurilv,

the head ripe enough for seed, but the plant not

dead. The substance of the first crop still mainly
in the stalk, and the second in its recent state,

thereby deriving the fu'l benefit of the dry and
green crop.

I next thought of the four-field system as pur-

sued by some distinguished firmers on Jamea
River; but this too to me had very strong objec-

tions, noi withsiandiniT (he very high encomiums
fiassed upon it by some genileraen of known ta-

lents anil skill tis practical farmers, and whose
experience and correct observation was much be-

yimtl any thing I roulii pretend to lay claim to.

[iideed such was my confidence in those gentle-

men, that I was at one time almost tempted to

yield my own opinions to theirs; but I could not

be convinceil but that three grain crops in four

years, was too severe a rotation for almost any
land to bear, unless it was alretidy lich, and a good
dressing of manure could be applied to each crop,

which I knew could not be done in our country,

and that although it might answer on the more
fertile lands of the James, I was well aware that

on the sandy soils of our I'amunky flats, it would
not. I was always too fully persuaded that the

sandy nature of our lands required grazing once

in the rotation, for the double purpose of cleaning

and trampling the soil, thereby rendering it more
compact, and retentive of moisture and manure.
And airain, our light, warm soils, however defi-

cient they may be in the production of natural

grasses when enclosed, are certainly not in weeds,

whi' h I an) yei to be convinced are of any benefit

to the land, that is, thai they do not take "from the

land more than they give back, unless it is as pa-

bulum for marl or lime to act on, as vegetable

matter is essential in some sliape for the well act-

ing of calcareous matter. But when superadded
to my own views and o|)inions, I saw from a state-

ment of John A. Selden, esq., of Westover, that

a farm in Curl's Neck, which had the advantage
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ol' beiiij^ originally good Jand^ and 1 knew had
lieen culiivaleil by good ami judicious iarmeis, in

19 years had only arrived at 7 barrels ol corn per

acre, under ihis, liis lavoriie ibur-tield liiilow sys-

tem, I abandoned that also. I then determined

iIkH. the live-Held rotation was the shortest upon
which any judicious system of agriculture could

be based, and this i now believe too short by one.

JVly rotation is, Isi, corn, 2nd, oats and wheat,

enough of tiie loriner lor the use ol" all tlie horses,

&c. on the liirin, then by selling that amount ol

corn, oats being a more certain crop alter corn

llian wiieat,' 3id, clover, and lall lallowed lor

wheat, 4th, wheat, and this spring I sow orchard

and other grass seed with the clover lor pasture

the next year, 5ih, pasture, and as soon as 1 can
improve my fclanding pasiure sulliciently to bring

it into the regular rotation, I shall s.iy, 6ih, pas-

ture. I would lengihen the rotation, first, because

J do not think the one field will sup|)ort a suffi-

ciency ol' stock to consume, or convert into manure,
the sturt' made on a productive larm, and second-

iy, 1 do not think that IS months, the time liom

coming oU the oats and wheat, to iis being lal-

lowed lor corn, is long enough lor llie relbrmation

of the soil alter the grain crop rotation, wliich I

think is, oj- should be, a sine qua noii m all lota-

tions, as all who have paid any attention to soil

must have noticed the natural tendency of all

land 10 approximate the soil near to the surlace,

as it is dependent upon light aiid atmosphere lor

its lorn:ation ; and in my opinion the plough should

not again be brought into action belbre the sod is

relbrmed, which will be in two years, in any land

that is in any tolerable condition. And this Ibr-

mation oC sod is, I think, the tost of relbrmation

ol' soil. In the rotation as lately suirgested hy

my Irien I, 11. Carter, esq. olShirley, the latter ob-

ject may be attained to a certain extent, but not I

think lully. The objection to his rotation, with

me, is bringing three grain crops togetiier, and
the one field will not aiiord a sufficiency of pas-

ture, lor a sufficient quantity of stock. I am aware
that the opposers ol' lengthened rotations will bring

up Flemish and Chine.-e husbandry, and may be

that ol' otiier countries, to prove the superiority

and greater profits of the shorter ; to those I would
say, that wiih their soil, climate, and circum-
e'ances, theirs is doubtless the best system lor

them. But in all these matters, our situation is

widely variant lioni theirs. I speak only of the

county with which I am acquainted, and in which
I have operated as a farmer, in the tide water dis-

trict of Virginia, and what I pa_v is the result of
experience, and the best observaiion my judgment
enabled me to make. Others I have no doubt will

say, why I sha'n't live six years : that may be
;

we none of us know how long we are to live. To
such as expect to die soon, I would say, lay a good
Ibundation, that your (losleriiy may raise a super-

structure upon. To thofe who advocate the en-

tire non-grazing system, I would remind, in ad-

dition to what has Iveen already said, thai the

weeds, grass or whatever it may be, that is de-

pastured off, is not taken from the land, bui is re-

turned in the shape of manure, havin<r passed
through the animals; which ! should think was
much better calculated lor its improvement, than
a rank growth of weeds, which will have lost tlie

greater part of their fructilying properties by ex-
Eiccation and evaporation, before they are return-

ed to the earth. As (o tiie popular notion of co-

vering land being one of tlie means ol imjiroving,

it may be true to a certain extent, but certainly

not to tht! degree ascribed to it by some ; Ibr if

you cover land Ibr several years, and then expose
It to the sun in the cultivation of a corn crop, it

will not produce so well, as that which has been
more exposed, as it will not stand a drought at all,

nor the common summeis' suns, half as well as

land around it which has been less jirotected; this

1 have seen I'ully proved. I therei'c)re inltjr that

land requires acclimating as well as animals, and
that if it has to be exposed in the cultivation of

ihe crop, it should not be too much housed at other

times. I would also liere remark, that 1 have
never succeeded in getting a good stand of clover

upon light land, that had not been trampled, iiot-

wiihstanding it may have been well marled.

1 hope none will inlt»r liom what I have said,

that 1 am Ibr giving back nothing to the earth in

the shape of vegetation, as they will recollect that

there is in the system recommended by me, no re-

gular grazing until the fifth year, by which time,

as I suppose, the laud will become as it were sa-

turated with vegeiable matter, and that it is now
lime to leave it in the earth to become converted

into soil. And I would recommend in addition

to the clover, &c., a practice that I have Ibllowed

sometimes with very great benefit, that of sowing
ihe corn land that is to come in wheat, the last

time it is worked, in black-eye peas ; it will gene-
nerally give a good green lay, which 1 think gives

to the land about as much as the corn crop takes

trom it ; indeed I have never made a good crop of

wheat after corn, except upon a pea lallow. The
peas to be sure will not arrive at that maturity, in

all seasons, that is desirable belbre being turned in,

but upon good land with a liiir season, the growth
i.s generally as much as can be turned in with

convenience. It has also the good eHectof inter-

posing a leguminous crop, between the two grain

crops, as well as that of keeping the land clean of

crop grass, the nursery of Hessian fly.

My objections to the Ibur-field system of Ara-
forare not aliogether theoreiical. VVithlhe James
River practice I have had no practical experience;

but with the first 1 have, having had under my
management Ibr some years a liirm which has
been cultivated in that way, saving the entire ex-

clusion of stock, although not heavily grazed, and
the improvement has not been at all commensu-
rate with expectations. But that certaiidy ie bet-

ter than the horrid land-killing, profit-starving,

three-shift system of lower Virginia. It ie true,

some have succeeded pretty well with Aralor's

system, the late Mr. Lewis of Weyanoke, per-

haps, better than any one else that has come with-

in my knowledge ; but wiih his judicious manage-
ment, and eternal manuring, any system would
have answered well ; but even he did not succeed

to any extent belbre he commenced the use of

lime; as in frecjuent conversations I have had
with him upon the subject, he never spoke of the

product of any other than his limeil land. How-
ever successful though some may have been with

this system, it does not prove that they would not

have been much more so wiih another, under

equally good management. Anoiher unanswera-

ble objection with me to the entire non-grazing

plan is that there can be no good system of hue-

baudry which does not raise a isufficitncy of stock
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of all kinds lor the use o!' the farm, and lor the

profitable conversion of all the oHal into manure.

In the foiegoing part of this communication I

promised to say something of another farm, upon

which I had tieen following a diflerent rotaiion

from the one on which I live. I will now advert

to it. Coming into the po^isoesion some 8 or 9

years ago of a iarm higher up the river than where,

1 reside, the land being every way equal, naturally,

ivhere marl is abundanr, and timber scarce, and

Thinking, that |;eihaj}s the tliree-shilt system with'

marl had not been Itiirly tried, and anxious too to

test it with the five, 4 or 5 years ago I determined

to do away with all cross lifnces, and expel the

hoof entirely. The fields have now been marled

mostly a second lime, and the growth of weeds,

magothy bay bean, &.c. Sic. excessive; but the

clover does not take as well as it did some years

back, indeed the bean smothers and kills the

young clover. The corn cro[) h;is not improved

tor several years, and it lias nearly ceased to

bring wheat; and although under much more fa-

vorable circumstances, as to vegetable matter and

marling, than the place I reside on, (for a consi-

derable portion of it is still unmarled,) which, as

betbre stated, has been under the five-field rutaiion

lor eight years, fallowing lor wheat, and grazing

the field the year belbre it comes in corn ; the im-

provement of the soil, or crops, is not at all equal.

1 think the experiment conclusive as to the merits

of the two systems, I shall thereibre abandon the

one and adopt the other. Nor do I think it mat-

ters as to the sixe of the Iarm, whether or not we
adopt the summer fallow ; lor if it is correct upon
one scale, it must be upon another. Eut my re-

marks are not intended to apply to lands that are

BO light that they will not bring wheat under any
course of culture, or management; nor to particu-

lar climates or situations, where wheat will not

grow; but to the corn and wheat growing districts

to which 1 am accustomed.
Should any be disposed to innovate upon their

its full benefit, and when that is done, I will war-
rant that the increase in the two first crops will

more than repay any reasonable outlay ihat may
have been made in lime and clover seed, lo say

nothing ol' the permanent improvement of your
land ; and surely we can't lose by borrowing at 6
to receive 12 per cent,

I am |)Ieased that my friend, Mr. Carter, has
varied his rotation from mine, that aciual expe-

rience may decide the relative merits of the two ;

whether it is best to brinij the three grain cropa

together, and to depasture the clover before lal-

lowing for wheat, or lo interpose the crop ol'clover

between the grain crops, and turning it in, in the

recent unpastured slate, and grazing belbre corn.

His rotation will have the advantage of mine, as

to the five-fields only, in having two years to lay

without being disturbed by the plough, that the

soil may be the more perliiclly relbrmed ; but

whether that will compensate lor the quick auc-

cession of ihe grain crops, and the loss of the

Sjreen clover lay, can only be known by actual ex-

periment ; as experience, after all, is the only cor-

rect teacher. In all other respects our views cor-

respond entirely, and 1 feel highly gratified aS

having fco able a coadjutor, as his experience is

greater than mine, and his authority much more
entitled lo respect. Respectfully,

C. JBUAXTON.

TUEATMEIVT ANJD FOOD OF GROWING STORES.*

Store pigs, says Mowbray, may yenerally be

fed on almost any sort of food which they will

eat, and thus acquire growth ; and then lor six

weeks or two months belbre they are .-laugh-

lered they should be fed on grain and milU

which will harden and give fiavor to the |)ork.

Throuiih the winter their food will be the run

of the barn yard, roots of all kinds (of which
eld three and four-field habits, but are deterred by 1 every larmer should have a plentiful supply)

the fear of losing their income for the first rota-
1 including ruta baga, and cabbage, with occa-

tion, I can assure them from experience they need I sional rations of grain of some kinds with wash,
not fear it; the increase of tlie wheat crop will

j
In autumn and in a plentiful season swine will

more than compensate for the loss of the corn in

ihe first five years, and after that the one-fifth will

jjroduce more of CTirn than the one-third did. Pre-

suming always that clover is raised wherever ihe

find will produce it, and all converlible matter

turned into manure, and applied to the land ; and
marl or lime, if lo be had, to be also used. I

would here remark, from what experience I have
had in farming, that however valuable putrescent

manures may be, and indeed indispensable as they

are, that no hich grade of product can be expect-

ed, upon other ihan naturally rich, or at least,

neutral soils, (that is, when there is no excess ol'

vegetable aiid,) without the use of calcareous

manures in some shape or other, whether of marl

or lime. I do not think that the use of lime as a

manure upon our acid soils is sufficiently appre-

ciated, notwithstanding all that has been said and
v.riiten upon the subject. I think that we can af-

ford to give much more for it than is generally

supposed v.c should be warranted in doing. The
only way to test ilie real value of lime, is to com-
paie the product of land before and after its use

V. iL.i clover; for without ihe judicious use of clo-

ver, ^0 mail or lime, it is impossible to arrive at

subsist on acorns ; and in summer on clover,

lucerne or tares. Swine turned to shift upon
forests or commons are apt to stray and hide them-
selves for a considerable lime; the ancient and
ready method to collect them is by the sound of

a horn with which they have been accustomed to

be led. Feeding pigs, says Low, are fed on green
Ibod of all kinds ; and hence clover, lucerne and
lares may be employed in feeding them in sum-
mer, though lo fatten them finally some farina-

ceous or other nourishing food will be required.

They will also graze like sheep and oxen, but

grass consumed in this way is not the natural

food of the animal, which consists of roots rather

than herbajxe. The feeding of pigs on herbage is

merely to carry them on for a time till more fatten-

ing ibod can be procured. When fed on herbage a
ring should be passed through the cartilage of the

nose to prevent their following their natural in-

stinct of ploughing up the ground, but the same
purpose may be more efleclually served by divid-

* From tfie " American Swine Breeder, a practical

treatise on the selection, reering and fattening of swine.

By Heniy W. Ellsworth. Boston 1840."
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injf ihe tendons by which ihey are enable to move
the snout.

"There are, two purposes," continues (he same
autlior when describing the mode i)ursued by rais-

ing small stoi'ks on some o{" ihe English farms,

"lor which |)igs maybe fattened. The one is

10 yield perk wliich may be used either fresh,

salted or picUled ; and the other is lo produce ba-

con which is prejjared by salting and drying the

flesh. When led for pork, which is the most con-

venient system in the practice of the larm, the

pigs may be reared to the age of six or eight

months; when intended lor bacon, they nmst be

reared to a greater age and size, as ten or twelve

months. When the object is pork, the smaller pig

is to be prelerred ; when bacon is desired the larger

class should be cultivated."

In the case of (ceding for pork alone, it has

been computed that upon a regular larm, with

a sup[)ly of tares and clover to the animals in sum-
mer, and of potatoes and turnips in winter, and
with no other leeding than the refuse of the barn,

milk house, and kitchen, one pig may be fattened

in the year for every six acres of land under corn

crop. Thus supposing there are to be 210 acres

in corn crop, the quantity of pigs led annually

upon the liirm might be 40. To feed this stock,

in addition to what they can pick up in the straw
yards, about an acre and a quarter of clover, and
an equal (juantity of potatoes will be sufficient.

To keep up the number three bretding swine
will be required, of which two should be sold each
year, their place being supplied by an equal num-
ber of younger ones reared upon the farm. The
surplus beyond the quantity of 40, which it is pro-

posed to feed may be disposed of when weaned.
This is a method of management practicable upon
ordinary farms, without any interference tohatever

with the food and attention required lor larger

stock.

Another method of management may be adopt-
ed. This is to take only one litter of pigs from each
sow, to sell the pigs as soon as they are weaned,
and immediately afterwards lo feed the swine.
This wil! be a profitable species of management
provided there is a sufficient demand in the district

lor so many pigs when weaned.
Mr. Henderson, in his Treatise on Swine, re-

commends this system. He calculates that one
sow for every seven and a half acres may be

Tatted in this manner. He proposes h'lat the breed-

er shall purcliase in the first place twenty sow
pigs and one boar pig which had been born the

beginning of June. In the Ibllowing June all

the females will have had pig-^. These they are

to suckle for about two months. The pigs are

then to be sold just wlien weaned, except twenty-
one, namely twent}^ sow pigs and one boar pig;

these being selected from those which are of the

handsome&l shape, so that the subsequent stock

may be kept good and uniform. The farmer will

now be in a situation lo go on without further out-

lay ofmoney for stock. In a month after the pigs

are weaned and sold, ihe sows themselves are lo

be put up to feed. This will be about the begin-
ning of September. The male must then be ad-

mitted to them so as to render then quiet and apt
to feed, and in two months they will be fat and of
a large size.

Now the introduction of a practice similar to

this by the cultivators of many of the large farms

in the western and other portions of the United
States, would be attended with great advanlawes;
It is at once a simple and convenient method, of
deriving large profits, from what is generrdly ne-
glected as wastage—the remaining Ibdder after the
crops have been gathered; audit exhibits most
conclusively the good results of endeavoring to

make the most of every thing. The more general
cultivation of ihe corn crop, and the cheapness of
grain, would allow the keeping in the country, of
even a larger number than those proposed, at a
very trifling advance, if any, in the expenses.
The whole system of European agriculture,

and the modes of feeding stock, difl'er essentially

from the practice of this country, and ihe desira-
ble object there, is often to avoid the use of many
articles for Ibod, which Ihe exuberance of our soil

renders economical. But a detail of the practice

pursued by judicious cultivators, is always valuable
lor imporiant truths of general application.

Where swine are suHered lo range for a great
portion of the year, and are confined in the win-
ter to barn yard or small enclosures, Mr. Youn"'
advises that the whole number of hogs should be
looked over in the month of May, and sorted; such
as have attained half or more of their growth, be-
ing drawn and turned upon lucerne or clover crops,
where they shouKI be kept until the end of Septem-
ber, care being taken that the fences are in good
order, and that proper ponds, and other places are
provided lor the hogs to drink at. Under this man-
agement they are ibund, he says, to irrow rapidly,

the food in general agreeing well with then), and
they are then taken up in excellent condition for

fattening. In this mode the hogs sufficiently grown
are selected from the sows that have pigs, and
weaned pigs, and only the latter left to be led with
the dairy or other wash, with suitable green food,

such as lettuces, cabbages, &c.; by which a much
larger stock of breeding hogs may be kept. The
cabbages may be used lor the sows that have spring
litters,and the lettuce for those that have autumn lit-

ters. It is observed thai these plants are of great use
for sows and pigs, promoting the increase of milk in

a great degree, affording assistance where the dai-

ries are small. From the sweet juicy quality of the
lettuce, the hogs are not only extremely fond of
if, but it becomes highly nutritious. In this way
the swine may be well supported, and carried for-

ward till the stubbles are cleared, when they
may be turned upon them, and thus the whole
year be provided lor, in these difl'erent ways, with
the greatest economy.

REMITTANCES BY MAIL TO PUBLISHERS MAY
BE FREE OF POSTAGE.

" A Postmaster may enclose money in a letter

to the publisher of a newspaper, to pay the sub-

scription of a tliird person, and frank the letter, if

written by himself." Amos Kendall,
Postmaster General.

The above extract has been latterly published

in nearly all the newspapers and other periodicals

of the United States, and there is as much reason

why it should be as fully known to our subscribers
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as toothers. It will be eeen that by availing of

the right, many of our most careful and conscien-

tious suhscribers may save ihemselvcs the ex-

pense, which many of them pay, of postnge on

letters containing remitlances (brsuhscriplion— and

thai others, less careful and scrupulous, who sub-

ject the publisher to that unjust and heavy tax,

may thus easily save him as well as ihemselves

the cost. It is presumed that no posimaster will

be so churlish as to refuse to write his signature to

oblige his neighbor. All that the latter need ccn-

tain to be perfectly explicit, and to come under the

above regulation, and which may be written in

advance by the subscriber, to save the postmaster

even that little trouble, is contained in the follow-

ing form :°
\

"$ enclosed, on account of sub-

scription to Farmers' Register for A. B., now re-
j

ceived at [or to be sent, if a new subscriber, to]

P. O."

As short as is the above form, it contains essen-

tial information that is very often omitted in letters

containing remittances— that is, stating at what

post office ihe subscriber is then receiving the pub-

lication. For want of this information, (when

the remittance is sent from another than his usual

post office, or by private conveyance,) it is often

very perplexing, and sometimes impossible, to find

the proper address of the individual payer ; and

sometimes errors have been committed, by giving

credit to another person of the same name—and

still ofiener, by supposing the payer to be a new

subscriber, and therefore sending another copy of

the work to the post office, which, by the want of

precision in his order, was incorrectly supposed to

be his proper address. This source of error is

still more increased by the names of subscribers,

or (heir post offices, being often incorrectly given

in by those who are charged with handing in

payments. In all such cases the fault is the sub-

scriber's, and yet the loss is (he publisher's. A
little more care and precision in giving orders

would save a deal ol' difficulty and loss to the pub-

lisher, and sometimes of dissatislaction and dis-

pleasure to the subscriber, on account of mistakes

for which he considers the publisher entirely

chargeable, when in fact it was owing to his own
want of care, or of those lo whorn he entrusted

the conveyance of his payment.

—

Ed. F. R.

FAUfll -YARDS. MEADOW. MANURING. PRESKRVATION OF TIMBER. FLESH CONVERTED TO
MANURE.

For the Farmers' Uegister.

The above is a fac simile of my horse and cat-

tle yards, meadow, natural streams and conduits.
These have been constructed and used about six
years, and I cannot conceive how they could be
improved, either as relates to structure or econo-
my. A, B, C, is a natural stream running through
the centre of meadow; F, is anothe7 natural
stream, which is eniplied into the centre of the
reservoir, G. H, and thence into the larger stream,
A, B, C, either through H, I, or G, as retiuired.

In this reservoir is caught the mould uiid vegeta-
ble matter brought in by the stream, F;'^also
when the stream A, B, C, is smaller, it flows
through (;, H, I, and deposits mud. 'JMie reser-
voir is nothing more than a ditch about 130 leet

long, 8 leet wide, and when emi)ty 5 leet deep;
yielding wiien excavated, and annually afierwanl,
about 175 ox-cart loads of rich mould. Finding

this mould very valuable as a manure, particularly

when composted in the stock yards, I have de-
termined on cutting another reservoir D, E, on
the stream A, B, C, of above double the length
of G, H, which will yield about 3-50 loads annu-
ally, ail of which being adjacent to my yards, a
meadow, and lour grain fielils, I can with but lit-

tle labor, use when and where I please.

At F, there is a spring of good water, which is

conveyed under ground by means of bored logs to

a stop faucet marked X, where it is taken as re-

quired lor domestic [)urposee. Thence the water
continues under ground to an open (aucet, and falls

into a trouj/h, one-half of which trough is in

the hors-e yard (a,) and the other half in the cow
yard (b). Inside of the cow yard, the water
descends into another set of bored logs and is con-
veyed to another trough, where the calves (c)
and steers (d) drink. From thence the remain-
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ing water is used on ihe meadow. The walls of|

the yards are posied uiul closely planked, about
I

ei<,'lit led hij^li ; the openings in which, as exhi-

bitfd, are g;ilcp.

I iuii nialcmg arrangements for a piggery, on

the pliin here exhibited. 1, is the boiling and ve-

getable house ; 2 and 3, are apartments for sows
ant! pigs, and a boar; 4 and 5, for store hogs.

The doors of ihe boiling house, the passage be-

tween 4 and 5, and the passage through the gar-

den, to be in a direct line; so that a hand cart can

be conveniently. used. The spring F, not atlbrd-

ing sufficient water (or the piirgery ant! meadow,
J intend to convey under ground, Ihrouirh liored

logs, by the way oi" the duttcd line K, L,the want-

ed supply; lo be served frst to the hogs, then !o

the garden or meadow, or pools presently to be

mentioned. By raising a head of a lew feet al

the start, a bore of two and a iiall" inches will af-

ford abundant supply. I have already fin open
dilcli in the direction K, L. for the purpose of

conveying the creek water, when wanted, to an
adjacent field

;
yet lor several obvious reasons, a

covered conduit is required lor llie use of the pig-

gery.

To the intelligent, all the above is plain saillnir
;

but connected therewith, I have another project in

my head and heart, whi^h is worthy of develope-

ment ; but conlessing my inability, I call on you,

Mr. Ruffin, and my neighbor, Professor Arni-
strontT, and any, and all oihers, whom either in-

terest or chanty may prompt to assist me. We
all know that any yiven quantity of putrescent

matter, will finally produce its equivalent ; and is

it not lime that the larmer had learned to husband
all his funds, instead of dissipating theiri for the

benefit of the deserts? Can it be more decent or

profitable to gather the stale excrements of man
and other animals, and prepare these for manuring
grounds; than lo prepare and thus use the car-

casses of cows, sheep, horses, &c., which may die ?

I nave as good luck as my neighbors, yet in the

course of the year I iiave lour or five cows and
horses, and from 40 to 50 sheep and lambs lo die,

which have herelolbre been cast on a waste, and
suffered to evaporate. These when alive were
perhaps worth S150; now first, when dead, if

judiciously prepared and used as manure, what is

their value? and secondly, what is the most judi-

cious preparation 7

In answer to the first question I would merely
remark, that it were absurd to say that the death of
a brute is a loss to the world ; and I suppose it

equally absurd to assert that the owner cannot de-

vise a methoil of appropriaiion which shall renm-
nerate him lor the loss. If a barrel of corn be

ground and af)plied to the earth as a manure it

will yield an additional barrel of corn. If instead

ol" applyiniz the meal to the earih, it be fed lo an
animal, it will produce its equivalent in flesh ; and
if this flesh be led to another animal or lo ihe

earth, it will again reproduce its equivalent. It is

true thai the atmosphere must and will have its

share of all putrefving matter, but as it receives so

it gives. It is also irue that (or ihe mutual pros-

perity of animals and vegetables, lliere must be a

perfect equilibrium of the two materials ; bul most
likely it is not in the power of man to reirulate the

balance : at any rate it is my sirong desire to hold
on to my matters, panicularly to the flesh, a? I

consider it the most valuable.

By looking at the lower end of my cattle yards
it will be seen that I have marked two pools; in

these I [)ropose depositing and preparing my dead
carcasses ibr manuring m}' meadows. For Ibis

purpose nujst I use lime, aslies, potash, or other
alkali, in connection with the urine irom the
yards, or with connnon water, or what 1 It is de-
sirable to have it in a liquid stale, and that the
bones as well as the flesh be dissolvcil. I propose
two pools to each yard, as exhibited, connected
at bottom by auger holes ; casiing the carcasses

into the uppermost, and when to be emptied,
drawing from the lowermost; and if any matter
should remain undissolved, more alkali and water
lo be added.

I deem it worthy of promulgation to state, that

about twelve years past, I chopped a quantity of
old field pine limbs, about six inches long, letting

them remain in a pile till I thought they were half

rotted, when they were carted lo my cattle yard
and attempted to be composted ; but, to my sur-

prise, they were preserved by the urine, so that I

can to this day find them on a meadow as hard,

and apparently as sound as when growing. This
experiment proves that posts of any kind of wood
may be made as lasting as locust. The draining
li'om any horse or cow yard, can be led into a
wooden or earthen pool, and the posts deposited
therein will be saturated. Mountaineer.
December 27, 1S39.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

For the Fanners' Register.

Navigation is restored to our late ice-bound
streams, and is rapidly being restored to those

north of us ; while, at the same t.me, the rivers of
the south-western states, after a long period of

droutrhl, have again become navigable. Immense
supplies are now poured into market by these

channels ; and an active business prevails in all

kinds of produce, but at comparatively low prices.

The British steam packets have been deterred

from prosecuiinir their regular trips during the

winter; and the New York packets being retarded

by adverse winds, we are without recent intelli-

iXerice from Europe.
In the tobacco market there is liitle variation

tins month. Tl-.e qnanliiy brought in for inspec-

tion is large, but readily finds purchasers at ^3 lo

^4^ per hundred (or lugs, and ^4^ to 8 Ibr leaf.

Fine qualities (suitable Ibr export, in leaf,) do not

yet sppear. The supply consists chiefly of the

lowest sorts, as usual at the commencement of the
year. There is no foreign export.

A srood demand has existed for flour, both for

fbreiirn and coastwise shifiment. Supplies have
been large and sales commensurate—price Q5^ to

5^

—

vviih a prospect of decline, particularly when
su[)[ilies from the west can arrive freely. The
quaniity to be received from thence is very great,

and requires an extensive IbreiLrn demand to ab-

sorb it. In Oliio wheat is selling at 40 to .50 cens
per bushel; flour at $3^ lo 4 ; and corn al 20 to

30 cents. In our markeis wheat commands 108
to 115 cents. Corn 50 cents. Shipments of bread
stufls lo a large extent are made to England, and
some to Francf.

Siq'jilies of cotton are now pourinir in to all the

southern am! westcin (oris at tin unprcicdcnled
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rate. At Mobile 44,000 bales arrived in one
week, and the receipts to the close of next monih
will exhibit a quantity surpassing ;ii| exportation

at the opening of ihe season. Prices wiih us

have undergone little change, and the current

sales are at 8 to 9^ cents. In the large southern

and western mnrUeis 5 to 9 cents.

Sugar (rom New Orleans is sold in the Atlantic

ports at 5 to 6,^ cents, and if in bad condition at

even lower rates.

The banks in this state, as in some others, are

relying on the clemency of the slate legislatures,

and on their action will depend whether many ol'

the charters be relinquished and the institutions

closed. The stockholders are less interested than

the community in the result.

Exchange on New York 7 per cent, premium,
on London 15, on Philadelphia and Callimore ^
to 1 per cent, premium. X.

J^ebruary 22.

NITRATE OF SODA AS A MARURK.

From the Fanners' Cabinet.

In the last number ofthe Cabinet there is a pa-
per Irom the Farmers' Magazine, stating the

mode of application and uses ol' this article as a

manure, all ol' which has been verified by the

writer ofihis, last season, though he had not then
heard of its application to iiirriculturul purposes
either in Europe or this country. It costs from
three to four cents per pound by the sack, and is

much cheaper than saltpetre. Ii should be sown
early in the spring on the grass sod at the rale of

about one hundred pounds to I he acre, and per-

haps a heavier dose might answer better, but ex-
periment must determine that point.

The nitrate of soda, or cubic nitre as it is often
called, can be purchased in quantities ofthe vvliole-

sale drtiggisfs. It exists naturally, in inexhaustible
quantities, in the desert ofAiacama in Peru, South
America, from whence it is imported into this

country, and is used lor various chemical purposes.
It (brms a bed of variable thickness, covered with
clay, ofone hundred and filiy miles in extent. This
article in the crude stale in which it is imported
into this country, is in dirly-wliite saline lumps,
rather soft antl (i-iable, and damp on the surface.

It allracis moisture from the air, and dissolves
very readily by exposure to rain.

From present appearances, it seems probable
that this substance will soon be (bund lo he ofgreat
imporlance to the farmer as a manure, and the
ease with which it can be transported will be a
means of extending ils benefits; and the greater
tlie consumption of it, the cheaper it will become,
as it will then become an object of commerce on a
large scale.

If a number of farmers in different sections of our
country would make an experiment the coming
spring vviih the nitrate of soda, and communicate
the result for publication in the Cabinet, great

good might arise fiom it, and (bribe encouragement
of those who are disposed to try it, the writer of

ofihis can vouch lor ils efficacy in promotin<r the

irrowth of grass. If would be well to try the efl'ect

of it on corn, applied in small quantities on the hill,

and also on potatoes.

New manures which admit of easy transporta-

tion to distant places at a cheap rate, are invalua-

ble to tiie agriculturist, and ought to be sought
after, and brought into notice by all who desire

the prosperity of our couniry.
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ESSAY ON STALL FEEDING CATTLE. BY C. HIL-
LYAR D, ESQ., PUESIDENT OF THE NORTH-
AMPTONSHIRE FARMING AND GRAZING SO-

CIETY.

From llie London Farmers' Magaziiip.

A prize of twenty Fovereiiins having been od'ered

hy itie English Agricuhiira! Society for llie best

account oC stall leetiing cattle, to be sent in be-

Ibre the IstoC March, the essay was sent in be-

.fbre the appointed day. At the latter end of

April there was sent to the writer for circula-

tion a list of all the prizes oflered, which list

contained the Ibilowing conditions:

—

Competitors for the Essay on Stall feeding

must stale :

1. The number and sort of catile placed in

the stalls.

2. Their estimated value.

3. The y)eriod of the year when put up.

4. Whether the catilfl were tied up or not.

5. The times Avheu ihe food was given
;

wliether always given at the same hour
each day,

6. The quantity of food given.

7. The price paid lor what was bought, if

any, and the estimated quantity and
value of what was produced onthe fiirm.

8. The price for which the cattle were sold,

and the time when.
3, 4, 5, 6, answered.

1, 2, 7. S, might have been very easily answered.
Under the conviction that no one has had more

experience, or bestowed more attention to stall

reedintj, the writer of this is induced to become a

candidate lor the prize offered by the English
Agricultural Society, (or the best account of stall

feeding cattle.

It is the writer's opinion that on all arable turnip

land farms, beasts should be stall fed, in numbers
according to the size of the farms ; and also to

have store beasts in the farm yards to eat straw,

and the refuse hay, which the stall-feeding beasts

will not eat; to trample the dung thrown out of

the stalls and thus have all the straw produced on
the farms turned into good manure.
Many occupiers of entirely grass farms, stall

feed for six weeks belbre Christmas, the greater part

of their best beasts ; in thus doing they look chief-

ly to the increased value of their beasts ; the dimg
being of little value to them compared to wiiat

it is to the occupiers of arable land.

The writer of this has for many years put into

the stalls, the latter end of October, five and thirty

bullocks, and as they have been taken out (at, has
replaced them by others. Three men and a boy
are necessary to attend this number of beasts.

The boy and two men to cut the turnips with the

machine, to feed &c., the other man to assist in

throwing out the dung in the morning, and tlie

remainder of the day in cutting clover hay into

chaff; so that the weekly expense of attending
beasts in the stall cannot be estimated at less than
one shilling each : this, and the value of the food

consumed, makes stall feeding very expensive. It

Vol. VIII—17

is for the occupiers of arable land farms to con-
eider whether being at such expense is likely to

answer their purpose. Near large towns it can-

not, (or their straw can be exchanged for gootl dung.
liuying manure and (etching it (rom a distance,

the wear and tear is so great it cannot answer ex-

cepting where the produce of the liirm is drawn
to market. Those who with their arable have
good grazing land, may turn their strav/ into good
Itiir manure by giving their store beasts in the

yard eating straw, three feeds daily of half a
bushel of cut turnips-, thus when they are turn-

ed out on good grazing land, they will become
good meat the latter end of the summer or begin-

ning of autumn, when good beef, from not being
ilien plentiful, generally letches a good price in

Smilhfield market.

In Norfolk it is a common practice to give store

beasts in the fold-yard eating straw, as much lin-

seed oil-cake as they will eat, this is getting good
manure at an expense that cannot possibly answer
hut on very weak land at very low rents. It is a
mistaken notion that beasts can be belter led in

Norfolk than elsewhere. It is quite true that they
are generally belter fed, because it answers the

purpose of Norfolk occupiers of land to keep them
longer in the stalls.

Meat cannot be laid on lean beasts to pay the ex-
pen.':es of stall feeding, allowing the utmost value
of the dung produced ; they should be half fat

when put in the stalls: and the price of beef high-
er when ihey come out than when they were put
in, to repay the great expenses of stall-feeding.

Beasts when first put up may, for a short time,

be kept on common turnips and hay, to keep their

bodies from being heated by the great change of
the atmosphere of the field to that of the house; but

common turnips, from having so great a portion of
water in them, will do very little lowards feeding.

For stall feeding on a large scale there ought
to be a mill on the premises to grind the corn into

flour, thus getting rid of the miller's toll, the.

trouble, inconvenience, and expense of sending to

and from the mill, the stall feeder thus having
meal, the produce of his own grain. There are
hand-mills made to grind corn into flour, but the
grinding being by stones, they require so many-
men to work them, that one worked by a horse
would answer much better. The hand steel nMn
which are sold to grind corn into flour, will only
break it. A one horse chaff cutter would be the
most useful where there is much stall liieding, and
in (act on every large farm.

In Norfolk the greater part of the beasts are fed

in yards with sheds. Polled Scots, and their polled

home-breds may do as well as if tied up, but
horned beasts ceriait]ly do not.

Stall feeding answers better in Norfolk than in

most other counties, the land in general being so

weak as to require more manure to raise good
crops of turnips and corn, rents therefore arc

generally lower than elsewhere, which enables
the occupiers to be at a greater expense for manure,
and thus to keep their beasts longer in the stalls,

and make them verv fine meat for the LoiidoM
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market in the spring, when 6o great a porlion of

the wealiiiy people of the country are in town, and

can aHord to pay (he highest price for ihe best beef,

which at that season of ihe year is Norlolk led

Scotch, which will travel ih<». long dislance to Lon-

don, wiih less injury to tlieir carcasses than any

other ivinds of beasts. Stall feedin<r beasts should

have plenty of straw under them, the straw satu-

rated with their urine and droppings, thrown out,

and their beds shook up after each time of li?pd-

jng ; they will then soon lie down, and this tends

to their making great progress in coming fat.

if beasts have much hair on their necks and

chins, it should be cut ofl' on their being tied up,

as it is apt to become so matted together as to

make them (eel itchy and unconilbrtable. Curry-

combing and brushing does them good.

An ox house ought to have a manger with

two divisions lor each beast, and a water trough

lor every two ; and over the manger a rack for

hay. There should be windows convenient for

throwing out Ihe dung and letting in plenty of air

on the beasts first going in ; and afterwards so to

close, that be the weather warm or cold, the house
may be always kept in one equal and tolerably

warm temperature.
Beasts should be pushed on by degrees to fatten,

not so highly led at first as to cloy their appetite.

The system of feeding pursued by the writer lor

many years has been this,

—

for the first ten days
or fortnight of lying up ; three feeds daily, of half

a bushel each of cut turnips, and as mucli hay,

night morning and the middle of the day, as they

will eat. The next (brinight the same feeds of tur-

rips, with three feeds of cut hay, with a little less

than a gallon of bean or barley meal in the whole;
with a small quantity of fresh made linseed oil, just

to flavor it; hay put into the rackalierthe first

feed of turnips, and as much at night as they are

hkely to consume belbre morning.

When on full feeding it is thus :— first feed in

the morning, half a bushel of cut turnips, directly

afterwards half a bushel of cut hay, with about

a pint and a half of meal in it. These leeds

repeated at noon and in the aliernoon, and sup-

ped up at night, with hay in the rack, and three

oil cakes, of three pounds each, in the manger.
If oil-cake is high priced and linseed not, ii may be

substituted for it, by being mixed with the cut hay
and meal. Boiling it is best, because that besi

dissolves it, and also prevents the numerous seeds

of weeds in it from vegetating; but it will do pretty

well if steejied in boiling water; and so it will

in cold if broken in a hand-mill, and usiuii seven
tubs, so that when given to the beasts it will hav.e

been steeped seven days, and thus become a com-
plete jelly. When boiled or steeped in hot water,

it becomes sour in a i\i\v daj's, in which stale it

cannot be so good for beasts, although they might
not reject it.

The different weekly cost ofthe food consumed by
each beast will be as Ibllows, including the expen-
ees of getting up, carting and cutting the turnips

and hay, and also the expense of attending the

beasts, taking into consideration the extra value of
the manure.
Feed No. 1. .s. d.

lOi bushels of Swede turnips - 2 9

If cwt- ei hay - --53
8

Feed No. 2. s. d.

Turnips - - - - 2 9
Hay, 1^ cwt., cut and uncut - 3 9
Meal, 6 gallons, mixed with the

cut hay 3
Linseed oil, a pint - - 6

10
Feed No. 3.

Turnips - - - - 2 9
Hay cut anil uncut - - 3 3
Oil cake, 63 lbs., costing at home

£llaton 6
Meal, 4 gallons - - . 2

14
Finding at Christmas 1838 that I could not tjet

English oil cake to cost me at home less that)

lour pence the three pound cake, about £12 10s.

per ton, I determined to leed the five-and-thirly

beasts then in my stalls in the following way ; and
I never had beasts that cost so low a price, be-

come better meat ; at the same tinie acknowledg-
ing that the process of preparing the lood was
very ti-oublesome, and therelbre should not recom-
mend this mode of feeding, without the master
looked to it himselfj or had men he could depend
on.

Feed No. 4. s. d.

Three feeds daily of half a bushel

of cut hay, which is five pounds, and
four pounds of uncut at night, 1 cwt. a
week ------30

Boiled linseed, 2 lbs. daily, seven
shillings per bushel - - - 2

Meal, barley, and bean mixed, 3|
gallons 19

Potatoes boiled, 1^ gallons daily 1 6
Molasses, which is of a feeding

nature, but given ^ lb. daily, to make
the inisiure of cut hay, linseed, meal,

and potatoes palatable - - 9
Turnips, ten bushels - - 2 5

11 6
With a proper steaming apparatus, potaloea

arc a cheap and good food for stall-leeding.

Beasts may be fattened with little trouble and
expense, with good Itjeding hay and raw potatoes;

but not more than three pecks daily f-iiould be given,
bciniir of so heating a nature; if more is given,

the beasts are likely to have all their hair come off,

and to be (ireasy heeled.

Linseed oil cake is merely the husks of the

seed after the oil is pressed out. Could my mix-
ture of food in No. 4 feed be so pressed together

as to Ibrin a cake, there cannot be a doubt but it

would b^as feedinii. At the lime the oil cake would
have cost me eighteen pence per stone, this cost me,
or I should say was of the value of one shilling.

Linseed without being mixed with other food

would be of too relaxing a nature.

I tried sago, which, in the summer of 1838, Avaa

less than three half pence a pound, but it did not an-

swer for stall feeding. It is well known to be
good for weaned calves.

The comparative cost per stone of 14 lbs. for dif-

ferent kinds of food for stall feeding, is as follows:

—

Linseed oil cake costing the consumer at home
£10 per ton, Is. 3d.; linseed at 56e. per qr.. Is,

11^ lb.; meal and barley, 309. per qr., Is.; bean
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meal a sirongor food, beans at 36s. per qr., Is.;

steamed or boiled potatoes on the average, about
4d. One elone of linseed in a mixture ofl'eed will

do as much towards falteninii; as two of calce.

The makini; out how the expenses of stall feed-

jnj^ are repaid, should be thus. The worth ot

eacii beast, on goinj^into the stall should be entered

into an account; at tlie bottom of which should be

(he value of all the diflerent kinds of lijod con-

sumed. Turnips, six or seven pounds an acre, about
the value to be eat on the land by sheep ; taking
(he turnips off may be said lo be robbing the land

of manure ; but it is only borrowing Irom a part

ot' the farm which is rich, to lay it on other parts

where it is wanted. Hay at three pounds a ton

is a full ()rice being consumed on the larm.

To ascerlain the profit ol' each beast mudt be in

this manner. The averge cost of the keep lor

each beast will be lor the first month, 9s. per week
—the month £l Itis.; the cost lor the next month,
£2 2s.— for the last Ibrlnight, £1 8s.; whole
amount, £5 6s. Ten weeks is the time calcu-

lated for feeding, beoauee beasts ought lo be in that

forward state when put into the stall, as not to re-

quire more time lo come out faf.

An estimate of the gain or loss in the feeding,

may be made out in this way. Beasts of a mode-
rate size, if half fat when put into the stalls, will

tnciease in the first month about 8 stone of 8lbs., in

the next month about 10 stone; in the last fortnight,

6 stone. The whole increase of weight in ten

weeks' stall feeding, 24 stone, which at 4s. 4tl. a
stone, amounts lo £5 9s. When interest of mo-
ney and risk is considered, this shows a poor ac-

count. But if the value of beasts when put into

the stalls was estimated at 3s. 8d. a stone, and the

worth of thetn when they came out was 4s. 4d.

this would give a profit of £3 6s. 8d. on each
beast of 100 stone. Olien has the wrilerfbund no
advance in price, and some years a decrease.

Although it may at times be doubted, if stall

feeding proves to be a benefit to those who are

engaged in it, it will always be beneficial to the

public, by increasing the quantity of animal food

for market. Landlords should encourage stall feed-

ing, lor it is a likely means of having their arable

farms enriched ; besides which it gives employ-
ment to laborers on their estates, at that liine of

the year when it is in many parishes difficult for t hem
to obtain it. They should [lermit tenants to plough
grass land that does not produce a good herbage,

on condition that they stall-feed, and thus make a

great quantity of manure. A profitable crop of

oats the first year,and a crop ofwheat the next year,

may be obtained, a summer fallow the year afier, if

not turnip land, and with a crop of barley the year
following, the proper seeds may be sown with it to

bring the land which produced a bad herbage, into

a good pasture.

After all the great trouble and expense of stall

feeding, this mortifying circumstance has frequent-

ly occurred. Smithfield being overstocked, beasts

have been sold there at less than they were worth
in any other market; the butchers knowing that

the beasts after their driving, and beingso knocked
about in the market, were so injured it could nut

answer to turn them out to come in the next mar-
ket-day, therefore bought them at their own prices.

This often serious lossto stall feeders and graziei?,

may in future be prevented if all the diflerent large
droves of fat beasts destined for the London mar-

ket can be conveyed by rail-road at the same time,
which appears doubtful. As the population ol the
country increases there must be an increased de-
iiiand lor lieef; the increased supply must come
from stall leeders, for there can be no increase of
the acres of feeding land. Twenty years ago
there were but few beasts but mine stall-fed in my
neighborhood. Now there are many.

Stall feeding is generally supposed likely to an-
swer best when the price of corn is low, but the
old saying of "down corn, down horn" should be
borne in mind. Such time may be the best to en-
rich the land, to produce large crops when corn
(etches a better price.

Fn the feeding marked No. 2, good sweet grains
may be mixed with the cut hay and meal. Tur-
nips for beasts are best cut by the machines that
do not cut them in thin slices, which takes more
time in the cutting, and the beasts do not clear
them up so well. The dirt is easily chopped
oft with the roots of the turnips as they are pulled
up, 60 that Wiiehing is unnecessary.

A bushel of cut Swedes weighs SOlbs.; a bushfel
and a half is a fi^ir daily allowance for a moderate
sized beast, say from 100 to 122^ stones of 81 be.,

which is 70 stones of 14 lbs., an acre producing
22^ tons will keep twelve beasts thus fed for eight
weeks. Every beast in the stalls will make' a
large carl-load of manure in eight week?.

To ascertain the progress beasts are making is by
taking their girths once a Ibrlnight. But until they
have become marketably (at, the carcasses will not
be the weight the measurement computes them to
be. Beasts in the first fortnight increase but very
little in their girth, because the first progress they
make in feeding is in the side. When beasts are
bought good lair meat, and driven 100 miles to get
them home, their appearance and condition is sad-
ly changed. They should lay in a well littered

yard, a week or a fortnight, fed on turnips and hay,
and, if it can be done, let out once a day into a
field for water before they are put in the stalls.

Beasts in the early stage of feeding are apt to be
blown after eating their turnips. In most cases the
swelling will subside if turned out of the stall and
kept walking about some lime. A table spoonful
of carbonate of ammonia in a quart of water will

relieve them, by correcting the acidity in the sto-

mach, and expelling the wind.

No food can be given to stall-feeding beasts that
will fiitlen them so soon as linseed oil-cake; but
without it is at a low price there is no money ex-
pended on a farm that brings back so poor a return
for the expenditure, but there is much less trouble
in feeding with it than in any other way; beasts that
have been fed with it do not, after a long drift lo

market, lose their firmness of haridling, as those
do fed without either cake or linseed.

The superiority of the manure produced from
oil cake or linseed led beasts ou<iht to be considered.
Those who have good feeding hay can lalten the
largest sized beasts with it and oil-cake.

Durhams and Herefords are the most likely to'

pay the best lor stall-leeding. When Durhams
can be obtained that are well bred, I prefer them, lor

although they consume more food they increase so
much more in weight as to (jroduce the most profit.

'I'here is the same trouble and expense in attend-

ing small beasts and sending them to market
as with large. The writer recommends when buy-

f
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ere come to bargain lor siall ieeding beasts that

they are returnee! out of the stall, where they ap-
pear smaller than they really are.

He also recommends stall- feeders to get from
Carey's, in the Strand, ihe sliding scale formed by
the late Dr. Woolaston, from my book, given lo

Lford Allhrop, lo compute by njcasurcment ihe

weight of the careas-s ol'tat cattle.

PENS FOR bWINK. MAKURE.

From the American Swine Breeder.

The allotment of" suitable enclosures, and the

construction of convenient pens tor swine, are

matters of great importance to those who rear

these animals with a view to profit. The mise-
rable custom of permitting swine to roam at

large, unattended by a swineherd, and allowing
them to gather food throughout extensive dis-

tricts, cannot be too severely reprehe^ided. Jt is

desirable that every larmer who consults the

comfort of his animals should have both pens
and pastures— the latter well covered vviih clover,

of small dimensions, and, if possible, affording

the hogs ready access to water. To efi'ect this

object, the fences which enclose the pasture may
be extended so as to embrace a ponion of some
running stream, or if this is not practicable, some
ppring, from which water may be constantly

flowmg into an artificial reservoir. It is found
that hogs thrive belter, when ihey enjoy the
means of slaking thirst as nature prompts ihem,
than when they are restricted to water drawn
from wells and furnished at statetl intervals.

Even in the absence of a stream suitable lor the

purpose, or a spring, water should, if possible,

be conveyed to some artificial pool, or trough,
in sufficient quantities for their use at any moment.
The size of the pasture will of course depend, to

some extent, on the situation of the farm, and
number of hogs. In general, however, where the

herd is numerous, it is deemed advisable, to scat-

ter it in difi'erent enclosures, placing those hogs
that are nearly of the same age and strength

together. Small orchards, well set in clover,

atlbrd an excellent pasture lor hogs. Their ma-
nure greatly enriches the ground ; while the roots

of the trees, near which, in such enclosures, their

rooting propensities are mostly exercised, derive
great advantage from li'equenlly loosening of the
soil.

It is a matter ofgreat importance to th-e fiirmer to

provide such enclosure, and adopt such treatment,
as will secure from his hogs the greatest quaniity
of manure. Hog manure is extremely valuable,
and large quantities maybe obtained with slight

attention. Where these animals are allowed the
range of small yards or pastures, the method pur-
sued by a correspondent ol'the i'i'armer's Cabinet,
will prove advantageous* :

— •' I usually keep and
fatten, he remarks, four hogs in the year; these I

keep confined in a yard twenty feet square, with
a warm and convenient shed attached thereto, as
a shelter lor them during the night time, and in

cold and stormy weather." Into the yard he
placed the scrapings of ditches, the dirt that is con-
tinually in and about buildings, and this became

* Vol. ii. p. 43.

mixed with the straw with which they were lit-

tered. The whole was cleared out as often a*
was judged expedient. The quantity and quality

of the manure would be greatly incieased, if the
pen was supplied with weeds, (an excellent way
this of turning these noxious plants to a good ac-

count,) and in the absence of weeds, which by the
way is nut very common, even on our best cul-

tivated farms, resort may be had to the woods ;

here the farmer has an abundance of leaves and
other rubbish that may be uaed to great advan-
tage. "By ihe adoption of the above course,

more than twenty-five loads of manure was ob-
tained, as the product of (bur hogs, and this, too,

of a yuperior quality to that generally derived irony

the stable or yard.''

Another v/riter in the Yankee Farmer,* says :— " My plan is this; yard the hogs through the
year. Give each hog, to work upon, ten loads of
manure from the swamp. Some men think to

avoid expense in keeping, by permitting their

liogs to 'run at Targe,' or in a Inrfje pasture.

This is a bad practice ; the hogs ' run away' sa
much of their flesh, that it requires nearly as much
to keep them in a thriving state as if they were
yarded. If it did not, the pasture would be much
more preferable for other stock. More than this,

the hogs will convert about lour loads more of
mud into good manure, which will more than
twice pay the extra cost of yarding.'''

Another correspondent still, of the same paper,

remarks t:
—"I keep my sty well littered with

straw, leaves, weeds, soil fr"om the woods, and
meadow earth, obtained fron) ditching, by carting,

together with that put into the yard, from two to

ten loads per week. I sometimes pat a few hand'-

fuls of rye in different places in the yard, and let irr

the hogs. Feeding them therelbra lew days, they
completely stir up and commute the contents of
the yard. I am confident that I make four times-

the quaniity of manure my liither did, and with
no increase in the number of slock, and of a little

better quality, too, comparatively none of its-

strength being washed away by the rains and
evaporateil by the sun."
The sutrgestions of a correspondent to the

Northern Farmer, quoted in the Farmers' Regis-
ter, contain much inlbrmaiion on this subject.

After stating the reasons which induced him to-

abandon the ordinary mode of suffering his pigs-

to run at large, for the better one of confining
them in pastures—and his subsequent exchange
of this lor a smaller enclosure, which he contract-

ed from time to lime, until satisfied that a yard of
twenty feet by fourteen, was sufficient lor six

hogs, if well supplied with materials to make
manure in to advantage, he thus continues :

—

"My method of suppfyin<r these materials is the
following; after having cleared their yard al the
season of planting, 1 put into it such portions of
straw as I may have on hand after the season of
foddering is past ; and if I have not a sufficient

quantity of this to furnish the necessary supply till

vegetable substances attain a sufficient growth to

be profitably collected, 1 put in earth collected from
the low places by the side ofthe highway ; though
this [ more generally place in or near my barn
yard, in a situation lo receive and retain the wash

*Vol.iii. p. 410.

t Vol. i.p.67.
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tliat might otherwise eeeape from that. Brakes
and weeds of any kind are valuable. These I

make use of, to the extent they are attainable,

when in a green state, as I consider green vege-
table substances, lor this purpose, (ar more valu-
able than dry. Potato tops, when pulled lor

early use, belbre they become dry and shriveled, I

consider equal il" not superior to any other green
substance lor this purpose. Pea vines 1 usually
put inio my hog yard after the peas are thrashed
off, and if some are put in belbre being thrashed,
they are as gralelully received by the inmates of'

the yard. '1 he quantity of manure made by my
hogs is, lor each one, double that made by each
cow lor the same period of time. The quantity
of vegetable matter suitable for manure, that re-

mains in most crops after the liuit and grain are se-

lected, and the amount of manure that can be
obtained if this matter is carefully collected and
carted to the pens of hoirs and other animals are
indeed astonishing. " The expressed cane," says
J. H. Cowper, in an able communication to the

Southern Agriculturist, " tops and leaves, from
an acre of cane yield about 10,000 lbs. of dry
vegetable matter. An acre of corn including
blades, stalks, husks, and cobs, gives about 3500
lbs., when the yield of corn has been 20 bushels

;

and the after crop of peas 1000 lbs.—together 4500
lbs. An acre of solid peas 2000 lbs. The potato

vines, pumpkins, and turnips, being eaten green,
contribute only to the production ol fluid manure.
The total quantity ofvegetable matter to be applied
to the manuring of 16 acres in crop, will therelbre

be

—

4 acres in corn, at 4500 lbs. per acre, -

1 acre in peas and turnips,

3 acres in cane, ....
18,000 lbs.

2,000 "

30,000 «

51^,000

which, if merely rotted by the rain, will yield

100,000 lbs. of manure, and if rotted by urine and
dung of stock from 150,000 to 200,000 lbs. or at

least 25,000 lbs. of manure to each of the lour

acres proposed to be manured."
We are inclined to dwell still longer on the sub-

ject of manure, because its great importance, and
the proper modes of collecting the greatest quan-
tity, seem in many pon ions of our country to be
wholly overlooked. Especially is this the case
throughout the western states. Trusting to the

extreme luxuriance of the soil, the lands of many
farmers are burdened with one exhausting crop
afier another, until at length the productiveness
of the farm is materially reduced, and finally

measures are necessarily resorted to, to improve
an impoverished condition of the soil which proper
manuring would have prevented altogether. Ma-
ny persons seem to consider a yard where the

dung of animals can be collected, sufficient Ibr all

purposes—little dreaming that upon the construc-

tion of this enclosure depends both the quality and
quantity of the manure ; that successive rains may
be gradually washing away the most fertilizing

portions of their yard, or excessive fermentation
causing the escape of gases which, if possible,

should always be retained. The dung of animals,
when intended for manure, should be protected
as far as practicable from exposure to the air.

" He," says Arthur Young, Esq., " who is witliin

the Bpliere of the scent of his dunghill, smells that

which his crop would have eaten, had he per-
miited il. Instead of manuring the land, he ma-
nures the atmosphere, and belbre his dunghill is

finished, another parish and perhaps a
county." " As lew exhalations," remarks

another
Fes-

senden,* " as possible, ought to be suffered to
i rise from the excrements of animals. Fresh ma-
[

nure ought to be kept as carefully Irom the sun and
rain, asgrass which has been cut lor hay." But how

!

are these objects to be eflecied? The answer ia

i an easy one. Prevent the rain from draining ofi
' the best portions of the manure, by constructing
i

a yard in a dishy Ibrm, lowest in the centre, so

j

that the urine of the animals may be collected in
a reservoir and retained

; and prevent fermentation,
I

or absorb its products by occasionally scattering
I

over the dungheap a quantity of the same earth

I

with which the yard is bedded. " Earth," re-
marks the author of the letters of Agricola, " is a
powerJijl absorber of all the gases which arise
from putrelaciion." Put a layer of common soil
along the top of a fermenting dunghill, from
twelve to eighteen inches thick, and allow it to
remain there while the process is carrying on with
activity, and alterwards separate it carefully from
the heap, and it will have been impregnated with
the most iertilizing virtues. The composts which
of late have attracted such universal attention,
and occupied so large a place in all agricultural
publications, originated in the discovery of the
absorbing power ol the earth, and in the appli-
cation of it to the most beneficial purposes. A
skilful agriculturist would no more think of
allowing a violent I'ermentation to be going on
in his dunghill, unmixed with earth, or other
matter, to fix and secure the gaseous elements,
than the distiller would suffer his apparatus to
be set at work, without surmounting his etill

with the worm, to cool and condense the rare-
fied spirit which ascends to evaporation. In both,
the most precious matter is that which assumes
the aerilbrm state ; and to behold it escaping
with unconcerned indifference is a demonstratioa
of the most profound ignorance.
A slight fermentation in a dunghill, may indeed

be advantageous in causing the woody fibre, con-
tained in many of the substances deposited there,
to decay and dissolve, but wooden fibre is the
only vegetable mailer that requires this process to

render il nutritive to plants. In the straw of chaff
and litter, as well as the leaves and other products
of the forest—which may be advantageously placed
in barn yards Ibr conversion to manure— will

be Ibund considerable portions of fibrous matter,
which must be fermented to be uselul. it there-
fore becomes a matter of great importance to as-
certain correctly how far this process of fermen-
tation should be allowed to proceed. On this

point Sir Humphry Davy remarket :—'' In all

cases where dung is fermenting, there are simple
tests by which the rapidity of the process, and
consequently the injury done may be discovered.

If a thermometer, plunged inio the dung, does
not rise to above 100 degrees Fahrenheit, there is

little danger of much aerilbrm matter flying oH'.

" When a piece of paper, moistened in muriatic

acid held over the steam arising from the dung-

* Viffe Complete Farmer, p. 173.

t Vide Davy's Agricultural Chemistry, republished

in the Farmers' Register.
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hill, gives dense fumes, it is a certain lest that ilie

decomposition is goiny too far, Cor this indicates

that volatile alkali is diseiigaijed.

" When dung is to be preserved for any time,

the situation in which it is kepi is of importance.

It should, if possible, be delended from the sun.

To preserve it under sheds would be of great use
;

or to make the site oi" a dunghill on liie north side

ofa wall. The floor on which the dung is heaped

should, if possible, be paved with flat stones, and

there should be a little inclination from each side

towards the centre, in which there should be

drains, connected with a small well furnished with

a pump, by which any fluid matter may be col-

lected tor the use of the land. It too often hap-

pens that a dense mucilaginous and extractive

fluid is suffered to drain away from the dunghill so

as to be entirely lost to the farmer."

The urine of animals is one of the most valua-

ble manures that can be applied to land; but it

should be applied in a recent state, as a great por-

tion of the soluble animal matter it contains is de-

stroyed during the process of putrefaction. If un-

mixed with solid matter, it should always be di-

luted with water, as in its pure state it contains

more animal matter than can be safely absorbed for

the nourishment of plants.

According to some writers and practical farm-

ers,* the value of the urine of cattle, if properly

preserved and applied to the purposes of vegeta-

tion, is greater than that of all the dung which
the same animals would yield. A letter from

Charles Alexander, near Peebles, in Scotland,

addressed to Sir John Sinclair, in 1S12, contains

much valuable information on this subject. '-This

intelligent farmer had long been impressed with

the great importance of the urine of cattle as a
manure, and he set about to discover, by a lontr

and well-conducted series of experiments, the hest

method of collecting and applying it. He began
by digging a pit contiaiuous to the feeding stable,

but distinct altogether from that which was ap-

propriated for the reception of the dung. The
dimensions of this pit were thirty-six feet square,

and fiDur (eet deep, surrounded on all sides by a

wall, and the solid contents were one himdred and
ninety-two yards. Having selected the nearest

spot where he could find loamy earth—and this

he always took from the surtace of some field un-
der cultivation—he proceeded to fill it, and found
that, with three men and ten horses, he could
easily accomplish twenty-eight cubic yards a day

;

and the whole expense of transporting the earth

did not exceed twenty-two dollars. When the
work was complete, he leveled the surface of the
heap in a line with the sewer which conducted
the urine from the interior of the building, on pur-
pose that it might be distributed with regularity,

and might saturate the whole from top to bottom.
The quantity conveyed to it, he estimated at about
eight hundred callons. The urine was supplied
by fourteen cattle, kept there for five months on
fodder and turnips. The contents of the pit pro-
duced two hundred and eighty-eight loads, allow-
ing two cubic yards to be taken out in three carts

;

and he spread (briy of these on each acre, so that
this urine in five months produced a compost suf-

ficient for the fertilization of seven acres of land.
He states farther, that he had tried this expert-

* Vide Complete Farmer, p. 175—177.

ment for ten years, and had used indiscriminately
in the same field either the rotted cow-dung or the
saturated earth ; and in all stages of the crop he
had never been able to find any precepiible differ-

ence. But what is still more wonderful, he found
his compost lasted in its effects as many years as
his best manures ; and he therefore boldly avers
that a load of each is of equivalent value. JVlr.

Robert Smith, of Baltimore, has his stat>les con-
structed in such a luanner that all the liquid dis-

charges of his cattle are conducted, together with
the wash of the barn-yard, into a cistern, pumped
into a hogshead, and applied in a lifjuid state to

the soil which it is wished to manure. This mode
of making use of this substance, is likewise re-

commended in the Code of Agriculture :
— " The

advantages of irrigating grass lands with cow
urine almost exceed belief^ Mr. Harley, pf Glas-
gow, (who keeps a large dairy in that town,) by
using cow urine, cuts some small fields of grasa
six times, and the averaije of each cutting is fif-

teen inches in length. There are disadvantages,
however, connected with this mode of applying
this powerllil manure. It must be applied soon
after it is formed, or oftentimes the putrefactive

process will commence and deprive it of part of

its efficacy. And, as urine is of a scorching qua-
lity, it is unsafe to apply it to growing crops in

great heat or drought. Hence it is unadvisable to

use it except for grass, after the months of April
and May, unless diluted. It is particularly useful

in the spring, when the application of liquid ma-
nure gives a new impetus to the plant and makes
its growth more vigorous. This n)anure forces

newly planted cabbages in a most remarkable
manner."'

BEET SUGAR IN EUROPE.

As a source of wealth, profit, and general be-

nefit to the agricultural interests of the country the
cultivation of the sugar-beet, either for the purpose
of making sugar, or feeding stock, is most unques-
tionably entitled to the attention of every agricul-

turist and philanthropist in the country.

When in the sugar districts of France, a few
years since, the writer became so much interested

in this subject, that he has ever since watched its

progress, not only in that country, but throughout
Europe, with increasing interest, and with the
hope of seeing it, long ere this, introduced into this

country. At the time of his visit to France, four

or five per cent, was the maximum yield ol" sugar
from the beet, and with this yield, it was consider-

ed an excellent business. Since that time, so
much improvement has been made in its manu-
facture, that 7 or 8 per cent, is now readily obtained,

and in some cases as high as nine. The writer

has lately been shown a letter from M. Crespei

of Arras, one of the largest manufacturers in

France, which states that at 07ie of his establish-

ments, (and he is interested in eight or nine,) he
will make 1000 hogsheads of sugar the present

season, and this at a cost of less than 5 cents per

pound.
David Lee Child, Esq. who has spent eighteen

months among the sugar manufactories in France,
Belirium and Germany, in a work on this subject

which he has recently published in Boston, esti-

mates the quantity of beet-sugar nianuiiictured in
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Euro|)e in 1838, at 150,000,000 of Ibe.; and it is

confidently expected tlial the crap ol" 1839 will

reacli 200,000,000 ot'lbs., or two hundred tlioupand

hhds. which is nearly (bur times the averaj^e crop

of Louisiana. Indeed, the manuliiciure of PUiX'ir

fi-om the beet has not lor a long time been consi-

dered a matier of speculation or experiment in

Europe, but a subject oC very sure and profitable

investment ol'capiial. The manufacture of suijar

from the beet however, is but a S7nall portion ol

the advantage arising from its culture. As winter
Ibod for stock, particularly milch cows, it is un-
questionably the 7nosi profitable crop the fiirmer

can raise; and its meliorating effects upon the
soil, and the increased quantity of manure, wher-
ever the beet has been cultivated in Europe, iiave,

it is well known, more ihan doubled the produce of
the soil, and in many cases, more than trebled the

price of the lands.

—

Jour. Com.

TREATMENT AND FOOD OF YOUNG PIGS.

From the American Swine Breeder.

In the second chapter of this work, we have al-

ready alluded to this subject,—and it is certainly
one deserving the most careful consideration,

—

care and attention to these animals at this ten-
der age is of liir greater importance than the
practice of many would lead us to suppose and
upon their treatment during the i'ew first weeks
depends the ease and rapidity with which they
can be subsequently reared and Ihtfened. To
wean young pigs in such a maimer, that they
may lose no fiesli during the process, and may
rernain at iis close in a healthy and growing con-
diiion is an undertaking attended with considerable
difficulty. Their Ibod should in general be given
moderately warm, and milk is undoubtedly o7ie of
the best articles which can be ofi^iired at lhi> period.
The produce of the dairy should, therefore, be used
frequently and freely. JNl any judicious liirmers
have asserted, as the result of experi<^nce on this
subject, that cows may be kept, for the exclusive
nourishment oi'young pigs, wiih great economy.
That this will be the case, when the proceeils of
the dairy are given, no one who has tried it will
dispute. Several instances are recorded of hoirs
that have been/aliened! entirely on this article (br
liie purpose of experiment

; and the result has
Bhown, iltat no pork is superior in point of weight
and substance. O/' the astonishing rapidity vvith
which animals will thrive and increase while usinir
it, wo have ourselves seen abundant proof, in the
growth of an improv(>d Jlerkshirc boar, which was
weaned under the direciion of a highly intelligent

agriculturist, Solomon Porier, Esq., ofConnecli(Mit,
and afterwards fed almost en;irely on this article,

and which attained, at the age of three months,
the great weight of one hundred andforty pounds.
The practice of mixing milk with other articles

for Ibod of young pigs, is highly recommended by
many farmers. >Says a judicious breeder, in a
letler to the Hon H. L, Eilsworlh, " From actual
experience, I have come to the conclusion, and
practised upon it for the last twelve or fourteen
years, of having as many spring pigs (that come
say in March) as I have cows lor the siimmpr,
and feeding the pigs on milk or'whey, mixed with
provender, ground from corn, rye, oats, larley, or
buckwheat, and prepared in the li.rm of a pudding,

in which way the pigs will eat it best. If they
appear lo be clogged with one kind of grain, I try
another, and ofien mix different kinds lotrether."
The author of the 'Practical Elements of Airri-

rulture,' suggests that pigs should be weanefFat.
the end ofibe first six or eight weeks ; and be fed
three times daily wjih wheat bran, barley dust, or
by tijrinaceous Ibod mixed with water warmed to
the temperature of the mother milk, and with
whey, or other refuse of the dairy or kitclien.

Young pigs, he remarks, are sometimes disposed
of when sucking the dam. In other cases, they
are sold when weaned, to persons who design to
feed them, and in other cases they are (t;d by the
breeder himself!

" When they are fattened by the breeder, two
modes of feeding may be adopted. They may
either be suffered to go at large, or they may be
kept in pens and houses; by the first of these
methods after being weaned and fed for a period
until they are able to shift for themselves, they
are turned abroad to pick up what they can in the
straw yard, a little green food, as tares or clover
during summer, and turnips or potatoes during the
winter being supplied to ihem. They do not, un-
der this management, receive any more expensive
feeding until they are put up finally lo be fat-

tened, when they are confined lor a few weeks
and fed on farinaceous and other food. The pigs
intended for this species of management should be
the best of the smaller varieties, and they may be
killed for domestic use or disposed ofwhen seven or
eight stones weight. All the accommodation re-

quired underlhis system of management, is a few
pens with sheds : first, for the breeding swine
when nursing their young, and second, for lh(3

pig.-? which are in the course of being fattened.

In all cases upon a farm, a certain number of
pigs may be kept at large in this manner, for pick-
ing up the waste of the firm yards. But the re-

gular course ofmanagement and ihat best adapted,
where the ft'edini; of the animals is carried on
upon a large scale is where separate feeding-houses
lor the pigs in which a greater or lesser number
can be kept.*

"Weanlings," remarks Mowbray, "should have
at least one month of delicate feedino-, warm lodg-
ing, and care. The same kind of food should be
continued to (hem three times a day, to which
they were at first accustomed with the sow. The
first food should consist of warm and nourishin<r
wash, whether from the kitchen ordairy, thickened
wiih fine pollard or barley meal. A portion of
stroni; beer may be added as a cordial, should cir-

cumstances render it necessary. The common
wash, pollard or meal mixed wiih water, if scalded
the better. The same diet is proper for the piirs to

partake of whilst suckincr. Very young pigs
ouulu not lo be left abroad in continual rains, and
will always pay fi^r a daily moderate feed of old
beans with clover."

" W'eanlings are fattened for delicate pork chiefly

in the dairies, where they are made ripe in a lew
weeks. Generally a pig of five or six months old

will be fattened in seven, or eight, or twelve weeks,
dependent on his condition."

AnEnirli?h writer remarks, "Swine will fatten

much faster on xoarm than cold Ibod. Corn and
cold water will make them heabhy, but warm bc-

Vide Elements of Practical Agriculture, p. 601.
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vcrage is considered as requisite to quick growth.

Some English farmers turn in their little pigs to

the fatting sty. While the fatting hoffs are taking

their repast the little ones wait behind them, and
as soon as their betters are served, lick out the

trough."
" Besides the advantage of having by this me-

thod no waste or foul troughs, there is another:

the large pigs rise alertly \o their work lest the

small ones should (brcslall them, and fill themselves

the fuller, knowing they have it not again to go to.

" The disadvantage of this practice is that the

large ones are apt to lord it loo much over the

little ones, especially in a confined sly. It', how-
ever, they have a separate apartment assigned

them, with an entrance too small (or the lattintj

swine to follow them, this disadvantage would be

in a great measure remedied."'

A writer in Uees's Encyclopedia, while writing

in regard to young pigs and sows ivith pig, holds

the following language : "Tiie sows considerably

advanced in pig, and those with pig, should be

fed in a better manner than the store piirs. The
former should be supplied with good wash twice

or ofiener in the day, and have a sufficient allow-

ance of cabbages, potatoes, carrots, or other simi-

lar vegetables, so as to keep them in good condi-

tion, which is shown by the gloss of their coats.

The sows with pig, should be kept with the litter

in separate sties, and be still better fed than those

in pi<r. When dairying is practised, the wash of

that kind which has been preserved for the purpose

while the dairying was at its heiirht, in brick cis-

terns constructed for receiving from the dairy

—

must be given them, with food of the root kind,

euch as carrots, parsnips, potatoes, and cahbacres,

in as larjre proportions as they will consume them,

in order ihai the pigs may be properly supported

and kept in condition.

But when the business of dairying is'not carried

on, so as to provide wash of that sort, meal of

some kind or other must, Mr. Arthur Young
thinks, be had recourse to for the making of wash,

by mixing it with water which, in the summer
season, will be sufficient for their support, and in

winter it must be blended with the different sorts of

roots prepared by boiling; or when for young pigs

with oats and pea-soup. With this soup and

dairy-wash, when proper attention is bestowed,

young pigs may, he conceives, be weaned and

reared in the winterseason even, with profit and
success. The pea soup is an admirable article

when given in this intention. It is prepared by

boiling six pecks of peas in about sixty gallons of

water, till they are well broken down and diffused

in the fluid ; it is then put into a tub or cistern for

use.

When dry food is given in combination with

this, or of itself, he advises oats, as beinc: much
better than any sortof iirain for young pigs, barley

not answering nearly so well in this application.

Oats coarsely ground have been Ibupd very useliti

for young hoirs, both in the form of wash with

water, and when made of a somewhat thicker

consistence. But in cases where the sows and

pigs can be supported with dairy wash and roots,

as above, there will be a considerable saving made
by avoiding the use of the expensive articles of

barley meal, peas or bran, and pollard.

JMr. DonHldson remark* that in the usual mode
the pigs reared by the liirmer are fed fir pome

weeks, after they are weaned, on whey or butter
milk or on bran or barley meal mixed with water.
They are afterwards maintained on other food as
potatoes, carrots, the refuse o( the garden, kitchen
scullery, &c., together with such additions as they
can pick up in the fiirm yard. Sometimes they are
sent into the fieUls at the close of harvest, where
they make a comlbrtable living /or several weeks
on the gleanings of the crops; or at other times
where the farms are situated in the neighborhood
of woods or forests they are sent ihiiher to pick up
the beach mast or acorns in the fall of the year.

And that when they are arrived at a proper age
lor fattening, they are either put into this fitted up
for the purpose, or sold to distillers, starchmakers,
dairymen, or cottagers. As to the treatment and
feeding oi'porkers or growing stores, considerable
diversity of sentiment prevails ; some contending
that they should be constantly confined in suitable

pens or small enclosures, while others recommend
their ranging more at large—where the object

desired is merely to keep these animals in a thriv-

ing condition till the season of fattening arrives; the

latter method may be pursued perhaps with some
advantages. Still in these cases, the range allowed
should not be too extensive, and generally confined

to yards in the immediate vicinity of the barn, or

at the proper season to pastures well^et in clover.

A STATEMtENT OF THE CULTUUE AND PRO-
DUCT OF SUGAR BEET. MANGEL WURTZEL,
FIELD CARROT AND SUGAR PARSNIP ON
THE FARM OF JAMES GOWEN, MOUNT AIRY,
IN THE SEASON OF 1839.

Submitted and read l)y James Gowpii, before the "Pliiladelphia

Society for promoting Agriculture," at their stated meeting,
Wednesday, Feb 5th.

The land set apart for these roots was part of

an old apple orchard, and is a light sandy soil,

intermixed with mica, or isinglass, and from

which a crop of corn had been taken the previous

year. It was ploughed as early in the spring as

possible, say 19th March, and before ploughing

was limed at the rate of thirty bushels to the acre.

It was permitted to rest a few weeks, after which
it had a tolorable dressing of well rotted stable ma-
nure immediately ploughed in. Before harrowing,

it was treated with a few cart loads, say about 150

bushels, good street dirt, applied lime fiishion from

the cart, by scattering with the shovel—then har-

rowed. The quantity of manure in all was not

more than would have been used on similar soil in

same condition for potatoes. The labor up to

sowlnir was two ploughings, two harrowings and
one rolling, the last operation deemed indispensa-

ble in such soil, and to render the drilling more
perliect.

Hall" an acre was intended for mangel wurtzel

—

half an acre lor sugar beet— half an acre for field

carrots, ami a quarter ofan acre for sugar parsnip
;

but the seed fur mangel wurtzel falling short, and

there being an abundance of beet seed on hand,

the latter was increased to more than half an acre,

while the former stood less by as much as the

other was increased.

The drill used when working for beet and man-
gel wurtzel was provided with three teeth, set two

feet six inches apart, cutting three drills of two
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and a half feet aparl at one operation. For carrot

and parsnip four teetli were furnished, set two

leet apart, cutting luur drills, two leet asunder, at

one operation. Seed sown continuously in the

drill by hand, in quantity lor all about three times

as much as plants would be required. All was
sown betwixt the 16th and 18th of April. When
well up and properly developed, the beet atid

mangel wurtzel were thinned to six or seven

inches apart, the carrots to three or four, and the

parsnips to four or five inches apart.

The hoeing was performed by a cultivator set

with duck feet or scalpers ; it might be dragged by

a stout man, but in the present case a light short-

tread horse was used, led by a careful man while

a thorough hand held or conducted the scalper.

The holder, or ploughman, should be olquick eye

and steady hand, to be prepared fir the slightest

deviation of the horse wliich might bring the oul-

hne scalpers next the drill, to which the inclination

tended, upon the plants, which would prove as

lata! to them as to the weeds—the scalpers mak-
ing clean work of all that come in their way. By
(his method of hoeing, and of keeping the ground

clean and loose, much labor and time were saved,

lor in two hours as much might be done in this

way, as would take a good hand to perlbrm in a

week, and then it would be better done by the

scalper, than by hand hoeing. An hour or two
by the scalper at proper and convenient periods,

with now and then a ready hand weeding when
coarse weeds were observable among the plants

were all the time and labor bestowed at this im-

portant stage of culture. Taking the whole labor

ii^om the beginning to the (fathering of the roots

included, it would not be greater than that which
is usually bestowed on a well worked patch ofcorti

;

nor can the manure used, be estimated, as to

quantity and value, to be greater than would be
required for potatoes cultivated in the common and
usual way on a patch ofground in similar condition.

Product.

Sugar beet, less tlian tliree-fourths of an acre, having in tlie

patcli ten large old apple trees, produced 640 bushels clean and
close topped roots ; a biuhel (as ordina-
rily tilled in manner as the 640) weighed Tons. cut. ps. lbs.

64 lbs. ------- 18 5 -.i 24
Mangel wurtzel, less than three-eighths
of an acre, having six applctrees in the
patch, 3-20 bushels. 9 2 3 1:2

Field carrot, half an acre, having nine ap-
ple trees in the patch, 260 bushels, 7 8 2 8

Sugar parsnip, one-fourth of an acre, having
seven apple trees in the patch, 120 bushels 3 8 2 8

Total 38 2 24

In less than two acres.— Would not be over one
and three-fourths of an acre, deducting space of

trees. If allowance be made for trees and their

shade, the above result must prove very encou-
raging to those who intend to turn their attention

to (he culture ofgreen crops.

DKPTH OF PI.OUGHIXG.

From the Library of Useful ICnowIedge.

The proper depth of ploughinir must necessarily

depend upon the nature of the soils ; but although
every intelligent husbandman must be aware of

the superiority of those of a deep staple over those
which are shallow, yet, in discussing the propriety
of the extent to which the operation may besalely

Vol.. VIII-18

carried, it should be borne in mind that there is a
wide difference between the effects of ploughing
deeply into land, the vegetative stratum of which
is of nearly equal fertility throughout, and that of
augmenting a shallow suriijce of fertile soil by
mixing it up with a subsoil of inferior quality.

The depth to which the roots of plants penetrate

into the earth in search of sustenance, varies as
much, according to the properties of the soil, as

does the nature of the plants themselves. There
are many, the roots ofwhich arc found at fifteen to

twenty, and even thirty leet under ground—sainfoin

and lucerne, for instance ; even red clover will

strike down to nearly three feet, if the soil be a fer-

tile loam ; and some of our commonest vegetables,

ifu be friable or sandy, push their tap-rools to about
the same depth. But as the land is chiefly des-

tined lor the production ofgrain, its value is rather

to be considered according to its capability for the

growth of corn than for that of any particular spe-
cies of green crop.

It may be observed by the mere naked eye, that

if the land be of a free nature, the roots of wh* at

will penetrate as far as eight inches into the earth
;

and when sown on the crowns of ridges, (hey have
been found in rich soils at the depth of twelve

;

though that probably arosse liom the greater influ-

ence of the atmosphere, for they do nof reach to (he

same depth on level ground. The seed is usually

sown at about two inches deep ; consequently, the

roots maybe ten inches long. We may, therefore,

assume the depth of twelve inches as the utmost
vejretative limit of corn land.

If the plants lie close together, they are disposed

to penetrate more deeply into the earth than when
they arc wide apart ; for it may be remarked that

the roots of corn avoid each other, and push their

strongest shoots into those spots where they have
most room to spread ; but it" the seed be thickly

sown, they are then forced to strike their roots per-

pendicularly, instead of laterally, into the ground.
Still, however, this must depend upon the nature

of the land ; for if the subsoil be sterile or tena-

cious, the roots then either meeting opposition, or

not finding nourishment, must again seek the upper
stratum. There, they become matted together,

and, each contending for the share of nutriment

of which it has been deprived, the weakest are

often seen to perish ; which in a great measure
accounts for that partial fiiiiure which frequently

attends corn crops at the very height ofthe season.

Provided the soil be open and tolerably lijrtile, (lie

nearer its depth approaches tolluu which we have
stated to be its vegetative limit, (he great number
of plants may it therelbre be supposed capable of
furnishing with support;* and, if attentively ob-
served, a material diflerence will be found between

* A remarkable instance of this is mentioned in the

Bedford Report, in which it is stated " that a road hav-
ing been made across the ends of some ridged lands in

the parish of Ridgemount, the cultivated soil of the

ridges was cast into the hollows. The field was after-

wards sown with barley, and the scattered corns which
grew where the soil was accumulated in the ancient

furrows formed a remarkable contrast with the rest of

the field. Tlie produce of the barley crop was little

more than three quarters per-acre, while that which
grew on the same poor soil, accumulated, perhaps, a
foot deep, was remarkably luxuriant, many of the corns

producing from ten to twenty stalks, and the ears large

in proportion." An effect which the reporter ascribes

to no other cause than the depth of the soil.—^. 277.
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the nutritive properties of land of a deep staple,

anJ that which is more shallow, aliliou^jh the
qualily ol" both, when tried in equal quantities,

may be the same.* When deep, it also possesses

the grf^at advanta<Te ol" sullerint^ less eiiher by ex-
treme heat or by wet, than when thin ; and the
corn being supported by a greater depth ol root,

which probably atlbrds proportionate stren<ith to

the lower pait ol'the stem, maintains its Ireshness

with greater vitior in limes ordroui!lit, and is less

euliject to be laid by storn>s oi" wind or rain. It is

almost unnecessary to add, that depth of soil is

equally advantageous to every crop, the roots of

which go deeper into the soil than those of corn,

though its progressive increase in value is not so

great as that which lies nearer to the surface,

III order to inaiutain the properties of a deep
soil in a perfect state, it is, however, expedient to

plough it from time to lime to the (till depth of the
vegetative stratum ; so that, being completely
worked by li-equent turnings, it may be freely

exposed to the influence of the atmosphere, ff

th>it be not done, or only superficially performed,
the ground will, bj' slow degrees, become gradually
impoverished ; for, besides being deprived of the
benefit of exposure to the air, a crust olharu and
almost impenetrable matter will, in some soils, be
formed immediately below thai portion upon which
tlie plough was usually made lo act, thus consti-

tuting a barrier between the upper surface and the
subsoil, which is well known to farmers under the
appellation of the moor-bond, or pan. It is not,

however, necessary to repeat the operation, even
on heavy land, more than, perhaps, once in six or
eeven years, especially if the intermediate plough
ings under the common course of cultivation be
made at various depths ; for nothing tends more
to the formation ofthe pan than the constant repe-
tition of the process at the same depth. Thus it

will not escape observation, that one great advan-
tage of the alternate system of husbandry arises
from the distinct nature of the different roots which
are cultivated, and the consequent necessity of
ploughing at various depths, so as to afibrd them
room to seek for sustenance. On tenacious clays,
which, being confined to the growth of grain, are
usually ploughed to the same depth, it also forms
a strong reason for the adoption of the summer
fallow.

The maintenance of the properties of the soil

in its original state is, however, a very different
mode of procedure I 'rom that required by an endea-

* Von Thaer calculates this difference in proportion-
ate degrees in land which contains a vegetative stratum
of soil of four, six, eight, and twelve inches in depth

;

provided, of course, that it be all of equal quality. If,

therefore, each seed were to prcxiuce a plant, it would
follow that ground which contains eight inches depth
of fertile mould, might be sown with double the quan-
tity of that which consists of onlj' four inches. He,
however, admits that this principle cannot be carried to
that extent, because the action ofthe atmosphere must
ever afford such a superiority to the surface, that a
cubic loot of mould, if divided into two square feet, will
always produce a greater number of plants than if the
seed were sown iqion one foot superficial ; but he as-
sumes the value of the land to be increased in the
proportion of 8 per cent, for every inch of mould be-
yond the depth of six to ten inches, and to be diminished
in the same proportion, from six to three inches in
soils of a thinner staple.

—

Principcs Jiaisonnh d'jlgri-
culture, vol. iii., p. 138. s. 735.

vor \o restore it to perfection ; for there is much
land of a deep and naturally mellow staple, the
lower strata of which have been rendered sterile by
shallow i)loughing, and can only be pro<rressively

renovated by gradual degrees ; or, according to the
practice of those farmers who " like to go deep
enough to chip up the dead soil, now and then, and
show it a little upon the surlace after all is fir>-

ished."* Many instances have, indeed, been re-

corded in which the subsoil, when brought to the
surface and exposed for some lime, has proved
extrem.ely \'c\\\\v

; but in all those cases, the earlhj

when chemically analyzed, has lieen found to

contain a considerable portion of carbon, and un-
less afterwards sustained by proportioi,ate quan-
tities of manure, its good qualities have been
speedily exhausted. It cannot, therefore, be deem-
ed generally expedient to bring up a greater quan-
tity than at the most two inches ofthe virgin earthy
even supposinir it to be naturally ofthe best aver-
age quality. The operation should be performed
before the winter, and the soil should be incorpor-

ated by the means of a summer liillow ; observing
however, that its main objecl being to expose this

fresh substance to the atmosphere, it should be lelt

as lonrr as possible on the surfi\ce. The manure
should be also applied at the same time, and, in-

stead of being mixed up with the soil, should be
spread uniformly over this layer of new earth,

which thus imbibes its juices during the whole of
the wet season, and, notwithstanding all the ob-

jections which have been urged against the eva-
poration of dunct never fails to produce a striking

effect on its amelioration. In this manner, Mr.
Thaer assures us that he has successively, during

a series of years, effected the gradual and complete
mixture of different layers of soil in one season

;

that he has thereby not only aufrmented the vege-
tative stratum of his soil, but has experienced a
very sensible improvement in his crops ; and that,

after the close of a rotation, he has repeated the
experiment with equal success. To which we may
add, that many farmers who have followed the
same plan, have^niform'y found it attended with
similar results ; though others, who have no) taken
the precaution of ffoing leisurely to work, or who
have not been sufficiently aware of the nature of
the subsoil, have, in some instances, done consi-

derable injury to their land.

J

There are, no doubt, manyc/ee/) soils naturally

of an equal quality throughout, but which, con-
sisting of tenacious clay, or till,\\ of various kinds,

would, if brought up lo the surface, impoverish the

* Survey o( Essex, vol. i., p. 198.

fOn the subject of evaporation, see vol. i., chap, x.,

pp. 239 and 248. If the land lies upon such a slope
as may cause the dung to be swept off by the rains,
then it should, however, be buried by a very slight
ploughing.

X See the Reports of Essex, vol. i., p. 197 ; Bedford
p. 276; Bucks, p. 12S ; Stevenson's Surrey, pp. 148
and 170; Malcolm's Surrey, vol. i., p. 2(58; Kent's
Norfolk, p. G7; Gen. Rep. of Scotland, vol.i., pp. 347
and 419; and Loch's Improvements on the estates of
the Marquis of Stafford.

II
In Scotland, "/tZZ" is understood to imply, as a

subsoil, a mixture of clay with sand and gravel, devoid
ofvegetable matter, and impervious to water. In Ireland,

this description ofsoil is called "Lackleagh," and the pan
which it forms is there broken up with a plough of
immense weight and strength, called a "miner," which
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ground, and brinjr in their train a long list of nox-

ious weeds, were they not corrected by the process

of perhaps more than one summer fallow, together

with an applicalion of both lime and dung ; and it

is also true, that even if these substances can be

readily obtained, yet the expense, even il'repaid by
the land, may not suit the farmer's pocket. Under
ordinary circumstances, indeed, large operations of

that nature, which are intended to etiect a per-

manent improvement in the soil, cannot be consi-

dered a coming within the scope of common farm-
ing and can only be undertaken by the owner of

the land, or on terms which will secure the tenant

in the return of his outlay ; for it should be clearly

understood that in no case can it be elfiected with-

out either the assistance of extraneous manure, or

by the sacrifice of a portion of that which properly

belongs to the usual cultivation of the (iirm, and
might, therefore, probably be more advantageously
applied to the support of the soil already under
tillage.

Neither should poor soils be ploughed deep ; for

the vefjetative mould with which the surface of
land of that description is covered, having been
formed by the decomposition of the scanty herbage
which grew upon it when in a state of nature, is

proportionably thin, and the subsoil on which it

reposes consisting generally of sterile materials, it

will be /bund bad policy to mix them with the up-
per stratum, which, though perhaps not very pro-

ductive, yet requires the whole power of the small
portion of manure which it furnishes to preserve
it in tolerable condition.* This, more especially,

il"it be intended to return the land to grass ; for the

sward seldom penetrates farther than about two
inches into the ground, and its value, therefore,

depends chiefly upon the fecundity of the surface

upon which it rests. Thus the generality of those

farmers who are situated upon wolds and downs,
carefully avoid ploughing below the top-soil ; for

when there is a vein of rubbly chalk, or of small

broken flints, immediately under the topsoil, they
look upon it as "the dross of the land," and that,

if ploughed up, it is quite poison to the field.

t

If the land be of a sandy nature the ploughing
of which has been always carried to one depth,

and that a pan has thus been formed underneath,
in that case, also, it is judicious to break it up

;

for, independently of tlie labor of the operation,

the surface may have been much ameliorated by
good culture, and the hard crust which lies at the

bottom both secures the manure from being car-

ried doivn below that part which is actually tilled,

and also prevents the escape of humidity from the

upper stratum. Another layer of sand, indeed,

not unfrequently exists under the pan ; for that

acts without a mould-board, and is followed in the fur-

row by another plouo;h of the common power. See vol.

i., chap. xxix.,p. 465.
* "The Norfolk farmers, generally possessing a thin

light soil, with a poor and barren subsoil, prefer shallow

ploughiiag at all times, and argue that it is easier to

keep a small quantity of soil ni good heart than a

greater quantity, which would be formed by deep
ploughing."

—

Dumfries Rep., App. p. 578.

t "Many instances are shown where land of this

kind, ploughed too deep upwards of twenty years ago,

has not yet recovered its former goodness ; and, to keep
the top-soil as deep as possible, the best farmers will

not permit the surface flints to be picked off for the

roads, lest it should make the land both lighter and

tliiuner."

—

Davis's Swvey of Wiltshire, p. 52.

species ofcrust is often found where land has been
much marled ; but although it might be desirable
to have it at a greater depth, yet its removal is a
work ofextreme difliculty, and, on such soils, will

rarely repay the expense. On sand veins where
there is a great depth of soil, and in which no ob-
struction of this kind is found, it is however not
luiusual to plough very deep, and to have a second
plough following in the furrow ot'the first, so as to

throw up new soil, and to bury that which is sup-
posed to be exhausted : as is the case in many
parts of Devonshire.

In fine, it will, in most cases, be found inexpe-
dient to add to the stratum already under tillage by
any other means than those which little by little

may gradually tend to increase the depth of vege-
tative mould by the mixture of small quantities of
the virgin earth of the subsoil with the surface

;

but ifa more extensive operation be comtemplated,
then the following questions may be not unaptly
put before coming to a conclusion.

1st, What return may be expected from land,

the subsoil of which has not yet been submitted to

the plough ?

2ndly, What change will be occasioned, either

by the increase or diminution of the tenacity, or of
the friability of the land, by the admixture of the
subsoil with the surface?

Srdly, What quantity of manure will be required

beyond that already disposable upon the farm?
And 4thly, What will be the entire cost?
To solve which, the earth should either be sub-

mitted to a chemical analysis, or its qualities ascer-

tained by spreading some of it, to a certain depth,
in a garden, and sowing seeds upon it. The pro-

bable improvement in the soil may thus be ascer-

tained, and the supposed increase in the future

crops, when compared with the expenditure, will

determine the propriety of the experiment.
We have not hitherto touched upon the subject

of the actual depth to which ploughing is commonly
carried, nor is it necessary to say much regarding
it ; Ibr it of course depends more upon ihe state of
the land and the judgment of the farmer than up-
on any general rule. The usual operation is gene-
rally confined to from four to five, and rarely ex-
ceeds seven inches; though, in the hundreds of

Essex, and some other districts where the soil is

rich and deep, it is sometimes carried as far as
nine. An opinion is indeed entertained that, if

carried deeper, more manure is necessary to ensure
a crop ; audit will be readily admitted that, were
this idea well founded, it would form a strong

argument \n favor of moderate depths. It is,

however, only justly applicable to land of which
the subsoil is inferior to the surface ; lor when this

is of the same quality with the cultivated part, not

only can no injury arise from gradually incorporat-

ing it with the tilth, but benefit will be derived by
all plants which penetrate far into the ground, as

they naturally absorb their nutriment both from
the soil and the manure with which it is mixed.

It must, however, be admitted that when ground is

suddenly ploughed to an unusual depth, it increases

the difficulty of destroying weeds. This is parti-

culariy observable in thin stapled clays, on which
they spring up as if indigenous to the soil ; it is

therefore obvious that no benefit can be derived

from ploughing such land deeper than common,
unless it he done in the manner we have already

pointed out.
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ON THE NECESSITY FOR PROPER INSTRUC-

TION IN THE ART OF REELING SILK.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Philadelphia, Feb. 26th, 1840.

Dear Sir— I am exceedingly obliged to you

for the valuable present you have been pleased to

make to me of a series of the Farmers' Register,

for 1839, and January No. of the present year : I

beg you will accept for it my grateful thanks. Al-

though I do not profess to be an agriculturist, yet

I have always felt the liveliest interest in the pro-

gress of agriculture, considering it as the nurse of

mankind, of which commerce and manufactures

are but the handmaids.
I am happy to find that you pay considerable

attention to the culture of silk, an article to which

this country will one day be indebted lor immense
riches. The great question at present is, how to

make it profitable'? I observe in the last number,

for January, that it is not doubted but that a great

quantity of cocoons will be produced in the course

of the present year ; and there can be no doubt of

it when we consider the large bounties given by

some of the stales for their production. But, it is

asked, what shall we do with theml To this

question your correspondent answers, by recom-

mending to the larmers to reel their silk from their

cocoons ; but he does not say how that reeled silk

is to be employed. I presume that he believes

that it will be immediately manufactured. Your
correspondent is very sanguine on the subject ; he

Bays that he has seen silk reeled by an American
farmer who had never been taught the art, which
was mistaken by a connoisseur for Italian silk. I

should be very happy if this should prove to be

the case ; I have, however, strong doubts upon the

subject. I believe the art of reeling silk from the

cocoons requires teaching and experience, and that

it is not to be learned by intuition. Whether I am
right or wrong, this is an important question,

which lias produced in this country many different

opinions, and which ought at last to be set at rest.

1 am happy to liave it in my power as a first op-

portunity now offers to decide it definitively.

[n our large cities, and in several country

places, from Boston to Philadelphia inclusive, there

are manufactories of sewing silk, with competent
machineries, directed by skilful throwsters, chiefly

emigrants from England. These factories, going
on under the protection of a duty of forty per cent,

on foreign sewing silk, are in great want of the

raw material, and are obliged to import it in large

quantities from China and Bengal. This foreign

article, which is by no means of the first quality,

sells in our market for ^5 a pound. Now, sir, it is

very plain that there will be no market this year
for the purchase of cocoons, as there is no filature

established any where that 1 know of; but there

will be an abundance of markets for the purchase
of reeled or raw silk ; and if that reeled by our

farmers is equal to the Italian, it will readily sell

for ^7 a pound, which is the price of Italian raw
silk in England ; and if inferior, it will at least

produce the same price with China silk, which is

S5. There cannot be a fairer opportunity to test

this long controverted question, and ascertain the

real value of American raw silk. It is only by
such facts that the correctness of the discordant

opinions can be finally decided upon.

I beg you will excuse my employing another

hand to write this letter ; the weakness of my sight
obliges me to have recourse to this method. Again
accept my thanks for your very valuable present,
and believe me to be, very respectfully, dear sir,

your most ob't servant,

Peter S. Dv Ponceau.

[In the circumstances in which the venerable

writer of the foregoing letter has been placed by

age and infirmity, its dictation was a task which

we did not expect from, nor desire to have imposed

upon him. Being so freely performed, however,

it is so much the more gratifying, and valued, as

a testimonial of the writer's kind approval of our

labors, and of his still unwearied zeal for the esta-

blishment of the public benefit by silk-culture,

which is the subject of his remarks, and to pro-

mote which, he has been one of the earliest, most

zealous, and certainly among the most disinterest-

ed of laborers.

Mr. Du Ponceau maintains, as heretofore, the

difficulty of the art of reeling silk, and the neces-

sity for its being regularly taught. In this he is

opposed by the much more general belief of the

great facility with which the art may be acquired.

Being totally without practical knowledge on this

controverted point, we offer no opinion of our own,

but wish to present fairly the opposite opinions of

others. But whether the difficulty may be too

much magnified by the one opinion, or too much
underrated by the other, there can be no doubt of

the immense advantage of a skilful and expe-

rienced reeler commencing the operation in a re-

gion where silk-culture is but just begun. Many
places in the middle and southern states will this

year oflier profitable and sufficient business for a

single capable reeler, though it might not be safe

to establish a regular and extensive filature in ad-

vance of the large and regular business of feeding

worms, which we trust will proceed with regular

increase from the trials of this year. In all the prin-

cipal townsof Virginia, Richmond, Norfolk, Peters-

burg, and Fredericksburg, good reelers would this

year find extensive employment in the crops of co-

coons that will be made in the environs, and would

make for ihemsel ves good profits, both by their work

and by instructions of others, as well as render

most important public service. For the latter ob-

ject, as well as for individual benefit, in the in-

struction afforded, each considerable ieeder of

silk-worms in the vicinity might well afford to pay

his share of a large pecuniary premium to induce

the establishment of a reeler, in addition to the

payments for particular services rendered. This

ought to be an object especially attended to by

societies formed for aiding the promotion of silk-

culture.—Ed. F. R.]
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SKETCH OP THE CAUSES OF THE PRESENT
FINANCIAL PROSTRATION OF THIS COUNTRY.

"Again: is ii not equally clear that it was the

magnitude of Uie surplus [revenue,] and not the

removal [ofthe deposites] ofitself, that caused the

after derangement and disorder? If the surplus

had been but two or three millions, the ordinary

sum in deposite, it would have been of little impor-

tance where it was kept ; whether in the vaults of

the bank of the Uniied States, or those of the

states ; but involving, as it did, fifty millions and

more, it became a question of the highest impor-

tance. I again ask, to what is this great surplus

to be attributed, but to the same cause 1 Yes,

sir, the tariff of 1828 caused the surplus, and the

surplus the removal and all the after disasters in

the currency, aggravated, it is true, by being

deposited in the state banks; but it may be doubt-

ed whether the disaster would have been much
less, had they not been removed. Be that, how-
ever, as it may, it is not material, as I have shown,

that surplus itself vvas the motive for the remo-

val. We all remember what occurred after the

removal

currency was concerned, in vain. The explosion

ioliowcd, and the banks (ell in convuisionc, to be
resuscitated for a moment, but to lall again from a
more deadly stroke, under which they now lie pros-

trate."

—

Debate in Congress.

MALARIA AND MILLPONDS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Washington County, JV. C. Jan. 6, 1840.

The ' Essay on Malaria' I read when it first

made its appearance, in the sixth volume of the

Register, with great interest. 1 thought I knew
every word of it to be true, from long observation

and suffering from the ignorance o/' those facts in

early time. But fo"- more than tvventy-five years

I have been fully convmced of the great cause of
most of our sickness in this country—stagnant
water, and mud exposed to a hot fall sun ; and
have spared no labor and cost in my power to

avoid them. One ofthe strong reasons (or moving
my house at , (rom my father's location, vvas

The surplus poured into the treasury I to get it farther from the river swamp, and
by millions, in (he form of bank notes. The though it was but two hundred and fifty yards,

withdrawal from circulation, and locking up in

the vaults of the deposite banks, so larjie an

amount, created an immense vacuum, to be re-

plenished by repeating the issues which gave to

the banks the means of unbounded accommoda-
tions. Speculation now commenced on a gigantic

scale
;
prices rose rapidly, and one party, to make

the removal acceptable to the people, urged the

new depositories to discount freely, while the other

side produced the same effect, by censuring them
for not affording as extensive accommodations as

the Bank of the United States would have done,

had the revenue been left with it. Madness ruled

the hour. The whole comnmnity was intoxicated

with imaginary prospects of realizioff immense
fortunes. With the increased rise of prices began
the gigantic speculations in the public domain, the

price of which, being fixed by law, could not par-

take ofthe general rise. To enlarge the room for

their operations, I know not how many millions,

(fifty, I would suppose, at least, ofthe public reve-

nue) was sunk in purchasing Indian lands, at their

fee simple price nearly, and removing tribe

after tribe to the West, at enormous cost; thus

subjecting millions on millions of the choicest

public lands to be seized on by the keen and
greedy speculator. The tide now swelled with

irresistible force. From the banks the deposites

passed by discounts into the hands of the land

speculators ; from them into the hands of the re-

ceivers, and thence to the banks ; and again and
again repeating the same circle, and, at every

revolution, passing millions of acres of the public

domain from the people into the hands of specula-

tors, for worthless rags. Had this state of things

continued much longer, every acre of the public

lands, worth possessing, would have passed from

the government. At this stage the alarm took

place. The revenue was attempted to be squan-

dered by the wildest extravagance ; resolutions

passed this body, calling on the departments to

know how much they could spend, and much re-

sentment was felt because they could nor spend
fast enough. The deposite act was pas.^cd, and
the treasury circular issued ; but, as far as the

I have no doubt of having long since been remu-
nerated for the cost in the health of my people,

though it has been but six years. It is a work
which ought to be in the hands of every man who
lives in the low country, or bilious fever region of

our country. I hold the right of property inviola-

ble, except in cases of life and death ; but were I

living in the neighborhood of a millpond, I should

consider the right of property in it no more than

that of a tame bear, that was devouring my child.

To calmly sit by and see all one's children and
dear companion as pale as corpses, in a short time

violent disease, and, after watching with the ut-

most anxiety, to follow to the grave those dear ob-

jects of your love, perhaps one after the other un-

til all are gone, and to know that all those heart-

rending sufferings arise from the malaria of the

various millponds in your neighborhood, must

evince a degree of forbearance beyond Christian,

and an obduracy of heart, in ihe owner of mills,

almost equal to that of cold-blooded murder, [fl

know any thing that would induce me to accept

the dictatorship of a country, it would be that of

having the power to constrain the inhabitants in

the bilious fever region to remove all stagnant wa-
ters from it, and to keep all arable land in the fall

covered with vegetation, and thereby sheltered

from the power and influence of the sun. * *

For the Fa-'iners' Register,

BULLETING FOR SPAYING.

Little Hock, jJrk. Dec. 27th, 1839.

I have tried spaying pigs with shot. [Described

in an article in the Farmers' Register.] The ex-

periment has been tried by Mr. William Wilsan

also, and other careful farmers in this vicinity
;

and, so liir as I know, every experiment failed (o

produce the desired effect.
"

I am fully of the opi-

nion it is nol worth the attention of the farmer.

Allen Martin.
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PRACTICAL, RESULTS, AND OPINIONS THENCE

DERIVED, ON SILK CITLTURIi: IN DELA-
WARE.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Dagsboro, Delaware, Feb. 18, 1840.

In answer to your inquiries as to my silk culture,

I may say I have been, or rather Mrs. Waples
has been, somewhat engaged in it, for about three

years. When I first commenced the business,

my object was to introduce the culture of it into

our county, believing then, as I now do, that it

would be of' an Incalculable advantage fo a dis-

trict of country like ours. I began by raising the

white Italian mulberry, for Ibod for the worm

—

presuming then, from information received, that

that species of mulberry would suit our climate,

doubts then being entertained whether the morus
mullicaulis would stand our winters ; consequently

I had procured many of the white mulberry, upon
which I have principally fed my worms. Two
years ago, 1 procured some of the morus multi-

caulis, and have turned my attention mostly to

the cultivation of them, and am progressing with

them for standard trees as food for the worms. I

have had no intention from the beginning of spe-

culation upon the morus multicaulis. I sold a few
to two of my neighbors, which about paid me for

the first cost of mine. From some cause, which
I can't account for, the cuttings of one and two
buds which I planted last spring, nearly all failed

;

but as things have turned out, my loss will be no-

thing; for I have enough for my own use, and lo

sell them would be next to impossible. The great

rage for speculation in that article has, lor a while,

played the mischief with the progress of the silk

culture ; as the great loss of speculators hab

caused many, very many of the people (other-

wise well disposed towards the rearing of silk) to

believe that it is all a humbuor. These, you know,
are the days of humbug. But now is the time

for those who intend rearing silk, to stock their

farms with the morus mullicaulis. I intend to

keep a goodly number of the white mulberry for

a resort, if necessary. I find not much difference

in the two kinds for food ; but in the gathering,

one hand can gather more food from the m.orus

multicaulis, than five hands from the Italian mul-
berry. The worms are fond of both of these spe-

cies, and they make equally as fine silk ; but fi'om

the easy propagation and the facility of procuring

the food, I much prefer the morus multicaulis. I

fed last year about 300,000 worms. The cocoons
were fine, of good size, and of a fine texture

;

said by judges to be equal to any they ever saw.
I propose this year, if nothing happens, feeding

from half a million to a million of worms. Here-
tofore I have kept no account of expenses orco>t

of any thing in the premises; I have gone on in

this business entirely with my family, and in a

manner not to interfere with my other business
;

making this business almost entirely an extra

one—having done the principal part of the work
with a negro woman and black children, the lat-

ter of whom, but for this business, would be doing
little or nothing. I propose keeping an account

of all the ins and outs this year—and if I sliould

live, will try and give you a particular account of

our doings in the silk for the year 1840. This
much I am fully persuaded of, that it can be made
a profitable business, and particularly in a family

way. There is no doubt with me, but that every
family in our community might raise from fifty

to one thousand dollars worth of silk a year, (ac-
cording to ti.e numbers of the /iamily,) with but
very little interference with their ordinary business.

If so, and I have no doubt of it, if it could be ge-
nerally introduced, what an amount of money
would it come to yearly l I have now full faith

in the multicaulis standing our winters ; mine thus
far are not injured the least, although our winter
has been what we call a hard one. At some
other time I will give you my idea on manuring
and farming.

With sentiments of the highest respect, your
friend, Wm. D. Waples.

DELIGHTFULNESS OF THE CLIMATE OF SOUTH-
ERN FLORIDA, GOVERNMENTAL NEGLECT
AND AIJUSES, AND THE 3IEANS OF REMEDY.

To '.lie Editor ofthe Farmers' Register.

Indian Key, Tropical Florida,

\st January, 1840.*

A happy new year lo you ! But what a contrast

between the weather and vegetation of Peters-
burg at this very hour, when compared with the
weather and vegetation of Indian Key. Can yoa
realize the fttct that this coral rock of twelve acres

is covered with ever-verdant foliage and ever-

blooming flowers 1 On the r2th December, 1838.

my family en)barked amid the cold desolation of
the season at New York, and on the 2oth Decem-
ber, 1838, my (iimily arrived, amid the cheering
consolations of the same month, at Indian Key.
My many years of previous residence in tropical

climates debarred me from enjoying all the plea-

sure of absolute novelty in this speedy transition

from the leafless vegetation of the snowy hills of

New York to the evergreen woods of the never-
frosty Keys ofTropical Florida. But my Northern
family was greatly astonished and highly delighted
with the magical change, from the cold and gloo-

my scenery of December in the latitude of New
York, to the warm and brilliantscenery ofDecem-
ber in ilie latitude of Indian Key. They have
now passed one year and five days amid the phy-
sical enjoyments derived irom the weather and
vegelaiion alone ofTropical Florida; and they are

now as well convinced as I am myself of the su-

perlative delightfulness and the superlative health-

iulness of the tropica! climate of South Florida.

They have relinquished thesociety of their friends

and acquaintances at the pleasant village of Pal-
myra, Wayne County, New York ; they have
spent a year rt this village islet of six families, in

my temporary dwelling, which has necessarily

been my fan)ily fortress or domestic prison ; and
they are still as anxious as I am myself to be
transferred to the still more solitary enjoyments of

the desert wilderness on the adjacent mainland of

the Peninsula. All men who are practically ac-

quainted with the first settlement of any new
country must well know that, during the first years,

their own minds and their own families must
necessarily constitute their only "good society."

He who cannot find sufficient enjoyments in his

* Lat 24° 48' N. Long. 80° 55' West. Heat 70° to 72°

Fahrenheit.
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own head, wiih his own family, or in his own
hands on his own lands, is not fitted for a pioneer

in any newsetlienient, and especially in the soulh-

ern extremity of Tropical Florida. But snch arc

the attractions of even a desert wilderness with a

tropical climate under our Iree government, that

even my children now can appreciate the great

trouble of my trequenl dreams at Campeacliy.

The great atlliction of these perverse imaginations

consisted in their whirling me from the Gulf of

Mexico over the Peninsula of Florida, and hi

tinaily dashing me down amid the snow and ice

of the Peninsula of Michigan ! And even now
the greatest annoyance of my troubled dreams
always consists in their malicious transportation of

my shuddering frame to the liosly regions of the

northern slates. How many years have 1 fruit-

lessly labored to convince the American peo|)le

that the most slandered section of their immense
domains is the most desirable district in the union
lor the physical enjoyments of the human race.

Would the Seminole savages cling so pertina-

ciously to the slandered everglades of South
Florida were they not in reality the most desira-

ble district in the United States for the physical

subsistence of the poorest people ? Superadd in-

telligent management to physical labor in this

productive climate, and an earthly paradise on the

poorest lands may soon be created by the poorest

hands. During my travels in the Northern States,

in August, 1838, I visited the costly garden and
costly hot house of the reputed possessor of
millions of dollars. The extravagant expenditure
of ostentatious wealth was exhiLiited even in the

sashes of varnished mahogany and the panes of
plate glass which surrounded his magnificent col-

lection of tropical jjlants. Very natural, however,
was my incidental remark, that the poorest man
in 'J'ropical Florida could easily collect a much
finer exhibition of tropical plants around his hum-
ble habitation. Indeed you will readily conceive
that the garden of Eden itself must have been lo-

cated in a tropical country. Did you ever dream
of any frost or ice among the bowers and flowers ot

the first garden, of the young world 7 How long
would any naked couple remain alive in any gar-

den of Virginia'? I'he fig leaves which Ibrmed
the first clothing of Adam and Eve, were not they
the gigantic leaves of the fig banana, now grow-
ing on this coral rock of Indian Key? And
whence came the thread to stitch these leaves

together, unless from the pe/;o/es which compose
the stalk of the same banana ? When these first

poor people of the young earth were driven out

of the first garden into the universal wiklerness of

the eastern world, they become the pioneer

squatters on public lands. Yet remark and re-

member, there was not then any vegetable mould,
there could not be any rich black soil, on any
surface of the recent earth : yet vegetation flou-

rished ; and these pioneer squatters of the human
race found sufiicient subsistence in the desert wil-

derness of the eastern heinisphere. I allude to

these primitive facts, in this primitive style, because
all emigrants to Tropical Florida must be pioneer
squatters on public lands. The first squatters ol

the United States were the pioneer settlers at

Jamestown and at Plymouth ; and degenerate
must be the descendants of those pioneer s(juatters,

if they dread the minor privations and minor dan-
gers of pioneer squatters near Cape Sable and

near Cape Florida. As truth is mighty and must
prevail, I have no doubt that in a liivv years Tro-
pical Florida will be densely crowded with poor
propagators of perennial plants. All that is re-

quisite to attract emigrants in shoals is to make
them eflectually acquainted with the irrefutable

realities of the superlative delightlulness of the

tropical atmosphere, and the superlative produc-

tiveness of the calcareous earth of South Florida.

Yet, such is the Ibrce of the national prejudices of
national ifrnorance, that I have been compelled,

through the senator and representative of South
Florida, to suggest to the le<rislative council of the

territory, the urgent expediency of their official

corroboration of the irrefutable reality of the su-

perlative healthiness of the delightful climate of

Tropical Florida !! ! Yet, after all, the first set-

tiers of South Florida will likely he composed of

the most intelligent men over Ibrty years of age,

who have much travelled experience of the United
States and of other extensive portions of the world.

An emigrant Irom the Atlantic states, after five

years' residence in the North Western States, three

years' residence in the South Western Stales, two
years in Texas and one year in Cuba, will much
more likely become a contented permanent settler

in the desert wilderness of Tropical Florida, than
any other person with less personal experience.

Such a settler will be sustained, like the ancient

Israelites in the sandy desert, by confident faith

in his future enjoyment of the fig and the vine,

the milk and the honey of the promised land.

Like the Christian of all ages, he knows that he
must pass through the shadows of tears to emerge
into the lights ol'joys ; that he must travel through
a narrow, rugged path, to reach the broad blooming
garden of Eden. You will hence readily conceive

that very lew native inhabitants of our Atlantic

states can possess the requisite qualifications to

render themselves happy in Tropical Florida.

He or she who would not cheerlLilly reside in the

original wilderness of Virginia, for the virtues of

a medicinal spring alone, cannot cheerfully reside

in the desert wilderness of South Florida for the

virtues of its tropical weather alone. Indeed I

would advise South Florida to be avoided by every

person who cannot cheerfully abstain fi-om the use

of tea, coffee, chocolate and sugar, until he can

produce them with his own haniJs! ! ! Yet there

are philosophical minds in the travelled bodies of

some actual residents of the Atlantic states, which
can appreciate the enjoyments of even a desert

wilderness with a tropical climate under a free

government. They know that even the primitive

earths of any tropical district abound with vegeta-

ble wealth and beauty. They know that in a
tropical climate the most valuable vegetables are

spontaneous productions of the most arid soils;

and \ha\. water alone is the only essential auxiliary

to the most luxuriant vegetation of the most pre-

cious plants of the whole world 1 You know that

the whole vegetation of inlant creation was the

natural generation oCuniversal iirigation ! ! When
"the Lord God planted a garden eastward in

Eden," and when out of the primitive " ground"
he thus " made" to grow every tree that is pleas-

ant to the sight and good for food, he also made
a river to water the garden, in which he put the

man " to dress it, and to keep it," by easy irriga-

tion ! Indeed, wherever th.e ancient country of

Eden may now be placed by modern travellers,
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you can probably quote iheir incidental observa-
tions, which will clearly show that the principal

earth of each conjectural location is the calcareous
earth of Tropical Florida! Your own pen has
frequently shown the asionishing rerlility cl" cal-

careous earih with simple irrigation ; and your
own pen can clearly explain the momentous Ifict,

of national importance, that the vivilying waters
of the slandered everglades are liquid mines of

vegetable wealth lor South Florida. You know
that a verdant oasis in an arid desert is barely the
vegetative result of a spring of water in a waste of
Band ! The ancient and modern histories of the
eastern hemisphere abound with facts which prove
that wherever water was brought into any desert,

vegetation flourished, population accumulated and
cities rose; and that wherever water was with-
drawn, vegetation decayed, population perished
and cities lell

!

You have quoted Madden's Geological Obser-
vations in the desert between Egypt and Judea,
which sustain his belief that a solid bed of lime-
stone is the basis of the soil of all ii-gypt ; and
Denon's Geological Observations on the Lybian
range of calcareous moimtains, which show the
facts that their daily decomposition furnishes the
calcareous sands which gradually encroach on the
cultivated plains and populous villages of tlie pro-
ductive valley of the Nile, and dreadfully change
those scenes of vegetation and population into

sites of barrenness and of desolation. Yet you
truly remark, that wherever, by canals, are con-
veyed the waters of the Nile to irrigate the cal-

careous sands of its arid borders, an asionishing
liertility has been the immediate consequence; and
that wherever these canals have ceased to convey
these waters, those calcareous lands have again
become naked and barren sands. But by my
communications, you have perceived that the basis
of the soil of all South Florida is also a solid bed
of limestone ; that the arid sands of all South Flo-
rida are also calcareous sands ; and that hence an
astonishing (ertility of even its nakeil lands must
also be the immediate consequence of appropriate
irrigation in South Florida; and you can there-
fore appreciate the vast importance of my prin-
ci^pal position lor the vegecultural improvement of
Tropical Florida. " The lertilizing waters of the
mosquiio-less everglades are more elevated than
the sterile sands of the mosquiio-lull coasts; and
hence the same canals will drain the excessively
humid soils of the interior, and will irrigate tho ex-
cessively arid soils of the shore; and they will
thus distribute the appropriate proportion of ftjrti-

lizing moisture for the most flourishing vegetation
of the whole slandered surface of Tropical Flori-
da. Indeed whenever a governnicnial survey of
this slandered district shalfbe finally ordained, the
special surveyors must possess all tho-^e extraordi-
nary qualilii'ations which can only be acquired by
long observations in the regions of irrigation, in

the soutli ol" Europe, the noith of Airica, or in

Tropical Asia, South Florida is an extraordina-
country, wiili every thing extniordinary in its geo-
graphical |)Osi!icn, in its geoloyical fonnation, in
its chemical composition, in its substratum and
subsoil, in iis surliice and surliice soil, in its tro-

pical climate, in its tropical vegfiation, and even
injts tropical animation, from the muuite insect
of its coral rocks, to the huge manati of its calca-
reous coasts. The position, then, is self-evident,

that an extraordinary country requires extraordi-
nary legislation by extraordinary legislators. But
in the congress of the United States, what mem-
ber of either house has extraordinarily studied the
extraordinary phenomena of Tropical Florida,
with the single exception of the scientific senator,

Doctor Linn I An extraordinary country requires

extraordinary government by extraordinary go-
vernors. But under all our successive govern-
ments of the United States, what member of any
cabinet has possessed the extraordinary qualifica-

tions for an extraordinary appreciation of these
extraordinary circumstances of Tropical Florida,

with the single exception of the travelled states-

man, the actual secretary of war? It is further-

more self-evident, that in any extraordinary coun-
try the extraordinary extirpation of ferocious

beasts must necessarily be accomplished solely by
extraordinary hunters with extraordinary pre-

miums : and that hence, with such motives by
such men alone, will ever be caught, or even
sought, the savage murderers in South Florida, at

the only sites where they can ever be found.

Now, he that hath ears to hear, let him hear

!

He that hath understanding to study, let hitn

study! The same extraordinary circumstances
which have forcibly prevented, and which will for-

cibly prevent, the agricultural settlement of South
Florida, the same extraordinary circumstances
have greatly prolonged and will greatly prolong
the Seminole war in South Florida. The extra-

ordinary governmental privation of desert free-

dom to individual industry in the deserted district

was the principal occasion of the beginning of the

Seminole war, and is the principal cause of the

continuation ol' the Seminole war in the same de-

serted district. The extraordinary circumstances
of the only private population of South Florida in

their only locations and only occupations along this

wrecking and this rumming reef, readily afford po-

sitive proofs of their extraordinary interests in the

extraordinary prolongation of this extraordinary
war. The extraordinary circumstances of the

only public troops in South Florida in their only

positions and their only operations along this rum-
ming and this wrecking reel) naturally afford pre-

sumptive proofs of their extraordinary interests on
the extraordinary prolongation of this extraordi-

nary war. But the extraordinary combination of
these extraordinary circumstances, along this ex-

traordinary wrecking and rumming reef, very na-

turally produce extraordinary considerations of de-

pendent interests, defenceless timidity and schem-
ing policy, which necessarily disincline and disqua-

lify almost every private resident from the patri-

otic discharge of the dangerous duty of nationally

public promulgation of locally notorious facts.

Hence the same extraordinary combination of ex-

traordinary circumstances necessarily generates

the extraordinary result, that locally notorious facts

of nationally immense importance cannot ever be
officially proved to the executive departments in

Washington. To this extraordinary promulgation

of extraordinary realities, I now add the extraor-

dinary inilividual position of extraordinary nation-

al importance, that Oc|=- the immediate restoration

of desert freedom to the deserted district of South
Florida is an essential means for the speedy ter-

mination of the Semino!e war.

Very respectfully, yourob't, serv'f,,

Henry Perrine.
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DANDOLO'S WORK IN ITALIAN. DOMESTIC
INDUSTRY AND PRODUCTS OF ITALY. CAL-
CARKOUS SOILS FOR VINES.

To the Editor of the Farmers'' Register.

Habersham County, Ga., Feb. 17, 1840.

You Imve expressed a desire to obtain a copy of

Dandolo's worl< on silk, in the original Italian. I

have sent a copy ol' it to my (iiiher at Washing-
ton, wi*h a request that he will forward it to you

by the safest conveyance. If you need it only for

a limited time, I should be glad to get it again,

as, in this country, titis work is rarely found. If,

however, it is very necessary to you, I presume
you would prefer keeping it. This ynu can do,

as it will be of more public benefit in your hands
than in mine.

You may desire to know how this book (the

only one perhaps in the United States of the kind)

found its way into the heart of the mountains of

Georgia. I will tell you, as it will serve as an in-

troduction to a remark upon the cultivation of an-

other article too much neglected in our agricul-

ture, viz: the grape. Several years ago, then

little more than a boy, I found myself in Italy.

One of my chief pleasures consisted in visiting

the email larmers whenever I could find an ex-

cuse lor entering their dwellings, and conversing

with them in imperfect Italian. This was not

often; but I learned nevertheless with surprise,

"that the silk and Leghorn plait, [for bonnets, &c.]

made by the women and children of a Tuscan
farmer's house, often constituted all their gains;

that bad crops, taxes and the landlord's share,

frequently took all the profits and left him no-

thing." I learned moreover, that the sum total

of the amount gained to the state by these " small

operations," was no small sum, and, added to the

produce of the olive tree, might be said to consti-

tute the chief means of existence of the poorer

class. These incis produced one of those unde-

fined dreams of patriotism, to which I believe all

young men are subject, and under its influence 1

bought this book, studied it, and otherwise obtain-

ed knowledge on the subject, with the vague idea

that il would be one day useful. It is likely to turn

out so.

The whole soil of southern and middle Italy is

more or less calcareous, either naturally, or from

volcanic ashes. And in no place, that I exa-

mined, did I find a peculiarly fine vineyard but in

a soil highly calcareous, and very deep, (either

naturally or made so,) and generally very dry.

The vine which produces the LachrymcR Christi

wine, grows on a perfect heap of volcanic ashee

and scoria*, very light, and very dry. The finest

grapes I saw in Naples, grew on the ashes of the

Monte Nuovo ; and some parts of Champagne
in France, producing the finest wines, seemed to

me altogether of marl, in a state of dust. Upon
these views, I tried a small experiment last sum-
mer.

I had two beds in my garden dug two feet deep.

They were separated by a broad walk, which had

never been dug, so that there could be no commu-
nication between them, unless through 18 inches

of solid red clay on each bed ; I transplanted

there vines as nearly under the same circum-

stances as I could. They did not thrive well, having

no manure of any kind. Early in the eummer, I

put on a very large quantity of lime (well slacked

Vol. VIII— 19

and left in the air for some weeks,) on three of

them. In the fall, the vines thus treated were
twice as large as the others, and the leaves were
green during a drought of six weeks. The soil

was six inches of sand on a subsoil of stiff red

clay, on the top of a hill as poor and as dry as can
be found any where. The lime was ail the ma-
nure the vines had, and that in quantity sufficient

to have killed most plants.

I shall leave the six as they now are, and in

the course of time, inform you of the results of the

experiment. An isolated experiment can only

help to establish a fact. It is with this view, that

I state the above ; and not that 1 consider it

either a discovery or even novelty.

Excuse this hurried and ill-digested letter; 1

had no intention of troubling you. with so long an
epistle. I could not leave off in the middle, and
I could not spare time to commence another, and
be in time for the mail.

I am, sir, }'^oura respectfull}',

R. W. Habershaqi, Jr.

[We take the liberty of publishing the above

letter, because of its matter of public interest,

though it seems to have been meant as a private

letter. It was elicited by an advertisement which

(after trying in vain all other means) we placed

on the cover of the January No. of the Farmers'

Register, requesting to be furnished with a copy

of Dandolo's treatise in the original language.

On February 29lh, the book above promised was

received, and for which we are greatly obliged to

Mr. Habersham's kindness. It is, however, not

the original work which was especially desired,

but an abridgment of Dandolo's first edition, by

another hand. Still, it aflbrds to some extent the

means of proving and correcting many of the nu-

merous errors of the French and English trans-

lators and copiers of Dandolo ; and if to clear

away something more of the enormous mass of

error so derived, and heretofore received without

question in this country, will be a service to silk-

culture and to agricultural interests, we trust that

Mr. Habersham's anticipations, of his favor to ua

leading to public benefit, will not be disappointed.

Mr, Habersham has struck upon the true secret

of the cause of the superiority of European

vine-culture and wine-making. At sundry places

[n our past volumes, we have ottered the same

opinion, and urged the cultivating the vine in this

country on calcareous soils. His experiment is

interesting, and doubtless will present results that

will show the great benefit of even superficial

liming to vines. But if the new calcareous in-

gredient had been diffused through the whole two

feet depth of dug earth, it would have been much
better. For we are satisfied that a highly calca-

reous subsoil, as low as the roots will penetrate, as

well as the upper soil being calcareous, is neces-

sary to the greatest perfection of vine-culture.
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But even if made safficiently calcareou.^, the ori-

ginal subsoil of "stiff red ciny " will never be

made lavorable to grape-culture, as if sandy and

gravelly.—Ed. F. R.]

NATURAL, CAUSES OF THE UNNATURAL FAT-SE-

HOODS OF THE UNHEALTHINESS OF THE
CLIMATE AND UNPRODUCTIVENESS OF THE
SOIL OF THE FLORIDA KEYS.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

On the authority of VViliiama, the tropical

islands called the Florida Keys, commence in 25°

35' north latitude near Key Biscano, and termi-

nate in 24° 32' north latiiude at the Tortugas
Shoals. By the same authority, the .longitudes

of the same points counted west from Washinfj-

ton, are 3° 13', and 6° 10' west longitude. In

other words, the Florida Reef has a curving ex-

tension through 63 miles of latitude and 177 miles

of longitude south and west of Cape Florida.

Now the whole extent of this desolate reef has

always been infested by wreckers and by drinkers

to so great a degree, that it merits the exclusive

title of the wrecking and rumming reef of South

Florida. Hence, at the acquisition of the territory

in 1819, the only population of the Florida Keys
was necessarily a transient population—a cruising

population—an exclusively wrecking, fishing and
drinking population. They were hence a greatly

anti-agricultural population with greatly anti-salu-

tary habits ; and hence they could not, or would

not discover any agricultural productiveness in

the calcareous soils of these arid keys ; and hence,

also, they could and would attribute any fatal

results of the habitual imbibition of liquid poisons,

to their habitual inhalation of the noxious miasma
of an unhealthy climate. They saw that these

rocky islands were densely covered with the most
vigorous growth of the most valuable trees, and
yet they said that these soils were barren soils.

They were constantly destroying the most pre-

cious woods of the tropics, and yet they declared

that the islands on which they grew were entirely

composed of the most unproductive soils. They
were constantly plundering the most valuable na-

val timber of the world, and yet they cried that

the soils in which they flourished were entirely

worthless soils. Various vegetables for food were
indigenous to the soil, and other edible plants ran

wild on these keys, and yet, these anti-agricultu-

rists maintained that these productive soils were
sterile soils. Genuine mahogany, Campeachy
teak, tropical mastic, more valuable than the ce-

lebrated live oak under the special protection of

the United States government, have hence con-

tinued to be destroyed during the 20 years that

these invaluable trees have been within the juris-

diciinn of the United States" government. A sin-

sle acre ol these slandered keys is naturally co-

vered with tropical planis, which, in the green

houses and hot houses of the northern states and
of Europe, would be worth from one thousand,

to one hundred thousand dollars. And yet these

calcareous islands continue to be regarded as to-

tally unworthy of any serious attention by the

aovernment and by the people of the United

Slates. Respectfully yours, &c.,

Henry Perrine.
Indian Kty, T. F., Jan, 20. 1840, heat 68°.

WINTER tALLOW.

From tlie (London) Library of Useful Knowledge.

The labors ol winter fallowing, when intended

for the preparation of spring crops, though con-

ducted nearly in the same manner as those already

detailed, are necessarily more confined in their ope-

ration : seldom, indeed, exceeding three plough-

ings, and not unfrequenily consisting ol" only two ;

lor it is a prevalent opinion that light soils— parti-

cularly if they be of a sandy nature—are frequently

much injured by being overworked ; and it is clear

that they neither require, nor will bear, to be more
pulverized than -niay be absolutely necessary for

the destruction of weeds and the production of

a good seed-bed. If the land, however, be of a
firmer nature, and especially if it partake of the

qualities of loam, the best practice is to give

three ploughings, the last of which is preceded

by the eflectual operation of the grubber; for

although strong loams with a good bottom, hav-

ing been once thoroughly cleaned by a well-

wrought summer lallow, may afterwards be kept

in order by drilled crops, yet to maintain them
in that condition requires the most constant at-

tention and the most careful management, or they

will again inevitably become foul.

The first of these ploughings should be giverj

as soon as possible after harvest, and if it can

be effected early in the autumn, then a second with

a deeper furrow can be given in the course of the

winter: the grubber follows when the weeds have
begun to sprout in the spring, and the last plough-

ing is the seed-furrow.

If is thus that the sowings of the spring crops

should be prepared ; but on many liirms both

time and strength are wanting, and the tenants

are obliged to content themselves with two plough-

ings, of which the first is not unfrequently very

imperfect. Oats being a common crop on poor

land, and being put into the ground earlj', are

very commonly sown in this manner; but this

species of culture is evidently insufficient lor the

destruction of weeds, or lor the due amalgama-
tion of the manure with the soil ; so that the

dung is sometimes Ibund in the following year
in hard lumps, like turf, which are not broken up
without much difficulty, and it consequently can-

not afford nourishment to the ground until the 161-

lowing crop. Those who trust to dung for the

prnduction of good crops of corn, should also con-

sider, that unless the ground be previously re-

lieved from the load of weeds with which it is en-

cumbered, they can never expect it to produce the

same benefit that it would if it had been brought

into proper order.

It has not been inaptly remarlced by a man of

known experience in husbandry, that the science of
agriculture is nothing more than an endeavor to

discover and cure nature's defiects ; and the grand
outlines of it are—" Aow to make heavy land lighter,

and light land heavier ; cold land hotter, and hot

land colder. He that knows these secrets is a farm-

er, and he that does not know them is no farm-

er.'"* From want of attendins to these general

ideas, many absurd doctrines have however been
propagated concerning it, and in no instance more
than in that of fallowing land, which it has been
very common to condemn in the gross, as a mere

* Davis's Survey of Wiltshire.
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waste of labor and loss of crops. Ir" by fallowing

be meant repeated summer ploiighings, it follows

that on some lasids il is proper, and on others to-

tally wrong. It can never be right to make land

lighter that is too light already ; but there are few
instances where strong heavy land can be pulve-

rized loo much. It may be replied that this pul-

verization may be as well effected under crops as

in a slate of lallow. On some soils it may ; on
others it cannot. In veins of rich sand, it has been
/bund to be totally improper: such land will not

bear a summer fallow ; lor it can never be made
too close, if it can be kept clean ; and on such a

soil, this can be done better with a crop than with-

out one.*

With regard to the system of fallowing in the

northern districts of the kingdom, it is considered

by most intelligent farmers as not generally suited

to the more tenacious clays of the southern coun-
ties of England. The faliow-land on such soils,

they contend, should not be broken up belbre it is

dry in April or May ; (or if ploughed in auiumn,.

and if the winter prove open, v^iih much rain, it

retains the moisture, becomes soured, and re-

quires much trouble to get it dried for cleaning in

spring. The treading of the cattle on such land,

while ploughing, also does much mischief, (or the

impression of their teet will hold water v/hen taking
up the last two (urrows of a ridge, and will, in a
great measure, prevent the proper turning over o(

the furrow slice. In wet seasons the horses should,

therefore, be always driven in the furrow. In
some situations it is, no doubt, an easy matter to

lay aside fallows, and to raise wheat after green
crops; but we are borne out by the opinion of prac-

tical agriculturists of great eminence, in saying,

that no man, who is generally acquainted with the

soil and climate of Great Britain, will attempt to

explode their use altogether. The essential points

of tillage— besides preserving the land in heart

with manure—consist in keeping it dry by drain-

age, and clearing it of weeds; if fallowed stea-

dily, with perseverance and judgment, they are
sure to succeed; but if negligently or imperlecily

performed, no land, however cheaply rented, can
leave a living profit to the (iirmer.

Having thus stated our opinion on the expedi-
ency of fallowing, we should be wanting in candor
if we neglected to advert more particularly than by
general mention of its opponents, to the opposite
practice pursued for some years past, on heavy
land, by the late Thomas Greg, Esq. and General
Beatson : the details of which, although already
before the public, are so pertinent to the subject of
this chapter, that a further account of it cannot,

we think, be deemed misplaced.

Greg's System.

The farm of Coles, near Buntinorford, in Hert-
fordshire, consists of 240 acres of arable land,

which is described as '-a very tenacious clay, in

some places mixed up with calcareous earth,

which causes it to bind at top after heavy rain ;"

and was (brmerly worked nearly under a three
course system of summer fallow, white corn, and

* In common fields, where the course is two crops
and a fallow, or, as in some, three crops and a fallow,
the report says that '-on such soils, the fallowed year
fills the land with more weeds than can be got rid of
in the succeeding round of crops."—Siirv. of Wilts.,

p. 56.

pulse, or clover. Turnips were seldom sown, as
the difficulty of feeding or carting them off was
found to be injurious to ihe succeeding crop ; and,
consequently, only a small flock of 80 ewes or 140
wethers was kept, which was constantly Iblded
during the summer. Upon this, and the observa-
tions regarding the disadvantages attending the
similar plans of his neighbors, it is unnece'ssary
that we should here oiler any remark, for we
know that they have been in many instance- im-
proved, and our more immediate object is to slate
the system afterwards adopted by Mr. Greg, and
since followed by hie nephew, during upwards of
twenty years.

Having, as he tells us, "established in his mind
as a general principle, that fertility was to be de-
rived Irom pulverizing the soil, clearing it from
water, and keeping il clean, he proceeded to in-
quire how those objects were to be obtained at the
least expense; and he (bund that the best me-
thod to promote them was to reverse the whole
system of the (brmer cultivation." Accordingly,
instead of ploughing four or five times only in
summer and spring and fallowing evjry third
year, he formed the determination "to 'plough
only once for a crop; to plough only in winter; never
to liallow the land in summer ; to practise the row
culture, and to use the horse-hoe." The mode in
vyhicli he carried his plan into execution was as
follows.

He divided the farm as nearly as possible into
six equal parts, which are cultivated in a six-course
shilt, consisting of turnips ; barley or oats ; clover,
standing two years

;
peas or beans, unon the ley:

and lastly, wheat. The ground is marked out by a
drill into ridges of five and a half leet in width, in-
tersected by furrows often inches wide; thus leaving
only fifty-six inches (or each land, which is worked
by a Suffolk swing plough, formed upon a con-
struction to cut a perfect trench of seven inches
deep, and requiring tburbouls to complete the ridge,
which is made sufficiently convex to describe anln-
clined plane of three inches fi-om the crown to each
furrow.* Thus water is prevented ii-om remaining
upon the land intended to be cropped, by being
drawn into the ten-inch furrow, Vv'hichis carried two
inches deeper ; the horses never tread but in a fur-
row

; and by the soundne.ss of this ploughing Mr.
G. states, that, "when etiected in the autumn or
belbre Christmas, a perlect friability is obtained in
the tilth by the influence of the frost during the
winter, and the surface water may be as "effec-
tually got rid of as by under-draining."
As soon as the harvest is completed, the wheat-

stubbles are haumed, and the lands are marked
out and ploughed one bout : dung is then ploughed
in to the amount of ten loads per acre, and tTiree
bushels of winter tares with a bushel and a u. f
of winter barley are sown, to precede turni '=-.

the extent of about half the ground intended for
that crop, which, in common seasons, it does not
impede, as the tares are cut upon a moist f . a'

lor the turnip sowing.
The tare sowing being finished, the bean and

* Thus the first bents are ploughed onlv four inches
deep, which bouts are turned into one formino- eight
inches of sod in the centre of the lands. The°second
bout to be ploughed up to it, should be five inches
deep

;
the third six, and the fourth nearly eight inches

See the Frontispiece of Mr. Greg's Pamphlet descrip-
tive of the process.
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pea stubbles are prepared for wheat ; which is a

difficult operation on heavy land, when the object

is to get the seed early info the ground. The
labor which they require from the plough, roll,

and harrrow, was go great as to induce Mr.
Greg to use a powerlul grubber, or scarifier, ol'

a

form which covers an entire land ; and it performed

so Avell that he has since continued to use it instead

of the plough, as lie found that he could thus sow
forty acres of wheat in a very lew days, regardless

of wemher, and at a sixth part of the expense.
Having sown the wheat, the remainder of the

land intended for turnips is ploughed and dunged.
The ploughing is also perlijrmed for peas and
beans ; and it is desirable that these operations

should be completed before Cln-istnias. As soon
as the season turns, (he land which was ley, and
jnlendeil lor beans and peas, is scarified ; and when
the growing weather commences, the beans are
drilled at filteen inches lor the convenience of horse-
hoeing. The peas are next drilled ; but as these,

by falling over, preclude the possibility of hoeing
them more than twice, they are sown at intervals

oftwelve inches.

As the ground is cleared of turnips, it is ploughed
into lands. In the spring, the barley is drilled in

rows of eighr inches— not leaving any space for

furrow—and the clover and rye-grass is sown up,

and then across the lands.

As soon in May as weaihcr permits, and the sun
is sufficiently powerful to kill weeds, the scarifier

is set to work, succeeded by a strong harrow;
and having by these operations obtained cleanli-

ness, the first Ihvorable weather is made use of to

60W Swedish turnips, or, should they fail, they are
succeeded by while turnips, and in the event of a
further miscarriage, coleseed is sown. With these,

and the assistance of about ten loads of clover,

and ten weeks'' run on pasture in bad weather,
500 sheep are now kept on the farm, but lie en-
closed at night in a spacious and well-littered yard.

The fodder produced by straw and clover hay sup-
ports from Ibrty to fifty head of cattle, and nine
working horses are kept, which are soiled during
the entire summer: thus so large a quantity of
dung is made that no manure is purchased.

in this manner 200 acres are ploughed between
harvest and Christmas, besides the cartage of
dung and other odd jobs on the (arm ; but this is

easily performed with the aid of the grubber, and
the land being entirely ploughed in the winter,
there is only the sowing of Lent corn to execute
in the spring: the horses are therelbre put upon
green food, by which a considerable saving is

made in the consumption of corn. Many other
details of management are given in Mr. Greg's
pamphlet, which is briefand well worthy of atten-
tion, but which we reli-ain from enumerating, as
we only meant to call attention to the extraodinary
Biaiement which it contains of such a system of
culture having been so successfully pursued upon
land ofthat nature, as to yield an average, during
six years, of the following crops, namely :

per acre.

Wheat - - - 25 bushels.
Barley . . _ 40 "
JBeans _ . _ 35 u

Peas ... 30 "

Clover twice cut - 2 tons.

Thu?, after the deduction of rent and the interest of
2500/. capital, preaenling, upon an average of six

years, a profit of 6711. 3s., or 21. 15s. lid. per
acre, and a result in favor of his mode of culti-

vation of no less than an annual difference amount-
ing to 638/. 13s.*

Of the accuracy of the minute account thus fur-

nished by Mr. Greg, we liave no reason to doubt,
though we conless ourselves somewhat sceptical

regarding the justice of the conclusions whicli ho
has drawn resjjeciing the superiority of his own
plans over tiiose ol his neighbors ; lor every man,
however high his honor and imparlialiiy, is yet
unconsciously biased in liivor of any pursuit of
his own, and no farmer could live upon the profit

which he has assumed as ihat of cultivation under
the old plan. On a subject of such vital import-

ance to agriculture as liiat of the fiillow system,
we indeed deemed it prudent to ajjply to the pre-

sent Mr. Greg lor further inlbrmation, which he
readily afforded ; and, from recent personal com-
munication and correspondence, we are assured by
him, " that his uncle's system is still pursued upon
his farm with the best effect ; as is evinced by the

clean condition of the land, the heavy crops pro-

duced, and the quantities ofstock maintained. Tlie

only alteration of importance made in his mode of
cultivation subsequent to the publication ofhis pam-
phlet, was the sut^sliiulion ol a seven years' course,

in place ofthat of six years, by which he obtained

two crops of wheat—one on the clover ley, and
another after the beans and peas. The annual
course oi'cropping in the several years now, there-

fore, stands thus

—

1. Turnips, 6. Wheat.
2, Jiariey. 6. Beans and peas.

3 and 4 clover 7, Wheal.
No material alterationhas been made in the im-

plements; nor was any lallovv jjermiticd so long as
ihe late Mr. Greg's health allowed his sujierin-

tendence of the larm ; but ihe bailiff now occa^

sionally fallows thejieid of the heaviest land : this,

however, is only resorted to when the land sown
with turnips has not been prepared in lime lor llie

barley crop, and only averages about 16 acres a
year out of 250.''

Beatson''s System.

Knowie Farm, in the neighborhood of Tun-
bridge VVells, which was a lew years ago in the
occupation of the late General Beatson, contains

about 300 acres of land, of which 112 are arable,

and is described as abounding with clay, and re-

tentive of surliice moisture, but when dried by the

summer heal it becomes as hard as a bricli, and
impervious to the plough, unless with a great

power of animal exertion, particularly as the gene-
ral mode is 10 plough deep. The established ro-

tation in that part of Kent and the neighboring
portion of Sussex is lallow, wheat, and oals, with
occasionally clover and rye grass ; and the hus-
bandry appears lo have remained unaltered for

ages, wiih the single exception of substituting
lime for manure instead of marl. Upon this sys-
tem the fiirm was managed during the general's
absence while governor of the Island of St. Hele-
na; and finding on his return, in the year 1813,
" that he had no cause to boast of its profit, he re-

* It may, however, be observed, that at the period
when Mr. Greg's account was published, wheat sold at

9s. the bushel, or 50 per cent, more than it does at the
present period ; whilst the cost of labor, including the
increase of the poor's-rate, is scarcely reduced.
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solved to trace the whole progress of I he opera-

tions, from the commencement of the fallow to the

cioseof the rotation ;" the result of which was, that

"having n)ade a scries of experiments to which
he devoted his attention during five years, he de-

termined upon tha total abolition of fallmos*
In order to effect this, he adopted several imple-

ments, chiefly o(" his own invention, for a descrip-

tion of which we must refer lo his ' New System
of Cultivation,' as we have only seen the scarifier

in use. Tliis is of a light construction, and cer-

tainly performs well ; though, upon land such as

that described by the general, it is worked by a

pair ofhorsps, and sometimes more, instead of one.

He conceived that the grand source of all the

heavy expenses of the old method might be traced

to the fallow itself, and to the mode of preparing it—"by bringing up immense slags with the plough,

by reversing the soil, and thus burying the seeds

of weeds that had fallen on the surface, by which
a foundation is laid tor all the subsequent laborious

and expensive operations.'' To avoid these, he
therefore thought it necessary to proceed in a dif-

ferent manner—" to only break and crumble the

Gurface soil to any depth that may be required ; lo

burn and destroy the weeds; alier which he would
have the land in a fine and clean state of pulve-

rization, and in readiness for receiving the seed,

without losing a year's rent and taxes ; and all this

at a mere trifle of expense when compared with
that which is incurred by a fallow."

In pursuance of this, he reduced the ploughing
to a single operation at the depth of four inches.

The chief use, indeed, which lie mude of the
plough was to open furrows at twenty-seven in-

ches apart, which was jierfbrmed by a couple of
horses at the rate of three acres per day, and was
merely intended to prepare the land for the scari-

fiers, '"which, by passing twice across these I'ur-

rows, loosen all the stubble and roots of weeds,
which arc afterwards, with a small portion of the
soil, placed in heaps and burned." By these
means, together with the more frequent repetition

of the horse-hoeing and the introduction of the row
culture, the general assures us "that his lands
were rendered much cleaner, and yielded belter

* His experiments were extended to various objects

besides the working of the land
;

purticulaily to the

combinations of different kinds of manure, arxl tiie burii-

ing of clay, (for which, see our vol. i , chaps. 16 and

17) ; but our present extracts only extet'd to the sub-
ject of fallowing, the charges of which he states to

have amounted to 16/. per acre, thus :

—

Labor, breaking up the clover ley

and three subsequent ploughings £3 12 C

Eleven harrowings at ten acres per
day {)

Manure, one and a half wagon load of

lime between the third and fourth

ploughings 7 10
Carting and spreading ditto - -060
Seed, two and a half bushels of wheat

at 10s. 15
Sowing and rolling - - - 16
Rent and taxes for the year of fallow 1 10

Ditto for the year of crop - - 1 10

£16 4

See his ' New System of Cultivation,' together with
Supplement, containing plates of several nuichines in-

vented by him ; some of which will merit attention.

crops than they did formerly, after all the heavy
expenses of lime and fallows."* He indeed
states, that these operations produced the effect

of pulverization to the depth of six or seven inches,

and their expense was

—

s. d.

Five scarifyings, with a single-horse

implement, at Is. Sd. per acre 8 4
Two harrowings, at 10|d. - - 1 9 s. J.

10 1

that the whole charge of cultivation, under a four-

course system upon this plan, including rent, was

—

£. s. d.

Tares, beans, peas, &c., per acre 5
Wheat . - - " 5
Oats and barley - " 3 13 6
Clover and rye gj-ass - " 2 15

• 16 8 6

thus only amounting to a trifle more than that of
the fallow upon the former plan; that land cultivat-

ed upon his farm in this manner has yielded 460
sheaves of wheat per acre, whilst the average pro-

duce of the other fields did not exceed 360 ; and
that the difference in favor of the new method
amounts, upon an average—when wheat is at 10s.

the bushel—to 350Z. per annum upon the cultiva-

tion of 100 acres.

On the cultivation of these farms we have no
observation to offer, except that they both merit
attention. That belonging to Mr. Greg, although
described as a tenacious clay, yet must be land of
a superior quality, or it could not support the course
of crops under which it has been cultivated ; it

has now, however, been continued under the same
system lor a number of years with distinguished

success ; and, without ottering any opinion upon
the plan, we conceive that similar experiments,
upon a moderate scale, are fairly entitled to a trial.

Regarding Knowle Farm, we have no information
since the decease of its laie proprietor ; but the ac-
count which he was left, though inconsistent v/ith

the established practice of farming, and appear-
ing, in some respects, not likely to be advantage-
ously continued, yet contains hints which per-

haps might be carried into effect without impro-
priet3^ Whether really deserving of imitation,

or not, we at least do not consider ourselves en-
litled to withhold them from our readers, in a work
(irofessing to give an account of the practice of
the United Kiniidom.

* On this subject he also observes, that " those
who plough deep, and bury the seeds of weeds by the
first plo.ugliing, are not aware that, by this outset of
their fallow, they lay the foundation of a great deal of
labor and mischief, and bring upon themselves the ab-
solute necessity of a fallow, as the only means of era-

dicating the progeny of those seeds which they have in-

advertently deposited deep in the soil. Now, if the

whole of the stubble and its roots, with a small portion

of the surface soil which must contain those seeds, be

collected and destroyed by fire, it is reasonable to sup-

pose that the lands might be as efTectually cleared

of wends in this manner, as by a summer fallow ; be-

sides they would have the benefit of a considerable

portion of ashes. Perhaps, also, this mode of burn-

mz might have a tendency to pi event the disorders

with which my crops liave not been in the smallest de-

cree aii'ected."—2d edit. p. 90.
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From the (London) Library of Useful Knowledge.

A GLOUCESTERSHIRE HILLFARM. COMMUNI-
CATED BY MR. JOHN MORTON, CHESTER-

HILL.

Introductory Remarks.— On the formation and

general character of soils.

Soil is formed by the mixture of decayed vege-

tables with the surface of the earth, and is clayey

or sandy in proportion to the quantities of clay

or sand with which the vegetable matter or mould

is mixed. It difiers irora the subjacent soil or sub-

soil, according to the quantity of vegetable matter

which it contains : but it partakes of the nature of

the sub-soil. When the soil rests upon rock, it is

supposed to have been gradually formed by the

decomposition of the rock on which it rests. The
nature of the soil will, therefore, partake of the

nature of the rock. And whether the sub-soil is

rock, gravel, sand or clay, the soil above it partakes

of the same nature and properties in a greater or

less degree. If the sub-soil is rock, the soil par-

takes of the nature and properties of that rock

whether it is calcareous, silicious, or clayey. In

like manner, if the sub-soil is a calcareous clay, a

gravelly clay, or a sandy gravel, such is the soil

;

it is silicious, calcareous or clayey, as the sub-soil

is. The nature of the sub-soil may, therefore, be

easily known from the nature of the subjacent rock

or sub-soil.*

The connexion that subsists between the soil

and the subjacent rock or sub-soil is, in our opinion,

of great importance, and would form the best

foundation lor a classification of soils, as conveying

some idea of the nature and quality of the mate-

rials of which the soil is composed.

Sub-soil may either be of a compact, and reten-

tive nature, preventinir the rain or water that may
come upon it from percolating through it,—such

as clay, till, lias, limestone, and some other kinds

of rock ; or it may be of a loose, friable, and porous

texture,—such as gravel, sand, and open rubbly

rock. In the former case, it is easily affected by

the alternations of dry and wet weather, and if

near the surlace, is of little value for the production

ol corn; in the latter, if also near the surface, the

moisture of the soil is easilv exhausted by heat

and drought, and the plants burn, as it is called, or

decay (or want of nourishment.

A shallow soil is soon afiected by the nature and

texture of the sub-soil ; and the greater its depth

it is the less so, and, therefore, the better calculat-

ed for the purposes of cultivation.

Soils are, therefore, afiecied not oily by their

own depth, but also by the texture and quality

of their sub-soils. The best sub-soil is that which is

dry, friable, and porous.

General character of the oolitic formation.

The geoloiry of the kingdom is now so well

known; and the direction and boundary oi'each of

the formations so well defined, that a selection of

farms alonj; the line of each of the several forma-

tions, would not only be the most scientific and

* An exception, however, must be made of alluvial

soils, or such as have been conveyed from a distance,

iti the case of which the above correspondence be-

tween the soil and sub-s^^til docs not fiold—at loast uni-

versal! v.

comprehensive mode ofproceeding with giving "a
detailed view of the principal agricultural systems
of England," but also by liir the most useful to the
practical agriculturi:?!. Were accounts given of
the different modes of culture practised on the

different formations, and classed together according
to the individual lijrniations they describe, the stu-

dent, in search of practical kno\*rledge, would have
the advantage of being enabled at once to refer to a
variety of modes of inanagemtyit, pursued on the

same sub-soil and nearly the same soil, and to

select that which might seem the best adapted to

his own particular case.

The principal feature of the county of Gloucester
is the western boundary of the Cotswold hills,

which is formed by the outer edge of the oolitic

rock. In it there are a number of recesses, exhi-

biting a great variety of forms, and giving to the

landscape of the county its peculiar character.

These recesses opening into (he great valley of the

Severn, finely ramified, and extending a consi-

derable way into the table-land, form deep, and
beautiliil valleys. These deep valleys, and the

uniform inclination of the sides of the hills, give its

beautiful and picturesque scenery to the county of
Gloucester. These hills are very sleep on the west
side, but form a table-land or fall very gradually on
the east. On this table land the Thames and the

Isis take their rise, and wander eastward upwards
ofa hundred miles, before they reach the level of the

tide ; while in the west, the Severn, with its rapid

tide, flows within about five miles of the edge of the

hills, and, at the shortest distance, within fifteen

miles of Thames' head. The Cotswold district

is bounded on the west by the edge of the hilLs,

and may be said to extend from near Bath to

Moreton in the Marsh, varying in breadth from
five to twenty miles. The sub-soil of this district

being calcareous rubble, lying on the oolitic rock,

(termed, provincially, Bath or fireestone,) which is

also calcareous, is open and dry, and readily per-

mits the water to pass through it. The soil seems
to be formed from the decomposition of the rock on
which it lies, and partakes of its calcareous nature.

It is loamy, shallow, and full of stones, seldom al-

lowing the plough to enter more than four or five

inches below the surface.

The eastern side of the Cotswold is comjtosed of

corn-brash, or forest-marble, which lies above the

oolitic rock, and consists of beds of limestone, gene-

rally very thin, and divided by partings of calca-

reous clay, lying between strata of calcareo-sili-

cious sandstone. Its beds are thin'and slaty. Some-
times, however, beds two or three feet thick may
be found. It is composed of dark-colored shells,

interspersed with white oolitic particles. It is

generally used as a coarse roofing slate, and as

flagstone ; but the more solid and thick beds are

sometimes used as a coarse marble, being varie-

gated by its imbedded shells.

The soil on the corn-brash or forest-marble is

more tenacious in its nature, and generally ofbetter

quality than that on the oolitic or freestone. Thin
wet clays, however, of the most worthless kind,

are fiequently to be met with on it, rotting sheep,

ifpastured on them, and seldom, if ever, repaying

the expense ofcultivation, if ploughed. Although

the soil on the corn-brash contains a portion of

silicious sand in its calcareous clay, it is of a bind-

ing and tenacious nature, clinging to the feet in

[
wet, and baking into hard lumps in dry weather

;
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and in continued drought, the ground ia rent open

to the depth of the soil. Tills disirict, in most

parts, is bleak and bare ; but in others affords a

short fine grass for pasture, and is generally well

calculated for producing the crops which the arable

farmer cultivates. The same formation with its

soil and sub-soil extends from Crewkerne through

the counties of Somerset, Gloucester, Oxford,

Northampton, Rutland and Lincoln, to Rarlon on

the Humber, with but very little variation in jis

nature and quality.

The genera! elevation of the Cotsvvold hills is

from 500 to 800 feet: some of them rise to the

height of 1100 feet. The climate is remarkably
mild considering the elevation and nakedness of

the district,there being very (ew hedges with hedge-

row timber, the inclosures being chiefly formed by
stone walls.

Tillage.

Tillage is an operation by which the soil is

intended to be pulverized, to have a new surface

exposed to the influence of the atmosphere, to be
cleaned from weeds, and manured, and thus to be
prepared lor receiving the seed? of the plants culti-

vated by the husbandman. The land becomes
foul and unproductive, when this operation is not

properly performed. Tillage, therefore, holds a

prominent place in the business of the arable farm-
er; and the character of the crops will depend on
the manner in which it is executed.

The plough, the drag, the harrow, and the roller

are the instruments universally employed by farm-
ers in executing this work; which ought to be
ediected in spring and summer, when the ground
is dry, when the influence of the sun and air will

assist the farmer in accomplishing his object, and
the earlier in spring ir is accomjilished the better.

The principal object is to keep the land perfectly

clean, that none ol'the virtue ofthe soil may go to

the production of weeds ; for if weeds are allowed

to grow, all the labor, as well as the manure
bestowed on the land will only tend to produce a

greater quantity of them, and to reduce the land

to a worse state than it was in before.

Land should never be ploughed in a wet state,

for this not only gives encour^agement to the growth
of weeds, but also gives sourness and adhesiveness
to the ground. Some soils will admit of being
much wrought or pulverized by the plough, &c.,

in eradicating the weeds, and preparing them for

the seed ; while on others this would have the

efl'ecl of nearly producing sterility, at least for one
season. The intelligent farmer will adopt that

mode of tillage which is best adapted to the pecu-

liar nature ofthe sail he has to do with.

Cropping,

The course of cropping is regulated by various

circumstances. The kind and quality of the soil,

and its peculiar properties ; the seasons, the most
profitable application of manure ; and the fact that

no white or corn crop should be repeated in too

rapid succession, are circumstances that always
govern the prudent farmer in the adoption of a

system. But the value of every rotation depends
chiefly, if not entirely, on the quantity of food that

is produced, during the course, (or sheep and cattle,

but particularly for sheep; and on its consumption
on the (arm, either in the fold or the stall. "No
food, no cattle ; no cattle, no dung ; no dung, no

corn," is a maxim that ought to be fixed in every
farmer's mind. Turnips, vetches, clover, and
saintfbin are indispensable in every good course,

as winter, spring, and sunmier food; and the greater

the crops ofthese are, the greater and more produc-
tive will be those of corn. These crops, of which
the turnip crop is the principal, may, therefore, be
considered as the foundation of all good husbandry.

In every system it is absolutely necessary to

attend to the equal distribution of labor throughout
the year; so that the work, which the system
requires to be performed in each month, may be
easily accomplished by the means you are provided

with. The different operations should never be
allowed to encroach on each other. If these are

properly adjusted, the business of each week will

be confined to the time in which it is required to

heT performed : regularity and economy in labor

will be the consequences, followed by reciprocal

improvement of soil and stock.

Description of thefarm.

We have selected the farm of Beverstone, not

only because there are most ofthe varieties of soil

on it that are to be Ibund on the whole range of

the oolitic formation ; but because wc think that

the mode adopted in the cultivation of this farm is

well calculated for any farm on this formation
;

and because the diligence and economy which is

practised in every department of the management
are well worthy ofthe attention of every fiirmerin

the kingdom.
Beverstone Farm, consisting of- upwards of

1300 acres, is situated two miles west of Tetbury,

Gloucestershire, on the Cotswold hills. The
general aspect ofthe farm inclines to the south-east,

h is all inclosed, and (he fences, which consist,

principally of stone walls, are always in good

order. The buildings, too, are kept in the best

slate of repair. A degree of neatness reigns over

the whole farm ; and, in every departmerit of the

es'ablishmeni, order and regularity are maintained.

The system of farming, adopted by Mr. Jacob

Hayward, the farmer, has grown out of the expe-

rience and observation of past years. It is not

the offspring of liir.ciful theory ; but of actual, con-

tinued, and successful practice for many years
;

and the result has been to the advantage both of

tenant and landlord.

The following are the sorts of soil on this

farm :

—

1st. A thin wet clay, of a most adhesive nature,

covering the thin fissile till-stone. Of this sort

there are about 220 acres, the greater part of which
is very worthless. The whole used to be under

the plough ; but has been laid down to grass— the

greater part since 1S20. It has proved so unsound

for sheep, and so apt to rot them at certain seasons

ofthe year, that they are seldom, if ever, permitted

to enter upon it. It is, on this account, of little

value, and is pastured by young beasts.

2d. A light stony soil, above the oolitic rock. In

some places this soil is about four inches from the

calcareous rubble; in others it is not more than

two or three; but so irregu-Iar is its depth, and so

variable its quality, that in a field of twenty acres,

three or four acres of the same kind and quality are

not to be fjund together. When the soil is deep, it

is frequently of a dead or 'fainty' sandy nature, of

very little value. The best sort of this stony soil

is that in which the stones that are turned up with
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the plough are of a darkish color ; when they are

whitish, tiie quality is very little worth.

3d. A soil, that has a good deal of clay in its

composition, and ofsonie depth, being neither too

strong for turnips, nor too light and thin for beans,

or this, 57 acres are of natural grass, over which
water can be partially throvvn during the time of

floods, and which are generally mown ; 130 acres

more are occasionally mown, and when not, they

are pastured by cows and other stock. The re-

maining 40 acres, of this sort, are arable.

Ofthe whole farm about 400 acres are in pasture.

The farm-buildings are very inconveniently

situated, the greater part of them, including the

dwelling-house, being at the north side oi' the

farm. There is a barn and a court near the south,

and another barn and a court near the west side.

But, from the extent of the liirm, the greater part

of the land is at a great distance from the buildings;

80 that, in carting either dung from the courts to

the field, or corn from the field to the rick-yard,

the average distance is about three-quarters of a
mile. The whole ofthe wheal is always carted to

the barn-yard nearest the house.

Tetbury is a market-town of some note ; but

very little dung can be got from it. One year,

however, upwards of 300 cart loads were conveyed
from it to this (isrm ; but the expense of caning it

and of collecting it in the town, together with the

price paid (or it, amounted to a sum, which the

increase ofproduce from it did not cover; and after

two or three years of trial the plan was given up.

The only manure, therefore, which is used upon
this farm, is what is made by the stock kept, by
the cleanings of the ditches and road-sides n)ixed

together, and by the feeding oflfof all the turnips

on the ground by sheep. This last is found to be
the most valuable manure for this sort of soil.

Lime has been tried upon this land, but vviih little

or no effect, owing, perhaps, to (he soil being
composed, principally, of calcareous matter.

[Conclusion next month.}

SPEECH OF DR. C. T. JACKSOIV.

Geological SurveyorofMaine, New Hampshire and Rhode Island,

at the Second and Third Agricultural Meetings.

Dr. Jackson began by expressing the pleasure

he had in these meetings for mutual information

and improvement; and he augured the most bene-

ficial results from the active spirit of inquiry which
was now so generally awakened.

Agriculture is yet to derive immense advan-
tages from scientific cultivation. The first element in

agriculture is the soils, which constitute the seat

of its operations. Tlie soils which ihe earth pre-

sents, and which in difllsrenl localities are found
very differently constituted, although the same sim-
ple elements enter, to a certain extent, into the

combination of'all ofthem, are among the most im-
portant objects of inquiry and examination to the

intelligent farmer.

Soils are, properly speaking, only the detritus or

broken substance of decomposed rocks, intermixed

in various degrees with organic matter in a state of

dissolution and difl'usion. The breaking down and
the comminution of the rocks, so as to form the

fine particles of the earth, have been the progree-

eivc results of the influence of air, moisture an<]

frost, exerted through many ages which have pass-

ed and still inconstant and active operation. Thai
the earths were derived from the disintegration of
rocks, he deemed conclusively established by the

fact, ihat by the chemical and indeed microscopic
examination of soils, they are found to consist of
the same elements which enter into the formation

of the rocks. In soils derived from granite were
found quartz, feldspar, and mica ; and the decompo-
sition of slate rocks produces clay. The presence
of limestones and porphyry serves in each case to

produce a peculiar soil.

All the various mineral bases have an influence

upon the character ofa soil. Some of these mine-
rals undergo a decomposition and enter directly in-

to plants : silex, alumine, magnesia, all enter into

plants; and eilex, as is well known, forms the coat

or skeleton of all graminaceous plants, or otherwise
of plants belonging to the family of the grasses.

These elements have much to do with the fertility

ofa soil.

The enriching mineral substance found in New
Jersey, alluded to in a former discussion, is what is

called a green sand, composed of silex, potash, and
iron. It yields potash, and thus neutralizes any
acid substances which may exi^st in the soils, to

which it is applied.

Every observing traveller in passing through dif-

ferent countries, perceives that the soils of different

countries possess properties peculiar to themselves.

Thus limestone soils seem most congenial to the

production of wheat ; and granitic soils to that of
grass. Each rock may be traced by its peculiar

vegetation. The soils on the trap-rock formation

in this stale, are distinctly marked.
A great part ofthe slate is of what is called the

diluvial formation. In this case there is an evi-

dent removal of the earth's surface or soils by some
violent convulsion in asoitof wave, from thenortli

to the south. The proofs ofthis deluge in its ad-
vances south may be distinctly traced. Thus in a
diluvial formation the soils will be found to be com-
posed ofthe same elements as the rocks some miles

distant to the northward of that place ; and may be
very different from the soil, whicfr might be said to

belong to the place, where they are found. As evi-

dence of this movement south, the rocks in the vi-

cinity of Providence are evidently formed from the

disintegration of rocks ofthe graywacke formation

some distance to the northward. The graywacke
rocks are those composed of other rocks of various

descriptions collected together in a miscellaneous

combination, and cemented by a kind of argillace-

ous paste. In JVIaine there are abundant proofs

that the whole soil of the country has, in many
places, been removed southwardly. In Thomaston
the soil is evidently of diluvial formation. Port-

land rests upon a formation of mica and talcose

slate ; I'ut the soil is granitic and evidently trans-

ported from the vicinity of Brunswick.
The diluvial soils were transported by some ex-

traordinary change in the earth's surface, produced,

it may be, by a deluge or some similar catastrophe.

Alluvial soils are formed liom the washing of high

places into those which are lower, by rains or fresh-

ets, and take place by a gradual deposit of earths

or sands li-om water thus rendered turbid. The di-

luvial soils have a higher antiquity than the alluvial.

The lijriiliry of alluvial soils is owing, in a conside-

rable measure, to the fine comminution ofthe parti-

cles of which they are composed. This allows the
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roots ofplanls lo pprend themselves freely. There
is much vegetable matter mixed up with ihem,

though these soils are not remarkable for its abun-

dance. Upon an examination ol'the alluvial soils

of the Mississippi, the Ganges, and the Nile, they

are Ibund nearly to resemble each other, with the

vegetable matter contained in them in a finely di-

vi(led state.

The mixed elements ofsoils have a povverfiji ac-

tion upon each oiher, and u|)on the plants which
grow in them. Their earthy pans have an elec-

tro-motive power, which operates not only by the

roots but, by the leaves. A fertile soil consists of

elements in a positive and a negative electric state,

fairly balancing each other. If the soil is acid, it

is barren; if alkaline, barren. The acid is in a
negative, the alkaline in a positive electric state.

Vegetable manures become acid or negative ; ani-

mal manures positive or alkaline : they must be
combined in order to produce the best result. When
peats alone are used for manuring soils, the results

are not always favorable. Farmers pronounce it a
cold substance, [n its natural slate it abounds in

acid properties and produces sorrel. We may ren-

der this substance one ol"the most valuable of ma-
nures by suitably preparing it, according to the ex-

perience of many farmers. Peat should be com-
bined with some alkaline or basic substance, which
will neutralize the acid which prevails in it, and
then it will supply an abundant nutriment to vege-
tables. Peat is composed of mosses which grow
and then continually decay, giving place constant-
ly to succession ot"these sphaganeous plants, inter-

mixed with leaves and decayed trees. They
abound on the sea- board. Swamp mud resembles
peat in proportion to the decayed vegetable matter
which it contains; and is adapted to supply the
manure we want.

Peat being dug out, another growth of it comes
(brward, and afier a while its place is supplied
again. On Block Island, where it abounds, it is

used altogether lor fuel. In this place the peat
contains 98 per cent, of vegetable matter. Our
peats contain from SO to 97 parts of vegetable mat-
ter. Swamp mud consists of vegetable matter and
earth, making a good manure when its acid pro-

perties are neutralized. Several farmers in the
neighborhood ofBoston have experienced its value.
Peal can be substituted by proper management lor

manure. A distinguished farmer saj's that farming
cannot be carried on in his location without peat.

Two farmers within his knowledge have mixed
three parts of peat with one of stable dung. By
mixing it with lime and animal manure, ammonia-
cal gas is produced, which dissolves the peat and
converts it into a powerful manure.
Lime is highly useful in its application lo soils.

In bone manure it is found in combination with
phosphoric acid. The crenic and apocrenic acids

unite with it and form manures. All manures be-

fore they act become converted into salts. Soils

are in an acid or neutral state. Large tracts of

country, whicji are now barren, by proper applica-
tions might be rendered fertile. A liirm within
his knowledge, which was a blowing sand, a pine
barren, and almost hopeless, on which ten bush-
els of corn to an acre could scarcely be grown, by
thejudicious application of ashes, has been- made
to produce forty to fifiy bushefs to the acre.

The Dr. here illustrated his position by giving
the chemical analysis of certain soils in Rhode Isl-

VoL. VIII-^20

and, which it is understood will be presented (o

the public in his report in a detailed form. Me-
thods should be taken to render the insoluble matter
in soils soluble, that it may be taken up by the

plants ; and it is desirable that this process should
proceed gradually. If acidities abound in the soil,

correctives must be applied. It is easy to convert

one quality of soil into anoliier. The value of geo-
losical investigations is not properly estima'ed.

—

An analysis of soils is greatly wanted. The sta-

tistics of agriculture are greatly wanted. Farmers
are not exact in their observation of their crops.

—

Many valuable agricultural districts are bottomed
upon clay. This is desirable in order to preserve

the manures which are applied to them. In soils

where the manures applied pass through them by
infiltration, much loss is sustained ; and they are

not favorable to agricultural products. This infil-

tration of manures is doubted by some, but the con-

dition of our wells proves it. The water in a barn
yard is never pure. As much as a teaspoonful of
vegetable matter to a gallon is often obtained Ironi

waters which are considered pure. This may be
seen by any one who will evaporate the Boston
water to dryness. In the purest water obtained

from lakes, 1^ grain of vegetable matter to the

gallon may be obtained. In the water of Boston,

38 grains are Ibund to the gallon. Soils brought

from 150 feet depth in this neighborhood, are found

charged with vegetable matter.

Land with a fbot of top soil on a gravelly sub-

stratum may be unproductive. This is the case

with the soil on Seekonk plains, which has a loot

of soil containing 11 per cent, of vegetable matter

;

but manures applied pass tiirough it by filtration
;

and it suffers from drought.

All our waters come from the top soil. Clay is

a retainer of water. Bog iron ore is found in soils

and is prejudicial to vegetation. There is a ready

way Ibr a faimer to test his water. By the appli-

cation of a solution of lunar caustic to a glass of

water, if it contains vegetable matter, it will be-

come red. Distilled water will not exhibit this

appearance.
Saline matters abound in soils in the form of

carbonates, sulphates and phosphates. Lime ia

an important amendment to the soils by causing it

to furnish nutriment to the plants. It is a chemical

re-agent and decomposes manures and does not, as

has been supposed, form insoluble matters. In the

ashes of wheat, lime exists to the amount of 15 per

cent. It is found in some proportion in all soils.

The carbonate of lime is a valuable amendment la

soils and especially to those which contain iron or

copperas. Gypsum is a powerful stimulus to vege-

tation. Lime in the Ibrm of a carbonate is easily

applied. The management of lime is too generally

misunderstood. Fields perfectly barren have been

rendered fertile by the use of it. There are few
exceptions to this fact in Rhode Island. In some
cases its application has been triumphantly success-

ful, and in many leases of failure, the lime has been

found to be highly magnesian. There are various

matters connected with these subjects which will

furnish excellent texts fbr discussion hereafter.

—

The action of manures is particularly important.

Science here is ofgreat importance. Certain acide

in soils have been discovered by Berzelius. The
crenic and apocrenic acids. These are found in

the soils of both hemispheres; in the soils of the

Missieeippi and the Nile. The*e eoiis closely re-
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pemble each other. The soil of the Ni!c contains

2.8 per cent, oltlie carbonale and phosphate ol'linie.

The soil of the Mississijipi lias less iron and more
clay.

'J'iie iniroduction of science into nfirictillure has
liiHMi ol iireai lienefii. How soils are to be render-

ed Irnile or liow correcied, have hitherto been mat-
ters ol' t'in()irit;i3rn. We t^iioiild desire to act un-
dersiaijdiiigly, not iynorantly.

Tlic chanizes winch lake place in the progress

of ihe <rrowih of plants are remarkable. In the

•leriiiiiiaiion oflliesced, carbonic acid is i;iven out,

and oxy-^en al)P(jrbed. Alter the leaves are form-
ed, ihey absorb carbonic acici and uive out oxygen.
Vv lien ihe plant ri|)ens, they give out carbonic
acid and ubsurb o.xygen. Ail mannrrs act on the

loliage. ll'planis are oversi rained tliey fail to pro-

duce li-uit. It is important to find the proper point

or limit of manuring. A drstinguiohed gardener
engaged to protluce a geranium leaf as large as a

cabbage : it was eH'ected, but the plant perished in

Ihe eObrt.

Eleaciiing powders or chloride of lime, are a
powerful manure, and produce astonishing effects

on vegetation. The ammoniacal gas or sal vola-

tile o|)erates powerfully upon plants, and this mat-
ter is produced by the liirmentaiion of barn ma-
nures.

In soils which are porou.'?, it is advisable to use
manures in a long stale. The manures which are
obtainable are dilierent in diHerent places. Expe-
rimenis have been made with bone manure, lime,
jind ashes, and, as reported, with dilierent results.

There are, undoubie.lly, dilliirences in soils, which
affect iheir operaiion. These subjects deserve in-

quiry and observaiion. Agricultural observations
should be made exact and certain. As the pursuii
becon)es intelligent it rises in diLmity. Why
should liirmers be ignorant of their great art, when
it is the aim and boast of every other profession
and pursuit, to study theirart thoroughly? Agri-
culture maybe rendered scieniific ;' and science
well a|)plied must conduce to render it more profit-

able.

Facts in these matters are of the highest import-
ance. In Maine ashes were thrown away. The
Long Island liirnters are willing to send to Massa-
chuseils 10 obtain them. The intrinsic value or
elTiciency of the material cannot be aH'ected by the
dilleretit esiiniaiion in vvhich they are held. Peat
we see in some places is highly esteemed as a ma-
nure. In many places it is utterly neglected ; and
this can arise only Irum iuriorance of ita value or of
the proper mode of applying it.

Facts, he repealed, aVe of the highest import-
ance. Peat in a crude state, is not suited for ap-
plication to the land. Il must be decomposed, and
ils acidities corrected. A (iirmer in Rhode Island
has made much use of swamp mud compounded
with fish, the Menhaden, which are taken in their
bays in great abundance. To eight cart loads of
swamp mud or peat, he applied one barrel of fish.

This compost is denominated fish-pie. The rotting
of the fish decomposed the peat and the peat ab-
Borbed the ammoniacal gases, which escaped from
the decayed nsh. The litrmer deemed this mix-
ture of equal value with the best of unmixed barn
manure. On a level field, planted with corn at

right angles, every row manured with this compost
was distinctly observable, and was eight times as
large as that part dressed with hog manure. At

the harvest the crop fi-om the rows manured with
this compost gave an increase over the other parts

ol'the field of fifty percent. Any decaying animal
substance, on being mixed with it, will produce a
decomposition of peat.

The physiology of vegetation is a subject de-
serving of much attention. The mode in which
[ilants receive their nutriment from the soil is not,

as has been f?upposed, by capillary attraction, but

the vegetable Ibod in a liquid form is (breed into

the minute vessels of the plants by an electric or

voltaic agency. This is the discovery of a French-
man by the name of Detrochet, and is called by
him endosmose. [Dr. Jackson here illustrated this

matter by a small apparatus.] This operation is at

once suspended by the presence of certain sub-
stances, such as sulphuretted hydrogen or one drop
oflcecal matter in the vessel. Acids and alkalies in

their combination act as galvanic batteries, and for-

ward the process of vegetation.

The physiology of plants should be studied by
the li\rmer. Innumerable, curious and wonderful
operations are continually going on belbie iiim.

No situation is more favorable than his to intellec-

tual and moral improvement ; and no employment
more interesting than the contemplation ol'the phe-
nomena ol'the natural world.

The green sand spoken ol is as difficult of solu-

tion as the leldspar in granite. In Sweden the

carbonale of potash is used to decompose the ni-

trate of lime, vvhich is formed in their artificial

nitre beds, which are similar to compost heaps.

—

Nitre is produced abundantly in our dung heaps.

Many other sails are produced by chemical
changes, which are continually going on inthecarth

an(i air. The putrefaction of animal and vegetable

substances is pruducliveol various changes, and of
substance useful in vegetation. The crenic and
apocrenic acids are always found in soils, and the

degree of their presence when ascertained, will in-

dicate the applications to be made to the land.

The skeletons of all plants and animals have
lime lor iheir bases. Silex gets into plants in a
manner altogether mysterious. It is Ibund in all

plants with hollow stems, such as many o( the

gra.'^ses, in wheat and the cereal grains, in bamboo
and flrtgs. The crenic and apocrenic acids ope-

rate to dissolve silex. The absorption of plants is

not wholly by their roots, but by their leaves, which
are the lungs of plants and gather the carbonic

acid gas fiom the air, and its carbon is converted

into solid wood. Nature pursues her operaiion in

one eternal round, and all things combine mutually

to assist and modilyeach other. Plants are high'y

beneficial to lile and health, in absorbing and de-

composing the elements of the air, and returning

that portion which is necessary to respiration and
lile.

Agriculture is yet to make great advances in

this country. The value of peat lands is very im-

perfectly understood. A farmer in the vicinity of

Boston, distinguished for his scientific and practical

skill, has obtained one hundred bushels ol corn to

the acre upon redeemed peat meadows; and ob-

tains from these lands an income of ten to twelve

percent, profit. Land might be cultivated with

much more skill and to much higher profit in pro-

portion 10 the skill applied. Liquid manures among
us are almost entirely wasted. Night soil is often

thrown away, and yet it is one of the most efficient

of taanures. With all our advantages, we bring
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Indian corn from Africa, and the country of the

Nile furnishes us wiih peas and beans.

The population QfChina is immense and support-

ed wholly Horn the soil. The allowance for a

China man is indeed small, as three dollars per year

will serve to keep soul and body toyeiiier ; but

even to earn this, every person does and nuist work.

Amon<:^ this people airricuhure is carried to an ex-

traordinary degree of perfection. With us too larii;e

a portion ofour people are devoted to trade ; and ihe

pursuits of rural industry are deserted for the ha-

zards of speculation and commercial lilii. As we
cross our breeds oi'cattle that we may improve our

stock, it would be fortunate if we could so cross

our farmers and merchants that the habits of exact-

ness in keeping accounts and the enterprise and
spirit of progress, which distinguish the mercantile

classes, could be in some n)easure transferred or

inliised into our farmers. i

Great advantages seem to result from the mere
j

mechanical mixture of soils, as l()r example, ofsand
}

with clay, or clay with sand. This seems to affect
j

their electro-motive power and induces absorption
|

in the plant. Besides the combined acids which -

exist in soils, there is often much free acid which ;

requires to be taken up or neutralized. There is

much siliceous matter in all soils. The oxides of
|

diH'erent minerals abound in soils. These have
j

different electric powers, which require to be under-
j

stood and regarded. Many soils which have lieen

thought to contain no vegetable matter, have l>een

(bund upon examination to contain eighty-six tons

of vegetable matter to an acre. Fields of barren

sand have been rendered product ve by the appli-

cation of alkaline substances. These soils have
been ashed, and portions of vegetable matter have
been removed by two successive crops. In some
soils there is a large amount of vegetable matter in

an insoluble state. In this case it must by some
application be rendered soluble, and this can easily

be done.

The geological formation of soils is of much im-

portance. A soil with a loose substratum must

lose much by infiltration.* The farmer will find

great advantages from the chemical analysis of his

soils. A g.'-oss analysis will not show the difi'er-

ences which exist. It must be conducted with a re-

finement of skill and care. The influenceof half a

bushel ofgypsum spread upon an acre of land has

been known to render it ieriile. It seemed a mere
drop in the bucket, yet it produced a surprising

difl'erence in the crop. Gypsum has not the same
efl'ect on all soils. If the soil abounds in the in-

gredients which are applied, they are thrown away.

Ifa soil, for example, contains 1.5 percent, oi' phos-

phate of lime, it does not require the application of

bone manure. So of lime where lime abounds.

—

Thesoil ofthe banks oithe Nile, probably the most

* The Dr. here gave another pointed reference to the

impure state of the well waterof Boston, which was felt

like an electric shock in <^he abdominal tnuscles of tlie

representatives from the country; ( the Boston gentlemen

are too far gone in this matter to feel at all,) and made
them think at once of resigning their seats or removing
the seatof government. There are salts cf iime enou^^h

in the waterof Boston v/eils drank every yp;ir, io make
ten statues as largo as Lofs wiie ! and as to the other

impurities which exist in it, according to the Dr.'s ac-

count, they are not to he named. No apothecary's

mixture surpasses it ; and we know of nothing for which
it is suited but for wlii=ky or brandy punch !

fertile in the world, contain only 2.8 per cent, of
lime. The saline manures, such as carbonates,

sulphates, phosphates, &c. are absorbed by the

plants. They act as stimuli to vegetation ; and
change the soil so as to render it fertile. Saline

manures do not act always in the same way. They
act principally on the foliage. Tiiey excite action

in the plant, and carbonic acid gas is absorbed.

The decomposition of vegetable substances gives

out carbonic acid gas, v,?hich is immediately seized

upon by the plants. Large amounts of ammoniacal
gas are obtained from the putrefaction of animal

substances. This is a valuable manure. The car-

bonate ofammonia, to obtain it pure from the shops,

would be too expensive for a manure. We must
make it in our dung heaps.

The nature of manures is just beginning to be

understood. The attention paid to it, when sci-

ence was imperfect, led to few valuable results.

—

Two new acids were discovered by Berzelius in

1833—the crenic ami apocrcnic. They were dis-

covered in the Porlar well in Sweden. They are

found in all soils. They are among the cunsiiiu-

enls of peat. They are probably universal. These
acids must be neutralized.

The opinions of farmers are often only blind

prejudices, though there are bright and honorable

exceptions to this remark. Facts which are uni-

versally admitted must have a foundation. These

acids are found in humus or geine—are found also

in our waters— in all soils—sometimes in union

with bases—sometimes in a free state. In respect

to these scientific investigations, we have as yet

oidy skimmed the surface. More, however, has

been effected within the last three years than ever

before since the history of man.
Geological and agricultural surveys are credita-

ble to the state. The facts which they collect and
embody, may be rendered of the highest service.

—

A state geologist might be fully occupied in the

analysis of soils. Agriculture, thus made the sub-

ject ofscientific inquiry, would cease to be a drudge-

ry and attain its proper rank among the first em-
ployments of man. Agricultural books are many
of them full of absurdities, because the nature of

the elements of which they treat is so little under-

stood. Many have heard of the experiment of the

man who shut up a hen and fed her exclusively up-

on wheat. It was a matter of insoluble mystery

how, under such circumstances, she could obtain

lime enough to form ttie shells of the eggs which
she laid, which in truth contained a weight of lime

greater than the weight of her body. It was not

known that the wheal itself on which she was fed,

llirnished the linu; which she required. Chemistry

shovvb that lime enitis into iJie composition of

wheat.
Every farmer has not a tas'e for science ; but

some have, and this ta^te should be cultivated and
encouraged. Suljecib- counecled with ao-riculture

are well adapted for country lyceums. Here facts

would be obtained from practical and observing

minds. The action of manures should particularly

I

invite attention. Experiments in cultivation should

{

be made on soils whose composiiiun is known ; and

I

products shoidd be exactly uoied and compared

I

with each other.

I

De Candoile, a distinguished Swiss philosopher,

I who has given particular attention to vegetable

I physiology, has treated of i.he action ofpoisons up-

;nn'plants. Ther.'^ arc euhetance? whi'- h are poi-
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Bonous to plants as there are those which are de-

Btructive ol" animal life. Nux vomica and some
other substances poisonous to animals, are poison-

ous to plants. Substances whicli taken into the

stomach of a man may be serviceable lo health, il'

received into his lungs might be (iital. So suh-

etances which il applied to the roots ol plants

might prove destructive, if imbibed in a gaseous

form by the leaves, may stimulate and advance

their growth. In simple carbonic acid gas, plants

would die; but received in quantities larger than

exists in our atmosphere, it [)roves favoraiile lo

them. Carbonic acid gas, which in certain quan-
tities is nutritious to plants, is destructive to animal

life.

The quantity of vegetable matter in soils and
other different substances, presents a curious inqui-

ry. Silex is the same as rock crystal, obtained

after solution. Alumineisthe same as clay; but

clay is not found pure, and usually contains more
than fifty per cent, of silex. Oxides of iron, man-
ganese and lime are found. Lime is usually Ibund

in the Ibrm of a carbonate. Peroxide of iron, iron

rust, is found. Silex, alumine, lime and iron, com-
bined in various proportions, constitute soils. Ve-
getable matter, containing the crenic and apocrenic

acids is found. Geme is not a simple proximate
principle but contains these two acids. [The Dr.
illustrated this matter by an exhibition of the cre-

nale and apocrenate of copper, obtained from
geine.]

The analysis of a cla)^ soil in this vicinity is as
follows:

"Water,

Vegetable matter,

Silex and alumine,
Carbonate of lime,

Oxide of iron, -

Loss, - - -

Of another is as follows :

Dark clay

:

Water,
Vegetable matter,

Silex and alumine.
Carbonate of lime, -

2.

- 3.5

74.
- 5.

15.

- .5

100.

100.

To give some idea of the quantiiy of vegeta-
ble matter contained m an acre of ground, we
may make the Ibllowing calculations:

Example of calculation of the weight of a soil and
of its manure.

Let the specific gravity of a soil be 1 277—wa-
ter being 1.—ihen one cubic (bot of waler weigh-
ing 1000 ounces, a cubic foot of the soil vvo~uld
weigh 1277 ounces or 79.187 lbs.

An acre of land contains 4.3.560 square feet
area, and if vve estimate the cubic foot of soil as
weighing 79.186 lbs. or half a cubic foot at 39^ lbs.
nearly, supposing we wish to calculate the weight
of an acre of ilie soil for the depth of six inch'es,
(the usual depth of tillage,) vve have tlie lbllovvin<T
sum: 43,560x39^=1,719,620 lbs., or 859 lont
nearly, as ilie weight of an acre of this soil to the
depth of half a foot.

if then the soil contain 9^ per cent, of vegeia-

ble matter, 3.2 per cent, being soluble, and 6.3 in-

soluble—859 x9^-^100=:81^ Ions of vegetable

mailer to one acre wiliiin 6 inches depth. Of ihis

27 2' tons is soluble, and 54 tons insoluble.

This example is taken liom an actual analysis

of a soil in the vicinily of Boston. The princiijles

laid down will suffice for the estimation of each
and every arlicle Ibund in given soils by chemical
researches, and the quanlity of manure or of any
leriilizer may be easily learned.

Some acres of land upon examination, have
been Ibund to contain 91 tons oi' vegetable mat-
ter—some 96 Ions—22 of soluble and 72 of inso-

luble. Excluding stones, wc may consider that

there are 800 ions of soil to an acre 6 inches deep.

In an acre of land, by a calculation of this kiiid,

containing 6.8 of phosphate of lime, bone manure
would have no effect.

The peat on the farm of E. Phinney, Esq., used
both for luel and manure, contains 96 per cent, of
vegetable matter. The ashes of this peat contains

silex, alumine, phosphate of lime, oxide of man-
ganese and oxide of iron.

The carbonate of lime, of potash and of soda,

acts upon it. The carbonate of ammonia is taken
up by it. Lime neutralizes its acid. Peat bogs
are composed of sphaganeous mosses ; and on
Block Island they are said to renew themselves,

alter being dug over, in forty years, if the surface

paring is returned to the pit when they are dug.

Besides decayed mosses, decayed trees and
leaves collect in these swamps and compose a part

of the deposit. Peat is of immense value, and
not well appreciated by farmers. Expermients of

its application in a natural state have proved fai-

lures. The farmers on Block Island would not

use it. A farmer in VVaterlbrd, Me. applied it in

a crude slate, and his corn was dvvarhsli and ap-
peared as though struck with the yellow lever.

When its acid properties are neutralized, it be-

comes as valuable as horse dung. Peat bogs
must be drained. Covered drains properly con-
structed, are as eflectual as open drains. Peat
bogs arc remarkable lor retaining moisture. Wet-
ness is absorbed by the peal by capillary attrac-

tion.

Dr. Jackson stated that he had fully described
JVJr. Phinney 's method of management, in his

third report on the geology ol' Maine. His mea-
dows are drained. 'I'liey are then ploughed or the
sward inverted; and theiidiessed with a compost
of animal manure, mud and lime prepared in his

hog |)ens, where the hogs earn much of their liv-

ing tjy their labor.

On land thus prepared, he lias obtained 75
bushels of corn to the acre, and Irom 4^ to 5 tons
of ha}' per acre. The last season he got a crop
of corn of from 80 lo 100 bushels per acre. Alter
such land is well drained, he can work upon it

with his cattle. He refuses to sell this peat upon
this land even at 500 dollars per acre. Being well

supplied with peat mud, each hog will make ten
loads of manure in the course of the year. This
is then thrown out and freely Hmed. After three
weeks' preparation by lime, this compost may be
applied to the land, at the rate of twenty loads to

an acre. About one-third of stable manure is

deemed ihe firoper proportion lo apply to the com-
post. In the opinion ofMr. Phinney and Mr. Hag-
gcrston, three loads of muck and one load of sta-

ble dung aie equal lo (bur loads of stable manure.
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It is a sinojiilar fact, that in England peat was
formerly considered as a useless substance. One
jrreat use ol' peat coueists in its power of absorb-

ing licjuid tiianures. In barn-yards it absorbs the

uiiiie. Tiie liquid manure of an animal is consi-

dered by many judicious liumers, where it can be

well s,(ved and applied, as of equal value as the

solid. This subject deserves much atleniion.

REPORT FROBI THE COMMISSIONER OF PA-
TENTS, SHOWING THE OPERATIONS OF HIS
OFFICE DURING THE YEAR 1839.

January 24, 1840.—t?eferred to the Committee on Patents and

the Patent Officej and orUertd to be printed.

Patent Office, January 1, 1840.

Sir—The Commissioner of Patents has the

honor to transmit his annual report.

Four hundred and twenty-five patents have

been issued during 1839, (including eight addi-

tional improvements to Ibrmer patents,) of which

classified and alphabetical lists are annexed;

marked A and B.
During the same period, three hundred and

three [iatents have been expired, as per list

marked C
The receipts of office for 1839 amount to P7,-

260, from which may be deducted ^5,769, paid on

applications withdrawn.
The ordinary expenses of the Patent Office the

past year, including payments for the library and
agricultural statistics, were $20,799 95, leaving a-

surplus of ^11,450 43 to be credited to the patent

fund, as per statement marked E.
For the restoration of models, records, and

drawings, under the act of 3d March, 1837,

$7,973 57 have been expended, as per statement

marked F.
The receipts of the office would have been

nearly $2,000 more, had not the late law permit-

ted assignments to be recorded without charge, a

gratuity, however, which has given much saiis-

laction.

In compliance vvilli the act of 3d of March,
1839, 1 have published a digest of all patents

granted by the United States, adding thereto an

alphabetical index, and shall deposite in the library

ofcongress nine hundred copies of the same.

The old diirest was very deleclive. A new ar-

langement has been made, giving to each inven-

tion its approp:iati' classification.

A distribution of the new digest, will materially

lessen the correspondence ol' the office, and guard

citizens against the impositions of venders of spu-

rious patents. The volume contains above seven

hundred and fifty pages.

The work was deemed necessary for daily re-

ference in the office, and, believing the approfiria-

tion adequate to cover the expenses, 1 did not de-

lay the publication.

A small additional appropriation from the patent

(iind will be required to complete payment lor th(!

same.
Eleven thousand five hundred and nine patents

have been issued by the United States previous to

January, 1840.
A large number of applications partially com-

pleted are awaiting the reception of models and
treasury fee.

The transmission of models through agents ap-
pointed by law in the several states atlords much
ii^ciiity to inventors; and if pern)ission were given
to deposite with collectors of public levenue the

|f>es required, such accommodations would obviate

one cause of perplexity and delay, and be more
especially convenient in consequence of their pre-

sent agency in Ibrwarding such models.

I am happy to say the patent office building is

so lar completed as to afford, within a few weeks,

the necessary accommodation for the office, and
to enable the commissioner to receive the nume-
rous specimens of American art as contemplated

by the act of reorganization, and to carry out the

wishes of congress by collecting and distributing

valuable seeds ; exhibiting, also, under appropri-

ate classifications, the most important varieties,

both exotic and indigenous.

The inquiries propounded by the honorable

secretary of state, in taking the next census, ren-

dered it necessary for the commissioner to expend
but a small part of the appropriation lor procuring

agricultural statistics. From data of so high a
source, the commissioner can safely predicate fu-

ture calculations, and hopes to present to congress

such details of domestic products as will be of im-

portance in financial estimates.

The diplomatic corps of the United States resid-

inc abroad, have been solicited to aid in procuring

valuable seeds, and the officers of the navy, with

the approbation of the honorable secretary of that

department, have been requested to convey to the

patent office, for distribution, such seeds as may
1)6 offered. In many cases, no charges will be

made lor seeds. If small expenses do arise, they

can be reimbursed by appropriations from the pa-

tent fund, daily accumulating, and consecrated

specially to the promotion of the arts and sciences.

The cheerfulness with which the diplomatic

corps and the officers of the navy have received

the request of this office, justify sanguine anticipa-

tions from this new undertaking.

With the additional assistance granted last ses-

sion, and correspondent exertions on the part of

those connected v/ith the bureau, the business in

each branch is brought up. Less delay will, I

trust, arise in future applications.

The number of caveats issued in 1839 was two
hundred and twenty-five.

The number of applications for patents the same
year exceeds eight hundred. One-half of tliese

liave been rejected on examination. That the in-

vestigations of the office have not been conducted

without care and attention, may perhaps he infer-

red from the fact that no appeal has been taken

liom the decision of the commissioner on these

cases. These rejections will show patentees, that

they are protected from interference, to a great

extent, and the public generally, how much they

are guarded against useless or invalid patents.

I only add that a small appropriation will be re-

quired to continue present periodicals 'aken at the

office, together with some additional standard

works which are needed for daily reli?rence.

Verv respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

Henry L. Kllsworth.
Hon. R. M. Johnson,

Prenichni of the Senate of the United States.
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BEET SUGAR—AGAIN.

From tlie Journal of Commerce.

Good reader, did 5'ou ever see any heet sugar?
did you ever tasle it ? We have; and niusi say
that handsomer or better flavored brovvn sugar we
never met with. The grain is very fine,— finer

than is usual even with cane sugar,—while the
flavor is like that ofmaple, free from Ihe least tinge

ofnausea, and sweeter to the taste ihan the purest

loaf. Ifsuch sugar can be produced at the same
price as cane or maple, it will have a great run.

We conceive that Mr. Child (to whos* book we
alluded in our former remarks) is rendering an
important service to the American public, and
we hope to himself also, by bringing the queslion
to a practical test. He manulticiured, (so far as

we know,) the first beet sugar ever produced in

America. For this, he has within a Cew weeks
received a premium of iglOO from the Massachu-
setts Agricultural Society, it being tlie same article

to which previously a medal was awarded at the
great Boston Mechanics' Fair in the autumn.
About 300 lbs. were made in 1838, much of which
was good, but a still better article was produced
the next year. An improvement in the drying
apparatus, by which the access of smoke was pre-

vented,—and better acquaintance with the- man-
agement of il, by wliich fermentation on the one
hand, and carbonization on the other, were avoid-
ed, gave a nearly unexceptionable material ; the
liquor was light colored and transparent; the
proporfion of lime required, less; the defecations
more prompt and complete, and ihe concentrations
almost without scums; in short, the sugar <rrainit;g

in a few hours, drained well, "and is nnt inferinr

in flavor or appearance to the Jin est West India
Muscovadoes.'''' Mr. C. adds in this connexion,
"the quality of the molasses has been a matter of
surprise to us. In France, the molasses is consi-

dered of no value except for feeding animals, or

lor distilling
; and it sells for 4 or 5 cts. a gallon.

The molasses from the sugar in question is of a
bright amber color, and so pure and pleasant, as
as to be preferred by many to any but sugar-
bakers'." Mr. Child considers the following points

to be well ascertained by his experience thus far:

1. That all the saccharine contained in the
beet can be extracted by the method of desicca-
tion.

2. That the raw sugar can be obtained with-
out any bad taste, and fit for immediate consump-
tion.

3. That American beets, though generally in-

ferior to the European in saccharme richness, can
by suitable culiure be made inferior to none.

4. 'l"hat 50 per cent, moreof crysiallizable sugar
can be obtained by the method of desiccation, than
has generally been obtained by grating and pressing

or macerating the green beet.

5. That the beet, once dried, may be kept an
indefinite time without liability to injury.

This method of desiccation, the invention of

Schuzenback, is the onepractisetl at Northampton.
Mr. C. observes that a method hsis been patented
by Mr. Herd of Sioncham, near Boston, of drying
the beet by a cvld blast ; in oiher words, by freez-

ing it dry. This he calls an ingenious conception,

but is not convinced that it can be made available

as a method ofmanufacture. In Ins own experience
Mr. C. has endeavored to carry out the principle

of desiccation, by machinery of his own ; Schuzen-
back having been unwilling, it seems, to impart
any information, unless ihe privilege of usinf his
invention in the whole United Slates were pre-
viausiy purchased, and securiiy given for the pay-
ment, in case the truth of his pretensions should be
demonstrated by the result of a model factory. It
is proper to add, that some experiments have lately
been made on beets dried by steam, and that ihei

result is stated to be a "while sugar, obtained at
once, /ijlly equal to the clayed sugars of Havana."
Some of our northern friends wiio have examined
the article confirm this statement of Mr. C. The
same method will be practised extensively hereal-
ler, we presume—perhaps altogether. We un-
derstand that the company for which Mr. C. is

engaged have purchased a large establishment in

the vicinity of Northampton village, recently set
up with a view to the (ex[)loded) silk manufactur-
ing, and that their intention is to make about
300,000 lbs. of sugar the coming season. This
will suffice to give'Mr. Child's notions and the
whole business a tolerably fair trial. At present,
though many points are settled, others, by his own
showing, (and he is very frank and fair about it,)

are not so. The thing may be practicable, for

example, without being profitable. This is with
us Americans the chief consideration, as it is very
apt to be in all similar cases.

In regard to the success of the culture, we are
told that in the department of the north, in France,
the average produce ofan acre is 15 tons (600 lbs.)

This is the highest in that country. In the two
adjoining departments (Aisne and Pas de Calais),

it is 12 and 11. As we recede from old Flanders,
the head quarters of the beet sugar industry and
of French husbandry, the rate declines to 10 tons.

The general average is 13. In Germany the
average is 15. At Northampton the best fields

have yielded 15, but they were not trimmed closely

or the gross weight would have been reduced 10
to 20 per cent. ; so that the merchantable produce
would have been 13 tons to the acre. It is proper
to observe that far larger crops than any here men-
tioned are often had in France, and they probably
show what might be done more generally. Thirty
tons an acre, Mr. Child says, are not uncommon,
and 45 have been produced. In England they
considerably exceed this. He is informed by 3Ir.

Kyan, the inventor of the anti-dry-rot process, and
interested in an establishment for the manufacture
of paper, brandy, and vinegar from beets, that
there the average crop is 30 tons per acre, and the
maximum 50 ; beinir, at 58 lbs. to the bushel, no
less than 1931 bushels ; and capable, if as rich as
the beets of France, of making 8960 lbs. of brown
sugar. It appears that our beets, with slight ex-
ceptions, have not attained a degree of saccharine
richness equal to that of the French. Instead of
10 to 10^ per cent, of sugar, they have contained
but 7^ to 9 per. cent. Mr. C. attributes it to the

inexperience of cultivators, and mainly to improper
measures. This is considered a matter of great

importance. Animal ordures do very well, hut

it is said, the most stimulating and at the same
time innocent manures lor the beet, are the refuse

of the sugar-house, scums and sediment from the

pans, and animal charcoal, or bone-black in pow-
der, which has been used in clarifying, and which
powder is mingled with earth. Mr. C. observes

that this article was unknown until 1822. Pre-
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viously many millions oi'pountls had been annually
llirovvn into the public discliarOTs. It iiad been
used lor a number ol'years, as ii still is, for clarily-

ing juice, liquor, and syrups, in the manulacture
and refining of sugar. In thai year Payen, a
distinguished refiner, at Paris, suggested the idea

of its value as manure. Experiments were imme-
diately made, with striking resulis. At first it sold

for about 16 cenis a bushel, but soon rose to three

times as much. It is now manulactured at a large

establishment near Paris, expressly lor manure.
On this general subject Mr. Child says, we think

pretty truly, that the fertility of our coumry has
been declining ever since its settlement. " We
speak of the country at large, and it is no answer
to any that there are farms equal or superior to

the maiden soil, whicli our liithers (bund. Proba-
bly a century with the best system of agriculture,

and the best disposition to execute it, could
scarcely restore an amount of fertility equal to that
which has been dissipated. This is not good
husbandry, it is barbarous waste. Good husbandry
increases or keeps up the fertility of the soil. The
truth is that we have generally sought to get from
our lands the most that we possibly could, in the
shortest possible time. In this, as in other things,
haste makes waste. We kill the goose that lays
the golden eggs.

In regard to its effect on the soil, it would seem
that much may be said for the beet. Mr. C.
observes, as to corn and broom-corn, that neither
of these is an enriching or a cleaning crop. The
beet IS both, exterminating every noxious plant
and leaving green stuff on the 'ground, which
ploughed in is equal to a quarter or half manuring,
i. e. to 5 or 10 loads of manure per acre, and the
expense of carting it. The addition which the
beets, worked up in a sugary, make to the stock of
manure, is another item of moment, and much
stress is laid on the value of the pulp, (left afier
preesion.) This usually contains more saccharine
matter in proportion to its vveiirht than the original
material. An ox consumes 60 to 75 lbs. of dry
pulp per day; a sheep 4 to 5 lbs. A;factory
workmg up 25,000 lbs. of beets per day, will feed
70 oxen, or 1000 sheep; or 50 oxen and 300 sheep;
or 30 oxen and 600 sheep. Wheat straw is usu-
ally given with the pulp, and toward the close of
the fattening, oil-cake or meal is added. Three
months suffice for fattening a bullock, and two for
a sheep. The amount ofit is, that a vast quantity
of manure is made on a beet-sugar farm. It is

usually estimated at four times the ordinary
quantity; and its quality, being that of sheep,
hogs, and horned cattle, is of course excellent.
AH these are profits to be considered in calcu-

lating the pecuniary practicabilitv of the business
among ourselves.

According to Mr. Child, the actual cost of the
sugar made by him, when the material was good
was 11 cents per pound ; the pulp and manure not
being taken into the account. Mr. C. thinks that
with proper and sufficient means, beet sugar may
be manulactured in the United States lor fou'r
cents per pound ; and that when the manufacture
shall have become domesticated amongst us, it

will jirobably be produced at a cost less than that.
In France the great advances made are certainly
encouraging. According to the earliest accounts,
the pound of raw sugar costs 16 cents. Drapier of
Lillejin 1811, made the refined beet sugar at 35

cents, and Dombaole, two or three years after-

wards, at 30 cents. Count Chaptai, in 1822,

stated the cost of the raw sugar in his factory at 11

cents. In the same year, the Duke of Ra<iusa
made it at 9^ cents, and Crespel at 6^ which, in

1825, he had further reduced to 5|. Two years ago,
Crespel in givingevidence beforeacommitteeofthe
Chamber oI'Deputies, on the beet sugar excise bill,

stated the cost of his sugar at five cents, one mill.

Mr. Childsays he has compared the results ol twen-
ty-nine French (iictories, and (bund the cost of their

suiTar 6 cents 6 mills, to which however must be
added, he observes, the green leaves lor feeding a
large slock ol cattle and sheep two or three months
or the same leaves lel't on the field and plouyhed
in ; the manure, which is quadrupled in quantity
and improved in quality on a farm where a mill is

erected ; the value and abundance of other crops,

in consequence of the clearing and pulverising of
the soil ; and the trimmings of the beets, which
Chaptai considers to be in 12,000 lbs. sufficient

food for 25 or 30 swine. We .subjoin for the bene-
fit of the interested and curious, the following esti-

mate for a factory in the United Slates on either of
the ordinary French systems, to make 300,000 lbs,

in •six months, from the first of August to the first

of February.
Expenses.

3000 tons beets, raised on the farm at

^2 exclusive of rent - - $6,000 00
Labor in the factory, 10,524 days'

work, at 75 cents - - - 7,893 00
Fuel, 500 cords, at $2 - - 1,000 00
40,000 lbs. bones lor manufacturing

animal black, at half a cent - 200 00
Lime, acid, &c. - - - 100 00
Lighting, insurance, taxes, and re-

pairs - - . . 600 00
Superintendence and book-keepine: - 2.000 00
Interest on capital invested in land,

buildings, machinery, and utensils 2,000 00
Interest on floating capital - - 1,067 58
Contingencies - - - 1,000 00

Total... - $21,860 58

Products.

300,000 lbs. sugar at 6 cents - 18,000 00
Pulp and molasses, consumed on pre-

mises . - - - 5,000 00

Total -

Deduct expenses
$23,000 00
21,860 58

Remain net profits - - $1,139 42

Deducting from the expenses the value of the

pulp and the molasses, we have $16,85858, which,
divided by 300,000 gives 5, 2, 3 cents the pound.
The pulp would be upwards of 10,000 lbs. per

day, sufficient to (eed 100 bullocks, and 600 sheep
;

and the trimmings and remnant of pulp, 100
swine. Labor is much dearer than in France, but

Mr. Child thinks this would be balanced by rent

and fuel. This applies to large factories. There
is another (]ueslion as to the small household
manufacture. Here M r. C. is not so sanguine, as it

requires skill and science to make it profitable,

more than most common farmers have or will get.

He says, too, there is no efficient apparatus, which
is simple and cheap enough. Still|^he believes the
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time will come wheti sugar mills will be set up by
the more forehanded, as cider mills now are ; and
sugar beets, wliich may be produced by those

who cannot aflbrd to build a mill, will be carried

to their neighbors, and worked up on shares as

cider is made among us, and as wine is made in

tiie French communes. In the east, he observes,

tiiere are itinerant sugar makers, who are provid-

ed with a moveable apparatus which they esta-

blish under a bamboo shed in a given neighbor-
hood, and work up the canes as the cultivators

bring ihem in. Mr. Nosarcwski suggests this as

a practical mode of domesticating the beet sugar
manufacture in Poland, in connexion with his sys-

tem of drying the beet. Details are given, to

show that raising the beer, simply, would hardly
fail to be profitable here. In this case, the climate

comes to be considered. There has been a com-
mon belief abroad, that a northern climate alone
would do, and that 45'^ was the true boundary. 'J'his

is considered a mistake, (derived from the fact,

that many of the establishments, and especially

the early ones of the south of France, miscarried
from other causes,) as in the first place all plants

are found richer in oleacjinous, aromatic, and sac-

charine properties, the farther we go towards the
equator; and in the second place, that the beet

does not depart from this law, we know by experi-
ments on samples raised in the extreme south.
Humboldt found that the same law applied to dif-

ferent altitudes, on the table lands of Mexico. In
1836, eight factories then in the department of
Vaucluse and in Languedoc, made 1,131,000
pounds of sugar. These are all situated south oi'

45°. 'The business has been introduced into the
kingdom of Naples, where one of the principal

advantages expected, is the production of two
crops a year, and the supplying of fresh material
from the field, all, or nearly all the year round.
Mr. C. is not yet informed of the result of this

enterprise, nor of a similar one undertaken in one
of the West India islands, where beet and cane
have been placed side by side for afair race. This
last, will be awaited with no small interest. It

appears that beets ripen earlier in the United
States than in France, the summer heat being
more intense.

At Northampton, beets sown the first of June
the last year, were perfectly ripe on the first of
September, whereas the period of growth and
maturit}' is never estimated in France at less than
four months. This will enable our manufacturer
to begin his operations a month earlier than in

France, and oi" course to have seven months for

working up the green beet in lieu of six ; besides
which, he will not be obliged to lay up so large a
proportion of this material in pits. As to soil,

the beet seems by no means very particular.

Whatever will do for Indian corn, will do lor that.

As all that concerns the beet now is a matter
of great interest, we should notice Mr. Child's re-

mark, that the common wild sea-beet, is thought
by many to be the parent of all our numerous
species. This grows in Holland and Great Bri-

tain on the salt marshes, and is found about Not-
tingham in England. The first beet planted in

France, was however, a native of the southern
and maritime regions of Europe, and was brought
from Italy. The Romans were acquainted with
the white beet. The uses made of this vegetable
are worthy of notice. Besides furnishing sugar,

Vol. VIII—21

it is also used for making coffee, beer, brandyj
spirits of wine, potash and paper. There are es-

tablishments, on the continent and in England,
where these respective products are obtained in

abundance. Mr. Child mentions also, without
contradicting it, the late rtsmor that they are mak-
ing wine of the beet in France. And yet even
the beet, it would seem, may be supplanted, for

we are told "other plants usually grown in our
soil are capable of furnishing sugar, and that some
of them may be found worth cultivating for that

and accessory products. We have tried Indian corn-

stalks and the pumpkin, and have obtained from
them good sugar and molasses. Perhaps those

crops may alternate advantageously with the beet.

Ifthe manufacture of sugar from the stalks of
Indian corn can be reconciled, as we believe it

may, with the maturity or near maturity of the

ears, this source of saccharine may supersede the

beet root. The seeds of the pumpkin yield a fine

sweet oil, but we have no means of judging what
quantity of this product can be obtained from a
given extent of land. If it should turn out salis-

iactorily in this respect, the pumpkin may one day
overshadow the sugar cane.

We have spoken of the Northampton experi-

ments as the only ones of note in this country, and
they are so. Yet others we hear have been made
to such an extent as to encourage an attempt in

Burlington, New Jersey. An establishment is

about being raised, to operate on the method of
Sorel and Gautier, which has lately made some
noise. It seems they grate the beet with a hand
grater and deprive the pulp of its saccharine by an
instrument they call the Extractor, which they
declare completely exhausts it, and gives a purer

liquor than either pression or maceration, properly

so called. A complete apparatus of Sorel and
Gautier capable of working up 600,000 pounds, is

stated to cost .^1254; the rated expenses of ope-
rating to that extent $1881, and by the grater and
presses $2337 ; the amount of product 42,000
pounds, instead of30,000 pounds as by the common
sj'stems ; and the cost of the sugar will be only 2i-

cents per pound. As to this, " We shall seey
One word by way of caution. We advise no

body to make a hobby of the sugar beet. For
speculation purposes, it is no touch to tlie morus
muliicaulis: and that humbug is pretty much
used up. If any money is to be made out of beet

sugar culture, it will only be by hard work, and
perseverance, probably amidst many discourage-

ments. We would not recommend that every
body should go into it at once. Let Mr. Child

and a few others make the experiment first. If it

succeeds, others can follow them. If it does not,

they can save their money and their patience. It

is however a branch of industry which mc?/ become
extremely important in this country. The value

of sugar imported into the United States from
Ibreign countries, is about $7,000,000 per annum.
If we can grow all this sugar at home, or a part

of it, at cheaper rates than we can import it, we
had better do so.

P. S. Since writing the above, we find it stated

that application has been made to the legislature

for the incorporation of a company in this city,

with a capital of $500,000, "for the purjjose of

manufacturing sugar from beets, and refining

sugar."
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ISABELLA GRAPE VINES—WINE, &C.

From tlic Cultivator.

The cultivation of grape vines and making of

wine is getting to be so well understood tlirough-

out the United States, through the medium of our

excellent agricultural periodicals, that what I am
about to write, is probably already known to some
of your readers

;
yet the repetition of mteresting

facts is often of much benefit, and the results of

experience in these matters can scarcely be too

often repeated.

The very numerous attempts (o raise grapes

from foreign vines in the open air, have resulted

in disappointment. The late Mr. Parmenter, of

Brooklyn, Long-Island, devoted much labor and
expense on foreign vines, to very little purpose. Mr.
Loubat, also near Brooklyn, planted a large vine-

yard, and for some years flattered hiniself with

hopes which resulted in loss or disappointment. In

gome few instances in Brooklyn and New York,

where the vines were protected by surrounding

buildings, the Chesselas and other foreign varie-

ties yielded well, thereby only demonstrating that

such fruit can be obtained if cultivators will be at

the trouble of erecting proper houses for the pur-

pose.

The Isabella grape vine is supposed to be a

native of North Carolina. It first obtained its

well deserved notoriety at Brooklyn, in the garden
of Geo. Gibbs, Esq. now of St. Augustine, Flo-

rida ; and derived its nevi^ name from his lady,

Mrs. Isabella Gibbs, who was instrumental in o"b-

taming it from the south for her garden. The origi-

nal parent of all the Isabella vines is now to be seen

in the garden of Zachariah Lewis, Esq. on Brook-
lyn heights. Tliis favorite vine has spread itself

throughout the northern states of the union, in

Canada, and has been imported into France, and
drawn forth the favorable notice of the French
cultivators. Almost every garden and doorway
in Brooklyn and New York can boast of its proli-

fic vine, always yielding abundance to the carelijl

cultivator.

In the year 1827, 1 set out, at a small place near
Brooklyn, the cuttings for about 300 Isabella

vines, and fifty foreign vines from France and
(^ermany. By reason of careless cultivation fi-om

bad tenants, they did not come into bearing until

1831, in which year I was able to exhibit five

kinds of very fine grapes at the horticultural ex-

hibition in New York. I also sent large quanti-

ties to the market, and made about fifty gallons of

wine, merely as an experiment, as I supposed my-
self to be the first who had attempted to make
wine of this grape. This wine was of two kinds,

made in October, 1831, and in April following

was put into bottles, and one bottle of each kind

sent to about fifty persons in different parts, who
were supposed to Itiel an interest in the matter.

One kind was made of pure juice, to which two
pounds of sugar to each gallon was added. The
other kind was composed of one-third water to

two-thirds juice—three pounds of sugar to each
gallon—one gallon of brandy to a cask of nine-

teen gallons. Some of this wine attained five

years, and was pronounced very excellent.

In the year 1832, ni}' little vineyard bore very
abundantly, and I made, in October of that year,

eight barrels of wine. It was made in a variety

of modes, to test the quality of the grope, and did

not all prove good ; but far the greater part was
very excellent and improved with age.

I will now proceed to describe my mode of
planting and cultivating the vine, and of making
wine.
The cuttings intended for propagation are of any

well ripened wood of the last year's growth, em-
bracing three or more joints or buds. It is pre-

fijrred that it should be connected at the lower joint

with some small part of the old wood of the pre-

vious year. These cuttings are taken from the
parent vine at any time between the first of No-
vember and first ofMarch and immediately buried
in the earth, or put under earth in the cellar, or
sometimes the ends are put in a box or basket
with earth, and set in a green house, and vi^ater

occasionally sprinkled on then). In the spring,

if they are not placed in their permanent locations,

they may be carefully set out in the garden, at

one foot apart every way, the upper bud being
just even with the .surface of : he earth. If the
season is dry, they will require to be waterd seve-
ral times to insure their growth. They will grow
a foot or more in length the first season. In the

following spring they may be transplanted to their

permanent places, around buildings, fiances, trees,

and arbors. I trim the new sprouts down to three or

four buds, intending thai two only shall be allowed
to grow, and those to be trained off from the root

in diflierent directions, according to the circum-
stances of your trellis, or supporter. My vine-

yard was planted in rows, eight feet apart, and
vines eiglit feel in the rows ; but alter a ^e.vf years
the trellis became so burdened, that I look up and
removed one-half the vines, and left them f vxfeen

feet apart in the rows. Each vine, therefore, had
sixteen feet of trellis, being eight feet on each side

of the root. The two main branches were tied to

the lower part of the trellis, and the lateral

branches tied to the rails above.

My trellis was composed • of (bur laths, open
at the top, as I suppo.-=ed it was necessary that the
sun and air should liave a good circulation among
the vines ; but I am now convinced that a top sur-

face, as afforded by an arbor, is necessary. The
great exuberance of the vine causes the new shoots

to run up into the air above the trellis, and the

wind will prostrate and break them, unless they
have a flat arbor to rest upon. The fruit hangs
with great weight on the branches, which are of-

ten broken unless they can rest on an arbor, or

are well tied to the upright supporters.

As there are /ijur distinct /iriwi/zigs, or trim-

mings, required in properly cultivating the Isa-

bella vine, I will now describe them ; merely re-

marking, that although the vine will give fruit

when some of these trimmings are neglected^ yet

no cultivator has a right to expect goo(Zyri<i7 with-

out bestowing the requisite time and attention to

their prunings.

First the winter pruning. This is best done in

February or March, provided the vines are not

fi-ozen ; but may be done ai any time between Oc-
tober and April. It consists in reducing the old

wood according to the extent of your trellis, and
the age of the vine, and strength of the root. Atl

unripe wood is cleared off—old wood thinned out,

and ripe wood of the last year's growth shortened

down to two or three buds, except such runners as

shall be selected to cover the trellis. Much de-

pends on judgment in this trimming. It is diffi-
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cult to describe the precise rules. Those who
love tlie grape should cut boldly, and acquire

knowledge by experience and close observation.

Every branch should at this pruning be strongly

tied to the trellis.

The second pruning ; or building, takes place

about the lOih ol' JMay. The buds have then

thrown out their branches an inch or two, and
generally two or three branches at every bed, or

joint. These must all be reduced to one shoot, or

branch, always leaving ihe stoutest or best shoot.

They are disengaged with a slight touch, and a

short time would suffice for many vines.

The third pruninii; takes place about the middle
of June, and sometimes earlier, and is best per-

formed with a pair of shears, or scissors. At this

time I cut oli what were called laterals—a branch
growing out of the green wood on the side oppo-
site to the fruit. These laterals may be broken or

cut off quite down to the main branch at any
time during the season ; but it is better to remove
them early before they have acquired size and
at the expense of the rest of the vine.

Thefourth and last pruning is called stopping,

or shortening, and is done with a shears or a

knife. It should be done about the middle of July,

when the fruit has attained about half its growth.
I then shorten all the branches having iruit on
them, (except iliose retained Icjr permanent run-
ners,) by cutting them at two or three joints for-

ward o!' the fruit. This is a heavy and essential

pruning, and divests the vine of much green
wood and leaves, and is considered important to

the developement and ripening of the I'ruit. I

would, however, particulaily caution the opera-
tor against at any time removing the leaves of
the vine, except such as are attached to the late-

rals and shortenings, and come away with them.
The leaves are vitally important to the ripening of

the fruit, which is always the best in the deepest
shade. Such fruit as by accident becomes ex-
posed to the sun, is sure to be very inferior and
sour.

About the 8ih of June, while the vine is in

flower, and throwing its peculiar and delicious per-

fume all around, its greatest enemy, the rose bug,

makes its appearance, and feeds with voracity on
the sweet and delicate blossom. In a few days
after their first appearance, thousands are seen,

carrying destruction throughout the vineyard. The
best remedy 1 could ever devise, is to go among
the vines early in the morning, before the sun
has warmed them into activit\', and they are then
easily made to fall into the hand or on the ground,
and may be crushed and destroyed. A few
mornings spent in this way will clear the vine-

yard, as they are a short-lived enemy.
In the latter part of July, the blight or rot takes

place where the Isabella vines are cultivated in

fields, but it is seldom seen among those cultivated

in cities. Great quantities of fruit will become
brown, and sometimes black, and fall off. It is

not easy to account for this destruction, which is

seen as much on the high as on the low vines, and
no less on fruit exposed to the sun, than on that

in the shade. As an experiment, I discharged

with a syringe, lime-water, sulphur-water, and
Boap-Buds upon them, and also sifted dry sulphur
on the fruit, but without any sensible effect. I

feared I should lose all my grapes, but to my sur-

prise, 1 had a great crop, notwithstanding the rot.

I have since supposed it may arise from exube-
rance of the vine, which, hke the peach and ap-
ple tree, may perhaps thus disburden itself of a
portion of its fruit ; but even on this principle it is

difficult to account lor its non-appearance in cities,

where the quantities of pure fruit are quite^aston-
ishing.

I have observed in the cities, that spiders and
caterpillars are in some degree destructive to the
green fruit. Spiders will get to the centre of the
clustre and cause the fruit to fall in single grapes,
but the caterpillar attacks the stem, and the whole
green cluster falls to the ground.

I have in a few instances trained the vines upon
large apple trees ; but I do not think this mode
is to be recommended where other supports can be
had. The fruit was interior.

In the city of Brooklyn, and among high build-
ings, my vines have not failed to produce abun-
dantly every season, during the last fourteen years.
This is an interesting fact to all who cultivate the
grape. At my vineyard in the country, they
have declined very much, which I attribute to
the neglect and ignorance of the tenants on the
place. Even in the country they are much bet-
ter around the buildings than in the open air.

There are from three to five clusters on every fruit-

bearing branch. I have in a lew instances seen
six. The extremities of the vine generally pro-^

(luce the best Iruit, and there is often much differ-

ence in the quality of the fi'uit on the same vine.
They may be trained a great distance over large
arbors, and on the roofs and around the upper
windows of our high houses. New branches will

sometimes grow from twenty to thirty feet in one
season.

The vine is sometimes propagated by layers,

which consists in bending down the branch into

a channel dug in the earth, and burying it at pro-
per depth, in a curving line, with the end above
the earth. Roots will start plentifully from the
part in the earth, and when it is well rooted may
be cut from the parent vine and transplanted, if
proper care is taken, the cuttings as well as the
roots may be sent a great distance. I sent a
quantity of cuttings, packed in moist sods in a box,
via New Orleans to Arkansas, and had the satis-

faction to learn they were all alive on their arrival,

and had been successflilly planted out.

Nothing is lost in a vineyard, as the green trim-
mings in summer are good for cattle, and winter
trimmings, when not required for propagation,
make good fuel.

Of Wine.

Although I was successful in making some good
wine, yet a portion was spoiled, and I do not flatter

myself that I know much about it. An excellent

'

little book, published by Mr. Adlum, of George-
town, who was a great cultivator of grapes and
manufacturer of wine, was my best guide in wine-
making. I would respectfully advise such as wish
information on this subject, to obtain it, and fol-

low the rules there laid down My experience,
however, may be of some service, and I cheerliilly

give it.

The grapes were gathered and thrown into tubs,

without breaking the clusters, or separating the
ripe from the unripe. The were broken by a
common pounder, and merely cracking the skin

is sufficient, and care should be taken that the
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seeds be not broken. The 7nurk or pomace is

thrown into a vat, which is covered wilh one or

more blankets, to confine the heat and hasten fer-

mentation. A portion is Gornetimea warmed and
added to the mass, to give it a start. The pomace
rises on the top, and the whole will continue lo

rise and ferment upwards lor four or five days.

When it begins to sink, the fine liquor, as clear

as oil, maybe drawn by a tap from near the bottom

ofthe vat, as lonff as it will run clear. This iTiakes

the best wine. The pomace is then pressed in any
convenient mode, and all the juice extracted.

The liquor is then called must, and in this state

it is when any addition may be made, such as su-

gar or brandy. Nothing will incorporate well un-

less added before fermentation. I added in differ-

ent casks from one to three pounds of sugar per

gallon, but I would advise the adding of '.he three

pounds per gallon in all cases, and I am not cer-

tain that a less quantity will preserve the wine from
running into the acetous fermentation. If pro-

perly made the wine does not require brandy, nor

any other spirit, and is much better without it.

After the sugar is added in due proportion to the

must, It is put into casks in a moderately cool

place, and just filled to the open bung, and al-

lowed while fermenting to overflow. It will work
briskly for a month or more, and when it sinks in

the cask, must be filled up, so as to continue to

overflow. It is best to stop the fermentation be-

fore it quite subsides, in order to preserve the fine

aroma of the wine; and this is done by repeated
rackings, or drawing off" into casks previously

Bmoked wilh sulphur, by burning in them rags
dipped in melted brimstone. If any particular

flavor is desired to be communicated artificially,

it must be done while the must is in early stages
of fermentation. It will probably continue to Fer-

ment after this first sulphuring and racking; and
it may then be fined, or clarified. Many sub-

stances may be employed in this. Whites of

eggs—milk and sand—fish-glue, sometimes called

isinglass, may be stirred into the wine, which may
be racked ofl' in a week or ten days afterwards.

At every racking a quantity of sediment is re-

moved from the bottom of the casks, and these

rackings and finings must be continued until the

wine is perfectly pure. 1 commenced my wine
making in October, and considered it fit for bottling

in the JMarch following, when it was put into bot-

tles, demijohns, and tight casks.

Even when new, the wine is exceedingly good
and palatable, and diffuses an inward glow, grate-

ful, cheering and healthful. The taste and aroma
are difl'erent iroin any wine that I have ever

known, and 1 cannot compare it with any.
1 ascertained that a measured bushel of grapes,

as they came from the vines in clusters, weighed
thirty-eight pounds. I also weighed one hundred
pounds ot' grapes and crushed them, and obtained

a little more than nineteen gallons of juice ; it

thus requires eleven or twelve pounds of grapes
lor each gallon of wine.

The location of my vineyard being considered
unhealthy, I have given it no personal attention

since 1832, but many persons in and about Brook-
lyn have made good wine from the Isabella grape
since that lime; and I do not doubt that others

will follow their example, until the Isabella wine
shall become a favorite at the tables of our best

connoisseurs.

There is much to be learned concerning the cul-
tivation of the vine, and I-look to the correspon-
dents of your excellent agricultural journals, for

information on this as well as other branches of
these interesting pursuits. In this town last sea-
son the Isabella grapes did not come to perfection,

and were sour and worthless
;
yet I had excellent

grapes from the fine vineyard of my liiend, Jo-
siah J>ow, Esq., of Brooklyn, which is twenty
iTiiies west of this place. I should like to know
whether manuring is desirable? what kinds, and
to what extent 1 what protection is best? and
whether my mode of trimming is, or is not, well
adapted to perpetuate the vine?

In conclusion, I would remark, that the Isabella

grapes are eatable, and often in the market long
before they are ripe; and consequently many peo-
ple are ignorant of their excellence when in per-

fection. I give it the preference to any grape I

have ever tasted, and the vine is the greatest

bearer I have ever known.
Alden Spooner.

Hempstead, Long-Island, Feb. 15, 183S,

From Hie Soutliem Cabinet,

NOTES ON EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE. BY A
CHARLESTONIAN.

NO. IT.

I stated in a former number that, in my opinion,

England was in a higher state of cultivation than
any other country in Europe. This is in parJ

owing to the industry of its inhabitants— to the

intelligence of those under whose direction the

lands are cultivated—and not a little to the climate

itself. The persons connected with agriculture in

England may be divided into three classes. First

—the owners of the soil. These are, in the ma-
jority of instances, composed of the wealthy no-
bilitj7. The property is usually entailed, and the

laws of primogeniture assign it to the eldest son.

He seldom cultivates his lands, but hires them out

in large tracts to the second class—the farmer.

This individual leases the land, commonly for a
term of nineteen years. He is usually well-edu-

cated and intelligent, and is able to introduce those

improvements in agriculture which the lights of
science, and the experience of others encourage
him to adopt. The manual labor is performed by
a third class—the peasantry. These are usually

poor and ignorant, and have scarcely any hope of
rising beyond the condition of serfs. They are

the cultivators of the soil from generation to gene-
ration, and the sons and daughters in nearly all in-

stances, follow the condition of their parents.

This is the class which, above all others, is most
benefited by a removal to America. In England
provisions are high, and the price of labor cheap

;

in America, it is, in general, the reverse. Here,
the industrious husbandman is soon rescued from
a state of dependence and poverty. Lands in our
new settlements can be purchased at a less cost

than the taxes would amount to in England.
Hence the dilBculty of obtaining laborers on our
American liirms will, for a long time, present a
serious obstacle to our improvements in agricul-

ture. Man every where struggles lor independ-

ence, anil he will not labor for oihera when lie has
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so fair a prospect of becoming the owner ol' a farm.

But the strange and wayward climate of England,
unpleasant and uncomfortable, as it may be in

many respect?, may give us a clue to the secret of

its lertility. With tlie latitude of Labrador, its

winters are less severe than (hose of Maryland.
Surrounded on all sides by contending oceans and
currents, it partakes of their variable climate— it

is a land jjossessing the atmosphere of the sea.

The gull and the tern fly over it as if it were a
part of their possessions, and the Solan goose and
other eea-birds not only nestle among the beetling

rocks, but their notes are heard in every part of the

island. Within three days' sail of En.gland, the

fogs and drizzling rains commenced. My journal

tells me there was but one day out of forty in

which it did not rain during some portion of the

day. I heard no thunder, nor did the rain fall in

torrents as with us, but light showers were conti-

nually sprinkling the earth like heavy dews—then
the sun would shine tor half an hour, throwing
its rays in fitful streams through the passing

clouds, giving slight indications of fair weather,

which soon ended in disappointment. There is

no calculating on a dry day in England. An um-
brella is almost as necessary an appendage to an
Englishman as a hat. It is no wonder that he is

enraptured with the bright clear sky of Italy, for

he was born among fogs, and has all his lifetime

been looking through a haze. He judges by con-

trast. Others have told the tale of the azure
skies and balmy air of Rome and Venice, and his

imagination has been fired by the theme ; hence
he conceives no sun so bright, no air so soft. Had
Carolina been as accessible, and could he as easily

have made the contrast, he would, if not blinded

by prejudice, have admitted that no Italian sky-

exceeded that of our own southern land. Men
may boast of having chmbed the Alps to see the

sun rise from the mountain of Riga, or set in the

Adriatic, yet 1 am either so prejudiced or old

fashioned as to believe that the poet or the painter

may go to the ends of the world and find no fairer

sky for the embellishment of a picture than that

presented during summer, along our Southern
Atlantic coast. But to return to the foggy climate

of England. It has appeared to me that these in-

cessant slight showers in a high northern latitude,

(where the nights are so short, and the continu-

ance of twilight so long, that I find it noted in my
journal that I was reading by daylight at half

past ten in the evening, and resumed my book at

half past two—leaving but four hours of night)

—

contribute, in a considerable degree, to the abun-
dant productions of the soil. The sun, during the

long days of summer, imparts sufficient warmth
to the nourishment of the plants, and these are

continually kept fresh and green by nature's wa-
tering pot. [t is true, the early part of the summer
ofmy visit (1838,) was characterised as rainy in

every part of Europe, still it was not regarded in

England as a very striking exception to their

ordinary seasons. To the fogs and drizzling rains

together with the absence of to9 bright a light, I

ascribed that rich dark greeh of the fields which I

have never witnessed in any other country—the

scent of the flowers was, lor the same reason,

stronger and longer retained—the groves were full

of melody—ihe goldfinch and the thrush seemed
to sing sweeter alter every passing shower, and the

skylark carolled high in the air, in spite of the
drizzling mist.

But, in addition to a favorable climate, the soil

of England has the benefit of a judicious tillage.

I was particularly struck with the system, almost
universally adopted in regard to. the rotation of
crops. It should be remarked that they never
cultivate two successive crops of grain on the came
field. Although physiologista have not been able

fully to account for the fact, that the successive

cultu'ation of grain or vegetables exhausts the soil

whilst a change to different product does not impo-
verish the land to any considerable extent, yet it

is now universally admitted, by ail good husband-
men, that this is the case. Some have ascribed

this to the exhaustion of the proper food of the

plant in consequence of its cultivation during
successive years, whilst Decandolle, Macaire and
others have accounted for it on the doctrine thai

plants exude from their roots certain substances
poisonous to plants of the same variety, which in

time renders the earth unfit for their cultivation.

(See January number of the Southern Cabinet, p.

17.) As toil)oars perdrlx doyed on the appetite

of the Frenchman, so the teeming earth longs for

a change of food, and vyithholds her fruitfulness

unless she be indulged. It has often been inquired

why is it that a forest which has long been covered
with a growth of pine, when cut down does not

spring up again in pine, but in oak, gum, and
hickory, and vice versa. The fiicts, in a majority

of instances, are so. All plants spring from seed

—

there can be no spontaneous production. Omnia
ah ova is a doctrine as old as the days of Linnaeus,

and nature has never departed Irom it. May it

not then be that nature, after having for ages
nourished one kind of tree, has exhausted the

properties of the soil adapted to that kind of pro-

duction, and when a new forest is to be created,

imparts its influence (o trees of a different kind,

better suited to its present state, and withholding

its lertility from that to which it is no longer adapt-

ed. Be this as it may, the English farmer acts

on the principle of the necessity of a rotation ol"

crops. The result from this and other judicious

modes of culture has been an increase of three fold.

In Carolina, we have adopted the opposite course.

Many fields have been planted in Indian corn

since the days of the revolution, and the result has
been that we have retrograded from forty bushels

per acre to eight, and often less.

I will now give the method ofEnglish culture in

regard to the

Rotation of crops.

1st year. Fallow crop. Irish potatoes—beans
or turnips. The potatoes, as is the case in high
northern latitudes, produce small stalks, and are
consequently planted much nearer in the rows than
with us. Endless varieties have been produced
from seed.

The beans, adapted to field culture, are the kinds
usually called horse bean (Faba vulgaris.) Hun-
dreds ofacres are cultivated with this bean, and its

numerous varieties, and the product is immense.
It is used as food for cattle. I have never known
it to thrive equally well in any part of America,
probably owing to our warm summers. In our
southern states especially, the pods in general do
not fill well, and 1 doubt whether it is calculated

to be a productive crop. There is, however, one
variety from the south of France, called the win-
ter bean, (Za Feverole cVhimr,) which is remark-
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ably hardy and prolific. It is planted late in

autumn, and stands the winters ol" France and
England, and might be experimented on, as a
winter crop, when nothing else can be cultivated

with us, and it would not interfere with the crop of

the Ibllowing spring. The Heliogoland bean

—

purple held bean—and Alexandrian field bean, are

also varieties which the agriculturists ol' England
and France recommended to me as probably well

adapted to winter culture in our southern climate.

The turnip crop is considered as the most valua-

ble in England lor feeding cattle. These diff'erent

productions, however, require to be noticed under
separate heads. I will endeavor to return to the

subject in a future number.
2nd year. Wheat—the varieties are yearly

increasing. At present, the kinds cultivated almost

universally in the higher grounds and lighter

soils of Scotland, are the golden drop and blood red.

The skins are thicker than in most other varieties

and they yield more bran. These varieties would,

I think, answer well on our elevated mountainous
regions. The average crop is said to be about
fifty bushels to the acre. In the Lothians—the

Carse of Sterling, and in the low rich soils of Eng-
land—in Denmark—and the alluvial soils of
Germany, 1 remarked that the varieties called

Uxbridge and Hunter's wheat, were most culti-

vated, and considered most productive. The
yield is (ioui filly to sixty bushels per English acre

—the average weight per bushel is from 62 to 63
lbs.—the finest, 65 lbs. The Mengoswell's wheat
is a variety of Hunter's and is cultivated on the

Carse of Gowrie as a superior grain. Three new
varieties have been very recently introduced. The
Whitlington wheat from the south of England

—

the Chevalier wheat from France—and the Hick-
lings—the latter is white in straw, but yellow in

sample. Rye is not cultivated. Grass seeds are

sown in the fields of wheat in the month of April.

These are red clover (Trifolium pralcnse) and
rye grass (^Lollum pereuHe and Jlalkuin.') Calves
and sheep are allowed, in autumn and winter, to

feed on the young grass.

3d year. This is a grass crop—usually a heavy
one. It is sometimes cut twice, but usually only

once a year, and serves as pasturage in the fall.

4th year—A crop of barley or oats is now raised.

This is once more succeeded by a itdlow crop. In
this manner crops succeed each other by fours in

good lands, or where the soil is inliirior, another
year is added for grass and pasturage—atibrding a
wheat crop only once in four or five years, but
producing in the mean time, other articles equally

valuable to the farmer.

(To be continued.)

VALUK OF BIRDS.

From tlie Farmer's Montlily \ isitor.

Mr. Hill,— I was much pleased, that in your
first volume of the Visitor, you took so much inter-

est in the preservation of the small birds. Without
their aid in destroying the innumerable insects that

prey upon the products of the larmer, agriculture

in a It3w years would have to be abandoned. The
rapidity with which many kinds of insects are

j)roduced is almost beyond conception, and were it

not for the check put to it by insectivorous birdSj it

would be in vain to sow or cultivate the soil. And
many think it doubtful policy, in giving a bounty
lor the desiruction of crows and foxes.

The crow, it is true, sometimes plucks up the

newly planted corn ; but where he pulls up one
blade of corn, he probably pulls up a hundred of

the large white worm. So of the fox, he carries off

a few lambs, and sometimes a stray goose, but his

principal food in the summer season is tlie large

white worm, beetle, bugs, mice, moles, &c., which
probably more than compensate tor the few lambs
they take.

Could the exact amount of damage done by
insects to the various crops of grass, grains and
fruits, in a single county, lor one year, be ascer-

tained, it would be astonishing. Two years ago
last season many fields that produced a good crop

ofhay the year before were almost barren : scarcely

a blade ol grass was left on many square rods, and
the roots were so completely cut an inch or two be-

neath the surface, by the large white worm, that

the turf n)ight be rolled up like a carpet.

Sometimes whole fields of corn are nearly de-

stroyed by the grub, or (he wire worm : orchards

are defoliated by the canker worm or caterpillar
;

and fields of most promising wheat are destroyed

by the wheat fly or weevil.
' The natural history of the various kinds of inju-

rious insects is not sufficiently studied. No doubt

nearly every kind might have its file or history

traced through all its various chajnges, habits, food,

&c., and probably ways and means discovered to

greatly lessen their numbers and check their rav-

ages.

In a late number of the New England Farmer
the editor says, "We as yet know of but one effec-

tual remedy against the canker worm—that is, the

encouragement of the birds. In our code of penal

justice, killing a small bird should be placed next

to killing a child. We were assured the last sum-
mer, that at the beautifully cultivated district in the

south part of West Cambridge, abounding in fruit,

they were entirely free from canker worms, while

in Old Cambridge the orchards suffered severely.

The great security which they found was in the

encouragement and preservation of the birds. A
gunner in West Cambridge would be in as much
danger as an aboliiionist in South Carolina."

February 12, 1840. L. B.

EFFECTS OF E3IA1VCIPATION IN JAMAICA.

An intelligent resident in Jamaica, recently in-

formed us that the results of the emancipation bill

ultimately would be, the expulsion or retirement of

all the white population of the island, already so

disproportioned to that of the colored classes ; and
that, at no great distance from the present time, it

would come to be a St. Domingo. Had the eman-
cipation or apprenticeship system been left to the

white colonists themselves, or had their disparity

in numbers with the colored population not been

so great, no doubt is entertained that the legisla-

tion of the British parliament at London would
have been nullified in Jamaica; but, as the case

stood, acquiescence was only the necessary act

that could Itill whh quieting efiect on crushed re-

bellion. No new demonstrations in favor of equal-

ity between the colored and white population have
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been afiorded by the emancipalion bill: since

tlio?o on tlie part of the persons of color, who at-

tain anv conventional distinction amongj the whites

of the- island, stand aloof from those havino; the

hue of ihern^-elves, and consort with the whites as

instruments, merely, and proud of that distinction.

Colored ma<j;istrates sit with white ones on the

bench judicial, thoufrh their expoundings and ex-

planations are doubtless much guided by the latter.

Real estate has not been materially affected by the

bill in question : but the likelihood of no indefinite

continuance of the whites on the island in after

times, would seem to make it more an object with

them, to dispose of it brisklj' to those of means
and influence among the citizens of color who
may thus finally acquire by purchase, or conduct
with honorable agency, all the interests of the

whites now on the island, who may receive the

benefits of their properly on absenteeism principles,

after they shall have lelt it alone in its glory, until

fully paid.— P/ii7arf. Gaz. ( Whig.)

CHEAP STEAMER FOR ROOTS.

From tlie Cultivator.

The best and cheapest apparatus for steaming
roots, &c. we have yet seen, is made, by putting

to a box of the required dimensions for cooking
or steaming, a bottom of sheet iron, and setting

this box on an arch of brick or stone work, allow-

ing about four inches of each side of the box to

rest on the brick work. Let the box be made of

inch and a hall" or two inch plank ; the sheet iron

with a double row of holes for nails, secured to

the bo-'.tom of this, will be water tight, and a false

bottom made of a board, and perforated with nu-
merous liolcs, with deals nailed on it to lie on the

iron bottom, and prevent the roots burning on it,

completes the steamer. We have used one made
on this pinciple, for several years, and know of no
plan which will cook food with equal rapidity and
cheapness. Our steamer holds 15 bushels, and
the fuel required is but a trifle.

METHOD OF PRESERVIKG CP^LERY THROUGH
THE WINTER FOR FAMILY USE.

From Uic Magazine of Horticulture.

As a completion ofmy article on celery, publish-

ed in your Januaf}' number,* I send you my
method of preserving it for use through the winter.

Celery must be taken up in the autumn, before it

has been, in the least possible way, injured by
frost ; as I am confident that, if the lops are frozen,

it affects, directly or indirectly, the whole root.

A fine dry day, of course, must be chosen for the
above mentioned purpose. When the celery is

all taken up, cut off all the fibrous roots and all

the green tops, and lay it singly on boards, in an
airy shed, to dry, two or three days ; turning the
vvhole over once or twice a day will be necessary,
in order that every part may be as free from mois-
ture as possible; if this part of the process has
been duly attended to, after the third day the celery

*And thenco copied into thn Farmers' Rcsjister.

—

Ed. F. R.

will be in good order for the next and last opera-
tion, which is as follows:—
Having plenty oi' dry sand at hand, place about

three inches, in depth, of the same, at the bottom
of a flour barrel, or any other kind of barrel will

answer, provided it is clean and dry ; then lay the

celery flat on the sand, and so continue on, with

the sand and celery allcrnately, until you finish at

the top with sand, about lour inches of which
should be placed over the last layer of celery, and
the work is completed. A dry, cool place, where
it never freezes, is to be preferred to keep it in.

The operator need not be in the least alarmed, if

he finds that it has shrunk a little from the opera-

tion of drying: for it will immediately become
plump again after packing. He should have faith

in the method, and he will be sure to succeed.

J. W. Russell.
Mount Auburn, Cambridge, Feb. 1840.

The above method of keeping celery, by Mr.
Russell, is probably as new to most of our readers

as it is to ourselves ; but we doubt not it will suc-

ceed : indeed we have never found much trouble

in keeping celery, provided it was not ruined by

repeatedfreezing and thawing of the foliage and
stems, before it was dug up in the autumn. This
part of Mr. Russell's remarks should be kept in

view, as without strict attention to this, the object

will not be accomplished.

Mr. Russell's remarks, we apprehend, apply

only to preserving celery lor family use during
the winter. When a large quantity is grown,
and it is desired to keep part of it until spring,

before it is wanted, the best method will then be to

protect it in the situation where it was grown.
This, at least, has been our plan, and we have
found it to be attended with complete success.

The manner in which we have proceeded to do
SO, has been as follows :—Before frosts, severe

enough to injure the tops, occur, we cover up the

ridge formed by the earthing up of the stems,

wiih leaves, sea-weed, or coarse straw, preferring

either of the two first to the latter: this covering

should extend down the sides of the ridge, and
should be about six inches thick, and should be put

on in rather a dry state. This covering is to be

immediately protected with boards, put up in the

form of a ridge also, so as to carry off all the rain,

or water which may be formed from the melting

snow, in the months of February and March.
The top board on the east side, if the rows stand

north and south, as they always should do, un-
less very inconvenient, should project over that,

on the west side, from half an inch to an inch,

thus allowing no chance for the water to find

egress immediately over the roots. Ey this means,
it win be carried awaj'^, and if the surface of the

garden admits, theearih should be so thrown out

in the autumn, as to allow the surplus water in the

spring to be carried ofl' from the ground in which
the celery is planted.

By the middle of March, unless that month
should be very severe, the ridge maybe opened
at one end, and the celery dug for use ; and it may
afterwards be dug from time to time, as it is want-
ed, and it will be Ibund as I'resh as if it had been
dug in the preceding autumn. We have fully

tried this plan, and can recommend it from our
own experience.

It should be always borne in mind, that celery,
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intended for winter or spring use, should be of the

large, giant, solid kind, and not the little pipe-

etem, suckery variety, generally grown, which is

only fit for early fall use, and, at the best, barely

worth growing at all. Bailey's red or white

giant, and Law's silver giant, are new sorts, de-

serving of extensive cultivation, and every one

who appreciates good celery, should be particular,

and obtain one or the other of them. Attention to

this, and procuring seeds which can. be relied upon,

will prevent much disappointment, and repay the

cultivator lor his trouble.

—

Ml. Bl. H.

SBEDS FROM SOUTH FLORIDA.

We have to acknowledge the receiving from

Dr. Henry Perrine, of Indian Key, seeds of se-

veral tropical plants, which grew in the southern

part of Florida. These were, 1st, the "kidney

seed cotton," described at length in a former com-

munication of Dr. Perrine in our last volume of

the Farmers' Register; 2nd, seeds of the " pe-

rennial bean;" and 3rd, seeds of the " coontee

root," or arrow root, the natural growth of which

furnishes food to the savages. These seeds have

been distributed among some of our subscribers

who have green-houses, or who reside far to the

south.

TEXAN STATISTICS.

!7%e whole, story told.—The following minute

statistics of Austin are said to be correct. On the

first of January, 1840, the whole population,

members of congress, speculators, gamblers, loaf-

ers, and all, amounted to 856—whites 711. White
adult males 550, while adult females 61 ! children

100, families 75, mechanics 35, lawyers 4, physi-

cians 6, printing offices 2, taverns 6, stores 9, gro-

ceries 9, billiard room 1, and faro banks 6.

—

Hous-
ton Star.

REMARKS ON THE SOILS IN GENERAL, AND
PARTICULARLY THE RIDGE LANDS, OF
EASTERN VIRGINIA.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

The peculiar and remarkable features of the

highest or ridge lands of lower Virginia deserve

more consideration than they have received.

These features are scarcely known at all except to

the residents of that region, and even of these,

very Cew have cast a thought upon the circum-

stances referred to, which are general and uniform

through an extensive territory, and' yet veiy diffe-

rent from the surface of the earth in general else-

where, v/helher considered in regard to agricul-

tural qualities, chemical composition, or geological

structure. In presuming thus to refi^r to geologi-

cal character, let me not be understood as pretend-

ing to any scientific knowledge on that subject, but

merely to having observed the great and obvious

ef!t3cls of the removals and deposites of earth by

water, which even an unlearned observer may
easily learn, although learned geologists have
either passed over the facts without notice, or have
neither explained nor investigated them.

Strangers to this region, and especially the resi-

dents oi' bur mountainous region, are impressed
with the belief that the low country of Virginia,

is one wide level surface of low-lying land ; and
even when they travel through it along the main
public roads, which are always on the most level

routes, they are first struck with surprise to find

that there are some hills in the tide-water region,

and that the land is generally dry, and also high,

except near the borders of the Chesapeake bay
and the ocean. They are also surprised to find

b'Jt a very small proportion of low land formed by
alluvion, and still subject to be overflowed by the

streams which had made the deposite ; and in-

deed, except our tide-marshes and miry and inun-
dated swamps, that in fact there is less wet land
in the low than in the liigh country. Still the

traveller who kept on the usual routes of travel

would retain the opinion that the country was ge-
nerally and remarkably level ; but if he were to

cross those routes, in the direction of the streams,

he would form the equally mistaken opinion that

the face of the country was remarkably broken, by
the frequent alternation of hills and narrow val-

leys or ravines. Both of these opinions are true

to a certain extent, and each is false, if applied

generally or extensively.

A correct idea of the configuration of the lands

of the tide-water region may be had by supposing,
first, an almost perfect plane surface declining by
imperceptible degrees towards the sea- waters.

Next, suppose this even and slightly inclined plane
to have been deeply guttered and liirrowed by the

passage of every river, and their largest tributary

streams, and more slightly by every small brook

and rivulet trickling from the highest head sources

of streams. Lastly, suppose the hill-sides formed
by thus cutting down the channels by the waters,

at first necessarily precipitous, to become gradual-

ly sloped by the operation of natural and obvious
causes, in the course of thousands of years. Such
is now the surface of the tide-water region, and
indeed, though in a less marked manner, such is

the next great region above the falls of the rivers,

extending almost to the most eastern spurs of the

mountains. Thus, if on any correctly marked part

of the map of Virginia, any intermediate point be

taken between two rivers, and a course be drawn
so as to avoid tlie heads of every smaller stream
that flows to the one or the other river, a route

may be pursued for many miles, which would
have scarcely any perceptible rise on depression.

Such a route, to be kept always on the highest

and most level ground, would of course be made
very crooked by the numerous head springs of in-

terlocking streams, flowing to both sides ; and
therefore no such route is ever precisely followed,

by a road, or for any practical purpose. Still, if it

were done, meandering and zigzag as such courses

might be, they would be, to the eye, perfectly le-

vel, (and very nearly level even il' measured ac-

curately,) and stretching and branching through
the whole country, from the sea-coast almost to

the mountains. And as nearly all the public roads

are on these ridges, and varying from them only

to avoid too great departures from the shortest

courses, it explains sufficiently why the roads may
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be nearly level, even when passing through a very

broken and hilly country.

It is not only that these level ridges may be

found and traced through their long and tortuous

courses between our great rivers—as between the

Potomac and Ra|)pahannock, or York and James
rivers, but also branches ol" these principal ridges

run out between every two of all their thousands

of tributary streams. And thouirh the channels

ol' the smaller streams are of various elevation,

and generally higher in proportion as they are of

email size, or remote from the great waters into

which they finally are emptied, the different cha-

racters and elevations of the streams have no
bearing on the intervening ridges, which, whether
separating the largest rivers or the smallest tribu-

tary rivulets, preserve nearly the same general

elevation, character and appearance, according to

their position and distance from the ocean. Thus,
it follows that the dividing ridges, presenting these

istrongly marked characters, are in fact as nume-
rous as the streams which so abundantly water

our country ; and which, if pursued to their head
springs, and counting every branch of a rivulet, of'

course are twenty times more numerous and exlen-

yive than appear on the maps. These numerous
ridges, and all connected, except where separated

by the great rivers that pass through the mountains,

form the ribs or Irame-work of this region, and are

as close laid, and as much connected with each
other, as the iimumerable streams which may be

hkened to arteries and veins of the great body.

From this description it will be gathered that

though the surface of the country is in fact very

uneven, and in many parts very liilly, still that ail

the summits of all the ridge lands form separated

parts or curved lines in the same great imagina-
ry inclined plane; and which plane I suppose to

have been formerly real and continuous through-

out, when the earth was deposited by the great

overfiovving waters, and before the subsequent ac-

tion of streams had cut out and washed away, in

{brming their channels, the valleys through which
they now flow.

That the whole tide-water region was once the

bottom of the ocean, and for many ages, is mani-
fest from the existence of thick beds of fossil sea-

shells, which underlie the whole, or nearly the
whole, at depths below the present surface vary-
ing from a few inches to nearly 100 feel, accord-
ing to the dip of the bed of shells, (or marl, as

improperly called,) and the thickness or elevation

of the now covering upper earth. Afterwards.
by some mighty convulsion of nature, this bed of
the ocean was "lifted up so as to be elevated far

above the sea-water, and fresh-water floods poured
over and deposited upon it, in difl'erent strata,

earth of various kinds of texture, lioni almost
pure sand to the stiff'est clay, but all agreemg in

the absence of calcareous earth, and of any en-
riching material to form productive soil. The up-
per cover of all, which forms the present upper
layer, and its surface the thin and poor soil of the
highest ridge lands, it may be supposed was the
last deposite from the deeply covering and then
stiller water, and that this last deposite was left

over the wliole land. There is a remarkable um-
fbrmity in this soil, in its shallowness, its poverty,
the universal and total absence of carbonate of"

lime, and the very small proportion of lime in any
other form, the absence of stone of every kind,

Vol. VTH—22

and even of pebbles and gravel. The texture va-

ries from the stiffest and most intractable clay to a
very sandy soil. Still this does not prevent a ge-

neral and femarkable uniformity of character,

caused by agreement in otlier particulars. Still,

there is every where a mucli jjreater proportion of

sand in these soils than would be supposed. The
very stiffest soils I have found to contain more
than 50 per cent, of pure siiicious sand, but most-

ly so finely divided as, when separated, to be in the

form of an impalpable powder, more like the finest

wheat flour than grit or sand. It is this state of"

minute division of the siiicious sand, more than

the proportion of argillaceous earth, (or the pure

matter of clay,) that gives their difierent degrees

of stiffness to all these ridge-land soils.

The gentle slopes and steeper hill-sides, formed
first by the streams cuttins down perpendicularly

and deeply through various strata of earth, and
these precipitous descents being in time sloped

and graduated as they now are—the materials

being aiixed by the washing of water, from top

to bottom—present soils of various textures and
qualities, all of them being much more fertile than
the barien ridges, but still li.n' from being valuable

at first, and still less lor being retentive of their

earliest fertility. Sometimes on these sloping lands

the soil is very stiff, sometimes very light, some-
times, but very rarely, showing rolled or water-
worn stones, and very frequently gravel in great

quantity—according as sections of these difierent

horizontal strata have been laid bare, by washing
through them, or as these materials were carried

down by water and spread over other soil.

Still lower, and only near the tide-waters, the

streams have cut through the beds of fossil shells

or marl ; and thus mixed with the far greater mass
of various poor earths washed down from the

higher slopes, have been swept down by the tor-

rents, and deposited below, forming the alluvial

bottoms, and'almost the only naturally fertile lands

of lower Virginia, except some of the higher river

banks and borders, which have been ibrmed in a
different manner.
The supposed agricultural character and value

of the ridire-lands and slopes were described in the

following words, in the ' Essay on Calcareous

JVIanures.'
" With some exceptions to every general cha-

racter, the tide-water district of Virginia may be
described as generally level, sandy, poor, and free

from any fixed rock, or any other than stones

rounded apparently by the attrition of water. On
much the greater part of the lands, no stone of
any kind is to be found, of larger size than gravel.

Pines of different kinds form the greater part of a
heavy cover to the siiicious soils in their virgin

state, and mix considerably with oaks, and other

growth of clay land. Both these kinds of soil,

alter being exhausted of their little (ijrtility by cul-

tivation, and " turned out" to recruit, are soon co-

vered by young pines which grow with vigor and
luxuriance. This general description applies more
particularly to the ridges which separate the slopes

on difierent streams. The ridge land* are always
level, and very poor—sometimes clayey, more
generally sandy, but stiffer than would be inferred

fiom the proportion of siiicious earth they contain,

which is caused by the fineness of its particles.

Whortleberry bushes, as well as pines, are abun-

dant on ridge lands—and numerous shallow basins
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are found, which are ponds of rain water in winter,

but dry in summer. None of this lar<fe propor-

tion of our lands has paid the expense of clearing

and cultivation, arul much the greater part still re-

mains under its native growth. Enough however
has been cleared and cullivaled in every neigh-
borhood, to prove its utter worlhlessness, under
common management. The soils oi" ridge lands

vary between sandy loam and clay loam. It is

difficult to estimate their general product under cul-

tivation ; but judging from my own experience of

such soils, the product may be I'rom five bushels of

corn, or as much of wheat, to the acre, on the most
clayey soils, to twelve bushels of corn, and three

of wheat on the most sandy—if wheat were there

attempted to be made.
"The slopes extend from the ridges to the

streams, or to the alluvial bottoms, and include the

whole interval between neighboring branches of

the same stream. This class ofsoils forms another
great body of lands—of a higher grade of fertility,

though still far from valuable. It is generally

more sandy than the poorer ridge land, and v/hen

long cultivated, is more or less deprived of its soil,

by the washing of rains, on every slight declivity.

The washing away of three or four inches in

depth, exposes a steril subsoil (or fi^rms a "gal!")

which continwes thenceforth bare of all vegetation;

a greater declivity of the surltice serves to form
gullies several feet in deplh, the earth carried from
which covers and injurea the adjacent land.

Most of this kind of land has been cleared, and
greatly exhausted. Its virgin growth 'is often

more of oak, hickory, and dogwood, than pine;

but when turned out of cultivation, an unmixed
grovvih of pine follows. Land of this kind in gen-
eral has very little durability ; its usual best pro-

duct ol" corn may be, for a lew crops, eighteen or

twenty bushels—and even as much as twenty-five

bushels, from the highest grade. Wheat is seldom
a productive or profitable crop on the slopes, the

soil being generally too sandy. When such soils as

these are called rich or valuable (as most persons

would describe them,) those terms must be consi-

dered as only comparative ; and such an applica-

tion of them proves that truly fertile and valuable

soils, are very scarce in lower Virginia."

The ridge-lands are universally acid in a high

degree; which, according to the doctrines main-

tained in the work above quoted, is but repeating

in other words the great deficiency oflime, and as-

serting the great value and profit of using calca-

reous manures on these otherwise worthless soils.

It is on ridge-lands that the greatest improvements
by marling have been produced in lower Virginia

;

and when once so improved, these will be perma-
nently among the most valuable lanils in the

whole region. On some of the lands from which
the above quoted picture was correctly drawn, I

have since made as much as 35 bushels of corn to

the acre, without any manure, except marl ; and
the land marled at dilHrenl times, fiom one year

to twenty years before, showed, in the crop of 1839,

degrees of improvement increased in proportion to

the length of the time which had pas?ed since

the first and only application of the manure. It

is these extensive and before seeming hopelessly

barren lands, whidi, vvhen marled, will make low-

er Virginia both a rich and healthy region. For
the same defect of natural constitution which for-

bids these poor soils to hold putrescent matter, and

thus store up fertility, causes the products of pu-
treliicliun to be diiTused through all (he atmo-
sphere, lor the production of disease; and the same
process which will retain the Ibod of plants in the
soil, cuts off from the air its previous supply of
poisonous exhalations.

In generalizing the characters of the different

soils of this great region as above, and attemptmg
to arrange them in separate classes, let me not be
understood as meaning that the dis ^iguishing
marks belong to all of each class, or that there are
always certain and evident lines ol" separation and
distinction between the different kinds of soils

named. I have stated the strongest marked fea-

tures of each, though but a pmall proportion of
the whole surface is so strongly marked. And as
the surface is passed over by insensible gradations
lirom the ridge of the slope, there is an intermix-

ture of characters in most places. Thus, ridge-

lands of any extent no where preserve through-
out their precise rigid character, but in some
places more or less partake of that of the slopes.

For strictly speaking, the ridges being the precise

lines of separation between streams (iowing to op-
posite directions, are extremely narrow; but as

the same ridge formation stretches out into the

intervals between the side springs, the same ge-

neral character of soil may spread for miles in

width, and over the general surface, with the ex-

ception of the narrow margins and very slight

slopes of the head springs and their brooks.

Again—the soils designated as on "slopes,"

though being on a surface generally declining

from the highest ridges, still are sometitnes level

for considerable extent, and even lake in many of
the lower ridges between the branches of sinali

streams. These exceptions, and the grounds of

them, are obvious both to the practical observer,

and to one who would merely judire of effects

from the causes above supposed. The explana-

tion is rendered necessary, however, because the

terms used, "ridges" and "slopes," are not sufR-

cientlv precise, or descriptive.

In the whole of the tide-water region, to which
my description of soils and the levels of surfaces

are more especially applicable, though often bro-

ken in surface, and even very hilly, (in com-
mon parlance,) still, correctly speaking, there is

no such thing as a hill between the liills of the

rivers and the sand-hills on the sea-shore ; that

is, there is no spot of land rising from all sides

greatly or even considerably above the genera!

level." What are called hills, are numerous
enough, and often high, and sometimes steep.

But the}' are only slopes rising from a lower to a
higher level, and on the sides of a deep ravine or

narrow valley cut down through the general level

or plane of all the ridges. The thick forest growth
on these ridges, serves to form the visible horizon

from every point of view ; and that horizon is

every where as even in height and as level as it is

possible lor any Ibrest growth to be.

The very remarkable and continuous levels of

the summits of the ridges, notwithstanding their

narrowness and crookedness, suggest some other

considerations which will be briefly mentioned.

They present the most admirable sites for the

construction of rail-roads, if the route is at all suit-

able to the points of supply and demand of agri-

cultural products. The advantages for this pur-

pose are not only in the near approach to a level
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Burfacp, and the slight descent that exists agreeing

with the course of the heavy products ; there are

others, in the cheiipness of excavation, ihe clieap-

ness of the hmd iiscif, and liie abundance of tim-

ber, wliich si ill covert! most of these poor lands.

The lines lor railways have always been clioscn

(o suit the inicrests of existing towns ; and there-

fore there lias been but little regard paid lo the re-

mariiable facilities oli'ered by the natiiial forma-

tion of the lace of the country. Every considera-

ble railway yet constructed in Virginia, crosses the

direction ofthe ridges and the sireams.and no where
coincides for any considerable length with the sum-
mits of a ridge. The survey, however, of the rail-

way proposed from Petersburg to Faimville, (and
which, fortunately lor the subscribers could not

command support enouyh to be undertaken,)

was made Ibr nearly its whole extent on a ridge of

the kind described, (that which divides the tribu-

taries of the Appomattox, ft"om those of the Not-
toway and Meherrin rivers,) and the report of the

engineer served lo confirm fully the views above
exhibited, and (hose which caused that route to

be chosen. Except for the short distance at each
end, where the level route oflered by nature was
departed from to reach the towns of Petersburg
and Farmville, the railway might have been made
on as perlect a level as any alluvial flat would fur-

nish, and without crossing a single depression or

stream, excetit fnim choice, to shorten the distance

of tlie loo crooked ridge. But this level route of

about 50 miles is far li'om being the full extent,

even in a generally direct line. If the continua-

tion of tiie most level natural route had been the

object sought, and not the termination being made
at existing marls, the same ridge miixht have been
pursued, without any material departure from a
level or from a direct route, westwardly to the

spurs of the mountains, and eastvvardly to the

tide-water of JaniPs River. Again—if after pass-

ing above the highest head springs of the Meher-
rin, another branch route were to be pursued
through the south-east part of Prince Edward
county, and nearly along the line which separates

that county h-om Lunenburg, and thence south
and south-westwardly through Charlotte county to

Moseley's Ferry, then such a continuous ridse-

route would be found extending about 110 miles

from the lower James River to the Roanoke, and
departing no where materially from a level, except
immediately at its two terminations, where neces-

sary to descend the banks of the rivers. This ex-

ample is presented to exhibit the peculiar nature
and great extent of these ridges, and not to pro-

pose such a visionary scheme as the execution of

any such railway, or so unprofitable an investment

as any railway, in addition to those already con-
structed in Virginia.

Lest it should appear, by omitting the mention-
ing of them, that there are no other soils in lower
Virginia than the ridge-lands and the slopes,

with the low bottom lands interspersed among the

latter class, I will merely bring to the reader's no-
tice the naturally rich soils of the river banks,

which are indeed of small amount in proportion to

the general surlace, and of various textures and
kinds, but all as remarkable for natural and long
enduring fertiUty, as most of the other high lands
are for the opposite qualities. These rich but nar-
row margins of the tide-water rivers, are rarely

taore than half a mile wide, and sometimes not

fifty yards, on the Iiigher banks. On the lower

lying lands they are much wider ; and some ofthe

largest as well as most fertile farms are formed
principally of such soils, as Sandy Point, Bran-
don, Weyanoke, Wesiover, Berkeley, Shirley,

Curie's, &c., on James River. These bodies of

low, though perliecily dry lands, are generally in

the form of peninsulas, or "necks," extending into

the river, and their lormation was manilesily the

result of ancient alluvion, or by the deposile of a
wide and dee|)ly overspreading flood, which was
poured in a torrent in the same direction as the

now low and gentle current continues to flow to-

wards the ocean. To return to the supposition

presented (for the purpose of illustration,) in the

first part of this article, it would seem that when
the whole territory was covered with one unilonn

and level deposite of earth from a previously co-

vering flood, and that, after the earth was left na-

ked, the rivers remained dammed up, and unable to

pass by sufficient channels to the ocean. But that

at last the barriers gave way through the present

channels of the rivers, and the enormously accu-

mulated flood passed off', leaving abundant evi-

dences of its effects produced in that passage,

when the voluine and force of tlie water was per-

haps a thousand limes greater ihan of" the rivers

in their present state. The obvious alluvial origin

of the lands above named, and many others,

though lliey are far higher than the present high-

est wdlers, the depressions furrowed out in the pe-

ninsulas and promontories, and their direction to-

wards the east, the order in which earthy depo-
sites were left, in conformity with the lavvs of spe-

cific gravity and the suspension of solids in mov-
ing water, the narrow feriiie margins of the highest

of Ihe river banks, all show beyond question the
former action of either the still or the rapid waters

of a flood perhaps 100 feet higher than the pre-

sent level of tide. It was by Hie intermixture of
soils thus caused, and especially by the bringing

down and spreading widely the fine calcareous
earth from the mountain region, that the very nar-

row strips along the tide-Vi^aters were made so fer-

tile, and present so striking a contrast to the great

body of the country. This small portion of land

was thus marled and made fertile by the direct

agency of the Creator; and to those of his crea-

tures who would rightly observe and reason upon
this operation, it also offers a revelation to men,
and instruction conveyed by practical illustration

and example, of the manner in which they may
proceed and themselves imitate, if not quite equal,

the great fertilizing works of nature. E. R.

GRAFTING OS THE WILD CHERRY.

From the New Genesee Fanner.

Some three or four years since, [ observed an
article in the Genesee Farmer, stating that the
cultivated cherry would not grow when inoculated

or engrafted on the wild black cherr3^ Seeing no
good reason why it should not, I determined to try

the experiment. I procured and planted some of

the seeds ; they grew and produced fine thrifty

stocks. A year ago last summer I had some of
them inoculated from our best English cherries.

I examined them in the autumn, and they ap-
peared to do well. Last spring, I had some fifty
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or sixty others engrafted; they appeared to adhere

finely, soon after pushed out iheir leaves and
grew vigorously; indeed, they Rppenred to be

doing q'lite as well as those worked on llie stocks

oflhe Enrr'irfh Mazzard cherry. 1 then came to

the conclusion that the siory ol" their not growing
on the wild cherry was all humbug. And had I

possessed more leisure at that season ol' the year,

I fear that 1 should have come out wiih a com-
munication, stating my success in the experiment.

Rut soon my grails and buds begnn to wither, and
before midsummer the most of them had ceased

to be. Some few have remained green during the

spring and autimin, but 1 do not expect lo find one

of them alive in the sprincr. JB. H,
J3vffalo Nursery, January, 1840.

.

N, Y. STATE AGRICULTUUAt, CONVENTION.

From thp Cultivator.

Jlssemblij Chamber, February 4, 1840.

The convention was called to order by Mr. J. J.

Viele, of Rensselaer, on whose motion the Hon.
George W. Patterson, of Livingston, was called

to the chair, and Jesse Euel appointed Secretary

pro tern.

On motion of IMr. A. Van Bergen of Greene.
Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed

to report suitable names (or officers of this con-

vention.

The chair appointed Messrs. Van Bertren of
Greene, Beekman of Columbin, Viele of Rensse-
laer, Tucker of Albany, and Johnson of Kings,
said committee, on whose report the (bllowing

jrentlemen were unanimously appointed officers ol"

the convention
Robert Dekniston, of Orange, President.

Chas. E. Clarke, of Jefferson,")

Jeremiah Johnson, of" Kings, ! Vice Pre-
Daniel ToFFEY, of ])utchess,

j
sidents.

Benjamin Enos, of Madison, J

Luther Tucker, of Albany,
Henry D. GROVE,ofRensselaer,

The counties being called over, about onehun
dred delegates enrolled their names as members of
the convention.

On motion. Resolved, That Messrs. Beekman,
Bement, Van Bergen, Noit and Bergen, be a
committee to report the business to be presented to

the convention.

On motion, of Mr. Beekman, Messrs. Duane,
Viele, and Buel, were appointed a committee to

examine a book called the Farmers" Library, and
report upon its merits as a common school book

—

the book Iiaving been submitted by the author for

that purpose.

The [bllowing preamble and resolution was in-

Iroduced by Mr. Nott:
Whereas, a bequest has been made lo the peo-

ple of the United States, by the late Mr. Smithson
of England, for the purpose of improvino; the
intellectual and moral condition of mankind, leav-
ing it lo the congress ol" the United States to

desiunate the mode of its application; therefore,

/?esoZucd, That a petition, signed by the presi-

dent and secretary of this convention, be presented
to congress, praying an appropriation of a portion

of said bequest, lor the establishment of an Agri-

Secrelaries.

cultural School. [Referred to Messrs. Beekman?
Morris and Nott.]

The convention tlien adjourned to 4 o''clocic, P.
M. lo morrow.

jlssembly Qwmher, Feb, 5, 1840.
Mr. Beekman, fiom the business committee-

reported the (bllowing resolutions.

1. Resolved, That in the opinion of this com-
mittee, the culture of silk is an object well worthy
its attention, and thnt a committee be appointed to

report upon its present stale, and what advance-
ment has been made in it in the United Stales, in

the last SIX years. [Committee Messrs. C. E.
Clarke of Jefferson, and C. Bergen ol Kinsrs.]

2. Resolved, That this convention regard the
cullnre of the suiiar beet, with the view lo the

production of sugar and the feeding of slock, as a
branch of agriculture that may be rendered very
profitable lo the farmer, and that a committee be
appointed to ascertain what advances, if any, have
been made in the culture of the beet and the

making of sucjar therefrom, in the United States,

and how far it may enter into competition, with

other veselables or grains, in the feeding of stock.

[Committee, Messrs! J. B. Nott and Wendell.]

3. Resolved, That ihis convention cause a com-
mittee to be appointed, whose duty it shall be to

report at a subsequent mectinij, if any, and whaS
improvements liave been made in the last twenty
years in the manairement of farms, and if so, to

what extent ii has added lo the resources of the

state, or the wealth, respectability, intelligence,

and comfort of our population. [Committee,
Messrs. Beekman and V'an Bergen.]

4. Resolved, That a comnnitlee be appointed to

inquire into and repor't upon the particular method
ofiarminff adopted in some of the best cultivated

counties of" this state, and how far that methed
would be applicable to other portions of the slate.

[Committee, Messrs. Viele and Knickerbacker.]

Whereas, doubts have arisen in the minds of

some as to whether there has been any improve-

ment in farming in the last twenty years, and if

there has, that it has been owing to natural causes,

and not to the advancement of the art ; therefore?

5. Resolved, That a committee be appointed,

whose duty It shall be to investigate this subject,

and to report what would now be the profits and
value of two farms, (say of 100 acres each,) the

one cultivated under the present, and ihc other

under the old system. [Commitee, Messrs. Gay-
lord and Bement.]

G. Resohed, That this convention would re-

spectfully urge upon the public, and especially

farmers, the great practical utility of reading agri-

cultural papers, as it would add much to their

usefulness as farmers and their intelligence as

citizens.

The convention then look a recess to hear Mr.
Van Bertren's Address, and Proff-ssor Dean's
Eulocry before the State Agricultural Society, after

which it adjourned to 7 o'clock in the evening.

Jlsscmhly Chamber, 7 o'clock, P. 31.

The precediniT resolutions, f"rom the business

committee, from ] to 6, were severally taken up,

and after discussion, adopted, and the several

committees annexed lo each, appointed.

On motion of Mr. A. Walsh,
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to

prepare and present a petition, on ihe part of this

convention, to the l^egislature now in session, for
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a law to organise a Board of Agriculture, to con-

sist oC eigfit memberg, one from each Senate

District, with an appropriation of ,^5,000, Tor the

use ofsuch Board, to be expended in such manner

as it may deem most iil<ely to advance the interests

ofagriculture.

Messrs. Duane, Walsh, Van Bergen, Beekman
and Tiiclvcr, were appointed a committee to me-

morialize the Legislature, pursuant to the above

resolution.

On motion ofJVlr. C. Bergen, of Kings,

Hesolvcd,,Thnt as nutnerous and incontrovertible

evidence has been given the past year, of the

practicability in tliis country to produce silk, to

a great and advantageous extent, as evidenced by

exhibitions at the American Institute, in the city

of New- York, as well as elsewhere; and as the

importations for the past, in that article, clearly

exhibit that it is one of the greatest drains of our

wealth and probably the greatest means of ex-

tracting specie from our country—and as it is hiiihly

important for the American people to prevent these

evils, it is therefore recommended that some action

should be had by the Legislature now in session,

to do something more efl'ectually to encourage the

production of this elegant article, either by directly

otliering a proper stimulus to exertion, or bypass-
ing resolutions requesting congress to impose
suitable duties, that will afford ample protection to

those engaged in this branch of agriculture.

/?eso/i'ed. That as the American Institute, ofthe

city of New- York, has, ever since its existence,

greatly evinced its usefulness and benefits to the

interest ofagriculture, as well as to mechanical skill

and the arts, it is thereibre recommended that this

convention respectiully suggest to the Legislature

the propriety of making, at least, a small appro-
priation to that very useful institution—without
which its existence must either be abandoned, or

its benefits and usefulne^ very much diminished.

Mr. JVlorris, of Westchester, from the committee
to whom was referred the resolution relative to the

Smithsonian bequest, reported the following resolu-

tion, which was adopted :

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to

procure the passage of a resolution by the senate

and assembly of this state, requesting congress to

appropriate a portion of the Smithsonian bequest
to the establishment of an agricultural school, in

the city of Washington.
Messrs. J. B. Nott and C. E. Clarke, were ap-

pointed said committee.
Mr. Bergen, of Kings, offered the following

resolution, which was adopted, and Messrs. T. B.
Wakeman of New-York, C. Bergen and Gen.
.lohnson of Kings, P. Potter of Dutchess J. J.

V^iele of Rensselaer, and A. Van Bergen of Greene
were appointed a committee to prepare the report,

Resolved, That a committee of six be appointed
to prepare a report on the future prospects of agri-

culture, manufactures and the mechanic arts of

this state, to be illustrated by such statistics as the

committee may deem appropriate, and that the

report, when completed, he published in the Culti-

vator and the Journal of the American Institute.

THE EXTItRPATION OF WEEDS.

Frnra tlic Cultivator.

It may be doubted if any branch of agriculture,

is more indifferently conducted in this land, than

the extirpation of loeeds. In the corn field and in

the potato patch indeed, the hoe may perform its

part tolerably well ; and in the summer fallow,

the plough turns over and smothers these noxious

incumbrances ; hut traces of that vigilance which

should mark their first encroachment, and of that

perseverance which should return to its task

till the work of destruction is completed—are too

rare amongst us. How many honorable excep-

tions to this charge of negligence, can be found on

a hundred adjoining fi^rms'? We put this ques-

tion vvithout rigidly insisting on the rule, that

" good farmers suffer nothing to grow but their

crops."

Let a careful observer traverse the country in

sunnner, and he will find, in many places, the St.

John's wort extending its yellow bloom over the

fields and meadows without one effort to check its

progress. Here the 'wild teasel is slowly advan-
cing without interruption li-om the road side into

the pastures ; and there the sulphur blossoms of the

field mustard amongst the oats and barley, show
it already m possession, far and wide. The quitch

gross, the dock, the ox-eye daisy, the hxtrse-thistle,

the mullein, the milk weed, the yarrow, and others of

less importance— if they do not, like a neighbor's

pigs and geese, devour the pasture, at least they oc-

cupy the space where grass ought to grow, and
rob it of the nutriment which ought to increase its

growth. We are mistaken, if more loss is not

sustained from vegetable, then from animal, intru-

ders.

The above list is long, but we have not yet done.

The bvrdoc, ihe tory weed, and the cockle bur, are

most injurious to wool ; and the stein kraut, (red

root, or pigeon weed,) and biennial chamomile

seem to poison the growing wheat. The two last

of those weeds come in so slily, or rather without

observation, that the farmer is sometimes taken by

surprise when he beholds the ruin of his crop.

There is one weed, however, so formidable, that

all others, bad as they are, seem to shrink into in-

significance before it. This is the Canada tliistle

-^"the cursed thistle" of England, and if any
plant can deserve such a name, this is the one. It

is in a fair way to cost us more than the Florida

war—but description would be useless to those

who have marked its progress in spreading over

the fields, or whose fingers have been pricked by-

it when securing their crops.

The Canada thistle effijcted a lodgement in this

town, more than 35 years ago ; but its progress

within the last five years has been more rapid

than at any former period. Fields that bad
not been previously encumbered with it, have had

of late so many new seedlings, that the land is

rendered almost unfit to be sown with wheat ; and

without much perseverance it will be entirely so in

a few years.

In pastures and meadows, indeed, the progress

of th.is thistle is comparatively slow, being checked

by the grass and the compactness of the soil ; but

when the ground has been ploughed for oats, spring

wheat, and barley, or even for a summer fallow,

if not more than three times it spreads out in every

1 direction ; :ind a patch, that might be covered with
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a sieve, in one or two years, will increase to se-

veral rods in diameter. Into these circles, if the

growth is rank, many larmers are unwilling to en-

ter, leaviijop the crop as well as the iliiritles to stand

undisturbed.

Now, what are we to do? becomes a very im-

portant question. In answering it, we should say

that the farmer ought to be watchful in passing

over his fields, both before and after ploughing, so as

to mark every new patch that appears ; and tlien,

without the delay of a single week, lie ought to

dose the root of every separate stem with strong

brine. A dry day is the best lor this purpose.

We have generally made a hole large enough to

hold a gill or more, with the corner of a hoe, cut-

ting the stem as lar down as that instrument reach-

es. When we have used old brine, one applica-

tion has always been enough to destroy them ; and
in this way, taking Ihem in time, a little attention,

and a little labor, would prevent great damage.
If the patch, however, has become too large to

be treated in this way, its further progress may be

checked by applying brine in the manner proposed,

to all such as stand near the circumference.

It should be remembered, however, that most of

these patches consist of a single plant with many
stems, unless broken by the plouiih ; and that we
cannot destroy them unless we attack the whole.

If, therefore, they are protected by fences or other

obstructions, these ought to be removed ; and then

by perseverance and fi-cquency in either ploughing

or hoeing, their destruction may always be accom-
plished,—sometimes in one, but in two without

failure. D. T.
Cayuga Co. 1 mo. 30, 1S40.

THE CULTURE OF MAKGKL, WUUTZEL, AND
SUGAR BEET, FOR STOCK. BY Wfll. GAR-
BUTT, OF WHEATLAND.

From tlie New Genesee Farmer.

It is known to many of our readers, that Mr.
Wm. Garbutt was one of the first who com-
menced the culture of the mangel wurtzel in this

section of country. And while president of the

Monroe County Agricultural Society, he did much
to introduce that practice of root cultivation, which
is now ibund so advantageous to farmers through-

out the Genesee country. Mr. Garbutt has an
extensive wheat farm, and keeps a good assort-

ment of stock. He grows large quantities of
roots, and considers this crop of great importance
to the wheat ftirmer, as it enables him to till more
land, and keep a larger atnount of stock at the

same time, to better advantage than he could pos-

sibly do otherwise. Mr. G. has kindly furnished us

with the results of his long experience in the cul-

ture of mangel wurlzel, which we are happy to

lay before our readers.

It should be kept in mind, that the culture of

sugar beets is in all respects the same as that of

mangel wurtzel.

—

Eds. N. G. Fr.

The proper soil and preparation.

I consider a rather heavy loam, with an open
gravelly bottom, the best of all soils for mangel
wurtzel or sugar beets. I had rather it would
incline to clay than sand. Strong wheat soil, such
as is too heavy for corn, if it has not a hard bot-

tom, so as to retain loo much wet, will do well lor

this crop, ifsulTiciently enriched. Some will suppose
that such land will be too apt to bake and become
hard in summer, but that is easily prevented by
proper manuring and after tillage. Many persons
fail in tlieir root crops from want of a proper selec-

tion ofsoil, or rather lioni not adapting the crop to

the soil. The ruta baga carrot will not flourish on
a heavy soil, but require a sandy loam ; while the
English turnips delight in new land or a low
mucky soil, such as is too cool and wet for other
roots.

It is very important that the ground for mangel
wurlzel be not only of the right kind, but in the
best possible condition—well enriched and free

from weeds. The previous crop, there.'bre should
be some hoed crop, as potatoes or corn which
should be well manured and kept free from weeds.
In preparing the ground for mangel wurtzel, I

would recommend that a good thick dressing of well
rotted manure be spread on and ploughed under in

the fiill. The quantity of manure should of course
depend on the richness of the soil, but, I vvould

say, be sure and give enough—the crop will repay,
with interest. There is little danger of this crop
suflering froin over manuring. I prefer plough-
ing the land in the fill, because it is desirable to

plant early in the spring, and bj' exposing it thus

to the frost during winter, it will be in much bet-

ter condition in the spring.

About the first of May, which is usually as

soon as the ground will work pleasantly, when not
so wet as to clog, nor so dry as the lumpy, I pre-

pare it for the seed. If the grotmd be manured
and ploughed in the fall, I only give one good
ploughing in the spring, with thorough harrowing
(and if at all dry and lumpy, rolling and harrow-
ing) until fine and mellow. If the ground be not

made fine and in good order, it is difficult sow-
ing?, and the seed will not vegetate well.

I prefiir ridging the land for mangel wurtzel,

although some persons contend that it exposes
the roots too much to the effects of drought. But
if the ground be frequently stirred and kept from
weeds there is little danger of the crop suffering

from this cause. Whereas, by ridging the ground,
the roots have a greater depth of warm rich earth,

and with me always succeeded better than on a
flat surface. I form the ridge by going through
and back with a light plough. The ridges should

be two and a half or three feet apart, so as to al-

low room for a horse to go between the rows. If

the tops of the ridges are not smooth and mellow,
it will be an advantage to go over them lightly,

with a rake, by hand, before opening the drills.

Preparing the seed, and sowing.

The quantity of seed required for an acre is

about three pounds. I had rather sow more than

less, as it is easy to thin them out, and the cost of

seed is nothing in comparison with the value of the

crop. Much complaint is sometimes made of
mangel wurtzel and sugar beet seed failing to

grow. These seeds are not quite as sure of vege-

tating as some kinds ; still, if rightly prepared,

and sown when the ground is in good condition,

before the weather becomes too dry, they will

very seldom fail of growing. The seed should

always be soaked in soft water, standing in a warm
\)]ac.G,for three orfour days before sowing. The
shell of the seed is very hard, and requires a long

time soaking for it to become softened so that the
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germ can burst it open. I have somelimes known
it to fail after being soaked, owing to late sowing

and dry weather ; but 1 have never known it tail

from excess of moisture, even though soaked a

a number of days before sowing, and tbllowed by
long rains afterwards. My experience is decided-

ly in lavor of early sowing. [ prefer to sow
as early as the first of May, if possible, and had
rather sow a week or two earlier, than later.

When every thing is ready for sowing, I pour

oft' the water from the seed, anil roll it in white
plaster, (slacked lime or flour will answer,) so as

to give it a white appearance, in order that it may
be more easily seen on the ground in sowing.

1 have never found a machine or drill harrow
with which I could sow the seed to my liking. My
method is as follows :— 1 constructed a machine
for opening the drills, to be drawn by a horse.

Take a piece of scantling, about 4 feet long, and
3 or 4 inches thick, in which place two thills or

shafts for the horse, and two handles to hold by,

like a small horse-rake ; but instead of a number
of teeth, only place one peg, or tooth, about one
foot long, on the under side, within about a foot of

the right hand end of the beam, so that when
the horse walks in the furrow between the ridges,

the tooth will come on the lop of the right hand
ridge, by passing along which it will open a drill

ibr the seed. The machine can be easily guid-

ed, and the drills may thus be all prepared in

a very short time. If the patch to be planted be
small, of course the drills can be made by hand,
with a hoe or stick. They should be about two
inches deep, or so that the seed will be at least an
inch deep when covered over smoothly. I sow
the seeds by hand, scattering them along the drills,

about two inches apart. This can be done very
regularly and rapidly after a little practice. The
seed should be sown as soon as possible after the
drills are opened, and covered over immediately
after being sown. Cover with a hoe or rake, so
as to leave the ridges smooth, and the work is

completed.

^fUr culture—hoeing, thinning, transplanting,

Sfc.

The seed does not vegetate very quickly, and if

the weather is cold, it will be several weeks after

sowing, before the plants are all fairly visible. In
most cases, two or three plants will come up from
one seed or capsule ; and as soon as they are all

plainly visible, I go over them and pull out the ex-
tra plants, leaving only one in a place, about two
inches apart. If this is not done early, and they
are allowed to grow together until they are of any
considerable size, they retard each other's growth,
and cannot be separated without injury. Ifyoung
weeds have sprung up, they should be destroyed
by a light hoeing at the time of the first thinning.
In about two weeks, or as soon as the plants be-
gin to accquire some strength, and weeds begin to

appear, I go over them again with the hoe, and
at this time pull out about halfol'the plants, leaving
tfiem four inches apart. I also go through be-
tween the rows with a horse and shovel-plough,
(a common small plough or a narrow cultivator

will answer,) in order to stir the earth and keep it

loose, as well as to assist in hoeing and killing

weeds.
If any vacancies occur in the rows, they may

be filled by transplanting ; observing to lake the

plants up without injuring the roots, and set them
straight and firmly In the ground. I have some-
limes transplanted large numbers, but they sel-
dom do as well as those which grow where sown.
The young plants are not very liable to be destroyed
by insects. Mine are never injured by the fly
or any insect except the black grub, or cut worm,
which somelimes thins ihem out for me not quite
to my liking, and I have to fill up the vacancies by
transplanting.

As soon as the plants acquire sufficient size, we
begin to use them as greens for the table, thinning
them out of the rows as desired. They are much
esteemed (or this purpose by my family and hired
men, and during harvest we use large quantities
oflhem with great advantage and satislaction. The
roots are very good for the table when young, but
they become rather course as they grow old.

Reserving a sufficient quantity for fable use,
the remainder of the plants should be thinned out
at the third lime of hoeing, to the distance often or
twelve inches apart. Care should be taken to
keep the ground free from weeds ; and if the soil

is heavy and inclined to become hard, it should be
frequently stirred by going through withahorseand
plough, or cultivator. This is particularly neces-
sary after rains, before the ground becomes dry. I
consider frequent hoeing and stirring the soil, with
liberal manuring, the great requisites of success-
ful beet culture. Some persons may suppose, from
reading these directions, that the culture of this

crop is laborious and difficult; but such is not the
case; at any rate I do not know of any crop which
better repays for the labor bestowed on it than
this. The quantity and value of the produce is

so great, in comparison with the amount of land
and labor required, that he who neglects, or only
half cultivates this crop, in my opinion, practices
very poor economy.

Harvesting and preserving the crop.

Slight early frosts do not injure this crop, Ihe
harvesting may thereliire be delerred until severe
frosts are expected, which is usually about the
middle or latter part of October. Some persons
recommend stripping the leaves and feeding them
to cows, &c. before the time of harvesting. But
I consider this practice dicidedly injurious, as it not
only stops the growtli of the roots, but exposes
them to injury from frost. If any are wanted for

feeding before they have done growing, the best
way is to pull them out where they stand too thick;
or, if their growth is completed, they may be pull-
ed up clean where most convenient.
My manner of harvesting is as follows :—I pull

up lour or five rows and throw them together in
one row ; then go between with a wagon and load
them on to it, and draw them to the barn, where
the tops are cut off, and the roofs put into the cellar
under the barn. I consider the lops of great value
for feeding cows and other cattle ; and if thrown
into a shed or barn they will keep good for feeding
several weeks. Those who have no proper cel-

lars, may preserve the roots in pits in the field.

They are not as liable to injure by heating as tur-

nips or carrots, and if too large a quantity are not
put in one heap, they will be in no danger from this

source. The best way to bury all such roots, is to

make the pit long and narrow, and pile the roots

up pretty high. Beets are not so easily injured

by freezing as potatoes, and need not be covered
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more ihan about half as dee|)Iy with earth. The
end ol' the pit may be closed with a lew bundles

of straw, so as to have easy access to the rools

when desired.

Amount of produce, feeding, Sfc.

Not having talien particular pains to weigh or

measure my crops, 1 cannot say exactly what the

amount of produce is per acre. But judging from

the number and weight of the loads, and the space

which the roots occupy, I should think that I ob-

tained, upon an average, about twenty-five tons

from an acre. I tliis year raised three acres, and

harvested one hundred and two large loads of

about a ton weight ; one-fifth of which we calcu-

lated for tops.

I feed the roots to all kinds of farm stock,

except horses. For milch cows, fatting cattle,

hogs and sheep, 1 find them of great advantage.

Some animals will not eat them freely at first, but

they soon learn to eat them readily. I let them
first get well hungry, then cut a few roots and sprin-

kle on them a little bran and salt. My Iiorses alone

do not seem to lancy them. They prefer car-

rots instead, and if worked hard, want a lew oats

in the bargain. I leed my milch cows half a bush-

el of mangel wurtzel each per day, with hay. They
keep in good condition, and give milk freely all

the winter. Fatting cattle require a bushel or over

per day. They thrive and fatten finely on them.

For working oxen 1 think they are superior to any
other food, especially when worked hard in the

spring, and during hot weather in summer; as

they will do more work, and bear heat better than

with any other food. The roots can be kept

through the summer ifdesired.) I keep my store

hogs on them almost exclusively during the win-

ter, and they thrive admirably. With the addi-

tion of a little corn, hogs fed on these roots will fat-

ten rapidly and make good pork. Sheep also do ex-

tremely well on them ; and they are superior to all

other food for feeding ewes at lambing time in the

spring. I keep 130 ewes, and find them greatly

benefited by this practice. For sheep and hogs
it is not necessary to the cut the roots, but lor cattle

I cut them to pieces with an axe or spade. A
proper machine for ihe purposes would be some
advantage.

I use very little hay, as my sheep and young
cattle are fed only straw with the roots. They
eat the straw readily without cutting, and keep in

good conilition. Thus by raising only two or three

acres of these roots, I can devote nearly my whole
farm lo grain, and at the same time keep a large

amount of slock, with good profit.

JVhcatland, Monroe co., JV. Y.

CALCAREOUS SOILS OF LOWER SOUTH CAR-
OLINA AND GEORGIA.

From tlie (Ga.) Cliroiiicte & Sentinel.

3Iessrs. Editors:—Having lately passed through
the eastern section of the Oarolinas, and in

Georgia along the Savannah River, my attention

was directed lo some of the great mineral resources

of this section of country, which appear to be en-

tirely unappreciated by its inhabitants. 1 refer

particularly to a great deposit of limestone which I

first observed in Jones county, N. C. near the

Santee, and afterwards in the western part of
Charleston District, S. C, and again on the
Edisto, and in Georgia at Jacksonboro, where
there is now a small kiln, not at present liowever
in use. The purity of this rock, which approaches
that of chalk, renders it admirably adapted for the
production of lime, and yet notwithstanding its

abundance, the facility ofprocuring wood, it costing
nothing but the labor of cutting and hauling, and
the great expense of lime, Charleston and Sa-
vannah, and all the Southern coasts continue to be
supplied with Thomaston lime. Were men of
capital and enterprise once aware of the means
they have at hand, and of the relative cost at
which this article may be produced in the two sec-
tions of country, it seems hardly possible, that
the South should look much longer to the North
for lime, any more than, as was once the case,
they did to Germany lor brick !

Lime is burned at Thomaston, Me., with wood,
which never costs less than ^3 a cord. Fine
anthracite coal has lately been introduced, and
partially used as fuel, which may reduce the ex-
pense a little; but li-om the lowest estimates, as
given in Dr. Jackson's Geological Reports of the
surveys of that slate, it cannot be produced at a
less expense than S77 the hundred casks, which
includes the price of the casks. These should hold,

by law, each five bushels, but they have been
found to contain less than a common flour barrel

— three and a half bushels may be taken as their

average capacity. The expense of transportation,

&c. makes them worth at Charleston about ^2 per
cask, or more ; and as it is carried into the inte-

rior, its value rapidly increases, till on the very
spot, where the rock occurs in the greatest abun-
dance, it has long been sold for ^3 per cask I

In the Chester valley, Penn., lime is sold at the
kilns lor 12^ cents per bushel. It is burned in large

kilns holding 1600 bushels, with only sixteen cords
ofgood hard wood, which costs ^2,50 per cord.

Fine anthracite coal is there used also to some
extent, but the lime is not afforded any cheaper
than that made with wood. At Pottsville where
coal is used altogether, lime costs twenty cents

;

the rock, however, has to be transported some
twenty-five and some eighty miles.

From the slight opportunities I have had of
judging, I can see no reason why lime should not

be made as cheap and as abundantly in South
Carolina and Georgia, as in the Chester valley.

Suitable stone lor making kilns may not always
be found conveniently at hand, but if granite can
be transported from Quincy lo build churches and
houses, it, or a better material may, also, to build

kilns, and substantial ones made, which should

last manv drawings. Pine wood can every where
be obtained for little or nothing. Of the relative

cost of labor to effect the same end, I know no-

thing. Bui as lo the quality ofthe lime the southern

may well compete with the northern in purity and
strength, though prejudiced workmen may lor a
time refuse to adopt the change, as is invariably

the case with any alteration introduced in their

business, which they, naturally enough, think they

understand better than any one else. As an in-

stance ofthis, lime made Irom a particular rock in

Rhode Island, a magnesian carbonate of lime, is

prepared at double ihe price in New York of

Thomaston lime, while a precisely similar quality

of lime, made Irom a rock, which is chemically the
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same at the latter place, but which happens to be

nn unusual variety there, meets with no sale in

New York at a very low price.

Some ol'lliose in South Carolina may not make
eo while a lime as the norihcrii, but it will be
equally stroni; and similar for mortar, and lariher

in the quarry it maybe fiund purer. Very little

of it, however, will be liable even to this objection.

That from Jacksonboro' is reujarkably while.
By openinnr the same bed on the Savannah ri-

ver, where it must occur, with a few kilns there,

and also on the navigable pans of the Saritee and
Edisto, a company of enterprisinjr men, or one
man with a capital, mii:ht, t believe, supply all the
lime required for Charleston, Beaufort, and the
who'e southern coast, lor half the firesent cost oC
She Thomaston lime, and afford it to the neijih-

borinsr planters at a price, which would make it

fin object to them to use it for renewing worn out
iands, and keeping up those under immediate
cultivation, without their being compelled contin-
ually to clear npw land, and cultivate extensive
tracts (or crops, which, with the aid of lime, might
be produced on iialfihe number ol'acres.

These observations, a traveller's notes merely,
are at your service, Messrs. Editors, and il' they
may call attention to some of the neglected ad-
vanianres of this country, it will adbrd me much
pleasure, that I made ihetn. J. T. H.

RED ROOT, IN CLOVER SEED.

From tlie New Genesee Farmer.
As the time for buyinir and sowintr clover and

srrass seed is at hand, permit me to raise a warn-
ing voice, lor farmers to beware of sowinjr fbul
seeds on their lands, especially that of m/ rno<.—

I consider this weed a much worse enemy to the
wheat grower than even the Canada thistle. It has
already obtained a lasting foothold on some good
wheat farms in this section, to the great detriment
of the crop, and, in my estimation, reduced the
value of the land about one haiC For, when the
iiround once becomes seeded with it, it is next to
impossible ever to get rid of it; as the seed is
produced very abundantly, and is of such an im-
perishable nature, that it will lie dormant in the
ground (or years till a favorable opportunity pre-
sents, when it will spring up and seed anfain most
plentifully. The seed is rather lartrer than that of
clover, of a brown color, nearly round, rough and
very hard. Any person acquainted wiihlt will
readily detect it in clover or irrass yeed ; but those
who have never seen it would not be apt to ob-
s^rveiU IMoNROE.

CARROTS AS FOOD FOR HORSES.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

JVlr. Geo. ShefTer, of Wheatland, called at the
seed store, a few days since, and gave us some
nccount of his success in the culture and use of
roots, lor stock; particularly in ftjeding horses on
carrots. He raised last season, beside other roots,
about 300 bushels of carrots, which he feeds most-
\y to three working horses, giving then one bushel
each per day, toarether with hay. He has fed

Vol. VIII—23

them in this manner nearly three months steady

and kept them ai work most of the time. He for-

merly led his horses half a bushel of oats each per
day, with hay; and from the results of his expe-
rience, he is fully convinced that one bushel of
carrots is worth as much for horses as halfa bushel

ofoats. His horses eat much less hay than when
fed on grain, and keej) in as good order, and appear
as well able to work. He thinks that horses fed

on carrots, with a small quantity of oats and hay,
will do belter than when led on oats and hay only.

DIVEnS THINGS.

For the Farmers' Register.

In looking over your two last numbers, I have
been amused as well as instructed to see how doc-
tors disagree, and my wonder is much excited to

find that some who have railed and travelled their

patient in " seven league boots," have called a
halt, and propose something that is belter. I

wish they may succeed. JVly experience has
taucht me ihat the constitution of land is perpetu-
ally varying and changing as you supply it with
calcareous and vegetable maiter. Any vegetable
matter is good ; but that which lias been animal-
ized, that is, passed through the intestines ofsome
animal, is ureatly prelerable. With profound re-

spect for all clover-lay farmers, I would suggest
that they cut their clover, and, if they please,

throw it into their farm-yards, until it is well satu-
rated with urine and tlie fluid excrement, and in

iliat state spread it, thick or thin, give it a dress-
ing of'80 to 50 bushels of lime, and bury with two
2ood horses. If the land thus treated be dry, you
will have better crops of corn, wheat, or clover,

than the same land produced w!ien fresh from the
wood. Some land will yield better than others,

and so it is of some fields ; I presume lor this plain
reason, that they are constitutionally different. My
own farm is divided into seven fields, (besides
lots,) lour of 60 to 70 acres are thus cropped : first,

corn, wheat, or oats, then clover, clover pastured
freely. Three fields are appropriated to follow
thus; wheat, clover, clover or oats, wheat, clover.

My corn land gets all the manure I can give it

during the spring, the fallow the balance. Of
those seven fields, no two are alike constituted.

I selected the dry lands for corn, the wet for fal-

low, and I would particularly recommend this

practice to young beginners, or old who have be-
gun wrong.

It is contrary to all of nature's laws, that
land filled and saturated with water should im-
prove, or produce grain; and any application of
manure, lime or piaster, is a folly as well as a loss.

I will demonstrate, if I have time, that the poor
land of Virginia wants nothing but lime, clover
and plaster, to make it good ; m\d if I do, then I

hold I shall render greater service to my country,
than all the political babblers that have lived in the
last century. And by the way, sir, can you tell

me of any other animal that will persevere to the
death in the destruction of his own pasture, be-
sides the politician and the hog?
Our wheat is very promising, and our clover

three weeks earlier than usual, i have much to
say about lime, but 1 will keep that for another
communication. Fairfax.
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ACCOUNT OP AN AGRICULTURAL EXCURSION
INTO ST. John's, Berkley, by the editor.

From the SouMiern Cabinet

All of ihe crops trrown in the state are cultivated

in the parish of Si. John Berkley. The lower
part embraces the whole of the western broach oi

Cooper Kiver, and the northern half ol' the east-

ern branch. On these two hranche.-j are some of

the finest rice plantations in tiie state. Of their

management, wedo not propose to treat at present

but confine ourrema;l<s to the crops grown in

middle and upper St. John's. Of these, the most
important is cotton. The variety grown here is

what is known in commerce as the "Santee," an
inferior kind of Sea-Island or Black Seed, which
iiilerioiity is in a great measure, if not wholly,
produced by locality. We say in a great measure,
lor no one who has witnessed the great iniprove-

mcnts made on the Sea-Islands in the staple of
theircotion, but must be convinced that a similar

improvement coald be brought about wherever the

same variety of cotton is grown. We do not wish
to be misunderstood. We do not believe that the
fineness ol' the staple of the Sea-Island cottons

could ever be attained, by cotton grown beyond
I lie influence of the sea atmosphere, i)ut we think

that the Santees might, by the judicious selection

ofseed and application of appropriate manures, be
grown to as great fineness as the Sea-Island
cottons were before the recent great improvements.
The reason why we suppose that the Sea-lslaad
cottons can never be successllilly rivalled in fine-

ness is, that the peculiar atmosphere in which
they are grown, is warning as soon as we leave
the coast, and this cannot, as far as our experience
goes, be in any manner supplied. So great an
influence was supposed to be exerted by this

atmosphere, that plantations in tiie interior of the
islands and on the main, (although bordering on
tide-water,) were supposed not capable of pro-

ducing the finest varieties ofcotton. Experiments,
however, have been made, and experience now
sanctions the opinion, that the finest cottons can
be grown on such, by the judicious application of
saline manures, the atmQS[>here not being so

materially changed in its transit as to aliect the
staple.

Prof. Shephard is now engnged in analyzing
the soils of Edisto Island, at {he request of the

agricultural Society of St. John's Colleton. We
view this as a most important step taken towards
the advancement of our aijriculiure, and the .so-

ciety merit the thanks of the community (i^r it,

which we hope to gee imitated by all of the agri-

cultural societies of the south, especially of this

Plate, and even by individuals. No one with
whom we arc acquainted, is better able to cnrry
on this nice investigation than the able Professor
to whom the agriculiaral society of Si. John's
Colleton have assigned it. The many advantages
which would arise from an accurate analysis of

of our soils, are so obvious, that we scarce feel

warranted in alluding to them. We, however,
cannot refrain from mentioning a i'ew. The first

ie, that having ascertained the component parts of

a fertile soil, and the relative proportions of each
ingredient, we can by analysing our own, discover

in what it is deficietit, or in what it superabounds,

and if practicable, apply the remedies which may
bring it nearer the standard we aim at. Ag'i'n, it

will enable us to correct and bring into culture
spots, and insome instances acres, which at present
are wholly uiifimductive, when cultivated in par-
ticular crops. For instance— it is well known that
in many fields, both on the ijriands and main, there
are spois which produce what is called the " blue
cotton," whicii yields nothing. Other spots are
subject to the " rust,"—as soon as these are
analyzed, and compared with fertile soils, their

excess or deficiency, in any particular ingredient,
will at once be detected, arid the remedy applied.
The analysis, therefore, of the first quality ot Sea-
Island coiion lands will at once establish a stan-
dard, by which all on which are grown the same
varieties ol' cotton can be judged. The same
benefits will result Irom analyzing on the soils in

which other crops are cultivated. But will the
analysis of the soils of Eilisto Island benefit our
friendaolSf. John's Berkley, or elsewhere?—much,
for they will, by it, become accpiainted with the

component parts of the best soils fur growing
Sea-Island cottons in, and by analyzing their owri
they can nt once ascertain the ditierence, and how
near, by admixMires, or application of manures,
they can a|)proxiniaie. But to return to the cul-

ture of cotiun in St. John's Berkley.
The soil of Middle St. Johns is a light loam,

while that of Upper Sf. John's is so light, that it

may almost be termed sandy. It is seldom that

afield, selected liar cotton in this parish, is culti-

vated in any other crop. The selection being
generally mnde on account of the supposed adap-
tation of the soil to this particular plant, or the
locality of the field. Small fields are sometimes
alternated, but the lame scarce ever. All ol the
crops, however, (colion, corn, and potatoes,) are

planted in lanils4 leet apart, so that whenever any
chanire is made in the culture of a field, the labor

of preparation is not increased, by having to level

down and re-form new beds at an altered distance.

As soon as the crop has been ginned, preparation

is made !(»• planting, and each planter endeavors
to have his fields ready by the 2.5ih of March.
Most of the planters adopt the plan of placing the

manure under the list, or rather they strew it

between the rows, and then forma list which of
course mixes the manure, eotJon stalks, weeds,
grasses, and earth (f<)rming the list) well together.

A very small bed is n?ade on this, which is

gradually increased in width, (but not height,) at

each workinir. Some, however, prefer to make
the bed at oii'-e of the size intended, and endeavor
to keep it thus throughout the season. The hoe
in this and the subsequent operations is the princi-

pal instrument ui=e(\. The plough, if used at all,

is only employed to break up the alleys. Former-
ly the " skimmer" was much used, but Horn some
cause which 1 could not learn, it has been laid

aside. Fron) the 20lh March to 1st April, the

crop is planted. The holes are not made as for-

merly, by the hoe, but by what is here termed a
dibble ; made from a 2|- inch plank, 6 inches wide

and tapered to a half inch, at the bottom, whilst

the upper part is Ibrmed into a handle. Across

this, a groove is cut diagonally, into which a lath

or thin piece ofboard is fixed, which can be readily

adjusted to difierent distances, and is of such length

as to touch the ground when the dibble is struck

into the bed, and marks the spot where the next

hole is to be made. The usual distance is from

20 to 24 inches, and it is supposed that two hours
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is gained by usinu tlie dibble in place of the Iioe.

The thinning commences at the second workinir,

is continued at the subsequent and completed, by

the time the plains are six indies hiijh—one stalk

only being left in each hole. Of course each

planter endeavors to keep his fields as clear of

grass as possible, and hoes as often as he can,

which however is seldom more than five times.

The crop is usually laid by, from the 20th lo the

25th July—but we find tiiat the opinion ofsome of

the best planters, is in liivor of laying it by, by
the 1st of July, even iltcuirh it be a iitile grassy

;

working it laier, they think, increases the growth
and prevents the pods from maturintr. In hoeing
some increase ihe size of their beds, uradually,

whilst others are careful so to perform this operation

that no new surface is exposed, by which they

have less grass (o contend with, ns nearly all within

germinating distance springs up and is destroyed

in the first workings. As soon as from 15 to 20
ibs. can be picked, (which is usually by the first

week in Seplember.) «iome hands are sent in; no
task is given in picking cotton, though they gene-
rally average (i-om 90 to 100 I hs. when ttie pods
are well open. Tln-ee of Dr. Uavenefs neirmps,

last fall, picked in September 13G, 140, and 142lbs.

each. The cotton is spread out in the field as it is

picked, and the next day on the sraff'old. It is

then housed until wanted for the gin, when it is

passed through the whipper (o free it from dirt,

and this operation is repeated after it is cjinned, to

clear it of broken seeds. Some of the planters sort

and pick their cotton before it passes through the
gin which renders the labor of moling it much
less. Generally, however, nothing is done to the
cotton until it has been ginned, which operation
is mostly done in this parish by the loot gin—on
some plantations, in conjunction with Farries'gin
worked by horse power, which is considered the
best yet used, and gets out from 250 to 300 lbs. per
diem. The average product in this parish does
not exceed 100 lbs. per acre, except when ma-
nured; the averaore on manured land is supposed
lobe 150 lbs. Upwards of 250 lbs. Iiave been
made on sixty acres.

We have, in the above, given the outline of tiie

culture as practised in this parish, and will now
notice a few particulars more in detail. We havo
stated that no rotation is Ibllowed, and one of the

strongest reasons assigned, (and one not readily

got over) is, that the three principal crops (cotton,

corn and potatoes) are cultivated in such unequal
quantities, that a rotation with these is out of the

question, and no other crops at present offer suffi-

cient inducements. But although no rotation at

present can be established, yet the crops grown
on some of the small fields are at times alternated.

It has been Ibund that cotton and corn can be
cultivated, by the aid of manure, for an indefinite

period, on the same soil, without diminution of
product, yet potatoes cannot, no matter what
quantities of manures may be applied. Corn
succeeds, as is well known, adiriirably after pota-

toes; but for years it was believed that cotton could

not be successfully grown. This, however, was
an error which is now happily corrected. It oidv
requires, as Major Porcher lias fully ascertained,

ihat the ground be bedtled up, very early, (say in

January) so that the beds may consolidate, as tlie

cause of the cotton's dying appears to be connected
with the looseness of the soil ; the more compact

the bed is the better will be the '• stands," and the

sooner it reaches the hard earth under the bed, the

sooner will it grow of. Hence the reason foe-

small beds. This is directly at variance with the

practice pursued on the Sea Islands, but of their

culture we hope hereafter to give some interest-

ing details, and will not here enter into any com-
parison.

Many experiments were related to us, going to

show that corn and cotton may be grown for yeara

consecutively on the same field, vvithout deterio-

ration or diminution, when proper quantities of

manures have been applied ; in lact, that old fields

have been actually restored to what is supposed to

have been their original iert'iliiy. Several were

mentioned to us, but we do not find the quantities

of cotton staled but in three instances, one a field

at Mexico, (Major Porcher's) which has been

cultivated without rest, since 1801, and seldom

planted in any other crop than cotton, yielding the

last year 176 lbs. per acre. The other is the field

ol' Mr. Thomas W. Porcher, already alluded to,

which produced 170 lbs. per acre. Dr. Raven-
nel's fields, which have been in the culture ol' cot-

ton for years, have also materially improved, the

averaize, the last year, being 150 lbs. per acre.

'I'he manure most relied on, and the only one in

fict which has been used in atiy quantities, is the

compost, made, as we have already stated, by

hauling into the stables, cow, hog and shepp pens,

the leaves gathered in the wood's, where they re-_

main until spring and are then carted out. Of
this, from 250 to .300 bushel baskets full, are con-

sidered sufficient for an acre of cotton. Plaster of

Paris has been used with decided efiect by Mr. H,
VV. Ruvenel and Mr. S. G. Deveaux, but unfor-

tunately the experiments have not been repeated,

and were not made with that accuracy which

enables us to judge of its relative value. We
hope, however, to have the pleasure of giving to

our leaders some further experiments with plaster

hereafter. Various other manures have been tried
;

such as swamp mud. fowl dung, cotton seed, &c.

We conversed with no one who had experimented

with the first, but understood that it was but little

used, it not having been generally Ibund beneficial.

Perhaps this has been owing to its having been

taken fresh from the swamp, and applied lo the

crop. All the experiments we have ever made
with swamp mud, went lo prove that it could not

be advantageously used unless it had been ex-

posed lor some time to the action of the almo-

sfihere, or was corrected by the admixture of lime.

We would suggest to our friends of St. John's,

(especially the upper part, where the soil is so very

light,) whether a most excellent imitation ofmarsh
mud, which has been Ibund ofsuch inimenpe bene-

fit to the cotton crops of the Sea Islands, could not

be made by adding to the mud taken (i-om the

swamps, a small quantity of lime or marl and of

salt, the latter perhaps in the greatest proportion.

We hope some ofthe planters will make some small

experiments with a manure thus Ibrmed. The
benefit, we think, will not be confined to the

productiveness but extend to the quality also.

Fowl manure cannot be obtained in any very large

quaniiiies, but as very little manures a large

space, it is also applied to the cotton and with

great ellect. Cotton seed is chiefiy reserved /or

ll:e corn. When used for cotton, it creates too

luxuriant a growth, and the pnds are late in open-
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jng. Several experiments have been made with

jime and salt, but these generally have been bo

jooseiy made, that nothing dcfiniie beyond ilie

jact that they were benefifial, could be iraihercd

rem them. Mr. Frederick A. Porcher, olSumer-
ton, has made greater use of these I no iiiaiuires

than any other planter in St. John's, and has

kindly furnished ns with an account of his opera-

tion with both, and which being inieresiing, we
give in full.

"In 1839, I applied to a small field of cotton,

limestone in the proportion ol sixty lour liushels

to the acre. The soil was originally a good loam,

of the quality indicated by the growih ol" oak
and hickory. This, I presume, from its continuity

to two large swamps, and from the growth of the

forest land in the neighborhood. 1 do not know
when the land was cleared, but it must have
been a great many years since. It had obvious-

ly been subjected to a long course of exhausting
cultivation. When I first took it in, it was co-

vered with the broom grass. A crop of slips 1

believe was the first step taken towards reducing

it to cultivation, and this was (bllowed, every al-

ternate year, with a crop of cotton. During the

alternate years it rested—manure was freely given.

The first, crop, that of 1835, was almost a total

failure—that ol" 1837, promised belter, but it did

not yield more than 75 lbs. ol" clean cotton per

acre. Perhaps it shared the fate of other crops

on lands of a better reputation, the autumn of 1837
having been peculiarly unlavorable to the maturity

of the cotton. The products of the field from the

crop of 1839, is, as well as I can judge, a fiaction

below 150 per acre.

"The hme used was procured from the margin
of a creek on the plantation. It lies about six leet

below the surface of the highland. It is of vari-

ous appearance—some of it being en hard that it

is with dilHculty broken by the pick axe, while

others crumble with the application of very little

lorce. Fossil remains abound throughout the stra-

ta, but more in the loose masses than in those

more compact and hard. 1 have reduced all to

quick-lime in the kiln, and have Ibund it quite

available for mortar.*

"The lime a|)plied to the land was broken with

a hammer, a very toilsome operation, and in that

way applied. 'I'he field is laid ofi' in scjuare half

acres, and contains, in each acre, sixty rows, each
150 ii'et in length. To each of these rows a
bushel of the pounded lime was apjilied on the list.

The land was manured as usual. The quantity of

manure applied I do not recollect ; I am sure it did

not exceed sixteen horse cart-loads to the acre.

"I left the plantation in May, before the lime

had had any time to develope its agency, and did

not return until October. In June, my overseer
wrote me that he could not perceive the action of

the lime, except perhaps in the increased vigor of

the iirowlh of the joint and nut grasses with which
the field is infeslecl. Some time in July, he wrote
that the limed cotton was improving rapidly, and
recommended its application to every acre of cot-

ton which should be planted. The lime did not

cover the whole field, the i)art not limed is of a

character more congenial to cotton tlian the other.

The lime gave out in the middle of a pond. In

* Prof. Shephard has kindly promised us an analysis

of this limestone.

this pond I doubled the quantity, and instead of one
bushel put two, that is, at the rate ol" a hundred
and twenty but-hols to the acie. Here the suc-

cess of the e:<periment was striking. 'J'he pond,
as far as the lime went, had a luxuriant growth
of productive cotton on it, whilst on the rest a lew
poor stalks, here and there, alone indicated the

presence of cultivation. No pains were taken to

separate the product of the limed paitfrom the res*.

•'The application of wood ashes to a hitherto

unproductive pond, in the quantity of a peck to

the row. or Irom fifteen to twenty bushels to the

acre, was attended with the same, or even more
striking results.

"My liroiher, in 1836, manured some of his

lands with shell lime, bouuht in Charleston

—

the

quantity a[i[)lied was a peck to the half acre row,

or 19^- bushels to the acre. The land was planted in

1836, 1838, and 18.39, in cotton. The first year

no efiect was observed—an itn()rovement was per-

ceptible in 1838, and markedly so in 1839. The
soil vvas a poor clay loam. The lime was slacked

when applied. His experiments wiih ashes, in the

quantity mentioned above, were all eminently
successful.

"Salt was used on my plantation in 1836 and
1837. The first year its successl'ul results was
most stikingly manifest. A field ol" sixty acres,

lying on the edore of Eigen SwaiDp, had been
treated in the Ibllowing manner: part of it, say 30
acres, was cleared and planted in cotton in 1832;
the crop of cotton was continued without intermis-

sion every year. In 1834 and 1835, the remaining 30
acres were cleared and planted with cotton. In

1836, the whole field of sixty acres presented por-

tions which had been one, two, and lour years under
cultivation. No doubt was entertained oflhe pro-

priety of plantuig the two first portions, but it was
thought advisable to give the third portion a dress-

ing with manure. Accordingly a quantity ol" com-
post vvas prepared, and about thirty bushels ol'sali,

or a bushel per acre, thrown upon it. This was
spread upon the land, and this part, then under cul-

tivation without intermission /or five years, yielded

a greater quantity per acre than the rest ol'the fieid,

which was much more fresh. The dillereiice was*

perceptibletotheeye. Isold upwards ufone hundred
and filty weiszhl ol" cotton per acre Irom this field,

at a price higher than any Santee cotton at that

time in Charleston brought, except catton raised

und&r the same treatment. This experiment was
made under the direction of nay bioilier, the late

Dr. J. P. Porcher, who superintended my planta-

tion during my absence from the state.

"The use oi"salt was repeated in 1837, but with-

out any marked result. In no case was there

such a favorable ofiportutiinty ol" comparison, as

in the preceding year. The cotton crop was a
bad one. One great use of salt as a manure for

cotton, seems to be the quality which it imparts to

the plants of holdinir the fruit which it bears. I

do not Icnow whether it stimulates and promotes
production, but it certainly appears to act as a con-

servative to the product. Such was its only appa-

rent agency in the successful experiment ol" 1836.

My brother continued the use of salt, and the result

of his cropping; has shown that he did not exag-
gerate its value."

Mr. Porcher, intends makincr considerable use

of both the lime and salt. When we had the

pleasure of visiting Somerlon last we found large
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is not much greater than that of our flint, the

frrain very inlerior, it is very easily blown down,

issuhjecl 10 rot il'left until the usual time oC har-

vest in the field, and when patherod in, is more
liahle to the attacks of the weevils. For these

reasons, we believe but little of it will hereafter

be planted.

THE CURCU;:.IO.

From tlie New England Farmer.

Southborough, Feb. 22, 1840.

Dear sir,— I received a letter a few days since

from you, desirinar some information in protecting

the fruit of plum trees from the depredations of the

curculio. I have not stationed a hen and chickens

around a tree since the sprinij: of 1837, because

they would injure other proiiuctions which were
near the trees; but I should think from what I

know ofthe habits of the curculio, that they would

prove quite a prevention. I have studied the ha-

bits and character of the curculio in the two last

summers, for I consider hirn the only obstacle in

the way of raising that fruit.

1st. I have found that the curculio is on the

tree ready for its operations very early, even be-

fore the plums are large enough for it to deposit

its egg in them.
2d. It continues its labors into August.

3d. It gels on to the tree by flying, though it

may crawl up the body at times.

4ih. It stings the fruit mostly in the night.

The same curculio that slings the plum and

peach I have found repeatedly operating on the

apple. I was not aware of this fact till lately, and^

I do not know but there n)ay be a larger species of

the same insect which siings the apple also. I

should think they were from the size of the larva?

often seen in apples. I should consider hens with

their chickens stationed about the fruit trees, and
daily shaking and jarring the trees (for the curculia

always falls to the ground when the tree is shook)

while the fowls were immediately under them, to

prove quite a protection. The supposed remedy
should be applied quite early in the spring, in order

lo warrant the greatest chance of success. The
small birds are the natural enemy of this insect as

well as most of the insect tribe, and it should be

the aim of horiiculturists and farmers to encourage

their multiplication, and to protect them. I design

is the fear of spreading the nut grass, which has I to make further experiments to protect fruit trees

already become a source of great annoyance. A against injuries from this insect, and should I make
plan adopted by Messrs. Thos. Porcher, of White any discovery or advances, I shall be happy tocom-
Hall, R. W. Ravenel, and perhaps others, is to municate. Were it not for the curculio, most of
work only every alternate alley at each time of] our fruit would be comparatively fair, and all of it

going over, by which course of culture the roots ; free from worms. A gentleman lately informed

quantities of the rock, got out for the purpose of

being converted into lime, and we understood from

him, that he had purchased a considerable quan-

tity of salt to be used as manure. One fact we
would call the attention of our planters to, and

that is that the cotton, manured with salt, brought

a higher price than any other from the same
neighborhood, sold at the time. Is it not worthy

of inquiry and experiment, whether salt, added lo

other manures, (or alone) does not produce a finer

staple independent of its eflects in other respects ?

In a small pamphlet, published some few years

since by Mr. Johnson, he enumerates the benefits

to be derived from the use of salt to be

—

"1st. By promoting \n small proportions, pu-

trefaction. 2d. By destroying weeds, grubs, &c.

3il. As a constituent or direct food. 4ih. Accord-

ing lo Drs. Darwin and Priestley, as a stimulant

to the absorbent vessels of plants. 5ih. By pre-

venting injury from sudden transition in the tem-

perature olthe atmosphere; and 6th. By keeping

the soil moist."

Corn.—There is nothing peculiar in the culture

of this crop, unless it be in the great attention be-

stowed on manuring it. The preparation of the

land is similar to that for cotton; the manure,
which most generally is compost, is strewed (by
some at the rate of 250 bushel baskets full per acre)

in the alleys, and a heavy list made, on which the

corn is planted, and not on beds, as when planted

on beds, the stalks are two easily blown down.
Cotton seed is invariably used as a manure for

this crop, and is supposed to cause the greatest

yield. Many planters apply it in the hill at the

rate of a pint to each. Others reserve it until all

danger of frosts is over, and apply it around the

corn, and cover it with ihe hoe at the first work-
ing. By Mr. T. W. Porcher, it is placed at the

sides only, which enables him to bury it when it

sprouts, much more easily than by the usual

mode of crushing with the foot and then covering
it. When it is up, he sends plouorhs into the field,

and a fellow goes ahead of^ each with a spade
and places it close to the corn, and between it and
the sprouted cotton seed—the earth thrown by the

plough completely covers the latter, while the

corn is untouched. In this manner, he accom-
jjlishes much more than those who follow the old

plan. In working it, most of the planters make
but little use ofthe plough, and the reason assigned

of only one side are cut at a time ; moreover a

fresh stim.ulus is applied to the plants more fre-

quently, by the stirring of the ground. They
speak very favorably of this plan.

The average product of this crop in St. John's,
is from 10 to 12 bushels. Dr. Ravenel usually

me that apples and other fruit were free from

worms in the state of Ohio.

By the request of a friend, I gave the editor of

the VVorcester j^gis last summer a small article

•• on the cultivation of plums," in which the cur-

culio is described, and some modes of prevention

averages about 22 bushels, and this on fields which
|

are spoken of in the ariicle. I take the liberty lo

are perhaps the oldest on his plantation, (itself! send you that paper, and also an imperfect drawing

among the oldest in the Parish.) These were of that insect in this letter.

very much reduced when he took possession, but
|

ISo information could be more important to the

by manuring highly, he has restored them to their fruit grower than a knowledtre of the character of

present slate of fertility. The Baden corn has been i the canker worm, the curculio, and the borer,

cultivated in small quantities by a large number of! and the best means of securing fruit trees against

the planters, and universally condemned. It is I
the injuries which they inflict. Respectfully, your

found not to answer in our climate. The product I
ob't servant, Jokl Buuxett.
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CULTIVATIOIV OF THE PLUM.

From the National JEgis.

Mr. Editor: Sir— I am induced to ofler you
Bome observations of mine on tlie cullivalion of

plums. 1 have taken an niterest in the cultivation

oC fruit for the last eijxiit years, and now have se-

veral good kinds in a bearinir stale. The plum is

one of our hardiest fruit trees. During our cold

winters I lost pear, apricot, peach, and several of
the Baldwin apple, by the severity of the cold, but

not a single plum tree. Plum trees of almost all

kinds are good bearers; they usually blossom full,

and the fruit sets well, and it is certainly one of
the most delicious li-uits we have, when in perfec-

tion. The fine kinds are wholesome and salutary,

and can be indulged in even to satiety, when fully

ripe, without harm. They will frrovv well in rather

a low loamy soil ; if the soil is rich, they grow last

and come quick into bearing.

But the grand obstacle in the way of cultivating
this fruit, is the depredations of a small insect of
the beetle tribe, which commences its operations
when the fruit is quite small, and continues them
usually till the first of August. This beetle is

called by horticulturists the curculio— is about
one sixth of an inch long, has two small bunches
or protuberances on its back, and a rostrum or

beak, and on this two antennaj. By this rostrum
it makes a semilunar incision on the plum, into

which it deposits an egg. The e^^ hatches, pro-
ducing a worm, or larva?, which burrows down into

ihe heart of the fruit, eatins it through two or three
times from end to end. This kills the life of the
plum, causing it to wither and fall prematurely : the
worm then soon leaves the fruit and enters the
ground, where it undergoes a transformation or

metamorphosis, common to the insect tribe, and
then comes up a new curculio, to deposit its eggs
aa before described. Its work is not confined to

the plum, but extends to the cherry, peach, and
apple, though it would seem to prefer the plum to

other fruit, on account, probably, ofthe smoothness
of the skin, and the greater ease in making the in-

cision. It is remarkable how general its depreda-
tions are on the plum tree when unmolested ; lor

when the tree is loaded with fruit, and large,

scarcely a single plum will remain unpunclured,
and consequently all will be lost to the cultivator.

Some kinds of peach and apple which have a wool-
ly or lurry suriace, are not attacked. Almost all

the wind-fal! apples (as they are called) are pro-

duced by ihis beetle, and upon examination will be
found to contain the larvty or worm fiom the egg of
the curculio.

The plum tree is subject to a disease on the
limbs, a kind of excrescence or warty appearance,
which Dr. Harris says is caused by this same cur-

culio, puncturing the tender bark and depositing
his eggs under it. "These swellings, or warls,

are diseases ofthe bark, caused by the punctures of

the weevil; and the residence of the grubs. The
sap vessels being wounded and irritated by the in-

sects, throw out an increased (juanlity of fluid ; this

is re-absorbed by the bark, which is consequently
ewollea and thickened in substance ; the over-
Ki retched cuticle burslt^, and ilic swollirig liecomes
irrpizular, granulated, and lull of li.ssures."

Dr. Harris recommends culling out ami cxtir()at-

nvs these excrescences and burninir tlioiu beloie

the last of June. The wounds made in so doing

should be trea'ed wiih mortar used in grafting.

The character of the curculio is shy and timo-

rous ; so much so, it is seldom seen unless hunted
after purposely. He is not often seen in motion
on the tree, but occasionally in a small crevice or

crack, or ihe axilla of a limb, and so much does

he resemble an old blossom or bud, or a small

piece of bark, that he will commonly remain un-

noticed. Should the observer extend his thumb
and finger to take him, ten to one if he don't elude

him, falling as imperceptible as a small shot would
to the ground.

The liabiis of this insect are not well known, I

still believe, to fruit growers. I have made fre-

quent inquiry of them for a preventive measure.

Some have told me the insect crawled up the tree,

and most of them have never seen it to know it. It

is well to remark that it flies on the tree.

The following are some ofthe means of preserv-

ing fruit against the attacks of these insects.

First. All the premature fruit that falls to the

ground with the worm in it, should be immediately

gathered and burned. Jt will begin tuliill as early

as the 12th or 15;h of June, and continue to lall un-

til Ihe middle of August, if not ripe before. This
course, well pursued, will destroy the next genera-

tion ol' them and save the next year's crop.

Second. Shaking the tree briskly morning and
night, and two or three times during the day, will

very much discommode and interrupt them from

pursuing their operations—for at each concussiort

ol the tree the insects fall to the ground, and if they

reascend, will soon become discouraged by this

course ol treatment.

Third. Let two or three hands take a sheet or

sheets and spread under the tree, and then shake
and jar it, and they immediately fall, liiigning them-
selves lifeless, and appearing like a shapeless

lump, and by those who are unacquainted with

them, would not be taken !br an animal until they

moved. All that (alls on the sheet should be im-

mediately crushed. This last mode of destroying

them should be practised twice a day while any
are found. In the spring of 1837, I cooped a hen
and chickens about an imperial gage, whose fruit

was destroyed the preceding year, and about all

the plums matured on this tree. It is probable

that the beetles were destroyed by the brood,

as they made their way to the surface of the soil.

As this little animal is easily annoyed, trees stand-

ing before a store or shop or any frequented place,

usually more or less escape injury. 1 have known
trees standing near a hog pen mature their Iruit

year after year, while otfiers, standing four rods

distant, as surely failed.

Mr. Manning rentiarks in his book of fruits that

plums thrive best near the borders ofthe sea, and,

that the curculio is said to avoid the salt air.

If the foregoing remarks should prove of any
advantage to horticulturists in the protection of

fruit from injuries inflicted by this insect, or lead

to iriinuter investigation into its nature and habits,

I shall be well rewarded for this imperfect com-
munication. JoKL Burnett.

Suulhborough, June 19, 1839.
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THE FIVE-FIELD ROTATION AND GRAZING.

To the Editor ofthe Farmers' Register.

I have been hiijhly gratified in readinrj the three

very able pieces in the February number of the

Farmers' Register, under the signatures of Rivan-
na, R., and my friend C. Braxton. The gentle-

man under the signature of R. has misunderstood

me somewhat in my communication in the De-
cember number of your Register. He says, "to
deprive the land ol"this (clover) its only recupera-

tive crop, when it is required to bear three ex-

hausting crops in sui-cession, would be to induce
sterility without giving check to the evil complain-

ed of," (insects,) &c.; but I do not think the fifth

year's grazing will have that effect. My idea is,

that the grazing year will be a year of rest as well

as the fourth year, when the clover is allowed to

remain on the ground, though not to the same ex-

tent ; for I think that after the clover remains the

fourth year on the ground, the grazing the fifth year
will do no injury to the land, and yet check the in-

sects. The land will be restored by the fourth year

ofclover, as I have heretofore had it, under the tour-

field system, and certainly not injured under the

fifth year's grazing ; lor the grazing of good land

with tolerably fai stock, (and the land to have fat

stock must not be grazed to great excess, other-

wise the stock will not be fat,) will rather improve
it, than injure it, by returning their dung to the

land. By rigid grazing I did not mean crazing to

excess, or a naked pasture, but a good bite of clo-

ver or any other grass, and tolerably fat slock to

return something to the land as well as to bite it

off. Under the four-field system I have practised,

we have grazed very little, and the clover, weeds
and every thing has been turned in the land, until

it is now full of vegetable matter, and it is a per-

fect bed lor insects; and the winter, in so per-

fect and warm a bed, has no effect to kill them.
My land is more filled with vegetable matter than
most land in our country, in consequence of hav-
ing omitted to cultivate corn, or any hoe crop for

nine years, while 1 had in cultivation some re-

claimed swamj) land, which was alone cultivated

in corn as long as the tide could be kept out; and
the very pests, blue grass, &c. which R. so much
dreads, got the advantage of me for a time, but
which I have now conquered by the corn crop,

once in four years, and which I think will be kept

under by corn once in five years, together with the

grazing once in every five years. To Rivanna,
with whose communication f was highly delight-

ed, I will say, that I think his system a most ex-
cellent one, and had thought of adopting a similar

one before I saw his communication ; but I have
found from experience that clover will not bear
much grazing at a year old ; and if I give up my
standing pasture, I must have a field which will

bear a good deal of grazing. I think it is evident
that Rivanna also thinks clover will not bear hard
grazing the first year, from his recommending that

his two clover fields should be moderately grazed,
and not grazed until 20ih June, and should be as-

sisted with a standing pasture also, which, in fact,

is a six-field system, and one which I should not
hesitate to adopt, if I had another field to make a
standing pasture of, and did not think that rigid

grazing was absolutely necessary to get rid of the
multitude of insects with which my land is now
filled. The chinch-bug, as yet. is not the insect

with which 1 have most suffered, and the Hessian
fly rarely does us much injury, (when the wheat
is sown in good time, and on clover iallovv,) but

I have suffiered most from wire-worm, cut-worm,
corn-flea, and all the tribe of insects produced

by non-grazing and clover-lays. Perhaps 1 mis-

called the worm which injured my wheat so much
last fall, when I called it a clover worm. It was
the wire, or bud worm, which iujures the corn in

I he spring so much on clover lands, and that vvaa

the reason I called it a clover worm. 1 think the

clover, and non-grazing, has produced, or increas-

ed the number and variety of grubs very much,
at least on my land; for I have remarked in the

forest, or ridge-lands in our lower country, where
they have little or no clover, and graze, they ne-

ver suflisr with grubs of any sort, and find no dif-

ficulty in getting their corn to stand. They suffer

with Hessian fly, but never with the great variety

of insects we have on the river in our wheat.

Chinch-bug is a new thing with us, (having had

it only two years,) and I did not allude particular-

ly to it, when I spoke of changing my system on

account of the increase of insects.

I think the objection to three grain crops in suc-

cession in a system of agriculture, is generally ex-

aggerated, it the land is good, or if you have the

advantage of lime, or marl. At least, I have

found that my land improved under it very rapid-

ly, and 1 should never have abandoned the four-

field system, but for the insects. 1 think it is of

not quite the consequence most persons attribute

to it, though of some, that ihe crops should be dis-

tributed farther apart, provided you give sufficient

rest to your land in the course of the rotation; and

I think it all-important to let the clover wear out

a little before you use the field as a pasture, so

that other grasses will put up to bear the hoof,

which clover will not do well, and which I think

will be effected in the five-shift rotation I propose

to adopt. In addition to which the suggestion of

my friend C. Braxton, in his most admirable com-
munication on the five-shilt rotation, " that the

plough should not be again brought into action be-

Ibrc the sod is reformed, which will be in two

years in land that is in tolerable condition, and

this formation of sod is, I think, the test of refor-

mation of soil," is most worthy of notice, for I

have frequently remarked that when a standing

pasture, or a lot, kvhich had been some time in

grass, even if poor land, was broken up, it will

produce much better for several years than the

most sanguine expectation would lead you to sup-

pose. I cannot think tiie three grain crops in suc-

cession can be so very exhausting, after my own
experiment for twenty-odd years, together with

that of the two Messrs. Wickham of Hanover,

(whose pardon I must beg for introducing their

names here,) who have cultivated their estates

for some twenty years in the same rotation, and

also grazed them much more than I did, (and

thereby have kept off insects much more effectu-

ally,) and have quadrupled their crops ; for I well

recollect when the two estates were cultivated in

one, the whole never made half as much wheat

or corn, as each of them now makes. It is true,

that they are excellent farmers, and use marl libe-

rally, which was not formerly done, but if the

Ibur-field system with three grain crops in succes-

sion was an exhausting one, even with marl, they

could not have produced the very great improve-
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ment I have spoken of above with all their good
management.

I sat down, only to make a few remarks? in re-

ply to those most excellent communications of

Rivanna, K., and my friend C. Braxton, and I

find I have made a long, atul I am afraid ledious

communication. It" you think proper, you will

please publish it in your most usefiil Register.

Most sincerely yours.

Hill Cahter.
Shirley^ March 8th, 1840.

AN IDEA OF THE UNIVERSE.

From the N. Y. Journal ofCommerce.

IntheChristain Keepsake for the current seasnn,

among a very creditable varieiy ol'articles furnish-

ed for that beautiful annunl by British writers, is a

splendid essay by the distiniruishpd Dr. Thomas
Dick, so well known in this country, by his works
on various subjects kindreii to that indicated by the

heading above. The length of (his es.^ay makes
it impossible to cite much of it in ourcolunms, and
as the volume itself will reach comparatively li^w

ofour readers, we have concluded to give them
the doctor's leadings notions in our own words.

He begins with what the senses of man com-
mand around him in the way of a landscape, and
comparing this little space with what is immedi-
ately around us on all sides, observes that it would
be requisite—taking the general average of a
pretty extensive landscape—that more than nine
hundred thousand landscapes of the extent we
generally behold, should pass before our view,
ere we could form an adequate conception of the

bulk of the whole earth. The surface of the
globe, he eays, contains no less than 197 millions

of square miles. No human mind can form a
conception of this.

The earth, however, is but an inconsiderable

ball when compared with other planets ofour sys-

tem. One of these bodies could contain within

its dimensions nine hundred globes as large as
the earth; another fourteen hundred; and were
five hundred globes as large as that on which we
dwell, laid upon a vast plane, the outermost rinsr

of the planet Saturn, which is six hundred and
forty-three thousand miles in circumference,
would enclose ihem all. And yet these bodies
seem only small bright specks on the concave of
our sky.

Again—earth, planets, comets, and all—-the
whole subordinate solar system—how small it is,

compared with its central luminary. No intel-

lect can reach to the slightest conception of such
a body. The sun is five hundred times larger
than the whole, and would contain within its cir-

cumference thirteen hundred thousand globes
as large as our world. To contemplate all the
variety ofscenery on the surface of this luminary
would require more than fifty thousand years.

although a landscape five thousand miles in extent
were to pass before our eyes every hour. What
a scope were this for the explorations of intellect

and imagination throughout eternity !

But this system, with its sun, is but a point in

the firmament. Before we could arrive at the
nearest object in this firmament, we should have
to pass over a space at least twenty billions of

miles in extent—a space which a cannon ball

flying with its utmost velocity, would not pass
over in less than lour millions of years. What
hosts of orbs are visible here of a winter's night!
How vast must they be ! There is every reason
to believe, that the least twinkling star which our
eyes can discern, is not less than our sun in mag-
nitude and glory, and that many of them are even
a hundred or a thousand times superior in mag-
nitude to that stupendous luminary. And as the
Creator does nothing in vain, as he must be sup-
posed always to act in the plenitude of his per-
fections, those thousands stars, which the unas-
sisted eye can perceive in the canopy of heaven
may be considered as connected with at least fif-

ty thousand worlds, compared with the amount of
whose population, all the inhabitants of our globe
would appear only as "the email dust in the
balance." Here the imagination might expatiate
for ages of ages, in surveying this position of the
Creator's kingdom, and be lost in contemplation
and wonder at the vast extent, the magnitude,
and the immense variety of scenes, objects, and
movements, which would meet the view in every
direction. For here we have presented to our
view, not only single suns and single systems, such
as that to which we belong, but suns revolving
aroundsuns and systems around systems—systems
not only double, but triple, quadruple, quintuple,
and all in complicated but harmonious motions

—

motion—more rapid than the swiftest planets in

in our system, though some of them move a hun-
dred thousand miles in an hour—periods of revolu-
tions which vary from thirty to sixteen hundred
years—suns with a blue or green lustre revolving
around suns of a white or a ruddy color, and both
ofthem illuminating toith contrasted colored light

the same assemblages of worlds. And if the

various orders of intelligences were unveiled to

our view, what a scene of interest, grandeur,
variety, diversity of intellect, and of wonder and
astonishment, would be open to our view !

And still we should be on the verge of creation !

The visible is as nothing compared to the invisible.

The milky-way is found to consist of clusters of
stars ; and the late Sir W. Herschel in passing hia

telescope along a space of this zone, fifteen de-

grees long and two broad, descried at least fifty

thousand stars large enough to be distinctly count-

ed ; besides which he suspected twice aa many
more, which could be seen only now and then by
faint glimpses, (or want of sufficient light ; that is,

fifteen times more than the acutest eye can discern

in the whole heavens, during the clearest night

;

and the space which they occupy is only the
l-1375ih part of the visiblecanopy ofthesky. On
another occasion, this astronomer perceived nearly
six hundred stars in one field of view of his tele-

scope, so that in the space of a quarter ofan hour,

one hundred and sixteen thousand stars passed in

review before him. Now, were we to suppose
every part of this zone equally filled with stars as
the spaces now alluded to, there would be found in

the milky-way alone, no less than 20,190,000, that

is, twenty millions, one hundred and ninety thou-

sand stars, or twenty thousand times the number
ofthose that are visible to the naked eye. In
regard to the distance ofsome of these stars, it has
been ascertained that some of the more remote are

not less than five hundred times the distance of
the nearest fixed star, that is, at least 9,940,000,
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000,000,000, or nearly ten thousand billions of

miles ; a distance so great, that light, which flies

at the raleol'tweive millions ol'niiles every minute,

would require one tiiousand six hundred and forty

years, before it could traverse this mighty interval !

Such is the explanation of that "apparently
irregular belt which appears only like an acci-

dental imge on the face (if ilie firmament^ B'lil-

lions ofmairnificent suns, where not a sparkle can
be disiinouished by human eye* !

And now, the doctor asks, what shall we say
if this vast assemblage of" starry systems be found

to be no more tliun a single nebula, of which se-

veral thousand, perhaps even richer in stars, have
already been discovered? and that it bears no
more proportion to the whole sideral heavens
than a small dusky speck which our telesco|)es

enable us to descry ! Such is the present theoiy,

and it is founded on most elaborate observations

by the first astronomers of modern limes.

And here a calculation is entertained as to the

extent of what may in one sense be called the

visible universe. There have been more than

3000 of these nebula? already discovered. Sup-
posing the number of stars which compo?e the

Milky Way to be only ten millions, (half the

number Ibrmerly slated,) and each of the nebulae,

at an average, contains the same number ; sup-
posing farther, that only two thousand of the

three thousand nebula;, are resolvable into stars,

and that the other thousand are masses of a shin-

ing fluid not yet condensed by the fiat of the
Almighty into luminous globes—the number of
stars or suns compreiiended in that portion of the
firmament which is within the reach of oiir tele-

scopes would be 20,000.000,000, or twenty thou-
sand millions, which is twenty millions of times
the number of all the stars which are visible to

the naked eye

!

Still our philosopher suggests even these as-

semblages of systems may be but as a single ne-
bula to the whole visible firmament, or even as a
grain of sand to the whole earth, compared with
the invisible universe beyond 1

Speaking of what was called the planetary 7ie-

bulce, which are round, compact bodies, like plane-
tary disks, when viewed through telescopes,

Herschel mentions one in the constellation of An-
dromeda, " that would more than fill the whole
orbit of Uranus," which is three thousand ei.x

Imndred millions of miles in diameter. Such a
body would, therefore, contain 24,429.081,600,-

000,000,000,000,000,000, or more than twenty-
lour quartillions of solid miles, which is sixty-eight

thousand four hundred millions of times larger
than the cubical contents of the Sun ! Hundreds,
of these nebulcB have never been resolved into

stars. Some are thought to be luminous matter
in process ol" condensing. One of these, in the
Sword of Orion, is computed to be 2,200,000,000,-
000,000,000 times larger than our Sun. All these
bodies may be supposed to be advancing to the

formation of new systems lor replenishing the void
of space, and displaying the Creator's glory.

The motions of this universe are the subject
of a concluding hint. Nothing in nature is qui-

escent. Every thing goes in its stated orbit. And
tile rate ol'these motions, in every known instance
is not less than several tliousands of miles every
hour, and, in some instances, thousands of miles
every minute. The fixed stars, though to a

Vol. VIlI-24

common observer they appear nearly in the same
position with regard to each other, are /bund, in

some instances, to liave motions lur more rapid
ihan those ofany of the planetary globes, though
their magnitude is immensely superior. The stars
sixty-one Cygiii, whose apparent motion is five
seconds annually—and consequently aliouelher
imperce|)tible to a common observer—yet at the
distance at w.liich this star is known to be placed
lliis motion is equivalent to one hundred and
twenty billions of miles every year ; or three
hundred and twenty-thousand millions everyday.

Such, modestly remarks the doctor, are a lew
rude ideas respecting the universe. All these
objects, however, do not constitute the universe.
They are detached parts of it, and may be as
nothing to the whole. Of this whole, man proba-
bly may never be able to form a conception.

—

The highest created intellect may not. To God
only does it seem likely to be known.

SEPARATE AGRICULTURAL PUBLICATIONS AT
THE FARINIERS' REGISTER OFFICE.

We fiequently receive from subscribers requests

to send single copies of the ' Essay on Calcareous

Manures,' and accompanied with the e.\pression

of regret at not being able to send payment of so

small an amount as 50 cents. We have never

failed to send the work, when requested by any
one for his own reading, whether ordered with or

without payment, (and the&e small dues from re-

mote debtors are very rarely paid in any after

time,) for the publication was made that the work
might be read as extensively as possible, and not

with any expectation of making a profit by the

amount of sales. But it is very easy (or any per-

son who desires to obtain that or any other sepa-

rate publication of this office, to avoid the obliga-

tion of receiving it as a present. If no small bill

will suit the order at retail price, a $5 note will

pay for 10 copies—and the risk of mail convey-

ance, both of the money ajid the publications, iu

all cases is borne by the publisher. Ten persons

may be thus supplied with the work above-men-

tioned, at 50 cents for each.

It would illy become the author to utter any
thing in commendation of (he ' Essay ' as a lite-

rary production, or as to the degree of success

with which the doctrines and the practical deduc-

tions therefrom have been set forth. But he may
venture, after this lapse of time, and of universal

acquiescence and of approval by all other persons

who have examined or acted upon them, to claim

that the doctrines and precepts are true; and if

so, their being known is all-important to every

farmer, and especially in every district of neglect-

ed calcareous manures. In all of the latter cir-

cumstances (which are still general through ex-
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tensive regions in the southern Atlantic states,)

we may venture lo assert, that the profit, both in-

dividual and general, ofevery new case of the ap-

plication of the doctrines and precepts referred to,

will exceed more than a thousand-fold the cost of

the volume coniaiiiing them.

In the cheap Ibrm of the second edition (of

which a very large number of copies were print-

ed, and not many now remain on hand,) the facil-

ty of extensive circulation was the main object in

view; and for that object, there was sacrificed

much of the pride, and all the (possible) profit of

authorship. Several thousands of copies have

been distributed, and a large proportion gratui-

tously ; and we would be pleased to dispose of all

that remain on hand, also as gifts, if sure that

they were sent where acceptable and valued, and

where they would be of most service to the im-

provement of agriculture. Therefore, to all claim-

ants on that ground, we shall not be rigid as to

conditions or payment ; for even with a smaller

proportion of payments then hereto/ore received,

we shall be content and gratified to send copies of

ihe work to any quarter where they will be ser-

viceable to agricultural and general interests.

Ed. F. R.

PREPARATION OF MANURE.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' I'egister.

March 1th, 1840.

I am sorry to complain of a typographical error

in my communication of January, which occurs

in the second line ; i.e. "manifested" for maintain-

ed, or sustained, (I am not sure which, as I never

keep rough copies,) but, I think the la'ter.

I cannot blame your compositor, being too sen-

sible of the illegibility of my hand ; but do assure

you, that an unwillingness to give trouble, causes

me great pains in writing, (unavailing as they

seem,) and often deters me from communicating
with the Register. In this instance, I am only

surprised at ihe accuracy of the piece—no other

mistake occurring than the triflinsf one of omilling

the letter n in an imlefinite article, before a vow-
el. But noiwiihstanding my chariness of giving
trouble, i am led by the occasion to jjive you my
manniiement of an operation in which we are

now engaged, having never seen a communica-
tion on it. 1 mean as relates to manure. li. may
be worth something, at least to tyroes.

During the season ol' (ijeding and littering farm-
pen stock, having accumulated in the early part

of winter a considerable body of corn-stalks, I

use aliernately wiih them, straw in piles, instead

of racks, which mixture promotes decomposition,

and retains, better, the liquor of manure. Leaves
are in the same method occasionally introduced.

Manure from the floored pens of fattening hogs,
littered in the same way, is advantageously haul-

ed and scattered over the farm-pens. This being
the richest made on a farm, can be better distri-

buted on land by being thus mixed with the
weaker manures; and with the same view I in-

troduce, at different limes, the manure from
stables.

I make it an invariable rule to lurn over, with
two or three-pronged dunghoes, the whole mass
of manure twice or three times during the season
of making it; the advantages of which are tvvo-

Ibld ; first, the thorough admixiure of the diH'er-

ent qualities, and secondly, the encouragement
uivento decomposition by partial admission of air

;

with which motive I frequently let in the stock-

hogs.

Lastly,when about to commence hauling out, the

contents of the farm-pens are put into ricks with

dunii- hoes and pitch-ibrks ; roads being left be-

tween for carts and wagons to drive in at one end
and out at the other. The object of v/hich is to

facilitate loading, both as to convenience and
liuiitening the manure, which loses very liule

strength by the operation, if ploughed under as it

should be, as fast as hauled on the land. Indeed,

the sudden drying of manure in this month pre-

vents much escape of iis essence by evaporation.

Fire-fang is apt to occur if these large ricks re-

main more than one week. Rivanna.

It has been always a cause of regret that our

friend who signs as " Rivanna," should favor the

readers of the Register with so few of his always

excellent and valued communications; and it will

add much to the regret if our fault should make
him still less communicative than heretolbre. We
know by report that "Rivanna" is one of the

best farmers of Virginia, and there is no one

whose anonymous communications are more de-

sired than his. His real signature, as in all cases,

would add greatly to their value. We trust, that

neither " Rivanna " nor any other correspondent

will again have just cause to complain of our

proof-reading ; and we may venture to assure him

that he will not be at all justified by that excuse

in keeping his pen idle.—En. F. R.

EXTRACTS OF PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE,

East Tennessee, March lOth, 1840.

" Your favor of the 5lh February has been re-

ceived ; also the last volume of the Register. Pray
accept my thanks for your kind remembrance.
My zeal in the silk culture is unabated. Rather
higher than in my first love, notwithstanding 1

have some million and a half of buds which I

could not sell. They are surpassingly fine, and
all boxed up in tan, lor the market, which did not
offer. Be it so. Perhaps 'lis all the better lor the cul-

ture of silk. I shall plant immediately (the ground
is ploughed) twenty-five acres, (my very best

wheat field.) Don Quixote, you know, gave his

best grain land for books of knight errantry. My
cocoonery 200 feet by 60 is going up. Four mil-

lions of eggs are in the ice-house ; half of which
I wish to keep back, if I can, for a second crop.

My plan is, to feed so large a number of worms
as will justify my employing reelers the whole
year ; and thus secure their permanent services.

China, in my opinion, cannot surpass East Ten-
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nessee in adaptation for the silk culture. The
multicaiilis jfruws as well witli us as corn ; and

the sil'K-worni is so healthy that I do not think we
Jose 2 percent. Every consideration appears to

show tliat nature points to this as the silk region

of the United Slates ;;ar excellence. We have no

conflicting staple. We have a very dense poor

white population— saying, "give us employment"
•—ingenious, not ashamed to work, and remarkably

docile—more manageahle than the northern popu-

lation ol' like grade! The girls and men in my
cotton factory are better hands, and more manage-
able, tl)ati at any factory in JNlaryland, and equal

to those in Massachusetts. And any number what-

ever can be obtained for extremely low wages.

Provisions, abundant and cheap. Again—the mer-

chants (and that class is very numerous and influ-

ential in E, T.) iiavc a deep interest in this busi-

ness. For our currency is always at a great

discount, and we are so li^r from market, that our

heavy agricultural productions cannot sustain the

transportation. Silk will be better lor us than

mines of gold and gems; and more than supply

our want, long to be experienced, of rail roads, ca-

nals, and navigable rivers. If I could, I would

make every man in this region ilream of silk until

the vision became reality. If I fully succeed this

year the business is established. A good many
are entering into it, and the present season will be

the crisis of the disurderP « * * *

* * * " Every publication which can be
relied on respecting the silk culture will he valua-

ble to the country ; for although I do not believe

that it is a cidlure Vv'hich will ever admit of profit

on a large investment, yet I am satisfied, ttiat it'

establishments were formed in each neighborhond
Jbr the purpose of buying cocoons and reeling the

silk, the tending the worms would be found to

engage advantageously the women and children

every where, who are now mere consumers. In

the part of liie country in which 1 reside, Haber-
sham county, in Georgia, many persons were en-

gaged in a small way, in tending and liieding the

worms on the native mulberry of the country, and
the result was a conviction that no climate could

be more favorable. The winters are steadily cold

I'rom November to March both inclusive, the tlier-

mometer varying durinir that time, in a northern

shaded exposure, between twelve and forty ; some-
times at midday going as high as fifty, and per-

haps once during a winter going to zero. So that

the climate is cold enough to preserve the eggs
(irom hatching until late. Our summer heat very
rarely goes above 87°, and it has been found by
our experience, that no trouble need be taken to

keep the atmosphere in an ordinary room in a suf-

ficiently equable state. No trouble indeed is ne-

cessary except to keep the worms clean and well

fed. The atmosphere is so dry, that there is but

Httle snow, and I have never seen moisture even
on the plaster walls of stone, where the plaster

was put on the wall without the intervention of

"furring." You will I think then admit that in

my section of the country, at least the women
and children may raise tlie cocoons successfully

in a domestic way." *****

lis, taken from plants that came from cuttings

planted on 15th February, 1839. Any quantity of

worms can be fed here at this time, as the leaves

will nicrease in quantity, and faster than the

worms would increase in the consum|)iion of them.

JMy object in sending you this inlbrmation is to

show you, and others, that silk can be raised in

Georgia, and more than one crop in a year. My
silk-vvorms' eggs commenced hatching on the 2d
inst., and will soon all be out.

The peach blossoms made their first appearance

on t!ie 17th Feliruary, and are now falling ; they

were fullest on the 25ih.

The largest ol" the leaves enclosed are 3 by 4
I nf Ii p K '^ ^ ^ ^

5lh February, 1840.

Sparta, Ga., March 4th, 1840.

"To show you how forward the season is here,

1 enclose you a few leaves of the morus multicau-

# * « <( Permit me to express to you the

gratification I experienced in the evident superi-

ority of the concluding numbers of the last volume.
(Not having been at home for the last four months
I have not of cou.'^se seen the numbers of the pre-

sent volume, for which I am now sending my sub-
scription.) I was particularly pleased, and hope
instruct(^d, by your essays on improving lands by
the ploughing in ofgreen crops, and hope that you
will keep a watchful look-oiit lor any thing which
may throw farther lis;ht on that subject.

A lew years ago there was much written on
the subject of the Italian rye grass, as a vastly

productive and very easily cultivated grass. The
lamented J. Buel thought most highly of it as a
productive and quick growing grass, and said that

he was satisfied it would answer very v/ell south of
Pennsylvania. As it came i'rom so warm a cli-

mate as Italy, I thouglit we might reasonably cal-

culate that It would bear our hot dry summers
much better than most of the foreign grasses.

Induced by his representations, a friend of mine
united with me in sending for some of the seed,

which came up beaulillilly, but proved to be no-

thing but the English perennial rye-grass, a small

dwarfish plant, exceedingly impatient of heat and
drought, and of very little value. If you can give

us any inlbrmation on the subject ol' this Italian

rye-grass, I have no doubt it will be acceptable to

my brother farmers as well as myself, li" only
half of what is said of it is true, it must be far more
productive than any we are acquainted with, and
then its culture is so easy, requiring only 15 or 20
lbs. of seed to the acre, and lasting lor many years.

A lew years ago there was a great deal written

in your paper about the Gama-grass, and no doubt
some of your readers gave it a fair experiment. I

should be very glad to learn whether it was really

valuable, or a mere humbug ; and should be obliged

for the same inlbrmation in reference to the Guinea
grass, and more especially if the latter can be made
use of as a grazing grass in this country. I have
a few of the plants, but they are in a garden, where
of course there is little opportunity of testing their

value. They stand our winters well, and produce

a great quantity of vegetable matter, which horses,

constantly stabled, eat with great avidity. But it

certainly does not grow with any thing like the

luxuriance with which it is said to do in Jamaica,

and does not eeem to recover quickly from the bite

of animals.

I hope you will excuse this liberty, as I have
been a subscriber to your valuable paper from its
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commencement, and this is the first time I have
troubled you with the readintr of a letter. Wish-
ing you afl success in your truly useliil effort io

raise the character oC our agricultural interests, 1

must now bid you farewell, with the assurance

that I remain, &c.''

We are unable to give any information as to the

Italian rye grass ; or as lo the Guinea grass, ex-

cept that we have not heard contradicted the liigh

character which was given lo it by several of our

correspondents in some of the early parts of the

Farmers' Register. The Gama grass seems to

have been lost eitrht of latterly; and we have

never known any person lo turn its growth to pro-

fit. We will thank any one better inlbrmed to

answer any of these inquiries.

If our respected correspondent owed us any

apology in regard to his letter, it was not for writ-

ing it, but because of not having written before,

and for publication.

—

Ed. F. R.

A SIMPLE AND CHEAP SILK REEL.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Kegister.

Brunswick, March 19, 1840.

You will please accept of the reel I have order-

ed you ; it is such as I use in reeling f-ilk. I have
never been able to see any advantage the Pied-

montese, or any other kind, has over it. The mo-
del I purchased in Hartford, Connecticut, f)r $5,
and it is there called Dale's reel. I made it more
eimple by dispensinij with two whirls which served

10 give it additional moiion, which was not neces-

Rarj\ 1 claim no credit .'(>r any ininrovement, and

my neighbor, Hartwell Hili, and a faithful me-
chanic, is the maker of the one sent to you. You
can readily' see it is simple and cheap. J\ly only

object is to let the public know that silk reels can

be made for a mere trifle, which I bplieve to be

equal to any now in use, and no patent right on

them.
If you think the public can be benefited in any

way by iftsertinff the above in the Rptrisier, you
can do so. I expect to draw upon me the censure

of some who hold patents of other reels; but I

don't leaf a comparison of this reel wiih any I

have s^en ; not meaniufr in appearance, but as to

performance. Any common carpenter can make
the reel, and there bein>r no patent right on them
to pufl' them otf, has kept them in the back ground.

You can see frotn the numbers how to put the

parts together. The band must be put on so as

not to rub on any thing but the two whirls.

Thomas Hicks.

The above letter was received just in time to be

included in the last sheet of this number, and two

late for us to see the reel put together. We value

the present the more as coming from one of the

earliest, and now one of the most experienced of all

the new silk-culturists of Virginia, and who has

had enough praclice to succeed well in reeling

fiilk, as well as in feeding worms, even with such

humble machinery, and with mechanics and reel-

ers totally ignorant when first employed. The
opinions of Mr. Hicks, being derived from prac-

tice, are especially entitled to respect, and his com-

munications for this journal will always be very

acceptable.

We shall best second the liberal and public-spi-

rited intentions of Mr. Hicks, by having the reel,

which lie has sent lo us, put together and kept (or

some months for examination in this town. It is

proper to state that it agrees with the Piedmontese

reel in one respect (as all reels ought) that ofmaking
the hanks ol'the same, or standard size.-E.D. F. R.

FURTHER REMARKS ON THE ERRORS OF THE
TRANSLATORS OF DANDOLO.

Our advertisement on the cover of the January-

No., inquiring for a copy of the original work of

Count Dandolo, C' DelVArtedi govemareiBachi

da Scia,') has served to obtain it ; an end which

all of our sundry previous attempts, made both

in this country and in Europe, had failed to reach.

The copy obtained is of the fourth Milan edition,

which is later than any we had seen referred to,

or heard of, before. For the gift of this long

sought and much valued volume, we are indebted

IO the kindne?s of Robert Chisholm, esq., of

South Carolina. Before obtaining this, we had

received the Florentine abridgment of Dandolo'e

first edition, which was acknowledged on a pre-

vious page; and we had also been oiFered by Pe-

ter Hulme and John Vaughan, esqs., of Phila-

delphia, a copy of one of the early and therefore

less perfecteditions, the loan of which is now ren-

dered unnecessary. To all of these gentlemen,

we feel as much obliged lor the kindness of iheir

inlentions and iheir oliers, as if ihry had been

fully availed of

A very slight examination of this volume, and

comparing it wiih iheEnalish iranslalion, (which,

however, is of an earlier and less (ijll edition,)

served to confirm our previous o[>inion, that ail our

known translations, and the American treatises

drawn from them, are grossly incorrect in the sta-

tistics and ariihmetical statements—and that such

errors arc even more generally pervading than we
had before suspected. As to the particular error

which we had ventured to expose in the last num-
ber, (at p. 102,) even before seeing the original

work, it appears that we have not presumed too

much. The spaces are expressly stated by Dan-

dolo in sqvarebraccia, which his French translator

foolishly changed to feet, (according lo the sup-

posed equality of lineal rheasures,) and thereby re-

duced the true spaces nearly one-half We only

erred slightly in one respect, (by paying too much

respect to Murray's authority,) which was in
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making (lie Milanese braccio too small, and by

go doing, we somewhat abated in appearance the

real enormity of (he errors made by the tranisla-

tors and (heir copyists. The Milanese braccio,

instead of being about 22 English or American

inches, is, in truth, 23.4257, or nearly twenty-three

and a half inches. This further correction being

made, serves still more to increase the variation of

the translators from the author's words as well as

meaning.

But though this one radical and all-pervading

mistake is the greatest and I he most ludicrously

absurd of all, there are almost as many other mis-

translations and incorrect amounts, as there are

quantities named in the work. The reader may

form some idea of the detriment thereby caused

to a treatise of which the great value consisted in

careful and accurate experimenis and practical

operations, of which all the quantities have been

changed, and most of them greatly changed, in

all the many existing versions. If all the sums

and numbers of a treasury report (for example)

were increased or decreased from 10 to 75 per

cent, by typographical errors, or if a work on

practical mensuration had every arithmetical pro-

blem worked wrong, and showing wrong results,

their value would thereby be scarcely more inju-

riously affected, than is Dandolo's admirable work

by the mistakes of his translators. A worse

name than " mistake," however, is deserved es-

pecially by the compiler of the Congress ' Manu-
al,' in as much as he stated that, " having the

use of the original work in Italian, as well as the

French translation from which the English ver-

sion was made, the errors of the latter were

corrected—" an engagement which his perform-

ance utterly falsified in every one of the numerous

particulars ; and it would seem that either his ig-

norance, or his gross inallenlion, prevented his

even suspecting the wide variance between the

original which he pretended to consult, and the

translation from which he really copied liis work

—

which, like most other government jobs, was pro-

bably as well paid for, as it was imperfectly and

fraudulently executed.

The error above named in the braccio's lineal

measure affects all of the many dimensions stated

of the laboratories, and their shelves, passages, and

all other parts. The weights are still more erro-

neously rendered. The quantities of leaves di-

rected to be given in every day throughout the

feeding time, are changed by the translator from

Milanese to English pounds, by a very simple

rule. The changes are made by merely adding

50 per cent, to the Milanese weights. But un-

luckily the simplicity of the rule is its sole recom-

mendation, as it is altogether incorrect. The Mi-

lanese great pound (peso grosso,) of 28 ounces,

is equal to 1176S.425 English grains, and the Eng-
lish pound avoirdupois is 7000 grains. There-

fore the Milanese pound is equal to 26.90 ounces

avoirdupois, instead of 24 ounces, as is the ratio of

increase made throughout the English translation.

{[' mistakes and errors are indeed to be found to

but half the extent here alleged, is it not manifest

that a new and correct translation of Dandolo is

greatly required? Or rather, does it not prove

that, as to its most important facts, Dandolo's lias

beer, almost a "sealed book" to ail others than his

countrymen'? It is indeed a most striking proof

of the value of this great work, that, notwithstand-

ing the numerous arithmetical errors of all the

versions, Dandolo's authority (falsely as it is

cited.) should yet continue (o be held in the high-

est estimation !

It was easy enough to ascertain, as we had
done, in part, before even seeing the original, that

the numbers and quantities of the translations are

wrong ; but it was far more difficult to determine

what would be right, and possibly we may not

have avoided falling into some new mistakes, in

escaping from the old ones. But we shall offer

the grounds of our alterations ; and if any, or all

are wrong, the means will thus be furnished to

the better inlbrmed to correct all such errors. If

the translators had in like manner submitted

their authorities, their statements would not have

been deceptions, and might have been useful,

even if proved to be erroneous. We invite, aa

well as offer the means for, the correction of our

mistakes, if any are here made.

A concise statement will be offered of the errors

of quantity in the transladons, not so much howe-
ver of individual cases, as of whole classes.

First, and the most erroneous, (he substitution

of (he square, braccio of Dandolo by the supposed

equivalents in square feet, has already been suffi-

ciently exposed, in the last number.

Next, as to the length of the braccio ; in regard

to which the difficulty of correction is not the defi-

ciency, but the superabundance of authorities,

and their wart of agreement. The common
weights and measures of Italy, of the same de-

nominations, are different in every two towns ; and

even of the same city, different authors of reputa-

tion report different values of the same denomi-

nations of common weights and measures. The
uncertainly thence arising is so great, that it is a

matter of great difficulty for a foreigner to un-

derstand the value of any particular denomina-

tion. Nor would it have been discreditable to the

French or the English translator of Dandolo, if

he, by following some one author (and referring

to the authority so preferred,) had been led into
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error. But many and various as are the authori-

ties to serve as guides, it does not appear, lo our

understanding, tliat the English translntor of

Dandolo has truly followed any one of them ;
or

if he has followed one, no intinialion is given of

which, nor of tiie grounds of preference.

It would be foreign to our direct purpose, though

serving to show more fully the general confusion

and difficulty of the subject, to state the various

values of the braccio and of the pound in different

towns of Italy. The braccio of Milan alone, (the

measure of course referred to by Dandolo,) is va-

lued as follows, by different high authorities:

According to Cavallo, in a table in Rees' Cyclo-

psedia, (art. '•' JVleasures,") and also in Edinburgh

Encyclopaedia, the Milanese braccio is equal to

1.725 English feet, or 20.700 inches.

According lo Murray (in Brewster's Journal of

Science, and Edin. Ency.) it is "about 22 inches."

According to the table in Dandolo's 4lh edition

(page 311,) it is equal to 5.95 decimetres, making

23.4257 inches.

There are two Milanese pm/nds u.sed in com-

merce. The heavy pound (pesn grosso) is of 28

ounces, (of which the value will be presently also

stated,) and the light pound, (joeso soUile,) of 12

oz. according to Dandolo, but of 8 or. accordinir

to Rees' CyclopoBdia. By the table of compara-

tive weights given in the original of Dandolo's

work, as well as other parts, (and as also stated in

the Florentine abridgment,) it is manifest that

the heavy pound is referred lo in a I the instruc-

tions, and statements of quantities. But this could

not be known from the English or any known

translation. For raw silk is one ol" ihc commodi-

ties, (and a very large and important one in Lom-

bardy,) which is always weighed and sold by the

light pound ; and therefore a reader who was in-

formed as to that fact, might have very reasona-

bly (though incorrectly) inferred, that the weights

of the kindred articles of cocoons, silk- worms, (heir

eggs, and perhaps all other weights named in con-

nexion, in the same treatise and by the same

writer, were also reckoned by the same weight,

the light pound. This difficulty would be still

more increased by the following attempt at expla-

nation in Rees' CyclopoRdia. "At Genoa, Flo-

rence, Leghorn and Milan, the pound for weigh-

ing gold and silver is divided into 8 oz., and the

ounce into 24 danari, or 576 grains. The com-

mercial weight in most of the above places is the

Bame for light goods as for gold and silver, and is

called pesosotiile; but a heavier weight is used

for coarse commodities, and is called peso grosso.''^

Having decided, however, that the pound refer-

red to by Dandolo is the " libbra grossa Milanese "

of 28 ounces, let us see the authorities for its value.

According to the tables in Rees' CycIopiEdia,

1 Milanese pound, peso grosso, is equal to 11592

English grains.

According lo table of Dindolo, the same, or 1

" libbra grossa Milanese''' is 0.7625 kilogrammes,

[or 11768.425 English grains.]

Tiie Milanese ounce is 2.7232 decagrammes, [or

420.2986 English grains.]

Of the several and variant values of the com-

mon lineal measure and common weights of Mi-

lan, we receive as correct those which are accord-

ing lo the table in the 4th edition cf Dandolo'a

work, as quoted above. This table stands as a

part of the regular work, and may be inferred to

be from Dandolo's pen as much as any other

page. But should it be even an addition from

another hand, yet being published in Milan, and

designed particularly for this work, and the values

being all exactly stated iu the new French and

new Italian equivalents, it would be very strange

indeed if a table thus prepared, for such a pur-

pose, should not be correct.* Yet this table

gives different, and in some cases very different

values from any other authority. By adopting

these corrections, and applying ihem lo every

quantity staled by Dandolo, it will be seen that

his allowances both of food and space fur silk-

worms were considerably greater than as slated

in any knovvn version of his instructions.

It is unnecessary lo extend these strictures and

corrections farther than these three great clasees

of errors, each and every particular quantity

named of each being incorrectly rendered by the

translator and his followers. Neither have we
extended our examination to every particular

quantity of other kinds named. But if a cursory

and partial glance and comparision may serve as

grounds for an opinion, we may venture lo affirm

that in all other quantities stated, whether of land,

or of money, or in the smaller measures of lines,

inches, or ounces, there is as much departure from

the author's meaning as in the more general errors

specified. In short, if there is even a single quan-

tity correctly staled, among all designed to be

given by the translators, we have not observed

such an exception to their general, if not univer-

sal rule of translation.

A few particularcasesonly of grosserrors will be

staled which do not come under the above general

classes.

* As this table purposes to give the values of Mila-

nese weights and measures in those of the " new Ita-

lian and French weigfits and measures," it may be in-

ferred that the admirable metrical system of France

was established also in the kingdom of Italy, when

the latter was under French rule. If so, it makes the

authority of this table indisputable.
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The Milanese square land measure pertica,

(perch,) is the one used by Daiidolo, and in va-

rious passages of his estimates. This nn^asure

(nccoriliii!^ to the table of Dandolo) is ofa hcclare

0.065452 ; or is equal to 782.6035 English square

yards, or between one-sixth and one-fifih of an

English acre. The value of this measure is given

in the English translation in three very ditlerent

quantities, and all of them wrong. At page 287

of the translation, the pertica ofthe original is made

" acre" ; at page 358, the same quantity and de-

nomination is given as only ten square feet,

and in several other places, the pertica is simply

rendered as "perch" in English, which is equal

to 30;^ square yards.

At page 352 ofthe tran.'^lation " the 2928 square

feet" named, according to the original should have

been "2928 square braccia," or nearly (our times

the extent in square measure.

The Milanese coin lira of the original (the mo-

ney value always used) is in most cases slated

as '''franc'''' by the translator, though other

money values are stated by the lira, as in the ori-

ginal. Yet so far from these values being equal,

the lira is very little more than three-lburlhs of

the /r«nc.

Such are the elements of the long and elaborate

(and originally valuable) estimates of cost and

product of silU-cullure, as presented by the trans-

lators of Dandolo !—Ed. F. R.

nearly worn out by repeated crops of cotton, was
planted in oats. In ijie autumn of that year, the

stubble was listed in, together with a considerable

jjfrowih ol" weeds, which iiad succeeded the oats.

The list was ploughed over, and kejjt l()r a fort-

night nearly covered with brackish water. The
land was bedded as usual and produced a very

fine crop.

I am disposed to aitribute the success of the

experiment mainly to the flowing, because, though
the whole treatment was such as to warrant an
expectation of improved production, it was scarce-

ly sufficient to account lor a growth equal to that

on perlectiy new land, which was the case in the

present instance. Salt has been used with success

lor manuring coiton, and I see no reason why a
moderate flow of salt water should not have the

same efi'ect. Yours, with respect,

A CORRESPONDEKT.

COKRECTION OF ERRATA.

In the communication of John A. Selden, esq.

in the January number, the Ibliowing typographi-

cal errors, all in paire 3, need correction.

Column 1, line 2 from bottom, for " lime my corn

crop," read " house my corn crop."

Column 2, line 27 from top, for "insufficient,"

read " inefficient."

Column 2, line 13 from bottom, the words "this

corn" should be transposed, so thai the passage
shall be read, "I lost corn this season," &c.
Column 2, line 10 from bottom, lor ^'successful

spring cultivations" read "successive,'" Sac.

Column 2, line 9 from bottom, the words "and
is" should be omitted.

IMPROVEMENT OF COTTON LANDS BY FLOW-
ING WITH BRACKISH WATER.

Charleston, 19th February, 1840.

From the Soutliern Cabinet.

Dear Sir,— In compliance with your request, I

have taken some pains to possess myself ofthe
facts connected with the experiment of flowing
cotton lands with salt or brackish water. They
are as follows :

—

la 1838, some marsh land, which had been

TO THAW FROZEN PUMPS.

To llie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Jackson, Ten., Feb. 29th, 1840.

1 noticed, in the January number of the Register,

that a person, who signs himself " Mountaineer,"
inqiiires "how the Ireezing of pumps can be ob-

viated ?" If he will put into the pump a quantity

of salt— if the weather be not as low as zero— it

will soon dissolve the ice. Brine will not freeze

until the weather is at zero ; hence the solution of
the ice by the salt when above that point of tem-
perature. Mechanic;

From the Southern Cultivator,

We have been requested to give what we know
and could collect from others on the culture of mil-
let— with which we comply cheerfully. Millet is

the most productive crop perhaps that can be put
in the ground, and yields grain and hay of excel-

lent quality. In some instances it has been sup-
posed to yield four tons of hay per acre when cut
and cured ; and stock devour it with greediness

—

its value consists not only in the blades, but in the
stalks, which are frequently four and five feet long,
very succulent, and are eaten entirely up by stock.
Henry Turney, esq. of Maury, is Itimiliar with
its growth and culture— he considers it a valuable
article for provender, and thinks it best to sow it

about the middle of May ; others sow the first of
April. This may be left at the option ofthe culti-

vator. Tolerable fresh land and strong is best
suited to its growth. The ground should be well
ploughed and harrowed, the seed sown and then
harrowed in, and left in a smooth condition, in

order to facilitate the cutting, as millet is a crop
that has to be mowed. A peck of seed is some-
times sown to an acre—though a gallon per acre
we think is most common. It has been remarked
by many, that nearly every kind of fowls delight to

leed on the grain of millet, and of course must fat-

ten on it. It would be valuable no doubt, for all

kinds of stock, and recommends itself to the atten-

tion of farmers.
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MONTHLY COMMERCIAL, REPORT.

For the Farmers' Register.

Supplies of produce pour into our markets from

tlie interior, in quantities great, and at prices low,

almost beyond precedent. Already about 1350,-

000 bales cotton have been received at tbe ports

of shipment : nearly equal to the entire receipts of

last year. Quotations ol prices in the larije mar-

kets at the south and west raniie from 4 to 9 cents
;

the largest sales are between 6 and 8 cents. The
numbeT of vetsels in those ports being madequate

to the demand created by this, and other abundant

crops, the rate of Ireight to Europe on cotton has

advanced to 2 to 3 cents per pound.

The supplies of flour, are also very large, and

will be greatly increased when the Eriecanal shall

be re-opened some weeks hence. The price oi"

flour has declined to S^a" *» 84i[, and the exporta-

tion of it is checked by want of vessels. The
duty m England has advanced to 13 shillings

slerlina per bbl., which, with the present high rate

of freight, makes the cliarges equal to the first

cost. "Thus the wholesome bread which we could

furnish and which would tend to extinguish our

debts in England, and enable us to import her

manufactures, is denied to her mechanics and

workmen, who must eat musty flour lor the bene-

fit of her land-owners.

I

Indian corn sells at 45 to 50 centa per bushel

.

The tobacco inspections have been thronged
,

I until lately. Supplies are less abundant just now,
owing to the weather and to farming operations.

Prices range Irom §2^ to $6-^ per 100, and oc-

Icasionally higher for a fine or fancy sample—ge-

[

neral sales between i§3 and $6. Scarcely any of

the best quality is yet brought to market.

Low as cotton and provisions are, the manu-
facturing establishments at tlie north are said to

be doing less work than usual. The scarcity of

money, destruction of credit, and derangement of

exchanges, have palsied our trade, and all interests

feel the blighting eflects.

Bank paper, based in some of the states on any
thing but sound capital, hat-; become in such cases

almost worthless, and the rates ol" discount as

quoted embrace a range from 5 to 95 per cent.

The highest rate is in JMississippi, where, with

abundant crops, an almost general bankruptcy

prevails.

The rates of exchange are improving where
the banks are sound, and the diU'erence between
New York and the southern stales is now reduced

to 5 to 7 per cent. Exchange on London is quo-

ted in New York, 8 per cent., in Virginia, 14 per

cent, premium. X.

iMarch 24.
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LIMK AND L,IMK BURNING.

From Prof. Ducatel's Geological Keiiort of 18C9.

A very sirikintr experiment, iliai speaks volumes
ore's;icourai>enieiji to those who siill liesitate in tiie

use ol" lime, is lurtiished l)y the Hon. Outerbridge
Horsey, a pan of whose liirni, situated at the lijol

of the toulii mountain, on liie eu^re ol' what is ter-

med " the JNlaryl^nd tract," consists ofa very thm
siiicious soil. It is this, ot two pieces of niound,
botli ol' tiie same jzeological character and nearly

in equal arable condition, one was limed with filiy

bushels to the acre, the other was well manured,
without lime, and both planted in corn. 'i"he

limed portion, previous to the operation, was le-

luarkably poor, yieldinjr at most ivvo barrels to the

acre. It promised in the month ol' August, to the

eyes ol' some experienced liirmers, to yield to the

acre eight barrels ot'corn, which to ail appearances
was one third better than on the manured portion.

But besides the prejudice that exists against this

use of lime, as regaids the incapacity ol' certain

eoils to receive any benefit Irom it, it is most
generally objected to as too expensive ; whereas
in truth it is, taking all circumstances together,

the cheapest as well as the most eliiectual means
«r improving all kinds ol' soil, which assertion

will, 1 trust, be nianiliisi by these two considera-

tions, namely, that it is the surest and most per-

inanent. IT judiciously employed, the directions

being simple, as will presently appear, tlie expen-
tlitme of capital in the first }ear cannot liiil to be

at least repaid by the additional product ofthe next,

and nine times out of ten will supply the means ol

•extending its further use in future years. J udgment
and reflection undoubtedly must accompany lliis

as well as every other scheme of improvement
tbat could possibly be devised lor any purposes.
Having taken especial pains to inquire minutely

into the subject, referring not only to the results

obtained by experience, but to the cause that may
have produced these results, I hazard the Ibllowing

suggestions to the farmers of Frederick county,

and the recommendation applies to all other por-

lions of the state. Get lime, at almost any ex-
))ense, and apply it according to the nature of the

soil as is herewith directed. If the soil is naturally

a good one, and under good cultivation, it is ad-

visable to apply at once the whole quantity of lime

which may be judged necessary permanently to

improve it, and this quantity on such soils need
not exceed one hundred and fifty bushels. Should
it be impracticable or inconvenient to procure in

the same year the whole quantity, from fifteen to

aeventy-five bushels may be first applied, and the

remainder two years altervvards, after the first

cutting of the clover. These directions upply to

wheat land, on which it appears prelerable to turn

in the vegetable matter first, then apply the lime,

to be harrowed in subsequently. On corn lands

the method that has been crowned with the best

success, is that pursued by one of the most ihriliy

larmers of Carroll county, JMr. Jacob Schriver,

which is to mix the lime in the soil with stable

tnanure. Jn this way, he informs me thut he hae
Vol. VHl-20

obtained very heavy crops upon poor land with
only from Ibrty lo fifty bushels of lime. In gene-
ral, lor unim|)roved lands, it is alv\a>s better to

turn the lime in with stable manure, and when
not so provided, with any vegetable matter that

may lie on the suil. A good plan is to turn the

lime in with the sod, sow buckwheat, and when in

blossom return it to the suil, furnishing in this

way vegetable matter for the lime to act upon.
In this latter case, the returns, though certain, are

not so speedily lo be expected. Those farmers

who burn their own lime, should not neglect lo

use the reluse of their kilns in making composta
with alternate layers of it, and of whatever vege-
table or animal mailer they can bring together.

These, when [irojierly mixed up, and comminuted,
are to be used as ordinary manures. The liare-

going directions ap|)ly to ail sorts ol soil, whether
they be on limestone lands, red lands, chestnut

lands, or any kind of lands, whatever 'oe their

color, texture, or other |)hysical characters, pro-

vided there be soil enough to support any sort of
vegetation.

1 have in former reports civen my theory of the

aciion of lime, and alihough larmeis are more im-
mediately interested in the results of its appiicalion,

they cannot liiil to employ a more judiciously, as

well as other manures, when they understand the

reciprocal action that takes place between these

and the plants which ihey wish to cultivate. I

shall, therelore, introduce here a lew simple no-

tions of vegetable physiology, and repeal again
what I conceive to be the mode of operation of
lime. Every one knows that [Janis have not the

power of creating new elements, which iliey ai

inoct can assimilate and elaborate so as to Ibrni

new compounds out of those derived from the

earth, air and water in which they live. Accor-
dingly, the result of a chemical analysis shows that

all ilie earthy and saline matters contained in them
are traceable to the earth; whilst by their destruc-

tive distillations, they are Ibund to yield gases,

that lorm the elementary constituents of air and
water. The principal solid constituent of vegeta-
bles is carbon, or charcoal, which vegetable phy-
siologists assert they derive in the first place Irom
the carbonic acid gaa ofthe atmosphere, and from
the lermentation of the animal and vegetable sub-
stances that during their progress of decompo-
sition in the soil also yield tins gas, and is supposed
to be either decomposed by ihe leaves of vegeta-
bles, or absorbed by their roots when in a state of
aqueous solution. It is Ibund that when a plant is

allowed to grow under a glass receiver, containin"
a mixed atmosphere of carbonic acid gas and oxy-
gen, the Ibrmer gas is gradually absorbed, and
nothing but pure oxygen remains, and this pro-
cess of vegetable decomposition goes on more
rapidly under the influence of the solar beams, for

during the night the reverse takes place, thouo-h

the quantity of carbonic gas which they emit is

trifling, compared with that taken up in the day.
Thus jilants are constantly lemoving Irom the
atmosphere a gas known lo be deleterious to ani-

mal life, ihaugli necessary to iheiuseKes. and
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replacing it by one cssenlial to both man and
brutes, exhibiting a most adniirable provision ot

nature, to which we must refer that liealihlulness

of a country lite, which, coinbinetJ wiih active ex-

ercise and the enjoyment of rural t^ports, nialies the

mere consciousness of existence a pleasurable

sensation. It is also an admitted opinion among
vegetable physiologists, that plants have the pro-

perly of secreting from the soil that sort of tbod

which is most congenial to their own wants, whilst

they, at the same time, excrete, or throw oti', that

which is best suited lor their own growths. If

this doctrine could be well established by experi-

mental results, the pursuit of the agriculturist

would become a science Jbunded upon an immu-
iable basis, and a consistent sysiem of rotation in

ciops would secure to him a perpetual recurrence

ut good crops. But it must be acknowledged that

this is the most obscure department of vegetable
physiology.

As to the action of lime, or rather carbonate of

lime, I can conceive it to operate in three in)por-

tant ways. 1st, As a neutralizer of any acidity of

the soil wliich renders it prone to throw out asces-

cent growths, such as sorrel, pines, briars, &c., that

intertere with the production of plants that atlord

farinaceous seeds, in which case it may be sup-
posed, by a new combination, to give out its car-

bon to the growing vegetable. 2d, As an amend-
er of soils ; since it undoubtedly contributes to

stitfen a loose soil, and gives body and consisten-

cy to a porous and sandy one, thereby improving
its physical condition. And 3d, As a septic, or

decomposer of the vegetable matters that may
have existed in, or been applied to a soil, reducing
ihem into soluble compounds, fitted to the nourish-

);vent of vegetable lile. These 1 conceive to be the

most immediate benefits derived from the applica-

tion of lime; but it would seem to act also bene-
Hcially as an absorbent of moisture, lor it has been
ibund to protect soils Irora the pernicious efiects of

a drought, and when used lor making compost, its

utility and actionare aseasily understood asexplain-

ed. When applied in alternate layers, with sta-

ble manure, or vegetable and animal matters of

any kind, a powerful itirmentation takes place,

which gives rise to the tbrmation of a compound
called ammonia, and to the production of carbonic

acid. A re-aclion soon takes place between these

two substances, and a carbonate of ammonia, is

thus formed, together with numerous other salts;

and the whole mass is converted into a powerful
manure. Lime is further serviceable to the farm-
er, by enabling him to destroy the insects and
the seeds of weeds that Irequently accumulate
in the barn yard manure ; for by applying it in

its caustic state in alternate layers with the ma-
nure, sufficient heat is generated to destroy them
efieoUially; and this operation produces, more-
over, a variety of soluble salts, that increase the

action of the manure, if it be used belbre they

have been removed by rain. There is another

combination of lime which is very valuable to

the agriculturist ; it is that in which it exists in

bones, that are principally composed of phos-

phate 0/ lime. Most extraordinary results have
been obtained by the use of ground bones as a

top-dressing, especially on buckwheat crops.

It tbllows from the above consideration, that it is

a matter of much importance to the Maryland farm-

ers, (0 obtain lime at as cheap a rate as possible.

Desirous of serving them in this way, I have turn-
ed my attention to the subject of lime-burning;
and after reflecting upon the theory of the opera-
tion, and coiisuliing tlie practice of the most ex-
perienced lime-burners in the state, I think I am
enabled to give seme simple directions, I he obser-
vance of which will have the desired efT'ect.

In the first place, as regards the consiruction of
the kiln, 1 recommend that it should be in the
shape ofa truncated egg at both extremities, with
the but-end downwards, contracting the upper
extremity, so as to make it act in the manner of a
reverberatory furnace. Its shape should be very
symmetrical, with a view of securing a unilbrm
draft in all parts; and it should be built with so-

lidity, of the most refractory material, with an
elevation of about twenty-two leet, and a bulge
at its greatest diameter of eleven leet. A kiln of
the size will burn from 1,000 !o 1,200 bushels of
lime.

Next, in conducting the operation, which, ac-

cording to the present practice, lasis at the least

three days and three nights, all lime-burners agree
that on the morning of the third day, their kilnS'

become choked up by something which prevent©
the formation of fresh lime, and during the whole
of which they are burning wood apparently to no
purpose. The cause of this choking, when the

kiln, in popular language, is said by some to be
''sot," and by others "glued," is owing to the

accumulation of that peculiar gas which it is the

object of the burning to separate liom the lime, in

order to bring it into a pulverulent state. This
carbonic acid gas, as it is termed, is very heavy,
so that where it has thus accumulated, it forms a

dense atmosphere, binding round each unburnt

portion of stone, and thereby impeding the pro-

gress of its calcination. It is true that by urging

the fire, the gas finally becomes so rarefied as to

be expelled ; but this is the unprofitable part of the

labor, which may be avoided by simply throwing
some water over the kiln. The water immedi-
ately absorbs the gas, the kiln is relieved, and the

calcination proceeds as rapidly as in the first stages-

of the progress. In corroboration of this view, I

have found that it agrees with the experience of
several observant lime-burners, one of whom in-

formed me, that on an occasion, when his kiln vvae

in the condition above described, his hands be-

coming impatient at the delay of their expected

results, bethought themselves of ascending to the

top of the kilnand fanning it with their hats, and
were surprised to find their operations, by this

simple act, greatly hastened. The efleet \ya8

evidently, in this case, to remove by ventilation

the dense atmosphere of gas, as previously stated^

that by its pressure prevented calcination of the

lime-stone. Another tells me that under similar

circumstances, the same phenomenon was pro-

duced by the timely occurrence ofa shower of rain.

!f our lime-burners then will adopt the plan of

kiln described above, and resort to the simple de-

vice just suggested for expediting their operations,

I have not the least doubt that they will find in it

a saving of one-third of their time, labor and fuel;

and by so doing, they will be enabled to aflford

this most invaluable material at one-third less than

its present cost, putting it thus within the means
of a much greater number of farmers, to reap the

benefits to be derived from its use.
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» ON CATTLE. BY LEWIS SANDERS. (COMMUNI-
CATION TO THE KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.)

From the Franklin Farmer.

At no time within my recollection, has ihc pub-

lic been so much exciteil and seemingly interested

on the subject ol" improving the breed ol" catlle as

•at the present. Frequent applications are made
to me fi-om different quarters, Ibr my opinion ol

the various breeds, best crosses, &c. &c. Have
often given my views, such as entertained at the

time—those opinions muy have difliered Irom what
I now hold— the expression of opinions by those

having experience on any branch of business, will

lead to discussion, from which truth may be elicited.

The general characteristic of the cattle of the

United States, is the same as the common cat-

tle of Devonshire, and adjoining counties of Dor-
setshire and Somersetshire in England, ti"om

whence, I think, they were derived. Plymouth, a
considerable seaport, lies in ihe former county, it

was the last port for vessels to touch at, bringing

out the first settlers of the colonies, and the most
convenient one tor taUingon board such live stock

and supplies generally, as would be thought use-

ful to the settlers of a new country.

I have observed the rattle of the New England
Stales, of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Maryland and Virginia, and they seem to have
had one common origin. The first settlers of

Kentucky brought wiih them the blooded horse and
the common cattle ol their native state, (Virginia.)

The first effort to improve the breed of cattle in

fhis couuiry that we have any account of, was
made by Mr. Matthew Paiton, then living on the

South branch of the Potomac in Virginia. Mr.
Patlon, with a numerous liimily, removed to Ken-
tucky, bringing with them their fine cattle, (a very

full and interesting account of this valuable stock

has been given by Mr. JJenj. Harrison, a grand-
son of Mr. P's. and published in the Franklin
Farmer, to which reference is made.)

This breed was held in great estimation, and
was generally spread through the country. Cap-
tain Wm. Smith, was a very successful breeder,

immediately after Mr. Patton's time. Up to the

year 1817, all the English cattle in Kentucky,
were derived fi"om the Patlon stock, and from
Miller's stock ; Captain Smith's was made up
from them. Soon alter the late war, I imported

from England the stock, known as the impor-
tation of 1817— in all twelve heatl—lour short

horned bulls, lour short-horned cows two long-

homed bulls and two long-horned cows. One
of the short horned cows died in Maryland,
and one of the short-horned bulls was sold to

Gen. T. Fletcher, of Bath county, where he
clied, having greatly improved the general's and
his neighbors' stock. Another short horn bull

was taken to the southern part of the state by Mr.
Tegarden, and sold by him to the shakers, who
took him to the Wabash country, leaving in the

L neighborhood of Lexington, Tecumseh and San
p. Martin bulls—and 3Irs. Moite the Durham cow

and the Teesewater cow; from these five animals
(short horns) have mainly sprung the stock of
1817. Mr. Clay imported at the same time a bull,

a cow and heifer of the Herefordshire breed. Mr.
Prentiss imported two short-horned bulls the next
winter.

I continued to breed from this importation for

several years, and alter twelve or thirteen years,

could not discover any improvement in the young
stock—seemed to be rather a decline, the impreB-

slon was made, that we had bred too long in the

same fiimily. In 1831, 1 procured a bull and three

cows from Col. Powell's celebrated stock— cross-

ing these with the stock of 1817 was highly bene-

ficial, which has been continued with singu-

lar advantage. In 1833 all my stock went into

the possession of my son. About this time, Mr.
David Sutton imported several of the improved

short horned Durhams. Then the Ohio com-
pany imported a number from England, and subse-

quently numerous importations have been made by
spirited individuals ofKentucky, and we now have
an abundant supply of the improved short-horned

Durham, the greatest favorites at this time.

" All ihiiigs in nature are destructible.'' There
is nothing permanent. Animate and inanimate

nature, like the moon, is constantly changing,

this well applies to the breeding of domestic ani-

mals. When a good breed has been obtained, the

great difficulty is to keep it good ; to prevent de-

terioration calls into requisition all the talents and
abilities of the breeder.

No people with whom we have intercourse,

have given so much attention to the breeding of

domestic animals as the English. Within a less

period than a hundred years the weight of their

beef cattle, and of their sheep Igr mutton, has^

been more than doubled. The first breeder of

note in that country, that undertook to improve

ihe breed of cattle was Mr. Bakewell. Sixty

or seventy years ago, he commenced his im-

provement, selecting for that purpose '.he long-

horns, with his contemporaries Mr. Princep, Mr.
Fowler, and Mr. Munday, this breed was brought

to a high state of excellence, and there held

in the greatest estimation. So much so, that Mr.
Princep refused 500 guineas for a two year old.

bull !—he was offered one hundred pounds each

(!t?485) Ibr twenty dairy cows, and relused to let

his best bull go to his neighbors' cows for thirty

guineas the cow—a lour year old steer, of Mr. P's.

weighed 3400 pounds besides the rough fat.

At this period (1798) the circulating medium
was gold. Mr. Fowler refused 500 guineas lor

ten bull calves, (near about the time that Hubback,

then a bull call, was bought for eight pounds ;) hif8_

bulls were let out Ibr the season from the first of

April to the first of August, Irom sixty to eighty

pounds each.

Notwithstanding the great value and impor-

tance of this breed, brought to such a high state of

excellence and perfection, with so much care and
expense, it was not kept up, but suffered to run
out, almost to disappear.

About the time that the long-horns were in the

greatest lavor, commenced the improvements in

the short-horn breed. Skilful breeders, with C.

Collingsat their head, brought this breed toahigli

state of perfection, as evinced by the enormoua

prices obtained lor his stock in 1810, viz.; Comet,

six years old, one thousand guineas ;
Lady, four-

teen years old, two hundred and six guineas. Coun-

tess, out of Lady, nine years old, four hundred

guineas, &c. &c. The Durham Ox, the wonder

of the age, was sold in 1801, Ibr two thousand

pounds (|9,700) he was taken about as a show.

At this time the circulating medium was paper,
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the Bank of England siiRpended cash payments
j
We now posseRs the material; apply the right pon

in 1797 and did not resume for many years after- oi' talent and proper judiiment, and Kentuci<y can.
wards. Compare relatively, the value oC money, in a lew yparf=, p'-odiice a tieiler breed olcalile than
when the lonfr-horns were most in lavor, with its

|
haseverbeen sf'en in England orany othercouniry.

value, when the short-horns were, and it will show i The cattle ofKemucky are free from dii-ease. An
that the lonif-horns were, nearly, il' not equal,

in value to the others.

The decided preliirencc given to the short-horns

at the commencement ol' the present century, in-

duced breeders to seek out that blood ; and they

have continued up to this time, with great parti-

cularity, running back to Favorite (ihe sire of Co-

expf-rienced and intelli<:ent leeder oC the vicinity

ol' Cliiilicothe, informed me that we would pay
live per cent, more lor Kentucky bullocks than
he would lor Ohio bred bullocks. From ex])e-

rience in the business, he was of the opinion there

was fully that ditierence on account of the greater

mortaliiv on the part of ihe Ohio cattle. This?

met antl of ilie Durham ox Foljamne,) and otliers
| will apply with equal force to the stales of Indiana

to the tSh/^i/fj/ 6////, the crigin of the race. We
i and Illinois.*

have no evidence ihat any t)reeder of noie (except

C. Collings,) attempted lo introduce I6reif;n blood

with the short-horns, whi(;h is quite surprising,

as he was singularly successliil. The grandson of

To improve the breed of cattle of a neiirhbor-

hood, or upon a single farm, in Ifie shnriest time
with the least cost, is the great desideratum.

New beirinners should commence with such cows
Bolingbroke was also the grandson of a common

;
ns they may chance to own, sell or oiherwise dis-

Mulexj cow—this gr.indson of Bolinsbroke was ihe I

sire oi' (he splendid old cow Larly, whose produce
hroufjht more mnney, ihan did the produce of any
of his thorough bred cows, at this great public sale

m 1810.

From the slate of facts before us, the mutability of

the various breeds is evident. That splendid, no-

ble race, the long-horns, commanding tfie admi-
ration ol" all thai ever saw them, retired with so

much care and assiduity by Mr. Bakewell, (the

most eminent breeder of any age,) have become
almost extinc'. In our own cuuntr}', that large

and valuable Ijreed, the Paiton siock, alter en-
grossing the attention of breeders for twenty-five

years, have entirely disappeared. Their immediate
successors, the importation of 1S17, that have add-
ed countless wealih to the slate, and at nne lime
thought to be superior to any oiher breed, (as evi-

•lenced by their carryin():oir the premiums irom the
improved short-horns at several cattle shows at

Lexington,) are Ibilowincr in iheir wake—Mr.
Clay's celebrated Herelbrds (at on*^ time the favor-
ites ai Smithtield) also imfjoripd in 18l7, have van-
ished, not even a half blood lo be Ibund. There is

not a full blooded lonir-liorn remnininijf, within my
knowledjjre, dc-c^nded from the f)ur animals im-
ported ol tliat blood in 1S17, The breed now aiiract-

Jngaltentiof, itie short-horned Dorhams, the white
and roan caitle, are of great intrinsic value

—

their
capacity to take on fa;, and being ripe, at an eaily

pns'» of the ill-shaiied, coarse and old ones. A
prejudice exists against black cows ; it is best to

yield to if, and part wiih them also; retain the

voung and well-fi)rmed lemales; if good and well

bred so much the inciter. The bull is the im-
portant instrument whereby the improvement is

effected. Select a trood young bull, having due
reixard to the blood of the cow he is to go to;

the more remote of kin the better. Let him be

from one to three years old ; he can serve from
filty to sixty cows, from the first of April to the

1st of September, the best time for a bull to

be wiih the cows ; after settinjj two sets of calves,

sell the bull. II" he has been well kept, he will

fetch his cost or more ; then produce a bull of
different blood from the last, and suitable for the

voung stock, Afier breeding to this bull two sea-

sons, sell him and buy ^inoijier, and so on pro-

gressively. Pursuinu tliis method, the whole slock

of a country may be speedily changed from an
inferior to a very superior race, wiihoutany expense
or cost whateser, except ihe risk of the life of the

bull, and the interest on his cost; by re-investing the

mnnev, it will not be lost, unless ihe animal dies.

Carry out this system, and benefit must be the

result, and in proporiion to ihe care and ability be-

stowed on the subject, A neijihborhood now sell-

in<j one hundred bullocks a year of the common
breed, loses two thousand dollars on thai number,
by not breedinir to a lijil blooded hull, aiul so in pro-

ngp, has fleoervedly led to this preierence, JJiit i
|!oriion of a rjrealer or le.-^.* niiniher; a leeder wi

their popularity in England has induced breeders ' pay len dollars more, for a two yearold hall-blooded

to keep up the race, r-nnnins^ too lonp: back in ilic \

sleerlhan he will be willing to give lor a three year
same line of ancestry, tOLrether, that all the vourii:
ones, good, bad and indifiisrent, are either sold or

kept lor breeders, or from some other cause, this

breed is more delicate in constitution, more impo-
tency in the males and barrenness in the female.
and subject to early death, than any breed that i

have ever handled. Their great value cannot now
be questioned, hut to secure it is a point to be well
considered ; cro^sina u-iih remote blood I deem in-

dispensable. If we could bring to bear such abili-

ties as were po-sessed and practised bv Mr,
Bakewell and Mr, C. Collings, it could be'easilv
alfecled. I think that the climaie of Kentucky is

better suiied to cattle, than that of England or of
any other coumry that I have any knowledrre
of—our grasses and hay are vot so good, but our
corn crop, ihe cut-up corn and fi^dder, is so much
superior lor winter feed to any ihinir that Enjrland
can produce, that the balanceis greatly in our favor.

old of tlie common breed—a year's keep., risk of
life and interest of money, is worth ten <lollars.

Ten dollars received, and len dollars saved, is

twenlv dollars.

A slock book, recordiniT authrniic pedigrees of

horses and ofcaitle, is much to be desired. Some
breeders deeming such a publicalion of grea^
impor'ance, have taken preparatory steps to ef-

fl'ct that object—a mass of matter has been col-

* The Jews, the dpcendanfs of Abraham, have a
synao:of;ne in Cincinnati, and their priests superintend
the slaimhtering of the hullocks. When the aniinal is

opened the intestines must all he perfect, free from
blemish. If any imperfection exists, the butcher is

told to kill another, until an unexceptionable one is

opened ; then the token is put on and the beef sent to

market. The butcher that supplies the Jews with
beef, informed me that he had to get cattle for the
Jews exclufiively from Kentucky, on occoinit of their

superior state of health over the Ohio fed cattle.
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IpcipiI, nnd arrnniipd by the Committee on Cattle! is the proper variety in the form of ihem, some,

tor puhliciUion. Hut the inertnei^s or indifFerence
j

at least, must have quite acute anjrles. Box, it

on ihc part of ihc breeders of horses, has retard- 1 thrifty, (and, sickly, it would be an eyesore any
ed as yet the publicaiion of this usefid book, it

is still hoped ihat iheirirood sense will prompt ihein

where,) soon tak<'s up too much space m breadih
;

it becoiufs a harbor lor sluiis and other noxioug

to do wh;tt is necessary and requisite to publish vermin ; and its numerous, trreedy, hbrous roots

a complete Kentucky Stock Book. so exhaust the soil, that, no bullous or other^oiu-

eri/ig plants, which are the primary objects in

such situations, can flourish within a considera-

ble distance. To be kept in the proper dimen-

sions, both as to heiirht and breadth, it requires

frequent clippinir, and for some time after that

operation it presents a raw, still and unpleasant,

aspect ; thoush, to be sure, alter the new growth

has concealed the cut extremities, it will present a
most charming line of verdure. Box is, moreover,

apt to he winter killed at the north, and summer
killed at the south ; and it will also not unfrequent-

ly die ofl' in some places without any obvious

cause, leaving unsightly gaps, which it is im-

post^ihle, or requires a long time, perfectly to fill.

Dwarf iris, hyssop, some species of phlox, stone

crop, and even a few kinds of grass, are, for a

time, exceedingly pretty ; but they soon spread

too much laterally, while, tiom pressure or old age,

or exhaiisti(m of the soil, they die away in the

middle of the line. Certain sorts of bulbous roots

such as the crocus, jontiuil, and other Narcissi,

hyacinths and the like, with their briliant flowers

and lively foliage, leave nothing further to be de-

sired, while they last: which is but for a brief

space in the spring, and we can only supply their

place by a row of some annual, such as Chinese

pinks, sweet alyssum, candytuft, &c., which, in

their turn, must give way to China asters. And,

upon the whole, perhaps no single plant whatever

can fulfil all the requisite conditions, viz., a narrow

and low line of perpetual green, diversified with

flowers, to delicht us with the contrast of their

colors or the deliciousness of their perfume. A
new charm would be added, if we could procure a

successive variety of these; for what is likely to

meet the eye several times everyday, for months

together, will soon lose its eflecis from monotony.

We must, therelbre, have recourse to a combina-

tion of several kinds, which will vegetate and

flower in succession, without inlerlering with each

other, upon the same croiind.

A few vears aire, I commenced the trial of a

plan, which has succeeded so well thus liir, that

I now recommend it to the attention of others,

es|)pcially to those of the middle and southern

states ; while an analnrrous course with more hardy

plants may succeed belter at the north, though I

think, with the protection of a bed of leaves, the

same would withstand the winter in the vicinity

of Boston. I planted in the same line, and so close

as almost to touch each other, one bulb of each

repeatedly, three kinds of Amaryllidaca?,

ON FLOWER BKDS.

From the Slasazine of Horticulture.

The laying out of a flower knot, or system of

beds in a flower garden, is one of the first leats in

which the younir gardener undertakes to sh'uv ofl

his abilities; and being one which affords the

most ample scope f!)r the play of limey is therelbre,

perhaps, the one in wfiich he is most likely to

manliest the display of a bad taste. Even where
thedesinrn is of the most happy conception, and
the plotting beautiful upon paper, the difficulty

j

of defining and preserviuix accurately the outline]

of the fiiiure, when practically applied, will often

quite destroy the anticipated pleasing effect. Edire-

boards of wood, so thin as to be easily bent to ihe

required form, are commonly the first material

employed. These are soon warped out of shape,

or quickly rot, and impart a deleterious princi[)!e

to the soil in contact with them ; and a very

common limit is to have them too wide, so that

the plants in the beds suller from drouaht, v.'hile

the paths between them resemble gutters, more
than walks lor pleasure.

Brick.-, or tiles moulded expressly for the pur-

pose, are next resorted to, and if sunk so that the

earth in the beds shall not be more than from one
to two inches above the level of the paths, they
R'Tve pretty well for some time. But so soon as

ihey beixin to crumble from the influence of frost,

or are covered with green motdd or moss, as they

soon vvill be in moist or shadj- exposures, they
become offensive to the eye, ihourih not, like the

first, injurious to the soil. A living marfrin, there-

fore, becomes the next and last expedient ; and
indeed it may be retjarded as one of the last steps

in the march of horticultural refinement. To
adapt such a line of venetaiion to the size and
tiirm of the bed, and make it harmonize in every
jioint ofreli'rence with ilte jiroup ot' plams wiihin,

requires a cultivated rlelicacy of poiceplion, a

sound judgment and an accurate knowledire of all

ihn princifiles of natural and gardenesque beauty,

as well as of the characters of the plants or

materials which are necessary, with a due ar-

rangement, to producp if.

It is probably as difTicult to fix upon the most
suitable plant for the edirinir of a flower bed, as it

is to determine the best shrub for a hedue around
fields. For the borders of main avenues, or broad , ^

,

. .

walks in irrounds of considprable extent, box, as i nearly the same habit, and which multiply by

recommended. Vol. V.. p. 350, is undoubtedly the
|
ofl'seis so fast, that they can be easily obtained in

best ; but for small parterres, or the flower beds in sutflcient quantity, viz., Zcphramhes Atamasco^

a front door yard, it seems much less suitable. ! Z. msea, and Sternber<xia luiea. Early the next

They can commonly be taken in at one glance ofj sprinir my row of atamasco flowers, of the niost

the eye. and notwithstandinrr all that has been
{

brilliant white changing to pink, was the admira-

saidofthe artificial or n-eometric style, it is the
|

tion of every passer-by. They continued to pupb

proper one for such places; for symmetry, or a
j

forth fir several weeks, and, for a considerable time

perfect balance of corresponding parts, greatly after, their leaver formed as finp a marnrin ol greert

FtrenjTihens the impression of such a scpne, taken i
as one could wish to see. These leaves hau

as a whole, or single mans of objects. The beds, scarcelv hefjim to die away, when the flowers ol

therelbre, will not only be small, but when there I the rosea began (o a[ipear, and kept flowering
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nearly all summer. The leaves lasteJ till late in

the fall, when the crocus-like golden flowers of'the

Sternbergia took their place, and had a double

cheerlul efl'ect from all the adjacent vegetation hav-

ing fallen into "the sere and yellow leaf." These
flowers, it is true, were more transient than the

others, conlinuing perhaps lor eight or ten days,

but they were immediately followed by their

peculiarly rich green leaves, which preserved the

border fresh and perfect, till the atamasco appeared

again. The second year the edging was very

much more beautiful, li'om the flowering bulbs

having increased three fold. How long they can

be permitted to remain without being dug up and

reset, I know not yet, probably from three to five

or six years ; but if it were required to be done
every year, it would be well worth the trouble.

At any rate, ( know of no better way of obtain-

ing the combined grand desiderata in an edirins;

for flower beds, viz., humble growth, perpetual

greenth,* and variety in the color of a succession of

flowers. 1 only regret that I cannot say much
about their perfume. M. A. W.

Athens, Ga., Dec. 1839.

SOWING [Kentucky] blue grass.

From tlie Agriculturist.

The time for sowing this excellent (jrass, is from

the first of February lo the hist ofMarch; though
some farmers sow in autumn, but generally it

does not do so well as soon inlhes[)rinir. Almost any
soil in Tennessee would produce grass, if well man-
aged but the rich limestone regions are more fa-

vorable to its growth. Clover will grow pretty

well on clayey and sandy soils, but for blue grass,

they should receive several coats of manure first.

It isa subject of controversy wiih liirm.ers, to de-

termine whether it is best to sow on old fields

which are free from timber, or in fresh woodland
with a moderate degree of shade. In Kentucky,
graziers are adopting the phin of sowing on their

old fields in preference to woodland, and find that

they aflord rich pastures, furnish a greater yield

of seed, cattle are more fond of the grass, and the

butchers pronounce the beef far better than wlien

bullocks are fattened on grass grown in the shade.

So liir as we have had the opportunity ofgaining
information in this stale, we are strongly inclined

to the belief that most of our old fields, which
are not too mucli exhausted, are better lor grass
than timber land. Though as most farmers wish
to save their timber, they would do well to keep
much of their woodland in grass, as it will be to-

lerably good and not at all deteriorate the soil.

Land before sowing should be freed fiorn leaves
and trash, so that the seed may immediately
come in contact with the soil, and thereby he
sure to vegetate and get strong and deep roots

before the heat of summer.
Ploughing is unnecessary and injurious in sow-

ing blue grass, as it renders the ground too loose

to insure a stand—a firm and moderately hard sur-

face is to be perltrred. One bushel is comntonly
the quantity of seed allowed to the acre ; but
some experienced farmers reconuTiended more,
others less. To obtain a arood set, it is recommcnd-

• I use this very convenient word on tlie authority
of Horace Walpoie's Letters, where it occurs more
Ifian once.

ed to turn in all the stock of the farm so soon
as the seed is sown, to tramp it well into the earth.

To effect this object, it would be well to scatter

shell corn over the field that the stock may pass
over all the surfiice to do their work. In England
and the eastern states the ground is harrowed
and rolled after sowing, which is quite a success-
ful mode. We have no reason to doubt it would
answer admirably in this country, and we expect
to try it soon.

Blue grass cannot be pastured with safety the
first season ; or even the second, till it goes to seed,

when light stock may go upon it ; but care should
be taken, that it is not eaten down too close.

Close grazing has been the destruction of many
an excellent pasture. Some thirty years ago,
several jzenilemen left the richest portions of Ken-
tucky, because they said "it was not a grazing
country ; but the secret was, they overstocked
their farms, and fed their grass so close that the

sun had too great action on the roots, and by that

injudicious means destroyed it ; as subsequent ex-
perience has proved that one of the best grasa
growing regions of the world. Many have doubt-

ed whether or not Tennessee will produce blue

grass
; but from our own observations on the grasa

of Kentucky, Ohio, and all the northern stales,

we unhesitatingly assert that we have seen as

luxuriant growths and fine sets of grass in Ten-
nessee as in iiny part of the United Slates. True,
it has been in small lots and patches ; but it shows
what can be done by proper management.

In some res|)ects blue grass pastures will be bet-

ter here than liiriher north. They can he pas-

tured later in autumn, more in the winter, and
earlier in the spring ; though not so much in the

heat of summer. If farmers would sufi'er their

slock lo run on iheir grass lands but little in the

summer, that there miiiht be a rich foliage to pro-

tect the roots, it would be decidedly to their ad-

vaniage. We may be asked by an objector, what
is to be done with the catile in the hot dry season,

if they are to be shut out of the blue grass lots ?

We answer, that during that time, wheat, rye, and
oat fields will amply supply the deficiency. All we
lack is a liltle more patience and scientific improve-

ment, to have pastures as rich as could be desired.

From tlic (London) Library of Useful ICnowledge.

A GLOUCESTERSHIRE HILL FARM. COMMUNI-
CATED BY JIR. JOHN MORTON, CHESTER-
HILL.

Continued from page 15-3.

Rotation of crops.

The greatest part of the arable land of this farm

is cultiviiied accordini; to the system generally

adopted by the best liirmcrs on the range of the

Cotswold hills;—The first year, turnips; the

second year, barley, or oats, if the land is not so

well calculated lor barley; Ihe third year, clover,

which is mown for hay, and is a mixture of red

and while clover, trefoil, and rye-grass ; the fourth

year clover, pastured with sheep, till July, when
it is ploughed lor wheat ; the fifth year, wheat;
the sixih year barley or oats, if the land is better

adapted for them ; afier this last crop, some of the

best and cleanest of the land, being sown for winter

vetches, is led otT in lite epring with sheep, and
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then sown for ihe last of the crop of turnips— all

the remainder forming the principal turnip crop
;

and thus the course begins again.

The last crop olthis course, it may be supposed,

ought not to have been taken ; but having had

clover ibr two successive years belbre the crop of

wheat, the farmer not only thinks himself entitled

to a crop of corn after the wheat, but believes he

gels better crops by this rotation, upon such poor

thin land, than he could get by having the crop of

wheat afier the first year's clover, or by putlmg a

green crop, ofany description, between the wheat
and the oats or barley. Sometimes, however, the

crop of wheat is taken aOer one year's clover ; and

if the land is firm enough (or wheat, it succeeds

very well ; indeed, we have seen it succeed much
better than alter the second year's clover, upon
land given te land-grass.

This |)lan is not generally adopted in the neigh-

borhood, and when it is adopted, it is on land of

better qualitj' than the greater part ol the farm of

Beverston ; but even when wheat is sown afier

one crop of clover, the farmer never fails to lake

a crop of barley or oats alter the wheat ;—a mode
which would not be an improvement in a general

system.

Some of the poorest land in the farm of Bever-
ston is allowed to lie three years in pasture before

it is broken up Ibr wheat. On the forty arable

acres of the tliird and best sort ofland in this farm
another rotation is adopted:—The first year, wheat;
the second, beans; the third, barley; the fourth

Swedish turnips; and the fifth, potatoes. The
Swedish turnips, of the fourth year, aie used Ihe

last in the season ; and as it li-equenily happens
that the land is too hard and dry to be ploughed
up, and reduced in time Ibr barley, potatoes, being
an excellent preparation Ibr wheat, have been in-

troduced as the filth crop in the course.

A seventh part of the arable land of the farm is

always in saintfoin, which, when it is worn out, is

broken up, and aq equal quantity laid down in its

stead.

1. Turnips.—We will begin with turnips, as

being the foundation of all good farming on the

Colswold hills. If we succeed in geiiing a good
crop of them, we may calculate on all the other

crops of the course being good also. Nothing
puts land in better order than a large crop of tur-

nips; and on (his crop depend entirely our pros-

pects of future profit. We are, therefore, very

anxious to prepare for this crop, get all the dung
for it we can, and spare no expense in cleansing,

hoeing, and doing it well.

With this root we can now cultivate with ad-

vantage those thin, light dry soils, which, before

its introduction, lay in a state of nature. The food

which it produces for sheep enables the farmer to

keep a much greater number of them ; and the

additional quantity of manure which is thus pro-

duced on a farm, where such an article cannot be

purchased, is incalculable. The sheep a.'-e now
kept on turnips during the winter and spring

months, as well as, if not better than they are in

the summer ; and are fattened throush that period

ofthe year in which it used to be difficult to keep
them alive.

The additional quantity of stock which the tur-

nip Bj'stem enables the farmer to keep is great.

It is of the greatest value, therefore, in every
course ofhusbandry, producing abundance of food

Ibr beasts, in the course of the production of abun-
dance of food for n)an ; and the soil being turned,

by means of it, to the uses Ibr which it is best

adapted.

The whole of the arable land on the farm of
Beverston is sown lo turnips once in the course or

rotation; about one-lhird of the whole crop con-
sists of Swedish turnips, (the best of the land

being selected for them,) the remainder of the
white Norfolk and the red-lops.

Preparation for turnips.—The land intended

Ibr turnips gets the first furrow, as soon as it can be

accomplished, after the harvest is over. The first

furrow is always ploughed as deep as the plough
can go on this sort of land; and, it must be re-

membered, the soil on this formation is very shal-

low: for, in very lew instances, and these of very

limited extent, is it six inches deep, the generality

of it being not more than four inches ; so that if it

can be ploughed four inches, it is thought a good
depth. Before the first ploughing is given, all

the spots on which ihere is any land-grass or black

couch, are first breast-ploughed. The reason Ibr

breast ploughing these is, ihat the roots of the

black couch not going deep into the ground, but

spreading over the surface and striking at every

joint of the plant, the portion shaved off by the

breast-plough containing both root and branch
of the weed, is much more easily dragged out

after the second ploughing, and shaken out the

first fine weather thereafter in spring.

The second ploughing is given to the land in-

tended lor turnips as early in the spring as the

weather will allow, and across the ridges, as deep
as the first. In January or February, it is generally

completed ; and, as soon as the land is dry enough
it is gone over (' twice in a place' where the land

is foul) with the drag- harrows, and afterwards

with the com.mon harrows, to shake out the black

couch, which is raked up and burned. The land

is thus made as fine as is necessary for the crop
;

and all these operations are completed as early in

the spring as possible. If the land requires an-

other ploughing belbre the seed-furrow, no lime ia

to be lost in accomplishing it. It is given for

Swedish turnips in April, and in May for the

common, that the land may lie some time before

it gels the seed-furrow. The greater part of the

common, and the whole of the Swedes, are

drilled.

The middle of May is the best lime for sowing
Swedish turnips. In this climate they run lo

seed if sown sooner; and, if sown later than the

end of this month, they do not do so well. The
operation is performed in the following manner:

—

Some of the teams are eniployed in forming one-
bout ridges, othersare hauling dung anddepofiiing

it in the hollows between these one-bont ridses,

at the rate of fifteen cart-loads per acre. The
greatest care is taken to spread the dung regularly

over all the hollows between the ridges, so that

there may be a continued line of it from one end
of the ridse to the other. When this is accom-
plished, some of the other teams follow, split the

ridges wiih a double-mould-board plough, and
cover the dung by turning them over. Then
follows the drilling in of the seed, which is per-

Ibrmed thus :—A light roller, which is made to roll

two of these ridges at once, the first lime it goes

along the field, lakes but one ridge with one of its

ends; and, in returning, while it rolls this a second
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time with the same end, roils a second rid^je the

first lime with the other ; which, a<.rain, in return-

ing, it rolls a second lime, alon<r wiih a third ridi^e

the fust time. In lliis manner it goes over all the

ground twice, the sowing-machine, between tlie

first and second rollings, depositing tlie seed in the

middle ol' tiie ridges, in a contmued line, directly

above the line of duuir, and at the rate of three-

aiso thrive much better upon them ; and this is an
additional value that cannot he esiimuted.

All the turnip crop is led oil on the ground ; and,
in lolding, the j)lan adopted on this larm ia; to iiavc
three or lour lois ol sheep in the same field ai once,
but so as to allow each lot to run over ilie ground
which it has cleared. Il is Ibund that, when sheep
have a good quaniily of ground to run back upou,

quarters of a pound of seed per acre. This ma- i
they thrive better than wfien i hey are cooped up

chine is guided by a man, and being attached to I on a small space. By this plan, also, the dung
the roller, the same horse draws boih; the ma- may be disinbuteJ over those pans ol' the field m
chine is of Mr. Hayward's construction

The time of sowing the common turnips is in

June, and a great part of these is also drilled : but

what is sown broad-oast is dunged belbre it gels

ihe last ploughing, care being taken to have it

spread equally over all the ground. The seed is

sown vviih a machine, which a man wheels belbre

him, and which sows at the rate of one pound and
a half per acre and seven or eight acres a-day.
Hoeing.—The hoeing begins as soon as the

rough leaf makes iis a|)pearance, on those thai

are sown broad-cast ; but those that are drilled

somelimes get the first hoeing belbre this period,

])articularly if the land is subjecl to annual weeds.
Twenty men and boys are generally employed in

this work. The turnips alwajs get two hoeings,

which cost fourteen shillings per acre, besides two
quarts of beer per acre, lor each hoeing. This
work requires to be well perlbrmed, as on il depend
in a great measure the bulk and value of ihe crop.

The loosening of the soil about the roots of the
plants wiih the hoe tends much to their growth.
Many farmers in this district put their lambs

amongst the turnips in August and September, to

keep down the weeds that spring up amongst
them, particularly the charlock. This does no
^ood ; and the presence of weeds is an evidence
of the slovenly way in which the land has been
prepared for the turnips, and of the imperfect
manner in which the hoeing operation has been
performed. This mode ol' weeding turnips by
lambs is never resorted to upon this farm. The
hoeing, as it is here perlbrmed, answers the pur-
poses ofthinning'ihe turnips to the properdislances,

of cutting up a// the weeds, and of loosening the
soil around the roots of the young plants, which
both hastens and enlarges their growth.
The turnips, in general, are much larger, and

the weight per acre mucli greater, when they are
drilled, than when they are sown broad-cast ; and
the chief reason seems to be, that, when they are
drilled, the seed being deposited directly above the
•dung, the roots of the plants get in contact with
the whole of it ; whereas, it is merely by chance if

the seed is deposited upon it, when Bown broad-
cast.

The Swedisii turnips require a better soil than
the common; but the advantages of them are
very great. Neither cattle nor sheep reijuire so
much hay by one-half when feeding on them, as
they require when l(?eding on the common turnips.

And, besides this, they Iveep much better in the
spring, which is of immense consequence,—the
common turnips not keeping longer than March.
In consuming the common turnips with sheep, one
ton of hay per acre is generally given : only half
this quantity is required by the sheep, when they
have Swedish. The value of these, iherelbre, over
other turnips, of the same weight ofcrop, is at least

equal to half a ton ol'hay per acre. But the eheej)i

which it is most wanted, by putting each of the
lols of sheep on the poorest part of the field first,

and making them eat the turnips on the richest

part last. The labor of a team that is required
in cultivating this crop, may be stated equal to six

and a half dnys, per acre, on what is sown broad-
cast, and seven and three-quarters per acre on what
is drilled.

A portion of the Swedish turnips is left for the
sheep, till late in the sjiring. The land upon
which the}' grow is much impoverished by the
fresh growth of the plants in the sj)riiig. A pecu-
liar course of cropping is, as we have already
mentioned, adopted on this land, which is a por-
tion ol the best of the liirm,— it is planted with po-
tatoes instead of barley.

II. Barley.—In preparing the land for the bar-

ley that IS sownafter turnips, it is either ploughed,
or sometimes only hall-ploughed, (raftered, as it,

is called here,) as fast as the grouiul is cleared,

and, generally, across the field : the harrows are

drawn over it, if it has been raltered or half-

ploughed, to level the land a litile, belbre it re-

ceives the seed-furrow. The first furrow is as
shallow as it can be ploughed—^jusi deep enough
to cover the manure that has been dropped by the
sheep ; the second furrow is a liitle deeper. The
land having been previously cleaned and well pul-

verized Ibr tlie turnip crop, nothing more is wanted
now than to get a good seed-bed for th^ barley

and the seeds ihat are to be sown with it.

The labor that is required to prepare the land
for this crop depends upon the state of the weather
during the time the sheep were consuming the

previous crop. If the weather was dry, the land
will be left in a most excellent, friable state ; and
with one ploughiiiir, it will, perhaps, be in a better

condition ibr leceivmg the seed, than with three

ploughings, if the crop was eaten oil by sheep lu

vvet weather; Ibr, by their trampling in wet,

weather, the surface of the land is left like clay
well tempered Ibr making bricks ; and, unless the
land, in this state gets host alter the first plough-
ing, it will, in the second ploughing, be turned up
in hard lumps, which cannot be reduced but with

considerable labor. A heavy roller is used Ibr this

purpose; but no labor can reduce land, in this

state, so well as a good, hard host would in one
night. The earlier that land, which has been
trampled by sheep in wet weather, is ploughed,
the greater is the chance of getting host to assist

in reducing it to a proper state of pulverization, a
greater degree of which is required ibr the seed-

bed of liarley than Ibr that of any other grain that

the liirmer cultivates.

The quantity of seed sown is four bushels and a
half per acre; it is always sown broad-cast, and
is never drilled on this farm, nor in the district.

Amongst the barley the grass seeds are sown
with a amchiue, which a man wheels belbre him ;
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and the plan ndopted on this farnn, and whicli is

thought lo succeed the besi, is as follows:—The
rye-ijrass, the trefoil and the white clover seeds

are, with the barley, draiiged in with the drag-

harrows, with lour horses, whicii iro over about

seven acres a day. After this the land is harrow-

ed across with three horses at the rale of about ten

acres a day. The red clover is sown with the

machine, just when the barley comes above the

ground, and is rolled in with a roller, ten feet lonf?

drawn by two or three horses, which do about

twelve acres a day. The reason lor this part of

the plnn is, that the red clover i'requently grows so

(iist, as to overtop the barley altogether. By this

plan the barley g^ts the start of the clover, which
is thereby kept in iis proper place.

The (pianiity of grass-seeds required varies, ac-

cording lo the quality of the soil ; but the average

on this farm is—two bushels of rye grass ; six

pounds oftrelbil; Riur pounds of while, and eight

pounds of red clover ; the proportions varying ac-

cording to circumstances.

The produce is about three-quarlers and a half

of barley per acre. The expense of mowing is

eighteen pence per acre, and one gallon of beer
;

the expense of thrashing, which is done with the

flail, is two shillmgs per quarter, including the

winnowing. About half of the siraw is eaten by
cows and oxen; the other half is trampled into

manure.
III. Clover after barley.—The grass seed sown

amonixsi ihe barley consists of rye-grass, trefoil,

and white and red clover seeds. The soil of this

farm is not well adapted to red clover, which often

fails ; and, aliliou<zh upon some of the land the

plants come up and seem to thrive, yet the crop

is always very light, the rye-grass forming the

principal pari, il not nearly the whole of it.

The whole of this crop is mown and made into

hay. The mowing commences as soon as the

.sainlfoin hay is cut down, and just when the

blossoms of the rye-grass and red clover appear.

This is about the first or second week of June

—

never later.

Hay of the above composition of grasses JVlr.

Hayward thinks the best of all hay, if it is cut

early, when the natural sap is fiowing; for a
process of deterioration commences and goes on
from the time the rye-grass begins to come into

blossom till the seed is perfected, the |)lants be-

coming hard and the natural sap being dried up,

in which state it is of little or no value as hay,

and little better than wheat straw. When rye-

grass and clover are allowed to perlbct their seed,

ihey are thrown into the cribs of the store-stock,

or cut up witti othei' hay as chati" ibr the working
catile.

The whole of the clover and rye-grass on this

farm is cut down, whatever is the state of the

weather, as soon as it is readj* ; for it takes more
injury by standing than by being cut down in a

wet state. A man generally mows an acre and a
half a day. There are generally twenty mowers
employed upon Uiis farm ; and from thirty to forty

haymakers, the latter consisting of men, women,
and stout boys. The mowing costs sixteen pence
an acre, and a gallon of beer a day lo the mower.

Alier Ihe grass has been cut down about two
days in drying weather, and has become withered
or dried on the top of the swath, it is turned over
with a rake, in doing which care is taken to keep

Vor.. VIII—26

it together as much as possible. It sometimea

requires to be turned a second time; but only when
the weather is unfavorable. As soon as it is dry

enouah, it is put into cocks with the barley or

three-pronged Ibrks, and raked between the cocks

with the long or ell-rakes. These rakes, which
are more than double the length oi' the common
rakes, are used in perference to the latter, because

more work can be done with them. The wagons,

following afier those that are cocking, clear the

field as they proceed. The strength of team that

can be brought to bear upon a single field soon

carries the whole of the hay to the rick. The
ricks are built on or near the place where the hay
is intended to be consumed ; and in the field sown
to turnips, a rick, equal to a Ion per acre, is gene-
rally placed.

The whole of this crop is consumed by sheep

and horses. Great crops of clover and rye-grass

hay are not to be expected upon land of the quality

of this farm. A ton per acre is reckoned a great

crop.

The second yearns crop of clover and rye-grass is

fed off with sheep. Every means is used to pre-

vent the rye-grass from coming to seed ; for if seed

is produced, it will grow amongst the wheat, the

following year, injure it very much, and shorten

the crop. The couples (a ewe and lamb) are

put upon this crop in the first instance ; and after

the lambs are weaned, the whole of the ewes.

They are kept so very thick upon it as to crop it to

the very ground ; for the harder the ewes are kept

when their lambs have been newl}' taken from

them, thesooner the milk goes from them. This
crop keeps two couples per acre for about six

weeks ; and four ewes, after this, till it is ploughed

up for wheat.

IV. Wheat.—The wheat crop, as we have
already observed, is generally taken after the se-

cond year's crop of grass, vv'hich has been pas-

tured by sheep, and eaten by them so close to the

ground, that iione of the rye-grass may come to

seed. The preparation of the land Ibr wheat
begins immediately after the turnips are sown.
This is about the first of Jul}'. The land which
requires it, is first raftered or half-ploughed, that it

may lie in this slate for some lime to let the turf

rot. It is then harrowed and gels the seed-furrow

in August. But all the land, that requires only
one ploughing, receives the seed-furrow before

that which has been raftered; fi-^r when it gets
only one furrow, it requires to lie longer before it is

sown.
The sowing begins, wiihout any other prepara-

tion, as early in September as the season will allow,

that is to say, as soon as the land is wet enough
for it. The heavy drags, with six oxen or four

horses, go over the land "twice in a place," in the
same directions in which it was ploughed, taking
care that the crowns of the ridges and the furrows
get a full share of this operation: indeed, three

times of the heavy drags is generally given them
to break the staple of these parts of the ridge. The
drag-harrows follow after the heavy drags, and
go over the land obliquely "twice in a place"
also. The last part of the process is performed
with the common liarrow, at right angles to the

way in which the lanil was ploughed. The rea-

son for altering the direction in these several ope-
rations, is, that the upper part of the furrow-slice

may be well broken without turning it over ; and
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because the tines of the dra<is and harrows ^et

deeper into the ground in this way, and are much
more efficacious than ifthe whole of these opera-
tions were performed in one or two directions.

The roucrher the surface is left after this the better

if the clods are not too lartje. Women are now
employed to go over the whole of the land that is

sown, 10 break all the large clods and to turn all

those that have any grass on them with the grassy
soil undermost. Whatever part of the wheat
requires it is hoed, as early in the spring as possi-

ble, by men with narrow hoes, at from three and
sixpence to five shillings per acre.

The seed is selected of the best quality, of the
previous yearh groivth, and perfectly clean and
fi-ee from ail seeds. The red-straw-laramas is the

kind that is always sown upon this (arm. No
such thing as smut is ever known upon this farm,
which is prevented, we believe, by the invariable

use of old wheat for seed. When wheat that has
been harvested in August is sown again on the
first of September, it has not Iiad time to be so

well hardened and so perfectly prepared for vege-
tation as it ought to be ; and, therefore, does not
produce a crop so perfect, in every respect, as old

seed : and hence the smut. Nor is there often

either rust or blight on the wheat produced on this

farm, which is probably owing to its being much
exposed.

The wheat harvest, in the Coiswnld hills, begins
generally in July; and Mr. Hay ward is fidly per-

suaded of the propriety of harvesting this crop,

before it is luliy ripe, the quality of the irrain fall-

ing off very much,, when it is allowed to stand till

that time. The proper time for cutting it is, he
thinks, when the roots cease to convey nourish-
ment to the plants. The expense of leaping is six

Bhillings and ten quarts of beer per acre.

The whole crop is carried, as soon as it is read}',

and stacked in the barn-yard adjoining tlie farm-
house. When this operation begins, the whole
etrength is brouijht to bear upon one point. We
have seen a large field, at the distance of a mile

and a half from the barn-yard, cleared in a day by
seven teams and eiizht wagons, conveying from
the field to the ricks forty-two wagon loads of
about iliirty bushels each. This was six journeys
of three miles to each of the teairis, besides the
distance gone over in the field in ioadinff the wa-
gons, which would make the whnle journey for

each team at least twenty iniles. The ricks nre
made very large ; consequently a great many
hands are employed. Two ricks are buildinjr at

the same time, and one of them is always nearpr
finished than the other. While the nek is level

with, or lower than the wagon, only one man
is employed in unloading; but when the rick is

higher than the wagon, there are two employed
till the rick gets very high, when one man unloads,
the work being then necessarily carried on more
slowly. When there are two men unloading the
wagon, there are generally three building around
upon the rick, attended by three hoys or girls to

lay the sheaves to them, and other two to throw
the sheaves to the former from the pitchers. On
the other rick there are one or two builders, with
a sufficiency of tenders to carry on the work with
expedition and efficiency. In the field there are
two men pitching to each wagon, two building
the wagon, and a boy driving the team. There
are always two wagons by the rick unloading;

two in the field, loading ; two on the road, with
loads from the field to the rick-yard; and two
empty ones going from the rick-yard to the field.

After the wheat is carried, the stubble is mowed
and carried to the yard, stacked and used as litter

(or the beasts in the courts.

The expense of preparing the land for a crop
of wheat may be estimated at two and a quarter
days' work of a team per acre ; but it is impossible
to make an exact esliniaie of tiie labor lequired for

this or any other crop, the labor ilsell varying with
circumstances. The state of the weather alters

the state of the land. If the weather is adverse,
the laboris increased ; if favorable, itis diminished.
When, as is sometimes the case, a [lortion of

the poorest of the land is allowed to remain three
years in grass, an equivalent portion of what has
been but one year in this crop is prepared and
sown with wheat; in order to preserve, as nearly

as possible, the regular quantity of wheat and of"

clover for the (bod of the sheep, which is about
one-seventh of all the arab.'e land.

'i'he thrashing of the wheat is performed with a
machine and lour horses, by (our men, three

women, and a boy, thrashing from ten to twelve
quarters per day, and costs about a shilling a quar-
ter for manual labor, making, if we take into ac-

count the value of the horses' labor, the expense
of this operation with the machine, at least, equal
to what it would be if the work were done with the

flail. The advantage of the machine is, that you
get the work done at once, whenever you wish it,

and without the loss of corn attending the use of
the flail, which is. at least, equal to the value of

the horises' labor in the season of the year when
wheat is generally thiasliel out.

That part of ilie wheat stubble which is foulest

is bieast-plouiihed and burned in the spring and
sovvu with tuini[ip. It. afterwards I ijdves its course

in tlie generid sysleni.

V. Oats and barley afier wheat.—The land

gpiieraliy gets two, sometimes three plougliings,

—

the first as early as possible, the second early in

March. When the land is clean, it is raftered or

half- ploughed only the first time. The oats are

sown, about the end of March, upon the coarsest

or roiJ2hest of the land. The seed, of which six

bushels are sown to an acre, is drasjged in with
the drag-harrow«, and is afterwards harrowed suf-

ficiently with the common harrows to cover it.

The, mowing of barley should begin and end m
April, [n prepariiiL'' the land fortius crop, it re-

quires from three to (bur days' work of a team per

acre;— the oats requiring more than the barley,

because thev are sown upon the roughest part of

the land.—The oats and barley are stacked in one
of the rick-yards nearest the field, and are built

into square ricks ; but all the barns are first filled

with barley. They are thrashed with the flail, at

two shillings per quarter.

JBeans.—A very limited quantity of beans are

sown, and these afier the wheat-crop, upon that

portion ofthe Ibrty arable acres of thethird or best

lund of land, on which a peculiar rotation is adopt-

ed. The land receives only one ploughing. It

is ploughed before Christmas, and the planting is

begun as early in the spring as the weather will

allow. The mode adopted in this neighborhood

is, to plant the beans in rows about fifteen inches

u[)art, and about eight inches from hole to hole

in the rows, dropping three or (bur beans into each
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hole. They are planted at this distance in the

rows, that there may be room lor the hoe to sret in

between then), when they are hoed. The Berk-
shire bean (as it is called liere) is used lor eecd

;

ond al)oiir iliree bushels are required to plant an
acre. The planlin;^, which costs about five shil-

lincs per acre, is perlbrmcd by men and women
;

and the ground planted is rim over each day wiih

the harrow, to fill up the holes and cover tlie

beans. The hoeing (two hoeings being given,

ifrequired) beirins as soon as the beans are above
the ground. It requires to be done as deep as to

reach the mots of all the weeds; and costs rrom
six to eight shillings an acre.

Instead ofbeing ploughed, the land is sometimes
dug with the spade, which can be done when it is

too wet to admit ot'being ploughed. The expense
of diirging is from twopence to twopence-halfpenny
per perch, or from twenty-six shillings and eight-

pence to thirty-three shillings and I'ourpence per

acre.

The reapinff of this crop is never done till all the

leaves drop off, and the stalks begin to get black.

It is reaped, tied into sheaves, and set up into

shocks for eiffht shillings an acre. It is soon ready
to be carried after it is cut, and it is stacked in the

rick-yard. It is always thrashed out with the

flail, and at the rate of twenty pence per quarter.

The produce is about twenty-lour bushels per

acre. The straw is kept to put under the ricks,

and is afierwards made into dung. After the crop
is carried, the land is dragged first one way and
then across, to loosen the roots. These Ibrra a

good store of winter fuel lor ihe poor, who are al-

lowed to pick them up, and for whom Mr. Hay-
ward carts them home.

Potatoes.— Upon the ibrty arable acres of the

best sort of land, potatoes are introduced in the

rotation after Swedish turnips, which are fed off' so

late in the sprino-, that it would be difficult to get

the land prepared for barley or oats. The only
thing peculiar in Mr. Hayward's mode of culti-

vating this crop is, (hat lie Generally plants them
after the breaet-plnugh instead of the common
plough ; and as it is intended to describe the mode
of cultivating this most valuable root, practised on
the farm of Stancombe, in the lower part of this

county, where the cultivation of it is the principal

object of the farmer's attention, we shall abstain
from any details here.

Vetches.—A crop of winter vetches is taken
upon a portion of about thirty acres of the best and
cleanest of the lar.d. destined, in the course, for

turnips. The land is ploughed once, as early as

possible alter the crop of oats or barley is cleared.

The vetches are sown broad-cast, and dragged
and harrowed well, to get all the seed covered, two
bushels and a half of which are required per acre.

A few acres of them are generally kept to supply
seed fbr the crop of the fbllowing year; and a
small quantity sometimes cut and given as green
food to the horses in the early part of the spring.

All the rest is consumed with sheep on the ground,
—tlie sheep being folded on them as on turnips.

As the ve'ches are fed off' with the sheep in May
and June, the land is prepared for turnips ; and
the cultivation necessary for these after vetches
is Ihe same as that which has already been de-
scribed.

Vetches, like every other crop, thrive best upon
the freshest land, that is, upon the land which has

not grown a crop of the same kind lor the greatest

number of years.

Sainlfoin.—This plant will not grow upon the

thin clay, nor upon the dead or ' fainty' sand ; but

upon all (he stone-brash soil, it is the most valua-

ble plant that ever was introduced into this dis-

trict ; lor with it the farmer is able to get one ton

and a half of the most excellent hay, where he
could not get one-lburlh of that quantity before.

The driest season seems not to injure it, nor doea
a wet season retard its growth. It makes the

best food lor sheep and horses ; and the hay made
from it will keep three or lour years without sus-

taining the least injury.

The saintfoin crop is taken, on tliis farm, after

the barley, which lollows the turnip crop in the

general course. But as the sheep, which con-

sume the turnips on the ground, consume also

upon it one ton ol" hay per acre, the seeds which
drop from the hay would grow up amongst the
saintfoin, were it sown amongst the barley. Mr.
Hayvvard, therefore, prefers taking a crop of oats

alter the barley, tliat all the seeds of grass, lop-

grass, and other seeds, which come up amongst
the barley, may be destroyed by the two piough-
ings that are necessary in preparing lor the crop of
oais. The sain'Ibin is sown amongst the oats, at

the rate of four bushels per acre, without the mix-
ture of any other seed whatever, the saintlbin be-

ing thus left in full possession of tlie ground. The
first year's crop of saintlbin, which is had by thus
sowing it unmixed with trefoil and other seeds,

contrary to the practice of some farmers, is light
j

but the plants are much stronger the second year,

and it then comes to a lull crop. Some larmers
sow only from two and a half to three bushels of
seed per acre ; and although, when sown so thin,

the plants may last longer, yet their stalks are

much larger and more woody, and make strong,

coarse hay : whereas, when the land is sown thick,

the stalkc being much closer together, are mucii
finer, and the hay is of a very superior quality.

In the latter case also, the sheep eat the saintfoin

much better, when they are put to pasture it, after

the crop of hay is made.
When the saintfoin plants begin to fail, which

is about the sixth year, the land is pared, and bur-

ned, and sown to turnips, being first properly

prepared, and then enters into the general system.
But it is never broken up till another portion of
land has been laid down to fill its place, one-
seventh part of all the arable land being always
in saintfoin.

The saintfoin is earlier ready for the scythe than
the clover; and as soon as the blossoms appear,
it is cut down. The sooner it is cut, after their

appearance, the betier is the quality of the hay,
though the quantity may not be so great. If it is

allowed to stand till all the blossomes come out,

the stems get very woody and hard, and it loges

great part of its excellent qualities as hay. This
plant, like clover, must not be shaken about much
in making it into hay, as tlie leaves easily part

from the stalks. It is on this account turned over
only once ; and if the weather is at all liivorable,

as it lies very loose and open, it will be ready to

carry in four or five days, with one turning.

The time of mowing the saintfoin crop is about
the first of June. The expense of mowing is

generally two shillings per acre, and a gallon of

beer to each man, per day. It is a good day's
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work to mow one acre and a quarter of this crop,

which produces one toti and a half per acre ol'

hay, of the most excellent description for (odder

for sheep and horses.

The latter grass is fed off with lambs in August
and September, and generally keeps three himbs

for two months. The I'crop of the sixth or last

year is always pastured with sheep, being very

seldom worth mowing.
When part ol" this crop is allowed to stand, to

afford the seed required in the Ibllowing spring, it

is always carried and stacked, either early in t!ie

morning, before breakfast, or late in the evening,

the seed being easily shed, if it is turned or mowed,
when the sun is strong upon if. Twenty bushels

an acre is reckoned a good crop.

English, or meadow hay.—The meadow or

natural grass is the last that is mown ;' and the hay-

making machine is put to work in the field to ted

or shake out every day's work, the day after it is

cut down. This it does in the most perfect man-
ner, and the whole of the tedding is done with it

till the grass begins to get dry, when, as from the

violence of its operation it would shake out the

seed, its assistance is dispensed with. In wet

weather it is very useful in shaking out the hay
that has got stained or has clung together from

the rain.

When the hay-making machine has done its

work, the hay is hatched or rollered up, as it is

called ; that is, two people with rakes, and work-

ing in contrary directions, rake up the hay into

continued rows from one end of the field to an-

other. When the field is all hatched or rollered,

people with forks make up the hatches into cocks

of such a size as the dryness of the hay will admit

of. This is done the last thing in the evening;

and next morning these cocks are again shaken

out, (three or four of the rows of cocks together,)

but much thicker than belbre, and turned over two

or three times during the day with picks or prongs.

In the evening the hay is rolled together, and then

put into larger cocks; after which, if the weather

is fine, it will be ready to carry, [t is carried in

wagons to the rick-yard, and built into square

ricks.

It is a great advantage to hay to get a little head

in the rick. If in making it all the natural sap is

dried out of it, it is neither of so good quality as

that which has been heated by part of the natural

sap being permitted to remain, nor does it get so

close together, and keep so well.

The natural heat, t)eing a slight fermentation,

improves the flavor of tlie hay, and producing,

probably, a portion of saccharine matter, thereby

adds very much to its value. Much heat, how-
ever, injures the hay, and sometimes sets it on
fire. The whole of the meadow hay on this farm

is consumed by the dairy cows. Salt has never

been tried amongst hay on this (arm.

Stock sheep.—A (lock of about (bur hundred
and forty breeding ewes is kept upon this farm.

They are of the mixed Cotswold and Leicester

breed. The ewes will feed to about twenty-lour

pounds per quarter ; but none of the sheep are

fattened on the farm. About lour hundred are sold

yeaily. About two hundred of the oldest and
worst of the ewes, and a like quantity of wethers

;

and they are sold in autumn— in September or

October, according to the stale of the market.

The loss from death is about five per cent., or one

in a score, in the whole flock. In the year 1825^
the loss in lambs was only six in (bur hundred and
(brty-eight, including all the casualties ofthe year.
This was the l)est year for sheep on this farm ever
known. Eiit in 1828 the loss was very great,

amounting to eighiy-tvvo Irimbs in four hundred
and forty-iwo, besides old ewes, &c. This was
the worst year for sheep ever known on this (Lirm.

They were carried off by what is here called the
white scour, which begHn with a stopf)age and
ended in excessive laxaiiveness.

The sheep not being disposed of till autumn,
upwards of eight hundred are shorn every year.

The fleeces may a%'erage about five pounds and
a half each. The wool is long and fit for combiner.

The folding of sheep is generally adopted on the

whole of the Cotswold hills. The greater the

number of sheep kept on the arable land the

greater is the produce in corn. Upon the best

cultivated farms in this district about one sheep
is kept to an acre of land. Upon this ftirin there

are upwards of twelve liundred kept upon about
one thousand acres.

The shepherd's house on this farm is placed

between the arable and pasture lands; and the

garden attached to it, which is large, is enclosed

with high stone walls. This garden is converted

into a lambing-fold in the spring. It is made to

consist of four general divisions, two of which,

occupying the space where the walls are highest

and most sheltered, are for the ewes lambing in.

The young ewes are placed in the one, and the

olderones in the other. Inthcse two comparlmentR
of the fold and along the walls, pens are (ormed
of hurdles, of the length and breadth of one or of

Ivvo hurdles, as circumstances require. These
pens are intended for ihe reception of the ewes
that have newly lambed, with their lambs.

In I he formation of these pens, the economy
wliich dist nguishes the whole management of this

(arm displays itself. As a great number of slakes

are required, to which to tie up the hurdles, not

only in this fold, but also where the turnips are li'A

ofl', in building the walls of the garden temporarily

employed as a (bid, recesses, about six inches deep,

ofthe height of a hurdle, and at the distance of
the length of one from each other, have been
formed in them. The ends of the hurdles being

inserled into these recesses are fixpd at the ends

next the wall, without the aid of stakes. At the

opposite ends, they are made fast to stakes in the

usual way ; and thus pens are formed around the

wall.

Into these pens, as has been intimated, the

ewes that have newly lambed are put with their

lambs, a separate pen being allotted for each ewe
and lamb. They remain in the pens till they are

able to go in one of the outer and general divisions

of the lambing-lbid, which are (or the admission
of ewes and lambs, when the lambs are strong

enough to take care of themselves. From these

folds they are at liberty to go, in the day-time, into

a pasture or fallow-field, and fi-om the pasture or

fallow-field into a Swedish turnip-field.

The lambing begins in the beginning of March,
and is nearly over by the end of that month.
When all are able to leave the lambing-(bld, they

are divided into three lots ;—the oldest, being the

six-teeth and full-mouthed ewes, with tlieir lambs,

into one lot ; the two-shear, or (bur-teeth ewes
with their lambs, into another lot ; and the young
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or two-teeth ewes, with iheir Iambs, into a third

lot. These lots are kept apart, each havinjz; a

separate division of the pasture or Ikilow-jSTrourid

to run in, and of I he Swedish turnips to feed.

The ewes do not get any turnips till tliey drop

their lambs. This is only isecause the quantity of

turnips on this farm does not aH'ord a supply (or

them; and although giving them as many as ihey

could eat would prove injurious to them, yet about

one fourih ofthat quantity would do them a great

deal of gooil. The sheep that are fed upon hay
without turnips are allowed an unlimited supply of

water; and they drink a great quantity in dry

weather.
In October, the lambs, in three or four lots, are

folded on the turnips, and have about one ton of

clover hay to an acre of turnips. As it is not

desirable that the lambs should clear up all the

turnips, the shepherd puts ihem up in the most
convenient part of the field, (or about two hours

everyday; and, during this time, the young or

two-teeih ewes that are fed on Iiay, in the adjoin-

ing field, are admitted into the fold to clear up
" the hulls" or those bits oft he turnips which have
been left by the lambs. This does the sheep a

great deal of good ; fiir, although the quantity left

for them is very small, yet being moist food, it

makes them eat their hay with a much better

relish. They are frequently put to run in a fallow-

field, if there is not a pasture or clover-field ad-

Joining the turnip-field, on which the lambs are

folded.

When the lambs are weaned, they are turned
into the clover latter-math ; and the ewes into the

grass-field that is intended (or wheat, where they
are kept very hard.

The food, (or the Hock of sheep in the winter

and the early part of the spring, is turnips, clover

and saint(bin-hay ; in the latter part of the spring

and in summer, the second year's clover, vetches
and some of the dry pasture-field, the latter math
of clover, and of saintlbin, the stubbles, the

young clover, till October, and the last year's or

worn out saintfbin.

It is reckoned that a hundred lambs will con-
sume one acre of turnips, of twenty tons, and a

ton of hay in Iburteen days ; and that a hundred
sheep, having a large field to run in, and plenty
of water, will consume one ton of hay in seven
days.

Cattle.— Upon this farm there is a dairy of forty

cows, of a mixed breed, between the VViltshire

long-horns, which are famous for giving a great

quantity of milk, and the Gloucester breed, which
are good feeders as well as good milkers.

The cows are pastured upon the old grass-land,

and from them are bred yearly twenty heiler-

calves ; and six ox-calves of the Hereford breed

are bought in every year. The remainder of the
calves are sold as soon after they are calved as

a purchaser can be (bund for tliem. The six

Hereford ox-calves that are bought are reared for

the purpose of keeping up the number of working
oxen, of which there are always eighteen upon
this farm. The stock for working oxen is thirty-

six, in all—six calves, six year-olds, six two-
year-olds, six three-year-olds, six four-year-olds,
and six five-year-olds; so that there are six

oxen, coming six years old, for sale every year

;

and six young oxen, coming three years old, ready
to lake their place. The tvventy heifer-calves are

bred to keep up the stock of dairy-cows. This
exceeds the number generally bred by the dairy-

farmers ; but it is required by the quantity, upon
this farm, of poor, thin, wet pasturo-land, unsound
lor sheep, which must be led off with young
beasts. The healthiness, too, of the stock, upon
this liirm even upon the poor, thin clay land, un-
sound for sheep, is a great inducement to keep a
large breeding stock. The cattle are never affect-

ed by the husk, the quarter-evil, or the red-

water.

The stock for dairy-cows is. in all, a hundred,
and consists of twenty calves, twenty year-olds

tvventy two-year-olds, and forty cows of all ages.

In the autumn, ten of the oldest or worst of the

cows are sold, and their place jis filled up by ten

of the bestof the two-year-old heifers, which calve

in April or May, when they are three years old.

The other ten of the two-year-old heifers are sold

sometimes in autumn ; but they are generally

kept till May, when they calve, as more money
can be got for them then, there being in that

month a great demand fiom the dairy farmers for

milk heiftirs.

By the above plan a gradual improvement of
the dairy-cows is going on, and the greatest care
is taken in the selection of bulls ; for on them,
in a great measure, depends the improvement of
the stock.

Willi such an extent of poor pasture land, and
such a stock ofstraw upon this farm, it is not (bund
advisable to fatten any of the stock for the butcher.

Accordingly, the whole of the cows, oxen, and
sheep (or sale, are sold to the graziers, generally

in the autumn, when they are in excellent store-

condition.

The calves are (bddered during the winter in the
pasture-ground, where there is most shelter, and
where there is a little pasture. They are (bd-

dered with hay in the field from about the middle
of'Novemher, till they are turned out to the pas-
ture in May. The year-olds are kept in the field

all winter, in the same way as the calves, but get
straw instead of hay, till near Christmas. They,
of course, require more hay than the calves; but

much hay is saved by their eating up the rough
grass, left by the cows that pastured the ground in

the summer, the calves and the year-olds being
kept, during winter, in the old pasture-lands,

never upon the poor, wet, thin clay. In no in-

stance are more than ten allowed to run together

in one field ; and they are sorted according to their

strength, so that the master bullocks are prevented
fi'om running down the weak ones, and the best

of tho hay can be givento weak ones and to the
calves. Mr. Hayward has found, by long expe-
rience, that young stock thrive much belter, when,
in winter, they run out in the field, than when
they are kept in a house, or shed, or the straw-
yard.

The two-year-old beasts are put up, in winter,

by themselves, in a court at one of the remote
barns, where they are at liberty, in the day-time,

to run out in the field adjoining the court. They
are assorted in the same way as the other young
beasts, the number put into one court seldom ex-
ceeding ten. They are foddered with good straw
till Christmas, after which they get hay. It being
absolutely necessary that all beasts should have
plenty of water, the several lots are at liberty to

go to the pond whenever they are iticlined.
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The two-year-olds must be kept much better'

than (he other young beasts in ihe latter part of
the winter and in the spring; as their productive

or their usel'ul season is then drawing near,—the

heifers calving in April or May, and ihe young
steers coming inio full work at the plough in the

spring. All the spring, therefore, a good quantity

of hay is served out to them.
The cows are fed, during nearly the first half

of the winter, upon straw ; and during the other

half, upon meadow-hay. When the cows drop

their calves in the spring, ihey are tied up (or

about two hours, morning and evening, for the

convenience of milking. At these times hay is

served out to them in the stalls, that the weak
ones may feed undisturbed by the stronger ones

;

and, when they are turned out into the yard, al-

though they have left hay in their stalls, they
instantly go to the cribs in the yard, and eat the

hay that is there with as good an appetite, as if

they had received nothing during the two hours
they were tied up. All the hay left by them in

the stalls is taken out, and put into the cribs in the

yard, where they eat it with avidity, although they
Joathed it in their stalls. This is thought by Mr.
Hayward to be an evidence that beasts cannot
do so well when tied up, as when they are allowed
to run loose.

The cows are put out to pasture in May upon
the best of the old pasture land, about seventy
acres of which are required for them, till they can
be put upon the after-math of the meadow-land
that is mown. All the young stock depasture on
the poor, thin land.

The working oxen get straw, and generally a

few turnips, in the yard, during the first part of the
winter, when they are not much worked ; but

when at work in the spring, they get hay. Good
rye-grass and clover-hay is best lor them, as it

remains much longer with them than the meadow-
hay, which runs through them too fast, when in

hard work. When the supply of hay is short,

straw and hay are cut into chaH for them. In
summer they depasture on the unsound grass

land. No corn is ever allowed them.
The quantity of hay consumed by the beasts

during the year may be reckoned at about twenty-
four tons for every ten of the cows and the work-
ing oxen; twenty tons for every ten of the two-

year-olds ; ten tons for every ten of the year-olds
;

and eight tons lor every ten ol the calves.

Horses.—The horses are fed, in winter, upon
straw and a little hay, and about half a bushel of

oats each per week ; but in spring, when they are

in full work, they get hay and a bushel (jf oats

each, per week, besides the chaff' that has been
collected from the winnowing of the wheat, barley,

and oats, and kept for them, and which, if heated
from a great quantity of it being kept together and
pressed down, is the better for it.

When light corn or "tailing" is given to the

horses, an additional quantity is allowed them to

make up (or its lightness ; besides what com-
pensation may chance to be made to them by the

workmen, who are not very scrupulous about tak-

ing corn for their horses, as opportunity offers,

—

a species of dishonesty not to be too severely re-

prehetided.

The horses get saintfoin-hay, and always some
of it along with the chaff' from the winnowing of

the corn, which is unsound for horses when given

them alone. Chaff', halfcomposed of wheat-straw
and half of saintfbin-hay, is cut for them, and giv-
en them for about six weeks in the winter, the
chaff from the winnowing of wheat, barley, and
oats during this time, being stored up for their use
in the spring. While ihey are on this cut chaff",

a iew turnips are sometimes given them, which
are of use in keeping their bowels open, when they
are fed upon dry food.

In summer the horses depasture upon the un-
sound pasture-ground.

Upon this (arm there are generally kept ten
horses and two brood-mares ; two working colts,

two year-old colts, and two sucking colts, besides
one riding-horse. Two colts are generally bred
Irom the mares to keep up the stock of working-
horses.

The quantity of water required by stock, in
summer, is very great. No less than a thousand
gallons a day were consumed by the stock on this

farm,—eight hundred by the eight hundred sheep,
and two hundred by the other slock ;—the com-
putation having been made by means of a pond,
the dimensions and contents ol which were known.

Establishment.—On this farm, alihough large,

no bailiff' IS kept. Mr. Hayward attends to every
thing himseK, directingevery operation, and seeing
that it is properly performed. Thus employed, he
has not time, nor, finding it incompatible with his

interests, has he any inclination to go a-hunting
three or (bur days a week, as some farmers in this

district still continue to do. He, therefore, saves
the expense of a bailiff, as well as that of a groom
and hunter, which this amusement would render
necessary to him. The present distressed state

of agriculturists will not admit of such expenses.
Care must be taken to save at all hands, and to

make the most of every thing ; and where, as on
this firm, a great number ol workmen are con-
stantly employed, more is gained by economy in

their time and labor than most people are aware of.

Upon this farm there are constantly employed,
twenty-five men, seven boys, and three women,
viz.,—four men as carters, one of whom being
headsman has the charge of the rest, and sees
that the horses are attended to ; four stout young
lads as plough-boys ; three ox-men to work the

oxen, with three boys to drive, one of these men
also being a headsman, in whom a greater degree
of trust is confided, and who has the superintend-

ing charge of the oxen ; three cow-men, to at-

tend to the dairy-cows, one of them having the

principal charge of the cows; one shepherd;
eight men who, in winter and spring, thrash the

corn, in summer and autumn mow the grass for

hay, hoe the turnips, reap the wheat and beans,

and mow the oats and barley,—and who are paid

(or their work by the great, or by piece-work,

seldom or never by the day, receiving so much a
quarter (or thrashing, and so much per acre for

mowing grass and corn, and reaping wheat and
beans ; six men and boys, paid also by the piece,

seldom or never by the day, and employed in

paring and burning in the spring, in mowing grass

(or hay in summer, in turnip hoeing in the sea-

son, in mowing and reaping in the harvest, in

mowing and raking stubble, and in breast-plough-

ing stubble in the end of harvest and winter;

lastly, a house-keeper and three women employed
in the dairy.

Besides the above number of hands, in constant
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employment throughout the year, there are em-
ployed, in winter, a man to assist the shepherd, and
two boys to dock up lurnips for the sheep ; and in

the months of March, April and May, not less

than filieen men, women, and boys, to rake what
has been pared lor b-jming and to burn it, to hoe
beans and wheat, weed corn, clear up the grass-

land, pick up stones, &c.—An additional number
ofhands is always put on when required. During
the hoeing of turnips this year in July, the whole
number employed on this larm was sixty-seven.

Jn harvest, such an addition is made to the hands
as is sufficient to execute the work in proper time

;

and in reaping wheat, we have seen a hundred
employed, besides those occupied in mowing oats

and barley, and in the other operations of the field.

Most or these laborers receiving beer, a consi-

derable quantity is consumed ; but to reduce it, a

good deal of piece-work is bargained lor, without
beer. But although this plan is adopted as much
as possible, yet we find that, on the average of

several years, a sum equal to 581. 9s. lOd. a year

has been paid for malt and hops, lor beer for the

laborers on this farm. The greatest sum lor this

purpose (9'^/. 8s. 6d.) was expended in the year

1826, when malt was 9s. 6d. per bushel.

Implements.—The plough used on this farm

and in the neighborhood is the J3everston plough,

invented by Mr. Tugwell. Wooden mould-boards
are much in use, particularly where the soil is ad-

hesive, as it does not stick so much to wood as to

iron. The plough is short, with one wheel, and
made of wood. It is worked with three horses, or

four oxen, although one horse ploughed, in lour

hoars and thirty-five minutes, one acre of two-
year-old clover, before the committee of the Bath
Society, in this neighborhood, in 1808. Iron

ploughs have been introduced in this district; but

the first cost and the difficulty of repairing them
prevent their general adoption. Lord Somerville's

double ploughs are used lor plouahing the turnip-

land a second time in spring: they are drawn by
six oxen or four horses; and, where the work is

light, they are of great advantage, as they get

over the work twice as fast as the common plough.

Both horses and oxen, when at work in the plough,

are yoked before each other and walk in the iur-

row. The oxen do most of the ploughing; the

horses, the harrowing, carting dung to the field,

and corn to the market.

Thrashing.—The wheat only is thrashed with

a machine, which does at the rate often or twelve
quarters a day. It is driven by lour horses, and
four men, three women, and a boy are required to

attend it; so that as many hands are employed as

would be required to perform the operation with

the flail ; and the expense is, at least, as great.

The only advantage of the machine is, that the

work can be done in a much shorter time, and that

a saving is effected in the quantity of the grain.

The oats, barley, and beans are always thrashed
out with the flail.

Manure.—The improvement of the soil which
he occupies ought to be the object of ever}"- farmer.

Land, in a natural state, if dry, undergoes a grad-
ual improvement from the yearly growth and de-
cay of the vegetable substances which grow upon
it. But if the vegetable substances that grow
upon it are eaten ofl' by sheep, which drop their

dung in return and in small portions at a place, the

improvement goes on much more rapidly. Ht?nce

land, that is always pastured by sheep, is always
improving, while that which is always mown is

deteriorating. The number of sheep, iherefore,

kept on this farm, tend much to its gradual im-
provement ; and the regular deposition of the

sheep's dung over so great a portion of the farm,

every year, in consuming the turnip crop, is an
excellent preparation lor the course of cropping

that is to ibllow. The double manuring which the

land thus gels, in the same, year may be thought

by some to be loo much ; but the land of this farm

and of the whole district is so thin and brashy,

that it can hardly be overdone with manure.
Nearly all the manure that is made on this farm

being applied to the land that is prepared for tur-

nips, is generally carried out into the field, which
comes in course for the crop, in the end of autumn
or in winter ; it is laid upon road-scrapings and
other earth, that has been previously conveyed to

the place, and is well mixed with them by turning

the whole over with the spade. This is generally

done twice, to gel the whole well mixed and rot-

ted, it being found by experience, that well rotted

dung is the best manure for turnips on this land.

The dung from cow, ox, and young beast-courts,

from the stable-yard, and what is made in the

sheep-lambing fold, are all carried to the field,

intended for turnips, and prepared as above de-

scribed. Besides this and that which is dropped

by the sheep, when folded upon turnips and vetch-

es, the ashes produced from the paring and burning

of the old saintfbin, when it is broken up, and
from the stubble that is overrun with black cootch,

when it is pared and burned, act as a manure,
and are an excellent preparation for turnips. If

the ashes are abundant, they produce a crop of

these, equal if not superior to what would be pro-

duced by fifteen loads of good rotten dung.
Proper size of a farm.—Of late years large

farms have been cried down, as depriving the la-

boring class of employment; and much has been

said on this head, without, as it appears to us,

due examination into the subject. If we look at,

the number of hands that are constantly employed
on this farm, and compare it with the number em-
ployed on a number of small farms, which toge-

ther would make thirteen hundred acres of land

of such kind and quality as this is, we have no
doubt but that the number on Beverston farm
would be found much the greater. The large

farmer has capital sufficient lor all the expense
required to cultivate his land properly, and in a
proper time ; but this is not always the case with
small farmers.

Small farms are generally let at a greater pro-

portionate rent, it is said ; if this is the case, the

landlord, on the other hand, is put to a greater

expense in erecting buildings, &c., and the rents

are generally worse paid than those of large farms.

Mr. Hay Vizard's opinion with regard to the size of

a farm is, that " it cannot be too large, if it be
well done to j nor too small, if not well done to.'''

Tithes.—The tenants of this parish have a
lease of the tithes lor fourteen years, at a corn-rent,

the yearly average price of corn determining the

sum which ihe tenant has to pay lor his tithes.

This is an excellent arrangement, and if the tithe-

(luestion were settled in this or some similar way,
a great agricultural improvement would Ibllow,

sufficient perhaps to give to England a supply of

corn sufficient lor her population, and enabling her
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to export what she at present imports. Tlie tiilies

of arable land might be valued at so much wheat,

barley, oals, or beans, aci'ordin<^ as the land n)ight

be fir" for the production of such crops ; and the

grass-land, at eo much cheese, or beelj and mutton,

according as it might be fit for a dairy or for fat-

tening sheep or oxen ; and the sum to be paid to

the clergyman settled every year, according to the

average price of the several articles.

No circumstance retards (he improvement of

land more than the present mode of exacting

tithes. Nothing can be more galling to an indus-

trious man, than that, when he has laid out a large

sum on the improvement of his I'arm, and it is be-

ginning to yield him an increased return, the tithe-

man should come and take the tenth of the fruits

of his industry, capital and talent. " The tenth of

the natural produce," say many, '' belongs to the

church ;" but surely it never was intended, and
certainly it never was justice, tliat the church

should take the tenth of that which is produced

by artificial and expensive cultivation, without

also bearing a tenth part of the expense of such

cultivation. This seems clear and evident, to all

farmers at least. " If (such is their language) I

lay down my land to pasture, yon will not receive

one-tenth part of the tithes you now take: what
sort of right then have you to the tithes that are

produced by expensive cultivation 7"

If a field ofpasture, the produce ofwhich is worth

five shillings per annum, is broken up and improv-

ed by draining, &c., at an expense of 15/. or 201.

per acre, and in consequence, produces an annual

return of 51. per acre, can there be any reason or

justice in the church's having a right to demand
and receive twenty limes the sum she received

when the land was in poor sheep- pasture ? Surely

not : for it is the great expense of artificial cultiva-

tion, that the farmer has been at, which has pro-

duced this great return. The land is worth little,

if any more, to the landlord than before ; and if

the supposed new mode of cultivating it were to

be discontinued, it would return to its original value.

Rent and profits.—The rent of land and the

profits of the farmer arise fmm the excess of the

value of the produce over the expense of cultivat-

ing it,—the rent belonging to the landlord, and
the profits to the farmer, in return for his capital,

and for his skill in liirming. When all circum-

stances, connected with agriculture, are in a na-

tural state, the price of labor and the expense of

cultivating the soil will rise and fall, as the price

of the produce of the soil rises and falls. But the

impolitic interference of government with circum-
stances that bear upon the price of produce, has
had the effect of lowerinir the price of produce,

without, at ihe same time, lowering the price of

production. Hence a great portion of the poorer

soils has been thrown out of cultivation, because
the expense exceeded the price of all the produce.

Such has been the case with respect to all the

poor, thin, clay land of Beverston farm ; which is

now employed in breeding young cattle, there be-

ing little expense attending this mode of reaping
the natural yearly produce of it. The rents have
thus been greatly reduced, the profits have almost
entirely disappeared, and left the agriculturist to

live upon his capital. Unable to cultivate his land

in the way he was accustomed to do, he endea-
vors, by cross-cropping it, or cropping it out of the

regular course, to make up by increase of crop the

deficiency of the price,—a mode which has the
effect of ultimately diminishing the produce and
impairing the powers of the ground, which gets

worn out and overrun with weeds; so that the

expense of putting it " in place," or in good condi-
tion again, will be much greater than what would
have kept it in good condition.

Thus, the instability of ourcorn-laws, and ofthe
circulating medium of the country, has not only
destroyed much of the property of the agricultu-

rist, but has paralyzed the farmer's operations,

deteriorated the quality of the soil, and made ihe
agricultural improvements of this kingdom retro-

grade, to a degree unprecedented in the annals of
agriculture. It has undone all the improvements
that have been made since 1796.

The present distressed state of agriculture is felt

by every one connected with it either directly or

indirectly. The laborer is distressed, because
there is no demand for his labor;—the farmer,

because the price he gets for his produce does not
enable him to meet the demands upon him ;—the
landlord, because the rent which he now receives

will not enable him to support that rank in society

which he used to hold, while he views with did-

satisfiiciion the elevation which the money capita-

list has attained in consequence of impolitic inter-

ference with existing laws.

It is only by descending ft-om the character and
standing in society which they held previously to

1820, and by the strictest economy and most in-

dustrious habits, that the farmers can now get
both ends to meet; for, although their rents are

lowered, yet their expenses, together with the
growing evil of the poor-rates and other parochial

taxes, are as great in all parishes, and in those

adjoining the manufacturing districts they are

much greater.

j/ccounts.—The mode of keeping the accounts
on this farm is simple and correct. All payments
of rents, tithes, poor-rates, taxes, tradesmen's bills,

&c., are entered as they are made, and the expense
of labor as entered weekly. This forms the ac-

count of disbursements. In the weekly account
for labor, the number of hands employed—the

wages 1 hey receive, whether by the day or the

piece, with the kind of work they are employed in,

are all entered, so that the expense of the turnip

crop, the hay harvest, the corn harvest, paring
and burning, &c. for any year, may be known at

a glance.

A separate account is opened for the receipts.

In this account an entry is made of every thing as

it is sold, specifying the persons to whom and the

price at which it is sold,—also the quantity, whe-
ther of sheep, beasts, cheese, butter, corn, &c.
This forms the account of receipts; and the ba-

lancing of this with the former shows the profit or

loss of any year.

NOTES ON EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE, BY A
CHARLESTON!AN.

No. 3.

From the Soutliern Catiinet.

Wheat.—In my last I gave some notes on the
rotation of crops in Great Britain,—a judicious

mode of culture, which is now adopted to a con-
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siderable extent in Sweden, Denmark, and the

grain growini^ couiitriee in the north ol' Europe,

'i'hus, llie ^oil, alilioujrh il does not annually give

the same kind olproduct to the cultivator, is never

idle, bat producer in succession crops which are

ol'teu more valuable than wheat itselli

As however wheat is not only one of the staple

articles ol' Europe, but also for our own country, I

propose to devoiethis article to a description ol'lhe

method of culture.

1st. Preparation of the soil.—The wheat crop,

as I have stated in a Ibrnier chapter, usually suc-

ceeds the (allow crop, which consisted of potatoes,

beans, or turnips. This fallow crop is always
richly manured. Stable manure is in a majority

of instances used, and in most soils is preliirred.

!i is spread on the fields broad cast in the propor-

tion of twenty or twenty-five tons to the acre. In

about hall' the cases it is scattered over the fields

in the early part of the winter, and ploughed un-

der in December. Where time is wanting the

manure is not ap|)lied till early in the spring, which,

! am inlbrmed, answeis equally well. Lime is much
used on light sandy soils, in some pans ofthe coast

of Holland, where the soil is poor and sandy, the

application of li.-ue has civen a dark, rich color to

the earlh, which now reiains its moibtureand |)ro-

<luces abundant crops. O." the sand lands between
Berim and Dresden, resembluig our Carolina pine-

barrens, I noticed it used in some fields with very

beneficial efl^'ects. Similar results have been pro-

duced in New Jersey by the application of lime

on bare sandy soil. Hone dust is much used
in England on light soils. It is generally pro-

cured from the continent. A lew mills for the

purpose of grinding the bone for manure exist in

England and Scotland, although they did not fail

un;ier my notice. A modi^l of one exists in the

agrisaltural museum of Edinburgh, which was
politely exbihited to me by Prolt^ssor Lowe. The
I'.onstruciion is very simple : but as I believe it is

well understood in the United States, and as 1 am
not much of a ntiechanic, 1 need not venture on a
description. The bone dust is used in the propor-

tion of twenty-five bushels to the acre; a greater

quantity has not been attended with any increased

beneficial results, it is sown broadcast on the

land : sometimes mixed with turnip seed. Night
soils, (a very valuable manure.) are limited to the

neighborhoods of towns, and principally applied

to gardens. This article is prepared in the vicini-

ty of Paris by a method rendering it not in the

least ofi'ensive. It has the appea/Mnce of large,

dried bricks, which are broken up when wanted,
and applied to the land in the manner of bone
dust.

When the fallow crop has been removed, the

ground is ploughed and put in order for the recep-

tion of wheat : occasionally some manure is added,

but it is in general believed that the ground is suf-

ficiently enriched for the ensuing crop. The
ploughing is similar to that of our own country.

The wheat is sown from the middle to the end of

October, generally in drills, but sometimes broad

cast. The sowing or drilling ot the wheat does
not complete the labor till the time of harvest,

as is the case in America. The wheat is regu-

larly hoed between the drills two or three times,

and when the wheat is about a foot in height, it is

carefully weeded,—hence we seldom find in English
wheat either cockle, cheat, or the seeds of the va-

Voi,. vm-27

rioua weeds with which our fields are so often in-

iesied. The wheat is usually gathered with the

sickle. 1 saw no cradles, like those ofAmerica, in

use.

2d. Quantity of seed to the acre.—In this par-

ticular i Ibund a great difierence of opinion be-

tween the British and American iarmer. In this

country a bushel of wheat is usually considered suf-

ficient ibr an acre ; Ibrmerly many persons only

Used three pecks per acre. 1 am inclined to think,

that we have erred in using too little seed. I re-

member visiting the fields of a Iarmer in New-
York many years ago, and observed that whilst the

heads of wheat were very fine, the stalks appeared

to stand very thinly on the ground. He had sown
three pecks to the acre, and the produce was nine

bushels. I suggested to him the propriety of using

a double quantity of seed. Three years after-

wards he sowed the same field again, using a

bushel and a half of seed to the acre,—the sea-

son and tillage were similar to that oi' the former

sowing. He subsequently inlormed me that his

land this year produced filieen bushels to the acre,

and that he was now an advocate Ibr thick sowing.

1 extract from ray notes on English husbandr/

the Ibllowing quotation, which 1 either wrote down
from the dictation of some responsible agriculturist,

orcopicd from some agriculturaljournal ofEngland;

I am inclined to think the latter, i have reason to

believe it is the usual mode adopted in England
and Scotland.

" On rich lands in good condition, when the soil

is strong loam or clay, and well drained, two and a

hall to two and three-quarter bushels per imperial

acre may be sufficient, ofthe ordinary varieties. As
spring sown wheat does not tiiler vvell, one half to

three quarters of a bushel more may be necessary;

but strong clays are not well adapted to spring

sown wheat, although it is quite jjossible that a

suitable variety may be obtained fbr that purpose.

'•On medium soils one half-bushel more may
be requisite Ibr leuch season of solving, regulating

the quantity to the quality and condition of the soil,

and the preceding crops. When potatoes have
been raised in the fallow division, at least two or

three pecks more may be necessary than after a
clean fallow.

"On high and light lands, wheat, after fallow,

should be drilled in from two to three inches deep,

to prevent throwing out in spring. With this pre-

caution, if the land is in good condition, littlj more
seed will be wanted than on medium ; but on such
lands wheat holds best afier grass, and in that

case requires two or three pecks more seed than
under any other circumstance."

Asl have never seen the stalks ofwheat so tliick-

ly crowded together in my own country as in Great
Britain, and as their average crop is decidedly

greater than ours, I have accounted for the ditier-

ence, at least in some measure, to the greater

quantity of seed used by the European agri-

culturists, after making due allowances for the

difference of climate and modes of cuiture. I re-

marked, that in England, in consequence of this

thick sowing, there was but one stalk to each
grain, whilst in America where the seeds were
i'ariher separated, there are usually side stalks,

lew of which produce equally well with the one
proceeding Irora the grain. The additional quan-
dty of seed sown is doubly compensated Ibr, by
the greater product to the acre. These, however,
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should be matters of experiment with us, in a cli-

mate wliere our summers are much warmer, as I

am fully aware that lands may be too thickly as

well as two thinly sown.
3d. Varieties of wheat in Europe.— Botanists

have been much perplexed in endeavoring to de-

cide un ilie irue origin of our varieties of wheat.

Jt is now ditfioull lo ascertain what is the true tri-

iicum saf/uu/n or conunoii wheat. In general the

bearded and beardless wheats are divided into two
cipecies. The Ibriner are termed triiicwn fiyber-

num, or winier wheat, and the latter iriticam as-

ttvum, oreuninier wheat. 1 am, however, inclined

to think that all the varieties may be included

under one species, as there are nodisiinctive marks
by which they can be separated. Under triticum

hybernum, lor instance, are included several of the

earlier and the best varieties of spring wheat, and
under triticum (sstivumare included several beard-

ed wheats equally hardy, and requiring as long
lime to arrive at nialuriiy as our common winter

Borts. Indeed, the recent French botanists have
now nfcTid all the varieties to triticum sativum.

But this is not the place lo settle nice botanical

dr^iinciions.

Spring wheat is seldom cultivated in England
as a g<-neral crop. In every instance where I

saw it growing, it appeared to me rather inlerior.

In my last number I alluded to some of the va-

rieties of wheat at present cultivated in England.
The golden drop, blood red, Uxbridge, Hunter's,

Mengosweli's, Whitiington & Hickling's. The
three latter, like our okra cotton and rohan potato,

have been so recently introduced that they have not

yet Ibund their way into general cultivation. I'he

specimin^, however, which I saw were very supe-

rior, sutliciently so to encouraoe the American larm-

er lo impori the seed, which may be ordered

hom Lavvson and Sons, Edinburgh, or Lud-
dige, in London, or through any merchant at Li-

verpool. An order sent in July will be in sutficient

lime to enable ttie farmer lo plant the seed in

autumn.
The wheat called Leghorn or Tuscany wheat,

was introduced into England i'or the purpose oi

procuring straw Ibr the manuiacture ot bonnets,

&c.; but it was found not to succeed as well as

the common rye, which is now exclusively culti-

vated ill the Orkney isiands, and the north of
Scotland, (or that purpose.

In tiie northern parts ot' France, I saw cultivat-

ed pretty extensively, a very hardy variety of wheat
called JPoulard bleu, and ble, bleu conique. It is

partial to rich day soils ; its grains are dark and
very hard. An Egyptian v/heat called Ble da Smyr-
iia was also highly spoken of. There is a variety

of wheat brought originally from Morocco that la

successfully cultivated in Italy, but does not suc-

ceed well in the northern parts of Europe, that

might be experimented on in our southern slates.

Its spikes are long, loose, nodding lo a side., and
awned

j
grains about half an inch in length—red-

dish, transparent, and very hard. It usually goes

under the name of Polish wheat, although it is not

much cultivated in Poland,— is said to have come
originally from Biorocco, and is often called Mo-
gadore wheat.

I find in my journal, descriptions of nearly one
hundred varieties of wheat cultivated in Europe,
bui doubt whether the transferring them lo your

pagas would be of any material benefit to the

American farmer, who, I /ear, would scarcely im-
port them even as an experiment. i?hould the
seeds which I brought with me, and distribut-

ed through several parts of our souihern country,
be successjlilly cultivated, I will endeavor to notice

them on some future occasion.

It would be of great advantage were our agri-

cultural societies to imitate the examples of those
of Europe, in attaching a museum lo their institu-

tions, where not only the diHi;rent grains cultivated

might be exhibited, but also the stalks and plants

preserved in a dried staie,—the mode of culture
and product carefully noted, for the benefit of agri-

culturists. I observed at Washington, during-

the last summer, a successliil aitempi of this kind
by the intelligent superiniendeni of the patent

office.

The English farmer has more to apprehend
Imm the constant drizzling rains during harvest

time, than from insecis, which are the bane of the
American farmer. The so called Hessi.ui Hy, has
never been introduced, and the poor Hessian has
sins enough to answer Ibr on another score, with-

out meriting the charge of conveying this pest to

America m liis straw. The insect is not known'
in Hessia, and although two specimens were showDj
lo nie as liaving been procuied in Sweden, they
proved lo be of a difierent and harmless species.

I fear we will have lo claim it, along with the op-

possum and rattle-snake, as exclusively American.
The wheat of our country also sufi'ers materially

Irom other insects, which prey upon it, in its

ripened state; hence in many pitrts it is necessary

that the crop be not only thrashed out, but imme-
diately carried to the flower mill. In England,
on the contrary, 1 perceived stacks of wheat thai

had remained uiithrashed Ibr three and lour years,

and in many instances five or six, without any
other molestation than that of the Norway ral

—

that cosmopolite, gregarious, omnivorous pest of
all countries.

Theie ure two of the sciences, however widely

removed from each other, and however seldom
ilioughtol by the American farmer, that have long

appeared to me as inviting greater attention in an
agricultural point of view ilian has hitherto been

devoted to them, I uiean chemistry and entomology.

The former enabling us to analyze our soils, and
directing us as lo the best modes lor their improve-

ment, and the latter in pointing out to us the habits

and characters of those insects that prey upon our

fruits and grains, without which we cannot find u
remedy against their depredations.

From the London Gardener's Gazette, Feb. 22, 1840.

A PLAN OF GREEN CROPPING.

Successfully jursued for a number of years by Robert Walls,
overseer at Koselle, Ayrsliire, N. B.

Early in spring we plough and harrow and

weed our land for green crop till we have all the

weeds off, then roll it to keep in the moisture ; for

n dry springs it is very difficult to do so. "We let

the land be in that state till we are ready to sow
our Swedish turnip, which is generally about the

10th of May. We study to have them all sown
by the latter end of May, if possible. Immediately

before we begin to sow we give it what we call the

last furrow, from seven to ten inches deep, as we
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find the soil answerp; hut in doinjr this, we al-

ways harrow hikI roll every nijihlin dry wea'her

hetore we leave ii, merely to keep the moisture

in the trrouml ; then in the mornirio; we have our

land re;idy liir ilrilliniT. We make our drilU (rom

kIx to eiiihi inches deep, nnd liom twenly-six to

twenty-seven inches apart. Then we put in our

bones or dung, or whatever manure we intend to

give; ifhonep, we cover it as light as possible,

not above three inches deep ; if dung, we gene-

rally cover it deeper, so that we may Have about

three inches of earth above the dunir after the

peed is sown. Wc always sow as soon as possible

after the land is drilled up. IT we are drillmg and

manuring lor a whole day, we always sow in

mid-day and at night, so as to preserve the mois-

ture in the ground lor our seeds. In sowing the

Swedish turnips we always give nearly 5 lbs. per

acre, and put the seeds as deep m the ground as

the manure will admit o\', not lo bring it above
ground by the coulters of the machine. We al-

ways study to have the seed from two to three

inches below ground, and amongst the manure if

possible. This being done, and by the time the

seeds get above ground, ihey have a strong hold

oftiie manure; and by (he time the fly gels hold

of them they are nursed at the root by the manure,
that the. fiy and drought has no chance of huriinL'

them. I have always found this plan successful

in the very worst of idl, alter beintr drained. By
care being taken 10 harrow and roil as soon as the

land is piouL'hed, lo procure a fine mould, and
there is no doubt of procurinixa crop every year
with the first sowing. There has been great dif-

ficulty in ihis case in ihis country lor a number of
years past, the turnips being sown as often as I

three and lour limes in one season, and as olien
j

carried of}' by the fly. I believe, in most cases, the

evil is occasioned by sowing the seeds loo near the

surface, and not down to the manure ; and by
sowing so shallow the seeds u'ill braird, perhaps
in two or three days ; and if it is a dry scorching

sun, they are sure to go off by the fly—ihey have
no hold oftiie manure lo carry them on. But in

a damp time there is less to fear of their being
carried off. By the seeds being sown as belbre

mentioned, they will be from sixlo ten days before

they braird, and they will be observed coming up
quite stionsr, making a crack in the top of the drill

and having a sirong hold of the manure, they

come on so rapidly that the fiy is not fit to hurl

thetn. But by sowintr them shallow, though
successful, and not carried off by the fly and
drouijht, the plants are liir longer sickly and do not

come away so fisi, nor to the same maturity, as if

sown as before mentioned. When we sow any
other kinds of turnips,—say hybrid, or red-top

Aberdeen,— we do not give more seed than 4

lbs. to the acre, as the seed is smaller, and sows
farther; but we sow them on t>ie same, plan as

before mentioned. We generally sow Dale's

hybrid, and ihe Aberdeen red-top yellow. We
find them the best sorts. We have made it our

practice, for a number of years past, lo try all sorts

that we heard of, and we consider these iwo sorts

the best. In sowing our turnips, we generally sow
Swedish in the first part of the soil. If there is

a more stifRsh part in the field than another, we
fiow red-top Aberdeen, or Dale's hybrid, as we
find either of these sorts answer a etiffish soil bet-

ter than the Swedish turnip.

In preparing our dung for turnips, we generally

collect it inio large heaps in the fields during the

winter ; and we generally give it two turnings be-

lbre we put it into ihe drills. We siudy to have it

well rotted before it is used, and «:ive it the first

turning about the middle of April or the end of

March, and the last about eighteen days belbre

put on. We study to have it with as much mois-

ture as possible. We make it our study lo collect,

all Ihe urine that coines from the stall-fed cattle,

and drive it lo the dunghills in the field; and

when we are putting the dung out, ifwe find it haa

not enough of moisture, we drive water from the

nearest part to the dunghill. We consider the

dung being put into the drills with plenty of mois-

ture, is a great benefit to the crop in dry spring,

both for turnips and potatoes.

['S'tV,—Above I send you a copy of an essay,

which, I think, should be inleresiing to your agri-

cultural readers. A premium of £1 was awarded
to it by the Ayrshire General Agricultural Associ-

ation : it is from a very intellisJTpnl practical man.
Archibald Hamilton, esq., of Caroline, his master

has spared no necessary expense on the lands at

Roselle ; they are completely drained, subsoil

plouirhed, and levelled, and so clear of weedd that

the whole estate has more the appearance ofgar-

den than farm ground; and as it lias been frequent-

ly asserted that such high keeping does not yield a

remuneration corresponding to the outlay, 1 took

the liberty of inquiring as lo this point, of the wri-

ter of this essay last summer, when he inlbrme<I

me his opinion was, that when judiciously manage«J,

the outlay in such cases yielded a fiir greater re-

turn than could be obtained from more siinied man-
agement ; and he stated, as corroborative of thi.<?

opinion, that the preceding season, viz : 1838, their

crop of turnips was 35 tons per acre, which sold

at 24s. per ton, and other crops in proportion.

R.I.

Kilmarnock, Feb. 18, 1840.]

TO DESTROY TICKS IN SHKEP.

From tlie English Farmers' Magazine.

Sir,—In reply to a lelter in the JVIark Lane
Express of the 20ih of January, inquiring for the
best application lor destroying the tick in sheep, I

have to recommend animal oil, usually produced
from tlie distillation of bones, and which can b«
purchased lor a mere trifle in most large towns.
A very small quaniity applied to each s^heep will

be found compleiely efficacious, as in addition lo the
repugnance which insects have lor oil, this oil pos-
sesses a most disagreeable and pov\erlul odor.

If a small quantity of ihis oil were mixed wilh
a large quantity of manure, and spread over
ground sown lor turnips, it would cffeciually keep
oH the fly, that determined enemy to the young
turnip plant.

I wish lo plant some waste land, in an exposed
situation near the sea, with young trees ; can any
of your correspondents inlbrm me uhat is the most
profitable plant, and how many years ihey will

take in coming lo perleclion. It is riirht to add
ihal the ground is very steep, and ihe climate raild,

but damp, lam informed that pear trees, mul-
berry trees, and larch are the most suitable.

1 remain, sir, vour n>t<»dient servant, W. S,

Jersey. Jan.. 24, 1840.
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STOVES FOR NEGROES DWELLINGS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Amelia. March 3, 1840.

One of (he greatest obstacles to the improve-

ment of onr farms in tliis part of Virj^iiiia is the

time and labor nece?snry to collect fuel lor our-

selves and slaves. This, on almost every large

farm, occupies, durinij ihc winter months, nearly

all the Ibrce and all ihe teams of the estate. Thus
we have, comparatively, no time for the accumu-
lation of the means of manure, or the distribution

of it when made. I will suggest a plan that will

secure to our slaves as much comfort as at present,

and at the same time save their masters the end-

less vexation of always cutting and hauling wood.
It is simply to substitute stoves in place of the

eight-feet fire-places, which consume a log at a

fiiincr. From accurate e.xperiments during the

last five years, I have found that a stove would
consume, in a given time, biit one-tenth the wood
ofa common fire-place, whilst the general warmth
and comfort of the room was four times as great.

Thus the total gain was as one-tenth to four. But
to my plan.

Let a 40 by 20 feet house he put up ; the base-

ment frame or brick, (I would prefer the latter,)

10 feet pitch. Divide this by cross partitions, so

fig to leave the centre or stove room 16 by 20.

The end rooms will of course be 12 by 20. Divide
these again, so as to make of each two dormito-
ries 12 by 10. Thus the ground floor will consist

of four lodging rooms, two on each side of the

stove room, in the centre of this middle apart-

ment or stove room, have a cheap cast iron stove,

with a pipe sufficiently long to extend throusrh the
roof of the house in a vertical position. Such a
stove and pipe can be bought and fixed for ^12, or

at the utmost ^15. The garret might also be di-

vided, if desired, into four or five sleeping rooms.
I would have all the rooms properly ventilated, by
windows at proper distances. I annex a diagram
to illustrate my views.

N w IV C
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A B, Southern front, 40 feet.

B C, Eastern breadth, 20 leet.

DDDD, Dormitories, 12 by 10.
S, Stove room, 16 by 20.
d, d, &c. Doors, w, vv, &c. Windows.
Such a budding would cost but a trifle in com-

parison with the saving it would effect. The
stove room would accommodate comfortably 32
persons, and the lour lodging rooms on the first

iloor, and the four garret rooms would easily lodge
this number. To accommodate this number of
«lQ\Tes, upon the present plan, with fire, would re-

quire eight fire places; but I have shown that

each fire place will consume at ihe mininium 10
times as much fuel as a stove. Hence the total

gain in fuel will he as 80 to 1. Or 1 load of v/ond

will upon this plan keep .92 slaves ns romforialile,

and for as Ions a time, ns SO loads upon our [iret^ent

system. I need not point out to him who groan^^

under the unceasinij toil of prnviiiing fuel lor his

slaves, ihe great benefit of diniinishinix his labor

eighty fold ; nor need I advert to (he humanity of
an arrangemsnt, which would secure to every
slave, however old and decrepit, comlbit and
warmth at all times. I proceed to notice some (4'

the objections which I Ibresee may be made to

this plan.

1st. Some will say that the negroes will he un-
healthy. This I deny , and I think my experience
bears me out. During the last five years 1 have
principally used stoves lor warming my f-chool

room, (di:rin«i a large portion of the time stoves

only,) and I have never perceived any injury

from tliis cause to my own health, or to that of

my pupils. 1 have generally had about thirty

bpys under my care; and the average amount of

doctors' bills, for the whole school during the five

years, has not exceeded $\5 per annum, and no
portion due to the stoves. Again, it is iiotorioui=;

that north of the Potomac, in the middle and east-

ern states, nine-tenths of the middle classes use

stoves, without injury to health. For my own
part, I sincerely believe that stoves are more
healihv than fires, because of the unilormity of
temperature that may be induced and continued.

2dlv. Some may say ihat there will be cruelly

in debarring slaves the light of a cheerful fire. If

so, and no light-wciod knots are convenient, pro-

vide a lamp. The cost of this will not exceed ten

dollars per annum, and may easily be defrayed

from the gain in fuel and labor.

3dly. Others will object to congregating so many
negroes together under the same roolj and to the

danger of" infection in case of" disease. 1 answer,
that I consider it better and more humane that they
should be togeth.er. In this way, by a[)pointing

a head man, a master may at night keep hi.s

slaves under the best control ; and, by making him
accountable, keep his negroes at home, unless ab-

sent by leave. It is a sickly philanthropy which
induces us to give our negroes a carte blanche p,s

to their doings and goings at night. How much
better and more humane would it be to keep them,
after a day of toil, resting at home, than, as at

present, to permit tliem to prowl over half the

neighborhood in search of pelf or whisky 7 Hun-
dreds olslaves are ruined by these nocturnal visiis,

whilst the masters' horses are rode, the masters'

corn or pigs stolen, to gratify their passion for

liquor, and swell the gains of some neighboring
dram-seller. My plan would prevent ail this.

Make your head-man accountable to you, that the
negroes be all in place at a certain hour, and also,

11 necessary, make him lock the door, and keep it

locked, alter that hour. The liability to disease

and infection would be little or none, if due atten-

tion were paid to keep the rooms and premises
clean. We all have old women, good lor nothing
else, whose business it might be to attend to this.

Moreover, a convenient house might be appropri-
ated as a hospital, into which each negro, as soon
as taken eick, might be removed. This, the uni-

versal practice on the large West Indian estates.
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when slavery existed there, would he a good plan

even at present.

4ih. As to the expense of such a building, I

calculate that it would nut at the utmost exceed

$500. At double this, it would, by savuig, pay for

itsell' in less ihan four years. We all leel that the

two greatest obstacles to improving our lands in

this section of Virginia are, the lence laws and

I'uel getiiniT. As to the first I despair, now thai

our constitution has been amended, ever to see it

removed ; but surely we may, by judicious econo-

my, rid ourselves in a great measure ol' the latter.

The plan I propose, i(" pursued, would enable us

to employ our teams and hands during the winter

in making and hauling manures, preparing for a

crop, &c. Our oxen would be relieved from the

four months' purgatory they now annually under-

go, and in the spring of the year, instead of being,

as now, almost unable to shake their tails, would

he sleek and fat, and ready lor any work on '.he

farm. The farm itself would no longer be cut up
with ruts and roads in all directions, nor have its

woods pillaged of all valuable timber.

Admitting, however, that the expense of appro-

priate buildings is too great for many to encounter,

the same advantages, though in a less degree, ap-

ply to the use of stoves in our common cabins.

The saving, even in this case, both of fuel and Ifi-

bor, would be immense. There would be no need,

where old field pine could be had, of ever cutting

a slick of Ibrest tmiher lor fuel. I have Ibund that

dried pine is in all respects the best fuel forstoves.

One week's work, the winter preceding, would se-

cure an ample supply, even for a winter ofas intense

cold as the last. The saving of labor by this plan

all must see and admit: the saving of fuel will

appear to some, who have none to spare, equally

beneficial. It is evident to all, that vvithout reform

in many particulars, our dear mother state must
go on declining. We complain of the tariff, the

banks, or the administration, as the principal

causes of our present embarrassment and difficul-

ties. It is neither the one nor the other; but our

own habits of prodigality and expense. If we
would curtail these, economize our time, talents,

and labor, mind our farms more, and politics less,

we should soon cease to feel the pressure of pover-

ty and the perplexity of debt.

Wm. H. Harrisoiv.

REVIEW.

MAisoN RUSTiQUE, DV xix^ siECLE. Paris,

1836.

Art.—Education de Vers-a-Soie.

The "Maison Rustique," a French work in four

large volumes, contains the latest European trea-

tise on silk culture that we have seen. The writers

of the different parts ot' the treatise on the rearing

of silk-worms, to which our remarks will be con-

fined, are Loiseleur-Deslongchamps, Eonafous,

Chapelain, and Deby, whose names are subscribed

to their respective portions. We were curious to

search in this treatise for the latest opinions and

practices on this subject. We shall present merely

such views as differ from earlier or established

authorities, or s'lch passages as may exhibit any

thing of novelty, passing over the greater portion

of the treatise where there is general agreement

between the writers and their most respected pre-

decessors.

The dimensions and plan of a magnaniere, or

cocoonery as termed in this country, is given in

detail, and with a figure of the horizontal plan,

which prevents tl|| possibility of mistake of the

author's meaning. The plan shows an apartment

of 30 feet long, 16 wide, and 12 feet high, inside

measure.* There are 4 rows of shelves, (running

across the smaller diameter,) of 5 feet width, and

12 feet length. The shelves are in tiers of 2 feet

apart, and of course 5 tiers of shelves, or 6 count-

ing as the lowest shelf the floor beneath. These

shelves, including the same space of floor beneath

them, amount to 1440 square feet; and this space

the author (Deslongchamps) says is enough to

accommodate, in the last age, the worms from 6

oz. of eggs, which is 240 square feet for each ounce.

He says elsewhere that

—

'•'In almost all the countries where silk-culture

is usual, the ounce of eggs does not make but four-

fifths of that of Paris, or poids de marc; the Ita-

lian ounce is still less, containing but 39,168 eggs,
according to Dandolo ; that of the south of France
is about 40,000, and that of Paris is very near
o0,000."t

* These measures of length, E.i)d all used incur trans-

lated extracts, are French. Tfie French foot is equal to

1.07 very nearly, of the American foot. Twelve

j
inches make the French foot, and 12 lines the inch.-ED.

t This statement of weights is incorrect. Supposing

that Dandolo's quantity of silk-worms' eggs (quoted

above by the French author) is correct, that is, 39,168

io the Milanese ounce, the following will be the num-
bers of eggs to the French ounce, and also to the Eng-
lish or American.

."59,168 eggs to the Milanese oUnce (=420,298 English

grains.)

44,033 " " Pari? oz., 16 to pound j5oids(fe marc,

(:=472.5 Eng. grains.)

40,771 " " English or American oz., avoirdu-

pois, (=437.5 grains.)

The value of the Milanese ounce is calculated by

the table in the original work of Dandolo (4th Ed.)
;

those of the Paris and English weights are taken from

the table in Ure's 'Dictionary of Chemistry.'

The weights of various small parcels of eggs given

from our own counting, at page 95 of Farmers' Re-

gister, exceeded the above considerably, there being, of

most of the kinds, between 37 and 38,000 to the avoir-

dupois ounce, whereas, according to Dandolo, there

should be 40,771. The difference probably was caused

by his samples being of well washed and perfect!}-

clean eggs, while ours were merely scraped from the

cloth, and retained nearly all the dried glutinous matter.
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It is this latter weight (poids de marc) that is

used throughout. Then, if all the worms were

raised, (which he supposes to be in an ounce, and

as we thinl< incorrectly,) there would be 208 worms

to the square foot, (and one-sixth of the worms

being on the floor); or if half that quantity only

be reared, there would still be 104 worms to the

square foot ; a number nearly double of what is

deemed safe by culturists in this country.

Next, it is to be observed that the passages be-

tween the rows of shelves are Miy 2 feet wide, or

less than half the proportional vridth usually deem-

ed requisite, the shelves being as wide as five feet.

It is true that the tiers of shelves are farther apart

than usual in the United States, (being 2 feet one

above the other,) but considering that the floor

serves for the lowest tier, this distance of the

shelves lessens the evil of crowding but little.

We are far from advising such contraction of

space as recommended in this treatise. But pro-

ceeding as the recommendation does from a writer

distinguished for his intelligence and his long con-

tinued devotion to this subject, and having much

practical experience, it may be fairly inferred that

if narrow passages between the wider shelves

were so very dangerous as supposed in this coun-

try, Deslongchamps would at least have been

able to suspect the existence of the evil. It should

however be remarked that the small size of his

building, compared to those planned in this coun-

try, and the consequent near supply and Iree en-

trance of the outer air, through the windows, must

be better for ventilation, than pa:=3agee of triple

the width of his in an apartment of 100 leet by

30, or more. We (ear much for the results of

rearing worms in the large sized buildings which

are preferred by the most zealous beginners in this

country.

M. Deslongchamps was the first person in Eu-

rope (though not in America) who recommended

several successive crops of silk-worms in the same

season, by retarding the hatching of the eggs for

the latter crops. His first views on this practice

were translated tor and published in the Farmers'

Register, at p. 381, vol. iv. This subject he has

doubtless investigated and urged with all the ardor

ol one claiming a new and important discovery,

and aiming to maintain its value by conclusive

experiments, in opposition to the opinions of all

the scientific as well as the merely practical cultu-

rists. It is therefore the more interesting to hear

the latest opinions of this writer. The system of

successive and retarded broods is universally ac-

knowledged as safe in this country; and it is as

much and as successfully advanced in practice as

which serves to make them adhere so closely to the

cloth whereon they are laid.—Er. F. R.

any other part of this infant industry. But the

proper and safe manner of preserving the retarded

eggs, in ice-houses, is not settled, and there are

few who would trust to the entire exclusion of

outer air from the eggs, as proposed by thia

writer. Yet, if he is correct in this opinion, it is

of great importance that it should be known and

acted on. For by closely stopping up the eggs in

glass or other air-light vessels, they would be se-

cured from dampness, and might be kept buried in

ice, for any length of time, with little trouble, and

sale from all sources of injury or loss. Our au-

thor says

—

" We may preserve the eggs, and put back the
time of their hatching, by placing them in cellars

or quarries, of which the temperature is low, and
varies but little. From numerous experiments in

trials of multiplied rearings, to which we havp
been devoted, we have demonstrated that, in ice-

houses, the eggs may be preserved at least all the
summer, and during a lime the limit of which we
have not yet been able to determine. In every
case, in order to guard the eggs from the influence

of moisture, it is essential that the cloihs to which
they adhere should be placed in glass or earthen
jars, of which the mouihs should be sealed so as

(o be perl(3cily air-tight."

Of the choice of eggs, in general, and the causes

of injury from their bad quality, the author thus

speaks

:

"To have productive rearings of silk-worms,

the first thing necessary is to procure good eggs.

Those produced by each culturist should be consi-

dered by him as the best, because that he is sure

of their quality and coniliiion, and that sometimes
he would be deceived in that respect in buying
from other persons. However, wiien unprovided,

it is proper, in procuring eggs, to obtain (hem from
(he region most advantageously known in regard

to the silks they furnish to commerce."

The last words are but another mode of expres-

sion for the region where silk-worms thrive best,

and are most healthy and productive. This re-

commendation is very important to this country

especially, where so many new beginners will be

obliged to provide their first stock by purchase,

and from unknown or doubtliil sources.

There is a ridiculous opinion generally existing

and operating in Europe, which this author as well

as his enlightened predecessors have condemned

—that is, that in every location it is necessary to

change the eggs of silk-worms, from time to time,

for others raised elsewhore. On this head, Deslong-

champs says

—

" This prejudice could only have originated in

districts where suitable care is not given to the

worms ; for it is under such circumstances only

that the eggs can degenerate. They may also be

improved [from a degenerate condition] up to a

certain point, by good care. Thus, in 1824, some
silk-worms fed on leaves of the red mulberry [nw-

nis rubra, the indigenous mulberry of America,]
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made cocoons of which Ihe hundred weighed but

1 oz. 6 gros* The eggs of these cocoons having

been preserved and hatched, we succeeded so (iar

in regenerating and improving the stocl< ihat in

1S27 the worms descended from them made co-

coons of which the 100 weighed 6 oz. 1 gros 24

grains; and in 1829, 100 cocoons, still of the same
race, weighed 6 oz. 4 gros.'''^

This last paragraph presents several curious

facts, which may be very usefully applied by the

practical culturist. But we have no liiiih in the

utter condemnation of the moras rubra (our indi-

genous red mulberry,) which is implied in the au-

thor's words, and in which he but accords with

many other auihorities. We admit fully that this

tree is much inferior to the white mulberry, and

still more so to the morus multicaulis, for furnish-

ing food to siilc-worms. But the inferiority is not

eo great as to prevent the worms feeding on it

heartily, and their forming good cocoons and good

silk. This we have long ago and repeatedly as-

serted, and now repeat our advice to ail who may
possess this tree only, to plant a better kind, but

not to wait for its growth and product before com-

raencing their (eedmg operations. In addition to

other facts and proofs formerly advanced by us in

this journal, we will adduce another of later oc-

currence. In the family of Col. C. Hamblin of

Halifax county, N. C. silk-worms had been rear-

ed successfully in 1837 and 1838 exclusively on

leaves of the common red mulberry, and without

a doubt being raised as to the food being altoge-

ther suitable. The daughter of that gentleman,

now Mrs. Mettaur, continued in Petersburg, last

year, this employment, which she had gained

some experience of at her former residence. She

raised last year a brood of about 30,000 silk-

worms, under all the disadvantages of a town lo-

cation, confined space, and great difficulty in ob-

taining food for the worms; and yet with as much
success, at least, in regard to the health of the

worms, and the quality of their products, as in any

case that we have known. The leaves used were

almost entirely of the red mulberry. The worms
were perfectly healthy, the cocoons of good qua-

lity, and we have seen the silk reeled from them,

(by a negro girl who had learned at home, and

who used a reel made by a plantation negro car-

* Tho gros is the eighth part of the French ounce.

Of the French pound (poids de marc) 92,64 are equal

to 100 lbs. avoirdupois, American weight.

The French pound in American grains = 7561

American pound ----=: 7000

The French ounce - - - = 472.5

American ounce - - - . ^ 437.5

The French pound and its parts are used throughout

the extracts from the French work.

—

Ed.

t The Paris pound of the lightest of these crops

contained 914 cocoons, and of the heaviest, 247.

—

Ed.

penter,) and it is of excellent quality, both as to

material and manufacture. Mrs. Mettaur even
prefers the leaves of this despised tree to any other,

because they keep fresh longer than others after

being gathered ; and no doubt also being preju-

diced in favor of what she has had experience

ofonly, and which had served so well. And though

we are sure that this preference is misplaced,

the very fact of its being entertained, after the

experience of three seasons, is a strong proof

that the value of the native tree is much greater

than is generally supposed.

"The eggs naturally and spontaneously begin
to hatch when the temperature has been main-
tained for about 15 days, at from 55 to 59 degrees
[Fahr.] But then the worms come forth at dif-

ferent times during many successive weeks, and
there would be no means of making the rearing
regular or profitable. To obviate this inconve-
nience, the eggs should be kept at the lowest pos-
sible temperature until the time when the buds of
the mulberry trees begin to open ; then the eggs
should be gradually brought to a higher tempera-
ture for hatching," &c.

We pass by the directions for the artificial heat

necessary to be used in Europe for the hatching,

as that is altogether unnecessary in our belter

climate.

In the genera! directions for feeding and man-
agement at the commencement of each age, the

weights and sizes of the worms are stated, as fol-

lows:

" The silk-worm, at the moment of its coming
forth from the egg, is 1,^ lines in length, and
weishs y|^ of a grain, poids de marc.''^

"Immediately after the first moulting begins
the second age ; the worms are 3^ to 4 lines in

length, and weigh |^ to ^ of a grain."
" Measured and weighed immediately after

changing their skins, the worms in commencing
their third age are 7 lines in length, and weigh
each, one grain."

" At the beginning of the fourth age, they are
one inch in length, and they weigh 4 grains."

' In beginning the fifth age they are from 20
to 22 lines in length, and weigh from 14 to 17 and
even 20 grains."

And when at the greatest size, and about to

commence spinning, " their length is generally 36

lines, [3 French inches,] and with some it is even

40 lines; their weight generally is from 72 to 80

grains and sometimes 100 grains or more."

The reader in applying these and other French
weights and measures, should not forget that the

value of each denomination of pound and ounce,

or of foot, inch and line, a little exceeds that of

the same denominations of this country.

These weights and measures may be useful for

comparison, to the young culturist. From the

figure given of the perfect cocoon, it appears that

the worm spoken of is the kind that produces the
'•' pea-nut cocoon."' This is also important to be
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known, as there are very different sizes of worms

of the different varieties, as well as of the healthy

and unhealthy stocks of each variety or kind.

" If all the epochs of the rearing have been

passed through successfully, an ounce of eggs

may produce 100 or even reach 120 or 130 pounds

of cocoons. But such products as the last are

very rare ; and the culturist may consider himself

fortunate whose crop rises to the first named

amount ; for it often enough happens that there is

not obtained more than 80, or even 70 pounds.

As to the cocoons themselves, they are very fine

when 250 to 260 weigh a pound, poids de rnarc*

It results from observations made during many
years in the region long devoted to silk-culture,

that there are good crops of cocoons made when
the winds have prevailed from the north during

ihe lives of the worms, and that they have becii

but middling, or bad, when, during the same time,

the winds have blown olten from south, or south-

west."

The silk region referred to in this passage, of

course, is the south of France; and there, from

the north, blows the land or dry wind, and from

the south, the moist wind from the Mediterranean,

and from the north-west, that from the Atlantic

ocean. We are well assured that there is not a

greater difference between prevalence of the best

and the worst of these different winds in France,

than there is in favor of the average dryness of the

air in the United States, and that of the best silk-

region of France. A most striking proof of this

assertion is presented in the following tabular

statement of the proportion ol" losses of worms

sustained in 39 rearings, compared with the very

inconsiderable losses of worms sustained in most

rearings in this country.

"The space required by the worms [from an

ounce of eggs,] and the quantity of leaves they

will eat, depend mainly upon the number of

worms, [kept alive to maturity,] and that number
itself is according to the health of the worms,

which depends not solely upon the care taken ol'

them by the culturist, (which, it is true, he can

regulate well or ill,) but still more upon the state

of the external atmosphere, which it is always

difficult, not to say impossible, to modify the influ-

ence of upon the interior of the feeding apartment.

it may thence be inferred that it is difficult to fore-

see the quantity of worms that one will lose in

the course of a rearing ; for, however fortunate

it may be, there will always worms die, from one

cause or another. Dandolo appears to liave

achieved a degree of success unknown before his

labors ; but we should probably err if supposing

that it was easy to equal his results. The proof

of this is, that in making rearings of not large

quantity, and in which, consequently, (all other

chances being equal,) it is most easy to obtain

success, notwithstanding, it may be seen how va-

riable have been the results of 39 rearings."

"in 7 cf these broods we have had a loss of
one-half the worms.

* 255 to the French pound would be the same as

249 to the American pound.—Er>.

" In 3, of two-filths.
" 13. of one-third.
"

8, of one-fourlh.
"

4, of one-filth.
"

1, of one-sixth.
"

1, of one-seventh.
"

1, of one-eighth.
"

1, of one-ninth."

If these 39 broods were all of equal size, and

each represented (for illustration) by the number

100, the entire loss above staled would be as 1236

of the original quantity 3900, or a loss of nearly

one-third, on a general average. We are sure

that an average loss of even half this amount in

Virginia, would be considered so disastrous as to

frighten the most zealous young culturist from the

business. Yet, these trials being of small broods,

and carefully attended to, (as may be inferred

from their being so carefully observed,) doubtless

the rate of loss must have been less than in Ihe

general business operations of silk-culture through-

out France. Thus, the author proceeds, immedi-

ately after the above passage :

"According to this statement, when one pro-

ceeds with 10 ounces of eggs, for example, the

quantity of worms to be lodged and fed during the

filth age may vary from ten to fifty and even a
hundred thousand, if the total loss is of one-fifih,

or one-fourth, or one-third, or even of half, the

which, in great rearings is what happens the most
Jrequenily.^^

We will close this notice with two observations

on the last statements of the author, lor the pur-

pose of applying his facts to the operations of silk"

cullure in this country.

First. We do not consider that, as yet, even a

single full and complete, and accurately observed

and reported experiment of rearing silk-worms

has been made in the United States, even on a

small scale ; nor have there been any operations

sufficiently regular, extensive, and long establish-

ed, to show the net profit to be counted on from the

business. Both these things we hope and expect

will be done during this now coming season, and,

thereby, this new culture be firmly established.

But without claiming that anything has yet been

done, except to obtain and diffuse light and in-

struction on the subject, there can be no question

of this important fact having been ascertained,

that silk-worms are incomparably healthier here

than in France ; and that a loss of worms there

which would be considered not incompatible with

an unusual degree of success, would here be an un-

usual loss, and indeed scarcely possible, with proper

and profitable care used throughout. This immense

advantage, caused by our drier climate, is more

than enough to outweigh all our disadvantages on

the score of our higher-priced labor, even if there

were in truth as much difference in that respect,
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as is most erroneously alleired. If men, or other

ablo hanJs were liireJ to pluck leaves and lead

worms, we agree, tliere would be a great differ-

ence in the cost, of Ameiican and French or Ita-

lian labor. But ourinfiira and idle slaves will

furnish labor even cheajier than the cheapest in

Europe, because its whole expense must be, and

now is, paid for, whether employed or idle.

Secondly. When a loss of one-half, or one-

fourth, or even one-ninth (the smallest loss report-

ed in the 39 trials in France,) of a brood of worms

occurs, and li'om causes operating on the whole

brood, the damage cannot be confined to merely

those which die, nor does the number measure

the proportion of loss. Where so many die from

causes acting on all, it necessarily follows that all

must have suffered greatly ; and that the surviving

worms either cost much more in food, in care, and

in time, or made less ultimate product, than would

have been from the same number in good health

and vigor. And further, it may be lairly deduced

from the general existing state of things reported

of France, that every existing stock of worms has

become more or less degenerate, and continues to

transmit hereditary feebleness ol" constitution, or

disease, because every preceding generation of

progenitors had been more or less enfeebled and

degraded by the deleterious effect of a bad climate.

The stocks produced from such eggs brought to

this country and bred from, have generally been

made still worse by the heretofore ignorant and

careless management. But with correct views on

this subject, and proper care, and availing of the

unsurpassed healthy climate of (especially) the

southern states, and with the remarkable quality

of the silk-worm to receive and transmit heredita-

ry vigor, as well as feebleness and disease, it seems

likely that these insects will become individually

more productive here than they have ever yet

been in Europe, as well as being more profitable

on the whole business.

DEVON CATTLE.

By Dr. R. VV. Gibbes, Editor of llie " Carolina Planter," Co-
lumbia, S. C.

There are lew of this variety of stock among
us. The richness of the color and the symmetry
of form possessed by them are very attractive

—

their hardiness it is said peculiarly fits them for

southern soils and seasons—and their value as
work cattle is not exceeded by that of any other.

In England the Devons have been much
prized. Mr. Coke, the prince of Ifirmers, whose
practical judgment and persevering industry have
placed him at the head of agricultural improve-
ment, and made him literally, the lord of the soil,

gives them a decided preference over all others.
In referring to their history we find that the

Vol.. VIII—28

north of Devon has been long celebrated for a fine

breed of cattle—and that Irom the earliest records

they have remained the same in their essential

characters. Within a iew years, attention and
belter keep have greatly improved them.

They are of a deep mahogany red color, (if with

any white spots they are reckoned impure) with a
yellow rim around the eye, and muzzles of the

same color. They are fine in the bone, clean in

the neck, have horns of a medium length bent

upwards; are thin-faced and fine in the chops,

wide in the hips, with a tolerable barrel, rather

flat on the sides, tail small and set on very high;

they are thin-skinned and silky in handling ; feed

at an early age, or arrive at maturity sooner than
most other breeds. They are considered a model
for oxen bred for the yoke—being light-limbed

and exceedingly active and quick gaited. In
Smithfield market the meat is highly esteemed
Irom its fineness of grain. They are not remarka-
ble for size and are much less than the Durham.

Several years ago, Mr. Coke, of Norfork, (now
Lord Leicester) sent out to Mr. Patterson, of

Baltimore, several pure blooded Devons of the

finest specimens, and from these have sprung the

stock now in that neighborhood. In Maryland
the Devons are much esteemed, and several gen-
tlemen are distinguished lor their beautiful stock.

The Editor of the American Farmer, who has
for many years been familiar with stock of all de-
scriptions, considers the Devons as admirably
adapted for " the Atlantic and especially the slave

holding states."

To sum up, in a few words, the grounds of pre-

ference of the Devon over all other cattle for all

the country east of the mountains, it may be said

that, for size, hardiness, and dairy properties, they
are at least equal to our country cattle, while for

beauty they are lar superior, being all of the

same deep rich morello cherry color, with a clear

white handsome tapering horn, and white brush
to the tail, with sometimes a little white on the

udder; while lor richness of milk they are superior

to our common cattle, and for easiness to be broke,

and quick motion under the yoke, they are pro-

verbial.

Finally, they fatten early and quickly, and will

keep up to the mark with overseer and negro
treatment and short rations, under which the
pampered short horn, so early to maturity, and so
valuable on the rich prairies of the west, would
degenerate, and fly to pieces!

The following extract of a letter received by us
from a gentleman familiar with the Devons of Mr.
Patterson's stock, gives the character of the cows
as milkers.

"The Devon cow is not remarkable for her
quantity of milk ; but for its quality it excels all

other breeds.
" The general daily yield when fresh is from 2

to 3 gallons—there are instances where 'hey have
given 4 gallons, but they are rare. Seven quarts
of a well fed Devon's milk will yield a pound of
butter, whereas of most other breeds from 9 to 12
quarts are required, so that if we measure milk by
its butteraceous qualities, the Devon which yields

3 gallons a day is a pretty fiiir milker. But much
depends, upon the treatment which a heifer re-

ceives when in calf with her first calf whether
she make a good milker or not. If^ while forming
her first bag, she be fed copiously with succulent
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food or nourishing slops, calculated to distend the

milk vessels, and give volume to the udder, in

seven out of ten cases a good milker may be thus

made; and in order to continue the copiousness

of her yield she should be milked thrice a day, and

always well stripped ; nor is it less important that

she be milked until within a few days of her

bringing Ibrih lier second calf. If thus treated

with the first callj to continue as a milker till

within a lew days of calving will subsequently

become a habit with her."

The lew Devons with which we are acquainted

when in high condition are beautiful animals—but

we can give no personal experience of their adap-

tation to our climate. A friend who resides on

one of our Sea Islands informed us that he has

a very favorable opinion of them for our purposes

—that they bear heat well, and are thrifty and

hardy.

Devons can be procured in Baltimore at one half

the price of Durharas.

The following interesting letter we copy from the

American Farmer.

To the Editor of the American Farmer

:

Philadelphia, 22d Aug. 1839.

Sir,—In your paper of the 14lh inst. there is an
editorial article which has afforded me great plea-

sure. 1 allude to the one in which you state your

opinion of the respective merits of different breeds

oi' neat cattle. As you mention your purpose of

writing more fully on the subject in some future

number, I think it may not be amiss to furnish

you with extracts from the notes taken by me
during a residence ofsome months in England, so

that you may have iijcts, in addition to those

which I doubt not you already possess, to sustain

what I think a tenable position, namely, that the

North Devons are decidedly the best breed ofcattle

that can be introduced into this country.

I believe I go farther than you do in esteeming
the Devons superior to the short-horns even for

the fertile grass and corn lands of Kentucky and
Ohio. But I do so esteem them, and a conversa-

tion 1 had some months since with an eminent
grazier and cattle dealer fi-om Sciota valley tended

strongly to confirm me in my opiinon. He staled

that he had had much experience with short-iiorns

and their crosses ; that there was no doubt of their

great aptitude to feed well, and at an early age,

and to acquire great weight; but that there, their

advantages stopped ; thai they did not bear a
journey well. In fact, he found they lost ffesh,

when in a drove, about in proportion as they were
well bred. A quarter bred animal would drive

belter than a half bred, a half bred than a three-

quarter bred, and so on. Now, if the short-horns

do not drive well, where is their superiority tor the

(iistiicts mentioned 7 They have not a home
market to consume their cattle, which must be
driven. The grazier above mentioned said the

difference in loss ofweight was so great as forcibly

to attract his attention at a time when the short-

liorns were in very high fiivor with him. I have
forgotten the exact proportionate loss that he
mentioned, but it was so large a per cenlage as to

make him very chary ofstarting the half-breeds in

a drove. There is one point which I think the

western graziers overlook in preferring the short-

horns, namely, the weight of beef that can be
raised on a given quantity of land or food. The

preference is given to the largest animal, the one
that makes the greatest weight on the hoof. 1

believe the Devons will make a great deal more
beef fi*om a given quantity of food than the short-

horns, but it is true there must be a lew more of

them to carry it.

But to the extracts;—When in Norfolk, Eng-
land, I spent some time with Mr. John Bloomfield

at VVareham, who has a large farm, a part of ilie

estate of the Earl of Leicester (Mr. Coke). His
farm is within 3 or 4 miles of Holkham, and is

acknowledged to be one ol the best managed olthe
estate. Mr. Bloomfield is a man of great exact-

ness of observation, soundness of judgment, and
the strictest integrity. Every confidence maybe
placed in his statements, and his opinions are not

to be lightly esteemed. Among the notes, of
information tie gave me, made at Wareham, i

find the Ibllowiiig :
—"Medium sized stock to be

preferred as yielding more beelj mutton, wool,

milk, &c., than either large or small slock, under
similar and ordinary circumstances." Again :

—

"Mr. Bloomfield's dairy of 20 cows produced an
average of lour pounds of butler lor each cow per

week iuring the whole year. Strict accounts were
kept during several years, and the result was nearly

the same in each year." Now although 4 pounds
a week may not at first sight appear to be a large

yield, I should like any one to try if they can find

a regular farmer's dairy of an ecjual number of
cows yielding as much.

Mr. B. frequently challenged cenllemen at-

tending the sheep-shearings at Holkham to match
it with any other breed than Devons, but he never
met. It may be well to state distinctly that the

average of 4 lbs. per cow was the net produce
from all the 20 cows, in profit, or out ofprofii, after

suckling their calves for a few days, and sup-
plying the liimily with cream.

Another note:—Mr. Bloomfield's butler is of
the very best quality ; this is attributable to a
variety of causes. The cattle are of a very good
breed,— Devons,—and are well taken care of,

being in remarkably fine condition. I never be-

fore saw a dairy ol'cows in such order. Great
care is taken in the management, as to milking,

&c., of the cows, and the method of making the

butter contributes not a little to render it y'ood."

let another note :
—"Sept. 1834. Mr. Han-

cock, a London butcher, was brought by Mr.
Coke to see Mr. Bloomfield's Devons. Hancock
expressed himself highly delighted with the dairy

and stock. Speaking generally of Devons, ho
said, there are no cattle yield such good beef,

except a very few of the very best Scots. He
also said he took ten shillings worth more of fat out

of Devons than out of any other sort (same sized

animals). Again, he said the surloin of a Devon
was longer by 5 inches, ihan of any other breeds,

(same size,) and that he could cut three surloin

pieces out of a Devon, when he could only cut two
from any oiher sort. And further, he said, there

is this difference between Devons and Scots: the

former have less offal beef and more roasting meat
than the latter, or than any breed that he has tried.

He always prefers buying Devons when he can
procure them. This Mr. Hancock is the butcher

who was heard to say in London by a butcher of

Wells, Norfolk, that the two very best bullocks he
ever hung up in his shop were of Mr. Bloomfield's

feeding."
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Now, sir, il" you deem the above of any value,

you are at liberly to make what use you please ol

if. I should prefer your incorporating any portion

of it in your proposed remarks on caitle ; but if

you think fit to publish it as a communication, I

have no objection.

Hoping you may succeed in calling attention

to the beautiful Devons, I remain, &c. P. H.

MISS RAPP S SILK GOODS,-
COONS, &C.

-CURING CO-

From the Journal of the American Silk Society.

The editor of this Journal having solicited of

Miss Rapp, of Economy, Pa. the privilege ol'

-exhibiting some specimens of her silk manufac-
tures, he received from her a case containing the

following articles, viz : 33 yards black fiijured dres*?

silk, 12 do. lavender figured dress silk, 1^ yards

green velvet, l^ do. black velvet, 3 yards black

plain satin, 12 yards figured satin vestings, 13

pieces fancy ribands, (165 yards.) 4 pieces of plain

ribands, and a raw silk handkerchief. These
goods are all of first rate quality—heavy and dura-

ble. They were exhibited at the public meeting
of the American Silk Society on the evening of the
20th February, and elicited expressions of surprise
and astonishment nt the progress already made in

the production of silk in this country. They fur-

nished conclusive evidence of the important liict,

that we can not only (ijrnish all the raw material,

hilt even the best manufactured silks from our own
resource^, and that all that is wanting to accom-
plish the great object is the diffusion of knowled<je
among the people, and for the people to say that

they lotll do it.

The fallowing are extracts from the letter ofMiss
Rapp, that accompanied the silks. We publish
them without her permission, because it will do
the public more good than it can do her harm.
We would recomtnend attention to the extract on
curing cocoons with camphor. Th s is an impor-
tant and interesting item of infiirmation.

Economy, Pa. February 7, 1840.
Gideon B. Smith, Esq.—There is so great a

demand for our silks that, after supplyinij the
wants of our society, we can never manufacture as

much as our store could sell at the annexed prices.

There is, therefore, no necessity to seek a distant

market. Notwithstanding this, we thought we
would send you all we had ready made ; as these

specimens (tocrether with those you will probably
receive from other quarters) may assist you and
your society a good deal, to cnnviitce every patriot,

that our oion and our own people's hands them-
selves can produce and mamifacture this so highly
beloved article of luxury, with which we are so

fijnd to adorn ourselves, and clad in a garment of
which, if thus obtained, we may justly (eel a noble

pride,—but, 7/ the product of foreign hands, we
have the best reason in the world to feel great
shame, when we reflect, that by the way of obtain-
ing if, we have so much and so unpatriotically

contributed to squander our national treasure,

burden our country with an enormous debt, and
thereby lay the sure foundation of ruin and misery.
These specimens have all been made of silkraised
within our society in the summer of 1839, (we
never wove a thread of purchased silk.) In

strength and durability they will surpass any im-

ported article. The handkerchief of silk floss, or

tow, you will please to accept as a small contribu-

tion to your collection of specimens, it is to show
that that part of the cocoon is valuable too.

As you wish me to make any communication

which I consider useful, I will make a few re-

marks :

1. On the curing of cocoons. 2. On the mul-

berry tree, the foundation ofthe whole business.

1. Since we are killing our cocoons with cam-

phor, we find them as easy to reel, at any time

after the regular season, as when freshly taken

from the spinning shelves. We do it as follows :

for 100 lbs. of cocoons in the floss, we take a well

made box, large enough to hold them, then we
take about 3 oz. of camphor, which we moisten

with as much alcohol as is necessary to rub it into

a powder, a part of which we sprinkle on the

bottom of the box, then we fill the box by making

5 or 6 layers of the cocoons, and spread a propor-

tional part of the camphor between each of them;

then we screw on the lid and paste strips of paper

on all the splits and joints, to make it air-tight.

After 3 or 4 days we take them out and dry them

in the shade until perfectly light. They must be

assorted before camphoting, or else the bad co-

coons will spoil the good ones,

2. In regard to the mulberry I would earnestly

recommend, especially to the silk growers of the

northern and middle states, not to neglect the cul-

tivation of the white Italian or a similar mulberry-

tree, as by raising the multicaulis only the best

crops (which are produced in the fore part of the

summer) are lost. The multicaulis is a most

excellent addition to, but not a periijct substitute

fiir, the other kmds. They ought to go together.

Several years ago we received among others a

kind of mulberry under the double name of moras

brussa or expansa, which we now endeavor to

multiply (by grafting) as fast as possible, as it

possesses all the excellent qualities of the Italian,

besides having large, heavy, glossy leaves, which

are gathered with less than [lalf the labor required

for the foliage of the white Italian. Such silk

growers as possess this kind, would undoubtedly

do well to propagate it as fast as possible along

with the multicaulis. Respectfully yours,

Gertrud Rapp, for Geobge Rapp.

ACCOUNT OF AN AGRCULTURAL, EXCURSION
INTO ST. .John's, rerkley. ry the ed-
itor.

[ Concludedfrom page 178.]

From the Southern Cabinet.

Sweet potatoes are here, as in all the lower

part of the state, grown in considerable quantities;

every planter endeavorinii to raise as many as will

serve the plantation from the middle of August to

March, when they are not longer deemed whole-

some or nutritious enough (or laborers. It is a

matter of regret, that more attention is not paid

throughout the state to this crop, which is destined,

at some future day, to be of the greatest value to

us, not only as food for our negroes, but also for our

horses, cattle and hogs. This root far surpasses in

nutritious qualities, the far-famed turnip, which is
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considered so immensely beneficial to England, and
wliicli has almost regenerated her agriculture.

Nor will it yield the palm to the mangel wurtzel
or the sugar beet, which the (feeders ol'stock are at

present extolling so highly, the latter almost extra-

vagantly. These may in the northern and western
states, be the best roots which can be grown for

etock, but in the lower parts of this state at least,

(and in all probability all farther south) none ol'the

varieties of the beet can be advantageously grown,
as they invariably rot, if sown at the usual time,
and if sown in summer, it is a very difficult matter
to get a stand, owing to the depredations of the cut
vvorm, heavy rains and hot suns, and if ihefje be
got over, the product is found to be comparatively
small.

But we need not seek abroad for means of sup-
porting our stock. The potato possesses all the
qualiles requisite, in an eminent degree, and if we
will bestow on it but one half of the attention re-

quired to produce even a tolerable crop of beets,
we will be repaid by a much larger and more va-
luable one o! potatoes ; but as long as it is planted
on poor ground, without manure, and receives but
1 or 2 workings, as is the case in many parts of
this state, we have no reason to expect any other
than a scanty return. Manure and prepare the
ground well, give the crop as many workings as
are necessary to destroy the grass and keep" the
soil open, and the increased product will astonish
any one who has not made trial of this course.
We intend not to discuss the merits of this crop
here ; we may perhaps refer to it again, though we
would be much better pleased, to^see the subject
taken up by some of our readers.

The ground selected for potatoes, usually lies

contiguous to the negroes' quarters, and its near-
ness is more regarded than its particular adap-
tation to this crop, lor as the allowances given
out during summer are daily, (owing to the lia-

bility of this root to rot, and the product bemg
increased by their remaining in the ground,) the
hands are not compelled to go fiir for their Ibod,

when their work is finished. So great a weight
has this had with some, that they have preferred
planting particular spots, which yielded hut com-
paratively small returns, to cultivating ihem on
more distant fields, where the product would be
greater. It was hoped that by manuring liberally,

a change of fields would be rendered unnecessary;
but experience has proved that this crop, at least,

cannot be cultivated in the same fields continu-
ously, for any length of time, no matter wliat
quantity of manure may be applied. Perhaps
when our scientific acquirements shall be greater,
we may be able to discover what particular sub-
stance has been exhausted, restore it to the soil,

and neutralise the excrementilious matter, which,
according to Macaire is deposited and proves inju-
rious to plants of the same species. At present,
we must rest satisfied with the fact, and act accord-
inirly. Two instances of this exhauBtion were
mentioned tons, and we understood that others had
occurred. In one instance, roots were planted in a
field lor 13 years, when it was entirely exhausted,
althouL'h the last year it was manured at the rate of
from 7 to 800 bushels of compost manure per acre.
In the other instance, slips (vines taken from the
roots) were cultivated in conjunction with oats, for

10 years, when this field also failed to yield a crop.
The plan of treatment was the same as that we

shall presently detail when giving the culture of
this crop.

All oi' the varieties of the potato art; cultivated

in this parish, but the yams are the liivorites in

middle St. John's, while the leather coats have
the prelerence in the upper part of the parish.

The red potatoes, (red skins with white flesh) are

cultivated in small quantities, being considered ex-

cellent in bowel complaints, especially among child-

ren. The adaptation of the different varieties to

diflerent soils is but little attended to, by any of our

planters. U'e cannot but think they pay less atten-

tion to this than it deserves, for every planter must
have observed, that all do not grow equally well

on his plantation, that there is sometimes a differ-

ence even in fields not far distant from each other,

and that his neighbor succeeds in raising those

best in which he (iiils. This may he illustrated,

in some measure, by experiments made in this pa-

rish, a lew years since. On a piece of ground,

manured and cultivated alike, Mr. Isaac Porcher
obtained from a row, 150 feet long, of brim-

stone potatoes, (red skins with yellow flesh) lour

and a half bushels, whilst from an adjoining row,

planted with yams, he obtained but two and a

hall bushels.

Dr. Ravenel planted several rows, dropping the

yam and the Spanish pumpkin alternately on the

same rows. One row, of one hundred and filly

feet in length, produced two and three quar-

ters of a bushel of yams, and but two bushels of

Spanish pumpkin. Another row yielded two and
one-eighth of a bushel of yams, and only one and
three-lburths of Spanish pumpkin. It will be ob-

served that the yam, in Mr. Porcher's experiment,

produced but 2^ bushels to the row of150 feet, whilst

on Dr. Ravenel's plantation, from halfof thatspace,

he produced 2| and 21 bushels, equal to 5| and 4J
bushels per row, making a diflerence in lavor of
the latter of 225 and 131 bushels per acre. In an-

other instance Dr. Ravenel obtained at the rate of

seven bushels per row, or 525 bushel per acre, and
this from a considerable space of ground.

On the seaboard, roots are planted only in quan-
tities sufficient to furnish vines for planting, and for

allowances until November, the " slips," (those

produced from the vines,) being the principal crop,

on account of their keeping better through the

winter, and producing nearly, if not quite so

abundantly as the others. In St. John's, on the

contrary, the root crop is the principal one, and
as much ground is planted with it as is supposed
necessary to furnish ihe plantation from the middle

of August until Isi January, from which time the

slips are made use of, and these generally last

until March, and sometimes April, though they

are not given to the negroes af"ter they become
watery.

In preparing the ground, the manure is first

spread, and then listed on. Compostand cotton seed

are those most used. Some lew still follow the

old plan of " cowpenning," but the first mode is

now generally adopted. The compost manure is

applied in quantities of from 8 to 10 ox cart loads.

The cotton seed at the rate of from i^ to f bushel

per row. The beds are what may be termed small

lor potatoes, being but about 30 to 36 inches base,

and from 12 to 16 inches high, and brought nearly

to a sharp ridge. By most |)laniers, the beds are

made at one operation. Major Porcher's plan is

somewhat diflerent,—a list is first made, and on i^
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a very small bed, which is gone over and sli(fhtly

increaged in size. This gone over again, and ilie

bed made of the full size intended. By pursuing
this mode, the grass seeds are more eH'eciually

buried, and the crop does not require, and ac-

tually receives, but one working. The beds are

usually l()ur (i^et apart, which is considered pre-

ferable to five !t?et, the distance allowed in some
neighborhoods. The potatoes are planted through-
out, the month of March, and even in the early

part of April, according to the season, and state

of forvvardnesss of the other crops.

By a larsre number, the potatoes are planted

whole, as it is thought tliat vines may be obtained

from them earlier. Oihers cut them, as there is a

considerable savinir of seed by so doing. No dif-

ference in the product of the cut and uncut has
been observed. We. rather think, however, that

when an accurate experiment shall be made, ?i dif-

(tjrence will be found. If cut, the sets are placed

about 8 inches apart on the ised— if uncut, about
12 inches. Should the potatoes come up irregu-

larly. Dr. Ravenel prefers supplying the vacancy
with sprouts taken from the sets which have sent

up a number.
By some only one working is given, and the

grass afterwards picked out. Others give two.

In each, the bed is hoed down, and immediately
hauled up. Some, however, do not haul up lor

several days, that the grass may be eHectually

killed. Sometimes the plough is used to break

up the alley, and which furnishes earth to enlarge

the bed.

As soon as ihey will yield a bushel to the row,
(which commonly is about the middle of August)
they are dug for allowances for the negroes, which,
at this time, is given only in small quantities, for

the reasons already stated. They are never har-

vested, but left in the field until they are consumed,
or destroyed by frost. The great difficulty of pre-

serving them, and the almost certainly of losing

a large portion, is the cause of their not being dug
and put away, as are the slips. We have how-
ever seen them, on other plantations, kept until

January, (how much later we know not) in pota-

to cellars, in which a fire was regularly kindled

every day. This served to dry the moisture which,
in the form of steam, emanated from them, and to

which, principally, is ascribed the injury they sus-

tain. They keep very well when left in the beds

in which they grow but care must be taken to go
over and cover the tops of the beds with a little

earth, or those near the surface will get frost bitten,

and of course rot. From 100 to 150 bushels is the

usual average crop from unmanured land per acre,

—from 3 to 500 from manured. The ground in-

tended lor slips, is commonly sown down with oats,

which are highly manured with either compost or

cotton seed—the latter in the quantities: of from

12 to 16 quarts to the row of 150l(:'et. When com-
post is used. Dr. Ravenel trenches the ground
deep, sows the oats, and fills the trench xvith the

manure and a little earth, burying them about 9

inches deep, through which ihey shoot and grow
finely, and sufier less from drouaht than when
sown above the manure. This deep planting is

not, however, generally followed. From oats cul-

tivated in this manner, he obtains an average .)l

30 bushels per acre. When the oats are harvest-

ed, the ground is listed and bedded, as for roots,

(but no manure is applied,) and as soon as the

vines have crrown long enough, and there is rain,

the crop of slips is planted, using three vines,

f)Iaced along the bed and banked at short intervals.

It is usual to hoe them twice, when the vines

v/ill have covered the beds, and render all further

working unnecessary. Early in November, if the

weather be very cool and frosts threaten, they are

dug and put away, either in cellars, made with

pine puncheons, (such as are common all over the

country) or in hills, covered with corn stalks, pine

straw and earth. The latter at first only in small

quantities, which is increased gradually as cold

weather sets in.

We have thus given a hasty sketch of the ma-
nagement of the three principal crops grown in

Middle and Upper St. John's. Their rural and
domestic economy, as well as their management
of negroes, and various other topics, connected

with the business of a plantation, we will at pre-

sent refrain from noticing, as it is probable we may
pass through the parish on some of our proposed

excursions, and we will be enabled to gain further

information, and furnish a more interesting report

than we can now possibly give.

OUGHT RICH OR POOR LAND TO HAVE THE
GREATER NUMBER OF STALKS OF CORN
LEFT TO GROW?

Our practical readers will " stare a little'' at the

above question being even stated. Certainly we
thought we were sufficiently informed and expe-

rienced on this particular point in cultivating corn,

and it never had entered our imagination that

there could be even a doubt on the subject, much

less that any one could advocate that corn should

be planted thicker on poor land than on rich. But

we now learn that the universal rule for Virginia

and the south is not universal in Massachusetts ;

and that not only is there a question on this point,

but that our brother editor of the ' Boston Cultiva-

tor' (and who is a practical and experienced culti-

vator himself) is as much surprised at the one side

of this question being maintained, as we were at

his support of the other. The following extract

is from his report of one of the " Farmers' Meet-

ings," which are regularly held in Boston, for dis-

cussion, and the diffusion of information.

"At our meeting on the 28th February, we re-

ported Mr. C. as accounting lor the thick planting

of Mr. E. H. Derby's corn on the principle that,

the richer the land is, the nearer the stalks may
stand to each other! On all other points, we co-

incided with Mr. C. and highly approved of his

modes of cultivation in general. Bm we did

stare a little at this new rule of placing stalks on

rich land— that is, large stalks—nearer together

than we would place small ones.'

We do not think it necessary to discuss this

question, and merely lay it before oiir southern

readers for its noveliv and singnlariiy.
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MRS. Anderson's present op sii^k cloth,
AND GENERAL WASHINGTON'S LETTER OF
THANKS.

The original of the rollovving letter was long

preserved and highly valued in the family of the

lady to whom it was addressed ; but when an at-

tempt was made to obtain a copy of it for our pub-

lication, neither original nor copy could be found

in Gloucester county. Recently,' we understood

that such a letter, in the hand-writing of General

Washington, was in the museum of the medical

department of the University of Pennsylvania;

and, at our request, a copy of it was written and

sent to us, by P. Hulme, esq. of Philadelphia.

It is doutless a duplicate of the letter of which we

had been before in pursuit, and kept by the writer,

as was his general usage.

We had before heard, from the tradition in the

family, what seems to be confirmed by the words

of this letter, that Mrs. Anderson's pattern of silk

of her own production and manufacture was the

first gift that President Washington had permit-

ted himself to receive ; and by thus making it an

exception to his general and most praiseworthy

rule, that the value of his complimentary accept-

ance was greatly enhanced. Presidents of latter

days have no such strait-laced notions in regard to

accepting presents.

The autograph letter from which the following

copy was made, as appears from its endorsement,

was presented, in 1830, by John Auijustine Wash-
ington, of Mount Vernon, to Dr. W. E. Horner.

—Ed. F. R.

to mrs. anderson,

OF GLOUCESTER COUNTy, VIRGINIA.

Philadelphia, July 20th, 1794.

Madam,
Not befcre the 8th instant had I the honor to

receive your favor of the 17th of May, accompa-
nied with a piece of silk of your own manufacture.

Contrary as it is to an established maxim of

mine, not to accppt a present from any one, yet,

considering this as a mark of your peculiar atten-

tion to me, and as a striking evidence of" what our
climate, aided by industry, is capable of yielding,

I receive, and thank you (or this effort of your
skill.

I shall have it made up, and will wear it as a
memento of your politeness : having the honor to

be your most obedient and obliged humble servant,

G. VVashington.

SOIL and climate of FRANCE.

From tlie Edinburgh Encyclopedia.

The soil of France varies much in different pans
of the kincrdom ; but it may be remarked, that

there is scarcely any kind of soil in it, which in

England could be called a clay soil. The soils

may be classed as follows :

I. Fat loam, of different degrees of tenacity.

The northern district of this soil extends ov^r the
provinces of Flanders, Artois, Picardy, Norman-
dy, and the Isle of France. On the coast, it may
be said to extend from Dunkirk to Carentum in

Normandy. From thence to Couniances, the
land is chiefly poor and stony, and continues so,

though with some variations, to Brest. In a
line a little to the south of the coa?t before Caen,

[

the first considerable change of soil from Calais is

seen. In Normandy, on the side of Alengon, rich

loams on a calcareous bottom are met with. From
Dunkirk to Nemours is less than 180 miles in a
right line ; from Soissons to Carentan is another
riijht line of about 200 miles; fi-om Eu, on the

coast of Normandy, to Charlres, is 100 miles.

The breadth of this rich district in some places,

especially about Caen, &c. is not considerable,

yet the whole will be (bund to contain not a trifiing

proportion of the kiniidom. The Itirtile plains of
Flanders and of Artois, are perhaps the richest

parts of this valuable soil, which here consists of
deep friable mould, rather inclining to clay than
sand, on a calcareous bottom, bearing evident
marks of having once been covered by the sea.

From Paris to nearCambray, by ilie road of Sois-

sons, this loam is more sandy, but equally valua-

ble and fertile. i\bout Meaux, there is as fine

soil as can possibly exist. It consists of an almost
impalpable powder, and of admirable texture and
friability. In some places it is 18 feet deep, rest-

ing on a stratum of white marl. The lina (rom
Paris ihroufxh Picardy is inferior; but all the ara-

ble part of Normandy, which Hps within the limits

above described, is a rich, friable, sandy loam, in

some places of a reddish color, and very deep.

The calcareous loams are of much greater extent

than the loams which have been described. To
the east, they stretch across Champagne. From
Meiz to Nancy, all is calcareous, but not chalk.

In the southern parts of Alsace, limestone land

abounds. Immense districts of Dauphiny and
Provence consist of the same kind of soil. Indeed,

the chalk district extends east to about St. Mene-
hnuld, and south to Nemours and Montargis, or

even farther, for it reaches Auxerre in another di-

rection. There is also much calcareous loara in

Angoumois, Poitou, and through Tourraine to the

Loire. Most of the course of this river is calca-

reous. The chalk district, therefore, may be

regarded as stretching not less than 200 miles east

and west, and about as much, but more irregular-

ly, north and south. The next considerable dis-

trict of fertile soil is the plain of the Garonne.
Through all this plain, v/herever the soil is found

excellent, it consists usually of a deep, mellow,
friable, sandy loam, sufficiently moist, and in

many places calcareous. The plain of the Ga-
ronne is entered about Creissensac, in passing to

the south from the Limosin. Its fertility increa-

ses all the way to Toulouse, where it is uncom-
monly rich. Its richness, however, diminishes as

we approach the Pyrenees. The breadth of this

plain is every where inconsiderable. Another
tract of rich soil is found in the vale, which stretch-

es from Narbonne to Bezieres, Montpellier, and
Nismes; but its fertility is inferior to those that

have been previously described. The soil of the

Lower Poitou resembles that of (he richest parts
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of the Lincolnshire fens, and is indeed of the same
nature, being lor the most part marshy land drain-

ed, or gained from the sea. To the south of the

Loire, in the direction ol" BourgneulJ there is a

tract of rioh loam. Alsace, in respect to soil, re-

sembles Flanders, but it is inferior to it. The
whole fertile part of the narrow plain of Alsace,

hardly presents a surface of more than 1000 square

miles. The flat, and chiefly calcareous vale of

Auvergne, which commences at Riom, is a tract

of great fertility. The whole surface is a real

marl, but mixed with such a proportion of soil as

to be most valuable and productive. The French
naturalists who have examinedi it, assert the depth
to be 20 leet of beds of earth, formed of the ruins

of what they style the primitive and volcanized

mountains. The best part of this vale reaches

no farther than from Riom to Vaires, scarcely

more than 20 miles. Mr. Young calculates, that

the whole of the fertile districts of France, which
we have just described amounts to about 28 mil-

lions of English acres.

IL The district of heath is chiefly in the pro-

vinces of Brittany, Anjou, parts of Normandy, and
Guienne, and Gascony. The five departments
into which Brittany is divided, are reckoned to

contain 1G09 French square miles ; the cultivated

land amounts, according to some calculations, to

less than one-third, and the heaths to 3,006,000
acres ; according to other calculations, two-fifihs of

the whole province are uncultivated ; and some
authors assert, that of 39 parts 24 are lande, which
amounts to three-fifths. Some of the heaths are

so extensive, that a house is scarcely seen in ten

leagues. The soil of the best part of the heaths
in Brittany is commonly gravel, or gravelly sand
on a gravelly bottom, of a very inferior and barren

nature. In many places it rests on sandstone
rock : none of it is calcareous. Anjou and Maine
are equally noted lor the immensity of their heaths,

which are reported to extend 60 leagues in one
place. The soil of these heaths is, however, in

some parts tolerably good, and might be rendered

useftil by proper skill and labor; consisting of

gravel, sand, or stone, generally a loamy sand or

gravel. The Landes, as they are emphatically
called, lie west from Bazadois and Condomois to

the sea coast, between the country ofLabouron the

south, Guienne on the north, and the ocean on the

west. They are divided into the greater Landes
between Bourdeaux and Bayoimc, and the lesser

between Bazas and Montmarsan. They are

if sandy tracts, covered with pine trees, cut regularly

for resin, broken and enlivened however with cul-

tivated spots for a league or two. When the Moors
were expelled from Spain, they applied to the

court of France to be allowed to settle on, and
cultivate these lands; but permission was not

granted them. They are said to contain not less

than 300 square leagues, or 1,468,181 English
acres, occupying a large portion of Gascony.
Though the soil of these Landes is among the

poorest in France, it is not utterly incapable of
cultivation, and even the pines with which it is

covered yield from 15s. to 20s. an acre.

III. The district of chalk, as distinguished from
the calcareous loams already noticed, is chiefly in

the provinces of Champagne, Sologne, Touraine,
Poitou, Saintonge, and Angoumois. The chalk
provinccB contain 16 millions of acres. The soil

0^ Champagne in general is thin and poor. The

southern part, as from Chalons to Troyes, has
liom its poverty acquired the name of pouilleux,

or lousy. Sologne is one of the poorest and most
unimproved provinces in the kingdom. It is a
flat, consisting of a poor sand, or gravel, lying

every where on a bottom of clay or marl, so very

retentive of water, that every ditch and hole is

full of it, except in the direst seasons. Touraine
is better. It contains some considerable districts,

especially on the south of the Loire, in which
good mixed sandy and gravelly loams rest on a
calcareous bottom. Considerable tracts in the

northern parts of the province, however, are of" a
very inferior soil, not belter than the predominat-

ing soil of Anjou and Maine. Poitou consists of

two divisions, the upper and the lower, the latter

of which has already been mentioned as resem-

bling the fens of Lincolnshire. The upper di-

vision is generally a thin loam, on an imperfect

quarry bottom,—a very inferior stone brash. A
great part of Angoumois is a thin and poor chalk.

IV. The district of gravel is chiefly in the Bour-
bonnois and Nivernois. The gravel in the latter

is of little value, three-fourths of the province be-

ing covered with heath, broom, or wood ; but, not-

withstanding the inferiority of the soil, these pro-

vinces are reckoned by Mr. Young among the

most iinproveable in France. They fbrm one

vast plain, through which the Loire and Allier

pass. The belter parts of them consist of a

sandy soil, and in some places the subsoil is cal-

careous. In a few spots, good friable sandy loams

are met with.

V. The district of stony soils is chiefly in Lor-

raine, Burgundy, Franche Compte, &c. In Lor-

raine, there are commons of inimense extent,

which scarcely yield any thing. From St. Mene-
hould to the borders of Alsace, the soil is entirely

stony, but of various kinds. Most of them are of

the kind denominated stone-brash in England,

"or the broken triturated surface of imperfect

quarries, mixed by time, frost, and culiivation,

with some loam and vegetable mould ;" much is

calcareous. Districts of rich and even deep friable

loams occur in Lorraine, but they are of incon-

siderable extent. The soil of Burgundy varies

much. The best part of it lies in the line from

Franche Com|)ie to the Bourbonnois by Dijon.

Here sandy and gravelly loams predominate; but

even in this part of it there are spots of poor gra-

nite soil. The subdivision of the province called

Bresse, is a most miserable country. The grounds

alone on a white clay or marl, amounting, it is said,

to nearly 250,000 acres. The stony soil of Fran-

che Compie is in general good. From Besangon
to Orechamp, the country is rocky quite to the

surface. The rocks are calcareous. A reddish

brown loam rests on the rock. In the hilly parts,

a red ferruginous loam, schistus, and gravel, pre-

dominate. Part of Alsace consists of soil ofnearly

the same character.

VI. The district of various loams, mixed with

sand, granite, gravel, sione, &c. is chiefly in the

Limosin, La Manche, Berry, &c. The loams of

the two former are friable, and sandy , some on

granite, and others on a calcareous subsoil. Of
the granite, there are two kinds ; one hard, and

full of micaceous particles, the grain coarse, with

but little quartz, hardening in the air in masses,

but becoming a powder when reduced to small

pieces. This is very unfertile, as neither wheat,
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vines, or chestnuts will grow on it. The other

sort is in horizontal strata, mixed with great quan-

tities of spar. On it these planis ilirive well.

This kind ofgraniieand cheslnuls appear togelher,

on entering Limosin ; but on the road to Toulouse,

where there is about a league of hard granite,

this tree disappears. Berry has a poor soil, though

not so poor as that of Sologne. In some places it

is sandy or gravelly ; in other places the loams are

more tenacious, lying on quarries ol stone or lime.

Vll. The provinces of Auvergne, Dauphiny,
Provence, the Lyonnois, Languedoc, and Rou-
eillon, contain the mountainous district. The
mountains that surround the vale of the Limagne
of Auvergne are various. The white argillaceous

stone in the hills, between Riom and Clermont, is

calcareous. The volcanic mountains (as they

are deemed) are more fertile than the others, ex-

cept where they are composed of lufa, or cinders,

which are so burnt as to be good lor nothing.

The calcareous and clayey mountains are good
;

and the basaltic, when decomposed, form excel-

lent clay. The base is commonly granite. Many
considerable mountains, in the tract from Le Puy
to Montelimart, are also what are deemed volca-

nic, and they are also extremely fertile. Provence
and Dauphiny, with the exception of a few plains

and valleys, are mountainous. Of these, the for-

mer is the driest with respect to soil in the king-

dom. Rock and sandy gravels abound ; and the

course of tiie Durance is so ruined by sand and
shingle, that, on a moderate calculation; above
130,000 acres have been destroyed. If Dauphiny
were divided into three parts, three-fourths of one
part, it is calculated, would be cultivated land

;

more than three-fourths of another part would be
mountainous and uncultivated ; and half the third

part mountainous and in culture. The mountain-
ous districts of Dauphiny and Provence are gene-
rally calcareous. The whole coast of Provence
is a poor stony soil, with very few exceptions.

The Lyonnois is mountainous in many parts, the

soil being poor, stonj', and rough, with much
was'e land. Seven-eighths of the province of
Languedoc are mountainous. The vale lands are

rich. Rousillon is in general calcareous. Much
of it flat and very stony, as well as dry and barren.

Mr. Young observes, "that the proportion of

poor land in England to the total of the kingdom,
is greater than the similar proportion in France

;

nor have they any where such tracts of wretched
blowing sand, as are to be met with in Norfolk
and Suffolk. Thin heaths, moors, and wastes,
not mountainous, which they term Landes, and
which are so frequent in Brittany, Anjou, Maine,
Guienne, and Gascony, are infinitely better than
our northern moors ; and the mountains of Scot-
land and Wales cannot be compared, in point of
soil, with those of ihe Pyrenees, Auvergne, Dau-
phiny, Provence, and Languedoc." According
to the same author, the Ibllowing are the propor-
tional areas ofthe several divisioiisof the kingdom,
classed according to their respective soils :

"

Rich district of the north-east, containing the pro-

vinces of Flanders, Artois,

Picardy, Normandy, the yfcres. j^cres.

Isle of France, &c. . 18,179,590
Plain of the Garonne . . 7,654,564
Plain ofAlsace .... 637,880
Lower Poitou, &c. . . . 1,913,641

Rich loam 28,385,675

jlcres. Acres.
The heath district of

Brittany, Anjou, and
parts ()fNormandy,&c. 15,307,128

The heaih distticl of'Gui-

enne and Gascony 10,206,085

Heath 25,513,213
The mountainous district ofAuvergne,

Dauphiny, Provence, Languedoc,
&c 28,707,037

The chalky district ofChampagne, So-
logne, Tourraine, Poitou, Saintonge,

Aniioumois, &c 16,581,889
The district of gravel of the Bourbon-

nois and Nivernois 3,827,282
The district of stony soils in Lorraine,

Burgundy, Franche Compte, &c. 20,412,171
The district of various loams in the Li-

mosin, Betry, La Manche, &c. . . 8,292,444

Total ]31,722,711
It is to be remarked, however, that this admea-
surement includes the whole surface of the king-

dom ; deductions ought therelbre to be made for

roads and rivers, &c. According to M. Neckar,
there are 9000 leagues of roads in France. On
the supposition that their average breadth is 10 loi-

ses, this will give (or the whole area occupied by
roads, about 193,207 acres, A much larger space
must be allowed for rivers ; so that probably the

number of acres may be estimated at 131,000,000,

the proportional areas of rhe different divisions of
soil remaining the same.
The climate of so extensive a kingdom as France

must be very various ; but [)erhaps, on the whole,
it is more favorable to the sustenance and rom-
Ibrt of human lile, than any other in Europe. The
climate of the northern districts is hotter, and at

the same time more moist in summer, than the

counties in the south-west of England. In the de-

partment of Finisterre, the sky is obscured by an
almost cot)tinual mist. In Brest and Morlaix, it

rains almost incessantly ; and the natives are said

to be so habituated to dampness and wet, that too

dry seasons prove prejudicial to their health. The
heat in summer is never excessive, and the cold

likewise is between six and seven degrees less than

in Paris. The beautiful verdure of the rich pas-

tures in Normandy sufficiently proves the humidity

of the climate of this province ; but, even at a dis-

tance from the coast, the rains in the north of

France are extremely heavy, and continue longer

than they generally do in England. In the winter,

heavy snows and severe frosts are expf^rlenced lo

a greater degree than in the south of England
;

and it is remarked there, whenever there is a long

and sharp frost in the north of Europe, it is felt

much more severely in Paris than in London.
The central division of France possesses a vvon-

derlijlly fine climate, especially the provinces of

Tourraine and the Limosin. In many years there

is no enow, and frosts are not frequent. There are

no fogs and vapors, as in Bretagne, nor the great

humidity of Normandy ; and yet they are equally

free from the burning sun of the southern provin-

ces. The air is light, pure, and elastic. The spring

is a continuance of such weather as is seen in

England about the middle of May. The harvest

begins about the latter end of June, but is some-
times so late as the middle of July. The great

heats arc from the middle of July to the middle cfr
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August. But the climate of the central provinces

is not tree li'om its inconveniences : all the country

south of the Loire is subject lo violent storms ol'

rain and hail, the latter occasionally beating down
and desiroyiiiir all the corn and vintage on which

it may liill. Frosts also somelinies happen in the

spring, even so late as the end of May and begin-

iimgof Jutie, so severe as to turn the leaves of

the walnuc trees quite blaclv, and to render ii ne-

cessary to cover the fig trees with straw. Au-
tumnal li-osis also not unl'requenlly occur earlier in

the central provinces of France than they do

in the south of England. On the 20th of Sep-

tember, 1787, Mr Young says, there happened so

smart a one on tlie south of the Loire, between

Chambort an.l Orleans, that the vines were liurt

by it. The high country of Auvergne is bleak

and cold ; and all the disiricis within reach of the

mountains of Vosges are afl'ected by llie snow
that falls upon them ; a circumstance which some-
limes occurs as laie as the end of June.

In the south of France, particularly in Provence,

a continuance of dry and hot weather may be ex-

pected throughout the months of .June, July, and

August, and a part or perhaps the whole of Sep-

temlier. The greatest heats seldom occur till the

15ih of July, nor alter ihe 15ih of September.

Harvest generally begins the 24ih of June, and

ends the loih of July : the middle of the vintage

is about the end of September. During the con-

tinuance of the hot weal her, or Ics grandes cka-

Icurs, as they are called, scarcely any persons who
can avoid it think of (]uitting their houses in the

middle of the day. Daring the end of auiumn
and the beginning of winter, violent rains fre-

quently fall; I'ui, in ihe intervals between the rains,

October and November may be regarded as the

pleasantesl months in the year. In December,
January, and February; the weather is generally

fine : but after February, the f^etit de bize is very

/requeni. This wind seems to pierce through the

body, and dry up all the humors. It is a strong

north or north-east wind, accompanied generally

wiih a clear sky, but sometim.es with snow. It

seldom lasts lijr more than three days at a time.

This wind blows with peculiar violence and bit-

terness about Avignon : the winters there are

someiiiaes rendered by it most distressingly cold;

and the Rhone is covered with ice sulliciently

strong to support loaded carts, and the olive trees

sometimes perish to their roois. Some parts of

the coast of Pro vence, as about Toulon and Hieres,

are still milder ihan about Marseilles and Aix ; but

the noriherii and more mountainous parts of the

province often experience very severe weather in

the winter, and are as cold as England, but with

a much clearer and purer air.

Tlie chief disadvantages of the climate of the

south of France are, the plague ol" insects, and

the peculiar violence of its storms, especially in

ihe mountainous tracts. The flies are excessively

troublesome in ihe olive districts of France; they

not only bite, sting, and hurt, but they buzz, tease,

and worry. Tiie mouUi, eyes, ears, and nose are

full of them ; they swann on every thing eatable
,

fruit, sugar, milk, every thing is attacked by them
in such niyriads, that if they are noi driven away
incessantly by a person who has nothing else to

do, to eat a meal is impossible. Sometimes it is

absolutely necessary to darken the room, in order

to keep it tolerably clear of them. In the stables,

Vol,. VTII-29

they are obliged to cherish the spiders, that their

webs may catch the flies, which would otherwise

be an actual torment to the horses. In the night

the gnats are very troublesome; and, besides the

torment of their bite, render sleep extremely diffi-

cult to he procured, by their constant and loud

noise. The author of the Essai sur la Mineral-

ogie des Pyrenees describes a thunder storm near

Bareges as extremely impetuous and formidable;

the cataracts rushing down the sides of the moun-
tains, carrying ruin and desolation along with

them ; those meadows, which a few hours before

were covered with verdure, now buried under

hea|;s of stones, or overwhelmed by masses of

liquid mud, and the sides of the mountains cut by

deep ravines, where the track of the smallest rivu-

let was not before to be discovered. The hail

storms in the south, and even in the central pro-

vinces of France, are not unfrequently most dread-

ful and ruinous in their consequences. About
thirty years aijo, a violent storm of hail swept a

track of desolation in a belt across the whole king-

dom, to the damage of several millions sterling
;

and no year ever passes without whole parishes

suffering to a very considerable degree. In the

south of France, where the hail storms are the

most common and the most violent, it is calculated

that, on an average, one-tenth of the whole pro-

duce is damaged by them, loung colts are

sometimes so severely wounded by the hail as to

occasion their death ; and it has even been asserted,

that men have been known to be killed by the hail,

when they could not procure shelter.

The climate of France naturally divides itself

into four zones, according to the vegetable pro-

duce which each affords. The most northern of

these divisions bears a considerable resemblance,

in its veiietable produce and in its climate, to

England : the second differs from the first princi-

pally in exhibiting here and there a few vineyards:

in tlie third, fields of maize begin lo make their

ajipearance ; and the fourth is distinguished from

the preceding by the intermixture of olives, mul-

berries with corn, vines, and maize. The line of

separation between vines and no vines is at Coucy,

ten miles to the north of Soissons ; at Clermont in

the Beauvoisis ; at Beaumont in Maine ; and

Herbignac, near Guerande in Brittany. The line

of separation between n:iaize and no maize is first

seen on the western side of the kingdom, in going

from the Angoumois and entering Poiiou, at

Verac, near RufTec: in crossing Lorraine, it is met
with between Nancy and Luneville. If these

lines between vines and no vines, and between

maize and no maize, be drawn on the map of

France, it will be found, that Ihey proceed in an

oblique line from the south-west to the north-east,

being parallel to each other. The line which the

vines forms is nearly unbroken; but that formed

by the maize in the central part of France, pro-

ceeds no farther north than the southern part of

the Limosin. The line of olives is also pretty

nearly from south-west to north, in the same
oblique direction. In proceeding lo the southward

from Lyons, they are first met with at Montcli-

mart ; and, in proceeding from Bezieres lo the

Pyrenees, they are lost at Carcassone. Hence it

appears, that there is a considerable difTerence

between ihe climate of France in the eastern and

western parts ; the eastern side of the kingdom

indicating, by its prcduciions, 2^ degrees of lati-

tude of niore'heat than the western.
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Having made iliese fjeneral rrmarks on the

rlimnteof the diflerenl, parts of Franco, we shall

iiexl proceed to lay lielbre our readers an ahplract.

of the most careful ineteorolop;ical ol)servalioMs, as

lliey respect the thermometer, barometer, wind.?

»nd rain.

I. The annual heat of London and Paris is

nearly the same ; hut, from the hetrinninii of April

to the end of Ociober, ihe iieat is irf eater at Paris

than at London. If the aimual temperature of

ijondon be re|)resented hy 1000, the averajre de-

<;ree of rold in .laniiary by 1000, and the averao;e

(lefiree of heat in July by 1000, the annual tem-

perature of Paris may he represented by 1028 ; the

uveragft degree of col<l of Paris in Januar}' by
1040 ; and of heat in .July by 1037. The annual
temperature of I^ourdeaus will be represented i»y

1090 ; the average degree of cold in January by

925; and the average derrree of heat in July by
1139. The annual temperature of Monipellier

•will be represented by 1170 ; tlie averaire degree
of cold in January by 850; and llie average de-

gree ofheat in July by 1196.

In the centre of France, the greatest heat
averages 27 degrees of Reaumur's thermometer,
nnd the greatest cold 7 deirrees: in the north of

France, the greatest heat is 23° 2', and the least

G° 6' ; in the east of France, the greatest heat is

24° 3', tlie least 9° 5'
; in the west of France, the

greatest lieat is 24", and ilie least 6°. In the

pouth-east, at Monipellier, the greau>st lieat is

23° r, the least 5° 7'. At Marseilles, the mete-
orological observations of nine successive years

gave an average of 25° 3' for the greatest heat,

and 3° 1' for the least.

I!. In the neighborhood of Paris, the baro-

meter never coniiiujcp tv.'euty-liiur hours without
changing. The barometer rises and falls sooner
in the western districts than in the easlern. M.
.Burckhardt, afier 15,000 hnromeirical ol servation

in order to calculate the iiiflnence of the winds on
the barometer in France, found that tlie souih

wind gave, for a menn height, 27 inches 11.3

lines, while an east wind raised tlio mercury to

38 inches 1.9 line. He also (ound, that the height
of the baromeier'ion the Mediterranean shores of
France was 2S inches 2.2 lines, while its hein-ht

on the At'aniio shorfs was 28 inches 2.8 lines.

In the centre of France, liie greatest heitfht of
the mercurj'in ihe liorometer, on an average of
Keveral years, is 28 inclies5.7 lines, itslenst heiirht

27 inches 3.3 lines : in the unrih of France, the
jjreatest lieieht is 27 inches 10.10 lines, tlie least

26 inches 8.5 lines : in the west, the average
lieight of the mercury in the barometer is 28 inches

3 lines: in the north-east, at JMontpcllier, the
greatest height is 28 inches 5.8 lines, the least 27
inches 6.5 lines. At Marseilles, the greatest

lieight of mercury in the bi-rnmeler is 28 incites

7.2 lines, the least 27 itichcs3.7 lines.

ill. It app<>ars from the result of observations
made liy M. Colie, at 86 ditlerent [)lace.sin France,
that along the whole south coast oftliat kincdom,
the wind blows most frequently from the north,

jiorth-west, and norlh-easi: on the west coast,

fiom the west, south-wesi, nnd north-west; and
• 11 the norlh coast, h-om the south-west. In the

interior parts of I'V.'.nce, the south-west wind
blows most liequonlly iu 18 places ; ilie west wind
in 14 ; the north in 13 ; the soulb in 6 ; the north-

east in 4 ; tlie 6outh-eaf?t in 2 ; the east and north-

west each of them, in one. About Dunkirk, ac-
cording to the same author, the prevading wind.^

are the aoiuh-west. As, however, the result of
other observations difler from those given by M.
Cotle, we shall subjoin them.
Aceordingto these observations, in the centre

of France, the prevailing wind.s are the south-
west and north-east ; in the northern districts the

south-east wind is most common ; in the eastern

districts the north ami south- west winds ; in the,

west ol France the north-east is the [irevailing

wind ; in the south-east at JMonipel'ier, the norlh

and north-east are ihe prevailinrj winds; and at

Marseilles the south-east and north-west.

IV. TTie mean (juanlily of rain that falls at

Paris is 22 inches ; the evaporaiion is frenerally

greater than the rain; the mean evaporation beint*'

33 inches. In the centre of France, the averaoo
quantity of rain is rather more than 20 inches ; the

number of rainy days in the course of the year
164. In the norlh of France there are 126 rainy

days ; in the east 145 ; in the west 150 rainy days;

in the south-east, at JMontpellier, there are 74
rainy days, and the quantity of rain is u|iwards of

27 inches— a proofof the violence ofihe rain when
it does Jiill. At Marseilles, the quantity of rain

is rather more ihan 21 inches, find the number of

rainy days 57.

TIIK DRAG LOG AND COULTER PLOUGH.

From Uie Centreville Sentinel.

Sir:— I desire to draw the atlenlion ol"your

agricultural readers to two implements which I

used lasi year in the cultivation of my corn crop;

ihe dratr loiT and the coulter plough. I look iheru

from the Farmer's Register, to which I am much
indebted lor useful inlbrmaiion in my aizricuhural

pursuits. Perhaps my uolicms of the beneiits of

these implements can be best conveyed by an
account of the cultivation of my crop.

I flushed the ground with Chenowiih's plough,

No. 9, early in the season, to the depth of the soil,

and as the uround was ploughed, lolknved quickly

with the drag log, whicli jiulverisee and reduces it

much better than the revolving roller. 1 then ran

over it vviih the large s|)ike-iooih harrow, and
checkered it at the distance of lour leet each way,
with the coulter plouirh, and after planting covered

with the spike-tooth htirrow. When the corn rose

so as to be seen distinctly, I ran the coulter ploughs
close to the rows, and ran over it ayain transversely

with the spike-'ooth harrow. Alter clearing and
thinning, as soon as the grass benan to grow, I

ran the coulter plouirh lour times in each row,

crossing with rank cultivators, and shortly before

harvest gave it the same cultivation 'reversed.

This wa.? the entire cultivation— I never used a
hoc except lor ciearinij. ]>/fy crop was much larger

than any I ever made, 1 do not mention the quan-
tity, as it was not put through acorn barrel, but

ascertained by corn house measurement. I be-

lieve I derived much benefit from the culiivation,

thou<rh I do not attribute the increased product

entirely to it ; my lands are under improvement,
principally by marl and marsh mud. I ijaiher but

linv lilades and cut no tops. My corn fields were
heavily set with blue urtiss, I never so well sub-
dued it, and accomplished my cultivation with so
much ease.
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The coulter plough may be set to run from six

to twelve iiichtis deep, one good hors^e will carry il.

The sud turned hy ihe Ihishing plough, and com-
pretjsud by ihc drug log, is cut by coulter ploughs

without being turned up, it decomposes, and, I

believe, atl'urds ahuient to the corn.

I had hereiolbre thought that the roots of corn,

in their growth, were disposed to take a horizontal

direction
; 1 am now of" opinion that this is mainly

owing to a superficial cultivation, and where ihe

ground is loosened below liie soil, by the deep cut-

ting of ihe coulter plough, they will strike down-
wards. One of the su|j|josed advantages of llie

hill, is to give the stalk support. My cultivation

produced a fiatsurliu'e, and several gentlemen who
saw my fields, after the heavy rains, and winds of

August, thought it loss blown down than any
1 hey had seen, and one ol' them, who had gone'

horn Ballimore to Wilmington, thence to Dover,
and then down tiie country to my house, walking
in my corn fields made the remark without his

attention being drawn to it by any observation of

mine. In the course of the (all I pulled up several

stalks in diirerent parts of njy field, I found most
of the roots to have struck down. Tliey were
generally from eight to ten inches long, many of

them from twelve to iburteen, and 1 Ibund one
seventeen. These roots, instead ofextending over
«he ground, covered a diameter of about ten inches,

the stalk beiuir the centre. Where the roots run
perpendicularly it necessarily follows that the corn
is less injured by the last cultivation, and though I

have known persons assert that the cutting the

roots of corn did it no injury, 1 never could come
into the opinion. I corresponded with a very
intelligent larmer in Virginia, about the coulter

plough, who stated that corn cultivated by the

coulter plough sufitjred less in a heavy drought
than when couHuon corn ploughs were used; lor

this two reasons may be assigned—the ground
retains moisture longer than when turned over by
consecutive ploughing, and the roots striking deep-
1M-, are less ex[)i>sed to the influence of the sun. I

dij not say ihat the cultivation I have mentioned
would be suitable to all soils ; mine is a li-iable

mould vviih a red clay bottom
;
perhaps it would

liot answer in a slitf tenacious clay.

The drag log is made of the Ibllowing materials.

A solid square piece of limber, six feet long by
twelve inches, another piece live iiiet lonif, of

Kulficient strength to bear the weight of the log,

to be connected liy pieces eight inches long, he-

aides what is allowed lor tenons, the two long

pieces to be connected by tlieshort ones, so that the

pari ot ihe log next to the ijround will run even on
It. Two strong oxen will carry it, and hold way
with two fiuijliing ploughs. The coulter plougli I

cannot describe on paper, it may be seen at Mr.
R. B. "Uariuichael's, near Centreville, or at: my
house on Wye. They were made by Mr. Hani-
bleion, at Wye Mill. 1 am a very inexperienced

larmer; most ot" your readers know that my early

days were devoted to a difi'erent occupation, and [

should leel unwilling, from the experience ol' a

tingle year, to involve any farmer in culiivaiion

like mine, li" any shall be disposed to try it, I

would recommend that he should confine it to part

of his crop, and they could then determine by
comparison the advantages of the cultivation.

I have a strong and abiding attachment to the

Eastern Shore of Maryland. I have been in

several of the Atlantic states, and I believe the

natural lertility, ihe internal resources, and advan-

tages ot the Eastern Siiore are ecpial to any region

of the same extent in any of them. We have

barren sandy districts, whifh ought never to have

been cleared, or cultivated ; tliey have desolate

hills and mountains, in New Yoik and Pennsyl-

vania, which the hand of industry can
_

never

improve. I have witnessed with high gratification

the progressive improvement of our agriculture
;

and if the enormous debt which now hangs upon

us, (the handy work of internal improvers,) does

not biing ruin and desolation upon tlie state; thu

day IS not (ar distant, when the increased produc-

tion ofourlands will establish their real value.

Wm. Carbiiciiaki>.

fl'ye, March 20.

From the Gtrmaiitown Tetegrapli.

ON THE SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES OF CROW-
ING ORCHARD GRASS WITH RED CLOVER.

Read before the Pliiladrlphia Society for promoting Agriculture,

iMurciil, 1S4U, by James Menae, M. U., V. l^rctideiit.

My attention was first called to this subject

when reading the late Mr. Bardley's 'Notes on

Husbandry,' (1799,) in which he states the bene-

tiis (o be derived from the sowing together the two

grasses first meniioned , and his remarks appeared

so well founded in reason, that I was disposed to

pursue the practice he recommended ; but before

tryinsr the experiment, I consulted the late Alger-

non Roberts, of Philadelphia county, one of our

best fiirmers, on the subject, and was pleased to

hear him approve ol'ihe measure.

My question was, " Which was the best grass

to irrow witli red clover V He answered at once,

'' Orcharil grass," by reason of their blossoming

at the same time, and the orchard grass giving

early and late pasture, which was a great object

with him, as he devoied his atlemioiito the supply

of buller for the Philadelphia Market. Joseph

Cooper, of new Jersey, to whom 1 also applied lor

an opinion on ihe same point, was equally pronipi;

in (iivor ofthe union of tlie two grasses in queslion.

Thus backed, I had no hesitation in deviating Iroiii

ihe usual routine adopted in Delaware, and still

continued very generally throughout Pennsylva-

nia ; and upon the first field of wheat which I laid

down, viz : in 1805, I had sown the Ibliowing

spring, 12 measured pints of clover seed with one

bushel and a halfof orchard grass seed previously

well mixed. Alier the grain was removed, I saw

,

with very great delight, both grasses thickly

covering the ground, and nearly as high as the

stubble; and late in the autumn had the satisfac-

tion to see my cows enjoying ;i luxuiious, succu-

lent repast, alterthe fields, vviiich were sown with

limoihy and clover in the vicmity had ceased to

supply it. But this gratification v^as small when
compared with ihat i experienced the lollowiug

spring, by beholding the towering orchard grass

in lulfblost^om at tlie same time with its compa-

nion, and Ihe ground thickly set with both. Re-^

serving a certain space for maturing the seed of

the orchard grass, i had the crop cut when u few

only of the clover blossoms were beginning to turn,

being then sure of perfect n;)aturity of the rest, aiid

found that they, equally with the leaver, retained
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iheir connexion with the etalii much better than

when the grass was cut after the clover hlopsoms

had assumed a dari? hue. Anoiher advantage

attending this early cutting is, that the stalks pre-

serve their pliancy and are eaten freely by cat lie;

whereas they are wat^ted when they become hard

from the mowing having been done at a late

period.

My experience of six years of the union of the

two grasses enables me to say that the advantages
of sowing orchard grass in prelerence to timothy,

are as follows

:

1. Two crops in place of one.

2. Good pasture late in the autumn instead of

none.

3. The curing of both grasses in full perfeciion,

while, when timothy is sown, the clover blossoms

and leaves are dead, black, and chiefly fiill off in

the curing of llie hay, owing to the ripening of the

timothy from 12 to 15 days alter the clover. Farm-
ers will never cut their grass until the timothy is

fit for the scythe.

4. Early pasture, even before the pestiferous,

hateful wild garlic makes its appearance, or at

least as early as the latter, and by its rapid growth,

smothers or lessens the crop of this enemy to the

products of the dairy. The same remarks apply

lo the autumnal growth of garlic.

Orchard grass is upon a par with timothy, in

point of nutritive quality and of animal partiality,

and will command nearly as great a price as

timothy. Two crops, and the early and late

pasture of the orchard grass make up for the small

difference in the price of hay from the two grasses.

PRESERVATIOIN OF PUMPKINS.

From the American Fanner.

We understand that Mr. C. S. W. Dorsey is

at this time feeding his milch-cows freely on pump-
kins of last year's growth, whicli are in a state

of perliict preservation. The butter is of the finest

quality, and of the richest color, as might be ex-

pected, I'rom such food. His mode of preserving

so perfectly a vegetable which, while it can be

kept sound, all consider so valuable, but which
has generally been found to be delicate and perish-

able, is worthy of being noted. We understand
his system to be to cover tiie space in his barn
intended lor their preservation with dry straw, say
!i loot or 18 inches thick. On this is placed a layer

of pumpkins, and on that another thick layer of

straw, and so on ; and the result is that his cows
iiave been supplied to the |)resent time with an
abundance of this superior Ibod, in a i)erlecily

sound and pure condition.

SUGAR BEET AND RUTA BACiA.

From the American Farmer.

Wye, Queen ^rnne Co. Md., >

March 26, 1840. ^

In a late No. of the American Farmer, Mr.
Earney's manner of storing roots for winter use, is

given. I have grown ruta baga for several years,

and also sugar beet for the last two, which 1

esteem more valuable, but intend still to plant ruta

baga. As the crops are planted at difli'erent sea-

sons, success might attend one, where'the other
failed. From my observation the sugar beet at-

tains maturity by the middle of September— the
ruta baga coniinues to grow till the liest becomes
sharp. 'J"o preserve them through the winter, i

dig a lon'ii, pit sufficient to contain my crop, and
build over it a fi-ame composed of oak forks, and
pine poles ; the two sides are lour feet |)erpendi-

cular, which, with the ends and top, are thatched
with cornstalks, and the top covered thick with
the dry leaves of the pine. lam carelul to con-
struct the house so as to exclude liijht, wind and
rain. I insert a small wooden jiipe through the

top to carry off the exhalaiiona Irom the roots ; and
the door, which is also made to fit close, is never
opened, except to get out the roots. I have used
the last of my roots, witiiin a tew days. My cr"p
of both was twenty tons, and a trusty servant, who
has had the charge of them, tells me there is not

more than tvifo bushels damaged in the whole
lot.

I pulled my roots about the last of October, and
after separating the tops, left them to dry, and then

stored them in bulk. The ru!a baga is a hardy
plant, and might safely have been lef; out longer.

Some of my neighbors tell me that their sugar
beets were much damaged by the early (rosts of
November.

J do not intend to put my plan in comf^etition

with Mr. Barney's— in a grazing country, perhaps
his is the best, but in ours, where the principal

benefits derived from cattle are butter, milk and beel'

lor domestic use, and oxen for burden, it is an
object to save labor and cost. If a Pennsylvania
Farmer who expends as much in building hia

barn as his dwelling, reads this communication, he
will [ferliaps say ihe contrivance is worthy of the

country Irom vvliich it comes
Wm. Carmichael,

BEAN PODS POISONOUS TO SWINE.

From tliu New England Farmer.

3Jr. Breck—^owe years ago, I had thrown into

my hog pen, where there were six shoals, some
Saba, commonly called Civy, bean pods. When I

came from my work at noon, 1 found them all sick,

vomiting and in very great distress. Not knowing
then that the bean pods had been given to them. I

went to dosing them with such things as I supposed

might be good, but, in spite of all my efforts, in

about one hour after my first discovery of their be-

ing ailing, five of them were dead. 1 opened and

examined one of lheni,and Ibund that all of a
liquid kind was thrown up, and the potatoes with

wliich they were led in the morning, together with

whey, were in a hard lump, and the beai'i pods

mixed in with them.
Some suppose that it is the spur on the end of

that kind oi'bean pod which does the mischief. I

am ofa different opinion, because those spurs, when
green, are too soil to have any bad effect. I be-

lieve them to be poisonous ; my hogs were evi-

dently poisoned. Every man, who keeps hogs, and
raises civy beans, ought to know that it is danger-

ous to give these pods to hogt=, and that it may be

more generally known, is the reason of this com-
munication. Levett Peters.

Westborough, March 3, 1840.
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MANURE} AND THE ILL EFFECTS OF DIRTY
STABLES.

From tlic Farmers' Cabinet.

The following judicious remarks on the preser-

vation of the urine of animals, have been extracied

from Hayward's Agriculture, and may be accepta-

ble and useful to tiie readers of the Cabinet.
" The superior effect of putting the manure on

the land as it is produced, as stated by Sir H. Da-
vy to be the case with Mr. Coke, may be accounted

for as arising iiom the urine absorbed by the litter

which, if left in the usual way, spread in an open
yard, would have been wasted and lost."

To show the fertilizing effects ofurine, Sir John
Sinclair says, " every sort of urine contains the

essential elements of vegetables in a stale of solu-

tion. The urine of a horse, being so much lighter,

would be more valuable than its dung, if both must
be conveyed to any distance. The urine of six cows
or horses will enrich a quantity of earth sufficient

to top-dress one acre ofgrass land ; and as it would
require four pounds worth of dung to perform the

same operation, the urine ofa cow or horse is worth

about twelve shillings (.93) per annum, allowing

eight shillings per acre as the expense of prepaiinjj

the compost. The advantages of irriiiaiing grass

lands with cow urine, almost exceed belief. Mr.
Harley, of Glasgow, (who keeps a large dairy in

that town,) by using cow urine, cuts some small

fields of grass six times ; and the average of each
cutting is fifieen inches in length."

In a note to the above, the author observes, that

"whilst recommending I he careful and effectual

draining ofstablts, for the preservation of the urine,

as the most valuable part of animal manure, I will

also state a circumstance which cannot be thought
unworthy of notice to agriculturists, which occur-

red to me, to show how necessary this is also to

the health ofanimals.
" I took possession ef some stables, with the

horses that had been some time kept in them, and,

to my misfortune, in a very short time I found that

horses kept in those stables had been subject to

the dreadful disease called the mad staggers for

several years. Some horses had died, and the

horses then there, and which had been for some
time kept in the stables, were in wretched condi-

tion. Two fine fresh horses which were put into

them were within a few months seized with the

mad staggers, and one of them literally killed him-
selfby knocking his head about against the manger
and stall ; the other was saved by copious bleeding

and removed into a fresh stable, but was so redu-

ced as to be lessened in value one-half. My neigh-

bors advised the pulling down t he stables, consider-

ing the disease infectious ; but having, on going

into the stables early in the morning, been almost

suffocated and blinded by obnoxious gas, I exa-
mined the floor and drains, when 1 found the former

to consist of large burr stones, laid on a stiff clay

;

and the floor sunk so low below the drain, as not to

admit of the draining away of the urine. This
struck me to be a sufficient cause to affect the brain

of any animal confined in it, the same as it had the

horses. I therelbre had the floor taken up, relaid,

and properly drained ; and the walls and ceiling,

manger, cribs, &c. vvashed with quick lime ; and
from that time for ten years, 1 never had a diseased
horse."

,

The mad staggers is undoubtedly a violent in-

flammation of the brain of the horse, produced, in

all probability, by inhaling noxious, acrid gases,

such as aietheproductof foul stables; for we never

see cases of this disease among horses that breathe

a pure, uncontaminated atmosphere. Horses

which are kept in confined stables in ciiies, where

the manure and urine are deposited in cellars un-

derneaih them, are most subject to this disease.

The remedy, or rather the mode of preventing the

disease, is s'o obvious, that every person who has

charge of so valuable an animal as the horse,

should be apprised of the importance of keeping a

clean stable, so as to insure a pure atmosphere, that

the lungs or brain may not suffer injury by inhaling

ammoniacal gas or spirit of hartshorn, which tends

to produce irritation and inflammation of the fine,

tender membranes, which line the nasal processes

and the lungs ofall animals.

The disease called hollow horn in cattle, is in-

flammation of theintetior of the head and horns,

which communicate wiih the nasal processes, and

very probably proceeds from the same cause which

produces mad staggers and glanders in horses; to

wit, foul acrid gases, inhaled in sufficient quantities,

and lor a time sufficient to irritate the very delicate

membranous structure of the interior of the head,

so as to excite inflammation, and finally suppura-

tion, mortification and death. This is rendered the

more probable, as horses and cows when stabled are

generally enveloped in one common atmosphere,

and the disease does not often show itself till

the season is considerably advanced, when the foul

malaria has had a long time to operate on the ten-

der parts to which it is constantly applied while

breathing. Milk cows are generally more closely

confined than bulls or young cattle, and it is be-

lieved they are much the most li-equent subjects of

the disease. It is hoped this stibject will claim the

careful examination of all intelligent farmers, and

it is desired that their observations may be record-

ed and published, whether they go to sustain the

above theory or to destroy it. Ofone thing we are

all certain, that to breathe pure, uncontaminated air

is more conducive to health, than to inhale that

which is foul and irritating to the lungs. An oc-

casional smell of a hartshorn bottle may not be

disagreeable or unwholesome, if it is not too con-

centrated ; but to be enveloped in an atmosphere

of it for half our time, during the winter season,

which is the case with a very large proportion of

our horses and cattle, cannot be expected to pro-

mote the healthy action of the system, but on the

contrary to produce disease and premature death.

Agricola.

EXTRACT FROM AN ADDRESS TO THE MIDDLE-
SEX (mass.) society of HUSBANDRY AND
MANUFACTURES. BY REV. H. COLMAN.

From tlie New Genesee Farmer.

What constitutes national wealth? What are

commerce and trade and manufactures all concern-

ed with but the products of the field? A single

article of the produce of southern agriculture is

rated this year at 80,000,000 of dollars. But vast as

this value of the cotton crop may seem, it is little

compared with the value ofthe wheat and the corn

crop, and the amount of vegetables and grasses, of

dairy produce and ofpork, and beef, and wool, that

are required and produced for the use and trade of
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the country. Ii is impossible to come at any exact
estimate uT these maiieis ; but every iiuhvidiial

may a|)|)roucli an esiimale by eonsiderinjjj wiiai is

ihe exjjense of coilon to liim in ilie year eoinpared
AVilh uiiier expenses incidental to his clothing and
tsubsisience.

We have, it iis true, in modern times, invented
another mode of incr«^asing national ueaith, and
that is by the creation ol' bills o! credit, bank notes,

promises to ;>ay. Many ol us are simple enough
to believe that uc grow rich jusl in proportion as
we muhijily and can circulate tliese [jroiuises to

jjay. Now, I admit that lo a certain extent and
within rigid linnls this may be a wholesome ope-
ration ; but is it ai}y actual increase ol' vvealih?
Does a man grow rich in proportion as he multi-
plies his promissory notes ol hand? In private
hlij, this would be deemed an Irish way ol' getting
lili ; in associations it does notditler Irom this. I

mean where it is mere credit; not resting upon
actual accumulations, nor based upon prospective
lesuhs, which are as certain as any thing future in

human calculations can be. Eut when ihese
promises lo pay are once made, who is to |)ay

them? It' they are c\er paid at all, it must be by
the hand ol' productive labor—by the products of
the held or ilie sea. W productive labor does not
make them good, ihey will never be good li)r any
thing. Every bill of credit that is issued is

un assessment upon ihe industry of the country.
it would have been well ior the public had they
been this belbre ihey incurred the tremendous
losses which they have already suffered, it would
be well if ihey could see it now in season to guard,
us well as vhey niay, against the tremendous ex-
plosions which musi accompany the extravagance
und reckless extension of a system fraught with
innumerable evils to the honest industry of the
country, and adapted to frame the profligate idler's

palace out of the laborer's bones !

Eutiwhen will men learn any thing from expe-
lience l What we call the public is a long-eared
animal. The crafty understand him. '1 iiey <xo

into the pasture with their measure of oats, the

fcame decoy which has caught many silly animals
beicjre him, and shake it belbre his eyes, holding
the bridle behind their backs and coming up the
blind side of him: belbre he can touch his nose lo

lo the grain he finds the bit in his mouih. Then
it is all over; and he must take patiently the whip,
which sometimes at every stroke brings blood, if

he atiem[)tB by rearing or kicking to throw Ins rider.

RULES FOR OVEnSEERS.

From tlie Carolina rianler.

Mr. Editor:—When I employ an overseer, I

read to liim the rules of my plantation, and give

hini to understand at once that he is to be govern-

ed by them. It is part of my contract. Those
which relate more particularly to the overseer's

duty, I send you lor publication. 1 cannot help

thinking that if such rules were generally adopted

and enlbrced, this useful and necessary class of

men would be improved. Fr.AKKLir;.

RULES OF THE PLAKTATIOIf.

Isl. A good crop means one that is good, taking

into consideration every thing—negroes, land,;

mules, stock, li^nces, diiches, liirming utensils, all

of wliich must lie kept up and improved in value

—

the eH()rt therefore must not be merely to make a
given number of bales of cotton, but as much ad

can be made without interrupting the steady in-

crease in value ol the rest of the property.

2d. The overseer will never be expected to

work in the field, but he must always be with the

hands U'hen not otherwise engaged in the employ-
er's business—and will be required to attend on
occasion to any pecuniary transaction connected
with this plantation.

3. The overseer must never be absent a single

night or an entire day without permission pre-

viously obtained. W henever absent at church or

elsewhere, he must be on the plantation by sun
down vviihout fail.

4ih. He must attend every night and morning
at the stalls, and see tbat the mules are watered,

cleaned and li^d, and the doors locked. He must
keep the stable key, at nigbt, and all the keys in a
saiti place, and never allow any one lo unlock a
crib but himself, lie must endeavor also to be
with the plough hands at noon.

5lli. The overseer must visii every negro house
at daylight in the morning and see that all are out.

Once a week or more he must visit them after

horn t>low at night, lo see that all are in. Once
a week he must visit every negro quarter after

night. The horn will be blown in winter at 8, in

summer at 9 o'clock, after which no negro must
be seen out of his house.

6th. The overseer will be expected not to de-

grade himself by charging any negro with carry-

ing news lo the emjiloyer. There must be no
news to carry. The employer will not encour-
age tale bearing, but will question eveiy negro in-

discriminately whenever he thinks proper about
all matters connected with the plantation, and re-

quire him to tell ihe truth. When he learns any
tiling derogatory to the overseer he will immedi-
ately communicate it to him.

7th. Tlie overseer musi ride but one horse un-
less he obtains permission to do otherwise. And
as the employer's business will require his whole
attention he is expected to see but little company.

Sih. He will be expected to obey strictly all in-

structions of the employer. His opinion is request-

ed on all questions relative lo plantation matters

as Ihey arise, and will be treated with respect, but

when not adopted he must cheerfully and liiilhful-

ly carry into effect the views of the employer, with
a sincere desire to produce a successlul result. He
must carry on all experiments with fidelity, and
note the results carefully, and he must, when in-

structed by ihe employer, give a fair trial to all

new methods of culture and new implements of
airriculture.

9lh. The whole stock will be under the imme-
diate charge ofthe overseers, and he will attend lo

them personally, with the assistance of any negro
he may choose from time to time. He must see

and )t?ed every hog at least twice a week, and salt

and count the cattle once a month. The overseer

must vviihout being asked, inform the employer ol"

any thing going on that may concern or interest

him.
10th. The negroes must be made (o obey and to

work, which may be done by an overseer who at-

tends regularly to his business, with very little
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whippintr; much vvhippinij imlicatpg a bad tem-

pered or !in inatlentive maiiacer, and will not he al-

lowed. The overseer must never, on any occasion,

unless in self defence, kick a negro, or strike him
wiih his hand, or a slick, or the hut-end of his

whip. No imusual puiiisliment must be resorted

to without the employer's consent.

11th. The sick must he treated with great ten-

derness, and visited at least three limes a day, and
at night if necessary. The greatest attention must
be paid to all the children ; and ihey must be kept

clean, dry and warm by the nurses. Suckling and
pregnant women must he indulffed as much as

circumstances will ailow,and never worked as much
as others. Siicklers must be allowed time lo suckle

children, arui kept working as near the house as

possible. No liliing, spinning [?] or ploughing
must be required of pregnant women.

12th. The use ol'spirits is absolutely forbidden

on this planintion, unless when prescribed by a

physician—not even a Christmas dram is allowed
the negroes. Should the o'v-.-rseer get drunk he
nmst expect to be instantly discharged.

13th. The overseer is particularly enjoined to

keep the negroes as much as possible out ol" the

rain and li-om all kinds of exposure, and to see

that ihey make goud fires in cold weather and
alier rains.

14ih. The overseer must not punish the driver

except on some extraordinary emergency that will

not aL'ow oi'delay, until the employer is consulted,

or this rule, the driver is, however, to be kept in

entire ignorance.

lolh. !t is distinctly understood in the acree-
ment with every overseer, that whenever dissatis-

fied he can quit the employer's service, on giving
him one month's notice in wriiincr—nnd that the
employer may discharge him at any time, by pay-
ing him lor his services up to that period, at the
same rate as he agreed to pay for the year.

ON ROOT CULTURE, AND THE DISTANOKS RE-
QUIRED BY DIFFERENT ROOTS.

To ihe Editor of the Farmers' Register.

March 6th, 1S40.
In your February number I perceive that one

of your correspondents, who gays he is a cu'iivntor

in latitude 41'\ has bestowed upon me a brieCcom-
plimentary notice, lor which I here becj leave lo

return him my thanks. But he has done it in a
way lo produce erroneous impressions in recard to

(he meaning ol" the passages lo which he refers

in one of my former comnmnications, and there-
fore f owe if, both to your readers and myseilj lo

endeavor to correct his mistake.

In speaking of the proper distances to sow tur-

nips, he says : " I think two feet ridges might do,

if straight." Tiiis remark he prefaces by assert-

ing, as a thing absolutely certain, although it is

very far li-om being so, that "narrow intervals,"
(by vvhicii he means any less than lliree feet.)

"in the United StJites, are inadmissible." With
what propriety he can apply this unqualified asser-
tion to a country comprehending somewhere
about 25 degrees of latitude, with every varie'y of
soil and climate to bo found within such limits, I

\v\\\ not now inquire, but will confine my remarks
chiefly to my own case. Your correspondent has

misconstrued me in this respect: he says, "1
think two leet ridges might do, if straight.^'' Now
this IS mere matter of opMiicn, worth liille or no-
thing, as such, to any body ; but it is malter of
experience also. Fur, more than once, 1 have ac-

tually compared two and three leet drills, not
"ridges," which do not suit our climate, (about
o7h degrees,) so well as drills on a level eurliice,

where the roots have a litlle earth thrown to them
as soon as the leaves are nine or len inches high.

This comparison was made in similiir soils, and
of similar fertility, as liir as 1 could judge; al-

though, if there was any ditlerence, Ihe thrce-lt'et

drills in the last trial were in the riclust ground.
It is true, that ihe comparison was not as accu-
rate as it might have be.m, and as it shall be here-
atier, if J live, for 1 did not weigh. But I could
discover no dilfercnce ei'her in the general or par-
ticular size of the roots, although I examined
them very minutely ; and Ihe, fact bring indispu-

table, that Ihe iwo-leet drills produced in number
one-third more roots, I inlerred that the whole
quantity was nearly, or quite, one-third greater,

;iiid would, consequently, more than pay lor the
cxtra labor, lo say noihing of ihe common opi-

nion, that middle-sized roots contain more nu-
triment in pioporiion lo their bulk, than those
of the largest size. Much of this I admit was
conjecture, and of course may be wrong ; but tlie

comparison can easily and Uiirly be made by any
b(idy who has curiosity enough to make it; lor

three or (our rovvfs at each distance will sulfice.

Conjectures, iiow.ver, and assenion too, will be
found, upon examinalion, lo constitute a large
portion of your correspondent's communication.
Thus, after saying, ''I have had leaves of turnipa

to measure threc-leet frequently, belbre ihe bulk
was much larger than a goose-egg," he asks ihis

(question, " !!" such plants were in two-leet ridges,

what would become of them?" This question
he answers hirnsell' by replying: "Evidently
enough they would be sm.othered." Now I can
truly affirm that I have never seen such evidence,

although I also have had leaves o/' the ruta baga
turnip to measure ihree-leet in two-leet drnls, but

not frequently ;
" and nothing like smolhering has

ever occurred, /or they had enough of light, air

and moisture lo nudce them grow very weil. But
the fict is, in reganl to turnips, that tiie largertho
leaves, ih.e smaller will be the roots in proportion.

Again, in speaking of beets, your correspondent
confidenily asserts, that the mangel wurtzel is

" far superior lor cattle lo all the rest." In reply

lo this, I must beg leave lo say, that he ought rot
to expect such anonymous authority to stand good
against the numerous names of experienced farm-
ers which have appeared in several of our agri-

cultural journals, who give ihe preference, afler

comparative trials, to the white sugar-beet. To
these have been added several statements of che-
mical analyses, proving Ihat the latter kind of
beet, iiad considerably more, o(" the saccharine

piirici[;le ihan the former. Now, if that principle

in vegetables be the chief source of nutriment to

llie animals fed on them, it inconiestably follows,

that your correspor.dera's preference f()r mangel
wurtzel for cattle is more a maticr of fancy than

of fact.

Towards the close of his communication, your
correspondent adds :

•' I have a word or i wo more
(0 say respecting the disi.iucc at which turnips
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and beets otiijjht to be drilled." He then asserts,

that, "any thing less than ihree-leot will not an-

swer, and, even at that, it is almost impossible to

give them the requisite tillatre, if the preparation

is good." I will not affirm that mine has ever

been what he would call "good."' But lean
truly say, that in such as it has been, I have
never found any thing like an impossibility in

giving them what I deemed requisite tillage with

a proper coulter, a very small |)lough and the

hand-hoe, even in two-leet drills, " if straight,"

as ihey may very easily be made by any one who
chooses ti) take the trouble. Be it remembered,
that I confine my remarks to latitude 37 or SS'^.

And be it also remembered, that the use of the

plough in the culture of the root-crops, is every

where, I believe, discotitinucd before the leaves of

the plants nearly reach their lull growth.

From the whole context of the communication
which lias elicited my remarks, I conclude that

your correspondent thinks we should be regulat-

ed" in the distances at which we drill our root

crops, by the length and size of their leaves. Ad-
mit I ins to be true, and 1 would ask wliy he re-

commends the same distance for heels ar, lor rula

baga, since the leaves of the Ibrmer are little, if

any, more than half the size of the latter 7 Surely

this must be an oversight.

V/hen I began this letter, I intended nothing

more than to explain away what appeared to me
a misconstruction, (although not a wilful one,)

of certain remarks of mine in a former com-
munication. But on perusing what I have writ-

ten, I perceive that 1 have been led insensibly into

several comments on your correspondent's opi-

nions relative to the general management of root-

crops, but especially of ruta baiia and beets.

Should these comments appear to him to be freer

than the occasion called (or, I assure him that

they proceeded from no other motive than the one

by which he himself appears to be guided—to

vvit, the good of our cnuimon cause. Although

we difi'er in regard to the matters which I have

specified, 1 aijree with him perfectly as to the

great importance of root-ciops, and the necessity

of much more attention than is usually paid to

the seasons or times, together with the proper

soils and preparation for sowing or drilling all the

di(!erent kinds usually relied upon for stock. Per-

mit me here to add a it;w words relative to the

diV'Crsity ofopinions and practice which prevail on

these subjects. It is ascribable, in part, to the dif-

ferences in soil, climate and fertility of the lands

wherein our root-crops are culiivaled. But chiefly

to the want of curiosity, atlded to the obstinacy of

those who unilertake to prescribe in these matters,

and who will insist upon the practice of their own
particular locality being the best for all. A mo-
meiil's reflection would prove this to be utterly

ab&hrd. But the sireat misfortune is, that I'ur

ev^ry one of our bretliren who will take the trou-

ble 'lo reflect and inquire, there are probably thou-

eattds who will never be suilty of any such selt-

anhoyance. Hence the slow progress which all

muet acknowletlge to be made in every branch of

our husbandry. Nothing illustrates this more
ctetirly than the perpetual contioversies in regard

to root-crops. Yet a very faw comparative trials

\H\\\ each particular kind, as to soil, fertility, dis-

tances and culture, would suffice, if accurately

mivdl', to enable each more certainly to determine

lor himself, wliich was best in his own situation,

instead of pursuing, as we often do, some course

which, if not the worst, is very far from being the
best. Without such accurate trials, disputes will

and must go on the end of time ; Icjr none of us
can arrive at any thing like certainty in our prac-

tice, merely by argumentations, however inge-

nious and protracted. These may serve to amuse
and entertain, but can never aflbid useful instruc-

tion without minute, intelligible details of practice

and its results.

In conclusion, I beg leave to present you with a
brief tabular statement of my own practice in re-

gard to root-crops ; not that I presume to ofier it

as a rule lor others, but in ihe hope of its doing
some good, at least to such farmers and gardeners

as have perhaps less experience than myself. I

make the statement (or two reasons ; first, be-

cause we hear no inquiry more frequently made by
beginners in (arming and gardening—nay. often

by old f)raciitioners, than about the best distances

at which to plant o-- to drill the various |)lants

which they cultivate. And secondly, because
this very necessary information is not to be found

in any one book of husbandry or horticulture that

I have ever consulted. Many of them are sufli-

cienily lull and explicit in other respects, but all

are more or less guilty of omissions in regard to

distances. On this subject I now offer what I

have culled from books, confirmed by my own ob-

servation of the practice of others, and by nume-
rous experiments made by myself with moct of

the specified roots.

Kinds of roots and other
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Kinds of roots and other

plants.

Cucumbers, - - - -

Musk melons, - - -

Watermelons, - - -

Early bunch cimlins -

Runnintr sqiinRhes nf
every kind, and pump-
kins, - - - - -

Early garden peas, -

Late tall jjarden peas ol'

every kind, - - -

Early dwarf snap-beans
of every variety - -

Late runningsnap- beans
scnrlet. runners and
Lima beans, - - -

Okra or gombo, - -

Onions, - - - - -

Celery,

Tomato,

Distances of drills or

hills.

3 feet each way for ear-

ly, and 4 foet for late,

both in flat hills, or 3
feet by 1, the rows
supported by sticks.

From 4 to 5 feet each
way, in flat hills.

From 6 to 8 feet each
way in flat hills.

3| feet each wav in flat

hills.

5 or 6 Ceet each way, if

quantity rather than

size be the object, and
in flat hills.

From 3 tn 3| l(5et,eown

very thick.

From 5 to 6 feet sown
thin.

2| feet by 3 or 4 inches.

4 or 4|- feet each way, in

flat hills.

2^ feet by 12 or 15 inches

on level surflire.

12 or 15 inches by 4 or 5
inches on level surface.

4 feet by 6 or 8 inches, in

well manured trench-

es.

3 or 4 feet each way in

flat hills, the vines to

be supported by 3 or 4
sticks around each hill.

The above table I have taken, (as I before re-

marked,) parily from books, and in part from the

oral inlbrmation of experienced farmers and gar-

deners, confirmed by my own experience, having
Jong cultivated, at different times, nearly every ve-

getable which I have enumerated. Some few I

have omitted altogether, because I have never
seen the-ni at any table, nor scarcely ever heard

them commended by any persons who had tasted

them. It is possible that the whole table may ap-

pear to some to be nothing more than tellino; every

one what they knew before ; but, lor the reasons

already stated, I am sure that many will find it

convenient to refer to it, at least in re^rard to the

distances at which each kind of vegetable should

be sown or planted. Of the seasons for these ope-

rations 1 have said nothing, as they vary verj'

much according to soil, climate and the tempera-
ture of the weather in each month. But many
of our common almanacs give the requisite in-

formation as to the proper seasons lor plantinu; and
cowing in each latitude ; and nearly all the old

gardeners, every where, can tell those who are

ignorant. There are, however, two subjects

connected with the table, on which 1 will add a
few " more last words." These are, the best kinds
of manures, and the culture especially of root-

crops. In regard to the first, I believe myself to

Vol. VIII—.30

be warranted by some 30 or 40 years' observation

and experience, in saying that the differences be-

tween all the vegetable and vegeto-animal ma-
nures, when applied in equal quantities, consist

much more in the degree than in the nature of the

fertility imparted, simply because one bulk, where
all are of the same size, will contain more of the

food of plants than another. Let me not be un-
derstood as asserting that there is no difference

whatever in kinds. All I contend for is, that it

is far less than some reputed scientific agricultu-

rists would make it: and that in many of their

apparently learned descants on the subject, so

common in our old books of husbandry, especially

when they come to speak of their complicated

composts and expensive stercoraries, there is

much more of quackery, than real utility, particu-

larly to the farmers and planters of our country.

I have always found that the manure either of
horses, cows, sheep or hogs, or ashes, all ofwhich
most of us can procure more easily than other

kinds, would cause all the varieties of plants

usually cultivated here to grow quite as fast and
perlecily. as any compost I have ever seen tried, if

applied in proper quantities, and at the proper

time. I have also found, in regard to all the ve-

geto-animal manures, that it is best to apply them
as fresh as possible, provided they be mixed with
the soil, in time for the fermentation to be nearly

or quite over just before the seed which you design

to cultivate are sown or planted. In this state

much less manure will suffice, which saves labor

in the application, and prevents the loss that ine-

vitably happens when fermentation takes place

before the manure is incorporated with the earth.

Where plants appear to be " burnt" by manure,
(as 'tis commonly said,) the effect is produced
either by excess in the quantity used, or by too

late an application, both of which faults are easily

avoided. Should these and other manures be too

scarce, and hard to procure in sufficient quanti-
ties, even for the garden, an excellent substitute

may be found in a strong infusion of soot and wa-
ter, made about the color of good coffee. This
mixture almost every one can procure. It should
be applied between, not on the plants, and may be
relied on as highly eflicacious in bringing them to

perfection : three or lour times during their growth
will suffice.

Before I quit the subject of composts, let me re-

mark that there is one, and which every farmer or
planter may prepare, and which I will admit to be
well vv^orth makin<r ; not because it is at all better

than any of the manures which I have mentioned,
but because it prevents the eniire waste of various
putrescent subsiances to be found on every farm,
that are usually thrown au^ay and lost ; but which,
if heaped together, would soon ferment into a uni-
form mass, capable, if soon used, of imparling
considerable fertility to any of our arable lands.

Against all other composts, or rather those which
require the costly buildings called stercoraries, to

form and preserve them, I must here bes leave to

enter a decided protest, at least for Virginia farms.

In the first place, the expense of building, toijether

with the labor of preparing and applying the com-
poimd, will exceed, unless I greatly err, the profit

to be derived from it ; and, secondly, the waste of

manure, by fermentation, will be very great, not-

withstanding all the precaution which may be
taken to guard against it ; not to mention the in-
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lolerably offensive and noxious stench whioh such

places constnnlly generate, and which none but

Flemish or Chinese noses could be forced to en-

counter without severe compulsion. This objec-

tion may, perhaps, appear somewhat too fastidious

to those whose olfactory nerves are less sensitive

than my own, and therefore I will not urije it any
farther than ir concerns the health of the laborers

who are fi-equently exposed to such odors. An
almosphete fully impregnated wiih them cannot

possiblv be wholesome, either lor man or beast,

and, consequently, it should be our study rather to

prevent than to create them.

On the subject of culture my remarks will

relate chiefly to root crops, and are desjtrned prin-

cipally as a reply to your correspondent's assertion,

that, " in the United States, narrow intervals" (by
which he means less than three feet) "are inad-

missible." Now it is a fact, witnessed by many
of my neighbors, that /, who live, as I before re-

marked, in latitude about 37^°, have ventured to

admit these "inadmissible intervals" several

times, and have had ocular proof, not only that a
well broke horse or mule could easily walk between
rowsofruta baga two feet apart, without treading
on the plants, while it was proper to use the
plough, but that there was no discernible smother-
ing whatever of the roots, even of plants whose
leaves were three feet long; nor was there any
perceptible difference in the quantities of rnols

produced by the two and three feet drills. The
implements used were a single coulter, small

enougii for one horse, and a small double mou'd-
board plough of cast iron, made for the purpose,

which throws the dirt to the right and left at the

same time, and thereby aids the hand-hoe in earth-

ing up the plants to the requisite height of five or

six inches. For the culture of all plants in drills

less than two feet apart, the implements which I

prefer to all others that I have yet tried, are the

three-pronged hoe, and the common weeding hoe
with a narrow blade. The first pulverizes, while

it gives the proper depth of tillage ; the latter ef-

fectually kills the grass and weeds, at the same
lime that it draws to the roots the necessary quan-
tity of earth. The pronged hoe is so fiir superior

to any thing else I have ever seen, for two other

very common operations on every farm, that I

think it may probably be useful to give a sketch of

it ; for it is not used, I believe, nor even known in

many parts of our state, although common in

others. The operations to which * allude are, the

throwing of coarse manure into carts or tumbrels,

and the cleaning out the bottoins of ditches or

drains, wherein any kind oftrash has accumulated.
In those matters it will do more than double the

work of the implements commonly used, and with

less effort to the laborer who handles it. The eye
of the hoe should be made like that of a grubbing
hoe, and attached to the centre pronsr, which
should be about 8 inches long and one inch wide
next the eye, tapered to 5-8ihs width at the point.

The thickness should also be 5-8tha reduced at the

point, to a sharp edge. The outsiile prongs should

be of the same size as the centre prong, and weld-
ed to that on the inside close to the eye, and all of
them should be slightly curved inward. Let the

intervals between the prongs be about 2 inches.*

* If the hoe were laid with its back on the gronnd,

and a line traced around it, by the outside of the outer

This very useful implement, Marshall says, has
been ufsed from time immemorial in several parts'

of Eiii>land, and is called a " haul-to." Col. John
Taylor of Caroline, I believe, first used it in our
state

; at least I never heard of' them before I saw
tlietn on his liirin, some thirty-odd years ago, and
I have never been without them since.

So much for root-culture in drills, and the im-
plements which seem to me best calculated lor the
purpose. When hills are used, either for roots or

other plants, let me earnestly recommend ihat^

instead of making them as usual, at right angles
v/iih each other, they should be so made, as for the
hills in every other row to be opposite the inter-

vals of the row last made. In this way, although
the hills will be the same distance from each other

as when they were made at right angles, the rows
themselves will be so much nearer in the mode re-

commended, as to make a difference in its favor of
many hundred hills in every acre. This diffe-

rence will exceed 500 per acre, if the hills be made
three feet apart each way, as any person who may
doubt my word may easily prove to himself, if he
will take the trouble to make the calculation. To
those who prefer saving a little extra trouble, ta

making the most of their arable lands, I would
say—"go on, good, easy, self-satisfied souls, as

many of your procenitora have been going on for

centuries past ; far be it from me to presume that

you will condescend, even to listen to any thing I

can say in the form of recommendation. I ven-

ture not upon any attempt so utterly hopeless."

My humble efforts are addressed to those only,

who, like myself, believe that the bept informed

among us will always have something to learn
;

and may always be benefited by the free inter-

communication of each other's knowledge and

prongs and the eye, and straight across the cutting

ends of the three prongs, the plane surface so marked

would be in size and shape much the same as those of

a common hilling (or digging) hoe. The slight curve

of the prongs is about the same as is most snitaWe for

a common grubbing hoe. The angle which the prong-

ed hoe makes with its handle, is that which suits best

for the operation of digging, or which serves to make

the prongs strike into the manure or earth precisely in

the line of their direction. This useful implement is

described in Taylor's 'Arafor,' and also in the account

of the farming of Fielding Lewis, at page 17, vol. i.

Farmers' Register.

The description given above by our correspondent

was accompanied by a drawing, which we have takerj

the liberty to omit; because to wait for an engraving

of it to be executed would probably compel us to keep

back the pubhcation two months ; and, moreover, the

figure not being exactly represented by the drawing,

it would not have served as a perfect guide for the

construction. We never object to the cost of illustra-

tive engravings, and, on the contrary, would be pleased

to have them whenever requisite ; but the difficulty of

obtaining them, and the dtday and disappointment in

their execution, constitute one of the many drawbacks

to the exertions of publishing an agricultural journal

in Virginia, where there is no support afforded for ar>

engraver—and very little for a publisher of any thing

—except despicable party political writings.-Ed. F. R-
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experience. And now, my good sir, hoping ihat

you and your readers may liave patience lo get

ilirough this long epistle, I remain your o'd Iriend

and co-laborer. J. JVI. G.

MANURING WITH GRKEiV CROPS.

For the Farmers' Register.

Some time last year, Mr. Rutfin requested me
to communicate the result of my iniprovemenis by

ploughing down croj)s of oats. 1 have been wait-

ing to have an opportunity of exaiuin ng a held

now sowed down itie third year in succession, (the

two previous liaving been given to the laud ior

improvement,) and intended to be harvested this

year. Two successive years is the exit nl of my
experience, and as exact results cannot be given,

it is with much ditfidence 1 undertake to speak on
the subject; yet, with the understanding that 1

only record my opinions, I proceed.

Suppose one acre oCground, worth $5, prepared

and sowed with one bushel ol' oats, and th« pro-

duce be 10 bushels; and the sowing and liarvesi-

ing thus continued lor seven years in succession.

Years 12 3 4 5 6 7
Produce 10 9 b 7 6 5 4=z49
Loss 35 70 105 140 175 210 Jtp7 35
Land damaged to the amounl ol - - - 2 65

Total loss by harvesting, - - - - - 10 00
Suppose the oats ploughed down when sutfici-

cienily ripe to vegetate, and the second growth
also turned under in spring, and this process con-
tinued lor six years in succession, but harvested
the seventh ; then the produce would increase as

ioUows.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 bushels.

70 bushels, at 35 cents, is - - ^24 50
Add, improvement ol laud - - 45 00

Off charges seven years
69 50
24 50

Total profit by improvement and harvest 45 00
Add original value ol' laud - - 5 00

Present value of land 50 00
Slock can be put on the crops, sufficient lo pay

interest or rent.

First case— Original value oJ' land - $5 00
Ori daujages - - 2 65

Present value oC laud - 2 35
Second case—Present value of land - 50 00

Difference in value

Dillerence in harvestinfj

47 65
7 35

Difierence in processes - 55 00

1st case—Loss by harvesting and damage 10 00
2d case—Gain by improvement & harvest 45 00

Difference as above - - 55 00
First case—Harvested in seven years, 49 bush.
Second case—Harvested one year, 70 bushels.
First case—49 bushels worth - - $17 15

Charges, seven years - 24 50

Second case—70 bushels, worth
Charges, seven years

235

24 00
24 00

Balanced - - - 00 GO
I make the charges in both cases equal, because

I consider the harvesting in the one case equal to

the additional fallow in the other case.

Years. Profit if crop be cut 1 yr.

SO 00
3 50

- 7 00
10 50
14 00
17 50
21 00

Ry ploughing down oats for nine years in suc-
cession, I suppose the produce the tenth year
would bo 100 bushels, which I would willingly
take as a maximum ; althoush I have lately no-
ticed in the Cultivator that a Yankee has harvested
130 bushels the acre.

This year I intend to begin sowing millet for

improvement ; first taking off rye, when in bloom,
for hay ; then turning down the stubble and sow-
ing millet; and when the millet is in bloom, turn-
ing this down and again sowing rye. As millet

delights in a dry soil, 1 suppose it would, on such,
be preferable to oats ; but the oats would be pre-
lerable to millet on damp clay.

I have sowed rye on an oat fallow, which is well,
provided it be not on stiff clay; but in this case
the deeper deposited oats are apt lo appear in
spring, to the damage of the rye. I have known
a sufficiency of volunteer oats to rise, on clay
grounds, for the production of a crop, without till-

age or additional seed ; but such are of weakly
constitution ; therefore, I would prefer ploughing
and sowing, whether for improvement or har-
vesting.

My present impression is, that all things consi-
dered, 1 would preler oats and millet to any other
crops, for improvement; but I deem it proper to

state that I have never tried any beside oats, ex-
cept clover and herds-grass, and these only on a
limited scale.

To him who has a small farm, and a supply of
dung, manuring with green crops is out of the
question ; to him who has much land and little

dung, this manner of manuring is in the question.
The impatient will receive simple interest ; but
the patient will receive compound.

Suppose a poor acre of ground desired to be
sowed in wheat next fall : then I would now
spread dung, and sow oats

;
ploughing these down

when in bloom—say first of June—sow millet;

ploughing these down when in bloom—say first of
October—sow wheat.

Dung worth
Preparation and sowing oats

Lose as above stated 7 35

Do.
Do.

Harvesting

25 bushels wheat
Improvement of land

Profit.

March, 1840,

millet,

wheat
do.

$9 00
2 00
2 25
2 25
4 50

20 00
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MEMOIR OF A NEW METHOD OF PAINTING
WITH MILK. BY A. A. CADET DE VAUX,
MEMBER OF THE ACADEMICAL SOCIETY OF
SCIENCE,

From the Decade I'hilosopliique.

" I published, in the ' Feuille dc Cuhivaleur,'

but at a time when the thoughts ofevery one were
absorbed by the pubhc mislbrtunes, a sinL'ular

economical process (or paintin<r, which the want
of materials induced me to substitute, instead of

painting in disieniper.

Take skimmed milk, one quart— fresh slacked

lime, six ounces— oil of caraway, or linseed, or

nut, four ounces Spanish white, say whiting, five

pounds. Put the lime into a vessel of stone ware,

and pour upon it a sufficient quantity of milk, to

make a smooth mixture ; then add the oil by de-

grees, stirring the mixture with a small wooden
i^patula ; then add the remainder of the milk, and
finally the Spanish white.—Skinmicd milk, in

summer, is olten curdled, but this is of no conse-
quence, as its fluidity is soon restored by its con-
tact with the lime. It is, however, absolutely ne-
cessary that it should not be sour, lor in that case,

it would form with the lime a kind of calcareous
acetate, susceptible of attracting moisture. The
lime is slacked by plunging it into water, drawing
it out, and suffering it to fall to pieces in the air.

For painting while, the oil ofcaraway is to be pre-
lerred, as it is colorless; lijr painting with the
ochres, the commonest lamp oil may be used.
The oil, when mixed wilh the milk and lime

disa|)pears, being entirely dissolved by the lime,

and lijrms, with it, a calcareous soap. The Span-
ish white must be crumbled, and gently spread on
the surface of the liquid, by which it is gradually
imbibed and at last sinks. It must then be stirred

with a stick. This paint is colored like distem-
per, vviih charcoal, levigated wilh waier, yellow
ochre, &c. One of the properties of my paint,

which we may term milk distemper paint, {Pein-
iureaulaii de irempe,) is lh;ii it will keep for

whole months, and requires neithrr lime nor fire.

In ten minutes we may prepare enough of it lo

paini a whole house; the above quaniiiy being
suflicient to paint the first layer of si.x loises. One
may sleep in a chamber the first night afier it. is

painted. New wood requires two coalinirs. 1

have since given a greater degree of solidity to

this method of palming, for it has been my aim,
not only lo substitute it in the place of jiainting

in distemper, but also of oil paint.

Jiesinous milk painting.—For work out of
doors 1 add \o the above paint—slacked lime, 2 oz.
— oil, 2 oz.—white Burgundy f)itch, 2 oz. The
pilch is to be melted in oil, by a gentle heat, and
added to the milk and oil. in cold weather, the
mixture should be warmed, to prevent the pilch
li-om cooling, and to facilitate its union with the
milk and oil. This painting has some analogy
with that known by the name of encaustic."

1 would merely observe that I have used the
above mixtures more or less extensively for several
years, and that 1 am perlectly satisfied, in my own
mind, that by proper atleniion in mi.xing and ap-
plying, it may be made, not only a cheap and
economical, but a durable subsiituie for ordinary
paints. Its appearance, when applied to the ex-
terior of buildings, is more beautiful than that of
the beet German lead—having a fine glossy sur-

face, and when put on by a workman, equally as

impervious to water. Experimentalist.

From the Farmers' Bloiillily Visitor-

IMPORTANT EXPERIMENT WITH POTATOES.

Dear Sir :—Having taken notes of the result of
an experiment made by Mr. Newell Whitney of
this town, in the cullivaiion of the potaio, which
shows a very great saving of labor, as well as in-

crease of the crop, I have thought it important that

it be made known to the readers of your valuable
journal.

Although the introduction of the Rohan potaio

is, I believe, destined to be of more value to this

country than the richest mines of gold and silver,

yet it will necessarily be several years before its

cultivation can become general ; uniil wliich time,

if one half or two thirds the labor of cultivaiing

the more common varieties can be saved, and at

the same time the crop largely increased, our farm-
ers should know it.

Last spring Mr. Whitney broke up a piece of

greensward, harrowed it thoroughly, carted upon
it manure from the yard, at the rate of thirty-two

loads to the acre, cross |)loughed it, harrowed it

again, and planted it in the usual manner in hills,

Al the proper season, alter ploughing between the

rows, the piece was well hoed, which operation in

due season was repealed. In the fall he dug from

this piece, at the rate of three hundred bushels to

the acre, which lor this year, on account of ihe

rust, was considered a great yield.

JLJy the side of this piece, on precisely the same
quality of soil, manure from the yard was carted

and spread, at the same rale of thiriy-two loads to

the acre; the sward was then carelidly turned

over, and the furrows were laid flat with the roller.

Between every other furrow, where they came to-

gether, (that is, between the first and second, and
between the third and fourth, and so on,) holes two
leel apart, were made wiih a sharpened stick,

about three inches deep, large enough to receive the

seed. Into each hole one piece of potatoe was put,

and the holes filled up with mellow soil, even with

the general surface of the field. There was no
furiher labor bestowed upon the crop till the dig-

ging, when the quantity produced was a little

over lour hundred bushels to the acre.

Both pieces were planted with the same variety

of seed, mostly the common white, and also with-

in the same week. Tfie latter piece however came
forward earlier, grew more luxuriantly, and soon

completely covered the ground; and although ne-

ver hoed, not a weed was to be seen in it. Before

digging, the field had the appearance of having

been well hoed, the potatoes having raised up the

ground above them.
The amount of labor bestowed upon the last

mentioned piece, including the digging and put-

ling into the cellar, was at the rate of fourteen days'

work to Ihe acre. In this estimate the work of the

teani is included, and considered equal to that of

a man. This fourteen days' work at the price for

labor and board of hands, at the season when ex-

pended, I shall estimate at ten dollars, to which

add two dollars, the value of eight bushels of

potatoes, the quantity per acre planted, aliwenly-

five cents per bushel, and we have twelve dollars
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as the whole expense of the crop, which will

make the cost of ihe potatoes only three cents per

bushel.

The manure I do not take into the account, ex-

cept the laborol" getlinor it out, as it is an article

that costs the farmer nothing, alihough of the first

importance. It may be considered the tribute

Vfhich the husbandman must pay back to the soil,

as a return lor the bounties received, and without

whir;h it will cease to reward his labors. Besides,

the f/iiato is (generally planted as a preparatory

crop, \o fit the ground for the subsequent crop ol

wheat, to which, and the crop still to lollow,the ma-
nure shajld be. charged.
The pr^ce of potatoes in the field last fall was

twenty cents per bushel, being higher than usual

on account of ihe general short crop. This will

irive the very handsome profit of sixty eight dollars

/rom one acre of land, after paying all ex|)enses.

The intelligent farmer, bv comparing the two
modes ofculiivalion, will readily see the srcat sav-

ing in labor, in that last described, which, il" the

crops were merely equal, would be of vast impor-

tance : but when we find the crop one quarter

greater the advantage of its general adoption

would be incalculable. As a preparation for a crop

of grain, the next season, the two modes are vet

to be tested: but from the statement of JVlr.

Whitney, that, although twice well hoed, and
although he went over the piece once and pulled

up all the weeds he could find, from the wetness
of the season it was impossible to keep the weeds
down, and many were found to have seeded, I

should suppose the piece hoed miiiht be in no
better state lor a crop of grain, than the other.

For the benefit of those farmers who have not
yet procured that useful implement, the roller, I

will state, that Mr. Whitney doubts whether its

use in his experiment was of any advantaire, and
that he will dispense with its use, at least in part,

the next season. He thinks the potatoes will ex-

tend their roots further, and thereby receive great-

er advantage from the manure, if the furrow should
not be pressed down by the roller.

It maybe proper to add, that neither of the

above described pieces contained an acre ; but the

ground was carefully measured, as well as the
crop, and an accurate account kept of the labor

expended, from which the calculations were made,
for the accuracy of which I will hold myselfrespon-
sible.

I am, sir, very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

Jamks A. Paddock.
Crqftsburg, Vt. Jan. 27th, 1840.

CULTURE OP THE I'EA.

From tlie Cultivator.

Mr. E. Bishop, of Washington co. Md., has
requested some information on the culture of the
pea—*'the best kind for field cultivation—the time
ofsowing—the quantity ofseed per acre—the best

mode of preparing the land—the best mode of
harvesting—and the best mode of feeding.

The pea is one of the most valuable crops grown
m the country, not only on account of its own
intrinsic worth, but for its use as a preparation for

other crops, particularly wheat. In all our wheat

districts it is therefore extensively cultivated, and
here as in England is considered next to the root
crops as a preparative lor thai grain. The soil

best adapted to the pea is one that is good for

wheat, and where that grain is certain, peas may
be considered so 'I'he preparation of the soil de-
mands nothing peculiar ; it must only be made in

good order Ibrse^d, in the manner required for

other spring crops, l)y being well ploughed, harrow-
ed, and if necessary manured. If manured loo
highly, however, the vine or haum is apt to be too
abundant, and the pea it.>elfin(t!rior in quantity and
quality. lu this as in most other cases too great
a growth of vine or straw is incompatible with
great crops of pulse or grain. Lime in all coun-
tries has been Ibund an essential ingredient of pea
or wheat soils : and where it does not naturally
exist in them, should be applied previous to at-

tempting the culture of these crops.

The kinds of pea most usually cultivated as a
field crop, are the small yellow pea and the mar-
rowfat. We prefer the latter; as it is equally
ceriain with the other, is excellent for the table as
well as for feeding, is as nutritious for animals,
and generally more productive. In some situa-

tions, or in exhausted soils, the small yellow pea
may however be preferable. From thirty to forty

bushels per acre is not an uncommon crop, and
this highest amount is often exceeded. The
quantity of seed required i)er acre may be staled
at two and a half bushels, although some use only
two, and some put on three bushels per acre. For
covering the pea ihe cultivator is a very good im-
plement, as it gives them more earth than the
harrow and less than the common plough. The
ground should be left smooth by the roller or

otherwise, as the ease of gathering is greatly de-
[)endenl on the state of Ihe surface.

In harvestinjj the pea some farmers hook them
up with a scythe, some rake them by hand with
the common hay rake, but the most expeditious
method by far is to use the horse- rake in gathering
this crop. In whatever way peas are gathered, it

is necessary they should be ripe, and of course if

very dry at the time, there will be some loss by
shelling, but not perhaps more by the horse-rake
than by the other methods, and four-fifths of the
time required by the two first methods is saved.
This, where the land is to be put into wheat, is

frequently of great consequence. Once gathered
there is no crop so easily thrashed and prepared for

market as the pea, and k\v that better reward the
cultivator.

There is no plant cultivated which will bring
pigs forward more rapidly than the pea, if the
feeding is commenced as soon as the peas begin to

harden, and the whole plant is fed out to them.
When gathered and hard, two methods of feeding
have been adopted, both of which are far prefera-

ble to the barbarous practice of giving swine the
pea without any preparation. The first is to soak
and swell the pea in milk ifit can be had, if not, in

water, and feed it to them in that stale. The
second is to grind the pea, either alone or with
other coarse grain, and fised it to animals in that

way. This ispreferable to feeding whole, as in

corn or any other food, the finer it is made the
more readily it will be assimilated, and in all cases
if cooked into pudding the advantage will be
decisive. In England where corn cannot bft

grown, a mixture of peas and barley is considered
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superior to any other food for making pork ; here,

closing the process 0/ lattening with Indian

corn as giving more firmness to the pork, is pre-

ferred.

The greatest enemy the pea has to encounter is

the Bruchus pisa, or pea-bug, which deposits its

egg in the young pea by perforating the pod, and

the larva? or grub of which remains in the peatill

the period oftransformation. To avoid this enemy
some have proposed to use seed that was two

years old, as in this case the seed must be free

from the insect. Others have proposed to sow
so late in the season as to have the period in

which the bug deposits its egg pass before the

plant blossoms or the pod forms. To do this the

pea must be sown as late as the 10th or 15th of

June. The pea is a very hardy plant, little liable

to be injured by late spring frosts, and hence, when
intended to be" lollovved by wheat, or required lor

an early market, they should be sown as soon as

the ground can be fitted lor their reception in the

spring.

ROOT CROPS.

From tlie ftlaiiie Farmer.

3Ir. Holmes

:

—Among the improvements which

of late years have taken place in agriculture in

our country is that of the increased attention paid

to the cultivation of root crops. Some writers

when treating of the importance of root culture

have run into the extreme in the most extrava-

gant manner. Some writers have gone so far as

to recommend the growing of roots as the chief

or almost the only dependence of the farmer lor

the winter support of his cattle. Now this I con-

sider to be a theory at war with nature herself if

not with common sense. To undertake to feed a

large stock of cattle, on roots alone, through the

winter, is, to say the least, an Herculean task. But
good agriculture requires that grass crops be

grown ibr the benefit of the soil. The Itirmer

who does not often change from grass to tillage,

and from tillage to grass, is at war with vital prin-

ciples and his lands will in a short time suffer for

lack of fertility. To cultivate roots largely is ex-

cellent husbandry; but the scythe, the rake, and the

pitchfork should not be neglected. In No. 7, of

the Farmer your correspondent, "A. F." endeavors

to prove the superiority of corn, grain, roots, &c.

compared with hay as food for cattle. If a pro-

per rotation of crops is absolutely necessary in or-

der to preserve the fertility of the soil, no further

argument is wanted to show the propriety ol'lar^ely

cultivating grass crops. But let us talk of the

profits of grass crops as we go along. Our soil

and climate in Maine are admirably adapted to the

growing of grass crops. How much hay may be

raised to the acre and what is hay worth per ton.

Land under the hand of the skilful farmer may be

made to yield four tons per acre and is worth

ten dollars per ton to the farmer who keeps none but

animals of a superior quality ; to the farmer who
keeps inferior stock hay is not worth six dollars

per ton. Four tons of hay per acre, at 10 dollars

per ton, give 40 dollars; and when we lake into the

account the small amount oi'labor necessary to cut

and secure the hay crop,and the accession offertility

to the soil
J
there is an income suflicient to satiety eve-

ry calculating farmer. There is more nutriment in

hay than many farmers imagine ; ruta baga is not
worth as much pound for pound as hay for keeping
stock. Some farmers are to be found who think
that to raise roots for stock is consummate ibily.

Now this is running into the extreme the other
wa}'. Every fiirmer should grow roots to i'ecd

his slock through the winter and increase 1»ie

quantity of his hay crops by every possible means.
How many bushels of ruta baga are equa.' to a
ton of hay? say 200 bushels. This makes the
ruta baga worth otdy 3 cts. a bushel, if hay is

worth only 6 dollars a ton. But some farmers
have valued their ruta baga at 20, 25 and even
30 cts. a bushel, and then iriumphant'y told the

public what tremendous profits per acre they had
realized. I think my experience has proved that

a ton of good hay contains as much nutriment as

200 bushels of ruta baga. Now let us make some
calculations as to piofils ; an acre of land that will

yield 4 tons of hay will yield 1600 bushels ruta

baga which at three cents per bushel will give a
profit per acre of 48 dollars (not bringing labor in-

to the account), but suppose that l^ ton ot'hay and
50 bushels ruta baga will keep a cow through the

winter in as good, or better condition than with 2
tons of hay without roots ; this will raise the value

of ruta baga to 6 cents a bushel, and the profit per

acre to 96 dollars. Roots aid in digesting the dry Ibod,

and in that case the animal receives more nour-

ishment. Perhaps it may be found most profitable

to feed our neat stock, in the proportion of 3 or 4
of dry fodder to one of" roots. But ruta baga is

worth still more lor sheep and is most excellent

for horses. Three bushels ruta baga given to

horses will save to the farmer one bushel of oats;

this will raise the value of ruta baga to about 11

cents per bushel, and the profit per acre to about
176 dollars. Potatoes are much better food than
ruta baga, for neat slock except milch cows, and
and for these, potatoes are preferable if they are

cooked. Now let fair experin)ents demonstrate
which are most profitable, beets or carrots. For
milch cows beels and carrols (especially when
cooked) are excellent. Of all roots the beet is

most palatable ; the hog is very fond of good liv-

ing, the more his appetite is gratified, the more he
will thrive. It may be important to ascertain which
contains the most nutriment, the beet or the car-

rot, bushel Ibr bushel 1 which makes the most pa-

latable pork? the richest milk? which root is most
easily raised ? Except on light soils, I think the

beet will yield a greater product than the carrot.

I will not say at this time, what kind cf beet,

whether the red beet, the sugar beet, or mangel
wurtzel beet is to be preferred, but experiment can
determine the case.

A gentleman of Penobscot county says, " Has
it not been proved to demonstration that beets

are unfit as ibod for hogs." I should be glad to

examine the gentleman's demonstration, and as-

certain whether it is really logical or fallacious.

Hogs in Oxford county will eat beets greedily and
thrive very well. Now suppose that 1600 bushels

of beets may be raised upon an acre, which 1

verily believe can be done, and if worth 12^ cents

per bushel to feed or fatten swine, will give a pro-

fit of 200 dollars per acre. To profitably raise

beets, carrots, &c. the soil should be thoroughly

cultivated and manured. I would rather hear a
farmer tell how Bkillfully he manages his beets,
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carrots, &c. than to hear him boast how many
acres he cultivates in such crops.

In a few years we can demonstrate which are

best for swine, beets or carrots. Although I think

it an evidence of a good farmer to cultiva1«i roots

largely, still 1 think that Indian corn should have

its proper share of manure, for in our stale, corn

crops unaided by manure must be exceedingly

light. Perhaps there may be at this time some
diversity of opinions among farmers in regard to

root culture, but well directed experiments will cor-

rect all errors and establish liicta whether theore-

tical or practical. R.
Humford, March, 1840.

CULTURE OF RAPE.

From the Cultivator.

We are not aware that any efforts have been
made in this country to introduce the culture of

rape, which in England and on the continent is

deemed one of the most valuable of crops, and
enters extensively into all their systems of rotation.
According to Decandolle, there are two kinds of

this plant ; one the Brassica napus, the one com-
monly cultivated in Great Britain; and the
Brassica campestris, the one usually grown on the
continent, and according to him the most produc-
tive. In England it is frequently called coleseed,

and in France and Germany co/sa, but in boih
countries is highly prized for the excellence of the
oil lis seeds yield, and the value of the rape cake
for feeding animals, its qualities in this respect
resembling the oil cake from linseed. According
to Decandolle, the B. campestris has a rough, the
B. napus, a smooth leaf.

Rape, as its name Brassica indicates, belongs
to the cabbage or turnip family, but it never heads
like the former, and its roots are of little value
compared with the latter, yet it forms an excellent
green crop for feeding sheep, and when grown for
its seeds, is excelled in profit by few other crops.
It is biennial, that is, it requires two years to
complete its growth, and ripen its seeds ; being
sown in July, and perfecting its seeds in the
August of the coming year. When used for

latiening sheep, the plants are fed off' green in the
fall, in the same manner as the turnip. According
to Loudon, the place which a rape occupies in a
rotation, is between two culmiferous or grain
crops. "On rich soils it may be succeeded to the
greatest advantage by wheat, as it is found to be
an excellent preparation for that sort of grain ; and
by its being taken off' early, there is sufficient time
allowed Ibr getting the land in order for sowing
wheat."
The preparation ofthe land for rape is the same

as that required for cabbages or turnips, and the
Boil which suits the last will be the best for the
first of these plants. It may be sown broad cast
or in drills; suffered to stand where sown, or be
sown in beds and transplanted, but in any case the
ground must be kept clear of weeds, and the
plants properly hoed and thinned. The mode of
culture is essentially the same as that of the turnip.
When grown as food for sheep it is sown earlier,
is fed off' by animals on the ground, as the turnip,
and wheat is sown immediately after ; when
grown for seed, it is sown later, and the seed

being gathered in July or August, wheat follows.

In Notes on the Aiiriculture of Germany, by-

Mr. Carr, an English gentleman, he says the aftea'

course is as follows :

1 year, fallow, well dunged.
2 " rape.

3 " wheat.
4 " barley.

5 " peas/light dunging.

6 " rye.

7 " oats, with rye, or timothy grass

seeds, and red clover.

The clover and peas plastered in May. The
clover is mown twice for hiiy, and left two years
Ibr pasture, when it is heavily manured, fallowed,

and again sown with rape. " The rape seed is

sown broad cast in the last of July or first of
August. This crop is greatly benefited the fol-

lowing spring by dusting gypsum over it, about
one hundred pounds to the acre. In July the seed

is ripe, and as the weather is generally fine, ia

trodden out by horses very expeditiously on large

canvass sheets in the field. The oil of this seed

pressed out, when purified, is without smell, gives

a brilliant, clear burning flame, and is universally

used all over Germany, in the saloon of the rich

and the cottage of the poor. The value of the

crop is somewhat precarious, because it is subject

to so many contingencies ; the turnip fly, and
caterpillar prey upon it when young, and when in

flower, a small beetle (Haltica nemormn) often

eats away the blossom bud, or lays its minute lar-

va? in the petals, ultimately furnishing every seed

pod with a maggot, which either eats the seeds

away, or forcing the pod open when nearly ripe,

causes it to fall out. When spared these calami-

ties, it is, however, a very remunerating crop,

worth from lOZ. to20Z. an acre, especially if there

is a foreign demand. The straw is generally burn-

ed, and the ashes scattered over the field ; it is

sometimes sold to the soapraakers, who prize it

highly. Two furrows are now given for wheat
sown broad cast in September."
We can see but one serious obstacle to the cul-

ture of rape in the northern states, and that is the

rigor of our winters, which might endanger the

safety of the plants ; an obstacle of course that

would not exist farther south. That it would be
valuable, could it be safely cultivated, there can
be no doubt ; the oil and the cake would insure

such a result. In many instances, on good lands,

the proceeds ofthe first crop have more than equal-

led the price of the land. If any of our readers

have attempted the culture of this plant, we
should be pleased to learn the result, that we may
give it a place in the Cultivator.

THE GARGET.

From the Mamc Farmer.

3fr. Holmes :— In No. 5, vol. 8, of the Farmer,
Mr. Henry Butman notices a piece written by me
over the signature of J. W. in a former number,
wherein he makes me the author of the notion that

tar applied to the noses of cattle subject to the gar-

get at certain seasons, was a preventive. In that

piece I adverted to an article which appeared in

vol. 6, number 10, where it is said that an experi-

enced farmer in Litchfield had made the discovery.
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I v?rote to inquire who he xvap, whether ihe au-
thor was known, whether he was to be attended
*o or not, as grood authority,—how much tar was
to he used, and if he ever knew a poor milker to

beafliected with it, &c. &c. I did remark that if a
preventive so simple, and so easily applied, was
a sure one, it was a valuable discovery. Rut 1

doubted then, and now doubt, as well as Mr. B.
I had no idea that so discerninfr a man as Mr.
Butman would take me to be the author of that
prescription, nor will he if he reads affain. I am
always pleased with his remarks, lor he is not
afraid to intimate something new. This he has
done, in doubting or denying that such a disorder

. that called garget exists \n cattle. But in the
same breath he urges the adoption of a preven-
tive, which is more frequent milking when highly
fed. A good milker's bag will become distended
—the milk curdled, and oi' course she is injured,
and if he had said that the disorder called garget
by common consent, (Mr. Butman excepted) is

thus produced, there would have been less ano-
maly in his logic. Pray, Mr. Butman, do not
disorders always arise from a cause—hiuh keep,
or something else? I had so believed. 1 am
aware that certain things are seen in animals
which do not produce injury, such as the turning
of the fluids or secretions of the body, if I may
so express myself, to bone, hoofs, nails, wool, hair,

horns and the like; this is the order of Providence,
and not similar to a wound by a sharp instrument,
or the disorder called the "garget, produced by
high feed, &c. There is o-enerally much in Mr.
Butman's remarks as published, worthy of no-
tice, and the piece alluded to, about our allowing
our cattle to injure one another with their horns,
when it may be so easily prevented, is of conse-
quence.

1 hope we shall yet hear from the Litchfield
correspondent. J. W.

N. B. If the public had chosen to give the
name garget to that disease of the cow, manifest-
ed by an enlarged hag, caused by high feed or
the want of beinir milked often enough, I doubt if

Mr. Butman or 1 can hinder it.

A SELF-MADE MAN—THE I.ATE JUDGE BUEL.

[From the Eulogy on liis life and character, pronounced before
the New York State Agricultural Society, Feb. 5, 1840. By
A. Dean, Esq. of Albany.]

The subject of these remarks was born in Cov-
entry, in the JStaie of Connecticut, on the fourth
day of January, 1778. He was the last born, and
the last that has died, of a family of fourteen chil-
dren. His fiither, Elias Buel, held the commission
of major in the war of our revolution, and was a
fair sample of the plain, unassuming, straight-for-
ward character of the New England farmer.
As an instance in proof that the end of the good

man is peace, it deserves to be mentioned, that (he
advanced years and declining strength of this ex-
cellent sample of New-Ensiand's earlier popula-
tion, together with his aged consort, received for
the last five years of their lives their stay and sup-
port from the filial affections of their youngest
child ; until, fully matured, and at the advanlied
age of 86 years, they both left this world, and as if

their union had become indissoluble by bonds that

had been lightened by nearly three fourths of a
century, ihey left it within the brief period of six

weeks of each other.

When he had arrived at the age of twelve years,

the family, including himselt; moved from Coven-
try to Rutland, Vermoni, and two years afterwards,

when he had completed the age of lburteen,he be-

came an apprentice to the printing business, in the

office of Mr. Lyons, in Rutland.

The young apprentice distinguished the first four

years of his term by a close, assiduous, and unre-

mitted attention to the attainment of the priming
art.

In June. 1797, he formed a connexion in busi-

ness with Mr. Moflit, of Troy, and commenced the

publication of the Troy Budget. Tnis was conti-

nued until September, 1801, when, at the age of

twenty-three, he married Miss Susan Pierce, of
Troy, and immediately moved to Poughkeepsie,
where, in connexion with Mr. Joiner, he com-
menced the publication of a weekly paper, called

the Guardian. This was continued about, a year;

after which, he entered into another co-partner-

ship, and commenced the publication of the Politi-

cal Barometer. Tiiis last proved to be an unfor-

tunate business connexion ; and after about a year's

continuance, either through the mismanagement
or dishonesty of his partner, he found himself re-

duced to utter bankruptcy.

This is, I am sorry to say, rather a common his-

tory ; and man}', thus situated, abandon hope, and
yield themselves up to liatal despondency. Not so

Judge Buel. Wiih the unshaken assurance of

success which naturally results li"om the firm de-

termination to deserve it, he saw, with apparent

indifference, the slow, labored, and rather scanty

accumulations of some six or seven years sudden-

ly swept from him ; and read, in this lesson of mu-
tability, at least the chance of elevation, as well aa

depression, in individual condition. He never, for

one moment, lost confidence in the general inte-

grity of men, nor in the ultimate success of industry

and application. He left Poughkeepsie and re-

moved to Kingston, where he established a weekly
paper called the Plebeian. Here he continued du-

ring the period of ten years, li-om 1803 to 1813, ap-

plying himself with diligence and activity to his

business. During a part of this time, he sustained

with reputation the office of Judge, in the Ulster

county court ; and by his persevering industry, and
well directed application, he not only retrieved his

losses, but also acquired some considerable real

and personal estate.

In 1813, his reputation as an editor and a man
having made him favorably known to the pub-

lic, he was induced, through the exertions of

Judge Spencer and some others, to remove to the

city of Albany, and to commence the Albany
Argus. The next succeeding year, 1814, he
was appointed printer to the state, the duties of
which, together with the editorship of the Arffus,

he continued to discharge until the year 1820

;

at which time he sold out with the determination

to abandon the printing business.

It is worthy of remark, that while engaged in

this business he always performed himself the

labor essential to its successful prosecution. He
was always the setter of his own types, and until

he came to Albany, the worker of his own press.

Is there not something in the very nature of the

printing art, that tends to originate and perpetuate
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habits of severer industry than any other occupa-

tion or calling?

Afier disposing of his printing establishment

and business, lie purchased a liirm of eiglhy-five

acres of land near llie cily of Albany, which then

helped to compose that tract of land lying west ol

the cily, and appropriately denominated the "San-

dy Barrens." That which, ibr some years past,

has been so extensively and fiivorably known as

the "Albany Nursery," then lay an open common,
unimproved, covered wilh bushes, and apparently

<]oomed to everlasting sterility. These unpromis-

ing appearances, whicli, lo a common mind, would
have presented insuperable obstacles, served to in-

crease the eHorts, rather than damp the ardor, of

Judge J3uel. Dilliculties, hindrances, obstruc-

tions, were with him everyday lamiliars. His mind
had been in some measure lormed under their in-

fluence. He recoj^nized and acted on the doctrine,

that where Gcd has done little, it is incumbent on

man to do much ; and that nothing in this world is

ever lost by couriingsituations that require the ex-

penditure of unremitted eHort. Man was made
to labor, both corporeally and mentally, and his

happiness in life depends much more than he is

generally aware of, on the strict obedience which
he yields to his primal law of his being.

On this farm he continued to reside until the

time of his death. Under his untiring and well di-

rected industry, the most unpromising indications,

soon disap[)eared, and as a practical commentary
upon the truth of his agricultural doctrine, and in

proof that he in reality practised what he preached,

it may be mentioned that the same acre of land,

which in 1821 he purchased ibr §30 is now worth,

at a moderate estimate, §200.
While residing on liis farm, since 1821, he has

several times represented the city and county of

Albany in the popular branch of the Legislature of

this state ; has been ibr several years, and was at

the time of his death, a regent of the University;

and in the lall of 1836 received the whig support

as iheir candidate ibr the office of Governor ol'the

state of New York.
He retired to his farm at the age of lorty-three

;

a period of life when the mind has attained the full

maturity of its varied powers. He carried with

him a sound body, the result of a good original

constitution, of strictly temperate habits, and much
active exercise in the prosecution of his business;

and a mind well stored with valuable information,

of a character the most available lor the common
uses and purposes of life. So iar as his pecuniary

circumstances were concerned, he might, at this

period of time, have been justified in dispensing

with further labor, either of body or mind. He was
no longer compelled to act under the spur of ne-

cessity. But his ready perceptions, and accurate

leelings, convinced him of a truth, which others

are often doomed to acquire from a sad experience

—that a liie of labor is, of all other kinds of lile,

the last that should be terminated by an aoe of in-

activity. Men violate the laws impressed by God
upon the condition of things, when they assign to

their declining years an inglorious ease in the ex-

penditure of that Ibriune. which the successful in-

dustry of their manhood had accumulated. There
is also in all highly gifted minds, that are endow-
ed with clear, strong intellect, combined with con-
ecienciousness, a deep leeling of responsibility Ibr

the due exercise of their powers, in a manner the
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most advantageous to their fellow-men. God has

placed a double safeguard over the advancement of

man, by leaving ihe means that conduce to it in

charge both of the impulses that originate from

sell; and of the promptings derived Hum liis high

moral nature.

The mind of Judge Buel fortunately had the sa-

gacity to perceive both where his industry was the

most required, and could be rendered the most

available. Of the tliree great interests that divide

between them the labors of men, viz -.—the agri-

cultural, the mechanical and manufiacturing, and

Ihe commercial, it is not difficult to perceive that

the first has long been the most important, and the

most neglected. The last, or commerce, is much
dependent on the other two, and may always be

expected to flourish where either agriculture or

mechanical and manufacturing arts yield their mul-

titude of producls. Between the other two there

is a mutual dependence ; agriculture furnishes the

support of life, the mechanic arts, in their turn,

supplying the inslrumenis of agriculture. Ofthese
two, Ihe mechanicarts had received reiativelymuch

ihe most attention. To advance them, man's in-

genuity and inventive powers had been severely

tasked ; and science was required to furnish its

contributions; and the devising and employment
of labor-saving machinery attested, and in a varie-

ty of instances, the triumphs of mind over the in-

ert materials every vviiere abounding in nature.

—

But while the mechanic and manuliicluring arts

was thus prospering, agriculture was allowed to

labor on unaided, and unenlightened in the know-
ledge of itself. The new and virgin earth on this

continent, that had been for ages rearing and re-

ceiving back into its bosom the tall tree of the for-

est, and the waving grass of the prairie, required,

at first, in many places, but a small quantity of la-

bor 10 ensure ample returns. When the soil began
to give evidence of exhaustion, instead of attempt-

ing its restoration, new fields were brought under
the dominion of the plojgh. The great mass of
agricultural population, so far as their business was
concerned, were litlle more than creatures of ha-

bit. Men lived, and labored, and trod the same
paths, and pefbrmed the same circles of action,

with scarcely a single well settled principle for their

guide, except that the same field ought not to be

taxed to grow two successive crops of flax. The
principal, and almost the sole opject in view, was
to realize as great immediate returns as possible

from the smallest amount of labor, without any re-

gard whatever to the exhausted condition in which
they might leave the soil ; much like the traveller,

who seeks the rapid accomplishment of a long jour-

ney, by 'driving so far the first day as to destroy

his horse.

The new system of agriculture, wilh which the

name and reputation of Judge Buel is essentially

indentified, consists in sustaining and strengthening

ihe soil, while ils productive qualities are put in-

to requisition ; in rendering the iarm every year
more valuable, by annually increasing both its pro-

ducts and its power of producing; like the travel-

ler, who instead of destroying his horse the first

day, should so regulate his motion, and administer

his supplies of Ibod, as to enable him to make addi-

tional pr'ogress every successive day, until the com-
pletion of his journey. This new system—new I

mean in this country—has been principally carried

into eftect by manuring, by draining, by good till-
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age, by alternating crops, by root cullure, and by
the substitution of fallow crops lor naked fallows.

The edbrts ol" Judge Buel have irreatly tended
to make lionorable, as well as profiiable and im-
proving, the pursuits of agriculture. He clearly

perceived that to render the larming interest pros-

perous, it must stand high in the pul)lic estmia-

tion. So long as it was conceded to be an occupa-
tion tliat required little more than mere iiabil to Ibl-

Jow, and that it was inditf'erent to success, whe-
ther the man possessed great intellectual power, or

a mind on a level with the ox he drove, it could not

be expected that any would embark in it unless

necessity compelled them, or the very moderate
extent of their mental bestowment precluded any
reasonable chance oC success in any other. He
taught men that agricultural prosperitj- resulted

neither from habit nor chance ; that success was
subject to the same law in this, as in other depart-

menie of industry, and belbre it could be secured,

must be deserved ; that mind, intellectual power,
and moral purpose, constituted as essential parts in

the elements of agricultural j)rosperity, as in those

of any other ; and all these truths he enforced by
precept, and illustrated by practice. Uy these

means he has called into the field of agricultural

labor a higher order of mind ; has elevated the

standard oi"agricultural attainment ; and has tend-

ed to render this extensive department of industry

as intelligent, respected, and honorable, as it ever

has been conceded to be useful, healthy, and inde-

pendent.
Thus gified, esteemed, beloved, distinguished,

and in the enjoyment of reputation co-extensive

with the agricultural interest in this country, it

would seem, that if lile were a boon worth pos-

eessing, he had almost earned a long and undis-

turbed enjoyment of it. But ths dispensations of

God to man are lull of mystery. Religion and rea-

Kon here teach the same lesson : to observe, adore

and submit.

He had accepted invitations to deliver addresses

before the agricultural and horticultural societies

of Norwich and New Haven, Coimecticut, on the

25ih and 27th of September last. About the mid-
dle of that montii, he left this city for that pur-

pose, accompanied by his only daughter. On Sa-

turday night, the 22d of September, at Danbury,
Connecticut, he was seized with a bilious colic.

This was extremely distressing, but yielded, with-

in three days, to the force of medical treatment.

—

A bdioue lever then supervened, unaccompanied,
however, by any alarming symptoms until Friday
the 4th of October. His disease then assumed a

serious aspect, and a change was obviously per-

ceptible, particularly in his voice. He had occa-

eionally, during his sickness, expressed doubts ol

his recovery, although his |)hysicians up to the 4th

of October, entertained no serious apprehensions
that his disease v/ould terminate liitally. He re-

tained throughout the full possession of his mental
faculties, and expressed his entire resignation to

the will of Heaven. He continued gradually to

decline from Friday until about three o'clock in the

forenoon of Sunday, when, after faintly uttering

the name of his absent cotnpanion, with whom he
had shared the toils, and troubles, and triumphs, of
almost iijrty years, he calmly, and without a groan
or a s'.ruirgle, cancelled the debt which his birth

had crca'ed, and "yielded i5p his spirit to God who
gave it,"

As a writer, the merits of Judge Buel have al-

ready been determined by a discerning public. Jl

is here worthy of remark, that he never had but six

months' schooling, having enjoyed fewer advan-
tages, in that respect, than most of our farmers

and mechanics' sons. He. however, had the good
fortune to possess a mind that could improve itself

by its own action. Although, therefore, he lacked

the advantages of that early education, which can
polish, point, and refine good sense where it hap-
pens to be fiaund, and endeavors to supply its ab-

sence by some imperfect substitute, where it is

wanting; yet by dint of study and practice, and of
strong original endowment, lie succeeded in the

attainment of a style excellently well adapted to

the nature of his communications. It consisted

simply in his telling, in plain language, just the

tiling he thought. The arts of rhetoric, the

advantages of skilful arrangement in language,

the abundant use of tropes and figures, he never

resorted to. He seemed neither to expect nor de-

sire, that his communications would possess with

other minds any more weight than the ideas con-

tained in ihern would justly entitle them to. With
him words meant things, and not simply their

shadows. He came to the common mind like an

old familiar acquaintance ; and although he
brought to it new ideas, yet they consisted in con-

ceptions clearly comprehensible in themselves,

and conveyed in the plainest and most intelligible

terms.

His writings are principally to be found in the

many addresses he hac delivered ; in the six vo-

lumcs of his Cultivator, in the small volume (made
up, however, principally or entirely, firom materi-

als taken from the Cultivator,) published by the

Harpers of New York; and in the " Farmers' Com-
panion," the last and most perfect of his works,

containing within a small compass, the embodied
results of his agricultural experience, a rich legacy,

to which the great extent of our farming interest

cannot remain insensible. This work was written

expressly lor the Massachusetts Board of Educa-
tion, and constitutes one of the numbers of the se-

cond series of that truly invaluable district school

library, now issuing, under the sanction of that

board, from the press of Marsh, Capen, Lyon and
Webb of Boston ; which for the extent of the un-

dertaking ; the great caution exercised in selecting

the material; the talent enlisted in furnishing it;

and the durable manner in which the books are ex-

ecuted ; so richly deserves the patronage of the

whole American nation. I deem it really the most
fortunate circumstance in his life, that he should

have been permitted, so immediately previous to

his departure, to furnish just this volume, for just

this purpose: and 1 shall confidently expect that

the coming generation will be better farmers, better

citizens, and better men, from having had the (br-

mation of their young minds influenced to some ex-

tent, by the lessons of experience and practical

wisdom, derived from the last, best, most mature
production of this excellent man. The se-

veral district schools throughout our stale, will un-

doubtedly feel it due to the important trusts they

have in charge, to secure this among other valua-

ble publications, to aid in composing their respec-

tive district school libraries, from which so much
good is expected to be derived.
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KOTES OF A STEAM JOURKEV.

By the Editor.

Wilmington and its Raihoay,

At 1 o'clock, A. M. April 14th, I led Peters-

burg, Va., in the soulhern steam carriage, and at

7 P. M. reached Wilmington, N. C, which was
hiter than usual, owing to several causes of delay.

Distance, 181 miles.

The newly finislied Wilmington railway (of

163 miles) is the most level and straight route, ol

any of considerable length, in the world ; and be-

ing well planned and constructed, as well as on

6o remarkable and admirable a location, it neces-

earily is an excellent road. It seems also to be

well managed—a matter which is as important to

success as all the other requisites put together.

The construction of a railway of such great

length is a rare instance of bold enterprise on the

part of a community so small, and necessarily so

deficient in wealth, as the people of the little town
of Wilmington ; for to them is entirely due the

credit of the enterprisf, and principally the suc-

cesslul consummation of the work. This road

makes, together with the Raleigh and Gaston,

and parts of the Petersburg and Roanoke, Ports-

mouth and Roanoke, and Greensville and Ro-
anoke rail-roads, more than 300 miles of railway,

finished and in regular use, within the state ol

North Carolina. Making every allowance lor the

aid of investments made by tlte citizens of Vir-

ginia in these great works, the results, brought
about too in the last few years, speak loudly in

favor of the enterprise of the " old north state,"

which has been jeered as being the Rip Van
Winkle of the American conlederacy, or as

asleep in regard to public improvements. Perhaps
Kip was aroused from his long sleep rather too

early, alter all. At any rate, it would have been
far better for his immediate neighbors, both north

and south, if they had remained asleep fully as

long.

There being not sufficient accommodation at the
public houses for the entertainment of so many
visiters, we were met, upon our arrival at the de-
pot, and divided among the principal inhabitants,

hke so many captives, except for the intention

not being hostile, but hospitable, and entertained

in the kindest manner during our stay.

The next day was the festival, to celebrate the

recent completion ofihe rail-road, to attend which,
as an invited g'jest, 1 had so far diverged from the

point to which my previous engagements called

me. An enormous length of tables was filled by
upwards of 600 guests, and the dinner passed in

the usual manner of all such entertainments.
Of Wilmington it may be said, almost literally,

that it stands on a mere sand bank. This I had
heard before of its site, but did not realize the
truth of the description. The ground is not level,

as I had supposed li-om the very level surface of
tlie country in general. On the contrary it is

quite hilly. The elevations are hills of almost
pure sand

; and having very much the appearance
ol their having been formed by the wind on the
ancienv shore of the ocean. Judging from the ab-
ee*'.ce of all vegetation in the open parts of the
"iown, I at first thought that I had, for the first

time, seen land either too poor or too sandy to pro-

duce (naturally) a blade of grass. Such, howe-
ver, was not exactly the state ol" the case, as I

found afterwards by walking out ia the adjacent

country.

The enterprise of Wilmington is conspicuoua

in other things besides its great rail-road. The
thickest settled and business part of the town waa
all burnt but a few months ago; but there are al-

ready indications that the ruins will soon be re-

placed by new and good buildings, A new church,

of the Gothic order of architecture, is, to my eye,

the most beautiliil structure, and ihe most appro-

priate in design to its purpose, of any modern
building known.

Steam 31ills of Wilmington.

There are five steam saw-mills in operation in

Wilmington, which together saw 100,000 feet of
plank a day; and another nearly reconstructed,

which had been destroyed by the late fire. There
is also a steam mill for hulling rice, and one for

planing, and tonguing and grooving flooring plank.

This last operation is as wonderful, to one who
sees it for the first time, as inexplicable belbre see-

ing it, on hearing it described. The planks are

first cut to even widlh by a circular saw, which
passes through with great rapidity. The plank ist

then passed through the machine for the main
operation ; and in a few moments it comes out

finished. The plank passes at a regulated course

through two rollers. The planing is efiecied by
four cutting edges, which turn around an axle, and
which cut like broad adzes, but wiih an inclined

edge and stroke. These whirl around with eucti

rapidity as to appear to the eye a solid iron cylin-

der, and to leave the spectator doubtful as to how
the planing is done. On each side are other cir-

cular cutters, striking horizontally, at the same
time, and with cutting edges differently shaped,

so that one cuts out the groove, in one edge o( the

plank, while the other, working oppceite, cuts so

as to leave the tongue which is to fit into the

groove of another plank. This mill, as well as

one of the saw mills, we understood to be the pro-

perty of Mr. Lazarus, our hospitable host.

JRice fields and their culture.

The tide ofthe Cape Fear river, at Wilmington,
rises about four feet perpendicular. The opposite

shore (in Brunswick county) was an extensive

marsh or tide swamp, which has been ditched, and
is cultivated every year in rice. This is indeed

the principal culture in this part of the country, for

market, as not enough corn is made for the con-

sumption of the inhabitants, and very little other

grain raised. The ditches and banks and flood-

gates are so arranged that the tide-water can be
brought over the ground, or let off and shut out,

at discretion. This command of fresh water ia

essential to productive culture. The rice is plant-

ed in narrow drills. The water is then let on, by
some planters, and by others it is kept off until

after the plants have come up, and have been
once weeded. In the other case, the shallow wa-
ter is drawn ofT for the weeding. In both cases,

the water is then thrown on again; and while its

cover helps the af]uatic plant, rice, it effectually

keeps down all the weeds that would olherwiee in-
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jure the crop. The water is kept on nearly through
the whole lime of growih, but i;ot quite, ae thai

would render the grovvlhtoo "?piiid!iu<r" and lee-

ble. The product is very great, and also the pro-

fit. Siill I cannot but consider the culture ol" rice

as a curse to any region, as it must cause tlie pro

duction of malaria and iis consequent diseas^ee.

This did not seem to be admitted by the inhabit-

ants of Wilmington, and the rice planters, or, il

admitted, but little iinporlance is aitached to it.

An intelligent young planter, of whom I made
some inquiries on this head, told me that he ex-

pected, as a matter of course, to have an attack o(

bilious fever every year ; but he did not appear to

think that of n u>jh account.

1 crossed the river to see a rice field. The
plants had but just come up, and there was
noiliing to be seen that was interesting. About
15 miles lower down the river, at Dr. F. Hill's

plantation, when passing in the steam vessel, I

saw the rice ground flood(>d. The river water is

there mixed with ihe salt of the ocean, and would

kill the rice; and therefore fresh water is brought

by a canal from a large pond, distant several miles

in the country.

As I supposed, from my experience of embank-
ed tide lands on James river, these rice grounds,

wet as they are kept, and therefore the soil less

liable to decomposition, are annually rotting away
and sinking; and some have been thereby made
worthless, and thrown out of cultivation. But, as

to these grounds at and above Wilmington, there

is a counteracting operation of the river freshes,

which bring down and deposile on the land mud
enough to compensate for ihe waste of the original

soil l)y decomposition. The rice grounds lower

down the river are therefore most subject to this

lessening of the height ; and these are black soils,

while those higher up the river are brown, or

" mulatto" land, that color being given by the de-

posite of sediment left by the river during freshes.

The present and ordinary color of the river is the

clear cofiee color caused by vegetable dye, and

which belongs to all the rivers of lower Carolina,

except the great Roanoke, which flows from lime-

stone and other clear sources in the mountains of

Virginia.

Steaming to and from Charleston.

On the 16th, at 2 P. M., our party proceeded,

by the steam sea line of the Wilmington rail-road

company, to Charleston, S. C, 180 miles, which
full disiance was passed over in less than 15 hours.

At 5 P. JM. of the 17th, we set out on our return,

and the next morning, before 8, Ave were again

at the Wilmington wharf The steamer is one
of four belonging to the company, the best for

speed, saft'ty, and accommodation; and the wea-
ther was as delightful and as favorable as could

have been desired. There was nothing for me to

desire, except relief from the necessity of leaving

Charlesion in so short a time, and upon the first

visit. But so llir as could be in the space of the

few hours spent there, I was highly gratified with

all that was seen and met wiih. Even that short

time did not prevent the offer of hospitable atten-

tions from entire strangers, which though but the

common characteristics of warm-hearied south-

rons, were not the less appreciated.

As a hearty well-wisher, though personally a

stranger, to the commercial capital of South Caro-
lina, I was as nmch graiified as surprised to see
iiow liir and how well it liad already recovered
from ihe desolating ellects of the great fire which
but a lew years ago swept over so large a portior>

of the city. But lor the knowing of tliat great
calamity, and the looking for its destructive effects,

I should scarcely liave guessed that so much of
the city had been so recently destroyed.

The inertness and indolence and improvidence
of my southern countrymen are unlbriunately so

conspicuous in my own state, as well as else-

where, that I had taken up the opinion that these

delects were to be seen the more strongly display-

ed as we proceed southward ; and hence 1 had
unconsciously taken up a very improper idea, and
made much too low an estimate, of Charleston.

Without toucliing on other matters, the buildings

and general appearance of this city are more
pleasing to me than of the more populous and
splendid cities of tf.e north. In ihe usual style oJ'

this one, there appears to be an unpretending dig-

niiy and beauty, and in some cases even gran-

deur, combined with simplicity. In this respect,

Charleston may be likened to a gentleman born

and bred, simply but perliictly well dressed, com-
pared to a nmslachioed dandy and exquisite. In-

deed, it seemed to me that the population contain-

ed a larger proportion of those who appeared to

be gentlemen than I had ever seen in any other

city ; and, lor some lime, I believed that not a pair

of 7noiistaches discraced the city ; but I was com-
pelled to learn otherwise, by seeing before my de-

parture several specimens of these ape-imitating
" lords of creation."

The Battery is a newly constructed and de-

lighllijl promenade along the border of the Cooper
river, extending to the point of junction with the

Ashley. The pavement of the wall is of very

broad tlat stones, with a low railing next the wa-
ter, and open to ihe prospect of the harbor and

islands below. The beauty of lliis view was en-

hanced still more when seen from an upper apart-

ment of a splendid old mansion to which we were

invited by its owner, and in which I was lold had
been entertain.ed my distinguished countryman

who was sent as mediator and ambassador fi-oiu

Virginia to South Carolina, both acting in their

capacities of sovereign states. I had always felt

proud of that occasion, as to both commonwealths,

and was gratified to have now re-awakened, by

the narrative and the scene, emotions which I had

felt so vividly.

In the rail- road and steamboat route from the

Roanoke to Charleston, there is nothing to be de-

sired by the traveller, except the removal of the

existing cause of detention of travellers am! the

mail, a" Wilmintjton for 17 hours. This remark-

able delay in a journey so rapid in all its other

parts, is now made necessary by the want of

lights to direct at night the course of \he difficult

navicration of the Cape Fear river. If this were

done, it would only be necessary for the southern

train li"om CharIe^^t.on to wait two hours later than

at present, and it would receive the mail and pas-

sengers a day earlier than now, and the whole

journey would be expedited 15 hours to Charles-

ton and all southward, without any additional

speed while moving. If the Cape Fear river was
north of Washington, it would have been lighted

by government, and properly so, even if only ihx
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private commercial benefit. As it ie, it has been

long aalied lor in vain, even though there would
actually be a great national benefit secured by the

government, in t!ie more speedy transportation ol

the great southern mail.

A sandy desert. .Pre-hce.ous and carnivorous

plants.

The country adjoining Wilmington had to rae

an entirely novel and very remarkable appear-

ance. The original large growth of pine trees

had been cut down for fuel or limber, and had

been succeeded by an almost unmixed growth ol"

thinly set dwarfish "shrub" oaks which rarely

rose higher than six feet. The surlace of the

earlh was but half concealed by the liillon leaves,

and the scattered tufts of coarse grass ; and pure

and perfectly white sand was visible in so many
places on the surface, amidst the green vegeta-

tion, that the general appearance was as if a snow
had recently covered all the ground, which had

melted in some places, while it still remained on

others. I never saw any land so nearly approach-

ing a sandy desert. This worst appearance here

does not extend lar back irom the town.

But this barren and unsightly soil, and the ad-

jacent country which is not greatly belter, is the

paradise of botanists. 1 was inlbrmed that there

are I'ound more species of plants growing natural-

ly within ten miles of VVilmington, than in all

Massachusetts; and one-third as many as are

given in Elliott's catalogue of all the plants of

South Carolina and Georgia. I had new cause

to lament my ignorance of botany, when in a re-

gion so interesting to the better inlbrmed. Still, 1

did not lose all the gratification to be derived from

some of the most remarkable of these beautilul

works of nature.

In the grounds around Wilmington is found in

abundance the wonderful predatory (if not actu-

ally carnivorous) plant, called "Venus' fly-trap,"

( Dionatainuscipula,) of which a description was
published in a Ibrmer volume ol" the Farmers' Re-
gister. This plant is very small, and was not yet

grown, and the largest of the traps were scarcely

more than half the size they will be hereafter.

Still, though not yet possessed of their full degree

of sensitiveness which I hope to see, (as I had
dug up and sent home a box of growing speci-

mens,) they closed with a quickness, and operat-

ed with a degree of eff'ect, far beyond my previous

conceptions. The catching apparatus is an ex-

tension of the leaf. It is in shape much like a

very diminutive steel trap, set open for catching,

except that the valves are close in the plant, and

open frame work in the artificial trap. The teeth

around the circumference (Ibrming a circle when
lying open,) are long, and when they meet, inter-

lock regularly and perfectly. All the interior is

not sensitive. It is only three small and short fila-

ments, on each side, which are scarcely perceptible,

that serve as triggers. I saw every other part of the

valves touched with a blade of grass, and even
with some force, without its afiecting the plant.

But as soon as one of these filaments was touch-

ed by a small bug, the valves instantly and quick-

ly closed together, (heir surrounding teeth inter-

locked, and enclosed completely the unlucky in-

truder, and will remain so closed until its strug-

gles cease with its life. Then, or after the pur-

pose of the death of the insect has been effected,

the trap opens, and is ready to make another cap-

ture. I cannot believe that this wonderful and
admirable apparatus has been contrived by nature,

and kept at work, without some object, i cannot

but believe that the deaih of the insect furnishea

some benefit to the plant, and that, so far, it may
be said to feed upon its prey. These plants grow

on the borders of the wet places among the sands.

Formerly it was supposed that they were found

only in the neighborhood of Wilmington; but

they have been smce found in Florida, and else-

where.
There is another bug-catching plant which

grows abundantly hereabout, which though not

possessing the power of animal motion, and not

seizing its prey by an act of mental volition and

design^ as" almost seems to be the case with the

other, yet this one is scarcely less curious in ita

mechanical structure, and its adaptation of form

to its object. This is the plant which bears the

beautiful yellow flower vulgarly called " side-sad-

dle " or "trumpet-flower," ('sarace?imyZata.^ It

is a large pendent flower, on an upright stem of a
foot to eighteen inches high. The very singular

and beautiful form ol the flower could not be de-

scribed by me so as to be understood, and there-

fore will not be attempted. The trap is the leaf of

the flower, and of a later growth, for the flowers

now are generally fully blown, and some even on

the decline, and none of the trap appendages are

more than half grown, though the structure is

fully shown in them, and also in the old and dry,

but still v/ell preserved leaves of last year's growth,

which remain, and nearly all of which contain

the scaly wings of small beetles, and other unde-

composed remains of their insect prey. This leaf

is in the shape of a slender trumpet ; of very thick

toueh texture, which is closed at the ground and

ijradually enlarges to an inch in diameter at about

fifteen inches high. On one side of this mouth of

the trumpet, a part of the leafextends and spreads

over the mouth, so as effectually to keep out any

rain water; and (or greater precaution, in the

middle of this umbrella is a de'ep groove, which,

as a gutter, conveys the rain water off. The low-

er and closed end of the trumpet is always filled

some inches deep with a limpid and tasteless wa-
ter, secreted by the plant, which seems to attract

insects. They descend into the trumpet easily;

but can never return, as the sides are beset with

numerous mi-nuie hairy filaments, which point

downward, and effectually prevent any progress

upward of the insects enticed to enter the recep-

tacle.

This magnificent and curious plant is said not

to be found much farther north. There is how-
ever another of very similar general structure, the

purple saracenia, which grovvs as far north as New
England. However, ["never saw it belbre, and

it vvould have been considered as admirable for its

beauty, and its curious mechanical structure of the

flower, and its water-holding and insect-catching

apparatus of the leaves, but for the infeiiority in

all these respects to the more common saracenia

fiava.

As little knowledge of and taste for botany as I

have, a longer residence in this neighborhood and

sufficient leisure would tempt me to begin the

studj'. It is surprising that this region is not more

[visited by the lovers of curious plants and beau-
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tiful flowers, and that the ready means now offered

by the rail-roads are not more used to convey these

rare treasures norlhward. I sent on by the train,

in boxes, growing specimens of all the above
plants, with their native soil, just dug up, and

which must have reached Petersburg in perlect

condition ; and might so be carried as lar' as Phi-

ladelphia, even should they /ail to be kept alive

afterwards. In this manner, by proper arrange-

ments, hundreds of rare plants, which even in

green-houses cannot be produced in perfection at

the north, might be sent, in all their native splen-

dor and vigor, to floricultural exhibitions a thou-

sand miles distant.

General appearance of the lands ofNew Hanover
county.

One of my first objecls after reaching Wilming-

ton was to seek out, and make personal acquaint-

ance with Dr. James F. McRee, a gentleman

whom 1 knew merely as the only subscriber to

the Farmers' Register in or near Wilmington. 1

drew the inference, in which I have rarely been

mistaken, that a man who had thus appreciated

my labors for seven years, would probably be one

both able and ready to aid me in acquiring inform-

ation. I was not mistaken. In addition to the

pleasure derived from Dr. McRee's general con-

versation, and to his kind and serviceable atten-

tions in other respects, I was indebted to him for

much of the inlbrmalion in regard to the pecu-

liarities of this region, and its products, which I

was enabled to acquire. My first inquiries of him

were in regard to the extent of the marl Ibrmaiion

of this region, (having previously seen it in Wil-

mington,") and I heard from Dr. McRee such in-

teresting facts on this subject, that 1 was very

willing to accept his invitation to accompany him

to his liirm, Ashemoore, near Rocky Pomt, the

most favorable portion for observation. For this

place we set out on the 17th.

in a mile or two from Wilmington, along the

ordinary carriage road, the excessive sandiness of

the soil changes to rather less of that character,

and to such as is general through the pine lands for

many miles. The general growth is long leaf

pine, thinly set, with very little undergrowth of

trees or shrubs. The surliice of the earth is set

with tufts of what is here called "wire grass,"

but which (as might be inferred from its locality,)

is altogether ditl'erent from what is called by thai

name in Virginia. This grass, as Dr. McRee
informed me, (and to whom, by the way, 1 am in-

debted lor all the botanical names here used.) is

the aristida stricla. It grows in small tussocks.

Each spire is a single straight upright stem, cylin-

drical and as regular in shape as a wire. This is

the most general grass in the poor pine woods, and
open grounds of same quality. When burnt off'

in the spring, as is most usually done, the young
grass springs out more rapidly, and furnishes good
grazing all over the country.

The surface of the land, like that of the last 50
or 60 miles seen along the rail-road, is almost a

level. The slight depressions are all of swampy
character, and are called " bays" or bay land, be-

cause the loblolly bay tree (gordnnla lasianthus)

is always found in such places. But whether dry
or wet, all these pine lands, and the shallow
"bays" intersecting them, are Very poor, and,

without being furnished with the calcareous in-

gredient which they want, are, and will continue,

worthless for tillage. It is from such pine woods,
which cover so large a part of eastern Carolina,

that the great supplies of turpentine and tar are

obtained, the making of which is almost the sole

business of the residents of the pine lands.

The calcareous lands ofRocky Point.

Upon reaching what are termed the Rocky
Point lands, the marks of soil chansred from the
indications of the basest to those of the most va-
luable calcareous lands. Rocky Point is a low
bluff" of the limestone peculiar to this remarkable
region, jutting out on the north-east branch of the

Cape Fear river. The stone or the softer marl

(or that which may as correctly be called chalk, as

the harder is limestone,) forms the continuous and
nearly horizontal substratum of all this neighbor-

hood, and comes so near to the surface of a body
ofsome 6 or 7000 acres, as to give to it a peculiar

and well established cliaracter for great iertility,

and power of long endurance of continued cultiva-

tion of the severest kind. A small tide water

creek, which passes through the Ashemoore farm,

marks the middle of this body, and on each side

of it are the best of these celebrated Rocky Point

lands. They are there best, no doubt, because

the surface is lowest, and the calcareous substra-

tum is nearest to the surface. It is sometimes so

near that the plough turns up a white slice upon
the top of the Mack soil ; and in these, and many
other places, where the cause is the same, though

not so manifest to the eye, the productiveness of

the land is greatly impaired. This injurious ef-

fect, however, is greatly increased by the too

great wetness of the soil, owing to its level sur-

face, its absorbent and sometimes close and adhe-

sive texture, and especially to the solid calcareous

sub-stratum, which prevents the surplus water es-

caping downward by filtration. The land too has

not been cultivated in beds (or ridge and furrow.)

which, if properly executed, and with the neces-

sary ditches, I am sure would make the lowest

acre abundantly dry. There are no springs rising

to the surface that cause wetness, but only the sur-

face water from rains to guard against ; which is

a very simple and sure business. The soil, in

quality and in level, and in its calcareous sub-stra-

tum, is more like the famous low grounds of Glou-

cester and Back River in Virginia, which have
been described at length in former volumes of this

journal, than any other known lands. I never

saw soil that seemed of better natural constitution

and qualify than some of the fields of Ashemoore,
or which promise better rewards for their culti-

vation.

The limestone is but an accumulation of pure

shelly matter, solidified into stony hardness. The
marl is the same in chemical composition, but about

as hard as chalk, and has very much the texture

ofan impure chalk, and is soft enough to be used as

manure without pounding, burning, or other mode
of reducing. I analyzed, on the place, three spe-

cimens which were selected as fair samples ; and
Dr. McRee, before, with the aid of my portable

apparatus, had examined several others. The
general proportion of carbonate of lime in both

kinds was lully 95 per cent. One specimen only,

of marl just dug and hastily dried, yielded as little
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as 88 per cent. ; and as this was the only one so

poor, by 6 per cent., I suspected (hat it lind not

been sufficiently freed from water, in dryintj.

However, at any rate it is the richest and most
valuable marl I have ever known, and the easiest

to be used. The stone, of course, would require

to be burnt ; and it will yield excellent lime, /or

cement or for manure.
The lowest parts of this body of land, not j^et

cleared, are swamp, called " while oaks ;" nor

because white oak is their general growth, and
indeed it is very rare there—hut because such are

the only places on which a white oak tree can be

found in this part of the country. These swamps
are covered wiih the trees that are most favored

elsewhere by the richest, stiff", alluvial, and wet
bottom lands. The calcareous bed lies near the

surface of all these swamps or "white oak" lands.

Dr. McRee has taken great pains to introduce

grass husbandry on his land, and his clover is won-
derfully productive. That sown on the first of
March, 1839, was fit to mow, and was mown for

hay the same year, in July, and the hay sold and
delivered in market within eight months of the

sowing of the seed. This is a remarkable proof
of the admirable fitness of the soil for clover; and
it was particularly valued by me, as the strongest

knovim proof of what I have so often maintained,
that if the soil be but made calcareous, the warmth
of climate ol' North Carolina, or even farther south,

is no bar to profitable clover culture. Before my
practice proved otherwise (afer marling) it was
as firmly believed that lower Virginia was too hot
to produce clover to profit, as it is now senerally
(and as erroneously) believed of lands 200 miles
more southward.
But though the calcareous deposite beneath the

Rocky Point lands is richer and more easily acces-

sible, than any known elsewhere, it is but the

most remarkable case of a formation that is

spread through a vast region of the slate, accessi-

ble throughout a great part of its extent, and
which would be highly profitable to be used
wherever it can be obtained. I knew before that

marl had been found along the Neuse and some of
the upper waters of the Chowan, and that it had
been used to some small extent by a few indivi-

duals ; and I inferred, that if sought for, it might
be found at some greater or less depth, almost
every where between the granite range and the

sea coast. But 1 had never heard of a single

actual discovery farther south than the borders of

the Neuse and Trent. In addition to what I saw in

Wilmington, (though the stratum of marl there is

thin, and the limestone poor,) and at Ashemoore
and the surrounding lands, I learned from Major
Gwynne, the able engineer who directed the con-

struction of the Wilmington railway, that marl was
found in the wells dug at the water stations of that

road, through the distance of 60 miles from Wil-
mington. And this marl lies either under, or near

enough for transportation to the wretched pine

lands, which, wretched as they now are, need but to

be marled to become valuable and productive under
tillage. I may now, as heretofore, nrge this im-
provement, for this region, in vain ; but a time will

come when the value of this neglected means oC

improvement will be properly appreciated in North
Carolina, and when the putting it in use will add
millions of dollars to the productive wealth of this

region, which, of all within my knowledge, is

most favored by nature, and the favors so offered
are most slighted by man. And though I have not
yet seen the continuation of this region through
South Carolina and Georgia, I entertain no doubt
but that my remarks would there be applicable.

It would seem as if the Rocky Point land; so
deservedly noted hereabout for its fertility, owes
its value to its being so thinly sjiread over the cal-

careous deposite, that the two earths have neces-
sarily become mixed, by various natural causes.

When the roots of trees, and even small plants,

can strike through the upper poor soil and into the
marl below, the parts of the latter which are taken
up into the plants, at their death and decay are
finally left on the surface. Thus, in the lapse of
ages, the surface, no matter how destitute of lime,

and how poor, must thus be made calcareous and
rich. But not so if the surface soil be but six or
even four feet above the marl, and cut off by a bar-
ren intervening subsoil, which the roots of plants

are not able to pass through. Then the soil will re-

main poor; and so it would, even if within a foot

of the marl below, but for the operation of plants

or animals in bringing up the marl to the surface.

In accordance with tiiese views, where the
land is higher, it is very inferior to the best kind

;

and at a lew miles from the river, a still higher
elevation of surface becomes either the ordinary
poor pine forest land of New Hanover county, or

savanna, of which 1 shall speak presently.

The texture of the calcareous substratum of the
Rocky Point lands is altogether different from any
of the numerous marl beds I have seen in Vir-

ginia. In chemical constitution, and in hardness,
much of the former may be properly called by its

common name of " limestone ;" and by (he same
tests the balance might be called chalk, slightly

adulterated, and tinged with a very little foreign

matter. But geologists, I believe, do not admit
any true chalk to be in this country ; and the con-
cretion of shells to a stony hardness, cannot make
the limestone so called in mineralogy. However,
in agricultural sense and use, they are truly what
these names would imply.

II' the people of Carolina who have the means
of marling would apply the lesson afforded here,

it might be considered that here God had marled,
and thereby enriched the land, and had thus re-

vealed to man the mode of improvement. The
enriching of these lands was effected simply by
natural marling, with the additional aid of fi-eedom

from exhaustion, and thereby the accumulation,
and fixing in the soil, of as much vegetable mat-
ter as the calcareous ingredient could combine
with.

The limepfone is not disposed with any regular-
ity as to the softer marl. Isolated masses of the
former, of various sizes, are seen scattered over
the best fields ; and sometimes the stone, and
sometimes the chalk is nearest to the surface, or

the one over the other. The ditches generally

reach the calcareous substratum. When in the
chalk or marl, the excavation is easy enough.
But when the stone is opposed, blasting by gun-
powder is necessary to open the ditch. I saw in

two ditches where this last had been done, for

stretches of 200 to 300 yards each. Still, Dr.
McRee told me that this ditching by blasting was
not very diflicult, and, as he thouirht, was not more
expensive of labor, than to ditch through newly
cleared forest land. There are some other unex-
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pected peculiarities of a limestone region in this

neighborhood, and even at some miles liom the

calcareous soils. These are subterraneous caverns

and subterraneous streams. The former are like

the limestone caves of the mountain region, ex-

cept for their very narrow dimensions, which

forbid any passage or examination. A small dog

has been known to make his way through a sub-

terranean passage for several hundred yards. I

saw, at Ashemoore, one of the " natural wells'"

which show subterraneous streams. This was in

a field not of calcareous soil, and was about the

eize across of an ordinary artificial well. Thevva-

ter stood at about two feet from the surface of the

earth, and is supplied by a perpetual stream pass-

ing through below. The water, however, is now
higher than usual, owing to additional supply from

rain.

1 heard that a little marl had been used in som.e

of the gardens of Wilmington ; but not the least

use of it has as yet been made on fields, by any south

of the Neuse and Trent, of whom I have heard.

The Savannas.

There are, in many places in New Hanover
county, and other of the south-eastern parts of

North Carolina, interspersed among, and surround-

ed by forests, tracts of" open grass land, called sa-

vannas, as clear of trees as if made and kept so

for cultivation. These n:eadows, however, are

altogether formed without the designed aid of

man ; and if cultivation has ever been attempted

on them, it was found profitless, from the unpro-

ductiveness of the soil, and the attempt was aban-

doned, after the first trial. The railway passes

immediately through one of these savannas, about

27 miles from Wilmington, which is said to con-

tain more than 4000 acres in one body. My pas-

Bage through this piece was so rapid, that nothing

could be distinguished as to its particular growth
of grass, or the nature of its soil. It only present-

ed to the eye one unbroken and unvaried expanse
of level surface, as much elevated, apparently,

compared to the road-way, as the forest lands, and
covered with young grass, the deep verdure of

which was made the more conspicuous by the old

jrrass having been burned off early in the spring.

To examine this kind of land more closely, was
one of the objects of my visit to Ashemoore,
under the guidance of Dr. McRee. Part of his

estate is one of these savannas, which is partly

eeen from the rail-road just north of the Rocky
Point depot, and 15 miles from Wilmington. This
Bavanna is of small extent, being only 200 to 300
acres, but in every other respect is similar to all

the others, and would serve, as I was told, as well

for observation as any number of them.
I found that but a very small part of this savan-

na had been burnt over this spring, whirh gave
a better opportunity of judging of its usual growth
from the still abundant remains of the dry grass ol

the last summer. This was of many different

kinds, all of which seemed new to me, or if not

new, so altered by difference of soil as not to be

recognized. However, my examination in this

respect was necessarily very slight, owing to my
ignorance of the scientific arrangement and de-
Bcriptions of plants. The principal growth seen
consisted of the aristida stricta, (before mention-
ed as being general through the pine-covered

land,) and a dwarfish kind of broom sedge, which
s smaller than, and difierent from, those so well

known in lower Virginia, but which was not tlie

less manifestly one of the members of that family

of grasses, (andropogun,) all of which, I infer

fi"om my experience of the habits of some of

them, must indicate by their growth an add soil.

The old growth, notwithstanding all the eating

and trampling by cattle, seemed but little dimin-

ished, and had stood about tv/o feet high.

I dug into the soil of this savanna, and at the

place examined, a spot rather higher and there-

lore then drier than the general surface, found

the depth to be about a foot. This, however, waa
more than usual. Along the side of the ditch

made to form the rail-road, where it passes by the

out-skirt of this savanna, the soil was about 6 lo

9 Inches deep, and less generally than 6 inches

through the adjacent pine land. The soil of the

savanna land is as black as earth can be, is mode-
rately stiff, showing the presence of enough clay

to form a productive soil for grasses and wheat,

and would be supposed, if judged merely by the

eye, to be as rich, and valuable for tillage, as in

fact it is poor and worthless, as now constituted.

The subsoil is a pale yellowish sand, with barely

enough clay intermixed to be adhesive, and not to

prevent water passing through and saturating it.

Still lower, as 1 was told, lies a bed of clay, which,

no doubt, forbids the descent of the rain water,

and causes the general wetness of these lands,

though they lie high, and are free both from

springs, and from floods from any higher lands.

There does not seem to be any great difierence

between the savanna land and the great body
which is covered with pine forests, except in the

difierence of covering plants. Indeed, in many
parts of the pine lan<ls, where the trees stand but

thinly, the savanna grasses cover the ground, and
wheie burnt off, present the appearance of a true

savanna, with the addition of a sprinkling of trees.

The same general causes operate with more or

less force on all this immense region of pine Ibrest

land; and, according to (he degree of force, cer-

tain places either become open and perfect savan-
nas, or remain as Ibrest land.

I was the more interested in examining the sa-

vanna land because of my former investigations of
the causes of the formation of the western prairies.

I was not before aware of the existence of any
lands of that character in all the Atlantic slope of

the United States. But the Carolina savannas
are certainly true prairies, though diflfering so

much both in nature of soil and in degree of lertility

from those of the west ; and the first formation

and continuance of these savannas may be satis-

lactorily traced from tlie operating causes which
were set forth in the essay on the formation of

prairies, commenced at page 321, vol.iii., of Farm-
ers' Register.

The whole of the great region of pine forest in

lower North Carolma, with the exceptions of the

intervention of rivers and ofswamps, is high land,

of as level a surface as can be conceived. With-
out any springs rising to the surliice, which would

be the sources of marshes, and with a climate in

which dryness and warmth predominate greatly

over moisture and cold, it might be inferred that

such lands, and sandy as they are withal, would

be very dry. IJut though no springs rise to bring

water from subterranean sources to the surface
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soil, and though the vast extent of surface alone

is securiiy against any considerable effect, even on
the western borJers. of inundation from hiijher

lands, still (here are sufficient causes why these

lands should be very wet tiiroiigh the greater part

of the year. The almost perfect level of the sur-

face prevents any considerable quantity of the

fallen rain-water from flowing away to the rivers

and swamps; the sandiness of the soil, and slill

more of the subsoil, serves readily to drink in the

rain water; and the close nature of the clay be-

low forbids the excess of the water thus taken in

to sink lower, and therefore it ntust fill the entire

soil and subsoil, lor several leet in depth, until

drawn up and carried off' slowly by evaporation,

during the driest part of summer and autumn;
and which evaporation, is much retarded by the

general shade of pine forest over nearly the whole
of this great region.

These circumstances are sufficient to show why
wetness of the earth should generally prevail,

even in the drier limes of much the jireater part

the year; and why every heavy rain should so fill

and overflow the surface of the land, whether fo-

rest or savanna, and serve to make any dry walking
impossible soon afterwards, in any direction. Dur-
ing two or three months of the driest season, it is

true that all these lands, savanna as well as forest,

become perfectly dry. Kut that does not prevent

the growth and general circumstances of the land

being governed and directed by its opposite condi-

tion of wetness, which continues lor three-fourths

of the year.

This general state of moisture of the land is

particularly (avorable to the growth of grass; and
though all the grasses both of calcareous and rich

soils are necessarily excluded by the chemical con-

stitution and poverty of this soil, there are enough
of other grasses which are best nourished by the

acid quality of soil which must exist here, and
which is poisonous to all the most valuable plants

of cultivation. The poverty and acidity of the soil

also forbid the growth of the kinds of trees which
flourish best on rich and well-constituted wet lands,

as the poplar, ash, black-gum, maple, &c. Pines,

then, the most appropriate and favored growth of

dry, acid, and sandy soils, form necessarily the al-

most sole growth of this great region, though the

general state of moisture is unfiavorable to their

greatest vigor. Thus it may be supposed that there

must be a general disposition of the growth of

trees to give way to the growth of grass, when-
ever there are additional and strongly operating

auxiliary causes of support given to the latter.

These causes are presented in the several follow-

ing cases : 1st, whenever the soil is more stilf, or

the lowest clay sub-stratum rises nearer to the sur-

face, and either, or both, serving to retain more of

the rain water at and near the surface ; or, 2d,

when the vegetable matter in the soil is deeper
and more abundant, and being not fully decom-
posed, is of a peaty nature, (a consequence of the

preceding named condition, and which is always
the case in the savannas,) and which therefore is

still more unfriendly to the growth of trees
;

and 3d, the burning over of all the forest land in

the spring, which is almost universally done, and
which must damage a weakly growth of trees

more and more by every repetition, and thereby
allow a greater growth of grass, and of course
more of the fuel furnished by the grass for buc-

VoL. VIU-32

ceeding burnings. It ia where all these circum-
stances are combined, that, by the gradual destruc-
tion of the trees by fire, the savannas liave been
formed, and will be maintained as long aa the
same causes continue to operate.

The savanna I examined most closely was with-
in three miles of already discovered marl, of the
rich quality above stated ; and it would be a cheap
improvement to bring and apply it to the savanna;
and I am confident that marling, and draining,

(which also could be easily effected,) would make
this savanna excellent land lor wheat and clover,

as well as for corn or oats. But the improvement
might probably be made still more cheaply, as the
bed of marl doubtless lies under it, and most of the

other savannas, and might be obtained either im-
mediately from below, or elsewhere, more cheaply
than by carriage for even three miles. The rail-

way offers sufficiently cheap transportation for

lime, or the richest marl, to considerable dis-

tances.

The drainage nf savanna, might be effected by
the plough, and by the same operation that would,
best prepare it lor cultivation. If attempted, I

would advise the ploughing of the land during
summer, when dry enough, by a three or four-

horse plough, into very wide beds, (say of 26 leet,

if for 5 corn rows, or 19 leet if lor 3 rows each,)
with deep and clean water-furrows between the
beds. As soon as the surface had become some-
what closed, another ploughing in the same order
and manner, would raise the bed still higher, and
nearly double the depth of the water-ILirrow. It

would only then need that all the water-furrows
should discharge into one or more cross-ditches,

cut in the lowest ground, and having sufficient

depth and good ouilets, and the draining would
be complete. The ditches designed to receive the
water discharged from the water-furrows, and also

any cross ditches required at depressions, might
likewise be made principally by the plough, if

done before the bedding. Full directions for both
these operations have been published in the Farm-
ers' Register ; that for ditching by the plough, in
an article on draining, in numbers 7 and 12 of vol.

i., and for the wide bedding in the observations on
the Gloucester lands and culture, in vol. vi, I
have never seen lands to which both these modes
of drainage could be better applied ; and if fol-

lowed by marling or liming, (and without that, all

improvement of this acid land would be profitless,)

I know no lands which promise better recompense
for I he expense of the improvement.
But even as they are, the savannas are excel-

lent grazing grounds while the grass is younc and
tender. The burning was early on the large sa-
vanna, (as is usual,) and it already is a beautiful
expanse of green, regular and unbroken to the
eye of the traveller as a grazed lawn. As yet
but few kinds of the numerous wild ffowers of the
savannas have opened ; but in June they are seen
throughout, and of various kinds, and successions
of kinds continue to adorn every part of the ground
until frost.

Slate of agriculture, and products of the country.

Except rice, made on the embanked marshes of
the Cape Fear river, there is but little if any sur-
plus grain made in the counties around Wilming-
ton. The corn required for the support of that
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town is partly broDght from abroad, and none is

exported. There is no where any wheat sown,

except lately by Dr. McRee and one ol' his neigh-

bors on Rocky Point, and the oats are all con-

sumed on the liirnis where raised. There is but

little cotton made ; and scarcely any thinii lor mar-

ket n)ade from the fine <rra7.ing aflbrded by tlie

savannas and (brest lands. As evidence of the

abundance of pasturage, I understood that very

i'ew persons give any fond to their cattle during

winter, as they can obtain grazing throuahout in

the woods and swamps. But the mortality, in

spring, fromth is starvation system, is very great.

There is not much land cleared or cultivated ex-

cept on the borders of the rivers, and of that J saw
but little. In the pine lands there are but a i'ew

small patches cleared, and those very poor in pro-

duct; the almost sole business of the residents

being to make turpentine and tar. Even where*'

better lands and better farming are found, the

same crop, corn, is generally cultivated without

the intervention of any other, either every year,

or every second year, as long as the land can bear

it. The nearest usual approach to a rotation of

crops is, 1st year, corn, and 2d, oats on the best

part, and no crop on the worst ; and all grazed

alter the oat harvest, until near planting time next

sprinir, usually, thougli sometimes the gi;azing is

avoided. Of course no turf forms on land so treat-

ed ; and it is not ploughed flush,, before planting

corn, but only "listed," and checked across, and
tiie "balks," broken up after the corn is well up.

Yet there is good demand lor all grain and grass

r roducts, and extraordinary prices paid for articles

of small culture, because of their scarcity. For
example, 'he first person who made a business of

r^'^nding turnips to Wilmington market, sold them
rpadily throughout the whole season for §1 the

bushel ; and though another producer has come
\n since to share the furnishing of the market,

he price still has kept to 50 cents the bushel.

;jth Irish and sweet potatoes grow well; the

Iter as well as could be desired, and they are

t'-nde by every cultivator. But they are found

dii'i:cult to keep later than mid-winter, and there-

ihrc are not raised very largely for stock food.

i''ield peas are planted through every corn-field,

hv planting 10 or 15 peas on one side, and some-
tir.u's on both sides of ever}' stalk or place of corn.

Tii.s is done before the last ploughing of the corn,

'usA that is the only benefit of tillage which peas
voeive. As many peas are gathered as are nc-

; sary for use, and on the balance, as they stand,
1 hogs designed lor slaughter are tiu'ned in, (the

n having first been gathered,) and are allowed

ieed at will. Peas alone, wlien so abundantly
•rnsumed, are supposed to cause disease to hogs,

(a weakness in tlie loins,) which is prevented by
'laving a patch of sweet potatoes in the same
iic'd, lor change of food. The red and cow peas

ari.'. the kinds most generallj' planted. It is the
p.'-'- vailing opinion that the making of this second-

ary crop of peas does not materially lessen the

product of corn from the same ground; but no
air experiment has been made to test this impor-

'nt (lueslion, and I therefore greatly distrust the

. ji'-ectness of this opinion.

The sweet potato is most favored by a southern

imate and a sandy soil, and therefore I should in-

r must surpass in value, for stock food, and for

;^ latest product of nutriment from a certain space,

all the roots of northern climes, such as Irish po-

tatoes, turnips, beets, carrots, &c. But th&ugh
the culture of this most valuable southern root is

universal on every farm and clearing, as is its con-

sumption on every table, still it is held as a pro-

duct of secondary and minor importance, and
there is nothing clearly established (that I have
heard) as to its amount of product, or the preser-

vation of the crop. The risk of rotting in the cel-

lars or other receptacles, and the great cost of
planting roots, are great obstacles to extensive

culture. Some persons, however, and by various

modes, succeed in keeping potatoes sound, until

late in winter. But it seems owing to peculiar,

and not well ascertained causes, or otherwise it

could be done always. Small quantities in cellars

made and kept both dry and warm, and also well

ventilated, are kept much later.

Pine foi'ests.

From the few fine specimens I had seen of the

long leaf pine, on the southern border of lower

Virginia, I had expected to see magnificent trees

(brming the greater part of the vast pine forests of

North Carolina. But such is far from the liact.

Some few indeed present the noble elevation of
straight trunk, and great size, which I had looked

for; but most generally, the trees are much small-

er, and far from being pleasing to the eye.

The long leaf pine is the original and almost sole

growth of the drier lands of New Hanover, and
even much Oiriher north, as seen along the rail-

way. • The short leaf pine, as called here, and
which is the " old-field " pine of Virginia, is here,

as with us, the universal second growth of the

drier lands wherever the first growth has been

cleared off. As to the short leaf or common
" vvoods-pine" of Virginia, I have seen none,

though I hear that some lew may be found.

It is a curious fact, and one much to be lament-

ed, that there is scarcely any reproduction of the

long leaf pine throughout the vast region of which
it now forms the almost exclusive cover; and that

when the trees now living shall have died, there

will be almost a total extinction of this beautiful

and valuable tree. It is a tree of very slow

growth ; and probably most of those now living

are older than the general settlement of the re-

gion, or the existence of the circumstances which
now oppose reproduction. The large cones or

"burs" of this tree contain numerous,seeds, which
drop out as the cone opens, and which are eagerly

sought and eaten by hogs. This "pine mast"
forms the great resource for feeding the hogs

while ranging at large, as is the usaije. In this

way, very few seeds escape to sprout. And of

the few that do sprout, scarcely any of the young
trees survive the after attacks of the hogs, which
root up the young trees, to eat the roots, even
when the trees are several years old. Hogs
ranging in the woods are quite fond of the lender

roots, and the bark of the roots of older trees, and
live on this food principally in the winter aud
spring, afier the pine seeds are consumed.
From these causes I presume it is that very

few young long leaf pines are to be seen. I no-

ticed them no where except a few in the neigh-

borhood of Wilmington, in riding from that place

to Rocky Point. And the appearance of the

young long leaf pine is too remarkable not to have
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been obperved if seen. It is indeed as remarkable

for lis singular and beautiful ibrni wlicn very

younn; as lor iis noble size and form when old.

One of three seasons' growth (ibr example)

was only a little more than two feet high,

and retained at once all the leaves of the three

seasions, though in very di?iinct states. The leaves

of the first year, dead and dry, but still firmly set

and strong, covered the [)lant tiiickly for about a

foot above the ground ; then the green and viiror-

ous leaves o! the last years growth, Ibr about

the same extent ; and lastly, the new upright and

compact shoots of this spring, one or two and
sometimes three, from which the leaves, though

formed, had not yet unfolded, and which shoots

are each about the size of, and not very unlike in

general appearance, a large shoot of asparagus,

as it first rises out of the ground. The older leaves

are about a loot long, and as thickly set on the

single and upright trunk as can be imagined ; and

theWhole plant, of this or of less sjze, is much like

•an artificial military plume ofenormousdin;ensions.

The turpentine and tar business.

The making of turpentine and tar is the almost

<=o!e business of ihe thinly seitled population of

the pine lands. They are Generally poor and in-

dolent
;
yet this business affords good profits even

at the present low prices, and enormous profits

were made when naval stores were more than

<louble their present prices. Tur[)enline now sells

St J^l.SO the barrel at Wilmington, and it has sold

for upwards of 84. Mr. Lazarus told me that he
had paid to a poor white man, who worked singly

and unassisted in making turpimtine. ^1000 lor

the fruits of his labor of one year. It is under-

jstood that a good hand can attend to 9000 trees,

and can secure 200 barrels of turpentine in a year.

in commencing the operation on trees before

untouched, a receptacle (or '• box") is cut by the

axe on one side of the tree, and about six inches

above the ground, which is large enough to hold

a quart of the fluid turpentine which exudes from

the cut sap-wood, and which flows into this hol-

low from the upper part and sides. The flowing

of the sap begins of course in the spring. At the

end of a i'aw days, (accordintr to the time and
stale of the season,) the laborer visits all his trees,

dips out the collected turpentine and puts it in bar-

rels. He then cuts from each side of the tree a

shallow groove, inclining downward to the box,

through the bark and a little into the wood. Into

these new cuts the turpentine exudes, and flows

down diem into the box. The tool by which this

operation is performed is called a "shave." It is

a circular piece of iron like the eye of a weeding
lice, wiih the lower edge sharp, and which is at-

tached to a shaft or handle, so as to cut its groove

like a gouge, but by being pulled to, instead of be-

ing pushed from, the operator. Every time the

box is emptied of its turpentine, tlie "shaving" is

extended upward, and thus gradually making the

tree bare of bark and of the outer surface of the

sap-wood as high as can be conveniently reached,

or 15 leet and upwards. This shaving rises about
two feet in a year, and thus it takes about seven
years to finish one side of a tree. The side edges
ol' the bared surface are carefully kept perpendi-

cular and straight, and not quite to embrace the

half of the trunk of the tree. Next, the opposite

side is "boxed," and treated in the same way, taking

care to leave a strip of an inch or two of bark on

each side between the old and the newer work.

Without other cause of decay or destruciion, the

trees will live and yield well until the sides can be

shaved no higher. But the spreading of acci-

dental fires seldom fails to kill the tree earlier. For
the entire face of the cutting being encrusted with

turpentine, and the wood below being converted

to solid lightwood, no trees can be more inflam-

mable ; and tlie fire burns so deeply in, as to kill

the strips of living bark liy heat, or to weaken the

trunk so much that it yields to, and is prostrated

by, the next storm. TIir trees, or parts that es-

cape being l)urnt, are finally cut up into billets,

and the tar extracted fiom them, by burning them
slowly in a close kiln, made by covering the light-

wood with earth in the mode well known in every

pine country.

It is only the turpentine that retains its fluidity,

and is collected in the box, that is considered first-

rate. The part that sticks to and hardens above

has lost its most valuable part, (the oil or spirits of

turpentine,) by evaporation, and when scrajjedofl',

v.'hich is the last part of the process, is sold at

half the price of the fluid turpentine. Of course

the expense of land-carnage is a sufficient bar to

the production of so heavy and low-priced pro-

ducts, where the distance is considerable.

The turpentine getters are careful every spring

to rake away the leaves from the foot of every

tree, and to burn the collected trash when it can
tie done slowly and safely. But they cannot al-

ways command the progress of the fires; and
from that, or other less carefully made fires, great

havock is ofien made among the boxed trees.

Where vicinity to market, or cheapness of car-

riage, permits this business to be in full opera-

tion, it cannot last long, as the long leaf |)ine3

will be destroyed and vvill not be renewed. The
other kinds of pines are not worth working for

this purpose.

On the morning of the 20ih, I joined the rail-

way train at Rocky Point depot, and belbre 2 P.

M. reached Goldsborouirh, (distance 65 miles,)

near Waynesborugh, in Wayne county, and the

necessary place of departure lor Newbern. Her^
I had to wait until 1 A. M., the next day, when,
by a stage coach drawn by two horses, but loaded

for four, 1 reached Newbern afierdark. Distance

70 miles.

This day's journey was along the general

course of the Neuse river, though no where in

sight of it, except at Kinston, in Lenoir county.

By another mode of travelling, this might have
been founa a very interesting route; for the cal-

careous formations, to examine which had been

the first object of my intended visit to Newbern,
are scattered all along this river. But I could

hire no mode of conveyance, other than tli;rt of

the public statre coach; and even if it iiad been

otherwise, I could not have profited by the change,

having no well inlbrn)ed companion to guide and

instruct me as to localiiips. I could therelbre ck)

no better than go on to Newbern, trusting to the

chapter of accidents for my subsequent procedure.

Judge Gaston's reclaimed Pocoson.

On the morning of April 22d, the day after my
arrival at Newbern, I accompanied Judge Gastoa
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to his farm, about ten miles distant, (or tiie purpose

of seeing llie large pocoson of which he has re-

claimed and has under cultivation between 200

and 300 acres. I had not before had an opportu-

nity of observing, or being correctly infbnnecl as

to the nature of this class ol" wet lauds, and I was
glad to avail myself of the request and invitation

which alibrded such an opportunity, wilh the ad-

ditional gratification and ad vantaife of the guidance

and conversation of a companion so interesting

and instructive.

The appearance of the still unreclaimed part of

the pocoson is very similar to that, of most of the

great swamps in the drier time of the year. How-
ever, none of the uncleared par's adjacent to this

improvement are as wet as the whole was at first,

as the ditches have had a partial and considerable

effect in drying the fbiest part. The effect of this

partial drying is seen in the dying of the large

laurels and other trees which require very wet soil

ibr their most perfect condition.

The surface of the land is so level, that it is

drained to outlets in two very different directions.

The water carried off by both these main ditches

., is but little, to be collected from so large a body

\of land which had been absorbing rain water all

ilie winter. The discharge was not greater than

I should have expected to find from the existing

circumstances, even if there were not a real spring

in the whole ground.

"^he surface of the pocoson is higher than most
of the surrounding firm pine lands. The opinion

of Judire Gaston is, that the pocoson was origin-

ally the ordinary level pine land of the country;

that the passage of the small streams of water
from its flat surlfice was afterwards iirpeded by
fallen trees or other obstructions: consequently a

new character gradually was assumed, different

Jrom its former state of dry land, and approaching
first to that of swamp, and next to that of peat, in

eo much as the progress of decomposition of the

vegetable products did not keep pace witli that of

their production, and therefore that the accumula-
tion was yearly increased and the surliice of the

land kept growing hiijhor by the increase of the

iindecomposed vegetable deposite from the trees,

and other plants crowing thereon, in this state,

the waters of rains, as well as those of impeded
small streams, would be necessarily sucked up and
retained by the great mass, as by a sponge, and
the surplus served to overflow the surlace during
the greater portion of the year. The proofs to

sustain this opinion were presented to him in the

two facts, Ist, tliat the surface of this vegetable
soil is actually higher tiian the surrounding firm

land; and, 2dly, that light-wood logs and knots,

the evident remains ol' a former growth of large

long-leaf pine trees, were dug up often in the

ditches, tliough not a tree of that kind remained
standing, or could possibly live on such soil as the

pocoson novv has. The subsoil is clay, as is the

surface soil of the adjacent firm pine lands. Inde-

pendent of the (iilching, the labor of clearing the

dense forest of large swamp trees, which covered
all this land, must have been enormous. The
whole clearing and improvement has been gradu-
ally made, and some of (he land cleared long ago
has been so much exhausted as to be turneri out.

The balance, now in a single field of corn of more
than 200 acres, had the appearance to me of being
very rich soil ; and some of the best, I was told,

is as productive as almost any land in the country.

This reclaimed body of land, extensive as it is, is

but a small part of the whole great pocoson. Much
of the nearest adjacent land of the same kind, aa

before stated, is partially dried by ditching, and
the large trees have been killed l)y girdling, for

the purpose of extending the clearing.

There is an immense amount of this kind of

land in lower North Carolma, very lilile of which
has bt^en reclaimed, or in any way improved. This
is not surprising, notwithsianding its great fi?rtilily,

when the great and expensive labor required is

considered, and that the far cheaper improvements
which might be made by marling, are almost
totally neglected in this part of the country.

I had seen, in passing, the day before, through
Jones county, some pine lands approaching in their

appearance, as to their grassy turl^, the savannas
of' New Hanover. On inquiry in regard to them,
I learned from Judge Gaston that such lands and
more perfect savannas were also common in this

part of the coimtry, and that one of the latter v/as

on another part of' his land, close by where we
then were. We rode over it, and I was still more
delighted than with those seen before, with the

beautiful meadow-like turf which this exhibits

throughout. This had been burnt early, and the

young grass is more forward, and there are more
wild flowers already open or about to open, than

on the more southern savannas lately seen. With
no labor, save fencing and mowing, I should think

that this land would make very good though ra-

ther coarse hay, and profitable lor sale, as northern

hay is a regular article of import and sale in New-
bern; and if merely well limed on ;he surface, and
slightly ditched, would be excellent meadow, and
produce the finer grasses, I before expressed my
opinion as to the advantaijc and manner of carry-

ing the improvement of such land still farther,

for tillage,

I was not aware until recently (hat alligators

were found so far north as this. Formerly they
were often seen in the Neuse, and though very
rare of late, they are supposed siill to inhabit this

river, A small one was caught in one of the

ditches of Judge Gaston's pocoson, it was also

on this farm, not very long afier the first clearings

of the wild pocoson land, that occurred a memora-
ble conflict wilh a bear, which was so severely

contested against great odds, and wilh such de-

structive power of resistance, that the narrative of
the circumstances was published at the time
throughout the United States, and even in the pa-

pers of Europe. Though at the time sur-

rounded and attacked by the overseer and the

negroes and their dogs, and assailed with every
weapon that the men could suddenly command,
the bear seized on the overseer, then the foremost
of his assailants, and tore his flesh so as to endan-
trer his life, and would have killed him outright,

but for his being drawn away by the negroes by
main force. At fast, however, the bear was killed,

after a longer and more desperate defence than
could have been supposed possible for him to make.
And yet it was only in deltmce that he fought ; for

he continued slowly to retreat, even after being
fired at twice, and slightly wounded at each fire,

and to the last, always singled out for his attacks

the particular enemy that had last struck or wound-
ed him.

1
liuttlesnakee are also found hereabout, thougU
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but rarely. They are found more frequently near

Wilmington, as I heard when there. These also

are most forbearing enemies to man, though

among the most brave, and dangerous in their

defence, when attacked. They not only give

warning to the intruder or assailant by their rat-

tles, but will avoid a conflict, or aitemptini? to use

their deadly means ol' delence, as long as endur-

ance is possible.

Most of the lands seen on our ride from New-
born had much more of clay in their composition

than I had supposed belonged to this country. On
the south border of the Trent, where crossed by

our route, the lands have an undulating surlace,

are very light, and were once among the best high

lands in the country, but now are very much ex-

hausted by scourging cultivation, and neglect of

ail means of resuscitation.

Marl and Limestone of the Neuseand Trent.

My visit to this neighborhood could not have
been worse timed, for the accomplishment of its

designed object. The court had but just com-
menced its session and would not rise in a week,
engaging in some manner the attention of most o(

the intelligent larmers, and of course the continual

attendance of every member of the bar, of which
class was .lames VV, Bryan, esq., the gentleman
whose information and invitation had first induced

me lo promise to visit this region ; and which pro-

mise has 60 long remained unperformed, as to ad-

monish me never lo make such another engage-
ment. Two othergentlemen who had most kindly

and urgently requested my visiting their farms and
calcareous deposites, in Jones count_v, were both

absent. Under such circumstances, I would not

permit the sacrifice of the lime and services which
were notwithstanding ofl'ered to forward my ob-

jects ; and alter remaining between two and three

days at Newbern, I turned my course homeward.
A letter from Mr. Bryan on this subject, previously

received, and whicli will be published in this num-
ber, will serve to give belter information than I

could have obtained personally under the existing

circumstances.

Very lew persons have as yet even commenced
to use the marls of the Neuse and Trent. I heard
mentioned Messrs. Isaac Taylor, J. W. Bryan,
S. Biddle, and J. C. Burgwyn, and the first be-

ginner, the late L. Benners. Mr. Taylor has
marled about thirty acres, and must have de-

rived much benefit from it. as I heard of his hav-
ing good clover on that land. This old geniie-

man's good (arming and improvements were in

other respects well worth seeing, and 1 was sorry

that a visit to him, which I had promised him and
myself to make, was prevented by the necessity

of leaving Newbern a day sooner than I had then
intended, so as to be able to avail of the use of the
public conveyances.

I have no doubt, however, that the visible and
early effects of marl have been small hereabout,
compared to the best that might be derived Irom
the use of this manure. Such would be the result
that I would anticipate and predict, merely from
knowing the general system of tillage in usage,
which IS more or less exhausting in almost every
case, and which therefore does not [lermit the ac-
cumulation of vegetable matter in the soil by rest,

.^nd by the prohibition of close and general graz-

ing. Neither the increased general products nor

the net profit of marling on land under continual

or very exhausting tillage, can compare with those

of the like application to lands under meliorating

culture. This 1 would as earnestly wish to im-

press on the k\v persons who are beginning to

marl in this region, as to induce them to extend

their applications of the manure in proper manner.

Odds and Ends.

The journey from Newbern to Plymouth (69
miles) is through a low, level country, much of
which is more or less wet, though firm land, and
some of it is swamp. The western part of the

great Dismal Swamp, is touched by the road.

Within a \hw miles alter passing the town of
Washington, the road passes among a number of
basin-shaped depressions, which appear precisely

like the " sink holes" of the mountain limestone

region of Virginia, and which I should attribute

to the same cause, that is, to lime-stone caverns

having Ibrmerly existed below, which by breaking

in, under the weight of the super-incumbent earth,

have made these depressions. Ifsearched (or deeply

enough in these sinks, I think that limestone rock

will be found.

At about 14 miles from Plymouth, the pinefs of
the (brest are generally of the great size which I

had been disappointed in not seeing elsev\herc.

All are deformed by being skinned for extracting

turpentine, and in a manner much more wasteful

of the product, and promising to be more speedily

destructive of these noble trees, than is the case in

the great turpentine region seen farther west.

Here I again reached the Scuppernong grape
neighborhood. The settlements are much more
frequent, and almost every dwelling house has its

adjacent arbor covered by one or more Scupper-
nong vines, forming an object even at this early

season very pleasing to the eye, and which in

summer must be as beautiful as profitable. It is

very strange, that when the expressing the juice of
this grape is done so generally, and to such great

extent, in this part of the country, that no one at-

tempts to make true wine from it, by proper (er-

mentation. For though what is called Scupper-
nong wine, if of the best kind, is a delicious drink,

it is not a fermented liquor, nor does it indeed de-

serve to be called a wine. I wish that some of
those v/ho prepare the best of this liquor would
try to make wine of it, by the process recom-
mended and practised by Mr. Herbemonl, in his

treatise which was republished in vol.ii. of Farm-
ers' Register.

The snug little steamer Fox, (which may claim
naval supremacy on the Blackwaier by the same
kind of right that Robinson Crusoe had to the

sovereignty of his island,) arrived at Plymouth,
as usual about 11 o'clock, the night of my arrival

there, and in a (ew minutes was again on her re-

turn voyage. The next morning at 10 o'clock, I

reached the landing at the Portsmouth and Roan-
oke railway, expecting, as (ormerly, to be able to

reach Petersburg by way of North Carolina, the

evening of the same day. But this convenient

and speedy, though circuitous course of travel, had
been interrupted by a new arran<femeiU of the

mails, (and derangement of travelling,) and I had
to choose between waitinixfor the next train some
18 hours, where there was neither accciinnodauoii
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nor any other gratification, or to consume the inter-

val by keeping with the steam train in lis course
to Portsmouth, to return again wiih the next;
which was done. Thus to lra\ei 80 miles out ol

one's course, without losing time by it, is one of
the strange things attending the present rapid
mode of travelling, and its interruption on cross
routes. This delay gave me an opportunity of

spending ii-om 2 to iTP. M., in Portsmouth and
Norlblk, and of viewing some of the (to me) in-

teresting subjects of the Ibllowing notes.

Silk culture in cperaiion and preparation.

Who could have anticipated, even as late as
two years ago, that this heading would be suita-

ble lor any notes of observations made in Vir-
ginia? Yet it is so now; and I leel confident that,

before this present season expires, so many and
such successful operations will have been complet-
ed, as to leave no room for the experimenteis to

doubt, and which will serve to establish silk-cul-

ture among the reuular and profitable directions of
labor and capital in the southern slates.

The authorities of the Alms-house of Norfolk
have done honor to themselves, and furnished a
profit, and rendered a distinguished service to the
institution they govern, and to their country, by
introducing silk culture, upon an extensive scale.

Mr. Duesberry, the intelligent and zealous super-
intendent, has either ready fitted up, or in progress,
the upper floor of the Alms-house. He has now
feeding, in various stages of grovvth, half a mil-
lion of silk-worms, and intends to leed as many
more, during the season, as will make lour millions

in all. Mr. D. is less a novice than most other
experimenters in Virginia, he having led silk-

worms on a small scale for the tlirce preceding
seasons. The oldest of his worms (the eiigs of
which had been prematurely hatched by March
12th) had begun to spin on Afiril 24ih, and
by the evening ol'the next diiy, when I saw them,
the cocoons seemed comjjJeted in outward appear-
ance and in firmness, so that I could bring away a
lew as specimens of such unusually early product.
A fire had been kept in the fire-place of the room
generally, until within a lew days previous, when
the weather became warm. The oldest worms,
doubtless, were somewhat injured by such early
hatchiufT, and the consequent exposure to cold,

and even want of food; but had on the whole
done well, and were forming hue cocoons. The
greater number, hatched later, were in the best
possible condition.

1 was surprised as well as luLfhly gratified to

learn from Mr. Duesberry that the preparations
already made, or m progress towards sure comple-
tion, lijr leeding silk-worms this season, were so
extensive. He named the sundry individuals who
are about commencing the business in the envi-
rons of Norfolk and Portsmouth, and the number
of worms that each counted on feeding. There
will be at least a dozen proprietors so engaged,
and who ex|)ected to leed collectively more than
twenty millions of worms this season. It is true
that this is yet to be done; and therelbre I shall
not make statements at greater lencth as to mere
intentions. But there is no doubt that a business
to this amount will lie underudcen, and I liope
to be enabled to slate results, and successful and
profitable results, of what now is but preparation

and promise. Norfolk county, though having natu-

ral agricultural advantages which lew other regions

can compare with, has heretofore been the most
sluggish ill the march of agricultural improvement.
But Uiis county is now decidedly ahead of all the

south in the silk-business ; and I trust that energy
and success in that will produce the energy which
will certainly lead to success in the exercise of
all its great and neglected means for improvement
and aifricultural wealth.

In North Carolina, though 1 met with but few
cases of regular silk-culture either in operation or

preparation, I heard of sundry, and some on a
very large scale, at places not in my route ; and I

witnessed several striking proofs of the admirable
fitness of the climate to enable the worms to en-

dure privations and rouoh treatment. At Wil-
mington, in Dr. McRee's garden, I saw silk-

worms leeding on moras multicaulis bushes in the

open air, and apparently as healthy and vigorous

as if sheltered and well cared lor. The eggs, in

a hatching state, had been merely placed on the

bushes, and nothing more done to save them. A
i'ew of the oldest were in their fifth age, and had
endured one snow (on March 25th) and all the

rains, one of which occurred on April 15, the even-

ing before 1 last saw them, and was very heavy.
The hatching having been very unequal, most of
the worms were much less advanced than the

most forward. Doubtless most of them had pe-

rished, and perhaps all then remaining will perish,

before attaining full growth, by the depredations oi'

birds and ants. But still, the good condition of

those which remained when I saw them, after

such early and lonnr exposuie, was a very satisliic-

tory evidence of the climate being altogether aa

kindly as if natural to silk- worms.
In Nevvbern, several persons were feeding very

successfully, but mostly on a small scale. The
largest operator was Mr. W. R. Street, the keep-

er cf the hotel where I lodged, whose establish-

ment I visited. He had feeding, as he supposed,

200,000 worms, in an old dilapidated frame build-

ing, which had no glass or close windows, but

plank shutters on hmges instead, and was more
open to outer air, and to cold and dampness, than

any house i ever saw used for the purpose. Two
negro women were the feeders, with very slight

superintendence from Mr, Street, in short visits

two or three times a day. There had been fires

kindled on three of the coldest days only. The
progress of the worms had been slow, owing to

so inuch cold weather; but they appeared to be

doing well, and to have suflcred liom nothing

except too much care, or illy directed care, from

their feeders. 1 learned from my inspection, and
a ii-ee conversation with the two leeders, to be

much more confident than I had been as to trust-

ing the details of the business to such ignorant aa

well as inexperienced operators as we nmst now
find in our neirioes.

At 11 P.M. (2ot!)) I left Portsmouth by the re-

turn train, and reached the junction of the rail-

roads (78 miles) to early breakfast next morning.

There I had again to wait through a tedious day
for the next train to Petersburg, which started at

8 P. M. and reached Petersburg after midnight.*

* The letter of J. W. Bryan, esq., spoken of in the

foregoing article, as to follow, though in type, is com-
pelled to be postponed, for want of space "for its inser-

tion. It will appear in the next number.

—

Ep. F. R.
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MR. RONALDSONS SEEDS.

We lately received from James RonaWson, esq.

of Philadelphia, a quantity ofsugar beet and other

garden seeds of various kinds, imported by Iiim

from France, with the request that they should be

distributed £rraluitously to such cultivators as would

take care of the products, and report to us for pub-

lication any results deserving such attention. The
object of the public-spirited donor has been very

imperfectly secured, though as well as circum-

Btances permitted. The lateness of the season

leaving very little time for choice, or delay, com-

pelled us to make a very hasty distribution, and

much more confined in extent than would other-

ivise have been attempted. As to Mr. Ronald-

son's condition, or request, of reports for publica-

tion, we did not pretend to make it imperative
;

knowinij, by long experience of our countrymen's

aversion to writing, that such a requisition would

either have prevented the acceptance, or otherwise

would have produced a larger crop of broken pro-

mises than of any other products from the gifts.

We however here repeat the request ; and hope

that by it Mr. Ronaldson may be more successful

in eliciting reports of these particular experiments

and results, than we have been, or can nnw hope

to be, for the general objects of the Farmers' Re-
gister.—Ed. Far. Reg.

QUANTITY AND VALUE OF THE EXPORTS OF
THE COUNTY OF ACCOMAC

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmfirs' Register.

I subjoin for publication, if you shall think it of
sufficient interest to deserve it, a statement that

has been prepared with great care, exhibiiinir ihe

quantity and value of the produce exported from
the county of Accomac, in this state, lor the crop
of the year 1838. The year 1838 was not select-

ed as furnishing a larger amount of exports than
ordinary years ; but as the inquiries were com-
menced last year, it was more convenient and
more favorable to accuracy in the results, that they
should have reference particularly to the year im-
mediately preceding. The crop of 1838 was
about an average one as to quantity in Accomac,
and the prices did not exceed the average of seve-
ral previous years. The results exhibited in this

statement were obtained by personal application

to every exporter of grain in the county, who fur-

nished to the gentleman who prepared it, minute
and accurate accounts, taken from their books, of
the kind and quantity of their exports for the year
1838. So that, although it cannot be pretended
that the account is precisely accurate, it seems not
to be going too far to say that it approximates
much more nearly to the truth than statistical

statements generally do. And I will add that the
statement was prepared by a gentleman well
known throughout the stale for his diligence and
accuracy in statistical inquiries.

The prices at Avhich the value of the produce is

estimated in the subjoined statement are not those
for vvhich the articles sold in the market, but the
net prices received by the farnjer : and it is be-
lieved they fall rather short of the average prices

of that year.

Statement.

Oats, 350,000 bushels at 40 cents, - §^140,000
Indian corn, 250,000 bu>hels, at 85 - 212,500
Sundries, viz.: wheat, sweet potatoes,

peach brandy, dried peaches, flax-

seed, peas, beans, steamboat wood,
&c. at least, .... 47,500

Total, 400,000
Your readers upon the other side of the water,

who seem to regard our penin?ula as little better

than a " barren sand beach," will probably be as-
tonished to see that the surplus crop of the county
of Accomac alone, for one year, amounted to

the handsome sum exhibited in the above state-

ment.
And to this I will add, that the rate of rents on

the Eastern Shore is perhaps higher than any
where else in the state ; a circumstance which in-

dicates, of course, the great prosperity of the aori-

cultural interest. One half of all the crops of
every description is the usual proportion for land of
good quality, and in several instances within the
knowledge of the writer, the tenant gives one half,

without a house of any sort, and without the pri-

vileae of fire-wood. For land below the average
quality, two-fifihs of all the crops, or two-fifths of
the corn, and a half of the oats, and either two-
fifihs or a half of all the other crops is the usual
proportion. The price of land is, of course, high
in a corresponding degree.

An Eastern Shore Man.
Accomac C. H., Jlpril, 1840.

CITLTURE OF INDIAN CORN.

From tlie Cultivator.

Messrs. ^cZiiors— Careful observation has satis-

fied the writer, that the present system of culti-
vating Indian corn, is generally very defective,
and can be greatly improved. Not more than
half a crop is obtained upon an average, except oti

new or very strong land. We also see this valu-
able crop frequently destroyed by autumnal frosts.

The following is an outline of the plan which
has been tried by the writer, with entire success.
Good crops have been obtained—75 bushels to the
acre—and the corn invariably ripened before the
liosts of autumn could injure it.

Spread upon the ground, before ploughing, 20 to

30 ox cart loads of good, long, or unrolted stable
manure ; when the corn is planted, put into the
hill one halfof a shovel full of well rotted manure.
This will give the corn an early and vigorous
growth, until the roots are long enough to derive
sustenance from the long manure. By thus giv-
ing it an early start, it will ripen two or three
weeks earlier than it otherwise would. The long
mariure will carry it out, and make more corn
and less stalk, than when all rotten manure is

used. Let tiie manure, which is to be kept until

it has rotted, be piled up, and covered, so as to
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protect it from rain and sun, and it will lose much
less of its strengih than if exposed. Some may
say, that the quantity recommended per acre, is

more than can generally be afforded. Unless

the land is very strong, or in hijrh tilth, less can

not be afforded. Asa. general rule, 5 acres, with

100 loads of manure, will produce more corn than

10 acres with the same quantity, besides the great

saving of labor and ground. It is very clear that

farmers generally do not manure their land high

enough for Indian corn. Upon sward land, rotten

manure is indispensable to give the corn a start,

and insure an early and full crop.

Poudrette is a good substitute Ibr rotten manure
when it can be had.

No farmer should be satisfied until his average
crop is at least 75 bushels to the acre.

A LOVER OF GOOD HUSBANDRY.
New- York, March, 1840.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

For the Farmers' Register.

There has been nothing particularly worthy of

note in the commercial operations o{' the month,

and no material variation in the prices of domes-
tic produce.

Supplies of tobacco, being in proportion to the

increased production, are larger than in previous

years, and as the better qualities begin to appear,

the range of prices is greater; embracing all rates

from S3 to S^i and occasionally $2 or ^3 more for

a fancy article. With the exception of two or

three cargoes of low quality for the north of Eu-
rope, and a small quantity for the south, no foreign

exports have been made nor will there be for some

time to come. Indeed foreign markets ofTer no
temptation for shipments belbre the regular sea-
son. The very high rate of freights has retarded
shipments from New Orleans, where the stock is

rapidly accumulatintj. Prices there, ,^3 to ^7^.
or cotton, about 1,750,000 bales have been re-

ceived, which greatly exceeds the supply ofany for-

mer year to same period, and is 400,000 bales more
than the entire receipts ol" the previous one ; leav-

int; little doubt that the enormous quantity of two
millions of bales was produced in this country ia

1839 : an excessive supply, considering the de-

pressed state of manulactures on both sides the

Atlantic. Prices range fi-om 5^ to 9 cents in the
ports.

The superabundant crops of last year are not

confined to tobacco and cotton, but also embrace
those of grain. The receipts and exports of flour

have been very large ; and the great granary of'

the west is just now about to send forth its ample,

stores. The price of flour in the Virginia marketa
is ^4 62 to S4 75, about the same in Baltimore
and Philadelphia, and %5 12 to ^5 50 in New-
York. Large shipments have been made to Eu-
rope, particularly to England, but the prices there

are moderate, considering the reported deficiency

of their last crop.

Indian corn is worth 45 to 50 cents per bushel.

The rates of inland exchange have not im-

proved this month— a difference of about 6 per

cent, exists between New York and the southern

states; but with some of the western states it is

25 per cent.; and indeed the notes of some of their

banks are at 75 or 80 per cent, discount.

The importation of goods from Europe has
been unusually small, but has nevertheless ex-

ceeded the demand. The spring trade in New
York is said to be exceedingly dull. X.
Jpril 28.
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EDMUlVfD RUFPIN, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

THE BIAHL, AND LIMESTONE OF THE BORDERS
OF THE NEUSE AND TREXT.

To the Editur of tlio Famieis' Regislcr.

jEgypt, Craven county, N. C.

March 24, 1840.
It was a matter of regret to us that you were

uiiahle to visit our section ofllie state, [in Novem-
ber,] vvliilsl on your "joliing" expedition ; but we
are much consoled by ihe rctleclion tliat you have
not abandoned your intention ol" so doing. Your
trip might be made more interesting lo you,
to say nothing ofthe additional faciiilies and com-
forts the route would afliird you, by taking the
Wilmington rail-rond to VVaynesborough, on tiie

Neuse river. In ihe vicinity of Waynesborough,
you might be gratified by visiting and viewing the
hmestoiie Ibrmalions of the Sarponey hills, which
are thus described by Prolt'ssor Olmsted, in his

Geological Report

:

" In the eastern part of the county of Wayne
ks a high ridge of land, extending along the south
side o\' the river, (Neuse,) lor several miles, and
dividing the waters of this river from those which
pursue u longer course to the Cape Fear. These
kills are covered with large blocks of a fine stone
marl, beneath which, at the l)ed of the river, lies

a Ibrmalion of limestone, of the description called

by mineralogists oolitic limestone—diH'erent in its

appearance Irom all the other beds which occur on
ifns river. The most favorable view of these rocks
occurs at Mr. Griswold's, on the bank of the river,

nipe miles below Waynesborough, where a blufl,

finely leet high, exposes them fully to inspection.

Thirty-five feet above the limestone, in the side

of the hill, the blocks of marl above mentioned
made their appearance. It is of a close texture,

nearly or quite destitute of shells and other organic
remains, and does not, like the stone .marl lurther

down, fall to pieces on exposure to the weather.
It is ol'a lively gray color, and when first removed
from the bed it is so soft as to be easily cut with a
knile, or sawed into blocks ; but on becoming quite

dry it grows hard and firm, and assumes every ap-

pearance of a most elegant building stone. Indeed,

on comparing it with a specimen of the celebrated

Bath stone (which is used for the finest public

buildings of the city of London) lecently taken

li-om Westminster Abbey by the Rev. l)r. Cald-

well, (the late lamented president of the Univer-

sity of North Carolina,) the eye can hardly dis-

cern any dilierence between them, but the two ap-

pear equally well fitted in texture, color and beau-

ty, lor the finest purposes of architecture. It is com-
posed of sixty per cent, of lime and forty of a fine

gray clay, "it is therefore a true marl." This

country abounds in all the materiel, for becoming

a rich agricultural section, although the lands na-

turally are not rich, and possesses likewise tlie

great desideratum of being healthy. As you

progress lower down the Neuse, seven miles be-

low VVaynesborough, by land, you encounter the

beginning of a most extensive and singular de-

posite of copperas, which extends along the Neuse
lor more than one hundred miles—these forma-

Vor.. VIII—32

fions are so very extensive on the banks of the
Neuse river, that if necessity should ever compel
ourcitizens to the manufacture of this article, here
are depositee suffii:iei)t not only lor home con-
sumption, but (or very great exportation. You
will find all along the banks of the river evidences
of limestone formations until you reach the plan-
tation lately owned by Isaac Croom, esq., in Le-
noir county, where there are some very lich and
valuable deposiies of marl. These beds are of
extensive formation and have been sold at one
Imndrcd and twenty-five dollars per acre, a sum
far below their value, to their present owners,
if they are ever applied to their lands—they lie

immediately on the banks of the river, are of easy-

access, and the marl can be boated at little ex-
pense. Mr. John C. Washington, of Vernon,
near Kinston, in Lenoir county, has purchased an
acre of this formation, and intends to transport
marl down the river in boats some six or seven
miles, and then haul it in carts to his farm. You
will recollect that specimens of this marl were
submitted to your inspection and analysis, and
that the lower bed contains f'/^

of carbonate of
lime, and the upper one y^. Descending the
river about twenty-five miles, you will meet with
a most extensive and interesting f(:)rmation of
marl at Fort Barnweil, the residence of Col. Sa-
muel S. Biddle; in fact, all of his lands lying
along the river are more or less impregnated with
lime, and it is a singular fact, that whilst the lands
of nearly all of the old settlements in this section
of the country, are almost worn out and perlectly

impoverished, these limestone lands still retain

their heart and strength. Col. Bidille has mada
but limited applications of marl to his lands, but is

turning his attention to this interesting subject,

and I trust ere long will give you the results of
his experience and observation. Adjoining the
farm of Col. Biddle is my own. I have lately,

in my largest field, opened a pit of marl, which
has all the appearances of being extremely rich,

and of almost boundless extent. The Ibrmation
consists of a vast collection of scallops, oysters,

conchs, corals and madrepores, all blended toge-
ther in minute particles, except now and then you
may obtain specimens of entire shells of each de-
scription. I have sent to our university some very
interesting specimens of shelly and organic re-

mains taken from this pit, and hope thereby to

elicit much valuable information in relation to

them and {heir genealogy. From several indica-

cations about this pit, I liave been induced to be-
lieve, that with the proper apparatus for boring, £

could soon obtain salt water, which, if it yielded a
brine of half the strength of the New York salt

wells, would be of great value. The well at Li-
verpool in New Y^ork, is eighty-two feet deep,
(only,) and contains the strongest brine in the
state, as 40.5 gallons yield a bushel of salt. D.".

Beck has given the strata found in digging this

well: "Shell marl twelve feet, fine sand fourteen

(i?et, very fine grayish clay (brty-three feet, below
this, a deep bed of gravel, in which the brine be*

gan to appear, and soon rose to near the surface."
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I have not excavated to the extent here spoken o(

by Dr. Beck, but as far as I have progresseti, the

indicia seem to be tlie same as indicated in his re-

port. And vviiy should there not be salt water

/bund'? We are not njore than fifty miles in a

direct line from the ocean, this " low country" has

almost a uniform level from the sea, wiih no great

elevation above its high tides, and the deposiies

here found, are all of a marine character. But I

will not pursue this inquiry lurther, until I have
made some further investigations, which I con-

template making. Upon leaving Egypt, on your

way to Newbern, you will find, every now and
then, on the river, appearances of lime and marl,

until you reach the [ilantation of Isaac Taylor,
esq., about three miles Irom Newbern. Mr.
Taylor is one of our best practical farmers, and
has turned these limestone formations on his lands

to good accoutit, as is best evidenced both by the

appearance of his crops and quantity of corn and
cotton produced from them. His plantation, how-
ever, possesses advantages which but few others

enjoy. In /ront of his larm, on the river, there

are extensive flats or marshes, which produce an
inexhaustible su|)ply of coarse grass, which is

here used for hay, being cut and cured as the
other grasses which are converted into hay. Our
horses and cattle are very fond of it, and large
qiiantities are cut and sold in the town of New-
bern for winter forage from the marshes, in the
vicinity of the town. This, with the lime, af-

fords an abundance of manure, particularly when
taken from the stables, &c., after it has been
pulled to pieces and trodden down by the stock.

Four miles and a half fro.Ti Newbern, at John-
son's Point on the Neuse, about five feet above
Jow water mark, these beds of shell marl again
make their appearance. Here is an inexhaustible
quantity of niarl, lying in its native beds perfectly
undisturbed, and for all practical purposes utterly

useless, although the access lo it is as easy as na-
ture could make it. The lands loo on Brice's
creek, and the surrounding country, would be pro-
digiously benefited by an application of this marl,
being entirely made up as it is of marine sub-
stances, among which are scallops, oysters, clams,
conchs, corals and madrepores. The expense of
excavation and removal from this place to the
farms in the vicinity could not be very great, as
ihe water facilities are as good as they could be
desired. Ascending the Trent river, one of the
prettiest stseams in our country, you pass through
a district of land which affords seme of the finest

farnis in our state ; about three miles from New-
bern, you will come to the Jarm of George Wil-
son, esq., one of our most scientific farmeis.
Mr. W. has contributed largely to our agricultu-
ral knowledge, and is an able contributor to many
of our best agricultural periodicals. Here you will

find an abundance of limestone yielding a very
large per cent, of carbonate of lime. '^Mr. W.
converted this stone into lime by burning it in fur-

naces, and has sold much of it in market. The
beautiful episcopal church in Newbern is built

with lime from Mr. Wilson's furnaces. The
Trent river is very rich in limestone formations,
nearly all the way up, and at Mr. Hargeth's, three
or four miles above the farm of Mr. Wilson, you
will obtain a full view of the limestone vvhere'tlie
rock has been quarried for use. As this singular
^nd abundant ibrmation will, no doubt, in lime to.

come, constitute the gold mines of this section of
the country, 1 will give you Professor Olmsted's
description of it, as received and exammed by
him. " It n>akes its appearance on the left bank of
the river near its bed, and fifteen feet below the

surface of the ground. It has been traced a mile

up and down the river, and extends to an unknown
depth, lying in horizontal masses. This limestone

consists almost entirely of small convex concre-

tions, irreixularly aggregated, and forming nume-
rous cavities. The peculiar forms of these con-

cretions make them resemble the moulds of shells,

no longer preserving their organic character, but

now united with silex into a rock. The cavitie.g

contain more or less water which holds a portion

of the lime suspended, so that there exudes from
the rock when, first removed from its bed, a liquid

resembling milk. The color of ihe stone, when
first quarried, is a bluish green, ami its hardness is

not much greater than that of ordinary limestone

;

but on exposure to the air, it becomes brown, and
hard enough to fire with steel. It is in fact a na-

tural mortar, composed of about three parts lime

and one sand, with a little iron. To its union with

this sand, and to its entire freedom from clay, is to

be ascribed its property of acquiring such remark-
able hardness. The principal use of this lime-

stone at present, is for mill-stones, particularly such
as are wrought by hand, or hand mill-stones,

which are in common use in the neighboring

country. A pair of these is furnished at three

dollars. The large kind, or water mill-stones, bring

forty or fifty dollars." Six or seven miles further,

upon Mill Creek, a tributary of the Trent, is ibund

the most singular deposite of oyster sliells that oc-

curs in any part of the world; they are really of
the mammoth genus, and are found in extensive

beds. ProftJssor Olmsted saw and obtained many
of these shells measuring a foot and more in

length, and ol' correspondent width. JMany of

these shells, upon being exposed lo the air. crum-
ble and decompose, and form a rich deposite of

lime. J. Collinson Burgvvyn, Esq., of Green
Hill, in Jones county, whose fium lies upon the

Trent and this creek, in the course of the last

year caused quantities of these shells, which are

found also in great abundance on the river, to be
dug up and spread on his fields, the worth of
which he will ascertain from his coming crop. It

is to be hoped from Mr. Eurgwyn's known devo-
tion to the science of agriculture, that a liiir ex-
periment will now be made, in testing the value
of these organic remains, and that we shall be
favored with the practical results of his experi-

ment. A little farther up, another singular for-

mation of sIr'II marl occurs on the plantation of
Joseph Whilty, Esq., differing in its location from
other similar deposiies, as here it breaks out " on
the borders of one of those remarkable sivamps
called yjocoso/is." I do not know that Mr. Whit-
ty has made any use of this rich deposite on his

land, lor in fact although this section of country
afibrds such inexhaustible resources of this kind,

but few of our planters have yet obtained their

own consent to abandon even in a measure the
old fashioned way of manurintr, and to try an ex-
periment on a small scale. It was on liiis plan-
tation whilst it belonged to Durant Hatch, sen.,

that a most interesting discovery was made in

digging a well, which is well authenticated, and
which we have often heard Gen. Hatch speak of
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in his lifetime. ACier tlie diggers liad progressed

between filteen ami twenty feel into the earih,

Ihey came (o llie iiead of an Indian cypress cr.-

noe, wliich iiad been lied lo a cypress knee with a

rope—the rope wiien exposed to tiie air, crumbled

and fell down into a fine pulverized substance

iike ashes. Gen. Hatch had the head of the ca-

noe cut off and kept it many years as a curiosity.

As BufTon seems lo think that this continent was
formed by the rotatory motion given to the sands,

&c., by liio ocean around some mountain, &c.,

and was gradually enlarged, &c., here is a well

established fact, which would give emploympnt
to some antiquary Cor year.', particularly when
connected with the marine and organic remains
which surround it. At Mr. Becton's, in the north-

western part of this county, there occurs "a depo-

site of a hard, dark-colored limestone, containing

small oyster shells indjedded together with an
abundance of sliarks' teeth, sometimes penetrat-

ing the rock, and sometimes scattered loosely

among the seams." Tliis is a very pure lime-

stone, containing ninety-three per cent, of lime,

and extends into Lenoir county, and may be

traced to the farm of Col. Blount Coleman, in

that county, where it appears in very great abun-
dance. I neglected to mention a formation o(

stone marl near Mr. Becton's, of the richest kind

yet discovered in this country ; but as I have, I

fear, wearied you with this dull detail of our in-

terna! agricultural re.?ourccp, I will not trouble you
Willi an}' liiriher descriptions of them. Enough
has been said, I trust, lo induce you lo come
among us, for if there be any country that afTords

a rich and boundless field lor investigation, &c., it

is ours—and we venture to affirm, that not one
can be found where the lavish gifts of nature have
been so eharaefully neglected and rejected.

Respectfully yours,

Jabies W. Bhyan.

CULTUr.K OF THE POTATO.

From the Cultivator.

By common conpe.n1 the potato has been placed

at the head ol'all the edible, roots, wherever it has
been introduced, and the climate would admit of
its cultivalioti. Originating from an obscure and
worthless root among ihe Cordilleras of South
America, in spite of prejudice and opposition, it

has spread with a rapidity unknown to any other

vegetable, and is doubtless destined to make the

circuit of the globe, adding in an incalculable

degree lo the means of subsistence. There are

lew if any vegetables grown in the temperate
zone that yield so great an amount of food per

acre as the potato. Wheat, according to Sir H.
Davy, contains 950 parts of nutritious matter in

1000; and the potato 250 ; but when it is remem-
bered that the yield of the potato on an average is

from ten to filieen limes as much per acre as

wheat, the advantage in favor of the potato is

manifest. Besides such is the human organization

that pure nutritive matter is injurious to its heahhy
functions, and the stomach requires to be more
or less distended with other matter before ihe

excitement necessary to nutrition takes place.

We are, therefore, juBtified in supposing that good
potatoes used exclusively as an article of food,

would be less injurious than pure wheat flour. Be
this as it may, the potato in most civilized coun-
tries now ranks next as an mticic of food to the

rice of the tropics; and the wfieat and maize of
the more temperate regions. To Europe is

America indebted for the gramina^, and liad we
relumed them nothing more than the potato and
maize, the debt must have been considered as can-

celled.

The potato is usually propagated by the tubers

or roots, but new varieties are obtained or old

ones that have partially degenerated restored, by
cultiva'inglhem from seed. There are few plants

that show more decisively the improvement that

may be made by culiivaiion than the potato. In

1838, a quantity of the original roots were brought

from Soudi America to England, and carefially

planted. The result was a small inlerior root,

more resembling the ground nut than the polalo,

and not widely difl'cring in appearance from those

of the first year's growth li-orn seeds. There is

an idea p'-evalent among many farmers that

potatoes are rnixed, or what by the breeder of

animals would be called crossed, by having seve-

ral kinds planted in the, vicinity of each other.

This is an erroneous opinion. Tiie crossing takes

place in the flowers or seeds and noi in the roots
;

and hence there is the same uncertainty that

theeeeds of any given variety of this.root. will

produce potatoes of the parent kuid, that there

is that the apple seeds will give apples like those

from which they are taken, a thing of very rare

occurrence.

Every farmer who has paid attention to the

manner of growth in the potato is aware ihat

the tubers are not produced from the roots proper,

these being, as in other plants, used solely for the

purpose of nutrition, but on shoots thrown out

above these, and nearer the surface of the earth.

It was the opinion of Decandollethat by repeated

coverings of the stem such shoots, and of course

potatoes could be produced the whole length of

the stalk, and some experiments that he made
seemed tc fivor such a supposiiion ; still we must
be permitted to say, that having in part repeated

his experiments, we have found nothing lo justify

the opinion that such a result would be effected by
this treatment of the stem.

'I'he pro[)riely of cutting the tubers or planting

them whole has been much discussed, and the

multitude ofexperiments on record would seem to

show by their conflicting results, that at least as

much is depending on other circumstances, as on

Ihe root being planted in a whole or cut state. If

an acre of ground be planted in hills or drills with

whole potatoes, and another acre be planted wilh

sets or cuilings at equal distances wilh the other,

the experiments made by the London Horticultu-

ral Society would go to prove that the acre planted

with whole potatoes would yield the most, but not

much if any more than the additional quantity of

seed required in planting. If whole potatoes are

used, from twenty-five to thirty bushels will be

used ; if cut, not more than half that quantity will

be required. In both cases, however, much will

be depending on the size of the whole potatoes,

and the number ofeyes in those cut. The distance

between the rows must be determined by the

length of stem produced by the potato, and the

several varieties vary much in this respect.

In cultivating the potato a elimate rather cool
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and moist is found most preferable to any oilier.

Of course the root succeeds much beiler in iho

iiorlliern slates and in ihe adjoining: 13iili$h

provinces than in the souiliern parts of our couti-

iry. In the north, parts of J\laine and New-
Hampshire, and ihe Province of Nevv-i3runswick

are celebrated for the excellence of their [lotatoes.

In Nevv-Yoik, the tract lying east of Lake
Ontario, between that and the Mohawk and
I31ack rivers, produces good potatoes ; and the

elevated lands in Ihe south of New-York and the

north of Pennsylvania are noted not only for tiie

quality of their potatoes but the large crops lliey

annually [)rodnce. The potato will succeed well

on almost any kind of land provided it is rich, an<l is

not wet and clayey ; but for this, as for most other

crops a lrial)le loam of sutllcient consistence to

prevent drought will be found superior lo any other.

Swamps containing large quantities of vegetable

mailer, when sufliciently drained, have produced
great crops, and what in new countries is termed
muck land, is also favorable to their growth. Two
things in a potato soil seem lobe indispensable;

it must be rich, or a crop cannot be expected ; and
it must be sufliciently loose to allow the shoots

that form the tubers to spread and enlarge iicely.

In Europe the Eriiish islands are justly famed lor

their root culture, and the introduction of the

[)olato into Ireland has enabled that country to

double its population ; if it has not banished want
and distress, these evils are not of as frequent

recurrence now as formeily, notwithstanding the

increase of consumers. Cobbetf, iniieed, charged
upon the potato all the evils of Ireland ; and Dr.
'i'issoi has demonstrated to iiis own salisliiciion,

thai no potato-eating nation has ever produced a
great man.

Tlie greatest crops of potatoes on record are those
grown by General Earniim of Vermonr, vvliich

reached liom 1,500 lo 1,800 bushels per acre ; and
he gives it as his opinion^ that in a good soil, and
with his mode ofculluie, from 800 lo 1000 bushels
per acre may be safely calculaied upon. 'J'he

leporls of the agricultural societies of our country
show that liom 500 to 700 bushels per acre are not
uncommon. Mr. Bache, of Wellsborough, Pa.
in 1839, raised 600 bushels to the acre, and the
crop of Mr. Morris, of Cattaraugus, in this stale,

leil but little short. The average crop in the
country cannot we think be estimated at more
than (ioni 175 lo 250 bushels, the influence of
the seasons being more felt on this crop than many
others.

The methods of planting are vaiious. Gen.
Barnum's mode, alter a careful and thorough
j)reparation of his land, is lo plant in drills 22 inches
apart, and tlie sets in Ihe drills 10 inches from
each other. The drills are kept clean, but the
earth is hilled around the plants only once in Ihe
season ; as he considers there is nm'ch danger of
disturbing the young tubers by renioving the earth
or causing the Ibrniatioti of view shoots lor tubers
by repeated hoeings or hillings. The secret of
his great crops appears to consist in his bringing
rich It-esh earths, the scraping of ihe ditches o'r

streets, or earth from the barn-yard, or the mould
deposited in swamps, and giving each hill a shovel
full, as a top dressing. He does this with the aid

of a horse and cart, the horse and ihe wheels
passing between ihe rows.

We have seen very good potatoes grown by

siaiply dropping the eeed on a clean turf, and
spreading over them a covering of straw six or
eight inches in ihickness. The straw must be
evenly placed, and ii' moved by the wind befiire

it gels settled together, which it wiil soon do, ir.

must be carefully replaced. This covering of
straw Keeps the surface moist, the grass can not
spring up thrcugh it, and in the fall the potatoes

are Ibund on ihe surface of the turf, and [lerfedly

clean when the straw is removed. The danger
in this mode of planting would seem to Ho in a
dry season which is frequently final lo the crop;
and a heavy crop is rarely in this way produced.

In the Monthly Visitor, for February, 1S'40, it?

an account of an experiment with polaioes, which
was eminently successliil, and deserving of notice.

In ihe spring ol' 1S39, Mr. \Vhilne3' of Cralishury
Vt. " broke up a [)iece of green sward, harrowed
it thoroughly, caned upon it manure from the yard
at the rate of 32 loads loilie acre, cross jjloughed it,

harrowed it again, and planted it in tlie usuaf
manner in hills. At the proper ploughing between
the rows, t!ie piece was well hoed, and at the

proper time was repeated. In the fall lie dug
from this piece at the rale of 300 bushels to ihe

acre, which for this year, on aicouin of the rust,

was considered a good yielil. By the side of this

piece, on precisely lire same quality of soil, ma-
nure was carted and spread at tlie rate of 32 loaila

lo the acre; the sward was then carefully turned
over, and the furrows laid'flat with a roller. Ee-
iween every other furrov/, where they came to-

gether, (that is between the first and second, and
belvv^een the third and fourth and so on,) holes iwo
feet apart weie made wi'h a sharpened stick,

about three inches deep, large enough to receive

ihe seed. Into each hole one piece of potato was
put, and the holes filled up vvilh mellow soil, even
witli the general surface of the field. There was'

no further labor beslowed upon the crop till the

diggintr, when the quantity produced was a little

over 400 busliels per acre, Although never hoed
not a weed was seen in if. Before difrginir, the

field had the appearance of having been well lioed,

the potatoes having raised up the ground above
them."
The Rohan potato is an instance of the fortu-

nate production of a new and valuable variety

from seeds. This root which, wherever it has
been tried in our country, seems to have satisfieil

all reasonable expeclalions that had been formed,

is destined doubtless lo add much to ihe value of
the potato crop : and no good reason can be given
why other, and still more productive kinds may
not be produced by the same methods. A com-
parison of a crop of Rohans with one of the

original wild potato, would seem to justify expec-
tations of still further improvement, from the

combined agencies of cultivation and reproduction

from the true seeds.

1)1 all cases ihe value of early polaloesis great;

and particularly so in the vicinity of cities, where
a constant demand, and ready market lor such
vetretabies always exists. Experience has tausht
the growers of potatoes lor the London market
that ripe potatoes can be Ibund from ten to fourteen

days earlier in hills or drills planted with sets

from the top end (Ihe one that has the most eyes)
than in those planted from theroot end oflhe tuber,

The Lancashire gardeners therefore assort their

6ets, so as to have thera ripen at the same time,
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and thus obtain roots for market sooner ihnn they

otlienvise could do. It if? probable tliat quite an
iuiprovi'monl might in this country be cii'ected in

the same wuv.

DIOK^A MUSCIPULA.

From "Curtis' Enumoiatioii of Plants around Wilmington,
Kortli Carolina."

This plant is found as far north as Newbern, N.
C. and from the moulh of Cape Fear river nearly

10 Fayetievilie. Elliot says, on the auiiiorily of

Gen. Pinckney, that it (rrows along the lower

brandies of the Santee in S. Carolina. J)r. Rach-
nian has received it from Georgetown, S. C;
and Mr. Audubon informed me, with the plant

before us, that he lias seen it in Florida of

enormous size. I think it not improbable, there-

fore, that it inhabits the savannas, more or

less abundantly, from the latter place to New-
bern. It is (bund in great abundance for many
miles around Wilmington, in every direction. I

venture a short notice of this interesting jtlanl,

as I am not aware that any jiopular description of

it lias been piiblished in this country.

The leaf, which is the only curious part, springs

from the root, spreading upon the ground, or at a
little eleva'ion above it. It is composed of a

setiole or stem with broad margins, like the leaf of
the orange tree, two to four inches long, which at

the end suddenly expands into a thick and some-
what rigid leaf, the two sides of which are semi-

circular, about two thirds of an inch across, and
fringed around their edges wiih somewhat rigid

cilite or long hairs like eyelashes. It is very aptly

compared to two upper eyelids joined at their

bases. Each side oi'ihe leaf is a iiitle concave on
the inner side, where ate placed three delicate,

hairlike organs, in such an order, that an insect

can hardly traverse it, without interfering with

one of them, when the two sides suddenly collapse

and enclose the prey with a (orce surpassing an
insect's efforts to escape. The fringe or hairs of

the opposite sides of the leaf interlace, like the

fingers of the two hands clasped together. The
sensitiveness resides only in these hairlike pro-

cesses on the inside, as the leal' may be touched

or pressed in any other part, without sensible

effects. The Utile prisoner is not crushed and
suddenly destroyed, as is sometimes supposed, for

I have liberated captive flics and spiders, which
sped away as fast as fear or joy could hasten

them. Atoiher times I have Ibund them enve-

loped in a fiuid of a mucilaginous consistence,

which seems to act as a solvent, the insects being

more or less consulted in it. This circumstance

has suggested the possibility of their being made
subservient to the nourishment of the plant through

an apparatus of absorbent vessels in the leaves.

But as I have not examined sulTicienlly to pro-

nounce on the uifiversality ol' this result, it will

require further observation and experinient on the

spot, to ascertain its nature and importance. It is

not lobe supposed, however, that such food is

necessary to the existence of the plant, but like

compost, may increase ilsgrowthand vigor. But
however obscure and uncertain may be the linal

purpose of such a singular organization, if it were
a problem to construct a plarit with reference to

entrapping insects, I cannot conceive of a form
and organization better adapted to secure that

end than arc ibutid in the diontua muscipula. I

thcrelbre deem it no credulous inference, that its

leaves are constructed for that specific object,

whether inserts subserve the purpose of nourish-

ment to the plant or not. It is no i t)jection to this

view that they are subject to blind accident, and
sometimes close upon straws as well as insects.

It would be a curious vegetable indeed, that had
a faculty of distinguishing bodies, and recoiled at

the touch of one, while it quieily submitted to

violence from another. Such capricious sensi-

tiveness is not a properly ofthe vegetable kingdom.
The spider's net is spread to ensnare flies, yet it

catches whatever falls upon it ; and the ant lion

is roused from his hiding place by the fall of a
pebble ; so much are insects, also, subject to the

blindness of accident. Therefore the web of the

one, and the pitfall of the other, are not designed

to catch insects ! Nor is it in point to refer to

other plants of entirely different structure and
habit which sometimes entangle and imprison

insects. As well might we reason against a spi-

der's web, because a fly is drowned in a honey
pot ; or against a steel (rap bccauee some poor

animal has lost its life in a cider barrel.

DURHAfllS VS. UEVOKSHIRES.

From the Cultivator.

3Iessrs. Editors—Permit a subscriber to make
a remark or two on an article in your December
number, recommending Devonshire cattle in pre-

ference to the Durham. I would first observe that

the recommendation comes under no responsible

signature; the assumed one of " PAeZmi," is no
guaranty lor the good fliith, disinterestedness or

soundness of the advice, and in a matter of such
importance, the incurring the vast expense of

changing one high priced breed for another, we
should at least know in whose judgment and
experience we are asked to confide. In general

it would heighten the character of your publica-

tion, if all your correspondents were required to

give their names with their communications, but

more especially where facts are stated or advice

volunteered.

Phelim informs us, that among northern farmer?,

the Duiham cattle are considered "not adapted to

the climate, the pasture not sweet or rich enough,
and the winters too cold or severe." He then
asks "whether it would not be a good plan to

buy some other breed that will keep on short pas-

ture and stand our severe winters'?" Admitting
his premises, the answer to this inquiry would
undoubtedly be in the affirmative; but it seems
to me that in pitching upon the Devonshires as a
substitute, he could not have made a worse choice

among all the known breeds of improved cattle.

I will admit that the latter being a lighter breed

may exist on shorter commons, but why docs he
expect them to possess more hardiness than the

Durhams? Is it because his favorites derive

their origin from the mild relaxing climate of De-
vonehire, where myrtles and oranges endure,

almost without protection, what can hardly be

called a winter, while their rivals fiom their birth

are accustomed in their native county, Dtirham, to

face the blufls of ilic frozen North Sea, or has any
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legonlomnin (we know the arts of cattle breeders

are wornlerfnl,) transfornied the delicate constitu-

tion ol' the Devons into sonnelhing like that of the

Arctic bear ?

In other reppecis Phelim has not civen an ex-

aggerated description of this relel)ra!ed slock, but

1 must have better evidence than unsupported

assertion before I can believe that they excel the

Durhams in ruggcdness of constitution. In our

soH//tcni states, t ho Devons would probably find

a congenial climate, while the improved Durhams,
mingling the blood of the Flemish and native

JJritish races, have all the predisposition that

descent can give to make them hardy, and to fit

them for our own rigorous seasons. In evidence

oC this, we see thorn extending themselves even
into t!>e Scottish territory, whilst the other (De-
vons) are never attempted. If a change becomes
necessary, would it not be better to take them
Ji-om a more northern than a more southern dis-

trict. With this view, I do not recommend, but I

venture to direct public attention to the fiar-famed

Ayrshire breed, as possessing all the qualities

Phelim presumes the Devons to possess, except,
perhaps, their peculiar fitness for the draught,
while they are alfoirether superiorasa dairy stock.

1 do not surrender the Durhams, however, where
they are not stinted in their summer paslui^nire or

starved during winter upon straw, and the follow-

ing instance, will show that they rank hiah as
draught cattle

; a pair ofDurham steers raised by
the late JMr. Brentnall oCGoshen, have in one day
gone from that viliace to the Landing at Cornwall,
a distance of aliout 20 miles, and returned the same
day tot7/t a load !

One point ofconceded superiority the Durhams
possess which has not been touched upon ; that

of early maturity. Phelim confesses that the
cows of the Devonshire stock are smaller than the
bull; this IS a disadvantage, and hence their calves,

as far as my experience goes, are small, puny and
of slow growth, requiring at least one year more
than the Durhams before they are fit to breed.

UECEIPT FOR DESTROYING CATERPILT.ARS,
USED BY THE SOCIETY OF CHRISTIANS
CALLED SHAKERS, AT CANTERBURY, N. H.

From the New England Farmer.

"Take equal parts of spirits of turpentine and
train oil; apply them by means of a swab fixed

on a pole, commence the operation in the spring,
(we suppose on the first appearance of nests)
when these devouring insects begin to appear, ami
repeat the operation once a week, till the trees

are in blow, and very lew will escape with their
hves." Signed F. W.

The head of tlie family.
We must express our admiration ofihis receipt,

not because of its novelty, lor either of the in-

gredients would bequiiesufi^cienttokill the insects,

as will common soap suds from every Mondav's
wash, most ihorouglily, withour train oil or spirits

of turpentine
; but we admire it, as a specimen of

the practice and industry of those citizens. If our
farmers would only follow that part of the receipt,

which requires a iveeJdy attention, ibr three suc-
cessive weeks, it is immaterial whether they use
spirits of turpentine or train oil, or soap suds, or

the brush proposed by Col. Pickering, the evil

would be cured at any rate. The great difficulty

i^ the neglect to do any thing, till after the cater-

pillars have covered the trees with nests. Then
the labors of the sluggard commence, and one tree,

(let this receipt be ever so perfect and powerful)
will cost as much time and labor as ten trees

would have required three weeks sooner. If our
farmers would only adopt //i«< portion of tiie re-

ceipt, which requires a weekly attack on this ene-
my, the evil will soon cease, and in ten years we
should scarce see a caterpillar in the country. By
this course continually pursued, we have so much
reduced the labor, that we have not one fourth

part of the number we had three years ago.

APPLES FOR FATTENING GEESE.

From tlie T^aino Farmer.

Being at a friend's house the other day, in Liv-
ermore, he observed to us that his usual supply of

material lor fattening his geese had been cut off, and
he was not able to regulate himself with quite so

fat roasters as common on that account.

On inquiring into the subject we Ibunt'. that he
had been in the habit of feeding his geese with

apples; feeding them out whole, and uncooked,
and permitting the fowl to despatch them in their

own way and manner. He said that he never
made any distinction between sweet and sour, and
never perceived that the geese did, as they gene-
rally devoured the whole, and fattened remarka-
bly fast upon them.
We presume that if the fruit were cooked it

would be better, inasmuch as it could be more easily

eaten and digested. We have never had any ex-

perience in this mode of feeding and fattening

fowl, and if others of our readers have we should
be pleased to hear of their success.

ROLLING, A PROTECTION FROM FLY.

From the Farmers' Cal)inet.

It is said, that the best protection to very young
plants against the fly, or insec's that destroy them
Bs soon as they appear above ground, is to roll the

surface immediately aliereowing,so as to make it as

smooth as possible. The p\anls vegetate quicker

and better, by having the earth brought in close

contact with the seed, and the insects are deprived

ofshel'er, by having the clods broken down smooth.

Every farmer should have a small, light roller for

liis garden, and a large, heavy one for his fields,

to be used as occasion may require. And H] in ad-

dition to rolling turnip ground, the seed be sown
fur or five times as thick as would be proper to

stand for a crop, then there would be an abundance
lor the fiy to feast upon, and enough left to satisfy

the farmer—and if the fly should not thin them suf-

ficiently, cut them out with a hoe, or run a harrow
through them, to reduce them to proper distances,

to flavor their growth.
The advantage of compacting the earth to the

seed, is exemplified in planting corn. The corn

first makes its appearance where the impression of

the foot is, and with more vigor than it does where
the soil covers it lightly.
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From the Edinburgh Encyclop;edia.

AGRICULTURE OF FRANCK.

Before tlie revolution, agriciilliire in France was
nearly in the same state in vvliicli it is still in al-

most every country in continental Europe. About
two-fifihs of the land susceptible of culiivation,

were in what is termed culture and pasturajje. and
produced on an averafre, about one-half of what
jrood culture, on the like quantity of the same soil,

would have produced.

If France has been in any respect benefited by
the revolution— if she can claim any permanent
and general good arising from it as a compensa-
tion and atonement for the physical and moral

evils she has suffered and alllicted— that benefit

and good must be looked ibr in the stale of her

landed property, and in the condition of her agri-

cultural population.

IJelbre the revolution, the land in France was
held by various tenures, almost all of which were
decidedly and extremely unfavorable to agricul-

ture. The manor rants of the clergy have been

variously estimated. Condorcet, in his Life of

Turgot, gives it as his opinion, that the clergy

enjoyed near a fifth part of the property of the

kingdom. Neckar calculated their revenue at

130,000,000 iivres; but it is probable that their

manor rents may fairly be estimated to have
amounted to about 120,000,000 Iivres, or 4,800,-

000/. sterling, exclusive of^ their tithes, which
may be rated at about 3,600,000/. sterling. The
domains of the crown and of the princes of the

blood, rented for about 1.200,000/. sterling; the

fijudal and honorary dues paid to the nobility,

wiih cnrvees. militia, &c., amounted at least to

5,000,000/. sterling. Besides, the government
drew /mm the produce of agriculture the sum of

8,000,000/. sterling. In short, it has been calcu-

lated, that, exclusive of the rents of land paid to

the lay-proprietors, and of the duties of excise,

consumption, and the like, the produce of the soil

was charged annually with upwards of 21,000,-

000/. sterling.

But agriculture labored under disadvantages
still more discouraging and oppressive, previously'

10 the revolution ; to understand and estimate

which, it will be proper to consider the difi'erent

modes of occupying land which then exisied,

some of which, however, as we shall afterwards

see, still remain. In the first place, there were
the small properties of the peasants. These were
to be found every where to a degree of which we
liave no conception in England, atid which we
should not have expected in the midst of the enor-

mous possessions, and the oppressive privileges,

of the nobility and the clergy. Even in those

provinces where other tenures prevailed, they

were to be Ibund ; but principally in Langucdoc
;

Quercy, which now forms the department of Lot;
the whole district of the Pyrenees, Berne, Gas-
cony, part of Guienne, Alsace, Flanders and Lor-
raine. The condition of the peasantry, who pos-

sessed these small properties, varied nnjch in dil-

ferent parts of the kingdom. In Flanders, Al-
sace, on the Garonne, and more particularly in

Berne, they were in comfortable circumstances,
and might rather be called fiirmers than cottagers

;

and in Lower Brittany many of them were rich
;

but this character could by no means be applied
to them generally. In fiict, the minute division

of property had produced the effects which might
be expected from it ; and poverty and misery were
too visible, especially in Ijorraine, and the parts of

Champagne which are contiguous to it.

The second mode of possessing land, was by a
money rent. 'J'iiis, belbre the revolution, was the

general practice in Picardy, Normandy, part of

Flanders, Artois, Isle of France, and Pays de

Beauce. It ak-^o existed in some of the southern

districts of France, particularly in Berne, and_

about Navareens, a town in the department of

the Lower Pyrenees. These tenures were also

f()und in other parts of France, scattered among
those which were different and predominant ; but,

upon a moderate estimate, before tlie revolution,

they did not exist in more than a sixth or a se-

venth of the kingdom.
Feudal tenures were the third mode of occupy-

ing land. They abounded most in BriUany,

Limosin, Berry, La Manche, &c., but they were

scattered in a greater or less degree through the

whole kingdom. These feudal tenures were fiefs

granted by the seigneurs of the parishes, under a

reservation of fines, quit rents, forfeitures, sei vices,

&c. As they lormed the most oppressive evil un-

der \v'hich agriculture labored previously to t!ie

revolution, and from which that event must cer-

tainly be allowed the merit otMiaving J'reed it,

it may be proper to notice some of them. Even to

enumerate the whole of these oppressions ^would

lar exceed our limits ; and, indeed, the English

language does not supply terms by which many of

them can be expressed.

Among the more mild and tolerable of these

feudal tenures, may be mentioned the obligation

the tenant was under, of grinding his corn at the

mills of the seigneur only; of pressing his grapes

at his press only ; oi' baking his bread m his oven.

The peasantry in Brittany were obliged to beat the

water in marshy districts, to keep the frogs silent,

in order that the lady of the seigneur, during her

lying-in, might not be disturbed by their noise.

In short, every petty oppression which could ren-

der the lives of tlie peasantry miserLible, or interliire

with the operations of agriculture, was authorized

by these leudal tenures; though it must be con-

lesstd, that, belbre the revolution, some of the

seigneurs, convinced of their injustice as well as

impolicy, jbrebore to exact them. Nor were the

oppressions of the leudal tenures ihe only ones to

vviiich agriculture was exposed. There were nu-

merous edicts ibr preserving the game, which

()rohibited weeding and hoeing, lest the joung
partridges should be disturbed; steeping seed,

iest it should injure the game; manuring with

night soil, lest the flavor of the partridges should

be injured, by lijeding on the corn so produced;

mowing hay before a certain lime, so late as to

spoil many crops ; and taking away the stubble,

which would deprive the birds of sheller. These
were oppressions, to which all the tenants ol land,

as well as those who held under feudal tenures,

and even the proprieioi's of land, in many cases,

were exposed. The latter, indeed, were dread-

fully tormented by what were called die C'apilain-

ries, which, asattectiiig them in some measure, aa

lire feudal tenures atlected the iiirmers, may be

noticed under this liead. By this term was to be

understood, the paramountsliip of certain districts,

granted by the king to princes of the blood, by

which they were put in jjosscssion of ihe i)roperiy
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of all game, even on lands which did not belong
to them, and even on manors granted long bel'ote

to individuals ; go Ihat by this paramountohip ail

manorial rights were annihilated, 'i'he privileges

thus conferred, were most grievous and oppres-

sive ; for by game was understood, whole droves
of wild boars, and herds of deer not confined, but

wandering over the whole country, to the destruc-

tion of the crops; and if any person presumed to

kill them, he was liable to be sent to the galleys.

It may easily be conceived, that the minute vexa-
tions, as well as the more prominent tyrannies, to

which the fijudal tenures gave rise, would occa-

sion Irequent disputes between the seigneur and
his tenants ; but the latter preferred subrnitiing to

them, rather Ihan appealing to the decision of

judges, vvho were absolutely dependent on the
seigneurs.

We may here also notice the corvces, as one of
the taxes peculiarly oppressive and injurious to

agriculture, though not confined to the tenure we
are now considering. By the corvees, individuals

were obliged to mend the roads by their personal
labor; hence it is evident lliat this tax must have
lallen exclusively on the poor; or if it was per-

formed by those who kept laborers, it must have
deprived them of the means of fully attending to

their agricultural operations. This tax was not
only impolilic, in so much as it placed the repair

of the roads under the care of those who were to-

tally destitute of the little skill requisite lor such a
task, but it was an easy engine of oppression ; for,

under the pretence that the work might be done
without inlerrupiion, those who were liable to the
corvee had it frequently allotted to them at some
leagues from their habitations. Besides these
corvces, wiiich were an oppression to agriculture

over the whole of France, there were the military

corvees, which fell only on the villages lying in

the route of the troops ; tiie inhabitants of which
were obliged to leave their occupation, however
inconvenient and injurious it might be, and repair

the roads along which the soldiers were to travel.

Such are a lew of the opjjressions under which
agriculture in France labored, previously to the
revolution, arising either from the feudal tenures,

or lirom the more general operation of the laws
and measures of government, the privileges of

the nobility and clergy, and the usages of the
country.

The fourth mode of occupying land, resembled
that which is common in Ireland, and which is

there complained of as a great grievance, and as
ttie source of much misery and oppression. Men
possessed of some properly, hired great tracts of
land at a money rent, and relet it in small divi-

sions to metaijcfs, vvho paid lialf the product.
Tliis mode of occupying land was most common
in La JManche, Berry, Puitou, and Angoumois,
but it was also met wuh in oiher provinces.

The lust tenure was that of ihe metayer. These,
who are a i^pecies of farmers Ihat gradually suc-
ceeded to the slave cuUivutory of ancient times,

and who, in Laiin, are called coloai partiarii,

have been so long in disuse in England, lii.it there
is no English name for them. They may be ge-
nerally described, as supplying the labor necessa-
ry to culiivate the land, while ilic proprietor fur-

nishes ihem with the seed, caitle and instruments
of liusbandry, and, in short the vvhole stock ne-
cessary lor cullivaiing the larm. The common

agreement was, that the produce should be equal-
ly divided between the proprietor and larmer, after
setting aside what was necessary for keeping up
the stock, which was restored to the proprietor,
when the farmer either quilted, or was turned out
ofhis farm.

Bfore the revolution, seven-eiuhths of the lands
in France were held under this tenure. It per-
vaded almost every part of Sologne, Berry, La
Manche, Limosin, Anjou, Burgundy, Bourbon-
nois, Nivernois, Auvergne, &c., and was Ibund in

Brittany, Maine, Provence and all of the southern
districts. In general, the half of the produce was
paid to the proprietor; but in Champngne only a
third. There were also other variations ; in some
parts, the proprietor found half the cattle and
seed, and the metayer, the labor and implements,
besides paying the taxes ; the last, in other dis-

tricts, were partly paid by the proprietor. In Nor-
mandy, a singular species of this tenure prevailed,

viz., on the liirms which the proprietors kept in

their own hands.

It is scarcely necessary to point out the misera-
ble state of agriculture, winch must exist in a
country where the system of metaying prevails.

In the first place, it proves a lamentable deficiency

of agricultural capital; and, in the second place,

it has a manliest tendency to perpetuate this evil,

and to keep the tenant in the lowest state of de-

pendence, misery, and poverty. In some parts of
France, the metayers were so poor, and conse-

quently so dependent on their landlords, that they
were almost every year obliged to borrow from
them their bread, before the harvest came round.

Such were the tenures of land before the revo-

lution. Let us now inquire what effects that event

has produced on them, and on the condition of the

agricultural class in general.

In the first place, the number of small proper-

ties has been considerably increased in all parts

of France. The national domains, which con-

sisted of the confiscated estates of the church and
emigrant nobility, were exposed to sale during the

pecuniary distresses of the revolutionary govern-
ment. For the accommodation of the lowest or-

der of purchasers, they were divided into small

portions, and five years were allowed for com-
pleting the payment. In consequence of this in-

dulgence, and of the depreciation of assignats,

the poorest classes of the peasantry were enabled
to become proprietors, possessing li^om one to ten

acres. They support themselves by cultivating

these, and by laboring, at the same time, for the

neighboring fiumers. The number of small pro-

perties has also increased fi-om another cause,

since the revolution. Before that event, it seems
lo have been the law, or at least the invariable

custom, m some parts of France, lo divide the

landed property among all the children. This lo-

cal law, or custom, was extended, soon after the

revolution, to the whole kingdom ; so that, by the

present law of France, land, on Ihe death of a
proprietor, is divided, by the law itsellj amouir his

children. The depilorable consequences which
must ultimately result from this division and sub-

division of little properties, in a country like

France, already so fully appropriated, need not be

pointed out; they are sutficientlj' obvious. We
content ourselves with staling the fact, as illustrat-

ing one mode in which the tenure of landed pro^

perty has been affected hy the revolution.
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In the second place, hirini^ at money rent is

mucli more g^nenil since tlie revolution; and il

France continues quiet, and recovers li'om the in-

jurious consequences of tlie revolution, it may rea-

eonabiy be expected that this species of tenure

will become more and more prevalent.

In the third place, leudal tenures are done away
as well as liilies, game laws, corvics, &c. In

some parts, however, the tenants, by tiieir cove-

nants with their landlords, are still bound to per-

form some services, but by the law, they must be

entirely of an agricultural description.

In the fourth place, the two other species of

tenure, iliat is, monopoly, where men of property

hired jfreat tracts of land at a money-rent, and re-

let it in small divisions, and ilic s^-siem of metay-
ing, still exist, though not nearly to such an ex-

tent, or in such an o'ppressive and ruinous Ibrm,

as before the revolution. Indeed, when we con-

eider that these species of tenure vvere the un-

avoidable and necessary consequences of indequate

agricultural capital, we cannot expect that they
should be abolithed by the mere operation of law,

or by the direct effects ol" any revolution, however
wisely [)lanned and carried into execuiion, {',',

however, we find tliat they gradually die away,
which seems to be the case, we may salely and
rationally maintain, that the revolution, besides the

<iirect benefits which il has bestowed on agricul-

ture, by ihe abolition of feudal tenures, and par-

tial and oppressive (axes, has indirectly proved ad-
vantageous to this first of all arts, by placing in the

hands of those who |)ursue it more adequate ca-

pital.

Such are the benefits which the revolution has
conlerred on the agriculture of France, and which
have manifesled themselves, notwithstanding the

military despotism, which, after exhausting and
weakening her for the purpose of enslaving the

continent of t.urope, has at length brought down
upon iier a just retribution for her too leady ac-

quiescence m its schemes. These, however, are

only partial and temporary evils; and we n)ay I

confidently predict, that when they are passed
away, the agriculture of France, which, from her
excellent climate and easily worked soil, must al-

ways be the staple branch of her national industry,

and the principal source from which elie must
draw her political influence and military power,
will be ibuud to have come out from the ordeal
purified unci refined, and the condition of her agri-

cultural population in every respect greatly ame-
horated.

It is not easy to ascertain the distribution of the
land in France. According to Mr. Younff, there
are of arable land 70,000,000 acres; under the
culture of the vine 5,000,000; in woods 19,850,000,
in meadow and rich pasturage 4,000,000 acres;
under lucerne, sainlbin, &c. 5,000,000 ; and the
pasturesand wastes occupy 27,150,000; thusnrik-
ing a total of 131,000,000 acres. This estimate,
however, as far as respects the numl'er of acres
under wood, is certainly over-rated, though Mr.
Young on tills point Ibllows the autliority of Mr.
Neckur; for a committee of the first "National
Assembly stated the whole extent of territory

covered with wood at 13,100,691 arpents,
of 100 perches of 28 square French feet each

;

whereas, according to Mr. Neckerand Mr. Young,
it amounted to 22,289,010 arpents. The general
occupation of the land in the northern provinces of

Vol. Mil- 34

France, may be conceived, from the following
account of the distribution of a small commune!
Woods and meadows in the occupation ofthe pro-
prietor, 250 acres; two farms let, keeping two
ploughs each, togellier eight horses, 300 acres

;

10 freehoklers,^keeping one plough each, together
20 horses, 750 acres ; 28 freeholders, keepmg no
horses, occupying 250 acres ; in all, 1550 acres,
of which 1300 were arable. These are distributed
as follows : under fallow 433, unde.'- wheat 433,
under oats 433. Those who have no ploughs
pay 40 francs (,33.s. Ad.) per acre to their neigh-
bors for the team labor of the whole course, \iz,

lour [)loughings on the liillow, and one ploughin"-
liar oats

; four loads of dung per acre carted on the
liillow, and the harvest carting. Those prop.netors
who possess no ploughs are laborers, and in gen-
eral work for the person who performs the plouirh-
ing of their land. The number of acres ploughed
in this commune annually is 2165, or aboiTt 7^
acres per day lor 14 ploughs, leaving sufficient time
ibr harrowing, harvest, and the carting ol dung.
The rent of land is low in most par's of France.

Before the revolution, the rent of the arable and
lucerne land was averaged by Mr. Young at 15s.
Id.

; of the woods at 12.s. ; ofthe vineyards at 3/.

:

16 : 6 ; o( the meadows at 2/. : 3:9; and the
wastes at Is. 9d, At present, extremely good
land in jNormandy may be got for 30s. per acre

;

ISs. and 203. are more common. In other districts,

it is even very much lower. The price of land of
course ts proj)orlionally low. Belore the revolu-
tion, the average price" of all the cultivated land in

the kingdom, was estimated by Mr. Young at 20/.
the English acre. In 1814, Mr. Birkbeclc men-
tions an estate near Cosne of 1000 acres arable,
and 500 wood land, let on lease Ibr nine years Ibr

375Z. sterling, which might be bought Ibr 22
years' purchase, or 8333/.^ It is proper to add,
however, that one-third of the arable land of this

farm was poor cold clay, of little value; ivvo-ihirds
pretty good wheat lanti

;
part dry enouizii for tur-

nips. In 1807, Mr. Pinckney states, that the ave-
rage rents from Pans to Maine were about 15s.
the English acre ; and the purchase from 15/. to
18/. The value of lands in the vine districts of
France, is much higher, amounting on an average
to upwards of 60/. per acre, according to some
authors; but others rate it oiily at 41/. per acre.

The size of farms is in general smafl ; [aw, even
in Normandy and the otiier provinces where agri-
culture is conducted on the best plan, and with the
greatest capital and skill, reaching 300 acres.
With respect to the capital employed by the farm-
ers, Mr. Young calculated it on an average ofthe
u'hole kingdom, not to exceed 40s. per acre. In
this, however, he was probably much mistaken.
At any rate, at present, the average must be much
higher. In French Flanders, ii is calculated that

a fiirm of about 250 English acres will require a
capital of upwards of 1500/. sterling, or about 6/.

5s. per English acre. In tliis estimate, the live-

stock is supposed to cost 716/. : 16 : 8 ; of which
15 horses at 16/.: 13: 4 each, 14 milch cows ar,

9Z. each, and 180 sheep at 17s. 3d. each, Ibrm tho
chief articles. The instruments of husbandry
Ibi m the next division olthis estimate, and amount
to 138Z. Ol' these the large wagon is rated at

upwards of 45/. ; and lighter wagons, of which
there are three, at nearly 20/. ; lour ploughs at 2/.

10s. each, besides a Dutch plough at 2/. : 12 : 6 :
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the harrows, all of wood, at 8s. 4cl. each. The

[
tateg. Hence the waste lands remain unchanged

third branch o( the estimate ig the servants' vva<res
I iind iiuimproved. The covernment of Frar7ce,

The number is eifrht
;

three
{
bp(i)re tlie revolution, loolv-^pome measures to en-f'or 15 months

ploughmen, one man to talce care ol" the young
iiorses, a shefiherd, two women, and a swineherd

;

their wages, one with another, being 41.: 11: 8
per annum each. The wages oC the laborers are
rated at from Sd. to Is. per day. The n)airite-

iiance of the 15 plough horses and lOyoung horses
for 15 months, is estimated at about 150Z. It is

probable that capital to the same amount is re-

quired in the other parts of France, where agricul-

ture is well understood, and carried on with spirit

and success. In the other districts, where it is

far behind, of course the capital will be much less.

The prevailing opinion, that France is entirely

an open country, is very erroneous. It is certain!}"

much less inclosed than England. All Brittany,

the western part of Normandy, and the northern
part of tliat province as far as the Seine, most
of Atijou and Maine, Lower Poiton, Touraine,
Sologne, Berry, Limosin, the Boiubonnois, and a
great part of Nivernois, part of Auvergnc, and
Quercy are inclo?ed. The whole district of the

Pyrenees is thicUIy inclosed. This district of
country comprehends 11,000 square leagues; so
that if the other parts of France that are inclosed
he added, they will raise the total to a full half of
llie kingdom. But though so large a portion is in-

.closed, the inclosures in general are ill- planned,
and badly kept; and their value and utility so lit-

tle understood, that the same rent is given for in-

closed and open fields, provided both are arable.

Perhaps the province of Berne exhibits more at-

tention to the proper nianafjeniont of inclosurf^s

than niosi other districts of Friince. There is

not a county in England closer, thicker, or better

inclosed; and, what is uncommon in France, the
4iates and sliles are in good order. Commons are
not met with in France, at least not in the same
sense in which they occur in England ; but com-
mon fields abound, and they are cursetl with all

the mischievous consequences which attend them
in England, such as rights of common pasturage
commencing on given days when under corn, and
throughout the fallow year. There is a great
deal of common field land in Picardy, Arlois, t,icts, both iii the north and south of the kingdom,
part of Normandy, the Isle of France, Brie, the |a little ploujih called a binrf. is employed, jirinci-

Pays de Beauce, and along the whole course of
j

pally {or the purposes of fidlowing anil destroying

lorce or liicilitate a general inclosure with respect
to some of the provinces, more particularly with
lesard to Lorraine, in 1764 and 1765 ; but the po-
pular objeciions and prejudices against inclosures,

had such weight, that at the commencement of
the revolution, strong remonstrances were pre-

sented against them, and certainly the proportion
of inclosed land lias not considerably increased
since that event.

The agricultural implements in general use in

France are very rude and imperlect in principle

as well as in construction; the plough in most
parts is almost entirely of wood, and scratches

and pushes Ibrward the soil, instead of penetrat-

ing to any depth, or turning it over. In the vi-

cinity of the Pyrenees, a light imperfect plough,
similar to what the Romans used, and drawn by a
pair of weak cows, is not uncommon. In the

neighborhood of Toulouse, a better plough is

seen, of pretty good construction, to which two
strong oxen are yoked, the ploughman driving

them by means of a long staH, that answers the

double purpose of a goad and a paddle. The use

of oxen in the plough is pretty general in France,
and they are yoked in a diH'erent manner from
what is practised in Entrland : A piece of wood,
of about one-sixth of the weight of an English
yoke, is put across the forelicad of the cattle, the

extremities of which are neatly hollowed out, so

as to fit ihe mould of ihe head, and the hollows

lined with a piece of woolly sheep skin, to answer
tlie purpose of a soft pad or cushion. This light

and easy yoke is braced to the horns with a small

thong of' leather, to the middle of which the beam
of the plough is attached ; the animals are thus

completely equipfied lor their labor. It seldom
haf)pens that more than two oxen are yoked in a
plough. In the north of France, as well as in

some of Ihe eastern, western, and middle pro-

vinces, horses are more commonly used than
oxen

;
generall}^ two hors«^s, but in some instances

three. Besides the plough that is used (i)r the

general purposes of airriculture, in several dis-

the Loire. In this last district, the larmers are in

the practice of making an exchange with the
poor, who have the riijht of common pasturage.
This they buy off, assigning an acre or more to

every cottage in the parish.

It is a singular circumstance, that some of the
poorest and least improved provinces, are precise-

ly those which are best ami most generally in-

closed : lieiice it is easy to perceive, that the niere
existence of inclosures is not in France, as in

England, a prool" of the advancing state of agri-

culture. The chief cause of new inclosures in

France, is, that the communities in many parishes,

in dilferent parts of the kingdom, and more espe-
cially in the vicinity of the Pyrenees, being pro-

prietors of the wastes, sell them to any person
who applies lor the property, in absolute assiirn-

ment ; in consequence of which, the purchaser
lias the power of inclosure : whereas, in the waste
plains of Brittany, Anjou, Maine, and <Guienrie,

the seigneurs are the sole and absolute proprie-

;ors, and they will not sell, but only li-u their es-

ihe weeds. In some respects the biiiot resembles

a pfouixh, with a double or scufRer share, and two
mould hoards, but it has no coulter. In the French
Netherlands, were agriculliire is carried on in a
regular and systematic manner, some farmers

have three binots to eight ploughs, some two
binots to five ploughs, and some two to .'bur

ploughs. Onl}' one ploughman and two horses

are employed ; the furrow which it makes is from
five to six inches in depth. lis operation is dif-

ferent from that of the common plough, since it

does not turn over the land, but elevates it into

small ridges, by which means the weeds are ex-
posed to the action of the frost and of the dry

weather. Afier the binot, the land is always
ploughed for the seed furrows. The harrows, in

general use, are equally imperfect in principle and
construction with the |)loughs, and have always
wooden teeth. In most parts of France rollers

are unknown, and their use is supplied by a plank,

on which a boy rides over the land. Their carts

and wagons display equal ignorance of mechanic
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cal princi|iles, beinji: in <;eiieral of enormous

lengili ; llie carts which are used for ihe carriaixc

of <rooils, are not al)0ve two-thirds kg wide, and

certainly luo-lhirds ion<fer liian ihose in Entrlaiid
;

ihey travel in larj^e companies, (iequenily IG, 18,

or 20 in a stiing togeiher, especially in the south-

east of France, each drawn by a smgle horse,

with abuul liall a dozen drivers allending them.

The charette, or cart in common use, consists

principally ol' two parts—the carriage and the

body; the carriage part is very simple, tieinsx

composed oC two long shafts of wood, about 20
ieet in length, comiected logeiher by cross bars,

so as to Ibrm the bed ; on this the boards are laid,

as occasion may require: in the same manner,
(he sides, a from and back, may lie added at plea-

sure. The a.xle and wheels are in the usual i)lace

and form. The moveable body is fixed on this

carriage ; it consists of a similar frame work, of

two shafts, connected b}' cross bars. This body
moves upon an axleirec, and extending some ieet

beyond the carriage bcliind, it is let down with

ease to recover iis load, while the body, moving
on a pivot, or axle, is easily purchased up from
before.

In France, before the revoluiion, and even since

that event, tlie conslruclion and repair of the roads

is entirely lodged with llie government. 'I'he

great miliiary roads, eapecially that over tlie Sim-
plon, are excellent, with respect lo the principle

on which they are constructed, the materials ol

which they are formed, and Ihe whole of iheir

execution. But ihe roads which were not neces-

sary lor miliiary purposes have in many places

been greatly neglected, although it was staled, in

the year 180G, by the minister of finance, that more
than lhirl3'five millions of Irancs were annually
rcquisiie lor the reparation of the roads and public

works. In 1809, a colleciion of laws was prinled

regarding the management of ihe roads ; in which
a law passed in ilie linie of the republic, ll^r esia-

biishing the use ol' liroad cylindrical wheels, is

strongly enforced. According lo this law, the

wheels of heavy wagons were to be nine inches

three lines broad ; and they are allowed to carry

only a ceitain weight, which varies during the

five winter and seven summer months. It was
also enacted, that in ihose pans of the kingdom
where the roails were paved, the passing upon the

pavement should l)e suspended (luring those sea-

eons when ihey were likely to be injured, and the

side roads alone should be used. The weight al-

lowed to be carried was not only to vary in winter

and summer, but also according to the Ibrm ol'the

wheels ; and, in order lo enlbrce this law, weigh-
ing engines were lo be erected, and the owners ol'

carriages exceeding the legal weights were de-

clared liable to severe fines. Eut ihese laws have
been very partially enlbrccd ; so ihat some of the

best roads in France, under the old government,
have liillen into complete disrepair, 'liiis has been

very particularly the case wiih the lamous chausee
of Languedoc, wliich begins at Villeneuve,

whence it crosses the whole province. The cross

roads have sutiered still more than the main roads

since the revolution ; and both have sullered more
in the Ailantic tieparlnienls, than iu any oilier dis-

tricts of France. Throughout tlie whole de[tarl-

meni of Finiolerre. the cross roads are in a most
wretched slaie. The roads, in several respects,

ditiier frouj the roads in England: thev are tre-

nerally broad, always straiglit, paved, and planted

on boih sides with chestnut trees, poplars, walnut,

mulberry, and other fruit trees. There are 28

principal roads from Paris to the boundaries of the

kingdom. Turnpike gates and tolls have been es-

tablished since the revolution, at the distance of

five kilometers Irom each other.

The slate of agriculture in any country may
generally be pretty well ascertained iioin the ro-

tation of crops which is pursued. If these are

conducted on good principles, the agriculture can

scarcely be very bad ; on the contrary, if bad ro-

tations are pursued, agriculture has made very tri-

fling advances towards perleciion. If we judge of

France according to this rule, we shall decide,

that, though over by (ar the greatest part of the

kingdom agriculture is in a miserable state, yet in

some parts it is well understood and flourishing.

We have already mentioned the divisions of

France into districts, according to the nature oj" the

soil; we shall now note the principal rotations

pursued in each district. In the district of rich

loam, two rolalions principally prevail, according

10 one of which, in Flanders and part of Artois,

there is no fallow, but a constant succession of

crops. The most approved and productive rotation

is found between Valenciennes and Lisle : it con-

sists ot" wheat, and turnips after it the same year;

oats, clover, wheat, hemp, wheat, flax, coleseed,

wheat, beans, wheal. In the provinces of Picar-

dy. Isle of France, Normandy, and ihe oilier parts

of Artois, the usual rotation was not in genera! so

good, consisting of fidlow, wheat, and spring corn.

In some parts of Normandy, however, Itillows are

not known ; and in oiher parts, especially between

Dieppe and Kouen, where the soil is a deep hazel

mould upon chalk, lallow occurs only once in six

years; the rotation being lallow, wheat, peas,

vetches, flax, or rape seed : wheat, clover, oats.

In the rich plain of Alsace, the fields are never

liillowed ; the fallow crops being potatoes, poppies

lor oil, peas, maize, vetches, clover, beans, hemp,
tobacco, and cabbages. In the Limague ol Au-
vergne, one of^the richest districts of France,

fallows are partially used ; but the usual rotations

in other respects, are so severe, that, only such a
soil and climate could bear ihem ; it is not unusual

lo sow rye after wheat, and wheat after rye. The
latter grain is often sown on their best land ; and
wheat on their worst : a common rotation is bar-

ley, rye. hemp, rye : wheat is grown also after

beans: two crops in the year are not unusual.

Ae soon as ever the maize district of France is

entered upon, fiillows disappear; that grain being
cultivated in such a manner as to preclude ihe ne-
cessity of a fallow. In the plain of the Garonne,
the usual rotation is maize, wheat ; and here also

is first lijund the culture of dilierent species of
vetches, which are sown both in Sepiember and
in the spring; anti, together with hemp and maize,

assist in baiiisliing fallows. Yet even in this

highly Javored district, rye is often grown where
wheat might be cultivated with advantage. Tur-
nips are a secon<l crop after wheat and rye. The
culture of ihe while lupin is common here.

In the healh distiici great; quantities of buck
wheal are grown, and in some parts parsnips : but

broom is tlie great object and source of profit; the

common course being broom sown with oats. The
broom is fed lor three or four years, and then cut

;

after it wheul is lakeO; then rye, buckwheat, and
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onts, or broom. This last is cultivated fiir fuel, as
the district has neither coal nor wood. When the
land is exhausted l)y this iDode of" crop|)ini|, it is

pared and burned, abandoned, and by some time
recovered, that a succession oi" crofis may bring it

once more into the same situation.

In Gascony, the usual rotations are, maize,
wheat and turnips; maize, clover cut once, and
(hen plou^iied up for maize again ; rye, millet, ha-
ricots or kidney-beans; maize, rye, millet; and
maize, rye, clover.

In the districts of the Pyrenees, where irriga-

tion is practised with considerable skill, and on an
eslensive, scale, fallow is superseded by the cul-

ture ol' clover, millet, maize and haricois. Maize,
hoivever, is not cultivated in such large (luantilies

as in other parts. Two crops are gained every
year; but where irrigation is not practised, the

ground is lallowed, and afterwards millet, hari-

cots, or barley sown for forage, before the wheat is

put in. In Dauphiny, buckwheat is sown on the

wheat stubbles ; and, sucfi is the carliness of the

eliniate, that it is frequently in full blossom by the
end of August.
The rotation in the stony district is particularly

distinguished by the introduction of potatoes in

some parts of it, as a preparation lor wheat.
VVIiere this root is not cultivated on a large scale,

and as a crop in regular rotation, the common
course is fallow, wheat or rye, and barley or oats.

In the disliict of chalk, the rotation in general is

very bad. In the province of Soloixiie, it is fallow

and rye: certainly the very worst and most unpro-
fitable that can be practised oti any land. In the

district of gravel, especially in (he Bourbonnois
and Nivernois, the same wreiclied rotation is pur-

sued. The district of various loanjs is chiefly dis-

tintjuished by the introduction of turnips into the
rotation ; but, as we shall afterwards have occa-
sion to remark, the culture of this valuable root is

lil understood in France.
From this account of the most common rota-

tions in various pans of France, it will be seen,

that in general they are conducted on very erru-

neoiis principles; and that, even where they are
good, the climate ought to have the merit rather
than the skill of the agricidturis!. In the south of
France, the clinnie enables him to take two crops
in the season. This advantage is, however, also

derived in French Flanders entirely through tlie

attention and skill of the finrmer. The second
crops in :hat district being carrots, lurnijis, spurry
and yellow clover.

The Ibllowins, perhaps, will give a sufficiently

precise and clear view of the general rotations
prac'ic^ed in France. The arable land, that com-
jirises nearly the whole of the kingdom, wilh the
exception of the vineyards, ;ind a Itjw tracts of
mountain, may be divided into five classes, with
respect to fertility of soil. The first class bears a
crop every year, as in most parts of French Flan-
ders, some ptirls of Normandy, the Limange of
Auvergne, the neiirhborhood of Toulouse," and
genertUly where maize is cultivated, or irrigation
employed. The second class, which is ratlier in-
ferior in point of soil, but is still good land, is cul-
tivated wilh tile intervention of a fallow once in

six years, as about Dieppe and liouen particular-
ly ; once in five years, as in some parts of French
Flanders, and in a few other districts. The third
class ol lundj of middling quality, which embraces

a large portion of the kinijdom, is managed on
the old plan, of fallow, wheat, oais, or barley.
The fjurih, still poorer land, is f.dlow and wheat
alternaiely

; and the last class of land, where the
soil is in general miserably poor, is cultivated in

the round of fallow, rye, rest without irrass-seeds.

As it is probable that the three last classes of soil

comprise half the cultivated surtiice, and as half
of them are fallow, it appears that one-lourth of
the wfiole country is lyinij in a slate eiitirely un-
productive. The best husbandry in France, then,

is in the south and in the north; in the fijrmer,

the goodness of the climate enables the agricul-

turist to raise maize and wheat alternately, and to

have second crops of millet, clover, lupins, &c. ;

and in the north, the skill o!' the asrriculturist has,

in a great measure, banished fallow. On the
whole, so thr as respects rotation of crops, French
agriculture cannot be much praised ; and it will

be seen, that the manairement of the principal

crops is in general > ot better conducted than the

rotation. Before, iiowever, we proceed to notice

the culture of particular crops, it is proper to men-
tion, lliai the application of land to the crops best

suited to it is not well understood. Fi^ven in many
parts of Normandy, land that would bear heavy
crops of wiieat is not unfrcquently sown with bar-

ley; and rye in manv parts is sown, where the
soil is admirably adapted i" r wheat. It not un-
frcquently happens, too, that rye is sown along
wtih wheat; the consequence of which is, that,

as the former ripens three weeks or a month
sooner than the wheat, when the latter is reaped,
almost the whole of the former is shed and lost.

Different kinds of wheat are s^own iu France;
the principal of which are tlie bearded wheat, va-

rious species of the comniori winter wheat, and
sprinnj wheat. What in Fnuland is called hedge
wlicat, where it is of comparatively laie introduc-

tion, has been lonir known in tiie north of France,
particularly at Calais, Lisle, and Dunkirk; it is

known there by the name of pullet wheat (ble

pullet,) or white vvheat, (blancble,) and it is re-

ijarded as wheat of the first quality. One of the
best kinds of sprin.q- or summer wheat known in

France, is called ble tremois ; the real sunmter
wheat, triticum lesiivum— it is sown wilh success
so late a^ the end of May, and yields a large in-

crease. The straw, too, is excellent fodder. The
produce of wheat in France per acre is small;
Even in the best cultivated districts, and on the
best soil, it cannot be averaged at more than 18 or

20 bushels per Entzlish acre. In most places it is

reaped ; this operation being performed, like the

other agricullural operations in France, chiefly by
women. In other districts, however, it is mown :

the whole process of harvesting is very carelessly

performed. In a "food year, in Picardy, 40 sheaves
are calculated to produce a septier of wheat of
240 lbs. The principal wheat districts of France,
are French Flanders, Arlois, Picardy, part of
Normandy, the Limagne of Auveriine, part of
Alsace, &c. Beauce, a province which lies be-

tween tlie Isle of France, Bloisois, and Oileari-

nois, and vhich now forms the department of the

Eure and J^oire, is so extremely fertile of wheat
as to be called the frranary of Paris. The wheat
of Narbonne is in high repute lor seed.

Barley is not extensively or judiciously culti-

vated in France. There are two sorts : the one
which the French call square barley, or barley oJ'
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autumn, because ihey sow it in lliat season ; tlie

other is called spring barley: This is the coni-

uion sort soa'n in France; they be<j;in to sow it

towards the end of April. This grain rs the com-
mon Ibod in many parts; either made into bread
by iist'if, or mixed with wheat flour. It is al.so

made inio p<^(>led barley : the best peeled barley

comes lloin Viiry-le- Francois, a considerable town
in the department ol' Mame. Good peeled bar-

ley is also made at Charpnton, near Paris. Re-
s|)ecliniT the culture ol' oats, there is nothing that

calls lor notice. Rye, as it may have been ob-

served from the rotations which have been spe-

cified, is very generally cultivated, principally tor

its grain, but in some places as green food. In

the latter way, the ridges ol' tlie wheat stubble

are split down, as early as possible after the crop
is oil the ground, and rye is sown, which in April

or JMay is cut lor the cattle; and, ifthe weather
proves liivorable, in some parts of France it is

mown three times. The rye in France is very
liable to a disease called ergot, which seems to be
unknovvn here ; and which produces, in those

wlio eat the grain so affected, the most dreadlul

complaints. The average produce ol' rye, when
reaped, is very small, perhaps not more than 15

or 16 bushels the English acre.

The animal produce of wheat, rye, barley, and
oats, which may be considered as the chief arable

products of France, has been dillerently esti-

mated; and, indeed, only an ap|)roximauon to

the truth can be looked for on tins account. Ac-
cording to Vauban, in his tmie. the annual pro-

duce of these grains was 59.175,000 eepiiers of

12 Paris bushels, or 240 pounds weight. Accord-
ing to Quesnay, the failier of the sect of the eco-

nomists, it was 45,000,000 septiers. In the opi-

nion of the Abbe d'Expilly, 78,472,380. Lavoi-
sier calculated it at 50,000,000 septiers; and Mr.
Arthur Young at 75,000,000. The variations

here are very considerable ; but if we take the

average of all these sums, it will give 61,519.672
septiers, as the annual produce of wheat, barley,

uais and rye in France. The proportions of these

difierent grains it is not easy even to conjecture,

with any probability of approaching the truth.

Rye and wheat are certainly produced in by lar

the greatest proportions
;
perhaps in pretty nearly

equal proporiions. Barley and oats are cultivated

on a very small scale ; the latter, especially in the

south, from tiie too great heat of the climate, are

not so much grown as in the north, and where
grown, are in general unproductive.

Bean:;, such as we cultivate in England, are

principally ffrown in French Flanders ; besides

these, the French grow what they call feces de

marais, or beans of the marsh, which they eat

only when green and fresh. They also dry them,

but in that state they serve only as Ibod for cattle.

Some persons eat them in Lent; buying them
green, and peeling the skin ofi, they split them in

two, and dry them in the open air. Haricots or

kidney beans are pretty generally cultivated as a

fallow crop ; they are carefully hoed, and are very

productive.

The limits of the maize district have already

been noticed, in treating of the climate of France
;

and the importance of this grain in an agricultural

point of view, has also been sulTiciently pointed

out, in the account of the rotations pursued in the

south of the kingdom. It is planted in rows or

squares, so far asunder that all necessary tillage

may be given between them. A considerable part

of ilie summer it aflbrds, as it were, a rich meadow,
the leaves being stripped regularly for oxen, afford-

ing a succulent and most laltening food, which
accounts for the high order of all the cattle in the

south of France. The meal of maize, besides

being used extensively as Ibod fbr man, is also

employed fbr fattening oxen, hogs, and poultry.

Thus it appears that iliis most valuable grain is a
meadow to leed the cattle in summer, and nou-

rishing Ibod to fatten them in winter. In some
parts of France, it is sown broadcast and thick,

for the purpose of mowing to suit cattle. This

practice is pursued in the northern districts, where
the climate is not sufficiently warm to ripen it

;

and even in the southern districts it is not uncom-
mon to sow it as an after crop, in the same man-
ner, and for the same purpose. Near Rousillon,

it is sown in May, to be cut green in August, at

which time more is generally in progress, to be ap-

plied to the same purpose in December. In the

north, it is sown in the beginning of May, on well

(lunged fallow, and cut when beginning to come
into ear. An arpent will maintain Ibur cows Irom

June to September ; and the wheat that succeeds

is always good. Although maize is undoubtedly

an exhausUnii crop, yet in the Pays de Basques,

on the low and humid lands of that province, it is

cultivated lor three years successively without

manures ; and this mode of farming, which is par-

ticularly mentioned by M. Parmenlier in his 3Ie-

moire siir le Blaise, is even recommended as good

by that author.

As maize, where intended to stand for harvest,

is always planted in rows, little seed is required
;

in general, only the eighth part of the seed which

would be necessary if wheat were sown ; and the

arpent yields more than double of that grain. la

some very fertile and well managed spots, an ar-

pent has yielded 2400 pounds, "it is commonly
ripe in the month of September ; and even when
later, the grain is protected from the inclemency

of the season, by its broad and strong leaves. It

is usual in most parts of France, to spread it under

the roofs of the cottages to dry ; the eaves of the

houses being made to project 10 or 12 feet from the

plane of the walls for this purpose. When the

corn is cut, it is tied up in bunches, and suspended

from light raficrs, horizontally placed under the

j

shelter ol these eaves.

Buckwheat is cultivated to considerable extent,

particularly on the poorer soils ; and being of rapid

growth, sufficient lime is allowed to clean the land,

before the succeeding crop of wheat or rye is

sown. It is much used as Ibod fbr man ; and, in

some parts, as has been already noticed, as green

food for cattle: in this case, it is a stubble crop.

A very Itjw years before the revolution, conside-

rable exertions were made by the iniendants of

the several provinces, to introduce the regular and

general culture of turnips. They distributed seed,

and published small treatises on the proper man-

agement, and great advantages ol this root; but

their exertions seem to have been in a great mea-

sure unsuccessful ; for turnips are very little culti-

vated in any part of France. Mr. Birkbeck, who
travelled in '1814 from Dieppe through Paris and

Lyons to the Pyrenees, and back by the route of

Toulouse, says he did not see a single acre of tur-

nips, or even o[ raves, in his whole journey. That
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they are not irrown in the souih of France, he as-

cribes lo ihe exlren)e dryness oflhe cliinaie. This
undoubtedly would render them a very precarious

crop ; but when he assigns the severity of the

winter in the northern disiricts of France, as the

cause of their not being cuiiivatod there, his rea-

son does not seem equally good. In (act, they

are cultivated in French Flanders, in Alsace, Lor-

raine, and in the other districts in the north and
east ; and it appears from Mr. Young's Tour, in

1787, 1788, 1789, that at that period they were
not entirely unUnown, even in the middle and
southern districts. In the department of the Lot,

raves, that is a kind of turnips with a carrot root,

long, thin, and poor, are cultivated ; These are

also grown near Caen in Normandy, in the road

to Bayeaux ; and in Bresse, or tiie department of

the Ain, where they are known under the deno-

mination oi'navets. Between St Palais and Bay-
onne, many turnips are grown in a singular hus-

bandry ; the wheat stubbie is either burnt by it-

self, or where it has not been left long enough,
piraw is spread over it, and then it is set on fire.

The ground thus cleaned of weeds, as well as ma-
nured, is then sown with turnips. On the whole,
however, the culture of this valuable root is very
partially known in France ; and where known,
is miserably conducted, as no hoeing is ever given
to it.

(To be continued.)

From tlie Cultivator.

Mr. Keith, of Maine, in a communication to the

Monthly Visitor, afier describing several modes of

managing bees, and the ill success that aUended
them, thus in substance gives the result of an ex-
jieriment made by placing them in a garret. He
finished a room in his garret impervious to rats and
mice, to which was a door secured against children

and intruders. In this room was placed a swarm
of bees, the hive on a level with and near the
places made lor their egress and ingress. Theyoung
swarm soon filled their hive, and then commenced
building all around it, filling in with the finest

comb, and without the support of slate or bars, the
space from the roof to the floor of their room. Mr.
Keith, by the aid of a candle, was able at any time
lo inspect the progress of his apiary, and witness
the Ibrmalions of the column of comb. There was
no swarming, and of course the work had the bene-
fit of all their increase in numbers. Alier the
second year of their operations, Mr. Keiih com-
menced taking honey from the room, doing it in

the winter when the bees were doimant^in the
central parts of the mass; these external combs
always composing the best and purest part of the
store. For many years Mr. Keith's table was
abundantly supplied in this way with the choicest
of sweets, until in 18— his dwelling house was
destroyed by fire, and his bee-hive, ''"containing at

the least eight hundred [joiinds of honey, and of
living beings a multitude which no man could
number," shared the common tine.

From what we have seen, and have been able to
learn on ihis subject, the mode ol treaiing bees as
above described is superior to inosi oiheis, lor the
ibllowing reasons, it prevents in most cases any

swarming ; the bees are not as frequently attacked
and destroyed by the bee-moih ; there is no neces-
sity of destroying the bee as is the common but
cruel practice ; and the store of honey is always at

command. The honey bee is one of the most va-
luable of our manufacturers; and that, and the silk-

worm almost the only insects that contribute by
their industry to the comlort of man.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE TOBACCO COKVENTION.

[When giving a place to the following report,

on a subject so interesting to all tobacco cultivators,

we cannot but express our surprise, as well as re-

gret, that not one person from Virginia attended

the meeting. This is another and a striking ex-

ample of the complete torpidity of the agricultural

class of Virginia, in all matters relating to their

peculiar interests and duties.

—

Ed. F. Reg.]

From tlie National Intelligencer.

Washington, Friday, 3fay 1st,

The convention of the tobacco planters of the

United Slates assembled in the chamber of the
board of aldermen, at the City Hall, this day.

Delegates were present from Maryland, Virginia
and Kentucky. Delegates had also been appoint-

ed from North Carolina, Tennessee, Missouri, and
other slates, but had not arrived.

At 12 o'clock, the convention was called to order
by Mr. Jenifer, of Maryland who said that he had
to announce, with great regret, that he had received

a letter from Governor Barbour, the president of
the convention of tobacco planters held three years
since, and who still, had he been present, would
have been the presiding officer, stating that he
would be unable to attend, in consequence of du-
ties detaining him at home, and expressing the re-

gret which he lelt at the circumstance.

Mr. J. suggested, therefore, that the convention
should now appoint a president, with a view to or-

ganize and proceed lo business. And he nominated
for that office Gov. Sprigg, ofMaryland ; who was
unanimously appointed.

The President having taken the chair

—

Mr. Jenifer suggested that the convention now
proceed to appoint a vice president and secretary.

A nd he would nominate fijr the former office a gen-
tleman who, although a stranger among them,
came there highly recommended by his character

and position—Mr. Benj. Jones, of Petersburg.
This nomination was unanimously agreed to.

On motion of Mr. W. T. Wooton, ofMaryland,
Mr. J. S. Skinner, of that state, was appointed
secretary.

And on motion of Mr. Thomas T. Somerville,

of Maryland, Mr. John Mercer of that state was
appointed assistant secretary.

The convention having been thus organized

—

The president said he presumed it would proba-

bly be within the contemplation of the convention
to appoint a committee at this time, for the purpose
of taking the subject upon which the convention

had met, generally into consideration ; and who
would be authorized to report at any hour to which
the convention might adjourn to morrow.
The convention was then addressed by Meesrc'.
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JeniTer, of Marylnnd, Tripletf, oC Kentucky, and

Keech, ofPrince George's county, Maryland; and,

also, by Mr. Dodge, the ogrnl appointed by the

government to visit Europe lor the ()uipof:e of pro-

curing information on the subject of tlie tobacco

trade, who laid before the convention some inte-

resting statistical statements, the results of his in-

vestigations.

Alier which, Mr. R. W. Bowie ofiered the fol-

lowing resolution :

Resolved, That a committee of be appoint-

ed by the president to consider and recommend such
measures as may be deemed must expedient to be
adopted, to accomplish the objects contemplated by
this convention.

Mr. Tripiett suggested, as an amendment to the

resolution, the addition, at the end theieolj of the

words "and that the committee he requested to

make report at 11 o'clock A. M. to-morrow."
Mr. Bowie accepted the modification; and the

resolution, as modified, was adopted.

And the blank was ordered to be filled with the

number ien.

The President announced the following gentle-

men members of the committee :

R. W. Bowie, chairman, Wm. J. Blackstone,
Thomas A. Somerville, John Mercer,
John Barnes, Baruch Mullikin,
Benjamin Jones, Edward Hamilton,
Thomas F. Bowie, Alexander Keech,
Mr. Jenifer, after urging a punctual attendance

to-morrow morning, suggested that any Iriends

who were in the tobacco interest, and were in the
ciiy, be invited to attend, and that such members
of congress as thought proper should attend also

as members of the convention ; which suggestions
having been assented to

—

On motion of Mr. Jenifer, the convention ad-
journed until 11 o'clock to-morrow m.orning.

Henry Godfrey Wheeler.
Reporter to the convention.

Saturday, May 2, 1840.
Pursuant to adjournment, the convention re-as-

Eembled this day at 11 o'clock.

Mr. Jenifer offered a resolution, which was una-
nimously adopted, returning thanks to the mayor
and common council for tendering to the conven-
tion during its sittings the use of the chamber of

the board of aldermen.
Mr. R. W. Bowie made the foHowinir report

:

The committee appointed by the conveniion of

tobacco planters now assembled in this city, wilh
instructions to prepare and report to this conven-
tion such measures as may be deemed expedient
to accomplish the objects ."ontemplaied by the con-

vention, beg leave respectfully to submit the fol-

lowing report

:

The sJatistical statement, respecting the enor-

mous duties and exactions imposed on American
tobacco, which was laid before the convention yes-
terday morning, and which is herewith again pre-

sented as a part of this report, showing "that Eu-
rope levies a revenue of about thiriy millions of

dollars on about 100,000 hogsheads of American
tobacco, which cost in the United S'ates about
seven millions.

These duties and exactions appear to he so enor-
nious that your committee have thourrht it necessa-
ry to examine them with the greatest atiention,

and have come to the conclusion that, enormous

as they are, the following facte'show that there is

no exaggeration.

Russia.
On examining the statement above mentioned,

it will be seen that during three years, that is, from
the 1st of October, 1835, to 30ih of September 1838,
the average direct exfiortations fi-om the United
Slates to tliat country amounted to 181 hogsheads
but the actual consumption in Russia may be con-
sidered as much greater, and may be safejyestimat-
ed at 458 hhds. annually, the difference over the
direct importations arising from the entrepots of
England, Holland an<l the Hance Towns, etc.

The revenue derived from An)erican tobacco may
be safely estimated at about $64,000.

IJolland.

The average direct importations of our tobacco
to that country during the three years aforemen-
tioned amounted to 19,815 hogsheads, but large
importations are annually made (i^om England, (n
1837 there were exported from that country to

Holland about 1,500 hogsheads of American to-

bacco, so that the total importations may be esti-

mated at 21,315 hogsheads of our tobacco, the
greatest proportion of which was afterwards re-

exported to Germany and other countries of Eu-
rope.

The consumption of Holland may be estimated
at about 3,300 hogsheads of American tobacco :

the duty is very trifling, but we have a right to

complain— 1st, of the unjust difference made be-
tween Maryland and the other tobaccoes of our
country, for whilst Virginia, etc. are admitted at

12 1-2 cents, Maryland tobacco is charged with a
duty of 14^ per 100 lbs. American, and stems are
assimilated to Maryland; and secondly, that none
of our tobaccoes are admitted at the same favora-
ble rate of duty as the tobacco ofsome other coun-
tries. For example: East India is admitted at

5 1-5 cents, Brazil at 8 4-5 cents, and that coming
from the Ukraine and other countries of Europe
at 11 3-8 cents per 100 lbs. Anterican. The
revenues derived fiom American tobacco in Hol-
land may be estimated at about ^5,600.

Belgium.
The average direct exportalions of our tobacco

to that country during the said three years was
2,457 hogsheads; the importations from England in

1837 were about 3,500 hogsheads of American to-

bacco ; so that the total importations into Belgium
may be estimated at about 6,000 hogsheads of our
tobacco.

It is extremely ditlicult to form any correct esti-

mate of the real consumption ofAmerican tobacco

in Belgium, the smuggling carried on from that

country into France being very great ; besides, se-

veral hundred hogsheads are re-exported to Ger-
many ; but the consumption, yo'.ir committee be-

lieve, may be estimated, in round numbers, at

4,000 hogsheads. The duty on American tobacco

is, on Virginia, &c. 23 1-2 cents, on Maryland
26 2-3 cents, and on stems 26 2-3 cents per 100

pounds, American. These duties are far from

liciiig heavy ; but siill we find, in this case, the

same unjust difference established between the

Maryland and the other tobaccoes of our country.

We likewise have cause to complain that the

tobaccoes of some other countries are admitted at

a less rale of duty than the American, for, on ex-

amininu the Belirian tariff, it will be liiund that the

East India tobacco is admitted at 10 cents, and
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Brazil at 16 1-2 cents per 100 lbs. American. The
revenue derived from the above quantity oi'Aineri-

can tobacco may be estimated at about §11)500.
Great Britain.

The averan;e direct exportation ofour tobacco to

that country lor ilie said three years has been 28,-

773 hogsheads. The annual average consumption
may be estimated at 18,000 hogsheads American
tobacco, which, by tfie calculations in the statement
before relerred to, render a gross revenue of.^'17,-

275,700. The duty of 3 shillings sterling per

pound, equal to 72 3-4 cents, is enormous, and, if

put on for sake of revenue, there is no doubt that it

defeats its own object ; lor it cannot be doubted
that, if this duty should be greatly diminished,
Great Britain would be a gainer in the net revenue
collected from it, inasmuch as it would necessarily

lead to a proportionately increased consumption.
Great Britain should take into consideration that

there is no duty levied in the United States on any
of her produce or manufactures which CiUi in any
manner be compared with the pnormons duly of
72 3-4 cents per pound, or over 800 per cent." on
our tobaccoes

;
[and that this duly weighing par-

ticularly heavy on those sections ofour country
which have been the moi-t favomhly disposed to a
low rate of duties in the United Siates, and it cer-
tainly becomes an important question for Great
Britain to take inio serious consideration whether
she can expect that those sections of our country
will continue to be liivorably disposed to low rates
of duties on British produce and manid'.ictures
should the government of that country continue to

levy such an enormous duly on one of the principal
staples of American industry.]

France.
The same observations may be applied to

Frai CO as to Great Britain. In France, the
monopoly ol" the Regie weiirlis still heavier on our
tobacco iniereste ; lor, whilst in England there are
18,000 hogsheads consumed, in France, having a
greater population, not much more than one-half
of that quantity is consumed.
hy the statement already referred to, it will be

observed that the profits resulting from the mono-
poly paid into ihc French treasury by the Regie,
in 1837, amounted to over eleven millions of dol-
lars. Th°se were the net profits, and if the ex-
penses of the Regie, which are very great, should
be added to that amount, (here is no doubt that the
gross revenue would be fifteen millions of dollars

;

and, as a considerable proportion of American to-

bacco is employed principally to mix with the
native tobacco, in order to render the quality of
the manuliictured article more valuable, it may
iheretore saleiy be esiimated that the revenue
derived from France, either directly or indirectly,
from American tobacco alone, amounts to five an.i

a half millions of dollars, being probably more
than double the amount of revenue obtained by the
United Slates from all the importations into this

country from France.

Spain.

^
In that country a monopoly of the Regie exists.

The average exports li-om the United Isiaies, as
will he seen by the statement already relijrred to,

were 1,723 hogsheads. There were also exported
from England in 1837 about 1,150 hogsheads of
Americiui tobacco. Large quantities, it is pre-
sumed, arc also smuggled from Gibraltar; so that
the total annual coiisumpiion of American tobacco

may be estimated at about 5,700 hogsheads.
From information before the committee, it is be-
lieved that the gross revenue derived from the
Regie may be safely estimated at eight millions of
dollars; and, as the American tobacco employed
is in the proportion of about five-eighths of the

whole, the gross revenue d(!rived Iherefrom may
be esiimated at about five millions of dollars from
American tobacco.

Portugah
In that country a monopoly by the farm (that

is, the right to deal in the article under a license

sold by the government) exists. The direct

average exportations were only 77 hogsheads, but

the average exportations of our tobacco from En<r-

land to Ptirtugal may be estimated at about SO
hog^iheads. The leaal importations into that

country may therefore be estimated at about 363
hogsheads annually.

The net revenue derived from tobacco through

the farm was, a few years ago, as follows :

Amount of the lease to the farm, or per-

sons nr company obtaining the license

for the monopoly, per year $1,400 000

Amount of the import duly 195,116

But to the aforegoing there should al?n he

added to the amount which the farm

has a'so to pay to the o-overnment for

pensions to the former officers of the old

tobacco administration 24,677

81,620,093

And, as the quantity of American tobacco legal-

ly consumed, was about one-third of ihe whole
manufactured, the net revenues from American
tobacco may be estimated at about ^540,000. Al-

thoush tobacco can only be admitted on account of
the farm, yet it is subject lo a duty of %S 36 on
American and $6 27 per 100 lbs. on Brazil.

Italy.

Throughout Italy monopolies of tobacco exist,

either being a Regie of the stales, or it is farmctl

oul by the frovernmcnt.

In Sardinia, it is a Regie, and the profits from
the monopoly must be very great.

In the Roman statps it is also a Regie. The
consumption ofAmerican tobacco may be estimat-

ed at about .300 hogsheads. The profits are un-
questionably great.

In Tuscany it is farmed our. The consumption
of A merican tobacco may be esiimated at about
425 hogsheads, and the profits from the monopoly
fi-om that quantity at about 8140,000.

In Parma, the American tobacco is employed in

making the first class ofsnufT, and the consumption
may be esiimated at about 130 hoirsheads. In
1834, the Government obta'ned a gross revenue
of about .8106,460, from all qualities oftobacco.

In Naples, it is firmed out. The quantity of
American tobacco may be estimated at about 400
hogsheads and Ihe revenue derived through the
liarm at about 8400,000.

In Ihe Austrian dominions, wiih the exception
of Hungar\-, it is a Regie. The consumption of
American tobacco may be esiimated at about 4,000
hogsheads, which is partly imported into Trieste
direct !rom the United States, but the greatest

proportion is obtained from the entrepots of Hol-
land and the Hanse Towns. The profits derived
ihrcugh the Regie m.ust be very groat.
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In the rest of Germany, where a la rye proportion

of our tobacco is consumed, the revenue derived

from it may be estimated at about 81,200.000. Tiie

committee cannot (onclnde this repoit without cail-

intj the attention of'tiie convention to the important

iact that the averaije value oCihe lohacco exported

to various countries ol' Europe was, (roni 1st ol'Oc-

tober, 1835, to 30th September, 1S38, 87,267,794,

and that, durintj ihesame period, the average value

ol'our domestic produce exported nnnualiy (o the

same countries was 879,201,880. Hence it ap-

pears that the article of tobacco, the chief staple

of those represented by this convention, constitutes

in value about one-tenth of the whole export olour

domestic produce to Europe ; and it may be pre-

sumed that an equal proporiion of the population

of the country has a direct interest in, if not an

absolute dependence upon the cultivation and trade

ofthat important, and, hitherto, too much neglected

branch of American industry.

In view of the (iictsand considerations here pre-

pented, the committee respectfully recommend the

adoption of the lollovving resolutions :

Resolved, That this convention views with deep
regret, and sense ol' injury, the continued heavy
burdens imposed upon tobacco imported Irom the

United States into foreign countries v/hose products

and manufactures are admiUed info this country
entirely free of, or at nominal duty. That this ine-

quality is at war with that spirit of reciprocity by
which (iiendly commercial nations should be go-

verned, and that a longer submission to it by the

government of the United Stales would he unjust

to the tobacco planters, destructive of their interests,

and evince a gross want of attention to their just re-

monstrances.

Resolved, That acommittee of'three be appoint-

ed by the president of iliis convention to drauirht a

/nemorial to the congress of the United Siaies,

urginir the adoption of such measures as may be
best calculated to effect a modification or repeal of

the high duties and restrictions in foreign countries

upon tobacco imported from the United Stales; and
that the senators and repres^intatives in congress
from the tobacco-growing states be, and they are

hereby requested to use their efforts to accomplish
these objects.

Resolved, That a committee of five be appoint-
ed by the jiresident of this convention to draft an
address to the tobacco planters of the United
States, setting forth their grievances, and urging
them to lose no time in memorializing congress
to relieve them, so far as that may be done by na-

tional legislation, from oppressiotis already too

long endured—and which, when iliey are fuily un-
derstood, cannot be quietly submitted to.

Resolved, That this convention recognize with
grateful satisfaction the measures which have al-

ready been employed, with auspicious effect, to

procure the adoption by foreign governments of
measures of just reciprocity in regard to the inter-

ests represented by tins convention, and that they
entertain and hereby respecilljlly express the hope
that the government of the Uniied States will per-

severe in its exertions to accomplish the reduction
or repeal of the heavy duties and restrictions of

which we con] plain.

Resolved, Tiiat a copy oftbe proceedings of this

convention be communicated to the president off he
United Stales, and to each ofthe senators and repre-

VoL. VIII-35

sentatives in congress from the tobacco-growing

states.

The report and resolutions having been read, a

debate followed, in which Messrs. Dromgoole,

Jenifer, R. W. Bowie, Triplet!, Thomas F. Bowie,

Hamilton, Keeidi, and Duckitt, participated.

Alter which, that portion of the report which

is within brackets, was stricken out.

The resolutions were taken up seriatim and

adopted; and the question being then taken on the

whole, llie report, as amended, and the resolutions,

were unanimously adopted.

The president thereupon appointed Messrs. Je-

nifer, Tripleti, and Benjamin Jones, of Virginia, a

committee to carry out the purposes of2d resolution.

And Messrs. Triplett, R. \V. Bowie, Daniel

Jenilt^r, George C. Dromgoole, and John Mercer,

a committee to carry out the purposes of the third

resolution.

On motion ofMr. Thos. F. Bowie, it was unani-

mously
Resolved, That, in the opinion of this conven-

tion, the time has arrived when a journal devoted to

the great tobacco interest should be selected and
patronized by this convention and ail others en-

gaged in its cuhivation ; and that the American
Farmer (edited by J. S. Skinner, Esq.,) be seled-

ed as a suitable organ lor the difi'usion of inform-

ation on tills important branch of American in-

dustry.

Afler some collateral proceedings

—

Mr. Triplett ofiered the following resolution,

which was unanimousi}' adopted:

Resolved, That the president of this convention

have power, and he is requested, to call a tobacco

convention when, in his opinion, the interest ol"

the tobacco planters may require it.

Mr. R. VV. Bowie oflered the following resolu-

tion, which was unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That it be recontinended to the tobac-

co planters, and all oihers coimecied with the to-

bacco business in the United States, to hold meet-

ings in their respective districts to respond to the

proceedings of this convention.

And the business belbre the convention having
been now dis[)0sed of

—

On motion of Mr. R. W. Bowie, it was unani-

mously
Resolved, That the thanks of this convention

be tendered to the president and vice piesident of"

this convention for their able and dignified dis-

charge of the duties of the chair.

And then, on motion of Mr. Thos. F. Bowie,
the convention adjourned.

HeIVRY GOfiFREY WhEELEU,
Reporter to the convention.

From tlie Fanners' Cabinet.

Fromcareful.experiments and observations made
by Dr. Schubler, professor of chemistry applied to

agriculture, in the celebrated institution of Fellen-

burg, at Hofwyl, in Switzerland, he says, he I'ound

ihe morning's milk commonly to yield some hun-

dredths more cream than the evening's, at the

same temperature; and that in milking cov/s, this

singular phenomenon is observed, that the milk

obtained from one and the same milking, differs con-

siderably in quality: that, contrary to what might
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be expected, ihc niiiU first extracleJ, is not the

best— but that whicli is obtuiiieci the last con-

tains invariably tlie largest pru|)oriion of cream.

To salisty liiinself thoroughly on this pomt, he

caused a meal's luilk ol' one cow lo be milked into

jBve vessels ol" ihe satue size, and then separately

examined the milk in each in the order in which

it was taken.

No. 1, or lliat drawn first, gave 5 per c. of cream.

"2, gave 8 - do.

"3, gave 11,5 do.

«' 4, gave 13,5 do.
«« 5, ----- gave 17.5 do.

Making an average of '.he whole oi 11,05 percent.

He extended his experiments so as to test the

quantity of caseous or cheesy matter obtained Irom

ditierent drawings of milk, which displayed a simi-

lar result— proving, in the most salislactory man-
ner, that tlie last drawings of the milk were con-

stantly much richer, bolli in butter and cheese,

than the first; and demonstrating in the most con-

clusive manner the vast importance to the farmer,

of having trusty milkmaids, who will tug away
as long as a drop of the precious fluid remains in

the udder.

ADMKESS TO THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF CUMBERLAKD.

By TV. S. Morton, President.

(Communicated for llie Ucgistcr by order of tlie Society.]

Gentlemen—The deplorable condition ol'

agriculture in our state has perhaps been the

theme of as much idle declamation and Iruilless

reoret as any other subject of general interest.

Anxious inquiries have been iiisliiuied into the

causes which have produced this condition, by

Bonie of our ablest men. 'Mie evil has been

traced lo various causes. The apathy ol' our le-

gislature, in relation lo the mleiests of agricul-

ture, has been condemned. Our geograj^hical

locality has, by some, been thought to produce in-

surmountable obstacles to agr:culiural prosperity,

inasmuch as we are, by it, precluded from a mar-

ket for those crops best comporting with an im-

provement of the soil. Our lailure lias also been

charged upon our eager fondness lor politics and

political exciiement. We have also blamed our

ancestors liar cutting down and wearing out our

best lands, and rearing us in opinions and habits

unsuitable to successlul improvement, in short,

we have been disposed to throw the blame any

where else but on ourselves. V/lierever ihe re-

proach may be lodged, the evil stiil exists. There
is now nearly the same cause lor lamentation,

over gullied and barren fields, and wide-spread

wastes, as existed about Ibrty years ago, when
John Taylor was exerting his powerlul and patri-

otic mind, lur the improvement of agriculture, in-

deed, it IS highly probable, that aiihough ihere

may have been a multitude of instances of indi-

vidual improvement, yet, that since that time, the

soil of the stale has, in aggregate value, greatly

lost. With this belief, some have despaired of

our good old commonwealth, and supposed that

she was formed to shine, lor a while, as " the mo-
ther of states," and was doomed then to wither

iand die, like the moth. But, gentlemen, in this

pause, it seems something like trcEtson to despair.

We all can see that something is greatly wrong-
instead of searching lor those on whom to throw
iilame, let us assume much of it to ourselves.

'i'he remedy, ii ihere be any, must fe sought by
ourselves and our compeers. Let '' nil desperan-

dum "— '• don t give up ihe shi[),"— be our motto;

let us often contemplate, how tiiuch the [jrosperity

of our beloved country depends on the exertions

of iis agricultural class ; let us double our exer-

tions at improvement, and, rely uj)on it, brighter

days will yet await us.

Among the many cures for the evils of which
we complain, thec.rganization of agricultural socie-

ties has generally been resorted lo with most con-

fidence. Such institutions, if wisely and zealously

conducted, may produce the most happ}' results.

The mere ibrmation of a society, and the simple

gathering of its members occasionally, unless

each one resolves to exert himself in the cause,

and to bring with him all that he possibly can, to

throw into the common treasury of inlormalion,

must end in liiilure. Eut has not each one of ua

trusted too much lo the mere formation of this so-

ciety, to |)roduce benefit, without reflecting suffi-

ciently on his own individual duiies in it, and re-

solving to liischarge them? Which of us at its

co.mmencement, finding himself in a region con-

fessedly capable of high improvement, and sur-

rounded by those whom any man might delight

to consider his friends and neighbors, did not

prognosticate more fruits li-om our association,

than have yet been produced ?• We have entered

on a field, new indeed in this region, and filled

with many difliculties, but happily exempted from

much that poisons the peace of men in other

modes of consociation, in agriculture all arc

brothers. Each delights in the |)rospcrity of ihe

rest. Each is at liberty lu Ibllow, and to profit

by, the example of Ins neighbors. Emulation

can hardly degenerate into malignant rivalry and

pariy spirii ; the baneful genius ol the age has no

home liere. V/hich of us, on deriving inibrma-

tion irom a brother member here, would once

think of the party in politics to which he belong-

ed "^ Indeed, were there no other benefits lo be

derived from agricultural societies, their meetings

would be desirable, that their members might oc-

casionally be overshadowed by the benign influ-

ences of social afl'ection. Let us resolve, then,

that we will cheri-h these influences, yea, let us

resolve that we will make a new eflorl to secure

the best benefits from our institution. Our own
interests, the honor ol' our country, and the good

of our country, imperiously demand this effort at

our hands. Should we sufler the society to die

from individual apathy, some lew of us may go

on with etlorts to improve, but it will be in rather

a lonely, unsocial way ; without the cheering

tlioughl that our best friends and neighbors are

wishing us success, and earnestly laboring in the

s;ime caus'\ "With ardent and united endeavors,

we surely could eflect something valuatile, and

should we lail, the conciousness of having honest-

ly striven will attbrd consolation. That we have

as yet done so little, instead of discouraging,

should stimulate us to renewed exertion, boih to

ascertain the causes of lailure, and to remove

them.
Col. Taylor has made this remark : " the chief

obstacle to the success of a society Ibr promoting

agriculture in Virginia, in my view, is the morbid
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avorsion to wiilirig on ihai subject lor publication."

This was addressed to the Plate society, whose
chief object was to operate on the public, throutrli

the niodium of the pre:^s. The remark certainly

cannot be applied wiih the same Ibrce to county

societies
;
yet such ol" their members as possess

inlbrmation which would benefit the pubhc, can-

not justifiably withhold it. But while our mem-
bers, <!;enerally, should not be expected to write

lor publication, I doubt much whether the cliief

obstacle to the success oi' our society for the pro-

motion of agriculture will not be "the morbid

aversion," to writing (or the good of the society.

In our associated capacity, we can only benefit

each other, by either written or verbal inlbrm-ition.

What is communicated in writing is the most va-

luable, as it is commonly prepared with more care

and system, and the communications beinij the

property of the society, can be referred to whene-
ver it is desirable. Here permit me to express

my stronir approbation of that regulation of our

society, which requires such a communication
from each tnember, at our annual meetings. Tliis

alone, if it be liiithfully aitended to, cannot fail

to render our institution both interesting and use-

ful. There is scarcely one member amongst us
who does not know something unknown !o some,
or all, of the rest. Could we, on meeting toge-

ther, hear from each member an elaborate essay

on some asricultural subject, or the details oi

eome experiment carefully conducted and report-

ed, we should s|)end the day more pleasantly and
profitably than we have done in some of our com-
paratively silent meetinus. Tlie society might
also, occasional!}', tiave the pleasure of difhising

inlbrmation considered valuable, by publishing

some of these communications.
But, gentlemen, I trust you will pardon the re-

mark, when [ observe that it is rather too sonn to

complain of a deficiency of agricultural writing,

while there is so little ajrricultural reading among
us. The " Cultivator," published in Albany,
New York, is an exceedingly cheap and valuable

periodical. This, I l)elieve, is taken by a goodly

number of our members. "The t^armers' Re-
gister," published in our own state, which I con-
sider cheap at five dollars, but which may be
had for half* that sum, by punctually paying in

advance of each volume, has on its list of sub-

scribers the names of hardly half a dozen of our

members. In these days, when it is so common
for one to know and to say what other people

ou^ht to do, 1 suppose I shall hardly yive ofi'ence,

by observing that I should be highly pleased to

know, that not only every member of our society,

but every man who drives a plough in our com-
monwealth, was a subscriber liir both ol' these

works. The veteran editor of " The American
Farmer," in Baitimore, has also returned to his

old post, and deserves as much, at the hands oi

the agricultural community, as any man living.

There is nothing very pleasant in the office, but I

will volunteer as agent for either or all of these
works, and trust I shall be able to obtain some
subscribers. Most of us take political papers,

* On referring to the " conditions " of the Register,
I find that I was not exactly correct ir, tfie above
statement. Two new subscribers, or any old one,
who will find a new one to join him, can get the work
for half price, by paying in advance. See Conditions
of publication.—W.' S.~ M.

which sometimes put us in an ill humor. Agri-

cultural papers, so jar as I can speak liom expe-

rience, have a powerful tendency to soothe the

temper. The one may iherelbre be prescribed

as an antidote against the poison of ihe other.

In almost all human vocations, it is expected that

some apprenticeship shall be served, or some stu-

dious preparation undergone, in order to the pro-

per qualification of the votary. In the learned

prolessions, much and laborious study is consider-

ed indispensable. A knowledge of architecture

is tiecessary lor complete carpentry. Even the

tailors, I understand, are beginning to cut coals

scientifically. Possibly that may be the reason of

the great increase in their rates of charging.

Agriculture, alone, may be pursued without pre-

vious pieparation, and without a constant efiort to

improve in knowledge. Reading, alone, certainly

cannot make the practical and successful farmer;

but it will afford him, in an easy and expeditious

manner, inlbrmation which his lilnime would be

too fhortto learn from experiment.

Among the obstacles to the success of agricul-

tural societies, has been enumerated the perpetui-

ty of office in the persons of Ihe same individuals.

Rotation in office is said to be the lile of republics.

Lile is certainly an article much needed at present

by our society. I can hardly conceive of any
thing better calculated to infuse this, than to place,

at least, the higher offices in new hands. Your
president should be changed once a year. The
present incumbent, while thanklLiI for past confi-

dence, would gladly resign ihe chair to another.

I lee! unwilling to close this hastily prepared

address, without incorporating into it something

of a practical character. There was a plough in-

troduced into this region, about ten years ago,

made by Clute and Reagles of Schenectady,

New York, which, for strength and durability, Ibr

facility of draught, and the beauty and thorougli

execution of its work, f think unequalled by any-

thing of the kind I have ever seen. Indeed, E

consider it as far before the best ploughs of other

kinds, that I have used, as these are before some
ploughs that [ have sometimes seen, drawn by a

I)airof miserable horses, and not only driven, but,

mended very frequently by a negro boy, whose
best implements Ibr the operation were a lew rusty

old crooked nails, and a stone for a hammer.
The owner of this plough was certainly not in

the habit of making calculations.

In conclusion, gentlemen, permit me once more
to urge a renewed efiort for ihe prosperity of our
society, and to tendsr to each, and to all of you,

my most hearty wishes Ibr your success in agri-

culture, and your success in every thing.

CURING HAY.

From the American tanner.

In an early number of the Farmers' Register,

instructions are given for curing hay, which I have
adopted, and pursued advantageously for several

years ; and, as many of your readers may not

have seen that work, perhaps this communication
may result in benefit to some of them.

I prepare stakes seven feet long, and two inches

in diameter, sharpened at both ends—hay cut in the

morning, if the weather is clear, is collected by a
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horee-rake in the evening. Tliefoiindalion oflhe
cocks are made fhree leet in diameter, and after

heiuix Trtised two Icel high, a stake is run through
inio the jyfround, and the codi finished by pulling
hay over the top of the slake, and carried up in

form ofa cone. The slakes handle hetier by heing
pmooihcd wiih a drawing knile, and short hay fori^s

are the best for the work. Orchard grass, and
I suppose limoliiy and lierds-grass, put up in this

way, rarely susiain injury lioni rainorwin(], and
alter iwo<lays' clear weather may be mowed away
with perlect safety. If urgent business on liie

liirni refjuiies it, I do not hesitate to leave the liay

out til! a convenient season.
I cut no other liay hut, orchard ijrass : most

persons prefer liniolhy; hut if orchard grass be
cut as soon as it <rels inio full bloom, it makes ex-
cellent hay, and if the first crop be not snfHcienl,
ihere is a good chance lor the second. The se-
cond crop is neyer so good in quality as the first,

and a provident liirmcr ou<fht never lo rely on it,

but may resort to it to supply the deficiency ol'his

first crop. After the first crop iscut, if the land be
kept clear of slock, lor two or three weeks, it will

aHord excellent grazing, and afier it isealen down,
iflhe cattle be removed, and it lias ihe benefit of
ihe September rains, it makes valuable pasture till

December, and sometimes till Chiislmas. When
biiilcr is to be made in the lidi, for winier use, the
cov\g are alwa3s turned upon my orchard grass.

I have never esteemed clover v;duable for hay; it

is not a healthy food for horses, though it does well
forcalile. Sugar beets, with rough provender,
corn shucks, (wheat or oat straw,) is their best

winier provision. Red clover with the aid of

gypsum on exhausted lands has been found a
most valuaiile imjirover : but I have been ol" late

inclined to doubt, afier lands have been well im-
proved by lime or marl, and putrescent manures,
if red clover is not n;enerallv eslimaied beyond

summers I have spent some time in Pennsylvania
— I conversed Ireely wilh some persons connected
with the Philadelphia market, and lound ihey es-

teemed wliiie clover as more valuable for bulter
and beef than red.

The farmers of Maryland and Virginia have
been marked (or iheir improvidence, and among
other proofs, a strong one is our dependence upon
foreign slates for our grass-seed. I liave saved
on my own farm clover and orchard grass seed,

and I can say vviih confidence, they may thus
be obtained at one-lburih of what they cost; and
I confess wilh shame, that with this knowledge, I

have generally depended upon the Baliimore
market Ibr clover seed. I warn cur farmers against

lijreign seeds—JBy this menus we have introduced
ihe plantain, liie Si. John's wort, and ihe Rich-
ardson's pent ; and if we add to it the Canada
ihistle, we shall have a heavy evil upon us. I

have sown this spring but little clover seed ; I

purpose to keep my wheat fields, or some of them,
clear ofslock till late in October, and not graze
them next year, lill the mon'h ot May. 1 am very
sensible that my speculation in relation to red

clover, is contrary to received opinion— i do not

advance it wilh confidence, and 1 desire to lest it.

Old Mr. Shandy thought there was nothing like a
theory— I think an agricultural theory of little

worth, unless its value be tested by experience.

War. Carmichael.
TVije, Queen ^/jjfe's Co., 3Id.

Jpril 20, 1840.

SHEEP HUSBANDRY.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Although it can easily be demonstrated to the
dullest apprehension, that no farming stock wilt

yield greater net profit than sheep, when pro-
ils real worih. When red clovcris sown on our

{

[jerly treated, yet we may venture to assert, that
oat or wheat fields, ii is not usually grazed lill ihe

middle olOciober. Il clover is not sown on them
as soon as the grain is secured, the siock is lurned
in, and the fields remain a hack pasture, until

ploughed lor another crop, in this district of
country, even under this treatment, while clover
will arow on our improved lands, butted clover
would generally he exiin<ruishcd ihe first season.
I have heard experienced farmers say, that the
great iuiproving properly of the red clover was in

the tap root. This consists in the vegetable
matter it contains, and if the same qtianiity of ve-
gclable matier could be imparled to the soil (i-om

any oihcr source, the effects I should ihink would
be equal. Some years airo, u[>on "he chauL^e of my
eystem ol' iarniing. 1 was unable to make' during
the year a dividing fence between my wheat and
corn field, and, of course, after culling ihe wheat,
the field was not grazed; it had been dressecl

the year previous v.'iih marsh mud, and the
while ciover was equal lo what i have seen in

the fall of the year on fields sown with red clover.

Red clover often liiils fi-om a defect in the ^eed,
or ttie season; and, if the oats or wheat upon
which it is sown be luxuriant, it is liable to be
smothered before harvest. White clover is indige-
nous, and on improved lands rarely fails : under
smy circumstances, and I think under provident
ilvupbandry would afford siifiicient vegetable matter
?o keep them in hcalihy action. The last two

none are more shamelijily neglected, especially

in our own stale. The loss among ihem by
death, during the last winter and early spring,

has been enormous; far indeed beyond any that;

the oldest man among us can recollect. Now, as
this, 1 believe, has been entirely owing lo a dis-

ease which, although very common, has not yet

been disiinguished by any technical name or piiy-

siological description, I will endeavor to point out

the piemonitory symptoms, for the benefit of sucJi

young farmers as may not have attended to them
sufficiently, to take timely warning against their

faial consequences. The first is a sinking con-

vexiiy of ihe back, and a position oflhe head and
neck, which give lo the animal more the shape of
ihe camel than the sheep. The next is an inward'

shrinking of the belly, which gives lo that part an.

upward curvature, nearly parallel lo the curve of

the spine. Lastly, and whin the case is nearly

desperate, may be seen a drawing of the li"ont

and hinder liiet towards each other, as if the poor,

doomed creature, hopeless of all aid fiom man,
was about to fall into the agonies of death. A
post mortem examination, alihough rarely made,
except by dogs and buzzards, always discloses a

carcass the bones of which have nearly worn
through the skin, and intestines almost as empty
as the exhausted receiver of an air-pump.

Having described, as accurately as 1 can, what
ihe doctors would call the diajinostics of this
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hillierto nameless, but most desolatinnr disease, I

will lake ihe liberty lo call it the venter vacuus, or

hollow belly ; a malady, by the way, far more de-

structive to our poor sheep, than even the hollow

horn is to our most wo-begone, skoleton-looking

cattle. 1(" tlieir unfeeling masters could every now
and then feel a lew twinges of it, they would, at

least, be taught that sympathy (or their domesti-

cated brute animals, which all men naturally feel,

who are not themselves much less humane than
both reason and duly require them to be.

A small portion of our larmers boldly assert that

we ourselves are the sole cause of this deadly dis-

ease ; and thai nothing is more simple and cheap
than the means by which it may be always and
entirely prevented—to wit : dry shelters to protect

them Irom bad weather; daily Ibod oC good long
Ibrage, with some grain, pease, or a due portion oC

such roots as they will eat; and salt sprinkled on
tar, twice or thrice a week. Others, constituting,

J believe, a considerable majority, would seem as

strenuously to maintain, that their sheep are wiser

than their masters in regard to shelters ; that arti-

ficial ones make them unhealthy; and that brows-
ing upon pine, cedar, and holly bushes, to warm
their stomachs, with poverty grass and broom-
straw lo give them the necessary distention, is lar

belter lor them, than lo save them the material

trouble of catering for themselves, without which
they are apt to become too lazy and plethoric.

But all badinage apart, I would most earnestly

ask every man among us who owns sheep, if it is

not highly important to tliem all to settle forever,

and as speedily as possible, this difference of opi-

nion in reerard to their proper management? The
unanswerable proofs of the best practice are, and
have long been, within the reach of every one who
will take the trouble lo examine them with a mind
open to conviction. For if foreign publications on
the subject should be objected to as unsuitable for

us, enough and more than enough from the high-
est practical authority in our own country can be
found to satisfy even the most skeptical. There
are many of your correspondents who could exhi-

bit these prools, if they would only spare as much
time as to write them out for your Register. But
lest this method should savour too much of " book-
farming" (or some ofour brethren, I will respectfully

suggest another mode, in all cases where the com-
munication cannot be made from the writer's own
experience. For instance, when we go to our re-

spective courts, as it is the Virginia fashion for

nearly three-fourths of us to do on every court-

day, business or no business, instead of spending
the greater part of our time in those worse than
useless political party wranglings, where all are

clamoring together and none listening, let only

one or two men in each county endeavor to ob-

tain, from their (i'iends and acquaintances, answers
to the following questions :

Do you, or do you not, shelter your sheep from
bad weather during winter and early spring?
Do you leed them well (i-om November until

April ?

What id the average weight of their fleeces,

and what the average loss of grown sheep and
lambs within that period?

I presume that lew would refuse to reply to such
inquiries ; and if their answers were arranged in

a tabular form, as they might be, very concisely,
such elalements (unless I grossly err) would exhi-

bit so striking a difference between the results of
the opposite modes of treatment, as would not

only astonish even those who suppose this differ-

ence to be greatest, but would forever banish all'

doubt fi-om every mind, unless it was of ihat stu-

pidly obstinate character upon which neither lacts"

nor arguments can make any irai)ression. I pray
you, sir, to endeavor to prevail on some of your
friends lo give you some such statements as I

fiave taken the liberty to suggest.

If 1 may judge by what I myself know, and
have heard from authority in which I fully con-

fide, the average annual loss in our state, of
unsheltered and poorly fed sheep, has rarely, if

ever, been less than about 15 per cent. This last

season, I am confident, it has been greater; while

the fleeces of all such sheep, from the time of my
earliest recollection, have not averaged more than
three or three and a half pounds. With this state-

ment, which 1 admit to be somewhat conjectural,

although not entirely so, I beg j'our readers to

contrast the communication of Mr. L. A. M. of
Tompkins county, N. Y., in the 'Albany Culti-

vator' (or this month (April.) He states that he
"commenced the last winter with 535 lambs, and
that up lo the 21st of February he had lost but

two; both of which were mortgaged" (as he
says) " lo the crows belbre foddered season com-
menced." This farmer, be it remembered, both

shelters and feeds his sheep with great care. To
his statement I beg leave to add one which was
published several years ago, in the Richmond
'Enquirer,' (i-om a Mr. Hill, of Caroline county,

Va., a gentleman of unquestionable veracity. As
well as I recollect, it was made two years (ollow-

ing ; and in each year the fleeces of his sheep, to

which he paid great attention, averaged upwards
of six pounds. The three best flocks, by far, that

1 myself ever saw, were, one in Prince William,
one in King George, and one in Essex. All were
sheltered and well led from the commencement of
cold weather to the end of it; and the last men-
tioned flock was housed every night throughout
the year, in an old tobacco-house, which was
swept out every morning. These sheep were un-
commonly fine, and might well have been com-
pared with any that I have ever heard of in our
country.

To conclude, I beg you, my good sir, to remem-
ber that this communication, like all the others
which I have ever made for your paper, is sent

solely pro bono publico, and not for self-gratifica-

tion. I submit it therelbre entirely to your owq
judgment to determine whether it can render any
service or not ; (or I never wish to occupy even so

much as a square in your Register, unless I can do
some good by it; and of this you must judge ra-

ther than Your old Iriend,

James M, Garnett.
Essex, jfpril lOth, 1840.

EPIDEMIC AMONG HORSES.

From tlie Carolina Planter.

A disorder is prevailing extensively among
horses throughout the souihern states— in North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, it is very

general, and we understand liarther west.

The s\ niploms are an irritability of the whole
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system—with feverishnes?, and in some cases ac-

tual lever

—

sliirht watering or mattering aiiout the

eyes—wiih a cloudiness about the cornea—languor

—refusal to eat—slight husky cough with slight

discharge from the nostril—swelling of the legs

—

stiffness in liie loins and legs-sometimes only one

leg being atiiecied. It attacks in come cases with

coTicky symptoms—or the womb becomes excited

and mares cast their Ibals— in others inflamma'ion

of the bowels comes on. Should the catarrhal

symptoms not be controlled early, swelling oC the

glands ol' the throat and neck takes place with

inflammation of the windiiipe and lungs—high

lever and puffing of the skin—the inflammation o!

the eyes increases and results in blindness— the

stiflhess of the limbs becomes worse—spasms come
on—with intense liiver, and inflammation of the

brain or lungs takes place, and death ibllows

quickly.

In many of the cases rest and light feed are all

that is necessary. The disease continues but

three or four days. In most of the cases which

have occurred in our neighborhood the irritability

of the system has been checked, and the disease

controlled by a single iarge bleeding, and lor salety

we recommend it in all cases. In one case, where

high fever was present, and highly inflammatory

symptoms, with increasing stiffness in the limbs,

great swelling of the legs, and disposition to spasm,

with acute pain in the bowels, we saw eight quarts

of blood taken from the neck, followed by an ene-

ma of two ounces of laudanum, procure immediate

relief— the symptoms returning on the Ibllowing

day, eight quarts more weie taken away, and a

repetition of the laudanum two or three times gave

permanent relief

In one fatal case which we have seen, symp-

toms of intense inflammation of the trachea, lungs

and bowels were present—in another inflammation

of the womb.
We consider the disease as catarrhal—afl'ecting

the mucous membranes and glandular system

—

coming on with a general irritability of the whole

systern, which, unless immediately removed, is

Ibllowed by inflammatinn of the most irritable or-

gan of the animal— in some horses there being a

trreater disposition to have one organ affected than

another, as is noticed in man—colds producing al-

lections of the air-tubes, bowels, or rheumatic

symptoms, according to particular susceptibility of

individuals to take on disease of those kinds.

While noticing the present epidemic, we would

throw out a few hints on the diseases of horses in

general. Most of them are inflammatory, and ihe

extraordinary power of the heart and arterial sys-

tem requires, that where liever is present, the most

vigorous depleting measures should be used at an

early period. More horses die of inflammation ot

the stomach and bowels than from, any other dis-

ease, and most persons who have given any atten-

tion to the subject, notice how very rapidly inflam-

mation runs its course in a iiorse. This renders it

important to attend to symptoms immediately, and

we can scarcely go wrong in bleeding a horse with

symptoms of colic or hots—and giving enemas of

laudanum— frequently horses are lost by waiting

for the operation of a purge— in twelve or fifteen

hours inflammation will run on to an uncontrolla-

ble point, while ordinarily 20 or 24 hours will be

necessary for the developement of the action of the

cathartic ; large bleedings followed by large doses

(preferable by enema) of laudanum are more suc-

cessful in controlling inflammation than any other

means—and we consider this as the most valuable

treatment in acute cases ol' this kind. In chronic

affections cathartics or laxatives may be used
beneficially.

A long controversy has occupied farriers and
gentlemen who attend much to horses on the sub-
ject of bots. A great many insist that they are

injurious to the horse and cause death—while
oilieis are perfectly convinced that they are harm-
less. Writers of high reputation are arrayed on
both sides, and believe, (like the knighis of the

shield, who vitnved it from opposite sides and Ibught
about their difference of opinion) they may both

be right. During a healthy state of the stomach
it is covered with a secretion of nmcus, upon
which it is supposed the botleeds ;—when a hors«

is driven too hard, or eats loo much, or drinks cold

water when heated, inflammaiion of the mucous
coat of the stomach is apt to lake place—the se-

cretion is frequently checked—the stomach in

health is protected by the mucus from the me-
chanical irritation of the hot— but now its presence

on an unprotected inflamed surface increases the

inflammation, and disorganization rapidly Ibllows

—ulceration effectinir what the hot is supposed lo

make, a perforation through the coats of the sto-

mach or bowels.

This perforation we have seen where no bots

could be fi-iund—and we have seen it in horses
where bots were thickly present, and here we
have invariably noticed the absence of the mucus.
We frequently hear of soothing mixtures of lauda-

num relieving bots (as it is called)—and also of

rubbing the chest and belly vviih turpentine giving
ease. It is by quieting inflammation or transfer-

ring it to a less vital structure, and thus relieving

the primary disorder.

It is much 10 be regretted, that medical gentle-

men pay so little attention to the diseases of this

noble animal. How many valuable lives might be
saved, if they did not consider it beneath the dig-

nity of the profession to be horse doctors!
" Of all domesticated animals, the horse has

the most powerful claims on the sympathy and
attention ofihe medical practitioner. The lawyer
may construct his briefs— ihe parson' may per-

form his clerical duties—and the merchant may
grow rich in his counting house with little assis-

tance li-om the horse ; but to the medical man,
ihis spirited and intelligent animal is as essential

as the knowledge which he acquires in the schools,

or Ihe medicines which he prescribes lor his pa-

tients. The horse is his companion and best friend

in the town and in the country. He carries him
proudly through the crowded street—he conveys
him salely over the midnight heath. He shares

with his master in all the toils, and in many of the

dangers of jjrofessional \Ub. He is as much ex-
posed to the elements—more indeed than ihe physi-

cian and surgeon—and he is not exempt from
many of the diseases to which his superior is liable.

To inflammation, fever, rheumatism, organic dis-

ease of the heart, liver and lungs the horse is very
prone ; and the study of his maladies is as neces-

sary to the medical practitioner in a pecuniary

point ofview, as it is interesting in a pathological."

—Dr. J. Johnson.
In England veterinary colleges have become

frequent, and ihe later publications of the British
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prcgs show the esiimatioii in which this subject is

held. " Tlie Society (iir the diHusion of useful

kiiovvled<je" has published the best " history of

the horse in all its varieties and uses," and we
recommend it to the perusal of all medical practi-

tioners and ifentlemen who value a good horse.

So loniT as a horse is healthy and able to work
he is hijThly esteemed, but as soon as he becomes
diseased we are very apt to order liini to " go to

grass," or we think ourselves lucky to get some
one else to take him oti' our hands. If a faiihlul

servant were to become sick, and we give him
away to get rid of the trouble of keeping him, we
should be considered unjustifiable and cruel, but

with a dumb beast of a horse there is nothing
wrong in it and we dismiss him from our thoughts
as we do from our presence. This is a common
practice, but we know oi' many exceptions, and
take pleasure in statinsr the fact. Tlie improving
spirit of attention to fine stock is correcting the

abuse elsewhere. We trust that it will do so

witli us.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF CORN. PULLING
FODDER. MORE ABOUT BADEN CORN. AP-
PLE AND PEAR CUTTINGS. MULTICAULIS.
DEEP PLOUGHING.

For the Farmers' Register.

Soiiih Carolina, jjpril \Oih, 1840.

Cultivation of corn.—Being opposed to the ab-
surd doctrine, that by cutting or breaking the roots

of a plant you thereby promote its growth, and
believing, that in the cultivation of the corn crop

too many deep ploughings are usually given it, I

have felt anxious to make an experiment in a dil-

I'erent mode of culture, but until the last year
have, by the influence of custom, been deierred

Irom attempting it. On readincr the first article in

the first number of the 7th vol. oC the Register,

written by Mr.W. P. Taylor, I was, however, hap-
pily relieved ; and so well was I satisfied with his

mode of culiure, that 1 at once resolved to risk,

not only one field, but my whole (home) crop on it.

Advocating the practice of deep covering, though
not so deep as recommended by Dr. Hardin, I will

here remark, that my corn, on all suitable irround,

was covered by ridging on it with the twisted sho-

vel, and afterwards (in six or eight days) the ridge

was lightly cut off with a hoard fixed on the foot

of the plough stock in the place of the plough.

My first furrows were run, after the corn came
up, in those on each side of il, (which had been
made by coverinor it, and partly refilled in cutting

otf the ridge,) with the twisted shovel, throwing
Irom the corn ; and in the after culture I pursued
Mr. Taylor's practice throuijhout, using the side

harrow (with three teeth, flattened, pointed, and
bent at the lower end, to cause them to enter the

ground) in the crop work, in place of his cultiva-

tor; and the twisted shovel plough to bed up with,

instead of his bar-share.

In my fi-esh fields, on which the logs have not
yet decayed, (for I have not directed a lotr heap to

be made or burnt in the last, uvo years,) tiie plough
and harrow were run alternately in the same di-

rection; in which direction all the logs, afier hav-
ing been cut in suitable lengths, are turned, to

prevent their being in the way of the plough, or
occupying any part of the row, to the exclusion of

the corn, it being planted at regular and suitable
intervals, according to the strength of the land,
though not on cross lurrovvs, as is the practice on
my old fields. To enable small hands to drop corn
at regular distances, when the land is not checked
off, I have caused a number of wooden compasses,
or dividers, to be made so as to subtend difi'er-

ent distances, say from eighteen to forty inches,
and from two to three leet high. With one of
these a hand can drop almost as fast as he can
walk ; having his basket of seed swung to the
neck, taking out wiih one hand, whilst with the
other he is turning his dividers, which, when turn-

ed, marks the spot li^r dropping the srrain on.

Now, Ivlr. Editor, with my grateful acknow-
ledgments to Mr. Taylor and "yourself, for the
valuable inlbrmation I have derived from hini,

through the Register, I take much pleasure in

saying, that, notwithstanding the very unfavorable
crop of 1839, 1 have, in my corn crop, liilly re-

alized my most sanguine expectations. My corn
" fired" less than I ever had it to do belbre ; whilst
the Ibdder on many furms in my neighborhood waa
remarkably " burnt" belbre the usual time of sav-
ing it.

My manager (an old man) says he never
tended a crop with so much ease in his lile ; that
he thinks he could cultivate half as much more
land to the plough, in this as in the usual manner
of cultivating a crop. And so well am I satisfied

with the result, myself, I have directed my over-
seers at their difiijrenl farms, on which I made the
last year not less than fijteen hundred barrels of
corn, to cultivate all in the same way the present
year.

I attribute my success mainly to two causes.
First, 1 was enabled rapidly, and frequently, to

pass over my crop, and consequently, to keep the
surface open, to promote the absorption of atmo-
spheric moisiure, which, at night, and in the dry-
est seasons, is more abundant than generally sup-
posed ; as well as to assist, by lightening the sur-

tiice soil, the transpiration through it of the waters
of the subsoW, which, being more Ibrcibly acted
upon by the greater permeability of the earth, in
this loose, porous, and lightened condition, to the
rays of heat, afford a considerable resource of hu-
midity.* And secondly, to the comparative little

injury done the roots of^ the corn in the manner of
its culture ; the plough gradually Ibrming a bed
in one direction, for the roots to penetrate in their

progress towards the centre of th>^. spaces, whilst
the superficial work of the harrow, in the other,
kept down crop grass and weeds, and at the same
time cut no roots but such as run very shallow.

It may be that cutting the roots of corn has a
tendency to "multiply spongioles at the ends of the
cut roots next the stalks, more than sufficient lo

compensate ibr the loss of the extreme feeders,"
as suggested by Mr. Garnett, (vol. 7, p. 4, Farm-
ers' Register,) whose views generally I much ad-
mire, and whose writings I have had the pleasure
of reading occasionally, for the last ten years.

But if it were possible to avoid it, I would never
cut the root of any piant in its culture.

Pulling fodder.—On this subject, I have no
doubt, I am with many others, in preaching one
thing and practising another; fori leel well con-
vinced that much injury is done to corn in taking

* See Dr. Muse's stateDienf, cic, vol. vii., p. 17,
J^armers' Re'rister.
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off the blades, at the time when most persons do

it, and as it is usually done. But as we are com-

pelled to have something of the kind (or our horses,

and as it is a very common belictj (which I much
doubt from small experiments of mine,) that we
cannot raise clover and foreign grasses in ihis state

lor hay, we are (breed to do that, that many of us

believe is an injury to our corn.

For I he benefit of those not averse to passing

over their fields more than o/jce, (and this is an

objeciion with some of my neighbors,) I will state,

that of late I have been in the practice of going

over the whole of my corn crop twice, and very

often three ti7nes over parts of it, belbre the whole

of my blades were pulled. My orders to my hands

are not to take a blade from any stalk the ear on

which is not very perceptibly changed in color.

And even then, up to the ear only, unless its

external shuck is partly or quite dry, in which

Jatier case, all are to be taken from the stalk. In

this way 1 am confident I have done much less

injury to my corn than is done in the usual manner

of taking all belbre us. True it is, 1 have to pass

through my crop two or three times
;
yet it is not

so unpleasant afier all, unless the corn is so sorry

that I might wish to keep altogether out of sight

of it. Besides, I get more and better Ibdder by so

doing; for if we wait till all the corn is ripe enough,

much of the fodder will have dried up and become

worihless. On the contrary, if we go to work too

soon, then the corn is the sufferer ; and most of the

earliest Ibdder in the last fields we reach will be

lost : the lime of taking it being prolonged by tak-

ing all belbre us.

I have stated above I doubted the commonly re-

ceived opinion that we cannot raise foreign grass

in this state. Admit it to be true, however. If we
were to clear up the many worse than useless

branch and creek swamps, on most of our larms,

they would supply a much belter article of food in

the native grasses, than the best of our corn blades,

to say nothing about the worst.

Baden corn.— I planted about two acres of Ba-

den corn last spring, and alihough I did not mea-

sure the product, it certainly yielded at least a

third more than any other variety in the same
field. The land was thin, and not manured since

1838, when it was in cotton. I have planted the

present year a field of il, selected from those stalks

having the most ears ; and of another variety (a

mixture of the Baldwin with the common flint,

having a very deep grain on a small cob, taken

from stalks having two or more ears,) in alternate

rows, in hopes of improving the grain of the Ba-
den corn, which is too short for tlie size of the cob,

and at the same time preserving its prolific cha-

racter. My seed was obtained from a gentleman

in Georgia, who had received the previous year a

part of a barrel, sent by the Hon. Jesse Cleveland,

jrom Washington city, to some of his constituents

in Ue Kalb county.

jjpple and pear cuttings.—To such persons as

may li?el disposed to try the experiment, and be

humbugged, as I have been, by ihose that have

asserted, that apple and pear cuttings would

grow, if treated and planted as multicau'is cut-

tings, 1 would say. apply your labor to some
other occupation. Fur, out ol' one hundred, cut,

waxed and planted, secundum urlem, last spring,

not a single eye of eiilier succeeded. I had not

much faith, 1 must acknowledge ; for I had, some

years since, tried sticking a cutting in an Irish po-
tato, and the result was, that the potato grew, but

the cutting died.

3Iulticaulis.— I have planted, the present sea-

son, about tliree thousand muliicaulis cuttings, pre-

paratory to commencing the silk making business

on a small scaie, another year. Many of my friends

laugh at me, and say, "it is all iiumbuggery."
A Iriend of mine writes me Irom Georgia, " I

think, from your letters, that your symptoms of
silk lever are 'rather alarming.^ I am of the

opinion, however, that a lew doses of multicaulis,

worked ofi' with silk-worm eggs, will restore you
to health." Probably it may. friend B****; but I

very much regret I did not take the multicaulis

fever in 1S32, when G. B. Smith, esq., offered

to furnish twenty trees to any one wishing to pur-

chase, at one dollar per tree. (See American Far-
mer, p. 81.) Then, if I had taken the "fever,"

and repeated the dose, it would certainly have
proved the grand panacea to my pecuniary healih.

It would have enabled me to contribute liberally,

which I should have done most cheerfully, to the

Smith Fund ; and thereby furnishing a solid to-

ken of respect, to one much deserving it.

Deep ploughing.— I should have stated in its

proper place, that I am not opposed to deep break-
ing of fand ; on the contraiy, 1 care not how
deep the breaking is done, (even in the thinnest

soils,) provided the soil be kept on top,* and lor

that purpose, I once constructed a pioush with
two coulters, to run in rear of the mould-board,
and set as deep as I desired to break the subsoil,

without turning it up and mixing it with the soil
;

the plough at the same time turning to the lull depth

of the soil. It answered a very good purpose in old

land, that was clear ofroots and stones; but required

two strong horses to pull it, and laborious work for

the ploughman. In new and rough lands, it could

not be used to any advantage. It was conse-

quently laid aside ; and I now prefer, in thin soils,

running the broad point coulter in the same fiir-

row of a light, one-horse, turning plough, in

which way the subsoil may be well broken with-

oulturning it up, in any kind of land.

In conclusion, sir, ill could write better, I would
write ofiener ; but my great desire to promote the

interest of that most useful, and much neglected

class of the community, the agriculturists, will, I

trust, be a sufficient apoloiry, for intruding my
bunglins production on yourself and your very-

respectable class of readers. It cannot be expect-

ed, I know, that every farmer should be an ele-

gant writer. And yet most of them may, in

some sort of way, communicate their views, and
the results of their experiments, so as to be under-

stood, and possibly benefit others. S.

3I0DERIV IMPROVEMENTS IN EUROPE IN SILK-
CULTUKE.

From tlie National Intelligencer.

The introduction of improvements in the silk

culture will be much more readily eff'ected among
an educated and intelligent people, having no preju-

* See Gideon B. Davis's Essay, American Farmer,
vol. xiii., p. 369. I once ruined a field by turning;

deep, according to the directions of Arator.
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^ices in favor of old mode?, and every thing to

!earn anew, than amonir those whose uneducated

minds have, by long habit, become wedded lo par-

licular usaiies. In tlie central and noriiiprn parts

oC France," the disadvaniages of chn:iaie have

been in a great degree overcome by art. The
adoption of improvements in ihe conslriiclion ol

cocooneries, so as to insure warmth and that free

ventilation so indispensable, have enabled them to

obtain in the vicinity of Paris three times the

weight of cocoons from a given quantity of eggs

that is the average produce in the southern de-

partments, the consumption of leaves being at the

same time fifiy per cent. less. At the njodei es-

tabliphment at Bergerie^ de Senart, near Paris,

under the direction of M. Camiile Beauvais, the

results obtained have indeed surpassed ail antici-

pations. The silk is remarkable lor its lustre and

ptrenglh.and commands an exira price. With
1,000 kilogrammes, or one Ion (2,240 lbs.) of

leaves not sorted or picKed, JM. Bfauvais has pro-

duced 90 kilogrammes, or about 200 pounds of co-

coons. The mulberry plantations at Bergeries oc-

cupy about 35 acres of ground, and when they get

into full bearing are expected to supply sufficient Ib-

liage to roar the piodnct of at least one hundred

ounces of eggs. J\]. Beauvais preserves his silk-

worm eggs not only to any |)eriod of the ensuing

year most convenient to have them hatched, but

<'ven fill the year following this, in which last case

the eggs have been Ibund lo haich perfectly well

^ind go through all their stages with regularitj'and

vigor.

By raising the temperature and increasing the

number of repasts, he accoinpl'shes his feedings in

from twenty-two lo iwenfy-lbur days, thus saving
much valuable time and labor which may be de-

voted to trimming mulberry trees and other objects

connected with the business. The rapidity ol'the

rearing has not been found to impair ihe value ol

the silk. JM. Beauvais has exerted himself to dif-

fuse all the information upon the subject which his

opportunities enabled him to do. His cocoonery
is open to all visiters, and, during tvvo months of

the rearing season, he receives gratuitously those

who place themselves under him for the benefit

of his observations and practical instruction.

Among the scientific individuals who have de-

voted special attention to the silk culture is M.
Robinet, member of the Royal Academy of Medi-
cine. He is director of the government model
cocoonery at Poicliers, where he has distinguish-

ed himself by (he success of his labors. He gives

gratuitous lectures upon the silk culture every sea-

son at Paris. The course begins in February, and
consists of two lectures a week, delivered on

Wednesday and Saturday. Immense advantages
must result from the lectures of Robinet, and the

practical course of instruction by Beauvais.

In a recent report made by Bourdon to the

French Minister of agriculture and commerce,*
he gives a statement of the success obtained in

cocooneries where the new modes of heating and
ventilating have been adopted, to a greater or less

extent, compared, in many insiances, with results

attendant upon the ordinary plans. He first pre-

sents the experience of the model cocooneries esta-

blished in the departments of Urome and Vauclusc
" In the first," says he, " at Faventines, near

Annales de la Societe Sericicole, 1838, p. .53.

Vol.. VIII—36

Valence, the beautiful race of silk-worms called

white Sina, obtained from JM. Beauvais, yielded

a product of 78 kilogrammes (or about 171 lbs.)

of cocoons, with a consumption of 1,000 kilogram-

mes (or atiout one ton ol 2,240 lbs.) of leaves.

Two races of worms, producing yellow cocoons,

one from Piedmont, the other Irom Ardeche, gave

165 lbs. and 158 lbs. of cocoons for the same quan-

tity of leaves.
" In the second establishment, situated upon the

grounds of the Maiquis of Balincourt, near Palud,

(yaucluse,)upon the banks of the Rhone, in a

locality where the mulberry leaves are very wate-

ry and but little nutritious, M. Peltzer has obtained

132 lbs. of cocoons to the ton of leaves. He ope-

rated with the eggs of the white Sina, obtained

under the superintendence of M. Aubert, in the

Royal Domain of Neuilly, which eggs the king,

in his enlightened zeal for the success of the silk

culture, had requested to be placed at the disposal

of the Marquis olBalincourt."

"The produce of the other cocooneries of this

proprietor, managed upon the common plan, do

not yield more than from 44 lbs. to 56 lbs. cocoons

to the ton of leaves."

With some difference in the proportions of

leaves consumed, similar crops of cocoons appear

to have been procured by nearly all the fijedcrs

who have availed themselves of the salutary in-

fluences to be derived from a uniform temperature

and constant renewal of the air. 'J'hus M. Than-
naron, member of the Agricultural Society of

Drome, obtained on his estate, near Valence,

168 lbs. of cocoons to the ton of leaves.

M. Robert, at Saint Tulle, near Monosque, de-

partment of Lower Alps, obtained the following

results : The product of eight ounces of eggs con-

sumed 18,032 lbs. of leaves, and yielded 915 lbs.

of cocoons of excellent quality. It must be ob-

served that M. Robert only gave his worms the

advantage of the new mode of ventilation after

they had passed the third moulting. Not having

net hurdles, his worms were fed on temporary

board shelves.

Upon M. Robert's estate, the average product

of leedings made by his tenant?, who pursued tlie

old methods, was only about 61 lbs. of cocoons to

the ounce of eggs.

M. Mazade, jr. at Anduzc, (Gard,) in operating

upon 12 ounces ofeggs, o"»tained 605 kilogrammcd

(about 1,331 lbs.) of fine cocoons with a consump-

tion of 9,103 kilogrammes (about 20.000 lbs.) of

leaves : that is to say, about 147 lbs. of cocoons for

every ion of leaves cnpsumed.

The same amount of foliage afforded him only,

about 88 lbs. of cocoons in his other apartments,

which, though superintended by himself, had not

the advantages of that veniilaiion and artificial

temperature, together with the perfect equality

in the seveial stages and fi-equcncy of repasts

maintained in the system ofBeauvais and D'Arcet.

The agricultural commi.^sion of Alais awarded a

gold medal to M. Maza<]e, with the expression

ol'it^ thanks, for the fine example set to his dis-

tric;.

The ten)pcrature mnininined in the cocoonery

during tile experimental feeding of M. Mazade
ranged between 77deg. and 73 deg. Fah't. whilst

the degrees of moisture ascertained by De Saus-

i

sure's hygrometer varied li-om 65 deg. to 85 deg.

We learn from M. Mazide the liighlv interest-
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ing fact that ihe whole amount of labor required in

this rearing of the produce of 12 ounces of silk-

worm eggs consisted of 111 days' work, of which
those of men were 46, and those of women id5.

Now supposing the wages the same as thop*^

set down in Bourdon's calculations, namely, 40
cents per day /"or men and 25 cents lor women,
then will the whole expenses of labor aniount to

.S34 G-'i, which is much below the expense of mur-
ing estimated by Bourdon, namely, ^53 lor feeding
the produce of only ten ounces of eggs.
The 1,331 lbs. of cocoons, sold at 35 cents per

]b, would brins S465 85, which sum, to those
growing their own trees, would afford a handsome
profit, even after allowing 50 or 100 per cent,
additional Ibr expense of labor, and saying nothing
of pren)iums or state bounties. Supposing the
cocoons reeleil off into good raw silk, and sold at

S5 per lb. the proceeds of the crop would be in-
creased to nearly §700.

In esiimaiinnr the costs of raising silk in most
parts of Ihe United States, the main items are Ibr

Buitable buildings, fixtures, and labor, the chnrcre
(or land being a very insionificant item, as the
following facts will sufficiently prove :

The Rev. J). V^. McLean, of New Jersey, ac-
tually raised last year upon one-fburlh of an acre
2576 lbs. of leaves from multicaulis trees produ-
ced by roots and cutiinss planted in April of the
same year, with which leaves he fed worms
enough to enable him to make twelve pounds of
reeled silk. He statec that his ground was by no
means rich, and the trees small, ihoucrh pretty
close together. At this rnte, more than 20.000 lbs.

of Ibliage can be obtained li-om two acres of mul-
ticaulis trees, the first year of plantinir. Here is a
fact of immense importance to us in the United
States, and, for the clear demonstration of which
to say nothing of other services he has rendered
his country, we (eel ours-^lves under great obliga-
tions to Mr. McLean. The multicaulis, and. In-
deed, any other variety of mulberry, will afford at

J east three times as much foliage the second year
as the first.

The proportion of leaves consumed in M. Ma-
znde's feeding, to the cocoons produced, is about
15 to 1 ; the same which Dandolo gives as the
average consumption and product according to his

experience. We have seen, however, that M.
Beauvais has obtained, at Bergeries, near Paris,

1 III. of cocoons to 10 lbs. of leaves, which is a
saving of 50 per cent, both in foliage and the labor
of ca'hering and distributinrr.

One of the most remarkable instances of suc-
cess reported by M. Bourdon is that obtained by
M. Planel, vice president of the tribunal of Va-
lence, and member of Ihe Atrricultiiral Society.
For many years his cocooneries had been almost
entirely swept by the muscardine. After the
adoption of the new system of ventilation, his

Avorms not only escaped the devastalinir disease,

hut afforded him 350 kilogrammes (770 lbs.) of
cocoons from six ounces of egirs, being at the rate

ofabout ISOlbs. ofcocoonsto theounce. The results

obtained in two rearings, conducted in the two
model cocooneries of Drome and Vaucluse, afford

strong evidences of the happy influences spread
by the system of Beauvais. Alanatred upon pre-

cisely the same principles, and under similar cir-

cumstances, as recards the interior of the cocoon-

ery, notwithstanding the difference in climate,

they progressed with perfect unifbrmily. Each
aije had exactly the same duration—that is to say,

five days from the first, including the 36 hours of
moullin<r, or sleep

; three days for the second
; five

li)r the third
; five Ibr the fourth ; and six for the

fifth. The temperature during the whole time of
the rearinirs was maintained, as nearly as possible,

bptvveen 76 and 80 deir. Fahrenheit. The deHrees
of moisture varied Ir-om 78 to 85 deg. of De Saus-
sure's hygrometer. Twelve repasts per day were
civen in the first and second aires, eitrhl during
the thirti and fourth, and six in the filih age.
The examples here cited will suffice to show the

advantages derived from the new system of rear-

in£r silk-worms, introduced into France by Beau-
vais and Darcet, founded chiefly upon Ihe com-
bined influences of a high and uniform tempera-
ture with increased frequency of repasts, and con-
stant renewal of the air.

" It is true," (M. Bourdon observes in relation

to this system,) " that the cares and attentions are

multiplied ; that very frequent removals of the lit-

ter are absolutely necessary ; that the least neglect

in Ihe distribution of the repasts cannot fail to be
attended with serious consequencps. But, on the

other hand, the duration of the attentions and anx-
ious solicitudes of the feeder is abridged, the ill

eflects of changes in the weather diminished, the

means of producing refrigeration—always more
difficult to apply than those of procurinc warmth

—

are provided. The renrinfrs mav be finished be-

fore the cominor on of the touffeit, especially in

late seasons. Finally, the tree, being sooner strip-

ped of its leaves, does not sufiisr so much as when
these are jrathered later."

It is very evident that, as this forcing system of
rearing admits of no deficiency of lood, and no de-

lays in its distribution, a sufficiency of manual la-

bor must be at command, in order to carry it out
thorouijhly. We will introduce a very short de-
scription of the model establishment at Bergeries,

near Paris, which will jrive some distinct notions

of the means by which the objects contemplated
are accomplished.
The apartment destined to the rearins of worms

is 72 feel (French) in length, by 22 wide, and 14
high. The furnaces and air chambers, Ibr heating
or cooling the air, are outside, and the warm or

cool air is introduced at pleasure through pipes or

flues, constructed of wood, and placed in or rather

under the floor. These flues are pierced with
holes at suitable distances, being made larger and
larger in arithmetical proportion as they recede

from ihe air chamber. Corresponding flues and
holes are placed above, all of which unite in one
general box communicating with a very large and
high chimney, from which the communication can
be cut ofl'at pleasure by means ofa valve or damper.

Before entering the chimney the upper flues

lead into a box or kind of main flue, above which
is another box provided with a ventilating fan or

wheel, which forces, or, as it were, pumps the air

from the cocoonery, when Ihe draught of the chim-
ney will not keep up a circulation sufiiciently ac-

tive. Before setting the ventilating wheel in mo-
tion, the valve in the main flue leading into the
chimney is of course closed. The air drawn out

of the cocoonery by Ihe wheel is forced into the

garret. Too much warmth, or the occurrence of
a bad odor in the apartment, is the usual signal tq

set the ventilating wheel in motion.
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The great efficiency of this pldh oC vehtilatinij^

has been demonslrated by experimenis, in vvliich

the cocoonery havinj; been filled vviih smoke has
been cleared by ihe drau<;hl of the chimney alone

in about two hours, and by cuuinji ofi' the com-
munication with the chimney and turning the

ventilating wheel at the rate of 70 revolutions a
minute, the smoke has been drawn out in 32 mi-
nutes, or about one-lburth the lime required by the

chimney.
In the 'American Silk Grower,' recently pub-

hshed monthly by W. Cheney & Brothers, at

Burlington, New Jersey, there is a detailed de-

scription, with cuts, showinir the arrangement of
the buildintj erected by the trovernment architect,

lor Count Grimaudet, on his estate at ViiJemom-
ble, near Paris.* The scale of this building may
be imaiiined (i-om the liict that it is calculated to

siccommodate in one season the product of 80
ounces of eggs in each of its two winas. Its en-

tire length is about 160 feet, by 50 wide. It is di-

vided in the middle by a partition, forming two
wings, each of which is ILirnished with an air

chamber and all the appliances ol' a separate es-

tablishment. A basement story is appropriated to

the drying of leaves, when this is requisite, and
after the leeding is done, it is used as a filature,

the reeling being conducted upon the system of

Gensoul. The edifice is much more costly than
would have been necessary lor the mere purposes
of a cocoonery, it st <nds in the midst of a beau-
tiful park in the immediate vicinity of the chateau,

and the Count has indulged himself in the display

of considerable architectural taste. The propor-

tions are harmonious, and the ventilating chim-
neys rendered quite ornamental. The attached

mulberry plantations cover some 30 or 40 acres.

In addition to this splendid cocoonery, erected

at Villemomble, in 1835, Count Grimaudet esta-

blished another near Versailles, in 1836. This
last, though not near so large as the one just re-

lerred to, is nevertiieless a fine establishment, be-

ing 120 ieel long, 27 wide, and 18 high ; within,

estimated to acconmiodate the product of 120
ounces of sillc-worm eggs.

Should the rearincs at Villemomble meet with
the same success that has attended tlie new system
in other places, Count Grimaudet will find his

beautiful and noble establishment a source of great

profit, notwithstanding the extra expense lavished

upon it. Should he, for example, obtain at the

rate of 150 lbs. of cocoons to the ounce of eggs,
his 160 ounces would yield him 24,000 lbs. of co-

coons. 7'hese at 35 cents per pound would be
worth S8,400; (i-om which sum deduct lor labor

at the rate of ^53 dollars fijr every 10 ounces, as

estimated by Bourdon, and the net profit left

would be $7,550, a revenue which would richly

compensate for a heavy investment in mulberry
plantations, buildings, and fixtures. Reeling the
silk would considerably enhance the [)rofits, as the
raw silk would doubtless sell lor more than i^lOjOOO
alter deducting the expenses of reeling.

In thus introducing to the attention of the Ame-
rican reader the new system of rearing silk-worms
adopted in France, especially in the central parts,

we do not wish to be understood as recommending
jts general em|)loymenl here. Its great advantages
in most parts of Europe cannot be doubted ; lor

• And also ia tlie Fanners' Eegistcr, p. 77, vol. viij.

there, as we have shown, they have obstacles of
climate to contend against that do not exist to any
thing like the same extent in the United States.

An examination of some of the details relating to

the contrivances and experience in that country,
where so much intelligence is now concentrated
vvith a view to improve the silk culture, cannot fail

to afford, either directly or incidentally, a great
deal of highly valuable information. VVeareliilly

of the opinion that silk-worms always succeed
best where they are kept at a pretty uniform tem-
perature, provided the proper ventilation be pre-

served. Even in the fine climate of our southern
and middle stales, artificial warmth is necessary at

times during the period of rearing, especially of
mornings and evenings. For this purpose it will

always be advisable to have one or more stoves
placed on the northern or western side of a cocoon-
ery, in which fire can be made as occasion may
require. Or, what is a still better arrangement, a
furnace and air-chamber in the basement or cellar,

with flues runninir under the floor perforated with
apertures for admission of the warm air. This
may be effected vvith compara'ively little expense,
and without that multitude of holes recommend-
ed by U'Arcet. For an apartn^ent 25 or 30 feeit

in length, eight or ten holes of moderate size will

perhaps suffice. Instead of flues above to draw
off the air, this, when too warm or vitiated, may
be allowed to rise, as it naturally will, into the gai-

ret, and then escape through ventilators in the

roof! Cocooneries having two stories are to be

preferred.

As we regard the system of rearing pursued in

Lombardy on the estates of Count Reina better

adapted to the nature of our climate and other cir-

cumstances than any other with which we are ac-

quainted, we shall give the description of it fur-

nished by M. Puvis, a most intelligent French
author, to whom we are much indebted for infor-

mation upon this and several other topics connec-

ted with our subject.*

The estates of Count Reina are situated about

two miles from the town of Come, in Lombardy,
and, as before observed, the seveial cocooneries

situated upon them are nearly all superintended by
his daughters in person. Hence, the course pur-

sued is called the system of the JNlisses Reina.

When the time arrives to hatch the eggs, they

put them into small linen bags, and place these

between two mattresses that are not slept upon.

These are visited twice daily (i)r the purpose of

admitting the air to the eggs, and the hatching

usally begins in eiijht or ten days. Aller the eggs
have hatched, they are cartied into the cocoonery,

emptied into a small basket lined with linen, with

a piece of tulle placed over the top, or, instead of

this, a piece of paper perlbrated with holes about

large enough to allow jirains of wheat to pass

through. Over this tulle, or perlbrated paper,

young shoots of mulberry are placed, which soon

become covered with worms. The young worms
are kept near a stove, and a temperature of at least

77° Fahrenheit is maintained in the cocoonery,

which should never be placed in a situation ex-

posed to moisture.

* Lettres sur rEducatioii des Vers a Soi, par M. A.
Puvis, Ancien Depute, Ancien Officier d'Artiilerip,.

Membre de la Legion d'Honneur, President de la So-

ciete Royale d'Emulation et d'Agricultura de I'Ain,

etc. etc.
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.

During the two first agee, the worms receive ten

repasts a day of fresh leaves chopped very fine.

During the third and Iburih au^es, the number ol'

repasts are reduced to eight per day, and to five

during the fifth age.

The leaves are cut lefs fine during the third

age, whilst in the Iburth Ihey are merely sorted

or ireed liom the stenn and fruit. The (juantity

given each time is sufficient lo cover the worms
with leaves.

The worms are one day without eating in the

first moultintr, two days during the second, nearly

three at ihe third, and a little longer at the fourth.

Some leaves are, however, given at the com-
mencement of the moultings, jur the support of

such worms as are not sicl\.

The space which the Misses Reina allow the

worms during the last age is much greater than
that recommended by authors who have treated

ujion the sul-ject, namely, 570 square feet (652
English feet) of shelves or hurdles for the ounce
ol" eggs yielding 75 kilogrammes, or 168 lbs. of
cocoons. This is more than double the room re-

commended by Dandolo, namely 170 vvortnsto the

t:quaretbof,or 183 French square leet(209 English)
to 31,200 worms, producin<r 121 pounds (French)
of cocoons. The space allowed ought lo he so

much the greater as the means of ventilation are

Jess perfect, the warmth greater, and the removals
of litter less frequent. As a mean, M. Puvis re-

commends 350 square feet (French) to the ounce
of ejigs.

The temperature of the cocoonery is at least 77
degrees Fahrenheit in the first age, but is reduced
rather more than one degree each age, so that, in

the third moulting, the temperature is about 73
degrees. At this time ihey beijin to open the win-
dows occasionally. During the warmest hours of

the day, the ventilating holes are partially opened,
and, if the weather be warm enough, no fire is

made in the stove. During the iburih age, all

the ventilating passages are opened ; at the time
of the fourth moulting, the windows are kept

either entirely, or at least, half open ; in the fifth

age, and especially at the period of mounting lo

spin, all the windows and ventilating passages
are left open night and day, let the weather be what
it may, and, should the cocoonery not be capable
of the freest ventilation, the worms must, if possi-

ble, be conveyed to some other and larger apart-

ment. Where the whole of the worms cannot
be removed, a part of them must be taken away.
By pursuing this plan, the Misses Reina obtain

average crops of 75 kilogrammes of cocoons (168
pounds) to the ounce of eggs, and what makes the

result more exuaordinary, with a consumption of

leaves equal to only 10 pounds lo 1 pound of co-

coons, being nearly e(iual to the greatest product
obtained by Reauvais in his experimental feedings,

aided by all the improvemeols and expensive an-
pliances of the new forcing system of rearing.

This success is rendered the more remarkable
by the fact that it extends throughout ail ihe colo-

nies upon Count Reina's estate and has been iiir-

nished every year fbr many years past, embracing
good and bad seasons. M. Puvis thinks it is

mainly to be attributed to the frequency of the re-

pasts given in the first ages, to the large space
allowed the worms, to the active ventilation kept
up from the third age, and, perhaps, to the gradual
diminution of the temperature of the apartment,

especially during the fifth age and period of mount-
ing lo spin. The climate has, doubtless, some
infiuence, tint ihe system contributes still more,
since the Misses Reina obtained a larger product
than any of their neighbors.
This description of ihe admirable system pur-

sued by the Mi^^ses Reina induces us to believe

that the cocooneries of the count are of moderate
dimensions, and dispersed over his plantation so as
lo form so many colonies. It is with silk-worms
as with sheep or other animals, which, when too

much crowded, always suHer from disease. 'I'he

vital importance of ventilation, especially in the
last age of the worms, "is strikingly shown in the
plan pursued by ihe Misses Reina. The object

of placing the eggs between mattresses may be
intended lo keep ihem at a uniform lemperatnre
both day and night. The observation that the

mattresses are not to be slept on at the time, refers

to a custom in the south of Europe, particularly

among ihe peasantry, of lying in bed with their

silk-worm eggs tor several days, to assist in

hatching them. Others carry the egirs in iheir

bosoms or pockets, with the same intention of
subjecting Ihem lo the heat of liieir persons.

Whether any particular advantaijes are derived

frotn the mode of hatching pursued by the Misses
Reina may be a question ; but, as it is extremely
simple, and the results obtained li-om their whole
system of management have proved so highly ad-

vantageous, it may not be advisable to omit any
direction which can be complied with conveniently.

We would lay particular stress upon the points of
increased space allowed to the rooms, and the

greatest possible ventilation in the fifth and last

age, when the solid, humid, and gaseous exuda-
tions from ihe worms, as well as the gaseous ema-
nations from the fermenting leaves and litter, are

most abundant and extremely noxious to the in-

sects. These emanations must be allowed to es-

cape, at all hazards ; and to close ihe windows
and ventilating passages of a cacoonery during
ihe last age, wilh the view of protecting the worms
against a storm, would be, in ihe language of" the

fable, to shut up ihe wolf in the fold.

Franklin.

From the Maine Farmer.

AGRICULTURAL PAPERS, &C.

[The writer of ihe following article has made a

discovery which, however new to him, and

scarcely suspected by the great body of the agri-

cultural public, is no secret to any agricultural

editor, whether he be one of those who share in

the offence charged by the writer, or one clear of

all such illegitimate gains, made indirectly fi-om

ihe entire confidence placed by the public in his

editorial judgment, patriotism, and disinterested

and fair dealing. We are pleased lo see this first

effort, however limited in its range and application,

made to oppose this extended and still growing

evil. It would indeed be well fbr the much hum-
bugged and always duped public, if the whole

system of editorial trading (and not omitting the
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very important branch of buying and seWmg puffs)

<>ould be laid naked and made manifest to all.—

Ed. F. R.]

iJ/r. Holmes :—At this time, when po many
*' new improvements" in the aris and sciences, as

well as almost every branch ol" human industry,

are put forth to the public, under the most impos-

inj5 titles and caplivaling language, I think it will

not be out of reason to throw out a liiw hints to

my brother farmers, to be on their guard, and not

suffer themselves to be imposed upon, by interest-

ed persons, in the sale of some of those " new im-

provements," which are almost daily, or at least

every week, brought belbre the public—however
specious may be their pretensions to the patronage

of the community. For, sir, it is a (act, which
cannot be controverted, and the more reflecting

part of the community already perceive it, that we
live in a day of hmnbiiggcry, or in oiher words, at

a time when there are men, who are tleiemiiiied to

lake the advantage of the more ignorant, by

ushering to their notice this thing, or the other, as

"a great" or "decided improvement" in this or

that branch of business, or eomethin<r which is

"new" or " well deserving attention." This is

done in various ways, but in none, perhaps, more
successfully, or in lohich we farmers are made to

feel so sensibly, as through the medium nf some of
the agricultural journals of the day, and especially

those which are published by persons who are

directly interested in the sale of those very articles

or ''improvements^' which are advertised, and to

which our '^ particular attention is invited'^ by the

editor, under his editorial head.
You are aware, sir, that there are many journals

published, with the imposing title of some " agri-

cultural" term, in order to disseminate the adver-

tisements of the proprietors, lor the sale of these

articles, or improvements, kept in tlieir " agricul-

tural establishments, seed stores," or " ware-
iiouses," and their great usefulness is thus trum-
peted Ibnh every week to the community. This is

also done too, by persons who are sonietimes hired

at a certain price per week, or year, to conduct
these journals, and I am sorry to state that rich

persons are lound, too, who are willing thus to

lend their talents, and to prostitute their dignity, to

aid in this species of deception, whereby we igno-

rant farmers are deceived, and thus deprived of

some portion of our hard earnin2s. Indeed, we
are made the dupes of this kind ol' people, by first

subscribing and paying lor their paper, thereby

Jurnishing them with the very means to deceive

us, and are led to purchase some of their " new
improvements," or "valuable seeds," and finding

that we have been cheated, alter it is too late to

apply the remedy, and in our turn, by thus lend-

ing our patronage, help to deceive others.

Not that 1 would be understood as discouraging
the circulation of agricultural journals in the

least, lor I most earnestly wish that they might be

increased tentbld or more. But 1 would advise
every farmer to use the utmost caution, and sub-
scribe for those papers, and those only, which
have no connexion whatever with any "agricul-
tural ware-house," " seed establishments," or the
like, unless they are under the control of such per-
sons whose standing in society is such as to be a
sufficient guaranty to place them above suspicion,
in resorting to any of those " artifices" or " tricks

of trade,"' which are so boldly pursued by some.

Ii; sir, we should adopt this course, we should

soon drive these worse than useless publications

from circulatintr amongst us, not but that they may
cofitain something that is valuable, but they are

at the same time loaded with articles, in the shape

of "editorial," "communications," or "adver-

tisements," calculated to gull the public and de-

ceive the community. And by lending them our

patronage, we encourage them to pursue this spe-

cies of "deception, until by bitter experience we
find we have been imposed upon, when, perhaps,

our minds have become prejudiced, not only

asainst this, but every other agricultural journal.

We then discontinue that paper, and refuse, or ne-

glect to subscribe (or any other, tiiereby depriving

ourselves of the beiiefiis lo be derived from well-

conducted journals of this description, and we do

not stop here, but sufier our prejudices to extend to

every improvement, without in any way testing^

iis advantaiies—thereby depriving ourselves of

that kind ofinformalion and knowledge, which it

is all important that we should have, in order to

carry on our business to advantage.

In order to remedy this evil, I wish to exhort all

my brother farmers not to subscribe lor, or in any

way lend assistance to, journals ol' this descrip-

tion, but to patronize such, and such only, as are

edited by a person who is acquainted with the bu-

siness of practical agriculture, and one too who is

unwilliniT to prostitufe his talents lor " hire" to con-

duct a weekly paper, and lend the credit of his

name to a journal, which is published by those

who are directly interested, in the vending of all

articles which are advertised by them, as well as

praised by the editor, who is paid a stipulated

price lor doing if.

We want a paper published by a person who ia

not a proprietor or copartner in any " agricultural

warehouse," "seed store," or " deposite of larm-

ers' seeds and tools," and edited by a gentleman,

who will not consent to lend the sanction of his

name to puff any article whatever, any further

than its real merit and intrinsic value will warrant.

Such papers there are published, and to such we
oucrlit to afford support. They are the vehicles

which serve to convey lo us a vast I'und of infor-

mation, and will pay us all they cost iijurlbld.

Garland, March 5, 1840. Asa Barton.

From the Library of Useful ICiiowlcdgc.

A GLOUCESTERSHIRE VALE-FARM.

Description ofthe Tale of Gloucester and Berkeley.

Between the Cotswold hills and the river Severn,

there is a tract of low country, extending in length

from Thornbury to Evesham, a distance of about

forty miles ; and of various breadths, from four to

about ten miles. The surface of this district slopes

gradually I'rom the loot of the Cotswold hills to the

Severn; and although its miilbrmity is considera-

bly broken by several detached hills of the oolitic

formation, separated from the main body
;
yet, in

its general aspect, it may be said to be a level dis-

trict. It is statistically divided into the vale of

Gloucester and the vale of Berkeley.

The subsoil of this district is the blue lias-clay

formation. Its course through this county is very
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irregular and intricate, being bounded on one side
'by the waving line of the Coisvvold hills, Ibllowing
the oolile up the valleys in all their windings ; and
being broken on the other by deposiies ol'calcareous
gravel.

The soil, on this Ibrmalion, which is formed of
•clay with a mixture of vegetable mailer in a de-
caying state, is very various, and is more or less

•productive according to the quantity of dead and
•decaying vegetable matter it contains. In some
places, where it has been long pastured, and where
a considerable portion of vegetable matter is mixed
with it, it produces the richest pasture ; but on
other parts, it is very tenacious, poor, cold and
sterile ; and better adapted for pasture to young
stock than lor dairy cows or tillage.

The
^
whole of this district being inclosed with

hedges, having a great quantity of hedge-row
titnberin them, it has the appearance of being
thickly wooded, as, indeed, it is in many places.
The climate is not so early as might be expected,
owing, we believe, to its clayey subsoil. Har-
vest is about as early on the Cotswold hills as in
the vale, although they are at least six hundred
ileet above it. Dairy- farming is the universal
pursuit in the vale.

these, having a subsoil of calcareous gravel, and
being naturally dry, their herbage is of a quality
superior to that of the rest o/' the larm, and they
are thickly covered with liie finest and most
nutritive grasses.

The larm buildings are situated at the north-
west side of the larm. These are a good dwelling-
house, a dairy-house, feeding stallslbr twenty-five
beasls, two shades, several courts, stables, and a
barn two hundred liiet long and thirty wide, built

about 600 years ago, and now used as a store for

the best hay.

Management offields.

Description of thefarm.

The farm of Frocester Court contains between
four hundred and five hundred acres, about lour
hundred of which are in old pasture. It lies in the
vale of Berkeley, at the foot of the Cotswold hills,

about eleven miles Irom the city of Gloucester,
eight from the town of Berkeley, and five liom the
river Severn. Its general aspect is towards the
north, having Frocester hill, part of the Cotswold
range, on the south of it, from the edge of which
it roaches about two miles ti-om the river below.
It is all inclosed with hedges and ditches. The
hedges are for the most part broad, and composed
of black and white thorn, hazel. &c. These
hedges are very old, and probably have been
formed by being left, when the ground was first

cleared Irom its natural wood, with which the
whole of this vale seems once to have been co-
vered.

The soil is oftwo kinds. The one of these, on
the sand Ibrmation, which lies above the blue lias
clay, is of a light sandy nature, of a brownish
colour, containing a considerable portion of vege-
table matier.iand naturally producing ferns, and
good, sweet herbage. Its distance from the (iirm
buildings, and its elevation being upwards of three
hundred feet above them induce the larmer to keep
it in constant pasture for sheep and young beasts.
The second kind of soil, which is upon the blue

Jias clay, is of various depths, and contains an
.admixture of vegetable mould and clay, thickly
interwoven with fibre in a decaying state, decreas-
Jng in quantity as the depth of the soil decreases.
The wholeofthis soil, where it is deep, appears to
be full of vegetable matter, and where it is dry, or
on a bf'd of calcareous irravel, it produces a most
abundant herbage of the richest quality, which
varies in its nature and richness wiih the nature
and de[)ih ofihe soil. A great portion of decaying
vegetable mailer in ihe soil would therefore seem
essential to the produciion of rich pasture. The
fields, which arc nearest to the homestead, have
been [)astured liom time immemorial. Some of

The principal object of the dairy-farmer in the
management of his fields, is the production oi'good
pasture and hay lor dairy-cows, and lor raising

as many young cows as will be required to fill up
the place of those, which either from age or casual-
ties lail in being productive milkers.

It is generally thought that grass-land should be
pastured and mown alternately ; and when the
ground is never manured, this would seem to be
the best way of managing it, unless, as is the case
in most liirms, there are certain grounds, which,
when pastured by cows, produce not only much the

greatest quantity of milk per cow, but also much
the greatest quantity of cheese per gallon : these

grounds the intelligent farmer will select for

pasture to his cows in preference to all the others.

Hence, on most dairy-liirms, there are grounds
that are always pastured, being those that are

most productive of cheese, and, ibr the most part,

nearest to the homestead. Of course there are,

on such farms, other grounds, which are mown
every year. With respect to these we would
remark, that as, though lreque;itly manured, they
are sometimes apt to be overrun with yellow-rattle,

a biennial weed, they should be pastured for at
least twoyears in succession, and the ground should
be skimmed over with the scythe, when the weed
is coming into flower. This would completely
extirpate it.

The poorest fields of this farm are seldom or

never allowed to be pastured in the spring, as it

throws them lar back at harvest-time. Some of
the fields that are manured, are generally kept for

pasture Ibr the sheep in the spring, upon which
they are folded, and get a fresh portion of the field

every day, by which means the grass is eaten up
clean. When there is a scarcity of keep, this is

sometimes continued till the middle of April or

beginning ofMay, when the ground is cleaned, and
shut up lor hay.

Drainins;.—The whole of this farm has been
drained. The draining plough has been resorted

to, where the sub-soil of clay is near the surface
;

and, in pasture land, where the plough reaches the
clay, this mode is both the cheapest and the most
efiieciual. Tuif-draining answers well, where the
turf is strong enough to bear ramming; and where
it is not, stone or draining tiles answer the best,

but they are both more expensive than turl-drain-

ing.

Manure.—From the small quantity of arable

land on this larm, there is very little straw raised

and none of it can be spared Ibr litter to (he cows,
when loddered in the several courts. The dung,
therefore, thai is collected in the court-yards is of
the richest dcycriplion, the whole of it having pass-
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ed through the piomachs of the animalR. (t is

frequently mixed with earth and the scourings of

ditches, and is always carried to the mowing
fijround in the beginninjr of winter— in the time of

a frost, if possible, that the turi'may not be injured

by the hauling of it over the ground.

The land which is pastured by cows is never
manured, manure imparting a rankness to the

grass, which not only gives a rank flavor to the

cheese, but also makes it ' heave' or ferment, which
is injurious to its quality.

There being a great deal of dung collected on
this farm, the mowing ground is generally manured
once in two years. The dung being spread over
the ground with hay forks, is brushed into the

ground, the first fine weather in February or March,
with a brush-harrow, made of a heavy gate,

between the rails of which thorns are fixed, and
which is generally loaded with a log of wood.
This brush-harrow is drawn over the ground by
a horse, going at a very quick rale; and after it

has done its work, all the stones and stricks are

picked offthe ground, which is then rolled and har-

rowed up for mowing.
Dressing or cleaning up the ground.—About

the first of March, or earlier, if the weather is dry,

they begin on this farm to clean up the pasture

as well as the mowing grounds, and to ' hain' or

shut them up, either for mowing or lor the dairy-

cows to be turned into in the end of April or first

week in May. This operation is performed by
men, women, or boys, with the common hay-fork,

which with the back downwards, is swung right

and left upon the dung, which the beasts have
dropped during the time they were foddered in the

field, and also upon the molehills, which by this

operation are beat into small pieces, and at the

same time, scattered over the ground, or rather

rubbed into it. The waste hay, all straw, stones,

sticks, &c., are picked up and carried oft the

ground, before it is rolled, in the end of March or

beginning of April. The fields, when thus

cleaned, are shut up. whether they are for mowing
or pasture; and those grounds that are to be the

latest mown are the last that are cleaned and shutup.
All the rough grass, which, the cows do not eat,

is mown of!', and the weeds cut up once or twice

a year. The rank grass produced on those spots

on which dung has been dropped in the spring the

cows do not eat, and it is ' skimmed over' or mown,
and made into hay lor young stock in the winter.

From these spots, alter being mown, there springs

a new crop in autumn. If they were not mown,
the long grass would decay and gel rotten at the

bottom. These tufis of rank grass are, however,
sometimes left, and eaten up by store stock in winter.

Hay.—The age or state of ripeness, at which a

crop of grass is cut for haj', is of great importance,

Jbron it depends the quality of the hay. The
earlier it. is cut, the better will be the quality of
the hay, and the greater will be tlie quantity of the

afler-grass ; and the longer it stands before it is

cut, the greater will be the quantity of the hay,
but it will be of an inferior quality, and the after-

grass will be diminished in a much greater propor-
tion than that in which the hay is increased.
Early mowing, therefore, is always practised on
this farm. The mowins: begins the last week of

May or the first week of June, when the grasses
are in blossom, and when they are seldom more
than six weeks old.

The mowing should be so performed, that nei-

ther the strokes of the scythe nor the junction of
the swaths can be discerned. This is easily ac-

complished by fixing the scyihe to the handle, so

as to have it level with the ground during the ope-

ration of mowing, by not taking on too wide a
swath, and by making the scythe come out a lit-

tle beyond the standing grass every time.

The more expeditiously grass is converted into

hay, and the more of the natural juices of the

grass the hay retains, the better is its quality. It

cannot be too often tedded or shaken abroad, while

passing from a stale of grass to a state of hay,

particularly in the first stages of the process.

The hay-machine, therefore, is of great advantage
in the work ; for besides that a boy and a horse
can, with it, do as much work as eight men, it

does the work with more expedition and much,
more perfectly, all the grass being completely se-

parated and spread regularly over the ground to

dry ; and the hay, in consequence, is at least ten

per cent, better in quality than that which is made
by the hand.
The hay, in three or four days after mowiog, if

the weather is favorable, is either put into wind
cocks or carried to the rick. The ricks of hay are

made in those fields which are dry, and in which
it is intended to fodder some of the stock during
winter. The best hay is taken to the homestead,
and either ricked m the yard or put into the large
barn formerly mentioned, in which several hun-
dred tons of hay can be secured.

[ Stock.

Mr. Drinkwater S. Hayward has rented this

farm for thirty, and his family for many years. He
keeps a pack of a hundred cows, composed of
the best milkers, or those fi-om whose milk the
greatest quantity of cheese is made ; and in select-

ing calves for weaning to keep up his stock, he
takes those of the best milkers. His stock is of a
mixed breed ; and that which he prefers is a cross

of the Gloucester and the Alderney with a Dur-
ham bull, producing a stock half Durham, one-
Iburth Gloucester, and one-fourih Alderney. Hav-
ing had the good fortune to get an excellent milk-
er of the true Hereford breed, a very uncommon
ihing, he is proceeding in the same way witli this

cow, crossing first with an Alderney and then
with a Durham bull. This stock of course is one-
half Durham, one-fourth Alderney, and one-
fburtli Herelbrd ; he expects it lo be ol' a very su-
perior kind, and not only excellent milkers, but of
the finest symmetry and with high feeding proper-
ties ; and fi-om the present appearance of the
stock, there is every reason to liiink this will be
the case.

To keep up his stock of dairy-cows, Mr. Hay-
ward weans thirty heiler-calves every year. Some
of those that are weaned before March produce
calves when two years and a quarter old, and all

the others come in at three years old. Mr. H.
has, therelbre, a hundred cows, thirty heifer-

calves, thirty year-old heilers, thirty two-year-old
heiliirs, and thirty three-year-old heiftjrs; which
last take the place of thirty cows that are yearly
drawn from the stock, and disposed of. These
thirty cows consist of such heilers as have slipped
their calves, or have proved "empty" or barren,

and of aged cows, which are sold to graziers,
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The younij cows are disposed of as soon as pos-

sible ; but the old ones are kept as long in autumn
as their milk will pay (or their keep.

3fanagement of cows.—The cows are jrenerally

turned out to grass in the end of April or bep^in-

ning of May, upon those grounds which Mr.
Hayward has found, from experience, to produce
the most and the richest milk. These grounds
are nearest to the home-stead, and have always
been pastured. The driving of the cows before

milking, and the carrying of the milk to any con-
siderable distance, are found to injure the quality

of the cheese ; and to avoid this consequence, the
paslure-grounds should always be, as on this (arm,
near the homestead.
The cows, on this farm, are divided into three

lots, the young and weak ones beins in one lot.

Each of these three lots has two fields of pas-
ture, and they are generally kept a week at a
time in each field ; so that they have fresh pas-
ture every week—an advantage much greater
than most farmers are aware of. Great care is

taken never to overstock the pasture of the cows.
They ought, at all limes, to have a full bite of
close, short, fine grass. Lonir overgrown grass
gives a rank flavor to the cheese, and should al-

ways be avoided.

In dry seasons, when the pasture has cni too
short, some of the fields that were intended f^ir

mowing are given up to the cows (or pasture.
When the hay is all cleared off the mowinir
grounds, and the after-grass bcirins to irrow (it

generally takes several weeks to make much ap-
pearance,) the cows are shifted in these grounds.
Land which is long pastured b_y any animal gets
foul or unsound (or it, and the after-ora^s always
makes the cows spring their milk. They are,

therefore, generally moved from the pnsture
grounds into the after-grass belbre there is much
of it for them.

It is very essential for cows to have a shade and
water in every field. The shade of large trees,

however, is the only shelter from the sun and the
storm, which they have on this farm, and indeed
in the whole vale.

Cows should, in winter, be kept as warm and
comfortable as possible. Every dairy should he
provided with sliades and warm courts for the
cows; but in the vale there is scarcely an instance

of accommodation of this kind (cir onp-(burth of
the cows, and there is not more on this (arm.
Hence most o( them are foddered in the driest

and warmest grounds; and belbre calving, they
get hay served out to them morning and evening

;

but after calving, they are fed three or four times
a day, and with the best of the liay.

Calves.—The calves are allowed to remain with
their mothers fiir about a week after they are drop-
ped, because the milk, durtna this time, would not
do (or making cheese. Tlie best of the heifer-

calves are selected for breeding. Such of the re-

mainder as are dropped before March are fattened
;

those that are dropped after that time tire sold

young, as, then, veal generally l)ecomes cheap, and
milk is of more value (or making cheese than for

feeding calves.

Alter the first week, the calves that are to be
weaned are parted from their mothers, and put on
the calves' stage, a sort of crib erected in the
calves' houses, which beinir raised one font from
the ground, and being open in the bottom, keeps

them dry without the lielp of litter. Here they
are allowed two quarts of sweet milk in the morn-
ing, and the same quantity in the evening, (or the
first six weeks. At the end of this period ihey be-
gin to eat liay, some of the best of which is given
to them ; and, instead of milk, they get a mixture
of sweet milk and water. They are turned out
into some of the earliest and best pastures, aa
soon as there is any (or them.
The whole breeding stock are distributed into

lots, according to their ages, and kept apart sum-
mer and winter. They are kept either on the up-
per field of this farm, or taken to another farm on
the hills, where they are treated in the same way
as the breeding slock are on Beverston farm.

Sheep.—There are upwards of three hundred
sheep kept on this farm. They pasture the upper
field in summer; and in autumn and winter they
eat up the rouuh grass left by the cows. The
management of the sheep is the same as that prac-
tised on Beverston farm, to the account of' which
we refer the reader.

Pigs.— Upon this and every dairy farm, a num-
ber of pigs are necessary to consume the whey

—

one pig to two cows in summer, but not so many
in winter. Their food in summer, is grass, clover,

vetches, and whey ; in winter, raw potatoes, with
tailmg corn, whey, and skimmed milk. When
ihey are being firttened, l)ean or harlcj'-meai is

mixed with ()oiled or steamed potatoes, in the pro-

portion of a bushel of meal to two cwt. and a half
of potatoes. The lireed of pigs kept on this farm
is the Berksiiire, with a small mixture of the

Hereford. Some of them are sold in a store state

;

most of ihem are fattened. Five or six breeding
sows are always kept, which are regularly fatten-

ed oflf, when one year and a half old, and fed to

about three cwt.

Management of the dairy.

It is acknowledixed by every one, at all ac-

quainted with thesubject, that the quality of cheese
does not depend upon the superior richness of the

the soil or llie fineness of the herbage ; (or cheese
of the first quality is fie(}uently made from land of
an inferior description, and li-om herbage of a
coarse nature. Nor does the quality of the cheese
depend on the breed of the cows, lor cheese of the
best quality is made from the milk of" cows of all

the different breeds that are to be (bund in the
country: we think it principally depends on the

manairemeot of the cows as to their (bod, &c., of
the milk in converting it into cheese, and of the

cheese, till it is fit for market.

The (bllo\i^ing circumstances are injurious lo

the quality of cheese : allowing the cows to get
rank or ill-flavored grass or hay, these conveying
a bad flavor to the milk and cheese—allowing the

cows to run and heat themselves—driving them
fiir to be milked, which makes the milk (i-oth much
in milking—carrying the milk from the place of
milking to the dairy; and allowing it to remain
long after it is milked, belbre it is set with the ren-

net.

The greatest dependence is upon the dairy-

maid ; and the chief art of making cheese of the

finest quality lies in her management. The super-
intendence of the dairy invariably devolves upon
the farmer's wife. Mrs. Hayward attends to every
minute circumstance in this department, and the
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following is a report of the information slie has

obligingly coniniunicated to us respecting the

whole economy of the dairy of this I'arni.

The management of tiie dairy should be con-

ducied vviiii ihe greatest regulariiy. Every ope-

ration should he perlormed precisely at the proper

time. Either hastening or delnying the execu-

tion of it will cause cheese of an inlerior quality

to be made of milk from which the best may be

obtained. A dairy-maid is selected for skill, clean-

Hness, and strict attention to her business. Her
work commences at lour o'clock in the morning,

and continues without intermission till bed-time.

Dairy house.—The dairy-house should be kept

at a temperature of between 50° and 60"; and
the drier it is kept the better, as both milk and
cream retain their sweetness much longer in dry

than in damp air. Ev^ery lime, therelbre, the

dairy is washed, it is dried as quickly as possible.

Around two sides of the dairy, there are broad

shelves, made of elm, lor putting the ves-els that

hold the milk and cream, and the newly made
cheese upon. On another side there is a frame

with three large stone cheese-presses. In the

middle oi" the north side is the door; and in the

corner, on the left, is the stair leading up to the

cheese-loiis ; and behind the door is a single

cheese-press, which is generally used in pressing

the cheese at first time, before it is cut down and
put through the mill. In the middle of the floor

Bland three leaden vessels, large enough to hold

all the whey of one " meal " or milking; and by
the side ol' these stands the cheese-tub.
Above the dairy there ace two cheese-lofts,

around the sides of which there are broad shelves

/or holding cheeses; and in the middle sinnds a
frame ibr holding two rows of boards, called here

"checse-lack," which being only about eight

inches apart, contain a much greater quantity of

cheese than could be disposed on the floor. 'I'lie

stair to the cheese-lofts is of oak, and seems to be
the pride of the dairy-maid, (or it is dry rubbed
and polished so smooth, that it is dangerous to

walk upon ; but this sort of pride is encouraged
as evincing an atieniion to cleanliness.

Along the north side of the dairy there is a shed,
which communicates with the dwelling house. In

this shed the utensils are kept upon a stand Ibr

ihe purpose, the cream is churned, and other
work perlormed, nothing being done in the dairy,

but the making of the cheese and the making up
of the butter.

Opposite to the door of the dairy and detached
from the shed, is a wash-house with a pump-
well, at the door of it. In this wash-house, the

water and the milk are heated in boilers for the

purpose ; and all cleaning work is performed.
Utensils.—The milking-pails are made of ma-

ple, on account of the lightness of the wood and
lis cleanliness of appearance. They hold about
six gallons each, and the cheese-tub is of a size
large enough to itold the whole of the milk. The
ladder, ihe skimming-dish, and the bowl are ol

maple. The sieve for straining the milk is about
filteen inches in diameter, and has a hair-cloih
bottom.

There are a number of cheese-vale, sufficient
to hold all the cheese made in four or five days.
They are made of elm, and turned out of the so-
hd. That which gives five cheeses to a cwt., is

considered the best size for double Gloucester.
Vol. V 111—37

the inside diameter of which is fifteen inches and
a half, and depth, four and a quarter

; and that ia

considered the best for sirgle Gloucester, which
ixives eight to a cwl., the diameter within, being

lilteen inches and a half, and depth, two and a
half. I\ound boards, called " suity boards," made
of elm, of the diameter of the cheese-vats, and
thicker in the middle than at tfie edtres, are occa-

sionally necessary to place on the cheeses, when
in the "press, if the vats are not quite full. With-
out the assistance of these boards, the cheeses

Will be round in the edges, (a proof of not being

well pressed,) and not so handsome.

The cheese-presses are made of stone, as being

ihe cleanest material Ibr the purpose, and of stea-

diest pressure. They weigh about seven cwt.

each ; they are raised by a block and tackle ; and
the whole apparatus is painted white.

From the whey leads, which are oblong and
about eight inches deep, there are leaden pipes

which convey the whey into an under-ground cis-

tern, near the pigs' houses, where, by means of a
pump, it is raised, when wanted, for the pigs.

Leaden keep the whey longer sweet than wooden
vessels, and are much easier kept clean. This ia

done by scouring them with ashes of wood, and
washing them well every time they are emptied,

wliich is every thirty-six hours.

Tin vessels are used in preference to earthen-

ware Ibr holding the milk that is set for cream,

and also for holding the cream. Those used for

the cream hold about four gallons each, and are

made with a lip (or the convenience of shifting the

cream from one of these vessels into another.

This is done once every day during summer ; and
there is a wooden slice or knife always kept in the

cream vessel, with which the cream is frequently

stirred during the da} , to prevent a skin from fbrm-

iufj on the top of it, which is injurious to the qua-

lity of the butter. The skimminff dish, used lor

taking the cream ofl' the milk, diflers from that

used in cheese-making, being made of tin, with

holes in it, to let the milk run out that maybe
taken up with Ihe cream.

The butter-scales, prints, and butter-boards are

of mnple. The boards for making up the butler

in halt-pound rolls are about one foot long and

nine inches wid^. The barrel-churn is made of

the best oak, and orreat attention is paid to its

cleanliness. The butter-milk is never allowed to

remain in it ; but it is washed, scalded, and put up
to drv, as soon as the butter is taken out.

Milking.—This is perlormed in three separate

courts, to which the cows come from their several

fields. The milkincs should be as near as possible

at equal divisions of the day, commencing at about

lour o'clock in the mornin<r and three in the after-

noon. To each milker eight cows are assigned,

and one man carries the milk from all the milkers

to the dairy. The milking should be finished in

an hour. The dairy-n^aid sees 'hat the milkers

do iheir duty, and that all the cows are milked

clean ; for the milk that comes last is the richest

;

and, besides, if the cows are not clean milked,

there will be a gradual diminution of the milk,

perceptible daily : for these reasons the greatest

care is taken that the cows are clean milked.

Cheese making.—The cheese-tub being put in

its place in the dairy, the ladder is put across it,

and a large thin canvass cloth covers the whole

tub and ladder to catch rny of the milk that njay
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drop from the pail, and to prevent dirt from fallinnj in-

to the tub. Above this and upon the ladder is placed
the sieve, through which the milk is strained. Il

the milk ehould not be of the temperature of 85°,

a portion of it is put into a deep tin, kept lor the
purpose, and placed in a furnace of hot water in

the wash-house, by which the whole is warmed
to a proper degree. It is of the utmost moment to

attend to this ; for if the mi k is not warm enough
when the rennet is put into it, the cheese will be
*' tender," and will bulge out in the edge, which
spoils its appearance, and a great quantity of se^di-

ment of small curd will be found in the whey
leads, which is so much curd lost. If, on the other
hand, the milk is too warm, it will cause the cheese
to " heave" or ferment, which injures both its ap-
pearance and quality.

When the milk is sufficiently warm, the color-
ing and the rennet are put into it. The coloring
or analto is put in by rubbing a cake of it on a
plate amongst the milk until, Irom its appearance,
it seems colored enough. One pound of anatto,
at five shillings, is sufficient for half a ton of cheese.
The rennet being added immediately after the

anatto is put in, the tub is covfred with a woollen
cloth for, at least, an hour. Rennet or runnet is

made from the stomachs of calves, called here
" veils." Irish veils are the best : they are cured,
and sent to England, and sold by the grocers to

the dairy- farmeis. Mrs. Ilayward never uses
them till they are twelve months old, for, if they
are not old, the rennet made from them causes the
cheese to " heave," and to become full of "eyes"
or holes. She prepares the rennet from them by
adding to every six veils two gallons of brine and
two lemons. The lemons do away with any disa-
greeable smell, and give the rennet sweetness and
agreeable flavor. Twenty or thirty gallons of it

are made at a time, as it is found to" be much bet-
ter, when made in large quantities. It sliould
never be used, till it has stood for, at least, two
months.
When the curd is sufficiently firm for breaking,

it is gently and slowly cut with a three-bladed
knife, down to the bottom of the tub, (the knife
being about fourteen inches long,) both ways or at

right angles, and around the sides oflhe tub. The
cuts should be about an inch apart. When it has
stood five or ten minutes to allow it to sink a litile,

and the whey to come out as clear as possible,
some of the whey is dipped out of it with the
bowl, and the curd is cut a second time with the
three-bladed knife—very slowly to begin with

;

for, if the cutting is done hurriedly, a great sedi-
rnent of very small curd will pass through ihe
sieve and be found in the whey leads, am? there
will also be an increase of the quantity of whey
butter which should have been in the cheese, and
the value of the butler, thus obtained, will not
competisate for the waste of curd, and lor the loss

of credit which the cheese will sustain li-om the
abstraction of butter from it. The cutting being,
therefore, performed very slowly at first, and wiili

the strokes of the knife at a considerable distance
from each other, is gradually quickened, and the
strokes are taken nearer and nearer every time.
At last, one hand, with the skimming dish, keeps
the whole in motion, turning up the lumps sus-
pended in the whey, while the other, with the
knife, is in constant motion, cutting them as small
as possible—and this operation is conlinued till no

!

more lumps are brought to the surface, and the
whole mass is reduced to one degree of fineness.

Thi:^ process may occupy a quarter of an hour.
The curd is now allowed to stand a quarter of

an hour, and being, thus, snfficienily settled, the
whey is taken from it with the bowl, and poured
through a very fine hair sieve, placed over the,

whey leads. When the greitesi part ot'the whey
\\HS been separated from it, the dairy-maid, (biding

over a portion oi" it, and beginning at one corner,

goes around the tub, cutting the curd into lumps,
and laying them on the principal mass, by which
operation the mass is carried all around the tub,

and most of the remaining whey escapes between
the cut fragments, as they lie and press upon each
other. From time to time the whey is taken from
the tub, and put through the seive into the whey
leads.

The curd is then put into vats, and pressed

down with the hand. Tlio vats, bemg covereil

with cheese-cloths, about one yard and a quarter

long, of fine canvass, are placed in the press lor

half an hour, when they are taken out and the

curd cut into slices, and put into a mill fixed on the

top of the tub, which tears it into very small

crumbs, as small as vetches. This mill, which is

of Mr. Ilayvvard's construction, is a great im-
provement in the making of cheese, not only as it

saves the dairy-maid the most laborious part of*

the process, that of squeezing and rubbing the curd
into small crumbs with her hands, but as it allows

the fat to remain in the cheese, which the hands
squeeze out.

In its pulverized state, it is customary with most
dairy-maids to scald the curd with hot whey ; but

Mrs. Hayward considers cheese richer, when
made wiihout scalding the broken curd, ihis wash-
ing the fat out of it. She, therelbre, without scald-

ing it puts it into the vats, and presses it closely

together with the hand, in filling them. In making
double Gloucester cheeses, particular care is taken
to press any remaining whey from the curd as the
vats are being filled, and they are filled as com-
pactly as can be done with the hand, being round-
ed up in the middle, but just so much so, as that

the whole can be pressed into tJie vat. Cheese-
cloths are then spread over the vats, and a little

hot water is thrown over the cheese-cloths, which
tends to harden the outside of the cheese and pre-

vent il from cracking. The curd is now turned

out of the vats into the cloths, and the vats being
dipped into the whey to wash away any crumbs
of" curd that may cling to them, the curd, inverted

and with the cloth around it, is again put into them.
The cloths are then folded over and tucked in, and
the vats, as they are filled, are put into the press

one upon another. The bottoms of the vats are

smooth and a little rounded, so as to answer the

purpose of cheese- boards, which, therefore, arc

only wanted for the uppermost vats, or when the

other vats are not quite full. The vats are allowed
to remain under the press about two hours, when
they are taken out and dry cloths are applied,

which with doubleGlouccstercheeseshould be re-

peated some time in the day.
Sailing and salting-presses.—The vats, when

the clean cloths are given, as just mentioned, are

changed from the single press to the one next to it,

and placed in it, one upon another, as before.

They remain in this press till the cheeses are salt-

ed, when those made in the evening take the
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place, in ihe press, of those made in the morning,

and those made in the evenmg are, in their turn,

displaced by those made the Ibllowing morning, the

cheeses o!' the last making being always placed

lowest in the press, and those ol' the other makings

rising in it according to ihe priority ol'making. The
same order is observed in the other two presses, the

lastornewcst making in each being lowest,and each

makinir liaving next above it that which was made
last belbre it. The cheeses pass througli ihe iliree

presses in this order, advancing a step in their pro-

gress at each 'meal' or making, till, at last, in lour or

tivedavs, they coiiie out oJ'ihe presses and are put

upon the shelves. They are generally salted at

the end of iwen'y-four hours aiier ihey are made,
though this is done by some ai the end ol" twelve

hours. The salting should never be begun till the

skin is all closed, for if there be any crack in the

skin of the cheese at the time of salting, it will

never close afterwards. The salting is peilbrmed

by rubbing with the hand both the sides and the

edge of the cheese with finely powdered suit. The
cheese, after this, is relured to the vats, and put

under the press, care being always taken, accor-

ding to what has been said, to put the newest
cheese lowest in the press, and the oldest upper-

most. The salting is repeated three times with

thesiiigle, and four tunes with the double Glouces-

(er, twenty-four hours being allowed to intervene

between each salting. Alter the second salting,

the cheeses are returned to the vais wiihoulthe
cloths, that the marks of the cloih may be eflaced,

and the cheese may get a smoothness ofsurlace and
^keeiH)ess of edge, which is a peculiarity of Glou-
cestershire cheese. The double Gloucester remain
in the presses five days, and the sinirle, four; but

in damp weather they should remain longer. The
quantity of salt generally used is about three
pounds and a half lo a cwt. of cheese.

y%e cheese room.—When the cheeses are taken
from the salting presses, they are put on Ihe shelf
in the dairy lor a day or two, where ihey are
turned once in twelve hours. Thev are then taken to

(he cheese-loft to make way for the new ones. In

the cheese-room, either on the fioor or on the
'cheese-rack,' they are turned once every day;
and, in general, in a month from the time they were
taken out of the vat, they are ready for cleaning,
which is done by scrapiilg them with a common
knile. The dairy-maid, in doing this, sits down,
on the floor, takes a cheese in her la[), and with
the knite scrapes both sides and edge clean, taking
ofi'all scurfthey may have contracted. The cheese,
if intended lor the London market, as is generally
the case, when it has been thus cleaned, is rubbed
all over with a paint made of Indian red, or of

Spanish brown, or of a mixture of both, and small
beer. It is rubbed on with a woollen cloth. After
being painted, it is turned over twice a week, and
oftener in damp weather; and, as soon as the state

of the paint will permit, the ediies of the cheese
and about an inch ol'each side is rubbed hard with
a cinth, at least once a week.

Characteristics of true Gloucester.—The marks
of true Gloucester cheeses are.— ' the blue coat,'

which arises, through the paint on iheir sides, and
which is a sure sign of their richness and sweet-
ness,—the yellow, golden hue of their edges,—

a

smooth, close, and wax like texture,—a very mild
and rich flavor,— not crumbling when cut into thin

slices, nor parting, when toasted, with the oily

matter they contain, but softening,without burning.

If cheese has been soured in the making, either

from being two long in hand, or from want of at-

tention in scalding the utensils, nothing will cause

it to assume the blue coat. If the curd is salted,

when ground down belbre being put into the vats,

the salt has the effect of giving a skin to each of

the particles of the curd it comes in contact with,

which prevents them Irom intimately uniting ; and,

although the curd may be pressed together and be-

comes good cheese, yet it never becomes a smooth,

close, solid mass, like that with is salted after it is

made, but is of a loose texture, and crumbles when
cut ; and although it may be equally liit, yet in

toasting Ihe fat melts out of it, and the cheesy

part burns. The skin of the cheese, too, is not

tough and solid, but hard and brittle, and when
examined seems to be Ibrmed of many irregular

portions, something like mosaic work.

Making of the butter.—The milk as it comes
from the cows, is strained through a hair-sieve

into the tin vessels, which are about Jour inches

deep. It is allowed to stand only twelve hours,

when the cream is taken off with the skim-

ming-dish and put into the cream vessels, and the

milk is warmed and carried to the cheese tub.

The cream is shifted into iiesh cream vessels once

a day, and is also stirred frequently during the day
with the wooden knife, that is always kept in each

of the cream vessels. This continued shifting and
stirring of the cream prevent a skin from forming

on the top of it, which is injurious to the butter.

In summer or in hot weather, several gallons

of cold water should be put into the churn, and
allowed to remain an hour in it to cool the churn,

belbre the cream is put into it. The cream is

f=i rained through a coarse canvass cloth kept ex-

clusively Ibr this purpose, and then put into the

churn. The operation of churning should, in

summer or in hot weather, be very slow, other-

wise the butter will be very soit when taken out

:

but in winter or in cold weather, and particularly

in frosty weather, the churn should be prepared

for receiving the cream by putting hot water into

it, and allowing it to remain fbr half an hour to

heal ihe churn ; and, then, the operation of churn-

ing should be perlbrmed quickly, and now and
then the air, that escapes from the cream in churn-

ing, should be let out of the churn, or it will make
the cream iioih, and lengthen the process of
churning very much.
When the butter is taken out of the churn, it is

customary with most people to wash it with cold

water belbre salting it. This is never done here,

Mrs. Hay ward having found Irom long experience,

that butter retains its sweetness much longer when
no water is used in making it up. When it is

taken out of the churn, it is well worked wilh the

hand, which presses out most of the milk; it is

then beaten wilh a cloth, or raiher, a cloih is re-

peatedly pressed down upon it, which alisorbs all

the remainiiifi milk. When this is properly per-

lbrmed, and no traceofbuiter-milk remains,it is salt-

ed 10 ihe taste with finely powdered salt, which is

well mixed with it by working it in vviih the hands.

It is then weighed inio half-|)0uiids. and made up

in rolls, about nine inches long. The process of

making butter from the cream of whey is the

same as that just described. Butter is made twice

a week during summer.
The quantity of milk butter made on this farm,
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is about 16 lbs. per cow, and that of whey butter

about 25 lbs. per cow per annum. About 2h lbs.

of salt are used to a cwt. of butter.

Comparative estimate of thp several applications

of milk, viz ., to the feeding of veal, and to the

making of cheese and butter.

In feedinir calves for the butcher, it frenerally

takes seven weeks to leed iln-m lo about a civi.

each ; and they consume the lollowinfr quaniiiy

ol' milk in the seven weeks: About 10 ijallnne

the first week ; 16, the second ; 20, the third ; 24,

the fourth ; 27, the fifth; 30, the sixth ; and 32,
the seventh ; so that, it lakes 159, or say 160 sh\-

lons of milk to produce 112 lbs. of veal. The
average money value of the above modes of con-
vertincr milk into a marketable commodity will

stand thus:

—

100 gallons of milk produce
112 lbs. of cheese of the best

quality, which at 6d. per lb.

is - - - - £2 16
And 5 lbs. ofwhqy butter, which

at 8d. per lb. is - - 3 4
Value of 100 gallons of milk,

when converged into cheese £2 19 4
100 gallot)s produce ol" milk

butter 34 lbs. which at lOd.

per lb. is - - - £18 4

And of cheese ofthe worst qua-
lity 74 lbs., which at 3d. per
lb., is - - - - 18 6

Value of 100 gallons, when
made into butter - £2 6 10

160 gallons produce 112 lbs. of
veal, which at lid. per lb., is £3 10

But calves, when dropped, jre-

nerally sell at 10s. each,
which being deducted - 10

Leaves, as the value of 160
gallons, and therelbre the v.i-

lue of 100 gallons m feeding
veal - - - - £3 1 17 6

Thus, making cheese of the first quality is more
profitable than either making milk-butter or feed-

ing veal; yet many farmers continue to feed

calves durins the early part ofthe sjiring—a prac-
tice not justified by an examination of results, but
persevered in from habit, as many practices are,

where active pursuits are not conjoined with a
spirit of inquiry and comparison.

From the farmers' Cabinet.

ANTI-LIME.

Mr. Editor—Being informed by a neighbor,
that you offer to publish experiments made in

agriculture, lor the inlbrmation of your readers, I

take the liberty to send you an account of the fo\-

Jovving, which I made lasi summer, to test the re-

lative value of the several difiercnt manures in

raising corn. I selected five acres of worn out
land, in one piece, and of a quality as much alike
as possible, and ploughed it flat, some time in

April. On one of these I spread one hundred and
^fiy bushels of marl, procured from Woodstown,

in this county ; on another, one hundred bushela
of drawn ashes; on the third fifty bushels of fresh
slacked lime ; and on Ihe fburtji, Ibrty bushels of
bone dust, so called—that is, bones groum), say
three pans into small fragmeiiis, and one part imo
a coarse dust or powder— whicdi 1 procured at a
iMiiton lactory in the neighborhood of Brid<reton.

The filih acre 1 left without manure of any kind,

in order to test the actual value of the difierent

luanuies used on the oilier four acies. Cost ofthe
manures was as follows : the marl, which i hauled
about ten miles, I put down at ten cents per
bushel, including the carting, that is, fifteen dol-

lars lor the first acre ; ashes, ten cents per bushel,
or ten dollars lor the manure of the second acre

;

limp, sixteen cents per bushel, including the cost

of hauling, will make eight dollars for the third

acre; and bone dust, for which 1 paid forty cents

per bushel, to which add four cents per bushel lor

hauling, makes seventeen dollar^ sixty cents lor

manure used on the fourth acre. The cultivation

ofthe whole five acres was the same ; and the re-

sult of the crop taken and measured, from each
acre, was as follows:

Bone dust produced twenty-six bushels ; ashes,

twenty-four bushels ; marl twenty-two bushels;
lime only six bushels ; and the unmanuied acre
six bushels also.

Much has been written in favor of lime. As far

as ni}- experience froes, and 1 have tried it on
several occasions, I have never found any, or but

very.litile benefit Ironi it the first season: but in

two or three } ears, it will generally produce a very
sensible increase on some of the crops lollowing,

especially on oats and on cloven. I do not there-

fore consider lime as the poor man's friend ; though
in those parts of the country where ashes, marl,

or bone dust, are not to be readily procured, 1 should
recommend its use.

Abbott Atkinson.
Pitiss;rove, Salem county, JV. J.

Feb. 10, 1840.

From tlie Providence Courier.

A farmer's life and duties.

If we were ever envious, it was of the farmer
—the intelligent, independent larmer, who owned
his land, his house and barns; who was free Irom
debt, whose family were growing up prosperously
around him, upon whom God smiled and blessed.

We have seen such a ftjrmer ; and in truth, we
know of no man so happy, and no business so

permanently profitable—none that makes the

owner so independent. An independent farmer
has his house to live in— it is his own—he has
earned it by the labor of his hands. He has liis

granaries tilled with the production of his (arn), his

barns wiih the stock reared, and the hay raised

upon his farm. His cedars are filled vviih the ne-
cessaries and comlorts of lilti. Almost every thing

necessiiry to feed him and his faniily, grows
around him. He may raise his own pork, fatten

and kill his own sheep, cat his own poultry and
his own eggs— live upon his own home-made
bread—weave his own cloth—raise his own wool
— knit his own stockings, through the agency of
his wile and daughters—make his own butler and
cheese ; in short, live and dress comfortably, with-.
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out go'ms off his own homestead. This is no fic-

tion : and it is a fart, ihat the farmer is the most
indi'|)endent man in the community.
But in order lo be happy, and males his life use-

ful as it ought to be, he mast be intelliirent— in

possession ol the means olknowledtie—especially

that kind of knowledge which relates lo his own
prolession. He must use the means which God
has given him, to be happy himself, and tocoiilri-

bdte to the ha[)piness and comliart of those around
him. In justice to himself he will employ his eve-

nings in the acquisition of knowledge. He will be

a reader of useful books, and a supporter of the

public press, which brings to his door the newspa-
per which gives him the history of the world.

Such a farmer as this will fulfil his duties to his

God, and his feilow-man, and is the happiest and
most independent among the best of men.

MR. JACOB SHEIMER S SYSTEM OF FARMING.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

Notes ofa conversation had with Jacob Sheimer,

Esq., a German farmer, of great skill, who resides

in Saucon township, Northampton county, Pa.

He ranks high as a practical I'armer in a place

which has been long celebrated lor its fine farms,

and good farmers. He says that his larm con-

tains just one hundred acres of liirm land, which
is" divided i ito eight equal fields, excepting lour

acres which is allowed lor house, barns, garden,

&c. One field is in with corn, three with wheat,

and one with rye, and three ior mowing, pas-

ture, &c.
He breaks up his corn stalk ground for wheat

the last of May, and immediately harrows it well,

and then furrows it out into eight pace lands lor

lime, a half bushel at each corner, when the sta-

ble manure is put on. It is ploughed a second
time belbre harvest; immediately after harvest

cross and harrow well, and then sow about the

28ih of September with one bushel and a half of

clean wheat per acre, to be ploughed in with a one
horse plough very shallow, and then harrowed.
The next spring sow with clover seed at the

rate of one bushel to eiu^ht acres. The Ibllowing

year to be mowed, and immediately after mowing,
strike one liirrow across the field and back agam
every (orty-five t'eet ; turn no cattle in, but when
the second crop is large enough, plough it neatly

down. If necessary run a harrow over belbre

ploughing; two weeks after let it be well harrow-
ed, and about the 28th of September sow with

wheat as belbre.

Next spring sow with clover seed for pasture

until after harvest the Ibllowing year; then turn it

carefully down, harrow it well, and sow as belbre.

The Ibllowing year sow no clover seed, but

plough the stubble down immediately alter har-

vest, harrow it well, and sow one bushel of clean
rye per acre, and plough in.

After the rye is cut oti', leave it until the follow-

ing year when it is to be jilanled with Indian corn,

three and a half iijet apart and lour grains in a
hill, to be plastered in the usual way, and plough
well three times.

Mr. Sheimer says that his three crops of wheat
are always the best, and he also says he has not
inissed a crop in thirty years, and that he raises

from ten to twelve hundred bushels of wheat
every year.

The thrashing must be finished by the first of
March, and the stable dung must be spread over
the yard at least once a week; this is all he does
to prepare it (or hauling out the latter part of June.
You will perceive that his is an eight year

course, and that he has one year summer fallow.

A practice now prevails in that section, of sowing
clover seed among the corn after the last plough-
ing, and some skiJful liirmers say they have had
good success with it.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Corn, Fallow, Wheat, Clover,

Fallow, Wheat, Clover, Wheat,
Wheat, Clover, Wheat, Clover,

Clover, Wheat, Clover, Wheat,
Wheat, Clover, Wheat, Rye,
Clover, Wheat, Rye, Corn,
Wheat, Rye, Corn, Fallow,
Rye, Corn, Fallow, Wheat,

No. 5.

Wheat,
Clover,

Wheat,
Rye,
Corn,
Fallow,
Wheat,
Clover,

No. 6.

Clover,

Wheat,
Rye,
Corn,
Fallow,
Wheat,
Clover,

Wheat,

No. 7.

Wheat,
Rye,
Corn,

Fallow,
Wheat,
Clover,

Wheat,
Clover,

No. 8.

Rye,
Corn,
Fallow,
Wheat,
Clover,

Wheal,
Clover,

Wheat.
Old Northampton.

SWAMP MUD FOR MANURE.

From tlie New England Farmer.

3fr. Fessenden—In my last note to you I pro-

mised to give some further account respecting the

decayed vegetable matter, generally called swamp
muck, which many sections of our country abound
with. The use of which, applied on an upland
loam, gravel, or sandy soil will pay the expense
of labor in removing it, two for one the first year,

as the statement of facts hereafter annexed, fully

proves.

The last fall I carted several loads ofmuck on to

a knol! of loam, and put it in one heap, though I

think it would have been better to have dropped
one load only in a place. In the spring, prior to

planting corn, the muck was spread and ploughed
under. The crop of corn where the muck was
spread, was large. I thought larger than where
barn yard manure was put, A neighboring farmer
has made use of muck lor several years. The
first year he thought it equal to barn yard manure,
and its effects were perceivable a much longer
time. The soil on which the muck was put, was
a warm gravelly loam. The muck was used by
another neighboring farmer, (or manuring corn in

ihe hill, which was used in the following manner:
A row of each alternately, one of barn yard ma-
nure, and one of hog manure. He assured me
the corn was much the best manured with the
muck. The soil a sandy loam.
Mr. Daniel Bloomer when residing in North

Salem, West Chester county, in the year 1796
had four acres of gravelly loam of equal quality

which he planted with corn. Prior to planting the

corn, he applied fifty loads of muck per acre, oi\
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two acres ; these two acres produced him one
hundred and twenty bushels; the other two acres

yielded only sixty bushels. The next spring these

lour acres were sowed with oats and grass seed.

The oats was more than twice as large on the two
acres dressed with muck as they were on the other

two. The grass tor the four succeeding years

produced in much the same ratio. I might relate

other improvements of a similar kind. It is pre-

sumed that every intelligent, industrious farmer

will be satisfied of the utility of muck as manure.
Those fiarms which are interspersed with swamps
of muck and uplands either of loam, sand, or gra-

vel, may be made, at an expense of five to ten

dollars per acre, capable of paying an interest

annually ofone hundred dollars. Ten dollars ex-

pended with economy will, in most circumstances,

be suflicient to cart and spread one hundred loads

ofswamp manure on an acre.

Those who are owning farms, situated as just

stated, now valued at twenty-five dollars per acre,

have only to say the word, and go I'orv/ard, for one
or two years, to convince themselves and their

neighbors they have larms intrinsically worth one
hundred dollars per acre. Wliyso? it maybe
asked. Because they will pay a net profit over

and above all expense, amounting to the interest

of one hundred dollars. Look for a moment at

the statement of Mr. Bloomer. He tells you he
applied filty loads of muck in the spring, (though
the fall is a better time, and the muck is better to

be laid on lands in the fall,) per acre, which cost

him five dollars. On this acre he had an excess

of corn of thirty bushels, at fifty cents per bushel,

which would leave ten dollars, nearly, to pay the

interest of one hundred and fifty dollars at 7 per
cent., and this only for the first year. It is ivonhy
to consider, by taking the muck from the low lands,

that ditches may be made or improved, so that the

low lands may produce bountilul crops of timothy
and red top, &c. &c. It is desirable that farmers

in different parts of the country would try the

utility of the muck on the different summ3rcrops,
and inform the public of the results of their labor

through yourusellil New England Farmer, all of
which are highly beneficial to us farmers.

HUSSEY S REAPIIfG MACHINE.

From ilie Baltimore Patriot.

Mr. Charles Carroll, of Doughoregan Manor,
liaving liilly tested the advantages of this reaping
machine, during the late harvest, speaks in very
decided terms as to its merits. Mr. Carroll has
had upwards of one hundred acres of grain cut
with this machine, "on all kindsof ground, not too
stony, and in light and heavy wheat ;" and in a
communication to the Chronicle, he gives it as his

opinion tliat it is impossible lor cradles to cut grain
as clean or as evenly, fur it takes every head and
leaves the stubble accurately level. In very heavy
grain, however, the machine is represented as
showing to most advantage—performing in such
grace, the work of four cradlers, and furnishing
employment for eight good active binders. The
machine is drawn by two horses, which incon-
stant or heavy work should be changed twice a
day. This machine is evidently a valuable in-

vention, or im[)rovement in ll.e matter of harvest-

ing; and Mr. Carroll observes that it may be
applied to cutting of clover seed ; and with some
alterations to the cuttingof meadows and all kinds
ofgrass. As to its allotted use as a "reaper," he
thinks it will soon be seen upon all farms where
it is found necessary to have a thrashing machine.

USEFULNESS OF BIRDS AND TOADS.

From the Boston Courier."^

Ulr. Editor—^I see it stated in your paper of Fri-
day, that the probable reason why the canker-worm
commits small ravages in 'Flob,' is found in the
care v^ith which the birds are protected. I was
reminded of a remark in Peabody's Lile of Wilson.
"He enters into a deliberate calculation of the value
of the services of the red-winged blackbird, which
certainly bears no good reputation on the farm

;

showing that, allowing a single bird fifty insects

in a day, which would be short allowance, a single

pair would consume 12,000 in four months : and if

there are a m.illion of pairs of these birds in the

United States, the amount of insects is less by
twelve thousand millions, than if the red-wing
were exterminated." Let any one, during the

brooding season of robins or other birds, rise by-

break of day and count the number of times old

ones return in one hour with worms and insects,

or, if he can, let him count through the day, and
the number will be foimd almost incredible.

The practice of killing birds for mere amuse-
ment, is not merely indicative of cruelty and want
of feeling, but is exceedingly detrimental to the

interests of the community. If the liirmers re-

flected and made calculations upon the sutject,

they would discourage and oppose it as one of the

greatest scourges, and would pay a premium to

their boys to let the birds alone, rather than furnish

them with powder and shot to kill them.

And, now that I am upon the subject of insects

and worms, let me add, that there is a very unrea-

sonable prejudice against toads. They are ex-

ceedingly valuable in gardens, and other places,

in consequence of the exterminating warfare they

are continually waging against the bugs and
worms. Any person who has them in his garden
has a treasure there ; and if he will watch them
closely, he will find them accomplishing more in

the way of preserving his squash and cucumber
vines, and other vegetables, than he can do with

all his troughs of liquid. I think these subjects

will be brought more'fully into notice by the gen-

tlemen commissioned by the state to examine into

its natural history ; indeed I know that one of

them, at least, has been at great pains for two
years, to collect from all parts o/ the country what
information he could upon the subject, which
would be likely to secure the fiirmer from the ra-

vages which his trees, his grain crops, and all the

products of his farm suffer from insects and
other causes. I would suggest that this subject

be brought up at the weekly agricultural meet-

ings, and that persons acquainted with these mat-
ters be invited to communicate their information

upon them. For, notwithstanding all the outcry

about retrenchment, and useless offices, it seems to

me that no offices in the end are likely to be more
valuable to us, than those which will bring to light

the hidden resources of this state, and collect all
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the information, both scientific and practical, which

will secure to the agricultural population relief

(rom every thing which blights and diininiphes

their crops. S. Y.

GRAPE CULTURE.

From the Franklin Farmer.

Every bunch of grapes, according to Knight,

in the Hort. Trans., commences its Ibrmation as a

tendril, and it is always in the power of the culti-

vator, to cause it to remain a tendril. The blos-

soms are all additions, the formation of which is all

dependent upon agents, viz., upon the leaves,

which are required to elaborate the Ibod, and upon

a good exposure to liizht and heat. Hence the

importance of pruning in autumn or spring, to thin

and shorten the wood ; and in summer, lo increase

the exposure ol* the Imii to atmo3|)heric influence.

This practice is too much neglected, or too spar-

ingly performed, by novices in the grape culture.

It is essential to native as well as to foreign vari-

eties. It is too common a practice to train the Is-

abella and other native kinds on arbors, and to let

the wood accumulate as it will without using the

knife, or using it sparingly. The consequence is,

that the fruit is lessened, from want ofexposure, its

time of ripening retarded, and its quality sensibly

impaired. One of the most extensive cultivators of

the native grape, Mr. E. H. Bonsall, of German-
town, Pa., says, that it is his practice, even after the

vines have attained a full capacity lor production

—say five years from the cutting, to cut them in

low—his object is to prepare them lor bearing an
average ot' fifty clusters to each, leaving several

shoots, from three to five joints to a vine for this

purpose; and that when fresh pruned, they will not

be more than lour lijet high at the greatest age.

We saw Mr. Bonsall's vineyard, consisting of

some acres, in the summer of 1833, and it had a

remarkably fine appearance.
In the summer pruning of the grape, let these

rules be observed : 1. Suffer only one slioof, and
let that be the strongest, to grow from each joint

;

and if these are very near each other pinch off

every other one. 2. When the fruit has set,

which will always be upon the - new growth of

wood, and generally on lateral branches, shorten

the fruit-bearing laterals to three or lour eyes

above the fruit, and the laterals not bearing Iruil to

one eye from the main vine. The object of the

first is to throw the sap into the fi-uit, instead of

permitting it to become exhausted in the forma-

tion of new wood ; of the second, to preserve the

bud at the base of the lateral, which is the fruit

bud of the following year ; and both to prevent

the too great accumulation of wood and foliage.

The main vines may soon alter be shortened.

The extreme buds on the main vines, and ge-

nerally on the laterals, will generally burst, and
throw out a new growth. These may also be

occasionally shortened, without injury to the vine

or fruit. When the fruit has obtained its growlli

the process of ripening may be facilitated by thin-

ning the Ibliage about the fruit, so as to give it a
better exposure to the sun and air.

In winter pruning, the laterals may be cut in

the main vines, taking care not to injure the buds
at their base, and the main vines may be shortened
to (he required length of two to six feet.

Mr. Bonsall's mode of training his vines de-

serves notice as well for its cheapness as lor its

utility—of this we speak from experience. He
sets chestnut posts, at the distance of ten feet,

firmly in the ground, on the line of his rows. He
drives into the liice of these at regular intervals,

three (we preler four) stout nails, nearly up to the

head. He then stretches wire, of the size de-

nominated No. 11, along the whole line, making
it fast at the end, and giving it a turn round the

nail in every post. The posts stand five feet

above the ground ; the first wire is two and a half

feet from the ground, the second intermediate be-

tween that and the top of the post, and the third

at the top. To these wires the tendrils readily

clasp, and much labor is saved in tying, while

the wires do not intercept the sun from the fruit

and foliage. Tinned wire, though it cost more,

is preferable to the common sort, as it is far less

liable to corrode. Mr. Bonsall plants his rows

seven feet apart, and at the distance of four feet

in rows. It should be borne in mind, that the rich-

est grounds do not suit the grape so well as those

of moderate fertility—as the Ibrmer produce a su-

pei-abundance of wood, and fruit of inferior quality.

MANURES.

From tlie Genesee Fanner.

Almost every distinguished farmer has had some
hobby, some favorite method of cultivation, some
panacea for all the evils of poor soils and worse

cultivation, to the adoption of which all other things

are made subservient. Thus, Tull thought of pul-

verization alone; Cooke's system is drilling and
weeding ; Lord Dundonal's is draining ; Bake-
well, in improving cattle and sheep had reference

only to size and propensity to fatten ; he used to

say, he did not care whether there was any wool

on his sheep or ni-t ; Frederick, Elector of Saxony,
went lor the wool alone, and the flocks he pro-

duced are without a rival. With us, the hobby of

some lies in the rotation of crops; some have un-

limited faith in renovating soils, by alternating

wheat and clover; while others place their de-

pendence on roots. But it may be remarked, that

while all other hobbies may occasionally be rid-

den too hard, the man who directs a considerable

part of his time, and his spare capital, to the pre-

paration and use of manures, will have no occa-

sion to regret the expenditure ; lor it may be put

down as a truth in agriculture, that the character

of a farm, and the liirnier, may be pretty accurate-

ly known, by the quantity of manure prepared and
used upon the premises.

There are lew thinirs in which American agri-

culturists exhibit a greater want of forethought

and good husbandry, than in the general neglect

of the means they [lossess lor retaining or increas-

ing the fertility of" their soils. Animal manure is,

in all cultivated countries, the great agent for pro-

moting li'rlility, and for replacinii; ihose ingredients

in the soil essential to vegetation, but which are

grailually exhausted by croppinii. Whatever
opinion we may form of the philosophical theories

of the present day, on the subject of nutrition in

plants, the liict that animal manure increases fer-

tility is doubted by none, and it is the practice

and not the theory with which the farmer should
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be most interested. Now, as ever, the stable and
the barn yard are the places lo which the farmer
looks lor hiri supply of manure; and it is to these
points that his attpution should be directed, wlien
wishins; to increase the quantity and the value ol

this essentia! article.

One of the greatest losses the farmer sustains,

is by allowing the urine of his stables, and the
wash of yards to run to waste. Urine, as is now
well known, is one of the most active fertilizing

agents, and the leachings in the yard contains a
very large proportion of ihe salts that accumulate
in such a depository. How often do we see the
drainings of the yard and stables, black with decom-
posed matter, and ricli with the most fertilizing of
salts, pass off into the highway, or some streams,
as though the owner considered them a nuisance
of which he was glad to be rid in the best way he
could. There are two ways in which this egre-
gious waste may be prevented, and these most es-

sential parts of anima! manure saved for the use
of the farm. The first and the best way, where
the yard will admit of it, is to cover the yard with
such a quantity of vegetable earth, turls, swamp
muck, wash of the roads, or any light absorbent
earth, as to retain the urine and moisture of the
manure, and prevent its escape. Where, from
the quantity of the manure, or other causes, this

drain cannot in this way be prevented, a large vat,

or what is still cheaper, a simple excavation may
be made in the earth, and the drain conducted
into that. If the earth of the pit is too absorbent
it may be clayed ; but unless it is very porous, it

will soon cease to absorb the fluid conducted into

it. The reservoir should never be allowed to'

overflow, but when filled should be taken out, and
by means of a cheap apparatus drawn by oxen,
distributed over the surface of grass lands, or those
intended for crops.

Eut we hear some one objecting, that all this may
be well enough, but it will cost a good deal, and
take much hard work to cart this earth to the
yards, or distribute the contents of the reservoir.

So it will ; and what permanent benefit is acquir-
ed that does not cost the farmer hard work. The
only question is, whether the work is profitably ex-
pended

; if so, the more work there is done on a
farm the better. If a farmer by employing one
man for six months of the year, in convertinig the
manure of his yards into compost, by placing in it

a lew hundred loads of earth, turf, muck, &c. to

absorb the moisture of the yard, and be thorough-
ly mixed by the feet of cattle during the winter, or
in distributing daily the proceeds ol the reservoir,
should only add enough to the proceeds of the
llirm to pay his man so employed, he might consi-
der the work done as the most profitably expended
of any on his farnti, since the benefits are not con-
fined to a single year, or crop, but to many suc-
cessive ones. There is not capital enough in the
shape of labor, usually employed on our fiirms

;

and we doubt not, there are many farmers who
complain they are losing money "by hiring one
man, would make money by hiring two. Not,
indeed, unless the capital or labor was well direct-

ed, and the same may be said of capital employ-
ed in any other way.

Fartners in general hnve little idea of the im-
jirovement that might be made in this respect, or
the amount of their available means in Ihe matter
of manures. There ate manv farmers in the

country who think they do wonders ifthey use one
hundred and fifty or two hundred loads of manure
annually, when they could, and should, if they
would consult their own interests, use five hundred
or one thousand in the same time. It does not
require a large stock to give five hundred loads of
compost or manure to the farm, if business is man-
aged right. A single example in proof must suf-

fice, though hundreds might be adduced. Mr.
VVm. Clark, Jr. of Northampton, Mass., "keeps
an average stock ofeight swine, three horses, and
eight oxen and cows, and from this stock he made
from June 18.37 to June 1838, nine hundred and
twenty loads of first rate manure, as his excellent
crops most abundantly testified. Mr. Clark used
for compost three hundred loads of sods, and two
hundred and Ibrty-seven loads of swamp muck.
His yards were supplied with corn-stalks and
refuse hay during the winter, and brakes and weeds
during the summer, and cleared out twice during
the year."

It ie an honor to a man to labor when his efforts

are calculated to insure success ; but to labor hard
when workinir tends to no profitable results,

betrays a want of that Ibrethouglit and intelligence-

which should characterize the American farmer.

TO SAVE SEEDS.

From tlie Southern Agriculturist.

AH seeds keep better in their seed vessels, but
this can rarely bj done, on account of the great

space occupied. As soon, therefore, as the pods
of cabbages, turnips, radishes, &c., turn brown,
and a pan become dry, the stems should be cut and
laid on a cloth or floor to dry, and afterwards

threshed out, and hung up in bags in some open
airy place. Lettuces should be pulled up with the

roots, as soon as there is the least appearance of
maturity, and hung up, and the plants will ripen

all of their seeds, nearly at the same time. If left

in the garden to ripen, the eatliest and best will be
lost ; in fact, except under very liivorable circum-
stances very few v;ill be obtained, as every shower
and every strong breeze will lessen the quantity,

and scatter those which are matured over the

whole garden. The same course should be pur-

sued with leeks and onions. It is a prevalent

opinion that the bush squash cannot be perpetu-

ated among us, as such have a strong tendency
to run, and will in one or two seasons become
a vine. This is a mistake, and originated, no
doubt, in the manner of saving the seed. If

the first squashes which appear be retained for

seed, there is no .danger of the plant running
the next season ; but if these be used, and those

which are borne at the extremities are pre-

served for this purpose, they will run, and more-
over will be later in bearing. To have early fruit

of either the squash, cucumber or melon, the very
first should be reserved.

From ttie New Genesee Farmer.

THE KOOT CULTURE.

* * 1 Will now give some account of ray own
experimeuls in the root culture. In the first place.
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1 have become fully convinced of the necessity of

hiivini; the land free from grass and weeds. In

183S fsovved about an acre of nita ba«in, on (rood

sandy loam soil, somewhat infected with June

•rrass. The land was well prepared, but the wea-

ther beinix moist, the grass was not killed, and i'

soon sprang up very thickly. This rendered the

after culture verv difficult and vexatious ; and,

with all mv patient and persevering eflbrts, I

found it impossible wholly to subihie the June
grass, and I fully coincide wil!> friend Garbiitt in

the belief ijiat it would be well (or western New
York il" this grass could be entirely exterminated.

From my sad experience with this grassy patcii,

I liecame hdly determined never to i)e caught in

litis same way again.

I last year selected a clean piece of land for my
ruta baga crop

;
ploughed in a dressin<; of good

manure
;
ploughed it shallow the second time and

harrowed it smooth. 1 then took a light plough

and made ridges, about two feet apart. I had no
drill-barrow, but took a common wheel-barrow
and rolled it along on the fop of the ridges, so as

to make a small furrow or drill, into which the

seeds were sown by hand. A third person followed

with a rake, so as to cover the seed, and leave the

lop of the ridges smooth.
1 prepared my seed by putting it into a basin and

mixing with it about half a pound of sulphur; be-

cause [ had read, either in the Farmer or in the

Cultivator, a recommendation ol' sulphur to be
used in this way, lor the purpose o( fixing its fla-

vor in the seed lo keep ofl' the fly.

The seed soon sprang up. The turnips were
not injured by the fly; and whether it was the

sulphur which prevented the depredations of the

fly, I know not. The season was not dry, and
therefore unfavorable to the propagation of the

turnip fly. I thinned the plants to ten or twelve
inches apart. They grew rapidly and flourished

through the whole season. They were hoed tho-

roughly twice. They were harvested towards the

last ot October, and deposited in trenches three

feet deep and four wide, and the turnips were
raised about a foot above the surlace of the earth.

However, before putting the turnips into tlie trench,

I put crotches into the middle of the trench, about
eight feet apart, and rising above the surface

eighteen inches. I laid a riilge pole on the top of

these crotches for the purpose of forming a roolj of

small sticks, brush and straw, and lastly earth.

The roots being stored in this manner, a boy can

enter the trench with his basket at any time in the

depth of winter, and is never exposed to the incon-

venience of a falling roof Precautionary steps

against their heating are always to be taken, by
leaving small apertures for the escape of heat and
admission ot air.

Alter having produced and stored your crop of

ruta baga, what use do you make ofthem? Hogs
that are three or four months old and upwards, will

live well on them ; but if they are younger, they

ought not to be confined exclusively to them.
Cooking them renders them much more nutritious

for hogs and pigs. They are excellent for cattle

and sheep of every age. When sheep are con-
fined for a few weeks in the yard for winter, they
pine to be grazing in the field unless they are fed
on roots; but when permitted to enjoy this food,
they have not half so much hankering for the
field.

Vol. VHI-38

I will take the liberty of mentioning one thing,

among many others, which maybe of considerable

use to ihe inexperienced ; and that is, it is of no
use to cut up the turnips small and fine lor the

sheep. Scatter ihem over the ground or hard
snow, and then follow with the shovel and slice

ihem a few times each, for sheep delight much in

gnawing the turnip. For two winters 1 was in the

habit of cutting my turnips into small pieces, not

larger than a fiickory-nut, for my sheep. I have
since (bund this to be entirely unnecessary.

I will (iirthermore add, (or the benefit of the in-

experienced, not to dig trenches for the reception

of roots where they will be exposed to be filled in

with water, when the snow melts, and the earth

is filled with water.

One corner of my ground was considerably

inclined to clay, and here the turnips were quite

small. That kind of soil is wholly unfit for them.
Chili, March I5ih, 1840. P.

DISORDKRS OF TIJE CURRENCY, AND THE
REMEDY.

[The following article has more of truth and

good sense in it, than twenty wagon loads of the

ordinary elaborate newspaper essays and speeches

in our legislative bodies, on banking and the dis-

orders of the currency. We concur fully with the

writer in his general views of the causes of the

enormous evils in connexion with these important

subjects; and we do not differ greatly as to Ihe

proper and sufRcient remedy. For we are as de-

cidedly in favor offree banking, as of fi-eedom to

every other legitimate and useliil branch of indus-

try and trade. It is, however, to the proper and

legitimate objects of the useful trade of banking and

dealing in money that we would give perfect free-

dom, and aflbrd, equally and justly, every facility

to operate that every other business has, or ought

lo have ; but we vvould by no means add to that

freedom the grant of any exclusive privilege ; and

certainly not the all-important one of coining mo-

ney out of paper, to an unlimited extent, and there-

by furnishing to the country its exclusive and sole

currency. Half the cost of legislation of the

country is directly or indirectly incurred lor the re-

gulation of banking; and yet, in regard to bank-

ing, government (state and federal) has done

nothing but sin, both in doing what ought not to

be done, and also in omitting what ought to have

been done. They have granted exclusive privi-

leges, which never ought to be granted to atiy bo-

dies or individuals ; and they have withheld that

proper freedom of action, which all trades ought

fully to enjoy.—Ed. F. R.]

From the Journal of Commerce.

The discussion about a national bank has died

away, and the opinion has become almost uni-

versal that such an institution will never again.
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exist in our country. A very large proportion of

the merchants who, a lew years ago, were the

tliorough-going advocates of a national hank,

have, after witnessing the misciiiefs incident to

putting down the late t»ani<, come to the conclusion

fiiluT that such an insiiiuiion is not desirable in

commodities, there is scarcely a bale of cotton, or
a barrel of flour or chest of merchandise, of any
sort to he transported a rod, a mile, or ten thou-
sand miles, but there is readv at hand the appro-
priate can inge to accomplish the design. It is

quite certain that all this macliinery cannot be-

itself, or if it is, iliat it must he so dependent upon
j

made to operate thus by chance, for then all the-

polities and parlies, that another would very likely ships of the world wuild sometimes assemble in

be overthrown as the two heretofore esialilished the Gulfof JMexico, arid at others in the East In-
have been, and lliat the convulsion is on the whole, ' dies. There must be somewhere a great regula-

(r the danger of it, more to be dreaded than all

the benefits of the policy are to be desired. At the

Rame time, there is a very general feeling that our

present system of banks is deficient and insecure

without some central power to bind it toaeiherand
produce unifbrnfity of action. JNJuliitudes say

"we must have something." But no general sen-

timent can be obtained in favor of any plan. TL he
various states have expended more legislation on

banks and the currency than upon any thing else,

and yet there is nothing about which there is so

general a feeling that the desideratum has not yet

been readied. After all the variety of laws, and
systems, and amendments, which have been devis-

ed, the impression is as extensive as ever that the

arrangements are inadequate to the exigencies of

the case. A regulator is wanted.
In Europe, the same state of" feeling exists as

here. The Bank of England is an object of con-

stant attack. Its movements are watched with

intense and dissatisfied interest. Its peculiar privi-

leges have been, and will be still fan her diminish-

ed. Rivals are rising up who with less responsi-

bility dare talk of defying its power, and the public

mind is always deficient of confidence in the wis-

dom of the bank or its ability to accomplish the

object of its creation. It is evident that in Eng-
land, as well as here, the banking system as it ex-

ists does not possess the degree of confidence

which enables the public to repose upon it. There
ia very generally the leeling, that the system is

not 60 good as it might be; that there must be

somewhere, among things yet undiscovered, a

belter way.
It seems strange that this matter cannot be put

in a satisfactory shape. The products of the world

are brought together, manulactured and distributed,

and all the movements of actual goods and chattels

carried on by a system which never lails to ope-

rate, and to operate in such a way that the whole

tor, or such perlect adjustment between demand
and supply could not possibly exist. It would b&
as ridiculous to suppose that all this is done with-

out laws, as to suppose that the sun keeps its cen-
tre of the solar system, and all the other bodies
theirs, without laws. The laws which work so
admirably, must be good laws, and wisely framed.
They are not, however, to be found in any of the
great tomes in our law libraries. It strikes us as
very strange that the whole system which trans-

ports all the masses of merchandise, should work
so well, and yet that the comparatively little affair

of keeping the accounts should make so much
trouble and be so difficult, nay almost impossible,,

to fix in any satisfactory shape. How is it, that a
cargo of cotton can be shipped from New Orleans
to New York without the least difliculty, and in a
manner perlectly satisfactory to all concerned, and
yet that the bills of exchange, the mere bits of'pa-

per by which the proceeds are reckoned and trans-

ferred, can find no satisfactory method by which
they can be treated. What is the grand superi-

ority of the system which regulates ships, steam-
boats, and wagons, and their cargoes'? We will

tell thee, reader, the secret of the whole matter.

It is free.

We wonder that the dangers ofa free system of

navigation have not attracted the notice of our le-

gislators from the beginning to this day. If go-

vernment did not see to it, how could it be expect-

ed that the vehicles, infinite in variety as well as

nuinber, coulii be provided to transport our im-

mense quantities of merchandise? How could

we expect that ships and siuailer vessels, steam-

boats and horse carts, should be every where ready

at a moment's noMce, unless government should

make provision? Again, how dangeious it must
have appeared to allow Tom, Dick and Harry, to

set up as shippers, wagoners, and carters. Was it

not (piile aptjarent, that if irresponsible persons

commercial world are satisfied that noihing belter Were allowed logo into freighting business, in-

could be devised. The million and a half bales of
{

competent and fi'audulent men would load their

our cotton are collected together in t lie seaports,

sent forward to the eastern states, to Europe, and
wherever else any portion of it may be wanted

;

the whole quantity is manufactured into number-
less articles of comfort and elegance, and returned

through the ten thousand channels of consumption,
and the whole world is satisfied. So wilh our
mighty crop ofbread stuHs. So with all the com-
modities of the world. Ships are built of the right

sizes, and in suitable numbers, and so it is with
brigs, schooners, sloops, and boats, steamers, wa-
gons and carts. There is no dillicultv about regu-

lating the exchanges of cotton, or Hour, or iron,

so that the difference in price between the article

at one point and another is always kept as small

as possible. Wherever there are products to ex-

port there are ships ready to carry them away,
and bring back other things in exchange. In all

this mighty movenjent about the exchanging of

ships on freight, and then run off wilh the goods.

What immense (rauds, what boundless ruin, must
ensue if every body could own ships and freight

goods. Thanks to Providence, our legislators

have never ftdlen into these liighiful contempla-

tions, for had they, the conse(pience would no

doubt have been, that in the discharge of the first

of their duties, they would have passed an act Ibr-

biddinir any man, or body of men, to own, charter

or possess any ship or vessel, on pain of the peni-

tentiary. They would no doubt have felt an es-

pecial horror of those little boats, shallops and
smacks, which so inflate the shipping business,

disorganize freights, cause revulsion in the crops,

and "cheat the poor. Having created a great

chasm on the ocean, and perliicted the mischielis

they feared, it would of course have been necessa-

ry that some provision should be made for the

transportation of goods. If the ^veral state
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Icirislatures had (hen set themselves to create cor-

|)orai ions with power to own ehips and vessels,

steamers, waj.';ons and carts, and to use the same,
each coiiipaiiy to be under the management ol" a

j)resid(Hii and board of direclors, uni;l the num-
ber of companies had been muhiplied lo one thou-

sand, and if congress would then have perlecled

llie system by the eslablishmenl of one great na-

tional Ircighiing company, with a capital ol'thiriy-

five hundred ships ; if lo ensure the accurate

working of the system, each stale had established

a board of commissioners of li-eighiing, and care-

J'ully Ibrbidden any company Irom sending out

more than a fixed number of ships, and hampered
and clogged the business by Ibrbidding any com-
pany ever to take a higher rate of freight than

ten cents a cabit foot, whether the voyage be ha-
zardous or sali?, sliips plenty or scarce— if all this,

flnd ten thousand oilier provisions, had l)een estab-

lished by law, we might have had abundant reason

to be satisfied, perhaps, lor we should have been
fixed about freights, just as we now are about mo-
ney, and any man who had ten bales of cotton to

ship would probably be able to <;et an answer to

his proposition at the semi-weekly meeting of the

board of directors, provided he put it in the day
belbrehand. In our judgment the comparison we
have here drawn, is perfectly just and appropriate;

and a system such as we have drawn, would be

just as well suited lo freighting as it is to currency.

J3ut who does not turn away from such a system
of freighting with contempt? who would not

<]uit business, almost, if he must encounter such
a system ? Whal revulsions would it not pro-

duce in the rales of freights ; and how certain it

would be to make the rates on an average twice

what they are now. Who would not scorn the lol-

ly, idioiic stupidity, of a people who should set

about the creation of such a system. What folly

above all other lolly would it not be, for a people
after setting up such a system, to fail upon the

work of their own hands with reproaches, to at-

(ack the shipping companies as monopolists, and
try lo make political capital by creating odium
against them. Nothing can be plainer, than that

ihe people should blame themselves and no body
else, for the bad working of their own bad sys-

tems. If, however, such a system were now in

full operation in fieigluing, it might be wise lo

sustain it. Certainly it would be unwise to break

it down suddenly, for the distress growing out of a
sudden revolution would be very great. But if it

should become broken down, then we think most
obviously, the true system should be with all con-

venient despatch adopted.

And now, with all deference to the opinions of
the wise and prudent, we, are ready to propose
what we have no doubt is a true remedy lor the

evils of our currency ; a remedy which will make
our system as perfect as any earthly system can be.

It is not that the charters of the banks should be

taken away, or any damage or odium upon them.
Our banks have done their duly to the country as
well as they could ; or, at least, as well as was to

have been expected. They deserve well of the
people. Let them live lor ever and prosper. The
evils of the banks belong lo the system which the
people have made ; a system which in its nature
renders it impossible for the banks to sustain a sta-
ple and steady currenc3'. The remedy is the re-

peal of all prohibitory laws on the subject of bank-

ing and the use of money. Instead of the respon-
sibility of furnishing a currency remaining on our
legislators, let them leave the whole matter to tiie

people. If the people cannot contrive ways to keep
their accounts, let them guess it out. Let the con-
fused notion about the creation ol money being an
act of sovereiijnty, be sent back to Europe where
it belongs. Congress having established a stand-

ard yard, a standard pound, a standard gallon, and
a standard dollar, will have accomplished all the

ends of <jovernment. In respect to money there ia

a peculiarity, however, merely physical. The
standard pound may he placed in the hands of a
public officer in each city, and all the weights of
the city may be broufrht lo him, and he can pre-

sently adjust ihem. Not so in money exactly, be-

cause it is easier to coin money, than to " seal" it

alter it is coined. So the easiest way with regard
to it will always be lor every man to take his bul-

lion to the mint, and let it there be coined. The
only useful end accomplished by government in all

these matters, is the same throughout, viz.: the
eslablishment and maintenance of uniformity in

the standard. There is no more mystery or strange
sovereignty in making an eagle, than making the

standard gill. It is of the utmost importance that

uniformity should reign in respect to both matters.

This is all which government is wanted lor in

either case. Congress has done its duty in esta-

blishitig the value of coin, and in establishing

mints where all future bullion may be turned into

coin, at the pleasure of the owner. Let them slay

their hand where they are, and let the stales

repeal all their laws respecting banking, and the

use ofmoney, doing noihing more than to enlbrce

contracts, when made, and if there docs not in-

stantly grow up, as by magic, a system of currency
and banking as much belter liian the world ever
saw, as liberty is better than bondage, then we
have overrated the benefits of liberty, and the

powers of man set flee. We should have banks,
then, perhaps more than now, at any rate we
should have just as many as were wanted, and just

in the form and place which were wanted. \Ve
should have a paper currency, good, and known
lo be so, from Passamaquoddy to the Gulf of
Mexico not only, but over iha whole commercial
world. Our system would never slop specie pay-
inenls, for there would be no system. Every man
or company would stand or lidl alone. There
would be an end at once to all the feverish excite-

ment about the rates of exchanges and the ex-
port of specie. Our currency would be as even
and equal, and money affairs as steady, as in this

world it is possible to make them, incomparably-
more steady than at present. The fluctuations

would noi probably be greater than they are in the
rate of freights, not so great in fact— for one of the
principal reasons for the fluctuations of freights

would be taken away. The inrrency would be
beyond the reacli of politicians. They could never
disturb it, or create any excitement about it.

From tlie Agriculturist.

RYE IN WOODLAKD.

Mr. F. JMcGavock, five miles from Nashville,
has an excellent pasture from sowing rye in the
thick woods last autumn before the falling of the
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leaves. If we are not mistaken the grain was
put on the purliice without ploutrhinji, harrowing,
or any other manual operation. The leaves cover-

ed it and protected tlie roots diirinir the freezes of

winter, but on the approach of sprinii; it put Ibrth

with great luxuriance, and is in every respect one
of the best pastures of the country. An advan-
tage not generally thought of in woodland rye is,

that if a small portion of" it is suti'ered to mature,
nature's laws will effect the second sowing, and by
pursuing the plan attentively, a perpptuul and per-

manent pasture may be obtained. To sow rve in

Jand not otherwise en>ployed is, to our minds, the

cheapest and best pasture that we have heard of

anv where.
We. think this one idea is worth more than ten

years' subscription for the Agriculturist, to anyone
who will try it.

OF I, IMF. AND OTHER MATTERS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

1 [)romised you that. I would say something of
lime and its influence upon niy land and crops.

As the season advances, and results begin to un-
fold, I find it diflit^uit, very difficult, to make my
communication. For to say any thinir inconsistent

with the whole truth I hokl to be dishonorable
;

yet I am not without embarrassment, thouirh thus
sustained in saying what I see, feel and believe in

relation to lime. If therefore I approach this sub-
ject with evident timidity, yon and vour readers

will be so good as to impute my faltering to a de-

cent and becoming re-pect (or public opinion. It

is said that " truth is powerful, and must prevail."

Be it so ; but, alter threescore years of experience,

I leel much doubt. Yes, sir, I do assuredly doubt
That "truth must and wd! prevail." Like the jest-

ing judge who presided upon the trial of Christ,

I ask, "What is truth'?" For example, suppose 1

waited upon every man in Virginia and asked him
what was lime and its influence upon the earth in

the production of vegetable iTiatter—how many
quires of paper would it take to print the answers?
Setting aside practical men and men of science,

no two would give the same answer. Let me
therelbre be underst( od to speak strictly of my
practice and its results. Mv first object was to

drain my land ; for observation had taught me
that a single summer upon wet land would destroy

its fertility. Plaster was then a valuable applica-

tion for 15 years; after that, it only colored the

vegetation. Yet, Ibr the gool it had done, 1 con-
tinued its use. The hope that, as of old, the spirit

might again I'all upon the waier.s and move them,
excited me to increased applications of plaster;

but it was of no avail. Mother earth seemed to

turn the '• dull cold ear of death" to me. My spi-

rits flagged, and that ennui Ibllowed which fixes

upon man after parting with an old and faithllil

friend never to meet again. A deep disgust was
ffist fixing upon mv nerves towards every thing

like agriculture. While under this (eeling, I wan-
dered into a bonk store, and there met with your
treatise upon 'Calcareous Manures." 1 had made
two experiments years before with lime, and they

had both failed. Upon reading your book, I re-

I could find, and took good care to avoid that wet
kind of land upon which my former experiments
had been made. It resulted well, and my march
is now in seven league boot>-. 1 did not Ibrget

my old and valued friend, plaster. I called upon
it as endorser lor my new acquaintance, lime ; and
the way they do business is what is called in the

west "a caution." Imagination, with very little as-

sistance from poetry, may well believe that it can
hear the song of praise and thanksgiving to the

great Father of all, from corn, wheat, oats and
grass. No "crying rats" are met in the path-
way ; and recuperated nature, like the hair-grown
Samson, returns to her original powers, wantonly
desirous of showing her strength. I especially

recommend to root growers the free use of lime.

For turnips, if they lime and pulverize well, and
then cover the seed with a light cultivator, the

crop is sure. Lime, sir, is the moving power of
all my crops ; and that you may form some idea of"

my doiniis, I have no doubt of laying by my corn

by the 15ih of June, and having one hundred tons

of clover hay cut, cured and stacked. For, after

harvest, we look to nothing but thrashing and se-

ciiring our wheat and oats. The wheat we never
l^iil to deliver to the neighboring mills by the lOih

August ; and the oats we are sure to consume in

the coming year. I saj' this not to boast, but to

show your young farmers what a man of 62 can
do. I keep no overseer, for I have (bund them
more unmanageable than wet, rushy land. I have
raised and trained my own servants. They know
their duty, and do it faiihfijily. Having had the

good fortune of a Christian mother, I was trained

in the ways of Christianity, and I treat my ser-

vants kindly, and feed them well. No day in the

vear finds them without meat and fish and milk.

Finally, my dear sir, I offer you my warm saluta-

tions for your well directed efforts in restoring our
beloved stale to her pristine power for production.

You will long be remembered as a benefactor.

Fairfax.
May mh, 1840.

REARING CHICKENS.

From the Cultivator.

3fessrs. Editors—Having made some experi-

ments in the raising ot" chickens, a business that

forms a part i.f every (armer's occupation, I send
you a ilescription, of" my present plan of operation,

which appears to answer admirably. Under an
out-house 16 by 18 ieet square, raised 3 feet above
the ground, I have dug a cellar, 3 (f;et below the

ground, making the height 6 feet altogether.

Fight (eet in width of this cellar is partitioned ofT

for turnips, the remaining 10 by 16 feet, being
sufficiently large to accommodate 100 chickens, or

even more. This cellar is enclosed with boards

at present, but it is intended to substitute brick

walls in the course of a year or two. The roost

is made sloping from thft roof to within IS inches

of the ground or floor ; 12 feet long by 6 feet wide.

The roost is formed in this way : 2 pieces of 2 inch

plank, 6 inches wide and 12 (eet long, are fastened

parallel 5 feet apart by a spike or pin to the joist

above, the lower end resting on a post 18 inches

above the ground. Notches are made along the

solved to pipe all hands to quarters, and never give upper edge of these plank, 1 (bot apart, to receive

lip the ship. I Ibrthwilh purchased all the shells I sticks or poles from the woods, the hark on. Wher?
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it is desirable to clean out the roost, the poles be-

ing loose are removed; the supports working on a

pivot are raised and fastened up, then all is clear,

for the work is clearing out. 1 next provide the

chickens with corn, oats and buckwheat, in 3 se-

parate apartments, holding about half a bushel

each, which are kept always su[)[)lied. They eat

less, I find, if allowed to help themselves to what
they want than it' ted to them in the usual way:
for in the latter case each tries to get as much as

it can, and thus burdens itself, but finding in the

former case tliat they have abundance, they eat

little, and that generally in the mornin<r early, and
in the evening going to roost. I have 60 chickens,

and they eat about 6 quarts per day of the three

kinds of grain, in the proportion of twice as much
corn as buckwheat or oats. In the roost is also

placed a trough of water, renewed every other

day; burnt oyster shells, shell-marl and ashes.

A row of nests is constructed after a plan of my
own, and does well. If is a box 10 feet long and
18 inches wide ; the bottom level, the top sloping

at an angle of 45 degrees to prevent the chickens

roosting on it ; the top opens on hinges. The nests,

eight in number, are one foot square ; the remain-

ing six inches of the width is a passaije way next

to the wall, open at each end of the box, anti an-

other opening midway of the box. The advan-
tage is to give the hens the apparent secrecy they

are so fond of.

The following are the advantages of this plan

of keeping chickens. By having a roosting place

partly under ground, the chickens can keep warm-
er through the winter than any roost above ground
could be made without fire; and this is absolutely

necessary to induce ihem to lay. When i'ed plen-

tifully in the winter ihey lay enough eggs to pay
for the grain, and in the spring they will repay
fourfold. Even now, February 17th, our hens lay

enough eggs to pay twice over for the irrain they

eat. [ would recommend this plan lo all who wish

to make their chickens profitable. As Ibwls are

very troublesome, running about the (arm, I pro-

pose to enclose a few rods square of ground, with

a pale fence 8 feet high, and confine them in that,

allowing them occasionally a little more liberty.

Respectfully yours,

E. H. Vanuxem.
Long-Branch, N. J., Feb. 17, 1840.

CALCAREOUS MANURES.

From tlie Southern Cabinet.

Sir—Attention to the uses of calcareous ma-
nures has greatly increased within the last year

or two, and many in(|uire of me as to the appear-

ance, the component parts, and mode of usinir it

on land. I always refer them to Mr. Rufiin's

book, and to his valuable periodical publications,

for practical instruction. I have various speci-

mens of marl, and of the magnesian lime-stone,

found in that portion of our slate which ranges

within eighty or ninety miles of the sea-coast from

North Carolina to Georgia. I now leave some of

them at your office lor inspection. I believe that it

may be found in almost every parish of this portion

of the state, and on the banks of most of our water
courses. Several valuable beds have been discover-

ed within two years, where they were not previous-

ly known to be, and where' they would probably

have passed unnoticed, but for the interest lately

excited by its valuable effects as a manure in Vir-

ginia, New Jersey, and elsewhere. I have seen

ft in Si. Matthew's parish, at Pinckney's ferry,

and Caldwell's plantation, near McCord's ferry,

and in the neighborhood of Manchester. I have

heard of it in Barnwell near the Lower Three

Runs, and on the Peedee river below Society Hill

:

but do not know of its having been found above,

this line, until we come to the fine limestone rock

in Sparlanburgh.

Most ol'what [ have seen can be dug very near

the surface of the earth, and reduced to powder

with very little trouble—some will moulder into

powder by drying in the weather. The harder

Idnd requires burning and slacking like lime, to

make it fine enough lor manure. In this state I

am disposed to believe that it is peculiarly suited

to cold, clayey, stiff soils. The fossil shells, large

and small, and the marine shells on the sea-coast,

of course require to be burned and slacked before

they can be useil as manure.

The following results were obtained from some
of the specimens analyzed—each one hundred

grains

:

Lime. Magnesia. Clay and sand.

Dr. P. G. Prioleau's,

on Wassamasaw 50 grs. 40 grs. 6 grs.

Do., at Isaac Brad-
well's - - - - 33 45 8

Isaac Bradwell's, on
Four Holes - - 50 28 10

J. J., near Inabnel's,

on do. - - - - 19 63 II

John Brisbane's,

Ashley river - - 41 27 24
Uo., High-land 34 40 23
C. G. Capers, St.

Helena Island - 38 25 28
J. J., Indian-field

creek - - - - 30 30 35

Frederick Porcher, near the Santee canal.

Mrs. Laurens, near Mepkin bridge.

Dr. P. G. Prioleau, near Biggin bridge; and
several others not preserved.

The result is from twenty to fifty per ct. of lime,

and from twenty-five to sixty-three per cf. of mag-
nesia. Itj as some believe, the magnesia is as

valuable as the lime, in this earth as a manure,
then may we account for iis fine effects, lor we
have of the two united from sixty to ninety per

ct. of active ingredients in the marl. Some have
been discouraged fron) the use of marl, by observ-

ing that the stony lumps of hard marl have been
for ages ploughed up in some fields that are still

poor and unproductive. We believe tliat if these

gentlemen would make the old negroes and child-

ren collect these stones, and either beat them as

fine as brick dust, or burn them, so that they

could be easily pulverized and intermixed with the

soil, then the produce of their barren fields would
be increased ten per cent, the first year, fiiiy per

cent, the second year, and progressively increased

every year to three hundred or lour hundred per

cent, beyond what they now obtain. It may be

asked by some, what are they to do who cannot

readily procure marl ? We refer them to the ana-

lysis of marls, that they may obtain a substance

as near as possible to the nature of marl. The
marls of Europe and the norilij consist almost en-
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tirely of clay and lime, in various proportions, but

areneraily about one-third of lime and two-t birds

of clay.* IMarsh-miid is valuable because it con-

tains bolh of these, although the lime is in small

proportions. Add lime or dead shells to marsh-

mud, and you make a very complete marl. Clay

is found in vast quantities near all our sandy lands:

if this alone were spread and intermixed, it would
stiffen the soil, and enable it to retain the moisture

which now passes rapidly through it and does but

little good lo the crop. LpX snme lime be added

to this clay and you have marl. So also with the

mud from ponds, creeks, swamps, bays and
branches, that run in or near to every field. If

lime be added to these last, you not only have
marl but decayed vegetable manure also.

Mr. RtjfTin says, ihat two lo three hundred
bushels of marl to (he acre, thrown hrnnd-cast, is

generally the best proportion. I obtained very

satisfactory results from sixty and nine'y bushels

to the acre when put into the hills with the corn
;

the produce Vv'ould probably have been greater, if

I had increased the proportion of marl.

I think that Mr. Ruffin has fallen into one error,

f om his not beinff sufRcienily acquainted with

chemistry, an unfortunate error, as it excites

doubts of all the benefits ascribed by him to lime.

He fifives the analysis of some lands which he
says contain no lime whatever, and yet they are

very productive and rich. If Mr. Ruffin would

add with his own hands any quantity of sulphate

of lime, or of oxalate of lime, to this very soil, the

result would be the same, with the tests that he

u-ed. His tests cannot detect these preparations

of lime, and yet they are believed to be the most
powerful forms in which lime can be applied to

vegetation. The effects of sulphate of lime, gyp-
sum, or plaster of Paris, are well knov;n, and it

exists in many soils by a process of nature. So,

no doubt, does the oxalate of lime, formed by the

decomposition of oxalis (sorrels.) rumex (docks,)

and other weeds crrowin<T luxuriantly on such

lands, the acid of which unites to the lime where-

ver found, and then it can only be discovered after

exposure to the heat.

Your moBt obedienr servant,

.Tos. Johnson.
Charleston, ^pril 2d, 1840.

1 have reason to believe, that calcareous ma-
nures are this year used pretty extensively by five

or six planters, and tried as experiments by as

many more. J. J.

[We rejoice to learn from the above article, that

marl has been employed by the planters of South

Carolina, even to the slight extent stated. We
have formerly several times referred to the rich

resources of that slate for its agricultural im-

provement ; and, even to the last time, express-

ed regret that they were entirely neglected. But

if even " five or six planters " are this year mak-

ins proper applicatione of marl in South Carolina,

* Not so as to the marls of lower Virginia, which it

is presumed are meant to be included in the above re-

mark. Very few of these contain much clay ; and

their earth, other than carbonate of lime, is mostly of

silicious sand.

—

Ed. F. R.

it must lead to extensive aiid general improvement

by that means.

The large proportion of [carbonate of] magne-
sia which Dv. Johnson reports as so generally

present in the marls of South Carolina, is a re-

markable and interesting fact, which requires at-

tention and full investigation. Writers of reputa-

tion have maintained that magnesia is hurtful to

land. We have no experience on that head, but

do not concur in that opinion.

Next, as to matters personal : If the writer of

the above article had merely charged, in general

terms, the author of the 'Essay on Calcareous

Manures,' as "not being sufficiently acquainted

with chemistry," no reply would have been made,

because thai fact has been fully and expressly ad-

mitted by himself in the work in question. But

as it is charged that a particular " error " is the

effect of that want of sufficient knowledge, and

that that error is so important as to " excite doubts

of all the benefits imputed by the author to lime,"

it is proper to say, that the error charged has no

existence; and that Dr. Johnson either has not

read, or has not understood the reasoning of the

work, which he speaks of so approvingly in other

respects. The author did indeed state that very

many of the most fertile soils, and indeed almost

all soils, rich and poor, of all the great Atlantic

slope of the United States, were totally destitute of

carbonate of lime; and he still maintains this im-

portant proposition, which he was the first to an-

nounce. But so far from asserting the absence

of lime, in all or any other combinations, directly

the reverse was maintained; and (he ground thus

assumed forms an important and essential part of

the theory of the causes of fertility or barrenness

of soils. To establish this general existence of

lime in some other state of combination than the

carbonate in all rich soils is the main object of the

reasoning and prools in the chapter on " neutral

and acid soils," (page 22, second edition,) and the

truth there established is relied on to sustain the

subsequent reasoning throughout, and is particu-

larly referred to, in several cases, for explanation

of particular and remarkable effects. Two of

them, now remembered, are in the chapter on the

"permanency of calcareous manures" (p. 58,)

and the explanation of the inaction of gypsum on

acid (or ordinary poor natural) soils, (p. 92.)

—

Ed.
F. R.]

VALUE OF ASHES.

From the Cultivator,

il/essrs. Gaylord and Tucker—From observa-

tion and actual experiment, I have come to the

conclusion that leached ashes are worth at least

six cents per bushel, to incorporate into a gravelly
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soil ; and that unleached are worth four times as

much as leached. Care should be taken to mix
uuleached ashes well with the soil. This Ikcl

8hows the impolicy of fitrmers selling their ashes

for 12^ cents per bushel. J. Townf-ij.

From the Maine Cultivator.

il/r. Editor :—As the raisinjj oCpitrs is a thins; of

considerable importance, I will state liow I lost

a fine litter two years since, when they were three

weeks old. I put into their pens some chaffy wheat
straw. The piiis went to rootinn; and champinf^ it.

They were taken sick, they lived Irom one to three

weeks, the beards they swallowed, doubtless caus-

ed their death. My brother had a pig in the fall,

his pen was wet, and he threw in a bushel, of
wheat chaff, his pig eat some of it, and died soon
alter. I knew a man who had a fat hog that eat

some of his wheat chaff, the next day he was ta-

ken with vomitinir, and he killed him, and on ex-

amining his swallow he /bund it coated with
beards of wheat which caused his death. Oat
straw is perleclly safe.

Francis Wingate.

DUKHAM CATTLE.—AT WHAT AGE BEST TO
IMPORT THEM—WILT. THRIVE ON OUR
"WORST PASTURES AND MAY BE BRED
FROM AT ONE YEAR OLD.

From tlie Soutliern Cabinet.

Dear Sir—Having read several articles in your
paper on the Durham cattle, I write you this to

add to the mass of information already presented
to the public. The experience of your other

friends differs so entirely from my own, that I am
inclined to believe some of us have fallen into er-

ror. It is affirmed that the Durhams are too deli-

cate in construction, require more feed, and in all

other respects are moreunsuited to our climate than
the other breed ol'cattle. My experience is directly

the other way. For the last six years I have
seen many Durhams, Devons, and some Ayrshire,
imported into Charleston and its vicinity. Under
pioper treatment they have all of them fulfilled

here the respective characteristics they have al-

ways borne elsetohere. Under improper treatment
they have all ol' ihem suffered li-oin delicacy of

constitution, &c. All cattle imported from abroad,
to become acclimated, must undergo the same
changes of constitution as loreigners coming /or

tlie first lime amongst us. If you expect cattle

Irom Europe, where they are generally lioused,

and fed on the richest and best of lood, io keep
healthy and lat, when turned out upon our razor-

shaved meadows, and corn-stalk lields, you will

be sadly disappointed, and even when housed and
v/ell fed, il" you expect them nnt to pant during
our summers, and to die under the influence of

our noxious climate, you will be as much out of the
way, as to look lor health and beauty on the
cheek of a mountain lass working amid the mi-
asma of our low country rice-fields.

Most of us, at a very high price, import the
Durham cattle when f^jll grown. Their constitu-

tions have been already formed and accustomed to

the climate whence they came, and it is impossi-

ble lor them to undergo the radical and necessary
change required here. Were we (o import at

a younger age, the result would be ditierent. Out
of twenty or thirty bulls and cows imported from
Europe, the north, and Kentucky, during the past

year, I know of but three or four now surviving.

Out of the same number of calves, I know of aa

iew that have not stood our climate.

But to the point from which I have diverged.

About three years since I purchased in Charles-

ton a Durham bull-calf one year old. 1 turned

him among my commons cattle, and only housed
and fed him at night. He survived the summer,
and is now perhaps one of the finest bulls in this

state. Having supplied myself with several of
his get, I sold him to Jenkins Mikell, esq., of
Edisto Island, who assures me that although he
has turned him upon nothing but the common
marsh pastures ol' his island, he has all the year
kept fatter and in better health than any of his

common cattle. By this bull, when but eighteen
months old I got twelve calves. The pasture

upon which they have led is a bad one, and yet
these calves have kept liat, and are (I speak with
due care,) twice as large as calves of other cows
by common bulls. I have several calves from this

bull, which though but one year old, are as large

as their mothers. ! novv own a white Durham
hull dropped two years since from a very beauti-

ful Durham cow imported by Col. Hampton. I

raised him from the bottle, until six months old, and
then turned him out to pasture, /feeding him at

night as I did my other cattle. At one year old

I put him to sixteen of my cows, and this season
have sixteen of his calves. Though from com-
mon Carolina cows, every one who has seen these

calves has been struck with their superior beauty
of form, and enlarged size, when compared with
the common breed. That I have not taken up
a partial opinion, let the lollowing fact speak. One
of these calves Irom a very inferior cow, I sent
to market with two other calves from good cows,
though by a common bull. The calf by the Dur-
ham bull, though four tveeks younger, brought
twelve dollars, while the other two brought only
eiglit dollars apiece. 1 hesitate nothing in say-
inir,upon my own experience, and upon in/ijrmation

collected from several of my friends who are com-
petent to speak, that the Durham feed closer, live

on coarser Ibod, grow larger, and give more milk
than any other cattle which can be produced in

our climate. Their butteraceous qualities, like

that of all other breeds, depend upon the butter-

aceous qualities of the food they get. If you feed
them to give much milk, expect them to give less

butter, and vice versa. I owned a Durham cow,
which by a particular mode leeding, 1 could make
give thirty (piarts of milk per day, and yet the
sanie milk would not yield as much butter as
when I fed her to give but twelve or fourteen

quarts. I have some calves from the most beau-
tiful Devon bull ever brought to this state. They
are fine calves, but not so good as the Durhams.

I have a full blooded Durham heiier two years

old. It has been raised entirely upc n one of ih<^

poorest pastures in the low-country. For size,

beauty, and every other ()ualification, I can safely

put it asainst any full grown Devon, Ayrsiiire, oc

other cow, I have ever seen. I must distinctly re-
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peat, that this calf has lived on the common pas-

lure. It has scarcely ever tasted <irain. Both ii

and the young bull 1 own, live on the same pas-

ture with my other cows, and are more tlirifty.

It is said that to have these cattle in perfection

you must feed them liish and attend them well.

So you must; but in the low country where we
must have a large flock of cattle, we cannot afford

to do so. Must we on that account have nothinir

to do with the breed ? I think not. If we cannot

have this cattle in the perfection they are found in

Europe, we may nevertheless introduce them to

improve our common breed, and any one who will

take this view only, will attain much.
We all know how much a cross of breeds will

do for cattle ; and it is from the want ot' this as

much as from any other cause that our native

stock have desrenerated so much. Under the very

best system of attention and feeding, if you do

not frequently cross the breed and relationship of

animals they will degenerate in size and quality.

There are few plantations in South Carolina,

where this fact, though so notoriously obvious,

has been attended to, and the proper correctives

applied. For one hundred dollars, a Durham calf

of the purest breed can be delivered in Charleston.

At one year of age he is fit to put to cows, and
fi-om what I have seen I think the get of bulls at

this age the best. I have tried them from one to

five years of age, and find the calves of the fbrrn-

er always the finest in lorm and size, and have sa-

tisfied some of the most skeptical upon this point.

When 1 first advanced this I was laughed at. be-

cause contrary to the supposed experience oi" the

country. I say supposed experience, because the

custom was only founded on supposition. Every
one who vvill pay attention to the matter, will find,

that even among his common cattle the finest

calves are invariably by his j^ouiiirest bulls. My
old cow-driver, who has had forty years' expe-
rience, vouches this truth. I am opposed to none

of the other breed of cattle ; they are all excellent

of their kinds. The object of this hurried letter

is to prove that the introduction of fine cattle

amongst us, will improve our native breeds, and
that, loo, on the very worst of pastures. Dr.

O'Hear and Dr. Harleston of this parish, have

with myself bred Ironi Durham bulls, lor the last

few years, and we are now fully convinced that

the calves thus bred have suffered droiiaht, inat-

tention, and I may actually say, starvation, better

ihan calves from the native bred. The jjentlemen

whose names I have used, will excuse the liberty

herein taken. I do it for (he confirmation of truth.

Respectfully yours, &c.,

B. R. Carroll.

[From ' Transactions of the Essex Agricultural Society.']

ON EXPERIMENTS ON MANURES.

To the trustees of the Essex j^gricuUural Society.

Gentlemen—The only claim to which the at-

tention of the commitiee on experiments on ma-
nures has been called, is that of Dr. Andrew
Nichols, of Danvers. His farm in Middleton was
visited in July and September. Early in the spring

he had caused unleached wood-ashes to be spread

on lojv and cold soils, and the crops of grass gave

evidence that the application was very favorable.

It had produced a heavy burden of grass on land"

which otherwise would have had but a light and
sour crop.

His corn was manured with a compost made of
asmall portion of animal manure, seventy bushels
of ashes and meadow or peat mud. The soil is a
sandy loam. The growth in July was luxuriant,

and in September there was a handsome display of
lull-grown, well-filled ears, in the judgment of the

commitiee about filty bushels to the acre. This in

some circumstances would not be considered a
large yield, but the soil is naturally light and lor

many years had not been well manured. The
committee were satisfied by the appearance of the
crop, that this year the proper manure and good
treatment had been applied, and that in ordinary
seasons a compost of ashes, meadow mud and
barn manure, will, on sandy and loamy soils, pro-

duce a fair crop of corn. In the locality of Dr.
Nichols's farm, it would be difficult and expensive
to procure animal manure in sufficient quantities

to plant any considerable extent of land, and we
know of no cheaper or better substitute.

The attention of the conmiittee was also direct-

ed to a piece of barley, on which a solution of pot-

ash and peat mud had been applied, and the

quantity oi'straw and grain appeared to have been
doubled by the operation. But the advant;iges of
this application were still more apparent on a
small portion of land on which onions had been
sown. Although it was not in proper tilth for

such a crop, it produced at the rate of six hundred
and forty bushels to the acre. On a small part of
the land none of the solution had been used

;

here, the crop was very liirht, giving evidence

that the superiority of the crop was owing to the

novel application.

The subject is important to farmers. Manure
is the capital on which they do business. A nd the

man who teaches them how to obtain it at a rea-

sonable rale and in sufficient quantities, does the

public better service, than if he lectured the live-

long day on copper and silver mines, and amused
the sleepy hours with golden dreams.
The coinmittce think Dr. Nichols's experiment

valuable, and his statement satisfactory ; they re-

commend that it be published, and that the socie-

ty's premium of twenty dollars be awarded to him.

For the committee,
Daniel P. King.

Danvers. Dec. 28, 1839.

Dr. A. Nichols's statement. To the committee of
the Essex Agricultural Society on manures.

Persuaded of the importance of the discoveries

made by Dr. Samuel L. Dana, of Lowell, and
given to the world through the medium of the re-

ports of Professor Hitchcock and Rev. H. Colman,

to the legislature of Massachusetts, concerning

the food of vegetables, geine, and the abundance

of it in peat muJ, in an insoluble state to be sure,

and in that state not readily absorbed and digested

by the roots of cultivated vegetables, but rendered

soluble and very easily digestible by such plants

by potash, wood-ashes, or other alkalies, among
which is ammonia, one of the products of fer-

menting animal manures, I resolved last year to
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subject his theories to the test of experiment the

present season. Accordingly I directed a quan-
tity of black peat mnd, procured by ditching liir

the purpose of draining and reclaiming an alder

swamp, a part of which I haci some years since

brought into a stale hitrhly productive of the cul-

tivated grasses, to be thrown into heaps. Diiritiii

the winter I also had collided in Salem, 2S2 tmsh-

eis of unleached wnod-ashes, at the cost of 12^
cents per bushei. These were sent up to my liirm,

a part to be spread on mv black soil grass lands,

and a part to be mixed witii mud for my tillage

land. Two hundred bushels of these were spread

on about six acres ol' such grass land while it was
covered with ice, and frozen hard enough to be
carted over without cuttinir it into ruts. These
lauds produced from one to two tons of good mer-
chantable hay to the acre, nearly double the crop

produced by the same lands last year. And one
iact induces me to think, that being spread on the

ice, as above mentioned, a portion of these ashes
was washed away by the spring freshet. The
Jact from whirh I inter this is, that a run below,

over which the water coming fi-om the meadow,
on which the largest part of these ashes were
spread, flows, produced more than double the quan-
tity of hay, and that of a very superior quality to

what had been ever known to grow on the same
land beibrc.

Seventy bushels of these ashes, together with a
quantity not exceeding thirty bushels of mixed coal

and wood ashes made by my kitchen and parlor

fires were mixed with my barn manure, derived
irom one horse kept in stal)ie the whole year, one
other horse kept in stable during the winter months,
one cow kept through the winter, and one pair of
oxen employed almost daily on the road and in the
woods, hut fed in the barn one hundred days.
This manure was never measured, but knowing
how it was made, by the droppings and litter or
bedding of these cattle, farmers can estimate the
quantity with a good degree of correctness. These
ashes and this manure were mixed with a suffi-

cient quantity of the mud above mentioned by
forking it over three times, to manure three acres
of corn and potatoes, in hills four (eet by about
three feet apart, givintr a good shovel full to the
hill. More than two-thirds of this was o-rass land,

which produced last year about half a ton of hay
to the acre, broken up by the plough in April.

The remainder was cropped last year without be-

int: well manured, with corn and potatoes. Gen-
tlemen, you have seen the crop growing and ma-
tured, and 1 leave it to you to say whether or not
the crop on this land would have been better had
it been dressed with an equal quantity of pure,
well rotted barn manure. For my own part I be-
heve it would not, but that this experiment proves
that peat mud, thus manaired, is equal, if not su-
perior, to the same quantity of any other substance
in common use as a manure among us ; which, if

it be a fact, is a fact of immense value to the farm-
ers of New England. By the knowledire and use
of it, our comparatively barren soils may be made
to equal or excel in productiveness the virgin prai-
ries ot the west. There were many hills in wliich
ihe corn first planted was destroyed by worms.
A part of these were supplied with the small Ca-
nada corn, a part with beans. The whole was
several times cut down by frost. The produce
was ihree hundred bushels of ears of eound corn,

Vol. Vm-39

two tons of pumpkins and squashes, and some
potatoes and beans. Dr. Dana, in liis letter to

Mr. Colman, dated Lowell, March 6, 1839, sug-

L'Hsts the trial ol' a solution of geine as a manure.

His directions l()r preparing it are as lullows :

'• Boil one hiiridrt'd pounds ol dry pulverized peat

wiih two and a hall pounds of white ash. (an ar-

ticle im[)orted from England,) cuntaininii 36 lo 55

[)er cent, of pure soda, or its equivHlem in pearl-

ash or poiash, in a potash kettle, with 130 gallons

of water; boil fl)r a lew hours, let it settle, and dip

off the clear liquor lor use. Add ihe same quan-

tity of alkali and water, boil and dip oil as belijre.

The dark colored brown solulioti contains about

half an ounce per irallon of vegetable matter. It

is to be applied by watering grain ci^ops, grass

lands, or any other way the larnier's quick wit will

point out."

In the month of June I prepared a solution of

geine, obtained not by boilino;, but by steeping the

mud as taken (i-om the meadow, in a weak lie in

tubs. I did not weigh the materials, being careful

only to use more mud than the potash would

render soluble. The portion was something like

this: peat 100 lbs., potash 1 lb., water 50 gal-

lons ; stirred occasionally (or about a week, when
the dark brown solution, described by Dr. Dana,
was dipped off and applied to some rows of corn,

a portion of a piece of starved barley, and a bed

of onions sown on land not well prepared for that

crop. The corn was a portion of a piece manured

as above mentioned. On this the benefil was not

so obvious. The crop of barley on the portion

watered was more than double the quantity both^

in straw and grain to that on other portions of

the field, the soil and treatment of which was
otherwise precisely similar.

The bed of onions which had been prepared by

dressing it with a mixture of mud and ashes pre-

vious to the sowing of the seed, tiut which had not

by harrowing been so completely pulverized,

mixed and kneaded with the soil as the cultivators

of this crop deem essential to success, consisted of

three and a half square rods. The onions came
up well, were well weeded, and about two bushels

of horse manure spread between the rows. In

June, four rows were first watered with the solu-

tion of geine above described. In ten days the

onions in these rows were nearly double the size

of the others. All but six rows of the remainder

were then watered. The growth of these soon

outstripped the nnwatered remainder.

Mr. Henry Gould, who manages my farm on

shares, and who conducted all the foregoing expe-

riments, without thinking of the importance of

leaving at least one row unvvatered. that we
miirht better ascertain the true effect of this

manasenient, seeing the benefit to the parts thus

watered, in about a week after treated the remain-

der in the same manner. Tf.e ends of some of

the rows, however, which did not receive the wa-
tering, produced only very small onions, such as

are usually tiirown away as woithless by cultiva-

tors of this crop. This' Iact leads me to believe

that if the onions had not been watered with the

solution of geine, not a single bushel ol a good
size would have been produced on tlie whole

piece. At any late, ii was peal or geine, rendered

soluble by alkali, that produced tliis large crop.

The crop proved greater than our most sanguine

expectations. The onions were measured in the
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presence oC the chairman of your committee, and
maiiintT ample allowance for the tops whicli had
not been stripped ofl, were adjudrjed equal to four
bushels 10 the square rod, or at the rate of 640
bushels to the acre. In these experimt^nts 7 lt)g.

of potash, vviiich cost 7 cenls a pound bought at

the retail price, w<-re used. Potash, althoup^h
dearer than wood-ashes at 12.^ cents per bushel, Ts,

I think, cheaper than the white ash mentioned by
Dr. Dana, and sufficiently cheap to make with
meadow mud, a far cheaper manure than such as
is in (jeneral used among our farmers. The ex-
periment satisfies me that nothing better than pot-
ash and peat can be used for most, if not all our
cultivated vegetables, and the economy of water-
ing with a solution of geine, such as are cultivated
in rows, I think cannot be doubted. The reason
why the corn was not very obviously benefited, I

think, must have been that the portion of the roots
to which it was applied was already fully supplied
with nutriment out of the same kind from the pt^at

ashes and manure put in the hill at planting. For
watering rows of onions or other vegetables, I

shoidd recommend that a cask be mounted on
light wheels, so set that like the drill they may
run each side of the row and drop the liquid ma-
nure through a small lap hole or tube from the
cask, directly upon the young plants. For pre-
paring the liquor, I shouM recommend a cistern
about three feet deep and as large as the object
may require, formed of plank, aiTd laid on a bed
of clay and surrounded by the same, in the man-
ner that Ian vats are constructed ; this should oc-
cupy a warm place, exposed to the sun, near wa-
ter, and as near as these requisites permit to the
tillage lands of the farm. In such a cistern, in
warm weather, a solution of geine may be made
in large quantities, with little' labor and without
the expense of fuel, as the heat of the sun is, I

ihink, amply sufficient for the purpose.* If from
further experiments it should be found economical
fo water grass lands and grain crops, a large cask
or casks placed on wheels, and drawn by oxp.n or
horse power, the liquor li-om the casks being at

pleasure let into a long narrow box. perforated with
numerous small holes, which would spread the
eame over a strip of ground, some 6, 8, or 10 feet
in breaiith, as it is drawn over the field, in the same
manner as the streets in cities are watered in sum-
i"^"". Andrew Nichols.

I certify that I measured the piece of land men-
tioned in the foregoing statement, as planted with
corn, on the 21st of September, 1839, and found
the same to contain two acres, three quarters, thir-
ty-one rods. John W. Proctor, Surveyor.

From Ilaywaid's Science of Agriculture.

HAYMAKING.

Having observed, that in a season where there
was no rain whatever, and the hay had been made
with rapidity, and carried within a short lime after
it had been cut, that a greater quantity had been
mjured by being over-heated and burnt, than in a

* Perhaps in an excavation in a peat moadow,
which would fill with water spontaneously, a solution
of geine misifit be still more cheaply obtained, by sim-
ply adding potash, ashes, &c. to the stagnant water.

catching, irregular season ; thai when hay had not
healed in Ihe stack, it was frequently mouldy

;

that as hay lost its native green color and ap-
proached a brown, it lost its nutritive qualities;
and that, altogether, the making of hay, as usually
conducted, was a very precarious and troublesome
operation

; I determined on trying to arrange a
system on more regular and certain principles, and
in which I succeeded : and by adopting a certain
and regular course of operations, was enabled to

make my hay of a uniform good quality; and, let

Ihe weather be as it might, at a pretty regular ex-
pense for labor, and considering such a process not
only of importance, as it insures a more perfect

qualify, but as it affjrds a more certain protection

against the injuries usually consequent on the un-
certainty of the weather, and over-heating in the

stock, and that it thus removes two great causes of
anxiety, it may be well worth the public attention.

In the first place, then, as to the state of the

weather—it generally happens at this season of

the year, that there are three or lour rainy and
three or four dry days ;* therefore, on beginuinglo
cut the grass, as it is well known that grass may
be cut and suffered to remain in the swartfi for

several days without injury ; and it being desirable,

where hands are plenty, to have a good quantity,

or as much as will complete a stack in a day, in

the same state of forwardness, I should prefer,

rather than to wait for fine weather, to begin to

cut in rainy weather. However, be this as it may,
the swaths should not be opened but on a fine day,

and when this is done, the grass should be well

shaken apart and equally spread over the ground
;

and as soon as ihe upper surface is dry, turn it

well over, and in this operation great care should

be taken lo open and spread any cocks that may
not have been divided in the first opening: thisbe-

insj done, commence raking into wind-rows in

time, that the whole may be made into small cocks

before the night. The second day these cocks must
remain ii,ntoiiched, let the weather be wet or dry.

the third day, if ihe weather be certain and fine,

throw the cocks open ; but if the weather be wet
or threatening, they may remain another day, or

until the weather is certain lo be fine lor the day.

The cocks should then be thrown, according to

Ihe crop, into beds of two or three rows, and alter

three or fiiur hours' exposure, turned over, and
taking lime to gather llie whole into wind-rows
and cocks before night; let this operation com-
mence accordingly, and none be left open. The
day after this, which in fine weather will be the

fourth, the cocks mv.st again remain untouched, or

not be opened, whether the weather be wet or dry.

On the filih, or the next dry day, these cocks will

onlv require to be opened for an hourorlwo, after

which time they will be fit for the stack.

The novelty of this mode, consists only in suf-

fering the hay to remain in cock Ihe second or third,

or alternate days; and at first sight it may appear
that so much lime in fine weather must be lost,

but this is by no means the case, for whilst the hay
remains in cocks, a slight fermentation, or what is

termed sweating, will lake place; and in conse-
quence, after it has been opened on the third and
fifth days, it will prove lo he just as forward as if

it had been worked everyday ; and Ihe advantages
resulting from tliis, are obviously ihe following:

* Jn England.
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by shortening the time of open exposure, the co-

lor ofthe iiay is more perfecliy preserved, and coii-

sequeiiliy, ilu; ijuality; and the lernieutaiion or

sweating which lal<es place in liie cucivs, proves

60 much to have diminished tlie principle or incli-

nation, as (o prevent Us tiealing injuriously in the

stack ; and the whole operation of makinir, whe-
ther il lakes lour days or eight, requires three days'

labor only ; and the iiay being leli. in that state

every night, in which it is the least possibly ex-

posed to injuries oC the weather, and in which it

may remain lor a day or two in uncertain weather
without injurious exposure, most painful anxi-

ety and useless attendance of labors are obvi-

ated.

SPEECH OF DANIKI. WEBSTER, ESQ.

Al an Agricultural Meeting in Boston.*

Mr. Webster began with stating that he regard-

ed agriculture as the leading interest of society
;

and as having, in all its relations, a direct and in-

timate bearing upon human comlbrt and the na-

tional prosperity. He had been iamiliar with its

operations in his youth ; and he had always look-

ed upon the subject wiih a lively and deep interest.

He did not esteem himself to be particularly qua-

lified to judge of the subject in all its various as-

pects and departments ; and he neither himself

regarded, nor would he have others regard his

opinions as authoritative ; but the subject had
been one ol" careltjl observation to him, both in

public and private life ; and his visit to Europe, at

a season ol"ihe year particularly favorable tor this

purpose, had given him the opportunity of seeing

its improved husbandry, and as far as it might
be interestiuii, or would have a bearing upon the

subject ofthe evening's discussion, the agriculture

of Mas^sachusetts, he would, as the meeting ap-

peared to expect, say a few words upon what had
attracted his notice.

How far, in a question of this kind, the example
of other countries was to be followed, was an
in(]uiry worthy of much consideration. The ex-

ample of a Ibreign country might be too closely

followed. It would furnish a sale rule of imitation

only as far as the circumstances ofthe one country

correspond with those of the other.

The great objects of agriculture, and the great

agricultural products of England, and of Massa-
chusetts, arc much the same. Neither country

produces olives, nor rice, nor cotton, nor the sugar

cane. Bread, meat and clothing are the main pro-

ductions of both. But althougli the great produc-

tions are mainly the same, yet there are many di-

versities of condition and circumstances and va-

rious modes of culture.

The primary elements which enter into the con-

* This speech, as first furnished in the reporter's

notes, has been published in most of the agricultural

papers of the United States. It has since been re-

vised and corrected by its author, and republished in

pamphlet form by the original reporter, the Rev. Hen-

ry Colman, the Agricultural Commissioner of Massa-

chusetts, together with an appendix by the latter. It is

the last edition that is here.gp^iedv—Ed. E',.,Rv

sideration ofthe agriculture of a country are tour;

climate, soil, price of land, and price of labor. In
any comparison, therefore, of the agriculture of
England with that of Massachusetts, these ele-

ments are to be taken particularly into view.

The climate of England diti'ers essentially from
that of this country. England is on the western
side of the eastern, and we on the eastern side oi'

the western continent. The climate of each
country is materially affected by its respective si-

tuation in relation to the ocean. The winds, which
prevail most, both in this country and in England
are from the west ; it is known that the wind
blows, in our latitudes, from some point west to

some point east, on an average of years nearly or

quite three days out offour. These facts are familiar.

The consequences resulting fi'om them are, that our
winters are colder and our summers much hotter

than in England. Our latitude is about that of
Oporto, yet the temperature is very different. Oa
these accounts, therefore, the n)aturing of the
crops in England and the power of using these
crops, creates a material difference between its

agriculture and ours. It may be supposed that
our climate must resemble that of China in the
same latitudes ; and this fact may have an essen-
tial bearing upon that branch of agriculture which,
it is proposed to introduce among us, the productioa
of silk.

The second point of difference between the two
countries lies in the soil. The soil of England is

mainly argillaceous; a soft and unctuous loam
upon a substratum of clay. This may be consi-

dered as the predominant characteristic in the
parts which he visited. The soil in some of the
southern counties of England is thinner ; some of
it is what we should call stony ; much of it is a
free gravelly soil, with some small part which with
us would be called sandy. Through a great ex-
tent ofcountry this soil rests on a deep bed of chalk.
Ours is a granite soil. There is granite in Great
Britain; but this species of soil prevails in Scot-
land, a part of the country which more resembles
our own. We may have lands as good as any in

England. Our alluvial soil.? on Connecticut river,

and in some other parts of the country, are equal
to any lands ; but these have not, ordinarily, a
wide extent of clay subsoil. The soil of Mas-
sachusetts is harder, more granitic, less abounding
in clay, and altogether more stony, than the soil of
England. The surface of Massachusetts is more
uneven, more broken with mountain ridges?, more
diversified with hill and dale, and more abundant
in streams of water, than that of England.
The price of land in that country, anotherimpor-

tant element in agricultural calculations, difiers

greatly from the price of land with us. It, is three
times as high as in Massachusetts, at least.

On the other hand, the price of agricultural la-

bor is mucli higher in Massachusetts, than in

England. In different parts of England the price

of labor is considerably various ; but it may be set

down as twice as dear with us here.

These are the general remarks, which have-

suggested themselves in regard to the slate of
things abroad. Now have we any thing to learu

from them? Is there any thing in the condition

of England, applicable to ours; or, in regard to

which, the agriculture of England may be of use
to Massachusetts and other countries.

The subject of agriculture in England has
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etroniily atlracted the attention and inquiries of

men ol science. They li;ive ytiulied particularly

the nature ot" the soil. More than twenty years

aL'o, Sir Humphry Davy undertook to treat the

suhjectof the apphcaiion oi' chen):cal knowledge

to airricuiture in the analysis ot soils and manures.

The'sanie attention has heen continued to the

euhject ; and the extraordinary discoveries and

advances in chemical science, since his lime, are

likely to operate greatly to the advantage ofagri-

cullure. The best results may be expected from

them. These inquiries are now prosecuted in

France with great enthusiasm and success. We
may hope lor like beneficial results here from the

application of science to the same objects.

But although the circumstances of climate and

situation andnature of the soil form permanent

distinctions, which caimot be changed, yet there

are other differences, resulting from diHerent modes

of culture, and ditierent forms of applying labor

;

and it is to these differences that our attention

should be particularly directed. Here, there is

much to learn. English cultivation is more scien-

tific, more systemauc,.,and more exact, a great

deal than ours. This is partly the result of neces-

sity. A vast population is to be supported on com-
paratively a small surface. Lands are dear, rents

are high, and hands, as well as mouths, are nume-
rous. 'Careful and skilful cultivation is the natu-

ral result of this stale oi" things. An English farm-

er looks not merely to the present year's crop.

He considers what will be the condition of the

land, when that crop is off; and what it will be fit

Ibr, the next year. He studies to use his land,

so as not to abuse it. On the contrary, his aim is

to get crop after crop, and still the land shall be

growing belter and better. If he would content

himself with raisinij from the soil a large crop this

year, and then leavintr it neglected and exhaust-

ed, he would starve. It is upon this lundamental

idea of constant production without exhaustion,

that the system of English cultivation, aiul indeed

of all good cultivation, is founded. England is

not original in this. Flanders, and perhaps Italy

have been her teachers. This system is carried

out in practice, by a well considered rotation ol

crop^. The form, or manner of this rotation, in a

given case, is determined very much by the value

of the soil, and partly by the local demand ibr

particular products. But some rotation, some
succession, some variation in the annual produc-

tions ol' the same land, id essential. No tenant

could obtain a lease, or if he should, could pay his

rent and maintain his family, who should wholly

disregard this. While crops are not to follow one
another. White crops are wheat, barley, rye, oats,

&c. Our maize, or Indian corn, must be considered

a white crop; although from the quantity of stalk

and leal' which it produces, and which are such

excellent food (or cattle, it is less exhausting than

some other white crops ; or to speak more pro-

perly, it makes greater returns to the land. Green
crops are turnips, potatoes, beets, vetches or tares,

(which are usually eaten while growing, by cattle

and sheep or cut Ibr green food,) and clover.

Buck or beech wheat, and winter oats, thought to

be a very useful product, are regarded also as

green crops, when eaten on the land ; and so in-

deed may any crop be considered, which is used
in this way. But the turnip is the great green
crop of England. Its cultivation has wrought such

changes, in fifty years, that it may be said to have
revolutionized English agriculture.

Belbre that time, when lands become exhausted

by the re()eiilion of grain crops, they were lelt, as

it was termed, fallow; that is, were not cultivated

at all, but abandoned to recruit themselves as they

might. This occurred as often as every fourth

year, so that one quarter of the arable land was
always out of cultivation and yielded nothing.

Turnips are now substituted in the place of these

naked (allows; and now land in turiiipe is consi-

dered as fallow. What is the philosophy of this?

The raising of crops, even of any the most favor-

able crop, does not in itself enrich, but in some
degree, exhausts the land. The exhaustion of the

land, however, as experience and observation

have fully demonstrated, takes place mainly when
the seeds of a plant are allowed to perfect them-
selvea. The turnip is a biennial plant. It does

not perfect its seed belbre it is consumed. There
is another circumstance in respect to the turnip

plant, which deserves consideration.

Plants, it is well understood, derive a large por-

tion of their nutriment (rom the air. The ieavea

of plants are their lungs. The leaves of turnips

expose a wide surface to the atmosphere, and de-

rive, therefore, much of their subsistence and nu-

triment from these sources. The broad leaves of

the turnips likewise shade the ground, preserve

its moisture, and prevent, in some measure, its

exhaustion by the sun and air.

The turnips have a farther and ultimate use.

Meat and clothing come from animals. The more
animals are sustained upon a farm, the more meat
and the more clothing. These things bear, of

course, a proportion to the number of bullocks,

sheep, swine, and poultry which are maintained.

The great inquiry then is, what kind of crops will

least exhaust the land in their cultivation, and fur-

nish, at the same time, support to the largest

number of animals 1

A very large amount of land in England is cul-

tivated in turnips. Fields of turnips of three, four,

and even five hundred acres are sometimes seen,

though the common fields are much less ; and it

may be observed here, that in the richest and best

cultivated parts of England, enclosures often, fif-

teen, twenty, or thirty acres, seemed more com-
mon. Since the introduction of the turnip culture,

bullocks and sheep have trebled in number. Tur-
nips, for the reasons given, are not great exhaust-

ers of the soil ; and they furnish abundant food Ibr

animals. Let us suppose, that one bushel of oats

or barley may be raised at the same cost as ten

bushels of turnips ; and will go as (ar in support of

stock. The great dift'erence in the two crops is to

be (bund in the farmer's barn yard. Here is the

test of their comparative value. This is the

secret of the great advantages, which follow from
their cultivation. The value of manure in agri-

culture is well appreciated. M'Queen stales the

extraordinary fact, that the value of the animal
manure annually applied to the crops in England,
at current prices, surpasses in value the whole
amount of its foreign commerce.* There is nO'

* This is a very extraordinary fact, but it rests upon
good authority ; and when it is considered that this is

of course the product of agriculture, as well as going

in the great circle, to renew and extend these products,

we must have strong impressions of the amazing

extent of this great interest. In this case, cattle ma-
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iloubt that it greatly exceeds it. The turnip crop

returns a vast, amount of nutritive matter to the

soil. The farmer, then, from his green crops, and
by a regular system of rotation, finds green feed

lor his cattle and wheat for the market.

Among the lighter English soils, is that of the

county oi' Norfolk; a county, however, which he

had not the pleasure to visit. Its soil, he under-

stood, is light, a little inclined to sand, or light

loam. Such soils are not unfavorable to roots.

Here is the place of the rpmarknble cultivation

and distinguished improvements of that eminent
cultivator, Mr. Coke, now Earl of Leicester.* In

these lands, he understood, a common rotation is

turnips, barley, clover, wheat. These lands re-

semble much of the land in our county of Ply-

mouth ; and the sandy lands to be found in the

vicinity of the Connecticut and Merrimack rivers.

The cultivation of green crops in New England
deserves attention. There is no incapacity in our

soil ; and there are no circumstances unfavorable

to (heir production. What would be the best kind

of succulent vegetables to be cultivated, whether
turnips, or carrots, he was not prepared to say.

But no attempts within his knowledge had been
made among us of a systematic agriculture; and
until we enter upon some regular rotation of crops,

and our husbandry becomes more systematic, no
distinguished success can be looked for. As to

our soil, as had been remarked, tliere is no inhe-

rent incapacity for the production of any of the

common crops. We could raise wheat in Massa-
chusetts. The average crop in England is twenty-
eix bushels to the acre. From his own fiirm, and
it was comparatively a thin and poor soil, he had
obtained this summer seventy-six bushels of

wheat upon three acres of land. It is not, there-

fore, any want of capability in the soil ; but the

improvement and success of our husbandry must
depend upon a succession of crops adapted to the

circumstances of our soil, climate aad peculiar con-

dition.

In England, a large portion of the turnip crop is

consumed on the land where it grows. The sheep
are fed out of doors all winter ; and he saw many
large flocks, thousands and millions ofsheep, which
were never housed. This was matter of surprise,

especially considering the wetness of the climate

;

and these sheep were often exposed in fields where
a dry spot could not be found for them to lie down
upon. Sheep were often folded in England by

wattled fences or hurdles temporarily erected in dif-

ferent parts, of the field, and removed from place to

place as the portions of the crop were consumed.
In some cases they were folded and the turnips dug
and carried to them. In such case they were al-

ways fed upon lands which were intended the

next year to be, as far as practicable, brought un'

der cultivation. He had seen many laborers in

fields, employed in drawing the turnips, splitting

nure is valued at 4s. sterling; sheep at 3s.; horse at 4s.;

pigs, poultry, &c. at 3s. per load ; size of load not given;

making a grand total of £ 59,860,000 sterling, or nearly

300,000,000 dollars. This is understood to be " exclu-

sive of quantity dropped by cattle on land during supi-

mer, autumn, &.C., perhaps one third more ; and ex-
clusive of lime, moss, shells, fish, bone dust, &c."

—

McQueen's British Stasistics, p. 51. H. C.

* He has increased the rental of his farms by his

improvements, from twenty-five to two hundred thou-
sand dollars a year, H. C.

them and scattering them over the land, for the
use of the sheep, which was considered better, of-

ten, than to leave the sheep to dig lor themselves.

These laborers would be so employed all winter,

and if the ground should become frozen, the tur-

nips are taken up with a bar. Together with the

turnips, it is thought important that sheep should

have a small (juantity of other food. Chopped hay,

sometimes a little oil cake, or oats, is usually giv-

en. This is called trough food, as it is eaten in

troughs, standing about in the field. In so moist

a climate as that ol" England some land is so wet,

that, in the farmers' phrase, it will not carry sheep ;

that is, it is quite too wet lor sheep to lie upon it.

In such cases the turnips must be carried, that is,

removed from the field, and fed out elsewhere.

The last season was uncommonly wet, and for that

reason, perhaps, he could not so well Judge, but it

appeared to him it would be an improvement in

English husbandry to furnish for sheep, oftener

than is done, not only a tolerably dry ground to lie

on, but some sort of shelter against the cold rains

of winter (a.) The turnips, doubtless, are more
completely consumed, when dug, split, and fed out.

The Swedish turnip, he had little doubt, was best

suited to cold climates. It was scarcely injured by
being frozen in the ground in the winter, as it would
thaw agam, and be still good in spring. In Scot-

land, in the Lothians, where cultivation is equal to

that in any part of England, it is more the practice

than farther south, to house turnips, or draw them,
and cover them from frost (b.) He had been greatly

pleased with Scotch farming, and as the climate

and soil of Scotland more resembled the soil and
climate of Massachusetts, than those of England
did, he hoped the farmers of Massachusetts would
acquaint themselves, as well as they could, with
Scotch husbandry. He had had the pleasure

of passing some time in Scotland, with persons

engaged in these pursuits, and acknowledged him-
selt'much instructed by what he learned from them,
and saw in their company. The great extent of
the use of turnips, and other green crops, in Scot-

land, is evidence that such crops cannot be altoge-

ther unsuited to Massachusetts.

Mr. Webster proceeded to state, that one ofthe
things which now attracted much attention among
agriculturists in England, was the subject of tile

draining. This most efficient and successful mode
ofdraining is getting into very extensive use. M uch
of the soil of England, as he had already stated,

rested on a clayey and retentive sub-soil. Exces-
sive wetness is prejudicial and destructive to the

crops. Marginal drains, or drains on the outside

of the fields, do not produce the desired results.

These tile drains have effected most important

improvements. The tile itself is made of clay,

baked like bricks ; about one foot in length, four

inches in width, three fourths of an inch in thick-

ness, and stands from six to eight inches in height,

being hemispherical, or like the half of a cylinder,

wi'h its sides elongated. It resembles the Dutch
tiles sometimes seen on the roofs ofthe old houses

in Albany and New York, A ditch is sunk eigh-

teen or twenty inches in depth, and these drains

are multiplied, over a field, sometimes at a dis-

tance of only seven yards apart (c.) The ditch, or

drain, being dug, these tiles are laid down, with the

hollow side at bottom, on the smooth clay, or any

other firm subsoil, the sides placed near to each

other, some little straw thrown over the joints to
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prevent (he admission of dirt, and the whole cover-

ed up. This is not so expensive a mode of drain-

ing as might be supposed. Tlie diich, or drain,

need only be narrow, and tiles are ofmuch cheap-

er transportation than stone would be. I3ut the

result is so important, as well to justily the ex-

pense. It is estimated that this thorough draining

adds often twenty percent, to the production of the

wheat crop. A beautillil example came under his

observation in Nottinghamshire, not long before

he left England. A gentleman was showing him
his grounds lor next year's crop of wheat. On
one side of the lane, where the land had been

drained, the wheat was already up, and growing
luxuriantly ; on the other, where the land was
subject to no other disadvantage, than that it had
not been drained, it was still too wei to be sowed
at all. It may be thought singular enough, but it

was doubtless true, that on stiti clayey lands, tho-

rough draining is as useful in dry, hot summers,
as in cold and wet pumraers; for such land, if a

wet winter or spring be suddenly followed by hot

and dry weather, is apt to become hard and baked,

so that the roots of plants cannot enter it. Tho-
rough draining, by giving an opportunity to the

water on the surlace to be constantly escaping,

corrects this evil. Draining can never be needed
to so great an extent in Massachusetts, as in

England and Scotland, from the different nature

of the soil ; but we have yet quantities of low
meadow lands, producing wild, harsh, sour grass-

es, or producing nothing, which, there is little

doubt, might be rendered most profitable hay fields,

by being well drained (d.J When we understand

better the importance o( concentrating labor, in-

stead of scattering it ; when we shall come to esti-

mate, duly, the superior profit of " a little farm
well tilled," over a great fiirm, half cultivated and
half manured, overrun with weeds, and scourged
with exhausting crops, we shall then fill our barns,

and double the winter leed lor our cattle and cheep
by the products of these waste meadows.
There was in England, another mode of im-

provement, most important, instances of which he
had seen, and one of which he regarded as the

most beautiful agricultural improvement, which
had ever come within his observation. He meant
irrigation, or the making of what is called water
meadows. He had first seen them in Wiltshire,

and was much struck with them, not having be-

fore understood, fi-om reading or conversation, ex-

actly what they were. But he had afterwards an
oppoiluniiy of examining a most signal and suc-

cecisl'ul example of this mode of improvem.ent on
the estates of the Duke of Portland, in the north

ol England, on the borders of Sherwood forest.

Indeed, it was part of the old /brest. Sherwood
Ibrest, at least in its present state, is not like the

l)ine forests of Maine, the heavy hard wood for-

ests of the unredeemed lands of New Hampshire
and Vermont, or the still heavier timbered lands

of the West. It embraces a large extent of coun-
try, with various soils, some of them thin and light,

with beautiful and venerable oaks, of unknown
age, much open ground between them and under-
neath their widespread branches, and this covered
with heather, lichens and fern. As a scene to the

eye, and to the memory by its long existence, and
iis associations, it is beautiful and interesiing. But
in many parts, the soil is far enough Irom being
rich. Upon the borders -of this lorest, are the

water meadows of which he was speaking. A
little river ran through the forest in this part, at

the bottom of a valley, with sides moderately
sloping, and of considerable extent, between the

river at the bottom and the con^mon level of the

surrounding country above. This little river, be-

fore reaching the place, ran throujrh a small town,
and gathered, doubtless, some refuse matter in its

course. From this river the water was taken, at

the upper end of the valley, conducted along the

edge, or bank, in a canal or carrier, and li-om this

carrier, at proper times, sutiered to flow out, very
gently, spreading over and irrigating the whole
surlace, trickling and shining when he saw it, (and
it was then November,) among the light green of
the new-springing grass, and collected below in

another canal, from which it was again let out, to

flow in like manner over land lying still further

down towards the bottom of the valley. Ten
years ago, this land, for production, was worth
little or nothing. He was told that some of it had
been let for no more than a shilling an acre. It

has not been manured, and yet is now most exten-

sively productive. It is not flooded ; the water
does not stand upon it ; it flows gently over it,

and is applied several times in a year, to each part,

say in JVIarch, May, July and October. In No-
vem.ber, when he saw it, the farmers were taking

off the third crop of hay cut this season, and that

crop was certainly not less than two tons to the

acre. This last crop was mostly used as green
food for cattle. When he spoke of the quantity of
tons, he meant tons of dry hay. After this crop

was ofl, sheep were to be put on it, to have lambs
at Christmas, so as to come into market in March,
a time of year when they command a high price.

Upon taking off the sheep in March, the land

would be watered, the process of watering lasting

two or three days, or perhaps eight or ten days,

according to circumstances, and repeated after the

taking off of each successive crop. Although this

water has no doubt considerable sediment in it,

yet the general fact shows how important water is

to the growth of plants, and how far even it may
supply the place of other sources of sustenance.

Now, we in Massachusetts, have a more uneven
surface, more valleys with sloping sides, by many
times more streams, and such a climate that our
farms sutler much oftener from drought than farms
in England. May we not learn something useful,

therelbre, from the examples of irrigation in that

country (c.)

With respect to implements of husbandry, Mr.
Webster was of opinion that the English, on the

whole, had no advantage over us. Their wagons
and carts were no better, their ploughs, he thought,

were not better any where, and in some counties

far inlerior, because unnecessarily heavy. The
snb-soil plough, for which we have little use, was
esteemed a useful invention, and the mole plough,

which he had seen in operation, and the use of

which was to make an under-ground drain, with-

out disturbing the surface, was an ingenious con-

trivance, likely to be useful in clay soils, free from
stone and gravel, but which could be little used in

Massachusetts. In general, he thought the Eng-
lish utensils of husbandry were unnecessarily

cumbrous and heavy. The ploughs, especially,

required a great strengdi of draught. But as drill

husbandry was extensively practised in England,

and very little with us, the various implcmenis,

.
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or machines, (or drill sowing, in that country, quite

surpass all we have. He did not remember to

have seen the horse-rake used in England, al-

though he had seen in operation implements for

spreading hay, from the svvarth, to dry, or rather,

perhaps, tor turning it, drawn by horses.

There were other matters connected with Eng-
hsh agriculture, upon which he might say a word
or two. Crops were cultivated in England of

which we knew little. The common English

field bean, a small brown bean, growing not on a

clinging vine, like some varieties of the taller

bean, ran in what is called with us the bush form,

like our common white bean, upon a slight, up-

right stalk, two or two and a half feet high, and
producing from twenty to Ibrty bushels to the acre.

It is valuable, as food lor animals, especially for

horses. This bean does not jzrow well, in thin

soils, or what is called a hot bottom(/) A strong,

stiff', clayey land, well manured, suits it best.

Vetches, or tares, a sort of pea, were very much
cultivated in England, although almost unknown
here, and is there either eaten green, by shpep, on
the land, or cut and carried for green food (g.)
The raising of sheep, in England, is an inmiense

interest. England probably clips fifty millions of
fleeces this year, lambs under a year old not being

shorn. The averasje yield may be six or seven

pounds to a fleece (/t.) There are two principal

classes of sheep in England, the long woolled, and
the short woolled. Among these are many varieties,

but this is the general division, or classification.

The Jjeice^ter, and the South Down, belong respec-

tively, to these several families. The common
clip of the former may be estimated from seven to

eight pounds ; and of the last from three to three

and a half or four. Mr. Webster mentioned these

particulars only as estimates ; and much more ac-

curate information mi^ht doubtless be obtained
from many writers. In New England, we were
just beginning to estimate rii^litly the importance
of raising sheep. England had seen it much
earlier, and was pursuing it with far more zeal

and perseverance. Our climate, as already ob-

served, differs from that o!" England ; but the great
inquiry applicable in equal force to both countries

is, how can we manage our land in order to pro-

duce the largest crops, while at the same time we
keep up the condition of the land and place it il

possible in a course of gradual improvement?
The success of farming must depend m a conside-

rable degree upon the animals produced and sup-
ported on the farm. The farmer may calculate in

respect to animals upon two grounds of profit ; the

natural growth of the animal, and the weight ob-
tained by fattening. The skilful firmer, there-

fore. expects where he gains one pound in the fat-

tening of his animal, to gain an ecjua! amount in

the growth. The early maturity of stock is con-
sequently a point of much importance.
Oxen are rarely reared in Enirland for the yoke.

In Devonshire in Cornwall, ox teams are employ-
ed

; but in travelling one thousand miles in En<j:-

land, Mr. Webster saw only one ox team, and
here they were driven one befijre the other, and in

harnesses similar to the harnesses of horses, ilul-

locks are raised for the market. It is hiirhly de-
sirable, therefore, both in respect to neat cattle and
sheep, that their growth sljould be rapid and their

fattening properties favorable, that they nviy be
early disposed of, and consequently the expense of
production lessened.

Is it practicable on the soil and in the climate of
Massachusetts to pursue a succession ofcrops ? He
could not question it ; and he had entire confidence
in the improvements to our husbandry and the
great advantages which would accrue from judi-

cious rotation of products. The capacities of the

soil of Massachusetts were undoubted. One hun-
dred bushels of corn to an acre had been repeat-

edly produced, and other crops in like abundance.
But this would not effect the proper ends of a ju-

dicious and profitable agriculture, unless we could

so manage our husbandry that by a judicious and
proper succession of crops, the land would not only

be restored after an exhausting crop, but gradu-
ally enriched by cultivation. It is of the highest
importance that our farmers should increase their

power of sustaining live stock, that they may
therefrom obtain the means of improving tlieir

farms.

The breed of cattle in England was greatly im-
proved, and still improving. He had seen some
of the best stocks, and many individual animals
from others, and thought them admirable. The
short horned cattle, brought to this country, were
often very good specimens. He said that he had
seen the flocks from which some of them had
been selected, and they were certainly among the
best in England. But in every selection of stock,

we are to regard our own climate, and our own
circumstances. We raise oxen for work, as well

as for beef; and he was of opinion that the Devon-
shire stock furnished excellent animals for our use.

We had suffered that old stock, brought hither

by our ancestors, to run down, and be deteriorated.

It had been kept up. and greatly improved, in

England, and we might now usefully import li^om

if. The Devonshire ox is a hardy animal, of

size and make suited to the plough, and though
certainly not the larsest for beeli yet generally

very well fijttened. He thought quite well, also,

of the Ayrshire cows. They were good milkers,

and being a hardy race, on that account, well suit-

ed to the cold climate, and to the coarse and some-
times scanty pasturage of New England. After
all. he thought, there could be no doubt, that the

improved breed of short horns were the finest cat-

tle in the world, and should be preferred, wherever
plenty of good feed, and some mildness of climate
invited them. They were well fitted to the Wes-
tern States, where there is an overflowing abun-
dance, both ofwinter and summer feed, and where,
as in England, bullocks are raised for beef only.

He had no doubt, also, that they might be usefully

raised in the rich valleys of the Connecticut, and
perhaps in some other favored parts of the state.

But, lor himself, as a farmer on the thin lands of
Plymouth county, and on the bleak shores of the
sea, he did not lisel that he could give, to animals
of this breed, that en'iertainment, which their mierit

deserved.

As to sheep, the Leicester were like the short

horned cattle. They must be kept well; they
should always be fat ; and, pressed by goo.j kecj)-

ing, to early maturity, they are Ibund very profit-

able. " Feed well,"' was the maxim of the great
Roman farmer, Caio ; and that short sentence
comprises much of all that belonirs to tlxe profita-

ble economy of live stock. The South Downs p.re

a i^ood breed, both for wool and mut!« ). They
crop the ^rass that irrows on the tfiiii soils, over
beds of chalk, in Wiltshire, Ilampshii'c, and Dor-
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eelshire. They ought not to scorn the pastures of

New England.
When one looks, said Mr. Webster, to the con-

dition of England, he must see of what immense
importance is every, even ihe smallest degree of

improvement in its agricuhurai productions. Sup-

pose that by some new discovery, or some im-

proved mode of culture, only one per cent, could

be added to (he annual results of English culti-

vation ; this, of itself, would materially ati'ect the

comlbrtable subsistence of millions of human be-

ings. It was often said that England was a gar-

den. This was a strong metaphor. There was
poor land, and some poor cultivation in England.
All people are not equally industrious, careful.

But on the whole, England was a prodigy of ag-

ricultural wealth. Flanders might possibly sur-

pass it. He had not seen Flanders ; but Eng-
land quite surpassed, in this respect, whatever he

had seen. In associations for the improvement ol

agriculture, we had been earlier than England.
But associations now exist. He had the pleasure

of attending the first meeting ol" the National Agri-

cultural Society, and he had Ibund it a very plea-

sant and interesting occasion. Persons of the

highest distinction for rank, talents and wealth,

were present, all zealously engaged in efforts for

the promotion of the agricultural interests. No
man in England was so high as to be independent

of thesuccess of this great interest ; no man so low,

as not to be affected by its prosperity, or its de-

cline. The same is true, eminently and emphati-
cally true, with us. Agriculture feeds us; lo

a great degree it clothes us; without it, we could

not have manufactures, and we should not have
commerce. These all stand together, but they

stand together like pillars in a cluster, the

largest in the centre, and that largest is agri-

culture. Let us remember, too, that we live in a

country of small farms, and free-hold tenements
;

a country, in which men cultivate with their own
hands, their own fee-simple acres ; drawing not

only their subsistence, but also their spirit of inde-

pendence, and manly freedom from the ground
ihey plough. They are at once its owners, its

cultivators, and its defenders. And whatever else

may be under-valued, or overlooked, let us never

forget, that the cultivation of the earth is the

most important labor of man. Man may be

civilized, in some degree, with great progress in

manufactures, and with little commerce with his

distant neighbors. But without the cultivation of

the earth, he is, in all countries, a savage. Dnid
he steps from the chase, and fixes himself in some
place, and seeks a livino: from the earth, he is a

roaming barbarian. When lillase begins other

arts follow. The farmers, therelbre, are the Ibund-

ers of human civilization.

APTESDIX.

Note (a.)

—

Housing Sheep.

If sheep were allowed to <!;ive their voice on the

subject, t.iere is little doubt how the question would
be decider^ Where a shed is open at one side, sheep
in case of i cold storm of rain or sleet, will always, if

left to govem themselves, seek a shelter. Under other

circumstano.s they are equally disposed to remain in

the open air

The very fije woolled sheep, whose constitutions are

tender, require much nursins; ; and in our climate

must be sheltered. This is necessary, also, in order

to preserve the fineness of the wool ; and some shep-

herds go so far as to put linen jackets upon them.

With respect to the coarse woolled sheep, and the half

bloods, many of the best larmers in Vermont and in

the western part of Massachusetts, have come to the

conclusion that their flocks are, upon the whole, bet-

ter in health, and that the per centage of loss in their

flocks is less, where the flocks are ted at stacks in the

field and rarely housed, except occasionally at their

own pleasure, than where they are regularly shut up
every night in a covered and close fold. Any one,

who has been accustomed to the air of a sheep house,

where a flock has been confined all night, can hardly

doubt that it must be prejudicial to the health of the

animals unless their lungs are made of leather.

Our climate differs essentially from that of England;

but with us to fold sheep in wet yards is likely to pro-

duce the disease of the foot-rot, a most troublesome

disorder and extremely difficult to eradicate. If it

does not produce the disease, yet if the poison is lurk-

ing within the foot, it will bring it out and aggravate

it. It is an infectious disorder, and I know from ex-

perience, much to be dreaded; though 1 am not pre-

pared to say with a writer of no small credit, that the

only effectual remedy is to cut off the sheep's head.

H. C.

Note (b.)— Turnips.

The common flat or white turnip is little cultivated

among us, excepting for the table. The Swedish tur-

nip or ruta baga is much more valued for its solidi-

ty, its supposed superior nutritiveness, and its endur-

ance. It may be kept perfectly well until May, and

often until June. They are easily grown; but the

condition of the land cannot be too much enriched.

With respect to the keeping of them through the

winter, we protest, on account of the health and com-
fort of his family, against a farmer's ever putting any
of the turnip or cabbage family into his house cellar

;

but they may be stored in his barn cellar, or a deposit

may be made for them on his barn floor if the sides be

well filled in and the top carefully covered with hay,

for which purpose the poorest will answer. Or I have

preserved them in perfection by pitting them in the

field where they grew. For this purpose, on the driest

part of the field, dig a hole about six inches or a foot

in depth, and wide and long according to the quantit}--

of turnips you have to provide for, there deposit your

ruta baga after they are dug and trimmed, and raise the

pile in a sloping form like the pitched roof of a house.

Do this after the dirt has been knocked otf the turnips,

and they have become as dry as circumstances will

admit. Lay on the heap a thin layer of straw, and a

thin covering of earth, leaving the south end of the

heap, which should be made north and south, to be

stopped up with several loose bundles of straw. Then
make a few holes with a crow-bar to act as ventilators

until the first heat of the turnips is over. Let them

remain in this condition until the cold increases, so

that they are in danger of freezing ; then put another

layer of straw and another covering of dirt, smoothed

down neatly with a spade, so that it may shed the rain.

Your turnips in this way will keep well all winter,

and access to them will be easy through the winter at

the south end, by removing the loose bundles of straw,

and afterwards carefully replacing them. The straw

and dirt, by the aid of frost, will make a perfect roof

to your turnip house, which will stand firm until the

frost is gone. I have kept hundreds of bushels for

my stock in this way ; and if a farmer desires in the

feeding season to meke accurate calculations of the

amount consumed as he goes on, he can put them up

in heaps of one or two hundred bushels each in differ-

ent parts of his field, managing with them in the way
I have dejcribed.
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The cultivation of green esculent vegetable crops

cannot be too strongly urged upon our farmers. We
shall never reach an improved husbandry until we get

into a regular system of rotation of crops ; and green
feed for our winter feeding forms a part of that rota-

tion. Condiment? or esculents of this sort are as im-
portant for our cattle as potatoes and other vegetables

are upon the farmer's table. The condition of our
cattle, and especially our young stock and our milking
stock, would be groatly improved by them. This
green feed can be produced in many cases at a less ex-
pense than long feed. It makes, from the exact culti-

vation r^^quired, an excellent preparation br grain
;

and it supplies under proper management, "rectly and
elliciently the means of enriching our farms, and of
increasing their productiveness in a rapid ratio.

H. C.

Note (c.)

—

Draining.

According to the testimony of Mr. Kennedy, for-

merly M. P., and Mr. James Smith of Deansfon,
England, the author of this system of draining and
inventor of the subsoil plough, before a committee of
the British Parliament, these drains where tiles are

used, are sunk to a depth of twenty-four inches, and
where stones are used, are sunk to a depth of thirty

inches; the object in each case being to stir the ground
in the course of improvement with the subsoil plough,

neral open drains. We have a very large amount of
peat land in the state, which is capable of being thus
redeemed and made some of the most productive ia
the state. By the estimation of the learned geolo^-i-
cal surveyor, there are more than 80,000 acres or 125
square miles. One of the most remarkable examples
of this sort of improvement may be found detailed in
the appendix to the third Report of the Agriculture
of Massachusetts. This was made by Mr. Timothy
H. Brown, of Saugus, and deserves particular atten-
tion. An account of it is given likewise, in the Re-
ports of the Essex Agricultural Society for 1838-9.
There seems to me no reason why the introduction

of the Deanston system of improvement, thorough
draining and subsoil ploughing, may not be introduced
among us in particular localities, to as great advantage
as has been done in Scotland. H. C.

Note {c .)
—Irrigation.

A very skilful enterprise of this same kind, on a
smaller scale, has been undertaken in Medway, which
promises the best results. Here a considerable stream
has been dammed and carried in a canal round the
whole field of several acres, so as to be allowed to
flow upon them over the bank at the pleasure of the
owner. Two other examples of irrigation are to be
seen, one in the upper part of Dedham, and one in
Chelmsford, which, though on a small scale, have been

to the depth of sixteen inches, without disturbing the I
eminently successful. Our improvements are verv

tiles or the drain. When stones are used the ditch is

sunk to the depth of thirty inches ; small stones are
then thrown in promiscuously to a height of twelve
inches; and then a sod of two or three inches thick,

inverted, is laid over the stones to prevent the dirt fall-

ing in and stopping the passage of the water ; the top

is then filled up and the field left smooth. The centre
or main drain into which the cross drains empty, is

.sunk to the depth of thref feet. These drains are du-
rable and effectual. Tiles have not been used among
us; but nearly twelve years ago, I made several hun-
dreds of rods of these covered drains with small rough
stone, as above described, in order to drain a wet fi 'Id.

The drains continue to operate well to this time. The
value of the land was increased ten-fold; and the in-

creased crops soon paid the whole expense of the im-
provement. These drains are entirely out of sight

;

but I would advise, whenever they are made, that their

distances and direction should be accurately bid down
in a plan of the farm, that they may easily be found in

case of interruption.

In England, the improvement is not considered as

complete, until, after the land is drained, the whole
field is by a gradual process, loosened with a subsoil

plough to the depth of sixteen inches. The land is

first ploughed to the depth of six inches and a crop of
oats is taken , it is then ploughed again and subsoiled,

if I may use the expression, to the very top of the

drain, care being taken not to bring much of the sub-
soil to the surface at a time, but the top and the lower
soil are intermixed by a gradual process of cultiva-

tion. Other crops are then taken from this land, which
is cultivated and manured in the usual manner; and
the products are enormously increased by tiiis process.

I shall give more full details in my third Report of the

Agriculture of Massachusetts, now in the press.

H. C.

Note, (d.)—Redemption of Peat Meadovs.

Some most beautiful examples of the success of re-

<leeming lands bj' draining, especially bog meadow,
are to be found in Saugus, Lynn, Lexington, Framing-
ham, Groton, and other towns in this state. In these
cases, lands which were of little value, are now brought
into most productive fields, yielding five or six hundred
bushels of potatoes and three to four tons of hay per
acre besides other crops. These, however, are in ge-

Voh. VIlI-40

humble compared with those referred to by Mr. Web-
ster; but they are creditable and encouraging. The
struggling steps of infancy must be taken belore we
can move with the firm gait of manhood. The en-
riching qualities of water are far from being properly
appreciated. In such circumstances as described, it

is by no means a simple substance; and it effects an
essential purpose in holding in solution the nutriment
of the plant with which it mixes in its passage over
the soil and percolations into it. H. C.

Note if.)— The Bean.

The bean (vicia faba.)—"The bean is a valuable
field plant, as affording food for live stock and in part
for man. The varieties of the bean are two, garden
and field beans, the white and the gray beans. The
best soils for beans, are clay and strong loams. On
such soils they generally succeed wheat or oats, but
sometimes also clover lays. Turnip soils or sands are
by no means proper for them. The climate most fa-

vorable to the bean is one neither very dry nor very
moist ; the first brings on the fly ; and the last pre-
vents the setting of the blossoms. The flour of beans
is more nutriti\'e than that of oats, as it appears in the
fattening of swine." Dr. Darwin thinks them a cheap-
er provender for horses than that of oats ; but being
of an oily nature, more difficult of digestion than oats,
and he would therefore hesitate in giving them the
preference for this object.

The bean is considered as an exhausting crop ; but
on at-count of the clean cultivation which is given to
it, it often favorably precedes wheat. My ov/n expe-
riments in the cultivation of the English field bean,
which I have tried two or three years, resulted in dis-
appointment, as they were in every instance destroyed
by a little black fly. This is the great enemy with
which they have to contend abroad. Forty bushels to
the acre must be regarded as a large yield. From
twenty to thirty-five is more common.
The cultivation of the white bean among us, is pur-

sued to a very small extent and in a very slovenly and
negligent manner. Land that is under a curse, and
considered fit for nothing else, is usually selected for

a crop of white beans ; and a farmer would as soon
think of dressing his children in peacock's feathers

as of giving any manure to his white beans. The
result 13 exactly what, under such circumstances, is to
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be expected. We have no doubt that, under proper

cultivation, beans may be made a highly productive

and valuable crop. For feeding sheep, especially fat-

ting-wethers, I have tried and know their value. In-

termixed and ground or alternated witli Indian corn,

they are exceedingly favorable tor the thrilt of sheep,

and may be to a degree piofitably used, notwithstand-

ing the customary dltference in price. We can hardly

expect, however, that they should take the place of

Indian corn; a crop which cannot be giown in Eng-

land, which is not more exhausting than any other

grain crop allowed to perfect its seeds, which when
consumed on the farm under good managoinent, returns

a large amount to the land ; and the rough fodder of

The quantity of seed to an acre is from two and a haU'

to three and a half bushels; the latter quantity where
they are to be cul lor green fodder; the former where
they are cultivated for their seed. It is advised to sow
some grain with them, such as rye with winter tares

and oals with spring tares, which serve to support
them.

It is doubtful whether tares sowed in the fall would
survive our severe winters. This, however, can only

be determined by some actual experiment. We hope
they wiU have a fair trial. For so. ling they must be an
exv;ellent article ; and I cannot but hope that the prac-

tice of soiling will prevail much more among us; es-

pecially lor the quantity of most valuable manure.

which, when well cured, is almost an equivalent for
which under proper n.anageinent may be made in this

the cost of cultivation.

Note (g.)—The Tare.

H. C.

The tare or vetch (vicia sativa) is a plant which

we have sometimes seen growing, but rarely cultivat-

ed among us. There is no hindrance in our climate

to its cultivation ; and perhaps tlie great reason why
the cultivation of the tare or field bean has been ne-

glected or not introduced, has arisen from our capaci-

ty to produce Indian coin; and our high estimation,

which can hardly be extravagant, of its value as food

for the brute and the human animal. As green feed

especially, and for the purposes of soiling, undoubted-

ly the tares might be introduced to great advantage.
" The tare," says Low, " is one of the most esteem-

ed of the leguminous plants of this country, (Eng-

land.) When used as green forage, they are cut after

the pods are formed, but long before the seeds are ripe.

Being in the class of crops not allowed to mature their

seeds, they are not exhausting to the soil. They are

considered as restorative crops, from the quantity of

manure which the consumption of them affords. They
are exceedingly nutritious, and supply a larger quantity

of food for a limited period, than almost any other

forao'e crop. All the animals of the farm are fond oi

this legume, and all thrive upon it in an eminent de-

gree. Hogs may be fattened entirely upon it. It causes

milch cows to give more butter than any other species

of food, and it is employed extensively in the feeding

of horses. All the English agriculturists are impress-

ed with a high opinion of the value of tares."

Young observes, "tare crops are of such use and

importance that not one-tenth of the stock could be

sustained without them ; horses, cows, sheep and hofjs

are all fattened upon them ; hogs arc soiled upon them

without any other food. This" plant maintains more

stock than any other plant whatever. Upon one acre,

Davis maintained four horses in much better condition

than upon five acres of grass. Upon eight acres he

has kept twelve horses and five cows lor three months

without any other food. No artificial food whatever is

equal to this excellent plant."

"Tares cut green," Professor Thaer observes,

" draw no nourishment from the soil, whatever; while

made into hay they alibi-d a fodder preferred by cat-

tle to pea straw, and more nutritious than hay or any

other herbage."

These high encomiums on this plant will, we hope,

invite the attention of our farmers strongly to the sub-

ject, that experiments may be made among ourselves

of their adaptation to our climate and soil ; and of the

expediency of introducing- them among a rotation ot

crops in our system of husbandry, if we .ire so fortu-

nate pre>ently as to have a system. Tares are of two

kinds, winter and spring, but not distinguishable from

the appearance ofthe seed. The winter tares are sowed

in England in September and October, and where they

are designed for soiling, the sowing is continued at

successive times until May. The spring tares are ad-

vised to be sowed as early in the spring as they can be

got in. A clay soil is most congenial to their growth
;

sad any ricih soil will do, provided it is not too dry.

way. I ask leave here to refer to an admirable and
encouraging experiment in soiling, on a small scale, in

my second Report of the Agriculture of Massachu-
beiis, p. 69. H. C.

Note {h.)—Product of Sheep.

This would seem to be a large yield, but perhap.s

under good management, not ovi r.ated. Mr. Hubbard,
an extensive wool dealer at Leeds, whose authority ap-

pears to be much relied upon, states the average of the

short woclled sheep at 3^ lbs. each, and the long wool-

ed at 7A lbs. each. McCulloch, in his tables, states the

yield ol tlie Teeswater sheep to be 9 lbs. to a fleece
;

tlie Lincoln, 10 lbs.; of the Dishley, 8 lbs.; of the

Costwold, 9 lbs. ; and of the South Downs 2.J lbs. ; of

the Cheviot, 3 lbs. to a fleece. It is stated in another

work that a Mr. Sellar, by dint of persevering atten-

tion to the choice of rams, the change of herbage and
placing the sheep at ditierent ages upon appropriate

pasture, together with supplies of artificial lood in the

pinching seasons of the year, has raised the average

wool ol the Cheviot race, to 4 and 4j lbs. per fleece.

1 have known cases of as remarkable improvement
here. They show emphatically how much a farmer's

success depends on enterprise, care and skill.

I ought to say, in this place, that Mr. Webster is in

no respect whatever reponsible lor the notes attached

to his address. With the exception of those on beans
and vetches, he has not seen them. H. C.

From the Franklin Farmer.

IMPROA'EMF.KT OF TliK S01F> RKM,'L,TJNG

FKOM TllK GKAZiNG SYSTEM OF KKN-
TUCKV.

Frankfort, JJpril 6, 1840.

In a late number of the 'rennesf^ee Farmer, I

find a coniniunicaiion, signed " D.," addressed to

the editor of thai paper, iroin which the Ibliowing

is an extract :

" In the Franklin Farmer of December 7th,

1839, published at Franklbrt, Kentucky, but re-

cenily, I believe, transftried to Lexiniftoii, there is

an editorial article, from which the lollowing

is extracted :

" ' in our calcareous lands, we can manufac-
ture our manure on the very spois where we want
it to be spread ; but on other soils, it must be made
in the barnyard and hauled out, and in the former

practice, the improvement of the soil will probably

be more apparent than in the latter. It is a fact

distiiijruishiiiir the husbandry of some of our best

graziers, that their lands, taken in a partially ex-

hausted state, thirty years ago, have not only im-

proved in production every year, but exhibit now
the appeannce of virgin leriility.' "

JN ow, sir, to improve exhausted land without b@-.
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in" compelled to resort to the tedious and horrible

diudirery of hriulin^ oat and ppreading manure, is

trill V a trrand desideratum to the piaciical larmer;

and it is niuch to he reirretted, that ihe wriier otthe

above extract did not liivor us with tiie details ofa

plan, Irom vviiich sucli desirable results can be ob-

tained, ir you are not yourself acquainted with

the system in question, perhaps you can, through

«he medium of your paper, obtain the requisite in-

Ibrmation, which no doubt will be thankfully re-

ceived and put into operation by many olyour sub-

scribers."

Beinirat the <late referred to, the editor of the

Franklin Farmer and the author of the remarkson

manure, quoted by " D." I am disposed to respond

to him. iJut in doing so, I waive exception to the

spirit of incredulity which, it appears to me, lurks

in his tone. Any one who has ever intelligently

observed the operations on the highly improved

farms in the calcareous lands of Kentucky, would

at once refer my remarks on our manuring, quoted

above, to the |)rocesses connected with our grazing

system ; and these would embrace almost the entire

agricultural operations on such farms. I cannot

pretend, in the limits to which I am n»*cessarily

resiricteti in a weekly paper, to write out all the
" details" of the system rel>"rred to ; lor it would re-

quire a volunie to do them ample justice; but I think

1 can present the general outlines ot the system
in a manner to render it intelligible. In speaking

ofmariunn^", as connected with thegrazingsystem
of Kentucky, I use the term in a general sense;

signifving, not only the application of putrescent

matters to the soil, but all those ameliorating pro-

cesses, embracing a judicious rotation of crops, in-

cluding grasses, which serve to produce and main-
tain an increased state of fertility. I am aware that,

in some quarters, our system is sneered at, on the

ground that we do not, technically, manure our

fields, that is, haul materials liir making manure
into a barn-yanl, and then, afier certain processes,

haul out the same upon the fields, iiut as, besides

deriving profits from the products of agricultural

labor, the great object of cultivation is to improve

the fertility of the soil, I cannot see any objection

to the em[)loyment of the term, manuring, lor the

result of any practices or processes by means of

which these two great ends are reached. If, by
the agency ofditlerent processes, equal results are

obtained ; the only subject of consideration, in the

choice ol" one or other of those processes, to efiect

the desired result, would be, thatol its comparative

convenience, apjilicabihty or economy. That an
exceeding deiiree of'lertility is produced and main-

tained and that large profits are realized under the

operations of the grazing system, I need only

point to the heavy ()roductionsol the grazing firms,

and to the great prosperity ofihe graziers, to sliow.

And in speaking of the I'erUWly produced under

this system, 1 mean, literally, that, under its ope-

ration, lands taken in what is called a ^' ivorn-uuV^

state, are brought up to a state of the highest [iro-

duclive capacity. 'Fhat the same s_\'steni, there-

fore, would preserve, if not increase, Ihe oriiimal

richness of the virgin soil, is two well establishetl,

even if experience were wanting on iliis particular

point, to admit of a doubt. It is to be taken into

consideration that this system is of but compara-
tively recent adoption ; that it is not yet fully prac-

tised in many sections of our calcareous lands ; and
thai it was commenced in a section where the pre-

I

vious systems, (or rather, bad practices,) had ac-

tually skimmed the land of its richest soil. What
I

of leriilily was left in tiie soil, even of this new
land rich land, after years of exhausting cultiva-

tion, first, in that horrible scourge of land, tobac-

co, and next in grain, exported to distant markets

or consumed in the inliirnal distilleries of whisky,

may be best told by these who, appalled at the

prospect of impoverished fields and purses, fled

from out this garden of Eden, to procure, still

furiher west,fresh lands. Now let us suppose one
of these farms, ihus exhausted and deserted, pass-

ing into the possession of a farmer whose sysiara

of husbandry has two cardinal objects in view —
to realize annual profits and at the same time main-
tain a steady progressive improvement in the fer-

tiliij' of the soil. If he gets possession in the fall,

he sows down the exhausted fields in rye or wheal,

generally rye, and if in the spring, in oats ; and in

the winter or spring, seeds with red clover, timo-

thy and blue-grass. When the small grain ia

ripe enough, he turns his stock upon it, feeds it

down upon the ground, and then, taking the stock

off, allows ihe clover and other grasses lo come
Ibrvvard. The clover coming forward, if the sea-

son be favorable immediately after the small grain

is eaten down, shades the ground from the intense

heat of the sun, which so injuriously afl^ects naked
fallows. The field is ne.xt grazed by stock ; and
the mixture of timothy and blue grass with the clo-

ver prevents the latter hooving the cattle. The
second year the field is also grazed, but the stock

is taken off' long enough to allow the clover, which
is a biennial plant, to ripen its seed, which being

shed, clothes the field with clover for two more
years if it is desired to keep it ihat long in grass;

but a frequent practice is, if the land be not ex-

cessively exhausted to turn the clover under and
plant in corn the third year; and this may safely

be done, with a confident expectation of gathering,

in a favorable season at least, 50 or 60 bushels of
corn to the acre, if the land had not been reduced
previouslj-, to a state of exhaustion producing less

than 25 or 30 bushels. If the exhaustion be more
excessive, reducing the production to a point low-
er than I have stated, it is advisable to let the field

remain in pasture lour years. The third or fifth

year as the case may be, the sod is turned over
flat by a sod-plough running just through it, or

say two or three inches; then following in the

same furrow with another plough, commonly a
Gary, from four to six inches deep, bury the sod to

lhat depth ; some even follow with a third, to lay

the sod ten or twelve inches below the surlace,

where, being out of the way of the after culture, it

gradually decomposes, lurnishing Ibod to the grow-
ing crop, protecting it Irom the excessive influences

of drought, and deepening the tilth. Whether a
third ploughing in the same fnno.v be proper, is to

be determined by the depth of the soil and the cha-

racter of the subsoil. If the subsoil, that is, the

earth below the surlace soil, containing no mould,

or dark, decayed vegetable matter, be a light, fria-

ble, yellow, reddish or brown clay, the plough may
run down to it, and, indeed, bring up some of"it to

the surliice. wliere exposure lo the influences of

frost, sun and atmosphere, renders it into a liirtil-

izing earth incorjioraied with the vegetable matter

turned under; and this process also effects the very

desirable object of deepening the soil. But I sus-

pect it would probably be better to defer this deep
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ploughin* until the end of the second (erm of ro-

tation. II' the state of fertility has been snffi-

ciently improved by the small grain led down and
by ihe grasses Ibilowinij, of which a lolerable

judgment may be Ibrmed by the thickness of the

covering of sod, it is advisable to plant the field a

second year in corn. A sound judgment mustde-
termine the proprieiy ol' taking two successive

crops of corn from the same field. If tlie pre-

vious covering of grass had been very heavy and
the sod turned under in the manner recommended,
in nine cases out of ten, other circumstances be-

ing equal, a heavier crop of corn will be obtained

the second than was the first year, owing to the

greater quantity of Ibod ailbrded the second crop

by the more perlect decomposition of the vegeta-

ble matter turned under. It is a matter of econo-

my to plant the second year in corn, provided it

be justified by the circumstances mentioned ; for it

is a heavy job to break up the sod for only one
crop of corn. But on an exhausted farm, it is not

recommended to lake two successive crops of corn

at the end of the first term of rotation, unless the

field laid four instead of two years in pasture ; but

at and after the end of a second period of rotation,

the practice may, both safely and economically be

followed, with a fair prospect, in favorable seasons,

of making from 75 to 100 bushels to the acre.

—

When the corn has sufficiently matured, it is cut

up and shocked, sixteen hills square, or 256 hills

forming a shock. The shocks are hauled out in

the winter on a field most needing improvement
and led on the ground to the stock. It is spread

generally over the feeding field, and of course

thickest on the poorest spots. In breaking up in

the spring, the cornstalks, together with tlie drop-

pings of the stock, are turned under the soil, and
decomposing there, afford a most valuable ma-
nure to the growing crop. Now, Mr. Editor, will

not " D.'' consent that this is a system which "ma-
nulactures our manure on the very spots where
we want it to be spread," and which obviates the
" horrible drudgery of hauling out and spreading

manure on exhausted fields'? It will be seen that

this system manures the land at no expense what-
ever ; while other systems are not only very ex-

))ensive, hut " tedious and hot^rible drudgery,"

The only labor devoted at all to inantning in this

system is, that of hauling out the corn to the stock

and spreading it over the fi^eding ground ; but this

labor accomplishes also the in)portant and indis-

pensable duty of Itjeding the stock ; and to say the

worst, it is no more, if so much, as is requisite,

under other systems, to get the food of animais
from the fields where it grew to the barn, whence,
after passing through the animals, it is to be
thrown, with painlul labor, in compost heaps, and
then hauled back again to the fields. I do not
pretend to. doubt, that barn-yard manure, 7yes/;e-

cially taken care, ofand maiwjhctured in compost
heaps, is a more valuable manure spread on the

fields than the under vegetable matter which the

grazing system gives to the soil. But I do insist

that this systetn not only returns more vegetable

matter to the soil than it takes from it, and that it

replaces more vegetable food in the fields than any
other system with which I am acquainted, through
the medium either of observation or books.

It is true that manure manuliictured carefjlly

in compost heaps, where its stimulating gases are

prevenled (i'oni escaping, is a tnore elfective vege-

table stimulant than vegetable matters which have-

remained exposed and uncovered on the ground.

—

But the only matter of this description which, in

the grazing system, is thus exposed to waste or loss

of its fertilizing powers, is the corn-stalks led from
the beginning of winter till spring on one of the

fields. But let us look a little into the extent of
this loss and conjpare it with that which results

from the other system. I am by no means satisfied

that there is at all any loss of ieriilizing power
sustained by spreading the corn-stalks on the ex-
posed surli:\ce of a field ; lor the gases are not evolv-

ed till the vegetable matter assumes a putrescent

quality, which is rarely the case uidesssucli matter
be mixed with dung or other fermenting n)ateriais.

But how stands the case in the barnyard 1 Even
under the most careful husbandry oi' the manure
of a barn-yard, more of its value must he lost there

by the escape of its ga>es than can possibly occur
in the grazing field. The dung of the anin)als lies

on the ground or the barn floor till convenience or

necessiry requires its removal to the compost heap
;

and I am sure that this matter is in a far more
putrescent and fermentable state than dry corn-

stalks can be, and that it loses more of its stimulat-

ing power than can by possibility be parted with
by the cornstalks. But even granting that the

loss in the two cases were equal, the great differ-

ence in the quantity of manuring material lijr-

nished the fields under the difi'erent systems would
turn the scale in favor of the grazing system.
Under that system, all that the earth yields, is re-

turned to it without loss of quantity, and it is

equally spread and diffused, and incorporated

through the entire soil ; under the other system,
that which is grown on a field is taken off, and, if

returned at all, is carried back diminished in quan-
tity and spread unequally over the surliice. 1 ad-
mit that t)arnyard compost manure is very power-
ful and valuable ; and that it derives much of its

efficacy from the ammalizing process of passing
through horses and cattle; but I wonder that the
method of ploughing in sod which I have describ-

ed, is not seen to be the most perlect plan of form-
ing a compost heap ever invented or practiseo.

In this plan the sod, the material of the manure,
is taken in a state when no evaporative processes
are wasting, in evolving gases, its most vital

qualities, and it is turned under the earth where
subsequent fermentation does not give its gases to
the winds, but where the soil reaps the entire be-
nefit oi' the decomposition of ail the vegetable
matter grown on it. It is true that gardeners, in

Flanders, England, New England, and elsewhere,
pro'^tably mak^ compost heaps fiom the materials

in tne barnyard or the stable, aided by other ma-
terials carrieu there, for the purpose of manuring
small parcels of ground. I do this myself: and I

would not be deprived of the pleasure, as well as
profit, of so treating my garden, for lour times the
whole value of all its produce. But this is a sys-
tem only suited to very small farms compared to

those of this country. Heie land is cheap, and
plants and labor scarce and dear; but land is \uir\v

and labor abundant and cheap, udiere these la-

borious plans of manuring are profitably conduct-
ed. Under our system, ten men is a Ibrce sufli-

cient to cultivate profitably two thousand acres of
land, and the products and fc;iiiity of the farm will

annually increase. But I am dila'ing too widely
on (his branch of the subject.
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As soon as the corn is shocked, the field is pre-

pared Ibr rye, which is immediately sown and har-

rowed in. Some, however, in the hope of gelling

more Ibrward winter and spring pasiure, and to lei

the rye get well rooted belore (rost heaves the

ground, sow while the corn is yet standmg and

plough in ; but by this process, the ridges, Ibrnied

in cultivating the corn crop, remain unleveled,

which, to say tlie least, is no agieeabh sight to the

eye ol" a neat liusbandman. The clover, I'roni the

seed spent the second year, will come up si)onta-

neously after the rye lias been led down ; but the

grazier will judge of the propriety and economy ol"

sowing other grass-seed, to come Ibrward with it.

And so go round and round again and again with

the same system of rotation ; and if this system ol'

husbandry does not yield large profits and at the

same time improve the soil every year, 1 will

never again deny the patriotism and good judg-
ment ol' those native KeiuucUians who remove to

the west [bvfresh lands, or even ol' those who go
to the south to establish cotton farms.

But there is another branch of ihe grazing sys-

tem yet to be noticed. The successor to exhausted
fields, will most generally have to set the wood-
lands, attached to the farm, in blue gross; for lew
of those who go to " the 7!«;io counlry" lor frash
lands, were provident enough in this old state, to

clean up their woods and make pastures. Their
stock generally subsisted "in ihe range." Their
lean, bony, angular pointed cows weie browzing
the bushes with horribly loned bells depending by
a strap around their necks ; their sheep were at

large too, headed by a '* bell wether;" their hogs,

if ever you could come up to them in the woods,
while seeking " viast,^'' on discovering you, would
utter their peculiar '' hugh!" and off would go like

I'rightened deer; and ten to one, but you would see
some "bag of bones," somewhat in the shape of an
old mare, tinkling too her drowsy bell, at the head
of three or lour ragged "young thir^^s," commonly
called colts and yearlings, biting oii ihe buds of the

undergrowth. And did you never observe, ivir.

Editor, that this class of—not good Ikmierr for 1

can't call them so, but—vexersof a kind soil, are
the very men who rail out so against our paying a
little extra to get superior breeds of stock? Eul
there are lew, if any of this class, remaining in

the improved districts. Some are reposing beneath
the clods which they vex no more ; many more
have taken large bodies of land and the fever and
ague in the west, and the few who are still left,

have 7}arii'a% set their lands in grnss,^because
the new-fangled notions (ffarming have desiroijed

all the range!
But I am ofi'the track again. The preparation

necessary Ibr covering woodland with a close turf

of blue grass is, to cut out all the undergrowth and
trees of every kind, not wanted for fencing, fuel or

other economical uses. The leaves are raked up
and burnt with the useless wood, and then, in the
latter end of winter or very early in sprinjr, tii.^

land is seeded with blue grass, li is a very delic le

plant when it first springs, and should not be grazed
lor a year, unless very vigorous, and not then till

the seeds have matured. We thus havea most
luxuriant coat of blue grass and it is theie lor ever
without fuither trouble. Tliere is no attention ne-
cessary to its preservation other than the exercise
of prudent care against overstocking ii and against
itirning ou it early in the spring bclbre it geia -a,

good start. I do not know any country qh Ui«
globe in which, in an agricultural point of view,

the woodlands are so valuable as in Kentucky,
and certainly no rur.il sight can be so lovely as llmt

of a woodland blue grass pasture, where all the

unsightly and useless trees are removed and the

soil IS coated vvilli u fine close turl^ It is true that

woodland grass is not equal, in nutritious quality,

to that growing in open fields ; but still it is a pow-
erful auxiliary lo the resources of the grazier. I

have known wooulairl grass rented Ibr three to five

dollars an acre from May to December, and ihis is

more net profit than was probably realized from
cleared land by many of those whose system
impoverished themselves and their fields. But let

the intrinsic value of woodland grass be more or

less, it is so much clear gain over any other systeru

of husbandry.
Nor is it the only valuable quality of blue grass

that it grows more luxurianily in woodland than
any other grass. Its superiority, as a rich and per-

manent grazing grass in the open fields, is equally
manilijst, though the value ofother grass is highly-

appreciated. Clover, though very luxuriant, is

valuable as a grazing grass, but, comparatively, a
short time. Salted, ii makes, with careful atten-

tion in harvesting, and il'noi injured by rains while
culling, a good hay; but probably its greatest value
r. s in its efiect of improving the soil by means oi"

its wonderful system ot' foliage, stem and root.

—

limolhy is both valuable as a grazing grass, and
the best of our hay grasses. Catiie are very fond
of it when young and tender, but do not relish it

after. Herds grass or red top is the best ibr lovv^

moist or wet land, but there is litlle of this descrip-

tion of land in the calcareous districts, it makes
a beauiilLiI hay; but, I believe, like timothy, is not a
good grazing grass vvhen a litlle old. Orchard
grass is very early in its appearance in the spring
—grows more rapidly than any other grass, and
of course recovers sooner after grazing. But a
serious objeclion lo it is, that it grows in tussocks,

that is, detached bunches, and the intervals are
never well filled up with any pereimial grass so as
to form a close covering, like blue grass, of'the en-
Lire soil. It is a very valuable grass, liKe limothyy
mixed with clover lo prevent hoove. Blue grasSy
though not quite so lorvvard in the spring as other
grasses, is on ihe whole, according to the judgment
of most of the graziers, far the most valuable lor

grazing. It is luxuriant, nutritious and durable;
it is a perennial, and will ultimately root out every
other grass, even the native while clover; it grows
more and more nutritious with advancing age; and
no other can come in comparison with it as win-
ter grass. It not only grows in the warm spells of
winter, but if the second growth of summer he
reserved for winter grazing, it is a most excellent,

and gratelul pasture to animals throughout the
whole of that drear period. An old patriarch gra-
zier told me, a year ago, ihai he had a number at'

brood mares, ten or twelve years old, ihat hail

never eaten a moulhlul of grain in their lives ; sub-
sisiin.- wholly upon blue grass, except when the

groi U was covered by deep snow, when hay was
given them, and he thought even this was not ab-
solutely necessary. His mares were large, and al-

ways fat. Another distinguished grazier, owning"
some 2,500 acres, lold me, a li',w weeks ago, that he
intended, when he grew old and the labor ofsuper-

intending his lanu became burdensoine, to culii-
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vale no other crop than blue grass, except barely

enough grain to leecl his family and work horses.

He had no doubt lie could raise large liit beeves

on blue grasj-.

In maintaining that the grazing system is a most
admirable one, both in view of large annual pro-

fits and improvement ol'ihe soil, while it is exactly

suited to our peculiar circumstances, in reference

to climate, markets, and particularly the character

and amount olour labor, yet there is one tendency

in it, which as a political economist, 1 cannot but

deplore, and that is to enlarge exorbitantly the

size of farms, and decrease the number of the

tenantry. It certainly thins population, while its

operations provide the means of sustaining an in-

creased population. A grazier of good judgment
and active energy is sure to buy out ail his sur-

rounding neighbors who do not practise the same
system of husbandry. Even the stiff, full handed
hemp raisers have been known to yield their lands

to the graziers. Small farms, cultivated by indus-

trious and intelligent owners, certainly would con-

tribute more to the prosperity and strength of the

slate. But why need we indulge speculations on
this subject. The pride of acres, the thirst of ac-

cumulation, the desire of extended possession, are

passions of the human breast, which no postulate

in political economy can curb or restrain ; and it is

more than idle to speculate upon evils which we
cannot remedy. 1 do nut ever fear oppression, in

this country, Irom the over-riding power of a land-

ed aristocracy. Laws of primogeniture and entail

can never harm us here ; and though a fijvv strong-

minded, industrious, energetic farmers do accumu-
late possessions, almost equal to dukedoms in other

countries, the division of their lands among their

heirs, soon cuts them up again into small farms of

convenient and manageable size. But I am prone

to wonder and enlarge, and have already extended

this communication to too great length.

I presume "D." will not expect me to explain

particularly why the manuring of the grazing sys-

tem is so peculiarly eliective in "our calcareous

soils." He is, no doubt, apprised that of all de-

scriptions of soil, the calcareous are the most

productive ; and especially the best adapted to the

growth of the grazing grasses. Jiich silicious soils

produce heavy crops, both of corn and grass, but

they are still belter adapted, if they have only a

very small portion of calcareous matter, to the

growth of wheat, barley, oats, and especially, roots.

But they can never come into competition with

calcareous soils as grazing lands.

It would be extremely uselul, Mr. Editor, not

only to " many subscribers" in Tennessee, but in

Kentucky and other states, if j'ou would piocure

I'rom a number of our successful graziers, essays

embracing the details of the grazing pyslein.

—

They would embrace too much labor for any one
writer, other than a professional author; and I hope
the calls from their brethren in Tennessee and
elsewhere, will induce them to come out in your

paper and stale their |)ractices. Let one state his

method of setting woodland and open fields in

<rrass—another his mode and time ol'grazing, stal-

ing the value of the various grasses—another his

winter treatment, the quantity of fodder ijiven his

young stock and the amount of corn fed to the old

—and so on, till all the details are lully staled. In

proposing this, however, no one should be re-

slriolcd writing as fully as he chooses on various

branches of details ; lor though some excel in par-

ticular branches, one in making grass, another in

producing corn, a third in the economy of feeding,

a fourth in hisjudgment in breeding, and so on, yet
many unite eminent knowledge and judgment on
various branches of the great sut)ject. Why are

not the pens of the Cunninghams, the Humes, the

Clays, tlie Wartields, ihe Martins, the Boggs, the

Sutions, the Dedmans, the Shelbys, and the hun-
dreds of others, whom you and 1 might name, busy
writing for the instruction of those who are implor-

ing information on the various branches of agri-

culture in which they have respectively distin-

guished themselves? I wish I could infuse into

them some of the spirit which I know stimulates

your edbrts and mine, and those of a small, but

noble band of brethren on this great and glorious

subject—the improvement of agriculture.

In concluding this long and desultory letter,

dashed ofi', 1 assure you, with great haste, under
pressure of various employments, 1 beg leave, while

otligring my reb-pects to " D." to express the hope
that the general outline of our improving system
is rendered intelligible to him and his neighbors

;

and I shall rejoice to hear iliat he is so impressed

with iis advantages, as to come and witness it, and
study it, and then put it in operation in Tennessee,
and thus induce his neighbors to l(.illow his exam-
ple ; for I have long believed and often said, that

the grazing business would enrich the pockets and
the fields of that noble slate faster than tobacco

or cotton. Very truly, yours,

Tho. B. Stevenson.

THE TIMES [in SOUTH CAROLINA.]

From tlii; Carolina Planter.

The financial afl'airs of the country, public and
private, are in a " mixed up state." The currency
IS as various as the advocates of all kinds can
desire. Specie, government post notes, paper of

suspended banks, shin|)lasters, and script, incon-

vertible paper medium, bearing interest—all are

alijat, and all passing current.

The agricultural affairs of the country are in a
"desperate" state. Last year more cotton was
made than has ever been belbre in one season

—

prices are flat—and what is the consequence?
more cotton is planted this year to make up in

quantity the fiall in price—and it will fall lower, if

the season continues, as it has begun, favorable.

The corn crops are likely to be destroyed by chinch

bugs.

In some parts of our state great sickness is pre-

vailing among negroes. Bilious and typhoid
pneumonia, diarrhea and dysentery have been
Irequent lately. Horses throughout the whole
southern coutiiry are diseased—and dying from
the epidemic catarrh. Cattle are in worse con-
dition this spring than for several seasons, and are

dying of hollow horn—owing to scanty subsistence

during the winter, which followed so dry a sum-
mer as the last—hogs generally have the mange
—cut worms are destroying our gardens—curculios

and other insects have attacked our li-uit and trees.

With all our internal commotions, there are ru-

mors of war—and some of our members of con-

gress are so keen to begin that they have actually

"come to the scratcir' in the very halls ol' legisla-
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tion—and we the sovereign people are paying
thousands per diem to inquire inio the facts of a

case, which is a stain upon our national council.

O lempora, O mores !

FORCE OF INSTINCT.

Mr. Southey, in his History ot" Brazil, thus de-

scribes the perilous situation ol' Cabeza de Vaca,
who, sailinij towards Brazil, is preserved from ship-

wreck by a irrilloor ground cricket :—"When they
had crossed the line, the state of the water was in-

quired into ; and it was Ibund that of a hundred
casks tliere remained but three to supply lour

hundred men and thirty horses : upon this the

Adelantado gave orders to make the nearest land.

Three days they stood towards it. A soldier

who set out in ill healili, had brought a grillo,

or ground cricket, with him from Cadiz, think-

ing to be amused by the insect's voice ; but it

had been silent the whole way, to his no little

disappointment. Now on the fourth morning
the grillo began to ring its shrill rattle, scenting,

as was immediately supposed, the land. Such
was the miserable watch which had been kept,

that upon lookmg out at this warning, they per-

ceived high rocks within bow-shot: against which,

had it not been lor the insect, they must mevitably
have been lost. They had just lime to drop
anchor. From hence they coasted along, the

grillo singing every night as if it had been onshore,
till they reached the islands of S. Catalina."

SQUASHES.

From the Maine Cultivator.

If you would raise squashes for winter use, mark
out on the surlace of the land six or eight spots for

hills, eight fijet apart each way. Then take a spade
or shovel and dig out a circle, say three leet in di-

ameter, throwing the earth out six inches deep.

—

Into each hole empty a wheelbarrow load of old

rotten manure, mixed with ashes,—and if there is

a little lime in it, so much the better. On to this

draw^ the loose earth back which you throwed out

of the hole. Now take your spade and dig and
mix the soil and earth well together, taking care to

pulverize the whole mass laithlully. Level the

top ofT and sprinkle half an inch of rich loam over

the top. Drop a dozen seeds on the hill, and press

them an inch beneath the surface vviih the finger.

With a hoe smooth and press the lop down. If

you have a box fitted to receive two or lour panes
of glass, put this on the hill—or rather if you have
euch a thing, place it on the hill belbre you plant

the seeds, and drop them all within the frame.

Ultimately leave not more than two plants in the

hill to stand. You will find that these will, in due
time, run out and cover the land all over, and pro-

duce you more, larger and better fruit, than il you
had the hills nearer together, or allowed a greater

nuniber of plants in the hill. It is well, however, to

plant enough in the first instance, as a contribution
to worms and bugs. If you save two healthy
plants out of the dozen that came up, you will do
well, and these will be enough. The roots of
pquashes, under ground, will extend as far and

occupy as much space, where the soil is free and
loose, as the vines will cover above ground.

DIFFERENT SOILS.

From tlie New Genesee Farmer.

Last month we spoke of the importance of a_^«g
soil, ot' shade, and of a regular supply of moist iirc

for delicate seeds ; but another view of ihe subject
may be taken. Among the myriads of plants that
embellish our globe, varying in form, in substance,
and in color, great constituiional difierences exist.
Some, like the sea-weed, only vegetate in brine

;

others, like the wild rice of the west, flourish most
in Iresh water.—The truffle always remains under
ground, while the mistletoe only germinates aloft
on trees, and seems to fi^ed on air.

But between the thousands that spread their
roots through the earth, and their leaves to the
liifht. depending on timely showers for their nour-
ishment, great dirterences exist in regard to soil.

The yellow bloom of the hypoxis, is only seen on
dose clays ; the perenniaN»^m confines itself to
beds of sand; and the locality of the taliniim'm
Pennsylvania is on naked magnesian rocks. Lime
is essential to the chief objects of the farmer's
culture ; and a species of veronica from iis attach-
ment to this mineral, is called in Virginia, llie
" marl indicator."

Besides the mmeraZ constituents, however, there
are vegetable principles derived from the decay of
particular plants, which become a part of the soil,

and give it a peculiar character. We may separate
the sand from the clay, and both from the liine and
magnesia or iron—weigh the vegetable matter,
and then attempt to make a similar soil of new
material in the proper proportion ; but unless we
have Ihe recrements ofsimilar plants, it cannot suc-
cessfully be done,—We have seen no artificial soil

that would suit the rose-flowering locust ; and the
heaths only grow in peaty earth, or something
analogous. 'I'he decaying leaves of the sour pine^
so pernicious to the cereal grasses, is a rich manure
for the red sorrel.

Among the great numbers ofornamentai plants
which are collected fiom so many points of the
earth's surface, it is not reasonable to expect that
land of Ihe same quality can accommodate them
in the best manner. Some will flourish in their
new abode

; others will vegetate for a time, while
a third class will speedily dwindle and perish.
Various soils, therefore, differing in both their
mineral and vegetable composition, are necessary
in extensive gardens. Small spots of two or three
leet diameter, in many cases will be sufficient. Some
annual flowers will doubtless re()uire them as well
as shrubs and herbaceous perennials; and the
greater the variety of soils, the greater will be the
chance of success. On a small bed of sand, car-
ried more than twenty miles, we hdivepinus rigi-
da and magnolia glauca, growing in luxuriance

;

though every attempt to cultivate them in our
common soil had failed. Many beautiful plants
require peat fiom the marshes

; and a small cask
of the right soil would impart health and vigor to
the kalmias and rhododendrons.
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BLUK MARL. AND GREEN SAND.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Stafford county, Fa., 3fay 20, 1840.

In a communicalion from a Waryh^'iJ corr"-

spontlent, (Farmers' Register, Vol. vii, p. 105,) I

find the follovvino: gtateaient

:

" In communications heretofore made to the

Recrister, I have suijaesled that blue marl contains

properties lertilizing beyond the lime contained in

it. Farther observation has confirmed the opi-

nion," &c. On the farm of the Potomac Silk Com-
pany there are very 'extensive deposites of blue

marl, which I have been usinijon a small scale for

nearly four years. In some of these banks there

is an abundance of decomposed shells, but in

olhers no shells appear, but apparently are made
up entirely of the blue sand, or rather clay, (for

there is no sand in it.) Now the action of both

of these marls is precisely similar, as is proved

from the following experiments:

In 1837 I manured beets in the drill with the

marl having shells, and also in adjacent rows with

the green sand or the marl without shells. There
was manifest improvement in the srowth of the

beets, compared with some in similar soil, not

marled, but the effects of both of these marls were

identical. Before applyin<x the marl the soil was
thickly set with sorrel, but that has subsequently

disappeared as far as the marl and green sand ex-

tended.

Both the shell marl and the green sand have
been applied to poor soils, on the surface, and the

land left lor eighteen months without cultivation;

and in every instance, even on broom straw soils,

a growth of white clover follows. So striking is

this effect that the carts may be tracked for nearly

i half mile by the growth of the white clover.

I have but little experience in agricultural pur-
suits, but I am disposed to communicate freely t[ie

results of my experiments ; and I now ask the fa-

vor of you, or any of your correspondents, to an-
swer the following question :

Does a top-dressing of lime, without cultivating

the land, invariably produce a growth of white

clover 7*

I have applied marl 1o twelve acres, using from
350 to 400 bushels to the acre.

Layton Y. Atkins.

P. S. This is a rainy day, but some silk-wormg

are spinning, and those in the rear are very thrifty.

I have morus multicaulis cuttings growing in a
pure bank oi' blue marl, and the leaves are of a
deeper green than those growing out in the fields.

* We cannot answer this question from our own ex-

perience.

—

Ed. F. R.
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LUCERNE, OK FRENCH CLOVER.

From tlic New England Farmer.

A correspondent asks for in/ormation resjiecting

lucerne, particularly whether any experiments have
been made with it in this section of'country. We
wish some ol'our Iriends w^uld give us inlormation

on this subject ; in ihe mean lime the li)llowing

selections atiord the best answer we can give our

Iriend at present.

"I have read with great interest the letter ofMr.
John Lowell, in the Monthly Genesee Farmer of

November last, and (juite concuf with him in his

opinion ol'ihe value ol lucerne. My impression is

that two or three acres o( it used lor soiling cattle,

would add one-third to the produce ofa farm ol'one

hundred acres, both Irom the greater number of cat-

tle that could be kept on the larm, and tlie larger

quantity of manure that could in consequence be

made, so that its good etfects would be seen in all

the crops. 1 beg to oH'er you the result of my
experience in cultivating it here.

'•The very rapid growth of weeds in this country

is a very great difficulty in the way of the cultiva-

tion of clover ; so much so, that 1 have found it

impossible to grow it in drills, as the practice is in

England. [ sowed three quarters of an acre ol'

it in drills in 1834 ; in 1835 it cost me $53 to weed
the crop, yet in 1837 half of it vvas already choked
by the growth of grass, clover and other herbs.

Part of it too was killed in hollows where the wa-
ter lodged in winter. Seeing the culture by drills

eo unsuccessful. I sowed some lucerne seed broad-

cast and thickly, in a square plot of sandy loam,
in my garden, on the 19th of July, 1836. In iwo
months after this was sown I pulled out a root,

which then measured 30 inches from the to() of

the leaves to liie point of the root. In 1837, it

was cut on the 9tli of June, and on the 9ih of
every subsequent month to October, growing each
month about 18 inches. It was cut also five times in

1838, and if the spring had not been so cold, I

think it would have been fii to cut by the middle
of May, as it becan to sprout in April, but vvas

choked by the cold; the temperature having de-

creased in the latter half of the month of April.

The conclusions which my experience seems to

afford, are the following : 1st. That lucerne sliould

be thickly sown, (Mr. John Lowell says 20 lbs.

to an acre,) upon sand or sandy loam, with slopes

sufficient to carry off water, and without liollows in

which water can lodge. 2d. That in order to pre-

vent grass and weeds creeping into the lucerne,

there should be a border round it of 5, 6, or more
yards in width, in which should be grown every
year, mangel wurtzel, potatoes, or other roots

which require the soil to be well weeded.
"Lucerne would be best, preceded the previous

year by a crop of potatoes to prepare the land,

and as it needs not be sown till the end of May or

early in June, the land may be ploughed once or

twice previous to the sowing.
"Lucerne will grow vigoiousl}- on pure sand; lor

a genileuian who has recently resided at Dunkirk
in France, tells me he was surprised to see its
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great growth on the pure sands adjoining that

town.
"1 have known lucerne to continue to grow lor

sixteen years in England.'"

—

Genesee Farmer.

The following dialogue is from the pen of the

author who furnished ihose published in our previ-

ous numbers. We take it from the 'Cabinet of
^Jgricultural Knowledge.''

We are happy to announce that the author of

those interesting dialogues is about to publish

them in book form, revised and enlarged. The
book will be a valuable one in every farmer's

family.

—

Farmers^ Cabinet.

Dialogue between a father and son—Lucerne.

Frank.—Father, you said you would tell me
more about the island of Jersey—since then, I

have seen an account of the growth and produce

of lucerne—a crop which you say grows there

—

which is truly astonishing. I find that it yields

lour crops lor hay during the summer, and after

that, abundance of feed lor cows and sheep. Is

it a species of meadow grass or clover?

Father.— It is much like a narrow leaved clo-

ver, but the blossom is very unlike, being of a

beautiful blue color. The growth and produce is,

as you say, truly astonishing; and having had re-

peated opportunity to make myself acquainted

with the crop and in every stage of its growth,

from its cultivation, I am able to speak very de-

cidedly to its great superiority over every other,

provided the soil be suitable, and the culture well

attended to. The crops to which I allude were so

remarkably productive, and I had such constant

access to them, that I was induced every evening

to enter inio a journal, whatever had transpired

during the day, worthy ofobservation ; but lor this

circumstance, it would be outoi'my power, at this

distance of time, to speak so decidedly as to their

rapid growth and large yield: I have now, liovv-

ever, an opportunity to quote chapter and verse

from this journal, which I will do, lor your inlor-

mation.

The Rev. Mr. P. having a field of an acre and
a quarter, which had been suffered to run to weeds
and bulrushes, determined to clean it, and seed it

with lucerne ; he had it therefore trenched with
the spade, to the depth of the staple of the land,

which was in some places very shnllow, the sub-

stratum being a hard gravel. By this operation,

the richest part, or surface soil, was turned down
on the gravel, and the subsoil was brought to the

surlkce, to be enriched by luiure dressings. The
work was done lor fifty cents per perch, of twenty-

two leet squaie, and the seed wns sown broad-

cast and harrowed in by hand. O.i the appear-

ance of the plants, they were not supposed thick

enough to form a crop, but b}' careful manage-
ment the field has produced immense crops, both

of green food and hay. The journal commences
with

Field No. I.

September 13/A. Mr. P's field of lucerne, mea-
suring one acre and a rjuartcr, alter soiling two
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horses and a cow duriiii,' the whole ol'thc summer,
has already given three crops of hay, on that part

of the field whicli has not been cut ibrsoilinty, to

the estimated quantity ol" five tons. The fourth

crop, now <Trowin<r, measures two ("eet in height.

Sept. 2lst. The fourth crop ol" lucerne mown
this day lor liay.

Sept. 2ith. The h'ay carried in in excellent

condition : the weather having been dry and hot,

the only preparation requisite was, to turn ilie crop

once; this crop is equal to any of ttie preceding
cuttings.

Sept. 26th. A portion of the field from whence
gravel had been dug, and the part levelled, has al-

ways dried up after producing one crop of hay in

the summer, the substratum being impenetrable:
tiiat spot has this day been covered to the depth
of five inches with fresh earth, preparatory to

trenching and resowing.

Oct. 'iSth. The trenching of the gravelly spot

has been delayed, but the shoots of the lucerne
have penetrated the earth through a space of five

inches, and it is now determined to allow it to re-

main untrenched.

JVov. 23d. A fifth crop will not come to suffi-

cient maturity for hay, but there is excellent Ibod

for horses and cattle.

j^pril Sth. The gravelly spot is the best and
earliest part of the field ; scarcely an inch in space,

without a vigorous shoot of lucerne.

3Iay 6th. Commenced mowing the crop of lu-

cerne Ibr soiling, a remarkably heavy crop, more
than two feel in height.

llth. The first crop mown for hay this day. A
space six feet square, taken as a fair average of

the field, yielded twenty-three pounds in weight
as soon as cut; afer one day's exposure it had
lost eight pounds in weight, showing that a gallon

of water had evaporated in twenty- lour hours fiom
this small quantity of green food.*

2od. The hay carried in in good condition— not

injured by five rainy days, the crop lyinir light, by

means of its lariie stalks, requiring only careful

turning now and then.

June 26th. A second crop mown for hay, mea-
suring two feet eight inches in height. The wea-
ther has been remarkably hot and dry, the result

has been, a growth in the crop ol" two inches in

height every twenty-lour hours, the last four days.

July 17th. The third crop ol" lucerne measures
seventeen inches in height; the weather is ex-

tremely hot and dry, all the meadows are parched,

and farmers are comjielled to feed their cattle on

hay ; the lucerne grows away as though it had a

shower every night.

22d. The crop on the gravelly side has again
failed ; a first and second crop come earlier and
grow more vigorous on this part of the field than

on any other ; but alter that, it sufi'ers l"rom a want
of depth of soil, aflording a liimiliar illustration of

the parable of the sower, (Matth. xii. 5ih and 6th

verses.) The seed vvhicii fell on stony ground
immediately sprang up because it had not much
depth of earth, and consequently soon felt the in-

fluence of the sun, but when the sun was in full

vigor, it was parched, and lor want of nourish-

ment withered away.
j^Lig. 7th. The third crop of lucerne mown

this day for hay ; a very heavy crop, many ol" the

* Twelve tons, eight hundred and fifty lbs. per acre.

plants in blossom. From the first to the second
mowing, one month and fifteen days ; from the
second to the third cutting, one month and eleven
days ; and after this the field was rented to a te-

nant ibr £30 sterling per annum.

Field, No. II.

Sept. Sth. A piece of land was sown this day
with lucerne seed of" this summer's growth, unac-
companied with any crop.

March 20th. The lucerne sown on the Sth of Ia?t

September, with seed of that summer's growth,
has stood the sevgrity of the winter, and the crop

measures six inches in height this day.

3Iay 4th. Cut the first crop of lucerne this day,
two feet in height.

June I4th. A second crop mown this day, equal

to the first.

July 14th. The third crop mown this day,

twenty-six inches in height.

August 24th. The Iburth crop was mown this

day, equal to any of the preceding.

Sept. 5th. ft was on this day last year, Ihat this

crop was sown with seed of that sumn)er's pro-

duction : the filih crop from which measures a loot

in height this day.

Field No. in.
Major T. sowed a field with lucerne, in May of

last year, unaccotnpanied with any crop ; three

heavy crops were taken for soiling during the sum-
mer, and on the fourth of May of the present

year, it was mown for hay, a very heavy crop :

thus giving fbur crops in the space of one year
from the time of sowing the seed.

Field No. IF.

Colonel T. has a field of lucerne of four acres,

in full vigor; the crop, after cultinjr, measured
three feet seven inclies in length. He mowed a
third crop for hay fi-om this field on the 21st of
July.

Field No. V.

M. A., esq., in breaking up an old unproductive
meadow, Ibr the purpose of seeding it with lucerne,

adopted the Ibllowing mode. In September, the

land was ploughed to the lull depth of the soil,

and sowed with winter tares, or vetches. These
were cut fbr hay in Maj', and yielded three tons

per acre. The land was immediately ploughed
and repeatedly harrowed, and the weeds were
collected and burnt : a plentiful crop ot"seed weeds
soon made their appearance, which were plough-

ed down ; the land was again harrowed, and the

weeds were again collected and burnt: this was
repeated until the soil was as clean as a garden,

when it had a very thick coat of" well rutted stable

dung, which was very carefully turned in, and lu-

cerne seed was sown in September, without any
other crop; and during the next summer it was
cut five times, either fbr soiling or lor hay : the fifili

crop lor soiling was commenced cutting on the

25ih September.
So far the journal, which needs no comment.

From tlie Zanesville Gazette.

LUCERNE, OR FRENCH CLOVER.

Ijucerne, sometimes called "French clover," is

a kind ol" grass, which, in some situations in Eu-
rope, is cultivated with great advantage, and has
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been tried in some instances with great success in

this country. It is nor, strictly speaking, a clover,

though in some le.-spects similar. It is [)ereniiial

—

in lavorable soils, the roots are said to live and
fiounsh a hundred years. Its advantages consist

in afl'ording a greater amount oC Ibliage (or any
kind of slock, than any other plant, according to

the expenseoC producing it. Several years since,

while residing in the slate of Main^', we made se-

veral experiments with lucerne, which, although
some of them terminated untavorably, satisfied us

that the most favorable soil for it is a deep sandy
loam : and us the alluvial soils on this river are ge-
nerally of this character, we last spring resolved on
giving it a trial here. We procured lioni Boston, a
small quantity of seed, which was sown on the river
" bottom," the last week in May. As the soil had
been badly managed lor several years previous, we
bad feared that the great growth of *veeds would
check and smother the lucerne, and to guard
against this, and get a chance to extirpate the

weeds, we sowed the seed in drills. This was
done very expeditiously and exacily, with one of
Rugirles, Nourse & Mason's seed sowers.

In the latter part of tlie month of July the lu-

cerne had reached the lioight of 18 inches on an
average, and had considerably blossomed. We
cut it and fed it green, partly to hogs and partly to

milch cows— both ate it voraciously.— In justy()U7-

weeks from ihe time it was cut, it had againgrovvn
to nearly the same height as before, and was cul

a secoml time—and the first of November it was
cut a third time—the crop being heavier than either

of the preceding. A piece of common red clover
{very fiourishing] immediately adjoining, the soil

precisely similar, did not yield near half as much
in proportion, as the lucerne.

We have no doubt that it may be cut five times
another year and will yield at the rate of a ton

and a ha.il' ol' hay to the acre, at each cutting.

AGRICULTURE OF FRANCE,

(Continued from page 270.)

Potatoes have not been long cultivated, even as

a garden crop, in France, and as a field crop to

any extent, or under irood management, they are

yet comparatively little known. The Lyonnois
was one of the first districts in France where they
were cultivated. At their introduction, they were
called white trufTles, from the root resembhng Ihe

truffle in form, and from their being dry, like a

truffle, out of the ground. It is computed, that

since this valuable root was brought into general

use in the Lyonnois, the consumption of corn has
been lessened one-third ; the inhabitants give

them to their cattle and poultry, and the poultry

of this district is highly celebrated. Soon after

M. Turorot was appointed inlendant of Limoges,
A. D. 1761, he iniroduced into his generality the

cultivaiion of potatoes. The people at first re-

garded this root with apprehension, or disdain, as

beneath the dignity of the human species; and
they were not reconciled to it, till the intendant
had caused it to be served at his own table, and to

the first class of citizens, and had introduced it

among the fashionable and rich. At present, a
vast quantity of potatoes, of a tolerably good qua-

lity, are grown in the provinces of Poitou, Nor"
mandy, Limosin, Gaiinois, and the Isle of France,
as well as in less quantities in other districts.

Cabbages are cultivaleii in French Flanders,
Alsace, and a lew other districts. In the neigh-

borhood of Sirasburg, particularly, this plant is

cultivated on a very extensive scale, but almost
entirely for the consumption of Holland and
Mentz, to which places it is calculated that cab-
bages to the value of above 30,000 crowns are sent

annually. In French Flanders, the brassica ar-

vensis of Limiasus, there called Colza, is cultivat-

ed in astonishing quantities by the farmers. There
are two kinds of colza, one called while colza,

because the leaves of the flower are white; the

other, cold colza, the leaves of which are larger

and thicker. It has this name, because it supports

better the rigors of winter. This plant is culti-

vated on rather a strong rich soil. There are two
modes of sowing it ; either in a nursery to be
transplanted, or in the usual mode. Tire white
colza requires less manure than the cold colza.

The seed is commonly ripe about the end of June
or July. The plant is cut with a sickle, having
a sharp edge. Colza, intended solely for winter
food, is sown in June, in a field prepared lor the

purpose; it is cut, and given to the catrle in the

course of the winter; and afterwards the stalks

are cut some inches above the surliice of the

earth, and they will furnish a second crop of leaves

m the spring. Colza furnishes the best oil that

can be extracted from the soil of the north. In
the central parts of France, the oil of walnuts
supplies the want of the colza, which is but little

culiivaied there. The mass remaining after the

extraction of the oil, makes a good winter food lor

cattle. The corn that is sown af^ier this plant is

generally both abundant, and of excellent qufility.

Rape is extensively cultivated in French Flan-
ders, Artois, &c., but not in the other districts of
the kingdom. The plants are raised on a small
quantity of ground that has been fijilowed, well

dunged and worked repeatedly by the binot or

plough. The rape is afterwards transplanted into

a field, that had formerly produced winter barley,

or winter wheat. The young plants are put into

the ground, either by the dibble, or by the plough.
Rape is grown eiiher as green food for sheep, or
for the sake of" the oil. The latter is the more
common, as well as the more profitable. In a
small circle round Lisle, there arc 450 windmills
lor extracting oil fiom the seeds produced in that
neighborhood. In the year 1810, the product was
estimated aslbllows: Isr, 180,000 pictolitres of oil,

at 109 francs each, in English money 817,5S0Z.
;

2d, The cakes valued at one-sixth part, 136.260/.;
the total value of the produce 953,840/. The crops
of wheat after rape in French Flanders, are reck-
oned to be better than those that are grown after

liillow. Poppies are also cultivated in the north-
ern districts of France for their oil.

In the same district of France, where indeed
the most spiriled and successful airriculiure is car-
ried on, spurry (^spergula arvcnsis) is cuhivated.
Alter the crops have been reaped, the grain is

slightly ploughed and sown with ir. In October,
the cows are tethered on ir. The butter li-om the
milk thus obtained, is called speigula butler, and
it is employed for the use of the kitchen, as being
both cheaper and more profitable than any other
for that pirrpose.
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In some parts of Brittany, parsnips are culti-

vated. The eeerl is povvn in February or March,
and the parsnips are raised out oi' the ground in

October or November. 'J'hey are chieHy employ-

ed in ftittenlng cattle and huirs. Lupins ([trinci-

pally lupinus albus) are grown very extensively

in tlie southern districts, either on the wheat stub-

bles, as winter food lor their Hocio ; or for the

sake of the seed, which is eaten by the inhabi-

tants. Of all the species of clover, irefijil, or yel-

low clover, is most, abundant, especially in the

south. It is generally sown as Ibrage on ihe

wheal stubbles. In the district of the Pyrenees,

these are ploughed in tlie beginning of August,

and the clover seed is harrowed, or rather runbed

in, by means of a piece of word fixed to the plough.

This clover produces much luxuriant and valua-

ble Ibod ibr sheep and lambs early in the spring,

al'ter vvliich it is watered, and produces by the end

of May a full crop of hay ; it is then ploughed up,

and haricots, maize, or millet planted, either of

which is ort' in tinie for putting in wheat. The
other kinds of cluver, till very lately, were scarce-

ly met with any where, except in French Flan-

ders; but within these very lew years, what the

French call prairies artijicielles, which were less

pro|)erly artificial gras^ses, have been introduced

jutn several districts. Still these and turnips, the

two grand distinguishing Jeatures of good hus-

bandry in Great IJritain, are comparatively little

known or valued in France.
The case, however, is very diRerent with re-

spect to lucerne and sainlbin. The culture of the

Jbrmer is one of the principal features of French
husbandry. It is the medica of the ancients, so

called because it came originally from Med.a ; and

and spreading I hi ough Persia, it became at length

known to the Greeks, who cultivated it assiduous-

ly, and recommended it highly. From Greece it

was transferred to Italy, and before the lime of

Cato or Virgil, it was in the highest credit with

the Romans. It flourished with them as loni^ as

their empire flourished. Belbre the destruction of

the empire, it seems to have been carried into

Spain; orperha|)s it was introduced there by the

Moors, with whom, durinij their abode in that

country, it was in hiizh esteem. When Ihe aits

revived, it returned again into Italy, and was as-

siduously cullivaled in that country, especially

in the kingdom of Naples ; 1 hence it aiivanced

into the southern part of France ; and from the

place where it was first or princi|)ally cultivated, it

was called grand trefle, trefle, ov Join de Bour-
gogne. The era of its introduction into France is

not accurately known ; but as it passed from that

country into the Pirlatinate upwards of 250 years

ago, it of courf^e must have been longer cultivated

in France. It is now grown in Picardy, Isle of

France, Rousillon. Lniguedoc, Gascony, Poitou,

Touraine, Artois, Normandy, Daupbiny, and Pro-

vence, 10 a great extent, and partially in other

districts of tlie kingdom. It is invariably sown
broadcast, and generally without corn, though
sometimes with oats. It is cut for the first time,

in the southern districts, about the end of April
;

in the northern districts o! course later. Where
irrigation is practised, it is watered every 40 days
after the first cutiing, to the extent of five cuttings

in all. If" the land be not watered, it is cut thrice

with a lull product, where Ihe soil and climate are

favorable, and the mamgcmcnt good. Tlie wa-

tering, however, brings it to maturity, or rather

decay, comparatively quickly, since in this case

its duration is not above seven or eight years, but

on other lands twelve, six'een, twenty, and even
thirty years. In some parts of Rousillon, they

take throe crops of wheal alier lucerne. This crop

is ;i[)t to get weedy. In which case, in some of'

the southern districts, it is cleaned by means of
ploughing it in the winter wiih a narrow pointed

share, during frosty weaiher. This operation, per-

formed at liiis season, kills the weeds, but does
not injure the lucerne. Where the land is not

very rich, or where it is not intended to crop it

severely, the practice of sowing wheat after it, is

not pursued ; but barley and oats cut green, or

made into hay, and not suflered to ripen, are taken.

By this management, the roots of the lucerne,

which are not easily or soon eradicated, and which

would prove injurious to crops of corn, are turned

to advanlawe. the shoots from them mixing with the

forage of the barley or oats. The produce of

course varies considerably in weight, in the

neighborhood of Liancourt, where ii is well man-
aged, tliree cuttings will yield 1600 bottles of hay,

each of 12 lbs. or 19,200 lbs. which is above seven

;ons the English acre. In general, the crop may
be estimated at 12,000 lbs. or rather more than five

Ions the English acre. The hay made from the

two first cuttings, is generally given to horses.

The hay from the three cuttings to cows. We
have been thus particular in our account of the

lucerne husbandry of France, since, as we have
already remarked, it forms one of its best and most
ditinguishing filatures.

Sainfoin is not nearly so generally cultivated,
^

and certainly by no means so well mtinaged, nor

so valuable a crop, either in its actual produce, or

as a preparation Ibr other crops, as lucerne is. In

England, sainlbin generally lasts from eight to

twelve years. In France, it seldom lasts more
than lour or five years. It is usually sown
with a second or third crop of corn; and, in

some places, the farmers do not think of ihia

grass till their lands are so full of weeds, and
so exhausted, that ihey will produce corn no long-

er. This management, and the circumstance that

their leases are generally short, iseldum extend-

ing beyond nine years, suflicienlly accounts for

this crop not being kept in the ground so long as

it is in England ; for certainly, with respect to

soil, France is peculiarly liivorable lor this crop;

and yet in some of the districts where it might be

introduced with great advantage and profit, it is

not grown. 'J'he culture of tobacco was Ibrmerly

prohibited in France, except in certain parts: as

Pont de I'Arche, Normandy, Vertus, in the de-

partment of the Marne, Picardy, Mont Auban,
Tonnnnir, a small town in the department of the

IjOt and Garonne, Clerac, another town in the

same department. Hainault, Artois and Franche
Compte were similarly privileged ; bul the soil of

these [irovinces was decidedly hostile to the cul-

tivation of the tobacco plant. At present, it is

principally cultivated in Alsace. The average

produce of France is estimated at twelve millions

pounds annually ; but the quality is not good.

It has already incidentally appeared, that mil-

let is cultivated to a considerable extent in the_

southern districts of France. In some parts of

Gascony, it is sown on three feet ridges, with

three irregular rows on each ridge, and carefully
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hoed. In other parts, it is sown ridge for ridge in

tile same fields with rye.' In order to free the

miller (i-om its chafl, the French pound it in a

wooden mortar, or pass it between millstones,

which they keep sufficiently asunder, to prevent

the grain being crushed. In the southern parts ol'

France, especially in the vicinity of Bourdeaux,
they prepare li'om the winnowed millet seed boil-

ed m milk, a very lavoriie mess, not unlike rich

milk; they also make the seed into cakes, pastry,

&c. Millet is a grain, that thrives well under ir-

rigation, which is liberally bestowed upon it in the

district ol' the Pyrenees.
» * # # » •

The harvest in the south of France generally

commences about the middle or end of June, in

the central provinces about the middle o( July, and
jn the north of France about the beginning of

August; but in the high grounds, especially in

Auvergne the harvest is very late, oats being

not unfi-equently green in the middle of August.

It has already been mentioned, that women are

principally employed in ihe harvest operations:

indeed, agricultural operations of all kinds are

conducted more frequently, and on a more exten-

sive and independent scale, by them in France
than in most other countries. The Hainault
sickle is used in French Flanders, and in parts of
the north and east of France : The sickle more
generally, and the common scythe in some dis-

tricts, even lor the wheat. The harvest opera-

lions are by no means carried on with neatness or

method ; and the excellence of the climate is such,

in most parts of the kingdom, that these defici-

encies are seldom attended with much loss.

Scarcely any corn stacks are to be seen in

France ; by far the greatest part of the corn being

either put into barns, the size of which, in some
districts, is enormo'js, or thrashed out immediately

after harvest, in the open fields ; this mode of

thrashing, however, can be practised only in the

southern parts of the kingdom. There harvest is

not considered as finished till the thrashing is done.

Where it is performed by the flail in the open field,

the thrashing-floors are generally in a corner of it,

thrashing-floors they may be called ; ibr all the

preparation is merely shovelling aside the loose

mould, and a good sweeping. The size of course

is in proportion to the number of people, which is

from two !o twelve; rarely more than the latter.

They thrash and winnow about seven Wmches-
ter bushels in a day. Where the corn is trodden

out, instead of being thrashed by the flail, horses

and mules are employed: oxen, whicli are used

in most of the other operations of husbandrj^, are

seldom or never employed in this. The number
of horses or mules varies: sometimes there are

lour mules and lour men ; sometimes only two
mules and two men ; sometimes twelve or four-

teen mules or horses together, and sometimes even
as many as twenty-four. The mules or horses,

as well as men, are generally hired, at forty sous

for each mule or horse, and the same Ibr each
man : the latter have their board besides. With
24 horses or mules, their drivers (who are paid in

kind, three sacks per hundred of the grain thrash-

ed,) and 15 men, it is calculated that they can
thrash of wheat from 120 to 180 bags of 200 lbs.

per day ; at an average of 150 bags per day, it

costs about 4d. per English bushel. The common
practice is to lay three or four layers of wheat.

barley, oats, &c., upon some part of the field, ge-
nerally under a central tree: the horses and mules
are then driven upon and around it, in all direc-

tions, a woman being in the centre, like a pivot,

and holding the reins : the horses are sometimes
driven by little girls. The corn thrashed out ia

cleared away by the men; others winnow it;

others heap it ; others supply fresh layers. After

the corn is separated, they continue treading the

straw, until it is reduced almost to chafl', to im-

prove the Ibdder, and forward the maturation of

the dung. Such is the stability of the climate,

that this process is going on in the open air,

through the whole country, without any means of
protection against a sudden change. Indeed a
soaking rain could not possibly do harm, as a day'a

sunshine, or even the heat of the night, would
soon evaporate it.

The means used in France to improve the soil

or particular crops are, manures, draining, paring

and burning, and irrigation. In most of the dis-

tricts, there is nothing very peculiar in the ma-
nures employed, or in the mode of managing
them. The small towns and villages, in the au-

tumn, present a disagreeable scene ; from one end to

the other they are littered with straw, like a farm-

yard, for the purpose of its being converted into a
manure, so that it is like walking all the way upon
a dunff-hill. When the straw becomes sufficient-

ly saturated, it is piled on each side the door of the

proprietor's house, to make room Ibr fresh straw

being laid on ; so that, besides the dung-hill in

the street or path, there is a range of them on
each side. In Frencli Flanders, very minute and
particular attention is paid to the subject of ma-
nure. In the vicinity of Lisle, the dung of cattle

and horses with the straw, ashes, lime; the urine

of animals collected with care in brick cisterns
;

the cakes of rape and iiemp-seed reduced to pow-
der in a mill, and sometimes put in the urine cis-

terns; sour water, obtained by washing the tubs

of starchmakers ; the urine of cattle I'at'ened at

the distilleries, which sells at a high price; the

dung of pigeons ; that of sheep carelully gather-

ed ; marl ; the refuse of horns, and night soil, are

carefijlly and judiciously employed. Although the

price of this last article is only dd. per ton to the

scavengers, and 9d. to the farmers, the town of

Lisle alone produces as much as would sell for

about 4200/. a year. Besides these manures,

Dutch ashes are extensively employed as a dress-

ing for clover: these are the ashes of the peat or

turf, brought principally from Friesland : by their

application, great crops of clover are raised, and
the subsequent crops are also improved. From
the nature of the soil and climate, draining is re-

quisite only in very lew parts of France ; and in

the practice, there is nothing particular or com-
mendable. The marshes in s".nie of the cea dis-

tricts have been partially drained, but (his im-

provement is by no means carried on with spiri',

Louis XIV, made a present to Marshal Turenne
ol' the marshes of Bourgoigne, in the depart-

ment of It^ere, on condition that he would drtiin

them ; but neither he nor his successors have ever

accomplished it. In some provinces, a singular

kind of husbandry is practised ; the ponds are

drained, and cultivated lor a few years, till they

lose their fertility, when ihe water is again per-

mitted to accumulate, and the same process is re-

[cated. Respecting paring and burning, which
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is very partially practised, and scarcely ever for

any other purpose, or at least with any other ef-

j'ect, but ',0 impoverish and exhanst the land, it is

unnecessary to enter into details.

Irrigation is the most remarkable ligature in the

mode of improving land in France, or to speak

more correctly, in the mode of increasing its fer-

tility,—and its effects are vvonderlul. Irrigation,

however, is by no means general, in travelling

Irom Calais to the Pyrenees, Mr. Young ob-

serves, he first met with it in La Marche, between

La Ville au Erun and Bossie, alter he had passed

over considerably more than halt' the kingdom
;

thence it is practised, with little interruption, to

the Pyrenees, and the whole district of those

mountains from Perpignan almost to Eayonne is

watered. Through all the north of France,

comprehending every thing north of the Loire,

there are only a few imperlect traces ol" it in some
pans of Normandy, and in the Beauvoipi^?. In

Picardy, Flanders, Artois, Champagne, Franche
Cornpte, Burgundy, and the Bourbonnois it is

unknown. In Alsace and Lorraine, it is par-

tially practised tor their meadows. On the

whole, hardly more than one third of the king-

dom can be said to understand and practise irriga-

tion.

But where it is practised, it is upon a large

scale, and with wonderful spirit and success. By
means of it, artificial lertiliiy is conferred on some
of the barren mountains of the Cevennes. As the

waters that run down the sides carry considerable

quantities of earth into the ravines, walls of loose

stones are constructed, which permit the waters lo

pass when they are clear ; but when turbid, their

load of earth is gradually deposited against the

wall, and atlord a quantity of excellent soil. Suc-

cessive ramparts are thus erected to the very top

of the mountain ; and the water having no long-

er a violent fall, nourishes, instead of injuring the

crops. In order to give security and consistence

to the new acquisition of soil, fruit trees are plant-

ed at certain intervals. Perhaps the greatest ex-

ertion in irrigation to be seen in France, occurs in

Languedoc, m the vicinity of the town of Gange :

a solid stand of limber and masonary is lormed

across a considerable river between two rocky

mountains, to lorce the water into a very fine

canal, in which it is, on an average, six feet broad

by five deep, and half a mile long, built on the

side of a mountain, and walled in ; a wheel, with

a hollow periphery, raises a portion of the canal

to the height of 30 feet ; an aqueduct conducts it

on arches built on the bridge, across the river, to

water the higher grounds ; while the canal below
carries the larger part of the water to the lower

fields. Meadows are watered in some parts of

Gascony, and in the vicinity of Avignon ;—an
unusual thing in the south of France.

But the most extraordinary instances of irriga-

tion, are to be met with in the singular desert ol'

La Crau, already described, and in the Pyrenees.

In advancing Irom Salon into the Crau, about

ibur miles bel'ore it commences, the road crosses

the canal ol Borsgelin. "The old canal of Crap-
pone, at the same place, is seen distributing water

in various directions, for the amelioration of one of

the most arid tracts that is to be met with in the

\»^orld. The canal of Crappoiie takes its water
irom ilie Durance at La Roche, and carries it to the

southern part of it at Isires. This canal is 40

miles long. That of Bois Selin receives it from
the same river at Malavort, and crossing the other,

divides it into three branches : one of which leads

to the lands in the neighborhood of Istres ; the
second to St. Saumus and Magran, and this part

of the Crau ; the third is a small one that turns lo

the lelt towards Salon. In consequence of water
being thus conducted to a region where it is so

much wanted, some very capital improvements
have been wrought. Some large tracts of the

Crau have been broken up, and planted with vines,

olives, mulberries, and converted into corn and
meadow.'- The corn has not succeeded ; but the

meadows, according to Mr. Young, are amongst
the most extraordinary spectacles that the world
can afiord, in respect to the amazing contrast be-

tween the soil in its natural and in its watered
slate, covered richly and luxuriantly with clover,

chicory, ribgrass, and avena elatior.

In describing the irrigation of the eastern Py-
renees, we shall use the words of Mr. BirKbeck,
who in his tour through France in 1814, observed
every thing relative to its agriculture with the eye
of a most shrewd and intelligent observer, and
who has recorded his observa'.ions in the most
clear and impressive manner.

' The copious and pure streams issuing from the
Pyrenees, from their source to their union with the

Mediterranean, are most economically and skilfiil-

ly directed to the purpose of irrigation. On the

mountain sides, the streamlets, as they trickle from
the rocks, are collected into channels, above every
little portion of arable ground, which they render
surprisingly fertile. These rills uniting, form
larger streams ; and these, with great labor and
ingenuity, are kept up by artificial channels, and
only sutiered to descend as they perform the office

of irrigation. The same attention is paid to the
larger streams united, which become a considera-

ble river in the lower lands of Rousillon. This is

divided and subdivided, unites, and is again di-

vided, so that every portion of the surface seems
to enjoy its due share. The soil of Rousillon is

sandy, and apparently not very rich ; but, by the

joint influence of water and sun, vegetation is vi-

gorous beyond any thing I had ever belbre wit-

nessed. Where a mountain side, or a portion of
the land, is so situated, as lo be inaccessible to the

water, it is planted with vines, to which watering
is not applicable, as it injures the quality of the

wine, without increasing the quantity sufficiently

to compensate. On the contrary, to olives, irri-

gation may be applied with prodigious advantage,

an instance of which came under my observation.

This crop had generally liiiled, owing to the ex-

traordinary coldness of the early part of the sum-
mer ; and one-half of a large olive ground was,

like the rest of the country, without I'ruit ; the

other half, which had been watered several times,

was laden to a degree equal to the most plentiful

season. How this couniry, and other valleys of

the Pyrenees, were originally laid out so judicious-

ly with channels of irrigation, systematically ar-

ranged lor the benefit of the whole, is a mystery

I have not heard explained. A master's hand
seems to have planned and executed all, belbre

the appropriation of the soil, otherwise private in-

terest would have interfered and marred the de-

sign. However that may have been, every man
now finds a '' canal d'arroseme.nt,'''' passing above
his field, and a ^' canal de dessechement,^^ al the
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bottom, which latter is the "canal (Tarrosement,^^

in its turn lor the land below.

The manner of applying the water is extreme-
ly simple. A dam is made across the upper chan-
nel, from which the water flows jjently into a fur-

row made by tiie plouirh along the higher side o(

the field, and in a few hours soaI<s through the
whole soil, until it reaches the lower side, which
completes the operation.

The following, which is one of the usual prac-

tices of the district, may show what this amphi-
bious husbandry can effect. In August, they
scratch the wiieat stubbles with their little Roman
plough, which does not turn a furrow, or move a
fourth of the surface. They then sow annual
trefoil, which they cover very slightly by planking,
that is, drawing a plank on which a boy rides,

over the land, thus breaking the clods and smooth-
ing the surface. This is equivalent to our rolling,

as the scratching is to our ploughing. The weeds
and t.fubhle are but little affecfed by this process
of ploughing and planking. However, that mat-
ters not, jbr the water is now introduced ; the tre-

foil starts as it were instantaneously ; and in Oc-
tober or November is three deep and fed off by
the sheep. Water is applied from time to time

;

and in January or February it is led again ; and
lastly, in May it is mown for hay, a heavy crop.

Immediately as the hay is removed, another
scratch is given, millet or haricots are sown, irri-

gation goes on, the crop is reaped, and the ground
receives lour ploughings, as a preparation lor ano-
ther crop of wheat, to be sown in October or No-
vember. This is the history of one year, under
familiar and constant practice."

The richest arable land, when watered, sells

for nearly double what land of as good quality not
capable of being watered will bring. Besides the
districts already mentioned, where irriiration is

practised on a large scale, and with great skill and
effect, every spot of land in the mountains of the
Limosin is watered ; and a considerable part of
the vale of the Limange of Auvergne, as well as
some of the mountainous districts of that province.
At Isoire near Clermont, the gardens, are plant-

ed in quick succession by means of it. There
are also here what they call vergers ; that is, wa-
tered meadows planted with apples and other
fruit trees, which are very productive. Irrigation

is applied to the culture of hemp in Auveryne.
Besides the improvement of the mountainous

districts in the centre and south of France by
means of irrigation, by another process, calcareous
mountains, which generally rise in shelves, are
rendered productive by culling away the rock be-

liind the shell; which supplies materials lor a low
wall around the edge. Tlie interval is alierwards
filled with earth, and the barren mountain is

crowned with luxuriant terraces.

It must have sufficiently appeared, from the ac-
count already given of the agriculture of France,
that the meadows and pastures of that country
bear a very small proportion to the arable land",

and thai comparatively little dependence is placed
on their produce, for the breeding or ffittening ol

cattle or sheep. Indeed, as the cattle and sheep
of great tracts of arable land are entirely support-
ed on clover, lucerne, &c., and as the climate of
by far the greatest part of the kingdom is not well
suited for meadows or pasturage, the French agri-
culturists have little reason to regret, or alter This

feature in their husbandry. The author of the
Credit National calculates the meadows at 15 -

000,000 arpents :' that is, at one-lburth of what he
makes the arable. But Mr. Young conceives
that they do not amount to one-third oTthat quan-
tity, and estimates the meadows and rich pastur-
age together at 4,000,000 English acres

; not one-
seventeenth of the arable land. This seems a
very small proportion ; but il will not be deemed
too small, when it is recollected, that in those dis-
tricts where in England we find extensive mea-
dows, that is, by the sides of the rivers, there are
in France very ihw, and those very inconsiderable.
For instance, the plough moves to the water's
edge of the Marne. There are very few mea-
dows on the banks of the Loire. The Seine is

bounded either by hills covered with wood, or by
gravelly plains under tillage. The land near the
Garonne is principally arable; and the Rhone
presents rocks and vines on its banks through the
greater part of its course. On the smaller de-
scription of rivers, indeed, there are meadows, es-
pecially on the banks of the Saone ; but it is evi-
dent that these, taken together, can form a very
small proportion indeed of the area of France.
The most extensive, and certainly the most fer-

tile pasturages in France are to be found in Nor-
mandy. The moisture of the climate, aided by
the generally deep and rich soil of this province,
is extremely favorable to the pasture; and as the
farmers here are certainly equal at least in intelli-

gence, capital, attention and skill, to those in any
other pan of France, those advantages are turned
to the best account. The grazing lands of the
Pays d'Auge are particularly celebrated ; and of
these, the valley of Corbon may perhaps class
with the finest to be found in any country. In
1789, when Mr. Young visited these pasturao-es,
the rent of the highest was about 41.: 7: 6 the a'cre,

measured by the perch of 22 fijet ; and the pi ice
about 87Z. 10s. the acre. In several of the pro-
vinces, there are also salt marshes that are applied
as meadows, to the fiittening of cattle, particularly
in Normandy, about Isigny and Carentan, in Poi-
tou, Saintonge, Langaedoc, &c.
The management of hay in general is very

slovenly. Ii is not unusual to see the produce of
a field carried away in sheets and blankets, or even
in the arms, and one-fifth of the crop lying scat-
tered in the roads and the fields. It is in ffeneral
too much exposed to the sun. The women here,
as in all the other parts of agricultural labor,
perform the principal part of the work, even
pitching the hay into the cart. The fork they
make use of for this purpose is a very awkward
one. In the central and southern provmces, where
the climate is very steady, tlie farmer stacks his
hay in small cocks where it grows, and only car-
ries it away at his leisure. VVhen carried to the
hay loft, being merely thrown together without
being trodden, it loses the little fi\igrance, which
a burning sun acting on it, while ii was making,
had left it. The clover hay, however, especialfy
in the northern provinces, is better managed; af-
ter standing for some days in large cocks, it is tied
wiih straw bands, in bundles of 14 lbs. each. The
lucerne also, in these disiricts, is got with great
care, so much, indeed, that the color is beauhlul

;

the green is often not in the least faded, tiut so
vivid that it almost appears improved in drying.
Normandy, the Limosin, Auvergne, Brittany,
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Franche Compte, Pokou, and Burgundy, are

most celebrated lor their breed ol' horses. Nor-

mandy lia& long been noted for its horses. It is

said tiiat William I. won the decisive battle ol'

Hastings, by the superiority of his cavalry which

he brought over vviih him. The Norman horses

are in general low and thick, and very steady, sure,

and strong. They will make a stage ol" bO miles

without alaait, and eat the coarsest Ibod. They,

as well as the horse in other parts of France, and

also the cattle, are accustomed to ieed about the

lanes, and in the common fields, alter the corn

is carried off. The best saddle horses are those ol

Limosin. They are seldom fit lor riding till they

are six or seven years old ; but then they are very

useful, and last along time. This breed has been

lately much improved, by crossing it with the

Arabian, Turkish, and English. Auvergne pro-

duces some good hacks lor common use. A
great many fouls are reared in Brittany, which

are sent to the pastures of Normandy. A great

many horses are also bred in Franche Compte,

especially m the hilly part of the country. One
year with another, their studs produce upwards of

5000 colts, most of which are bought, when six

months or a year old, by the horse dealers in

Champagne, Burgundy, Brie, and Berry. The
trade in horses is consequently an object of some
importance and value in Franche Compte. In

different parts of the kingdom, there have long

been Haras, or depots de chevaux, lor the supply of

the royal studs ; and Bonaparte, sensible that ca-

valry is one of the main smews of war, paid par-

ticular attention to the breed and supply of horses
;

but, as in many other things that he undertook,

his plans were not calculated to produce the object

he had in view, in consequence of the impatience,

obstinacy, and tyranny ol his disposition. On the

whole, therelbre, the breed of horses, and proba-

bly the number, are not equal to what tliey were

previously to the revolution. In the year 1802,

the total immber was, of plough horses 1,500,000;

horses kept at Paris 35,100; in all other towns

200,000 ; in the armies 100,000 : making in all

1,835,100. With the respect to the number as-

signed lor agricultural purposes, it may appear

high, when we consider, that oxen are very much
used not only in the plough, but in carts ; and

that where horses are employed in the plough,

there are seldom more yoked than two. The
number of horses in Paris is singularly small.

Between 1802 and 1812, the number of horses, at

least of those bred in the government studs, was
probably much increased ; but during the Russian

campaign, in a kw months of 1812 and 1813, the

loss, according to the expose of the year 1814,

amounted to 230,000 horses, which it is staled,

could not be replaced at a less expense than

105,200,000 francs. The price of farm horses in

the northern districts of France is about 17/. ster-

ling.

Mules are much employed in the middle and

south of France, especially in the latter, lor tread-

ino' out the com. Arijou carries on a particular

trade for these animals, known by the name of

Mirebalais. In the department of Aveiron, espe-

cially in the vicinity of Rliodez, the principal town,

they Itii.'d a vast number of mules, in which the in-

habitants carry on a considerable trade; for it is

said that during the two lairs that are kept yearly

at Rhodcz, this trade brings in above 300,000

crowns. The breed of mules in Poitou, is parti-

cularly celebrated Ibr their size and strength, and
is in great demand all over France.
The provinces in which oxen and cows are prin-

cipally bred or fiittened, are Perche, Champagne,
Lorraine, Alsace, Hainault, Flanders, Normandy,
Brittany, La Maine, Anjou, Poitou, Berry, Niver-
nois, Burgundy, Limosin, Auvergne, Bresse,
Languedoc, and Dauphiny. The prevalent color

of the cattle in France, Irom Calais to the Pyre-
nees, is a pale reddish, or rather a cream color.

This is decidedly the color of the cattle of the Limo-
sin, which are an excellent breed, probably the
best in France. From this district, numbers of
fine oxen, liittened in winter, are sent to the Paris
market, which is also supplied by those fatten-

ed in Normandy during summer. The cattle of

the Limosin have short legs, strait and flat backs,

well arched ribs, deep and heavy carcasses, and
iheir weight from (50 to 80 stone, 14 lbs. to the
stone. The most singular circumstance respecting

them is, that they should be in excellent onditioii

in the month of May, the season when they are

usually driven Irom Limoges to the Paris market,
as at this time of the year there is in most coun-
tries a scarcity of fat cattle, when they have not

been fattened on spring grass ; and any grass

which they could have in a climate not very dif-

ferent irom ihat of the south of England, could

have but a small share in bringing them to the

condition in which they reach Paris. The me-
thod by which they are brought into this condi-

tion is very extraordinary : they are put on grass

till the beginning of November; then on raves or

turnips. When the turnips lail, they give them
rye-tlour, prepared in a peculiar manner: the

hour IS mixed with water, so as to make a paste,

which is suffered to stand till it ferments. In some
instances the liermentation is promoted and acce-

lerated by the aduiiion of leaven. This rye-paste

is never given to the oxen till it becomes sour.

At first they refuse it ; but when they take to it,

they preliir this acid lood to any other. A large

ox will eat in this manner about 22 lbs. of the

paste a-day : it is given thrice a-day. The oil-

cake of walnuts is also given to oxen in the Li-

mosin, with the greatest success. In some parts

of this district, boiled potatoes and chestnuts are

given ; in other parts, boiled maize rendered ten-

der by pouring builmg water upon it.

In other parts of France, oxen are led on leaves.

This seems to have been an established custom in

the time of Henry IV., as it is particularly men-
tioned by Oliver de Serres, who wrote, under the

auspices of that monarch, the Theatre d^jjgricul-

ture. The practice was lormerly usual in Eng-
land also, in time of Henry VIll., and even so

late as the reign of Charles II., as appears from
Evelyn. The leaves used in France are princi-

pally those of the beech. They are gathered
when on the point of falling, or immediately after

they have fallen, and are preserved as dry as pos-

sible by being covered vvitfi straw. The manage-
ment of this mode of keeping cattle is best under-

stood in Franche Compie and Auvergne.
Where ihe Rhone divides between Tarascon

and Aries, an island or delta is Ibnned, called

Camargue. This island is nearly an equilateral

triangle of about seven leagues each way. It

was Tormerly covered with wood, but has Ibr a

great many years been cleared, and covered with
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rich pasture. Vast quantities ol' sheep and cattle

are bred and fkttened here. About 3000 horses

are con)puied to be bred annually, wilh oxen and
sheep in profiorlion. The oxen are reserved ciiiei-

ly fur ihe sufiply of the marine at Toulon. They
diH'er in color Ironi tho>e generally met wiili in the

rest ol" the kingdom, being a small tilack breed,

not unlike Scotch cattle. 'J'hey make excellent

beef. They are very wild, and olien very mis-
chievous ; so that when the droves of them go to

Toulon, they are always preceded by a man on
horsebac-k, wilh a javelin in his hand, who keeps
at a short distance ahead ol' them, to warn peo-

ple of iheir approach.

The Norman cows, similar toithose of Alder-
ney, are the most celebrated lor the quality ol" the

milk they yield. This province, pspecialiy the

neighborhood of Isigny In Lower Normandy, and
Crittany, especially near Lanion, in the depart-

ment of the north, and the Boulonnais, supply
excellent butter, boih fresh and salt. Gournay, a

town in the department of ilie Loire, is particu-

larly celebrated for iis market of hue Iresh butter,

which is chiefly consumed in Paris. In tlie neiiih-

horhood ol' Marseilles, where cows arc seldom
seen, milk is furnished from sheep and goats: but-

ter is only made from sheep's milk: a kind of
curd is also made Irom this milk, which is called

beurrefrcds : it is made into little |iots, and brought
aboiu by the country people lor sale. Cheese is

very little made in France. Languedoc, Pro-
vence, Brittany. Normandy, Forez, and Bresse,

ilirnish it in the g-^eatesl quanlil}^ That of Brie
is esteemed the best. On the borders of the Saone
are a range of hills, which Irom ih^ir excessive
fertility are called Monts d'Or. Several villages

are dispersed over them, in which a very small

delicate cream cheese is made. 'J'hey are sent to

very distant parts in little boxes, made exactly to

the size of the cheese.

It IS calculated that the number of oxen em-
ployed in husbandry are about 3,208,000 ; feeding
oxen 404,500; young oxen, 1,456,000; cows,
1,016,000 ; making a total of 6,084,500.

The native breeds of sheep in France are, 1.

The Picardy, hornless, white faces, and silky

hanging ears ; these are probably a bastard Fle-
mish breed ; their wool is coarse, and of middling
iength. 2. The Norman, with red legs and (aces,

and coarse wool. 3. The Berry, resembling
somewhat the South Down sheep; the wool fine.

4. The Kousillon, similar to the Spanish, with
very fine wool. 5. Near Mirepoix, in the de-

partment of the Upper Pyrenees, there is a sort

of sheep, resembling the Norlijik breed, wilh
horns, black faces and legs. The leading charac-
teristics of the native French sheep are their long
legs, thin carcasses, and coarse wool ; the mutlon
in ge:ieral is bad. The same characteristics pre-

vail from north to south, except in the north the

sheep are larger, stouter, and bear finer fleeces.

These circumstances, however, principally arise

from their being better managed in the north than
in the south.

Louis XV[., in 1786, first established a flock of
Merinos at Rambouillet. The produce, (or some
lime, was given away. Recourse was then had
to public sale. The sheep sold high, but the manu-
facturers did not give a proportionally high price

for the wool. At this crisis, the revolution came
on. There were at that period (bur principal es-

Vor.. VIII—42

tablishments for Merinos, namely, those of Ram-
bouillet, Alfert, Perpignan and Pompadour; but

Ihe revolution still (arther depressed the demand
for their wool. In 1811, Bonaparte published a

decree, by which he iniended and hoped to cover

France with fine-woolled (locks; but, by this iil-

ad vised measure, the (inal blow was given to the

Merino breed. From that time ihey have been
declining in France. In the expose (or the year

1814, it is asserted that Bonaparte's (breed attempts

to introduce the Merino breed of sheep, cost the

government 200 millions of francs; and that, after

all, so far from succeeding, the breeds of native

sheep were rather deteriorated.

Sheep are kept in all parts of France, but prin-

cipally in Rousillon, Languedoc, Provence, Dau-
phiny, Auvergne, Guienne, Gascony, Beam,
Marche, Limosin, Poilou, Maine, Anjou, Britta-

ny, Tourraine, Champagne, Alsace, Franche
Comple, Normandy and French Flanders. In.

most parts of France, the sheep are shut up in

stables at nigh!, and sheltered from the sun at

noon, during the summer. They are irenerally

(bided in the fields till November. When the

snow is deep, they are sometimes fed on the

l)ranches of trees. On the whole, the manage-
m.ent of sheep is bad in France, especially in

keeping them too hot during night in iheir houses,

and too confined in their (bids. 'J'he flocks are-

not large, seldom reaching 400.

On the mouniains of the Cevennes, which run
along the northern parts of the lower or eastern

Languedoc. numerous flocks are fed in the sum-
mer on the aromatic herbs with which they

abound. During the cold of the winter, they de-

scend into the plains. But the most extensive and
singular emigration of sheep is that which takes

place annually, and as regularly as in Spain, from

the Camargue, or Delta of the Rhone, and the

desert of La Crau, lo the mountains of Provence
and Dauphiny, especially to the mountains of Gap
and Barcelonetta, and back again. The migra-
tion to the mountains lakes place in May, whence
they return again in October or November, and
sometimes earlier. The migration is not regulat-

ed by any other written iaws, than some arrets of
the parliament to limit their roads to five toises of

breadth. If they do any damage beyond that, it

is paid for. The Barcelonetta mouniains are tfie

best, as they are covered with fine turf

The emigration is coiiducied with nil the order

and regularity of the inarch of an army. The
flocks belong to several proprietors, who reside

principally about the Crau, at Aries, Salon, &c.
M. Darluc, the author of the Natural History of
Provencp, as well as other writers, calculates the

sheep kept in the Crau and the Camargue at one
million. They travel in flocks of from 10.000 to

40,000, and are from twenty lo thirty days on the

journey. Among Ihe shepherds that have the care

of them, one is chosen as chie( during the season.

Ele regulates every thing relative to the march,
and is treasurer for the company ; all the money
lor ihe expenses of the route being lodged in his

hands, and he [)aying (or every ihii]g. In order

to check him, another of the company is appoint-

ed secretary. In his presence all payments are

made, and he enters them immediately in his

book. The rest of the shepherds form a council,

whom the chief consults in case of any difficulty.

To every thousand animals, three shepherds are
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allowed, each of whom has his dog. In the centre

of the flocli, a number of asses march, carrying

the provisions and baggage. The chief also takes

his staiion in the centre : he issues the daily al-

lowances of provisions, and transmits his orders,

by his assistants, Irom this situation; and il' any

irregularity is committed, he is found there to re-

ceiv^ the complaint, lie also examines into any

mischief which may he done by the Hocks to the

countries through which they pass, and pays the

person who has received the injury : he next de-

termines, whether it was occasioned by negli-

gence or through accident: in the Ibrmer case,

ihe sum paid is levied on the offender; in the lat-

ter, it is taken from the common fund.

Besides the sheep there are always a number
ofgoats which take the lead of the Ibrmer. Some
of the oldest he goats have bells round their necks.

The discipline in which these are kept, and the

intelligence which they display is remarkable.

At the command of the shepherds, they either halt

or proceed ; and when the tiocks rise in the morn-

ing, the moment these goats receive the order to

proceed, they repair to iheir stations in tlie Ibre-

rnost ranks with great regularity. If they come
to a stream, they halt, till the word of command
is given, when they instantly plunge in and cross

it, and are Ibllowed by the rest of the flock.

When the flocks lie down at night, the shepherds

nnd doirs still continue on the watch, relieving

each other at slated intervals. When they arrive

at the mountains, each shepherd has his particular

district allotted him by the chief. The l(^.ed is

hired at the rate of 20 sous each sheep for six

months; and the price lor the winter feed in the

Crau and the Camargue, is the same. During

the whole time of llieirstayon the mountains,

the shepherds live almost entirely on bread and

goat's milk, sleeping upon the ground in the o|)en

air.

The shepherds in France never inhabit a house:

they go in the cottages in which their wives and

I'amilies live, to take their meals, but sleep in their

sheepibld, in huts made of reeds and clay, upon a

mat spread on the ground : the.-e huts are placed

on wheels. The wanes of shepherds are in ge-

neral high ; and they are a superior class of men,
!

in all respects, to what they are in Kngland. The
wages of tlie chief shepherd are about 12Z. ster-

ling: besides this, he is allowed a certain sum,
often three francs per head, (or every sheep sold ;

his board at one and a half francs a day ; and a

rottaae, rent free, for his rimily. The wages of

the inferior shepherd is fibout 8/.. sterling ; and he

has the same allowance j'or board as the chief

shepherd.
The Pyrenees breed of shepherd dogs are par-

ticularly celebrated. Thej'' are black and while,

of the size of a large wolf, a larire head and neck,

armeii with collars, stuck with iron spikes, so

that no wolf ran attack them. But bears are

more potent adversaries. If a hear can reach a

tree, he is safe : he rises on his hind legs, with his

back to the tree, and seta the dog at defiance.

These dogs are led entirely on bread and milk.

In most ports of France, when it is necessary to

catch a sheep, (or »he purpose of examining it, the

shepherd orders his dog to drive the flock round
his master, which lie does by troirig round them
in a circle, gradually decreasing, till the f-hepherd

takes any one he wants.

The average weight of the fleeces of Ihe native

sheep of France is about 2^ or 3 lib-\ ; that of the

JVlerinos about 6 libs. The wool of the Ibrmer, in

general, is of an inditlerent quality. The wool of

Rousillon IS Ihe finest, that of Narbonne is nearly

as fine, but more coitony, and of a shorter staple.

The wool of Bezieres is next in quality ; that ol

Pesenas, in Lanixuedoc, on the side of Montagnac,
is somewhat less fine. Tlie wool of the sea-coast

is heavy and coarse : the wools of the mountains
of Alontpellier and De Sonueres are of three sorts;

the first equal to ihe wool of Pesenas, the second
less fine, the third very coarse. The woo! of Ber-
ry is fine ; ihat of Rheims inferior. The number
ofsheepin France is estimated at 30.307,728 : the

total of the wool they yield may be rated at 106,-

770,000 libs.

There are a vast number of goals in France,
principally, of course, in the mnuntainous districts.

Pigs are chiefly led in the neighborhood ol woods,
or where grain abounds, as Normandy, Cham-
pagne, Limosin, &c. They are also led on acornsj

and, in the Limosin, on chestnuts.

Immense quantities of poultry are kept in all

parts of France; to such an extent, indeed, that

It is a question whether there ia more weight ol

mutton consumed, or of poultry. They are of an
excellent: quality. Great pains are taken in rear-

ing and fattening them. In French Flanders, as

well as in other districts, they are fed with the

flour of buckwheat, or rye, or potatoes : their food

is frequently changed ; and the vessel into which
their meat is put is washed with hot water alter

every repast. After feeding, they are kept in dark-

ness till the next meal. In some parts, what are

called vermiculaires are expressly kept lor them ;

that is, places in which worms lor their food are

collecied and preserved. Capons are fattened in

many pans of the kingdom : those which are fat-

tened at Barbezieuz, a town in the department of

the Charente, are so much esteemed, that they
are sent to Paris lor those who keep the most deli-

cate tables.

Narbonne honey is much celebrated, but it is

not the produce of the neighborhood of that place;

at least it is seldom to be [)rocured there : what is

so called is more commonly, as well as much
more abundantly, procured at Perpignan. The
beeswax of Champagne, Normandy, Sologne,

Languedoc, Auvergne, and Brittany, is esteemed
the best. Bleaching wax is a business of impor-

tance in France. The yellow wax of Brittany

bleaches with the most ease, nnd becomes a
I beautifiil white : it is principally bleached at Cha-

[

teau Goutier, about eight leagues from Angers.
By some, this is esteemed the very best in the

kingdom ; by others, ihat of Champagne is prefer-

red. The wax of Amboise, and of Chaumont
near Troves, is of an inlL-nor quality

; and that

made at Rouen is esteemed the worst, on account

nf the large quantity of suet they add to it. At
Mcntpellier, there is a large manufiicture of bees-

wax, and the process is conducted with great

attention and skill.

The forests of France are numerous and exten-

sive ; and as they have a!so been of great impor-

tance, both on account of the fltel they supply,

and of their application to other purposes, many
calculations and conjectures have been made with

respect to the surface which they cover. The,

MarquisdeJVIirabeau represents them as 30,000,-:
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000 arpents ; in ihi.-? opinion M. Malpart coincides.

By tlie aulhor oi' the Credit NalioiiaL they are

reckoned so low as 6,000,000 arpen(s. Mr.
Young endeavors lo determine this lact by two
methods ; liy liie maps ul"Cassini and by the con-

sumption ol' the people. By the first method, he

makes the extent ol' wood about 19,000,000 ar-

pents, or one-seventii ol" the kingdom; by the

other method, he finds, that the quantity of wood
is about 20,800,000 arpents; the nipan of the tuo
results wliich he thus obtains is 19,850,515. We
have already observed, however, that his estimate

is too high, at least it is above that of the commit-
tee of the first national assembly, which reckons

the wood only at 13,100,691 arpents. xMr. Young,
in his calculation, reckons the annual value ol' the

woods to be about 12 millions sterling, the rent

being taken at 12s. per acre.

Some ol the lorests are very extensive, par-

ticularly those of Orleans, the Ardennes, and
Foniainebleau. The Ibrest of Orleans lies to the

north ol' that city, and of the river Loire ; it con-

tains several filains and villages in it ; its whole
length is upwards of 15 leagues ; but it is of une-
qual breadth, in some places seven or eight lea-

gues, in oihers only two or three. It coniains

great variety :i[' timber, such as oak, elm, aspens,

fir, &c. Belbre the revolution the value ol' the lim-

ber annually i'eiled in this Ibrest amounted to

100,000 livres : the profit was part of the appa-
nage of the Duke of Orleans. It was Ibrmerly in-

iesled by numerous troops of banditti; and it is

still the haunt of immense numbers of wolves.

The forest of Artlennes, in the time of Caesar, was
the largest in Gaul ; it began on the bank;? ol the

Rhine, and extended to the very borders of the

Rhone, that is to say, the diocess of Rheims in

Champagne. In another place hesays, it extend-
^

ed from the banks of the Rhine, and the country !

of Treves, to that of the Nevii, that is Hainault,

Cambresis, and French Flanders, comprehending
50,000 paces in lenglh. This Ibrest has been cut

down in a great many places, especially towards
its extremeiies : however, it siill extends over the

greater part of the Duchy of Luxembourg, in the

southern pari of the bishopric of L^jige, and of the

province of Hainault, and of the northern part of

Champagne, though wiih several interruptions.

ft was formerly renowned lor events of chivalry.

The Ibrest of b'ontainebleau, anciently called the

Ibrest ot" Biere, contains 26,42-1 acres of grounii,

reckoning many empty places, where the trees

have been cut down.
(^jf'ube continued.)

KSSAY ON THE NATURE AND IMPORTANCE
OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

JBy Professor G. D. Armstrong, of JVa>ihington

College, Va. To which the prize was awarded by

the Bedford jJgricaltural Society.

Published by requestor the Bedford Agricultural Society.

In this country, we use tlie phrase "agricultur-
al education" with some variety of meaning.
Very frequently, we ai>ply it lo the whole of that

education which the farmer ought to receive ; at

other limes, we use it in a more restricted sense, as

including only that education which the farmer

sliould receive for the especial purpose of prepar-

ing him lor his business as a litrmer, and not ihat

which it is proper he should possess in common
with men of all oiher proiession-. Tlie latter is

tlie more appropriate sense of the phrase, and is

doubtless the sense in which ihe society intended it

should be undeisloud, and for these reasons 1 shall

so uiiderslaiid it in the present essay. In taking such
a course, I would by no nijans be understood as

aiiaching but little value lo that general education

which the lanner should possess in common with
others. In such a country as this, where ihe will

of the people is the Ibuulain of all power, it is of
the greatest importance that all our citizens should
be well inlbrmed respecting every subject on which
they are called to act ; and the more extensive

and thorough this inlbrmation is, the better will it

be lor them individually, and lor our country too,

"the common moiherof us all." Tliere is no
reinarkmore true, ihan that made by one of the
liithers of our revolution, that the " permanence of
our free institutions must depend, under Heaven,
upon the intelligence and virtue of our people."
But the discussion of such a lojjic, however appro-
priate it might be on tuioihcr occasion, was, I

suppose, intentionally excluded when agricultural

education was proposed as tlie subject, and on this

account 1 shall [lass it b)'.

Hy agricultural educaiion, I understand (as be-
lbre remarked) that species of education, which
the larmer should receive to prepare him for his

business as a larmer ; or, in olher words, educa-
tion in those departments of human knowledge
which have an immediate and practical bearing
upon the business or" agriculture. In order to

determine what studies would properly be em-
braced in such a course of instruction, we must
look lor a moment at the situaiion of llie I'armer.

In this country, his situaiion is somewhat dili'erent

liom that which it is in most European countries,

in those countries the land is generally owned by
one class ol men, whilst it is cultivated by another

;— in this couniry, on the contrary, the land is ge-
nerally owned and cultivated by the same person

;

so that in discussing this subject, with relerence

'.o our own condition, wc must consider the larmer,
botli in the character of an owne.-, and in that of
a cultivator of the soil.

The business of agriculture, when properly con-
ducied, is one of a very complicated character. In
no department of human labor, is attention di-

rected lo a greater variely of subjects, or subjects
which it is more dilHculi fully to understand. The
difficulties which attend the profitable prosecution
of agriculture, are owing 10 such causes as these:

dilierences in the constitution of soils ; diliierence

in the nature of |)lants considered with reliirence

to the soil ; the changeable character of plants
themselves, im|)roviiig as tiiey do under one sys-
tem of culture, and deleriuraiing under another;
dilierences in the manner in which the produce of
the soil may be prepared for market j dilierences

in the manner in which the available Ibrce of the
litrm may be applied lo the accomplishment of all

necessary work. All the.^e things, and many
oihers of a einular character, are lo be so attended

to, and so conducted, that the greatest amount
of net income shall be obtained, wiih most cer-

tainly, least labor and least detriment to the soil.

Such is the problem which the firmer has to solve;

and no one can examine the several particulars
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embraced in if, and not be convinced that i!s so-
lution is a matter of no common d.fPjculiy; or
doubt that there is here a field opened, m which
the best powers of the human mind, and the
greatest amount orinlbrmation which can possibly
be brought to bear upon the sul)iect, may most
properly and most protilably be em|)loyed.
But to leave these general considerations, and to

descend to particulars. What departments ci' hu-
man knowledge are there, which admit of an
immediate and practical application to the business
ol'lhe liirmer? Answering this question, the first

which claims attention is chemistry, or that branch
oC physical science which investigates the com-
posiiion and intimate nature ol' bodies. This
claims attention lirst on account of the manner as
well as ol'lhe variety of the ajiplicalions of which
it adnnis.

It is certain that there are great diflerences

among soils, in their adaptation to agricultural

purposes. In one soil, it is necessary only to bury
the. seed, and almost without attention, it springs

up, and in due season yields an abundant harvest;

whilst in another, it is with the utmost ditticuity

wo can obtain even a scanty return lor our labors.

There arc great diderenccs among soils, in their

fitness for the cultivation of dilfereni crops. A soil

which will yield an abundant harvest when culti-

vated in one crop, will not repay the expense of

planting in another.—That these differences arise

almost entirely li-om differences in the composition
of soils, I suppose, no one doubts. A soil may be
rendered unfit lor the cultivation of a certain crop,

either by a deficiency in some element necessary
lor its growth, or by containing some element
which is positively injurious. In order that a ftirni-

er may go to work intelligently to remove the

difficulty thus presented, he must first know whe-
Jher the evil in question consists in the presence of
some noxious substance, or in the absence of some
necessary one; and then he must determine the

precise nature of the substance io be removed or

supplied. This he can seldom or never do, by
mere inspection, lor the simple reason, that the

elements of soils are so intimately intermixed
that it is impossible to distinguish them by the

senses.

13ut let us suppose that the nature of the evil is

known and that it consists in the presence ofsome
noxious substance ; is he then any belter oil ? It

is in vain to think of any mechanical means for us
removal, for so intimately is it intermixed with the

other constituenis of the soil, that a resort to any
such means must result in entire lailuro. In sucn
circumstances a knowledge of chemical principles

may be of ilie highest value, since Irom them, and
from them alone can we learn, liovv the evil is to

be removed. In Davy's Agricultural Chemistry,
th-ereis an instance mentioned, which wdl fully

illustrate this point. " A soil of good apparent
texture, from Lincolnshire, waspulmlu my hands
by Sir Joseph -Banks, as remarkable lor sterility.

On examining it, I Ibund that. iL contained sul-

phate of the oxide of iron, and I ofi'ered the ob-
vious remedy of atop-dressing with lime, which
converts the sulphate into a manure." In this

case there are several things worthy of remark.
1st, the soil was, to all appearance, a good one,
the cause of all its sterility being so intimately in-

termixed with the other constituents of the soil, as
to be perfectly undislifiguiehable by the senses.

2n(l, the sulphate of the oside of iron was a sub-
stance of such a nature, and existed in such a Ibrro,

as to render it altogether impossible to remove it by
any other than chentical means ;— as it was so inti-

matelyintermixed with the otherelemenis ol ihesoil
as to be undistinguishabie by the eye, any atiempS
to |)ick it out, vvouKI be entirely out of the question.
3d, by the a()plication of chemical principles, Davy
was enabled not only to delect the nature of ih-e

evil, but Io convert it into a positive benefit. By
the action of the lime spread upon the land, the
sulphate of the oxide of iron was decomposed ; the
oxide of iron, a perfectly inert substance so liir as
vegetation was concerned, being left in the soil,

whilst the sulphuric acid combined with the lime,

thus forming sulphate of lime or plaster, a most
excellent matmre. 4lh, the means by which
Davy arrived at a knowledge of liie nature of the

evil, and the remedy to be applied, were exceed-
ingly simple. It is true that these means are no-t

mentioned in his accounis of the case ; but all that

was necessary, was to lake a small portion of the

soil, and having pluced it in a glass, to pour some
water over it, and then, aiterit had stood lor ti

lew minutes, to add a lew drops of an infusion of
nut-galls. VVhen thus treated, the sulphate oi"

the oxide ol iron would die-cover iisellj by the deep
black color which it would give to the liquid. la
such a case as this, the advantages resulting Iroiu

a knowledge ol chemistry must be apparent to every
one.

In most instances, sterility arises from the absence
of some one or more of the elements ol a good
soil, and it is to the interest of the larmer, by the

application of a j)roper manure, to sup|)ly this defi-

ciency. That It is not always the same element
which is absent, is evident fioin the laci, that a
manure which will prove very beneficial to one
portion of land, will be entirely useless, and evea
in some inslances, positively detrimental to an-
other. Putrescent vegetable matter and common
Ball are two of the manures in common use in

England. Some soils are unproductive for the

very reason that they contain loo much vegetable

matter, and others are so because they coniain loo

much sail. To a[)ply vegetable matter to the first,

or salt to the last, would be worse than useless

;

and yet it does not admit of question, that in most
cases, each of these substances is a manure of
great value. But I su|)pose that it is not neces-

sary to urge the matter further. Every larmer
knows, that there is no one manure whlcli will act

well on every kind of soil ; and every one, I pre-

sutne, will admit, that th;s difi'erence arises almost
entirely from difi'erences in the composition of soils.

If this be admitted, then the conclusion necessarily

follows, that to apply manure lo advantage to any
soil, we must first know the particular naiure of
ihat soil; and this can be asceriaineil in no other

way so well as by chemical analysis.

The most common ©Ijection which is made,
when the claims of cliem;stry upon the practical

agriculturist are urged, is based upon the complex-
ity of chemical operations, and iheddticuliy ol per-

Ibrming chemical analysis. In answer to this, I

will say, that whilst it must be admitted that the

accurate analysis of soils and minerals is a work
of great difficulty, and such as none but the ac-

complished chemist, with a well furnished labora-

tory at command, can hope to perlorm, yet the

difKculiy is an imaginary and not a real one, as
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far as the matter in hand is concerned. These
accurate chemical analyses are seldom wanted for

a<^ricultural purposes; whilst such rough analyses
as are needed, can be performed with but little la-

bour, and but little apparatus. The remarks of

SirH- Davy on this point are :
—"There is no idea

more unfounded than that a ijcreat devotion of lime,

and a minute knowledi^e of jreneral chemistry are
necessary (or pursuin*^ experiments on the nature of
soils, and the properties of manures. Nothing can
be more easy than to discover whether a soil ef-

fervesces, or changes color by the action of an
acid, or whether it burns when heated, or what
weight it loses by heal ; and yet these simple indi-

cations may be of great importance in a system ol

cultivation. The expense connected with chemi-
cal inquiries is extremely triHing; a small closet is

sufficient lor containing all the materials required.

The most important experiments maybe made by
means of a small portable apparatus;—a lew phi-

als containing aciiis, alkalies, and chemical rea-

gents; a lamp, a crucible, some filtering paper,

some lunnels and glasses for receiving products,

are all that can be considered as absolutely essen-

tial for pursuing useful researches." The opinion

of a man, who, like Davy, devoted his lile to che-
mical studies, and no small portion of it to agricul-

tural chemistrj', and who of course was competent
to express an opinion, should be received as deci-

sive respecting this matter.

Intimately connected with chemistry, and bear-

ing upon the same point, viz. the elucidation of the

nature o(" soils, are the two intimately connected
sciences of mineralogij and geology. Besides
their direct application lo agriculture, in this way,
any one who will call lo mind the large number
of mmeral substances which are uselLiI to man, in

almost all the various arts of lile, must at once
see the value of a knowledge of these sciences to

the farmer, considered in the character of the

owner of the soil. In speaking ofthe great value

of mineral substances, it will besulRcient to men-
tion, the various metallic ores ; silex, used in the

manulacture of glass; the different clays, used as

pigments and in the manulacture of porcelain,

earthenware and bricks ; hydraulic and common
limestone used in the preparation of cements, and
liie latter, so extensively and with such evident,

benefit applied as a manure ; marble, and sulphate

of lime, or plaster, salt and coal, the uses of which
are familiar to every one. These constitute what
is very properly termed the "mineral wealth" oi

a country, and have been scattered in such profu-

Bion by the hand of a bounteous Creator that no

large portion of land can be Ibund in any country,

in which some of them do not exist. It is a lixct,

perhaps not generally known, that almost all mine-
rals are definite compounds; that is, contain

fixed and invariable portions of the elements of

which they are composed; and that the diH'erent

species of minerals can be distinguished Irom each
other, by characteristics obvious at once to the

senses, or else by such simple chemical tests as

every one may command ; so that to a person

familiar with these characteristics, chemical an-

alysis is very seldom rtiquisite, to determine their

exact composition. It is the object of the mine-
ralogist to ascertain the obvious characterisiics of
each species of mineral, so that by a very sim-
ple examinatioHj he may be enabled to recog-
nize it.

Every year there is a great deal of labor fruit-

lessly expended, and a great deal of money thrown
iivvay, in different pans of our country, to which
even a slight knowledge of mineralogy would
<rive such a direction, as to make it profitable, in-

stead of being, as it is, a complete loss to the com-
munity. I am acquainted with a case in which
a copper mine was sold some years since for 50,-

000 dollars, and now the purchasers are prosecut-

ing the sellers, on the ground of a fraud in the

saFe, the fraud alleged consisting in their having

repres'jnted the mine as a valuable one, when in

liict it was utterly worthless. From a personal

examination of this mine, made at the request of

a person who thought of becoming interested in it,

1 will venture to assert, that with a slight know-
ledge of mineralogy, all this waste of time and
money, and character too, might have been saved.

I am acquainted with a case in which, at this pre-

sent time, a person is industriously engaged indig-

ing up what he believes to be plaster, when by

the simplest process in the world, he might be

satisfied that there is not a particle of plaster in it.

I know of an instance in which a gentleman ex-

pended a large part of his fortune, in making ex-

tensive preparations for working what he supposed

to he a gold mine, when, in fact, it was nothing

but sulphuret of iron or martial pyrites; and so

simple an operation as heating a small fragment

of it in the fiame of a candle, would at once have
made him aware of his mistake. In the first set-

tlement of Virginia, a mistake respecting this

same substance, by turning the attention of the

colonists from their proper business, that of agri-

culture, caused great loss and great suH^'ering to

this then intiant colony. But it is needless to mul-

tiply instances of this character. It is sufficient

to refer to the great mineral riche-; which lie hid-

den in almost every part of our country; and to

mention, that it is the object of mineralogy to en-

able us at once to recognize them by characterisiics

obvious to the senses, to show the value of such

information to the possessor of the soil, and the

propriety of including it in a course of agricultural

education.

A third branch of natural science, which may
very properly Ibrm a part of a course of agricultu-

ral education, is botany, including under Itiis gene-

ral name, both systematic botany and vegetable

physiology. The object of systematic botany is,

so to arrange and so to describe plants, we can at

once determine with certainty both their names
and their most important properties. In proposing

such a study as this, 1 may be met with the ques-

tion, why cannot the common names (as they are

called) of plants be used by scientific writers, and
thus the necessity for such a study be removed?
There are several weighty reasons why such a

course cannot be adopte^d. One is, that by far the

gieater [lart of the plants of every country have

no common names ; and even in the case of' those

which have, those names are entirely unknown
to the greater part of the people. Another ob-

jection is, that the common names of plants arc

not uniform throughout the country; in many in-

stances the same plant being called by difierent

names, and what is still worse, different plants be-

ing called by the same name. To illustrate this

objection, I will mention a single instance. In the

"Details of experiments on Grasses," given in

ihe appendix to Davy's Agricultural Chemistry,
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there is a great amount of most valuable inlbrma-
lion respeciiny thecoiiipuralive value of ihediti'er-

ent grasses; amongst others the Phleiuii prate use
IS meritioned, and the common name which it

bears in England given, viz : Meadow cal's-tail

grass. The only grass called cat's-taii grass in

this country is a coarse grass, utterly worthless as

food tor cattle, and as dill'erent ti-otii (lie grass in-

tended in the pa|)er reltirred to as any two grasses

can be. Tiie Pklcampralense is the grass called

timothy in some parts ol' the country, and herds-

grass in others ; lor it is a liict of which all may
not be aware, that the names timothy and herds-

grass are applied interchangeably, m dillerent

partsof this country, to two very ditierent grasses
;

that which is called timothy in one part, being
called herds-grass in another, and that wtiich is

called herds-grass in the lormer is called timothy
in the latter. In this casp, dependence on the
common name would necessarily have led the
reader into error. In this paper the scientific

names are given ; but without a knowledge of

systematic botany, it must remain a sealed book
to any reader; and yet from a mere inspection of
it any one can see that it contains the very kind ol'

information respecting grasses which the larmer
most needs. Should writers on agricultural sub-
jects make use of common names, in very many
instances their communications will be of no value
out of the immediate section of country in which
they reside; should they use the scientilic names,
it must be conliissed, that at present the case
would not be much better; but then the difficulty

which here presents ilselli is one which can be
easily removed. Let larmers become lamiiiar

with these scientific names, and they then are m
possession oi" the common language used by
writers among every civilized people on earth.

The object of vegetable, physiulogy is to ex-
plain the structure and vital action of plants.

Plants may be regarded as a class of curious
machines, by which the common elements of
nature are worked up into organized Ibrms, and
thus fitted for the sustenance of human lilti. The
object ol" vegetable physiology is to lay open their

structure lor insjjection, and to explain their man-
ner of operation. If plants were susceptible of no
changes— did they remain the same, and thrive

equally well in all climates, in all soils and under
every system of cultivation—a full understanding
of their structure and manner of growth would be
of no practical value to the liinner. He would
then receive a certain return lor his labor and
that return would be the same whatever course
he might pursue. Eut such is not the lact. To
be satisfied that great changes, and changes too
which materially afiect their value may be pro-
duced in jilants, by careful cukivalioii, nothing
more is necessary than to comjjare any lour fine
large species of apjjle, with the wild crab, the stuck
(rom which it originally sjHaiig. Indeed, some ol'

the plants in common cultivation have been so
completely metamorphosed, have been so much
improved by long continued and judicious culture,
that it is impossible to tell with certainty what they
originally were. That every plant w'ill improve
under a judicious system of culture, anddeicriorate
under an injudicious one, the fields oi' the thrifty
and of the unthrifty larmer in every jjart of the
country abundantly testily. Then, too. plants are
subject to diseases, arising Irum the infiuonce ol

the atmosphere, from the stings of insects and
from many other causes. We all admit the im-
portance of a knowledge of the anatomy and phy-
siology of the human body to the physician ; may
we not fairly conclude, Irom analogy, that a si-

milar knowledge, respecting plants, would be of
service to the farmer ?

Although plants are subject to many changes,
from the influence of soils, climates, and the arts

of men, yet these changes always take place in

accordance with certain fixed and invariahle laws.

The object of the Vegetable Physiologist is, by
careful observation and oft-repeated experiments,
to learn these laws, in order that acting in accor-

dance with them, man may render the vegetable

kingdom subject to his control. Lord Bacon has
remarked that " knowledge is power." This is

true in a pecular manner of natural science, for it

is only by acting in accordance with the laws of

nature, that we can render it subservient to our

will.

It may seem strange, but it is no more strange

than true, that many of the commonly received

o[)inio.is respecting the growth of plants, are

directly at variance with truth ; and as a matter of
course, the practices based upon th ise opinions,

are any thing else than the proper ones. To
mention a single instance. It is the common
belief that the sap circulates through the trunks

oftrees during the spring and summer, whilst it

retires into the root during the winter ; and us the

dry-rot is believed to arise from the presence of
sap in timber, the common practice is, to cut tim-

ber which it is desired shall last long in mid-win-
ter. This opinion respecting the situation of the

sap at difierent seasons of the year is altogether

erroneous, as any one may convince himself by
the Ibllowing simple experiment. Let a young
oak sapling be cut in the winter, and laid ujion the

fire. As soon as it becomes thoioughly heated,
the steam will rush out at each end of the stick,

from the heart wood, whilst the sap- wood will

remain dry ; let a similar stick be cut in the sum-
mer and treated in the same manner, the steam
will then be Ibuiid to issue from the sap-wood,
whilst the heart-wood will remain dry ; thus
showing, that during the winter months, the heart-

wood is the principal depository of the sap, whilst

during the summer months, it circulates almost
exclusively through the sap-wood. The common
opinion, that the presence of sap is the immediate
cause of the dry-rot in timber, is doubtless a cor-

rect one ; but the very correctness of this opinion
leads to an error in practice, when coupled with an
incorrect opinion respecting the situation of the
sap. The proper |>ractice would be, to cut tim-

ber during the summer, and not during the winter
months.
A lourth department of natural science, which

may very properly be included in a course of agri-

cultural education, is mechanical philosophy, em-
bracing the laws of Ibrce and motion, as they ap-
ply in the case of solids, liquids, and gases. Me-
chanical philosophy has been defined as "that
science which teaches us how to produce the
greatest etlect with the smallest expense ofpower."
The |)rinLij)les of mechanics are involved in the
construction of ploughs, wagons, thrashing ma-
chines, and in lact in all the implements of lius-

bandry; and it is impossible that any one should lul-

ly understand the structure of 'hese instrumentSjthe
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excellencies or defects of those now in use, or be i

able to decide intelligently upon the claims of new '

inventions, without a knowledge of these priiici- 1

pies. Besides their uselLiI applications in the busi-

ness of agriculture, a knowledge of the principles

of mechanics will be tbund of service in many of

the ojjeratioiis of rural economy. I will nitMition

an instance which occurred witliin my own know-
ledge. A lanuer purchased a beel, agreeing to

pay a certain price per pound net weight. Jjeing

unexpectedly called from home, he directpd that

during his absence, the beef should be killed, cut

up, its weight ascertained, and thai then it should

be sailed. W hen he returned, he Ibund, on adding
up the weight of the several quarters, that some
mistake must have been made, as the sum was
much mure than it was possible the beef could

weigh. On inquiring into the matter, he dis-

covered that the weight belonging to one pair of
steelyards had been used wiih anoilier pair; the

steelyards used being made lor a 7lbs. weight,
whilst the weight used was one of 5ibs. It was
impossible to reweigh the beef, as it had been
cut up, and packed away; so that the only alter-

native left him, was either to pay lor beef which
he had not received, or else to correct the error by
calculation. The person in question was liimi-

liar with the mechanical principles of the lever,

and by applying them to the case belbre him, easi-

ly ascertained the true weight of the beef The
condition of equilibrium in the case of the lever,

is, that the weight multiplied into its distance from
the lulcrum, shall equal the power multiplied into

its distance from the fulcrum. From a considera-

tion of this principle it will be seen, that the true

weight was five-sevenths of the weight given by
the 5 lbs. weight.

Another case, illustrating this same point, has
come to my knowledge within a few months. A
iariner undertook to have a Ibrcing pump construct-

ed, to raise water from a spring in a valley to his

house, situated on a hill ; the pump to be woiked
by water power. When every thing was complet-
ed, on attempting to mtike the pump work, he
Ibund I hat his power was insufficient. To remedy
this evil, he had the whole taken to pieces, and
every thing constructed anew and on a smaller
scale, excepting the water power machinery.
Had he been lamiliar with the principles of hy-
drostatics, he would have known th;U the same
object might have been accomplished by simply
replacing the piston of his pump, and of course

the part of the log in which it worked, with one
of smaller dimensions ; whilst the remaining '200

feet of pipe for there was about that lensjih ol pipe

between the pump and his house) might have re-

mained the same, and in liict, the larger pipe wouM
have answered better than the smaller one with

which it was replaced, siiire the fiiction of the

moving column of water would have been diminish-

ed by the interposition of astratum of fluid between
it and the sides of the pipe. Precisely such cases

as these may not occur to a firmer in the whole
course of his hie, but unless his life be very dil-

ferent from that of most men, many cases will oc-

cur, in which a knowledge of mechanics will be

equally useful ; and on this account he should, il

possible, render himself lamiliar with those prin-

ciples.

A fifth stndj', which should be embraced in a
pourse of agricultural educaiion, is ihtit of the

more simple mathematics, including arithmetic, al-

gebra, geumelry, trigonometry and surveying.—
One reason why these should be studied, is, mat
without a knowledge of them, it is impossible to

pursue the study of mechanical philosophy or

chemistry with any |)ieasure or lu much advantage.
Aiiuihcr, and the principal reason is, that they ad-
mit ofan immediaie and [)ractical application to the

business of agriculture. And here let me mention
in particular, a thorough knowledge of the theory

and use of numbers. Il a larnier would know how
his business is progressing, he must keep accounts

and make many calculations. The loliowing re-

marks of Mr. Hawkins, published in the liritish

Quarierly Journal oi' Agriculture, and copied into

the Farmers' Register lor Oct. 1824, place this

matter in its proper light : " In a business embra-
cing so many particulars as agriculture, it in essen-

tial to be able lo distinguish the profit and loss up-
on each. Nothing is more easy or more common,
than lor a man who keeps no accounts, to conti-

nue lor a series of years to lose money on some
particular department without knowing it ; or,

which is almost as bad, to employ his time and
capital in less profitable speculations, when he
might have applied them to such as were more
so. A larmer grows many kinds of crops and
keeps several species of animals—breeding some
and buying others—and uses many kinds of ma-
nure. Assuming that he has a general profit of
10 per cent, at the end of the year, how is he to

tell whetlier all the branches of his business have
contributed raieably to this result, unless he keeps
accounts '? The cost of one acre of corn, lor ex-
am[)le, is compounded of rent, tithes, taxes, the
cost of seed and tillage, horses' keep and man's
keep, rates for the poor, the church and the high-
ways;—and so with every other crop. Suppose
now that in the case of his corn crop, all the items

of expenditure accurately set down shall amount
lo £5 15s. per acre, and that the crop shall sell

lor £5 10s. Upon 40 acres, .here would be a
loss of £ 10 a year ; but without setting down the

several items which compose the cost, and adding
them together, how is a man to tell wiiliin 5s. how
much his acre of corn cost him I He may know
that it cost him about £5 or £6, but in this very
about, lies the essence of the mischief If the sell-

ing price were £5 10s. the former supposition

would give a profit and the latter a loss of £20 a
year;—and thus any man may, and many men
do, continue to the end of their lives, carrying on
branches of business by which they lose money
unconsciously. It is by a few shillings per acre,

gained here and saved there, ihat a larmer makes

{

his profits. Il is no exaggerated estimate to sup-

I

pose that these petty items may often make a
i

difi'erence of 10 per cent, at the year's end; and
ihatso one man may make a living on the same
larm where another woulil li.iil." These remnrks
will not apply in all their minutifc, to the business

of agriculture in this country ; but in their general
principles, they apply alike to the agriculture of
every country; and ihey set belbre us, in its true

light, the importance of a lamiliar acquaintance
with figures, to the farmer. Many other illustra-

tions might be given, but it is deemed unnecessary
;

lor il is not by tlie end less muliiplicai ion of instances

ihat the aitenlion can be arrested or convictirn

produced, but by a iv.w vvell-seiecied cases, which
may properly be taken as illnsiralions of ihe whole.
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Beeidea the studies already mentioned it would

be desirable for the farmer to acquire, if possible,

some knowledge of entomology, physics, meteoro-

logy and comparative anatomy. These studies

are, it is true, comparatively unimportant; and yet

a feiv remarks on their nature may not be inap-

propriate in this essay. Entomology is that

science which treats of the structure and habits ol'

insects. The (iirmer ol'ien sull'ers great injury

from the depredations of insects, and no certain

way of protectnig himseIC against them can be

discovered (unless it be by accident) without first

becoming acquainted with their nature and habits.

The mistakes to which persons are liable, from

the want of such information, are well illustrated

in the (oliowing extract from a treatise on ento-

mology by Messrs. Kirliy and Spence. "In Ger-
many, the gardeners and country people, with

great industry, gather whole baskets-full of de-

structive cabbage-moth, and then bury them,
which is just as wise a course as to attempt to kill

a crab by covering it with water; lor many of

them being fully grown, and ready to pass into

their next state, which they do under the ground,

instead of destroying them by this manoMivre,
their appearance again the following year in

greater numbers is actually facilitated. Yet this

plan, if applied to our common cabbatrecater-

pillar. which does not go under ixround, would
succeed." Physics, in its restricted sense, (and it

is in that eense that 1 here use it,) embraces an
inquiry into (he nature o( light, heat, electricity

and magnetism. An acquaintance with the laws
which govern these ever-active and every-where
present agents, might prove serviceable to the

iiirmer in many cases ; as, in the construction ol'

ice-houses, fire-places, lightning-rods, the selec-

tion and preparation of cloihing materials, &c.
The object of meteorology is to inquire into the

nature of the atmosphere, and of tliose pheno-
mena which occur in tlie atmos|)here, or are

caused by it, such as the formation of clouds, the

production of rain, hail and snow, the deposition

of dew and frost, the cause of winds, &c. The
object of comparative anatomy is to explain the

structure of animals ; more pariicularly the forms
of their different bones, the manner in which those

bones are connected, liie position and attachment
of the muscles, &c. A knowledge of the struc-

ture of what are termed domestic aninials, woulil,

in all probability, admit of some valuable appli-

cations in the hands of practical men.
Whilst thus advocating the claims of science, I

would by no means be utiderstood as advancing
the opinion, that z\ scientific education alone would
fit a n\an for the profitable prosecution of agricul-

ture ; for this is an opinion which I do not enter-
tain. I would make the farmer's scientific educa-
tion, like education of every other kind, prepara-
tory to a course of practical training to be received
from some liirmer competent to the task. Sir 11.

Davy's remark respeciiiiif agricultural chemistry,
is a very just one, and might be made with equal
truth of every other science: " [t has been said,

ami undoubtedly with great truth, that a philoso-
pliical chemist would most probably make a very
uii|)rofilable business of farming

; and this certain-

ly wouKl be the case, if he were a Uierc philoso-

phical chemist, and unless he was acquainted
will) the practice of the art as well as its theory.
But ihcie is reason to believe that he would be a

more successful agriculturist, than one equally
initiated in larming, but ignorant of chemistry ; his
science, so lar as it went, would be useful to him."
The case of Lavoisier, one of the most celebrated
of European chemists afl;brds an example of the
advantages which may be derived from the appli-

cation of science to agriculture. By Ibllowing a
system of cultivation, baseil upon his knowledge
of natural science, he is said, "in the course of
nine years, to have, doubled the quantity of grain
produced on his larm, and to have quintupled the
number of his flocks." With such an example
belbre us, we cannot reasonably call in question
the value of scientific knowledge to the (armer;
but at the same time, let me remark, that should
we suppose that scientific knowledge was all that

was needed, we should lall into an error equally
great. There are a thousand important conside-
rations connected with farming, of which science

do§s not and cannot take cognizance, and which
can be learned from the practical farmer alone.

If little has been said in the present essay, re-

specting the importance of such knowledge, it

has not been because the author undervalued it,

but because he su|)posed it was not properly em-
braced under the term education, as that term is

generally understood in this country, and at this

day.

Such are the principal studies which should be
embraced in a course of agricultural education.

It will be noticed that they are all of a scientific

character ; and here a remark or two respecting

the nature of science may not be misplaced, with
especial reference to the objection con)monly made
against it, based upon the belief that scientific

knowledge is sotnething essentially difi'erent from
human knowledge in general. By science, when
properly understood, nothing more nor less is

meant than our knowledge arranged and general-

ized. Our knowledge on all subjects is in the

first instance a knowledge of individual facts.

After a stock of facts has accumulated, we per-

ceive that many of them are of the same charac-
ter; these we class logeiher, and include them
under a general statement. Again, we observe
that some of these lads bear to others the relation

of cause to efi'ect, and we arrange them in accord-

ance with this observation. This once accom-
plished, our knowledge has become science. By
this process, the form and not the nature of our
knowledge is changed. Founded, as scientific

principles are, upon observation, their application

to the afi'airs of lile is one of the very best methods
of testing their truth. If ihey will not stand this

test, they form no part of true science, but of
" science falsely so calleil."

The greatest objeciion in the minds of most
persons to the scientific education of farmers, is

that it will make them mere theorists. But will

ignorance of s^cience prevent their theorizing 1

The remarks of Hawkins in a communication
already reli^rred to, are; "Ignorant men are the

most irreclaimable theorists. They attribute ef-

fects to I he most fimciful causes, and then from

their assumed and absurd premises, they argue
away as boldly as a geometrician. I have heard

many sirikmg instances of this from a friend of

mine, who is both a physician and a philosopher.

Une instance was as follows. A poor fellow was
troubled with what he considered "a rising of the

lights ;"—and when I asked him, if he had taken
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nny thiiiii for it, replietl, that " he had Kwallowecl

n few shot to Uerp them down." The poshion

assumed by Mr. Hawkins in the above extrao.r,

that "iiznoranl men arc the nio?t irreclaimable

theorists," may perhaps seem to some a very bold

position; and yet I will venture to assert that a

careful observation of ihe liicis of the case will

fully confirm its correctness—at any rate, such is

the result of my observation. I'he truth is, the

human mind is so constituted, that it is impossible

for a person to become acquainted with any larpe

number of flicts, and not reason upon them, and
Ibrm some theory respecfino' them ; and, if ijino-

rant of any of the data on which such reasonint;

fihould be based, or of the correct principles of

theorizing, he will almost inevitably run into error.

An acquaintance with true science, so far tVom

leading a man into a course of unprofitable theo-

rizins; would be the very best means of preserv-

ing him from such a course.

Such a scientific course as that which has been
proposed, would require for its cotTipletion, in the

case of a young man already familiar with the ordi-

nary branches of an English education, about two
years; or, with very close application, perhaps a

somewhat shorter period might suffice. The study

of the sciences should be commenced in youth;
for lew men can be brought to s,\ve that close at-

tention which is necessary for the successful prose-

cution ofsuch studies, after tiieir proper school-days

are over. But " in the morning of our days, when
the senses are unworn and tender, and the gloss of I

novelty is fresh on all the objects which surround

us;" when the memory is susceptible of its most I

lasting impressions, and the curiosity is all life ; a
taste tor such studies can be planted, and those

habits of minute and careful observation, so essen-

tial in scientific pursuits, can be formed. At this

period the father must in all cases think and act

for his son. Does he desire to leave him beyond
the reach of poverty and want? It should be a
question for serious consideration, whether he can
best secure this end, by adding a few hundred dol-

lars to his patrimony, or by expending that money
in giving him an education, which will fit him ful-

ly for his intended business, and which will be to

Itim a source of pleasure, as well as profit, to the

end of his days.

At this lime it is generally admitted, that the

agriculture of Virginia needs a change for the bet-

ter. That it is not what it should be ; we need no
other evidence than that afibrded by the fact, that

manyofour most valuable, most enterprising young
men, are leaving the land of their lathers, to seek

a home, and perhaps many of them a grave, in the

far distant regions of the west and southwest.

—

Within a short time, a spirit of improvement has

sprung up, which seems to be gaining strength,

and extending its influence year by year. What is

nowneeded is something to give to this spirit a right

direction ; and this is the very thing which agricul-

tural education will accomplish, if it accomplish any
thing. If this can be done, we may confidently

indulge the hope that V^irginia will yet recover her

proud pre-eminence among her sister states ; that

her now half-deserted districts will again be filled

with a contented population ; that her most impo-
verished soils will be restored to more than their

ancient fertility, and will again wave with the gold-

en harvest ; that her sone, instead of turning their

footsteps to some distant land, will remain at home,
Vol. VIII.-43

and, proud of their birth-place, will close theirdays

"within sight of the very spot where they were

born."

ON THE IJTFFERENT PROPOSED SCHEMES OF
ROTATIONS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Carysbrook, Maij 12 th. 1840.

One of those lucky mischances which some-

times occur to the way-faring man has brought

me to-day, nolens volens, to this place : a |)lace

which has been rendered not quite so noted in

your ]ournal by the essays of its worthy proprietor,

as was Carysbrook of England by the temporary

occupancy of the unfortunate Charles, who, if I

remember aright, took refuge there from the pur

suit of the commonwealth's men. How are the

apparent errors of short-sighted mortals turned to

good account by a kind Providence ! I deplored

missing my way as a great evil ; but what a treat

was in s'ore for me, in the slight of this interesting

spot ! Still more 1 lamented my fate when I found

the landlord was from home! But you and your

readers are the gainers by my ill luck, insomuch
as it has produced this valuable communication.

Nor is it a total loss with me ; for the absence of

the host has been the means of bringing out in

finer relief the shining merit of his represen'ative,

a personaire bearing the name of the immortal

author of the Declaration of Independence, who in

his sphere, (the department of butler,) is no less

perfect than was his great namesid^e in the cabi-

net; and to whom, if Pope said true, equal honor

is due

:

" Act well your part, there all the honor lies."

Casting my eye around the hall in which I now
sit, where are to be seen the appliances of hunt-

ing and fishing, it tt?ll upon some of the numbers
of your Register, which, among other appropriate

periodicals, are scattered in careless literary con-

fusion about the room. In the March number I

found an essay on " the five-field rotation and
grazing;" this referred toother communications
on the same subject in the February number.
Now, Mr. Editor, my success in the discussion

of Jefferson's eatables, has not inspired me with

the vanity to pretend to discuss litrniing matters

with these gentlemen. It is true I am a sort of" a
farmer in an humble way. Having failed at one
of the learned professions, I betook myself to ni}''

present occupation, as a make-shili, hoping that if

I failed here too, my errors would be more apt to

escape observation.

The first thing thai struck my attention in the

above mentioned essays was the remarkably civil,

complimentary style of your tip-top fiirmers to

each other. 1 like it much. It is so difl^erent lioni

that gasconading, insulting mode of writing prac-

tised by politicians ; and not in writing only, but

in debating too. I trust the new code of honor

which authorizes one man to give another the lie,

or charge him with dishonesty, and then to avoid

responsibility by averring that he means a political

lie, or political dishonesty, will never find accept-

ance among the agricultural community. Among
us, let there be no nice distinelion between an^

agricultural lie and any other.
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But to ihe point. Wiih all due clefprence. per-

mit me 10 Slate an olijec(i<in to each of the sysioms
oC rotation propospcL To Mr. Carter's, hecau^e
ii pceiiis to be br>tlcmecl upon the presumption that

the land lias herorne loo rich already, and requires

depletion, an effect which, it stnlces me, the liiree

fucccssive pfain crops are well calculated to pro-

mole. To J\lr. 13iaxton's, because it leaves the

land naked and perlecily idle ihroiigh one winter,

and of course losinjj ground. 1 have ahva\s
thought a sprin£f crop alter corn inadmi?sible lor

that reason. Besides that, jjrass sown on oats in

the spring of the year is extremely liable to perish

nnder the influence of the summer's sun. To
Kivanna's, because without the common, or sixth

field, it differs but little from the exploded three-

field, or make-shift system. It is true he consi-

ders this common important to all rotations ; but

to his it seems indispensable, for where else are

your cattle to find sustenance till Ihe 20ih June,
the day set lor ihe least ? Before that day comes
they will have feasted the buzzards. And even
with the aiti of the common, or "shiort-bite, '' (by
the way, if it is a "phort-bite" in the Green Spring
country, what can be expected from a cnmnion in

"old Flu," or ?ome oihcr places I could name'?J
they would exhibit in their " unfed sides" demon-
plration stronir against the system ; they would
emg, in very doleful tones indeed, the old song,

" 'Tvvns on ttie 21st of June,
In charming summer weather."

Give the three-field shift the advantarre of a
common, and where is the difference? No other

than one field of clover instead of two, covering

a somewhat smaller portion of your farm, one-
third being less than two-filihs. I am of JMr, C's

opinion, that under Rivanna's system the clover

has not imparted to Ihe land all its benefit, before

it is refiiliowed. It ought to be an object in a judi-

cious and economical course of husbandry to ob-

tain hay and seed from a clover crop, or at least a
part of it. If then one of the two fields is mowed
and seed gathered from it, it cannot be grazed at

all the same year. Only one field therefore is left

for grazinsr, and that between the 20lh June and
fallowing time—a very '' short-bite" indeed. It

appears to me there should be two clover years in

succession

—

cutting the first if the crop will bear

the scythe, and grazing the second—and two
grain years only in succpssion, which is a four-

field course; and if I am allowed the common in

the bargain, this is a valuable auxiliary, to enable

the pasture field to set a little ahead in the spring,

before the stock is put on.

The long and short of the matter is, that sys-

tems for all thiuijs must be controlled by circum-

stances, A system ol mental improvement must
be adapted to the capacity of the particular mind,

so must be a system of airriculture to Ihe qualities

of the soil, general condition, and localities of the

particular iarm, Rivatma, lor example, or the

author, enjoys the advantage of a very fine mea-
dow, and abundant crops of corn, with a plenty of

wheat straw, &c. wdiich afford no small help to

the " short-bite." By the way, in passing through

the front gate, I observed some horses standing

with their chins resting on the fence, looking with

longing eyes into the adjoining clover field, and

seeming to pray for the advent of the 20th June
;

and some hogs peering, with optics sharp, through

the rails.

!n conclusion of these very erudite remarks,
permit me to say that the present condition of ihis

splendid fiirm lurnishes a relLitation of all objec-
tion to the management of it. The science of
atriiculiuro is here bpautifully illustrated, whilst iis-

profiis are largely realized.

"A Traveller."

HOT AIR FURNACES,

Froin the Cultivator.

I have repeatedly been asked for information
respecting hot air furnaces, and as summer is the
time for iheir erection, perhaps a short description
will not be unacceptable.

Permit me to speak very briefly of their advan-
taL-^es, alluding of course to the mode of construc-
tion here described. Fuel is a huge item of ex-
pense in every fanuly, and is becoming still more
so. We know many farmers who armually con-
sume, in warming the different rooms of Iheir

houses, as manv as fifty cords of wootl, and some
much more. We cannot alter the quantity of heat
which a given quantity of fuel throws off in com-
buslion, without altering its nature; but we can
adopt means to save this heat and apply it to warm-
ing our rooms. Experiments have shown that by
tlie use of a common brick fire-place, the owner
pays nine-tenths of the cost ofthe fuel for the pri-

vilege of healing the air above the lop of his chim-
ney. The hot-air furnace is the best thing, by lar,

ihat we have seen, for saving fuel, A neighbor
has kept several rooms of his house warm night

and day, through the past winler, by means of one.

and liom his pxperiments it is clear that it will not
require ten cords of wood for the whole year.

Another important advantage is kepping up
only one fire lor several rooms. As the wcod isi

burned large, it saves m.uch labor in cutting, and
needs replenishing once only in five or six hours.

Another advantage is the house-room saved, none
being occupied by stoves or fire-places. Another
is the prevention of dirt, the universal accompani-
ment of fire-places. It also renders all the rooms
warm in the house, by night as well as by day^

imparting to them the peculiar and comliirtable

warmth ofthe air ofsummer. It is sale— children

do not burn their fingers, and if rightly constructed,

the house is far less liable lo take fire. And by no

means a small consideration to the person who
loves the culture offlowers, and who cannot afford

the expense and care of a green-house, tender

plants may be kept in any of the rooms, without

the least danger of their being frosted, and with

no other attention than that of watering.

The hot air furnaces commonly erected in ciiies

are on an entirely different plan, and, in my opi-

nion, greatly inferior. The one here described ia

the result of many experiments, and is the best

fi^rm of several which have been tried. It was
designed by "William R. Smith, oflMacedon.

A, is a longitudinal section of the stove, for

the reception of fuel. It should be large to ad-

mit large sticks of wood, so as to lessen the labor

of cutting, and to cause the fire to burn long with-

out renewing. Three feet in length is not too

much. The bottom, instead of being a plate, is

a grating, made of cast iron bars, running length-

wise with the stove, supported at the ends and in

the middle by cross bars. Through this grating
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Uie Lishes la:l iiilo ihe ash-pit K. Tlie advaniapes
oi"i.his are, tlie wood burns more lieely, ihe fire

need not be ititerrupied to remove the ashes, atid the

ashes are much betterin qualitj-, as they contain no
mixture olVharcoal. The doors, a and 6, ol'the stove

and ash-pit, should, if practicable, shut very closely

I'or the better refjulation of the dral't, as the fuel

will burn slowly lor a lontr time when desired, as,

lor instance, durint; night and in mild weather,
when the draft is nearly closed. All the air ad-
niitted to the luel, should be through the ash-pit

door.

C, C, C, C, are four flat, square, cast iron drums,
connected by short cast iron pipes, and throii<;h

which the smoke passes to the smoke pipe D, Irom
which it escapes into the chimney, or passes out into

the open air. As the smoke thus becomes much
cooled before enterins the pipe D, the soot accumu-
lates more rapidly, and hence this pipe should be as

short as practicable. It should however, have some
Jieight to cause draft, or should enter a tight small

chimney, lor the same purpose. The drums should

have small openings for cleaning. They are sup-
ported by bricks not shown in the figure, to prevent
confusion.

At a short distance from this apparatus, a dou-
ble brick wall, with an included platf>. of air, is

built round the whole. It is covered by a layer

of bricks, supported by iron bars, and on this a

layer of lour or five inches of ashes, covered again
by brick, mortar or boards.

It will be observed that the greatest part of the

heat of the burning fuel is thrown out Irom the

drums, ami heats the surrounding air; this heated
air is confined within the brick air chamber, and
it escapes throui^li the air pipes, E, E, into the

rooms above. Theobjectof the double walls, is

the more perfectly to confine the heat, and to pre-

vent its escape through any other channel. Pro-
bably, if the included space between the walls,

were several inches in thickness, and filled with
dry ashes, or still better, with powdered charcoal,

this would be more completely attained. If the

inner wall is occasionally braced by a cross brick

to the outer, it need be only two inches in thickness

or composed of bricks on edge.

Tile iLirnace should be built in a room in the
cellar entirely devoted to the pur[)ose, and a win-
dow left open lor the admission of fiesh air to the

chdrnber; or if this cannot be done, a trunk or pipe
one loot square, should lead from without throuyh
the wall to the chamber. In the li.irmer case,
several air holes, lour inches square or more,
should be mide at the bottom of the chamber.

On one side of the chamber, should he two
double sheet-iron doors, Ibr admission in cleaning

the drums, &c. and suini-ient space lor this purpose

should be allowed between the drums and the

walls.

The pipes E, E, through which the hot air

escapes to the rooms above, should lie of bright

tin, and as nearly vertical as possible, and Irom

eight to twelve inches in diameter. The larger

they are, the less the temperature of the air chara-

ber'need be raised to heat the rooms above, conse-

quently less fuel is required, and the cast iron will

not burn out so soon.

In the seventh volume of the Genesee Farmer
is a desciiption of a lurnace somewhat similar;

but the drums are there placed in succession above

the stove. In the present plan, the descent of the

smoke causes it to throw out its heat more com-
pletely ; and as the last drum is the lowest, the

coldest and freshest air comes in contact with it,

and the smoke passes off at a lower temperature

than that of the air in the upper part of the cham-
ber. But great care is necessary to have the

drums tisht, to prevent the escape of smoke into

the chamber, and lor this purpose the cracks at

the joinis should be stopped wiih a paste made of

iron filings or turnings mixed with sal ammoniac
and water.

The expense may be diminished by suhslituting

sheet iron Ibr cast iron for the two last drums.

Circular brass or iron grates, turning on the

centre, placed in the floor of the room, over the

air pipes, E, E, regulate the quantity of hot air

admitted.

This method of warminor houses has been
Ibund preierable in point of health and comfort to

any other; and the only objection appears to be,

we do not have ihe cheerful •' blazing hearth" to

gaze at. Uut habit, which created our desire for

this, will soon remove the difficulty, and most will

learn to preltjr a book, a picture and a stand ol fine

flowers in winter, to blazing sticks, smoke and a

heap of ashes.

Should any one wish furlher information, I

would communicate it with pleasure, throuirh the

columns of the Coltivitor. Very respectfully,

Macedon 3 mo. 1840. J. J. ThoiMas.

From the Journal of the Americau Eilk Society.

THE GRAPE VIKE.

There are few thincs that afl'brd more pleasure
for the expense of time and trouble than a jj^ood

and well-njanaged grape vine. From considera-
ble observation tlie edilor of this Journal was led

10 conchule, that a very erroneous practice was
generally pursued in relation to grape vines; and
three years a<jo determined to try an experiment.
The error in practice alluded to is this: the vine

is permiited to grow to the full extent of its abili-

ty, and thus every season a large portion of wood
has to be cut off and thrown away. It occurred
to the writer that this waste of the power of the

plant miiihi and onirlif to be preventeil. Accord-
ingly in the sprinir of 1837, he obtained an Isabel-

la vine, one year old from the layer, havinji a very

iiood root, and planted it in an ordmriry soil, of ra-

ther a sandy qualit}-, putting a wheel-barrow load

of wood-yard manure and old lime mortar about
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the root. As soon as it began (o grow he rubbed
off all the buds but one, and trained that perpen-
dicularl}', rubbing oH' during the season all side

ehoots ; and when it had reached to liie top ol" a

second story balcony nipped the end off, thus slop-

ping its Turther <zro\vth. In ihe spring of 1838,

he rubbed oif ever}^ bud but two at the top of the
vine, and trained these two along the Iront of the

balcony, having streiched a large wire along the
posis fur llieir support. He rubbed off every side

bud during the season, as at first. Botii shoots
made about thirty-five feet of growth tfijs season.

In the spring of 18.39, every joint on the horizon-
tal shoots was permitted to send ll-)rili its buds,

and to iirow unmolested, till the branches had fair-

ly set fruit, generally until they were about IS
inches long. Then the end ol each firanch was
nipped off, and its further .growth prevented. The
perpendicular stem was carefully prevented from
sending out buds. The whole plant was carefully

watched that no more buds mi^ht be permitted to

grow—each one being rubbed off as soon its it ap-
appeared. Thus, from about the middle of June,
I lie vine was not permitted to form any new wood.
During the season the grapes ^rew uncommonly
well, and every one ripened in good season, and
was very fine, as was proved by the numerous
company at the Horticultural Society ex,hibiiion,

who unanimously pronounced them the finc'st

grapes there. The produce of this vine was three

hundred and fifteen bunches, all verv large, and
the berries of uncommon size. The society

awarded to them itsfiist premium lor naiive grapes.
Almost every body, however, doubted whether
the plant had not been injured by this excessive
bearing of fruit ; and many old yardenrrs con>i-
deied that it would be killed hy it. The writer
never doubled on this score. He had only com-
pelled the plant to inake fruit, instead of wood to

be cut off and thrown away, and has no doubt
that if he iiad been able to get the season before a
greater lenirth of wood for fruil branches, the
plant would have supported a much larger quan-
tity of fruit. On trimnung the vine preparatory
lo its bearing in 1840, there was very little wood
to be cut off. Only two buds were left on each
branch of last year's growth, and these are now
growing and showing Iruit buds very finely. The
vine is not (lend, nor does it appear to have been
injured in the least by last year's hard work. So
far, the experiment is beautifully successlul, and
we now feel authorized to recommend this plan to

all who love fine fruit. It must be borne in mind
that the experiment was made with Ihe Isabella
trrape; we of course cannot say any thinjj about
its applicability to other kinds from experience;
but the same reasoning applies with equal force to

all kinds. If the powers of a plant can be turned
fi-om the formation of wood to that of mnkinix
fruit, as we have proved it can in the case of the
Isabella grape, we do not see any reason why the
experiment may not be successfid with all kinds of
grapes and fruit. Or.e thing we do know, that a
plant that bears fruit docs not urow as much as
one that does not ; and we are hence authorized
to inltjr, that the power of the plant mav be di-

rected at pit'asure, either to the ffrowth of fruit or
of wood—that by suppressing the one, you may
increase the otiier, to a very great extent. The
vine above described has attracted the attention

of numerous persons, and many have determined

to follow the example. It may be observed that

this vine occupies no room at all in the garden. It

grows close in tlie corner of the house, a single

stem ascendinif fourteen leet to the balcony, when
it starts off horizontally, as above described, along
the balcony. Tliiis every house in any city that

has a yard at all, so that the vme may be set in the

earth, may have just such a supply of delicious

grapes as the writer of this had last fall.

G. B. S.

trom the New England Farmer,

POULTRY.

We have much pleasure in presenting to our
readers the reply of our friend Hunt to the que-
ries put to hini a lew weeks since in the N. E.
Farmer. 'J'hey are full and satisfactory. We
should be glad to hear again from our correspon-

dent at Koxbury, who can, no doubt, if he will,

give us some valuable suggestion from his expe-
rience. We published in our last the amount of
eggs exported from Westport to New York mar-
ket. The number of eggs and the amount re-

ceived for them were enormous, and show that
" many littles make a mickle."

"The capital invested in poultry and rabbits in

Great Britain is estin.ated at £10,000,000 ster-

ling." "When we look," says McQueen, "at
the immense number of eggs brought from Ire-

land, (50 Ions of eggs and 10 tons of live and
dead poultry have been shipped from Dublin in

one day,) and 60,000,000 eggs imported from
France lor London alone; and this immense num-
ber a trifle certainly to what are produced in this

country, we shall cease to wonder at the large

capital here stated to be invested in poultry of all

kinds. The quantity of eggs imported into Liver-

pool liom Ireland iu 1832,was 4097 crates, value

£81,940 sterling; which at 6d. per doz. give*

3,277,600 dozens, and the number 39,331,200.

In 1833, the import had increased to 7,851

crates, or upwards of 70,000,000. The number
imported into Glasgow from Ireland in 1835, by
the custom house entries, was 19,321 crates,

which at nine eggs to a pound, gives the number,
17,459,568.

The production and consumption of poultry,

game, &c. in Gi'eat Britain and Ireland, may be

judged of by the consumption of Paris, in 1822,

of the following articles and anin.als, according

to Count Chalson— 931,0^0 pigeons, 1,289,000

chickens, 549.000 turkeys, 328,000 geese, 131,000

partridges, 177,000 rabbits, 174,000 ducks."

This .-hows the magnitude of an interest which
is deemed by most farmers of too trifling consi-

deration to be worth making any calculation about.

It is, without doubt, a proportionately great in-

tei'est in this country, yet who in this aspect deems
it worth attending to.

As to our good friend Hunt's pertinacity about

his personal beauty, it will be seen that he struts

about and crows as loud as any old rooster. Now
we shall not dispute the point any farther with him,

but quit the yard ; and, as most people do who
hear him, we agree lo " sign." H. C,

JVymning, Penn., April 20, 1840.

Dear s(V.— In reply to the inquii'ics in your paper

of the Sth inef., I answer

—
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1. There is but one way to keep your roosters

eeparale, and that is to have separate yards for

them. A yard five feet by tea is large enough

for a rooster and twelve hens.

2. 1 give my hens flesh raw or conked, just as

ia convenient. VVlien 1 could ohiaiu it, I gave

the liver, &c., of any animal, cut up iiiio small

pieces. One sheep pluck I Ibuiid suffirieiil lor

nineteen hens and two roosters tor seven days.

Fat pork, boiled or raw, always sets the hen a

singincr—a sure precursory of laying.

3. A temperature of about temperate is best.

This is generally obtained by a tight room with

glass wmdows. 1 am satisfied, however, that a

small stove, in severe weather, would be of great

service. 1 am preparing a house thus furnished.

4. Young chickens for the first week require a

temperature of from 75 to 80 deg. Far., and at

night always about 80 deg. This last may be ob-

tained after the chickens are over a week old, by

a tight box, with a hole in one end, at the bottom.

The heat of the bodies of the chickens will soon

raise the temperature to the right degree. I ob-

serve here, that I found my opinion as to the degree

requisite for young chickens, on actual experiment
with the thermometer and the old hen, Ibllowing

nature as my guide ; she is generally right.

6, I raised one hundred and filly chickens in a

room twenty-five feet long and seven feet wide:

two feet high in front, and four feet high in rear.

The roof was covered tight lor the space of four

feet, the remaining three feet and the front of the

room was covered with stats just fiir enough apart

to keep the chickens from getting out. The
chickens were put into this, having a southern ex-

posure, after they were about two weeks old,

and kept there until they were well fledged. The
tight box of course placed m the oven for them to

sleep in. The three-leet slat covering I had made
80 that I could remove it, to get into the room if

necessary. A pan for water and for food, with the

sleeping box, fijrnishcs the room.
6. If you put one old heu in, she will kill all the

chickens except her own.
7. Answered in 5.

8. You may take the young chickens as soon
as they are a day old from the hen. It is best,

however, to let them remain a day or two.

9. Answered in 5.

10. I gave my hens raw carrots. They would
not eat them. They are Ibnd of raw turnips cut

up; also of ruta baga. I suppose that any Ibod

they will eat is good for them.
11. The moulting varies. Hens in good con-

dition moult in a shorter time than those which
are poorer.

12. I have not been able to ascertain " the hab-
itat'" of the Creole. They are white with black

spots all over, except the neck, which is perfectly

white. Their tails are more fan- like or displayed

during laymg time, and their rumps present a liiller

or more elevated appearance than other chickens'.

The ends of the tail feathers are generally blackish.

They can be obtained about Philadelphia. The
purest kind can be obtained in Buckingham, Bucks
county, Pennsylvania. My good Iriend, William
H. Johnson, of that place, will cheerlLilly duect to

such persons as have them. They are capital
layers—poor setters.

13. Judge Burr, of Vincent Town, New Jersey,
has ihe Booby hen, and the finest coHectiou ol

poultry I have seen any where.—The long Bucks
county hens weighing so much, are Malays.

They are not good layers,and their eggs are very

apt to have two yolks; of course do not hatch

well. With respect.

Thos. p. Hu?jt.

N. B.—You are wrongly informed as to my
leachiuir my children to believe me to be " the

handsomest man," &c. I was not under that ne-

cessity. They believed it by intuition—and I in-

sist upon it that that which is intuiiivefy true,

cannot be demonstratively false. Of course, I am
not content to admit, then, that your judgment is

infallibly correct. All that I can admit is, your

judgment is sincere; but my children say ihey

have never seen a man as handsome as I am, nor

do they believe that you have.

REMARKS ON THE PROPRIETY OF USING
MARL IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

[
From the Carolina Planter.

Mr. Editor.—So far as I have seen or heard,

all those who are anxious lor a geological survey

of the state, seem really and practically to have but

one object, viz. the discovery of marl. Without in-

lending to discuss the propriety of calling this

hunt after marl, a geological survey, or whether it

would not be cheaper and every way more expe-

dient lor the slate— if she must do something—to

appoint some one skilled in the art of finding and

using marl, to search for that alone, or if you

please, for that and other calcareous manures, per-

mit me to ask a lew questions of you or some of

your correspondents acquainted wiih the subject,

I do not ask them idly. 1 happen to live in

the neighborhood of an exhaustible bed of shells,

and, as we suppose, marl also, with which at a

moderate expense I could cover my whole pos-

sessions. 1 wish, however, to know from some
authentic source, how I am to proceed, and xohat

lam to gain by it, belore 1 venture. Will you do

me the tavor to inlorm ine, then, vvliai marl is.

How many kinds there are I What are llie lests

ol'each 1 In what condition it is generally Ibund,

and to what condition il must be biougbl belore it

can be employed as a manure ? 'Ihe simplest

and cheai)est manner of preparing it ^ What
(juantiiy should be put on the ground per acre?

The best manner of doing n'i And, most ol all,

how much it will increase the produce per acre?

And how long it will last? Satislaciory answers

to these questions have probably been given

again and again, but they are unknown to me,

and to most ot your readers probably. I do not

lake Mr. Ruflin's work, il is too lar north lor me.

If the matter has been fully treated there, could

not you or some of your correspondents collect and

condense what he has said, and make an applica-

tion of it to our soil and to our staple ? My land

is in general light and sandy. Your excellent

remark, that linung such land, was like giving

" bitters without beefsteak," confiims an opinion

I have always entertained. And 1 am alraid

marl will act in the same waj'. Eelbre I try ihe

experiment I should be glad il' possible to know
something ccriain about il.

JMiDDLE Country.

[Wc are the tr.ore pleased to lean) from the
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above article, (inasmuch as it proceeds from one

who seems to esteem marling very lightly,) that

there has been already excited in South Carolina

so much interest in regard to marl, and so much

anxiety to discover its existence. We agree with

the writer in or,e at least of his positions ; that is,

that a geological survey is not necessary to disco-

ver the existence, or to fix the value, of marl beds.

And though in a recent address, delivered belLre

a southern agricultural society, the discovery and

appreciation of marl, and the consequent great

value added to the poor lands of lower Virginia,

have been ascribed to the geological survey of this

state, we make bold here to assert that the geolo-

gical survey had no more agency in producing

this improvement than it had in exciting the Se-

minole war.* And, indeed, if it has produced any

good effects to the general and agricultural inte-

rests oi" Virginia, of as much worth as the marling

of even 100 acres of poor land, we confess that

we are unacquainted with all such results.

The interest excited in regard to marl and marl-

ing in South Carolina must lead to the proper use

of the great resources for agricultural improve-

ment and wealth, which have been heretofore, or

until very recently, entirely neglected there. And
even if thoc^e most interested in the matter conti-

nue to refuse to receive information from any ex-

perienced source, merely because it comes from a

distance, the zeal and intelligent observation of

new beginners in South Carolina will ultimately

arrrive at experience and truth, though through

all the disadvantages and all the losses that must

attend an untaught and unaided iipprenticeship in

this new business. We could assure this writer, (if

he could ever hear any thing uttered so "far

north,") that although the person he names suc-

ceeded in quadrupling the income and value of

his land by the application of marl, yet, while so

laboring, untaught by books, and unaided by ex-

perience, that he encountered losses from his ig-

norance which were more than enough to have
paid for as extensive and profitable improvements
as he made ; and that the lights of experience

now published, and which then had no existence,

would, if then attainable, have been worth, as

aid, thousands of dollars to his first iew years' la-

bors. He did not then, or since, think that any
information applicable to his wants and his igno-

rance came from "too far north," or too far south

;

and he would have rejoiced to have obtained light.

* " By a geolc;;ical survey of Virginia, in a district
of country considered unimportant, beds of marl have
been discovered and analyzed ; and, by successful ex-
periment and application to a poor soil, have enhanced
the value of lands fiom coinpaiMtively nothin;^ to a
very hi<;li price." .dddrcss to the Jgr. Soc. of Bar-
hour, Jlla.

if it had existed, whether from scientific research,

or practical observation, from any available source,

or any remote region. However, these remarks

will not be seen by " Middle Country;" and if

they should be, by being republished, he probably

will attribute them t ) our anxiety to secure the

profit of selling him a 50 cent pamphlet, which, if

desired, would be gladly given to him or to any

other person who would probably receive benefit

from its instructions. We do not know, however,

that "Middle Country" would consider our pre-

cepts and facts as coming from " an authentic

source."

A general remark is called for here by the con-

cluding passage in the above article—though we
have said and urged the same, in different forms,

many times before. We did not happen to see

the piece of our esteemed fellow laborer, the very

intelligent editor of the ' Carolina Planter,' which

compared " liming light and sandy land" to giving

"bitters without beef-steak," and therefore we
may not comprehend its scope and force. But we
entirely concur in the expression in one sense,

which was, we presiame, that in which the editor

spoke—and as much dissent from it in another

sense. It is very true that marl, or calcareous

earth, does not act directly by furnishing food to

plants, or as dung and other putrescent manures

do; and whoever marls under mistaken views in

this respect will probably incur loss, if not do ac-

tual injury. If all aid from putrescent manure, in

every form, were withheld, and if the very cus-

tomary system of unceasing exhausting cropping

is pursued, then indeed, to land so treated, mart

would be, in a great degree, " bitters without beef-

steak.'" But, on the other hand, it is not neces-

sary that artificially prepared putrescent manures,

from the stable or barn-yard, should accompany

marling, to render the latter highly profitable.

That, if attainable, would certainly be better ; but

without a load of such manure being applied,

enough putrescent matter may be given to land to

enable marl to double or even quadruple its pro-

ducts, by merely letting the land rest, and be co-

vered by, and not be deprived of by grazing, its own
natural growth of vegetable matter, by which na-

ture manures every soil that is capable of being

enriched; unless where man acts to cut off, or ren-

der useless, this natural and abundant supply.

Yet without calcareous earth to combine with it,

and render it operative, and to fix it in the soil,

this or any other supply of vegetable manure given

is not only like "beef-steak" without "bitters,"

(reversing Dr. Gibbes' metaphor,) but also is gi-

ven to a stomach so weak as to reject, or to refuse

to digest, either beef-steak or the lightest and most

nourishing aliment. When such rejection, by a
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weak and disonkred stomach, is caused by the

presence of acidity, Dr. Gibbes would certainly

administer lime-water, or magnesia, or some other

calcareous or alkaline neutralizer of acids. In

precisely the same way let him reason as to the

acid soils of South Carolina. Give marl to destroy

the existing acid, (which acid forbids improvement

and destroys the productive power of the soil,) and

to create digestive and assimilatinij; action, and let

the land have but a moderate and profitable share

of rest, to enable it to produce vegetable manure

for itself, and we will venture to assert that the

result will be a doubling of permanent productive

power, and of net profit on the cultivation, within

two years after the commencement of the course

of improvement.

But as unreasonable as is such a deduction, it is

generally the case that new marlers expect to de-

rive this great profit without paying any thing of

the necessary consideration required to secure it.

Marl is applied to land that perhaps has been se-

verely cropped in corn or cotton for a dozen years

before, and without any more rest, or other means

to obtain vegetable food, being allowed afterwards.

Of course there is so little eliecl seen from marling

under such circumstances, that the experimenter

considers and so reports it as none, or almost ?jo7jc

—and thence he concludes that the manure is

worthless, and, perhaps, all that has been pro-

mised from it, (under very ditlerent circumstances,)

as altogether false. We have known many, very

many cases of this kind ; and have been greatly

surprised, until the frequent recurrence of the same

thing became custom, that intelligent cultivators

should overlook and neglect every condition of

success required, and distinctly stated as such in

the instructions published, and yet expect the de-

gree of success which the observance of those

conditions would have secured.

But if the requisite of vegetable or putrescent

manuring is enforced on men's minds, then will

come another grand objection. "Oh! il' 1 am to

manure in some other way all the land 1 marl, I

cannot marl much ; and for so much, the land

could do very well without marl." Wrong in both

of these positions—though we cannot here discuss

them in full. We will merely say that while we
were barely able to give prepared putrescent ma-

nures to 10 acres of land a year, (and sometimes

did not to 5 acres,) that rest and natural vege-

tation served to manure (however slightly) 100;

and that the whole 100 acres were easily marled

the same year. And further, if without the medi-

cijie, marl, or "bitters" so given, that the " beef-

steak," or food alone, both the rich and the poor,

would have produced but little visible effect, and
certainly no clear profit.

The writer of the foregoing article certainly im-

poses on Dr. Gibbes a great and most unreasona-

ble task, and which would require the labor men-

tal and physical, ofa year, for him to perform fully.

Nevertheless, if he will undertake it, to any ex-

tent, we are satisfied that the task would be in ex-

cellent hands; and we shall be among tho&e who
will most heartily rejoice at the means being thus

used, in the most palatable and effectual manner,

to give to the planters of South Carolina the in-

struction which they so greatly need, and which

would offer to their acceptance such great indi-

vidual profits and general improvement,

Ed. F. R.]

EXTRACT FROM THE REPORT OTi THE CUL-
TURE OF THE MULBERRY, AIVD THE MODE
OF REARING SILK WORMS IN THE ENVI-
ROIVS OF PARIS, IX 1836.

Made at the Royal and Central Society of Aiiriciilturp, in the
nainfi of a special Committee composed of MM. the Viscount
Debonnaire di; Gif, Jauine Saint Hilaire, Audoin, and Loise-
leur Deslongchainps, reporter.

Until now, they were generally in the habit of
judging of the product of the rearincj ii'om the yield

of'an ounce of seed, but the nundter olpiijis being

liable to vary in the quantity liom forty to fifty

thousand, M. C. Beauvais thinks it more rational

to determine it from the weiirhl of lonves used for

so many pounds of cocoons. At the south it is

generally supposed that two thousand pounds of
leaves, not culled, are required to feed worms of
an ounce of egg^i, which produces on an average
from fifiy to yixty pounds of cocoons.

In taking the weight of the leaves for the basis,

two thousand pounds of leaves have produced one
hundred and eighty pounds; of cocoons in the last

rearing made at the Bergeries. M. C. Beauvais
did not give us in his various notes, the precise

details of the expenses of his rearing; we have
merely found that it results from the general ac-

counts which niclude the rent of the ground, the

ploughing, the trimming of the mulberry plants,

the inierest of the capitai of the plantings and of

the cocoonery, the expense of the gathering, of

manual labor, the heating and lighting, etc.; that

the pound of cocoons of sixteen ounces, amounts
only to fifteen cents. M. C. Beauvais has under-

taken, lor seven years past, on silk worms, a set

of experiments which may be usefully put in prac-

tice. In the note he gave us upon that subject,

he insists principally, upon the means by which one
can obtain a pertisct equality among the worms.
He thiid<s that ihesuccess of rearing depends upon
the worms going regularly through the difi'erent

siages of existence. He wishes them to hatch as

simultaneously as possible, that their moultings

should be accomplished at the same time; and
that at last the worms should mature at once, that

there may not be any dilatory among them, du-

ring the most essential period of their existence,

theformation of the cocoons.

To obtain such advantageous results, imder all

circumstances, M. C. Beauvais states that regu-

larity in feeding the worms is one of the best
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means that can be made use of; and he ie besides

persuaded, that instead of using common stoves,

ihat distribute liie heat more or less irreajulariy,

preference should he given to JM. d'Arcet's appa-

ratus, which has tlie double advantage of distri-

buiing the heat equally in all parts of the apart-

ment, and to purify the air by constant ventilation.*

We highly approve of the views of JVl. C. Beau-
vais, and with him, we recommend to the grow-
ers of silk worms, the use of the apparatus for

the purpose of heat and ventilation.

M. C. Beauvais has tried carefully to discover

the causes of'the diseases to which silk worms are

subject. His experiments have led to the disco-

very that many of them originate from imperfect

eggs, or bad stock. He insists, therefore, not only

on a judicious choice of the cocoons, which must
always be of the most beautiful and even species,

but he advises when the millers have left them to

reject all those that have any defects, and (o pre-

serve lor the reproduction those only which give
the appearance of a strong constitution. The
male miller according to iVl. C. Beauvais, must
have projecting eyes, long horns, very thick and
arched : wide but slender body, covered all over
with a glossy down ; in fine, the wings must be
large, and spread out. The rearer must throw
aside the males that have part oftheir bodies bare
of down, and of which the lower rings are darker
than the rest of the body ; above all he must reject

all the tuales that have short winas clipped or folded

up. The fiiraale must exhibit the same character as

the male, with this difference, that the body must be
wide and flexible. All females whose bodies are

immeasurably long, showing in each movement
rings without down, must be thrown away.

The same may be said of an experiment of an-
other nature, which M, C. Beauvais made in the

spring of 1836, in rearing a certain quantity of
worms after the method of the Chinese. Accord-
ing to that method they feed the young worms
forty-eight times the first day they are hatched,

thirty times the second, twenty-four the third, and
twelve during the remainder of the time of rear-

ing. At the same time that the worms are fed in

this manner, they are kept in a high temperature,

which is from 93 deg. to 95 deg. Fahrenheit during
the first two stages, and from 81 deg. to 84 deg.

Fahrenheit during the rest of the rearing. By this

method the worms, according to M. C. Beauvais,
eat more, while they consume less leaves, because
they make much less litter, and the time of rear-

ing is shortened. That which was made in 1836,
at the Bcrgeries, from this process, lasted only
twenty-one days, and from what has been stated

to us, the worms evinced during the whole course
of their existence, a strength and vigor which are

not common to them in the rearing effected in a
lower temperature by 9 to 11 degrees, and which
lasts ten or twelve days longer.

According to M. C. Beauvais, the advantages
which would result from a rapid rearing extend to

all the economical circumstances of this industry.

They embrace the mulberry trees, manual labor,

the buildings, and even the success of rearing;
but ali these advantages cannot be obtained ex-
cept the heat, dampness, and the frequent feeding,

* See description and plan of D'Arcet's apparatus
at p. 77 of vol. VIII. Far. Reg.

are in perfect harmony together, for tliese three

considerations are so intimately blended, that un-
less they perfectly accord, he does not think they
can succeed, and believes too, that they may ex-
pect greater mistakes than upon the old plan.

Thus the experiment of rearing silk-worine under
the influence of a high temperature, made by M.
C. Beauvais in 1831, and renewed in 1832 with
an excellent healing apparatus, completely failed.

It was only in 1836 that it succeeded, in adding to

the high heat continued feeding, and a certain con-
stant dampness.
With a temperature of 81 to 84 degrees Fah-

renheit, you must keep up a moisture of 85 to 90
degrees of Saussure's hygrometer.

It would, no doubt, be a very great advantage
if it were possible to diminish conveniently the

duration of the period of rearing, for it might
furnish the facility of attending several rearinga

each year, whenever a double or treble quantity

of mulberry trees could be had. This is what
your reporter has explained elsewhere. But
whilst we commend the generous efiorts of iVl.

C. Beauvais to perfect the progress of the art of
rearing silk-worms, your commissioners dare not
recommend the new method to accelerate the

mode of rearing to those just engaged in it. They
can only manifest the hope, that new and multi-

plied experiments will be made on that subject.

They ought not, besides, to allow those persons
occupied with this industry to be ignorant of the

fact of their dreading that in shortening the life of
the silk-worms, they should not have time enough
to digest, in a proper manner, the nourishment
they take; that the juico.s which must be identi-

fied with their own substance, are not sufficiently

perfect to facilitate the secretion of the silk, and
that secretion being too precipitate has not all the

qualifications required for the worm to spin its co-
coon and compose it of a thread both firm and
solid.

We regret that M. C. Beauvais did not give us
a certain quantity ofcocoons ofhis rearing, brought
forward by the means mentioned above, so that

the silk could be removed, as effected in those of
his common crop ; but we ought to m-ention on
this subject, that M. Boissiur de Sauvages had
already tried to rear silk worms under the in-

fluence of a high temperature, and that he had
succeeded by this method to abridge the time of
rearing in such a manner that it only lasted 24
days, instead of36 to 40. This author states that

the product obtained was abundant.
JM. C. Beauvais proposes to make this year, new

experiments on this method, and he has even the
intention of raising the temperature of the locality

in which he means to place his worms, so as to

shorten the course of the rearing, and to reduce it

to eighteen days, if possible.

On this subject we shall observe that ifwe must
yield to the opinion and experience of M. Boissiur

de Sauvages, there is a term beyond which it is not;

possible to shorten the life of the worms, for the
period was absolutely the same in two rearings

undertaken in a high temperature, although, in one
of them the heat to which the worms was subject-

ed was greater by lour degrees, than the other.

Finally, we will express again our fear that the

silk produced too rapidly under the influence of
a very high temperature, will not have the same
qualities ata that raised under ordinary circumstan-
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ces. In fact, we learn from several persons well

versed iti llie tnainiliiclure of Pi!k, ihiit llii? m:iie-

riiil (ioniiii^ Iron) vvurrn cotiiilries, sucli iis Indin,

S\ riii, &(•., IS niiicli le?s t-sJircnieii ;:ikI cl,ieu| er

ihiin iliiit which has been coileciei! Iruni ilie lem-

peraie pans ol' Enrofje. Fur ihis reH.-on we shall

not iWil llie next season to galhor a suffii-iem num-
ber ol'cocoons prodiiceil hy a rupid (nude of rear-

iiiij, lo enal>le us to compare the intrinsic; (juality

ol'theirsilU wiih tiia! ol'ihe same niaierial ohiained

by mea!i< of the old pruce?s Until then we pjiall

(brbear ijivin^ our oj)inion on the merii ol' the

abridi^ed mode of rearing hy ihe influence of a

hiijli lemperaiure, and we ihin)< it must be leli to

lime and exfierieiice to prove what this method
will show in the way ol" advanlagcs or difRculiies.

It is very desirai)le thai all ihe- worms should

hatch ihe same day, that the period ol'iheir moult-

ing should not he diflereni, and finally their ascent

on ihespinnmii: Irame should be made, if not ex-

actly at ihe same hour, at least in a short space o(

time, as, Ibr example, in one day. M. C. Beauvais
thinking that the inequality, more or less iireai,

observable in worms olthe same rearinir, proceeils

from the cause ihat ihe lemale butierflies are not

generally hatched the same day. and also becau.-e

they take several days lo make up the amount ol

their laying, ihoutih that all ihe innequaliiies ob-

servable in the dirtereni siajres of ihe exisienre ol

'.vorms, miirhi oriixinaie in ihe manner in which
the egifs are made ia the common way. To re-

medy this inconvenience, AI. C. Beauvais tried ai

the lime of his last crop, the Ibdowing process.

He selected at first ten times more cocoons than

are necessary to produce one ounce of eggs, ami

as the millers came out. he preserved only ihosi-

haiched ihe same day. Al'ierwards lie did the

same thing for the e^ns that were laid by the le-

male millers afier their lecunda<ion by the males.

Instead ol" pieservinir all the eirirs of the whole

layinii, he reserved Ibr a Tuiure learimx, ihose on-

ly laid by the lemales during ihe iwelve fir>t hours

alier their separation liom the males. We ou;.fhi

likewise to mention, that he manaued so that the

lenffih of the coupiinij; should he Ihe same Ibr all

the females, and as he had kepi ten limes more
cocoons than were necessary to make an ounce ol

eg^i tue first day ihe nnlleis came out, as soon as

he had enouah males and lemales lo irive him ihe

quantiiy ol" etrurs he reqnirfd, be stifled tliechrj'sa-

lis m the remaining cocoons so as lo preserve ihem
jbr reeling. By means o/ this process JNl. C.

Beauvais hopes ihat these effL's havino; all been

produced at nearly ihe same nine will have all the

qualities necessary to hatch simultaneously and

with an equal and perfect oriranizaiion. It will

then be ihe business ofihe rearer, he tells us, to

do noihiniz' 10 interrupt this harmony dur;nj>: the

file time of the worms; and the palm will be

given lo him who will obtain a spinning as rapid

and reijularas their hatching has been.

Such are the hopes ol" success ihat M. C.

Beauvais enteiiains ol" this new melhoil of pro-

ducing the egjTS. VVe hope sincerely thit he will

not be disappointed in his expeeiaiions, and that

he may obtain such happy results ; but we onirhi

to mention to you, cemlemen, it appears very ilif-

ficult that, noiwiihsiandipix all liis care and pre-

caution, he should succeed in reforminir compleie-

ly the inequality between worms ofthe same rear-

ing, an inequality due, perhaps, to one of the laws
Vol. VIII—44

of nature, for we remark it every where among
livioiX hfiiigs. However, if even ihe new expe-
nmems nf Al. C Beauvais. on ihe meth m! of ini.-

proviiiir the layiiiif ol ihe emis of ihe silk-wornia

shuu'd not have all ihe suci'css wished lor, ii is

neveriheless f;rol able ihai ihe practical rearing

and ()hysiokii.'ical hisiory ol' the insect will derive

advaniages iherelrom.

Duiiriu; ihe rearinjr that this able and zealoua

airriculturisi made m June, lb35, sixteen young
men, esiablished lh^•m^elves in \\n'. Bergerics de

Senari, and every day ihey were at ihe eslablish-

ment lo a?sisi in all iheo|)eraiions concerning silk-

worms, and lo instruct ihemsidves by practice. In

the spring of 1S36, ihe same thing was renewed,

hut the crowd ol persons, who came to learn the

art of rearing rilk- worms in the model cocoonery

of A'l. C. Beauvais, and to perlect themselves by
Ihe lessons of such an excellent master, was great-

er than lliai of the precedinir year. Your coni-

mi^siorlers visiied ihe Bergerics twice during l!ie

course of the labors and they Ibund each time a
cnlleciion of ihiriy persons, composed not only of

young men, Imt of men ol' all ages, who, during

one ::ionih, drew such instruciion from the esta-

biishmeni, thai each ol them ivas capable ol' ma-
iiaifiiig a cocoonery himself Tiiis is what we
ascertained al the period ol" our second visit, Irora

llie many questions pui to ihem. and ihe satisfac-

lory answers received. Thus in a veryshnri lime

M. C. Beauvais will have made excellent scho-

lars, who will he able in their turn, to give so id

iiis'ruclion, and diffuse good nieihuds in those dis-

iricis, where ihey intend esiablishmg this new
branch of" agricultural indnslry.

M. Henry Bourdon, beirati to plant mulberry

trees at the end of the winter ol" 1835, and t-ince

ihat time he has increased his plants in such a
n)anner, th.M now he has Ihirteenand ihree-lburihs

acres ol" iiees of this species planted permanently,

.tnd at various distances, according a-- he wished
ihf^m to be more or less develo[)ed. The nearest

ones are about lour leei Irom each other, and the

iiirihest ones, are from ten to eleven li^et. This

pianimg made on ihineen ar,d three-lburth acres

mcludcs in all 10,715 trees, viz:

Aluhicaulis .... 6,015

rVeesL'raftedin May, 1836 - - 4,100

Wild mulb^•rry trees which miisf not be
gral"ted, and' of which the leaf is in-

tended to liied the worms in the first

age - - - - - 1,600

He has also appropriated a space of

ground for a nursery, in which he haa

now young plants of two years - 6,300

Vounir plants of one year - - lo,0(J0

Cutiingsuf muliicaulis - - - 10,000

Total - - 30,300

whic!) 30.300 mulberry trees, added to the 10,715

planted in the ihirteenand ihree-lburlh acres stated

aho>/e, gives him a total ol'41,015 trees, all intended

!"ur low irees.

The greater part of these mulberry trees being

yet loo voung in 1836, to yield tlie quantiiy of

leaves, J\l. H. .Bourdon required to leed ihe worms
he intended rearing in liie s|)rini>-, he tried to get

some in his neiirhborbnod, and he was fortunate

enouirh to find a sufficient quantiiy id feed the

worms produced from two ounces of eggs.
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Twice, gentlemen, your commiesioners called

on JVl. JH. Bourdon lo see his mode of reatino; silk

worms.—The first time was on the 4th of June,

and the 2d of July, at the moment olih^ j^aihering

of tlie cocoons. Ai each ol" tliese visiis the co-

coonery was examined by ili-sm with the greatest

care in ail its details, and tlwy have always been

very much satisfied with the perlect order which

reigned, and with the good care bestowed on the

worms.
M. H, Bourdon, at our suggestion, kept a regu-

lar journal of the rearing made in the month ol

June last. We here give you a short extract so

that you may know the result. The eggs taken

out of the cellar the 19th of May, and brought

gradually to the temperature ol'TO deg. Fahrenheit

were placed on the next day in the room intended

lor the hatching, where the temperature was suc-

cessively raised one degree per day and the hatch-

ing commenced the 25lh at a temperature ol" 79
deg.

M. H. Bourdon has raised silk worms from tfiree

kinds ot eggs, which were decidedly different !rom

each other, and which yielded him various pro-

ducts. A rearing of three-lburths of an ounce,

made with eggs received from Roquemaure, in the

south of France, lasted only thirty-one days, the

worms having been kept constantly in a tempera-

ture of 75 deg. Fahrenheit, and the duration ol the

different stages has been as Ibllows:

The 1st stage lasted

2d
3d
4th

6lh

6 days
5 "

6 "

6 "

8 "

Total, 31 days

During the whole period ofrearingjlhey were fed

eix times a day, without counting occasional inter-

mediate feedings, as tlie worms seemed to require it.

The hurdles were changed every day during li.e

first stages, also during the lourth and filth stages,

but were changed only every other day during

the second and third stages. When the worms
had moulted instead ol immediately giving food lo

then) M. 11. Bourdon waited 24, 30, and even 36-

hours, and the method prove<i liivorable to their

health and the economy of ihe leaves. He sup-

poses that after the fatigue of moulting, the worms
have need of rest.

When the worms came to maturity, their ascent

on the spinning Irames was ai-compli^^hed inihiriy-

six hours, and it was remarked, instead ofcrawling
for some time, as is olien the rase, ihey began
spinning almost immediatply. There were very

few imperfect cocoons. The quantity of leaves

consumed by the worms hatched from the three-

fourths of anniiiice of eirgs that cHtiie from Roque-
maure was 1000 pounds and the product in cocoons
75 lbs. These cocoons were of a very good qua-
lity, and of a very pure while, like those of the

beaulilul Slna species. It required 240 to 260 to

make a pound.
We have already spoken to you, gentlemen, ol

n species of worms called the Syrian which M. C.
Beauviiis attempted to cross wiih the Sina. We
ehall not repeat the renjarks already made above,
respecting this crossing; we shall only observe
that it IS with the variety of worms produced by
lbs coupling ofthe Syrian males and Sina (eraales,

or males of this last variety vviih the Syrian fe-

males that M. H. Bourdon has made several in-

teresting experiments. We could not relate ihen:>

all vviibout exceeding the bounds of this re[)ori,

and that is the reason why we ehall be saii.<fied

to give you the iiillowing. Suuck, like M. C.
Beauvais, with the irregularity which almost al-

ways exists in tlie hatching of the ei'gs as well as

at the time ofthe mouhings and of the ascent, M.
H. Bourdon thought that this irregularity might
be attributed to the use of the eirgs laid ai differ-

ent timesin therearing. In order to ascertain if

the irregularity in the different phases ofthe exis-

tence of the worms was owing to the causes he
suspected, be arranged in 1835, at the time of ihe

la}ing of ihelt^male millers, two difierent cloihs to

receive the etrgs. On the first cloth he caused the

laying of half ofthe lemale millers lo be conijilete;

on the second cloth, on the contrary, he rereivtul

only those pgi!:s laid during the first Iwenty-lbur

hours by the utherlcmalcs. In the spring of 183G
the two kinds of eggs, obtained by these means,
having been placed at the same tiiDC in the

hatching aparimeiit, those proceeding from ihe

first cloth look two days lo perlect their fiatching,

while those of the second, proct^eding only ironi

the laying made in twenty-lour hours, took only

one day lo hatch. There remained but an insig-

nificant number of eggs. M. H. Bourdon has
besides a!?sured us that the worms hatched in

twenty-lliur hours, had constancy a great supe-
riority over the others, as much lor their pquidity

and regularity during ad their stages of which the

moulting and the ascent are the principal, as lor

the economy of the leal! ft is hoped that new
ex()efimenis will confirm these loriuiiate results,

and if ihoi^e ofihe same nature, undertaken by M,
C. Beauvais, succeeded equally well, the rearers,

will no lioubt hasten to adopt this new method of
procurihg eggs. In that case the loss of sevt-rat

hundred or several thousand cocuons will bo
trifling, compared with the advantages which
might result from this improved process. We
omitted (o meniion that ilie cocoons spun by the

Syrian worms were much larger and heavier than

any we have ever seen. One hundred and ninety-

seven of those focoons taken by chance, weighed
one pound, and in selecting the finest and heaviest,

167 only were required to make up the same
weight.

The third variety of ens^ that M. II. Bourdon
caused to be hatched in May, 1836, was sent lo

him from Valencia, in Spain, a country which waa
lormerly muih liimed (or its silk worms. These
egi.'s, far from answering his expectations, occa-

sioned him enormous losses. First, those from
Valencia hatched in a very irregular manner;
afterwards, at each mouliing, and even at every
change of the hurdles, the mortality among the

worms was very irreat. A sufficiently large num-
ber of worms wliich had dragged on their existence

until maturity, died at the moment of their ascent

upon the spinninix Irames. Lastly, I'rom an ounce
of eggs haiched, M. JB. Bourdon extracted but

three pounds eight ounces of cocoons, for which
product, he li^d out one hundred pounds of leaves.

He is doubtful whether he is to attribute this

drawback to the journt^y, to the change of climate

or to the mi^.niier in which the eggs were produced.

In the aciual state of the science it is still impossi-

ble to Ueterniiue what ean be the causes which
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have been so hurtful to the worms produced from

the e^gs of Valencia, in Spain. Your reporter can
only lueniion that he received in 1824 eggs I'rom

isiriyrna in tiie Levant, which, afier having tra-

velled by sea, were tent to hini I'roiu Tou on in a

jelier by mail, and the worms coming Irom this

seed t^hovved no particular disease, and they
arrived at the period of iheir maturity without a
greater number dying than is customary in the

ordinary rearing. M. 11. Bourdon in the arrange-
ment of his cocoonery made many useful modilica-
tions, of which we give the Ibilo wing account.

Fust.— Instead of disposing end to end his hur-
dles which were two IJiei wide, and live feet 5i)iig,

he has juxia-placed them, two by two, and the

width oi ihe two hurdles united together is such.,

that a Single person can diiect the leediiig on ihe

whole surlace in alternating li'om one side to the

other
J
thus by this juxta-positioii of the hurdles,

much space is gained wuhout an injury to the
wliole mode of operation.

Second.— By means of light v/ooden rods placed

on the cross pieces oithe props the hurdles can be

•lemoved easily.

Third.—The hurdles are arranged in such a
manner, that the one placed on the outside, cr at

the passage, can be removed at will, vvhich greatly

iacil Hates the labor chiefly lor the cleansing of the

iiurdles.

Fourih.—JM. H. Bourdon makes use of nets hke
JM. C. Beauvais to remove his v/ovuis Irom one
place to another, or to divide them on the hurdles,

but his nets are fixed on Irames made of very light

wood.
Finally, M. 11. Bourdo'a has adopted in his co-

coonery, to serve as props to his hu.-dles, a range
of single posts, vvhich can be easily taken to pieces

after the rearing, so tliat the locality may serve lor

any other use.

All these modifications introduced in a small
apartment appeared to us susceptible of being
easily applied to a large establishment. It suffices

to have seen them operate, to be convinced that

they do not require a much greater increase of e;i-

pense in the fixtures.
* * » '"

H'

M. Aubertin 1836 reared worms produced from

2| ounces ofei^gs proceeding from worms reared in

ly35 by M. Boucher, and the cocoons of which
did not appear to ditfer very sensibly Irom those ol'

the ISina species, except that tliey v/ere perhaps

a little smaller and weighed less. The fircl eggs
were placed on the 20ih of May in a hatching room
where the temperature was 63 degrees Fahren-
heit, and it was brought the Ibllowmg day to

74^. On the 2oLh of May, the thp.rmonicter being

at this last elevaiion, the hatching commenceil
at 2 o'clock in the morning according to M.
Aubert's observation, and ceased at 10, and as

very few worms were hatched they were not pre-

served. On Ihe 2dih the ihermomeier being at

77 deg. the hatching commenced again at 2
o'clock in the morning and continued until noon.

Many more worms having been liatched than on
\he [ireceding day ihey were saved and led. On
tlie27i!i ot'May the thermometer being still at 77
deg. the haichinij recommenced al)Utidantly, al-

Avays at 2 o'clock in the morning and lasted until

5 o'clock in the evening. On the next day, the
28th, the temperature being still the same, the
hatching began anew from one o'clock in the
morning until eleven.

All the worms hatched during those last two
days were reared with those of the 26th, but those
liatched on the 29th, being much reduced to num-
ber were neglected. In this manner the entire

rearing was composed of worms hatched the 26lh,
271 h and28ih o!' May.
The application oithe excellent system of venti-

lation which we owe to our iionorable colleague

M. d'Arcet was made in the cocoonery ol Neuilly,

and tha worms were inaimained in perlt-ct health.

During the first stsges M, Aubert led his worma
twelve times a daj', from six to eight times during
the third, and five times during the last two, to

v/hich slight repasts were added during the fifth

stage.

On this subject we think proper to express ouf
opinion that it would appear more rational to re-

serve the twelve meals a day, for example, for the
last stage, which is the time the appetite of the
v.'orms becomes greater, and that it would be pos-

sible without inconvenience to reduce the meals to

4 or 5 during the two first ages. We advisee rear-

ers to make a lew experiments on this subject.

During all sorts of weather the worms of the co-

coonery oi'I^Jeuilly had cleansed leaves only, and
they Vi?ere given to ihetn cut into small pieces un-
til the 3d stage.

From the second stage until the tim^ of spin-

ning, M. Aubert changed the beds of his worma
every other day by means of Iramed nets let in the

hurdles. The changes were made, with the ut-

most lacility and the worms crawled up quickly on
the nev/ leaves which covered the nets, without
scarcely any remaining on the litter. To give an
idea of the promptitude with which the changes
were effected M. Aubert assured us that during
the 5th stage, two persons, besides a third one
charged especially to remove the litter and to

transport it out of the establishment, could in two
hours attend to the changing of 48 hurdles, form-

ing together a surface of 469 square feet. What
rendered it easier to accomplish the changes on
the upper hurdles was that M. Aubert caused
puliies to be placed in order to bring down all those
that were too high and beyond common reach.

As the worms of Neuilly were hatched in three
different days, three sections of them were formed,
which during all the rearing continued to progress
at certain intervals from one another. There has
also been considerable irregularity between worma
hatched the same day, and when we visited the
cocoonery for the second time, the 13ih of June,
the v/orms being then at the beginning of their

third stage, v/e took notice of a certain quantity
which, as to size, appeared inferior and backward
by several days. Vv e observed a person selecting

them carefully from the hindles to put them aside.

The heat oithe cocoonery was 77 deg. during the
fiist two stages ; in the third it was limited to 72
decf. during the -'ih it was between 70 and 72 deg.
and finally ii was not nsore than 68 deifroes during
the 5th stage. Under the influence of this tempe-
rature the worms of the first section crawled on
thespinn'nir frames on the 2Sth d:iv, those of the
2d on the 30th, and those of the 3d sec'ion on the

32d day. To the dila'ory ones six more days
were required that they might all be spinning.

As to the worms of the Slna species, of which M.
Aubert only raised one eighth of an ounce, they
spun on the 30th day, but a very email number
remaining on the litter, and during the 48 hours
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which followed they began, BLiccee.=ivel3% to make
thpir cocoons.

'Vo prevent the worms I'rom nillinir at the period

oftheir ascent JM. Aubert pla<'ed on ihe upper f)riri

of his epinninir friimes a band of cnnviiss aboul 6

indies hi<^h, fixed outside, and whiili, wiilioul in-

tercepting liie air, lias iJjri-aliy contributed to pre-

serve a birge niiniber of worms from lalis, which
hurt tliem and incapaciiate ilieuj from making
their cocoons. The expense of this was very

trifling and well compensated by an abundant crop

of cocoons. The consumption of leaves was,
during the firjt stage, - - 12 Itis. 7 oz.

2d " - - 4S " 3 "

3d " - - 103 "

4h " - - 276 "

6ih " - - 1,419 "

Tofnl, - - - 1,858 10

This quantity of leaves produced 157 pounds of

cocoons.

The royal theoretical insliliiiion of Grisrnon did

not wish to be behind in the impvovemi^its regard-
ing this branel> of asxricultural industry, and ac-

cordingly M. Bells, director of that esiabiishment,

coituiidnced in the jear 1833 to plant mulberry
trees, and on ilie4ih ol July last when your com-
missioners went to Gnunnn, they fjund al>out

3| acres of ground in a perfect stale of cidiivation,

and planted wiih 1500 (I'et of mulberry trees ol

low stalks, of which liiur-fiiihs are grafed. !l was
with ihe leaves ga'hered from those trees that itie

rearing of las', summer was mac^e.

Accordiiiif to a eiaiemein ifiven us by M. Bells,

his eniiie reaiing Ia>ied 39 days, and this delay
may be alirihnted to hi-^ cocoonery having been
knpi at a temperature, on un average, of 70 (leir.

(F ihrenheit,) and to ilie rircLnnsiance of the iher-

mometer falling even to 68 deL^ during the seven
last days of ihe 6ih aL'e. This low temperature
lias no doubt leiii:th med ihe time nf his rearing,

and was ihe ctiuse that ilie worms were ei^ht (bi_\s

in mounting. Another more, c-erions diradvaniage
has contributed no doubt to dimuiish the product

of the same rearing, viz : that on the filih day of

the fifth stage, instead of increasing the ibod of

the worms, he, fearing he would not have a suiTi-

cient quantity of leaves, diminished ihequan'iiy
given to them instead of increasing it in proportion

as he should have done. Thus the worms tu

which on the fourth day of the fifth age they had
given 151 lbs. of leaves divided into nine repasts,

had on the fifth day 121 lbs. instead of 190 ibs.

which was requisite. On the follovvinff day, and
until the end of the rearing, he continued to di-

minish the quantity of leaves at least one third,

and gave them only four repasts in twcmty-fjur

Ijours, instead of trom seven to nine, wliich was
necessary. Th's no doubt had a direct influence

on the crop, and perhaps diminished the product

from 15 to 20 Ibs. so that the 105 Ibs. which he
obtained might have reached to 120 or 125 lbs.

had he not learcd a scarcity of leaves. On the

14:h of July when we visited the planiaiion ol

mtilherry trees we discovered that his lears were
groundless atul it appeared to us that there re-

mained as many as 3 or 4 quintals of leaves on

the treea, which fifteen days previous, could have
been gathered with advantage to complete the

deeding.

On this last pubjpcl we cannot conceal from yoO
ihat if we do admire the fine coeootiery of iM. de
G'imandei we cannoi recommend it as a model to

be li'llovved. Insiead o.''tvvo immense cocooneries
wliich touch each other and are united at right an-
gles, eacli of which can contain the worms pro-

ceeding li-otn 80 ounres of eirgs, from which 3 or 4
millions of worms must be produced, we should
have been beiter satisfied if he had distributed in

several parts of his profierty Irom 8 to 10 cocoo-
neiies, in each of which from 15 to 20 ounces of
eugs could have been deposited. Until now, ex-
fierience has shown that the reatings effected in

small apartments have always succeeded belter

than those undertaken in large rooms.

M. de Grimaudct it is true has adapted to his

cocoonery the fine ventilating a[iparatus of M.
d'Arcet which succeeded so well in 1885 at M. C.
Beauvais', but is it not to be fir^ared that this ap-
(laratus. excellent as it may be, miirht he insuffi-

cient when apiilicd to too large a room, in which
an immense quantity of worm'^, several millions

lor example, will bp. assembled, thereby insuring

its merits as applicable to cocooneries of smaller
proportions 1

'J'he worms fed in small secluded cocooneries

could he [(reserved Irom disease more easily than
in those of larger dimensions, and if situated some
distance I'rnm one another the contagion could not

spread, but would be confined to the one in which
the disease oriirinaied. We cannot tlierel(3re ap-
prove ol the vast and splendid cocoonery ol iVl. de
Giiaiauiiet, and fear that his system of building

may prove fatal to an enterprise to which we so

sliongly Wish success. That which M. de Gri-

maudet made in Villemomble in 1835 he repeated

near Versailles in 1836. In ihe course of the last

year he caused to be erected at the gate of that

town, near the jraies of Montreuil a new and
splendid cocoofiery 120 (i^et in length. 27 It^et in

width, and 18 feet in height. It is his intention to

rear therein the worms produced from 120 ounces
of egi/s, and in order to provide /bod ti^ir such a
great number he hai« already commenced near his

buildings a plantation of mulberry trees of several

acres.

The 2d of July we visited the cocoonery of PtI.

Christojjhe, in Viirneux, but the worms had alrea-

dy spun, and tlie cocoons were ol an excellent

quality.—We remarkeil particularly at his estab-

lishment several cocoons produced from worms
which vve were assured had been fi'd, during the

first fifteen days of their existence, with lettuce

leaves. We mention this, bur cannot vouch lor

it a~ a fact

—

Itut if, by new experiments, it could be

confirmed, it would prove of some importance.

Upon every side efforts are making to extend in

diflierent parts ofFiance the culture of the mulber-

ry tree and the rearing of the silk worm, which,
Ibrmerly, many persons thought belonged exclu-

sively to the sou I hern provinces of France. Not
only have all the experiments made in the neigh-

borhood of Paris succeeded, but the products have,

ill £reiieral, surpassed those obtained at the south.

Tliese happy results are owing to the high state

of perlectiun to which the northern rearers have
brought the mode of rearing the silk worm, and
principally to the application of the apparatus of

ventilation to the cocooneries invented by M.
d'Arcet. A few years more and the north of
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France will realise immense profits from this new
industry.

The iieiL'hhorhood ofP.iris prodiicps already the

h;iiidsoii)»^dt siik in ihe world as rel;ard^J whueiiess:,

fineiietjsi ol" lexiure, aiid elasticity. We must now
apply ourselves lo its retjularity and its produition

on a hu'ire scale. The profiis of i his new proiiuc-

tion are enormous, hm it retjuiresa knowledi^e and
attention which are met with only amoiitj learrrnl

and enliirhienod proprietors. That branch of in-

dustry never prospered in ihe hands of a proprie-

tor averse to innovations or improvements. This
circumstance is authemicaled by the bad silks pro-

duced in Touraine and Provence.
It must also he remarked that the countries

which have raised silk lor the hntjest time, such as

China, Persia, Turkey, &c., are also those that

are the most averse to improvements, and conse-

quenily ihey now produce the worst silks ; such
as sells from 50 to 70 per cent, under the Italian

and French silks.

THE MODEL, FILATURE AT PHILADELPHIA.

From tlie Jniirnal of tlie American Silk Society.

The results obiained by the establishment of

this filature, have been so (jratifying to those who
are immediately connected with the company,
that some notice of them may be interesting to

your reailers, lo whom you have made our estab-

lishment lamiliar, copying our briel'prospectus into

your last number. Our capital is ^20,000, in

shares of .^20 each, and we ofierate under a
charter obtained Iroin the governor oC Pennsylva-
nia, whom a general law of the state aujhorizes
to issue letters patent, under certain limitations,

for the incorporation of persons embarking in (he
silk busmess. Under this law charters are obtained
directly from the governor, without the trouble and
delay of an application to the legislature. The
whole expense is the lee of ^4, required at the
secretary of state's office. A limited amount ol

stock was sold, and only $5 per share required to

be p;iid : a principal otiject with us being to get
the filature into actual operation, no matter in how
humble a way. I'he necessary apparatus beinir

obtained, advertisements were extensively publish-
ed, and are yet continued, ottering to purchase at

(air prices, all the sound or pierced cocoons that
might be brought to us. Nunieroas lots, from
Tennessee, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New
Jersey, very soon came in, and the cash was paid
for the whole, lo such as were willing to sell. At
present, the supply seems to have entirely ceased,
and will probably not revive until the new crop is

ready.

Among the cocoons purchased by the directors
were some very small lots of lialf a bushel up to

two bushels, raised in New Jersey by indigent
and aged Icmales, and some by litlJe boys in this

city. Four dollars per bushel was the highest
price awarded to any ; but it would be difficult to

convey to you an idea of the gratification and
delight which the prompt payment of the money
attbrded to these persons. Every one expressed
himself fully satisfied with the price, some said it

was quite as much as tliey e.xpected ; and many
wei;e encouraged to go on, and double or treble
fheir crops the present year.

We are satisfied the happiest eflTects have been
produced upon the public mind, by even the limit-

ed exertions we have been able to nnike. We
have three Piedmontese reels, and six to eight

lemales employed in pre|)arii)g the pierced cocoons
by removing ttie shell ol the ciirysuli>, boihng the

cocoons, and epinning them inio yam, which is

aliervvards converted into thread lor knitimg or

weaving. The spinning is perlormed on a com-
mon spinning-wheel, and the whole process is

curried on at the filature.

A young lady, who volunteered as a reeler, haa
been, at the tune this is written, engaged about
three weeks in reeling cocoons. She has been
working on a lot Irom Tennessee, which are pro-

baltly as indiH'erent a lot as could be produced,

they are very small, covered with a superabun-
dance of Hoss, very sharp pointed at the ends, and
possess no merit but that of .-eeling freely. They
have evidently been made by sickly worms

;
yet

a bushel of these indifierent coccons wiien dossed,

afiords three quarters of a pound of silk, as ascer-

tained by actual measurement and weight. No
sort of doubt exists with us, that if we could only
obtain good cocoons, tjiat a full pound and a
quarter would be the product of a bushel. But
no good ones have been ottered to us. This young
lady, after three weeks' practice, leels three-quar-

ters of a pound of silk daily, (about 30 to 40 fibres

to a thread,) and (or all of lier reeling during the

first ten cays, we have been voluntarily ottered

^5 50 per pound cash, and have sold it at that

price. Her subsequent reeling has been sold (or

^6 cash ; and that price may be guarantied lor all

we can produce, il it were a ton every week. The
causes which have led to the present depression

in business of all kinds— the scarcity of money,
and the low prices to which all staple articles have
receded—have had no ettect upon the price of
either raw silk or sewing silk. Six dollars per
pound may be depended on lor raw silk well reel-

ed, and ten dollars lor all good sewing silk. A
girl, ajier two months' practice, if ordinarily atten-

tive and ambitious to excel, will reel one pound
daily without any extra labor, during the usual
working hours.

Our filature is visited daily by strangers from al!

parts of the Union, and the various operaiions of
reeling, spinning, &c. actually going on, attord

abundant gratification to all. Care is laken to ex-
plain to such the particulars of the various pro-

cesses, and lo answer the multitude of inquiries

made by every stranger who visits us. Tins of-

fice, in the absence ol the directors, (to whom the
sole conduct is entrusted by the charter,) is per-

lormed by Mrs. H. iVlcLanahan, the superinten-

dent. This lady is eminently qualified, by a prac-

tical knowledge of all the branches ol the silk

business, to t)e the efficient head of such an esta-

blishment. A case is also shown, containing sam-
ples of silk reeled by ihis lady, of a quality so ex-
(juisitely fine, as to be worth ^12 per pound ; to-

iretlier with many other specimens of her superior

skill.

A small pamphlet has been prepared, contain-

ing a sketch of the objects of the association,

wiih the charter and by-laws, and 2,000 co()ies

were printed for gratuitous distribution, 1,000 of
which were immediately distributed by mail lo

persons interested in the silk-bnsiness, in various

parts of the country. Copic?: of tiiis pamjihiet are
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given to strangers who visit tiie establishment.

The directors have been surprised to observe that

so small a (]uantily oi' cocoons has been oHijred lor

sale, thoiitjii they have taken so much pains to

apprise the public of their readiness to buy for

cash. The new crop, however, may soon t>e ex-

pected to come in, as laro;e quantities ol' worms are

already haiched out in ihis vicinity, and il' ordina-

ry success attend the growers, some very heavy
crops will be realized, besides many smaller ones.

Wtien good cocoons come in, our operations may
be expected to go on much more to our satisfac-

tion than at present.

We believe the business of buying cocoons and
reeling the silU lor immediate sale in its raw slate,

to be a profiiable business of itsellj whether car-

ried on by companies or individuals. By the lat-

ter, no doubt, a greater profit will be secured, as

all individual enterprises are carried on with more
economy, tact, and skill, than those of a compa-
ny. Cocoons of good quality can be reeled for

about seveniy-five cents per bushel, affording one
pound of silk worth ^6. ilence, if ^4 be paid

lor them, there will be a clear profit of SI 25 per

bushel ; and as a girl (with a child at ^1 weekly,

to turn the reel,) can reel a bushel daily, ten such
girls, il constantly employed on good cocoons,

would realize to tlie proprietor of a filature of ten

reels, a gain of ^12 50 daily, from which the

slight chartjes of rent and fuel, are to be deducted.

A capital of i^300 would start such a filature, as

the silk can be sold lor cat:h daily or weekly, ac-

cording to the wants of the proprietor. As so

small a capital is sufficient lo secure so important

an aid to thesilk business, the triends of the cause
should assemble and establish small filatures in

New York, Baltimore, Richmond, Norlblk, Pins-

burg, Lancaster, Cincinnatii, Wilmington, Bur-
lington and other principal towns, lor the imme-
diate purchase of the new crop of cocoons. We
are satisfied no measure could possibly be adopted,

which would so certamly place the whole business

on a solid Ibundation, and strengthen the confi-

dence of those now hall-way inclined to under-

take it.

Care must be taken in purchasing cocoons.

Some are rendered utterly unfit lor reeling by being

scorched in curmg ihem. Others are made equal-

ly worthless by sulfei ing fijrmenlalion to take place

in then), from not drying them sufficiently afier

curing, if cured by steatning. A little praciice

will enable a girl to detect imperli^ctions of this

kind in cocoons offered lor sale— but, perhaps, in

estimating expenses, some allowance should be

made lor loss in buying bad cocoons. There has

been quite a demand in this city during the spring,

i'oT females who understand rearing wornis and

reeling cocoons, and a suificient number could

not be found to su|)ply it.

Among the reels at the model filature, is one
im[)orted direct I'rom Piedmont a few years since.

Though built in an apparemly clumsy and lum-

bering style, both as regards the timber and the

workmanshq), yet when the silk ree ed upon it is

compared wiih that produced on those American
rei'ls which are called improoements on ilie Pied-

mont machine, the diflerence in liivor of the for-

fner is so manliest as to place iis superioriiy lieyond

all question. The silk is certainly possessed ol

ijreaier lustre ; it is more readily cleared of knots

and burrs, and it is laid on the aspel in a different

sized skein. The great strength of the aspel
maintains a unilbrm tension in the skein as it ia

drying, and to this we doubt not the superior lus-

tre is owing. The shrinking of a half day's reel-

ing, broke two asfieis of an American reel, show-
ing how necessary it is lijr the aspel to be strong
enough to maintain ihe silk oC uniform tension un-
til perlecily dry. This reel will be used as a mo-
del lor all others intended lor the use of this fila-

lure, and variations in the oihers now on liand,

will be changed so as loconlorm to that Irom Pied-
mont. We think the possession of iho real Pied-
montese reel, almost indispensable to all producers
of raw silk. Tbe art ol' reeling is not by any
means so difficult as Ibreign writers assert. A
girl who has any real desire to learn, can reel half
a pound daily after a month's practice, and a
whole pound at the end of another month. Fe-
males will f>e received al the model filature, and
instructed in the art of reeling, without any other

charge than the simple obligation lo remain three

months at the esiablishmeni ; at tlie end of which
time, if Ibund competent, a certificate of their pro-

ficiency will be given to them by the directors.

Further particulars of our operations will be for-

warded to you fi'om time to time, il' you consider

the inlbrmaiion desirable lor your readers. JVl.

Philadelphia, iMay 4, i840.

DIFFBRENT SOILS IN KENTUCKY, AND THE
CONJECTrREK FORMATION OF THE RICH
LANDS AROUND LEXINGTON.

From tlie Franklin Farmer.

The success of the agriculturist depends not
only on industry, judicious rotation of crops, ma-
nuring, and the adaplaiion of the mode of culti-

vation lo the nature of vegetables and their modes
of growth, but on the nature of the soil and its

consequent peculiar fitness tor crops of one kind

rather ihan of anoiher. Hence, some knowledge
of chemistry, mineralogy and geology, enables

the tiller of the soil to derive greater resources

Irom his capital and to avoid great disappoinimenl;

in the investment of capital and in the cultivation

of crops not suitable to ihe soil.

Some stock raisers of Bourbon and Clarke,

raised on the calcareous lands of these counties,

so finely adapted to grasses, (endogenous gluma-
ceous [ilanis, of which the poa Iribe, including the

greensward or blue gmss is so valuable, and not

the exogenous, leguminous plants, incluiling the

trifulium pratense repens, &c., red and white clo-

ver, which latter grow very well on silicious soils

if rich,) who have bought lands in the sandstone

region w nil llie expeclalion of having fine grasa

jiaslures, will be greatly disappointed. They will

find that the silicious soil, although rendered black

and apparently Hs rich as the Bourbon land, by the

decay of vegetable matier mingling with the iron

washed down Irom the hills, is not adapted to

greensward pasturage. They will succeed better

with corn and clover, and still better with the

nmlberrics for silk and the grape vines lor wine.

But for these branches of national industry they

are not prepared. They would do well therelbre

to fix themselves on calcareous lands, and leave

the sandstone lands to others. Until the mulberry

and Ihe vine shall become parts of our agricultural
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system, the lands in the sandstone re<iion will be

most probably devoied to tlie raising ol' Indian

corn, oais and le<runiinous crops. All these crops

will, I presume, be easily disposed ol' in li;ediiig

liogs, and alier a ideological survey of this com-
aiunvvealih, in supplying fro/i smelters and colliers

and those coiuiected vvuli tliem, who will consti-

tute a considerable population in that part of the

stale least lavorable to agricultural purpose? ge-

nerally, and to graziers particularly. Although in

speaking of Kentucky, we say il is a limeslone

country, ihis expression is to be taken with much
iiiuiialion. The superficial stratum on which the

larmer has to operate, in a large portion of the

state, is not calcareous, and if tlie substratum is

limestone il is overwhelmed by the delnius of sand-
stone and iron ore. It is true, thai the limestone

occasionally outcrops among the hills, but it does

not give characier to the soil. It is well known
thai the nature of the rocks of the country is a
sure index of the nature of the soil in a great por-

tion tbrnied from them. By determining therelore,

the lines ol demaication pursued by the su|)erticial

rocks, we have sure iiidicaiions of the nature ol

the soil on the lauds below them, except on the al-

luvions of the streams. On these we find the dis-

integrated materials of the lands Iroin which they
fiow mingled with the si one and soil of the imme-
diate neighborhood. Thus, on the alluvial bot-

toms ot Licking and Kentucky rivers, we find the

sand and Iragmeuts of sandstone, iron ore, shale,

coal and conglomerate, carried down from the

couniit's of PiKe, Estill, Clay, Perry and Floyd,
and deposited in the river bottoms in the counnes
below, in the soil essentially calcareous, carried

from the neigboring lands. The alluvial bottoms,

iheretbie, on the streams passing down from the

mountainous country of sandstone, iron and coal,

through calcareous. lands, lower down, partake ol'

the character ol boih regions, \»^hile the bottoms
on the smaller streams, not extending into the

highlands, are not of so tTiixed a consistence.

With the exception of such alluvial lands, the

lines of rock enable us to speak wiih sufficient pre-

cision of the nature of the soil. In passing Irom
Franklort, eastward, between Paris and "Winches-
ter, and in the direction of Mount Sterling, we
find no rock in place but limestone, intersected by
occasional veins of lead ore, and one, I think, of

sulphate of barytes, until we gel four or five miles

east of Winchester. Here we arrive at the first

range of sandstone, alternating with the lime-

stone, and this range runs north-east and south-

west across from the Kentucky river to Licking,

very nearly parallel to the Cumbeiland mouniain,
where it constitutes the boundary of Harlan and
Floyd counties. Whether it extends further than

these streams, or changes its direction beyond
them, I do not know from personal observation

;

at this line, commences a great change in the soil.

Until we arrive at it, the soil may be considered

essentially a calcareous and aluminous earth, en-

riched by decayed vegetable matter, and colored

by oxide of iron. North-eastward and south-

westward of this line, lor a lew miles, the soil is of

a mixed character, gradually partaking less of lime,

and more of sand, till the high hills begin to ap-
pear, then the change is complete, the limestone
soil being overlaid and deeply covered by the de-
bris Irom the sand and ironstone hills, which are

flanked by mural escarpments and precipices ol

considerable height. These alford sublime and
picturesque views to men, and places of retreat to

bears and wolves. In these hills, are Ibund beds

of iron ore, and beneath them, stone coal outcrop-

ping in the ravines Irom beneath the shale and
sandstone, and indicating their existence for miles

below their position, by fragments carried down by

the water. Here the blackberry, the hazle and
the whortleberry, the ivy or calico-bush, and the

kahnia laiiflora usurp the possession of the earth,

while the pine, the cedar, and the cypress invade

the heavens aiiove, and indicate a change of cli-

mate as well as of soil. They all combine to ad-

monish the iiinner to respect their natural rights,

and wage no unequal war with them for the pos-

session of the soil which would but poorly pay the

expenses of the conquest. While, to the miner,

the mineralogist, and the florist, these hills and
precipices and deep ravines oHer the most attrac-

tive objects. To the state at large, there is no

subject of greater interest, nor one which pro-

mises more useful results to her permanent pros-

perity, than a ffeolujfical survey of her territory.

As to the causes which have produced that sur-

passingly beautiful and lertile basin of land lying

between Licking and Kentucky riveis, of which
the sandstone region above Winchester is the up-

per boundary, and the hills ol Franklin, Owen,
Grant, Scott and Harrison, the lower, we can only

conjecture. It has received various names, such

as the garden of Kentucky ; the Eikhorn Para-

dise, &c. It is the "dark and bloody ground" ibr

the possession of which, the Indians so long con-

tended with the " Long Knives." It was well

worth the winning. For a lairer laml " the sun

ne'er shone upon." Its central point of depression

has never been ascertained, 1 believe, by survey-

or, geologist or engineer. It is drained principally

by North and South Eikhorn, which unite a lt3\v

miles Irom Franklort, and carry the superfluous

water of this basin into Kentucky river. The soil

is generally of a dark chocolate color, lighter or

rather redder on the higher grounds and darker in

the lower, except the mere superficies, which is

very dark, in some places black. The causes we
shall allude to hereafter. The rock of the sub-

stratum, at the distance of from three to ten feet

below the surlace, is blue limestone, in horizontal

strata, imbedding numberless shells.

Still lower, we meet with harder limestone, ca-

pable of receiving a good polish, called " Kentucky
marble," of which tombstones, &c. are made.
The rock on the surlace, and interposed among
the soil, is apparently newly Ibrmed limestone,

containing many shells and petrilaciions. It is of

a lighter color, and in much thinner layers than

ihe blue limestone. Many specimens bear a
strong analogy to the tulij or travertine of Italy.

It is veiy friable, and its disintegration by rain and
frost is very rapid. In descending hills and ap-

proaching the streams we meet with it throughout

the whole basin. It ibrms steps and benches across

the roads, rendering them bad lor wheel carriages,

and rough even to the traveller on horseback.

Of the forest trees, all of which have been enu-

merated and described by others, none in this re-^

gion seem to be very old. There is no " cedar of

Lebanon" among them. The sycamore or but-

ton wood, poplarj^ (lyriodendron tulipfera,) burr

oak, walnut and ash, have attained the greatest

size. As all of these are exogenous, consequent-
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I5' their age is easily ascertained, from the con-

cenlric rin<is indiciiting the iirowlli of each year.

I have examined some ol' the?e, apparently as old

as any, and tlieir age does not exceed three hun-

dred and fiiiy years. In speakinix of the soil, I

should have iTKMilioned that aboui five and a half

miles below VVinchester, there are a number of

li-agments of light sandstone, Irom the size of a

nia'n's hand to that of his head, and some larger

still, and that throughout the whole basin, bro-

ken pieces of flint, li-om the size of a gun flint

to that of an iron pound weight, are to be found

on the hill sides and in the streams, on the surface

and near it, and that what is called shot iron ore,

is disseminated every where in the soil, and

abounds most in low concavities where the soil is

blackest. The nearest rantre of flint stone in

place, that I have seen, is in Montgomery, beyond

or eastward of Mount Sterling.

The relative situation of the high lands, east of

this remarkable basin, of the rivers, on its flanks, of

the hills below it, the appearance of its exterior

edges on the upper side, denuded of soil and pre-

senting an inclined rock-covered surface, with the

stratified rocks of recent formation, and the rich

deposit of soil having on and near its surface,

frai2;menis of the rock formation above, mingled

with the soil, induce me to hazard a conjecture as

to the Ibrmer condition of this country.

If, as it has been supposed, the vast area be-

tween the Alleghany and the Rocky mountains

was once an inland sea, which has been drained

oflby the rivers runnins into the Guifs of Mexi-

co aiid St. Lawrence, and the Lakes_ Superior.

Michigan, Erie, &c. are lower basins of the same,

no! yet emptied by these channels, which, as their

beds become lower by the attrition of the waters,

will ultimately reach these remaining lakes, and

drain ofl' their waters, leaving their rich basins dry

land, this operation may have been, and indeed

must have been completed in regard to all the rich

basins of land within that area which are now dry

land. No person can, I think, visit tiie falls of Nia-

gara, and examine the river and its banks, liom the

lalls to Queenstown, without arriving at the conclu-

sion that the falls were once at Queenstown, seven

miles below the liills. An advance of the falls,

twenty five miles up the river, will bring them

to Lake Erie. That rapids similar to those now

above the falls, will precede them in their ad-

vance towards the lake, will hardly be doubled,

and that, therefore, the lake will not be sudden-

ly, but gradually emptied. Indeed, the nature of

the rock lormation on the Niagara, leads to the

formation of inclined planes first, by the passage

of water over it. Limestone constitutes the bed

of the stream overlaying the shale. This is eofl-

er than the limestone, and as it is washed out

from beneath the lower edge of every break in liie

harder limesione, the latter, at its lower edge, is

pressed down into the cavity below, while the up-

per portion of the same stratum rests upon the

shale, as yet undisturbed by the action of the

water. The bottom of a lake drained ofl', and re-

mainins; dry some liiree or four hundred years, in

the posTtion of the country around Lexington, be-

tween the Licking and Kentucky rivers, would

present just such appearances as are actually pre-

sented. I therefore think ttiat the Elkhorn Para-

dise was once the bottom of a lake of fresh water,

holding a great quantity of lime in solui ion. That

;

its waters, after producing, by deposition, the
newly formed stratified rocks, and leaving on ihem
the soil carried down liom its borders, which,
minirliiiiT vviih the vegetable matter grown since

on this mud and the disintei^raied limestone has
ibrmed so rii-h a soil, have passed ofl' by the Lick-
ing and Kentucky rivers, culling down their

channels to the hard Kentucky marble. That in

the passage of the waters liom the east the frag-

ments of sandstone and flint have been brought
down into this basin from their places above, and
I hat the minute panicles of iron ore washed down,
have given color to the soil, making it blackest

where there is most vegetable matter ; that some
time must have elapsed, after the rupture of the

vein of silex, in Montgomery, by the passage of
the waters belore the final draining of the lake,

seems to be proved by deposites of limestone
around f asments of flint. Some of these very
soli limestones, encircling pieces of flint which jut

out above the surface of the limestone, are two or

three inches thick. Very few water- worn pebbles
of quariz are to be found in this basin, except in

the alluvions of Licking and Kentucky rivers.

In the wide deposit of sand between Licking and
Slate rivers, they are very abundant, and in the

sandy talus westward of the mountains, in Estill

county. That there are few pebbles, so little sand
and sandstone here, I attribute 10 the high range
of land running across from Kentucky river to

Licking, which turned aside these rivers Irom the

cenire of the lake, and caused ihem to drain it by
its flanks; the deep ravines leading laterally Irom
it into Licking and Kentucky rivers, favor this

supposition. I am told that the high ranjje of land

mentioned above, is at some points, (Owiniisviile

for instance,) more than five hundred feet higher
than the land at tlie mouth of Big Sandy river, on
the Ohio. The admirable adaptation of the soil

of this portion of Kentucky, to crops of grain,

grass and hemp, is well known. It is ihouiiht by
many experienced fiirmers to be comparatively

cheap, even at its present prices, (from §50 to #;8U

per acre,) and certain it is, that alter the exhaus-
tion produced by many years' successive cultiva-

tion of the same crop, it recovers iis original fer-

tility with wonderful celery. The return ofvege-
table matter to it by clover, for a few years, or rye

led down on the land to stock turned on it when
ripe, or even by covering it into timothy meadow,
restores it to a condition suitable to crops requiring

the richest lands to produce them. It is not to be

wondered at then, that the Kentuckians occasion-

ally overstock their markeis with agricultural pro-

ducts-much in demand. Those who own and cul-

tivate farms in this basin, belbi-e they exchange
them for other lands in Kentucky, or lurther west-

ward, will act wisely not to depend on the mere
appearance of the soil, but to ascertain its nature

and composiiion belore they buy. Otherwise, they

may find it illy adapied to iheir purposes, and be-

much disappointed in the result of their operations,.

John Lewis.
Llangollen, Franklin Co., ?

M%Lg\ist 2Uh, 1837. 3
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ON SHOEING IIOKSES.

From llie Frankliu tainier,

Nothin;:!; eiiffetiilt'rs so friiihtful a cliain of dis-

eases in a horse, all lendiniij to disable him, as im-

proper treataient of tiie atiim;d's feet.—Naiun;

had never laUen sreater pains lo Ibrm an exquisite

analomical specimen ol mechanical power liian

when it lormed the loot of" t!ie horse; and lo tliis

beauti/ul, dehcaie, anti couiplicated (ormaiiun,

does he o\ve his [lower of speed over most others

of the brute creation. In u state of nature, ihe

horse's loot is seldom, ifever, diseased ; in a state

ordomesiiciiy it is more or less unsound, in seven

cases out of ten.— In a state of naiiire, the loot,

beiiiij unencumbered by a shoe, is not prevented

Crom assuming that position on the irround which
keeps il in a sound condition, and enables each of

its componenl parts lo discharge their several

(imctions. In a stale of domesticity, the animtil

is obliged to wear a shoe, for the purpose of pro-

tecting its hool from the roughness of harsh roads;

and this shoe is generally so consiructed as to

inflict considerable injury upon Ihe toot, by inca-

pacitating its several component parts Irom per-

forming their functions, thereby producing a slate

of disease. Contracted hoolj sand-cracks, thrush,

grease, stiffness in the flexor tendon of the leg,

weakness in the pastern and knee joints, and a

tendency to genuflexion, are some among the

various disturbances pro lucej by improperly shoe-

ing a horse, so as to impede any of the necessary

actions of the loot. And yet most of the L )ndon

farriers, loially ignorant of the anatomy of the

horse's l()ot and of the various uses of its several

parts, apply the shoe so as alwavs lo produce the

€flecis we have just endeavored to describe.

—

Havinir often befi)re observed that we nowbere
find such bad iiorsem:inship as in the London
parks—we may here add, that whenever we see

an awkward fellow irallop by, riding upon his curb,

and allowing his snaffle rein to hang loosely up
the horse's neck, we are sure, on fur:her exami-
nation, to find the poor animal snifering from bad
shoeing, ignorance in riding seems always Ihe

concomitant of ignorance in treatment of ihe

horse ; and he who takes no trouble to learn to do
the Ibrmer with the least possil)le inconvvnience to

the animal, will ])ay little or no attention to tlie

latter.

One of the most important organs of (he foot of

a horse is that portion which every body knows
under the designation o\' 'the frog. Upon the

health of this organ depends that of the whole
loot; and 3'et the ignorant liuricr seems to have
conceived so violent an antipathy to this frog, that

he always endeavors to cut as much of it away as

he possibly can, without actually wounding the

animal ; and as li-om the mode of shoeing gene-
rally ailopied a great portion of the frog is often

dried up and decayed, the blacksmith finds no
great dilFiculty in parinir it away to almost nothing.

The consequence of this we shall endeavor to ex-

plain, hy describing the use of the frog.

This organ is seated at the heel, just beneath
the hoof, and behnul its bars. It forms a sort of
case l(Dr the end ofthe flexor tendon, which it cov-
ers like a bulb. It likewise secretes an unctuous
liquor which serves to keep the horn of the hoof
moist and to prevent it from cracking. The frog
is also an elastic wedge, which contracts and ex

Vor,. Vlll-45

pands with 'he hoof, and when this wedge re-

ceives its due |)ressure as the animal walk?, it

keeps the bars in their projier stale of expansion

and counteracts any tendency in the hoof to per-

manent contraction.—Thus, then, its functions are

indispensable to keep the loot sound ; lor if it were
destroyed, the bottom of ihe flexor tendon of the-

lei: would be exposed to disease; again, if it did

not secrete oil to keep the hoof moist, the latter

would crack ; as is often the case, lastly, if it were
dried up and deprived of iis elastic (lower, the

loot would become permanenily contrailed, and

the horse lame, which is a matter of very common
occurrence.

'i'wo ihiiiirsare evident from what we have
just stated.— 1. The secretion, elasticity, and me-
chanical action of (he ("rog, are absolutely necs-
sary to keep the loot of the horse in a sound slate.

2. If, from improperly placing the shoe, or from

any other cause, the hug should be deprived of

the stimulus necessar}' to enable it to carry on its

natural acimn, ihe loot must fill into a stale of
disease. With relerence to this latter, from ihe.

position of the loot, and the resources provided by
nature, it can occur but very seldom that any ac-

cidental cause deprives the frog of its power of ac-

tion ; and as it is an undoubted lact that the shoe,

when improperly put on (as it is in seven cases

out often) produces this eflect, by raising the heel

and preventing the fro<r from receiving ihe slight-

est pressure—and the necessary pressure can
alone irive the proper stimulus— it is reasonable (o

conclude that, in most cases of diseased feet in

horses the diseased action is the eflect of bad
shoeiuiT.

lithe farrier would observe (he horse in a slate

of nauiie,— if he would examine the yet unbroken,
and consrqueinly unshodden colt, he would find

I hat ihe broad, circular loot presses (iilly on the

ground, the frog receiving as the animal walks, at

each elasiic reliound caused by (he play of thfc

pasiern, a sliirht pressure against Ihe ground,
which exciies it, keeps it in healihy action, and in-

deed preserves the whole loot from disease. He
would also perceive, after a more minute observa-

tion, not only is the frog an elasiic body, but ihal

the hoof Itself, ihoui:h a horny substance, is elas-

tic, and that it contracts and expands by the ac-

tion of ihe muscles ofthe sensible foot, of which it

IS only the case or covering, preservin<r it from
injury, but \ielding lo ail its impulses. He would
then, if he were not a dolt reason upon what he-

had observed, and infer that (i^)r a horse to be
sound ui on its feet, it must walk in that ex'ict po-

sition which nature designed for il ; and that anv
deviation Irom that position is unnatural, and de-

prives the horse of a portion of his power. He
would also think that nature, by placing the ani-

mal firmly on his heels, and not on the fi-ont edgr,

of iis hoof, as most horses stand when improperly-

shod, did so lor some wise purpose, and that the

slight blows gi\ en to the frog as the animal walk-
ed, were not without an object, and thereii)re

ought (o be continued even wlien the shoes vvf^e

on,—unless, indeed he had the presumption, like

ihe be-breeched an i be-bootfd louts in London
livery stables, to lai.cy that he new better than
nature. He would at last conclude that the shoe

ouirht to be made to fit the horse's (iiot, as s!i0f.«

of Chiistian folks are made, not (lie foot psrtd ai d
burned down to fit the shoe j and that in fining
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on the laiier, itliosyncrasies (dear reader, excuse
llie term) must be as fully ailended lo as would
be done by the I'ashionable boot maker in Regent
street, when taking account ofbunniona and other
peculiarities on the leet, ol' one of his fashionable
custoniei's.

Unhappily for the poor horses, there are but
lew observing larriers in London, for there are too
many cockneys who ride in the park on their

curb rein, and know nothing of the habits or com-
lorls of the poor animal they bestride, to allow
farriers time lor improvement in their craft; and
as we have belbre observed tlie oracular saymgs
of ignorant grooms being received in preference to

the dicta of men of inlbrmalion, there is no en-
couragement held out to those who would other-
wise devote their time and energies to the question.

It is much to be desired that a shoe were invent-
ed which should have the faculty of yielding to

the diHerent impressions which the hoof would
impart to it through its elastic action, which ac-
tion, however, is but slight. In applying a hard,
unyielding iron shoe to a horny substance which
gently contracts and expands during the action ol

walking, a degree of inconvenience must always
be ielt by the animal ; but, this inconvenience is

greatly increased when the natural position of
the loot is altered. Ii becomes, therefore, a mat
ler of vital importance to the well-being of
the animal that the shoe should be so tbrmed and
fastened on as to allow that action to continue un-
impeded which nature has im.parted to the horse's
loot. For this purpose we offer the (bllowing
directions, hoping that, as we have called the at-
tention of our readers to the subject, they will

give it theirearnest attention.

The horse's foot being circular, and not oval,
the shoe should be made in that form ; or rather
the hoof should be measured, and the shoe made
exactly to correspond. An oval or eliptic foot is

generally, nay, we may say always, diseased.
It has assumed that shape in consequence of the
contraction of the bars, brought on solely by a dis-

eased stale of the frog for want of pretsure; and
in no one instance ofoval formed leet will the frogs
be Ibund healthy. The moment the foot is lifted

from the ground, the smell indicates the diseased
frog, though perhaps cockney equestrians consider
this the natural perlume of the organ when in

health.

The shoe should be as light as possible consist-
ently with the labor the animal has to undergo.
Belbre it is put on, the hoof should be pared away
towards the heels, in such a manner that with the
phoe the horse should stand with the frog close to
the ground, as when in a state of nature ; when
the shoe is on, it should be filed away towards the
heels, being left sufficiently thick to enable the
frog in the natural position of the animal without
a rider or burthen, just to clear the ground ; so
that when the horse bears its burthen or its rider,

the frog of the shoed foot should receive the same
pressure from the ground that it would do if the
shoes were taken off and the animal turned loose.

When a horse ia shod according to the present
system, besides the various diseases brought on
by the want of the action of the frog, the animal
walks upon its toes, (the expression cannot be
misunderstood,) and the proper muscular action
of the foot and leg is perverted. Hence many
horses fall dead lame without the farrier being able

to assign any cause for it, although he will talk

dogmatically enough on the subject to confound
those who know no better than himself.

HARVESTING OF CORK.

From the Franklin Farmer.

As the season is approaching in which the farm-
ers will commence the securing the abundant crop

of corn with which a bountiful Providence has
blessed our country, it may be pertinent to the oc-

casion to offer a few remarks upon the best mode
of harvesting the crop.

Our Virginia ancestors, and those who think it

wise to plant and cultivate and gather as our fa-

thers have done, pursue the old method; about
this time they gather the blades below the ears of

corn—after they consider the corn to be ripe, they
top the stalks and secure all of the fodder in stacks

for winter use. fn November they pull the corn

and remove it to cribs, where it is husked out at

leisure. This mode is rapidly yielding in the stock

districts to that first introduced among the graziers

on the south branch of the Potomac. The farm-

ers in the northern and middle districts of Ken-
tucky, and in the Scioto valley of Ohio, have ge-

nerally adopted this latter mode ; which is to cut

the stalks, corn fodder and all, and place them in

shocks commonly embracing 16 hills square.

I have seen the richest crops of many climates

gathered, and there is no operation in husbandry
so animating as that of cutting corn in the mode
just mentioned. It is a most cheering prospect to

see 20 acres of corn pass in one or two days lo a
condition in which it is prepared to keep in the

field throughout the winter. This remark is pre-

dicated particularly upon the plan of riddling the

squares, instead of cutting the whole square at

once. It will readily occur to any observing mind,

that as corn does not ripen with precise regularity,

if the entire square is cut at once, some of the corn

will mould and sometimes even the fodder will be

afTected, if the cutting shall be followed by v/arm

or wet weather. To avoid this contingency some
graziers commence with the process of riddling,

that is, they select only such part of the 16 hills

square as may be ripe—go through the field in

this way and in 10 days complete the cutting of

the square. By this process several important ad-

vantages are obtained—the greatest amount of

fodder is secured, consistently with the paramount
object of saving the corn, and a nucleus for the

shock being formed by the first cutting in the

square, the shock becomes settled and stands bet-

ter during the winter. In the rich counties of

Clarke and Bourbon, they sometimes cut half of

the square on one side and then in ten days finish

it. Whilst many graziers in Fayette, Lincoln

and Shelby, prefer the process of riddling.

In the course of October and November, these

shocks are shucked out, the corn placed in cribs

and two of the shocks placed together, or one
placed upon the ground and two others put

around it.

It is the opinion of practical farmers, that the

practice of cutting corn in this mode secures the

greatest amount of corn and fodder with the least

expense, and is decidedly an improvement on the

old Virginia plan, more especially when applied

to the feeding of cattle or mules. T.
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»iIii;CTIOi\S FOU CLEAUING LAND.

From the Encycloprcdia Americana.

Take a view of all iar<re treet>, and see which

way ihey may bo felled for the jfreaiest number of

small trees lo be felled along-side or on them. Af-

ter (ellinir the larjre trees, only lop down their

limbs ; l)ut all such as are (ellcd near ihem should

be cut in suitable len<2:tlis for two men to roll and

pile about the large trees, by which means they

may be nearly all burned up, without cutting into

lengths, or the expense of a strong team, to draw
them together. 2J. Fell all the oiher trees parallel

and cut ihem into suitable lenirths ; that they may
be readily rolled together without a team, always

cutting the largest trees first, that the smallest

tnay be loose on the lop, to /eed the fires. 3d. On
hill-sides, lell the tiuiber in a level direction ; then

the logs will roll together; but if the trees are felled

down hill, all the logs must be turned round before

(hey can be rolled, and there will be stumps in the

way. 4ih. By following these directions, two mon
may readily heap and burn most of the timber,

without requiring any team ; and perhaps the

hranils and the remains of the log-heaps may all

be wanted to burn up the old fallen trees. After

proceeding as directed, the ground will be clear

ibr a team and sled to draw the remains of the

heaps where they may be wanted round the old

logs. Never attempt either to chop or draw a

large log, until the size and weight are reduced

by fire. The more fire-heaps there are made on
the clearing, the better, particularly about the old

logs, where there is rotten wood. The best time

of the year to fell the timber in a great measure
depends on the season's beini; wet or dry. Most
people prefer having it felled in the month of

June, when the leaves are of full size. Then, by
spreading the leaves and brush over the ground
(lor they should not be heaped,) if there should

be a very dry time the next May, fire may be

turned through it, and will burn the leaves, limbs

and top of the ground ; so that a very ffood crop

of Indian corn and pumpkins may be raised amonii
the logs by hoeing. After these crops come oH,

the land may be cleared and sowed late, with rye

and timothy grass, or with oats and timothy in the

spring. If what is called a good burn cannot be

liad in May, keep the fire out until some very dry

time in July or August ; then clear oH' the land,

and sow wheat or rye and timothy, harrowing
several times, both before and after sowing; for,

alter the fire has been over the ground, the sod

of timothy should be introduced as soon as the

other crops will admit, to prevent briers, alders,

fire-cherries, &c. from springing up from such

seeds as were not consumed by the fire. The
timothy should stand four or five years, cither Ibr

mowing or pasture, until the small roots of the

forest trees arc rotien ; then it may be plouched
;

and the best mode which I have observed is, to

plough it very shallow in Ihe autumn ; in the

spring, cross-plough it deeper, harrow it well, and
it will produce a first rate crop of Indian corn and
potatoes, and, the next season, the largest and best

crop of flax that 1 have ever seen, and be in order

to cultivate with any kinds of grain, or to lay

down again with gra.5s. These directions are to

be understood as applying lo what are generally
called beech lands, and the chopping may be done
any time in the winter, when the snow is not too

deep to cut low stumps, as the leaves are then on

the ground. By leaving l!ie brush spread abroad,

I have known such v/inter choppings to burn as

well in a dry time in August as that which had

been cut the summer belijre.

TIIK CEE-MOTH.

From the Franklin Farmer.

Mr. Editor.—Having had some experience in

the management of bees for several years past

during a part of which lime my apiary has com-
prised twenty hives ; and having been a close

observer of the bee-moth ever since iis first ap-

pearance in this vicinity, I am induced to present

a few litcts which I have obtained by close obser-

vation, and which may probably assist some o(

your readers in checking the ravages of these de-

structive insects.

During the past summer I have kept a number
of the maggo;s and the flies under glass tumblers

and small boxes for the purpose of particular ob-

servation, and now write with one ol each before

me.
The moths are butterflies or candle flies of a

pale ashy color; and when full irrown are about

half an inch in length, with reddish backs, small

sharp heads, short and delicate horns, and without

a proboscis. Their wings are small and double,

and when in a slate of rest are kept close to the

body. During the day they may be found sitting

upon the retired parts of the outside of the hives,

and may be easily taken with the fingers. About
the dusk ofevening and morning the lemales may
be seen sitting with their wings extended, inviting

the embraces of the males, while others are fiiiting

to and fro, ant! occasionally one may be seen to

dart with great velocity into the entrance of the

hive. The bees will not pursue the moths on the

wing, and the moths far outstrip them in flight on

l(30t. The moths live about ten or twelve days,

during which time I cannot perceive that they take

any nourishment whatever. The only object of

their existence seen)s to be to deposit their egoa,

which are small, round and white, and of which I

have seen ten Uropped in rapid succession. For
this purpose nature has most skilfully provided

them with a sor^ ofproboscis about the sixteenth

of an inch in length, which is contracted and pro-

truded from their tails, and vibrated with great

velocity, as wasps or hornets do iheir stings, which
it somewhat resembles. With this admirable

apparatus the eggs are deposited in places which
are inaccessible to the bees, or they would be de-

stroyed by a thrifty and a spirited hive. As soon

as the young magcot casts its shell, it envelopes

itself in a web which is closely attached lo the

hive or stand, and which is impervious to the bees.

These webs are enlarged as tiie maggots grow,

and they grow fast and fatten kindly, no matter

whether a poplar or pine plank, or honeycomb
and its didicious sweeis, are the elements upon
which tliey subsist and weave their webs.

From one ex|)eriment I am satisfied that the

maggots will attain their full size of half an inch in

length, and the thickness of a large knitting needle,

in the short space of -.^ight days : but of this 1 can
speak with greater certainty hereafter, as I now
have two lots of eggs under observation.
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The magorois have foii^h, jointed, white pkins,

and hani ovhI Mirk hpsub. Thry crawl htit slowly
ai)d rarely vo.ntnrn (i-om undfr ihe [)rotociion of
their wehs; thouiih they olten piis>, like nioIeK,

through the renire of a el'.eet of comb 10 or 15

inches in hrendih, rniikiiiL; a partial wehover each
cell in the route. Though the here cannot, I

helieve, penetrate the hides of the magirots-, either

^vilh iheir teeih or their ptiofTs-, piill ihev can fiiihi

ihem and carry them i;ui of the hives ; and this;

they will do, when the hive is ihril'iy and in <Tood

spirit. [ have olien seen a nriniTLrol sirajghien

himself and crawl off, apparemly unhurt, after

having been fought by several bees lor- many
minutes; and I have seen the moths run over the
lipps and escape out of sight by the time the bees
had faced about ready to give them battle.

Altera brief existence the mag<;ot gathers his

wib close around him, becomes inactive, and gra-
dually assumes a liarner black shell, which it bursts

and is again a fly in about twenty days.
I have been somewhat pariiculnr, thinking it

important to know the habits and chara(-ter of the

insects, in order to know how to destroy them. I

have tried in vain to disgust and drive them from
the hive, by the use of turpentine, worm-w-ood,
penny-royal, &c. F have tried confinioff the hive
(lose to the stand, and plasterinir up all the crevices

with quick lime, and I think the plan with tubes
for entrance (which ! first saw suggested in an
eastern paper) mi<rh.l succeed, did it not require a
nicety of material and a precision of construction,

which are not within the reach of ordinary bee-
masters. Afier losing two valuable hives bv
relying upon the closeness of the boxes, f abandon-
ed the plan, and have since tried elevating them
tipon blocks with betiersnccess. The zeal of your
esteemed correspondent, J. J. V., lor his plan, has
led him into an error of which a close look into

a thriliy and spirited hive will convince him. lie
xvill see the comb surrounded and covered with
such dense clusters of bees, as no fly could pene-
trate: and any moth would conclude that it was
far easier, (saying nothing of danger) to lay its

eogs in the lower and unguarded corners of the
hive than in the more distinct nnil frequented parts.

.All my stands have been more or less infested this

year, and two which were but partly raised from
the stand have been entirely destroyed ; and, li^om

<iaily observation, I am satisfied that the moths
invariably, al first, deposit their eirjzs in the lower
parts of the hive, and chiefly, where it sits upon
the stand ; whence the webs are gradually ex-

tended until they reach tite comb. The bees then
soon relax their industry, lose their spirit, and
commence local their honey, in which other bees
imite, and which may be known by unusual quan-
tities of excrement about the hive. The moths and
the maggots are emboldened to greater intrusions;

they boldly enter the inmost recesses of the hive,

and soon the work of devastation is disgusting and
complete. The bees, not having spirit to resent

ihe intrusion, and not being able to prevent it, lan-

guish, die, or desert the stand.

In a future number, if you wish, I will giveyoti
an account of the plan I have practised during the

present season, and which I think most susceptible

of general practice and success. • * # *

According to promise, 1 will pursue this subject,

with some apprehension lest your editorial note

pnay have induced the belief that I was about to

divulge Pome mysterious and sovereign epecific,

for the destruction of these hateful insects. So
linr from it, the plan, which I at present pursue, is

exceedingly simple, and susceptible of universal
a|)plicatii)n ; and may not have been practised by
me alone, or by me first. Cut as 1 tried many
unsuccessful experiments, and lost many valuable
bee stands, before I adopted this plan, ami as it has
been quite saiislactory thus far, am! it is not ge-
nerally practised, I cannot refuse to communicate
it, according to your request.

A shed should be built with three sides closed
tight, and with the other side open to the east,

high enoUL'h, under the eve, to admit two bee-
benches, one above Ihe other, and broad enough
to walkl'reely behind the stands, with a door in one
end of the shed lor persons to enter it. The boxes
should be arranged upon these benches with iheir

entrances outward, so that the bees will be imder
no temptation or inducement to come behind them.
The boxes should be 20 inches square in the

clear, made of thick seasoned plank well put lo-

(Teiher, with tirrht joints. The bottom of the box,

which sits tipon the bench, should be bevelled,

fi-nm the outside, to a sharp edge. Cross sticks

should be put in the box, and notches made for

the bees to enter, in the usual manner: and larire

holes should be bored in the lop of Ihe box, to be

covered with a cap twelve inches square, bevel-

led as above, after tlie box shall be well filled.

When ihe bees begin to work in the spring, Ihe-

boxes must ail be raised upon the blocks put under
the corners, high enough to permit the bees to

pass freely under them, but n"t high enough to

admit mice. The blocks mu«t be high enough for

the box to sit upon them without rocking or siip-

piuL"". A light, slim wooden paddle should be

made, with a handle about eighteen inches in

length, and with a short, thin, elastic blade, imd
should be kept always in the bee house. With
this instrument in hand, the bee master must walk
behind the benches, and tilt the boxes over from

him, look into them and search for, and destroy

with the paddle, any Mies or mangois which may
be lound. The house being open ordy in Ihe li'onl,

and the bees being accustomed to (ly out only on
that side, this operation may he performed with

security and at leisure. Indeed it will be a pleas-

ant plac(\ which may be resorted lo at any time

day or night; and the bee manager, whether
male or female, so liir from finding it an unpleas-

ant or perilous laslc, will find it an agreeable and
prohlable amusement, and will be so much inter-

ested with the bees as to visit them loo often for

the moths lo make much progress belore they are

discovered and destroyed.

ifj'ou wish to take some honey, a cap may be

removed at any time, an empty one put on the

box, and you may retreat through the side door,

without the least inconvenience to yourself or in-

terruption lo Ihe other bees.

The blocks not only serve lo prevent a lodging

place for the maggots, but also prevent the beea

from being mashed when the box is set down,
after being inspected. Nails have been recom-
mended instead of blocks, but the difficulty of in-

serting and removing them renders them objec-

tionable.

There is no cfTectual virtue in Ihe nails, or in

liie blocks, or in ihe manner or material for mak-
ing ihe boxes ; or in drugs or liquids to drive the
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moths from the hive. The boxes must be raised up
and inspected, frequently and carefully, and the

moths and maggots killed with the paddle. This
will if'ive but little 1 rouble and much [ileasure and
profit too. ij' ihe bee house is consiruc.ted on ihis

plan, and is c >nvenienily situated, so that the bee
master can often step in and spend a leisure mo-
ment in vvitnessinix and assiaiinjr the labors ol

these his industrious and unhired servants.

For this sort of attention my bees have this

year repaid me with over two hundred pounds o(

delicious honey, and with many new swarms.
'Tis true I have had to inspect them olien and
l<il! many molhs ; and have lost two stands by de-

pendiniT upon the bloc]<s and bees too much and
not usini:^ the paddle enough. Your friend,

R. W. S.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF FRUIT TREES.

From the Franklin Fanner.

Description of a metbod of cultivating peach trees,

with a view to prevent their premature decay; con-

firmed by the experience of forty-five years, in De-
laware state, and the western parts of Pennsylvania.

By Thomas Coulter, Esq. of Bedford county, Penn-
sj'lvania.

The death of younjr peach trees is principally

owinf^ lo planting, and pruning the same stock,

which occasions it to be open and tender, with a

rough bark, in consequence ofwhich insects lodge

and breed in it, and birds search after them,

whereby wounds are made, and the gum exudes,

and in a ['c.w years the tree is useless. To pre-

vent this, transplant your trees as young as possi-

ble, if in the kernal it will be no check of growth.

Plant them sixteen feet apart. Pioush and har-

row between them, for two years, without regard

to wounding them, but avoid tearing them up by
the roots. In the month of March or April, in

the third year after transplanting, cut them all off

by the ground, plough and harrow among them
as before, but with great care, to avoid wounding
or tearing them. Suffer all the sprouts or scions

10 grow, even if they should amount to half a do-

zen or more, tliey become bearing trees almost
instantaneously, on account of <he strength of the

roof. Allovv no animals but hogs to enter your
orchard, for fear of their woundini; the shoots, as

a substance drains away through the least wound,
which is essential to the health of the tree, and
the cTood quality of the fmit.

If the old stalk is cut away the third year after

transplanting, no more shoots will come to matu-
rity than the old stump can support and nourish,

the remainder will die before they bear fruit, and
may be cut away, taking care not to wound any
other stalk. The sprouts when loaded with fruit

will bend, and rest on the ground in every direc-

tion for many years, ail of them being rooted as if

they had been planted, their stock remaining
tough, and their bark smooth, for twenty years
and upwards. If any of the sprouts from tlie old
stump should happen to split off and die, cut them
away, they will be supplied fi-om the ground by
others, so that you may have trees from the same
/or 100 years, as I believe. I iiave now trees from
one to ihlrty-eix years old, all from the same

stump. Young free.s, formed in this manner, will

bear fruit the second year; but this fruit will not

ripen so early as the fruit on the older trees from
the same stump. Three years after the trees are

cut off, the shoots will be sufficiently large and
bu.«hy to shade the ground so as to prevent the

growth of grass, that might injure the trees
;

therefore ploughing will be useless, and may be

injurious by wounding them. It is also unneces-

sary to manure peach trees, the fruit of manured
trees is always smaller and inferior to that ol' trees

which are not manured. By manuring you make
the peach tree larger, and apparently more flour-

ishing, but its fruit will be of a bad kind, look-

ing as srreen as the leaves, even when ripe, and
later than that of trees which have not been ma-
nured. Peach trees never require a rich soil ; the

poorer the soil the belter the fruit ; a middling soil

produces the most bountiful crop. The highest

ground is the best for peach trees, and the north

side of the hills the most desirable, as it retards

vegetation, and prevents the destructive effects of

late frosts, which occur in the month of April, in

Pennsylvania. Convinced by long experience of

the truth of these observations, the author wishes

they may be published for public benefit, and has

been informed, that Col. Luther Martin and ano-

ther gentleman, in the lower part of Maryland,
have adopted a similar plan with great advantage.

From tlie Soutliern Cabinet.

NOTES ON EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE. BY A
CHARLESTONIAN.

The Grasses.

I stated in my first number, that in fine breeds

of horses, horned cattle and sheep, suited to the

different climates and pastures, Great Britain took

the lead of the world. The abundant supply of

milk, butter and cheese—her superior mutton, veal

and beef—her wool and her unrivaled breeds of

horses, are all dependent on the cultivation of va-

rious rich grasses—some of them natives, but the

majority and the most valuable—exotics, now na-

turalized and adapted to the soil and climate by
long cultivation. England, with her millions of

inhabitants dependent on her commerce and ma-
nufactures, could not exist without her grains and
grasses. With all her wealth, she would be ruin-

ed in two years, were she obliged to import her

hay and corn, on which the dairy and meat mar-
kets are dependent. O'Connell, who seizes every
opportunity to speak contemptuously of our coun-
try, said in parliament, two years ago, in reference

to Americans importing grain from Europe for

home consumption, tliat he had but a poor opi-

nion of an agricultural country that was obliged

to import its corn. The improved breeds of cat-

tle in the western parts of Pennsylvania— in Ohio,

Kentucky and the Opelousas country, are evi-

dences of what may be efliected by the cultiva-

tion of grasses. The cattle brought to the Charles-

ton market from Kentucky, will bear a fair com-
parison with those of England; they are indeed

the descendants of imported breeds, and I have
noticed that they are yearly improving in form,

size and weichf. The oxen from Opelousas, in

the south-western part of Louisiana, with im-
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raense wide spreading horns, like those of the

buffalo of Ab}6sinia, are said to he the descen-
dants of inferior breeds I'rcm JMexico. They are

now among the largest and finest in the world,

and supply with excellent beet the markets oT Lou-
isiana, Mississippi and Arkansas. They are rs-

pecially prized lor the team—are used in pluugli-

ing, and are said to travel with ease in a wagon
at the rate of lour miles per hour. To the rich

grasses abounding in Kentucky and the Opelousas,
must be ascribed the improvement of these breeds
of cattle. In Kentucky, the grasses are clover

and timothy, or herd's grass, and several species

ol paiiicum, poa, elymus, and digitariaj the two
first have been introduced, and the others are ex-
otics. The grasses in the Opelousas I am not ac-

(juainted with ; they are evidently natives, and as

the climate where they ilourish does not differ ma-
terially i'rom that of Carolina and Georgia, it

would be very important to introduce the seeds and
cultivate them in our southern country.

Although it would always be advisable to make
experiments on the native grasses of the country,
as best adapted to the soil and climate, and afford-

ing the lairest prospect of success in their cultiva-

tion, yet it must be admitted, that nearly all ef the
most valuable fruits, grains and grasses, were not

originally natives of the countries where they are
now most succcessfully cultivated. The cereal

grains and finest fruits were not originally natives
even of Europe. The Irish potato is infinitely

more productive in the Green Isle than in South
America, its native country, where the largest spe-
cimens I have seen were not larger than a bean.
The rice, sweet potato and cotton plants of Caro-
lina, have a foreign origin; and the clover and
timothy, which are more valuable to the northern
and western states than all the gold mines in the
world, were imported from the east.

It must be admitted, that the maritime districts

of Carolina and Georgia, and we might salely in-

clude the middle country, and a great portion of

Alabama, notwithstanding a fine climate and a
moderately good soil, have in reality no pastures.

Our crow-foot and crab grasses, although excel-

lent food for cattle, are only annuals, and the fields

which produce them require to be ploughed and
manured, (a labor which is seldom submitted to;)

our hot suns of summer dry the earth and parch
up the grasses— little hay is made to feed the cat-

tle through the winier, and they are left to seek a
precarious subsistence among the rane-brakes,
which, owing to clearings, fires, and other causes,

are daily diminishing. Towards spring they re-

mind us of the description Col. Crockett gave
us of his neighbors' hunting dogs—" so poor that

that they had to lear: up against a tree to bark."
To give them the pickings of the early brome
grass, the woods are set on fire, and away go the
flames, destroying the young timber and btirning

up the rich mould on the surface of the earth,

which has been collecting for years—many a pa-

nel of fence is burnt up, and many a day is wasted
in consequence of having summoned out all the

hands on the plantation to light the fire. The
grass springs up, it is true, but in that state affects

the cattle unfavorably, weakening them by con-
stant purgation, and about the time the cows be-

come mothers they are found in the ditches or in

the mire— the flight of the buzzard, and the dogs
on the plantalion indicating where our treasures

lie hid. I should be happy of an assurance that
this is an exaggerated picture of our irrazin^ and
larn,mg system, yet whilst I see hay brought in

bundles from New Ensland to Chuilesion, and
thence reshipped to Columbia and Camden

—

whilst I am constantly witnessing our poor and
diminutive breed of cattle, and am doing penance
on salt butter from New York and New Jersey, 1

caimoi but think that we are sadly deficient in the
cultivation of suitable grasses, on which all the
prospects of the dairy, the beef market, and the
improvementofonr soil, depend. It would be fal-

lacious reasoning to argue that our souihern coun-
try cannot become a grazing country, because we
have, as yet, found no native grasses adapted to

this purpose. Great Britain was once a sterile

country, dependent on its mountains and on ila

continental neighbors fijr Its butter and meats; at

present, with a population increased one hundred
ibid, it supplies the wants of its inhabitants, thou-
sands of whom derive their whole subsistence

from the products of the dairy. The island of
Jamaica, which has no productive native grasses,

and which formerly imported every pound of but-

ter and beef, has been abundantly supplied with

both, by the simple introduction of Guinea grass,

a native of Africa. We have in Carolina been so

infatuated with the cultivation of cotton and rice,

that we have paid but little attention to our native

grasses. There are several species that have been
undervalued, and others are only known to the

botanist. Our Gama grass, {tripsacuvi dactylsi-

des,) may have been pufied loo highly at one
time, hut appears now to have fallen below the

standard of its real value. I have had a bed of it

in my garden for th^ last ten years ; it has never
been affected either by our hottest summers or

coldest winters— not a root of it has required trans-

planting, and it is at this moment, if possible,

more flourishing than ever. Horses do not relish

it in its green state, as it is a coarse grass, but

readily eat it when made into hay. Cows and
mules are fond of it, and thrive under it. Tlie
rice grass (leersia oryzoides) succeeds well in very
wet soils, but the seeds are difficult to preserve.

The hay is equal to that of timothy, but the plant

is only adapted to particular kinds of soil, and in

dry seasons is an uncertain crop. These grasses,

as well as the white clover, are indigenous to our
soil, and seeds and plants can be obtained in many
portions of our state. We have upwards of two
hundred species of grasses indigenous to our

southern states, and it will not be presumptuous
to say, that some of them may be found well

adapted for pasturage and hay. No country has
ever been known in which some kinds of grasses

for pasturase and hay may not be cultivated with
success. If the native grasses are not adapted to

the purpose, those of similar kinds in other cli-

mates may be advantageously introduced. The
plants of China and Japan are known to succeed
well in our climate, those of Thibet, Persia, the

island of the Mediterranean and Morocco, being
in nearly the same latitude, as well as those cf

portions of South America and New Holland,
miiiht be introduced with a prospect of success,

and it would be surprising if some among the va-

rious grasses that succeed well in these countries

might not be equally well adapted to our own soil

and climate.

Rut the cultivation of grasses is not alone es-
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senlial in affording pasturage and hay, and there-

by addint^ to the 'icomlbrts of lile in providinir up

with milk, butter, and meals lor our tables : they

are very important aid3 in restoring exhauFie.d

soils. They are substitutes for manure. Our
plantations in the south are so large that with ail

our, industry in collecting leaves and stable ma-
nure, not one-half of our fields are ever manured.
Hence, our lands in time become exhausted, are

are thrown out as old fields, and not cultivated

again for many years. Some of our planters re-

move to the west, believing it cheaper to clear

new grounds than to restore exhausted ones. In

the mean time, they and their (ismilies have to un-

dergo many hardships and privations. They are

thrown among strangers, severed from the asso-

ciations of early life, and are deprived of the ad-

vantages of society—of schools and churches.

Had the same labor been bestowed in renovating

their now deserted plantations, that has been used

in settlinsr their new farms, they would probably

have suffered nothing in fortune and gained much
in comfort.

That land may be improved in cultivation with-

out adding stable manure, has been shown by ma-
ny successful experiments. I have seen lands in'

Pennsylvania and New York, which are now more
productive than they were twenty years ago, and
have been continually improving although under
cultivation, without the addition of any other ma-
nure than the small quantities of plaster of Paris

in which the wheat had been rolled previous to

sowing. The wheat was succeeded by a crop of

clover : this produced one or two plentiful crops of

hay the first year, and was probably pastured the

j'ear folio vving. Crops of Indian corn, or potatoes,

buckwheat, oats, wheat and clover, succeeded each
other : the farmer became every year more com-
fortable in his circumstances, and ft;k no desire to

leave his kindred and native home in search of an
El Dorado in the west.

In my next 1 will endeavor to enumerate some
of the foreign grasses that might be cultivated in

our southern country with a probability of success.

Providence has kindly scattered his blessings in

due proportion over the earth. He has endow<"d
man with intelligence and industry, to enable him
to appropriate to his own use, the various produc-

tions in the wide field of nature from which he
may derive subsistence and comfort. There is no
country so sterile, which man by seizing on the

productions around him, may not render subser-

vient to his use, and from which he may not de-

rive a support. The Arab in the desert, and the

Esquimaux amidst the ices of the Pole, find a

table prepared for them in the wilderness by the

bountiful hand of heaven, and by seizing on their

advantages, they are fed and clothed and are

contented with theirlot. The man in civilized soci-

ety has many artificial wants, but is endowed
with greater resources. Science and commerce
enable him to bring to light the hidden resouroes

of nature— to profit by the experience of others,

and to bring into cultivation the productions of
other lands. A beneficent Providence has creat-

ed various cereal grains, fruits, and grasses, and
planted them, perhaps, in some small island—on
some obscure spot on this His earthly garden, but
has endowed man with intelligence and enterprifC
to know their value—transplant them into other
poiU—improve these gifts ofnature by cultivation,

nnd render them inva-luable auxiliaries to his

comfort and happiness.

The most valuable plants and grains which now
etiirage the industry and minister to the support of

three'^fourths of the world, are of comparatively

recent introduction. Whilst the olive, the millet,

and the silk, may he iraced back to the ages of

antiquity, the articles which now feed and clothe

the inhabitants of the civilized world, have been

more recently discovered by men of science, and

brousrht into cultivation by the skilful agricuhurist.

A single generation has only passed away since a

handful of rice, and a few seeds of cotton, were

sown in a carden in Charleston as a ctirious, and

no doubt, regarded by many, as an idle experi-

ment. They are nowsuch important staples, that

they engage the commerce, and regulate, in a

conpiderable dejiree, the monetary system of the

world. The Irish potato, which has been of the

greatest consequence to mankind, was not known
in Europe till the days of Raleigh, and found its

way into England by a ship, wrecked on the coast

of Lancashire. During the many severe famines

to which Great Britain has been subject, there is

no exaggeration in asserting that the lives of mil-

lions of"human beings have been preserved by

this vegetable alone. " It is but a little more than

a century since the first coffee tree was brought to

France, from which all the trees in the West-

India islands have originated. The original sweet

orange tree, from which all the varieties of that

fine fruit in Europe and America have been de-

rived, although a native of China, was shown but

a few years ago at Lisbon. The writer of this

article,' has plucked fruit from the original tree,

which produces the sickle pear now cultivated

both in Europe and America, as the finest variety

of this fruit in the world. The tree, he believes,

is still growing in one of the meadows in the vi-

cinity of Philadelphia. Nor is it in the power of

any government, by its strictest enactments, to

prevent the dissemination of fruits, plants, and

seeds. If the ingenuity of man cannot accom-

plish it—the birds', the winds and the waves, will

efi'ect it. The cocoa-palm is now growing on the

sands of Florida, the nut having been floated from

Cuba by the waves of the sea. The sea grape,

the shore plum, and more than a hundred other

species of West-India plants, not omitting the ma-
hogany, have been carried thither either by the

winds or the birds. The white headed pigeon

is known to visit Cuba every day, whilst it is breed-

ing along the Florida coast, and thus becomes a

courier and a jtlanter between the island and

main. The severity of the laws of that exclu-

sive and extraordinary people the Chinese, could

not prevent the productions of their soil ti-om find-

ing their way to other lands—nor could the rigor

of the Dutch and the burning of their superfluous

spice trees prevent the dispersion of their cherished

aromatic plants. The tea shrub of China is now
cultivated in Java by men smuggled from Japan,

and also flourishes in the vicinity of Charleston

—

and the spice trees have found their way to the

islands ofihe West-Indies and of the Pacific ocean.

The grasses cultivated in Europe, although the

majority of them are not indigenous, have now
become po thoroughly naturalized that they may
be regaiiled as natives. In laying down lands for

hay or pasture a greater mixture of seed is used

than in the nortliprn states nf our own country.
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The grasses most commonly cultivated are red

clover, white clover, timothy or herds-grass, rye

grass, cresied dog's tail grass, vernal grass, trelbil,

&c. To this may be added as fodder lor catlle

various species of vetch—as well as turnips, car-

rots, the sugar beet, &c. The invaluable herds-

grass—our timothy {Phlcum pratense,) was ex-

tensively cultivated in this country before its value

was known in Europe, and has only of late come
into repute in the latter country. I believe in

America it received its name from having bfen

brought Irom New- York to Carolina by Mr.
Timothy Hanson. Less merit than this has often

conferred immortality on a name.
A successful and extensive farmer in Scotland

gave me the following list of grass seeds, and the

quantities of each sown on an acre :

Red clover—the variety called Duke of Norfolk's

cow-grass, {Trifolium pratense.') - 4 lbs.

White clover (TV/foZmm /?ejt>e/!s,) - 7 "

Rye grass {Lolium perennc,) - 25 "

Trefoil {Mdicago lupulina,') - - 4 "

Sheep's fescue grass (jFestuca ovina,') - ^ "

In England the ibllovving table, contained in an
article by Lawson on grasses, (Quarterly Journal

of Agriculture, vol. iv.) exhibits the quantity of
irrass seeds sown to the acre. It will be recollect-

ed that ilie land thus laid down in grass is not in-

tended as a permanent pasture, but to be used
lor hay and pasture fur a year or two and then
again cultivated with grain.

—

LIGHT AND MEDIUM SOILS.

Lolium perenne,

Trifolium pratense,
" perenne,
" repens,

Medicago lupulina.

One year

hay.

On e year hay 1 On e year hay
and one year and 2 years

pasture.
\

pasture.

18 lbs

8 "

00 "

2 "

00 "

18 lbs.

6 "

00 "

4 "

18 lbs.

3 "

3 "

4 "

2 "

For heavy soils, 1 lb. of phleuv^ pratense and 2 lbs.

of trifoliam pratense are added.

The following table is added from the same
author. It may be useful to our northern and up-
country farn)ers, who may be desirous of laying

down their lands for meadows or permanent pas-

turage. I believe this is the mode now generally
approved in England.

—
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is llie lorJIv possessor of many of these extensive

sheep vvaiks. Thousands of black- faced sheep,

the usual varietiesof liiese lowerin,"; hills, are annu-

ally driven to the niarUeis in Eiiinhur^Hi, Glascrow,

&c. To my Ias:e, liiey produce the finest niuilon

in Europe. I have often thoufrlit that not only

these breeds of sheep, but liie pastures on which
(hey are led, miciit be easily and successfully in-

troduced into the mountainous districts of our
country.

In Germany, the common epurry (spergula ar-

veiisis,) is cuhivaied as a winter pashire lijr sheep
jmd cattle, [t is sown on the stubble after the

corn crojis are ren)oved. It is said that the mut-
ton, as alv'so the milU and butter of cows, fed on it,

are of a very superior quality. I'here is a dis-

tinct variety of this plant, called the branchinf;

epurry {spergula arvensis nimosvs,) which is now
coming in geneial use. It conies earlier and is

one-ihird more productive. I did not observe it

in Great Britain, and the English liirmers did not

<hink it equal to many other grasses already in

cultivation. It has been accidentally introduced

into our country with our imported garden seeds,

and is naturalized among some of the gardens
on Charleston neck. I do not consider it of nmch
value in our climate. It does not equal our wild

peas (^vicia saliva and V. michclli.)

In many portions of France i observed a very
i'xicnsive cultivation of a grass resembling oats,

called by the French, /.'y/co!«e elevee ; it is the

arrhenat/iennn avcnaceiim of botanists. It is some-
times called ray grass de France. It has not, as

lar as I can recollect, been introduced into Eng-
land, but I have heard Frenchmen jjraise it iii<jh-

jy, even preferring it belbre our lamed tinioihy

jrrass. I have no doubt it would succeed in many
parts of Ameiica. One ol" the earliest and best

pasture grasses of Great Britain is the meadow
<bx-tail grass {alnpecurus praUnsis.) It is, how-
ever, better adapted to pasturage than hay, and
requires two or three years alter sowing to arrive

nt liill maturity. But it is a pereimial, seldom
dies out in spots like many other grasses, and con-
stitutes the greater portion of many of the richer

pa-tures in Briisin.

Until of late ye irs the varieties of the common
rye grass (loduLm perenne,) were regarded in

England as producinsr more grass and hay than
any other species. They are still cultivated al-

most universally on lands which arc expected to

be converted into wheat fields after one ortivo
years. Some of these varieties are annuals, others

perennial. None of them remain, however, more
than three or lour years, when it is necessary to

recultivate the ground.
At the present time the Italian rye grass (Lo-

Hum Italicum,) is regarded on the continent of

Europe as the most productive of all the species.

It is perennial ; the leaves are broader, and it is

said not to be affected by the vicissitudes of either

heat or cold, I observed this superior grass grow-
ing in the neighborliood of Hamburg— in Prussia,

Saxony, Austria, and France—-and heard but one
opinion, which \vi\s ol' the most liivorable charac-
ter. In the French periodical (Le Culllvalcur,

Journal des Progrcs Agricolcs.) it is spoken of by
Mr. Boutleviile, a very successful agriculturist, as

one of ihtj most valuable grasses in the world.
He sows it with red clover among oats—ten

pounds of rye grass to the acre.

Vol. VHI-^c.

He concludes by saying, " T can assure you
that its hay is excellent for feeding horses and
cattle ; and that its nutritious qualities are greater
in proportion to its weight than that of the other
hays and clovers.

In England, where it has but recently come
into notice, the acrounls I heard of ii were vevy
tavorable. The (allowing statement from a re-

ppectal)le farmer, whose name I omitted to notice,

I extracted from an agricultural pajier:

"I cut on the 1st July, 1837, /mm ten Irish

perches of inferior land, my Italian rye rrmf-s
; iJie

stalks were from lijur to four leet and a half long.

Product at first cutting nine bushels of seed, which
I sold at 10s. 6d. (steiling) per bushel. Second
crop on the same year from six to seven bushels,

and stalk from three to three feet and a half high.
The hay was of the best quality. I expect ano-
ther crop next spririir."

Seeds of this grass may be easily obtained from
Hamburg or Havre.
There is residing in the department of the Loire

an ep.iinent agriculturist, by the name of Bailley,
who has originated a striking and permanent va-
riety of rye grass, called Bailley's rye grass. I

saw it growing on the mountains of Bohemia and
in France. It was stated to me, that although
shorter in growth, it was thicker and finer in

liiliage, more permanent in duration, and yielded
fully as heavy a crop as the Italian rye grass.

From this variety were produced six thousand
pounds to the acre.

I shall conclude this article on the grasses with
a lew observations in reference to oiTr culture of
those species which 1 conceive well adapted to in-

crease the products of the dairy and to improve
our soils in regard to the rotation of crops, in the
maritime districts of South Carolina and (Georgia.

1. The dairy.— It is well known that Charles-
ton, Savannah, Augusta, Columbia, and all our
large towns in the south, are but scantily supplied
either with good milk or fresh butter. A number
of liimilies in Charleston make a comfortable sup-
port by keeping lour or five cows each, purchasing
the grass which is brought from the country, and
selling milk. When the cows become dry, they
are sold to the butchers and others are purchased.

I would propose that the following experiment
be made by some enterprising, industrious man,
who is not ashamed of his proltjssion, and will lake
a pride in attending personally to his business.

Let a farm of one hundred and fifty acres be pro-
cured in the vicinity, of from three to six miles of
the city. Let this firm be divided into suitable
lots lor the cultivation of grasses and vegetables,
to serve as food for the cattle. Let one field be
planted in herds-grass, (daclylus glomerata,')
which answers our climate very well, as I have
had it flourishing in my garden for the last fifteen

years, and have frequently cut it as early as Fe-
bruary. I would preltsr planting the roots, which
are easily divided, setting ttiem out a loot or eigh-
teen inches apart. The seeds vegetate pretty well,

but the plants when young are often destroyed by-

more luxuriant grasses. Let a small field be
planted with the roots of the Gama grass. It is

very productive; cattle, although they do not pre-

fer it at first, soon grow fond of it, and they do not

seem at any time to refuse it when made into hay.
Let alternate fields of oats, barley and rye be
sown in drills, and at the same time sowing
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broad cast over Bome of these fields about twenty

j)ounds of Italian or common rye graes to ibe acre.

Another field should be devoted to the cultivation

of the common Guinea gras?, which, although it

comes rather late in spring, is very pioductive,

and lasts till killed by the hosts of autumn. A
small bed left lor seed, covered during winter with

straw, will produce an abundance of plants, which

should be set out in rows eighteen inches apart

and the plant standing eight or ten inches in the

row. Another field set out in the same manner

with Ei^yplian millet, (penaisctum typhoidcam,)

one of the most productive grasses in the world,

growing easily from the seed, and is thoroughly

naturalized to our climate. Other fields 1 would

Jiave successively planted in vegetables, not lor

the market, but !br the cows. These roots should

be composed of turnips, ruta baga, kohl rabbi,

sugar beets, carrots, &c. Thus an abundance of

^vZcn Ibod and vegetables would be successively

furnished lor every month in the year.

Oa this farm I would build extensive and airy,

but not expensive stables, to secure the cattle

against the cold of winter—and what is lar more

injurious, the heat of summer. The buildings

should be so arranged that in summer the air may
liave a free circulation. Let forty or fifty cows

umong the best of the common breeds of Carolina

be purchased ; these may average about forty dol-

laia per head. Keep amojig them a young bull of

the superior English breeds. A stock may thus

be provided in a few years adapted to our climate.

Importations ofgrown cattle Ibr our lower country

are' not advisable, as not one out of five survives

livo years, whereas thooe raised here do not seem

to degenerate, and are as well adapted to our cli-

mate as the conimon variety.

Let the cows be housed all the year, and only

.be allowed to go out occasionally for exercise.

Let their food be carriei^ to (hem as in most parts

if England, Belgium and Holland. They will

le cooler in the stables than when exposed to the

not sun; our cows kept in confinement in Charles-

ion thrive better than those that are turned out.

The manure and litter from the stables will, after

the first year, go far to keep the land enriched.

Let careful attendants be provided fljr the cattle,

and li'Tfht carls used to convey the milk or fresh

bu'ier to market morning and evening. It is not

my intention to estimate the profits of such an es-

tablishment, yet 1 cannot but think that it would

be infinitely greater than (hat produced by any

farmer in the vicinity of our city who has not in-

vested a larger capital.

Should the above be regarded as a visionary

scheme I would only ask not to be condemned be-

jore the experiment has been tried and failed.

2. Grasses to be cultivated by the planter in the

rotation of crops.—My own experience will not

allow roe to pronounce positively on the best kind

of grasses fur hay or pasturage adapted to our

southern climate as renovators of the soil.

The old method of cultivating the same field

with cotton for a succession of years, and another

with corn, until the lands are worn out, has been

long tried, and the result has been destructive to

the best interests of the planter. His lands are

nearly worn out, and he has the prospect of leav-

ing to his posterity a ruinous liirm house, decayed
fences, meager cattle, and a barren soil, ll is a

murderous system against which the earth cries

aloud for forbearance, and which the voice of
experience unhesitatingly condemns. Balaam's
ass stopped to remonstrate when he was over-

worked. It is treating our kind and teeming
mother with ingratitude and cruelty—demanding,
like the Egyptian task masiers, bricks without

straw— labor without rest. We have been expe-

rimenting on the liible of the golden egg, and are

now realizing the (ruit of greedy desires. Oh ! for

another Mantuan bard to awaken us from indo-

lence and error—who would instruct us with that

gifted lather of agriculture,

—

" Alternla idem tonsas cessare novales,

Et segnein patiere situ durescere campum."

Whilst we are furnished with such large plan-

tations, it seems hard that our poor cattle should

be en fie red to pickup a scanty subsistence and
waste their manure in the woods. We liave a
sufficient number ofproductions already in cultiva-

tion to enable us to alternate our ero[)s : cotton,

corn, sweet and Irish potatoes, rye, wheat, bar-

ley, oals, ground-nuts, guinea corn, &c.— 1 need

not speak of rice—the heavens have it in charge,

and a thousand rills carry to it the drainings of the

richest valleys. Even in this particular a benefit

has, in some instances, been Ibund in either suHer-

ing the rice land to rest (or a year, or alternating

the crop. A highly intelligent and successful

planter of Waccamaw informed me, that he had
two years ago not planted a portion of his land in

rice, but. suffered the volunteer, or red rice, to

spriiiiT up. It was ploughed under; a portion of

the find was cultivated in oats—the remainder was
kept as a pasture Ibr cattle. In this way Ids land

was in a measure freed from red rice—he was
boutuifully supplied with milk and butter, and the

product of his rice-field was on the succeeiling

year one-tburth more productive than formerly.

We have in Carolina several species of native

grasses, that have already been brought into cul-

tivation, especially the crab and crow loot. These,
however, are annuals, and the ground requires to

be every year cultivated and manured. The fox-

tail grass, clymas or lime grass, and manj' species

of poa, (estuca, and panicum, are the native pro-

ducts of our fields. From some of these, and
many others diat I have not enumerated, a selec-

tion might be made as an experiment, which, in

the end, could scarcely fail of success.

But I would prefer making use of those grasses

that have been already found to be successtul in

agriculture. The clover and timothy i have
reason to fear, are not adapted to our dry, sandy
soil. On the various species of grasses cultivated

in Europe, which I have already enumerated, es-

pecially those of the south of France and Austria,

as well as Italy, no experiment has been made.
I doubt whether the Italian rye grass has ever

been seen in the southern states and scarcely in

America, although I have a liiint recollection of
seeing a few plants, some years ago, on the larm
of Judge Buel, near Albany in New- York. A
crop of oats, or rye, after the c»rn or cotton, would
afford a sufficient shade Ibr the grasses to vege-
tate, and after the spring grain was removed,
would not only afford hay or pasturage Ibr cattle,

but renovate the soil and prepare it Ibr Ihe pro-

duction of our staple articles. By this means our

land and our stock of cattle would be improved

—

we would be less dependent on s'rangcrs for oujr
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hay, meals, and butter, and in the end our cotton

and corn crops would be more abundan'. It is

but IJiir that we receive from our New-England
brethren their cotton cloths in exchange lor our

raw material, and liieir flour lor our rice, but it is

rather a rclleciion on our industry and enterprise

when we look to them also lor our hay and butter.

itIIODE ISLAND AGRICULTURE.

From tlic New England Farmer.

We have great pleasure in presenting the fol-

lowing account ot his year's operations from one

ofthe best jarmers not in Rhode Island only, but

in New England. Mr. Antony's farm does not

embrace a large extent or variety oC agricultural

operations ; but as lar as it extends, it may be

considered as pattern farming. Of his improve-

ments we have spoken repeatedly before. They
are skilful and beautiful, and do him the high-

est credit. We have only one wish in respect

to him and his farm ; and that is, that he was
on this side of the line, that he might come in

as a competitor lor some of our noble state pre-

miums. We know he has no low ambition ; but

an ambition to make any portion of this earth

which heaven puts under our custody, as produc-

tive and beautiful as labor or skill or art can ren-

der it, is an ambition wiih which a generous and
grateful mind may justly be satisfied. H. C.

Jteport of the farm of Wm. Rotdi, Jr., North
Providence, Rhode Island, under the manage-
ment of yJdani j^ntony ; and considerably devo-

ted to the sale of milk in the city if Providence.
Tillage 30 acres.

English mowing 18 '

Pasture 26 *

Wood 30 '

Total 104 '

Soil generally dry and sandy ; some redeemed
peat meadow ; much ofthe land formerly covered

with pine.

Live Stock.

Horse
Oxen
Cows

1

2
18

Amount of sales in 1839 ^3294 85
Value of produce used or on hand 308 50
Labor in improvements charged to

the owner 125 00
Incidental improvements on the farm,

the law/ijl interest on which is

added to the next year's rent 252 36
Cost of labor on the farm, including

board 696 02
Incidental expenses 1394 04

jimount ofProduce in 1839.

English hay, tons 50—average yield

per acre 2| tons.

Millet, ' 41 « '21
Indian corn, bush. 258 '

Barley cut for fodder, tons 10
Potatoes, bush. 592 '

Turnips (French) bu. 500

64^ bush.

l| ton.

236 bush.

650 '

Swedish turnips, bushels 800
Beeffat ted, 9500 lbs.

Pork, 556 "

Corn fodder, tons 6

Manure made, cords 100
" bought, ashes 1400 bushels.

Notes by Mr. y^ntonij.

Expenses of cultivating crops per acre-
Indian corn $47
Oats 24
Barley 24
Potatoes 44
Rut a baga 47
Beets 53
Carrots 59
Hay, including getting, &c. 24
Millet 24
Average yield of a cow per annum, in milk, 593

gallons.

Beef animals fatted on hay, Indian meal, flax-

seed oil meal, and vegetables.

Pork fatted on Indian meal and boiled potatoes.

Seven cords of manure were applied to an acre
;

and of ashes Irom 100 to 240 bushels.

Lime and gypsum have not been found useful.

—

Ashes are oi"great utility.

Ground oyster shells are, perhaps, good for no-
thing. No difference has been perceived in the
etiecis of fresh or spent ashes. Potash, at the rate

of 150 lbs. to the acre, has been found beneficial,

and the same quantity of nitre. Have tried them,
however, but one year, and know nothing of the
permanency of either.

The most profitable articles of cultivation are

considered millet and clover on light and sandy
soils. On such as are of a better quality and firm-

er texture, the root culture is perhaps the most
profiiable.

Considerable hay and some vegetables are sold,

but much the greater part of the produce is con-
verted into beef and milk.

ESSEX AGRICULTURE.

From tlie New England Farmer.

The following account was received by us, but
unfortunately was mislaid. It has not suffered by
keeping; and will be read with much pleasure. It

is a fair sample of New England farming; and
shows a highly productive result. Very many are
those who fall far below this product, over those
who attain it, fi-om the same number of acres.

—

Those whose imaginations and avarice are extend-
ed far beyond what is reasonable, see in such hum-
ble results as these, nothing to admire ; but look
with disdain upon such, in their opinion meager,
returns. Yet it is by such a process and under cir-

cumstances thus restricted, that vast numbers in

New England have found not only competence but
independence ; and have laid the foundation, in-

deed have carried up the superstructure of large

and ample estates. H. C.

3fr. Colman—Sir— I have seen in one of the
N. E, Farmers that you should like to have a state-

ment of the produce of some of our farms. My
farm is in Newberry, about one mile south ofNevv-
buryport. I have about 20 acres of good tillage
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land, and about 15 acres of grass land too cla^-ey

lor easy lillaj^e. 1 have 30 acres ol'salt and blade

^'rass meadow: the remainder is pasture and
woodland, rontaininjj in the whole abuiii llOacrea

— on which has been raised the present season

200 bushels of corn on about five acres, manured
in the hill. I think thai the siorm of the 28ih of

August, destroyed one tilth ol the crop. Six acres

planied with potatoes, manured partly in hills and

partly ploughed in, produced 1500 bushels. One
acre and three quarters o!" onions, 740 bushels

;

one acre of winter rye, 2G bushels; three acres

barley, 100 bushels ; one acre of oats, 75 bushels

one other acre cut lor fodder, not thrashed. The
oais were raised on pasture land never ploughed

out once, and planted with potatoes the last year

and manured in hills, this year harrowed, and 200
bushels of leached ashes spread on. I have 40

tons of English hay, cut the present season; 16

tons of black grass hay, 15 tons of salt and fresh

hay, 60 barrels of winter ap|)les, 11 barrels of ci-

der, 40 bushels of beets and carrots, some pears,

peaches, grapes and plums. 1 keep 1 horse, 4

oxen, 9 cows ; calves sold 50 dollars ; milk sold at

the house 1500 gallons at 14 cents ; and nuide

some cheese in the hot weather. I have a son

who takes the principal care of the farming. We
hire two men seven months, at 17 and 18 dollars

per month. We buy manure in Newburyport at

SI 75 and $2 per load of half a cord or more
;

ashes 6 cents a bushel. I sell hay at S14 per ton.

Onions are sold at 60 cents a bushel. Onion
ground we manure with about 12 loads to the

acre; plough it in the fall; about loth of April

plough it again and sow when the ground is fit.

1 sow in rows 16 inches apart, three pounds

of seed to the acre ; two pounds are enough if we
were sure all would be right: I think if we have
plenty of manure it is best to plough it in ; if we
have not a plenty, make the best of it and put it in

the hills ; then we shall not miss unless a very dry

eeaeon. To cultivate an acre of onions on my
ground, would cost about 25 days' labor.

Summary of the above.

No. of acres, 110

Products.— Indian corn, on 5 acres, 200 bushels.

Potatoes, 6 acres, 1500 bushels.

Onions, 1| acre, 740 '

lieets and carrots, 40 '

Wmter rye, one acre, 26 '

Barley, 3 acres, 100 *

Oats, 1 acre, 75 '

English hay, 40 '

Black grass, 16 '

Salt and fresh hay, 15 '

Winter apples, l>arrels 60 '

Cider, « 11 '

Milk sold at the house at 14 cts. per gall., 1500
gallons.

Calves sold, 50 dollars.

I raise plenty of peas, beans, cabbages, turnips,

squashes, &c.
1 should like to find some machine to dig pota-

toes with oxen or horses.

^otjm6ar 28, 1839.

WIRE WORM.

from tlio TliJrd Report of the Aariculture of Maasacliusetts.

Wheat, besides being subject to various dis-

eases, hag enemies to conieni! with among the

insect tribes, which are (brmidable arxl often ile-

slructive. The wire worm is well known to larn>-

ers ; and several cases of injury from his ravages
are mentioned in the reports. These are princi-

pally found in lands which have been some time
m grass, and newly broken up. On this account
where they abound, to sow wheat on green-sward
plou<rhed up, would not be advisable. A farmer
in Williamstown, vvho<e land was much inlested

with these worms, and whose corn crop always
suii'ered severely from them when it v/as planted

upon grass land newly broken up, found great aci-

vantages in ploughing his land in the fall, by
which operation he thought many worms were
destroyed by the Irosl ; and then taking a crop of
oats, which they were not likely to injure, belbre

he took any other crop. This was followed by
corn, and then by wheat. They are not disposed

to stay in cultivated land, but prefer that which is

in grass. Another larmer in Templeton, whose
staiemenfs seemed entitled to confidence, is in the

habit of getting some salt in the compost heap,

with which he manured hiscorn. He says in this

way his corn has escaped the depredations of the

wire-worm, while his neighbors' corn over the

(ence would suffer severely. He has been accus-

tomed to do this (or several years, but could give

me no definite rule as to the proportion of salt used

in the heap. As well as I could gather Irom his

statements, however, it was not large. To all

soft-skinned worms, such as slugs, &c., the appli-

cation of caustic or quick lime, if a small amount
comes in contact with them, will prove destruc-

tive; but this does not seem to be the case with
those which are encased in an armor of horn.

The application of liiBe, therelbre, in the hill with
corn, is not found a preventive against the injury

finm the wire worm.
E. Phinney, of Lexington, whose authority is

entitled to the highest respect, "advises in the
ploughing of green sward to turn over in the

s|)ring, say from the first to the middle of JMay^
after the grass shall have started a Jew inches.

The reasons are, that generally a greater quantity

of vegetable matter is turneil under; the sod will

turn over smoother in the spring than in the au-

tumn, the grass is much less likely to spring up>

between the furrow slices, which materially injures

the crop; and lastly, the worms which commonly
abound in grass ground, are less likely to injure (he

crop. The reason must be obvious. Finding no
green substance in land turned over in the fall

to leed upon, they invariably seize upon the grow-
ing crop. Where the green sward has been thus
turned over in the spring,afier the grass has started,

it is affirmed upon experience that injury from the

worm does not occur, but when this is done in au-
tumn, it is rarely otherwise."

N. Bennet, of Farmingham, thinks "turning

over green sward in August, a perfect remedy for

the corn or cut-worm, which is the wire-worm
here referred to. By ploughing so early in the

season, the grass has time to spring up and grow
before winter between the furiovvs ; and when he
cross-ploughs in the spring, the young grass fur-

nishes a sufficiency oflbod !br the worms, and theye--
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fore ihe corn ia not injured by ihem." Robert

Coll, of Pittsfield, whose liirmini^, as well aa that

of Mr. Bennet, has been honored with the pre-

niiuiTis ol'the Massachusetts Agricultural Society,

says '' thai he is satisfied Iroiii experience, years

since, thai the ploughing of green sward or stub-

ble ill tlje autumn, is a loss in the following crop

of at least ten per cent. Sward lands, that are

ploughed in the fall become compact during the

winter; the finer parts washed between the fur-

row slice, excluding the air, and preventing the

suiplus water Irora draining off, consequeniiy the

turf lies heavy and dormant, with but little bene-

fit to the crop. On the other hand, il' ploughed

in the spring, the soil is light and receives the har-

row kindly ; and the furrow slice does not become
so compact as to prevent the circulation of the

air, and allows the excess of water to take its pro-

per course ; and the sward, when the crop comes

off, will be in a more forward state of decomposi-

tion than if ploughed the lall before."

These various opinions, coming from practical

men of much intelligence and long experience,

deserve attention. It would not answer to delay

the sowing of wheat until the middle of May, as

there would be great risk in our climate ol its suf-

fering from mildew. II wheat is to be sowed on

green sward, it should be ploughed much earlier.

But this would not in that case afford the protec-

tion against the wire-worm to which Mr. Piiinney

refers. I must dissent li-om the inference, (at

least, I hold my judgment in suspense until 1

liave farther light,) that this late spring ploughing

is to be deferred on account ofthe superabundance
of vegetable matter then to be turned under.

Theory and experiment in this matter conflict

with each other. I have been always inclined to

the belief, which generally prevails, and which
Mr. Phinney maintains, that the higher the state

of luxuriance in which vegetable matter is turned

in by the plough, the more the land will be en-

riched by it. But the experience of one of the

best farmers in the state has satisfied me, especi-

ally as it had been confirmed by another ecjually

intelligent farmer, and wholly unbiassed by the

judgment ofany other person, that the land is more
benefited by the turning in of the clover after it is

dried, than when in a state of greeness and full of

sap. The opinion is, that if green it creates an
acidity in the soil prejudicial to the succeeding crop.

1 do not know whether this theory be sound or

not ; but I have seen an experiment tried with a

view to this point, in two adjoining lols of ground
in the same field ; and the result was conclusive

in favor of turning in the crop when dried. Mr.
Colt's opinion in favor of spring ploughing or

against lall ploughing, bears on the same point.

The conclusion, which seems to follow from these

premises, is against sowing wheat upon green
sward, on account of the wire worm. In such
case, corn or oats then should be taken as a first

crop ; and corn may be taken, as Mr. Phinney ad-

vises, on a late ploughed sward, aa the disadvan-

tage, if there be any, in the comparison between
turning in the herbage, in a green instead of a
dried state, may be more than compensated by
the protection which it ftirnishes against the worm;
but if wheat is to be sowed, on green sward
or stubble, on account of the results of Mr. Coil's

experience, whether his notions be well or ill found-
ed, it is to be advised to plough In the spring ; but

then as early as possible ; because, as 1 am satis-

fied, of the expediency under all circumstances of

sowing spring wheal as early as possible. In this

case, the chances of the worm must be encoun-
tered, unless the mixture of salt with the compost,

as mentioned above, may afford a security against

him.

GATHERINGS FROM GRAVEYARDS, &C.

By G. A. Walker, Surgeon.
Co., 1839.

jLongman and

From the Mcdico-Chirurgical Review.

The object of the present work is, to open the

eyes ofihe public to the dangerous and disgusting

results arising from the present practice of inter-

ments in the heart of cities, and in the midst ol" a
dense population; and to endeavor to procure
"the entire removal of the dead from the immediate
proximity ofthe living." Il cannot be denied that

the present manner of burial has become a serious

evil, and one well worthy of the attention of the

government ; but we are afraid that the custom,
which originally arose from the credulous belief of
the common people in the powers of the church
over souls alier death, inducing them to seek a
grave in the immediate neighborhood of some
place of worship as a protection against the enemy
of mankind, is now too deeply rooted in the humaa
mind to be easily eradicated.

Setting aside, however, the deleterious efTeolsto

the human Irame from the pestilerous vapors
continually exhaling from such enormous masses
of putrefying remains, which must exercise a most
baneful eflect, especially on those living in the

more immediate vicinity of these pest-holes,—we
think that, if the public attention were to be once
flilly directed to the di^^gusting and monstrous
practices continually resorted to with regard to the

ashes ofthe dead, in order to make room for fresh

supplies, they would be inclined to prefer a sepul-

ture removed from the town, and in which they

might rest in peace, to the present revolting prac-

tice of huddling up as many human bodies as can
possibly be crammed into one narrow space in

order that the proprietorsof these places may reap

as great a harvest as possible. Let us take, lor

example, one case detailed by our author: he is

speaking ofthe burying-ground underneath Enon
Chapel :

—

" This space measures in length 59 feet 3 inches

or thereabouts, and in width about 28teet8 inches

so that its superficial contents do not exceed 1,700

square feet. Now, allowing lor an adult body
only twelve feet, and for the young, upon an ave-

rage, six feet, and supposing an equal number of

each to be there deposited, the medium space

occupied by each would be nine feet : if, then,

every inch ofground were occupied, not more than

189 (say 200 in round numbers) would be placed

upon the surface; and admitting (an extravagant

admission most certainly) that it were possible

to place six tiers of coffins upon each other, the

whole space could not contain more that 1,200;

and yet it is stated with confidence, and by credible

authority, thai from 10,000 to 12,000 bodies have

been deposited in this very space within the last

sixteen years !" 237.

It is not long since an extreme sensation was
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excited by the greatly exng^jerated tales with

regard to the practice of exhumation for the pur-

pot=es of dissection, but we must, eay that none of

these tales could at all equal the wholesale ex-

posure and dismemberment of the dead which

must here have been had recourse to.

Having thus given an exlremely slight sketch

of the history of burial places, (lor an exceedingly

interesting description of which we must refer the

reader to the book itself,) we will now follow the

author in his description ol' the state of some of

the
Burying-places of the metropolis.

Burying Ground, Portugal Street.—'^The

soil of this ground is saturated, absolutely satu-

rated, with human putrescence. * * * The
effluvia from this ground at certain periods are so

oflensive, that persons living in Clement's Lane
are compelled to keep their windows closed ; the

walls even ofthe ground which adjoins the yards ol'

those houses, are frequently seen reeking with

fluid, which diffuses a most oflensive smell."

Typhus fever appears to be very prevalent in the

neighborhood, especially in Clement's Lane,

which isabsolutely surrounded by burying-grounds.

Enon Chapel.—The upper part of this building

is devoted to the purposes of public worship, un-

derneath it is theburying-ground, being separated

Irom it only by boarded floor. From ten to twelve

thousand bodies have been placed here, since its

establishment, in pits, the uppermost of which

were covered only by a few inches of earth.

"Soon after interments were made, a peculiar

long narrov? black fly was observed to crawl out

of many of the coffins ; this insect, a product ofthe

putrefaction of the bodies, was observed on the

following season to be succeeded by another,

which had the appearance of a common bug with

wings."
A Sunday school is held in the chapel.
" Residents about this spot, in warm and damp

weather have been much annoyed with a pecu-

liarly disgusting smell ; and occasionally, wfien

the fire was lighted in a house abutting upon this

building, an intolerable stench arose, which it was
believed did not proceed fi-om a drain. Vast

numbers of rats infest the houses; and meat ex-

posed to this atmosphere, after a few hours, be-

comes putrid." 156.

St. ClemenVs Church, Strand.—There is a vault

under this church called the ^Jiector''s Fault,'' the

descent into which is in the aisle of the church

near the communion table, and when opened, the

products of decomposition of animal matter are so

powerful, that lighted candles, passed through the

opening into the vault, are instantly extinguished;

the men at different limes employed, have not

dared to descend into the vault until two or three

days had elapsed after it had been opened, during

which period the windows ofthe church also were

opened to admit the perffation of air from the street

to occupy the place of the gas emitted ;— thus a

diluted poison is given in exchange from the dead

to the living in one of tiie most frequented

throughfares of the metropolis. The other vaults

underneath the church are also much crowded

with dead. From some cause, at present doubt-

ful, these vaults were discovered to be on fire*

* "This is not a very unusual circumstance; the

upwards of fifty years ago; they continued burning
for some days, and many bodies were destroy-

ed." 15S.

There was formerly a well by the side of the

church but the water became so nauseous that it

could not be drunk, owing to its becoming impreg-
nated with the putrefying matter with which the

ground was charged.

Drury Lane Burying Ground.—The ground
is now raised to a level with the first-floor windows,
surrounding the place : in it have been deposited

some thousands of bodies.

Whitechapel Church.—The burial-ground ad-

joining the church, placed, in the midst ofa dense
population, is so thickly crowded as to present one
entire mass of human bones and putrefaction. "In
digging a foundation for a new wall, the workmen
penetrated through a mass of human bones eight

or ten feet in thickness; these bones were thrown
out and for some time lay exposed to public view,

scattered over the ground in a loathsome humid
state."—These were afterwards deposited in two
or three pits which were filled up to within a few
inches ot the surface.

Bunhill Fields City Road.— In this burial ground
occupying about seven acres, more than one hun-
dred thousand interments are supposed to have
taken place.

iMr. Walker has given a detailed account of

many more ofour metropolitan cemeteries ; but we
think that, from what we have ftirnished, the

reader will be able to form a pretty accurate judg-
ment of the remainder. We will, therefore, ex-

tract the account of only one more to show that

this system is not confined to the poorer parts of

the town, but extends even to the immediate
Vicinity ofthe palace.

" Buckingham Chapel, situated in Palace Street,

about three minutes' walk from Buckingham
Palace. There are two vaults and a burying-

ground belonging to this chapel ; one ofthe vaults

is underneath very large school-rooms for boys and
girls,* and the other is underneath the chapel;

the entrance to these vaults, is through a trap-

door, in the passage, dividing the school-rooms

from the chapel ; steps lead to the bottom of the

building; on the right is the vault underneath the

schools. When I visited this place a body had
recently been interred, and the effluvium from it

was particularly aimoying. The vault is support-

ed on wooden pillars, and there is only one grating

which fronts the street, to admit light and air ; the

floors of the school-rooms, white washed on the

under surface, form the roof or ceiling ofthe vault

— it is no difficult matter to seethe children in the

lower school-room from this vault, as there are

apertures in the boards sufficiently large to admit

the light from above. This place is spacious, but

very low;— the vault on the left under the chapel is

about the same size as that under the schools,

though much lower. 1 was assured that the

ground was so full of bodies, that there was diffi-

culty in allotting a grave ; the roof of this vault is

formed by the under surface of the floor of the

chapel ; it is white-washed, the light passes

through it; the smell emitted from this place is

very offensive. In the vault underneath the

vaults underneath St. James's Church, Jermyn Street,

many years since, were on fire."

* " Some hundreds of children here receive their

daily education."
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chapel (here are piles of bodies placed in lead ;
the

up|)er ones are within a lew inches of the wooden

floor," 184,

We will not attempt to offer any comments on

the facts which have here been detailed ; they

speak for themselves.

The remainder of the work is principally occu-

pied by the consideration of the ill effects produced

on the human constitution by these putrid exha-

lations ; out of the immense number of cases

brought forward by our author to prove their dan-

gerous tendencies, we will select two only as

illustrations of the results produced during the two
most dangerous stages of animal decomposition,

which he considers to be,— 1st, that which takes

place almost immediately after death, and the 2nd,

during the extreme degree of putrefaction. As an
instance of the evil consequences produced by the

exhalation of the gases generated during the

first staae, we may quote thelbllowing case.

"In the month of June, in the year 1825, a

women died of typhus fever, in the upper part of

the house, No, 17, White House lard, Drury
Lane; the body, which toas buried on ihefourth
day, was brougiu down a narrow staircase ; Lewis
Swalthey, shoemaker, then living with his family

on the second floor of this house, and now residing

at No. 5, Prince's Street, Drury Lane, during the

time the coffin was placed for a few minutes, in a

transverse position, in the door-way of his room,

in order that it might pass the more easily into the

street, was sensible of a most disgusting odor,

which escaped from the coffin. He complained
almost immediately aWevwards of a peculiar cop-

pery taste, which he described as being situ;<ted

at the base of the tongue and posterior part olr the

throat; in a few hours aliervvards, he had at irre-

gular intervals slight sensations ofchilhness, which
before the next sunset had merged into repealed

shiverings of considerable intensity ; that evening
he was confined to his bed,—he passed through a

most severe form of typhus fever ; at the expiration

of thu third week he was removed to the lever

hospital—he recovered ; he had been in excellent

health up to the instant when he was exposed to

this malaria.^^ 132.

The effects of the gases produced during the

extreme stale of putrelaction are illusiratcd by the

following case.

"My pupil, Mr. J. H. Sutton, accompanied
by an individual, lor many years occasionally em-
plojed in the office of burying the dead, entered

the vaults of St. church; acutfin, 'cruelly

bloated,^ as one of the grave-diggers expressed it,

was chosen for the purpose of obtaining a portion

of its gaseous content^. The body, placed upon
the top of an immense number of others, had, by
the date of the inscription on the plate, been buried

upwards of eight years ; the instant the small in-

strument employed had eniered the coffin, a most
horribly offensive gas issued forth in large (]uan-

tities, Mr. S. who unlbrlunately respired a portion

of this vapour, would have I'allen but for the sup-
port afforded by a pillar in the vault ; he was in-

stantly seized with a sutlbcaling diHiculty of

breathing (as though he had respired an aimo-
ephere impregnated with sulphur) ; lie had giddi-

ness, extreme trembling, and postraiion ofstrengtf,;

in attempting to leave the vault, he fell from de-
bility

; upon reaching the externtd air, lie had
nausea, subsequently vomiting, accompanied with

freqtient flatulent eructations, highly fetid, and
having the same character as the gas inspired.

He reached home with difficulty, and was confined

to his bed during seven days. The pulse which
was scarcely to be recognised at the wrist,— al-

though the heart beat so tumultuously, that its

palpitations might be observed beneath the cover-

ing of the bed cloths,— ranged between one hun-

dred and ten and one hundred and twenty-five per

minute, during the first three days ; for many days

after this exposure; his gait was very vascillat-

ing." 133.

The remainder of the book is devoted to a ge-

neral resume of the principal facts and obaervaliona

contained in the preceding pages.

Having now completed our review of this work,

it only remains lor us to say that it will be found

well worth the perusal of every person at all inter-

ested in the preservation of the health, decency,

and cleanliness of the metropolis, and may, per-

haps, prove not unacceptable to the general reader,

as presenting a complete and curious history of the

diflerent modes of interment which have been

resorted to among diflerent nations, as well as for

its novel description of the burial-places of l^ondon

vvhichv/e believe, have never, until now, formed

the subject of any work.
In taking our final leave, we must, in justice to

Mr. Walker, state, that the book is clearly and
vividly written, and the author deserves great

credit for the industry and zeal which he has dis-

played in his by no means agreeable researches

among the graveyards; we hope, however, that

he may reap a full reward lor his labors, by seeing

the disgusting nuisance against which he has de-

clared war, at least mitigated, even if not alto-

gether put a stop to.

EDGINGS FOR A FLOWER GARDEIS.

From llie Horticultural Journal.

For an edging, box is chiefly recommended.
Box!—not always kept in order, and in such a

case a harbor for vermin !—the most irreedy and
rapacious blook-sucker of every ttiing within its

reach, the exhausier of the virtues ol' the richest

compost. Next come thrilt, bachelor's buttons,

pninroses, and even London pride, all tending to

weeds, and all growing out of line: to avoid this,

flower beds are often edged with board, which
soon falls to decay. The best and most perma-
nent edging I have ever met with is slate, set

lengthways, three inches under, and three inches
over the level of the alley or walk, the edges of
the beds filled in the interior to the full heinht of
the slate. 1 know an edging of this description

made sixteen years ago, which is still in tlie high-
est perfection ; at first, the outside ol'lhe slate was
p;iintetl green, which gave a great neatness to the

irarilen ; soon after, an cdiring of genlianella was
planted at the inside of the slate and close to it,

which came into great heaut}^, and hung over the

outside, forming an edging at top of three or four

inches wide, requiring very little attention, and
decorating the edges of the beds wiih a profusion

of its lariie, rich, and graceliil blue flowers, wliich,

when lined by a single row of yellow crocus,

ushers in the spring in ihe most vivid colors. A
chief perfection of this edging is, tliat it is poruia-

nent.
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POWKUS OF THE ARAB HOSE.

From Fraser's Tartar Journey.

I am templed to mention to you one feat of an

Arab horse, the property of a person who has

more than once been mentioned by me in these

letters, Aga Bahram, and which has not, so (ar

as I i<now, been ever doubled. This animal came
from Shirauz to Tehran, 520 miles, in six days;
remained there three days, went back in five;

remained at Shirauz nine, and returned again to

Tehran in seven days. This gentleman told me
that he had once rode another horse of his own
from Tehran to Koom, twenty-lour liirsucks. or

about eighty-four miles, between the dawn of

a morning near the vernal equinox, and two
j

hours belbre sunset—that is, in about ten hours,
j

This, too, is good going : but Aga Bahram had
always the best horses in Persia.

j

MANURING.

For Ihe Fanners' Register.

Preface.—Aiihough my name is not known in

the communication headed, " Farm-Yard, &c." in

February No. of the Register, page 126, yet I

was mortified to find my horse and cow yards,

and intended piggery, so illy represented by the

cut, Mr. Ruffin has a multiplicity of business to

call his attention, and the most important should

claim his direct attention; consequently, in this

matter, no apology is either wanted or required;

nor should I have adverted to the subject had I not

a desire to lay before the public my manuring
operations ; in doinir which n)y yards will again
be brought into view.*
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now growing on ihe oat fallow of last year, bid

lair to yield thirty bushels to the acre ; whicii is

aliout double what the yield would have been lasi

year, had they not been ploui^hed down. My
harvetted oats oC last year yield about lijrty bush-

els ihe acre ; a small portion of which I computed
as iiii^h as sixiy.

Tlie first item in the above account, viz. 242
loads manure, was the remains of the accumula-
tions of the previous year, hut as I liave now on

hand more than tliis quantity, which is to be en-

tered Cor next year, I suppose no objection can be

raised to the entry.

I spread from 40 to 64 loads of manure to the

acre, (averaire about 50)—that Irom the stables

and houj yards, on clays ; and that li-om the cattle

yards, on loams and sands.

JMy sheep are never yarded, except the ewes
and lambs in the severest winter weather; and
for their accommodation 1 am now en<raged in

constructing a cot, and yard of about half an acre.

From the yard, the manure will be moved about
the middle of March ; the ground being in arti-

chokes, they are to be rooted out by hogs, from

eay lOih of November till lOih of December,
when the yard is again ready for the ewes and
lambs. This sheep yard, with other adjoininir, is

now in beets, but will be planted in the artichokes

next spring ; the artichokes being now growing in

an adjacent field. I suppose the proper meihod ol

cultivating this crop is to drill, plough and hoe,

the first year ; but after having been rooted by
hogs they need no lijrther attention, except per-

haps to pull out a lew straggling weeds on vacant

spots. The crops must be abundant on grounds
thus (lighly manured.
My crop of corn is mos'.iy on bottom grounds,

and my ditches are already opened for the purpose

of conveying a creek thereon so soon as the cul-

ture of the crop is completed.

Mountaineer.
^imhersi, June, 1840.

REMARKS ON CORN CULTURE—BEANS

—

GREEN-SWARD, ETC.

To ttie Editor of the Farmer's Register.

June 10th, 1840.

In your May number, I have read with more
than ordinary interest, the appendix of the Rev.
JHenry Colman to Mr. Webster's agricultural ad-

dress, which 1 had perused before; and thecommuni-
cation by Mr. Thomas B. Sievenson of Kentucky.
There are, however, a few things in them to which
1 beg eave respectfully to state some objections.

First, iiovvever, permit me to say a word or two
of some of my own notions in regard to corn

culture, which your correspondent S., of South
Carolina, seems to have misunderstood, or I mis-

understand him. For he appears to ascribe to me
as a fixed opinion, what I offered merely as a

conjecture, relative to the ellect upon the crop of
cutting corn roots. The fact is, that this process

which takes place more or less, in every mode of

culture that 1 have ever yet witnessed, has al-

ways been to me a great mystery, and one of
which I have never seen any saiislactory explana-
tion. Between the various methods pursued by
the most successful corn-makere, there is a vast

Vor. VIII~-47

difl'erence in the extent to which Ihe roots are cut

;

and yet fine crops are often found upon good land,

under all their modes of culture, if the eeasona

have been iijvorable. This could not possibly

hnppen, if cutting the roots was any thing like as

injurious, as we have generally supposed. Two
of the best corn-makers I ever knew cultivated al-

together with the two-horse plough; yet their

crops were certainly never inferior, as liir as the

eye could judge, to any others where a different

process had been adopted. The fiict is undenia-

ble, and the only difficulty is, how to account (or

it. I believe, with your correspondent S,, that, " if

it were possible to avoid it," we should find it

best "never to cut the root of any plant in its

culture."' But, is it possible? If it is, I cannot
even imauine such possibility. No body, I be-

lieve, doubts that keepinij ihe earth loose to a con-
siderable depth, is absolutely necessary to the vi-

gorous, healthful growih of all cultivated plants

whatever. But the man who could do it without
cutting many of the roots, would be very little, if

at all, interior to the famous artist John Emanu-
el Schoitz, described by Dr. Swift, who, among
niany other most marvellous feats enumerated by
the dean, could " heal a bar of iron red hot, and
thrust it into a barrel of gun-powder, belbre all

the company, and yet it would not take fire."'

Mr. Taylor's method is certainly a very good
one, lor he mukes excellent crops; but it is pur-

sued in its most important piirliculars by thou-
sands. Still, there is uiiavoidiibly much root-cut-

ting in it, and no frreaier crops are made by it,

than by some different methods, where the lands
are equally as lijrlile, and the proprietors equally
as industrious, attentive and skilful, as Mr. Tay-
lor. It has, however, one very great advantage over
the old fashions, which prevailed some 30 or 40
years ago: it saves a great amount of labor, and
IS therefore far preferable, on this account, if on no
other.

Suffer me now to state my few objections to the
Rev. Mr. Colraan's appendix, and to the commu-
nication o( your South .Carolina correspondent, S.

In speaking of the bean, the first named gentle-
man says—" the varieties of the bean are two,
garden and field beans, the white and the gray."
Now, if Mr. Colman is right, all our botanical

books are lorong ; for they enumerate at least

twenty species. Four of these are given in Bridge-
man's gardening; and, of the viciafaba alone, he
names twelve varieties, whilst he arranges under
the other three species, twenty-seven varieties

more, making 39 in all ; and Loudon, in his " En-
cyclopiedia of Plants," s'ates about the same num-
ber. Mr. Colman, I presume, is too good a bota-
nist to be ignorant of the facts, and, therefore, has
been somewhat careless, (to say the least of it,) in

liniiiins the number of varieties, even of the
viciafaba, to two. It is a great departure from his

usual particularity and correctness of description.

To a part of Mr. Stevenson's communication I

object, on account of his giving, (as almost all the

Kentucky farmers do,) the name " l)lup-grass," to

the " green-sward," or '' goose-grass," or " lawn-
irrass ;

" all of which nam"s it bears. This is of
a yellowish green, and cannot, iherelbre, witli pro-

priety, be called '• blue," whereas, the true blue-

grase is really of a bluish green, and hence it

takes its name. It is very different from the
"greensward," in appearance; is nnore hardy^
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and bears grazing far better, but it is more trou-

blesome in cultivated lands. [ have been led to

these remarks Irom having experienced conside-

rable inconvenience, as I have no doubt many
others have, Irom the variety ofnames olten given

to the same plant. Let a lew examples of this

very troublesome practice suffice. The "red-top"

is li-equenlly called "herds-grass," and so is " ti-

mothy, ' although they are as unlike as bottle-

brush and rib-wort. The orchard-grass is also

called cocks-loot, and the crab-grass crows-loot,

whilst the lucerne, in some places, bears the name
of French clover. When we come to mention

noxious weeds, the confusion of names is still

greater. Although I know of no sure remedy for

this evil, we might certainly, 1 think, diminish it

greatly, if we would take as much care in apply-

ing the common appellatives as in using the bo-

tanical terms; but this is never done. The ne-

glect of this practice in a friend, who once sent

me some pure cockle seed from London, under

the very attractive name of " rose campione,'''' ac-

tually betrayed me into sowing it very carefully in

a rich spot of my garden ; notwithstanding, 1

strongly suspected that it would turn out to be an

old and very pestiferous acquaintance. I might

mention many other similar annoying accidents,

involving a loss of both time and labor; and I

doubt not that several of your correspondents

could add considerably to the list. But the lore-

going remarks, I hope, will suffice to call their at-

tention and yours to the subject in a way to pro-

duce some belter remedial suggestion than my
own. "In the multiplicity of counsel," our pro-

verb says, "there is safety;" and if we brother

farmers and planters vvould ofiener volunteer to

give it, we might remedy, in a great measure, the

total neglect of our interests, by those whose duly

it is, and whose special business it should be, to

labor assiduously lor their promouon.
No more at present, from your old friend and

co-laborer, James M. Gaknett.

NOTKS OF NORTHERN SILK-CULTURE.

Extracted from tlie Tliird Agricultural Report, made by the

Kcv. Henrv Colman, Agricultural Uomuiissioner of Massa-

chusetts.

Jmount of silk to an acre, and cost of pro-

duction.—Quesiions of great importance come

up here, respecting the amount of silk which may
be |)ioduced upon an acre of ground, and the cost

of production at ihe rates of labor existing among
us. On these subjects conjectures abound ;

and

calculations respecting the amount to be obtained

go enormous and extravagant, that they are much
better suited to form a chapter in the Arabian

Nights' entertainment, than to enter into the

thoughts of any sound mind. Conjectures, how-

ever, in matters of this kind, are not what we
want ; and it does not belong to me to present

them to the farmers of Massachusetts. I have to

lament, however, that lew exact experiments in

ihi.s case have been made in the country ; and that

many points, the decision of which, in my opinion,

is mure likely to have a favorable than an unfa-

vorable influence upon the silk culture, remain to

be determined. In my intercourse with the agri-

cultural community, the mortifying conviction is

continually forced upon me, ofthe very small num-
ber of persons, upon whose authority any strong
reliance can be placed lor that exactness of obser-

vation, which constitutes the first element of all

true science, and all useful and practical informa-
tion. It is said that in the map of the world in use
among the Chinese, and to which they go to study
geography, the empire of China occupies about
two thirds of the whole surlace. Too many of our
litrmers in their sketches of their own domains,
and their own operations, are too prone to measure
things by this Chinese scale. 1 shall have the
pleasure, however, of referring to some authorities

entitled to entire respect and confidence, to the
extent to which they go.

L Timothy Smith, of Amherst, who has had
considerable experience in the production of silk,

says in a letter to me, " I consider ihat one acre of*

white mulberry, set in hedge rows, will yield

foliage for filly pounds of silk ; and presume to say
that an acre of multicaulis (Perottet) will yield

double the quantity (o an acre of white. I consi-

der that reeled silk cost me about two dollars per

pound, not over ; although it was a year of expe-
riments; but leel confident that in two or three

years, by using the best kinds of mulberry and the

better economy, thai silk can be made for one and
ahalf dollar per pound."

In a subsequent letter, Mr. Smith remarks, " I

consider the multicaulis the most tender variety of

any that I have cultivated. I consider the Canton
as my best mulberry tree for raising silk, taking

into consideration the hardihood of the tree, and
the quantity of foliage it yields. I like the Ilaliao

white ; and think it best to cultivate some of eacli

variety."

I understand Mr. Smith here to estimate, in the

cost of the silk, the value of the labor only; and to

charge nothing for the use of the land and the cost

and careofthe trees; nor any rent lor his cocoon-
ery. These items would add something to the

cost of the silk, but it is not easy to calculate them,
from the imperfect elements which are given. It

will be seen in this case, that although Mr. Smith
has had some experience in the production of silk,

yet that his statements are somewhat conjeciuraL

In his supposition, likewise, that he could obtain

one hundred |)ounds of silk Irom an acre, planted

with the Perottet mulberry, and that he hoped to

reduce the cost of the production of reeled silk to

one dollar and a half per lb., a little allowance is

perhaps to be made for the quickness of pulse,

which in that time ofexcitement was felt by every
culiivator of mulberry trees in his visions of tlie

profits of the multicaulis.

2. The next approach to the actual cost of the

production, is presented by James Deane, M. D.,

of Greenfield, Mass. His admirable letter to me
on the subject, I shall give in the appendix. He
estimates the cost of producing reeled silk at from
two to two dollars and a quarter per pound. He
produced the last year several pounds of silk of as

fine a description as could be made. When he
undertook the culture of silk, he had never seen a
silk worm nor a silk reel. He constructed a reel

admirable for its simplicity and efficiency, of which
I shall give an engraving ; and his operations

from the beginning to the end were crowned with

perfect success. This demonstrates the great

simplicity and leasibleness of the operation. Dr,

Deane is so remarkable for his carcliilncss, that his
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Btatements, where statements are given, may be I

implicitly relied on. The cost of producinir the
|

BJIk, however, is with him rather a matter ol' esii-

1

mate or judfrmenf, than ol'a careful ohservation of

every minute charge; and, like Mr. Smith's,

embraces only the lat)or applied.

3. The next authority to which I refcr is that

ofD. V. McLean, ofFreehoid, Monm. Co., New
Jersey. No experiment has been ijiven to the

country so numerous in its details and ins'ruciive

in its results, as this. From the time employed
and the vvajres paid for the production of twelve

pounds of silk, he comes to the conclusion, that

raw silk may be produced and reeled at the rate

of two dollars to two dollars and one quarter per

pound, thoufjh he achnifs, that " his cost him much
more than this." This likewise is to be under-

eiood as the cost of liie labor only applied to the

production of the silk from the ecras
; and without

any allowance for land, trees, or cost or rent of co-
coonery.

4. In Mansfield, Connecticut, it is customary
with those who have trees, to lijrnish the ego^s, to

board the woman employed in the process, and to

allow hPT half the produce in silk. She perlorms

all the work, from the hatching of the worms to

the reeling ofthe silk. The board of a woman in

(his case is estimated at one and a half dollar per

week. I have no means of ascertaining how
many worms a woman would be able to mana^re.
Thp general estimate is, that one woman will feed

60,000 worms. It has been stated to me, that in

one instance, one woman took the care of 120.000
worms ; but I am unable to obtain the particulars

ofthe case ; and to learn whether she had any aid

in pickintj the leaves or not. In the commence-
ment ofthe feeding, the time of one woman would
not be occupied entirely by an amount of worms,
which at the close of the feeding season would
require her whole and exclusive attention. Va-
rious circumstances, likewise, must come into the

account; such, for example, as the facilities fiir

feeding the worms ; Avhether the leaves are to be

gathered irom high standard trees or from shrubs
;

and whether they are to be plucked from the white
mulberry or the improved varieties. In the im-
proved cocooneries small cars fixed upon a rail-

road are used to convey the leaves from one end
ofthe room to the other ; and at a great saving of

labor and time. The use of hurdles, likewise, so

as to facilitate the cleaninfr of the worms, will

serve to lessen the labor. Practice and experience,

as in all other cases, maybe expected to bring

with them their usual advantages. Under these

circumstances, it is not easy to determine iiow

large a family of these industrious and hungry
operatives may be placed under the stewardship

of one person. In Mr. Smith's operations, two
women were occupied about five weeks in fi^eding

the worms for the production of about twenty
pounds of silk ; but how long was required for the

reeling is not stated. They received three dollars

each per week, and board, which must be rated at

one dollar and a half each per week. In Mr.
McLean's experience, the labor oftwo women and
a man twelve weeks each, would be required to

attend upon one acre or 160,000 worms ; and he
estimates their expenses, including board, at three

dollars per week each. These wages might be
deemed ample for a wom.an's labor, but it is not

more than half of the cost of man's labor in Mas-

sachusetts. Mr. McLean's cocoonery, which I

had the pleasure of visiting, combines many ad-
vantages of construction ; and his lijiiage was
gathered from the Peroitet mulberry, planted the

same spring, and growing luxuriantly directly in

the vicinity. His experiment, however, though
conducted in a manner creditable to his remarka-
ble intelligence and public spirit, cannot be said to

determine in a satislactory manner the cost of pro-

duction ; though I think it fully decides the ques-

tion at the present prices of raw silk and ofsewings,

in tavor ofthe profitableness ofthe culture, within

reasonable limits ;and at a (air value of land, labor,

and trees. Any very great increase of production

must of course be /'ollowed by a reduction of
price.

5. Calculations made by John Fitch, of Mans-
field, Connecticut, are as Ibllows. I have not the

pleasure of a personal knowledge of Mr. Fitch
;

but his reputation is a guaranty lor the correctness

of his statement. It. is, as will appear, somewhat
matter ofjudgment, but, I presume, founded upon
experience.

One acre of full grown trees, set one and half

rod apart, will produce Ibrty pounds of silk.

The labor may be estimated as Ibllows.

For the tliree first week.s after the worms are

hatched, one woman who is acquainted with the

business ; or children, who would be equal to such
a person.

For the next twelve or fourteen days, five

hands, or what would be equal to five, if performed
by children. In this period, two men with other

help would be employed to better advantage, than
all women and children. This period finishes the
worms.
For picking ofl the balls, and reeling the silk, it

will require about the same amount of labor, for

the same length of time, as the last mentioned
period, which may all be performed by women
and children. The albresaid labor and board may
be estimated at eighty dollars ; spinning the silk

at thirty-four dollars; forty pounds of silk at the

lowest cash price, is now worth two hundred dol-

lars, which makes the following result

:

40 lbs. of silk at ^5 per lb. - §200 00
Labor and Board, - ^80
Spinning, - - 34 zr 114 00

Net profit per acre, - $64 00
The principal part ol' the labor may be perlor.med

by women and children ; but where the business is

carried on to a considerable extent, it is considered!

more profitable to employ some men for the last

period ofthe worms.
This account of Mr. Fitch, it will be seen,

makes no allowance for any capital invested in

trees, land, or buildings; or (or expenses whjjjh

the care of the trees, land and buildings may re-

quire ; and it refers only to the use of the white
mulberry as standard trees.

6. The calculation of an intelligent silk-grower

at Manchester, Connecticut, and who is a cultiva-

tor of the Perottet mulberry, is as (bllows. He
estimates the value of the (rces at 25 cents each,

and. he requires three thousand to stock an acre.

Coii.

Of trees fiir an acre, - - §i7-50 00
Value of land - - - "- 100 00

Capital invested, S850 00
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.

Interest on 850 ...
Labor in picking leaves, -

Labor ofieeding worms, and reeling

silic, .... -

Extra manure for land,

Heturn.
60 lbs. ofsilk SSperlb. -

Deduct charges, -

61 00
25 00

50 00
20 00

8146 00

250 00
146 00

SI04 00
The labor here is undoubtedly iinderrcitcd. The

number of trees upon an acre, 3,000, is also under-

rated, unless upon the presumption that these

trees are counted belore ihey are laid down ; il'

laid down in a furrow they would be multiplied

many times. In Mr. McLean's case, there were

5,500 trees upon a quarter of an acre, or, 22,000
upon an acre. The price ofsilk is, in a considera-

ble decree, capricious. The quantity produced

upon an acre is matter of lair calculai.ion. I do
notrely with much confidence upon ihis siatemeni;

but I give this example Ibr the sake of showing
how difficult it \a, even with observmg men, to

arrive at any certain results.

7. T. VV. Shepard, of Northampton, led worms
loan amount not known, l)ut supposed from 75,000
to 100,000. Commenced leeding about the mid-

dle of August ; and the worms wound in about

five weeks. The worms were oT tiie two crop

kind. About 2,150 lbs. of leaves were picked

fi'om small Alpine and white mulberry trees ; ail

the leaves were stripped off with many ofihe small

branches ; and owiUir to the latene?? of the season

many leaves were very rusty. All the labor of

picking loaves, tending the vvorm.*, and preparing

hushes lor winding, was perlbrmed by one man in

five weeks, e.xcept payinij a boy three dollars lor

picking leaves ; and the first two weeks, the man
was not engaged more than half the time. The
cocuons measured twelve bushels; one bushel

was saved fur seed ; and the remainder reeled by

a young girl, totally ignorant of the business,

havinir never reeled an ounce before. The amount
ofsilk reeled was eight pounds. Under the most fa-

vorable aspect, tfiecosi in this case, carmot be consi-

dered less than three dollars per lb. Ibr labor only.

Product of an acre.—Of ihe yield to an acre,

the most various calculations have been made.
I should deem myself poorly occupied to go into

the extravagances of some persons whose brains

on this subject seem to have been turned, if in

truth they had any brains to be turned ; and
Bhould, in the present condition of the silk culture,

deem it sale to rely only upon what has actually

been accomplished.

Joseph Conant, ot'Man?fie!d, Connecticut, train-

ed to the culture of silk fnuii his childhood, and
upon whose intelligent and calm judgment I

Bhould place much reliance, says, that an acre ol

land may be expected to produce from thirty to

fifty pounds of silk. D. V. McLean obtained at

the rale of 48 lbs. ; or, allowing lor waste and
accident, at the rate of 50 lbs. to the acre. He
adds, that he should utterly despair of obtaining

104 or 128 lbs, to an acre. Mr. McLenn's pro-

duct, under the circumstances of the CHse, may be

regarded as a medium product; but how much
more may be obtained it would be idle to slate,

mntilsome exact experiments have determined this

important point. I have before me various calcu-

lations of 100 lbs. 150 lbs. 167 lbs. 185 lbs. 333
lb-. 666 lbs , to an acre ; but 1 have little sympa-
thy in the hallucinations of those minds which
prefer moonlight to clear sunshine. Fifty pounds
of silk to an acre then affords the only saiti basis

on which at jiresent we may make our calculations

as to the profit of the business.

Quantity of leaves to a pound.—There are some
other pointed connected with the culture ot silk, to

which it seems proper to reler. In ail cases of this

nature, well established facts are what we mainly
seek after. When I speak of well estaldished facts,

it will be understood that I do not estimate testi-

mony merely by the number ofwitnesses ; for with

respect to agricultural matters, as in other matters,

a large portion of mankind in what they stale only

echo the sentiments ol" others, and they perhaps
persons not very competent to teach ; and are

like parrots, who can utter only what they have
heard others eay.

It is often slated that one hundred pounds of

leaves will leed worms which will make 1 lb. of

silk. Aaron Clapp, of Hart lord, states, that 80
lbs. of the Peroltet mulberry leaves will do it, and
this is asserted by many others. I do not learn

from Mr Clapp's conversation or his book, thai

this result has been reached by actual trial ; but

like the boy, who had learned his multiplication-

table, when asked if he had been through his arilh-

ineiic, replied that he had been so lar as to see

through. The problem, however, has perhaps
been more nearly solved by some others, and to

their authority we shall defer.

R;il()h !!>torrs, of Mnnsfield. Connecticut, states,

that it rp(]uires 200 ibs. of the white mulberry
leaves for one pound oC silk. Joseph Conant of

the same place, says, (rom 100 to 120 lbs. ol leaves

will make one pound of silk. I cannot reconcile

the did'erence in tlie testimony of these two gen-

tlemen, both of whom are experienced in the silk

culture; but, by supposing that they have never

made an exact measurement in the case ; or that

the former in the weight of leaves included the

weight of small branches or twigs, which were
collected with the leaves.

I have, however, two testimonies, which rest

upon exact measurement. Mr. McLean says,

that the whole number of worms fed upon his

quarter of an acre was 40,000. The weight of

leaves consumed, 2,576 lbs. Amount of cocoons

produced, 130 lbs., weighed just as taken from the

shelves, without sorting or flossinir. After they

were sorted and flossed ihere was 1 lb. of floss and
4 Ibs. deleclive cocoons, leaving 126 Ibs. of co-

coons. These produced 12 Ibs. of merchantable

reeled silk, 16 oz. to the lb., and 1 lb. wastage,

ends, &c. From the above stalemeiit it will be

seen, that it required between 19 and 20 lbs. of

leaves to make 1 lb. of cocoons. Of these cocoons,

without flossing or sorting, it required 10 Ibs. and
10 oz. to make 1 lb. of reeled silk. Alter they

were flossed and sorted, it required 10 lbs. «nil 5

oz., or .about 214 to 215 lbs. of leaves, to make 1

lb. of reeled silk. These were the leaves of Ihe

Perotlet mulberry. After making various allow-

ances lor waste leaves, Mr. McLean lhird<s il may
require 190 Ibs. of leaves to make 1 lb. of silk.

The first statement is the result of an actual trial
;

the latter is matter of opinion.

Mr. Sliejiard, of Northamptom, in an experir
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ment made by himself, the last summer, found I

tluii it. requiieii 240 lbs. leaves and tvvi<rs of the

Alf)ine and while mulberry to 1 ih. of silif. lie

adds, that had all the leaves been free from siem

and rust, prohahlj 200 lbs. would have been an

ariipje supply (or a pound of silk. These are the

sialemenis of a <reniieman of perlecl credibility,

and the result of exact experiment. They are to

be disproved only by more full, more exact, and
repealed trials.

To his account Mr. McLean adds :
" last year

I produced at the rate ololO lbs. of cocoons (o the

acre ; this year I produced at the rale of 520 lbs.
;

and my deliberaie opniion is, that more will I'all

•below this standard than will exceed it; and in

one case, where a less quantity of leavec will give

the above quantity of silk, two cases will occur

that will require a jrreater." The exactness, cau-
tion, and frankness of this gentleman are worthy
of all praise.

Varieties of the worm.—Of the worms used
for the production of silk, there are several va-

rieties ; some distinnuished by a shorter or lonnj-

er time in which they perlonn their work and
pass the period of their existence ; and others lor

the quality of the silk made Irom them. The sul-

phur cocoon makes a coarser thread than some
other varieties. The six weeks' worm will yield

the most silk. The three weeks' worm can be
made to produce two crops, if ihey are carefully

managed ; if not particularly attended to they will

require four weeks in which to complete their wind-
ing. The mammoth while require four weeks

;

and make two-thirds as much each time as the six

weeks' worm. A new and beautilijl variety, Ibrm-
ing, from its being depressed in the middle, what
is called the peanut cocoon, has been much ap-
proved, both from the beauty of the silk produced
iirom it, as well as from the liitle vvasle to which il

is liable in winding, it running ofi' in reeling almost
without leaving any thing.

Quantity of cocoons for one pound of silk.—
Of ilie number of cocoons required to weigh a

pound, or the number required to produce a pound
ol'silk, very difi'erent sialemenis have been made.
Cocoons are measured in Mansfi Id, Conn., by the
bushel. The measures are evened, or as some-
limes termed, struck, and Iburquaris additional are

allowed to e.ich bushel thus measured. The
weight ofa bushel of cocoons will vary from seven
to nine pounds. The qjjantity ol' silk lo be ob-
tained from a bushel ol cocoons will depend on the

quality of the cocoons. The weight of cocoons
will be atiected by the lime which has elapsed al-

ter the stifling ol'ihe moth or chrysalis.

With Mr. Sunih, of Amherst, one bushel of
peanut, cocoons gave one and a half pound o(

reeled silk. Of the sulphur cocoons, one bushel
produced one pound of reeled silk. This shows
an extraordinary difference. Mr. Haskell, of
Harvard, requires ten to twelve pounds of cocoons
to make one pound of silk. With Mr. M<'Lean
it required 10 lbs. 10 uz. of cocoons without flo.-sing

or soriing, and 10 lbs. 5 oz. after ihey were flossed
or sorted, lo produce a pound of reeleil silk. He
found likewise, that it required 19 to 20 lbs. of
leaves to make 1 lb. of cocoons. With Mr. Slie-
pard 13 bushels of cocoons produced 9 lbs. of silk.

In Mansfield it is considered a liiir task lur a girl

lo pick 60 lbs. of leaves per day ; this, it is under-
Btood, !8 from standard trees. From trees in a

hedge row, or accessible from the ground a very

much iarser amount can be gathered.

Natural and artificial management.—We may
yet expect great im|)rovements in the culture

of silk. The method of culture to which I have
relerred is denominated the natural method. In

MansHeld the fixtures are of the most simple cha-

racter. A rough shed or barn is used lor a cocoon-

ery ; and no provision is made lor ariificial heat

beyond the closing of the window shutters in dainp

weather. It has been said that eleclriciiy will

sometimes destroy the worms. Mr. McLean in-

Ibrmed me that a heavy thunder siorm occurred

during his feeding, and the lightning struck in the

immediate neighborhood of his cocoonery, but hia

worms experienced no injury. In Mansfield the

worms are ordinarily cleaned three times in the

course of feeding, and are led three times a day.

The Mansfieldans are of opinion that a cold is

more favorable lo liie production of silk than a

warm season.

By what is called the artificial process, pursued

with extraordinary success at the experimental

larm in France, under the direction olM. Camille

de Beau vais and wiih the patronage of the govern-

ment, the whole operation is much abridged in

respect to time, and the quantity of silk produced

from the same number of worms is considerably

increased. The plan is to keep up an even tem-

perature in the cocoonery as high as 15° Fahren-
heit, and to feed the worms day and night to the

lull extent which they can be made to consume.

1 shall subjoin to this report a table most ingeni-

ously drawn up, in which every step in the pro-

cess is minutely and clearly detailed. This, in

my opinion, will be almost invaluable to the culti-

vator of silk, as condensing, in a small compass,

tlie most important and useful inlbrmation.

The Messrs. Cheney, of Burlingion, New Jer-

sey, have experimented upon this artificial pro-

cess, the last year, with success. The worms
completed their winding in twenty-four days ; and

they have sirong hopes to reduce the time required

to twenty-two days. Ii is staled that, in propor-

lion to the shoriness ofthe time occupied in con-

ducting the worm to maturity through the various

stages, by incessant care, and the most liberal

feeding, the quantity ol' silk is increased and its

quahiy improved.

Ill ihe German pamphlet to which I have refer-

red, it is Slated thai "by this mode of manage-
ment, M. Beauvais has obtained fi-om every half

ounce of eggs, sixty-eight pounds of cocoons,

whilst, in the south ol France, they commonly ob-

tained only twenty-five pounds, and in the norlh

ol'Germany, with proper care, from forty to forty-

five pounds." By this method, they can bring

lour generations ofsilk worms to spin in one year,

and so have lour silk harvests.

Tliese are certainly great points to be attained.

Such refinements in the cultivation, and so much
pains-taking, may, by some, be regarded as dis-

couragiuij; liui they involve no mystery, and the

extraordinary advantages to be obtained promise

an ample compensation lor much expense and

labor. How fur they may be suited to what may
be strictly called household arrangements, or

where the silk culture is pursued altogether as an

incidental or subsidiary branch of husbandry,

13 a matter of easy calculation, and which any

one mav determine (or himself.
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Heeling and reels.—The reelins of silk is

•not a ditficult but a very nice operation. The
objection to American silk has been in the imper-

lection or faults of the reeling. The pcrlection ol

reeled silk consists mainly in the evenness of the

fibre. To effect this reijuires not only care but

judgment. The worm in forming his cocoon,

pou°rs out the viscid matter from which the silk is

made from his nose, and this becomes hardened in

the air. At its first coming out it is in its largest

form, and becomes gradually more attenuated as

the worm becomes exhausted. The filament or

thread from a cocoon is from 750 to 1150 feet long.

Whatever number of cocoons are taken, to form

a thread, it will be larger at first than it would be

afterwards, unless care and judgment are used in

uniting additional cocoons as the original fibre

diminishes in size, in order to keep tap the even-

ness and equality of the thread throughout. In

doing this as it should be done, and in carefully

uniting the filaments when by any accident they

becanie broken, or are run off, consists the perfec-

tion of the art of reeling.

Various reels have been invented for the pur-

pose of executing this work. I have seen three

only in operation. The Piedmontese reel is

universally admitted to combine simplicity of form

with excellence of execution. Adam Brooks, of

Scituate, Mass., has invented an ingenious reel

by which the reeling and spinning are performed

by one operation. It has much merit ; but is

liable to the objections, which usually apply to

machines which attempt too much. In perform-

ii;g two operations it does neither of them so well,

aslfonly one were undertaken at once. The third

reel to which I refer, is one made by .James

Deane, M. D., of Greenfield, of which 1 have al-

ready spoken. It is beautiful from its simplicity

and the perlect manner in which it executes its

work; and it is likewise recommended by the

Rmallness of its cost. We must not, however,

expect to find any machine so complete as not to

require a viorilant and intelligent superintendence.

Even the human hand, that most perlect of all

machines, can very poorly discharge its office

%viihout the light of the eye and the guidance of

the judgment.
Domestic industry.—Mrs. Brooks, who claims

nome share in the Scituate reel, to which I have

referred, has distinguished herself for her zeal and

Buccess in the culture of silk, in which for ten

years she has been more or less engaged. She
merits most justly a part of that brilliant eulogium,

which the author olthe Book of Proverbs has pro-

nounced upon a good woman. I do not say that

she has not just claims to the whole ; but it is not

within my province to adjust that account. "She
layeth her hands to the spindle ; her hands hold

the distaff. She maketh herselfcovering of tapest-

ry ; and her clothing is silkand purple."* Mrs.

Brooks has produced and completed irom the egg

three full grown pattern? of silk ; and considerable

quantities of sewings. She surprised me by say-

ing, that if her silk cloth could be sold lor one dol-

lar per yard, taking in the whole affair of produc-

lim and manufacture, she could get one dollar per

day for her labor. My surprise, minirlcd with

pome incredulity, has not wholly ceased. Her

Prov. xxxi. vs. 19,22.

veracity is beyond question ; but something must
be allowed for the enthusiasm with which success
has inspired her; and if there be no error, yet I

fear there may be a little poetry in the calculation.

It is almost universal since the introduction and
extraordinary improvements of manufacturing ma-
chinery, to mourn over the decline of household in-

dustry properly so called ; to speak of it as we
are accustomed to speak of the existence oi' some
ancient cities, as a thing that was, but which has
now become purely matter of history ; what our
grandmothers perlbrmed with their own hands, as

only suited to point the moral of some story in a
winter evening ; to consider it now not the pro-

vince of women to make the clothes but to wear
the clothes ; and like other beauiilul flowers, re-

lerred to in the sacred book, with which nature

is adorned, though they may array themselves in

the gorgeousness of regal magnificence to regard

them as no longer doomed " to toil and to spin."

The eminent industry of Mrs. Brooks and Miss
Rapp will do somethmg towards redeeming the

character of our own country-women from a re-

proach but too often cast upon them by those who
seek to find an apology lor their own indolence,

extravagance, and want of enterprise in the ima-

gined and magnified deficiencies and liiults of

others.

Manufacture of silk.—It does not properly be-

long to my report to say much of the manulacture
of silk, excepting so far as it is a household con-

cern ; and as a manufacturing establishment would
afford to the farmers a market lor their cocoons.

In some places, this would be a great advantage.

Several establishments Jbr the manufacture of silk

hare been erected in Massachusetts and New
England. Many manulacturing establishments

ill New England, some silk among others, have
been undertaken upon too large a scale, and too

far in anticipation of the actual wants or capacities

of the community. Some of them being thus top-

heavy have lallen by their own weight ; and
others have renaained like the leaning tower of

Pise, the wonder of spectators, how they sustain-

ed their position. The extraordinary caprices of

public affairs, and the embarrassments and ffuctu-

ations of the currency, and the explosions of many
of the banks, which like the bursting of pieces of

cannon, prove often most destructive to those who
have the handling of them, and scatter their bleed-

ing fragments in the air, have operated great-

ly against many manufacturing establishments

among us.

The policy of the government has not been fa-

vorable to the production of silk, if an impost is to

be considered as favorable. The removal of all

duty upon silks, other than sewings, excepting a

merely nominal duty of ten per cent, upon those

from beyon.i the Cape of Good Hope, favors the

cheap, ill-led and unrequited labor of Europe and

Asia ; but it destroys all competition on our part.

The imposition of the enormous duty of forty per

cent, on eevvings, which it was thought irom its

magnitude would amount to a virtual prohibition,

in its large amount defeated its very object ; lor

in an article embracing so large a value in so small

a bulk, and so easy ol being smuggled, il amount-

ed, virtually, to a premium on its illicit introduction.

1 had however the pleasure of visiting a ma-
nufactory of silk at Nantucket, on a small scale,

but well conducted ; and which it is thought will
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demoustrate the practicability of manulacturing

silk to a profit. The cost of the establishment m
this place is about ijp 15,000. [t is calculated un-

der lull way, to manuliaclure 175 lbs. per vveelc into

sewings. It is understood that the investment in

machinery should pay from nine to filteen per

cent. ; that nine |)er cent, should be charged on

the buildings ; filteen per cent, on all perishable

articles ; and six per cent, on tlie active stock.

The cost of manufacturing, including all extra ex-

penses, is estimated at 81 2*J per lb. ; or the ma-
nufacturer professes himself willing to take a lease

of the establishment from the owner, paying as

rent )jj2 per pound of the silk manuliictured. The
raw silk purchased Irom Smyrna, costs in Eoston

^1 28 per lb. cash; the manuliictured silk sells

Jbr $S 10, and a credit of lour months is allowed.

What is technically called the weighting of silk,

is increasing its weight by the dye-stuh, which is

used. By the use of sumac, the weight is in-

creased Irom 2 oz. to 3^ oz. per lb. It is said that

abroad, a preparation of lead is often used with

sewings, both to increase the weight of the silk,

and render it more glossy and brilliant. I suppose

this may be mentioned with salety, for certainly

such an honest people as the Yankees will never

think of adopting the tricks of the old countries.

It is gratilying to be told that this establishment is

expected to give a satisfactory remuneration both

to its conductor and proprietor. Yet with these

liivorable prospects, it does not appear to me, that

a sufficiently long trial has been had to determine

the points at issue.

The account of J. H. Cobb, of Dedham, which
appears to be made with exactness, gives a some-
what different result as to the cost of manulac-
turing sewing silk. He makes it, after detail-

ing all the various processes, !§2 55 per pound;
and here no consideration is made for interest

upon the stock, lor superintendence, or for any
commissions; and undoubtedly, as in all such
cases, there are a great many incidentals, which
must somewhat increase the cost. We believe

this gentleman was soon satisfied that this manu-
facture could not be carried on to advantage.

With respect to the introduction silk manu-
flictures, other than sewings into the country, as

long as ibreign iabrics are admitted Iree Irom Eu-
rope, and from China paying only a small duty,

it must be despaired of as matter of profit. The
silk manuli-icturers in Europe, if we except the

worms themselves, are the poorest fied and the

|)oorest paid of almost any class of manulacturing
operatives on the continent. In 1834, the prices

of labor for weaving galoons f wide, was one
shilling one farthing sterling per groce ; this would
be a great day's work. At Huddersfield, where
13,000 persons, mostly females were employed,
ihe wages averaged 2^d. per day. At Totmas-
ton, where they worked 14 hours per day, men's
labor was at one shilling sterling per day. In the
county of Kent, 30,000 persons were employed in

the silk- business, at GtZ. per day. The prices, it is

presumed, have not since advanced. In Lyons,
tlie wages of men in the silk business is less tlian

six shillings sterling per week, and of girls not
more than three shillings per week. The salary
ot an overseer is about seventy-five cents per day.
The wages in the silk districts in England, when
the condition of the business is spi)ken of as pros-
perous, varies for an udult, from three shillings to

eight shillings sterling per week; and as the arti-

cle is matter of mere luxury, though of almost
universal use, the fluctuations in their condition to

which these poor creatures are subject, from the

changes and caprices of fashion, often reduce
them to extreme distress. We can easily sup-

pose, that in some cases, they may wish they had
the power of the humble insect, whose winding
sheet they unravel, of enclosing themselves in a,

cocoon, from whence they might emerge with
wings which should bear them away Irom their

ill-requited toils and unpitied sufferings.

We cannot contemplate such facts without ex-
ulting with religious gratitude, in the superior com-
pensation, and, in general, the extraordinary pros-

perity of labor, in our own country. But if we
undertake the manufacture of silk, while trade is

free, we must come in competition with such ratea

of labor. Is it to be supposed that we are ready
for this? The benevolent mind would reluct at

taking the bread from those mouths which get no-
thing, excepting bread, and scarcely enough of
that, to keep their teeth bright, or their liearls Irom
aching; especially when our country ofiiers to

those who will work, fields oi" labor far more fa-

vorable to health, comlbrt, competence and mo-
rals.

(7b be continued.')

LIME AND LIME BURNING.

From Prof. Ducatel's Geological Report of 1839.

A very striking experiment, that speaks vo-
lumes of encouragement to those who still hesitate

in the use of lime, is i'urnished by the Hon. Outer-
bridge Horsey, a part of whose farm, situated at

the loot of the south mountain, on the edge of
what is termed " the Maryland tract," consists of

a very thin silicious soil. It is this, of two species

of ground, both of the same geological character
and nearly in equal arable condition, one was limed
with fifty bushels to the acre, the other was well
manured without lime,and both planted in corn.

The limed portion, previous to the operations, was
remarkably poor, yielding at most two barrels

the acre. It promised in the month of August, to

the eyt;s ofsome experienced farmers, to yield to the
acre eight barrels ofcorn, which to all appearances
was one third better than on the manured portion.

But besides the prejudice that exists against this

use of lime as regards the incapacity ofcertain soils

to receive any benefit ii-om it, it is most generally
objected to as too expensive; whereas m truth it

is, takitjg all circumstances together, the cheapest
as well as the most effectual means of improving
all kinds of soil, which assertion will, I trust, be
manliest by these two considerations, namely, that

it is the surest and most permanent. If judi-

ciously employed, the directions being simple, as
will presently appear, the expenditure of capital

in the first year cannot fail to be at least repaid by
the additional product of the next, and nine times

out of ten will supply the means ol' extending its

lijrther use hi future years. Judgment and re-

flection undoubtedly must accompany this as well

as every other scheme of improvement that could

[)u.s.<ibly be devised fur any pur[)oses.

Having taken especial (lains to ini|uire minutely

into the subject, reii^rring not only to the lesulls
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obtained by experience, but to the cause that may
have produced ihese result?, 1 hnzard llie tbilovving

sugifeslions to the farmers of Frederiolf county,

and the recommendation applies to all other por-

tions ol" the slate. Get lime, at almost any ex-

pense, and apply it according to the nature ol' the

soil as is herewith directed. If the soil is natu-

rally a good one, and under good cultivation, it is

advisable to apply at once the whole quantity ol

hme which may be judged necessary perma-
nently to improve it, and this quantity on such
soils need not exceed one hundred and fifiy bush-

els. Should it be impracticable or inconvenient

to procure in the same year the whole quantity,

I'rom fifteen to seventy-five bushels may be first

applied, and the remainder two years afterwards,

alter the first cutting of the clover. These direc-

tions apply to wlieat land, on which it appears
prelljrable to turn in the vegetable matter first, then
apply the lime, to be harrowed in subsequently. On
corn lands the method that has been crowned with
the best success, is that pursued by one of the

most thrifty farmers of Carroll county, Mr. Jacob
Schriver, which is to mix the lime in the soil with
stable manure. In tiiis way, he informs me that

he has obtained very heavy crops upon poor land,

with only from forty to filly bushels of lime. In
general, lor unimproved land, it is always belter

to turn the lime in with stable manure, and when
not so provided, with any vegetable matter that

may lie in the soil. A good plan is to turn the lime
in with the sod, sow buckwheat, and when in blos-

som return it to the soil, furnishing in this way
vegetable matter for the lime to act upon. In this

latter case, the returns, though certain, are not so

speedily to be expected. Those farmers who burn
their own lime, should not neglect to use the refuse

of their kilns in making composts with alternate

layers of it, and of whatever vegetable or animal
matter they can bring together. These, when pro-

perly mixed up, and comminuted, are to be used
as ordinary manure. The Ibregoing directions ap-
ply to all sorts of soil, whether they be on lime-

stone lands, red lands, chestnut lands, or any kind
of lands, whatever be their color, texture, or other

physical character, provided there be soil enough
to support any sort of vegetation.

I have in Icirmer reports given my theory of the
action of lime, and although liirmers are mwre im-
mediately interested in the results of its application,

they cannot fail to employ it more judiciously, as

well as other manures, wtien they understand the

reciprocal action that takes place between these
and the plants which they wish to cultivate. I thall

therelbre introduce here a few simple notions ol

vegetable physiology, and repeat again what [con-
ceive to be the mode of operation of lime. Every
one knows that plants have not the power ofcreat-
ing new elements, which they at most can assim-
ilate and elaborate so as to Ibrm new compounds
out of those derived from the earth, air and water
in which they live. Accordingly, the result of a
chemical analysis shows ihalail the earthy and
saline matters contained in them are traceable to

the earth ; whilst by their destructive distillations,

they are Ibund to yield gases, that Ibrm the ele-

mentary coiisiiluents of air and water. The prin-

cipal solid constituent of vegetables is carbon, or

charcoal, which vegetable physiologists assert they
derive in the first place from the carbonic acid gas
of the atmosphere, and I'rom the fermetaiion of

the animal and vegetable substances that during
their progress of decomposition in the soil also
yield this gas, and is supposed to be either decom-
posed by the leaves of vegetables, or absorbed by
their roots when in a stale of aqueous solution.

It is Ibund that when a plant is allowed to grow
under a glass receiver, containing a mixed aimo-
sphere of carbonic acid gas and oxygen, the for-

mer gas is gradually absorbed, and nothing but
pure oxygen remains, and this process of vegeia-
ble decomposition goes on more rapidly under the
influence of the solar beams, for during the
night the reverse takes place, though the quaniiiy
ol carbonic- gas which they emit is trifling, compar-
ed wiih that taken up in the day. Thus plants

are constantly removing from tbe aimosjjhere a
gas known to be deleterious to animal lile, though
necessary to themselves, and replacing it by one
essential to both man and bruies, exhibiting a
most admirable provision of nature, to which we
must refer that healthlulness of a country life,

which, combined with active exercise and ihe enjoy-

ment of rural sporis, makes the mere consciousness
ofexistence a pleasurable sensation. It is also an ad-
mitted opinion among vegetable physioiogisis, that

plants have the properly of secreting from the soii

that sort offood which is most congenial toiheirown
wants, whilst they, at the same time, excrete, or

throw off, that which is best suited for their own
growths. If this doctrine could be well established

b'y experimental results, the pursuit of the agricul-

turist would become a science founded upon an
immutable basis, and a consistent system of rota-

tion in crops would secure to him a perpetual re-

currence of good crops. But it must be acknow-
ledged that this is the most obscure department of
vegetable physiology.

As to tbe action of lime, or rather carbonate of
lime, I can conceive it to operate in three important
ways. 1st, As a neulralizer of any acidity of Ihe

soil which renders it prone to throw out ascescent

growths, such as sonel, pines, briers, &c.,that in-

leriere with the production of plants that afford

farinaceous seeds, in which case it may be sup-

posetl, by a new combination, to give out its car-

bon to the growing vegetable. 2d, As an amend-
er of soils; since it undoubtedly contributes to stif-

len a loose soil ; and gives body and consistency

to a porous and sandy one, thereby improving its

physical condition. And, 3d, as a septic or de-

composer of the vegetable matters that may have
existed in, or been applied to a soil, reducing ihem
into soluble compounds filled to this nourishment
of vegetable lile. These I conceive to be the most
immediate benefits derived from the application

of lime ; but it would seem to act also beneficially

as an absorbent of moisture, for it has been found
to protect soils from the pernicious effects of a
drought, and when used Ibr making compost, its

utility and action are easily understood as ex-

plained. When applied in alternate layers, with
stable manijre, or vegetable manure, or vegetable

and animal matters of any kmd, a powerful fer-

mentation takes place, which gives rke to the Ibr-

mation of a compound called ammonia, and to

the production of carbonic acid. A reaction soon
takes place between two substances, and a car-

bonate of ammonia is thus formed, together

with numerous other salts ; and the whole mass
is converted into powerful manure. Lime is flir-

ther serviceable to the farmer, by enabling him to
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destroy the insects and the seeds of weeds that fre-

queiilly accumulate in the barn yard manure ; lor

by u[)|)lyinir it in its caustic state m alternate layers

with tile manure, sulilcient heat is generated to

destroy tiiem eflectuaily ; and tliis operation pro-

duces, moreover, a variety ol'soluble salts, that in-

crease the action of tiie manure, if it be used be-

(bre they have been removed by rain. There is

another combination of" lime which is very valu-

able to the agriculturist ; it is that in which it ex-

ists in bones, tliut are principally contposed ol'

phospliate oi' lime. J\lost extraordinary results

have been obtained by the use of ijrounil bones

as a top dressing, especially on buckwheat crops.

It fcillows from the above consideration, iliat it is

a matter ol' ir.ucii importance to the JNlaryland

farmers, to obtain lime at as cheap a rate as possi-

ble. Desirous of serving them in this way, I

have turned my attention to the subject of lime-

burning; and alter reflecting upon the theory ofthe

operation, and consulting the practice ol" the most
experienced lime-burners in the stale, I thiid< I am
enabled to give some simple directions, the observ-

ance of which will have the desireii ellect.

In the first place, as regards the construction o("

the liiln, I recommended that it should be in the

shape of a truncated egg at boili extremities,

with the but-end downwards, contraciinij the

upper extremity, so as to make it act, in the

manner of a reverberatory furnace. Its shape
should be very symmetrical, with a view of secur-

ing a unilbrm draft in all parts ; and it should be

built with solidity, of the most relraciory material,

with an elevation of about twenty-two leet, and
a bulge at its greatest diameter of eli^ven feet.

A kiln of the size will burn from 1,000 to 1,200

bushels of lime.

Next in conducting the operation, which, ac-

cording to the present practice, lasts at the least

three days and three nights, all lime-burners

agree that on the morning of the third day, their

kilns become choked up by something which pre-

vents the Ibrmation of fresh lime, and during the

wholeof which they are burninii wood apparently

to no purpose. The cause of tins choking, when
the kiln, in popular language, is said by some to

be " sot," and by others " glued," is owing to the

accumulation of that peculiar gas which it is the

object ofthe burning to separate from the lime, in

order to bring it into a pulverulent state. This car-

bonic acid gas, as it is leraied, is very heavy, so

that where it has thus accumulated, it forms a

dense atmosphere, binding round each unburnt

portion of stone, and thereby impeding tjie pro-

gress of its calcination. It is true that by urging

the fire, the gas finally becomes so rarefied as to

be expelled ; but this is the unprofitable part ofthe

labor, which may be avoided by simply throwing

some water over the kiln. The water immedi-
ately absorbs the ga?, the kiln is relieved, and the

calcination proceeds as rapidly as in the first stages

of the progress. In corroboration of this view, I

have found that it agrees with the experipnce of

several observant lime-burners, one of whom in-

formed me, that on an occasion, when his kiln was
in the condition above described, his hands be-

coming impatient at the delay of their expected

results, bethought themselves of ascending to

the top of the kiln and fanning it with their hats,

and were surprised to find their operations, by this

simple act, greatly hastened. The effect was evi-
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dently, in this case, to remove by ventilation the
den.«e atmosphere ofgas, as previously stated, that
by its pressure prevented calcination of the lime-
stone. Another tells me that, uruler similar cir-

cumstances, th* same phenomenon was produced
by ihe timely occurrence of a shower ol" rain.

If our lime-burners then will adopt the |)lan of
kiln described above, and resort to the simple de-

vice just suggested lor expediiing their operations,

I have not the least doubt that they will find

in it a saving of one third of their time, labor

and liiel; and by so doing they will be enabled to af-

lord this most invaluable material at one third less

than its present cost, putting if thus within the

means of a much greater number of farmers, to

reap the benefits to be derived from ks use.

THE EARLIEST NOTICES OF SII.K CULTURE
OF THIS SEASON.

It is yet too early to know much of successful

operations in rearing silk-worms this season, be-

cause lew such are yet fully completed and the

results ascertained, and none on a large scale.

But it is not too soon to iiave heard of many dis-

asters and losses, and even of total failures of

rearings attempted with insufficient preparation

and means. Scarcely one experimenter in twenty

has been properly provided to guard against the

usual changes of weather and usual degree of in-

clemency ; and much less so in regard to this sea-

son, which, to this date, (June 17th,) has been ge-

nerally very uiilavorable to silk culture, owing to

the predominance ofeiiher cold or rainy, or cloudy

and damp weather. Indeed, the weather of the

months so lar have been almost reversed, or eacli

month having the weather that properly belonged

to the next preceding or suceeding. In February,

the weather was warm and clear enough /"or the

usual warm parts of" JMarch ; and the young mul-

ticaulis trees generally were in leaf in the tide

water reg"ion some weeks before the usual time.

In March these first leaves were generally killed,

and there was severe frost, and ice. In part of

April there was very warm weather, which either

caused too early hatching of silk-worms' eggs,

where not safely and properly retarded in ice

houses, or invited new experimenters to hatch out

their main broods, as for settled warm weather.

Afrain, in May more than two-thirds of all the

days were either cold, cloudy, showery, or of set-

tled rain. Even in June, so far, with some very warm

days, there have been several others requiring

fires for comfort.

Every person who has had the slightest expe-

rience of the rearing of silk-worms must know

that it is necessary to be able to protect them from

cold, and still more from dampness of the atmo-

sphere. And even should they be able to with-
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stand much exposure, and yet be healthy and

produclive in spite of ail neglect and ill treatment,

that it is true economy to u.~e efleclual means to

shut out damp air, and, in bad weather, to dry,

warm, and renew the air of the feeding apart-

ment, by using a little fire in a fire place, or a

stove. Yet almost all have neglected to observe

these necessary conditions of success, and there-

fore it is not to be wondered at that all such feed-

ers have met with either partial or total failure in

broods hatched in April, or the first days of May.

On the other hand, we have heard of no person

who had a close feeding house, and yet well ven-

tilated, and who used fire in the worst vveather,vvho

has not so far done well, excepting in some partial

cases of the use of had eggs, or some other well

known and sufficient cause of failure. If every

person who has attempted and failed to raise a

healthy brood this season were separately exa-

mined as to the causes, there is no question that

in every case there would be found to have ope-

rated one or more of the lollovving insuperable ob-

stacles to full success ; viz., eggs from unhealthy

stock—early hatching and exposure to the cold

and dampness and frequent and violent changes

of the weather—wet food given during wet wea-

ther and on damp litter— or too close crowding ofthe

worms, and neglect ol" cleaning away their litter.

Yet there will be some persons who have permit-

ted all of these evils to operate, and who never-

theless are astonished at their lailure, and totally

discouraged from making new and better di-

rected efforts.

Many experimenters also who have acted more

judiciously, and still more of those who have been

loo fearful of failure to commence any experiment,

will be discouraged by the number of these losses.

But there is no ground for such a conclusion. It

is certain that this business is capable of being

reduced to precise regulation, and conducted al-

ways in the same manner. If, then, there were

a far greater disproportion of failures compared to

successful rearings this season, it would furnish no

argument against the business as properly conduct-

ed, provided there were any well conducted and cer-

tainly successful experiments made in the same

unpropitious season. If indeed but one person

were to be undoubtedly successful, and 500 others

were as certainly unsuccessful, it would be clear

that all these might have done as well as the one,

if they had but used equal care, and pursued the

same method.

Having suffered in one, as well as having heard

of sundry other cases of such early disasters, we

were desirous of seeing the operations of some

other persons who had been more discreet and

therefore more succeesful j and accordingly we vi-

sited the cocooneries of Mr. Curtis Carter of

Henrico, near Richmond, and of T. S. Pleas-

ants, at Bellona, between the 9lh and 12ih of

June. We earnestly recommend to every one

who f( els interested in silk-culture, and has doubts

as to its practicability, to make a similar visit to

culturists who have taken some care, and exercised

some judgment, to attain the end in view. No
one can view the operations of an intelligent and

judicious person in this business without seeing

and learning something of value, even though

some errors may also be equally obvious.

Mr. Curtis Carter has done more and earlier to

show his confidence in the profit ofsilk-culture than

any one inVirginia under similar circumstances. He
commenced more than a year ago a cocoonery 130

feet long, 30 wide, and two stories high, which

has already cost him more than ^4000, and which

he does not consider finished until it shall be

supplied with stoves and flues, and is lathed and

plastered, to preserve the dryness and warmth of

temperature thus to be obtained. Mr. Carter ia

not an enthusiast. He is a prudent and judicious

old man, who has earned by his own early labor

and economy a competent fortune, without aban-

doning the habits of industry and frugality, and

plainness of his comfortable living, which were

necessary in his early life. His prudence and cau-

tion are apparent in his present operations. For

after being so well provided, and at such great ex-

pense, he has still avoided increasing his rearings

otherwise than very gradually. He took care not to

hatch out many eggs until recently, and the early

small broods, (of which he was then reeling some

of the cocoons,) were raised mostly in his close

brick hatching apartment, where fire served to se-

cure a sufficiently warm, dry, and purified atmo-

sphere. Though 10 ounces of eggs had then

been hatched, most of the worms were as yet

young, and his great cocoonery seemed almost va-

cant.

Reeling was then going on, upon two iron

Piedmontese reels. The laborers were Mr. Car-

ter's sons and daughters, who already reel well,

though having had but a few weeks' practice, and

without having seen the operation before, or hav-

ing instruction from any one more experienced.

The principal material used had been the last

years' crop, between 30 and 40 bushels of cocoons

made by Mr. Carter last summer. During our visit,

the reeling was of cocoons of this year's product.

We are not able to judge ofthisoperation by com-

parison, or by acquaintance with the article pre-

pared ; but to our scant lights on the subject, it

seemed that the execution was easy and rapid, and

the product excellent. Those who consider the

difficulty of reeling. as the great obstacle to silk-
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culture, will have that impression entirely removed

by seeing the operation here.

It is not our purpose to describe the particulars

of JVJr. Carter's (ceding operations, which, indeed,

there was not lime to observe careCully. He,

as well aa other persons to be mentioned, pro-

mised to lurnish, for the Farmers' Register, de-

tailed statements of results, having especial regard

to the labor, the cost, and the products.

Mr. Schermerhorn's cocoonery being imme-

diately on the route, was also vis^iied. His build-

ing is 70 feet by 30, and of two stories. It was

epecially built for this purpose. The warming, in

worst weather, is as yet but insufficiently and une-

qually effected, by a small common stove. An
additional building, lor the hatching room proper,

is now in the course of consiruciion. Mr. S. had

hatched out the worms from 30 oimres of eggs,

and they so far were in good condition. But tlie

quantity is too large lor the means and tiegree of

experience, and we ereatly fear a liailure on

account of that error, which so many others have

also committed. With one fourth of 'he quantity,

we would be very sure of the success of Mr.

Schermerhorn's arrangements and labors.

At Bellona, the principal cocoonery in the main

building, which is ready for use, had not been oc-

cupied. A smaller building, because more easily

warmed, had been fitted up in a rough manner for

the early broods. Of these, about 70,000 worms

were in their last age of feeding, and some eight

or ten small separate broods had finished spinning,

and the earliest of them were then laying eggs.

About 200,000 more were hatched but recently.

All so far had succeeded well, with the exception

of two particular parcels, (out ofsome 15 or more

of different kinds,) which had turned out badly.

Altogether, the success was abundantly gratifying

and encouraging. Yet great disadvantages had

been, and even then were suffered, in regard to

the out-door laborers, which it is expected will

soon be rectified. When Mr. Pleasants' subse-

quent feedings begin, in his large and admirable

cocoonery, there is every reason to expect success,

if zeal, care, and devotion of the head of the es-

tablishment can secure that result. So far, the

superintendence and the credit for the success of

these early operations, are indeed not Mr. Plea-

sants'; but belong to his sister-in-law. Miss D.

Brooke, who has given to the rearing her con-

tinued and untiring care and labor. Seeing her

success with these early and various small broods,

(which caused so much the more ditficuliy, added

to the generally operating difficulties of the wea-

ther,) induced us to beg that the like assiduous at-

tention might be bestowed on a single and larger

brood, and in a later and better season. We hope

to be enabled hereafter to report the result of this

rearing, which will be carefully observed and all

the (acts noted, in accordance with our suggestion

and request.

One ofthe objects of Mr. Pleasants, in the early

part of the season, (the best for the purpose in

view,) is to provide eggs of all the best known va-

rieties of silk-worms, and of healthy stock, and

likely to produce healthy progeny ; and this can

only be secured by breeding from a healthy stock.

This was the cause of his having so many diffe-

rent kinds of worms, and kept in separate and dis-

tinct lots. Much has already been lost by many
individuals, from their own ignorance on this sub-

ject, and much detriment caused to the progress of"

siik-culture. Even the best informed and most

experienced persons have yet much to learn on

this branch of the subject. Very few persons take

the care necessary to produce perfectly good eggs,

or know what means should be used to retard

their hatching afterwards, without injury to the

vigor of a before healthy stock. It is a remark-

able liict that the constitution of a diseased or fee-

ble brood of silk-worms will certainly be transmit-

ted to the next gpnerafion, even though the eggs

shall hatch as well as of the best. We are further

induced to believe that a neglected and much ex-

posed and sufliering brood of worms, though not

thereby rendered unhenlihy themselves, will lay

eggs which will produce only a diseased and

worthless progeny. Mr. Pleasants' operations in

this respect are conducted with a degree of care

and of rigor, which has been rarely if ever used

in this country; and not only would he reject the

whole of a diseased brood, but, of broods general-

ly healthy, first every suspected worm is rejected,

next every soft or otherwise inferior cocoon, and

finally every feeble or inferior moth, should any

such appear after the previous rigorous mode of se-

lecting the best individuals. If such care can lead

to the result, he will scarcely fail to reach the de-

signed end of securing perfectly healthy and pure

stocks of eggs of all of his different varieties of

silk-worms. He has also been conducting a

course of experiments in retarding the hatching of

eggs, in an ice-house, (the means which, by being

improperly used, have so often produced disap-

pointment and loss,) and from the results already

obtained, he is confident of being able to secure

both the desired objects, of retarding the hatching

to any time of the season, and yet preserve in

perfection the vitality and the health of the stock.

The larger apartment at Bellona, already fitted

up for the regular feeding, and soon now to be oc-

cupied by silk-worms, is 96 by 31 feet, and will fur-

nish acconmiodations for -f00,000 silk-worms at a

time. JMr. Pleasants designs to hatch out 100,000
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every 10 days until late in September. One such

supply has been already hatched, in addition to

the more advanced lots above named ;
and the

eggs for the next succeeding brood have been

taken from the ice.

So far, no particular facts have been stated of

feeding operations except such as we saw, in some

one or other stage of progress. In addition, we

have been inlbrmed ol* several large, successful

and altogether satisfactory rearings, in Bruns-

wick, Amelia, Nottoway, Goochland, and in

Norfolk county ; though to the account from the

last, were added statements of numerous losses

having been sutlered by reliance on diseased or

damaged sale eggs. We had anticipated this re-

sult, from having obtained and made early tiial of

a small supply from the same source. From those

experimenters who observed and noted their opera-

tions with sufficient accuracy to show the fiicts

and their value, we hope to have reports of the re-

sults; and especially as to the amount of labor

employed, and other costs, and the products actu-

ally secured. We sliall not attempt to anticipate

any of the reports by pariial and probably inaccu-

rate statements of what we have heard of them

—

or even of what we have seen. But as it may

yet be in lime to guard others from disaster and

loss, we will merely here remark, that all the ob-

servations made concur in showing that among

the thinss absolutely necessary for success, are

plenty of fresh and renewed air, enough space Tor

the worms, and cleaning of the shelves so often as

to prevent any accumulation of damp or ferment-

ing litter at any lime, and still more frequent

cleanings during the last days of leeding. And,

though not so fatal in effect as neglect of these

essential requisites, we will add as things to be

avoided, the almost universal errors of feeding too

heavily, and the use of very young, very luxuriant

and succulent leaves, forming a very watery and

therefore weak food, and serving to produce or in-

crease dampness, which is the greatest of all causes

of injury to silk-worms.

Since the above was written, the later and

more lull information received (to June 25th) has

been still more encouraging, and the cases of suc-

cess in greater proportion to the contrary. Some
persons also who failed totally in their first, and

too early trials of this season, have already ad-

vanced so far and so successfully in a second rear-

ing, as to consider all danger over. Still, we

deem no such operation as emlcd, and its worth

known even to its conductor, until the cocoons are

taken down, assorted, and measured.

We have conversed with, or heard from sundry

persons who have failed either partially or totaIly,in

rearings this spring ; but, with a single exception

only, the causes of failure were perfectly obvious

to each individual, (and generally admitted to be

the effect of bad management which n)ight have

been avoided,) and there was no discouragement,

or change of ofiinion |)roduced, as to the ultimate

and general results of the business.

—

Ed. F. R.

THE SECOND PHYSICK HUMBUG.

" h is stated in the Germantown (Pa.) Tele-
graph that Mr. Philip Physick is now leeding, in

liis llighfieid cocoonery, six millions ot" silk

worms, and that he expects to fijed fourteen

millions more, making twenty millions in all, the

present season. At present (as the Teleijraph

slates) only two hands are engaged in the build-

inir, though a large proportion -of the worms are

winding, and some are three weeks old."

If the foregoing paragraph (which is now going

the rounds of the newspapers,) is, indeed, (as we
have no reason to doubt,) li-om the Germantown
Telegraph, a paper published on the spot, and the

statement was authorized by Mr. Philip Physick,

then that individual has sent forth a silk-worm-

li:eding humbug that is almost equal lo his famous

(or infamous) muliicaulis sale at the same place

last autumn, and which we, (as well as most other

persons,) were so credulous and foolish as to be-

lieve, (lor a few days,) to have been a bona fide

transaction ; and as such republished the report of

the prices stated to have been obtained. The
only excuse we had for believing in the very

strange facts reported, of such enormous prices

being obtained at public auction for Mr. Physick'a

morus multicaulis trees, was that we then sup-

posed it utterly impossible, not only that a man of

great wealth and dignified connexions, and of high

standing in society, should, lor gain, commit so

gross a moral fraud as the opposite facts would

indicate, but, also, that he could secure the aid

of any auctioneer of decent reputation, of clerks,

of respectable bidders, making some twenty or

thirty persons at least to aid in carrying the de-

ception into effect; and further, that such a decep-

tion could be practised publicly before thousands

of" intelligent spectators, and that neither any of

them, nor any of the business community of Phi-

ladelphia, should detect the trick, or if knowing it

should not expose it to the public. On the con-

trary, the report of the sale was published as if

true by every paper in Philadelphia and almost of

the United Slates, and if any express contradiction

of its truth was ever afterwards made, it has never

reached our eyes. Yet, in two weeks after the

publication, not an individual in the country re-

mained deceived on the subject. This pretended

sale was the last blast blown to swell the multicau-

lis bubble, iind served to burst it effectually. And
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Uiouph a like farce was soon after attempted in

another great auction, by another muhicaulis mag-

nate, and of which heavy sales at hi<fh prices were

published, no one was then so foolish as 1o believe

in the truth of the sales, even while the auctioneer

was crying the pretended biJs.

Since his great and memorable sale, we have

heard nothing more nl' Mr. Philip Phyeick, and

had supposed that he had sunk into deserved con-

tempt, and that he courted obscuriiy as his only re-

maining shelter and resource. But from the annun-

ciation above copied, (if he is indeed the authority

(or it,) and which is scarcely less a humbug than the

former report of his great muhicaulis sale, it would

seem that there ia some new cause for his again

seeking notoriety, and some new gain hoped for

from thus publishing the unequalled and almost

miraculous labors of the " only two hands'' in the

Highfield Cocoonery.—Ed. Far. Reg.

MANURE FROM I.EAVES. COW-PEAS.

From tlie Carolina Planter.

3Jr. Editor :—As my signature denotes, I am
more disposed to live comlbrtably, than to grow
rich inconveniently; and the sentiments of my
former piece evince that I am unwilling to derive

more from my soil, than will leave it unimpover-

ished. It will scarcely prove a matter ol"surp:ise,

therefore, that I treat m this article of what, to the

enterprising, may seem a small matter.

My object is lwo:old : fiist to exhibit to those,

who, like myself, live where land is dear, and
therefore valuable, an economical and convenient

mode by which a large field may be planted, and
yet miproved, every year; and secondly, to invite

all, who like myself again, (for I address those

particularly who are similarly situaied with my-
self,) are subject to the ravages of the chinch
bug, to participate with me in the advantage of a

crop which they will not molest, and which
though equal to the same amount of corn or oats,

is not appreciated nor enjoyed by the upper dis-

tricts. I mean the cow-pea.

In the accomplishment of my first purpose, I

will merely describe my own operations, as an
illustration of the plan proposed. I liave a paral-

lelogram, 150 feet by 50, enclosed by a straight

ience, in the midst of which, is a low liouse 96 leet

by 24. A part of this is divided off into stalls lor

milch cows, in which they may be fed separately

i'rom the herd. The balance is open, with a rack

running through its length, and dividing it; and
the whole is surrounded with unsheltered margin,

which prevents the stock from being necessarily

confined within the limits of the building.

As soon as I lay by my crop, I haul out my bulk

of manure, and deposit it in heaps around the field,

or fields, for which it is designed ; and then, hav-

ing my laboratory empty and ready lor operations,

I commence the preparation of another supply.

First— I cover the whole area, in and out of the

house, eighteen inches thick with oak leaves and
pine straw—the common litter of the woods

—

which it takes me, with two horse carts, at ]5

loads a piece a day, four weeks to accomplish.

My first deposit, then, is 720 loads, gathered into

heaps, and conveyed to the pen, in the following

manner. As soon as I cease to work my c.-op, 1

put all my women and boys to "raking trash," by
way of getting a start. In a lew days I discon-

tinue this operation, only keeping two elderly

women to prepare lor, and load the carts, which
have been running from the commencement of the

"trash raking.'" These carts are driven by boys,

as experience proves that they will perlbrm more,

at that particular kind of business, than the primest

men. To ascertain that the task (with me 15

loads—but dependent, of course, upon circum-

stances,) is given me honestly, 1 make the drivers

empty the loads touching, but in distinct and un-
disturbed heaps, which remain so until I or my
agent count tliern, and inspect their size. The
cans are not stoppetl tor lour weeks ; and conse-

quently the two old women and the two boys take

no share in stripping and curing fodder.

When I have my deposite complete,! adjust

and level the whole, which will sjive a coating of

not less than IS inches deep. This I cover with

the offal of my stables, which I have purposely

delayed to cleanse. And this operation of clean-

ing my stables, and spreading their contents in a
layer over the area of my cow-pf^n, is performed

monthly. In the mean time my pen receives

nightly additions from my stock of cattle, which
are penned regularly throughout the year. Thus
I make a compost which is stronger than cow-pen
manure, and not so heating as stable. Directly

after the Christmas holidays, and before I com-
mence to plough in my oats, I devote a fortnight

to the same operation that I described as occupy-

ing the two carts, and their four attendants, during

the month of August. And after this I continue

the process of strensihening the compost with the

cleansing of the siables. As I have sides, a front

and back, made oflight laths, temporarily attached

to my cans, while I am hauling trash—each load,

light and dry as it is, and trampled down into the

frame, will give a loud of manure; and therefore

on the first of each August, I have (720-f350-j-
220+(the monihly cleansing of the stalls of 20

horses,) 1300) thirteen hundred loads of compost
to haul out. 0( this I find that sixteen loads to

the acre are sufiiuient not only to keep up, but to

improve my clay lands. Thus the reward of my
labor and trouble, is the ability to plant every

year, and yet improve eighty acres of land.

Suppose I did not pursue this system, and what
would be the consequence ! I must either till that

area to less and less profit every year, until I de-

stroy its value entirely; or I must have an equal

additional area with which to alternate it, and so

be enabled to keep up both by reslin<r. Eighty
acres of land in my neiiihborhood, at .^lo per ncre,

will cost Sl^OO; and thus, besides the g^in of an

annual iniTensed product, the saving of an invest-

ment of ^1200 is made. And at what expense?

Some trouble. I confess, but no loss ; for no labor,

human or brute, is substracted from the prepara-

tion Ibr the planting, working, or harvest ot, the

crop.

It would be very easy to increase the quantity of

manure mace in this manner, if my means were

more ample ; but 1 am limited, both in the quan-

tity of my available trash, and in the number of

mv cattle.
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A few lines now, Mr. Editor, in fulfilment of

my second design. Before the chinch bug made
its appearance an)ongst us, it was easy enough lor

every farmer to raise as much corn ami oats as

his wants required. There was no occasion ro

cast about for, and bring into requis^ition, auxilia-

ries to those two staples of plantation support.

Sweet potatoes, like the Irish, were regarded (as

they unfortunately are even now,) as mere garden

vegetables—a mere luxury, not a necessary ; and

cow-peas were considered to cost more in their

harvest—occuring as it does in the midst of the

cotton picking season, than they were worth. Bui

a change has come over the face of things : and

we must now harvest, at any cost, what our

j^emorseiess enemy will permit us to produce.

I regard it as impossible to devise means lor the

destruction of the chinch bug, as it is to account lor

their origin. Their whole existence is a mystery;

and, i( I may be allowed to use a seeming paradox,

ihey are collectively the more Ibrmidable, Irom

their individual insignificance. All that remains

for us to attempt, then, is to counteract their ten-

dency to reduce us to laraine, by planting a variety

of crops, and especially such as are exempt from

their ravages.

Last spring, about the first of May, I planted

seventy-five acres of my corn in cow-peas, and

Irom them gathered, in the fall, a sufficiency of

grain in the horns or pods, to sustain twenty ani-

mals, exclusively, lor seven months; besides that

those which were shelled by liauling were given

to my negroes. The only addilional labor they

cost me arose from having to plough but one way,
(which I regard as an incidenial advantage to my
land,) and the harvest, which occupied ten or

twelve days in the I'all.

They cannot be made in perfection, in the up
country, if planted afier the middle of May, I am
convinced, by experinicnis made five years suc-

cessively. Many, to save labor and trouble, plant

them while laying by the corn ; but I have never

seen the attempt successful ; nor ought we to

complain that it is so, lor in that way they would

be made too easy to leave nian's cur^e in opera-

tion. Nor do I approve of planting them on the

side of the ridge, or in the centre of the middle:

especially in the latter place, from which allihe

soil has been previously withdrawn. My plan,

and it is borrowed from the invariable custom of

the low country, where the pea crop is proverbial,

is to drop irom 6 to 9 grains between, and in a line

with the corn, which stands 4 feet apart on the

beds.

In the up country there is a prejudice that peas

are unwholesome Ibnd for horses ; hut the expe-

rience o( the whole low country is opposed to this

.theory.

A FRIEND TO MODERATION.
June 5th, 1S40.

GRFEN MANURES. BUCKWHEAT.

Fiom the Cultivator.

Manures cannot b8 conveniently carried to all

parts of a large plantation. They should therefore

be applied to the fields near where they are made;
and the more distant fields must be enriched with

green crops. Tares are much used for this pur-

pose in Europe, but whether these would grow an
rank and as rapidly in our dry climate, we are not

certain. We think they have not been extensive-

ly tried.

Oats have been sometimes sown to be ploughed
in, but they give only a small layer when the land

is poor. Rye will grow on poor soils, but we must
Uf^e much seed, or we must let it grow tall, else,

we have but little to bury with the plouah.
Round turnips Ibrm a good green crop for the

plough, but they will give no top in poor ground.
Indian corn has been recommended and partially

tried. This is not more exhaustmg than oats or

rye, and on fields not worn down low, probably
no green crop would furnish more matter to be
covered by the plough, than this one. But on
quite exhausted land, this would not answer our
purpose; and the quantity of seed necessary lor

such a purpose, would be Ibur or five bushels, quite

an objection with economisti=.

Buckwheat is a grain that will irrow on most
poor soils. It delights most in dry locations, a
soil inclined to gravel or sand. It has many
qualities that recommend it hiirhly as an article to

be grown lor the purpose of filling the soil with
vegetable matter, of which it has been much ex-

hausted in the slates of which we have spoken.

In the first place, it will grow and produce a
handsome layer for the plough, on lands that will

produce nothing else. In the second place, we do
not find it an exhausting crop. We can raise \l

many years in succession on our poor lands with-

out any manure, and we very commonly save
fifteen or twenty bushels of the grain from an acre.

This plant has a very small, fibrous root, and is

easily pulled up by hand. It has also a large

branching top that never could get its support

from this root. It has therelbre probably greater

facilities for procuring nourishment from ilie atmo-
sphere, than most plants have.

All theory and all experience unite in showing
that this plant takes less from the soil, than any
other of the same size. In the next place, it has

a rapid growth, six weeks, in Massachusetts, being

long enough to bring it in full blossom, when it

should be ploughed in. Three crops may there-

fore be turned under in one season in V'irginia,

and then it will be early enough— (Sept. 1st)— to

sow down with grass seed.

Another advantage attends the raising of this

for grain or lor green crops; the expense is not

great. It U!=ually bears the same price as our best

corn, and is worth quite as much for fattening

animals, and one bushel of seed is enough for the

acre. When it is raised for the purpose o(" saving

the grain, we often sow but half a bushel. The
straw is also greedily eaten by the young cattle

and by horses— colts may be wintered on it. Yet
we have known large piles of this straw to be

burned in the field v;here it was thrashed !

Now with this article— this old, neglected,

abandoned, and abused buckwheat—we could

soon renovate the once beautiful plains, formed

flom the washings of the gulf of Mexico, and
laying between the Alleghany ridge and the At-
lantic ocean. Much of this fine tract has been
cropped, time out of mind, while nothing was
grown that could make any adequate return lor

what was abstracted.

The natural advantages of this tract of country

are superior, in our humble opinion, to the far-
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lamed west. And though the soil has been mis-

nianaired and abused, a lew years of correct hus-

bandry would again resiore it to its pristine vahie

and imporiance. No critical niceties need to be

ot)served, no nicer labors than the blacks are

capable olperlbrminii:, are required to bring these

Jeasible soils again to lerlility. And when they

are brought to that state, there is no difficulty in

keeping iheni there.

None ofthe various grasses are great e3?hausl-

ers of the soil, and grasses must (orm one of the

series of the rotation of crops. When lands are

kept hair the time m grass, the roots till the soil

with vegetable matter that turns to manure direct-

ly on being turned by the plough, and, by means
of raising more grass, more stock niay be kept,

and that increases the quantity of animal ma-
nures.

The policy of raising so many acres of corn on

reduced land, must be abandoned. When more
buckwheat can be raised on the acre than is ob-

tained of Indian corn, it should be subsituted lor

corn in a great measure, for it requires not a sixth

part of the expense to produce it—and when buck-

wheat is raised for its grain, if proper care be taken

lo sow something with it that may be turned in

for a green crop in June, the land will prove more
productive, year after year.

On the wet and clayey lands of that district of

country buckwheat may not be sown. Such lands

may be treated as we treat our grass lands of that

character at the north. They may be turned

over in autumn and seeded down again directly

to grass.

ON THE CULTURE OF LUCERNE.

From tlie Albany Cultivator.

Respectedfriend, Jesse Buel— I some lime since

received a leiter from thy father, requesting me to

give him such information as I am possessed of
respecting the culture of lucerne; and thinking
thou wouldst like to have it, 1 have concluded to

send it to thee, as I think every farmer who has
land suitable for it, ought to have plenty of this

valuable grass. It requires a good deep soil, that

has not clay bottom. 1 have succeeded beyond
my expectation, and now find no more difficulty

in raising it than any other crop. In order lo pre-

pare the land (or it, spread plenty of unfermented
manure on if, and plough it in and plant corn,

which ought to be well managed, allowing no
weeds lo grow. After the corn is taken ofi', give

it a good deep ploughing, and let it remain in that

state until spring, if it be sown with barley; but

if with winter wheat, harrow it well, and collect

the roots and loose stones, and should there be
any last stones they ought lo be removed; then

spread about forty bushels of ground bones per
acre and harrow it in ; but if hones are not to be

obtained, any good rotten manure that has no
seeds of weeds in it, will answer it. And as it

is best to lay the land in ridges about '24 feet wide,
open a llirrow about 12 feet from the liince, and
let the near horse return in it ; then open another
in the same manner, 24 feet from it, and so conti-

nue until the whole is finished; then sow the
wheat and plough it iOj not very deep, filling the

furrows which were opened, and harrow it once
over. As it is best to have it as smooth as may
be, I made a hone with a plank about nine leet

long, and two poles, pretty much the shape as
those we smooth our roads with ; and if it is not

heavy enough lay a post or two on it. It ought
to be so constructed as to draw the loose earth to-

wards the lijrrows. In the sprinff, about the time
clover seed is sown, sow about twenty pounds of

lucerne seed to the acre, and harrow it in with a
sharp, heavy iron-toolhed harrow twice over, once
each way, and roll it with a light roller, across the

ridges, to be drawn by one horse. After the grain

is taken off, let it remain in that state (not pas-
tured) until spring. Soon after the frost is out of

the ground, before it is much settled, harrow it

once each way with the heavy harrow. I had
mine pointed with steel. The harrow ought to be
made in two parts and hung together with hooks
and eyes ; then it can readily be lifted up on one
side by the driver, and cleared by a boy to accom-
pany him with a rake. It may be harrowed three
or four times over alter every mowing, remember-
ing to pick up the loose stones. The reason I re-

commended laying it in ridires is, because it can
be more readily smoothed with the hone. If it is

not smoothed, the harrow will not have the desired
effiect ; and the natural grasses are apt to get in.

I generally let mine stand until in blossom, when
it is designed for hay. I usually get three good
crops, and think the hay is belter for all kinds of
slock than any I have ever seen. My first crop
has sometimes been so large, that it is best to cut
it rather earlier, as it will sometimes lodge and may
injure the roots.

As this grass requires more time to cure than
some others, I thought it might be well to inform
thee how I manage it. That which is cut in the
Ibrenoon, if the sun shines, may be turned with a
rake towards evening, but not opened ; and that

which is cut in the afternoon may remain until the
neM afternoon, before turning it. That which was
first turned ought to be turned the next Ibrenoon,

and put in cocks early in the afternoon, and let it

remain two nights in cocks; then open it and lay

the forkfuls separate, shaking it well, and if it

does not appear to be sufficiently cured after being
turned, put it up in cocks and let it remain one
night more. When the hay is housed, I generally
put half a bushel of salt to a load—say to about
fifteen hundred.
As this grass, especially the first crop, is apt to

be very large, it is liable to be injured by heavy
rain when in cock. 1 would thereibre recommend
to those who raise it, to get a quantity of low-
priced yard-wide linen cloth, and give it a thin

covering wiih boiled lar, with a painter's brush,

on both sides, and sift some fine sand on it while
warm ; and when dry, cut it in squares and fasten

a small stone to each corner to prevent their blow-
ing ofi' the cocks. These cloihs cost but little,, and
with care will last many years, and may be very
useflil for other kinds of hay ; for want of them,
one of my neighbors had a large quantity of clo-

ver hay much injured.

When the swaths are turned the second time,

let two be turned towards eacli otiier, then when
it is raked, the horse can walk between them, and
let a boy keep by the side of the horse, and when
the rake is full, let him open ihe swaths with a
fijrk, that the rake may readil}' enier.
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I have been thus particular, beinw desirous that

whoever may wish to raise this grass, may suc-

ceed, as a number of my friends have been disap-

pointed for want of proper management.
Thy assured friend, Jamks Byrd.
P. S. If the seed is sown on winter wheat in

the spring, it ought to be done when the ground
ia neither too wet nor too dry, but when il will

crumble.

Flashing, 2d mo., IWi, 1840.

For the Farmers' Rci;ister.

MOKTIir.Y COMMERCIAL REPORT.

The only indication of a favorable change in

commercial aH'airs is the improved state of domes-

lie exchanges, which, in the Atlantic slates, with

a few exceptions, do not exceed five per cent.:

thus indicating a tendency to the resumption of

.specie payments. But it is remarkable that, with

the largest crops ever produced in the west and
southwest, the rate of exchange against New Or-

leans and Mobile has increased within the last

two months.
The receipts of cotton, in ail ports, reach nearly

fo 2,150,000 bales, against 1,315,000 to 1st July,

1839. The price has undergone little variation

for some weeks ; 6 to 9 cents embracing most

sales, and 5 to 10 the extremes. Foreign markets

have of course been influenced by the certainty of

receiving larger supplies than can possibly be

wanted by the manuiacturers until another crop

shall mature. On the prospects of this growing
crop epeculfttors must base their operations. As
yet, the only disaster it has suH'ered, has been from

the inundations of the rivers in all the cotton

growing stales.

The British manufacturers complain that there

is no demand Ibr goods for the supply of this

country, and that one of their most important le-

eourceg is thus cut off.

The export of flour and grain to England,

which has been very extensive, will result unpro-
fitably to tfie shippers; as, alter the cry of de-

ficiency and a()prehended starvation, the prospect

of a very good and ver}' early crop this year has al-

layed ail apprehension. Flour in Liverpool is worth
but about 24 shillings sterling per barrel ; being

lower than in Havre and other French ports.

The crop of wheat produced in the United States

last year far exceeds that of any previous one.

The supply (i^om the stales bordering on the lakes

and the Ohio, seems lo be inexhaustible.

The harvest in V^jrginia is now liir advanced
;

and although not a very abundant, is considered

a very good one. The weather has generally

been favorable hiiherto, atid the quality of the

grain is good. No price is yet established ; but it

cannot be high, when flour sells at iB4i per barrel.

Corn is worth 50 cents per bushel.

The cropol'tobacco is also most abundant: that of

Virginia is estimated to be 50,000 hhds., of Ken-
tucky nearly ihe same, and of Maryland and Ohio,

about 34,000 hhds. With so heavy a supply,

prices are well sustained ; ihe general sales at the

inspections being from $3^ to ^11 per hundred.

The small stocks held in Europe induce shippers

to pay these prices.

Slocks are generally low, particularly those of

banks, railroads, and manulacluring companies,

whose operations are all injuriously aflected by
the deranged state of commerce and the currency.

To give an idea of the receipts of produce at

New Orleans, those of the prominent articles,

from October Ist lo June 15th, are annexed :

Cotton, ... - 902,000 bales.

Tobacco, - - - - 38,000 hhds.

Sugar, - - - - 37,500 hhds.

Flour, . . - - 450,000 barrels.

Whiskv, - - - 45,000 barrels.

Lead,
"

- - - - 220.000 pigs.

Bacon and pork, about - 33,500,000 pounds,

(including 4,700 hhds., 118,000 bbls., and 6,200,-

000 pounds in bulk,) besides many other commo-
dilies to a larire amount. X.

June 24, 1840.

wMi^MMw«M^miwait..j^wli, 'j.vjm
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be understood so long as the youn<? creature is

nourished solely by liquors furnished by the uterus

of the parent; bur as soon as it is supplied any
oiher way with ail or any part of its nourishment,

it can no longer be looked on as a fetus.
" ir this is agreeel on to be the disiinguishing

character of a fetus, it will be evident, ihat we
are to regard plants as (cEluses while the seed i?;

ripening, and before the earth, water, moisture ol'

the air, &c., have t)een coriimunicated immediate-
ly any matter for its increase: and, in this case,

ii will appear most probable, that the umbilicus

pours in fiquors from the uterus and chorion into

the amnios, from which it is lalten up by the ves-

sels of the seminal leaves, to be conveyed partly

into the fetus, and partly into the leaves them-
selves; by which the plant is increased, and its

parts are explicated, and a substance is provided

(or nourishing it afiervvards, when its tender roots

either can receive from the earth very little, or

any thing legs than is necessary lor the sufficient

growth ol' the plant.

" In running this analogy between animals and
plants, you will observe the mixture of the me-
chanism of the viviparous and oviparous animals
in the nourishment of the foBtuses of plants. For
the little plant havincr, as in ttie viviparous ani-

mals, a communication with the uterus of the pa-

rent till it is fully Ibrmcd, the whole quantity o(

the liquor it is to be nourished with is not at first

to be seen, as the albumen is in the egii; but the

uterus furnishes the liquor to be gradually absorb-

ed by the cotyledons or 'placenta : and then, on
the other hand, plants resemble the oviparous ani-

mals, in so liir as the parent being incapable ol

supplying any juices prepared in its own body,

alicr the fcEtus is separated from the womb, for

the nourishment of the plant; and the young
plant not being in condition, for some time, to sub-

sist entirely on the new nourishment it must re-

ceive, the farinaceous cotyledtns, or pulpy semi-
nal leaves, do the same cood office to the plant,

as the vitellus does to the chick after it is hatched.

"Since the resemblance is so great between
animals and plants, it would be superfluous, alier

what has been said of the tbrmer, to enter into a

particular detail of the reasons of the foregoing

))hcnomena of plants ; and it is almost needless

to s;iy, that I would conclude both the oviparous

animals and plants to favor my opinion of the

wliole nourishment of all fetuses being conveyed
by piiriicular absorbent vessels, and not by the or-

dinary cannis through which the aliment must
pass alier the creature is out of its foetus state

;

(or these are obvious to any who reads with the

least atten.ion."

EXTRACTS FROM WII.LIABI B. SxMITHS " RK-
BtARKS ON THE VEGKTABLE KlJfGDOOI,
SOILS, &C.

Delivered before the Cumberland Agricultural Socie-

ty, April 10th, 1S40'. Contirmed from Vol. vii.,

page 385, Farmers' Register.

(^ommunicatcil for the Register by order of the Society.

Diseases of plants—curative indications, S/c.—
Plants and animals, being governed by similar

laws, are in all probability subject to similar dis-

eases ; this, I suspect, will be admitted by every
individual who has paid attention to vegetable und
animal pathology. When the plague of 166t>

visited London, not only man and all infeiior ani-

mals were subject to disease, but the vegetable
kingdom suffered in like manner, and gardens,
fields and forests were destroyed by the devouring
distemper. We have abundant 'proof, both from
history and tradition, that the plagues of every
age destroy both kingdoms ; and we all know,
that our summer and au'umnai epidtjmics are de-
structive to plants as vvp|l as animals.

Doctor Benjamin Smith Barton, who was a
distinguished botanist oC Philadelphia, inoculated

an onion with the matter of small pox, and in

sixteen days, (says the docloi,} the onion became
eruptive, no doubt the effect of the virus. Plants
of all kinds are subject to blights, a most Ibrmida-
ble and alarming disease; sometimes a whole
plant or tree will perish, now and then a lew
leaves and flowers only, or perhaps a branch or

two will be shrivelled by it, and the rest remain
green and flourishing. English writers on gar-

dening suppose blights are produced li-om cold

easterly winds, which are most frequent in Eng-
land about the latter end of March, or beginning
of April. Late writers, who have given attentioti

to this subject, are of opinion that the disease

called blight originates (rom insects wounding
the tender bark, leaves, &c., in order to drink their

fill of sap and other juices.

I suspect every species of plants, their trunks,

branches, leaves and fruit, are loaded, throughout
the summer and autumnal months, with insects

producing disease by the numberless wounds they

inflict. It is, then, not at all surprising that plants

coated with insects and eggs, during the whole
period of their growth, should so often dwindle
and die ; the astonishment is that they should ar-

rive at any degree of pertf-ction.

in order to remove blights, the curative indica-

tions are such as physicians resort to in removing
cutaneous or herpetic diseases from the surface of
animals, or worms from the alimentary canal. In

orchards and forests the trunks of trees should be

bored or perforated carefully, and calomel intro-

duced, care being taken not to wound the [lith.

This will destroy insects on the tender twigs,

leaves, flowers and fruit ; insects that pierce the

bark maybe destroyed with lime water; or sul-

phur and hog's lard, externally applied. The best

application, however, is a solution of corrosive

sublimate, say 20 or 25 grains to the pint of water

:

wash the trunks of trees with this solution once a

week, or oftener if necessary. Such applications

cannot be resorted to in small tender plants, but

we may destroy the eggs deposited by insects in

the seed before they are sown. To "do this, im-

merse the seed in a solution of corrosive sublimate

for twelve hours ; 20 grains to the quart of water

will be sufficiently strong.

The following compound will destroy the eggs
of insects deposited in grain, and prevent smut.

Saturate a sufficient quantity of water with table

salt ; sleep grain in this solution 24 hours, and lime

it before it is eovvn.

Some plants are distended with sap, and require

bleeding, like man and other animals laboring un-

der inflammatory action. A cure may generally be

effected by establishing a drain in the trunk, or by
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making a circular incieion in the bark of the

limbs, called by gardeners, " rinrfing." In cor-

rectiDg the ovc^rgrowlh and plethoric habit oC

Iruit trees, I would suggest the propriety of propa-
^atinif another tree upon them, as lor instance the

mislletoe. This plant is neither propagated in the

earth or water, but upon trees and plan's only.

The an.-ients considered it a super-plant peculiar

to tile oak, but it will grow on many kinds of trees.

About the first of January, when the seeds are

ripe, they may be made to stick upon the bark of
the apple, pear, plum, peach, &c. The viscid

juice which surrounds the seed will bind it last,

and 1 suspect it would be useful in correcting the

too great vigor of fruit trees, and cause iheni to

bear, by taking ofi' the superfluous juices or super-

abundant fluids which are destructive to prolificacy

in plants as well as animals.

The "rust" is a disease found amonff many
plants thinly sown in moist rich earth. This dis-

ease is produced by an over portion of sap and
other watery fiuids, which distend and burst the

tender ends of the vessels ; and the fluids so extra-

vasated become indurated or encrusted on the stem
or stalk, having the appearance of iron rusf.

From what hns been said on vegetable patho-
logy, it is probable plants are subject to many
diseases which belong to man and other animals,
viz., pyrexia or febrile diseases, intermitting, re-

mitting, continued and inflammatory levers, erysi-

pelas, pestis, hsemorrhage, and many diseases of
the cachectic and locales classes; all of which
are to be treated upon general medical principles.

As I am ignorant of the great variety of dis-

eases to which plants are liable, I cannot in the
present place extend my observations any further.

-Agriculture not reduced to a science, the neces-

sity of reading, ^'c.— I cannot conclude this vesre-

lable outline, imperfect as it is, without connect-
ing it with agriculiuie ; for the vegetable king-
dom would not probably have found a place
among the catalogue of the sciences, but lor hus-
bandrj'.

"And the Lord God took the man, and put
him into the garden of Eden, to dress it, and to

keep it." (Gen. chap, ii., 15th verse.)

•'And Abel was a keeper of the sheep, but
Cain was a tiller of the ground." (Gen., chap, iv.,

2d verse.)

It would seem, from the above quotation", that
agriculture had its origin at a very early period,

and yet it is not reduced to a science! Man has
been busily engaged in tilling the earth for the
last six thousand years, his thirst for knoxyledge
has been great, he has had the experience of all

who lived before him ; and still has much to learn.

Indeed, he has been taugiit but one lesson through
lili", viz., "Paul may plant and Apollos water, but
the increase comes from God," He alone can
give the necessary agents in order to produce the
evolution and growth of planij;.

Those who wish to become skilled in medicine,
law, or theology, must pursue a course of hard
study f(jr many years ; but this period will not

give us a knowledge of agriculture ; /or it requires
unceasing and unwearied attention through life;

hence the necessity of agricultural reading. A
lew hours' daily study, will make us good lawyer?,
priests, physicians, mechanics, stalesinen

" and
IJirmers, and without daijy reading, our republican
institutions, both civil and religions, will be over-

thrown, and we shall find ourselves surrounded

with pover:y and ignorance.

The soil and subsoil.—The soil is, properly

speaking, nothing more than the surface of the

earth in which plants grow ; it is of various

depths, having a dark color Irom the decomposi-

tion of vegetable and animal matters. This de-

composed organic mass is generally called soil or

mould, which distinguishes it Irom the subsoil.

Soils vary very much in lertility and texture, and
are called rich or poor, stiff or light, &c. The
fertility of soils is known by a greater or less pro-

portion of mould which enters into their composi-

tion. Forest soils, or virgin soils, arc lor the most

part unmixed with earthy matters, and more or

less peaty ; on the other hand, cultivated soils are

blended with earths. Fertile soils are called

loams, as light loams, peat loams, dry loams, wet
loams, &c.

Subsoils are distinguished from soils by the ab-

sence of mould, they are divided into two classes,

viz., earthy and rocky, as clay subsoils, lime sub-
soils, sand subsoils, rocky subsoils, and so on.

Rocky and earthy subsoils are either retentive or

porous ; retentive subsoils are close and impervious

to water, formed of stone or clay. Porous sub-

soils are loose and open in their texture and water
a'adily fillers through.

Shallow soils on retentive subsoils are easily in-

undated with rains, or become arid from drought.

Such soils on porous subsoils drain off water too

ii-eely, and become easily exhausted by heat.

Deep soils then, on either retentive or porous sub-

soils, are to be preftjrred, and the best subsoils arc

those which are neither too retentive or too po-

rous ; a medium between the two is desirable.

Favorable and unfavorable indications of soils

and subsoils.—The depth of the soil and texture

of the subsoil claim the attention of the agricul-

turist. A soil from 6 to 12 inches deep, resting

upon a limestone subsoil, is one of ihe best indica-

tions. Such soils aie found in valley of Virginia,

and some of the western states.

In eastern Virginia, the medium deptii of soil

does not exceed six inches, the subsoil clay antl

silicious sand ; these soils are very good and sus-

ceptible of a high stale of improvement ; but, lo

the geologist, the indications are unlijvorable ; for

the greater the depth of soil, the more favorable

the indication.

Shallow soils, on silicious subsoils, are not to be
relied on, and such indicationci are considered un-
productive.

Shallow soils, resting on a feldspar subsoil, pro-

duce well and can never become exhausted ; for

the lime contained in the feldspar supports and
feeds the soil. Hence it is that gray soils are,

when worn, easily reclaimed ; for they generally

rest on sandstone or feldspar foundations. Soils

resting on white clay, or pipe cla}', are unproduc-
tive. White earths, white plants, and white ani-

ncials, are distinctive marks of weakness. A^e,
which is the parent of weakness, awes a white
color not only to ihe earths, by bleaching and de-

stroying all extraneous matters, but robs the ve-

getable kingdom of its characteristic green, and
gives to the animal kingdom a white skin with

white hairs.

Rains that run off with the soil, leaving ex-

posed to the rays of the sun the subsoil, must be
fon'^idcred an unfavorable indication.
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Rains that are absorbed and sink in the soil,

forming: reservoirs of water on the pubsoil, may
be considered one of the most favorablt^ indica-

tions.

A gray soil, presenting on i(e surface white

quartz, mica and sandstone, is thin and weak,

having liule or no subsoil: this is an unfavorable

indication. Gray soils, with pale yellow subsoils,

generally grow acid plants, as younji pines and

sorrels : this is an unfavorable mdication.

Soils that produce marine and sub-aquatic

plants are generally sterile until the earth be-

comes drained and pulverized by freezing ; then

they become the richest and most productive

lands. Soils of a daik yellow color, with a deep

red clay subsoil, are considered superior soils.

Alluvial soils, when they are of a dark color, are

valuable. Oats, barley, rye and corn, flourish and
grow kindly in this soil.

From a number of experiments made by Mr.
Tillet, he hag proved that the best proportions of

a fertile earth for corn are

Three-eighths of clay,

Two-eishths of sand, and
Three-eighths of the fragments of hard stone.

Wheat delights in a yellow stiff soil, having
clay and lime subsoils.

Tobacco of the finest fibre, and most delicate

texture and flavor, is grown on gray soils, hav-
ing a pale yellow subsoil of sand, ciay and gravel.

Whereas the coarse, large, rich, dark tobaecoes,

are found growing on fertile yellow soils resting on

a subsoil of red clay. Clover, herda-grase and
timothy arrive at great perlection in such soils,

more particularly if they are moist.*

Indications from the growth, 8fc.—A soil must
be good, when it puts up luxuriant growth, either

in the field or forest; the stems of plants and
trunks of trees straight and tall, having many
plants and trees of distinct species.

We find on the richest soils in the United

States, viz., in the Mississippi valley and its tri-

butary alrcams, the buck-eye, cherry, ash and su-

gar maple; with an undergrowth of vines. May
apple, puccoon and Indian turnip. Such trees and
plants are considered the best test of rich loams in

the west.

The next soil, in fertility, grows walnut, mulber-

ry and red bud, with a thick undergrowth o[' pa-

paw, spice wood, &c.
Third. Poplar, locust and sycamore, with an

undergrowth of hazle-riul.

Fourth. Hickory, oak and pine, with nn under-

growth of rich weed and angelica. This soil, after

cultivation, glows dock, poke, Jajnestown weed,
and wire grass-, all of which are considered indi-

cationg of rich earth. This was the native growth
<if the highlands of Virginia, and her soil origi-

nally was perhaps the best in the United Sates.

Fifth. Oak lands interspersed with heart pine,

* Chaptal says, "a proper soil is that, 1st. Which
affords a sufficiently firm support to prevent the plant

from bein;:; shaken. 2d. Which permits the roots to

extend themselves to a distance with ease. Sd. Which
becomes impregnated with humidity, and retains the

water sufficiently, that the plant may not be without it

when wanted. To answer these several indications,

it is necessary to make a proper mixture of the piimi-

tiva earths, for none of them, in particular, possesses

them." See Elements of Chemistry, by M. J. A.
Chaptal, page 431.

having an undergrowth of whortleberry, should be
rejeeied, the soil is silicious and thin, requiring a
constant accession of \vaterand manure.

Si.xih. Red-oak lands are not rich, but have ge-
nerally a clay Ibundalion, and produce wheat
kindly.

Seventh. White-oak lands interspersed with

gum are not tote relied on; they are, however, va-

luable on account of timber and the quantity of
food they aflord (br hoi;s.

Eifrhlh. Post-oak lands, with an undergrowth
of haw, produce fine crops, but when worn they
are hard to reclaim.

Ninth. Chestnut-oak lands are considered ste-

rile.

Tenth. If we are to judce of the soil from its

growth, tlie most unfavorable indication is dwarf
black-jacks, with dead limbs covered with moss,

interspersed witli chinquepin bushes and occasion-

ally lightwood knots and stumps of pine. Such
lands, when cleared and cultivated, put up pover-

ty grass, sassafras bushes and blackberry vines.

Eleventh. Prairie lands are fertile and valuable

in proportion to the depth of soil ; the best and
deepest prairie soils are without forest trees, the

soil being light, causes the growth to be shaken
by winds and prostrated in storms. Or it may be

owing to the circumstance that such soils are

pealy from luxuriant coats of vegetation, and are

unfavorable to the growth of forest trees. Various

opinions have been criven us by geolocjists on the

subject of prairies ; the most plausible is that those

extended fields weie originally lakes or seas, in

which vegetable matters were partially decom-
posed, and a rich mould left after the waters re-

ceded : but they have never given a satisfactory

reason why such lands are not clothed with the

growth of the forest. Prairie lands are very fer-

tile, growing sward, and thickly covered with

many species of plants. Generally speaking, all

the rich and more nutritious pasture grasses are to

be found on prairie lands.

ONTHEDEANSTON FREQUENT DRAIN SYSTEM.

As distinguished from and compared with the furrow

draining and deep ploughing of the Midland coun-

ties of England. In a letterto the Editor. By the

Right Honorable Sir James Graham, Bart., M. P.,

F. R. S., &c. Read Feb. 20, 1839.

From the Franlclin Farmer.

A recent inquiry addressed to me by the Lord
Spencer, relative to the "Deanston frequent drain

svstern," induces me to believe that I may render

some service to agriculture, if 1 am so fortunate as

to direct the atieniioii of your readers to this im-

portant subject at this particular time.

The great object of our quarterly publication is,

as I conct'ive, the establishment of an authentic

record of practical experirrients ; and by multiply-

ing facts and proofs of this discription agriculture

will be treated as a science, and will advance, and

the transactions of our society will become the

depository of useful information, verified by the

name and the address of the several correspond-

en's.

Mr. Smith, of Deanston, in the county of Perth,

vyas exarjniped as a witness before the agricultural
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committee in 1836. He gave a detailed account

of his system of draining, which very much re-

sembled the furrow draining of ihf^ midland coun-

ties of England, except that at Deanston, sione

being on the ground, the drains are made with

stones and not liles ; and at Deanston the cover ol

the drain ij; 22 inches helow the surface; whereas,

in Leicestershire and Northamptonshire the top ol

the tile ill the furrow is not so deeply laid. Mr.
Smith, when his land is effectiialiy drained, lays it

down without a furrow ; in the midland counties

the furrow is carefully preserved.

Mr. Smith, alter drainins, lor the first rotation

at least, does not bring to the surface any of the

subsoil: but by a plough of his own invention,

•which follows a common plough turning up the sur-

face he penetrates the subsoil to the depth of 20
inches, and breaks and pulverizes the lower crust

without bringintr it to the top. This subsoil; plough,

cuch as Mr. Smith has used, is a heavy implement,

requiring the draught of four, six or eight horses,

according to the tenacity and strength of the sub-

stratum.

Mr. Smith contends that the sub-soil, by being

moved, becomes pervious both to air and moisture;

and the efficacy of the drains are fthus^perlected

and perpetuated, and that the character of the sub-

soil itself, when relieved from superfluous moisture,

and open to atmospheric influences, is entirely

.changed, that it becomes mellow and friable, and
after one rotation, or a lapse of five years, that it

may be brought to the top. by deep ploughing, with

eafely and propriety, and be mixed with the sur-

face-soil to great advantage.
In the midland counties of England, deep

ploughing alter furrow draining has been the con-

stant practice ; but the use of six horses in a sub-

soil plough is a novelty in Scotland. In England
a portion of the sub-soil is raised at once to the top :

at Deanston the sub-soil, though broken, is not so

raised, and here the important question arises.

—

When land is efl'ectually drained, which is the

right treatment of the sub-soil 1 Will you bring a

portion of it immediately to the surface by deep
ploughing, or will you, with Mr. Smith, delay this

operation for some years, until the sub-soil shall

have been mellowed, after having been broken and
penetrated by the atmosphere 7

The advantages of the wide circulation of agri-
cultural knowledge, of the multiplication of the

experiments, and of the interchange both of the

theory and practice between Scotland and Eng-
land, will here develops themselves in the clear-

est light. Furrow-draining and deep ploughing
have been practised in England for half a century;

yet the introduction of an analogous system into

Scotland is reuanied almost as a discovery. But in

Scotland itself the greatest difference of opinion

prevails on the question of turning up or only mov-
ing the sub-soil after draining. Some of the great-

est authorities in East Lothian differ from Mr.
Smith, and lean to the English practice. In the

first furrow for green crop after draining, by two
ploughs following each other, which is equivalent
to trench-ploughing, they go down to the depth of

12 or 14 inches,^and bring a certain quantity of
virgin soil.

It is obvious that this difference of practice in

the treatment of the sub-soil involves a most im-
portant question, which can only be solved by ac-
;:urate and multiplied experiments. The outlay ol

capital, which is common to both plans, consists in

effectual under draining, and no subsequent man-
agement, no fresh application of capital, can be
of any avail, unless, on retentive soils or a sub-
stratum of clay, the water be quickly carried ofl'.

This I take to be an axiom undisputed in agricul-

ture ; but after effectual draining, when this outlay
has been incurred, the mode of treating the sub-
soil affects only production, and does not involve

expenditure; and greater produce without addi-

tional outlay is the grand object of the practical

farmer.

We have seen that in draining Mr. Smith uses
stones, because he has them on the spot. Tiles are

substituted in the midland counties ol'England, be-

cause stones cannot be obtained easily, and be-

cause in the clay districts tiles are cheaply and
easily manufactured.

It has always appeared to me that skill in agri-

culture does not so much consist in the discovery
of principles of universal application as in the
adaptation of acknowledged principles to local cir-

cumstances.
The peculiarities of soil and climate, what na-

ture gives or nature withholds in each particular

district, must be carefully considered and judiciously
investigated, before any given experiment, though
locally successful, can be pronounced to be gene-
rally useful or universally applicable. The neglect

of this consideration has brought agricultural ex-
periments into disrequte, on account of the heavy
losses which they have occasioned, f f the record

now opened in these transactions be faithfully kept,

this evil will be averted ; for I hope that each ex-
periment detailed will he authenticated by the name
of the party who makes it, and that every local

circumstance of a peculiar character will be care-
fully particularized.

My attention having been thus directed to the
various treatment ofsub-soils after under draining.
I tried an experiment, in the year 1838,fon a field

of about eight acres of the poorest and wettest
land. The surface soil is about five inches deep,
of black earth of pea'y quality : the sub-soil is a
weeping retentive clay with sand and rusty gravel
intermixed. This clay goes down to the bottom of
the drains, which are of tile, laid ,30 inches deep,
in every fiirrow.* This field is in a farm lately

taken into my own hands, and was rented by (he
outgoing tenant at 4s. 6c?. an acre. It was in pas-
ture of the coarsest description, overrun with
rushes and other aquatic plants.

After draining, on one-half of this field, I used
Mr. Smith's sub-soil plough, on* the other half I

trench-ploughed to the depth of 10 inches by two
ploughs following in succession : in the first part
not mixed with the surface any oft he sub- soil, in the
last part commingling the surface and sub-eoit
in nearly equal proportions. The whole field was
heavily but equally manured and planted with po-
tatoes

; and though the potato crop even on good
land, in this neighborhood, was below an average,
yet the crop in this field exceeded an>verage, and
yielded about 12 tons per acre. The field is

equally drained in every j^ear. I filled up the tile-

drains with porous materials, such as stones,
moor-turf reversed, and tops of thinnings of young

* The size of the tiles used was 6 inches for the
main drains, and .S inches for tfie common drains. The
tile drains were laid 10 yards apart.
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plantations, to the exclusion of the retentive clay
which held the water. The crop of potatoes was
so equal throughout the fleld that 1 an) unable to

pronounce positively which part was the best ; but
1 am inclined to give the preference to that portion

where Mr. Smith's sub-soil plough was used. Since
the potatoes were taken up the land has not been
ploughed or ridged up, but remains perlectly flit

;

and I observe, where Mr. Smith's sub-soil plough
was used, that no water whatever, notwithstanding
the wetness of the season, has stood upon the land";

where trench-ploughing was adopted, and a por-
tion of the clay brought to the snrlace, after heavy
I'dWs of rain the water has stood for a time in hol-
low places ; and here the land, in consequence,
would seem to be rather soured. The field will

be sown out this spring with oats and grass seeds,
and 1 shall watch with anxieiy the future eflects

of the past diflerent treatment.
In the meantime I have relet the farm : the out-

lay in draining and extra ploughing cost me £6
18s. 4d. an acre ;* but the field in question, which
was valued at 4s. 6d. an acre to the out-going te-

nant, is rented by the incoming tenant at 20s. an
acre on a lease of 14 years.
On a small field oi' very retentive clay, of a

hungry and bastard kind, intermixed with rusty
gravel, I tried six years ago, the experiment ol

trenching with the spade after close and careful
draining; 1 buried the surface soil, which was poor

!

and exhausted
; and I brought the sub-soil to the 1

top from the depth of 18 inches. I limed this'
land and sowed it out with grape and grass seeds.

I

It has been very unproductive ever since, and all

my expenditure upon it, hitherto, has been thrown
away

; lor, though dry, it bears no more grass than
belbre the draining. I think, however, that the
surface soil is now mellowed by exposure lo the
atmosphere

; and I am about to break up this field

and lo put it through a rotation, in the confident
hope ofincreased production.

, I have also ordered
a field of 20 acres, of dry and good land, cropped
out by a bad tenant, to be treated with a view to
this experiment on sub-soil. The field lies in two
ridges on the bank of the river Esk : the soil is al-

luvial deposite : on the lower ridge next to the ri-

ver the surface is a fine loaai 12 inches deep, in-

cumbent on a sub-soil of sandy loam 16 inches
deep. On the upper ridge the loam does not ex-
ceed 8 inches, but the subsoil is a good clay 13
inches deep ; in the hands of tenants up to the pre-
sent time, the depth of the furrow ploughed has
never exceeded 6 inches. I have ordered the lower
fiat to be trench ploughed to the depth of 14
inches, bringing the virgin loam to the top ; I have
ordered the upper flat to be siirred with Mr.
Smith's subsoil plough, thus breaking the lower
crust, without changing the surface. The whole

iato be manured equally with bone dust, and a
crop of turnips is (0 be taken.

I shall be happy, at a future'fime, (o communi-
cate the comparaiive result of this difftjrent treat-
ment, and I trust i may be pardoned lor my present
intrusion, which arises from my anxiety to fix the
attention ofihe farmer on (his question of the treat-
ment of sub-soil, which, by judicious mangement,
I think may add to the power of production with-
out cost

; especially when ihesurliice, by long and
repeated cropping, has been exhausted and has be-
come comparaiively sterile. At the commence-
ment of our publication I could not omit an oppor-
tunity of endeavoring to use it for the legitimate
purpose of inviting accurate experiment, with the
view of circulating the extending agricultural
knowledge.

I have the honor to be,

Sir, your liiiihful servant,

J. R. G. Graham.

£. s. p.
* 70 rods of draining, cutting, laying the tiles,

and uplifting, at id. per rood, 1 3. 4
1.500 tiles per acre, at 3()s. per thousand, 2 ,5

Carnage of do. 6s. do. 9
Do. of turf, &.C. for covering the tiles, 70
roods, and cutting do. at 6d. per rood, gives
per acre, 1 15

5 12 4
Ploughing with the Deanpfon plough,with four

horses, 16
Cost per acre, (i IS 4

SCALDIXG SEEDS BEFORE PLANTING.

From tlie New Genesee Farmer,

Great losses are often sustained by neglecting to

scald seeds, before planting, for some eniiiely fail to

grow, and others remain a long time in the ground,
dormant, when they ought lo be up and growing.
About a forinight ago, we planted some seeds of
the cypress vine, and being in haste, we could
not take time to scald them—they ought to have
remained untouched. A week after we got time
to scald some ; and these are now up, but the

former have not yet appeared.
But we write ['orfarmers as well as gardeners.—

Four days ago, we scalded some seeds of the su-
gar beet, and let them remain in the water. This
morning we planted ihem, and many of them
were sprouted. Last year we planted mangel
wurtzel without scalding; but we shall not do so

again : in the wettest ground, they germinated
freely; but in the driest and richest part, they
stood far asunder—not half a crop.

We are not aware that any seeds are injured by
scalding, though there may be many ; and we
should be gratified to have extensive experiments
instituted on this subject. Some seeds would
probably bear more heat than others—we know
that some are more benefited than others. The
duration of the heat applied will be regulated in

some measure by the quantity of water, and the

kind of vessel into which it is poured, some cooling

muchsooner than others. Several quarts of In-

dian corn may be safely scalded at once.—Other
seeds may not need more than a tea-cupful of

water; but let it be fuming hot. Remember,
however, there is a wide difference between scald-

ing and boiling ; and after the water is applied the

vessel should be set away from the fire. On
seeds untried^ it would be prudent to use but little

water.

Some years ago, we planted seeds of cercis

canadensis. Part were scalded and part planted

without that preparation. A difference in the

germination of perhaps twenty to one, was the

consequence—very few of the unscalded seeds

growing.
One week in the advancement of a crop of corn

or pumpkins is frequently of great account ;
and
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the farmer may be prevented from plantin<r at the

right time by accidents, or bad weather. In such

cases, let them try this remedy.

AGRICULTURE OF FRANCE.

(Concluded from page 331.)

The wood of France may be divided into six

classes: 1. For ship-buildinfr. 2. For the use of

house carpenters. 3. For the construction of car-

riages. 4. For joinery. 5. For vine props. 6.

For fuel. Oak is chiefly used lor the first class

for the second, oak, fir, linden, and aspen trees

for the third, ash, oak, maple, and especially elm
lor (he fourth, fir, beech, elm, pear tree, apple

cherry tree, cornil tree, aspen, poplar, linden, &c.-.

lor the fifth, osiers, and branches of different trees

that destined for fuel is divided into new and old,

and is distinguished by the names, bois perdu, bois

carnard, and bois entrain. The cork-tree flou-

rishes on the French side of the Pyrenees, and
produces very fine cork-wood.

Under the old government, the national forests

embraced 3,000,000 arpents, and gave about 12,-

000,000 franks to the royal treasury. By the re-

volution, all the forests formerly held by the cor-

porate bodies and the emigrants were annexed to

these of the state, which thus were increased to

upwards of 4,000,000 arpents. These, added to

the forests in Belgium, and on the left bank of the

Rhinp, in the year 1806, yielded rather more than
70,000,000 francs, according to the budget for that

year. All forests above 300 acres were alcso added
to the national domains, and declared inalienable.

In the year 1800 the national forests were thence-
forward exempted from the land tax. The revo-
lution did not abolish the arbitrary laws under
which the private proprietors of woodlands labor-

ed. According to tliese laws, the government
appointed persons, who were proper judges of ship
timber, to examine all the woods, and to mark
such trees as they deemed fit for their purpose,
after which the proprietor durst not lay the axe to

the roots of them. Besides, no individual propri-

etor of woodland could cut down his timber, or

clear his land, under a heavy penalty, without
making, six months previously, a declaration of
his intention to one of the conservators, whose re-

port determines the government either to grant or

refuse permission to that effect.

To this general account of the woods in France,
we shall add some short notices of such trees as
are sources of national wealth, independently of
the timber which they afford, as an appropriate
introduction to our account of the vine husbandry,
and the wines of France.
The fine turpentine tree is found in the southern

pans of France, as well as in the Isle of Chio,
and in the Indies : the juice is the Chio, or Cyprus
turpentine of the shops. Considerable quantities
of turpentine are also made in the vicinity of Stras-
burs, from the silver fir; it is known by the name
of Strasburg turpentine.

Beech oil, drawn by expression from \he mast
of the beech tree, after it has been shelled and
pounded, is very common in some parts of France,
especially in the department of the Aisne, and is

used mstead of butter. Afier the oil has been ex-

tracted from the mast, the marc, as it is called, is

also used for food, in various ways; sometimes
simply as the extraction leaves it, in which state

it is also given to poultry, pigs, oxen and cows
;

or as flour, being ground in a flour mill and boult-

ed ; or as a kind of cheese, (fromage,) in whicfi

case, as it comes from tlie press, it is moistened
with milk, and put into moulds. In Burgundy
Hud Franche Compte, the marc of walnuts is

niiide into this kind of fromage, after the oil is ex-
tracted fiom it. Walnuts are grown very exten-

sively in France, and a great deal of oil is made
from them.

Chestnuts abound in France, particularly in the

Limoisin, where the land is almost every where
covered with chestnut trees. The fruit serves for

food to the country people, but not, as has beea
asserted, reduced into flour to make bread. Their
manner of preparing chestnuts for food is as fol-

lows: they take off the first peel or rind, when
they are dry, then they boil them a little, to take

ofl the second peel ; and afterwards they boil

litem entirely, to reduce them into a kind of pap.

Thus prepared, they are said to afford a pleasant

and nourishing article of food to the peasantry of
the Limoisin, and other parts of France.
The caper shrub grows in great perfection in

the southern provinces, especially in the vicinity

of Cuges, between Aubagne and Toulon, where
an extensive valley is wholly devoted to the culture

of them. The caper is not suffered to grow here,

as it does in many places, into a bush ; but is made
to creep on the ground in long runners ; and being

cultivated only lor the trade, is never leit to flower,

it being the little bud of the flower that is used for

pickling. The fruit also, which resembles a very

small gherkin, is pickled ; but these have the

name of cornichons, the French name for gher-

kins : it is tlie flower-bud which has the appella-

tion of capers. When suffered to flower, it is a
very beautiful 6hrui>.

The islands of Hieres, not far from Toulon,
were formerly famous (or their orange groves. In

the year 1565, Charles IX. visited these islands

in a progress he made through the south of

France : he was accompanied by the young king

of Navarre, afterwards Henry IV. and the Duke
of Anjou ; and there was then an orange tree so

large, that these three royal personages, taking

each other by the hand, could but just encircle the

stem : it had produced in one year 14,000 oranges.

But the climate even of the south of France, is

not steadily warm enough for this fruit ; the se-

vere winter of 1789 killed every tree in the Hieres,

down to the roots ; and the trees at present there

are only such as have shot up from their roots.

Most of the oranges of Hieres are sent to Paris.

In these islands, and in some other parts of the

south of France, the lemon, citron, date and po-

megranate, are not uncommon, the lime is culti-

vated, especially in Provence.
The trade of almonds carried on in France is

considerable, both on account of their oil, and the

large quantity of them used in Lent, either shelled

or unshelled : a great quantity of the sweet al-

monds are used in sugar-plums, and of the bitter

ones in biscuits, confectionary, &c. The grocers

and druggists of France have both sorts from the

provinces in the middle and south of France, es-

pecially Provence, Languedoc, Tourraine, the

county of Venaissin, Avigr.on. &c. The best
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are those of the county of Venaissin ; those from

Chiron in Tourraine are ihe worst. The en-

virons of Aix are particularly noted of all parts o!

Provence, lor the abundance of almonds they pro-

duce: they are an unceriain produce; a frosiy

niiiht will sometimes come on, while they are in

blossom, wJiich is commonly about the end of Ja-

nuary, and in a Cew hours the greatest part of (he

crop will be destroyed. At the time when the al-

monds are gathered, it is a curious sight at jf\ix to

see the women silling at their doors cracking them
for the merchants. The shells being an excellent

article of fuel, great interest is made to get the al-

monds to crack, which is paid by having the

shells: a certain measure in the shells, is expect-

ed to produce a certain measure without them.
The person cracking them has a basket of fruit

on one side of her, and another basket on the

other side to receive them when cracked : she has
a flat piece of stone on her knee, and a bone with
a knob to it in her hand ; and laying the almond
on the stone, she strikes it with the bone, which
seldom (ails to crack it at the first stroke : it is then
thrown shell and all into (he receiving basket, and
when that is full, the almonds are emptied out

upon a large table, and the kernels picked from
among the shells. The whole process is perform-
ed with wonderful dexterity and rapidity.

t'igs are another important article among the
productions of Provence, as well as of several
other districts of the south of France. The most
celebrated is a very small green, or white fig, as
it is often called, which grows only in the territo-

ry of Marseilles, whence it takes its name of the
fig of Marseilles. Brignolles in Provence, a town
about thirty miles li-ora Marseilles, is one of the
most famous places in the kingdom for the dried

plums, which are so well known by the name of

French plums. Prunes, or St. Catheiine's plums,
constitute a lucrative branch of traffic, almost ex-
clusively carried on at Tours and Chatelherault.
These prunes are gathered at La Haie, Sainte
Maurevaux, Maudion, &c. They are prepared
with the greatest care at the places where (hey
are grown ; and sent to the merchants of Tours
and Chatelherault, who supply every other part

of France, as well as Ibreign countries, with them.
The grand purchases of this fruit are made at the
commencement of the new year, and of Lent:
during the latter season, the demand is particular-

ly great at Paris, and in other large cities and
towns in France. Dried plums of excellent qua-
lity are also prepared at Agen, Culroen, Toulouse
and Bordeaux. •

Mulberries succeed best in (he olive climate of
France ; Tours being the only place north of the
maize climate, where they are cultivated lor silk

with any success; the spring frosts being fatal

impediments to their culture in the central, and
even sometimes in the southern districts of the
kinirdom. Considerable experiments have been
made for introducing (hem into Normandy, &c.
but without success. In proceeding li-om Paris
to the south, they are not met with till we come to

Causade near Montauban ; there are a few at

Auch, and even at Tours; the district in which
they are grown is of small extent. Before the
time of Henry IV., the mulberry trees had been
propagated for silk-worms only in (he Lyonnois,
Dauphiny, Provence, and Languedoc ; but that

king carried thcin as far north as Orleans y he also

planted them near Paris, and attempted to breed'
silk-worms at the Tuileries. FonOinebleau, and
the castle of Madrid, but without success. In the
Lyonnois the while mulberry succeeds extremely
well, and a great many eilk-vvorms are reared:
the worms are kept in houses, and the leaves car-
ried to them. It is a pin<iular spectacle to see
whole trees stripped of their leaves, and bearing
the appearance oi" winter when other trees are in

full Ibliage. A second crop of leaves, however,
comes out, but not with the beauty and luxu-
riance of (he first ; and they are often gathered to

i?ive to the sheep and cattle when other food fails.

The white mulberry tree bears a more delicate

kind of leaf than 'the black, /or which reason (hey
are always given to the silk-worms, as the silk

produced from them is of a much finer quality:

(he fruit is vapid and good (or nothing. The leaves
are purchased and paid for according to the size

of the tree, by those who keep silk-worms, but;'

have not mulberry plantations of their own.
The limits of the olive climate have been al-

ready defined : They comprehend a very small
portion of the south and south-east of the king-
dom. In France, there is a great difference in

the quality of the oil produced from them; (hat

of the territory of Aix is reckoned the finest-

Here the trees are very small, commonly from
about eight to fourteen or fifteen feet in height.

About Toulon and Hieres the trees are taller, but
(he oil is of a less delicate quality. The tree re-

sembles a pollard willow in the general appear-
ance, and is by no means either beautiful or pic-

turesque. The fruit is gathered green for making
the oil, but if left to ripen, it becomes almost black.

When they are preserved, or pickled, they are

sailed first for a i'ew days, and (hen put in(o jars

wi(h oil and vinegar. In most houses in Pro-
vence lamps are used in thR kitchen ins(ead of
candles ; and amons the lower classes they are

used universally. Olive oil is used in them. The
wood of the olive tree makes excellent fuel when
a brisk fire is wanted ; but it partakes so much of
the greasy nature of the fruit, that while it burns
very bright it also consumes very fast. The time
of gathering (he olives is soon alter the vintage.

In the hard winter of 1789, so many olive trees

were destroyed by the frost, and during the revo-

lution so few young (rees have been plan(ed, that

Aix, which was the principal seat of the com-
merce in oil, has almost entirely lost this, its first

and most lucrative branch of trade; and as these

trees are many years in coming to perlection, this

loss is not likely to be soon compensated.
As (here were aides and customs levied on the

consumption and export of wine previously to (he

revoliilion, it might have been supposed that the

quantity of vineyards in the kingdom might have
been estimated wi(h a tolerable decree of cer(ain(y,

yet there is an amazing difi'erence of opinion on
this subject. M. de Trone, author of a work on
the provincial administration of the taxes, is of
opinion, that their extent is 1,600,000 acres. In.

this calcula(ion, M. Mirabeau coincides; but the

author of Credit National, who published only

one year afterwards, calculates (he quantity at

18,000,000 arpents. M. Lavoisier supposes the

produce 80,000.000 livres. The economists in the

Encyclopedie, make the annual produce 500,-

000,000. This, at an average produce per acre of

175 livres, would, give 2,857,142 acres. Mr.
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YouniT, after considering these and other calcu-

lations, gives it as his opinion, ihat the vine is

cuhivaied on an extent, thai consiitutee nearly the

tweiity-pixih [lart of the terriiory of France, or

about 5,000,000 of acres ; and that gra|)es lorni

about one-s;ixiii part ol' its produce.

The vine is cultivated on all k nds of soil : on

the noble and leriile plain of the Garonne ; on the

richest lands in the vale which extends from Nar-
bonne to Nisnies; in the vales of Dauphiny and
the Loire ; and, in short, on every sort of land in

the wine provinces. They are, however, perhaps

most generally planted on rocky and uilerior soils.

The general routine of cultivation is as follows :

The vines are planted pron\iscuously, three or lour

feet, or two and a half from each other. In the

middle of January ihey give the cutiing, taille ;

in March tiiey dig the ground ; in April and Mny
they plant the provins ; in June tie and hoe ihe

seps—they aie tied to the props with small straw

bands— the hoe which is used is crooked ; in Au-
gust hoe again ; in October, or if the season has

been favorable, in September, the vintage takes

place. To plant an arpent of vines costs in ail 50
Louis d'or. There are 8000 plants on an acre,

2400 seps. The props cost 500 livres; to keep
up the stock of props 30 livres annually. It is

three years be((>re ihe vines bear any thing, and
pix before the wine is good. The amount of la-

bor per acre is about 21., 12, 6. The net profit

varies from 7 to 10 per cent. Great attention is

paid in the choice of the bunches, and in freeing

every buncii fi'om each grape ihat is the least un-

sound. Sixty women are necessary to gather ihe

grapes for tour pieces of wuie. Such is the gene-
ral outline of the culture, &c., of the vme in France.
The variations from this mode will be allerwards
noticed.

1. The province of Champagne, which is now
divided into the departments of the Marne and the

Higher Marne, has long been celebrated for ils

vineyards. In this district there are two kinds of

wine ; the white wines, called Riviere dc 3farne
wines; and the red wines, called Montague de

Rheims wines. The white wines are produced
from vineyards situated in the valleys, and upon
the sides of the hills in Epernay, Dizy, Avenay,
Cramant, &c. It is a singular circumstance, that

the estate of Cumieres, in the midst of so many
vineyards celebrated for white wines, and under
the same exposure, produces red wines only. The
country producing the fine white wine, is all con-

tained in five leagues length. Among all the

vineyards on the Marne, the cantons of Hautvil-

Icrs, Marcueil, Cumieres, and Epernay, are the

most advantageously situated. They extend along
the Marne ; and it is remarked, thai the quality of

the wine falls off in proportion as the vineyard is

distant from the river. Such exposures on the

hanks of this river produce excellent white wines.

The slope which overhangs Rheims is divided ac-

cording to the quality of ifs wines: Of these, the

wines of St. Thierry are the most celebrated ; but

the wine properly called Clos St. Thierry, which
is produced in the archbishopric of Rheims, is the
only wine which unites the rich color and flavor of
Burgundy with the sparkling lightness of Cham-
paigne. Clos St. Thierry ho]ds the same rank
among Champaigne wines, that Clos-vougeot does
among those of Burgundy. Sillery wines, once
Bo famous, were in a great measure composed of

v'oL. vin-50

the wines produced in the territories of Verznay,
Mailly, and St. Basle. They were made by a
[)ariicular process by the Marshal D'Estrees, and
iijr this reason were long known by the name of
Tins de la Mareschal ; but ai the revolution this es-

tate was divided and sold.

In Champagne, and indeed in all the vine dis-

tricts of Frame, the souih and the east exposurei*,

and the middle grounds, are preiisrred. In gene-
ral, throughout this province, the soils jiroper lor

vines rest on beds of chalk : they are planted in

November and December ; the plants are inserted

into turfs, or in longueties. Graliins: is not in ge-
nera! use. A gooU plant will last 50 or 60 years.

There is not much variety in the grapes of Cham-
pagne ; the black are generally preferred to the
white. There are whole cantons, however, where
I here are very lew black grapes, and yet their

wine is in high estimation. In this province, the
vine is pruned about the end of February or be-
giniiincr of March, tl is never allowed to rise

higher than a loot and a half Ai. the end ot

March, or begirmiiig of April, wiien the thaws
have softened ihe grouml. the hoeing commences.
The lollowing is the remainder of ihe routine
practised in the vineyards of Champagne

; after

ilie cutting in February or Marcli, and ihe lioeing

in March, as already mentioned. 3. They are.

pruned in April or May. 4. Tied or propped uj)

in the same months. 5. The next ofieraiion is

the first trimming for the «lioois. C. Pared anri

tied in June. 7. Second trimming in July. 8.

Tiiird trimming in August. The vintage is in

September or October.

Many precautions are necessary in making
white wine; sleeping before pressing mnkes
red wine, ihe grupes being allowed to renniin in

ihe vessels till ihe first fermentation has beirun in

the coloring pellicle of the fruit. In making'white
wine, great care is taken to keep the grapes
from the sun

; they are conveyed liome in pan-
niers, covered wiih cloths, from wliich they are
not emptied into the pret;s till after sunset : ihese
precautions are necessary to prevent fiirmentation.
From twenty to forty panniers are put into ihe
[iress at a time ; the contents of" two panniffrs pro-
duce half a piece of wine. Forty panniers, yield
nine or ten pieces ofwhite wine, and each piece con-
tains 200 bot'les. The fruit is pressed by three
successive and rapid turns of the screw in some,
districts, and by two only in others. The whole
of the operation should be finished in less than an
hour. When the three pressures have been ef-
fected, the wine produced from ttie juice is called
vin d'elitc, or choice wine; atler this wai d'e//ie is

extracted, the remaining juice is |)ressed out by
another turn of the screw ; this is called premiere
taille, ihe first cut, and is olien added to the ui/i,

d'elite. Another pressure is given at a subse-
quent period, and the wine is called deiixieme
taille, or vin. de tisanne ; lastly, a poorer kind ol'

wine, called vin de rebechage, is produced by re-
peatedly pressing ihe husks till they are perlWtly
dry. The white wines are clarified with isinglass;

they are generiilly boitleil in the monili of March.
About the middle of August, the fermentation in
the bottles begins, and fieqneritly there is a loss
by the end of September of' fiom five to ten per
cent, by the bottles breakincf. When the white
wines deposite a sediment in the bottles, very mi-
nute care is requisite to extract it. The wines of
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Champngne, after being put into circulation, pre-

serve their jjooil qualities Ibr ten years ; but when
they are kept in celinrs oC their native province,

which are t^upcrior Irom the nature oC the soil,

(beini; (luii oiii ol' he(l« ol" chulk,) they will conti-

nue L'Odd lor 20 or 30 years.

The price of an ;icre ( 100 rorlf and 22 feet to

(he acie) of the best vine\ htiI trmunil in Chiini-

pnone. varies from 2000 lo 6000 livres; ihe vine-

yanis at Ay selliui; as hi;^h as 6000 livres. The
price; of an Mcre of ihe pecond quality varies from

3000 lo 3000 iivres. The ordmary expense ot

cuitinrr, hoeinrr, lieinir and priiiiia<r the viae-', is

80 livree the acre ; of occasinrinlly laopfiing piich

ns have fallen, 60 livre-' ; of prop?, 16 or 18 Hun-

tliePj 50 in each bundle. 30 livree ; liuuQ and car-

riaije of the vines. 42 ; five puncheons Ibr the pro-

duce of an acre, 50 Iivres ; expense of jjaihering.

pruning', &c., 46 livree; making a total exfiense

per acre of 308 Iivres?. With respect to the pro-

duce of nn acre of vineyard in Champagne, it is

generally understood, that taking 'he average of

10 viniagesa, five pieces or puncheons of vvino are

obtauied from every acre ; three of these are of

the first quality, or choice vvines!, and two of them
are ordinary wine?. Valuing the three pimcheons
of" t!ie best wine at 150 Iivres each, and the two
others at 50, the total produce will be 550 Iivres;

from which must be deducted, besides 30S livrets

(or labor, &c., the expense of botliing, cooperage,
and fining, 30 Iivres fi>r the best wines and six lor

the inlerior; the annual interest of the money laid

out in Ihe ground, 100 Iivres; tnxes, &c., 72;
making in all, vviih tiie labor, 516 Iivres ; which
being deducted from 550, leaves 34 Iivres as the

nei pioduce o\' an acreol vineyard in Champagne,
on an average of yearf. This net produce, how-
ever, it IS very difficult lo fix, as the wines of Ay,
Haul Vdlers. E;^eriiay, and Pierry, fi-equenily sell

lor 800 or 400 Iivres a piece, while some of the

oiher wines do not bring more than 90 or 100
Iivres.

It has already been meniioiied. that this pro-

vince is equally liimous Ibr iis red wines, and Pome
parts of the process by which they are made have
been hinted at. To make red wine, the black

grapes in general are only jiicked and gatliered.

The juice is allowed to lerment, ami the degree of
fermentation is ascertained to ho. advantageous,
when a lighted candle cannot be held over the tub

without going out. When the fermeniaiion has
entirely ceaped, the punfheon is hermetically seal-

ed. About the end of December, and il possible

in dry weather, the wine is drawn off. About Ihe

middle ot' iMay, it is again drawn off. A pun-
cheon of red wine contains 240 bottles. In gene-
ral, the red wines of Haute Montague an; bottled

in the month of November, i. e., 13 months afier

ihe vintage. The wines ol St. Thierry can re-

main three or (bur yonvs on their lees. The best

red wines of Haute Montague, will keep in bot-

tles in good cellars (br six, eight, ten, or twelve
years. These cellars (already alluded to) are

Irom 25 to 40 feet in dcpih. Their temperature is

generally five degrees of Reaumur below that of

the aiiiiosfihere ; the variations are seldom above
half a degree.

Tiie cost of an acre of vineyard, for red wine of

the best fluidity, varies from 900 Iivres to 2000.

That in Haute IMontagne bears the highest price;

the second class tells Irom 300 to 900 livrc. The

annual expense of cultivating an acre of red wine
vineyard, including the expense of vintage and of
pruning, is about 200 Iivres.

Such are the general details of the culture of the
vine in Champagne. There are many vineyards,
however, and pnriicularly in Si Thierry, where the
LTeater part of the vines are always raised lo the
height of about five feet, and supported by props
of oak six leet high, and an inch in diameier.

The following are the classes of the white and
red wines of champagne.

FIBST CLASS.

White loines.

A v.

Haut Villers.

Pieriy.

Cramant.

SECO?7D CLASS.

Avernny
Epernay
Le Meuil
Avis.

Oger.

1 onnere.

Chaldy.
Ludes.
S;idu.

Troispuils.

Viiliers.

THIRD CLASS.

Hed wines.

Veizieio.

Vereiiiay.

B'lrezy.

Faist^y.

Cuinieres.

Maillj'.

Damenay.
Epernay.
Rilly.

Montbret.
Ay.
Pierry.

Joigny.
Tonnere.
Chao'erj'.

Ville Domage.
P.uguy.
SafHecomte.

The first class comprises those wines which
have long been considered as luxuries at the

French, English, and Dutch tables ; the second
class compreheud-J wines, which are not much in-

lerior in flavor and quality lo those of ihe first

class; in the third class, are comprised the wines
most commonly used in France.
As many of the details respecting the manage-

ments, &c. of the vineyards and wines of Cham-
pagne, are applicable to the other wine districts of
France, we shall be more concise in our observa-
tions respecting them.

n. The vines in the Bordelais, and generally

in the higher Guienne and Gascony, are not sul-

lered to lie on ihe ground like those of Provence
and Lariijuedoc, but are supported by poles, some-
thing like hops in England. The wines produced
in ihis district, are distinguished info Medoc, Haut
Brion, Valence, St. Emilion, De Grave, &c. The
best Medoc wines, are Lafitte, Latour. and Mar-
gouz. Those of Vins de Grave, are Haut Brion,

Haut Valence, Morignac, Pessac, Laugon, Ville-

nave, &c. The Vin de Laugon, so called from a
small town near which it is made, is reckoned the

best of all the white wines ol the Bordelais, which
are included under the general name of Vins de

Grave, from the sandy and gravelly soil in which
the vines grow. It has very much of the claret

flavor. There are other sorts in difi'erent dislricts,

such as St. Julien, St. Manubert, Pouillac, St.

Laurent, Ludon, Ma9on, &c. Those which hold

the first rank among I he white wines, are Corbon-

nieux, Serous, Barsac, Prigniac, Saulerne, Baume,
&c. Of the white wine exported from this dis-

trict, the total annual amount qnay be from 85,00Q
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to 90,000 tons. From 20,000 to 25,000 tons used

\o tro to I lie French colonial seiilemenis in the

East and West Indies. About iin equal qunntiiy

was exported to Normandy and Flanders. Those
that are called crude wines ol' Medoc, are ai-

inost all exported to England. The red wines

of Haul Biion, Valence, and in <reneral those

named De Grave, are sent to Holland, Ham-
burg, and (he Hanse towns. The hesi red

wines of JMontferdt go to Holland. Those of

interior quality, used to go to the French colonies,

or the wesiern deparinienle of the kingdom. The
while wines ol" Grave, Carbonnieux, Marlillac,

Loesnan, &c. are sent to Denmark, Sweden, and
ihe Ualtic ; but the best of these go in bottles to

Paris. The red wines of St. Macaire, (brmerly

went in pari. Ibr the use ol' the l*'rench navv, pari-

ly to Briiiany and Normandy, the rest to Bremen
and Lubec.

III. Throughout Provence and Languedoc, the

souche, or stem of the vine, is never suffered to

grow higher than about two leet li-om the ground.

The shoots of the year are always cut down to

ihe stem soon afier the vintage. The new shoois

put forih every year, are of an amazing length.

The grapes grow in a large cluster round the ruois

of them, and are shaded by the shoots as by an
umbrella. The cutiinijs ol the vinq are made into

faiiizols for fuel. The vintage begins about the

middle of September. The ordinary wines of Pro-

vence are not held in much estimation; hut there

are some of a superior quality, the Muscat wines
in particular, which are liiile infrrior to Fronti-

gniac. Roquevarre, noi lar from Nans, is famous
jbr Muscat graphs. Great quantities are dried lor

raisins. A wine is made in many parts of Pro-
|

vence, called Vin cuit. It is not the produce of!

any particular kind of fruit, but made from any
!

common white irrape, the juice beinij boiled after

ii is pressed, till it is reduced about a fourth, which
gives it a richness and sweetness, not to be ob-

tained by any other process. The Muscat wines
are boiled in like maimer, as are also the evyeet

wines. The process of wine-making is very ne-

gligently perjbrmed in Provence in general; ihere

is no selection of grapes ; red, white, ripe and un-

ripe, are pressed promiscuously loaeiher. The
method of |)ressing is very rude and simple. A
man, and commonly iwo or three children, pull ofl'

their shoes and siockinirs, and jump into tlie vats,

where they trample on the grapes till all the wine
is pressed oiu. The only sort of grape used lor

drying, besides the Muscat, is a large white grape
called the Pause. Four or five bunches ol' the

I'ruit are tied together, and then dipped into a cal-

dron of ley of wood ashes and water, as it is boil-

ing over ihe lire, till the grapes look streakv.

"Without this process, ihey would turn black and
wi;her when laid out to dr}'^, instead of retaininir

their sweetness and moisture. After the dipping,
they are hung upon a line Ibr 24 hours, and then
separated, anil spread upon a sort of hurdle made
of reeds, which is laid out in the sun all day, but
taken in at night, to protect the fruit from the dew.
An excellent sweetmeat is made in Provence, and
in other parts of France, by boiling down the juice
and pulp of the "irape, Ireed from the skins and
stones, till it becomes a rich syrup, wlien slices o!

melon, lemon, pears, Sec. arc preserved in it. It

goes by the name of confiture raisinee.
IV. The province of Burgundy, iu the opinion

of many, produces the choicest of the French
wines. Tlie best is made at Baom, Nuiiz, Ro-
manee, Premeau, Chamberlin, Belz, Coulanue,
Chassane, Volenay, Ma9on, and Clos- Vougeot.

V. Wine is also the produce of many other parts

of France. A great deal of the wines made in

the Beaujolais, are sold under the name of MaQon.
The wines of Anjoii and Orleannois are thick and
heady. Auvernat, commonly called Casse Tiiille,

is made at Orleans, and is a full good wine. An-
other Orleans white wine is Genetin. Poitou pro-

duces a tolerably good white wine, which resem-
bles Rhenish. Hermitage is ihe produce of a
vine, which is grown u|)on the banks of the Rhone,
bctv\een Valence and St. Valliere. Near this also,

the Cole rati is made. It takes its name from the
hill on which the vines grow, being lully exposed
to the warm rays of the south sun, which contri-

butes so much to the excellence of the wine. The
average yearly produce is nearly 1000 hogsheads.
The true Vin de Cahors, which has a great repu-
tation, is the produce of a range of vineyards, very
rocky, on a ridge ol' hills to the south of Cabors,
and is called Vin de Grave, because growing on a
gravelly soil. The wine of Condrieaux, a small
town in the Lyonnois, on the banks ol' the Rhone,
about seven leagues from Lyons, is very much es-
teemed. The original plants from which iJiis wine
is made, were, according to tradiiion, brouirht from
Dalmatia, by order of the Emperor Probus.

Luscious wines and liqueurs are common in
otliHr parts of France, as well as Provence, of
which those of Crotat and St. Laurent are the
most esteemed. Froiitigniac, a town in the de-
partment of the Herault", is remarkable lor its ex-
cellent muscadine wines. They are the most per-
lt;ci, and the best adapted for keeping. Lunel, ail

old town in the department ol'lhe Garo, is another
place, in the viciniiy of which muscat crapes are
cultivated in great (juaniiiies, the soil beinij pecu-
liarly suited to them. The muscadine ol Lunel
is of a more delicate flavor than Frotitigniac, but
it will not keep so wel!. The muscat grapes grown
here are also dried, and are s^-nt all over Europe.
They are called in the country passerilles. Au-
bagne, between Marseilles and Toulon, |)roduces
also muscadine wine. The Malvolsie d''jlubagne,
as it is called, is particularly celebrated. The
muscadine of Rivesaltes. a town in the depart-

"

ment of the Eastern Pyrenees, is richer tinji
either Frontigniac or Lunel. and comes very near
the Cape wine. Bezieres is of a quality inferior

to Rivesaltees, Frontigniac, and Lunel. Lujueurs
of various sorts are made in different pari.s of
France. Those of Montpeliier are most es-
teemed. In the beginning of the last century,
France exported, upon an average of five years,
fiom the year 1720 to 1725, annuailv, wine to the
amount ol 20,880,200 livres; in 1778, the expor-
tation amounted to 24,570,170; in 1778, to 33,-
032,100. The revolution nearly annihilated the
exportation of French wines.

The brandies made in France, are esteemed
the best in Europe. They are distilled in every
part of the kingdom where vines are grown ; and
in the distillation, not only wines of an infi^'rior, but
also those of the best quality, are used. The
brandies most celebrated, or made in the irreaiest

quantities, are those of Bourdeaux, Rochelle, Cog-
nac, Charente, Isle of Rhe, Orleans, the country
of BlsGcis, PoitoHj Tourraine, Anjou, Nantea-^
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Burpundy, Champflgne, &c„ Brandy is also a

great article of trade ai Montpellier. It is oC a

miliier c^iialiiy than moat ol' the brandies ol' ihe

south of France, ami ihereliire better adapted lor

makintr 'he liqueurs, Ibr which MoutpelUer is so

relebraled. Of all the Froncii brandies, those of

Name?, Coiriiac, and Poiiou, which are nearly ol'

the same quality, are the most esteemed, because

they have a finer taste, and are stronger. The
Eiijrlish, Dutch, Flemii=h, and ilamburgers, useii

to Take oif' the irrealesl part oT these brandies.

The brandies of Ai^jou, Tourrairie, Orleans, which

are not of so good a quality as those of Nantes,

&r. are most coniminily sent to Paris, and into

Fianders. In the heginninji: of the last century,

the value of the brandy exported, amounted an-

nually to 5,852.900 livres ; in 1778, to 4.660,221 ; in

1784, to 11.360,200; in 1787, to 14,689,600; and

in 1788, to 14,657,300.

Vinegar is made in Provence, Guienne, the

Orleannois, Anjou, Aunis, Brittany, &c. The
Orleans vinegar is esteemed the best. The flavor

of the vinegar made in Provence is also good, but

being of a red color, from the hue of the grapes

from which it is produced, it has a singular appear-

ance to a person unused to it. The exportation of

vinegar in the beginninor of the last century,

air.ounted annually to 34,400 livres; in 1778, to

141.893 ; in 1784, to 124,400; in 17o7, to 130,900;

and in 1788, to 201,700.

Cider is mtidc in most of those provinces, the

climate of which is not favorable to the grape.

Normandy is particularly celebrated for this li-

quor, where they also make brandy of it.

We shall conclude this chapter with a few words

resppctinii French horticulture. The fruit gardens

at Monireuil are a curious instance of the accu-

mulation ol capital in a small space: these gar-

dens are said to be worth 400Z. sterling an acre.

All the occupiers are propiieturs. "^riie environs

of Lyons are celebrated Ibr their excellent arti-

chokes : they are carefully conveyed in irreat qimn-

ijiies to the tables of the rich all over the kingdom.

Vegetables Ibr the table are also cultivated in

great p^rlection in Provence, and [)articularly about

Aix. The country lor some distance without the

town, especially on the south side, is a continued

scene of ki'chen jrarden. The vesetable lor which

they are most famous, is what they called cardes :

a plant very much resemhling the artichoke, hut

not growing to a head in the same way. The
roots always make part of a Christmas dinner.

Ai.x is so fiimous Ibr them, that at this season

presents are sent of them from thence all over the

country. The salads of Aix also, particularly in

winter, arc esteemed uncommonly good. The to-

mato or love apple, the aubergine or fruit of the

purple egg plant, gourds, and capsicums, are like-

wise much cultivated in the gardens of Provence.

The inhabitants of RoscolF, a town on the north-

ernmost point of the department of Fmisterre,

particularly ap;.>ly themselves to the raising vege-

tables Ibr the table ; and in thi.s they are so emi-

nently successful, thai Brest, Morlaix, and seve-

ral other towns, draw their supplies almost eniire-

ly Irom them ; and they are sometimes sent as far

as L'Orienl and Qnunper, in the southernmost

districts of the department. Cauliflowers, brocoli,

cabbages, turnips, asparagus and artichokes, are

especially produced here in amazing abundance,

and of an excellent quality.

But though France has made great advances
in the useful branch of horticulture, she is lar be-

hind in the ornamental : The strait avenue, the

terrace, and the parterre, with lormal basins, and
jets-d'eau, are still the only otjects which, in the

opinion of the generality of Frenchmen, can con-
stitute real grandeur and beauty in a garden.

NOTES ON NORTHKRN SILK-CULTURE.

Continued from page 375.

Haw silk. The produciion of raw silk is, pro-
perly speaking, an agricultural operation. The
inquiry whether this may be made profitable, con-
cerns directly the agricultural interest; and, under
what circumstances it should be encouraged, is ii

question which I propose to consider.

It has been confidently stated, as I have already
shown, that raw silk may be produced among us at

current prices of labor, for two dollars or two dollara

and a quarter per pound. In the cases referred to,

however, no allowance was made for land, build-

ings, trees, manuring, and the superintendence of
the proprietor ; but only fbr the actual labor applied

;

and in Mr. McLean's experiment, the labor of the

man was rated at not more than half its customary
viilue. In Mr. Smiih's case not only were these

items not charged, but likewise the board of the

young women employed was not brought into the

account. It seems to me then only fair to rate the

cost of raw silk at three dollars or three dollars and
filly cents per lb. At 50 lbs. of silk to an acre,

this would be a liberal compensation for labor;

and any increase of this product would be an in-

crease of profit without a corresponding increase of
the cost of production. But this again is making
no allowance Ibr accidents. With our inexperience

in the silk culture in this country, we are not pre-

pared to say what allowance should be made on
this account. The worms are liable to various

accidents. They are soinetimes swept away by
disease in vast numbers, to the sad disappointment

and loss of the industrious cultivator. Hitherto,

however, as lar as my own knowledge extends,,

lew such misfortunes have occurred. The profit

upon the production of silk, must depend, ofcourse

not merely upon the price of labor, but upon the

value of the article in the market. This will of

course again depend somewhat upon the supply.

Any considerable increase of the product would,

as 1 have attempted to show, inevitably reduce

the value. Prices, too, are fluctuating, especially

where there is a mixed currency ; that is, a specie

currency, and a paper currency, which does not

represent specie ; and when promises to pay are

interpreted and (juahned at the |)lea8ure of those

who make them. No class in the community ia

more interested in a sound currency than those

farmers, who are obliged to hire any labor, and
arc dependent upon the sales of their produce.

The constitution of the country having fixed a

standard of value in gold and silver, every other

currency is sound so fiiras, and no lariher than, it

represents gold and silver. The defiance of their

obligations, which has characterized some of the

moneyed institutions of the country, and the per-

severing attempts in some parts of the country to

uphold and Ibrce a purely paper currency upoii
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the community, produce disastrous fluctuations;

disturb all iliesouiul calcuialioos ofhonest industry;

and HI proiioniun to liis means and concerns, the

small farmer suffers as severely as tliocie most
extensively enujaged in commercial pursuits. It

is to thedelutje olan irresponsible currency, wiiicli

was by sonie insiituiions at one time poured out

like water, that we must in a measure atiribuie

those speculations in the muliicanlis mulberry,

which brought ruin upon thousands. Attracted

by the giitierinii illusion ol" sudden wealth, like

insects round an evening bonfire, they rushed into

the flames, where many perished, or escaped with

their legs burnt off' or their wings singed, maimed
and crippled for lile. To the same cause we owe
every where the interruption and desertion of the

quiet pursuits of wholesome rural industry, for the

hazardous, and in many cases the immoral pur-

suits ol speculation. Under these circumstances,

whether we undertake to manuliicture or to pro-

duce raw silk, we can at present make no very

sale calculations lor the future of what the price of

labor will be ; or what will be the value of the

article after i( ib produced. The attempt, therefore,

to produce silk on any large scale, as well as the

attempt to manufacture silk, even sewings, must
at the present be an undertaking full of uncertain-

ties, but one can hardly say, of doubtful result.

The absence of all duties, upon Ibreign labrics, ex-

poses us, also, to all the caprices of loreign labor,

capital, and cupidity, and the ebb and flood of Ib-

reign markets are lelt equally upon our shores.

Within the last lew months, as [ have remarked,
the prices of many articles ol'silk have experienced

a decline of more than filiy per cent. The best of

sewings silk which not long since commanded
nine dollars, now sells for six. Ribbons and lute-

strings are even much more reduced.

Some persons, on this subject of the profits of

the silk culture, have had their imaginations
raised almost to a while heat, and have thought
that the product of raw silk in the northern states^

might soon be made to equal the product of cotton
in the southern portion of the union. Certainly

they do not mean in pounds, but in the value of

the article produced. But is ii not obvious that

any such increase of the product of the article

would proportionately reduce the price, though this

would again be afl'ected to a degree by aiiother

element, which must come into the calculation
;

and that is, the increased use of the article which
would follow any considerable reduction of its

price. This would not, however, raise the price,

because its Iree use depends on a low price, and
bears a direct relation to the diminution of the

price. There is, however, no sufiicient reason lo

think that raw silk can maintain its present price

in the country, certainly not in the face of any
considerably increased production. The present

price of raw sdk from Smyrna is not much above
^4 per pound. Bengal silk is lower.

But our silk is said to be much superior to the
Indian silk, as it is said, likewise, that silk raised

in the northern provinces ofChina is much supe-
rior to that in the south. I have not been able
fully to satisly myselfof this fact ; nor, if true, can
I ascertain whether it be attributable to the influ-

ence of the climate, or the superiority of the reel-

ing; but an intelligent manufacturer has staled to

me, that, in his opinion, the Bengal silk would be
found equal to any other but lor the imperlbciion

of its reeling, it is elated, likewise, on the most
disinterested testimony, (hat the silk formeily rais-

ed in Georgia, whose climate, we know, is of a
high temperature, was pronounced in England of
an excellent quality. The perlection of ihe Ita-

lian silk is generally ascribed to the admirable

manner in which it is reeled. It is at the same
lime, however, only just to state that the silk

already produced among us, has fully demonstrat-

ed our capacity of producing as good an article as

has as yet been seen.

Calculations respecting silk products.— I am
aware that I oppose the popular opinion in speak-

ing thus discouragingly of ihe manuliicture ol'silk

in our country. It would be more agreeable to float

with the tide than to siruggleagainsi it; but w hether

the opinion of an individual be of little or much
weight in the community, he is bound to respect his

own judgment, and is at liberty to utter only his ho-
nest convictions. Puplic sentiment and public ac-

tions can be aflected but in a slight degree by the

opinions ofany individual; and addressing one's self

to intelligent and reflecting minds, no evil can result

from the freest discussion. No good will come
Irom creating false expectations ; I should be glad
to disabuse the public mind of some of the gross

illusions by which it has been willingly imposed
upon. In some of the documents belore me, and
those published under authority, it has been
confidently stated, that an acre of land planted

with mulberry trees may be expected to produce

the first year one hundred pounds of silk, and,

afterwards be increased to 333 lbs., and even lo

666 lbs. ; and that the profits of such cultivation

would be §1170 per acre. Another person goes
on to calculate that one hundred acres even at

180 lbs. to the acre, and silk at 4 dollars per lb.,

might be made lo aflord an income of §72,000.
At present these must be considered as mere
dreams. Ifthis be |,racticable, why has it not beea
doi>e? There has been ample time in other coun-
tries, and in this country, lo have done it, if it

could be done. There have been trees enough,
and land enough, and capital enough ; and in some
of the states a bounty has been ofl'ered lor some
years on the production of silk, admitted by the

most ardent friends ofthe cultivation to be tufficient

to cover the whole expense of produciion. la
what country, at what time, was ever such en-
couragement to production held oui before'? But
no such returns have been obtained or even ap-
proached ; and, with the exception ol Mr. Ai-
wood, belore referred to, and Miss Rapp, at Eco-
nomy, who, until new claimants appear, must be
allowed the rank of queen of this branch of
domestic industry, it would be difficult, I ima-
gine, to find half a dozen individuals in the

whole union who have produced, either of them
in one year, one hundred pounds of silk. I my-
•self know not of one. I should have been glad

of the honor of recording the names of hun-
dreds who had accomplished it, if they were
to be Ibund. Mr. McLean, who has approached
more nearly than any other man in the country

towards determining what can well be done, ad-

mits, with the most credible lrankne^•s. that he de-

spairs of ever seeing 104 or 128 lbs. of silk pro-

duced upon an acre. I cannot say vvith him, that

I despair of such a result; but li-hall wait lorfurilier

trials bt.-;bre I am prepared lusay, with curifid.:nce,

'.hat more can be done than what his fcri.'urkut.Ie in-
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telligence, skill, and enterprise have affected. In

respect to the actual cost of producinjr silk, that

as yet ie by no means seiiled. Mr. Mc. Lean's ex-

perniient, which has come the nearest to determin-

ing this matter vviih exacinees, is, as I have
ehovvn, (tir from doing it. First, he made no allow-

ance ibr land, trees, rent ol' buildings, culiiva-

tion, and superintendence. Second, he charged
the man's labor and board afhall' the price, three

dollars per week, which it would cost wiiii us.

Third, he states distinctly, that his silk cost him
much more than two dollars a p"und, though he
thinks that it may be produced Ibr this sum ; that

is, as I understand it, the mere labor olproducing it

can be paid lor by that sum. in his judgment.

ON PLOUGHING IN CROPS FOU MANURE.

From the Tliird Report of tlie Agriculture of Massacliusetts.

Boston, March 25, 1840.

Dr. S. L. Dana,—Dear Sir,—Two successful

and experienced fiirrners, otie in Franklin and one

in Berkshire county, have come to the conclusion

that, in turning in crops by vvaj' of enriching the

land, more benefit is derived, that is, tlie (eriiliiy

of the land is more advanced by plouirhing in a

crop aCier it has become dried or dead, than by

turning it in in its greaiest luxuriance and green-

ness. One of them showed me the results of an
experiment lending to this point, which appeared
Bironglv 'o favor liis conclusions. A well-esta-

blished fact is belter than ihe most elaborate hypo-
thesis; and prejudices, however strong, must yield

to facts.

Allow me under these circumstances, to inquire

whether, upon your princi|)les or philosophy of

vegetation, there occur to you any good reasons

for a result so ntuih at variance wiili popular

opinion. Your views in (till on this subject, will

add to the obliganons under which you have
already laid the public and your respectful friend

and servant, Henry Colman.
Lowell, March 28, 1840.

Dear Sir,—The results relerred to in your letter

are opposed to the comnmii opinicn. Common
opinion, especially in agriculture, is not always
founded onobservation. It isolienerprejudice, than
opinion ; and, when inconsistent with well kno-vn
(acts, has not its source in otiservation or expeiiment.'

The whole resolves iiselfinio this, dry plants give
more geine than green. This follows from the little

we know of the process termed " fermentation ;" I

use the term as commonly expressive of the spon-
taneous decay of vegetables. It includes the three

stages of vinous, acid, and putreliictive fermenta-
tion. These are not necessarily dependent, following^
in regular prugression. They are not cause and
effect. Putrefaction may commence first, and it

issodifferent from the other two, in all its stages

and products, that the term "lermentation'' ought
never to have been applied to it. The greater

part of vegetables are sosceptible of putrefaction

only, a small number become acid at once, and a

still smaller number everunderoro vinous, acetous,

and putrefiotive fermentation. Fermentation then,

in its widest sense, will help us to understand how
dry crops may he better manures tiian <jreen. Let
MS glance at the principles and products of ler-

rnentatio'1.

let. What vegetable substances are susceptible

of the vinous fermentation, and what are its pro-
ducts?

The juices only which contain sugar, or starchy

convertible first into gum and then into sugar by
the action of a2;oii2;eflf vegetable principles, espe-

cially gluten. Pure sugar never ferments. The
vinous lermentation must be exciied by somesub-
stance containing nitrogen. There are three
things essential to vinous fermentation, air or

oxygen gas, moisture in due proportion, and a
lemperalure never below 50° F., nor above 86''

F. The products ofthis process are gases, ferment
or yeast, and vinous liquor. The gases are car-

bonic acid, and hydrogen. The yeast proceeds
liom a change in the organization of the gluien
and albumen; some late French experimenters
think it proceeds from a continued evoluiion of
inftisoriai plants, hence yeast begets yeast, like

sowing crops of seed. However, let us leave

speculation. The main fiicts are as above slated.

I(, then, we plough in green plants, we put them
in a tem|)erature favorable to the commencement
of vinous lermentation; we bury them lijll of sap

—

the requisite moisture for vinous fermentation ;

—

we cover them, whilst their saccharine principle

is in iis perlf!ction. Every thing favors vinous
fermentation. The sugar and starch of the plant
ft-rmenied by its gluien and albumen, are converted
into gases and alcohol, the former arc lost in air,

the last washes away or is changed to vinegar.

All ihat remains for the liirmer is ihe altered

gluten and albumen, which soon putrely and form
iieine. xVIl the starcii and sugar of the plant are
thus lost.

2il. What vegetable substances are susceptible

of the acid fermentation, and what are its pro-

ducts?
The substances are, first, sugar, which in certain

cases, becomes acid, withouf nnrierLfoing vinous
fermenlalion ; second, gum. The circumstances
essenljal to acid lernieiitalion are air, moisture,

and a temperature from 65° to 70*^ F. ; acetic

acid is itself the proper lerment of acid fermenla-
lion. Vinegar, as is well known, sinfTularly pro-

moies'the formation of vinegar in vinous liquors.

The products are : carbonic acid, acetic acid or

vinegar, and some oiher acids, especially that

called nanceic or zumic acid, which, if not lactic,

is perhaps only acetic acid, holdiriif in combination

some azotized sul>siance. This acid combines
with the alkaline and earthy ingrediems of" plants

and soils, and fbrms very soluble sails. Green
plants, ploughed in, are at once placed in a situa-

tion most favorable for undergoing acid fermenta-

tion. We sufiera loss ol a part of the carbon,

and in addition to the sugar and starch, we now
lose the gum of the plants. All these are capable

of producing geine, and hence in ploughing in

green crops, we lose a ()ortion of manure.

3d. What are the vegetable substances suscep-

tible of putrefaction and what are its products?
Wiih the exception of oils, resins, &c., every

organized part of every vegetable maj' putrely.

Tlie circumstances essential to this process, are

air, a temperature not below 45®, and moisture.

No perlecdy dry |)lant ever putrefies, nor will a
moist one, ifair is excluded. I have had a capital

.exanipleof the last, in a piece of a wliite birch

tree, duir up from adeplh of twenty-five feet below

the surface in Lowell, this winter. It must have

been inhumed there probably before the creatioS'
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ofman, at least, at a time "whereof the memory
ofmnn runneth not to the contrary," yet this most
perishable of all wood is nearly as sound as if cut
from the (brest last fall. A dried plant has parted
wilh most ofits sap, ihat moisture essential to the
commencement of vinous and acetous fermenta-
tion. DuriniT the very act of decay, (iom the
moment when its living functions have ceased,
new combinations of its elements beijin. It has
already he^un to be destroyed by ttie very agents
which save it lile. This is the be<:iiinii7g of
putrefiction. Let us not be deceived by a nfmie.
Putrelaction we always associate with disorustinff

effluvia. But in the wide sense we have defined
it, it includes also the fragrance of new hay-
Whenever bodies consist only of ox yiren, hydro-
gen, carbon, and a trace of azote, their putrefic-
tion is frairant, or inodorous ; when, in addition to
these, bodies contain large portions of azolized
matter, gluien, albumen,' or sulphur, and phos-
phorus, putrefaction evolves abominable odors.
To the agriculturist, putrefaction is always a
wholesome process, beneficial to his best interests,

when promoted and controlled. There is only one
•case, where this jirocess produces loss. This may
be termed destructive putrefaction ; it is produced
by heaping together areen plants, or sometimes
by moistening dry vegetable substances. Here
oxysenis rapidly absorbed, and finally the mass
takes fire, and burns. Up to the moment ofinflam-
niiiiion this is putrelaction. New hay, stacked too
sreen, ig a familiar example. Volumes of steam
are evolved, which proceed partly from the de-
composition of the plant; decompositions, and
recomposiiions rapidly ensue ; these are the fer-

ment, whT.h keeps up the action till the plants
burn. Doubtless, all green jilants, ploushed in,
undergo to a greater or less exient destructive
putrelaction, which succeeds the vinous and acid
fermentations, perhaps caused by the very rapidity
of these processes. Hence, in addition to the su-
gar, starch, and gum of the plant, we lose a large
portion of its other substances, by turning it Tn
green. The products of this rapid fermentation
have been but little studied. Happy the farmer
who never witnesses the process. He should
never induce it, and may generally prevent its

extension, when once begun. It is a dead loss to
him; but in all other cases of putrefaction, the
products are valuable. These vary according as
the process takes place: 1st, in air; 2d, at "the
surface of the ground ; or, 3d, deep in the interior
of the earth. The last need not detain us— it

produces all the varieties of coal.

1st. In the free air, having access ro all parts of
a plant, putrefaction produces carbonic acid, nitric
acid, and water. Rut ordinarily, in the air, as
oxygen does not find ready access to all parts, a
portion of the hydrogen of the plant combines then
with the carbon, sulphur, phosporus and azote of
the plant, and we have carburetted, sulphuretted,
and phosphureticd hydrogen, and aiTimonia pro-
duced. Now, as these exist but in small quantity
in vegetables, the lossof h3drogen will not be very
great by drying the plants, and it is possible, that
the removal of ihese may cause the other elements
to enter into more stable combinations, better
fitted to produce geine. In all cases of putrefaction

I" I,

^ °PP" air, oxygen is absorbed, and an equal
pulk of carbonic acid given out, while, at the same
lime, the oxygen and hydrogen of the plant escape

as water. The result is, that in the substance
left, carbon exists in a greater portion, than in an
equal weight of fresh vegetables. In all cases of
putrelaction, new products are formed ; these
again resolve into others ; and (his action goes on
till we have no longer any organic products; we
have only binary or inorganic substances left. All
our researches into the philosophy of the changes
in fermentation, terminate in these binary p'ro-
ducts, that is, in compounds, consisting of only
two elements. During all these various^changes,
a variety of substances must, of course be lornTed.
As the elements of living, so the elements of
dead plants, are continually changing into new
forms. Nature is admirably simple, and never
so learned as our books. We ought not to dig-
nify with a new name, every new product of
putreliiction, which we may fortunately arrest.
However various these products may be, whe-
ther products or educts of putrelaction or of our
analytical methods of separating them, all pu-
trelaciion at the surface of the earth, ends by
Ibrujing a brownish, black, powdery mass, which
combines with the alkaline, earthy and metallic
bases in ihe plant. This substance has been call-
ed " geine/' As I have elsewhere defined it, it

is the decomposed organic matter of the soil. It
is the product ol putrefaction; continually subjected
to air and moisture, it is finally wholly dissipated in
air, leaving only the inorganic bases of the plant,
with which it was once combined. Now, whe-
ther we consider this as a simple substance, op
compo.sed olsevera! others, called crenic, apocrenic,
puteanic, ulmic acids, glairin, apotheme, extract,
humus, or mould, agriculture ever has, and proba-
bly ever will consider it one and the same thing,
requiring always similar treatment to produce ir^
similar treatment to render it soluble when pro-
duced; similar treatment to render it an effectual
manure. It is the end of all compost heaps to
produce soluble geine, no matter how compound
our chemistry may teach this substance to be.
Among the many economical modes of pro-

ducing geine, the plougfiing in of vegetable mat-
ter, has held a high rank. Nature teaches us to
turn in the dried plant. Dried leaves are her fa-
vorite morsels, and the very fact, that Nature al-
ways takes the dried plant, from which to prepare
the food of growing vegetables, should have
taught us long ago, the wisdom of ploughing in
dry crops. The careful collecting and hus'band'ing
of dried leaves, their superior efficacy in forming
compost, bears witness to the facts stated in you'r
letter. That the use of dried leaves for compost
has not led to the turning in of dry crops, has pro-
bably arisen from the consideration, that a greater
quantity of geine may be produced, bv turning in
two or three srreen crops in a season, "than bygone
crop ol dry. This needs experimental confirmation.
The very act of tillage, on Mr. Keely's plan, by
exposing the insoluble geine of one crop, to air,
renders it soluble, while, at the same time, two or
three green crops must form a greater quantity of
salts. If only one crop can be turned in, let it be
dry. All our philosophy, and the late experiments
olyour agricultural friends, confirm this view.

With great respect, I am very truly, yours,

Sam'l. L. Dana,
Rev. H. Colmax,

Agricultural Cnmmissioncr.
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CORN SOWN BROADCAST.

From the Southern Cultivator.

In a smnil enclosure belonging to Mr. D. F.

Moore, of Spring Hill, in Uii.s county, we noticed

what, at first, we supposed to be a beautiful and

luxuriant stand of millet. It turned out, however,

to be Indian corn, sown broadcast, at tlie rate of

about two bushels per acre, and intended for the

scythe while green, and to be fed to milch cows.

On inquiry, we were inlbrtned by Mr. Moore that

this is not now an experiment with him, having

been tried with the most satisfactory results here-

tolore. He stales that it produces a great quan-

tity of green food, succulent and nutritious, on

which his stock Itjed with delight and thrive ra-

pidly. We should be pleased, however, to see

more careful trials repeated with it; doubting, as

we do, notwithstanding its great succulence,

whether there is indeed much nutrition in the

young stalks and blades when cut so early.

WOODLAND RYE.

From the Southern Cultivator.

Five miles from Nashville, on the Franklin

turnpike, we saw a woodlot eovvn in rye, which

we are told belongs to Mr. F. McGavock. This

lot we learn was quite promising early in the

spring, before the leaves of the trees were out. It

now, however, evidently suffers with shade; the

rye looks watery, jointed and innu'.ritious, and is

thinly scattered over the surliace of the lot. Such

portion of it as matures, will, if suff"ered to stand,

doubtless deposite seed enough to cause a second

crop to spring up. In this way many crops may
follow, without the cost of sowing or cultivation.

Yet we incline to the opinion that rye in woodland

will alter all prove to be of but little ()rofii. In the

first place, the seed and rye-crop must, under such

circumstances, deteriorate every successive sea-

son. Secondly, the seeds of weeds, unless the

ground is regularly ploughed every lall, will ripen

and multiply, till eventually the rye will be com-

pletely choked and destroyed. In the third place,

the same woodland, sown down in our native

blue-grass (or one of many other cultivated

grasses,) would be rendered permanently and

doubly more valuable lor grazing, whilst it would

be kept free irom weeds. We hope, however,

that Mr. McGavock will carefully note and accu-

rately give to the public the details and result of

this experiment, whether they be favorable or

(Otherwise.

lA'CERNK.

From the Fanners' Cabinet.

Sir,—As I consider the Farmers' Cabinet the

channel through which we first obtained inti:irma-

tion, in this part of the country, respeclinir a crop

which IS likely to make a great stir among us, I

think its patres should be devoted to the record ot

any circumstances which might be found to arise

relating to its culture, which, if i mistake not, is

about to engross a considerable .«hare ofthe atten-

tion of the ai'ricultiirul coiiimuntiy through out the

union. I must, however, deprecate a Merino'
multicaulis-mania in the future prosecution of the

matter; let us sit down "doggedly to the task"

of examining its real pretensions, and the best

modes of introducing it to notice, by proper culti-

vation on suitable soils and under favorable circum-

stances, and record the result.

The accounts which appeared some time since

in the Cabinet, relative to the crops of lucerne in

the island of Jersey, (England,) seemed at- the

time, to say the least of them, very astonishing
;

a;)d if they had been supposed to be quite correct,

must, ere this, have called very general attention

to the cultivation of that crop amongst us ; unfor-

tunately they came upon us just at the time ofthe

morusfever, when we did not suppose that we
should evef require any other mode of making
bread, and people could think of nothing else ; and
since its disastrous exit, they are inclined to consi-

der such fliiming accounts as mere u)oonshine, and

will not, yet a while, consent to be led away by
" such another ignis fatuus, such another dance."

I am drawn to this subject at the present mo-
ment by reading conflicting testimony, /or and

against this crop, in the papers of the day, and
cannot but think the time is approachinj? when
such very wide differences must be reconciled by

practical experiment, and that loo by those to

whom such employment will be legitimate—by
the real cultivators of the soil— noi men of all

other denominations and persuasions, as was the

case in the cultivation of the morus multicau'is,

and the breeding of Merino sheep. I find, ac-

cordinff to the eastern papers, that the cultivation

of lucerne has been tried in several places in that

country, and has totally failed ; while in the Bal-

timore American Farmer, for the 29th April,

there is a particular account of a crop which has

as signally succeeded—accounts as opposite as

north and south, and which, possibly, is the main

cause of such discrepancy; at the same lime,

much also must depend on the very opposite na-

ture of the soils in these distant regions ; that of

the eastern states being about as unsuitable to

the growth of tap-rooted plants, extending to the

depth of ten or twelve feet into the subsoil, as can

possiblv be imajjined—proverbially rocky,8wampy

and cr>ld—while on the light and warm soils of

Maryland, nothing would seem more suitable

than a crop which draws its support, even during

the hottest seasons, Irom a depth lar out of the

reach of the severest droughts.

Now I must be permitted to profess myself an

advocate for the cultivation o( this plant in our

country; but I do not indulge myself in the idea,

that it is suitable lor all soils, situations and cir-

cumstances. And although I have seen it grow-

ing luxuriantly in a small quantity, adjoining the

lencc of a cottage on the hill, above the sugar re-

finery of John Blown and Co.. at East Boston

—

and where it niiijht still be found, I have no doubt

—and have failed in my attempts to raise it on the

warm sand.s of Jersey, under the most carelul

treatment; still, that it may be raised in this coun-

try with perfect success, in suitable situations, I

am as thoroughly convinced as 1 am of my exist-

ence ; but I do not think it can be done to any

good purpose in the eastern states gerierally, or on

those lands which have moist and poisonous sub-

soils : these last are destructive to its growth, the

(leleterious matter being taken up by the tap-
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roois of ilie plants, in ihe way describpfl at page

18 of ihe 3il volume oi'die C.ihinet. The spot at

vvlucli 1 attempted the cuhivaiion in New Jersej-,

was at a farm near the Del.iware, three niiles^

above Camden, where the owner jrave ine a piece

ol" Ills ffarden lor the ex|)eriment : the seed came
up very quiciily, and the progress ol' the [)!anlt;

was truly asiionisiiiiiiT) «i'd uiilii they were about a

fijot or Iburieen inches in heiirht, all appeared as

it should he; but my next visit convineed me thai

there was an end to all my hopes: the under
leaves hud turned yellow, and the tops of the

shoots were sharp and pointed, and showed that

they were struck ai tlie root, of vvhiidi I was con-

vinced on dii;(ring them up. for their tap-roots, all

of them, were cankered and rotten, and broke

easily, even by gentle handling: still these plants,

after the decayed roots were removed, would
grow and flourish, when planted in a dri r spot,

lor a considerable lime, but when their roots had
again reached the poisonous subsoil, they would
again become prostrated.

My experience in raising this astonishing crop

has been pretty extensive, and as 1 have long been
convinced that it is peculiarly suitable to many
pans of this country, I would detail a mode in the

culture, which, in suitable situations, and under
tiivorable circumstances, would, 1 am convujced,

be attended with perlect success.

The land desiifned lor it should be summer-
fallowed, the weeds being carefully gathered after

every ploughing, and not a moment sliould be lost

in bringing forward as many crops of seed-weeds
as possible, by frequent ploughmgs and iiarrow-

ings, turninir them down as last as they come.
Belbre the last ploughing a covering of well-rotied

manure should be spread on the land, and this be-

ing turned in, the seed, twelve or fourteen pounds
per acre, should be sown, broadcast, in August or

Sf>ptember, unaccompanied with any cro[), and be

inmiedia'ely rolled in. In tie middle and southern

states there would be no dangerof its being injured

by the winter cold, provided it be protected by the

usual quantity of snow, and althouyh the weeds,
which miiiht still remam in the soil, may spring

up with the lucerne, yet as ihey would be prevent-

ed from oTowiiig in the winter, that crop would
shout earlier in the spring than they, and would
poon out-top and overgrow them ; while four or

five cuttings of the lucerne during the next sum-
mer, would prevent these weeds from obtaining

even a chance of success.

It is a mistaken idea that lucerne requires a rich

soil : this is by no means the fact ; indeed f have
known several attempts to raise it on such finl, in

consequence, [ have ihouirht, of this very circum
stance—but a snUable sod is quite necessary, and
what that is, is not sometimes easily definable be-

forehand ; but exi'erimenis on a small scale will

soon point that out. The subwil lor this crop is

ol' much mo'^t^ importance than the surface, and
the most prolific crops have been obiained from
soils supposed too barren to [iroduce any profitable

yield whatever. Ashes form an excellent lof)-

dressing for lucerne, as they contain no seeds of
weeds, and this is a circumstance of incalculable

importance to its future well being: all othT ma-
nures should be applied during the Irosts of winter,
for belbre the seeds of the weeds, which m'ght t>e

contained in them, can vegetate in the spring, the
Jocerne has started, and will then keep the lead

:

Vol. A^III-51

and when the crop has taken full possession of the
soil, nothing apjjeara more tenacious of life, or
equal to cope wiih it, especially during a season of
drought, when all other vegetation has disappeared
lioin the face of (he earth; then, I have olien
known it to slioot away at the rate of two inches
in liei«rhi every iweniy-lour hours. It h.is been
I he custom in some places, to raise the crop on a
seed-bed, and transplant the roots, but this is

changing the nature of the plant, lor its peculiar
characteristic—a tap- rooted plain— is thus destroy-
ed ; and however much it might thereafter flourish

on good soils, it is not so fined to jDuni/> w/>, from
the depth of twelve or fourteen teet, moisture
sufficient to suslain a crop of eleven tons per acre,

during the hottest season of the year; nor is it after
ihat, so well able to cope with the weeds, as its

strengiliis never so great as when its roots are
deep, and Ibrins a woody crown about three inched
in diameter, bidding defiance even to the plough-
share,, and seeming to gain strength from the
rouchest treatment.

Nor is the very general practice of drilling the
seed, and keeping the rows clear of weeds by the
hoe, at all to be recommended ; it is thus made to
flourish, but it is at the cost of too much labor
and expense ; nor have I ever known a hoed crop
at all to be compared with very many that 1 have
seen broadcast, and which had been raised with
little expense or labor. The observation, at page
258, vol. 3, of the Cabinet, that unless the lucerne
crop is sown in drills, and kept clear by hoeing, it

will never answer to the farmer, is erroneous

—

nothing can be lartherfrom the lad—thicksowing
in the autumn or laie summer, on a clean and
suitable soil, will render quite unnecessary drill-

ing and hoeing; and will insure larger crops
than can be obtained by any other mode of man-
agement.
Lucerne has been denominated an impatient

crop, but on aoUs when suitable, nothing succeeds
so well, or with less trouble ; ihe seeds start in a
very lew days, and the growih of the plants is at
first as decided and rapid as the common red clover;
but it must be adiniiied that, alier this, it seems
ready to give way to a crop of weeds, and the
most promising prospect is olien destroyed in a lew
days. But to those who are acquainted with its

habits, the cultivation is neither dilficult or hazard-
ous; and when it once decides the question "to
grow, or not lo grow," in the afi^rmaiive, there is

no crop on earth that can at all keep pace with it;

and it is then a crop /or lile, or thereabouts. The
best crops which I ever knew, were those vvhi(!h

grew on the sea-shore, nut two leet from high
water mark— nay, I have known it grow and
flourish on the sea-beach, overflown by every
spring tide, witiiout suflering the least injury from
it. Those crops grew on while sand, with not a
particle of earth to be seen in iis composition, and
I here were, of course, no weeds to impede its

growth ; but, at the depth ol'several feet, this bed
jf sand was Ibund resting upon a substance of fine

light mould, into which the roo's had peneirated,

and produced crops which were truly astonishing

in their bulk and vigor; and U[)on these fields it

had been customary to leiher cows during the
whole summer, lor ages, wiihout manure, antj

yet no diminution of its stn-ngth was ever dreainei
of During the whole of the winter, not a blade

oi lucerne was to be Been, the roots hud all been'
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covered by a light coat of eand, which had been
j

iiesi<:n, and now send you an account ofwhat we
blown up i'rom the beach : this protected the crop

j

have done up to iliis dny.

from the Iroi^ts ; and very early in the spritiir, the

bIiooIs of lucerne would be Ibund penetrating it in

all directions, like asparagus plants, and in a ((3W

days they would spread the surlace like a carpet,

furnishing, in about the space of two weeks, ex-

cellent food for cattle ofevery descri[)tion, and upon

which hogs would fatten, fit for slaughter; it being

ren)arkable that these last, after masticalinii even

the woody stalks of the plant, would not eject any

portion of it, but swallow the whole.

In my next, I may resume the subject of the

culiivation of this remarkable crop, and in the

meantime offer my best wishes (or the success of

your valuable work. YiK.

May 2Sth, 1840.

P. S. Any of our friends intending to enter into

the cultivation of lucerne, siiould imniedialely pre-

pare, by summer-fallowing the land, harrowing

after each ploujrhing, 10 encourage the weeds to

vegetate, destroying them by turning down, and

harrowing ibra Iresh crop immediately.

SILK CULTURE OF THE EAHLY PART OF THIS
SEASON IIV BRUKSWICK COUNTY.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' Bejister.

Lnwrenceville, July 3, 1840.

For some years I have been impressed with a

strong belief that the raising of siik worms might
be made a profitable employment in this slate, and
thai it would give to numerous persons, whose la-

bor now yields little or nothing, the means of com-
fortable support, if not a competent independence.

Afier the price of multicaulis trees fell down to

almost nothing last I'all, and many of n)y neigh-

bors could not dispose ol' what they had raised, I

determined to make a fair experiment of what
could be done in raising a crop of silk worms—

1

say a crop, by which I mean a summer's or a sea-

eon's work at that business. Not having trees

enough myself, all rhy neighbors, who did not in-

tend to feed worms themselves, promptly and libe-

rally put their trees at my disposal, so that I had
some 30,000 good trees of last year's growth to

feed from. Being determined to give the thing a

fair trial, I proposed to three ladies of our village,

namely, Mrs. Thomas S. Gholson, Mrs. Wm. B.
Wilkinson, and my sister, Miss Martha Hicks, if

they would, with their house servants, attend to

feeding, &c. that I would have an old dwelling

house in my yard (24 by 18, two stories high)
fitted up for worms, get every thing necessary,

and after reimbursing the outlay for the crop, they
should have all the profits. The ladies accepted

ihis proposition, and have progressed as 1 will

hereafter tell you. 1 intended to wait until we
had gone through the season, and then to have
given you a full detail of all we did, how we suc-

ceeded, and how we failed ; but as it has been
urged upon me that even the little experience we
have had might aseiet some young beginners like

ourselves, during ifie

List siiminer [ requested BIr. Dwiglil Hunlinir-
ton. of Mansfield, Connecticut, to look oui lor the

best worms in that [)lace, and from ihem save me
some three or lour liundred ihousanrl eggs. Mr.
H. is well acquainted with the business, and has
been familiar wilh it lor 30 yearis. He put up
300,000 larire sulphur eggs, ami 70,000 lnr<re sul-

[)liur two-crop egir*, remarking, in his letter on
the stiliject, that ilie two-crop worms were the

lartresl he had ever seen. The egijs were kept by
him iiniil the coldest weaiher of last wintf^r, when
he brought them to N. York, and himself put them
aboard of a vessel (or Feiersburg, tnkinsr care to

slow them in a part of the vessel free from the influ-

ence of fire. As soon as the ice permitied, the

vessel arrived at Peiersburg, and my brother, Mr.
L. F. Hicks of your town, lost no time in forward-

ing them to me. I received them in February,
and immediately put them on ice, where they re-

mained until taken out for hatching.

Being all of us entirely unacquainted with the

business, except so far as we could be inlbrnied

from books, we judged it prudent to begin wiih

what we considered a hnlf crop, and put out the

two-rrop es^Ts about the 20th April. They began
to hatch about the 12th day, and completed their

work in about 35 days. My friend, Mr. Huntinfr-

'on, over-esiimated the quantiiy of e<rss ; instead

of being 70,000, there are not more than 45,000.

We gathered 13| bushels cocoons from these

worms. About ten days after exposing the first

eggs, we exposed half of the large sulphur eggs,

which began to hatch on the 13ih day, and taking

the medium of the different dsvs' hatching, 1 will

say they all hatched on the 25th May ; these are

all now spun up, but F have not yet gathered thetn.

We think there are about 100,000 of these, and
we hope to get 30 bushels more of" cocoons. Fol-
lowing up the plan we had adopted about two
weeks after the last eggs were exposed, we put

out the residue of the large sulphur eggs, and they
began to hatch on the Sih day after exposure ; and
taking the medium as before, I will say that they
hatched on the 21st day of June. They are now
moulting the second time, and are about 120,000
in number. If they do as well as the others, we
hope to get some 30 bushels of cocoons from them.
We have now exposed a full crop of the eggs of

the two-crop worms, laid about five or six days
ago ; and if we do well, shall put out, according to

our plan as above stated, another crop of eggs, so

as to make five successive crops in the season.

Alier stating what we have done as succinctly

as 1 can, I will now proceed to make some gene-

ral observations, which may not be unacceptable

to young beginners like myself In the first place,

too much importance, in my humble judgment,
cannot be ascribed to the eggs, the purity of the

stock from which they come, and thft. proper keep
of them. If either be neglected, nothing can pre-

vent the mischiels which will instantly result. Of
course none who begin this business will be so

imprudent as not to have leaves enough (or their

worms, without stint. If there should be such a
one, he must fail. With plenty of food, and good,

present season, in their

praisewonhy efforts to establish this most impor-

tant branch ot industry ; an^ \vi(h the hope that
j
sound, well-kept eggs, it seems to me that, wilh

it may have that effect, and if nothing better, that

it may cheer and encourage some desponding
friend of the cause, 1 have abandoned my original

out casualties which no prudence can obviate, no
one ought to fail.

From first to last, through the dampest seasoa
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ever known in this country, we have iosl no

worms liom these eggs by disease. We have ne-

ver led wet leaves u we could help it; but theie

have been nuuiy days that we liave been obliged

to do so, or let our worms go wiihout lood ; no in-

jury was observed Irom u. i have gone by the di-

rections ot iVir. Gideon B. Snuili, ol Baltimore,

whenever 1 have been at a loss, and have lound

them always right. iVJy Iriend and relaiion, Mr.
'I'homas Hicks, also, has visiied us Irequenlly, and
has always given us advice and tnnls vviucti gave
us much assistance.

By the first opportunity I will send you a sam-
ple ol" the cocoons, Ijutli ol the two-crop and birge

sulphur variety ; 'Z6i'2 ol ihe lormer, laKen as they
came, alter being tlussed, made a bustiel, and are

allowed to be me largest ever seen in this county.

I have used no artiticial heai whatever ; the

worms have taken the hot and cold, wet and dry,

as God sent it. 1 liad the house stripped ot every
tinng to a mere hull, tixmg the windows wiin
blinds which 1 believe are peculiar to this county,

and no more trouble to make, and cost no mure,

than the coarsest shutter. Any house that will

keep out the sun and rain will sulhce tor the

healihlul accommoUaiion ot' the worm, always
taking care to have it well ventilated.

Ol course it will be desirable lo know how nmcii

labor has been expended in our small establish-

ment. 1 am sorry 1 cannot be very precise on
tins point. My iaJy partners agreeu amongst
iliemselvts to lake the leeding, day ana day aboui.

Each had a woman and small boy about 12 years

old, who were amply sufficient lor ail purjjoses,

except when the worms had to be moved, or

thinned, or cleaned oti, or lixed to spin, or to ga-

ther iind cure the cocoons; and in their last stages

it reijuired more lielp to get leaveb and leed them.

1 liiink 1 can say, however, Willi ceriamiy, thai lor

hall the time the woman and buy wouid ne ample
to do every thing; and lor ihe other liad, douule

that lijrce would ue sufficient— lite cocoons alter

being taken do>vn to be nanded over lo oilier hands.

1 nave slated that all the worms Iroin the Con-
necticut eggs were entirely and com|)leiely liealiliy.

But 1 think it right also to siate, that in my au-

sence liom home a parcel ol worms were placed

in the house, which had been presented to i..e la-

dies by a gentleman ol the neight>orhoud, which
had commenced hatching in Ins cellar, and ol

course were hatched out ol time and unexpectedly.

As soon as 1 was inlormed ol ii, 1 oiijecied to it

and expressed a wish ihat they should ue removed
Iruin tiie house, staling, at the same lime, the

warning I h.id received li'om books and persons

against leeding worms hatched either in a cellar

or ice-house ; but the ladies were loo tender heart-

ed lo throw away the hlile creatures, and they

were sullered to remain. There were some eiglii

or ten thousand ol' them, and they were kepi in

the garret ol' the house, lo tlieniselves. I'hey

looked well, and to every appearance were as

healthy as any in the house, uiuil they began to

spin. Then they began to turn yellow, and lo

sicken, and to die, and finally not one third ol

them spun a cocoon, and ihuse which did spin did

their work like invalids, in a lew days no one

could go into the room without Itielmg iickiish

about the stomach: it was a complete iailure.

Whilst 1 am on this subject, it will not be impro-

per to state that I have heard of three diH«rent in-

stances in this vicinity of worms afflicted with

what we call the yellows, being icvived by immer-
sion in cold waier. (I suppose sprinkling would
do as well, but I beg the advocates ol these re-

spective creeds not to consider me us taking sidea

with either.) One liappened with Mr. Thomas
Hicks, who told me that they spun alter they had
been immersed. Their being put in water was with

no design to cure, but to kill them. A parcel in

Ihis place were thrown in ihe creek, and some
boys (licked some out, whicii spun good cocoons.

I Old not see ii, but the persons Irom whom 1 got

the inlbrmation are as respectable as any in the

country. The other case was, at Clack Robinson's,

esq., Robinson's Ferry, Warren county. North
Carolina. I liad it Irom Mr. R. liimsell.

it may be desirable to know what others are

doing in Brunswick, i can only say what i have
heard, having mysell been too much confined to our

own, to see much ol'olher people's cocooneries. Iii

every instance where they have used eggs Irom a
ban stock, or of bad Keej*, ihey have lailed ; and
in every instance where they liave had eggs Irom
a good stock which have been well kept, they
have succeeded, i saw Dr. N. W. Lewis yester-

day, who told me that his first crop was a Iailure

Irom bad eggs; but having procured some good
eggs lor his oecond crop, he had complete snccese.

Mr. fiugh L. Perceval! inlonns me that he ob-

tained a parcel ol' eggs Irom a gentleman in this

couniy, (the one who presented the ladies with
ihe worms above, and some ot the same eggs,) in

February, and put tliern on ice ; that he hatched
them oul in May, and they liave done well—no
sick ones among ihem ; a proof that if ihese

eggs wh;ch have been extensively used here, had
been put on ice in January or February, instead of
being k: pt in a cellar, that all would liave suc-

ceeued who used them, lor they were Irom an un-
quesiionably healthy siock. Knowing that this

gcnileman had a large quantny of eggs from a
healihy slock, i look it upon myself once lo men-
tion to linn the imporiance ol pulling ihem on ice,

early. Ue remarked that he ihuught his cellar was
cold enough, and, i undersrand, kept them in ihe

cellar; and Mr. Percevall's lot is the only one of
which 1 have heard, which lias been siiccesisiiil.

John L. Wilkins. jr., esq., inl(>rms me iliat he has
had guod success, and is leeding largely, and is

preparing to leed on a very large scale. He will,

no doubt, as well as thfi others i have named,
give to you, and the public, the benefit of iiis ex-

periments.

i lear i am taking up too much room for one
who is so green in ihis gieat business. I give ^uu
permission to leave oul any part which you may
think proper, lor i have no ambition to ajipear in

prini, and have taken no more pains in preparing

ihis than if i had wiitten it lor yourself individu-

ally.

Before I conclude, however, I bpg leave lo say
to all who are going to embark in this business,

ihat alter iliey have provided a full supply of Ibod,

eirgs without sunt, from a healthy slock, and keep
ihem sound, wiih induslry and ailention, they

may reasonably expect to do well, and their own
exiterieiice will be their best iiisirucler. Let no
one Halter himsell, or herseli; that silk is lo be

made without labor, or attention. Oninipo'ence

has decreed that we must get our living by the

sweat of our brow ; and we can do nothing in thia
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or any other pursuit without a copious sweating of

the brow.

I ihink that it would be well to use eortjf? nnore

liberally; they are ilie srcd of the silk crop, and
should be sowed liberally, so ihat ail backward
and underling worms miizht be thrown away ; and
as mistakes and miscalculations are lireqiiently

made as to the quantity our house will hold, we
should never have too lew to till if. After a liiiN'

experience, however, this will be better managed;
but to all persons it will happen, if they aim just

to hatch as many as they think will fill the house,

that they will ofiener have too lew than too many.
JHalch out cnou<rh ; throwing away is easily done.

1 wolild also suggest that it will be best to hatch

out what you intend to fill your house at lour dif-

ferent times, at intervals of about a week.
When we have completed (>ur labors for the

season, if any thing worthy to be communicated
shall turn up between now and then, I will send it

to you. We saved egg? from lour bushels of co-

f-oone of the two-crop worms, which have been

hII sold belbre they were laid, at $5 the ounce.

With great respect, yours, &c..

E. B. Hicks.

[The foregoing report is highly gratifying, and

especially as it relates to the labors of the ladies.

The lew cocoons which were sent as speciiriens

with the communication are very good. We hope

that the subsequent operations of the persons now

reported o(j and all others in Brunswick who have

made careful and accurately observed experiments

of rearing this season, will be reported by the ex-

perimenters, for publication in the Farmers' Re-

gister.

—

Ed.}

within bounds, except where nature has placed
the seal of poverty. Fairfax.

EXPLANATIONS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register,

June 25ih, 1840.

The cold, cloudy, wet weather arrested the

growth of my corn, and prevented me from -'lay-

ing it by," until 23d of June. It is gooti, hut not

such as [ vvished, or expected; but lor public use 1

put it directly upon the great north and south road,

that all might see and bear me witness I hat i

speak in truth of the resurrective power of dead
land.

My wheat, that far outstripped every thing I had
tver owned or seen in this country, is a total fail-

ure, not making upon 100 acres 10 bushels. I

leave it to the knowing to account Ibr this lailure;

but I impute it to the long conliimed rain which
aided the lime in preparing more /bod than the

growing plant could dispose of it, consequently

ruptured the stalks of vvlieat from top to bottom,

and caused what is called rust. I do not think

that one stem escaped in 100 acres. My oats ami
grass are all I could wish or want. I have been

lor eight days in bilious fever, and taken so much
calomel, that I have nothing in me to spin you a

longer thread. My very bad health may make this

my last communication: let me, therefore, shake
you cordially by the hand. Grass and lime must
and will restore our beloved Virginia to full dou-
ble her virgin production. Fear uothing, Ibr I am

SPINSIXG PEBFORATEO COCOONS.

From tlifi Journal of the American Silk Society-

The following letter is li-oin a resj)eciable lady,

from whom we some time since received a samplf^

of silk stocking yarn of a very superior quality,

made by her from perlijrated cocoons, and to whom
we applied Ibr a detail of the operations by which
it was produced. We are sure the letter will be

very accefjtable to our readers. We shall add but

a single remark, and that only to call ihe reader's

attention to the writer's estimate of the labor re-

quired to produce silk stocking yarn, compared
with that of flax:

York, June Ulh, 1840.

GiiiEON B. Smith :—Thy letter of the 4th

was received, and 1 Icll some difficulty in giving a

very correct account of the manner the cocoons

were prepared for spinning, as they were consi-

dered of little or no value, and altogetherso care-

lessly attended to, that we were much surprised

that the yarn produced from them was considered

worthy of any particular notice ; and 1 would not

have thought of sending or showing it to any one;

but Joel Fisher, a friend of ours, called on his way
to Baltimore, and asked Ibr a skein to take to G.
B. S. as he thought it superior to that thee had
when in York.
Our having silk worms at all was merely acci-

dental, sent to us by a friend ; we knew nothing
of their nature ; had not even seen one before.

But when we had them, depending on us lor

food, we found it both necessary and pleasant to

make ourselves better acquainied with tlieir habits

and worth, and collected and read many works
on the subject, and soon found ourselves greatly

inierested in ihem.
When the cocoons were formed they were

taken by a gentleman, an acquaintance of ours,

who was much interested in raising silk ; but as

no reel was to be had in York at that time, he let

the worms cut through Ibr the purpose ofprocuring

eggs, lu the autumn the cocoons were returned

to US, but as we considered pierced cocoons of no
value, they were thrown aside. Some time belbre

Christmas they were re-collected, and divided into

two parcels, and each put into a bag and boiled.

To sixteen pounds ol' cocoons, weighed imme-
diately after spinninsr. I took five quarts of soft

soap and as much soil water as was sufficient to

cover the bags, and boiled well perhaps four hoursj

when cool they were hung up to dry, or rather to

drain, as I thought wringing or pressing the water
out Would mat the silk and produce lumps. The
next day they were put into water again, with the

same quantity of soft soap, which 1 ihink is better

than hard soap, and boiled again perhaps an hour,

when they were well rinsed in clean water and
hung up to dry.

When quite dry they were spun on a common
flax-wheel, by holding the cocoon in the hand and
beginning at the pierced end ; the silk conies

entirely off, leaving the shell bare.

We took some pains to ascertain whether there

were stocking weavers in Baltimore, who would
manufacture :he yarn for us ; but not being able
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to hear of an)'-, (though no doubt there are,) I

ppun the yarn coarse, (or the leHious process of

knitting;, f could easily spin 180 cuts from one
pound, and a person accustomed to spinning flax,

(which I am not,) a good spinner, would produce

200 cuts wiih the same ease thai 48 are spun from

fiiix; and I tiiink the amount of lal)or in raising

silk is ahout nne-lburih of" that o( flax. The pro-

cess of kniiling being tedious, we have no stock-

ings 10 sj)are, but if yarn sufficient to make a pair

will be accepted, thee is entirely welcome to it;

and the first conveyance we hear of, we will send
it by. We have given to some of our friends, who
advocate the silk cause and were willing to accept

it, but would rather not sell any.
I (eel liilly my incapacity for instructing the

public in raising or manufacturing silk, and would
much rather not have my name in the Silk Journal.

Respectfully, .

HAYING. EARLY GATHERING.

From the Boston Cultivator.

Hay that is carted as early as three o'clock, P.

M., is kept much sweeter than that which is cart-

ed at sunset—the first will become more dry as the

heat is retained in it,—we have been surprised
at the diflerence between two loads of wheat, the
one carted at three and the other at sunset,—bo'h
were equally well cured in the field, but on pitch-

ing it over lor thrashing, the first was perl(?ctly dry
while the straw of the latter was damp and mus-
ty. Neither hay nor grain should be carted after

the dew has fallen copiously. It is safer to pack
them both and take another day.
We have uniformly (bund it best, after the ex-

perience of more than forty years, to dry our hay
in the sun. We are extremely sorry to be obliged to

differ liom such hish authorities as we have seen on
this point ; but when occasion calls, we think it a
duly to publish boldly our own convictions whe-
ther they agree or not with the fancies of others.

We are always mortified when we see in any of
our farming papers fanciful modes of farming re-

commended, because they impede the-progress of

improvement,—they serve to create a general pre-

judice against looking into a paper for any thinir

valuable on the subject of farming—and we must
honestly ackowledge that the strong prejudice in

the minds of many of our yeomanry against what
they have denominated " book farming," is not

without foundation.

If any farmer wishes to try the new mode of

drying hay we hope he will try it on a small scale

at first, and for the m.ain body of his hay let him en-

dure the old fashion for one year more of curing it

in the sun. Those who dry it in heaps, we would
inform him, generally pitch about half a hun-

dred together in the fore part of the same day
on which it is mowed—this is turned over towards
evening—then again next day once or twice and

—

when the weather is fair—the book says let it re-

main out lour or five days. When the weather is

not likely to prove fair son)e make large heaps of
the small ones—some let the small one>- stand and
take their chance until fair weather comes again.

Our mode of maJcing hay.

We have seen various modes tried, but we

have never found any that are better than the fol-

lowing: Mow the grass in the forenoon or to-
wards evening— let it be well spread to the sun

—

rake it together in the afternoon and put it in cocks
if the weather is not promising—or when the har-
vest is great and the hay is not drv enough to be
raked it should be turned green side up before the
dew has copiously fiillen—on the next day this

should all be spread out on the sun, and two days
of good weather will generally fit the hay for the
barn. When the burthen is quite heavy or when
the grass is very green we give it more than two
davs' sunning— but frequent stirring makes a vast
difference m the time necessary to cure hay—the
ofiener it is moved the sooner it will become dry.
An experienced hand will judge intuitively, al-

most, when hay is fit (or the ecaflbid—some wring
a handful to see if any moisture is left in it— but
as a general rule English hay must have two days'
sunning, unless we cut it so late that it has become
half dry while standing. If we suspect our hay
is not quite dry enough, but do not wish to risk h
out longer, we may often save it by throwing it on a
scaffold or a bay, and not suffer it to be trodden
down (or a few days—and one peck of salt on a
ton often saves us the labor of another day's open-
ing and tending.

If we have but little ha}', and wish it cured in

the nicest manner, we are careful to put it in cocks
while warm and before the dew falls—on the next
day we find it has been drying since we packed it

up, and, on opening, it presents a fine appearance
—but when we have large quantities on hand,
we cannot always be so particular—we suffer it

to lie in winrow when the weather is good, and
thus save the labor of packing and of opening
again.

THE CHINCH BUG.

From the Carolina Planter.

Mr. Editor:—Having suffered seriously by the
ravages of the chinch bug for the last three years,

I have observed its habits, its mode of attack upon
corn and small grain, and will endeavor to give
you the result of my experience, lor the benefit

of those planters whose farms are but recently visit-

ed by this most destructive msrct.

Generally, the bug does little injury in the early
part of the spring, being engaged in the business
of propagation. They deposite their eggs in large
numbers, most frequently under the bottom blade of
the corn, and sometimes under the second and third

blade. The young insect is very small, and is

known by its red color. In a short time after liie

egg is deposited, the young may be seen by pulling
the blade downward, lodged in a compact circle

around the stalk—they are very delicate at this

stage of their existence, and I was satisfied by an
experiment made last summer, that millions of
them were killed by stripping the blade off?", and ex-
posing them to the sun—a process which is attend-

ed by no perceptible injury to the growth ol' the

corn, inasmuch as the bottom blades, being ge-
nerally more or less injured by the plough, and from
their proximity to the roots are of comparatively
little use in receiving nourishment from the atmo-
sphere. The most certain mode of destroying the

young insects is by the hand—a ."tingle gripe, ac-

companied by a horizontal motion of ll)e hand
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being sufficient to destroy the whole depositive.

This labor may be pertbrmed in the same time that

would be employed in thinning the corn ; and

when the importance ofthe result is compared with

the means used in attaining it, I think no one

can doubt, even admitting liie time necessary to

perlbrm the labor twice as long as that supposed,

that " the end will justify the means."

The young insects do the principal mischief^ by

beo^inning to suck tliejuices ol'thecorn where they

are deposited—and as their powers of locomotion

and their appetites increase, by attacking and

finally killing the whole stalk.

Every other mode of destroying this voracious

insect that I have known to be resorted to has

proved abortive, or " the remedy has been worse

than the disease." And alter all, the only per-

manent consolation which I can offer to the suffer-

ing planters of your section, is to be Ibund in the

migratory habits of the chinch bug. Fn the par-

ticular neighborhood where I plant, they have

committed most distressing ravages for the last

three years ; and this, the fourth year, since their

first appearance, they are doing comparatively no

injury, whilst the adjoining districts, north and
west of us, which have been heretofore exempt,

are now suffering greatly.

1 have known no remedy to be tried, and have
heard none suggested, to prevent the ravages of

the chinch bug upon small grain.

J. T.

Edgefield C. H., June 10, 1840.

INDIAN COTTON,

From tlie Agriculturist.

The American Farmer and Natchez Free Tra-

der bring us some interesting remarks in relation

to the prospects of the coiton culture in India.

Mr. Boyles, commissioned Irom the British go-

vemnnHit, has lately visited Louisiana and Missis-

sippi lor the purposes of being initiated into all the

secrets of cultivating, gathering, ginning and pre-

paring cotton lor market. From the last accounts

he had engaged the services of eight younir gen-

tlemen of Adams and JeH'erson counties, Missis-

sippi, and one from Louisiana, who are all practi-

cally acquainted with the different varieties, as well

as the modes of cotton culture, to accompany him
to Surat, for the purpose ol' introducing this staple

and specie bringing production on a distant shore.

They have been engaged at a salary ol twelve

hundred pounds, and will shortly leave for New
York, and thence across the deep to the far east.

They take with them nine gin stands, models for

gin houses, presses, running gear, and all the fix-

tures of such establishments. The English, feel-

ing so much interest in this new undertaking, have
already appropriated twelve thousand pounds lor

its encouragement, and evince a determination

that the project shall not fail, if money and men
can make it successtul. Some experiments have
been made, with as good success as could have
been anticipated, taking into view the sparse inlbr-

mation, and of course, slovenly mode of cultivation

wiih the natives. They have worked without cot-

ton gins and the necessary implements for a cotton

field, and still the success, in the midst of embar-
rassments, has been so great that a bold effort is

making for its extensive culture. As some proof

that the undertaking will be successful, we remark
that from all the inlbrmation we have of the coun-
try, the climate is well adapted to the growth of
cotton. 'J'hough Surat is further south—(being a
liitle over 20 degrees N. latitude.) than our best

cotton regions, yet fiom the trials made, we would
suppose as good cotton can be raisetl there as in

latitude 30 degrees of the United States. There
is, however, a vast region of country the most fer-

tile of earih between the Ganges and Himma-
leh mountains, running northwanl to Cashmere,
that will evidently crrow cotton as fine as any place

of the world. In China, India and China proper,

cotton has long been produced in great perleciion,

and we see no good reason why a section of coun-
try might not be selected on the eastern continent,

matiy times larger than the cotton planting regions

of North America, where this staple product might
not do as well as on any portion of the earth.

The soils of India have been analyzed and com-
pared with the soils of Louisiana and Mississippi,

and found to contain about the same materials,

and very much resemble in texture. Another in-

ducement to embark in producing cotton in India

is, that the labor of the natives can be had at one
fifth, or one fourth at most of what it will cost in

Louisiana and Mississippi. Two dollars per month
is supposed to be about the average price per hand,
but in the cotton districts of America from ten to

fifteen dollars per month, is the price ol dull " col-

ton patch" negroes. Still another thing not to be

forgotten is, that the right men have taken hold of

this business. The English have wealth, intelli-

gence, enterprise and the untiring perseverence

that generally carries them through triumphantly.

After having placed these fads before the Ame-
rican reader, we ask, in the event the English are

successful in producing cotton in the east, what
effect will it have upon the cotton growing of the

south'] We answer, it will materially injure it, if

not quite destroy it. All, or very neailv all the

cotton we export for the consumption of European
manulactories, will no longer be needed, for per-

haps a better and certainly an article at less cost

can be produced in India. True, it may be the in-

terest of Efritain to exchange her surplusages, not

so much needed or consumed elsewhere for a small

portion ofourcoiton ; but the argument that south-

ern planters will ultimately be compelled to turn

their attention to other pursuits than that ofcoiton,

is very reasonable. VVe sugirested. as southerners

are generally very fond of silk, that ilipy com-
mence tlie pilk business. The climate of Gooriria,

Alabama, Mississippi and LoiiisiMtia, is equal we
su|)pose to any, and we should he pleased to liear

of experiments being made through ihe whole
south.

REAIARKS ON CALCAREOUS EARTHS AND
SOILS.

From tlie Souttiern Cabinet.

iJ/r. Editor,— I observe that Mr. Ruffin has re-

published in the May number ol his Farmers' Re-
gister, [p. 301] the article on Calcareous Manures,
written by me lor your April number. I am sorry

that he should consider any part of that article

"personal." I wished only to point out, what I

considered an "error" in his statement, that the
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richest lands in the United States contained liilie

or no "calcareous earth,"— to lament that this, il

considered alone, should excite doulils of ihe im-

poriant truth that calcareous earth crcatly i)ro-

niotes the I'eriiliiy of soils, if not essentially ne-

cessary to such leriilily—and tosuuirei^t a niude oi

explaining the appMrent, Incnnsisicncy. Il' the

richest lands in the Uniied SiiHes contain no cal-

careous earih, then such earih is not es.-^ential to

fert lily ;— does it really proaiote Jertiliiy in any
land ?

I helieve that Mr. Riiffinis in an error, and that

from his not being sutTicierUly ac(]uainled with

cheniisiry, he had not carried ihe analysis ofthese

rich lands i'ar enough, or he would probably have

discovered in them sulphate of lime (plaster of

Paris), or oxalate of lime, or both. Neither of

these calcareous earths can be discovered in the

usual way ofanalyzing soils, yet they are believed

to be among Ihe most povverlul of calcareous

manures, and very likely lo be Ibrmed in our soils

by the natural decomposition of some substances,

and the subsequent combination of the oxalic and
sulphuric acids with lime in these soils. 1 meant
only to explain away a doubt or difficulty, in a

way that I had not seen it explained by any one
else, and thereby to encourage all who doubled,

to go and try the calcareous earths on their lands.

We are all liable to errors as well as Mr. Ruffin
;

it is only surprising that but one error can be sug-

gested against him, and that, evidently the result

of his not having gone far enough in the analysis

ofthese rich lands. In this opinion, I myself may
be in an error, and some third person may be

found, to correct us both in our premature con-
clusions.

Doubts have been intimated bj- others, besides

Mr. Ruffin, as to the general existence of so large

a proporiion of magnesia in the calcareous earths

of South-Carolina. I will state my mode of pro-

cedure, and let others repeal it, eliher to confirm

or disprove the result. Having dried the cal-

careous matter, I weigh one hundred grains of it

in powder and dissolve it in diluted muriatic acid.

When the etl'ervescence has subsided, I decant
the clear solution and wash the earthy residue so

as to separate all that is soluble about it. These
washings are added to the clear solution, and the

earth dried. I generally guess from its appearance
when dry, as to the f'roporlions of clay and sand.

I then try the solution with blue paper, and if it

contain an excess of acid, I neutralize that with a

solution of [)oiash. 1 then pour into it a solution

of oxalic acid, until it is a little in excess, and stir

the mixture lor a lew minutes, to promote the

union ot this acid with the lime previously united

Avith muriatic acid in solution. The oxalate of

lime thus precipitated is washed, dried on filtering

paper, and weighed. I genet^ally set down one
half of this weight as the proportion oflime found
in it. The residue of the solution I precipitate

with potash, and obtain the carbonate of magnesia
which subsides, and is then washed, filtered, dried

and weighed. 1 may not have mixed a sufficiency

of the oxalic acid to precipitate the whole of the
lime, and in that way some of it may have been
mixed with the magnesia, so as to give too great
a proportion of the latter. All the books speak of
magnesia as generally found in lime stones, and I

have no doubt of the fiict in these cases.

The chief cause of misunderstanding between

Mr. Ruffin and myself, is, the precarious meaning
of the terms used. He prelt^rsthe term calcareous

earih, thereby meaning carbonate of lime, as I

have since learned by reference to his book. I

read that book about three years ago, but did not

recollect his meaning as there explained. I sup-

piised calcareous earih lo mean "lime"' in every

l()rm and combination in which it is found in the

earih. I submit to the candor of your readers, and

of Mr. Ruffin, whether 1 am not excusable for the

misiake, as I had not his explanation before me.

I bought the first ediiion of his work three years

.,;o, and did not know until now that there was a

second edition. Let me request, through you,

that he would send on some of them for sale in

Charleston, as ihere are none to be found in the

book-stores or libraries. Jos. Johnson.

It is but justice to Dr. Johnson to republish his

rejoinder, as above. The admission of error made

therein, as to a supposed position of the author of

the ' Essay on Calcareous Manures,' is amply suffi-

cient, and he has no desire to contest any other

question raised. He never assumed that his re-

ported examinations of soils, to ascertain the con-

tents, or absence, of carbonate of lime only, were

otherwise than partial, and limited lo that one sub-

stance; in regard to which, however, he claims

to have been accurate. As to his particular ap-

plication of the term "calcareous earth," as made

throughout the essay, he staled at length the diffi-

culty attending it, and still more of every preceding

author's different definition or application of that

term ; and gave his reasons for limiting it to the

carbonate of l\me. (Appendix, p. 72.) And these

several applications were not only in the second

edition, to which we referred, but in the first also.

In using the expression, "as to matters person-

al
"—we did not mean, as Dr. Johnson supposes,

that we dremed them personally offensive, but

literally and simply as relating to the author per-

sonally. In striking the balance between the re-

marks of Dr. Johnson in approval and in censure

of the work, we thought then, as now, that the

former preponderated.

We meant not lo "intimate doubts," as to the

remarkable and general abundance of carbonate

of magnesia discovered by Dr. Johnson in the

marls of South Carolina. But the fact is so re-

markable, and may be fraught with such impor-

tant consequences in the use of the manure, that

it certainly, as we said, "requires attention and

flill investigation " before admitting its certainty
;

and that investigation we hope that Dr. Johnson

will give. We have seen, and analyzed, a spe-

cimen of one bed only of magnesian marl found

in Virginia; and that, with all the specimens

of marl from South Carolina which we have seen

agreed in the one respect, of seeming rather a soft

rock of homogeneous texture, and not a mixture

of fossil shells and eand like what are called marls
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in lower Virginia. We did not suspect ihe pre-

sence of magnesia in the Carolinian marls, and

therefore did not test its presence separately from

the lime; but we suspect now, Irom Dr. John-

son's report, that part of the earthy carbonate in

these specimens, which we considered and esti-

mated as lime, was in fact magnesia.

We have no reason for distruslmg tlie accuracy

of Dr. Johnson's process lor separating magne-

sia from lime, not having tried it. But we can

refer him, for comparison, to two other modes,

used by different operators in analyzing the mag-

nesian marl of Virginia above referred to, and

which may be both supposed correct, from the

close agreement of results. These are at pages

425 and 462, vol. i. of Farmers' Register, which

articles we shall send to him, to aid his investigation

of a subject so important to his country.

In answer to the request contained in the last

sentence of the loregoing article, we repeat that

we never send any publications to booksellers lor

sale, but will furnish through the mail any tliat

may be desired lobe purchased. We shall now

send a dozen copies of the ' Essay' to Dr. Johnson,

as presents lor himself and any of his friends to

whom the work may in his opinion be beneficial.

—Ed. F. R.

PROFITS OF SHEEP AND OTHER GOOD NO-
TIONS.

From the Franklin Farmer.

fVashingion, j^ug. 21, 1827.

You ask me how I have succeeded with my
sheep? I have never despaired that sheep would,

sooner or later, l)ecome an object of miporiance.

But the market for wool has been too fluctuaiing

and uncertain to justify going largely into the rais-

ing of sheep. 1 have, hereiolbre, endeavored by
seilmg, killing off, &c., to keip my flock within

moderate bounds. I sheared last spring, two hun-
dred and ihiny-six, of all grades from Ihree-lburths

to full-blooded—only three or lour of ihe latter

—

the wool of which, washed on the sheep's back,

averaged me thirty-six cents per pound. I have
bred fur a number of years irom common ewes
(at the beginning) and full-blooded rams. JN'ly

sheep lasi spring averaged 3 pounds and tweniy-
six hundredths of a pound net wool, per fleece

—

about half ewes and half weathers—and produced
one dollar and seventeen cents per head. Even
at this price, sheep are much more profiiable than
cattle; as, upon ihe same quantity of land and
with less labor, you can raise twelve times as
many sheep as you can ol cattle. Steers at five

years olil,even stall led and finely kept, will not

average more than twenty dollars, perhaps not so

much ; but 12 sheep, in^ue years, (if as fine as

my flock) will produce scveniy dollars and twenty
cents, without counting any thing lor ihe increase
of (he flock, or the value of the mutton, tallow,

skins, &c. of those killed off. This estimate is

founded upon my actual sales last spring. If the
increase of the twelve sheep (say six weihers
^ud six ewes) including the value of those killed

nifii-e years, should be worth twenty-nine dollars

and eighty cents (about two dollars and fifty cents
annually) the whole proceeds would be one hun-
dred dollars and 20 annually. Now what stock of
cattle would be required to produce annually the
same amount, if kept solely for the purpose of
beei"? Say one cow and calfj one yearling, one
two year oM, one three year old, one four year
old, and one five year old, the cattle to be sold off

in the lall after five years old. Thus to be enabled
to sell annually one steer or spayed heifer, you
must constantly keep on hand six head of cattle,

and this upon the supposition that the cow produces
a ca f annually, and that no casualties happen.
To keep up the slock, however, and to allow lor

casualties, you cannot calculate upon selling more
than one lor every seven, especially as you would
have to encounter the risk of spaying the fe-

males. To be enabled to sell ten beeves an-
nually at twenty dollars each, amounting to two
hundred dollars, you must keep up a stock of
at least seventy head ol cattle. But sixty ewes
and sixty wethers (allowing lor the increase as

above) will produce you ihe same sum; or one
hundred and seventy-one sheep will produce that

amount, without allowing any thing lor the in-

crease. But if you could only keep ten times as

many sheep as you can catile, upon the same
quantity of land, and with the same labor, then
you could as easily keep seven hundred sheep as

seventy cattle. Seven hundred sheep (supposing
them as fine as mine,) would produce annually eight

iiundred and nineteen dollars, without allowing any
thing !br the increase ; and allowing the increase,

upwards of one thousand dollars, whilst the se-

venty head of cattle would [iroduce you annually
only two hundred dollars. In myjudgment, then,

sheep area much better stock than cattle. Indeed,
1 am clearly ofopinion ihal (except a few lor but-

ler and milk, and to leed the rough provender that
every liirm produces) beef cattle are the most un-
profitable stock that can be raised. Indeed, I

have Ibund, even to this extent, the raising of cat-

tle is so poor a business, at the present prices of
beef, that it is better to let my straw lay and rot,

lor manure, than to raise cattle to feed it away,
because ot the quantity of pasture they consume,
which might be more profitably fiid to other slock.

Enterlainitig these views, you will readily sup-
pose I do not hold cattle raising in much eslima-
tion.

IVool will bear transportation (o a distant mar-
ket much belter ihan any agricultural production

of our state. It is well adapted to all the states

that do not grow cotton. VVere we to manulac-
ture all our cloihs, blankets and other woollens,

and to exclude loreign wool by a gradual prohi-

bitory duty; there would, in a lew years, be an
increased demand, and consequently an increased
production of wool to the amount of at least

live millions of dollars armually, and the labor

besiowed in manuliicturing this wool would bo
a creation of vvealih to the amount annually of

seven or eiijht millions more, besides ihe im-
mense advantages that would result to llie va-
rious mechanics in putting up and repairing build-

ings, making and repairing machinery, &c. &c.,

and to the larmers by the home market^ fiirnished
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fir ilieir agririillural proiiuciims. Lunfrna^'^ can
h;ir:lly convey hu itdeqiuile idea of ihe |)rup()eiity

to vvliicli siicli ;i pttile of thinixs woulil <;ive rise.

All llii.-j |)ros;ieiity is wiihin our re;irh, il' we have

bul ilie wisdom to avail oiirselves ol' llie advari-

taire!> thai otier. Time alone will ilelcrmine vvlie-

<her we are lo Itccome l!ie niosi prosperous nation

on earih, or to cnniiiiu* laboring under die depres-

sion aiui dirii.uliies to which we shall ever he ex-

posed, while we depend upon a foreign nation to

inanulaciure li)r iis ihe necessarifs ol' coni'onalile

sustenance, while she reluses to buy (ioin us a

pound ol'our Hour, beel"or pork.

Yours, very respectfully,

A. BliATTY.

Prospect Hill, Feb. 8ih, 1840.

t have no objection to your [lubiishmg the letter

I addressed to iVJ r. L. Sanders in August. 1827, if

you should deem it expedient to do so. Conside-
ralile chani/es have talten place since that period.

The price ol'caiile, since thai time, has considera-

bly increased, I believe almost duutiled, whilst

wool ol'ihe same quality has declined in price. In

1827, three-fourths blooded wool sold lor 36 cents^;

lust year, 1 sold my crop in JVlaysvilie, (full-blood)

to a wool dealer lor 40 cenis per pound, which,

for the grade, is lower than in 1827. My wool

would, however, have probably netted me 45 cents

in Philadelphia, clear of all charges, and ihat per-

haps, may be considered as the price which lull-

blooded Merino wool will net the Kentucky wool

grower, at this time, after deduciing charges lor

transportation, commission, &c., which amounts
lo about three cis. per pound. My fleeces (wash-
ed on the sheep's back) averaged about thiee

pounds. Each fleece will, tiierelbre, produce one
dollar and thnty-five cents. In consequence ofihe

uncertainty ofthe wool business, arising horn our

unsteady policy, in relation to the encouragement

and protection ofhome industry, i have kept down
my flock to about the number 1 owned at the dale

of my letter to Mr. Sanders. I have now two
hundred and sixty. The wool of these at ihe above
rate, would amount to §350. To iliis sum should

be added the value of the annual increase, over

and under age is of lar greater iiiiporiance than

the above, keeping up the flock. I would estimate

this at only Ibriy-nine dollars. The product ol my
eheep would, iherelbre, be four hundred dollars

annually.

In comparinj sheep husbandry with cattle

raising, a distincii(3n should be nifidc fieuveen the

rearing of can le, and grazing and feeding them.

'J'he jfrazier buys his ca' le at the suitable age lor

grazing and bringing them into market in one

year. If he manages his businefs judiciously, he

will by at such a rate as will make bis cattle,

when grazed and laited, pay lor llie pasture at:d

corn consumed by them, and produce a lair profit

upon his investiture of capital, and lalior exjiended

in 'eedinff his stock. Tins is a business that re-

quires a large capital in land, negroes, liirming

imple nenis, &c., besides a considerable sum in

money to buy caitle. It is, doubtless, a good

business lor the rich interior ol'our state, as it

oH'ords a ready consumption for ihe rich blue-gras?

pastures, and abundant torn crops ol' that region

of country, and greatly contributes towards the

ferliliiy of the soil. I am not sufficiently conver-
sant with the grazing business to draw a com-

VoL. VIII. -52

parison between it and sheep husbandry ; and it

was not my iriteniion to do so, in the letier I ad-
dressed to Mr. Sanders. Nor cliil I intend lo speak
of ihe|)rotiisot rearing blooded cattle to sell for

hreeders. This is a business that must necessa-
rily be confined lo a comparatively small number
of liirmers, and its profits are too uncertain to l)e

susceptible of any very accurate estimate. My
letter then must be considered as having relerent;e

()urely to the rearing of cattle fur beef, milk and
butter.

You will discover from my letter, that I was
but little inclined, at its date, to engage in the busi-

ness of caiile raising. I never have sufl^eied my
slock ofcatile, since that period, to increase beyond
twenty-five or thirty. I have aimed to keep them
as near the Ibrmer number as practicable, so as to

make them, compared with my sheep, as about
one lo ten. Thus my callle stock is annually
about as follows : eight milch cows, four eadi of
yearliiiixs, two years old, three ye rs old, lour

)ears old. and one bull. This makes 25. As
lour of these are killed or sold in the fall after they
are lour years old, their places are supplied by
lour sfiring culves, by wliich the numlter is kept
up. The balance of my calves are either veal-

ed, or sold at weaniriir time. Thus my cattle

slock, (if sold when grass lid, the lall afier lour

years old) will produce me, (sold to our neiL'hbor-

ing breihren) about one hundred ilollars. If I add
lor ihe lour supcfrnuiiierary calvea twenty (lobars,

1 then have one hundred and twentj- dollars for

the produce ol my cattle annually ; supposing no
deailis by casualties. A deduction of twenty doj.

lars on that score wou'd perhaps not be too much,
which woulil leave only one bundled dol'ais lor

profit. To I his, however, must I e added ihe va'ue

ol the milk and butter, from the eight cows, ihe value

of which 1 cannot well estimate in money. Il we
add one hundred dollars more on that account we
shall have, as the entire product of my cattle stock,

two hundred dollars, just half the annual value of
my sheep. Now as to ihe compar^itive cost of
keeping ihe two descriptions of slock, I have n^
hesitation in sayinir, that the cost and tiouble of
kee[iing mj' two hundred and sixty sheep is le-s

ihan that ol' my iweniy-five head of caule. The
sheep require no corn ; and except when the

iimund is covered with snow, will subsist better

u[)on grass and rye pasture than any ihina you
can give them ; and require no labor of It-etiing,

except lor the very small portion of ih.*; winter

that the ground is covered with snow. When that

is the case they require a litlle hay or corn fodder.

It is necessary, however, that they should have a
irood range of blue-grass pasture, upon which,

ihouch very ehori, they will do better than upon
dry lood.

My callle stock require to be fed betwern tlirpo

and lour monihr:, ^nd the nil.'h cows must tie grain

led at least until we adopt the root culture.

There Is one diffiuuliy to be encountere], ir»

sheep husbandry, which I have not >ei mentioned.

D-ii^s are occasionally very desiructive to our

flocks. Perhaps I oiiirht not to consider this a
very L'reat disadvaniaL^e, as llie) have aided in

keeping down my fljck u> a numtier that I do not

wish to exci'cd, while iherc is so much unceriiiiniy

as 10 the period when we shall be deprived alto-

gether of a market lor line wool. I have looked

forward to that period, ever since the passage of
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the Compromise Act. If our vvoolien manufric-

tures Hhall lie enabled to withstand the shock they

Will meet with, when thai act goes luliy into ope-

ration, I shall be most agreeably disapiiointed. • 1

feared, I'rom ilie moment ul' its passage, tiiat they

were destined to be completely pros/rafe^Z. i be-

lieve that such will be lound to be the result, when
thai act goes lully into eilect. Wiien it passed,

woollens, you will recollect, paid a duty offilty per

cent. The rednciion ofduty commenced, I tliink,

(I speak tium memory) in June 1S37, and was
only three per cent. [)er annum (that is one tenth

ol the excess above twenty per cent.) ibr the years.

1837, 183S, 1S39, and 1840, making the whole

ndijictioti Ibr the lour years twelve per cent. But
in 1841 and 1842 the reduction will be six tenths

of the excess, thereby bringing down the duty

very suddenly liom 38 per cent, to 20 per cent.

VV lien this |;eriod arrives, on/i/ a small effort of
English woollen manufacturers will be necessary

to break down our own woollen establisliments

completely, and then they will have lull command
of the market lor woollen fabrics in the United

States, which will greatly more than indemnify

them Ibr any temporary sacrifices, they .niay

have made to put down their American rivals.

We shall then have the glorious privilege of

relying altogether upon foreigners to grow woo!

for us, and to fabricate our blardvets, cloths and
oilier woollen goods. We shall loo, Irequently,

have the glorious effect of importations, largely

exceeding our exports, which we are now so deli-

CLOUsly enjoying. To be serious, our " Iree sys-

tem" of convenience, with which we are now so

much in love, is to break down nearly all our do-

mestic establishments, (perhaps coarse cottons

may survive.) Even our navigation, alier having
grown into an importance, next to that ofEngland,
is destined to go with every other interest. The
West India trade was wrested from us, by supe-

rior British diplomacy, aided by the lolly ol' a

political party, who desired to make political capi-

tal, by bartering away our navigation rights. Next
our navigation interest must go.

Behold the results of our system, in a table an-

nexed to the speech of Mr. Davis, of the senate,

0!i the sub-Treasury bill. In 1821, the tonnage of

British vessels, entering our ports, was 55,188.

In 1835, it had increased to 529,922. The in-

crease between these periods was eight hundred
and sixty per cent. The increase of our tonnage,

during the same period, wi\s seventy -seven per cent.

Thus, in fifteen years, British shipping increased

more than eleven times as last as ours. In 1821,

British shipping entering our ports, was to ouis

about as one \ofourteen. In 1835, nearly as one
10 two and a half In a few years more we shall

have ihe glory of seeing more British than Ame-
rican ships arriving in our ports. And if we are

to continue our glorious system ol" admitting
foreigners to enter into lice competition with us in

every thing, it will not be long before our noble
tars will be compelled to abandon the ocean, niui

betake themselves to the land Ibr a support, instead

of having " their home upon the deep." It would
be in vain to attempt lo reason upon the subject

of the tariff, in the present slate oCthe public mind.
The opinions of a single individual have had such
n powerful influence, aa to overturn the most set-

tled convictions of a whole conuuunity ; and no-
thing but time and lung and severe suffering ran

bring back Ihe public mind to a sound and whole-
some state, in relation to the impor iance and ab-

solute necessity of giving protection lo oult agricul-

ture, manifactures, commerce and naoigalion, the

lour great pillars ol'our prosperity. We shall have to

endure a lung course of suliering belbre we shall be
brought to think correctly, and to act rightly and
efficiently upon the imj>orlaHt topics j'ou touched
upon in your letter, and to which I have replied

in a hasty and, I fear, loo desultory a manner.
It vvoulii be doing injustice to Mr. Clay to quit

this subject without saying, that not tlie slightest

censure is intended to be cast upon htm lor the

pari he had in relation to the Com[)romise Act.

Oa the contrary, I believe, that under the circum-

stances, he could have done nothing better Ibr the

manufactories or the country. The question was
whether the whole system of protection should at

once be overthrown, or such a measure be adopt-

ed as the compromise bill. The latter alternative

was certainly best, because it gave time for a breath-

ing spell, and to prepare ibr the worst. It afford-

ed time also "Ibr the second thoughts of the

people." We shall soon see whether they will

use the opportunity lo any profitable purpose.

Yours, truly and sincerely, A. Beatty»

HOEING RUTA BAGA.

From llie New Genesee Farmer.

An inexperienced cultivator of the riila liaga

may commonly be known by liis leaving the plains

about lour limes as thickly together as they ought
to stand. On ground of any tolerable degree of

lertility, the distance of one loot at least should be
allowed between the roots, except they be in drills

three feet asunder, when ihey may be suffered to

stand a little nearer. If sown broadcast, eighteen

inches square should be allowed to each root. If

the land is rich enough, they will be so mucli
latgerin conseijuence of i his increased space, as
considerable to increase ihe amount of the crop,

and greatly to diminish the labor of harvesting.

We have observed, on the best soil, well ma-
nured previous years, where the crop had been
sowed broadcast, and two leet square allotted to

each plant, roots weighing from ten to fifteen

pounds, and yielding about fifteen hundred bushels
an acre.

!f the soil be poor, the above remarks will not

of course apply, and the roots must be much nearer
together, as they cannot be made to grow large,

and number must be made to compensate, in a
small degree tliough it he, Ibr a want of magni-
tude. *

SUNFLOWER SEED OIL.

From Uie New Genesee Farmer.

Messrs. Editors—Wm. Wood, an oil manu-
facturer here, has make 27 gallons of good oil from
19 bushels of sunflower seed, wiihoulfmlling, with
Williams & Finder's hydraulic | ress. He also

made 2^ gallons of oil from 2^ bushels of common
pumpkin seed.

The above was manufactured in the usual way
of managing flax seed, except that the crushed
seed was not subject to as much heat in the re-

volving C3 linder, belbro it was pressed. S. W.
IVaicrloo, June 15, 1840.
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THE STRIPED BUG.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

Every person wlio cultivates cucumbers and
melons must be ac(]uainled with the yellow striped

bug. In Ibrnier years, we depended moat on our

activity in catcliing them, ciiiefly in the cool ol'the

morning and evenintj; but we have an easier way
lo manage them. In the hottest weather liiey

are the most active and seemingly the most vora-

cious ; and some days ago, when the mercury
stood at 80^, aware of this danger, we visited the

cucumbers, and found the bugs in great numbers.
A sprinkling of quick lime however, scattered

them in haste ; and we have not seen a dozen
since in the whole garden.

But the large brown bug that infests squashes
and pumpkins, mu-jt be treated diflerently, and
nothing is better than decapitation. t

From the Cultivator.

Few insects, or animals, furnish more materials

for instruction or reflection than the honey bee;
their wonderful instincts, their labors, their social

regulations, are alike deserving the study and no-

tice of all ; and while their labors coniribule so

much to the comfort of man, tliey should receive a

proportion of his care and attention. The blind

Huber was the first to give nmnkmd a history of
the bee, its habits and instincts, worthy of the

subject ; and, ah hough inany entomologists have
since devoted much time to this matter, it is eur-

|)risinghow few (acts they have added to those

accumulated by the patient and persevering labors

•ofthe blind observer. In the management of this

domesticated insect, in the best mode of availing

ourselves of its stores without taking its lile, and
in the protection of it from iis numerous enemies,

some advances have been made, and to no indi-

vidual are the public more indebied on this score,

than to Mr. Weeks, of Vermont, whose Manual
on the management of the bee, is deserving of

great praise tor the intimate acquaintance shown
with the subject on which he treats, and the great

amount of practical information he has condensed
into a very small compass. It is a book thai

should be in the possession of every bee owner, as

they can scarcely fail of receiving much valuable

instruction from its pages, even should they not

be in possession of the hive he has invented, which
experience shows lo be admirably adapted to

aiding in the management of the bee, and to

which, as a matter of course, many of his remarks
and rules have reference.

There are two methods adopted in keeping bees

—one, in either the common or the improved
hives, when they multiply by swarming ; and the

other, when one or more swarms are put into a

house or chamber, so larae ihat their labors can
be continued for years without swarming. 13oth

methods have their advaniacres and their disad-

vantages. Small hives are more liable to be at-

tacked and destroyed by molhs, or to be robbed,

than very large ones in which there are abundance
of bees; but they multiply more rapidly, and
startins wiih a given quantity of bees, will, in a

term of year?, if safe from accident, produce a

greater quantity of honey ; at least, some experi-
ments seem to t^liow thru is ihe case; wiiile i)ee3

in houses or large, hives nHpiire less care, as ihey
rarely swarm, and the hority can be taken when
wanted without destroying ihe l)ee. Thisoljcct'on
of destroying the bee, is obviaied in Mr. VVeeks'
liive, as well as in some other ot" the improved or
patented ones.

Every one who keeps bees should have hia

hives in readiness, belore ihe time of swarming
arrives. They should be made of good stufl^ well
seasoned and jointed, |)laned atid made carellilly,

so that the moth may find no cracks in which to

deposite its cgizs, or the young grub to hide. Hives
must always be kept clean and sweet, and if so, a
hive that has been used, is as good as one in which
no bees have ever been. 'Ihe hive should be
ready for the swarm, as, if one is not offered them'
soon after coming out an<l alighting, an embassy
is sent out lo find one, and the result is, the swarm
is lost.

It is still the custom with many, while the bees
are svvarming, and before they alight, to make all

sorts of noises, with horns, tin-pans, bells, &c.;
but this is wholly useless, and only serves to irritate

the beef\ When, after once lighting, they have
again risen lo go away, we have seen a few pails

of water, thrown among them, appear to produce
a good eflect, caused probably by the wetting of
the queen bee's wings, and compelling her to

retreat froin the apparent shower. In most cases,
however, when ttie bees show a disposition to go
ofi, they will generally do it sooner or later. We
have known them to leave a good, new jiive lor

ihe woods, after they had formed several con-
siderable pieces of comb, and been apparently
contentedly at work for thiny hours. There is

usually very little danger in taking care of bees
while swarming, as the workers invariably leave
loaded with wax and honey for the preparation of
their new home, and are consequently little dis-

posed to be pugnacious.
Many apiarians are very carcfiil to regulate the

size of their swarms of bees, by putting two or
more small, weak swarms info one hive, especially
when such come out late in the season. Mr.
Weeks says

—

"Second swarrns are generally about halfas large
Hs the first, and the third swarms half as large as
Ihe second ones. Now, if second swarms are
doubled, so as to make them equal in nimibers
with the first, the owner avails himsellof the ad-
vantage of a strong colony, which wijj not be likely

to be disheartened for the want of nuu'bere, nor
overcome by robbers from stronger colonies."

He might have added, that by more fully cover-
ing the combs, these are better protected Irom the
moths where the bees are numerous, than in weak
swarms, in regard lo doubling swarms, Mr.
Weeks adds

—

"I'tie operation should be performed within
two or three days, [alier swarming,] at the litr-

thest lour days. The sooner it is done ihe better

and the less hazardous the experiment. As a
general rule, second swarms only should be dou-
bled. Third and Ibiirih swarms should have their

queens taken fiom them, and the bees relumed lo

the parent stock.

The most formidable enemy the bee owner has
to encounter, is found in l!ie bee moth ; and these

if ihoy once obtain a lodgment in the hive, and
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deposite iheir ejjffrs in eafeiy, in ihe comb, or in

the glutinous niiiier wiili whicli ihe bees line

ll.er hivtp, they nre expelieij wiih (litfiruliy, luiiJ

the lie^iiuijiiiin (jI' the bees is ilie connuon lesuli.

'i'lie ei^:^ ol' ilie moih or miller produces a eiuiill

grub or worm, which buirows hi ihe cunib, cr

hnnig ofihc hive, lor a lime, or eecreles nsell' in

crevices of the hive, so thai the bees caniiol «:;ei

ai ihem, 10 remove them or ilesiroy ihem in the

hive. As ihe grub increases in tize, it s|)iiis a

cocoon or web, which it enlarges as il proceeds in

the work ol eaiiiiL' the honey and comb, and which
protects il Irom the aiiacks ol the bees. Where
there iire many bees m a hive, the miller finds il

ditficuit to niiiUe a lodgment, and it' the eggs are

de; osiied, it is liardly po-sible lor the young grub
to e:-capc their vigilance; but a weak hive, will,

in such a case, scarcely liiil of being lost to the

owner. A great variety ol' meihoUd have been
pracnsed and recommended, to prevent the attacks

ol' the moth, it was al one time supposed that

liives placed in the chambers olelevated buildings,

would be above iheir reach ; but some instances

have occurred in whicli hives in the garrets ol

three story stores have been destroyed ; and be-

sdes, eveiy bee hunter knows il is not uncommon
to ti.i{.\ ihe inuih or the grub in thn most elevaied

trees in which Ihe bee i:> lound. D\\ Thalclier, a

Jew years since, announced as an iniallible preven-

tive, placing the hive in ilie bee house, on a layer

pisAeei c.euii mould or sand, as ilie milier wouUI
tio' dejjiis.le Ms eggs in such a jiosiiiuii. Mr, Weeks,
h'Mvever, as wen as oihers, lound ihal where ihe

nioih was numerous, iliis ineihod aliurded no
securiiy, ns, alicr siai.diiig a lew (l.iys, ihe earlh

under ihe hive was lound lull ol' giubs, which
iijuiid III it a Side retreat Iroin llie l)ee. As u is

Jouiid tiiai lUe moiii u^iiially deposiies lis engs
under ihe ma gin ol ilie hive, il is ulso loui.d iliai

placii g ihe hive on small square blocks al each
corner, so as to raise il hall'an inch I'rom ihe boaid,

and thus enable the bees to keep the exposed
portion clean, is one ofthc best preveniives known.
Frequently sprinkling a little fine sail under ihe

margin ofthe hive, renders the place untenable to

the grub, and is not displeasing to Ihe bees. A
genileman of our acquaintance, who has been
very successful in hie management of bees, uses a

preparation of spirits ol'lurpcntine, oil ol spike, &c.
to keep the moth from the hive. These substances

are mixed, put in a saucer, over which a piece of

niusiin is securely tied, to prevent the bees from
getting into it; and this is placed under the hive

during the time that the moihsarethe most active.

He assures us he has not lost a swarm li^om the

moths, during the time he has used this prepara-

tion. We believe those who have adopted the

Vermont hive, have found little inconvenience Iroin

the moth, and think it probable, thai, with such a

hive, and li-eqnenl examination, (which is indeed
necessary with any hive.) bees may, in most cases,

be preserved in salely.

VV hen bees are kept in improved hives, or in

a common house or chamber, the honey may be
removed at pleasure, without interfering wiih their

labors, or causing thai irritation which, if repealed,

will render bees cross and dangerous. Much
more honey will be made in a hive, from which it

can be removed when filled, than in an ordinary
hive, as ihe instinct of bees impels them to desist

koiix labor, only where there is no space to store

ils fruits. When a hive is filled, they only provide
iheir daily supply ; if part ol liie honey is removed
labor IS imiiicaiaiely recommenced lo replace the

()uaniiiy aiisiracied. But, unless there is an
aliunilant supply lor the winteriiiy ol ihe bees,

none should l)e taken from the hive laie in the

seuifon, as staivrtiion and the loss of the whole
stock may be the result.

It is sometimus necessar}', in unfavorable sea-

sons, or when cwarins are lale, to leed them to

prevent ihe deaih ol ihe bees, and the expeiience
of many a|)uirians vvouUl go to jirove, thai ilie

most proper time liir tins is during the warm days
iliat occur in ihe liill, belbre the conimenfement
of continued cold weather. If the weight of the

hive and bees is known, and both should always
be asceriaiiied, there is nodiflicul'y, when the sea-

son ofmaking honey is clo.~ed. in deiermining, by
again weighing, the quaniiiy of honey made, and
consequeinly whether Iceding will be required. In

leeding, honey in Ihe comb, or strained honey,

may be u^ed ; but if the last, a thin board pieiced

wiih numerous holes, must be laid on the surface

of the honey, through which ihey can obtain the

l()od, or many wUI get in ihe honey, and be lost.

Unless bees are nearly destitute of honey, it is bad
policy to leed them in the spring, as they fill up
the combs ihat should be occupied by ihe young
bees. From twenty to twenty-five pounds ol"

honey will be required, lo carry a swarm ol bees

from November lo ihe middle ol A|»ril, or ihe lime

when iliey can recruit iheir stores. Where honey
cannot be had, sugar disi^olved, or molasses, may
be .-;iibr-lituteil; but honey is always to be preleired

where it can be obtained, as all oiher kinds of ibod

are more or less a|)i to induce disease.

There is a very great dillerence in (hequaliiies

of honey made in dilierenl places, owing to the

nature of the flowers I'rom which it is principally

exlracied. The honey of a considerable district

on the southeast shore of the Black Sea in Asia
Minor, is noted for ils inioxicaling or rather mad-
dening qnaliiies, when new; qualities supposed to

be owing lo a species ol hypericum, which abounds
in that region. Bees always extract more or less

of the peculiar matterof plants with the honey,

and hence new honey is more liable in all cases to

induce disease, than that which is old. Il is the

opinion of many ihai honey is always pure, no
maticr from what source it is derived ; but this

is altogether a mistake. Mr. Weeks says

—

"Bees never make honey, but extract it from
such flowers, and other substances as yield it,

without producing any change from ils original

state. Good honey is principally taken from while
clover, orchards, sugar maple, bass or linden, and
other Ibrest trees, while in blossom. Poor honey
is extracted from buckwheat, and low land flowers;

hence, ihose who would save their iruod honey
unadulieraied by that which is poor, will remove
it belbre the latter can be extracted.

Various modes have been tried of wintering
bees ; all of which, ()erhaps, have been more or

less successful. ^Fhe dangers to be guarded against

aie principally those of starvation, extreme or long
continued cold, and toomuch moisiureordampnees.
The first can be prevented by proper attention to

la'e or early leeding. Death Irom freezing more
rarely occurs, but almost every apiarian, in high
nortliern latitudes, must have losi here from tins

cause. Extreme cold also produces deaih fiom
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siiiTocalion ; by freezing ilie breath or veporoflhe
bees, nrul so ed'eclujilly closiniif all the opcniniis ol

ihe hive by ice, that the air t>eromes iiicapable ol

eupportinir respiration, anil deaih is the iiieviiable

resuii. Where too iDuch moisture exist?, the

conibs become mould}', and the bees become dis-

eased and unhealthy, and frequently (lerish. li

i;old weather continues (or any ureat length ol

time, ihe hives should be examineii, and if the

bees are likt-ly to die, they must be at once re-

moved to a rootri of a moderate temperature, and
where the aniiual heat can be gradually restor-

ed. Some apiarians are in the habit ol' burying
their bees laie in the liill, and allowing them to

remain in that condition until the spring is so (ar

advanced, that they can gather honey IVom the
early flowers lor themselves. Their argument is,

that, as neeg duririji: their torpid or inactive sime
do not consume honey, by prolotiijing this slate,

the danger of siarvaiioi) is avoided, death (rom
freezing cannot take place, and if the earth is dry,

the combs will not mould so as to produce injury.

Mr. Weeks says—
"A cellar made in the side of a dry hill, so co-

vered as to keep out water, is a good storage lor

wintering bees. There should be two ventilatois

Hi the two most extreme parts of the cellar—one
near the bottom and on its side ti> admit pure air

—

the other through the top or covering to allow the
bad air to escape."
Want of air is the most frequent cause of death

to bees, and this danirer of suH'ocation requires to

be more carefully guarded against than any other.
Dryness is indispensable to health ; and it should
always be remembered, that any extra care whicii
bees may receive, which is necessary to their
salety or comfort, i."? usually amply repaid by the
additional quantity and quality of the honey pro-
duced.

FORMATIOnr OF THE LAGOON ISLANDS.

From the London Quarterly Review—Voyages of the Adventure
and Deagle.

Almost every voyager has been struck with as-

tonishment at the lagoon islands— rings of land

rising out of the depths of great oceans, and ol

which a good idea may be formed from the cha-

racteristic sketch of Whitsunday Island in Eee-
chey's voyaue. These are admirably described

by JNIr. Darwin.
" The annular reef of this lagoon island [Keel-

ing] is surmounted in the <rreater part of its length

by linear islets. On the northern side there is an
openina, throuiih which vessels reach the an-
chorage. On entering the scene was very curious

and raiher pretty : its beauty, however, being
solely depend»Mit on the brilliancy of the surround-
ing colors. Tlie siiallow, siill and c'ear water of
the laaoon, resting in iis greater part on white
eand, is, when illuminated by a vertical sun, of a
most vivid green. This brilliant expanse, several
nules in widih, is on all sides divided, either Irom
the dark heaving water of tlie ocean by a line of

snow-white breakers, or from the blue vault of
heaven by the strips of land, crowned at an equal
height by tiie to[)s of the cocoa-nut trees. As u
white cloud here and there affords a pleasing con-
trast with the aztsre sky, so in the h>goqn dark

bands of living coral appear through the emerald
green water.

•' The next morning after anchoring, I went on
shore on Direction Island. 'I'lie sirij) of dry land

is o'.ily a few liundred yards wide ; on Ihe lagoon
side we have a white calcareous beach, the radia-

tion from which in such a climate is very oppres-

sive ; and on the outer coast, a solid broad flat of
coral rock, which serves to break the violence of
the open sea. Excepting near the lagoon, where
there is some sand, the land is entirely composed
of rounded fragmenis of coral. In such a loose,

dry, siony soil, the climate of the intertropical re-

gions alone could produce a vigorous vegetation.

On some of the smaller islets, noihing could be
more elegant than the manner in which the young
and lull-grown cocoa-nut trees, vviihout destroying

each other's symmetry, were mingled into one
wood. A beach of glittering white sand formed
a border to these fairy spots.

" I will now give a sketch of the natural history

of these islands, which, (rom its very paucity, pos-

sesses a peculiar interest. The cocoa-nut, at the

first glance, seems to compose the whole wood
;

ihere are, however, five or six other kinds. One
of these grows to a very large size, but from the

extreme softness of its wood, is useless ; another

affords excellent timber for ship-building. Besides

ihe trees, the number of plants is exceedingly
limited, and consists of insignificant weeds. In

my collei'tion, which includes, I believe, nearly the

[lerlect Flora, there are twenty species without

reckoning a moss, lichen, and fungus. To this

number two trees must be added ; one of which
was not in flower, and the o:her I only heard of.

The latter is a solitary tree of its kind in the whole
group, and grows near the beach, where, without

doubt, the one seed was thrown up by the waves.
I do not include in the afiove list the sugar-cane,

banana, some other vegetables, fruit trees and im-
ported grasses. As these islands consist entirely

of coral, and at one time probably exisied as a
mere water-washed reef, all if.e productions now
living here must have been transported by the

waves ol" the sea. In accordance to this, the

Kiora has quite the character of a refuge fijr the

desiilute: Prolessor llenslow informs we tfiaf, of
the twenty species, nineteen belong to dillereni

irenera, and these again to no less than sixteen or-

ders!''—Darivin, pp. 540, 541.

The explanation of the origin of these island.?

most generally received is, that they are based on
the craters of volcanoes. When we reflect, how-
ever, on their vast number, their proximity, an(i

(heir great size (especially in the case of the jiioUs

ill the Indian sea, one of' which is about eighty
iiiiles in lenirth, with an ttverage widih of only
atiout twenty,*) we titrree with Mr. Darwin, that

this view can hardly be considered correct. There
is anotlier clacks of reels, in some respects even
morere maikable than those furminiz lagoon islands,

and which rnw be teimcd encircling reels, puch
as are meniioned by our tiuthor at p. 555. The
moat, as it may be called, surrounding the moun-
tainous islnnd Vanikoro, which lifts its head like

the castle of some giant of romance, and (i-owns

over the spot where La Peyrouse was shipwrecked,
is even more than 300 feel deep, though Mr. J>ar-

* One of the Radack island'' of Kotzebue is Hffy-two
miles long hy twenty troid.
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win gives tiie deptfie as being witiiin those num-
bers. The great circular coral wail, built by my-
riads of minute architects, ascends sheer and

steep on both sides. "Externally," says M r. Dar-

win, '• the reef rises Irom an ocean prolbuudly

deep. The structure is analogous to that of a la-

goon, but with an island standing, like a picture

in its frame, in the middle."

Of the construction of these encircling reefs,

what explanation can be given 1 No one as far as

we are aware, has hitherto attempted it with any
thing iilie success. It is hardly to be supposed

that reef-building poZi/pi of every dilTerent genera

should act in concert. Why should the reef spring

up at the distance of miles from the shore, and
Irom a depth, whilst we know that reels—the in-

stances are innumerable—grow attached to the

shore 1

JVlr. Darwin believes that this problem receives

a simple explanation, Irom the Ikct, thai while the

land slowly subsides from changes in progress in

the subterranean regions, the reels of living coral

continue to grow to the surface. The line of ar-

gument which seems to have led him to the con-

clusion we shall stale; but first let us remind those of

our readers who may be only partially acquainted
with the progress of recent geological inquiry,

that proofs of the rise of the land have come in

from all quaiters of the world, ll', then, the globe
be not absolutely swelling like the frog in the

fable, which no one will grant, there must be tracts

which have lately undergone subsidence, or are

undergoing it. In ancient times such movements
of subsidence have taken place, attested, as every
geologist knows, by the vertical trees in the Port-

land dirl-beds, the alterations of fresh-waler and
marine deposites, &e. &c.

Mr. Darwin, then, having' these facts in his

mind, seems to have been led to consider how it

€omes that enormous areas of deep ocean (p. 558)
are studded with low coral islands, and yet that

many facts show that reef-buildinir poZy;)/' do not

flourish at greater depths than twenty taihonis at

most. NVliat foundation, then, have these coral

islands in spaces ofmany thousand square leagues

of a deep, deep ocean? Must we suppose that

there are as many submarine mountams as co-

ral islands, all rising within twenty fa'homs
of the surface of the ocean, and not one above
it? Such a supposition will he rejected as mon-
strous. The only possible alternative then, as it

seems to us, is, that " as each point, one after the

olher according to its altitude, was submerged, the

coral grew upwards, and lijrmed the many islets

now standing at one level." (p. 5.58.)

JMr. Darwin next consiJeis whether the pecu-
liar structure of the lagoon islands and encircling

reelis occurring in these oceans, which he is

forced by the (i)regoing arirument to helieve have
subsided, receives any explanation (i'om this move-
ment. He says, in substance— let an island fring-

ed with coral reefs very gradually subside, will not

the necessary ed'ect of tliis l)e, that although the

reef may grow upwards and reach the sur/iicc, it

will not be so with the land, which will gradually

be submerged ? I'hen, accorditig to the amount
of subsidence so will the width of the chaniu'i he

between the reef and shore. If the sinking conti-

nue, the encircled island, l)y the gradual submer-
gence of the last and hiaiiesi peak, will becoiiver-

verted iu'o a Ingoon ishuid. Mc. Daruia then ob-

serves (p. 689), that the non-filling up of the interior

basin ol'ihe lagoon, on the open channel within the
enciicling reef, is due to those stations being un-
fiivorable (partly ov, ins to the sand and mud drift-

ed about) !o the giowth of the massive corals.

He proceeds to state that a series can be shown
from an annular reelj encircing either one or seve-
ral small islands, to a lagoon island which merely
encircles a sheet of water ; and he insists that the
diflerence been the various kinds of reefs (p. 556)
entirely lies in the absence or presence ol' neigh-
boring land, and tb.e relative position which the
reels bear to it. Mr. Darwin, therelbre, supposes
that as a reef fringing an island is converted by
subsidence into an encircled one, so a reef (rimming
the shore of a continent will be converted into a bar-

rier reef (p. 559), like that extraordinary one
on the N. E. cost of Australia, separated from
the land by a wide arm of the sea ; and there the
reels (p. 564) supposed to be produced by the
same kind of movement are found m juxtaposition.

The reels of New Caledonia exhibit a step be-

tween an encircling and a barrier reef.

Mr. Darwin seems to think that, if this theory
be, rejected, not only must the origin of lagoon
islands encirclmg a barrier of reefs, and their pre-

sence in one part and entire absence in another,

remain altogether without explanation—which,
considering their vast nua)ber and unilbrmity ol'

structure, would be not a little remarkable ;— but

that all the facts showing that reel-building /)oZy/j/

will not live at great depths must be rejected ; i'or

we must then suppose that the ree.'-s have sprung
up from submarine mountains, which we cannot
grant, over spates of many thousand square

leagues. If, on the other hand, this theory, which
includes under one head the origin of the several

reels, he admitted, very in)poriant deductions nmst,

follow from it ; lor it shows that great portions

of the surface of the globe have recently (in a
geological sense) undergone movements of sub-

sidence (which It must always be extremely dif-

ficult to detect by any direct evidence); and what
is even more worthy of note, it shows that the

movemems have been so liir gradual, that no one
sirdiing down has carried the reel" below the small

depth from which the polypi could rear it to the

surliAce again. So far so good ; but Mr. Darwin
alludes to even more extended inferences, which
we shall not notice, as the subject will soon be
treated by him at full length.

ON THE SUPKRIOR ADVANTAGES OP GROW-
ING ORCHARD GRASS WITH RED CLOVER.

From tlie Germantown Telegraph.

Read before tlie Pluladclpliia Society ("or promoting Aciiculttire,

March 4, 1640, l)y Jaiwes Mease, M. D., V. President.

My attention was first called to this subject

when reading the late Mr. iiardley'e 'Notes on
Ilusfiandry,' (1799,) in which he stales the

benefits to be derived from the sowing together

the two grasses first mentioned, and his remarks

appeared so well Ibunded in reason, that I was
disposed to |)ursue the practice he recommended;
but before trying the experiment, I consulted the

late Algernon Roberts, of Pliiladelphia county,

one of our best firmers, on the subject, and was
pleased to hear him approve of the measure.
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3'ly question was, " which was the best grass

to grow with red clover 7" He answered at once,
" orchard graf?3," by reason of their blossoming

at. the same lime, and the orchard grass giving

early and late pastnre, which was a great object

with him, as he devoted his attention to the sup-

ply ol'butier lor the Philadelphia market. Joseph
Cooper, of New Jersey, to whom 1 also applied

lor an opinion on the same point, was ecjually

prompt in linor olthe union of the two grasses in

question. Thus backed, I had no hesitation m
deviating from the usual routine adopted in Dela-
ware, and still continued very generally throughout
Pennsylvania

; and upon the first field of wheat
which I laid down, viz : in 1805, I had sown the

following spriniX; 12 measured pints ol'clover seed
with one bushel and a hall' of orchard grass seed
previously well mixed.—Alter the grain was re-

moved, I saw, with very great delight, both gra-^s-

es thickly covering the ground, and nearly as high
Qs the stubble ; and late in the autumn liad the

satisfaction to see my cows enjoying a luxurious,

succulent repast, after the fields which were sown
with timothy and clover in the vicinity had ceased
to supply it. But this gratification was small

when compared with that I experienced the fol-

lowing spring, by beholding tlie lowering orchard
grass in full blossom at the same time with its

companion, and the ground thickly set with both.

Reserving a certain space lor maturing the seed of
the orchard grass, I had the crop cut when a few
only ol the clover blossoms were l)eginning to turn,

being then sure of perfect maturity of the rest,

and found that they, equally with the leaves, re-

tained their connexion with the stalk much better

than when the grass was cut afier ihe clover bios •

soms had assumed a dark hue. Another advan-
tage attending this early culling is, that the stalks

preserve their pliancy and areeaien freely by cat-

tle ; whereas they are wasted when they become
hard fiom the mowing having been done at a late

period.

My experience of six years of the union of the
two grasses enables me to say that the advantages
of sowing orchard grass in preference to timothy,
are as Ibllows :

1. Two crops in place of one.
2. Good i)astare late in the autumn instead of

none.

3. The curing of both grasses in full perfi3ction,

while, when timothy is sown, the clover blossoms
and leaves are dead, black, and chiefly fall off in

the curing of the hay, owing to the ripening of the

timothy from 12 to 15 days alter the clover. Farm-
ers will never cut their grass until the timothy is

fit fijr the scythe.

4. Early pasture, even befijre the pestiferous,

hateful wild gailic makes its appearance, or at

least as early as the latter, and by it^s rapid growth,
smothers or lessens the crop of this enemy to the
products of' the dairy. The same remarks apply
to the auiumnal growth of garlic.

Orchard grass is upon a par with timothy, in

point of nutritive quality and of animal partiality,

and will command nearly as great a price as timo-
thy. Two crops, and ilie early and late pasture
of the orchard grass make up lor the small difier-

ence in the price of hay from the two grasses.

THE RESULTS OF MARLING IN THE COUNTRY
ABOUT WILLIAMSBURG.

II' any person yet doubts tlie value of marl as a

means of profitable and durable improvement of
land, and therefore heshates or delays to use this

manure, let him visit the country surroundin"

Williamsburg, and see the marled isnd the un-

marled lands, and learn the circumstances from the

proprietors. And if sucli an inquirer should be

one of the young men formerly educated there,

and who has not been there for twenty or more
years, he will need no verbal information to as-

sure him of the remarkable improvement made,
nor any arithmetical statements to convince him
ofgreai increase of fertility and of wealth. We do

not know whether any doubters or deniers of the

value of marling yet remain in lower Virginia;

but there are many such in the more southern

states; and it would be not only worth the ex-

pense of the journey, but perhaps a fortune to

boot, for any such persons, having the means of

marling, to come here and learn what profits

others have made by this most valuable of all the

means for fertilization.

Twenty years ago, the general condition of ag-

riculture of the counties of York and James
City, was among the lowest in Virginia. The
lands, excepting some of the rich river margins,

(which Nature had marled, and which man had
been laboring in vain to exhaust,) were generally

poor, and the profits of cultivation very low. The
prices of lands, both the rich and the poor, were

astonishingly low, even after making every allow-

ance lor their wretched cultivation and products.

Some of the poor lands, but with plenty of marl,

and easily and cheaply improveable, and within a

few miles of ship navigation, sold for about ^1
the acre; and ^3 was deemed a very good price.

Other things were in accordance with the con-

dition of agriculture. There was but one thing

that formed an exception. The fast survivors ol'

the old aristocracy of the ancient capital of A'lr-

ginia yet lingered, and their fortunes had not been

entirely spent in wasteful hospitality, nor disappear-

ed by division and subdivision. And to this cause

it was owing thai the society of the generally de-

cayed and partly ruinous village of Williamsburg

was more refined, and social intercourse more de-

lightful, than in cilies exhibiting the very different

indications of general prosperity and great indivi-

dual wealth. But with this exception, which was

yearly becoming more laint, and has since almost

disappeared, every thing in Williamsburg then was

the accompaniment of decay, or an indication of

approaching ruin.

The College of William and xMary, however, up

ito 13I2. had bten what v.as ilicn deemed jrcfciie-
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rous, even considering it, as it was then and pre-

viously, the most in)|ioitatil and ahnost sole itisii-

tuiion of learning oC liigh order ol' all Virgmiii,

and which received students also, ever}' jear,

from every souiiiern and eouth-vvosiern state cl

(he confederacy. From 60 to 70 students in the

scientific and law classes served lor this state oT

prosperity. It was rare for a student to be sent

I'rom the adj;iceni counties, and then only from

houses wliose fortunes were declining, and never

Irom one where recent industry had served to pro-

duce wealih. The people generally were poor and

ignorant, and too ignorant to prize education for

their sons, even wlien abundantly able to pay its

price. The money brought by the students of the

college was almost entirely a foreign supply, and

served as an important aid to the support of the

village, and its adjacent country. Even this aid

was lost, when, for causes not necessary to be

here slated, the college afterwards declined so much
as to have less than 20 students a year.

IJut when ev-ery thing else was at the lowest

state of depression, marling had been commenced

some years before by a few proprietors, and the

improvement was slowly, but at a yearly increas-

ing rate of progress, advancing over the neigh-

boring country, which was eminently suited to be

so improved, in consequence of the natural cha-

racter of the soil, as well as because of the good

quality of, and easy access to the marl beds. In

a lew years almost every proprietor was marling,

to some extent ; and most persons near Williams-

burg have now marled the greater part, or all, of

their cultivated lands.

It is not our purpose here to stale the particu-

lars of any improvements and profits made by

marling. We hope to receive a report of that

description from a gentleman who has promised it,

and who is well qualified by experience as an im-

prover, as well as by his other sources of informa-

tion, to present the marling statistics ol"his part of

the country. It is enougli here to state generally

what we have recently learned in that neighbor-

hood.

The present fertility of the formerly very poor

lands is not only great relatlvehj, but absolutely.

The crops are good, even without reference to,

and comparison with, the former miserable pro-

ducts; the change from vvhch appears so wonderful

to those who now visit the country for the first

lime after 20 or 30 years' absence. The crops are

from double to quadruple their former rates, and of

course the net profits of culture are far more in-

creased. The prices of land have also risen near-

ly as much as its product, or as its means for im-

pruvemcnt ofl!er, even in advance of tlie actual

marling. The fbrmcrly pnor cultivators ha\e not

only improved in wealth, but still more in the man*
ner of using their wealth. They prize education,

and ;ire now sending their sons lo fill the college,

which ilieir fathers made no use of. The same

cause is vvorkidg throughout lower Virginia,

though not so perceptibly as here; and, whde we
give full credit to the refurmaiion and improvement

of this inslilulion of learning itself and highly ap-

preciate the lerirning and worth of its prolessors,

and the value of its regulations and discipline, we
still believe that to marling the College of

VVilliam and Mary owes much of its progressive

increase vviihinsevenyears, of from only 17 students

in 1S34 to 140 at the present session.* The profes-

sors, and the course of instruction, might have

had all their great and acknowledged value; but

as vainly as in former times would these advantages

have been ofi'ered lo the people of the adjacent

country, if their increase of wealih had not produced

among lathers a demand for, and also ihe means

of supplying scientific education for their eons.

Williamsburg, for the greater part, still presents

the appearance of a town in decay. For al-

though the prices ol lots and houses are tripled, a

few years will not suffice to repair such extensive

delapidaiions as had been permitted to take place.

But there are sufficient indications now that repair

is in fast progress, and resuscitation close at hand.

Not only have many of the old and in some cases

ruinous buildings been thoroughly repaired, but

new and costly houses have been recently erect-

ed ; and it is manifest that this ancient city (in

rank, though but a village in size,) which was

beauiiliil even in decay, and when almost in ruins,

before long will exhibit the difiieranl kind of beau-

ty of newness and of grovving prosperity. The
trade of the place has risen to importance, and its

merchants are highly respectable and wealthy.

And tliis great change of the slate of trade,

though now greatly aided by the piesent prospe-

rity of the college, had commenced, and had pro-

ceeded far, while the college was actually sinking.

The support and, we trust, the fruiis of religion

have been increased as much and as manifestly as

other benefits; and we hope not lo be charged

with being wanting in reverence for religion, when
we assert that its service also has been as es-

sentially promoted by marling, as we have

* The following statement shows the number of stu-

dents, and the rate of increase, in the seven last years.

Ill the session of 1833-4 there were 17 students,

1834-5 48

1835-6 67

1836-7 113

1837 8 lia

1838-9 132

l?39-40 140
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claimed (or ihe increase of fertility, of wealth,

education, and general refinement. Until re-

cently, the public worship of the episcopal church

was mainly, though indirectly, maintained at the

expense of the college. The president of the

college, or one of the professors, always was an

episcopalian clergyman, and one ol' such grade

of learning or of reputation as could not other-

wise have bpen obtained here ; and thus the ser-

vices of the church were maintained at very small

additional expense to the inhabitants. The most

venerable old church in Virginia, and an excellent

and costly building, they inherited from the old

establishment. The other denominations of Chris-

tians were much worse off, and their public reli-

gious services on the most humble fooling. Now
all are greatly advanced, and are still advancing.

The former connexion between the college and

the church has been effectually severed, we trust

for the good of both parties ; but certainly and

greatly to the benefit of the college. The mem-
bers of the episcopal congregation now pay for,

and entirely support their own church and its ser-

vice, and that too with a degree of liberality, and

to an amount of expenditure, which are remarka-

ble for so scanty a population. The most costly,

and what is deemed the greatest improvement

thus made, the thorough alteration and repair of

the interior of the old church, we could well have

spared, and indeed cannot but regret the change.

Compared to the old fashion of the church, with its

ppacious area, and its long and gloomy aisles,

floored with stone and interspersed with old mo-

numental inscriptions, and the general simplicity,

and absence of decoration, the present interior

has the elegance and luxury of a modern draw-

ing room. But the unquestionable beauty and

comforts of the newly modelled interior do not ade-

quately compensate for the loss of the severe and

simple grandeur of the old structure. More than

S3000 have been recently expended to repair and

dandify the church, and at the sacrifice of half its

space, and the destruction of every appearance of

what was antique, solemn, and venerable. For-

tunately, the exterior of the building could not be

damaged by modern improvement and decoration;

and therefore the church retains its ancient form,

and is now, as always to our taste and feelings,

more admirable and impressive in its simple and

even rude style of architecture, than the roost

costly and highly adorned of modern churches.

The present prosperous and excellent condition

of the College of William and Mary will be the

most highly appreciated by those who are most

intimately acquainted with the existing facts ; and

will be deemed most remarkable by those who best

time of greatest prosperity. Then, when without

a rival in Virginia, or scarcely in the south, about

70 students was the highest average number; and
no one then questioned or doubted the received

opinion, that the institution was highly prosperous,

and in entirely successful operation. Afterwards

various causes concurred to depress the institution,

and to bring it to the brink of ruin. After nearly

20 years of fluctuation and adversity, and of ge-

neral decline, as late as 1834 there were but 17

students. Then commenced the fortunate change;

and a very regular and rapid increase has brought

the number this year to 140 students in the law

and scientific classes, or to double the number of

the greatest average of old times. Yet now Wil-
liam and Mary is so surrounded and pressed upon
by rival and successful and growing institutions,

that ail that can be now deemed its proper pro-

vince is the tide-water region of Virginia; and

even of that, very many of the young men are

sent by their mistaken parents to northern col-

leges of far less worth than now may be just'y

claimed for William and JVlary, both in regard to

the ability of its professors and the excellence of

the course of instruction. A course so mistaken,

and so opposed to patriotism, as well as to the pri-

vate interests and welfare of the individuals so

acting, cannot long continue ; and we predict that,

even if no more extended ground should be occu-

pied by this college, the tide-water and marl

region of Virginia alone will still more swell the

number of its pupils. But, in fact, its present field

of operations is much more extensive ; and more

than half its students still come from the upper

country.

But to return from this digression. Any stran-

ger to this part of the country, who may read and

believe these or other published statements of the

improvements here made by marling, would na-

turally infer that the whole marl region of Virgi-

nia was pursuing the like profitable course. But

such is not the case. It is true that nobody now
denies the value of marl, and the profit of apply-

ing it as manure. But still, so slow is the pro-

gress of the most valuable and undoubted improve-

ments upon old practices, that often years are re-

quired (or a new practice to extend a kw miles.

Wherever some one intelligent and energetic

farmer in lower Virginia has gone to marling on a

large scale, his example has gradually spread to

all the farms around him. But vviihout such an in-

telligent and spirited pioneer, to exhibit to the eyes

of his neighbors the benefits and profits of the

practice, the experiments are small and few, and

but little is done for general or extensive operations.

The neighborhood of Williamsburg, and extend-

knew it formerlv, in what was then deemed its ing to more than 12 miles above, is one of the

Vol. VIII-53
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most generally marled and thereby best, improved

districts of Virginia. Yet but a few miles outside

of this gradually widening circle, marling is com-

paratively neglected, and some proprietors have

even done nothing as yet to obtain the profits from

it, which they might command as cheaply as any

other persons. But though the progress of this

mode of improvement, like every other in our be-

nighted agricultural condition, is slow, compared

to what it should be, still it is steadily gaining

ground, and never loses ground or favor where

once commenced. It may be long before the comple-

tion—but we nevertheless have undiminished con-

fidence in our prediction often heretofore made,
that, by means of marling, the tide-water region

of Virginia is destined to become the most valua-

ble agricultural region of the state, and one hav-

ing agricultural advantages inferior to but few re-

gions in the world.

—

Ed. F. R.

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.

List of Graduates of July 4th, 1840.

Degrees were conferred by the chairman of the
Faculty on the following students, who had been
admitted by the Faculty to graduate in the schools
mentioned

:

School of Ancient Languages.

Charles H. Barksdale, Charlotte, Va.
John Stage Davis, University of Va.
John N. Hendren, Augusta Co., Va.
Carter Page Johnson, Richmond, "

Francis R. Rivea, Albemarle Co., "

C. R. G. Slaughter, Charlottesville.

James D. Thornton, Cumberland, Va.

Latin Language and Literature,

George W. Abell, Albemarle Co., Va.
James H. Brame, Mecklenburg, "
John S, Caskie, Richmond City.

V. Saunders Paul, Louisa Co., Va.
John ProsserTabb, Gloucester, "

S. Dandridge Tucker, Richmond, Va.
Albert P. Whitehead, Alabama.

School of Modern Languages,

Charles H. Barksdale, Spanish and Anglo-
Saxon, Charlotte Co., Va.

John L. Burruss, French and German, Louisa
Co., Va.

Lucius J. Dupre, French and Spanish, Loui-
siana.

James D. Thornton, French and Spanish, Cum-
berland Co., Va.

French Language and Literature,

Colin B. Buckner, Lynchburg, Va.
John S. Caskie, Richmond.
Benjamin £. Green, Baltimore, Mdr

Thomas F. Perkins, Buckingham, Va.
Joseph A. Shanklin, South Carolina.

C. R. G. Slaughter, Charlottesville.

S. Dandridge Tucker, Richmond, Va.

Italian Language and Literature.

Henry Stokes, Lunenburg Co., Va.

Spanish Language and Literature.

W. C. Carrington, Charlotte Co., Va.
Henry C. Lay, Richmond City, Va^
Albert P. Whitehead, Alabama.

Anglo-Saxon Language and Literature^

John S. Barbour, jr., Culpeper, Va.
John Prosser Tabb, Gloucester, "

School of Mathematics.

George W. Abell, Albemarle Co., Va..

Robert L. Brown, Nelson, "

John W. Clay, Hunisville, Ala,

Lewis W. Cabell, Buckingham Co.

John P. DuVal, Florida.

William L. Early, Madison Co., Va,
Hunter H. Marshall, Charlotte, "
Lewis Turner, Louisa Co., "

S. Dandridge Tucker, Richmond, "

John Randolph Tucker, " "

Thomas H. Watts, Ala.

School of Natural Philosophy:-^

George W. Abell, Albemarle Co., Va,
Benjamin J. Barbour, Orange " "

Charles H. Barksdale, Charlotte "
Henry Coalter Cabell, Richmond, "
John S. Caskie, " "

Wm. C. Carrington, Charlotte, "

John Stage Davis, University of Va.
Wm. P. DuVal, Florida.

Robert L. Dabney, Louisa, Va.

Carter Page Johnson, Richmond, Va.
Warwick N. Miller, Kentucky.
Francis R. Rives, Albemarle, Va.
Joseph A. Shanklin, South Carolina.

Lewis Turner, Louisa Co., Va.
John H. 'I'imberlake, Charlottesville,

Isaac R. Watkins, Charlotte Co., Va.

School of Civil Engineerings

Wm, P. DuVal, Florida.

John C. DuVal, "
Robert B, Moon, Albemarle, Va.

School of Chemistry.

John S, Caskie, Richmond City, Va.
Henry Coalter Cabell, Richmond, Va,..

John W, Clay, Huntsville, Alabama,
John Stage Davis, University of Va.
Robert L. Dabney, Louisa Co., Va.
C. Temple Emmet, New York.
William H. Jones, Mecklenburg, Va.
James F. Jones, Frederick Co., Va.
Warwick N. Miller, Kentucky.
Marcellus M'KenniCj University of Va.
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'Carter Page Jolinkjon, Richmond, "

Thomas F. Perkins, JSuckinghara "

Alex. H. Rogers, Albemarle, "

Gales Seaton, Washington City, D. C.

Joseph A. Shanklin, South Carolina.

C. R. G. Slaughter, Charlottesville.

James D. Thornton, Cumberland, Va.
Thomas Towies, Louisiana.

William Watts, Roanoke Co., Va.
Isaac R. Watkins, Charlotte, "

James L. Woodville, Botetourt, "

School of Medicine.

Eleazar G. Clay, Chesterfield, Va.
William Hamilton, Staunton, "

Patrick Henry, Campbell Co., "

J. Philip Smiih, Clarke Co., "

J. Archer Talley, Cumberland, "

Reuben P. Thomas, Buckingham,
William Watts, Roanoke, "

James B. Winston, Culpeper, "

School of Moral Philosophy.

John S. Barbour, jr., Culpeper, Va.
Robert L. Brown, Nelson, "

James H. Brame, Mecklenburg, "

Colin B. Buckner, Lynchburg, "

John Stage Davis, IJniversity of Va.
William L. Early, Madison Co., Va.
Wm. H. Jones, Mecklenburg, "
Joel W. Jones, Alabama.
Carter Page Johnson, Richmond, V^a.

F. Lewis Marshall, Fauquier, "

James L. Orr, South Carolina.

Thos. F. Perkins, Buckingham, Va.
Francis R. Rives, Albemarle, "
Wm. J. Shelton, Lynchburg, "
Thomas Slaughter, Mississippi

C. R. G. Slaughter, Charlottesville.

Nicholas T. Sorsby, Alabama.
Isaac R. Watkins, Charlotte Co. Va.

School of Law.

John D. Bracey, Alabama.
R. HumeBntcher, Alexandria, D. C.
Henry W. Davis, " "

Wm. S. Goodwyn, Southampton, Va.
F. Lewis Marshall, Fauquier, "

John W. Menzies, Kentucky.
Geo. W. Randolph, Albemarle, Va.
T. Jaquelin Smith, Clarke Co., "

Stephen O. Southall, Amelia Co., Va.
John O. Steger, " " "

Joseph D. Shields, Mississippi.

Jaq. P. Taliaferro, Orange Co., Va.
Geo. W. Truehart, Charlottesville.

Dabney Carr Wirt, Richmond Ciiy.

WILLIAM AND MARY COLLEGE.

Public exercises and honors of July ith, 1840.

Ist. An Oration on the effects produced by the

tntroduction of Free Institutions, and the extension
ofliberal principles : by Edmund W. Jones, L. B.
of N. Carolina.

2nd. An Oration on the Right of Instruction : by

Wm. Old, L. B. of Powhatan.

3d. An Oration on the Reciprocal Action of

Mind and government: by Geo. W. Richardson,

A. B. and L. B. of Hanover.

4lh. An Oration on the Past and Present Condi-

tion of our Country : by William Waller, L. B.,

of Williamsburg.

5th an Ooration on the Decline and Fall of the

Grecian Republics : by Warner T. Jones, A. B.

and L. B., of Gloucester.

6th. An Oration on the Present Condition and

Future Prospects of the American Union : by M.
B. Seawell, L. B., of Gloucester.

7ih. An Oration on the Influence of Patriotism,

and the Diffusion of Knowledge upon a Republic,

and the Progress of the Arts and Sciences within

ihe United 'States : by Lloyd W. Williams, L.

B. of Norfolk.

After an Address from the President to the Stu-

dents, the Degree of Master of Arts was confer-

red on
Benj. F. Dew of King and Queen,
A. C. Peachy of Williamsburg.

The Degree of Bachelor ofLaw was conferred

on
Wm. E. Blankingship of Chesterfield.

Joseph M. Carrington of Richmond,
Wm. E. Clarke of Alabama,
John H. Dillard of N. Carolina,

John Finney of Powhatan,
Alex. Jones of Chesterfield,

Edmund W. Jones of N. Carolina,

James B. Jones of Chesterfield,

Warner T. Jones of Gloucester,

W.m. Old of Powhatan,
James H. Rawlings of Spotlsylvania,

George W. Richardson of Hanover,
M. B. Seawell of Gloucester,

William Waller of Williamsburg,
Lloyd W. Williams of Norfolk.

The degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred

on
L. W. Carter of Charles City,

Geo. R. Dupuy of Petersburg,

Wm. H. Gwaihmey of King William,
Thos. H. Harrison of Sussex,

Warner T. Jones of Gloucester,

David E. Meade of Dinwiddle,
John Minge of Charles City,

Geo. U. Nottingham of Northampton,
James H. Rawlings of Spotlsylvania,

George W. Richardson of Hanover,
Wm. H. Sims of Halifax,

Tristram L. Skinner of N. Carolina,

John B. Stanard of Fredericksburg,
Thomas S. Watson of Louisa,

Wm. C. Williams of Richmond
Certificates of Proficiency, in the subjects speci-

fied, were conferred on the (bllovving gentlemen :

Wtn. T. Allen; Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Lo-
gic, Ethics, History, Chemistry,Jun. Mathematics
and Metaphysics.
Wm. H. Anderson : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric,

Logic, Ethics, History and Chemistry.
F. JVl. Baker : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Logic,

Ethics, History, Chemistry, National Law and
Metaphysics.

F. L. Barziza : Chemistry,
Wm. E. Blankingship : Political Economy

and Metaphysics.
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Norborne Blow : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Lo-

gic, Ethics, History, Chemistry and Jun. Maihe-
/natics.

Wm. N. Blow : History and Chemistry.

Jas. Boisseau : History and National Law.
Thos. H. Buliock : Political Economy.
Joseph JM. Carrington : Belies Lettres, Rheto-

ric, Logic, Ethics and History.

William E. Clarke: Political Economy and
Metaphysics.
James A. Ciopton : History.

James W. Cook : Belles Leilres, Rhetoric,

Logic, Ethics, History, Chemistry, National Law
and Mathematics.

O. A. Crenshaw : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric,

Logic, Ethics, History, Chemistry and National

Law.
John H. Diliard : Belles IjCtlree, Rhetoric,

Logic, Ethics and History.

J. IP. Dilley : Political Economy.
J. F. Edmimds : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric

;

Losic, Ethics, Chemistry and National Law.
E. D. Farrar: History.

A. C. Garrett : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Logic,

Ethics, History, Chemistry, Jun. Mathematics
and National Law.

Battaile J. Gouldin : History and Jun. Mathe-
matics.

John S. Hannon : Chemistry.

John Harrison : Chemistry and National Law,
John T. Hatcher: Belles Leiires, Rhetoric, Lo-

gic, Ethics, History and Jun. Mathematics.
Leo. Henlf^y : Chemistry.

Daniel C. Holliday : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric,

Logic, Ethics, History, Chemistry, Jun. Mathe-
matics and National Law.
Benjamin Irby : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Logic,

Eihics, National Law. ami Nat. Philosophy.

Peyton Meade: Belles Lettres, Rheionc, Logic,

Eihics, History, Chemistry, National Law and
Mathematics.

Jesse S. Miller: Belies Lettres, Rhetoric, Lo-
gic, Eihics, History, Chemistry, National Law,
and Jun. Mathematics.
John E. Moore : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Lo-

gic, Ethics, Nat'onal Law, and Chemistry.

George U. Nottingham : History.

John H. Nottingham: Chemistry and National

Law.
William Old: Political Economy and Meta-

physics.

John B. Peachy : Chemistry, Jun. Mathema-
tics and History.

J. P. Pierce: Belles Letlres, Rhetoric, Logic,

Ethics, History, National Law, Chemistry, and
Jun. Mathematics.

David W. Pitts: Belies Lettres, Rhetoric, Lo-
gic, Ethics and National Law.

William Radlbrd : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Lo-
gic, Eihics, History, National Law and Political

Economy.
James M. Robertson : Belles Letires, Rhetoric,

Logic, Ethics, History, National Law, Chemistry,

and Jun. Mathematics.

L. B. Rose: Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Logic,

Ethics and Chemistry.

Thomas F. Scott : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Lo-
gic, EthicB, Chemistry and National Law.
M. B. Seawell: Political Economy.
Churohill Semple: Political Economy and Me-

taphysics,

Ed. B. Shelton : Chemistry and Jun. Mathe-
matics.

Reuben Smith: Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Logic,
Eihics, History, National Law, Chemisiry, and
Jun. Mathematics.
Waddy Street: Chemistry.
William B. Taliaferro : Belles Lettres, Rheto-

ric, Logic, Ethics, History, Chemistry, and Jun.
Mathematics.
John H. Taylor : National Law.
William A. Temple : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric,

Logic, Eihics, Chemisiry and National Law.
J, S. Truehearl: Belles Lettres, Rheionc, Lo-

gic, Ethics, History, National Law, Chemisiry,
and Jun. Mathematics.

Wat. H. Tyler: Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Lo-
gic, Ethics, and Hisiory.

C. C. P. Waller: National Law.
John D. Warren : Bellas Letires, Rhetoric, Lo-

gic, Ethics, History, Chemistry, National Law,
and Mathematics.
A. A. Whitehead : History, Chemistry, and

National Law.
Lloyd W. Williams: Political Economy and

Metaphysics.
Thomas M. Wilson: History.

L. Y. Winder: Belles Letires, Rhetoric, Lo-
gic, and Eihics.

J. T. Wooton : Belles Lettres, Rhetoric, Lo-
gic, Eihics, History, Chemistry, and National
Law.

ON IMPROVEMENT BY RAIL-ROADS AND
CANALS.

Extract from an article in ttie New York Review for April 1840,

In the meanwhile, it has occurred to us that

great misaj)plications of capiial might be prevent-
ed, it' ihe public could be induced to examine,
more closely ihan it has hitherto done, the dilierenl

eubjecls oi enitrprise presented to its attention in

ourcouniry. Various and extensive as our schemes
are, there seems to us necessity lor care in the se-

lection of objects on the part olthe public, propor-

tionate to the want ol' it in our stale legislatures.

At the present rates of interest in this country and
in Europe, it is obvious that the most promising
enterprises only should be undertaken. Ol' ihese,

some may be fit objects tor execution by a state,

but not by individuals ; and in cases where lines of
improvement properly carried out promise large

results, disappointment may ensue ifihey be execu-
ted on an ineligible plan, or on a scale incommensu-
rate or more than commensurate with the object.

We are induced to avail ourselves of the publica-

tion of Mr. Chevalier, at the head of this article

as a text to present some reflections on this sub-
ject. The philosophic and comprehensive mind
of the writer generalizes, in the lollovving sketch,

the object ol improvement in the United Slates :

''The territory of the United Stales consists,

first, of the two great interior basins of the Missis-

sippi, and of the St. Lawrence, which descend,

one Irom the north towards the south into the

Gulf of Mexico, the other from the south towards
the north into the bay to which it gives its name;
secondly, on its eastern coast, ofa system oflesser

basins which discharge into the Atlantic, and the

principal of which are, those ofthe Connecticut, the

Hudson, the Delaware, iheSusquehannah, the Po-^
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iomac, the James River, the Roanoke, ihe Santee,

the Savannah, the AUamaha. The Alle^'any

niouniains, wliich are called ihe back bone of ihe

Uniied Srates, on account ofiheir (brni lengihened

oui regularly wiih the continent, consiiiule a na-

tural separalion between the two great interior

hasins, ami the system oT lesser bafins on the At-

lantic coasi.

"This in;mensc country may likewise he divid-

ed into north and south. It has two conmicrcial

capitals, New York and New Orleans, which are

as the two lungs of this great body, the two gal-

vanic poles of the system. Between these two
divisions, the north and south, there exitt radical

diH'erences in their political condition and habits ol

hie. The social edifice of the south is jiiunded oii

slavery, that of the north on universal sutlrage.

The south is an immense cotton plantation, with

Bomc other products, such as tobacco, sugar, and

rice. The north acts as the commission merchant

of the south, in selling its products, and procuring

those of Europe ibr it; as its mariner, in carrying

its cotton across the ocean ; its manufacturer, ibr

nil household and agricultural utensils, cotton

gins, steam engines Ibr making sugar, furniture,

and stuH's, and all objects of every day use. It

supplies the south also with flour and salted

meats.
" It follows from the above, that in the United

States great public works must have Ibr their

objects,

"First. To bind the shore of the Atlantic

with the country west ol the Alleirany ; that is to

say, to connect rivers, such as the Hudson, the

Susquehannah, the Potomac, the James river, or

bays, such as the Delaware or the Chesapeake,
either with the JVlississippi, or its tributary the

Ohio, or with the St. Lawrence, or the great lakes

Erie and Ontario, whose waters are conveyed by
the St, Lawrence into the sea.

"Second. To establish communications be-

tween the valley of the Mississppi and that of the

St. Lawrence, that is to say, between one of the

great tributaries of the Mississippi, such as the

Ohio, the Illinois, or the Wabash, and Lake Erie,

or Lake Michigan, which lakes of all those which
have an outlet by the St. Lawrence, extend far-

thest south.
" Third. To connect the north and south poles

of the Union, New York and New Orleans.

"Independently of these great systems of public

works, which are in progress of construction, and
even in part executed, there exist secondary groups
of lines of transportation, having Ibr objects either

to facilitate the access to centres of consumption,
or to open outlets to certain centres of production.

The first of this class of cases embraces different

works, canals or rail-roads, which leave the great

cities as centres, and radiate in different direction;:

around them. The second comprises such works
as have been executed to bring into market dil-

ferent coal fields."

Mr. Chevalier proceeds to inform ue how far

these objects have been carried out, and gives us
in minute detail, an account of the ilifferent lines

of communication executed and in progress at the
time of the publication, of his pamphlet. Few
Americans are, we believe, fully aware of all that
has been done in our country, and all may read
the clear and comprehensive digest of Mr. Che-
valier v.'ith profit. He shovvs that lines of im-

provement have been executed, or are in progrese,

to connect most of the lesser basins of the rivers

flowing into the Atlantic vvith the two great inte-

rior basins west of the mountains. All ol' these

hues of communication, with the exceplioti of the

ginat canal of New York, are entirely or in part

by rail-road; the Pennsylvania and Virginia lines

of improvement, embracing that mode in part,

whilst the New York and Erie rail-road, the Bal-

timore and Ohio rail-road, and the proposed com-
munications in South Carolina and Georgia, look

to the rail-road system of improvement through-

out. The elevation and character olihe Allegany

range, beinif generally without any table larid Irom

which reservoirs can be supplied, makes this the

only mode of traversing ii at any reasonable ex-

pense.

Tliere is, however, no doubt, that for the bulky

transportation between the west and east, rail-roads

of any profile which can be had across the Al-

leghany, promise results by no means commen-
surate with what may be expected fiom them
under advantageous circumstances. Moderate
elevations on a rail-road, to be overcome by short

ascending and descending grades ofgentle inclina-

tion, present no serious impediment, when the bu-

siness of the road (as in the case of travellers and
the mail) requires high velocities. At high rates

of speed, the whole adhesion of the engine cannot

be made use olj ofcourse there can be no deficiency

in this respect, and but little power being required

in descending grades, steam is accumulated for

encountering the ascending, so that almost as

great an amount of useful etliect is thus attained

Irom a given power on an undulating road of
gentle graduation, as on a level. The case is a
very diHerent one, when on a long line of'rail-road

the ascent is a continuous one to a culminating,

point, whence the rail-road descends. If the as-

cent to be overcome is very considerable, it may
be surmounted either by inclined planes and sta-

tionary power, or by graduation, or partly on each

plane, but it is in any case a serious deduction

from the value of the rail-road, in ihe one case, by
the cost of keeping up stationary power, in the

other, by the large deduction from the usetui

eflect of the locomotive engine.

The Pennsylvania line of improvement, and the

Baltimore and Ohio rail-road, present us illustra-

tions of these two modes of overcoming elevation.

On the fbrmer, the Allegany mountain is passed

by arail-ruad having ten inclined planes, kept up
at an annual expenditure of not less than eight

thousand dollars. The elevation overcome at these

planes is of course to that extent a necessary tax

on the trade between Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.

On the Baltimore and Ohio rail-road, should the

trade be a large one, a much heavier tax must be
paid in a different form. On that line of improve-
ment, inclined planes will be avoided, and in place

of them, continuous ascending and descending

srrades will be adopted, both at Parr's Spring
Ridge and the Allegany. Tliese, it is understood,

are, for considerable distances, at the rate of filty

and sixty, and in some cases, as much as seventy

or eighty leet per mile. On such grades, the load

drawn by a locomotive will not exceed the Iburth

of what it would be on a level, and the cost ol'

transportation to the company must of course in

nearly the same ratio be increased.

The above suggestions go to show, that the cost
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oftransportation on lines of rail-road, between the

east and west, south ofNew York, must necessa-

rily be much enhanced beyond what may be con-

sidered its minimum. Whilst, under these cir-

cumstances, the great and growing demands of

the west will probably supply an abundant trade to

all the avenues now being opened for it, disap-

pointment would certainly be experienced, were it

supposed that the revenues derived Irom the im-

provements would be in proj)ortion to the trade.

The great and peculiar expenses oftransportation

on these lines, however large their receipts, must
necessarily increase in almost the same ratio.

Fortunately, these lines of improvement, if not

owned, as in the case of the Pennsylvania line,

by the states in which they lie, are the property of

corporations consisting essentially of states and
towns, to which the other benehis to be derived

from the improvements, and not the dividends in

stock, have been the leading considerations to

embark in them. Such is the case with the Bal-

timore and Ohio rail-road, the James river, and
Kenhawa improvement, and the Charleston,

Cincinnati, and Louisville rail-road. The stock

of these companies is made up principally, in the

case of the Baltimore and Ohio rail-road, by the

state of Maryland and city of Baltimore ; of the

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, by subscriptions of

the states of Maryland and Virginia, and of the

Federal Government, the latter having assumed
the subscriptions of the corporations of Washing-
Ion, Georgetown, and Alexandria; and in the

case of the Charleston, Cincinnati, and Louisville

rail-road, by subscriptions of the slates of Soulii

Carolina and city of Charleston. It will be suffici-

ent for the large subscribers to these great works,

if the prosperity of tlie states through which they

pass, and towns' which they connect with the in-

terior, is promoted in a degree correspondent with

(he expectation entertained in relation to them,

and the amounts invested by individuals are pro-

bably but limited sums, which, they have been

willing to contribute, even if lost, to promote by
their example and countenance the improvements
in which they have embarked.

It is obvious that it would not be desirable for

individual capital to be invested to any great

extent in improvements of this description. States

and corporations, whose credit may enable them at

favorable times to make loans in Europe at a re-

duced rale of interests, by adding to the revenues de-

rived from them a very limited fund irom taxation,

may meet the interests occurring on their loans,

and benefited as they are in more essential re-

spects, may afford to wait long for a net revenue,

equivalent to the interest on their investments
;

but to individuals, such investments to any great

extent would prove certain bankruptcy and ruin.

It would be otherwise of the second class of

improvements referred to by Mr. Chevalier, name-
ly, those which are to connect the lakes and the

St. Lawrence with the valley of the Mississippi,

wereitnotlhatsomany will probably be authorized

as to destroy the productiveness by competition.

The lowness of the summits, and abundance of

water to obtained on them, admit ol' the construc-

tion of canals at many points at a very moderate

rate of expense, and the extensive navigation on

the lakes, and the Mississippi, and their tributa-

ries, and the great agricultural and mineral wealth

of the regions watered by them, ensure, whenev-

er they may be even partially filled up with po-
pulation, an immense trade. Lines ofcommunica-
lion in this portion of the Union must, however,
for some time yet be unproductive, and will al-

ways, probably, be unsatii investments lor indivi-

duals, ibr the reasons already given.

There is no such uncertainty as to the third line

of communication mentioned by Mr. Chevalier,
that between New York and New Orleans. Con-
necting, as this does, the metropolis of the union
with the great Atlantic cities of the northern and
the capitals of the southern states, this line of
communication has at the same time the advan-
tage of forming the most direct line between the

eastern and southern states, and of traversing a
belt of country which |)resents, for the execution

of a line of rail-roads, peculiar facilities. The
public has evinced its perception of the advantages
of this great line of thoroughfare, by the large

amount which has been contributed within the

last six or eight years, almost entirely from indivi-

dual resources, to its execution. The separate links

which have been so far made, bid fair, even should

it not be extended beyond its present terminus in

the south, to be extremely profitable ; but there is

scarcely a doubt, that within six or eight years

more, the whole chain of communication will be
completed to New Orleans, and that there will

then be a travel and trade over every portion of it,

beyond any present conception of its extent.

At the time of the publication of the sketch of
Mr. Chevalier, detached links only in this chain

of communication had been made as far as the

Roanoke, in North Carolina. Within the two
years which have since elapsed, the Philadelphia

and Baltimore, the Richmond and Fredericksburg,

and Richmond and Petersburg rail-roads, have
been put in operation ; and south of the Roanoke,
lines of rail-road have been completed to Wil-
mington in North Carolina, at the mouth of the

Cape Fear, and to Raleigh, the capital of the state

on the more direct route to Columbia and Augusta.
Between Columbia and Branchville, on the line

of rail-road which connects Cbarleston and Au-
gusta, a rail-road is now in progress ofconstruction,

which, it is understood, will be completed in the

course of the present, or early the coming year,

leaving only the distance between Raleigh and
Columbia (about two hundred miles, but which
is said to be of extremely easy execution) to be

constructed, to furnish a complete rail-road com-
munication between New York and Charleston

and Augusta. Between Augusta and Montgo-
mery, on the Alabama river, whence to New
Orleans there is for about two thirds of the year an
excellent steamboat communication, rail-roads

now in progress of execution will probably be

finished by the time the line north ofAugusta is in

readiness.

Great profits may undoubtedly be anticipated in

every portion of this great chain of communica-
tion, when executed with tolerable judgment and
under favorable charters. In another point of

view, however, it is much more interesting to us.

No line of improvement which has been projected

in America, and perhaps none which can ever

be made, is so important in a political as well as a
commercial aspect, as the one we have been con-

templating. In time of war, the government will

be enabled by it, with a moderate standing army,

to provide (or the delence ofits whole Atlantic coast,
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an object not to be attained eflecluaily without it

by ihe vvliole (brce of the country. It will fur-

nish, in such a contingency, the means not only

of transporting men and munitions of war, but in

the event of the blockade of the coast, of exchang-
ing the staples of the south and the manufactures

of the north and east. In the estimation of

the patriot, devoted above all things to the preser-

vation of the Union, this connexion, between
what Mr. Chevalier terms its two poles, has yet a

higher value. "When," he remarks, " New
York shall be only six or eight days' journey from
New Oileans not only for a rich class travelling

in a privileged maimer, but lor every shopkeeper
and every workman, separation will be no longer

possible. Great distances will have disappeared,

and this Colossus, ten times vaster than France,
will maintain its unity without efl'ort."

It is among the many fortune circumstances of

our country, that its most essential line of improve-
ment offers such strong inducements to its speedy
execution, both in prospects of profit presented

by it as an investment, and its other advantages.
In other countries, the works essential to their de-

fence and protection have been executed usually

at great cost, and with heavy burthens on the

subject. With us, the one which is to make us

impregnable in war, and to unite us indissolubly

in war and peace, is, at the same time, to add
largely to the wealth of the nation, and of the

shareholders of the companies co-operating in its

execution.

We have observed above, that lines of commu-
nication may be judicious, and the plan of im-
provement be otherwise ; or, if the line and plan

of improvement be both eligible, an error may
be committed in making the improvement incom-
mensurate, or more than commensurate with its

objects. We need only refer, in illustration of our
position, to the opposite plans of connexion by ca-

nal and rail-road, or to the case of a single or

double track rail-road. It will be easily perceived,

that a trade or travel, which would pay a large

profit on the stock of a rail-road, might not be com-
manded by a canal, and vice versa ; and that

whilst it would be a great error to make a double
track rail-road where a single track rail-road would
suffice, it would not he a less error to construct a
road graded for a single track only, where a dou-

ble track would be required.

There are, comparatively, few cases in our

country, where there is a choice as to the plan

of improvement. Its bold features, and the ex-

treme heat of its summers, limiting the cases in

which canals can be made to comparatively a

small number ; but where either a canal or rail-

road may be adopted, it is obvious that a great

error would be committed by selecting that least

suitable to the circumstances of the case and the

trade to be accommodated- In our opinion, and
the opinion of engineers who have given most at-

tention to the subject, there are three cases in

which rail-roads present decided advantage over
canals:

1. Where persons, or articles of great value are

to be transported. In this case, the saving in time

becomes a matter of much more moment than any
increased cost of rail-road over canal transpor-
tation.

J-. 2. JVhere great differences of level are to be

surmounted. In this casej the delaj' and risk of

interruption from a large amount of lockage, is far

beyond what would be occasioned by inclined

planes overcoming the same elevation on a rail-

road, whilst the same causes increase the cost of
canal transportation to so nearly an equality with
that of rail-roads, as to entitle the latter to the pre-

ference.

3. Where, no matter how bulky, or ponderons
the tonnage in proportion to its value, the trade is

principally a descending one, and a profile can be

had for their rail-road giving equal or nearly equal

facilities to the power employed in both directio7is.

In this last case, rail-road transportation, more ad-
vantageous in other respects, becomes even cheap-

er than that on canals, in consequence of the fall

in the line, which, in the case of the canal, would
present a serious impediment by the lockage it

would occasion, becomingan auxiliary to the pow-
er employed on the rail-road. There are but few
cases, of course, where the most desirable profile

has been had for a rail-road, the descent being, in

most cases, either somewhat more or less than
would be in theory the most advantageous. One
of the most remarkable approaches to it seems to

have been made in the case of the rail-road now
under construction between Philadelphia and the

anthracite coal di-trict at the Schuylkill in Penn-
sj'lvnnia. On this work the graduation is said to

vary between a level and descent of nineteen leet

per mile, in favor of the downward trade. It is

expected that the load of ordinary locomotive en-
gines on it, will average from one hundred and
fifty to two hundred tons net, or three hundred tons

gross, travelling at the rate of from ten to twelve

miles per hour, and that the whole expense to the

company, of transporting coal on it, will be only
fifty-three cents per Ion the whole length of the

raif-road, (ninety-six miles,) or little more than
half the ordinary rate of freight on canals of the

same length.

The above propositions can, of course, not be
laid down absolutely, or without reference to the

cost of the one or the other improvement ; but, in

the first case cited, it would require a very great

difference of expence to counterbalance the de-

cided superiority of the rail-road in point ofexpedi-

tion, and in the second and third cases, the item
of lockage will generally enhance greatly the cost

of a canal beyond that ofa rail-road, and of course,

turn the scale more decidedly in favor of the lat-

ter improvement.
It will be seen, from what has been said, how

vague are the notions usually entertained as to the

relative advantages of canals and rail-roads ; ad-
vocates being constantly found of tlie one or the

other system, without reference to the circumstances

of the case, which should alone decide, where
there is a choice, which is the most advisable. It

would be individious to point out cases in which
grave errors have been made in consequence of

the confusion of ideas which has prevailed on this

subject. Such cases, if the principles which have
been laid down are correct, will readily occur to

our readers, and we are probably indebted to the

fact above mentioned,—the comparatively few
cases in which canals are feasible in America,

—

that more mistakes have not hitherto been com-
mitted.

But supposing the proper description of improve-

ment to be adopted, it may be executed on a plan

incoramensuraiej or more than comniensuraio.
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with its objects. In the way of canals, the Union
canal in Pennsylvania, and ihe Chesappal<e and
Ohio canal, are examples olopposite errors on this

subject, it being now generally conceded, thai the

fornrier, had it been constructed ot larser eeciion,

and with larger locks, so as to have, adnniied ofihe

passage ol'snch boats as are used on I he Schuylkill

and Susquehannah canals, could not have Jailed

to have been a productive work, whilst the dimen-
sions of the Chesapeake and Ohio canal seem not

to have been warranted b)' any trade to be aniici-

pated on it. To make a double track rail-road

where a single track rail-road is sufficient, is evi-

dently an equally grave error ; but not more so than
others which may arise in works of this descrip-

tion, (rom inattention to their otijects and the best

means of attaining them. A few words will be

sufficient lo show what serious mistakes maybe
committed on this head.

It has been above observed, that short ascending
and descending grades present no serious impedi-
ment, at high velocities, to (he most valuable ap-

plication of locomotive power. They, are, conse-
quently, not seriously objectionable on rail-roads

lor passenger transportation exclusively, on whicli

high velocities will always be aimed at, and
where the whole adhesion of the engine is not

required. It is oiherwise, however, on rail-roads

designed for freight. On these it is most essential

thai the company should be able to transport

cheaply, and this, in rail-road transportation, is

only to be effected by carrying heavy loads at slow
velocities. Now, at very reduced rates of speed,

the limit to the useliil effect of the engine is its

adhesion, and the load which this will admit of

its taking becomes diminished, therefore, precise-

ly as the maximum grade of the road increases,

whether tliis be a longer or shorter one.

This being the case, it follows, that on roads

desiined for the transportation of heights, a much
greater expense is justifiable to avoid undulations

or to diminish the grades of the roads, where as-

cents and descents are unavoidable, than on roads

destined for passengers. On these last, undula-
tions not exceeding twelve or fifteen (f^et per mile

would be scarcely an objection; whilst on roads

designed for the transportation of freight at low
velocities, they would almost diminish the load

conveyed one half.

In these last, however, the expense which is jus-

tifiable to improve the grades of the road, must
be materially influenced by the amount of trade

to be anticipated on it. If this is but limited, it is,

o( course, better that the road should be le>-s per-

fect, and cost of transportation in consequence en-
hanced, than that an increased first cost, more
than commensurate with the object, should be in-

curred in reducing it ; and, on the other hand, the

largest outlay may properly be incurred in improv-
ing the profile of a rail-road, in a case where the
trade to be accomntiodaied is of proportionate mag-
nitude. Giving lo these considerations their pio-

per weight, it will be seen of how much impor-
tance it is ih'it engineers, however well informed
in the science and practice of their profession,

shouli! be also men of discriminating minds and
sound judgment. Their employers are otherwise
exposed lo the greatest losses, not from a defi-

ciency in their knowledge, but a misapplication
of the resources oftheir profession, the error being
equally great to construct an improvement inade-

quate, or more than adequate, or superior or inferior

in character, to what :is objects may justily.

The expose of the Chevalier de Gerstner gives
some staiisiical views in relation to the rail-roads

of our country, which may be interesting to most
of our readers. Alter having made a tour of in-

spect ion over most of the lines, in the course of
which he was received with the greatest kindness
by the president-j, directors, and engineers ol' the
diflereni works, who, he mentions, not only gave
him their printed reports, but laid belore him with
the greatest liberality their books and accounts, in

order that he might have every kind ol inlbrma-
lion, he gives the following as the result ol his ex-
amination :

"According," says he, " to the facts collected

during my travels since my arrival in New York,
ihere are now, over three thousand miles of rail-

roads completed and in operation in the United
States : four hundred and twenty-five locomotives,
of which the greatest number were made in the

country, run on the several rail-ioads ; and 1 be-

lieve that up to the end ol' 1839 the length of rail-

roads in the United Stales may amount to Icjur

hundred thousand one hundred miles. The capital

expended on the rail-roads now in operation is

about sixty millions of dollars, or at an average of
twenty thousand dollars per mile, for which sum
the rail-roads, with the buildings, have been con-

structed, and the necessary locomotives and cars

bought.
" Several rail-roads have been undertaken with

insufficient means, and the shareholders found
themselves under the necessity of employing the

incoiTie of the first years in building engine houses,

&c., and purchasing locomotives and cars. In

consequence of this, the shareholders got during
that time no dividend, but the rail-road still yield-

ed a good income. Other rail-roads, when fin-

ished, paid li-om five to ten per cent, income to

the stockholders. Others have not yet paid any
dividend for want of a sufficient number of pas-

sengers and freight. The average result of the

rail-roads now in operation in the United States is,

that they give a yearly interest offive and a halfper

cent, on the capital invested. This result may be

regarded as very satisfactory, because the greatest

part of the lines have only been a few years in

operation.

"In all lines, ihere is a yearly increase of at

least fifteen to twenty per cent, in the gross in-

come, so that even those lines which do not pay
now will give in a few years a handsome dividend.

Accordingly to these statements, based on the

communications collected in this country, I have
no doubt that the large capital invested in rail-

roads in the United States will not only produce

an incalculable benefit to the country, but also pay
I he shareholders a handsome dividend, which,

under good management, by the constant progress

of population and trade, must Hkewise from year

lo year increase."

The above opinions, founded on the careful ex-

aminations made by the Chevalier de Gerstner,

are certainly calculated lo give great confidence in

the investments hitherto made in rail-roads in our

country. If the average net profits accruing on

the whole capital stock invested in them has been

already five and a half per cent., even though it

has been necessary in many cases to appropriate

it to improving the rail-roads, building engine
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houses, etc., and purchasing locomotives and cari?,

it is a prool thai riiosi ul" the rail-ioad«^ so lar un-

dertaken are valuable lines and judicious uiiderlak-

ings. it is no doubt, in some cases, inconveni-

ent to the stockholders of such ol' them as are

obliged to appropriate their receipts towards car-

rying out their original tscheme, or lo extensions o(

it, to be deprived temporarily ol" their dividends,

and this measure must of course have the eHeci

of depressing the shares of such of the companies
as may resort to it. The course is, however, ob-

viously the proper one, where an increasing trade

and travel on a rail-road calls (or increased accom-
modation on it, the means ibr whicli cannot be

found without an issue ol' certificates of stock or

bonds of the company at a serious sacrifice. Pursu-
ing such a policy, the rail-road companies whose
business is increasing must be placed at the earliest

period on a solid and secure Ibundalion, and the

stockholders, when their improvements have been
perlecied and I'ully equipped with motive power,
be secured steady and permanent dividends, and
much better returns than could have been ob-

tained on any other plan.

OBSERVATIONS UPON THE METHOD OF GROW-
ING APPLE AND PEAR TREES BY GRAFT-
IIVG UPON THE ROOTS.

From tlie Magazine of Horticullure.

Among the most valuable hints which have
recently come under my notice, 1 consider none of

more importance than those advanced by your
correspondent, Mr. Teschemacher, and so ably

responded to by yourseltj on a tree communication
among gardeners. Gardeners, of all other classes

of men, ought to be the last to aim atconcealnent,
in any improvement which ihey may eiiect. Mys-
tery IS a word which ought to be bdiiished from the
gardeners' vocabulary. Horticulture embraces a
range so wide, and minutiae; so intricate, that, with-
out a Iree communication among its practitioners

and amateurs, the most accurate observer end
pertevering gardener could, from his own experi-
ence, attain but a laint knowledge of a business
whose branches are so multitarious, and where
the routine of operations embrace so wide a field.

Upon this impression, 1 beg leave :o communicate,
through the medium of your valuable pages, a

system of growing Iruit trees, which, although
not possessing novelty, is certainly riot so exten-
sively known as its meiils deserve.

Grafting on the roots of apple and pear trees has
long been partially practised ; but f question d
there are many nurserymen who have carried this

to any great extent. I have had various opportu-
nities of testing the practice, and 1 am perliictly

satisfied of its efficacy. The stocks Ibr performing
the operation in a proper manner, ought to be only
a year old. If ihey have been grown in a deep
free soil, (which, lor this method, is absolutely

necessary,) they will have roots liom six inches
to a loot in lengih, of a fusiform shape, and of a

sufficient thickness to receive a scion. In the fall

ihey are taken up and laid m by ilie heels, in a
cellar or other convenient place, until required.

A quantity of scions is selected at the same time,

\yhich must be carefully assorted and properly tal-

lied : these may likewise be placed in a cellar in
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sand, or, failing a good cellar, dig a pit about six

feet deep, in a dry situation, place ihe scions in

an upright position, covering them nearly to the

top with light soil or sand
;
place boards over the

surface of the pit, leaving a vacuum of ihree or

lour feet between the scions and the boards, over
which a sufficient quantity of soil is to be put;

then cover the whole with rank litter, or such
other substance as will prevent the frost from
penetrating through the soil ; this will also ensure
an easy access to the scions when required.

Jn the monih of February, if there is much graft-

ing to be performed, operations may be com-
menced. The woody [)art of the stock is cut entirely

away, and the root only used, whicli must be cut

into lengths of three or four inches, one root yield-

ing frequently three or lour stocks. Grafting is

performed in the usual m ^nner, and when the ope-
ration is finished, they are placed in shallow boxes,
over a layer of rich, light soil, burying the whole
grafted part under ground ; they are put in rows
across the box, as thick as they can be placed be-
side each other ; alter the first row is properly

placed, put about two inches of the soil as a sepa-
ration between it and the succeeding row, and so
on until the box is filled. Several suris may be
placed in the same box, only let each sort be per-

fectly distinct, and regularly named. When the
box is filled, it must be placed in a shaded part of
the green-house,* not exposed too much to the
sun's rays,—on the back shelves, or under the stages
will answer very well for some time, say until the
middle of April, when they must be gradually
inured to the light and air, until finally planted
in the usual manner in the open ground, in the
month of May. A perfect union will have taken
place, and shoots of those grafted in February will

have elongated from three and lour to six inches.

The benefits derived from this system must be
perfectly obvious. The grafting is perlbrmed at
a season when little else can be done; the treea

are much handsomer than those gralted in the
usual manner, and the time occupied in planting
out is very trifling, being planted with a common
dibble; a good hand will plant several thousand
in a day. J have known a nurseryman in this

stale graft above one hundred thousand apple
trees in a season, and in two years they were
handsome saleable trees.

Yours, very respectfully,

Alexander Gordon.
June 21, 1810,

method of CROPPING ONE QUARTKR OF AN
ACRE, AS PRACTISED BY L. VAUGHAN, WIL-
LIAMSBURG, L. I,

From tlie Magazine of Horticulture.

Being but a tyro in the cultivation of mother
earth, I shall confine my reply toyoiircull xofacts,
and leave effects to my seniors. You think ihe
quantity produced from one fourth of an acre,

lur<re
;
)el, 1 now see, 1 could have made it larger.

1839.—Made hills lor egg plants, in each of
which I deposited half a bushel old horse-manure
—labelled ihn hills to find them again.

* A common frame will answer wliere there is no
green-house, only it will be necessary to shade with
mats during the heat of the day, and also to cover them
during cold nights.
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Feb. 24.— Planted, this day, broad Windsor
beans over the hills prepared for egg plants;—plant-

ed over the broad beans, spinach, radish, cress, and
lettuce, all oC which did very well, and were ott'

the ground belbre the beans required hoeing.

The beans grevv to their usual size, but were not

so prolific as ihey are in England.
Fronfi May lllh to 20ih, turned out egg plants

rrom potP into the prepared hills, amidst the broad

beans. The beans were off the ground liom the

15th to the 20ih ol'June, and were a protection to

the egg plants from the severe storms and cold

weather of 28ih May to 5ih June. About the

middle of August, sowed turnips, in drills, be-

tween the eggs, and some ol' them made veiy fair

roots.

Marchlth.— Prepared hills four feet apart for

tomatoes and Lima beans, with half a bushel of

old horse manure in each ; labelled the hills to find

them again
;
planted peas in drills nor/A and south,

close by the hills for tomatoes and beans.

jlpril 22 to May 10.—Turned out tomatoes
from pots into ihe prepared hills by the peas. I

placed a pole in each hill lor tomatoes and Lima
beans, at the time of making the hill, and tied the

tomato to the pole as you would a dahlia. Plant-

ed Lima beans under a sash, on the 27ih of April,

and transplanted them into the hills by ihe peas on
the 14; h of May. The peas were of great service

to the beans and tomatoes during the cold weather
and storms above alluded to ; the peas were ofl

the ground from the 10th to the 20th of June. In

hoeing the Lima beans and tomatoes, 7 trenched

between them for celery ! which I transplanted

from its nursery bed the first week in August.
The Lima beans were off the ground from the 1st

to the lOih of September. 1 think the beans were
decidedly favorable to it lor the first fifteen to twen-

ty days. I have never found the Lima bean to

grow, or even ripen, much after the 10th of Sep-
tember. The celery between the rows of toma-

toes was very poor, as I found it impossible to

confine the tomatoes to the poles, and they shaded
it too much.
When gathering my vegetables, I selected

those nearest the second crop, to give it the benefit

of all the light and air I could. I kept constantly

growing in pots, melons, corn, cabbages, &c.,

and ihe moment I cleared the groimd of even one

hill of corn and potatoes, or any thing else, a pot

of some other vegetable was turned into its place.

No one must attempt the three crops without

good ground made better by rich old manure. I

have this day tomatoes on my vines as large as a

pigeon's egg ; melons, egg plants, &c., equally as

ibrward. My early cedo mulli peas are all off the

grcmnd to day, and late ntelons (rom pots take their

place. Some of my early dahlias blossomed last

week, the flowers large, and colors as brilliant as

those later in the. season.

Yours, truly, L. Vaughan.
Williamsburg, L. L, June, 1840.

PROPER RKGARD TO, AND MANAGKMENT OF
SLAVES.

From tiie Carolina Planter.

Fairfield District, July 2, 1840.

Dr. R. TV. Gibbes— I have read with much in-

terest your valuable journal ever since ite first ap-

pearance, and find myself more and more pleased

with it, from the fact that much useful knowledge
may be culled liom it, and particularly by inexpe-
rienced young planters. And many valuable hints

are conveyed through iis columns, which would
otherwise lie dormant and useless, and perish with
their originator—a state of things much to be re-

gretted where so much infbrntation upon small as

well as larger ntatters is requisite in the multifa-

rious duties of the planter and husbandman.
While others, abundantly more competent than

myself, are discussing the more weighty matters,

and not only endeavoring, but succeeding in ele-

vating the character of the tillers of the soil, the

mainspring of all occupations— I feel a disposition

to throw in my mite upon a subject too much ne-
glected, but one of infinite magnitude, and preg-

nant with evil ; so much so, that inadequate as I

may feel -myself to be I have no doubt but that I

may cause the guilty to blush— I mean a proper
regard to, and management of slaves.

There are, in ail concerns of life, extremes much
to be regretted and avoided ; and to an alarming
extent is this the case in not using a proper, close,

uncompromising discipline over negroes, keeping
in mind at all times the line of distinction between
master and servant, and prohibiting entirely the

association of any and all white persons from inter-

course with them who do not observe the same rule

rigidly, and all innovations to said rule should be

learlessly, instantly, and promptly punished. Up-
on the otiier hand, however, there are many, very

many weighty responsibilities due from masters to

slaves—and it is a source ofjust satisfaction to the

exalted citizens of our own state, and (he south

generally, to know that many of these obligations

they daily acquit themselves of most honorably,

as in the daily allowance of food, clothing, and
comfortable cabins—and of at least paramount im-
portance, only a moderate service is required, all

of which, in the eye of the humane, or even judi-

cious owner, are necessary, scrupulously so, /or

his own advancement, if not to satisly the risings

of a benevolent heart—which is, with but few ex-

ceptions, ihe prompter to good deeds. But there

are exceptions to this rule ol'conduct, which deserve

our attention and action, from ite source being dia-

metrically opposed to both the laws of Gon, and
man, and to reason, common sense, and sell-inter-

est. The more to be regretted, too, from the lact

that such inhuman owners of slaves frequently

perturb whole neighborhoods, and inflict, measura-
bly, disgrace upon whole districts, yea, states: an
instance in confirmation ofmy position, I will ofier.

A gentleman is travelling through Fairfield dis-

trict, and discovers, on the Sabbath or Lord's day,

20 or 30 negroes in the fields in the performance

of their daily labor, cotton gins, screws, and wa-
gons, all running—he is a perlect stranger, knows
no one, and of course knows not who to blame. In
mixed company this may become the subject of

conversg^lion, and a benevolent, humane slavehold-

er may chance to have his feelings tortured inno-

cently ; but being a resident ofthe district in ques-

tion, cannot deny it, to his sorrow, and to the

shame of the perpetrator. And worst of all, it

exerts a powerful and baneful influence upon the

morals of the young and rising generation, and
should be suppressed at all hazards.

I regret to say that I know large slaveholders

and otherwise honorable men, who, I believe, lised
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and clothe well, hut who do exact too rigidly from

their slaves—as the perlbrmance of all errands is

done at night, such as the errands to the store,

blacksmith's shop ; and with son:ie the labor of

packing cotton, &c., and as before remarked, they

exact Irom them the Sabbath, the day given them

by their Maker for the best and wisest of purposes,

for religious observance, and in which they may
recover from the exhaustion and fatigue incurred

from 6 days of labor in a hot, melting sun. The
penal statutes of our state should be enforced, but

a mistaken delicacy interferes, and they escape the

laws : but most certainly they are a mock, a by-

word and reproach, and justly deserve the indigna-

tion of all who treat their slaves as their great Au-
thor designs, neither deserving the name of plant-

er, patriot, or statesman, and should never be nor

indeed are they esteemed by those. But standing

guilty before that tribunal which has said, " Ser-

vants be subject to your masters with all fear, not

only to the good and gentle, but also to the fro-

vvard ; and also, masters give unto your servants

that which is just and equal, knowing that ye also

have a Master in heaven."

My strictures, Mr. Editor, may be thought to

cut too close, but should the shoe fit let it be worn.

You may, however, think them out of place, if so,

please to exercise your own discretion in their use,

and the writer will be satisfied.

A Young Planter.

JOURNAL OF A RECENT VISIT TO THE PRINCI-
PAL VINEYARDS OF SPAIN AND FRANCE

J

Giving a minute account of the difFerent mettiods pursued in tlie

cultivation of tlie vine and the manufacture of wine, witli a
catalogue of the diflerent varieties of grape ; an attempt to

calculate the profits of cultivating the vine ; au estimate of
the profits of Malaga fruits, &c.*

By James Busby, esq.

Preface by the editor of thefirst London edition.

It is singular that among the many books on
wines now existing, there is scarcely one to which
a person in search of sound practical information
can profitably refer. These books appear to have
been chiefly written by amateurs and theorists,

vvliose acquaintance with their subject had either

been entirely formed over their " wine and wal-
nuts," or who, with but slight reference to facts,

had taken their opinions on trust from the conjec-
tures of those who had preceded them. But the
conjectures and speculations of persons who have
never visited a wine country, or who have only

* From the timo this work first came into our pos-

session it was designed to reprint the whole, in the

Farmers' Register, as soon as so much spare space

could be allowed. We had at first thought merely to

extract the parts relating to vines and wine, omitting

all other connecting passages on other subjects. But
by such omissions, not much even in space would have

been gained, and more would have been lost in the in-

terest of the Journal, and its value as an entire work.
It is therefore given entire, with the exception of the

author's preface, and the appendix.—Ed. F. R.

hurried through one in the diligence, are alike bar-

ren of information and entertainment ; and thus it

often happens that treatises upon wines are about

the driest of all reading. They have neither the

grace of fiction nor the utiliiy of truth.

The little volume here presented to the public

we have no hesitation in ranking in a very diH'er-

ent class. The author, possessing an intelligent

and inquiring mind, and carrying along with him
a distinct and practical purpose, pursues his way
over a tract of the finest wine country in Europe,

and notes down his observations and the result of

his inquiriesj%« a plain, brief, intelligible and in-

teresting manner. If 'wine countries were often

visited in^is way, and only facts judiciously de-

tailed, we should nftt find, as we do at present,

books on wines to be for the most part mere per-

petuations of error ; but each writer, adding his

careful gleaning of facts to those of his predeces-

sors, all the information on this topic which is of

public interest or utility would speedily be accu-

mulated.

It is only necessary to add, that besides the au-

thor's valuable and accurate remarks on the culti-

vation and manufacture of wines, the journal con-

tains some useful observations on the culture of

the olive and other fruits, and on Spanish and
French agriculture generally. The work, as will

be seen by the author's preface, was originally

published in New South VVales, where Mr. Busby
is now settled. The present edition is, therefore,

a reprint, with the view of introducing the book to

a more extended circle of readers.

London, June 28, 1834.

Tables of Spanish Weights, Measures, and
Moneys.

4 Arrobas
1 Quintal

5 Fanegas
27 Varas of Castile

1 Aranzada

WEIGHTS.
1 Quintal.

102;^ lbs. English.

MEA3TTRES.
6 Arrobas mayores 25 galls. English old measure.
1 Buttof wine contains 30 Arrobas mayores.

13 Arrobas menores 39 galls. Eng. old measure.
1 Pipe of oil contains 34 Arrobas menores.

25 Arrobas mayores 32 Arrobas menores.

1 Quarter English.

25 Yards English.

1 Acre Enghsh.
MONEYS.

Piastre ^
20 Reals Vellon > 1 hard dollar.

lOf Reals Plate )
9C|= In this edition, the author's calcnlations in Bri-

tish currency have been reduced to United States cur-

rency, at 0i 75 the pound sterling.

JOURNAL, &C.

3fonday, 26th September, 1831.—Having em-
barked at London on the 6th of the present month,
\ this day landed at C:idiz. I had here the good
fortune to meet with ])r. Wilson, an English gen-

tleman, to whom I had brought a letter ofiiiiroduc-

tion ; and as he was about to return to the house
of his brother, an extensive wine merchant of
^Leres de la Frontera, I accepted his invitation to

accompany him to that place, on Wednesday
next.

28/A September.—At three o'clock (his day, I ac-

cordingly joined Dr. Wilson in hiring a passage-
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boat to cross the bay of Cadiz, in order to avoid

the delay of the common ferry-boat. Port St.

Mary's, the town at which we digembarked, is

chiefly occupied by persons engaoed in the wine

trade, and irom ihi.-i' place the sherry wines are

shipped. It took an hour and a half lo cross the

bay, and another half hour to engage a calesa, and

forward our baggage; after which we proceeded

on our journey. Four or five miles out of Port St.

Mary's, the country cm^ists of a coarse barren

sandstone, partially covCTed with gravel, excepting

on the banks of the river, which have^he appear-

ance of great fertility. We stopr^^at a Fenta,

or public house, lo obtain a.glae|j«^he wine call-

ed Manzinilla, the i;m du ^f^ of *^/*dietr)ci,

which Dr. Wilson assures m^ is pregWed to all

other wines by people of all ranks ^jdnlie country;

it is not known in the cellars of the English m"er-

chants, but is a light, pleasant beverage, having

at the same time a tt|ellowness and flavor, which

I have no doubt would', alter a little habit, procure

jbr it the preference even of thbse who would find

it iiifiipid at the first trial.
•

The twilight was far advanced as we entered

the wine district ; at one place we could distinguish

a man with a musket who had been posted to

watch the grapes, il being now the middle of the

vintage. At half past seven, we entered the town

of Ji'eres, which is reckoned one of the richest, if

not the very richest in Spain, in proportion to its

population, and which owes its wealth entirely to

the valuable wines produced in its vicinity.

Friday, 30 September.—A violent storm of wind
and rain made it impossible to quit the house yes-

terday, and though the rain contmued to lall at in-

tervals to-day, I managed to visit, in company with

Dr. Wilson, the cellars of the house of James
Gordon and Company. The extent of these cellars

is quite immense : the extreme length of the lar-

gest being 110 Spanish varas, about 306 English

leet, and the breadth 222 ItiPt; the roof is support-

ed by rows of massive square columns of mason
work ; and although the whole cellar is not of the

above length or breadth, the principal division of

the building being only 200 by 150 leet, yet, with

its various adjuncts, the whole exient of the cellar

is equal to the dimensions first stated. Messrs.

Gordon and Company have also another very ex-

tensive cellar, though not equal to this in dimen-

sions. Their ordinary stock of wine is said to be

4000 butts : this is kept in casks of various sizes,

containing from one to four butts. These casks

are ranged in regular rows ; in some parts of the

cellar, to the height of four tiers. They are called

soleras, and are always retained in the cellars.

They contain wines of various qualities and ages

— from one to fifty years. The wine merchants

of Acres never exhaust their stock of finest and
oldest wine. According to the price at which the

wine expedited to the maikpt is intended to be sold,

it contains a larirer or smaller proportion of old

wine. But it is only in wines of a very high price,

that even a small portion of their finest wines is

mixed. What is withdrawn from the oldest and

finest casks is made up Irom the casks which ap-

proach them nearest in age and quality, and these

are again replenished liom the next in age and
quality to them. Thus, a cask of wine, said to be

fifiy years old, may contain a portion ol" the vin-

tages of thirty or Ibrty seasons

Aeres never ship wine for England till it has at-

tamed the age of two years ; that is, till the bulk

of the wine has attained that age. But according
to the price it is proposed to bring, it contains a
larger or smaller mixture of a more or less expen-
sive wine. The higher qualities of sherry are

made up of wine the hulk of which is from three

to five years old, and this is also mixed in various

proportions with older wines. Thus, Irom the

gradual mixture of wines of various ages, no wine
can be (iarlher from what may be called a natural

wine than sherry. But besides giving the wines,

as they are prepared for the market, niellovvness

and richness, by the addition of older wines, there

is a very dry kind of sherry called jJmoiHlllado, or

MontUlado, which abounds in the peculiar nutty

flavor that distinguishes sherries, and which is fre-

quently added when that is deficient. Being very

light in color, it is also used to reduce the color

of sherries, which are too high ; and when on the

other hand, color is required, the deficiency is

made good by the mixture of boiled wine, or ra-

ther, of boiled muat.

The lowest priced sherries are in general the

growth of Port St. Mary's or San Lucar, two dis-

tricts within ten miles of Xeres; or they are

brought round from Malaga to Port St. Mary's,

and thence transhipped lor England under the

name of sherry, perhaps alter having been landed

and mixed with other wines to give them the

qualities in which they are deficient. All these

lower priced wines are largely inixed with brandy,

being intended for the consumption of a class of

people who are unable to judge of any quality in

wine but its strength. But brandy is added in

very small proportions to the good wines ; never

in greater quantities than (bur or five per cent,

while they remain in the cellar, and frequently not

at all, unless the wine should become scuddy or

mothery J and thus the finest wines are frequently

entirely free from it ; but on their shipment, a small

dose of brandy is considered absolutely necessary,

even to fine wines, to make them bear the voy-

age, as it is said ; but, in reality, because strength

is one ol the first qualities looked for by the consu-

mers. When wines become mothery in the Lon-
don docks, they send them back to be cured ; and
this curing consists of nothing more than an addi-

tion of brandy : perhaps, indeed, it is chiefly efl'ect-

ed by the motion of the voyage. The soleras, or

store casks, in which the wine is kept, are left with

a void of l-15th of their contents, and the access

ofthe air is admitted through a loose wooden bung,

which merely covers without closing the aperture.

The exporters purchase the wine from the

growers generally when it is one year old. The
cellars throughout Xeres are very numerous, and

are the most extensive buildings in the town. The
wine constitutes the chiefwealthof the inhabitants.

Saturday, 1st October.—The weather being

more settled, about mid-day I rode out in company
with Dr. Wilson, taking 'he road to Madrid, in a
northerly direction from Xeres. The road, imme-
diately alter quitting the town, was execrable,

as well as the streets themselves ; but after passing

the limits of the town's administration, and coming
onto the road supported by the government, it

was much better. The ground we first passed is

a sandy loam on both sides, and near the town it

was cultivated with great care (or vegetables, evc-

The more respectable of the wine merchants ofl ry farm having its noria, or water wheel, to irri-
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gate the grounds. We saw them planting garlic

in small square divisions. The plants were placed

on a banU which formed (he square, about three

inches above the eurliicc. Tiie squares were se-

parated by channels for conveying the water, an

interval being lelt at one of tiie corners of each

square to admit the water to the interior, which

was five or six feet in diameter. Some of the

Fqiiares had also rows of plants on similar situa-

tions wiiliin them. In this, or a similar manner,

all their vegetables are irrigated ; and no one would

think of laying out a garden unless on a spot where
it could he continually irrigated. About a mile

from the town we struck off into a phmtation of

olives; few of the trees, however, contained any
considerable quantity, and some were altogether

\v'ithout fruit. Such olives as we pulled were uni-

versally rotten. I was afterwards told, by Mr.
Gordon, that all olives are rotten this year, and

ihat this is invariably (he case every second year.

A little further, we saw a new plantation on the

opposite side of the road, and luckily found a pea-

pant under a miserable shed of leaves and straw.

To our questions respecting 'he olives, he informed

us that the plams bear a litile fruit even the first

year; but in the second and third j'ears they bear

a considerable crop, in proportion to their eize.

Some of what we saw had been eighteen months
planted, some only six months. The Ibrmer ap-

peared healthy young frees, covered with a con-
siderable quantity of foliage ; the latter had only a

lew slender shoots, and some of them indeed stood

in their original nakedness. These olive plants

were nothing else than large limbs of old trees,

from eight to ten feet in lencih, and fiom two to

three inches in diameter. They are sunk about

four or five leet into the ground ; and the part of

the plant above ground is covered, during the first

summer, with a cone of earth or clay, to the height
of from two to three leet. After leaving this

young plantation, we struck off to the left, and
made lor the nearest vineyard across the fields.

In consequence of the very heavy rains during the

two preceding days, most of the vineyards were
deserted ; the people in this part of the country
almost universally living in the towns. We found
no person in the cellar of the first vineyard we en-
tered ; but in the next there were two idle pea-

sants lounging about thedoor of the cellar. Giving
our horses to the younger, we entered into conver-
sation with the elder vinador. The extent of ihe

vineyard, he said, was 40 aranzadas, about 38^
English acres. He said they usually made from
66 to 68 butts of wine ; but this year they had on-
ly made 55, when the rains commenced, and he
doubted now whether they could make any more.

Sixty-seven butts from 38i acres, is equal to 223
gallons, old measure, per English acre. The soil

was of the description called jllbarlza, which pro-

duces the finest wines.
The iH'nrt(/f)r stated, that in replanting a part of

the vineyard, they had dug it to the depth of a
vara, or Spanish yard—about 33^ English inches

;

but on proceeding to the spot where they had been
trenched, and stepping into the trench. I found the
surface only came to my knee. From twelve
inches below thesurface the soil was quite compact,
but appeared to differ from the surface soil only in

not having been exposed to the atmosphere. Ac-
cording to Roxaft Clempnti. a Spanish writer upon
ihe vines of Andalusia, the albariza soils contain

generally about 70 per cent, of carbonate of lime,

the remainder of the compound being chiefly

alumina, with a very small portion of silica, and
occasionally a little magnesia ; but in some places

it is almost pure carbonate of lime. This soil ab-
sorbs every drop of moisture which falls upon it,

and never cracks or opens in the greatest heats

of summer. I paced over the piece of ground
which had been trenched, and f()und it 45 by 16

paces, about 24 perches. This, he said, had oc-

cupied ten men lor (bur days.

The distance of the plants in this vineyard was
about five fe-et each way. Some of the vines were
very old and appeared to be in very had condition.

The vinador enld they were renewing them gra-

dually, and thus the vuieyard was not all in lull

bearing. Some plants, which were only six years
old, appeared extremely vigorous ; and as the

grapes had not been gathered Irorn a part of them,
we counted the bunches on a considerable number,
and found them to average eight or nine; and
from our own estimate, and that of the vinador,

the whole weight of the fruit might be from 14 to

16 lbs. on each. All the new varieties, he said,

were of the variety called Uva de Hey. There
was a dunghill of fresh horse dung collected out-

side the vineyard ; and though we were uncertain

whether we understood each other's meaning, we
supposed him to say, that they manured each plant

annually. The plants had each from two to lour

mother branches, according to their strength, and
had almost invariably been pruned down to one or

two spurs on each.

In the cellar there were four presses, which con-
sisted of nothing else than lar<je wooden troughs,

about eight feet square, and Jrom twelve to four-

teen inches deep. This is the general size ; and
each will contain at one time, as many grapes as

will yield a butt of wine. A coarse wooden screw
stands in the centre of the trough, which is work-
ed by a lever not more than five leet long in all, so
that each arm is only two and a half feet. In some
of the casks which contained the juice that had
been last pressed, we observed a vessel, like a
very wide funnel, fixed into the bung hole. The
object of this is to return into the cask all the froth

and wine which is thrown up in the lermentation
;

for, in this part of Spain, all the wine is fermented

in butts, with only the bung hole open. By ihis

means all the yeast, which the French are so

anxious to get rid of, is returned upon the wine, to

feed it, as they say. The consequence, of course,

is a renewal of the feirmentation whenever there

is a change of weather, or the cask is put in mo-
tion. The wine continues in the butt in which it

is li'rmented till March, when it is racked off the

the lees. This is the almost universal practice of
the country.

[n the course of our ride we passed a flock of
sheep, about 250 in number; the majority were
black and short woolled. The wool is worked up
into common cloth of its original color. It is worth

3 reals vellon (15 cents) per lb. The white sheep
were of a totally different breed, with long white

fleeces, more resembling hair than wool. We also

saw two men on horseback, and several on fool,

with a herd of cattle. The horsemen were the

proprietors, who had been mustering. There
were about three hundred in the herd, chiefly

young, and all dry. The cows had little appearance

of milk, and the breed was altogether bad. This,
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as I was given to understand, was a fair sample
ol" the sheep and cattle of the province. It is not

lawful to enclose cornfields; nor, indeed, are any
enclosures lavvltjl, except lor vineyards or gardens.

As soon as the grain is off the tields, ihey are com-
mon property, and every one who chooses is enti-

tled to send cattle or sheep upon them: a law
which, |)erhaps, more than any other, strikes at

the root of agricultural prosperity, and keeps t%e

agriculture of Andalusia in its present barbarous

condition.

3Jondmj,3d October.—Mr. James Gordon hav-

ing invited Dr. Wilson and myself to visit a vine-

yard belonging to him, about lour miles from
Xeres, we accordingly started at about one o'clock;

Mr. Gordon riding a black barb, or jennet, which
he valued at £lOO (§^475,) and which he said

Jiad cost him £70, (ig)332 50.) We passed

out of the town by this direction, as well as by
every other, through hills of dung, which had
been allowed to accumulate, and appeared to be

considered as not worth taking (arther. The road

lay between immense hedges of the cactus, or

prickly pear, and aloe, planted on the top of high
banks, and making a ience wliich would prove a
considerable impediment to the march of an army.
Mr. Gordon pointed out a hedge of prickly pears

two years old ; and which, even though it had
been on the level ground, would already prove a

very tolerable fence. He is of opinion tliat the

original plants, if properly looked after, will form

a ience lor forty years ; and if renewed with occa-

sional fr; sh plants, would last lor ever.

The aloe is also much used for fencing, but is

considered by Mr. Gordon as very inferior to the

prickly pear, as it dies off whenever it has flower-

ed. There is a prejudice that this plant flowers

only once in a hundred years, and it is thence
called the centennial aloe. The truth is, that

though it is often many years in flowering, when
it has once flowered it dies off for ever. If there

is any part of the rural economy of the Anda-
lusians which the settler of New South Wales
could adopt with advantage, it is the hedge of

prickly pears. It is not poseible to imagine a

more efi'ectual fence, nor one which it wotiJd take

less trouble to plant or keep in order. It is only

necessary to place, at certain distances along the

proposed line, a leafj or part of a leaf, of the plant.

In nineteen cases out of twenty they will take

root without any flirther trouble ; and in two years,

or three at the farthest, there will be a more effec-

tual Ience than a four-railed one. The only ob-

jection to this kind of fence is the room it occu-

pies after a kw years' growth, if not pruned
down : but, in New South Wales, we are not

yet so much pressed for room as to make this an
objection. To those who may feel inclined to

adopt this recommendation it may be a useful hint.

Though 1 was told it was scarcely possible to keep
the prickly pears from growing, even by cutting

the leaves into small pieces and throwing them on
a dry spot, still it would be worth the trouble to

place each leaf, or part of a leaf, in a spadeful of

manure, both to insure its striking and its more vi-

gorous growth.
The road to Don Jacobo's vineyard passed at

first through banks of albariza, but we presently

came to the arenas, or sandy soils, which adjoin

the common of Xeres. Don .Tacobo's vineyard

was in this soil. His people had just recommenced

the vintage after the rain, and were now assem-
bled to dinner; which consisted of a kind of cold
soup made from water, with oil, vinegar, salt and
pepper, and salads scraped down, or cut small.

The more substantial part of the meal was bread,
prickly pears, sweet pepper and grapes.

1 here tasted some of the boiled must which ig

used for coloring the wine. It was literally the

quintessence of the must, having been boiled down
to a fifth part of its original bulk. It was as thick

as treacle, and resembled it in flavor, but with a
strong burned taste.

Don Jacobo Gordon's vineyard yielded him,
when in a good state, from 2^ to 4 butts of wine
per acre. At present it is in a course of renewal,
having been ruined by the spread of a grass which
sends its roots to the depth of four feet. A cer-

tain porMon, which had been planted within the

last five years, appeared to be in a good state of
bearing; another part was only two years old.

The young vines were all very healthy, and had
been cut down to two or three mother branches,

with one knot on each. In forming the young
vines, as well as in pruning them alierwards, great
care is taken to have the branches in such a direc-

tion that they will balance each other upon the

stock, the latter being generally from 12 to 18
inches from the ground before the branches spring
out. The object of this care is, of course, to sup-
port the bunches from the ground without the aid

of props or stakes. It cost £56 (,^266) an acre

to renew the plantation of this vineyard, it being
necessary to trench it to the depth of four feet, in

order to get out the grass. The soil, as turned up,

even from that depth, was extremely sandy. The
plants here, as elsewhere throughout the district,

were at the distance of five feet from each other

in both directions. The varieties which had
been planted were the Pedro Ximenes and Uva de

Rey, white, and Tintilla, black. Black grapes
are, however, very rarely cultivated here. The
difl'erent varieties were planted in distinct divi-

sions. I observed that some of the old vines

which it was intended to eradicate this season,

were loaded with grapes, havinsr been pruned to

carry as many as possible. This is what the

French called charge a mort, and the practice

here was known by the name of similar import.

The vines are regularly manured with any kind

of dung; in general, strong stable dung: not

every year, because, said Mr. Gordon's chief

vinador, who accompanied us, he could not pro-

cure it. He would dung them every year if he
had the means, and did not seem to consider that

the quality of the wine would be affected by it.

But this vineyard, as well as all o'hers on the

same kind of soil, only produced inferior wines.

The olive having been mentioned, we were
shown two olives, which supported a wheel for

drawing water from the well. Two posts having

been required for this purpose when they were
clearing the ground of some olive trees three

years ago, they took two of the trunks of these,

which were respectively 10 or 12 inches in diame-

ter; they nevertheless took root, and are now co-

vered with strong branches, affording a proof of
the great facility with which the olive takes root.

'V\\t vinador said that an olive would produce a

crop three years after its plantation, but not a fuli

crop till its fifth year, and would reach its greatest

perfection in its tenth year. He said a plant ought
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to be the limb ofa tree of the thickneps ot'a man's

arm. Being asked how long it would take belbre

a slip, such as we plant in New South Wales,
would bear a crop, he appeared to consider the

proposal as ridiculous, and said he thought twenty

years. He did not consider the oil of young
olives inlerior to that ot the old: the only differ-

ence in their value arises from their quantity.

The olive is now cultivated in this district to the

same extent as lormerly, the superior attention be-

stowed upon it in the neighborhood of Seville

having made the slovenly cultivation pursued here

unprofitable. The trees are planted with consi-

derable regularity, at the distance of 36 or 40 leet.

An average crop, Don Jacobo says, " is from 1^
to 1^ arrobas,"" that is, from 5 to 6 English gallons

each tree.

In passing through this vineyard I observed a

very considerable variety of grapes, differing not

only in appearance but taste; but many of those

which were evidently distinct were said by the

vinador to be the same. He would not admit

that there were more than four or five kinds. 1

should have judged the number t© be not lewer

than twenty; and Mr. Cormack, a member of

Mr. Wilson's house, afterwards informed me that

there was at least that number of varieties in all

the vineyards round Xeres, and he thought this

was one cause of the excellence of the wine. On
our way back to town I examined one of the no-

rias which supplies Xercs with water. The well

was about 40 feet in depth, and 7 in diameter.

The machinery by which the water is raised is of

the rudest construction. A horizontal wheel with

large teeth turns a vertical one of about five leet^

in diameter; over this wheel passes a ffat band,
made of a kind of grass, to which earthen pots

are attached over its whole extent. The pots go
down empty at one side and come up (Lill at the

other. The water is thus raised to a cistern of

sufficient elevation to send the wat£r to the town,
about a mile off". It struck me that any settler of

New South Wales could construct such a piece of

machinery with his own men, and even without
the aid of a mechanic.

Tuesday, 4th of October

.

—Aboi/t 10 this morn-
inar, in company with my indefatigable (riend Dr.
Wilson, I started to visit the vineyard of Don
Pedro Domecq celebrated, under the name of
Machar Nudo, lor producing first-rate sherry wines.

Alter quitting the immediate vicinity of tlie town,

we passed over open downs, which bore the ap-

pearance of having been under crop, but without

a single en.dosure or landmark so far as we could

observe. The downs were skirted on the left by
the chalky hills (alburizas,) covered with the vine,

and carefully enclosed by hedges of the prickly

pear and aloe, planted as usual on the tops, of

high banks. We passed three ploughs at work,
Ibllowing on the same furrow. The plough is

of the rudest construction, exactly similar to what
are represented in those plates whjch exhibit the

first invented implements of agriculture. There is

no mouldboard, and the plough consequently
makes only a series of drills, without turning a
single furrow. It has only one handle, and is

sometimes held ie the right and sometimes in the
left hand, the mules with which they generally
plough being guided and driven with the other
hand. As usual, when riding among vineyards,
we entered the albarizae through a road between

steep banks and hedges—the bottom of the road
being in general the compact stratum of chalk.
Don Pedro's vineyard lies in a north-easterly di-

rection from Xeres, and consists entirely of chalky
hills. It was evident, on entering the enclosure,

that the vines were treated with much greater
care than any we had examined. The mother
branches were better balanced and supported from
the ground, and were regularly pruned ; and not
a weed or a blade of grass was to be seen among
them. The immediate vicinity of the house was
tastefully planted with a profusion of ornamental
trees, within which was an extensive paved court,

surrounded by a wall and railing ; the cellars were
on a much larger scale than in any of the vine-

yards we had before seen or passed ; the house
neither large nor convenient, and in great de-
gree spoiled by some of the rooms being made the
passages to a high tower which he has built to

have a view of all parts of the vineyard, and
which has been carried to a great height, in order
to command a prospect oi'Cadiz, on the south-west
and Seville to the north. " A certain man planted
a vineyard, and hedged it round, and having dig-

ged a wine press, and built a tower, he let it out to

husbandmen." Every vineyard, of any consider-

able extent here, has also its lower, but, in general,

they are less than half the heiaht of that of
Machar Nudo. Mr. Domecq is a gentleman of
French extraction, and speaks English fluently.

We found him under the verandah of his wine
cellar, and having mentioned the object of our
visit, he undertook, with great readiness, to give
us all the information we should ask: he answer-
ed my questions and explained liis proceedings in

the manner of a man who was thoroughly ac-
quainted with his subject, and had not been accus-
tomed to follow blindly the practices he had Ibund
established. He said he was gradually renewing
his vineyards, the vines having been destroyed in

many places by a very destructive insect—a small
white worm, with a blac'k head, which eats into

the heart of the old stock, and destroys it ; vines

he said, which would have been good ibr 150 years
were thus rendered useless—they were now 40
years old ; he attributed it to injudicious pruning.
it was customary to cut off' the bearing branch
close to the eld wood ; by this means the worm
either obtained an entrance to the heart of the
stock full groivn, or was deposited in the egg, on
the decayed part, and worked its way in when
formed. A looting once obtained, there was no
mode of getting rid of it, and the consequence was
that the vines became every year more injured in

health, til! they were at length incapable of yield-

ing a crop. The system which Don Pedro adop-
ted in pnming was to leave one knot of the branch
cut off, which prevented the entrance of the insect

into (he stock.

His mode ofpruning differed from what we had
previously observed : instead of leaving only one,

or at most two knots on each of three or four

branches as was the casein the other vinej^ards

we had examined, he left one branch with seven
or eight knots, and two others with one knot each,

pruning them down alternately ; he did not consi-

der that this was burthening a young and healthy
vine too much. He was in the habit of manuring
his vineyards, but not each year in the same place.

He considered it a disadvantage lo have many
varieties, and was confining his new plantations
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to three or four. He saiJ that all the varieties

mentioned by Jioxas Clemenli were to be Ibund

in the vineyards ot'Xeres, but the proprietors were

all anxious to make it be believed that their vine-

yards contained only the most celebrated sorts.

Don Pedro Domecq's vineyard rontains about

2U0 acres, and yields from 600 to 800 butts of wine

according to the season. This year a large pro-

portion ol' tlie grapes in his vineyards, as well as

in other vineyards throughout "the country, had
rotted, in consequence of the season having been

unusually wet. He said that in future years he
should take care to prevent this result, by unleal-

ing tlie vines, and allowing the rays of the sun to

reach the grapes. He trenched the ground to the

depth of a vara, (33 inches;) he said he did not

consider it advantageous to go very deep, it allow-

ed the roots to penetrate too far from the heat of

the air ; he did not approve of the practice usual

in the country of leaving holes about the loot of
the vines, (or the purpose of collecting the mois-

ture to the roots ; he preferred having it all well

dug over ; this was done three, or even four times

a year, and when first dressed in the winter alter

the pruning, it is turned up to the depth of 14 or

15 inches.

On entering his cellar, or rather pressing-room,

we Jound the laborers at their dmner. Bread
eeemed here, as elsewhere, the chiefarticle of their

diet. There was also abundance of prickly pears

and grapes. We passed to the cellar where the

new-made wine was stowed, ai^d tasted it in its

various states. The wine of a^fi)rtnight old was
still very sweet, although the fermentation was
now barely sensible. We also tasted the sweet
wine of the same age, made from the Pedro
jLiine7ies grape, and we conceived it to be barely

possible lor any thing to be more luscious, although

we were informed that in a dry season it is much
richer. He said he had about 200 butts of the

sweet wine, and wished it were all of that quality,

it was so useliil in mixing with his purchased wine
lor exportation. We observed some casks marked
podrida, as being made from rotten grapes, and
asked if there vvas not great danger of that wine
turning out ill. He replied yes, by the ordinary

rnanatrement of the country, but he had adopted a

different system of t.'-eatment. He said, that in-

stead of pulling a funnel into the bunghoie of the

cask to prevent the scum from escaping, no sooner

vvas the violence of the fermentation over, than

he filled up the cask, in order that it might work
over and escape. He also racked off his wine
into clean casks at the end of two months, or even
a shorter period, instead of allowing it to remain in

the cask in which it vvas fermented till March or

April, as vvas the general custom. He says that

brandy is added to the sherry wines, chiefly on
account of the taste of the English, who are its

principal consumers; but it is also useful in pre-

venting scuddiness, and curing it when it has

taken place. Don Pedro perfectly agreed in an
opinion which f ofiered, that if wines were made
with sound grapes only, and more perfectly fer-

mented, this scuddiness would never occur. I

represented to him the advantage of large vats for

jermenfing the wine. He acknowledged the pro-

bability of a more perfect lermentation taking place

in large vats, and of the wirie being the earlier

ready lor the market in consequence; but objected,

that where there were 700 or 800 butts to ruake, it

would require so great a number of vats, that it

would not be praciicat)le. I explained lo him
that ihe fermenlaiion would be so much sooner
over in consequence of its violence, that the wine
might be in general drawn off into casks after five

or six days, and thus the same vats might be used
many times ; lor in consequence of the care that is

observed in the vineyards which yield sherry, to

have all the grapes thoroughly ripe, the vintage
will frequenily continue for six weeks, commencing
about the middle of September, and seldom being
completed till the end of October. In the vine-
yards yielding the common wines this is not the
case; when the majority of the grapes are ripe,

they ga;her the whole, and their vintage, is over
in 8 or 10 days. My observation, as to the short-

ness of the time it would be requisite to keep the

wine in the vats, appeared to get over his difficulty;

and from what he said, I think it likely that he
will liot allow anoiher vintage to pass without
giving them a trial. He said he was sensible of
the advantage ol' sulphuring wine, but that it was
difficult to prevent the taste frnm remaining: and
that it sometimes happened that the English
merchant would not be persuaded that there vvas

no taste of sulphur, even when none had been
used. He had got M'Culloch's book, and was
aware of the (jualities of the sulphate of potash,

which that writer so strongly recommends. On
returning from the cellar to the pressing-room we
Ibund the presses at work. There were eight

troughs, similar in shape and dimensions to those

formerly described, each with its wooden screw in

the centre. A large quantity of grapes being
heaped up in one part of the trough, they com-
mence by strewing upon them as much powdered
gypsum, or sulphate of lime, as a man can take
up with both hands. A portion of the grapes are

then spread over the botiom of the remainder oi

the trough, upon which the men jump with great

violence, having wooden shoes, with nails to

prevent their slipping. After liie greater part of

the grapes are pretty well broken, they are piled

up round the screw, and a fiat band, made of a
kind ol'grass, is wound round the pile, commencing
at the bottom, the broken grapes being heaped
and pressed in as the band is wrapped higher and
iiigher, till they are all compressed into it. Tliey
then commence working the screw, and the 7nust

flows with great rapidity. The bottoms of the

troughs are elevated about 2| ftjet above the floor

of the cellar, and each has (vvo spouts, under
which tubs are placed, and jars in the tubs ; and
as the jars are filled, tliey are carried away and
emptied into the butts. When the whole opera-

tion is completed, the bulk of the husks or skins is

not more than one sixth or one seventh of what
the grapes appeared when first placed in the

irouglis. This is almost the universal practice of

the country ; but some persons pour a jar of water
over the grapes at the same time that they strew

the gypsum upon them. And it is usual to add
water to the skins and husks, and then to tread

and press them again. This yields an inferior

wme, but is generally added in the state of must
to the produce of the first pressing. It has been

observed, that in very dry seasons, the aguapies,
as this is called, is almost equal to ih e yenias, or

first running. Don Pedro's cellar contained eight

of these presses, ail of which were at work; but

hs vvas erecting a press upon scientific principles,
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!he plan of which he had procured from Friun-e.

1 did nol wait to ex;imine its cotisiruciion. The
viiiiH^ers hroDghi in ihe irry|)t!s iu-s iht^v •^rt'hered

theiii^iii hiicUfie: or pails, which ilioy c.Hrrifd upuM

their shoulders. I was itsioinshfd lo oti^erve ih:i

60 diilc itiieiition was paid to ihe qu-tlity of the

^nipfs (mt into lh« press. I h^td previously oli-

eerved lo every mule- or ass lo.id, which 1 liul

seen con ve)iiiii; grapes lioiii the, vuieyard towards

the town, thai a l.irgH'. pruporlioii was detMyed,

but I ihoijifhi it proliuhle that some eeiecuon

would be ma le helore jire-sinir. Here, hov/ever,

I oliserved thai three lourihs ol' ilie ur.ipes had
burst in coiisequehce of Ihe Trini ; and, perhaj)!!.

from one-iliird 10 onehalf api eaPi-d lo lie fir nd-

vanced tow.irds patrefuctioa, boi the must ili.it

ran (ium iliem was nevenheless perlecily svveei.

Oliservinjr so hide selection in a vmeyard where
more rare was taken liian in any o:her we had

seen, and some science really indicated by the

proprietor, I concluded liiat noliiing was niore

coiuinoii than lor the grapes to be in a state of

decay when the wine was made. It was evident

that if baskets had been employed in which to

gathenhe grapes, a great proportion of the juice

would have been lost; but there was an immense
waste of labor in each vintager bringing what he
liad gathered the whole way to the cellar. If

Don Pedro had left roads for a cart, or even paths

lor a mule through his vineyard, he might have
brought his grapes to the press with half the

manual labor he now employs. Having an en-

gagement to dine wiih Don Jacobo Gordon at 3
o'clock, we quilled Don Pedro Don)ecq's vine-

yard sooner than 1 would have wished to part with

its intelligent proprietor. He is the largest holder

of wine in Xeres, and exports more than any other

merchant.
Wednesday, 5lh October.— At seven this morn-

ing 1 took leave of my hospitable and very atten-

tive fiiends at JTeres de la Frontera; Doctor
Wilson having engaged, at the proper season, lo

procure and send me to London cuttings of all the

varieties of vines cullivaied m that neighborhood.

I had engaged a calesa, a wretched son of gig, to

convey me to San Lucar, there to join the steam-

boat lor Seville, this being considered my best

route lo Malaga, whither I now proposed to make
the besl of my way. We had only proceeded

three or four miles, when one of the wheels be-

came loosened, and the calesera had no means
of repairing the damage, there was nothing, there-

fore, tor it but to return. Accompanied by Dr.

Wilson, 1 rode out in a different direction from any

we had previously taken, and stopped to examine
more particularly one of the 7ionas which supply

Xeres with water. We entered a stable, and as-

cended to Ihe loft where the mules work ; the

ascent is without steps, to allow the mules to go

up and down. The elevation of this loft was ten

(eel; the mules were not at work, and the driver

lighted a piece of rope and let it down into the well

to show us ils depth ; the well is about seven leet

in diameter, and 25 varas (about 70 (eel) to the

water, which has a depth of 11 feet, making the

whole depth of the well about 80 feet.

The circle round which the mule treads is 30 to

35 feet in diamater ; the horizontal wheel is 10

feet ; the veriicle wheel 8. They act upon each

other by a series of leeth, which are merely pegs

fixed lo the outside of the wheel, The leeth pro-
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jecling from the horizontal wheel were ten inches;

ihoRR Irom ihe vertical wheel 8 inches in length.

The horizontal wheel is turned by a lever attached

10 the top ol' the beam, aliout 10 or 11 lt?et in

height, and filling at an anL^le to the heighi of the

shoniders of the mule. The circular t)ands, la

.vhich are attached ihe eanhen j us, are made of a

kind of irrass wiuch is in general use t<T ilial pur-

poise. Thejaisare separaie nbotji six or seven

inches, and are very deep in pr.ij.ortion to iheir

widih ; they are fixed between the two bands, by

cor.is passinvr roni.d ihe muldle, (where their g rlli

IS leas'.) and nearihe lop ; the whole ling, h ol ihe

circular Oaii.is is, of course, twice the depili of ih'i

well, the number of the pols is 37, a"d ihey are

about lour leet apart. Whi-*n the wheel is set iti

motion, they descend em|)ly on one side, an i pas.---

iniT throiiirh ilie water, ii.<e nearly full on the oher
side of the well ; there are small holes in the bot-

tom of ihe jars, to allow ihe air to escape when
ihey enter the water, there is, consequently, a con-

stant leakage from jar to jar as they ascend. Each
of the jars delivers from four lo five English pints

at each revolution of the wheel (of ropes.) The
trough, into which they are emptied as the wheel

turns, is on a level with its centre. When there

is a greater demand for water in the very dry sea-

son, they double the number of pols, putting one

between each of those now in use, and yoking a

second mule. They must double the quantity of

water delivered in the same time. The water is

conveyed to the two in earthen pipes, and sold

from the cistei n to which it flows, the norias being

all private property.

Having finished our examination of the noria,

we proceeded lo the adjoining vineyard, where

half a dozen men were employed in gathering

the grapes. This vineyard is situated in what
are called the arenas, (sands;) the soil is a light_

sandy loam, and though surrounded by hills of

chalk did not appear on trial to contain the small-

est portion of calcareous matter.

The soil seemed capable of supporting a more
vigorous vegetation than at any place he had vi-

sited, and the vines were pruned accordingly. On
each vine there was at least one long branch, con-

taining from eight to ten knots, and from two to

four spurs, with one or two knots each. On some
vines there were two branches, one containing

eight or ten knots, the other four or five, beside

lliree or four spurs, with one or two knots each.

On one or two vines, which seemed very heavily

chartred, 1 counted twelve knots on one branch,

and '^seven spurs ; the crop was in proportion,

many of the vines producing twenty bunches

and upwards. The average weight of fruit on

each vine could not be less than from 25 to 30

lbs. The vinador said, the extent of the vine-

yard was ten aranzadas, (9 acres, 2 roods, 10 per-

ches :)the produce varied according to the season,

from forty to fifty butts; forty-five butts is about

six hundred srallons, old measure, for each Eng-
lish acre. The other vineyards in the arenas

seemed to be pruned in the same manner, and to be

fuJly as heavily charged with fruit. The vinador

said the wine was of very good quality. The
irrapes were chiefly the variety called Uva de Bey;

but there are also a very few of Pedro JCimenes,

and one or two other varieties. The vines in this

vineyard appeared to be in the highest state of

health, and had evidently been treated with the
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greatest care from the commencement. They
were now twenty-five years of age ; ilie branches
were so well arranged that they balanced each
niher upon the slock ; and (ew pro|)s were there-
fore required, liic height of the stock being liom
16 to 20 inches. Where, from the weight of li"uit,

a prop was required, it cont^isted of a piece of
c;nie, with a fork cut in the end of it, and in this

lurk I he branch rested. A small spot in the vine-
yard had been newly planted ; he said the ground
had been trenched to the depih ofa vara, or a vara
and a quarter. These vines were only manured
once in lour or five years; the reason of this, he
said, was that the ground was not so cold as the
albarizas, and did not require it oftener.

As the grapes were coliected, they were spread
out on large mats in the sun's rays. This is very
commonly ihe practice in ordinary seasons ; but
owing to the late lieavy rains coming upon the
grapes when the most of them are fully ripe, they
are in general hastening on the vintage this eea-
fon without attending to it. The vinadur said

t hey would be put in the press to-night, and pressed
next morning.

Mr. Cormack says, that this vineyard produces
only the common wine of the country, and liom
the way it was cultivated he was sure it must yield

6 or 7 bulls an acre, but he understood ihat a large
portion of the grapes were sent to the market.
The arenas, in general, he says, yield from 4 to 6
butts a Spanish acre, which is worth, on being
made, al)out 22 pesos of 15 reals each. Thus, 5
butts will amount lo 82| Spanish dollars, which is

equal lo about £17 10s. (^83 12) per aranzada,
or £18 10s. (^87 87) per English acre. This
vineyard, he inlbrrned me, was worth 300 dollars

per aranzada, or about £66 ($313 50) an English
acre. The albariza vineyards yield, on an average,
from 2^ lo 3 bulls per aranzada, which is worih, in-

cluding the agva pies, this year, (October, 1831,)
38 pesos per buii

; 2| butts amount, therefore, to

£16 13s. 9d. ($79 32,) or about £17 10s. per
English acre. Mr. Domecq's vineyard was some
lime ago valued at 40,000 Spanish dollars. Theex-
l>>.nt bemg 191 English acres, and the buildings at

ihat lime worth 3,000 or 4,000 dollars, the value of

the whole will appear to be £7,756 Ss., or about
£40 12s. ($193 81) per English acre, the average
produce being about 800 bulls. This, at 38 pesos,
will amount lo £4,275 ($20,306) lor the value ol

one year's produce of the whole, or £22 73.

($106) per acre. The expenses of cultivation

are ei.ued by Mr. Cormack lo be from 50 lo 60
dollars per aranzada, and this also agrees pretty
neaKly wiili Mr. Domecq's statement. It there-
lore apjiears that the profit upon an acie of the
arenas will be atiout £7 10s. ($35 62 ;) upon
I he ordinary albariza, £5 ISs. 9d. ($27 ;) on Mr.
Domecq's £ll7d. ($51.) J am inclined to think
that ihis esiiraate is pretty correct, as it applies
to the arenas, but is probably underrated in the
albarizas generally, and overrated in Mr. Do-
mecq's.

The whole extent of il)e Xeres' vineyar<j3,

which produce wine fit for the English market,
does not exceed 7,000 acres, and about double that

extent will also include those of Port Saint Mary's
and San Lucar. A great portion of the wines
exported to England under the name of sherry,
Rre Ihe growth of Malaga, end are brought round
and transhipped at Cadiz. 51ost of the tharries

sold by retail in England, under 40s. a dozen, are
eitlier of this kmd or of Ihe commonest qualities

of the San Lucar and Port Saint Mary's vine-
yards. The whole quantity of sherry annually
exported from Xeres, docs not exceed 25,000
butts. In no case do ihe exporters send a genu-
ine natural wine ; Ihat is, a wine as it comes from
the press, without a mixture of other qualities.

It is rather a singular circumstance thai the sale

of Ihe produce of ihe common vineyards is more
ready and certain than of that fit for exportation.

The latter is all purchased up by a lew indivi-

duals, and held by them till it is taken off by the
gradual denumd. The stock is equal lo many
years' consumption, and some of the holders are
said to possess stocks to the amount of a million

dollars. No wine is allowed by law to be sold lor

consumption till it is twelve months old. The pro-
duce of the arenas is much greater than of the al-

barizas, but a greater quantity of it turns sour. The
very dry wine called Amontillado, is generall}' said
to be produced in a way which no man can account
for, as it is not possible to say beforehand whe-
ther the wine, when fermenting, will turn out
sherry or Amontillado. If so, it is probably the
result of a more perfect fermenialion ; indeed, Mr,
Domecq agreed with me in this opinion. Ratiiel

Torda, a Spanish writer on wines, says that it is

the produce of a particular grape, the /xj/omj'na.

Alihough the Manzanilla and common wine of
the country are more apt to turn sour than the sher-
r}', the latter is also occasionally subject to that

degeneration. Mr. Domecq said, that as many
as 100 butts of the Machar Nudo had turned sour
in one season; whether after the adoption of the

plan of allowing the scum to escape during the fer-

mentation, instead of returning it by liie (unne!

upon the wine, I did not inquire. Perhaps it

may be owing lo the grapes of part of the vine-

yard being of an inferior quality, or there may
be something in the soil or exposure which pre-

vents their attaining perlection. JM r. Domecq said,

that there are very lew of the grapes which are

good, even in the albariza vineyards, and ihat the
finest sherries are produced from two or three va-

rieties which are rather scarce; of one variety

he found great difficulty in procuring cuttings^

there not being more than two acres of it in the
district of Xeres. Scuddiness is, however, Ihe most
prevailing delect in the sherry wines, and it is

worth consideration whether this is not owing
to imperfect fermentation. We tasted wine in Mr.
Domecq's cellar which was quite sweet, although
three weeks old. The violence of the first fermen-
tation is suppressed by the smallness of the ves-

sel in which it lakes place ; and until the original

principles of Ihe viusi, which remain undtcom-
posed, are separated by subsequent repealed rack-

ings, or changed, after a great length of time, into

alcohol, they are always liable to rise ihrougli the
wine, and produce ihis scuddiness. It is probable,

also, that the absorption of the tartaric acid which
the grape may contain, by the use of gypsum,
may be a still further hinderance lo the fermenta-
tion. On the whole, I think there can be no
doubt that were the fermentation completed in

large vessels, and the wine subsequently racked
off into casks, this scuddiness would never ap-
pear ; and, considering the general richness of the

grapes of this country in saccharine matter, there

would be ae little danger ol' acidity )^ the casks
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were thoroughly closed to the air when the fermen-
tation should have ceased.

Thursday, 6th October.—This morning T again
started in a calesa, and, after about lour hours' tra-

velling, accomplished the journey to the little town
o\' Bonanza, above San Lucar, the distance being
4 leagues. The road was not made in any place,

but there were bridges at spots which would be
otherwise impassable. After about three or four

miles' travelling, I quilted the vineyards, which
ihr that distance crowned the chalky hills on both
sides of the valley through which the road passed.
The country was now open, and without a single

tree or enclosure. I passed several Itirm steadings,
if indeed they are worthy of the name. The build-

ings were of the most wretched description, and in

the worst possible repair, conlrasiing, in this re-

spect, most stron<,r|y with the cellars and pressing-

houses in the vineyards, all of which were in good
order, and well whitewashed. Here, however,
no farmer lives upon his larm. At seed time he
comes with a sufficient number of people to plough
up and sow the land, and returns to the town till

the season of harvest again calls him forth. The
harvest is collecte<l tea convenient spot, where the

grain is trodden out by horses and catile, and the
straw is most generally burned ; and this closes

the labors of the year. At one place I saw seven
men [)lougliiiig, each with a pair of oxen, and fol-

lowing each other in the same furrow. The oxen
were yoked by the head, the yoke resting imme-
diately behind the horns, and bemg secured round
the forehead of the animals. Near Bonanza I

passed several steep hills of albariza, covered
with vines, and terraced on the most precipitous

side.

The banks of the Gaudalquivcr, for ten miles

above Bonanza, are low alluvial fiats, apparently
ofgreat extent; and they appeared, perhaps in con-
sequence of the late heavy rains, too wet to bear
the pasturage of cattle. From that distance the

lands on both sides bore the marks of cultivaiion,

nnd were covered vviih cattle and horses. The
hills which bounded these alluvial flats were co-

vered with olives. In several places they were ga-
thering Indian corn and millet. On approaching
Seville there was here and there a plantation oi

oranges. The alluvial hanks had very much con-
tracted in extent, and, though higher than tiiose

lower down the river, were in no place more than
four feet above the water ; but the river was very
muddy, and was probably swelled in consequence
of the rains.

Friday, 7th Oct., Seville.— I find that the ordi-

nario, or carrier, with whom 1 was recommended
to travel to Malaga, is not now here, and is not

expected for several days. I am told on all hands,

that it would be madness to attempt travelling

in any other way, as the roads are so much
infested with robbers, that every person who
attempts to travel, unless under the protection of

the ordinario, is sure to be stripped. The latter

personage purchases immunity lor him-^elf and
his passengers, by paying a sort ol blackmail

every journey. During the week whiich I re-

mained at Seville, wailing Ibr the carrier, I made
two short excursions to the country. I had under-

stood at Xeres, that the neighborhood of Seville

was famous for its plantations of olives, and I was
anxious, during my stay here, to learn as much
as possible on that subject. JMy first expedition

was to the ruins of an ancient Roman city, named
Italica, which stood on the opposite side of the
river, about two leagues above where Seville now
stands, with the double object of visiting the ruins,

and a convent of Hieronomiie monks, who had
extensive olive plantations, and presses for extract-
ing the oil. I was accompanied by a gentleman
belonging to an English mercantile house, to the
head of which I had brought a letter of introduc-
tion. We passed one vineyard, the only one I

saw within many miles of Seville ; and the wine
of this, the calesera said, was not good. We
made our first visit to the convent, as it was now
11 o'clock, and the dmner hour of the monks was
12. A monk, whom we met in the outer yard,
desired one of^ their farming men to show us the
oil press—a very clumsy afifair. The press con-
sists of a beam of immense length, and not less

than five cubic feet in thickness at the thickest
part. The pivot or hinge, on which this lever
works, is placed at about one fourth of the length
of the beam from its thickest end. The long arm
of the lever is pressed upwards by a screw, and
the thick end is thus pressed down upon the olives
which are placed under it, enclosed in a kind of
mat made of grass, after having iieen broken in a
mill. There weretwoof these leversin the house.
The man who showed us the [iresses said, that a
good olive tree would yield Irom three to four fa-
negas of olives in a good year, and that generally
nfanega of olives would yield an arroba (aliout 4^
gallons) of oil.—From the oil presses we went to

the garden, where there are a lew Iruit trees, and
where they cultivate vegetables. There was nei-
ther variety in the plants, nor taste in their distri-

bution ; but here, as elsewhere, there was a noria
at work, with one ox. The water was conveyed
throughout the garden by small canals. The
prncurador or steward of the convent, to whom
notice had been sent by the first monk of our wish
to see the premises, had returned an answer that
he was occupied and could not come. We now
went up to the granary, and found him employed
in taking an account of a quantity of wheat which
some n)eti were conveying from one part to ano-
ther. Don Peres, my companion, expressed to him
my wish to see every thing that was to be seen,

and particularly the oil presses. '' Ah," he replied,
" the English are a very ingenious people; but
they already know every thing sufficiently well, and
do not need to be instructed." He therefore saw
us walking about the granary without stirring

from his seat, or ofliering a single observation, and
he seemed very well pleased when we took our
leave. The granary contained a considerable

quantity of very fair wheat, also some Indian
corn and millet. I looked in vain, to discover a
single weevil, and found that this insect, which oc-

casions such ravages with us, was only known
here by name. As we proceeded to Italica we
found a large number of people shelling maize

—

the greater part belonging to the monks, who are

the proprietors and farmers of most of the land sur-

rounding their convent. Their mode of sfielling

was to take a blunt iron instrument (most of them
used the back of a reaping hood, or the instrument

with which they clean their ploughs,) and holding

the cob in their left hand, with the thick end up,

continue striking it till all the corn is off. Each
stroke stripped the cob from top to bottom of' the

place where it was struck. I i)Ut the ^question to
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several, and they eaid that one person would thus

eheil from 4 to 5 fanegas, that is, about from eight

to ten bushels in a day, and that they received a

rial lor each fanega ; that is, from the 4ih to the

5th of a dollar per day ; but they do not earn such

wages at every kind ol work. The crop of maize

appeared, from the quality of the grain, to have

been a fine one, and one ol" the persons told me
that it had yielded at the rate of about 50 bushels

an acre. The olives on the trees we. examined,

in the neighborhood of the convent, did not appear

to have suffered so much as those of Xeres. The
man who showed us the presses, said that there

was no such thing as a failure in the crop of olives

every second year. He said they had all suffered

very much this year in conse(iue,nce of the rams

in summer, but ihat even this year Iheir olives

had not failed. On returning we si ruck off into a

field where a lot of men and horses were employ-

ed in treading out millet. There were nme horses,

and a driver to every three. They were dri-

ven round the circle all abreast ; the whole super-

ficies of a very large circle, from the centre out-

wards, being covered with the tops of the millet

which had been cut ofi' with very little of the straAv.

They had begun about mid-day and would finish

at ni<fht. The produce would be about 80 fanegas

— 160 bushels. Many of the fields in this neigh-

borhood are cultivated with corn crops under the

olive trees, and they say that the crop is not in-

jured by the latter. The olives are never ma-
nured unless the ground under is cultivated, and
then they of course receive a share of the ad-

vantage which is intended for the corn.

Having been lold by the merchant to whom I

brouixht a letter of introduction that a Spanish no-

bleman, the Marquis del Arco Hermoso, had in-

troduced the Florence modeof preparincroil, which
lie had learned during a residence in Tuscany, J

determined on visiting his plantation, which lay

beyond the town of jilcala, about four leagues

from Seville. On this excursion I was accompa-
nied by Don Francisco Dias, a Spanish gentle-

man, who spoke French, and to Vi^'hom 1 had
brought an introduction from Mr. Gordon, of

Xeres. We expected to find the Marquis, who
was a particular friend of Don Francisco's, at hie

plantation.

The town of Alcala, perhaps from its excellent

situation for water mills, ie almost wholly inhabit-

ed by bakers, who send their bread to Seville. At
almost every door we saw the women sitting

picking from the wheat the small slones, and
other impuri'.ies, which it collects from llieir rude
mode of thrashing.

The marquis had left his country house about an
hour before our arrival, but we Ibund a very intel-

ligent peasant, who had the management of it in

his absence, and who answered my quesiion.-j with

irr?at readiness and intelliirence. 1'heie h re 200
aranzadas under olives, which have this year suf-

lered much from the rain. When rain falls in

Auaust, as was the case this year, the olives al-

ways suffer from if. He estimates the present

crop at about 2,000 fanegas of olives, which will

yield about 1,500 arrobas of oil ; but in a very fis-

vorable year the plantation will yif^id 5.000 Jijne-

gas of olives, or about 3,750 arrol)as of oil. All
the ground we saw was a very light sandy loam.
It is ploughed once a year. They plough an aran-
^ada of the olive ground in a day, but not more

than half that quantity of the meadow or corr*

land below. There are five kinds of olives on the

estate : one of them, the La Reyna, is of a very

large size, and is pickled lor eating. The tree of

this variety produces but little fruit, and the fruit

when pressed yields but little oil, but it is very

highly prized for eating, being as large us a good
sized plum.
The mill for grinding, or crushing the olives,

consisted of a large circular stone, slopintr inwards
to the centre, where a sufficient space was left level

tor a millstone of seven leei in diameter, and 14

inches in thickness, to turn upon its edije. An
upright beam, fixed to the centre of the millstone,

and turnmg on a pivot, gave it motion. After

having been brought home, the olives lie in a
heap, on an average about fifteen days belbre they

are crushed. After having been crushed, they are

put into the press, and it is the common practice

to pour hot water upon them, in order to extract

the oil. They are pressed thrice, and each lime

with the addition of boiling water, there being a

large boiler built into a furnace to supply the wa-
ter. The fluid runs from the press to a cistern,

and when it is filled, the oil flows over the top,

leaving the water below, which is cleared away,
as necessary. The peasant said, that all the dif-

lerence between the fine and common oil was, that

the Ibrmer was the virgin juice, drawn off with

cold water, and not mixed with the second and
third pressings. The press in this cellar was of

the same construction as those at the convent ; it

was 20 paces in length, 14 ol which were on the

long arm of the beam, and 6 at the short or press

end. It must, from its thickness, contain many
tons of timber. The oil is kepi in large jars, some
of which were built into a projecting part of the

wall, and were suffirienlly capacious to contain

100 gallons each. The fine oil produced by the

Marquis is not relished by his countrymen; they
say it has no taste, and prefer the rancid od which
they have been accustomed to use.

The trees on this properly are reckoned very

young for olives, although tfiey are sixty years old.

They are pruned every year. A man will prune
half an ara?jza(/o in a day. But olive trees are

said not to require pruninij at all, till they are 25
or 30 years old. Two hundred aranzadas are

equal to 191 English acres, and 3,000 arrobas of
oil, the average annual produce, are equal to

12,735 English gallons, old measure, about 63|
gallons per English acre.

1 do not know, however, whether there was
not included in this estimate 40 aranzadas that are

entirely planted with the jLa jReyna, which are

never pressed for oil. Even with iliis deduction

the produce would fall very far short of what the

trees of the Hieronomiles were said to produce
;

namely, from three to four fanegas of olives each
tree, each iiinega yielding an arroba of oil. An
English acre will contain GO trees, 27 feet apart,

which is about the distance they were placed li-om

each oiher on the Marquis's plantations; and,
indeed, 60 was said f)y the peasant to be the num-
ber on each aranzada. One hundred and fifty-

three acres, bearing 60 trees each, will contain

9,180 trees, and the produce beiuir 3,000 arroba^s,

it is scarcely one third of an arroba for each tree.

This comes nearer to Don Jacoho Gordon's
statement, that from 1^ to 1^ arroba is reckoned a
good return from each tree. The trees of the
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Hieronomites, as well, indeed, as thnmost ofthose
I saw in the neighborhood ofXeres, were planied

on a riclier soil, and were of much larger dinien-

pions ; but this could never cause sucii a dillerence

as to reconcile the difierent siatenienip.

The principal exports from Seville are bitter

and sweet oranges, and lemons. The sweet
oranges are more cultivated than the bitter. I

visited several plantations; one belonging to Mr.
Welherall, the merchant to whom I had brought
an introduction. The plants are all raised from
pips of the bitter orange, and when the stocks are
ibur years old ihey bud them with two or three

eyes of the sweet orange. The orange ijroves are

reckoned of great value. The trees are planted
at the distance of 21 or 22 (i^et each way, and, in

good years, will yield from 1,000 to 1,200, or even
1,500 orange.s each. They are irrigated every
ten days, and the soil is (Jisposed in small trenches
to allow the water to spread. This plantation was
watered by means of a steam engine, which was
erected in a neighboring tan yard. Seville also

exports wool and oil ; but very little wool has been
exported tliis season, in consequence of an expec-
tation that Saxony wools would be excluded li-om

the ports of England on account of the cholera

viorbus. Prices have risen so largely, on this

account, that the merchants cannot execute the
orders of their correspondents. The wools shipped
I'rom Seville are those of Esfremadura, and are
of inferior quality. The chief shipments of the

Segovian and Leonesian fleeces are made from
IJilboa. I believe no person in New South Wales
wag aware, at the time the prices of their wools
Bunk more than 50 per cent, in the English mar-
ket, (4 or 5 years ago,) that the Spanish govern-
ment had repealed an export duty of two rials (10
cents) on the wools of Esfremadura, and three

rials (15 cents) on those of Segovia and Leonesia:
and thu.s enabled wools to be exported to a vast

extent, which would never otherwise have reached
the English market. About 50 vessels, of fi-om

80 to 120 tons burthen, are annually loaded with
oranges and lemons at Seville. The chief plnnla-
lions are at some distance from the town. It ap-
pears to be a fruit not much used by the inhabitants

themselves. There was scarcely an orange tree to

be seen in private gardens, or in any of the small

villages round Seville. At the present season they
are gathering the Grenadilla, or pomegranate,
which is very abundant; and this, with melons,
and bread, and olives, seems to constitute, at this

season, the principal fare of the common people at

all times of the day.
Wednesday, 19/A October.—On Thursday morn-

ing last 1 joined the caravan of the ordtnario,

which, on its starting, consisted of six wagons,
besides a covereil cart with stuffed seats and hacks,

called a tertana, in which were three friars and
myself. A number of persons, on asses and on
foot, also accompanied us, but these gradually
chopped off as we proceedeil. It look six days,

including a day spent at the town of Anteqiiera,
to accomplish the journey to Malaga, a distance

of 130 miles. About eight miles before reaching
the former town, a parly of horsemen came in

sight, to the evident consternation of every one. It

was said they belonged to the party of Jose JVIaria,

a famous brigand, who has 35 men well mounfed
and equipped, and levies contributions on all the
roads throughout the province. They did not,

however, approach nearer than half a mile ; and
one of the muleteers having gone off to them,
returned in three quarters of an hour, and said they
were not robbers, but soldiers. Two miles farther

on, however, we stopped at a house where we
were told it was customary lo make a contribution

to guaranty travellers against robbers; and 14
dollars having been collected, we saw no moie
of the parly which caused such alarm.

With little exception, the whole tract of country
from Seville to Antequera is of the richest possible

description, but in the most wretched stale of culti-

vation. There are no enclosures save here and
there a vineyard ; and such is the stale of personal

insecurity, that no farmer or proprietor ventures
to live on his land. The inhabitants are congre-
gated in the towns or in miserable villages, and
only visit the distant fields to give them ihc least

possible culture, and lo gather in the harvest when
ripe. This being a cross-road, the inns were of
the meanest description ; and the fare, which
was undoubtedly superior to the daily fare ever*

of those above the rank of a peasant, was such as
to indicate the greatest poverty. I did not see lOO
head of cattle or twice as many sheep, during the
whole journey ; and only once was butcher's meat
set upon the table. My companions seemed to

consider themselves fortunate when the bill oflare
included a stewed rabbit or haie ; and this was in

a country rich enough to support ten times its

population, in the greatest abundance. From
Antequera lo Malaga, about 22 miles, the charac-
ter of the country was totally different. Instead
of the rich and extensive plains, bounded by
gently rising hills covered with the olive, the road
here wound through a continuation of sleep rocks
and hills, in many places approachinu in character
to mountains. But here the hand of industry had
been at work, and, instead of a track formed by
the successive marks of wheels, there was a road
cut out of the sides of the hills, and winding
through them wiih considerable art. Here .and

there, also, where a favourable spot was presen'ed,

a |)easant had established himself; ami the plan-

tations of vines and olives, with which his industry

liad surrounded his habitation, had given lo the
narrow valleys, and s!ee|i decliviiies of the moun-
tains, nn appearance of cultivation and feriilily that

might be looked for in vain in the wide-snreading
and rich valleys through which we had previously

passed. As we approached Malaga these plan-

tations became fre(]uent, although the country
only presents a succession of steep hills; the soil

a loose brown loam, plentifully mixed with the.

gravel of the strata beneath, vvhich is a blue or

gray shale or schistus, turning brown and falling

lo pieces on exposure to the aimosphere. In

many places, as apfieared at the sides ol" the road,

there were five or six feet in depth of this loose

soil, be'bre it came upon the more solid materia'.

It was evident the vines had been planted without
the ground having underiione any previous pre-

paration ; and no provision was madt% even in the

steepest places, to prevent the soil from being
washed away. Tlie vines, in general, seemed
to be treated in a very slovenly manner; the stock

was close to the ground; and numerous weak
shoots were springing out in every direction.

It was seven in the evening when we enlered

Malaga, having been travelling from ihree o'clock

in the morning, at which lime we started by torch
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light. During the wiiole of this time the mules
had no food, and only one hour's rest, which was
afibrded them by the overturning ol'a wagon, and
yet they came into Malaga without any symptoms
olTatigue.

Alter enjoying a confortable night's rest, I pro-

ceeded to deliver my letters of introduction. One
of these was to Mr. Kirkpatrick, the Hanoverian
consul, a Scotchman by birth, who had resided 40
years in Spain, and whose kindness to travellers is

proverbial. I found that the season lor preserving

raisins had been over (or sometime; Mr. Kirk-
patrick, hovvever, lost no time in ascertaining what
information could yet be procured.

Friday, 2\st October.— At day-break this morn-
ing, a gentleman, whom Mr. Kirkpatrick request-

ed to show me his vineyard and explain the pro-

cess of preserving the grapes wailed upon me, and
we set out immediately. Our road, lay along the

shore, to the eastward, the vineyard of Don Sal-

vador Solier lying m that direction, at the distance

of about 14 miles. In the immediate vicinity of

Malaga the country is e.xtremely rugged, but

evei-y patch where it was possible to thrust in a

plant was under cultivation. The rocks consisted

of rugged masses of limestone, allernatins with
the same kind of slaty schist 1 had prpvjousiy ob-

served on the road from Antequera. For the first

two leagues there were ihw vineyards, chiefly

owing to the ruguedness of the country, which
would not admit of cultivation. Beyond that dis-

lance almost every hill was covered with vines,

the produce of which is all converted into raisins.

The crapes are all of the large white Muscatel—
the Muscatel Gordon of Roxas Clemente. This
grape, my companion informed me, does not suc-

ceed in the interior, and therefore all the Muscatel
raisins are made within two leagues of the coast.

The Lexia raisins, which are used for puddinurs,

&c., are made in the interior. We arrived at the

country house oi' Don Salvador at nine o'clock,

and, after a substantial breakliist, sallied out to ex-

amine the vines. Six or seven workmen were em-
ployed in preparing the ground for planting, with-

in a short distance of the house. They did not

trench the whole of the ground, but dug out square
holes about two i'ect in diameter, and not more
than 20 inches in depth. The distance of the cen-

tres of these holes from each other is seven feet,

and this is the distance ai which the vines on the
hills round JMalaga seem invariably to be planted.

The vineyard I was examining, as well as all

(hose in its vicinity, consisled of a series of steep
hills. The soil every where was a decomposed
slate, mixed with abundance of gravel of the same
substance. On the higher part of the ground this

soil appeared rather hard, and required great la-

bor to break it up, but once broken up it is loose

for ever ; so much so, that it slides away from
under the feet even where there is only a slight

slope. There is no difference made in the distance
at which the vines are planted, between the hills

and the valleys : although in many places, on the
former, the shoots scarcely extended more than
10 or 12 inches, while in the valleys they extend
to the lengih ofas many feet. They never, under
any circumstances, manure these vineyards ; they
eay it would give more wood, but would not add
to the quantity of the fruit. The branches are
pruned closer to the stock than those of any vines

I ever saw ; nothing but the half-lbrrned buds, at

the junction of the old and new wood, being left

to produce the wood of the succeeding year. I

could not find an instance where the spur had been
left long enough to include the first fuil-lbrmed
bud, which is generally from h;>If an inch to an
inch from the jiuiciioii. The number of shoots
seemed almost unlimited ; I counted froin 10 to

22 ; there was scarcely any vine had fewer than
10, and they generally had from 12 to 15. The
stock was close to the ground, and not the slight-

est eflbrt ninde to raise the shoots, or support them
from the ground. Almost every bunch would
therefore lie on the ground ; and, were the soil of
a less gravelly description, the greater part would
without doubt be lost. After the priminir, they
dig over the ground and lay bare the stocks, in

order to scrape off the barbe, or small thread-like

roots which are near the surface. As scarcely

any grass or lierb vegetates aaiong these vines,

an<l the soil is always sufficiently loose, it is evident
that they require little digging or cleaninij. We
went out to visit a peasant, a neighbor of Don
Salvador's. He said (bur or five very fine vines
might yield raisins enough to fill a box which con-
tains an arroba of 25 lbs. ; but throughout the

country it would require, on an average, nine or

ten. The grapes lose about two thirds of their

weight in drying: this would, therefore, give

a produce of 7 or 8 lbs. of grapes to each vine—

a

calculation which ( should think must include a
much greater proportion of stinted vines than of
luxuriant ones ; Ibr the majority of those in Don
Salvador's vineyard would, I have no doubt, yield

double that quantity. Including, fiowever, those

vines which are visible at the tops even oft he highest

hills, the calculation is likely enough to be correct.

The peasant whom we visited was making wine,

from some of fiis grapes, which, after having been
nearly dried, were spoiletl by the rain. In a small

skilling, behind the cottage, a portion of the floor,

about ten feel square, was elevated above the rest.

It was paved with tiles, and a man was busy
trampling the raisins, which he had almost re-

duced to a paste. He helped them into a corner as

he successively passed them under his feet (or the

press, which was merely a large beam passing

along the skilling, without any screw, or any oiher

means of giving it additional power as a lever.

A little water was added to the grapes to bring

out the juice, and a part of the must was on the

fire boiling, to add to lis strength. We tasted

some wine made two months befbre from the

Pedro Almenes grape, and also some from that

grape mixed with the Muscatel ; both were as

sweet and luscious as possible. The grapes, when
dried, are worth double what they would yield

made into wine, and therefbre they are never made
into wine unless spoiled by the raiti.

They usually commence gathering the grapes

about the middle of August, choosing only such
bunches as are ripe. They return, after a week
or two, to make another selection, and so on for a

third and fourth time. A place is always reserved

in the vineyard, free from plants, on which to

spread the grapes when gathered ; and they

choose a spot where the soil is of the darkest co-

lor, in order to its keeping the full fbrce of the sun'a

rays during the day, and retaining the heat during

the night. The bunches are spread out separate-

ly on The ground, and never allowed to press upon

each other :— according to Don Salvador they are
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only once turned over. At the end of 15 days they

are, in general, eufficiendy dry. 'J'liis senson was
more unlbrimiule lor the early commencement ol

the rains than any season for many years, and
the crop was remarkably fine. It is Don Salva-

dor's inlention, in Iblure years, to have wooden
toldos, or awnings, prepared to shelter ihe grapes,

wlnle drying, against the rains, and also to cover

them durin<r liie night. He says that the drying

oftlie grapes is so nmch retarded by their being

exposed 10 the dews durmg the night, that when
he has the means of covering them tit night, he
expects they will be dried in hall' the time usual

at present. IJelbre ihe bunches ars spread out,

the small grapes are picked out, as well as any
which may happen to be injured : the small grapes
sire dried se|)arately. I saw a heap of them in

Don Salvador's house, which had the appearance

of very large currants. When the giafiea are

turned, any spoiled ones are, or ought to be, picked

out ; they liave no particular rule for judging
when they are sufficiently dry,— it is learned by ex-

perience. When they happen to get rain while

drying, the stalks l)ecome black or rusiy-lookmg,

instead ot being of'a bright ImlU brown. Accord-

ing to Don Salvador, the district which produces

the Muscatel grape extends only two leagues far-

ther east; that is, not more than tiiree leagues in

all, along the coast, and two leagues inwards.

Heeaysihe v; lue of the land planted with it is

about 3,000 rials, or 150 Spanish dollars perfane-
ga. 'J'here is a piece of land, adjoining their own,
which they are anxjius to liuy ; they would give

(or ii 1,500 rials perfanega— to plant it witli vines

would cost 500 rials more, and there would be no
return (or three years. Each fanega, he says,

contains 650 slocks, and as each stock is seven leet

apart from its neighbors, the number of square leet

in a fanega will be 31,850, which is 2 roods 37
perches English measure. Ft required, lie said,

ten men tor a da)' to hole a fanega lor the planta-

tion. If, therelbre, 10 slocks give 25 lbs. of raisins,

afanega will give 1,625 lbs., or 65 arrobas or box-

es of 25 lbs. each ; which would be, Ibr an English
acre, 2.222 lbs. Don Salvador pays his woikmen
3| rials, about 17^ els. a day, besides lood. The
Ibod consists of, in the morning, a soup of lentils,

&c. ; at dinner, pork ; and alsupper, ihe aspac/iio,

or cold soup, Ibrmerly described, bread and grapes
at discretion. The whole cosis about 5^ rials, or

26 cents a day.

Saturday, 22nd October.—Having read over to

Mr. Kiikpatrick my noies of yesterday's excursion,

he said that Don Salvador's infoimaiion was ge-

nerally correct, but added the ibilowing observa-

tions :—The Muscatel grape, jVJr. lvirk[)atrick

thinks, musl he cultivated as much as lour leagues

from the coast, but will not succeed beyond that

disiance. The extent of coast vv'hich admits of iis

cultivation must also l)e five or six leagues, at least,

as the principal cultivaiion is in the neighborhood
of Velez Malaga, five leagues to the eastward
of Malaga.— There are three distinct sorts of rai-

sins :— 1st, the Muscatel, which are the finest, and
are always packed in boxes of25 lbs., and halfand
quarter boxes, containing, respectively, tlie hall

and quarter of that quantity.— 2dly, Sun or Bloom
raisins: these are prepared in a manner in every
respect similar to the Muscatel, but from a differ-

ent grape ; a very long grape called in the coun-
try Uva Larga. These are also generally packed

in boxes, but sometimes in casks. Those in boxes

are also called bunch raisins ; the others are ge-

nerally of an interior quality, and separate (i-om the

stalks. The sun or bloom raisins keep better than
the Muscatel, and /brihat reason, it is this descrip-

tion which is usually sent to India. 3dly, the

Lexia raisins, which are packed in casks, or grass

mats called/rai7s. These raisins are of an inle-

rior kind, and require to be dipped in a he {Lexia)

of wood ashes, with a little oil, before drying.

Muscatel raisins ate worth to the grower from

30 to 40 rials a box, according to the season. Tiiis

year as much as 52 rials was given fbr some that,

with the aid ol' toldos, had been preserved without

having been touched by the rain. When Mus-
catels are 40 rials, or 2 dollars a box of 25 lbs.,

Blooms are about 30 rials, and Lexia only from 24
to 28 rials per quintal of 100 lbs. Mr. Kirkpatrick

says, that 12 English acres make 13 lanegas.

According to this calculation, an acre will produce,

at 2^ lbs. to each stock, 1,760 lbs. ; which, at 40
rials the box, or 4d. (8 cents) a pound, are worth

£29 7s., (iB140,) at 30 rials £22, (8104 50) an
acre. From ihis must, however, be deducted the

expense of 70 boxes, at 4 rials each, which
amounts to £2 17s. 6d. Still, it seems a most
profitable cultivation ; so much so, that I incline

to think the (juantity is less than that estimated.

The expenses of cultivation cannot exceed £5 or

£6 (824 to 829) an acre. The following ac-

counts of the exportation of fruits from Malaga
were taken from derailed statements which had
been copied from the custom house cockels, and
were kept in the office of Mr. Kirkpatrick.*

The ijoxes are partly Bloom or Sunraisins, but

principally Muscatel. The barrels and frails are

chiefly Lexias.

In the spring, shipments are made for the Baltic,

and small parcels are sent, at all times, in assorted

cargoes. On the whole, Mr. Kirkpatrick is of

opinion, that fi-om 20 to 25 per cent, may be added

to the shipments of the fruit season, to makeup
the whole export from Malaga. This would

make the whole weight ofraisins annually exported

from Malaga from 4,000 to 4,500 tons. The
almonds shipped (iom Malaga are of the kind

called Jordan ; and these, as well as the Muscalel

raisin, will only grow in a very limited district.

Mr. Kirkpatrick'has this day about 100 women
shelling almonds in his yard. This costs three

rials a fanega, which yields from 20 to 22 lbs. of

shelled ainnonds. A fanega is the produce of

about fbur trees. The grower gets from three to

(bur dollars fbr a fanega. The women break each

almond separately, laying it on a small anvil, and

striking it with a "small iron rod ; others pick them
out from the shells on a table. The confectioners

purchase the shells Ibr their fires, and they almost

pay the expense ofshelling. Such is the superior

value of the Jordan almond, that the duty upon

them in England is £4 15s. per cwf., which is

double that upon the common sorts. The Jordan

almond is distinguished in appearance from the

common, or Valencia almond, by its greater

length.

Monday, 24th October.— I this day visited the

stores of Messrs. Rein and Company, the first

mercantile house in Malaga. They were receiv-

ing, in one store, Lexia raisins from the country.

* See next page.
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The grower, in the beginning of the season, got

ten rials tlie arroba, ol' 25 lbs.; the price is now
only seven. The qij'ilily this seiit^on is very had

;

many ol'ilie raisins appeared bruised and burst by

the rain. Ten rials the arroba amounts to two
dollars per (luintai of 100 pounds—one penny per

pound. A peasant, who had come with the (iait,

said they would irel Trom ten to twelve quintals

from a i'anega. '['he persons in the office seemed
to think, that, either Irom ignorance or intention,

he understated the quantity. This would only be

iwenty-lwo dollars lor a (anega.

Mr. Delius, the clerk of ihe I'ruit department,
said, bethought the estimate of 1,G"25 pounds ol

Muscatels Ji'oin aliinega, was likely to be correct.

They usually, he said, expected 60 arrobas—that

is, 1,500 [jounds, in a good season ; hom 50 to 60
arrobas was the average. In the iieigliborhood

ofMessrs. Rein's stores they were packing lemons.

The grower gels sev-en dollars (or a case contain-

ing 1.000 :— the largest are sent to England. They
are each put into a piece ofpaper by women, who
gel through the work very rapidly ; they are em-
ployed by the day, and get five rials, about one
shiiiinir, lur their work. The green grapes sent

to England are packed in oak saw-dust, which is

imported from England Ibr that pur()ose ; no other

kind will answer. It is a coarse fleshy grape
called Loja, from the place where it is cultivated

;

it keeps till April and May. There is a large

black grape very abundant in the markets at pre-

sent, and also a large green grape, neither of which
is distinguished lor flavor; ihey are sold at lour

quartos, about one penny, a pound.
The house of Rein ami (Jompany have exten-

sive sugar plantations at: Almunecar, about 30 or

40 miles east of Malaga, i had determined to ac-

company Mr. Delius, a member of the house, to

visit these plantations, in which I jtilt a great

degree of interest, as 1 was confident, tliat if su-

gar could be cultivated here, it. ought to succee>/1

at Port Macqiierie. An opportunity of a vessel

for Marseilles having, however, presented itsell'in

the mean time, I resolved on taking my passage
by her. I procured from Mr. Delius ihe .Ijllowing

inlbrination respecting the sugar plantations. Sugar
has been cultivated in this part of Spain for nearly

100 years, but never to any very great extent.

The plantations at present are more extensive

than they have ever been belure. The whole
produce does not, however, exceed 20,000 quintals,

of which 5,000 are produced by their house; 20.000

quintals, of 100 pounds each, are 894 tuns. Rein
and Compay's own plantations are not very ex-

tensive, but they have erected a mill and distillery.

They receive from the planters the cane, and

return them one half of the manufactured article.

Four or five kinds of cane have been cultivated,

but they are now confining their aitenlion to the

large Otaheile cane, finding it succeed better, and

yield a better return. The soil is in general of a

loose sandy qualit}', but very rich, and is also

richly manured.
The planting takes place in May, and the canes

are cut in February following. The same stools

will last for six years. They are cut down to 10

inches from the surface. Six plants are put in;o

one hole, and the holes are not more than three

feet apart, eo that it is impossible to enter the

plantation after the canes have got to a certain

heiCTht. The ground is cultivated by ploughs
Vol VIII.—56

with oxen, but of course only when the canes are

very young, or in the early part of the season.

The cane ijrows to the thickness of a man's arm
and from 18 to 20 feet high. Mr. Deliua has seen
fifieen l^et of ripe cane. A liinega of rich land
will yield from 45 to 50 quintals, that is, from
4,500 to 5,000 pounds of sugar. They have a
refinery on the spot. This year their sugar
brought 10 per cent, higher than itiiporled sugar

;

and their ruin piomis's, when old, to be equal to

that of the West Indies. It is now two years old;

but as they consider that the rum hitherto made
has failed lo come into use, from having been
sold to the consumer too eariv, they intend to hold

it for two years longer. The frost someliraea

injures the sugar cane a liitle, but frost seldom
occurs. Twice during 20 years Mr. Delius has
observed it of ti>e thickness of a dollar in the night.

The ordinary range of the thermometer, during the

day, in the winter months, is 56 to 58; in May
and June, 72 to 75 ; in July and August, 78 to 82
or 83, except when one or twice during the season,

it blows over the land, when it rises to 100. The
temperature of the atmosphere along the coast is

exceedingly equable. During 20 years Mr. Delius
never observed the barometer vary more than an
inch ; its range is between 29^ and 30.^. The
sugarcane will not grow exce[)t within five miles

of the coast. Beyond that (iistance the frost is

greater, and the weather more unsettled". The
land planted wiih sugar cane is irrigated twice or

thrice when the shoots are very young, but Mr.
Delius thinks not afierwards. All the plantations

command the means of irrigation,

Wiih relerence to the value of vineyards, a
friend oI'Mr. Kirkpairii-k's gave me the following

inlbrmation : He purchased an estate five years

ago. It is situaied about two leagues from Ma-
laga, and is all mountain. Vineyards are valued

by the number of stocks. An abrado contains

1,000 stocks ; this, at seven diet distance, gives

180 perches, or one acre and 20 perches, as the

extent of an abrado. In this estate there were 80
abrados, or 90 acres, planted with vines, which
were in very bad order. Also about 150 acres

more, which were not planted, and were consi-

dered of very little value. The price was 5,000

dollars, about £1,050, nearly £12 an acre for the

vines, counting the remainder as noihing. The
produce was very little the first Qjur years; last

year 600 arrobas, this year 1,000 and if the next

season be favorable, it will produce 1,500 arrobas.

The new wine, as soon as the lermentation is

over, is worth from nine to ten rials an arroba

;

1,500 arrobas are <'qaal to about '4,500 gallons

which is only 50 callons an acre, and at the

highest price only eiixht dollars and one third per

acre. This is so (loor a return, boih in quantity

and value, ihat it is probable the vineyard is still

far (i-om havinir beeti brought into lull bearing,

and that the 150 acres must have been considered

worih a considerable part of the price, notwith-

standing its depreciation.

The produce ol the vineyards round Malanra,

which is not converted into raisins, is now chiefly

a dry wine. It is similar lo sherry, but very infe-

rior in flavor, and is chiefly taken off by 'he Ameri-

cans. The demand from America has greatly in-

creased since the general establishment of tem-

perance societies \n that country. This wine

retains a sweet taste till it is two years old. The
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Old mountain, or Malaga sweet wine, which was
tbrmerly bo much in demand, is now almost out of

fashion throughout the world, and is very litile

made. It was Ibrmerly the chieC export from

iV'Ialaofa.

Friday, '2Sth October.—Havini? been introduced

to Mr. Bryan, a gentleman of Irish extraction, and
brother-in-law to Mr. Ileredia, one oCthe princi-

pal merchants in Malaga, I went with him to

visit the cellars of the latter. There is no such

wine as Malvasia, which is said, in the Topngra-

phie des Fignobles, to be produced at Malaga.
The Muscat wine is very scarce, the raisins being

so nmch more prohtable. They make a white

pweet wine with the Pedro Ximencs, and a small

portion of the Muscat wine added to it, to trive it

ilie Havor of Muscat wine. The sole diflerence

between this wine and the Mountain, is that the

latter is mixed with a portion of must, which has
been boiled down to one third; this also eives it

the brown color. Mr. Bryan says, that within the

last two years there has been a great demand for

sweet wines from the United States. Most of the

wines this year were, therefore made sweet, and
the farmers are getting a better price. The new
wine is this year worth to the grower twelve rials

the arroba. The ditl'erence in the making be-

tween the sweet wine and the dry is, that when
the grapes are intended for the former they are

spread out for lliree or four days in the sun. The
new wine, when sweet is wor^h a third more than
whfMi dry. An abrado of 1,000 stocks, even in the

mountains, Mr. Bryan said, will som-'times yield

three or lour butts of wine. Mr. Ileredia has
lately purchased a vipeyard of 400 abrados, which
they are now improviu!.''. In one or two years
more they expect it will yield 1,000 butts of wine
annually. Mr. Bryan thinks it may contain

600,000 stocks; he says the varieties of vines

chiefly cultivated, are the Pedro Ximenes and the

Doradillo. Both the dry and the sweet wines are

made from them, the diHerence being only in the

management. In Mr. lleredia's vineyard, which
is situated to the north of Malatja, near the top

of the mountain, there are fifteen varieties ol

wine; but by tar the greater portion consists of

two varieties already meiiiioued. The system of
prumntr in the neighborhood of Malaga has hi-

tl-.erio, Mr. Bryan says, been very bad, it having
bci'.n the universal practice to leave a spur on
every shoot, weak or strong, and no care was
taken to keep then /rou) the ground. Since their

bouse became such extensive pro[)rielors of vines
I hey have procured men from A'eresde la Frontera
to prune the vines, according to the system pur-

sued at the latter place; but they find great dif-

ficulty in geitmg their own people to lollow the

example set. Mr. Bryan pressed me very much
to visit with him their vineyard, which they were
now pruning, the leaves having fallen, in conse-
(pience of the dilterencc of temperature at that

elevation, although near Malaga they were still

perlectly fresh ; he promised to send to Mr. Kirk-
piilrick an assortment of cuttings of every variety

in the vineyard ; and on the other hand he retjuest-

ed me to purchase all the publications which have
lately appeared in France, on subjects connected
with vine growing, and forward any information

which ni'O'ht strike me as particulaily valuable to

them. This, he says, may tave him the trouble

of a trip ol France, which he was conlem[)lating.

Mr. Bryan disapproves of the system pursued in

Xeres, of leaving a void of one filieenih part in

each cask, with the bung loose to admit the air.

He refers to Dr. lire's Chemisiry as an authority

againsi this praclice. It seldom happens, fiowever,

that sherry wines thus cxposeil turn sour in conse-

quence, alihcugh this would inevitably happen
with wines of less body.

The farmers in the neighborhood of Malaga do
not, like those of Xeres, hold their wine twelve
months l>elore selling it to the merchant. They
have eanhen vats, of the shape of an urn, and
someiinies large enough to contain two or three

butts. Into ihese vats the must flows as it ia

pressed ; and as they become lull, in order to make
room lor more, the wine is conveyed from them,
more or less fermented, as it may happen, to the

stores of the merchant. Their means of convey-
ance are mules and asses, the wine being carried

in sheep skhis ; these skins, liom being constantly

used, do not, however, give any taste to the wine.

No difference seems to be made in price in conse-

quence of any real or supposed difference in quali-

ty ; and the culture of the vine, excepting that of

the iMuscaiel for raisins, seems to be a very poor

pursuit.

Messrs. Heredia and Co. sent a quantity of wine
to America wiihoul brandy, and it was much liked,

and considered to bear a resemblance to Cham-
pngne. I a'so tasted wine of a year old, which he
said rer^embled what had been sent. It was very

deficient in flavor, but promised to be a wine of a
good body when older. I also tasted some wine
which had been sent to Havana for the voyage,
but it seemed to m.e to be exceedingly vapid and
flavorless. Mr. Bryan complained ol" the pre-

sence of lartaric acid in their wines, which gives it,

when new, a harsh taste. It appeared to me that

this acid was rather deficient than in excess, and
I told him I ihought their wines would have more
character if li^rmenled wiih the husks, and, per-

haps, even a part of ilie stalks. I ihink their vapid
taste, or ybc?e?ir, to use a French expression, is

chiefly owing to the must containing only the pu-
rest principles of the grape. A more violent fer-

mentation, produced by a larger quantity being
fermenled in a mass, woulil, on the other hand,
make the wine ripen as early as at present, not-

withstanding the addition of these other principles.

Indeed, there can be little doubt, that by allowing
a large portion of tartaric acid to mincrle in the

must with the husks and stalks, a perfect fermen-
tation wouhl be much earlier effected.

The best vvjne in Mr. Ileredia's cellars falls fliF

short of a good sherry. They have not yet adopt-

ed tlie system of bavins soleras, which are never

exhausted. But Mr. Bryan says, their attention

has been so largely devoted to other pursuits, thai

hitherto they have not paiil so much attention ta

iheir wines as they will do now thai ihey have
embarked so largely in the business.

In the evening I accepted an invitation from
an old Irish merchant, who has been settled in

Malajja lor Ibrty years, (Don Juan Langan,) to

visit his cellars. He has been in the habit of send-

ing choice wines to England and Ireland, and
particularly of supplying the cellars of noblemen,
and men of great wealth. Although hie stock is

not very large, he has dicidedly the best wines I

have tasted in Malaga ; that is, dry wines. Some
of them, he says are twenty years old and upwards.
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Some of" his wines of seven or eight years old re-

sembled a <Tood slierry, and he aijreed with me in

ihinkinij ihal hissvveei wine olihril age vva^5 ecjual

to those tiiree limes as old. lie Ibriher agreed
with me, that ilie great age of those wines did by
no means add proporlionably to their quality ; and
he evidently understands the art of giving the
qualities generally attributed to aire, by mixing,
and other management. He himself hinted at

ihe success with wliich he had conducted this

brancli of trade, and he has the reputation of hav-
ing acquired great wealth.

In the evening 1 lor the last time took leave of
my kind and worthy friend, Mr. Kirkpatrick, and
embarked on board the French schooner, in v^hich

I had engaired my passage to JMarsi-illes. I left

with Mr. Kirkpatrick the fjllovving memorandum:
'• a box three leet long, by two feet deep, and two
feel wide, will contain nearly 500 cuttings of vines,

each the full length of the box. The book called

Conversacioncs J)/alagucnas contains a list of the
varieties cultivated in the neighborhood ol Malaga.
Perhaps tliere are some new varieties which were
no! known when it was published. About thirty

varieties are there enumerated. This would allow
of thirteen or Iburteen cuttings of each kind to be
sent ; but it is not likely that it will be possible to

procure cuttings of every kind ; there will, there-

lore, be room in the l)ox to send a greater quantity
oi" the most valuable ; lor example the JVluscaiel

(the Larga, or long irrape, which yields the bloom
raisins) and the Pedro Ximenes ; six or eight cut-

tings of each would be enough of the less esteemed
varieties. It will be observed that there are two
kinds of the Muscalel ; the smaller may be under-
valued in (his couniry, but it may suit our climate
better than the oiher. Mr. Dellus nieniioned a
vine which had produced bunches weighing filly

pounds. Perhaps it would be possible to oblain
cuttings of this kind, perhaps of the identical vine.

1 should not like the liiile Corinth grape to be Ibr-

gotten. A cutting should be taken Irom the low-
est part of the shoot, as near to the stock as possi-

ble, the top pari, of the branch being cut away.
Those are the best which contain the greatest
number of knoisor buds ; a string to be tied round
each variety, and a small piece of wood tied to

the string numbered, s@ as to correspond with the
number in the list and description.

" Besides the number in the book, and color of

the grape, it would be desirable tliat the name
most commonly given in the country should be
stated ; also, whether it is most esteemed lor

raisins or lor wine ; whether used lor sweet or dry
wines ; whether a great bearer or oiherwise

;

whether it ripens early or late; vvheliier cultivaiecl

in the vineyards, or the gardens, and any other

particulars which may distinguish it. I'he cuttings

will pack better if procured as strait as possible.

Should it be Ibund that there is not room to send
six or eight cuttings of the least cstcemeil varieties,

let the number be diminished to lour or live ; but,

under any circumstances, I shouM not like fewer
than from twenty to tiainy each of the Muscatel,
Bloom, and Pedro Ximenes.
"The interstices lormed by the cuttings to he

filled up with sand and very dry soil. Two boxes
ol" the above description to be prepared, one to be
sent by the first vessel which sails alier the vines
can be cut with safety, which undoubtedly may be
done about the Ist ol" December, the dujjlicate by

the next vessel that may follow, botli addressed to

Messrs. Walker, Ltiulon, who will pay all ex-
penses which may have been incurred up to the
arrival of the boxes in London, and will send
them to New South Waleis by different ships, and
by the earliest opportunities. Perhaps, in addition

to the above, Mr. Kirkpatrick will take the trouble

to procure a quantity, say a gallon, of the li'eshest

royal dales of Barbary ; also a lew of the common
varieties, and a gallon of Jordan almonds, and send
them in a box to the same address. Also in the

same box a li;vv seeds ol'the very fine onion, which
is so abundant in Malaga, and of any esteemed
kind of melons, or any other fruit or vegetable
yrov.'n from seed which may be considered worth
attention. Alier my arrival in London I shall as-

Cf'rtain what are the best seasons and modes of
sending plams of the S|)anish chestnut and Joidan
almond, and I will take the liberty to write Mr.
Kirkpatrick upon ihe subject, satisfied, as I cannot
but feel, that he will esteem it rather a pleasure

than a trouble to contribute to the advancement of
a colony containing so large a proportion of hi.s

countrymen as New South Wales."
During mv slay in Malaga I also wrote to my

friend Dr. Wilson a letter, which contained the

following observations and queries relative lo

Sherry wines :

—

* * "I have been thinking a good deal about
the Sherry wines, and there are some points on
which I have not been able to satisfy myeelfi

You know we no sooner had the practice of re-

turning the scum upon the wine, by means of a

f"unnel, pointed out to us by JMr. Domecq, than we
condemned it. It has occurred to me, that after

all, it may in most cases be the best thing they

could do. It is the saccharine principle ihat is

undoubtedly most abundant in the grapes of these

climates, and the imperfect fermentation which
takes place in a butt, may require to be carried Ibr-

ward by the addition of the yeast, which, were it

not for (he funnel, would escape. I think Cor-

mackused the expression, that it was to leed the

wine that the ecura was returned. In this I have
no doubt he was correct. On the other hand, it

seems to be agreed that a good deal of the Sheny
even of the albarizas, turns sour. 'I'lii.s might

undoubtedly be prevented by a contrary arrange-

ment to the above. I think Domecq said, that

sometimes 100 butts of (he Machar Nudo wine
would turn sour in one season. I wish you would
ask him whether there has been an instance of any
of his wine turning sour since he adop'ed the prac-

tice of allowing the scum (o escape. Perhaps

there are particular kinds of grapes in the vineyard

which yield a wine without body. Perhaps par-

ticular pans of the soil do not bring the grapes to

perfeciion. Yon will see from Cnapiai what a

dilierence there frequently exisis in France in the

value ol'the produce of two sides ol'the same hill.

It was a question I always forgot, or neglected to

|)ut, at Xeres, whether the difierence of exposure

was Ibund to affect the quality of the wine. I

suspect all these Ihings have lieen overlooked.
" When 1 saw the state of the grapes vvhich

Domecq was pressing, and which seemed, in lad,

no worse than others we saw in all directions, I

thought it waseasyto account for the scuddines'?

which so generally attacks Sherry wines. Cassa-

bon's overseer, however, afterwards siiowed us,

that however broken or rotten in appearance, the
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grapes were by no meang in realily decayed. This
shook my faith in scuddiness beinortlie result ol'

the employment ofdecayed grapes. On the whole

I think if a more perlect lermentaiion were etfccted

in the first instance, little scuddiness would ever

afterwards be found in the wine. I think you will

find in Chaptal, that the graisse, which 1 take to

be the same thing, most frequently shows iiself in

wines which have undergone little lermentatiori
;

that is, where, in order to preserve the bovquet, the

fermentation is stopped. He says elsewhere also,

that it had been usual at Orleans to liirmenl the

must with stalks and skins and all. At one time,

however, they thought of relieving their wine of

a degree of harshness, by not suffering the stalks

lobe fermented, but it was found that the vvine

was much more subject lo graisse, and they return-

ed to their old practice. He says, that in various

parts of France they deprive the grapes, i.e. the

must, more or less of tfie stalks, accordmg as the

season has been fiivorable or otherwise (or matur-
ing the grapes. In a very fine season they leave

all the stalks, considering it necessary to produce
a perfect fermentation. In no part of Sjjain, as

iar as 1 can find, do they ferment even the skins of

the grapes.* Were I concerned in the business

I should certainly attach much importance to, and
expect important results from, a trial of the S3S-

tem of large vats, and the fiermentation ofthe skins

in order at once to effect a thorough fermentation.

In most cases I think you would have an Amon-
tillado ; that is, if you allowed ihe grapes to be as

ripe as they are allowed to be at present, dried

them in the sun, and assisted their natural dryness
Gtill further by addmg gypsum. (By-the-by, may
the gypsum not contribute, by absorbing the
existing acid, to produce scuddiness?) But if, as

is tiie practice at SanLucar, you make the vintage
before all the grapes should attain the perfect ripe-

ness they do at present, and were less particular in

deprivingthemof moisture, then I think you would
have a vvine something between the Manzanilla
and the Amontillado ; not so dry as the latter, but

addmg much of the mellowness and richness of
Sherry lo the lightness of the Manzanilla. The
fatter is, in fact, the natural wine ofthe country on
the ordinary soils. If the produce ofthe albarizas
were treated in the same manner, you would have
a wine of the same character, but probably sur-

passing it in quality as much as the real wines of
the Chateau Margaux and Hant Brion surpass
the ordinary growths of Claret. Add to this what
I cannot but think would be a certain, and to the
merchant the most important result, you would
have a wine as ripe in eighteen months as it now
is in three or (bur years. 'J'here are two or three
other little points, about which I should like to

inquire. Domecq said, a number ol his grapes
had rotted this year, in consequence, of the wet
weather and luxuriant vegetation. This he would
prevent in similar seasons in ILiiure, by stripping
off the leaves to give the grapes sun and air.

Pray is this practice not gencridly known in the
country? In the south of France it is a regular
part of the labors of the vineyard, unless in re-

markably dry seasons. Another query is, do they

never take the lop off the branch after the grapes
are (brtned?— I should like to know Pedro Do-
mecq's ideas about ihe agua pies. In many sea-

sons, Cormack says, the agua pies is belter than
the first pressing,— now this can only be owing to

the over-ripeness of the grape— to its comaimng
loo much saccharine matter in proportion toils

moisture. Would it not be better to make the

vintage earlier '? and, instead of adding foreign

moisture, you would then have enough of the

natural juice ofiheliuit, and enough also ofsaccha-

rine mailer, seeing its excess is the most general

fiiult. But this would not suit the hot mouths of

your English customers. If you have an oppor-

tunity, give me some particulars of the relative

value ofthe albarizas and arenas. I am confident

Cormack must be mistaken. I think it is barely

possible but that the albarizas must be double, if

not treble, the value ofthe others.''

TTiursday, lOth November.—After encountering

a succession of contrary winds and calms, we this

day came to an anchor in the bay of Rosas, in

Catalonia, the north wind blowing so strongly nut

of the Gult'of Lyons, that it was impossible to

double Cape Creux. 1 was now on the verge ol

one of the most interesting wine countries in

France, and was glad of this opportunity of quit-

ting the vessel belbre her arrival at her destina-

tion. But on touching the beach we were inform-

ed that we must be put under quaraniine, owing
10 a report that the yellow fever had broken out at

Gibialiar.

Rosas, like most of the other towns I have seen
on the east coast of Spain, is backed by steep hills,

which are clothed with vines and olives to the

very tops. In the distance are the Pyrenees,
capped with snow. If one might judge from the
slate of these hills, contrasted with that ofthe rich

plains of Andalusia, we might draw the conclu-
sion, that wherever nature hnd been bouniilul,

man had been indolent ; but where she had been
niggardly in her gilts, the deficiency had been
more than compensated by the industry of man.
The fjills above Rosas, as well as those in the

south, exhibit every where an appearance of the

most careful cultivation, and in general are covered

with habitations, while it was rare that a detached
house was met with lor many miles on the plains.

(To be continued.)

*Ttie red win^s of Catalonia, and of other provinces
wliich produce red wine, are of course an excpption
to this observation, as it is nocepsary to tcMUient flie

skins in order to ^ive the wine a color.

INSECTS. INDIAN CORN. MILLET.

For tlie Farmers' Regi.^ter.

I have noticed, in a late Register, that one who
is known to be a good liirmer, and intelligent, has
deieimined to graze liis lands for the purpose of

destroying insects; will he permit me to inform
him that this course will not answer his purpose.

A (ew years past 1 grazed my lands very close,

and cropped them severely; nevertheless, the in-

sects increased so rapidly that with a microscope
I could see on a smaii space thousands, of per-

ha|)s all shapes and colors. My corn lias been
more damaged by insects than other crops, but all

have suflereil ; so that I liave had at least an acn;

in a body, without a productive stalk standinflf.

At my place of residence I now graze my fields

very lightly ; indeed some are not grazed at all,

exce[il in winter and early spring; yet my crops
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are generally not sensibly aflected by insects. !

discover no damage this year ariionjrst my crops,

except my rye ; and the liiilure of this I do not

attribute io insects, but a peculiar stale ol' liie at-

mosphere.
1 attribute my success lo the almost incessant

motion of the plough and harrow. Indeed, when
I view my crops, and reflect that about twelve

years pasi my grounds yielded to the acre only

about 12 bushels of corn, 8 bushels ol' oats, and
less of wheat or rye, and that crops are harvested

from the better portions almost every year, 1 am
astonished. I have now a lot of corn growing,
containing 13 acres, whicii is at least equal to any
1 ever saw, and two others not (iir inferior. As to

ihe estinialed produce, I v.'ill not sav; nor do I bet

or banter. But this I say, if any Virginian may
this year grow more corn to the acre than I do, I

will give him .*ilO lor a bushel of seed.

The ground on which the first mentioned corn

grows, had been cropped annually for about ten

years, about half the time in corn, the balance in

wheat or rye, but lightly manured
;
yet the crops,

when not infested with insects, have been conti-

nually on the increase. It was ploughed lo the

depth of eight or nine inches three limes, and
harrowed as olten before planting. The first

ploughing was in July last, immediately after se-

curing therefrom a crop of rye and o;its, when it

was also harrowed ; the second ploughing was in

December, when manure was spread, and not

harrowed; the third was in JVlarch and beginning
of April, and harrowed ; and again harrowed the

18th or 20th April, and the corn planted. I will

not say that all the insects are dead, but this I say,

the corn is all alive, as a memorandum taken this

day will show. July 15th, corn just beginning
lo tassel, from 8 to 19 leet high, large stalks,

blades from 3 to 4| leet long, and from 3 to H

inches broad. The rows are 5 feet apart, stalks

10 inches apart, (or rather two stalks together 20
inches asunder.) This lot, as also my whole
crop, was first tilled with the old Virixinia coulter;

second, the common cowiongue cultivator; third,

the common Dutcli shovel was run once on each
f5ide of the corn, and the cultivator in the centre

;

lastly, the culiivaior, and my crop is clean.

JVly corn is a large and prolific kind, wliich be-

ing near the mountains induces me to plant hite,

otherwise my crops would be diminished by the

increased shade ol" the taller growth, 'i'he uni-

formity of the growth in the field is not more
pleasing than the unilbrmity of the produce ; lor

it was originally fi-om one ear; and I dare say il

a late writer in the Jief»isler were lo see my cro[>,

he would not send to a Yankee lijr seed again. I

have tried the genuine double-eared corn, wliich

did not equal mine, and have again this year
planted a small field with twins selected last fall

from my own crop, but am very doubtful of im-
provement.
When I took up the pen, my principal oljiM't

wns to recommend to the public the culture of mil-

let. Fessenden, in his 'Complete Farmer,' says
" there are three kinds of millet," all of which
are known to me, but that which is least known
among us. and which is Ihe true millet, grows
about six inches taller than oats, with a larirer

.stalk and bltide, with the grain on the top, which
is yellow, and aboui tl-.e si/f of the jellow mus-
lard. This nnllct will grow on lauil of any (jualily,

makes as good if not better hay than oats, and the

yield is about double as great. The northern

writers say that millet nuist be mowed ; but from

experience I can with equal propriety say it wust
not be mowed. I cradle it, cure, bundle, and cut

ill a box, as if it were oats. By this method of

harvesting, I cut about four times as much as

could be mowed. Being cut hiirher, the hay is

better, it is cured quicker, cured better, and finally

it is ready for the cutting box, out of whicli it

comes as soft and as nice as heart could wish. If

sowed for hay, I put on rich land about one bushel

lo the acre, and on ordinary land al/out half this

quantity. If sowed liir improvement, the same
(luantity as above. If lor grain or seed, from half

a bushel to a peck to the acre, according to quality.

But one coiisideration which enhances the value of

millet higher than all others combined, is this: if a
field of wheat, rye, oats, corn, tobacco, or grass,

from any cause niay fail, the millet is ready to

stand in its stead. It Avill come to perfection if

sowed at any lime between February and August,
or two crops may be made on the same ground in

the year, or the small grain stubbles may he

ploughed down in July, and the millet sowed. My
millet intended lor seed is now heading, and from

2^ lo 4 feet high, and I am yet sowing, either to be

made into hay, or jiloughed down lor improve-
ment, as I may determine.

In closing; I would remark that I would be
thankfiil to some of those who are abusing the old

Virginia method of harvesting corn, to instruct me
how I am to shock (stack) my corn, which, when
trrown, will be from 12 to 17 leet high. And lastly,

Mr. Editor, Ihe day is excessively warm, and I am
very nervous, therefore please excuse this scrawl,

and if worthy of insertion in the Register, please

correct errors. And yet one more word : there are

in Amherst many belter tracts of land than mine,
but on these the jxeneral yield is less:.

jjmhersl, July 15, 1S40. Za. DuuMwo^n.

EXTRACT FROM PRIVATE COR R ESPOX DKAC E,

AND REMARKS THEREOIV.

* * * I have been truly surprised, not only that

asintrle jierson, almost unaided, could sustain, with
the success you liave done, the interest of your
paper, but how with any degiee of capacity or

diligence you could find the material, drawing so

little as you do on former publications. * * *

I regret that having been bred to a difi'erent trade,

(and which you had the good sense to quit alier a
short trial,) I am not qualified to lend you assist-

ance ill your present better occiqjation. I think
what I have Leathered on a sint'le subject from the

Register, will bring aie in (what I do not now
care for a great deal) thousands of dollars, if I live

a few years. * * * *

It is gratifying and soolhing to feelings irritated by

general indications of unappreciated services, and

of our efiorls to promote agricultural improvement

being unaided, slighted, and disregarded generally,

lo receivesuch a test monial as the above, proceed-

ing fi'om such a source, liiil while we cherish the

compliment in our piiblicaiion, \ve mu.-i, in frank-
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ness and in truth, admit that it is not deserved.

Though our correspondent deems that ihe interest

ol'the Farmers' Register has continued to be fully

sustained, we do not. And, indeed, liovv can it do

otherwise than fall off in interest and in usefulness,

when, as our correspondent truly says, it is left for

support almost entirely to our own lights on agri-

culture, (feeble and limited as they are,) and our

own efforts to collect and diffuse information. In

the first commencement and establishment of this

journal we proposed merely to furnish a channel of

communication between (armers, and a depository

for ilie results of agricultural investigation, expe-

rience and observation. Except as one among

the manv who by their pens could contribute to

that fund, we did not expect, and certainly did not

promise, to sustain such a pul)lication as the

Farn)ers' Register was designed to be—or even as

it is, with all its admitted deliicts. Yet we ate

left alm.ost unaided to bear the burden, and the re-

sponsibility. All our l)ro her editors o( agricultu-

ral journals seem to suffer under a lil<e i)rivation,

if we may Judge from the general want of matter

in their pages, though they are not so regardless

of policy as to com|!lain in this manner.

We have never tired under tlie weight of edi-

torial labors proper, and would rejoice, even in re-

gard to our personal comfort and happiness, to

have that weight increased greatly, as it would be,

by more numerous comnninications. But we are

indeed wearied, despondent, and almost ready to

cease our long continued ciibris, and lal)ors which

were our most precious possession, wlien we see

so little evidence, in general, of sympathy and of

approbation, or of the will to render assistance, from

the great body of Virginian agriculturists, who

ought to consider the Farmers' Register, in its

highest state of usefLilness, as the best means of

piomoting both their own individual and common

interests.—En. F. R.

INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF MARL-
ING.

For the purpose of obtaining from numerous

and distinct sources opinions of the practical el-

Iticts of marling, and especially of the oldest prac-

tice, we long ago prepared such queries as would

embrace and exhibit the wliule subject. These

queries, together with a more I'ully explanato-

ry circular letter, and remarks, were addressed

to our readers generally, through the Farmers'

Register, (at page 509, vol. v.) and also many
separate copies were directed to particular indivi-

duals whom we liad known, or heard o() as expe-

rienced in matliriff- 'I'he effort was vain. So very

few persons answered the queries, or made the

slightest effort to aid the attentpt, that no use

could be made even of the liitle that was per-

formed. But though the effort was necessarily

abandoned (or the lime, the much desired object

was still kept in view ; and, at the earliest time

that we have been able to devote to it our per-

sonal attention, we have commenced seeking the

information desired, by visiting in person the (arms

of the most experienced, or the most judicious,

and, therefore, successful marlers, and taking down
fiom their own woids Ihe answers to the queries.

This renewed effort has been, as proprieiy dic-

tated, directed first to Prince George county, the

place of our own former labors, and the earliest in

Virginia of this kind, that were continued and ex-

tensive, exce|ii in one other place, James City

county. We are now engaged in this work, and

hope to present answers from Prince George

county in the next number of the Farmers' Re-

gister. Thence, if with sufficflent prospect of suc-

cess, we [iropose to visit other counties where

marling has been long and successfully practised.

We have beeti re[)eaiedly and urgently invited lo

visit different regions with this view; and proba-

bly this annunriation, i(" standing alone, miglit in-

duce a renewal of such requests. VV^e therefore

say, in advance, that we desire much to visit some

of the marled lands in all the counties where the

improvement has been extensive, and where impor-

tant fac's in regard lo the effects may be learned.

But it is impossible (or us to give to that object so

much of our lime and labor. Therefore, in se-

lecting the fewer places (or personal examination,

we shall be in a great degree guided by the atten-

tion that may be yet given to the queries (brmerly

published, and the answers sent thereto previous

lo our visits. If any one person in- each county

will take the trouble of asking for, obtaining and

writing down answers from a dozen individuals,

the work thus executed and staled in advance

of ours, would be a suffifient inducement for us to

visit the ground and the individuals, for the pur-

pose of completing what the preparatory labor had

so far and so well forwarded in execution. All

that was formerly desired, and which, if now pcr-

Ibrmed, would furnish all the valuable statistical

iidbrmaiion on this subject needed, and so impor-

tant to the public interests, is that a number of

experienced marlers should take a few hours to

consider and recollect, and write dovvn their an-

swers to the queries, so far as their experience

or observation affords materials. But as it

seems that it is hopeless to expect this of even

half a dozen individuals, it will serve nearly

as well if one person only in a county has suffi-

cient zeal personally to make the queries of his
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experienced neighbors, whom ho could meet

all at once on a court dnj'. But iC ihe some-

what greater trouble of separaie answers being

I'urnislieii wns so great as to prevent compli-

ance, or if the importance ol' the object was not

appreciated, then it wi!l be as much in vain to ex-

pect any aid in this respect, from any quarler, or

m any easier mode. We can only say that with-,

out such aid from others, we can do nothing. But

if such good aid is furnished as well may be, at

the expense of but a few hours' attention from a

few farmers in eacli marling county, then we will

venture to promise lo digest from these a body of

information whicii, for its aiuhority as well as fi.r

its fiicts, shall be ol' very great value to agri-

cultural interests, and especially to those of the

great marl region of the United States.

—

Ed.

Far. Reg.

CRANBERRIES.

From the IMaine Farmer.

The common cranberry is a native of Maine,
growing spontaneously in many of our bogs and
lowlaiuls, and yel we presume that thousands of

bushels are annu.dly brought in from other states,

and purchased by us.

We have found it growing near the coast, and
have seen ii also very abundant near the head
waters of the Aroostook river.

There is no diiriculty in cultivating them in the

garden, if you have the conveniences for giving

them a situation similar to the one which is natu-

ral 10 them. In England the horticulturists have
succeedeii in raising them in their ganlens. Sir

Joseph Banks describes his mode of culiivating

them successfully. From a bed of 326 square leel

three and a half bushels were pioduced.

It is necessary that they have a moist situation,

and peat earth from hogs to ijrow upon.

Salisbury in the Ilnriiculiural Transactions gives

the following ducciiiais lor cuUivaling them in

dry beds.

"The 'American cranberry,' saya he, (oxy-

cocriis macrocarpa,) may he cultivated veiy suc-

cessliillv in situations not positively wet, if only

planted in bog earth, which retains moisture longer

than any other soil ; lor a few [)lants even in pots

which had stood some time neglected under a

hedge, so tliat their branches were matted together,

produced a |)lentilul crop."

In situations where water is to be Iiad freely,

Neill observes, " all that is necessary is to drive

in a i'aw stakes two or three leet within (he margin
of the water, and place of some old boards vviihin

them so as to prevent the soil ol' the cranberry

bed I'rom falling in'o the water ; then to lay a par-

cel of small stones or rubbish in the bottom and
put the peat earth or bog earth over it to the depth
of about tliree inches above and seven inches be-

low the surface ol" the water.
In such a situalion the plants grow readily ; and

if the few be put in they entirely cover the bed in

a year or two by mean."? of their long runners
which take root at dilfereni points.

From a ver}' small space a very large quantity
of cranberries can be gathered, and they prove a
remarkably rctiular crop, scarcely affected by the.

stale of the weather, and not subji-ct to the attacks

of insects."

A writer in Loudon's Gardener's Magazine ob-

serves that I he cranberry will succeed when planted
as an edging to any pond, provided some bog
earth, be placed ibr its roots to run in ; or if a bed
of bog earth be sunk in any shady situation, so as
its surlace may be below the general level, Ibr the

sake of retaining water, the plant will thrive well,

and il' watered regularly in dry weather, produce
abundant crops.

In addition to the common bog cranberry, we
have another one that grows on our highest moun-
tains evidently seeking the coldest and most ex-
posed situation that can be found. Tliis is some-
times called the Scotch cranberry, and sometimes
"Mountain cranberry." The botanical term is

f Vaccinium vitis idm.') The berry does not

ijrow so large as the other, but it is a very pleasant

tart. It may be found nestling among the moss
and alpine plants of the White Hills and many
other of the lofty peaks in Oxford County. This
can be easily cultivated by giving it a bed of peat
earth or moss in some cool shady situation.

Besides these, we have another fruit which is

also called "cranberry," or more commonly
'•high cranberry." It is a species of vihurnun),

(viburnum nxycnccus,) and is a very ornamental
shrub and should be found in every gayden or door
yard. It is quite abundant in many parts of the

state, especially in Oxford County, and on the

Sandy river, Kennebec, Aroostook, &c. &c. It

grows about ten lieet high, and is easily propaga-
ted by the root or seed. We have also succeeded
well in propagating it by cuttings, though these

should be proiected during the winter, as the roots

do not acquire sutRcient strength to hold the plant

firmly into the sward, and there is danger of its

being thrown out by the Irost if there are not some
leaves or straw tlirown over them.

This shrub bears clusters of red berries which
remain on the bushes nearly all winter. It is a
pleasant acid and makes fine preserves. The only

objection being the stone or kernel is rather large

in jnoportion lo the size of the berry.

CLOVER IN CORX.

From tlic Farmers' Caliiiiet.

Sir— In a late conversation with a first-rate agri-

culturist, and a member of the state senate, I Ibund

that he is accustomed to sow a full crop of red clo-

ver in his corn, at the time of the last cleaning,

laying the land as level as possible for this pur-

pose ; and he assured me he had always succeed-

ed in obtaining heavy crops, without the least in-

jury to the corn, and which, in i's turn, shelters

the clover by its shade, and encouraijes a very

rapid growth. Will our friends try it liy way of

experiment the present season 1 It is believed

that it may be made introductory to a new course

of crops, which might relieve the country from

that terrible scourge, liliiiht, in all its dillerpnt va-

rieties, Hy, rust, smut, mildeu^, Sic, which is sup-

posed in a great measure attributable to the pre-

sent mode of cro|)pinii and manuring. D. II.

Philink IpJiin, June 21, 1S40.
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HUNTING A NEGRO SLAVE IN KliW HAMP-
SIllRi:.

From tlic Concord (IV. II,) Paliiot.

Our village was thrown into coiifiiFion on Thurs-

day Irjst by the escii[)e and euhseciueiit capture of

a runaway slave. Not, however, hy those " mon-
sters ill human Hjrni," " slavcliolders," nor yet
'* pro-slavery norlherners," but by veriiable abo-

litionists, who are as ihey terni iheniselves, the
" exclusive li-iendsol'lhe |)oordown-irodden slave."

The slave has been harbored or rather confined

here lor a lew days past, and is supposed to be

one of tlie gauij recently landed in the vicinity of
Nevvburyporl, and who are now prowling about
the woods there, greatly to the terror ofihe female
portion o( the community. If we may believe the

abolitionists, he is to be sent towiirds Canada, as

soon as suilicient money and cloihmg can be i'ur-

nished lor the purpose. JMeaniime, if ihe asser-

tions of our most respectable citizens are worth
any thing, he is forced to submit to a drudgery
liere, compared with which the tyranny under
which he suflered beyond the Potomac, is not a

circumstance. The conduct of the slave confirms
this, ./^ciions speaU louder than u'orrfs.

On the above mentioned day, he escaped from
" durance vile," and taking the road over the Free
Bridge, run lor the woods, was pursued, captured,

and placed in a wagon to be brought back. When
within one mile of the village the carriage was
upset, one of the rnen was severely injureil— the

liorse came dashing at full speed into the village '

with the (ore wheels of the wagon, and the slave
again took to his heels. He fied wi'h the speed
of a frightened deer, but with lijr less discretion.

'

He made tracks across the interval towards the
village, pursued by all the men and boys who
could be induced to join in the chase; was recap-
tured, collared by the editor of the Herald of
Freedom, and dragged through the streets to the
abolition head-quarters, where it is said he was
lied up in a barn with a rope. It is said he wishes

to get back to his master, realizing probably Ibr

the first time the truth of the couplet

" Tis better fkr to bear the ills we feel.

Than fly to others that we know not of."

His captors are a class of abolitionists, yclepped

non-resistants, non-governmentists, &c. The con-

sistency of their course, to say noihing of the

right thus to harbor a man contrary to the laws of

the land, or to detain him against his own wishes,

passeih our com|>rehensioM. " But there are

many things in heaven and earth not dreamed of
in our philosophy."

MONTHLY COMMKHCIAL REPORT,

The dull season in commerce has now arrived
;

but in Virginia, the succession of crops keeps up
some activity in business during nearly the whole
year. Tobacco has been the engrossing article (or

some weeks or months past, and is now about to be
succeeded by the new crop of wheat. There is little

change to notice in the price of any article during
the month. Supplies o(" tobacco continue large,

and prices remain steady. Lugs 3^ to 4^, common
leaf 5 to 6^, and belter sorts 7 to JO, with higher
rates (or Jancy qualities. Many vessels are now
loading in James river Ibr various ports in Europe.
As is invariably the case every year toward the

approach of Jiarvest in England, the state of the

weather that prevailed at the latest dates influences

our markets : clouds create speculation, and sun-
shine destroys it. The steamers reported bad
weather at the commencement o( this month, and
a small advance in the price of wheat and fJour is

the consequence. The frequent rains here have
somewhat retarded the thrasliing of wheat, the

price of which is about a dollar, and some sales at

S^l 05. Canal flour, $4^-; Richmond city mills,

Sj^oil, Ibr export to South Americii. Corn, 48 to 50
cents. Exchange on England lias declined to 10^
to 11 per cent, premium, and on ISew York to 3
to 3i. X.

July 25, 1840.
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in which case, in order to dry fhe whole mapsi, if

must be siibjected to frequent turnings. After

spreading, I turn once in tiie morning, and in the

afternoon throw the hay inlo wirid-rows with

forks, turning at the same time, and clean up be-

tween them wiih the horse-rake, with which I

also clean up after the wagons. I prefer this plan

of gathering the liay into wind-rows exclusively

with the horso-rakc, because it leaves the hay in

a looker sta'te ff>r the wind to circulate through it.

and is more easily handled when put into heaps

or pitched upon the wagons. On the afternoon of

the second, or the morning of the third da}' after

cutting, if the weather is liiir, my hay is usually

fit to be hauled in. In mowing away my hay, I

have it kept level, well trodden and well sailed.

Salt subserves several useful purposes : it prevents

the hay from moulding; the hay need not come in

so dry from the field as it is required to be when
salt is not used. It retains a better color, and more
of the fragrant and delightful aromatic odor, after

being thus cured, and is a much more wholesome
food for horses and cattle ; besides, I think it adds

much to the fructifying principle of the manure.
As a proof of its value for the food of horses, I

will state, that two of my horses died suddenly of

colic : I thought they had been killed by bolts, but

upon a careful examination of their intestines. I

could not discover a single bott or other worm, and
I attributed this to the fad, that they had been
constantly fed with salted haj'— I have never had
a horse to complain of bolts since I have used it;

and I do not doubt that the general health of my
horses and cattle has been much promoted by the

generous use of salt amongst them, and that their

food is rendered much more pleasant to them by a
moderate admixture of it.

In pursuing the method of curing hay which I

have above recommended, I have not only saved
much labor, but retained and secured all the valu-
able properties of my hay. As a proof of the su-
periority of my method, I will state, that a large
proportion of my crop has been annually sold in

the Philadelphia market for years past. My hay
would always find a ready purchaser, no matter
how much was in market, and I was always able
to obtain for it the highest market price. K.

P. S. No liquor allowed in the field or the barn.

JOURNAT> OF A RKCENT VISIT TO THR PRINCI-
PAL VINEYARDS OF SPAIN AND FRANCE.

(Concluded from page 444.)

Friday, Wth November.—On paying a small
fee to the health officer, I was permitted,"under his
guardianship, to walk to one of the neighboring
hills. Thesoil consisted of nothing else than the
rough debris of the granite of which they are
composed. Towards the bottom of the hills the
vines were planted in double rows, three feet apart,
with a space between of thrice that width, which
had just been ploughed for a grain crop. Higher
up, !li8 ground is entirely covered with vines"and
olives, planted with regularity wherever the
ground permits; but on ascending higher, advan-
tage has been taken of every spot vvhcre it was
possible to thrust a plant among the rocks. These
vines have been planted with great labor, as there

is scarcely soil enough to cover their roots ; and
terraces have been formed by small walls of dry
stone, to prevent the little there is from being

washed away. The vines were all pruned down
lo one or two knots en each mother branch, and
each vino had li-om three to six or seven shoots, in

proportion to their strength. Tliose among the

rocks were in genera! very stinted, and inust bear

a very small crop. The olives, which they were

now employed in tratherintj. were a small black

variety, and I could not observe that they had suf-

fered in the same manner as the olives of Andalusia.

Monday, \Aih November.— Having yesterday

been permitted to land, I spent last night in the

posada at Rosas, and proceeded this n)orning to

Figiieras, in order to join the diligence which

passes to-morrow morning' for Perpi<rnan. This

country tlioush fiir from beinff naturally so rich, ia

in a much higher state of cultivation, and propor-

tionally more productive than the south. Passing

throuch Ihe town i observed ihcm carrying oiiE

from a cellar the reflise of a fermenting vat, and

on entering I found they had just l>pen pressing

the skins Which had fermented with the wine.

Outside the cellar were two presses, each on

wheels. These were composed of a box 2| fieel;

lonor, and about the same width and depth, formed

bv light bars, with stronger bars at the corners.

BefoTe and behind these boxes was a screw, and

there was a spout to convey to a vessel placed be-

low, the must which would flow through the bars

10 the bottom on the pressure being applied. It

was evident that these were itinerant presses,

which the proprietor was accustonjed lo send to

the diflerent vineyards as they were required. I

((Dund also that he had a more powerful press

within the cellar, and that there also was a mil!

for grindins olivei:, much superior lo the one I had

seen at the Marquis del Arco Hermoso's. The
basin of the mill consisted of an immense piece of

granite, formed into a circle, and hollowed out in

a sloping direction, leaving a space level at the

bollom considerably greater than was required foF

Ihe vertical stone to' turn upon, as upon a pivot
;

and attached to fhe vertical pione was a sort of

scoop which collected the scattered olives inlo the

line which it passed over.

Tuesday. I5th November.—This morning at 9

o'clock I took my seat in the coupe of the diligence,

for Perpiirnan. I Ibund here an Eiiglishman who
was returning fi'om an excursion lo Madrid and
Barcelona. The road passed through a valley in

Ihe direction of the Pyrenees, ihe soil every

where cultivated like a garden. Here were im-

mense numbers of olive trees of a very large size,

underneath which grain crops are cultivated.

Some of the wheat has almost covered the ground
;

but in general it is just making its a[)pearance, and
in many places the plough is still at work. On
ihe hills the vines are cultivated in terraces, and
not a spol is left unoccupied. Adjoining the road

over the Pyrenees are every where lo be seen the

marks of the greatest industry ; not a spot which
is capable of cultivation is left untouched, and fhe

mountain scenery ia sometimes beautifully diver-

sified by dwellings surrounded with trees of every

kind, and enlivened by the verdure with which the

mountain stream has covered its banks. The
hills themselves are entirely destitute of herbage.

After passing the town of La Jonquiere on the

French side, the ground (although evidently of
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a very meager quality) appeared generally culti-

vated with vines and corn. The vines a|)peared

every where to be cultivated wilh great care. I

remarked some new planlations; and, in one in-

stance, a plantation of the preceding year had
made so iilile progress, that I could scarcely per-

suade myself the vines were not the cutlinsrs of

the present year newly planted, with some of the

leaves siill remaining upon them. On questioning

the nosiilion as to this point, he said that the plan-

tation had two years, but the ground here was so

very arid the vines made little prntjress.

Wednesday, 16^/t November.— Having called at

the banking house o'' Messrs. Durand, who are

agents for HerriPs, Farquhar and Co.'s notes, I

took occasion to mention to one of these gentle-

men the object with whi^-h I was travelling, and
to ask his advice as to the best mode of seeing the

vineyards near Perpiirnan. He said I could not

have inquired of persons more competent to give

nie information ; that they had considerable agri-

cultural establishments in the neiixhborhood, and
if I and my friend ft he gentleman with whom I

had travelled from Figueras) would accompany
tliem the next day, they would be glad to give us

every information in their power. After accept-

ing this very liberal offer, with due expressions of
thankfulness, I mentioned tliat I had heard of their

eminence as agriculturists, and had I ffone to Mar-
seilles in the first instance, I intended to have pro-

cured an introduction to them. He replied that it

was unnecessary ; that if we were aiiriculturists

we were their friends

—

t!)al all agriculturists weie
their friends. It was accordinuly arranged that

we should accompany them the next morning in

their carriage.

7hursday, Ytth November.—Mr. Durand havinii
recommended our star;ing at six in the mornins'

;

as the days were short, and we had more than one
place to visit, we proceeded to their house at day-
break. Both tlie brothers accompaiiied us. When
we got clear of the walls of Perpignan, it was suf-

ficiently light to enable us to make some observa-

tions as we passed. The olive is cultivated to a
great extent on all sides. Mr. Durand knows
only one variety, a larsre black sort, not so large as

the La Reyna of Seville, but about as large as the

largest of the other sorts cultivated there. Here,
as elsewhere, the olive has this season been
attacked by a worm, but it is attributed rather to a
deficiency than an excess of rain.

The rain has this season been below the ave-
rage in this district, and the country has suffered a
good deal in consequence. The average annual
produce of olive trees throughout the country is

from fifteen to twenty pounds of oil ; but there is

every possible variety. A very fine olive, in a fa-

vorable year, will sometimes yield as much as SO
pounds. Such a misfortune as has happened this

season is of rare occurrence. In planting they
take a sucker (rom the root of an old tree, and
keep it three years in a nursery ; it is then trans-

planted, and in three years mote it begins to give
a ?evi olives. In ten years it has become a largish

tree, but requires many more years before it ac-

quires all the magnitude it is capable of reaching.
Many of the olives we passed had the greatest

possible appearance of old age. They were so

old, Mr. Durand said, that no one had any know-
ledge of their age. In general the ground under-
neath was cultivated with grain crops ; the trees

are benefited by the manure, and the crop suffers

only partially from the shade. We saw, however,

some very fine trees planted from thirty to thirty-

five feet apart, which overshadowed the ground

so much, that grain crops could not be cultivated

under them wilh advantage.

After a drive of about an hour and a quarter, we
arrived at the first of Messrs. DuranJ's establish-

ments. This is an immense square enclosure, with

high walls and buildings. It formerly belonged to

the Knights Templars. The church is convened

to a wine cellar, and' the houses of the Templars

to the residences of Messrs. Durand's peasants.

Several other buildings are also erected vvilhin the

walls, forming altogether a most complete and ex-

tensive homestead. After taking chocolate, we
proceeeded to the vineyards. Mr. Durand only

cultivates three varieties of vines, the Grenache,

which gives sweetness, the Carignan, which gives

color, and the Mataro, which gives quantity. His

vines are in general planted either on the plain, or

on a gently inclined slope ; but when there is a

slope, the exposure is always to the south. The
soil is loose and stony, the stones quartz, of various

colors and shades.

The stony and least fertile portions of the estate

are selected lor vines. Some of the cornfields are

planted at wide intervals with olive trees, but

there are none of these among the vines. The
distance at which the vines are planted is always

four feet, and the quincunx is preserved with the

irreatest possible exactness. The ground is plough-

ed twice a year; that is, immediately ai'ter the

pruninij, which is now going on, and in spring,

alter the vines have given shoots ol'8 or ten inches

in length. On both occasions, it is first ploughed

in one^direction and then cross ploughed. It re-

ceives no other labors during the year, and in Sum-
mer, such is the strength of vegetation generally

among the vines, that lew weeds make their ap-

pearance, the ground being almost covered vvith

the vine shoots. I was much surprised on finding

that, vvith the exception of one field, the only pre-

paration the ground had received previous to hav-

ing been planted was a common ploughing. The
cuttings were then put down in holes made by an

iron bar or dibble, and left to shilt lor themselves.

Many of them, as might be expected under such

treatment, never came forward, and it requires six

years before the vineyard is so well established as

to yield a crop.

On learning this I had no difficulty in account-

ing lor the small progress of the vines I had seen

before arriving at Perpignan. There was a plan-

tation of the JMuscat of Frontignan, which was
now six years old, but in much greater vigor, and

with a much greater number of shoots on the vines

than was usual. Having remarked this, Mr. Du-
rand informed me that, in planting this field, lie

had caused a hole to be dug /or each plant IS

inches deep by 18 inches lonir, and 12 wide, and

had laid the cutiinffs horizontally into this trench,

bending up the extremity where the plant was to

cjrow. This, he said, accounted lor the greater

number of shoots from the greater quantity of

roots. The produce, he said, was doui>le what

the ordinary vineyards yielded. The stocks are all

extremely low, not more in general than six inches

from the ground ; but so well has the pruning

been managed, that all the shoots are nearly ver-

tical ; stakes or props are thus quite unnecessary.
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and are never used. Indeed, their use seems to

be quite unknown throughout this district. The
number of the buds or knots left in pruninn: vv;\?

from three to six, accordinir to the ptreuifih of the
plant. They are universally pruned in the spur
fashion. Having menlioned the pystem ol" alter-

nate long and spur shoots, Mr. Durand's steward.
who seemed to be a respectable and \vell-iii(iirnied

man, said that it would sooner wear out the plant?.

I told lu'm of the precaution Mr. Domecf], of Xe-
res, intended to adopt in order to prevent the
attacks of worms. He said that, however close
the branch might be pruned, there was no
danger of these worms finding their way to the
heart of the stock, unless the stock itself were
bruised or broken. It was, he said, by wounds or
splits in the stock itself that the worms found ac-
cess to it, and not by close pruning of (he npw
wood.

^
In this opinion I perfectly coincide with

hini. There are no worms in any of their vines,
which are, indeed, all in the highest possible order.
The average produce of these vines is six bar-

riques (hog?:heads) per hectare ; this is about 140
gallons per English acre ; a much smaller produce
than I would have expected from the general
health and vigor of the vines, alihouMi it still

continues a matter of surprise that they should
produce at all considerintr the jireat hardness of
the subsoil, and the slight hold of it which is

originally given them. Part of the vineyard had
already been pruned, and two men were busy in a
part which we visited. There had been fourteen
men employed the day before ; but this was the
fete day of ihe neighboring village, and only two
oJ the men had come. It requires a man ten days
to prune a hectare. The instrument which they
use IS contrived to give, in some decree, the pur-
chase of a lever.

With the edge they cut with orpnt care the
shoots where a bud is left for the followinir spas^^n

;

but the superfluous shoots are chopped off with
the blunt edge with very little ceremony. I took
this opportunity to request that Mr. Durand
would give me a parcel of cutiinrrs of all the kinds
ol vmcs he possessed

; and he immediately gave
orders to his steward accordingly.
Between twelve and one o'clock we returned to

the house, and after a substantial dejeuner d la
Joiircheite, visited the wine cellar. Alonfr the
\<^all, on each side of the cellar, are arranged a
number of large vats, containinrr from thirty to
fifty barriques—that is, from 1800 to 3000 gallons
each

;
the whole number was fourteen or sixteen.

I hey were placed horizontally, with one end to
the wall. Above them, on each side, is a floor or
platlorm, which is on a level with a door that
opens to the cellar Ihom a higher side; by this
door the grapes are brought in^ On the platform
are several trouphs, about 10 feet lono-, by 21 feet
wide, with the side sloping inwards."^ Above the
bottom of the trough there is a false bottom, per-
forated with holes, and divided by open spaces,
which allow the liquid to pass to the true bottom,
whence it flows, by a srout at the one end, into an
aperture of about a foot square in the upper side
of the vat underneath. While the men are
treading the grapes in these troughs, they take out
a portion of the stalks by means of a three-pronged
stick, and after the grapes are pretty well brol<en,
the whole contents of the trough are emptied into
ithe vat. In the vat it is left to lerment, from 18 to

24 days, according to circumstances, and at the
end of that period, the wine is drawn off to ano-
ther vat, by means of a syphon and a pump. The
wiarc, or skins and groumis, are then removed to

the press, and the wine extracted from them ia

kept afiart as being of inferior rpiality. In the
end o!' each vat there is an ai'.enure sufficiently

large for a man to enter and clean it out. Tliis ia

strongly secured by means of copfjcr screws. Af-
ter having been removed to a clean vat, the wine
is kept in it till the Ibllovvincr spring, when it is

aorain drawn off the lees. When twelve months
old, it is sent to Port Vendre, where Mr. Durand
has very ex'ensive stores and cellars ; it is iheie
mixed vviih 10 per cent, of brandy, and shipped fur

Paris. This is the ordinary description of Rou-
sillon* \v\ne, of the plain ; but being mnde with
more care than that of the smaller proprietors, it

is the best of its kind. The wine of the hills is of
a better quality.

Exclus ve of the ploughing, wliieh is done by
their permanent servants, the management of the
vines costs about thirty francs a hectare. The
ploughing aud ihe vintage may cost filieen franca

more— being, in all, about 16--. Eiiirlish an acre.

The value of the produce is Irom 15 to 18 fiancs

a charge of 26 English gallons ; or from 180 to 216
Irancs per hectare—that is, Irom £3 48. to £4 16s.

per English acre.

After having walked into the garden, which
was well stocked with fruit trees, we proceeded to

the other property which Messrs: Durand pro-

posed we should vit^it. This was entirely an irri-

gated farm. It consists oi'240 hectares, 562 acres,

and every acre of it can be laid under water when
irr'jraiion is required. This farm supports between
1.000 and 1,100 sheep, 114 head of cattle, and
about a dozen horses, and there is always less

than two-fifihs of the land in pasture or green
crops ; the lucerne is cut five times in the season,
and twice eaten down. The soil is a fine li-iable

mould. In a field, where five ploughs were at

work, it turned up in the finest possible condition.

They were ploughing in wheat. Part of the field

was manured, and part had been manured the

preceding season. Messrs. Durand liave an ex-
cellent breed of cattle; the working oxen as fine

almost as any 1 have ever seen, alihoueh I have
seen larger. In all the qualifications of depth ai>d

breadth of carcass, they were nearly perfect, with
the line of the back perfectly straight, and the tail

well set on. They were yoked with bows and
yokes, the bows made of wood, which seemed to

answer very well. The ploughs and carts were of
the same construction as lh"se generally in use in

the country. The ploughman drove his pair of
oxen with a goad fixed to the end of a long pole;

on the other end of which was the small spade for

cleaning the plough. They seemed to make ex-
cellent work, notwithstanding the rudeness of the

plough.
The buildinffs on this farm were very extensive,

and, though old, are now undergoing a thorough
repair, which will leave ihem in excellent condi-

tion when completed. The stables and sheep
houses are very spacious, as both cattle and sheep
are iioused every night. The lambs are alway.s

kept in the house, and the ewes are brought home

* Kousillon is the old name of the province which is

now called Pyrenees Orientalef.
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10 them three limes a day. The lambs appeared

nil of ihe same size, and must all have been drop-

ped vviihin two or three days of each other. The
wool was not of a q'lality that would be reckoned

fine in New South Wales; and yet Mr. Durand
says there is nothing finer in this part of the coun-

try. At th'^ rate wools were sellincr in Auirust

this year, (1831.) it would hrinp-, in London, about

18(/. a pound. It is at present only worth about

7-2'/. here, thoufrh two years afjo it sold for 20(/.

A <,rood wether will brins 10s. or 12s. They do

not milk the cows, hut allow the calves to suck

them. I'here is no such thing known in this coun-

try as a dairy lam). Oil is the almost universal

substitute for every purpose to which butler is ap-

plied with us, anil milk is seldom or never used.

There are, perhaps, Ihw prejudices stronger than

that of the English against the general use of oil,

which tliey are accustomed to consider as a very
gross kind of condiment; and perhaps there is no
prejudice more unlbunded. For surely the pure
vegetable juice of the olive is far fi'om being infe-

rior, in delicacy, to butter, the animal fat of the

cow ; and there can be no doubt, that oil is also

more wholesome and congenial to the human con-

stitution, in a hot climate, than the latter. This
district is not celebrated for the quality of its oil

;

but they do not as in Spain, consider rancidity a
merit; and in the hotels it is furnished of very
good quality, while the olives are quite delicious.

Mr. Durand's working oxen are fed during the
winter on hay of excellent (]uality, and are all in

the highest condition. They liave also potatoes,

and sometimes turnips in winter. One set is

worked /rom morning till noon, another set from
noon till evening. I neulected to inquire what the

average produce of wheat is on this farm ; but on
the farm first visited, where there was no irricra-

tion, it was sixteen or seventeen bushels per Eng-
lish acre. The workmen are paid extremely well.

The permanent servants of the fiirni have 1-50

francs, (S2S,") about £6 a year in money ; 6 hec-
tolitres (21i English bushels) of wheat ;'500 litres

(120 gallons) of wine ; 40 pounds of oil, and 20
pounds of salt, besides a piece of ground to plant

vegetables and haricots, (the great dependence of
the working people here,) and house room about
the premises. The peasants and their wives and
children are all extremely well clothed. Day la-

borers, at all seasons, receive 30 sous, about 14J. a

day. In the harvest, mowers and sheep shearers,

2-| francs, and reapers two francs per day, besides
their food ; and Mr. Durand says, they make six

meals a day at that time, and the quantity of ibod
is almost incredible. About sunset we reached
Perpignan, from which the last firm was three
leagues distant, highly gratified with our excur-
sion, and the kindness of our entertainers, who, to

wind up their attentions for the day, had invited us
to dine, and we now found a sumptuous dinner
wailing our arrival.

Friday, ISth.—Messrs. Durand had been kind
enough to say that they would give me a letter to

their manager at Port Vendre, where they have a
large establishment for shipping wines. I wailed
upon them to-day, and found it ready. Port
Vendre is only about half a league from Collioure,
which I had resolved to visit, as its environs pro-
duce the first quality of Ronsillon red wine. At
two o'clock I accordinirly took my place in the dili-

gence, and arrived at about seven at Collioure,

where I stopped /or the night. From Perpignan
in this direction (southeast) the soil is richer than
I have elsewhere observed it in the neighborhood
of Perpignan. Though there is here and there a
vineyard, the land is generally under corn or mea-
dow. Two or three miles before reaching Col-

lioure the country begins to ascend towards the

Pyrenees, on the tops of which, bordering the

ocean, are still to be seen some towers built by
the Moors when masters of this part of the co\m-

try. No sooner do the hills begin to rise, than the

cijllivation of the vine begins also, and the first

ranges of the mountains are covered with it to

their very tops.

Saturday, \9th.—After breakfast this morning I

walked over to Port Vendre, and waited ufion Mr.
Mas, the agent of Messrs. Durand. The road

from Collioure winds from hill to hill along the

shore. The hills are exactly similar in form and
structure to those of Malaga : a shah* or schist,

with a slaty trravel, plentifiilly mixed through the

soil. Mr. Mas conducted me over the hills in the

neighborhood of the town, which are planted with

irreat regularity and beauty in terraces from 6 to

18 feet wide, according to the slope of the hill.

The terraces are made to follow the different

curves taken by the hills, and are divided by
channels, to allow of the passage of the water.

Ft is a stated part of the labor to carry up the soil

from the lower part of the terrace, where it has

been stopped by the small stone walls, to the

higher part.

In planting these hills they break up the ground

only to the depth of eight or nine inches, and as

they take up a great number of stones, the depth

of the soil remaining is not more than six inches.

They then bore a hole in the loose rock with a bar

of iron, and thrust in the plant to the depth of 12

or 15 inches. 1 saw a plantation of the preceding

year where almost every plant had succeeded, al-

thoiiiih none of them had given shoots of more

than six or eight inches. Mr. Mas says it was
formerly the prac'ice in this country to trench and

break up the rock to the depth of two or three leet,

but (stransre to say) they f^jund the vines were

sooner worn out, and they now fidlovv the less ex-

pensive method. A hectare of middle-aged vines

is here worth 1,000 li-ancs. The greatest expense

is in the first plnnfation, for it is universally neces-

sary to build a series of terraces to support the soil.

The value of a hectare with a good exposure, be-

fore plantinfT. is 500 francs. There is, however^

little ground in this neighborhood remaining to be

planted, alihoucrh the greatest portion lias been

brought into cultivation within the last 15 or 20

years. The average produce, according to Mr.
Mas, does not exceed six charges the hectare,

which is just the half of the vines of the plain.

The annual expense of cultivation, including the

vintage, is 40 francs, but the wine is worth 28 to

30 fralncs a charge, or from 168 to 180 francs the

hectare. The distance of the plants is from three

to four feer, and the pruning is, in every respect,

similar to that of the vines of the plain. The va-

rieties chieflv cultivated are the Grenache and the

Carignan. The vines are never manured. The
wines sometimes remain in the fermenting vat so

long as 30 days. Like the wine of the plain, it is

seldom drurdc'in its pure state, but is sent to Paris,

with an addition of from 7| to 10 per cent, of

brandy, in order to be mixed with the lighter winea
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of Burgundy and Orleans, to give them strength

and color. The mixture of the hrandy has, they

say, a double purpose. It enable^; them lo ship

the wines when 14 or 15 months n!il, without risk

of their turning sour, which could not be done for

twelve months more without the admixture; and

it enables the Parisians to mix a portion of water

in order to reduce the wine in strength, and thus

to save a part of the municipal duty which is le-

vied on wines entering Paris. The latter is, I

ihirdi, the only valid argument. Being desirous

of procuring some of the wine of Collioure, Mr.
Mas sent a person with me whom he was accus-

tomed to employ in such matters, and alter com-
pleting my purchase, I went with the proprietor to

the vineyard where it was produced, and obtained

four varieties of grapes which were not in Mr.
Durand's vineyards. This vineyard vvas on the

side of a very steep hill, and appeared to have

been planted with great labor; the terraces diil

not exceed from eight to ten leet in width, and the

walls were irom two to three feet in iieiixht. He
said the annual average Irom 500 plants was about

two charges of wine. This, according to t[ie dis

tance they were planted, was rather more than

double the quantity stated by Mr. Mas; but it

was probably only a guess, altliough ! am mclined

to think the estimate of the latter was under the

truth. There vvas, however, no vi-ay of coming
nearer the true state ol' the case, (or he knew nei-

ther the extent of the hectare, nor of the arpent.

The wine of Cosperon, which is celebrated as a

vin de liqueur, \s the produce of a larm which
vvas pointed out to me by Mr. Mas, under one of

the hills which we passed over. It is, according

to his account, nothing more than a mixture of

brandy with the unfennented juice of the grape.

After the grapes (of the Grenache kind) are very

ripe, they are gathered and allowed to dry a few

days in the sun ; they are then pressed, and the

juice is put into a cask, where it is niixed with a

large portion, Mr. Mas thinks from a third to a

hail of its own bulk, of brandy. The brandy pre-

vents the iermentation, the liquor retains the

svveetness and flavor of the fruit ; and this is the

vin de liqueur of Cosperon, which has acquired

a great name in the south of France.

3Ionday, 2lst November.—Having returned ear-

ly yesterday morning from Collioure to Perpignan,

I found the Messrs. Durand had sent to my hotel

nine bundles, containing fifty each, of nine dis-

tinct varieties of vines, and on visiting them at

their house, I was again pressed to dine with

them, but on this occasion excused myself The
kindness and attention of these gentlemen to me,

a perlect stranger, without the slightest claim to

their notice, is worthy of remark. They are the

sons of Mr. Durand, the deputy for the province,

and are now managing his affairs in his absence.

Their mercantile as well as their agricultural con-

cerns are of great magnitude. The latter they in-

formed me yielded only about 5 per cent, upon the

money invested, but they make no allowance for

the value of the improvements, which were very

extensive. Besides the prop(^rties I visited with

them, the one consisting of 700, and the other of

5G0 acres, they had two other estates in the neigh-

borhood of Perpignan, and all in their own hands.

The irrigated land is worth 1500 li'ancs (about

£G0) per hectare, the vineyards not more in ge-

neral than one-third of that sum ; but that pro-

portion vvas, I believe, intended to represent the
value of the land before planting. On one of the
estates there is a handsome mansion, with exten-
sive gardens, and a green-house. I was happy
to promise that I would, in return for their atten-
tion to me, contribute to stock the latter by send-
ing a packet of Botany Bay seeds, a present which
I was glad to find would be highly agreeable to

one of the brothers, vvlio has a taste for horticul-

ture and botany.

After having engaged my place in the diligence

for Montpelier, (which vvas to start at seven in the

eveninir,) I procured a guide, and proceeded to

visit Rivesalies, wfiich is li^mnus for producing the

first sweet wine of France. Rivcsaltesis a town
containing about 3000 inhabitants, situated in the

middle of an irritrated plain, about lour miles from
Perpignan. The vineyards are on the extremities

of the plain, where there is a dry granitic soil;

and on that portion which separates the meadow
land of Perpignan fion) those of Rivesaltes, it is so

thickly covered with stones of various colored

quartz as to make it difficult to tread upon it. In
many places where the vines appear to grow with
great vigor, and to have attained a areat age, the

soil is of such a natuie as would with us be consi-

dered absolutely sterile. They were very gene-
rally entra</ed in the vineyards in pruning and hoe-

inir. The pruning was here, as elsewhere, uni-

versally in the spur fashion ; from 3 to 7 or 8 knots

being left on each vine, according to its strength.

The stocks were in general close to the ground,

and, indeed, where the soil was newly dug up,

and gathered up into the form of a small ridge be-

tween the rows of plants, they scarcely seemed to

be upon a level with it. 1 examined a plantation

of young vines wlfich had been planted last year,

and found that more ilian one halfthe number had
failed. Here also they never think of trenching

the soil be'ore planting ; but after hoeing it the

ordinary depth, they make a hole with an iron

dibble and thrust in the plant. As they never

afterward take the trouble lo water them, it is not

surprising that in so dry a soil so large a proportion

of the cuitinss should never take root. At Rive-

saltes, for the first time in France, I observed

them manuring their vines with strong stable

dung, and 1 vvas informed that this vvas the usual

practice here, although Messrs. Durand never

used manure to their vines. The Muscat is the

grape commordy cultivated, and by visiting diff'er-

ent parties who were engaged in pruning, I ob-

tained a lew cuttings of this,"and three other sorts;

two of these lour were entirely new to me ; of two

ofthem I had procured two or three cuttings each

at Collioure.

The Muscat wine of Rivesaltes is made in the

Ibllovving manner: The grapes are allowed to

hang upon the vines till they are so ripe that they

begin to shrivel ; thny are then cut and left on the

ground under the vines where they grew, for eight

or ten days, unless the weather shoiild prove unfa-

vorable, after which they are pressed, and the juice

is put into a cask, leaving the bung out ; about a

month after this, it is drawn off to a fresh caek,_

which is prepared by burning a match, not of

sulphur, but of strong brown paper, steeped in the

strongest brandy. They use this, they say, be-

cause'the sulphur tastes the wine. The Muscat
wine of Rivesaltes sometimes brings the proprietor

300 francs the charge of 118 litres (bottles) when
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it is only from one to two years old. The produce

of ilie vineyard.-? of Rivesalies was stated by the

email proprieiorF;, from whom I obtained the ciit-

lings, to be about two charges for every 500 stocks,

exactly the same as was stated by the person from

whom I bought the wine at Collionro. I consider

them both, however, as a very wide guess, for it

was evident neither of them had been accustomed
to recUon the produce in this way, and they neither

knew the extent of the hectare, nor oflhe arpenf.

JNlany of the vines here seemed to require renewal,

I would have been inclined to say owing to tlie

quality of the soil, had 1 not seen the excellent

condition in which Messrs. Durand's vines were
kept, in soil which was in some places not less

stony and arid.

In filling a vacant space, when they cannot find

a shoot on any of the neighboring vines long
enough ti, reach the spot, they take the longest

shoot there is, and ]ay it in a circular form round
its own stock ; the Ibllowing year they raise it,

when, with the shoot it has produced, they cannot
only reach the spot to be filled, but have by this

means a strong plant to fill it.

While noting above the use of a match with
brandy instead of suiphur, there has occurred to

my memory an observation stated by Mr. Mas, in

reply to my question, whether they did not find

the burning of sulphur in the cask to taste the

xvine 1 He stated that when this occurred it must
be owinsT to a small quantit}^ of water having been
left in the cask when cleaned. VVhen this was
the case, the wine, he said, was sure to he tasted,

because the sul[)huric acid impregnated the water;
but when every drop of water was carefully drain-

ed off before the cask was smoked, it never occur-
red.

1 returned to Perpignan about four o'clock, and
began to ticket the different bundles of vines,

taknig only 25 of each oflhe varieties sent by Mr.
Durand, on account of their great bulk. This,
and other little matters which required arrange-
ment, occupied me so fully, that I forgot to send
for my passport till it was too late to procure it lor

the diligence that niffht.

Tuesday, 22nd Novemher.—My delay for an-
other day in Perpignan allowed me to visit the
Jiergerie Royale, where the government keep a
flock of Merino sheep for the improvement of the

flocks of the district. As Mr. Durand had assured

me that it was not worth my attention, I had given
up thoughts of visiting this establishment pre-

viously, but on now applying to my landlord for a

horse, he told me that before arrivino; at the

Bergerie, I would come to the Royal Haras, or

depot of stallions for the south. At less than a

league from Perpignan, I accordingly cnme to the

house and offices which had been described to me
as this depot, and on riding into the yard, I was
conducted by a groom to the stable. There are

here 31 horses, kept by the government for the

purpose of improving the breed in this part of

France. They are chiefly cross-bred, and I re-

marked several very beautiful animals which were
a cross between the Arab and the Limousin.
There was a small dark brown Arab from St. John
d'Acre, and next to him a thorough-bred Arab,
produced in France. The latter was incompara-
bly the finer animal, in many points resembling
old Model, of New South Wales, but I think in-

ferior to him. There was also the Jennet of An-

dalusia, and a number of Flemish horses, both
pure and crossed with various other breeds. The
Russian and Polish breeds had also their represen-

tatives on this side of the stable. On the other

side were the breeds of Normandy, and an im-
mense animal from Mecklenburgh, for improving,

as they said, the working breeds. Of this kirTd

there were three huge horses, which appeared to

me ill proportioned to such a degree as to be almost
monstrous. Further on was a splendid English
racer, though with more bone and muscle than the

horses bred for the turf usually possess. This
horse stood higher than any other horse in the

collection ; he is named Rembrandt, and was pur-

chased by the French fiovernment from lord Sey-
mour, at Paris, where he had distinguished himself

upon the turf, and had been the winner of large

sums. There was also an English horse of the

little Cob breed, and between these stood some
verv fine saddle horses of the pure breed (I think)

of Limousin. The charge made by the French
government for the service of any of these horses

is only six francs for each mare. They travel to

the distance of from 30 to 40 leagues, and find

their chief employment in the department of Ar-
riege. Here there are i'ew horses bred, the work
being chiefly performed by oxen and mules, and
the ass still maintaining its ground, though not to

such an extent as beyond the Pyrenees. The
services of each horse are limited to 45 mares ; but

notwithstanding the extreme cheapness of the

chartje, and the extensive district over which they

travel, scarcely one of the horses covers this num-
ber during the season. The horses are fed at all

seasons with meadow hay and ground barley.

From the terrace behind the stables there is a rich

view of the plain to the north of Perpignan, ter-

minated on two sides by the Basses Pyrenees, and
on the third by the sea. It is said that there is

here an extent of land, 10 leagues in length by-

six in breadth, all of which can be regularly irri-

gated by means of small canals and water courses

which are cut in every direction. Thedislribution

of the water is regulated by law. The old chateau

of Rousillon, with its round tower, overlooks this

beautiful plain. The habitations are still, for the

most part, congregated in small towns and villages,

but here and there a detached house is to be seen.

The plain is covered with trees, which border the

water courses in every direction. Among these

the Lombardy poplar, only now assuming Uie tints

of autumn, is conspicuous. Every field is separat-

ed by a row of trees, chiefly the willow. These,

however, on a nearer approach, lose much of their

beauty, from the practice of cutting them down
every tliird year for fuel, leaving only the trunk

abou't 10 feet in height, with the stumps of the

branches, to produce fresh shoots.

The plain of Perpignan ofl'ers as strong a con-

trast as possible to the (naturally) much richer

plains of Andalusia. Much may be owin^ to

the difference of climate, and the greater facilities

lor irrigation ; but much more is owing to the dif-

ference in the political institutions of the respec-

tive countries. The absurd law of Spain, which

prevents the enclosure of corn or meadow land,

strikes at the root of all agricultural improvement.

On arriving at the bergerie, which is a shabby

looking cluster of old hou'^ses in bad repair, I was

informed that the sheep were out at pasfi-e ;
and

on following (he directions given me, I soon came
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up with them. Tliere are 160 ramp, and about
300 females. Their wool is cerlninlv much finer

than any I had seen at JMr. Durand'.-, but gtill

there are few of our siiee|)liolders in New South
Wales, who could not show finer sheep in iheir

flocks than the generality of them. The govern-
ment make an annual sale ol" ihese sheep. The
minimum price for the rams is 60, and for the

ewes 40 Irancs. A very few of ihose ofiii-red some-
limes go ofi' at much higher prices, but the de-
mand is not nearly sufficient to take off those

that are disposable at the minimum price. I saw
amongst them a Saxon ram, which had cost the
government 600 francs. Running with the rams
were a male and two females of the goals of Cash-
mere ; the male was a very larire animal, with
long white hair; the females under the size of an
ordinary goat, but they were both very young,
the one being 18 and the other only 7 months old.

They breed when under 12 months; the youncr-
est ol" the two being expected to produce a kid in

lour months. After they are three years old, the
shepherd said, (if I understood him riaht, which
was no easy matter, from his Catalan dialect,)
that they produce four kids annually. The fine

Cashmere wool is produced under the hair, and is

combed out in the month of May. The Jarge
male, they said, yielded fron> five to six ounces,
and the females only two ounces a piece. The
goverinment, the shepherd informed me, possess
150 of these animals, which were formerly all

here, but, with the exception of the three which
I saw, they were removed to the interior. They
were brought from Persia by a (gentleman of Paris,
who started with a flock of 1.600, only 1-50 ol

which he succeeded in bringing to France. They
were purchased by the government at the price
of 3,000 francs a head, and their produce were for

eome time offered for sale in this department, but
found no purchasers. The price I either did not
hear, or do not recollect.

fVednesday, 23f7.— Last evening,at seven o'clock,
I took my place in the diligence, the director having
freely agreed to take me without any additional
charge, and at seven this evening I arrived at
JVlontpelier. In going into Beziers about nine
o'clock this morning, I observed hoar-fi-ost upon
the grass where the sun's rays had not penetrated.
The whole country (i-om Beziers to Alontpelier,
on both sides of the road, is covered with vine-
yards. Between the former town and Penzenas
the country is extremely beautiful even at this

season. The hills are covered with olive trees,

intermixed with vines but the plains with vines
only. Detached habitations are every where thick-
ly scattered over the country. The vine is culti-

vated even in the alluvial plains ; and the immense
size of some of the slocks, with the vigor of their
numerous shoots, aHbrds ample evidence that
whatever may be the quality of its produce, the
plant itself is no enemy to a rich soil. Notwith-
standing the apparent richnessof the soil, I observ-
ed them every where digging in large quantities
ofdung, and this, as well as the mode'of priming,
indicated that ihey were more anxious for the
quantity than the quality of the produce. The
wines of this district are almost universally convert-
ed into brandy. The soil had the appearance of
being calcareous the whole way from Beziers to

Alontpelier, in some places almost resembling (he
ulbarizas of Xere.^j but on trial I found it argilla-

ceous.

Notwithstanding the great luxuriance of the
vines, and the strength and length of their shoots,
still no supports nor props were used. Here and
there I observed the shoots of three neighboring
vines tied together to afford each other support

;

but even ihi.s practice was rare compared to the
whole, which are allowed to spread as they will,

and cover the ground in such profusion, as to make
it in most places difBcult to penetrate amongst
them.

Thursday, 24th.— I this morning proceeded to

the Botanic Garden, in the hope of finding some
one who would give me information of the nature
I required. My expectations were also a good deal
excited by having heard li-om an Englishman
whom I met at breakfast, that the professor of
botany had there a collection of vines. I was not
lonij in discovering this collection, which was num-
bered up to 560 varieties. I did not hesitate a mo-
ment to inquire for the professor, and to make
known to him the object of my visit. He received

me with great kindness, and acked many ques-
tions respecting the Australian settlements, in

which he appeared to take a great deal of inte-

rest. He conducted me over the gardens, and
through the conservatories, pointing out every ob-

ject which he thought would interest me. The
latter are very extensive, and in the most perfect

order. Among other plan's he made me remark
the Galadodeiidron, the " tree of the cow, or milk
tree," of Humboldt, which he said would undoubt-
edly grow in New South Wales. He also pointed

out, growing in the open air, the Caroubier of
Spain, the Ceratonia Siliqua of Linnteus, that

yields a pod, upon which the mules are almost
exclusively fed in the mountainous districts of
Spain, and the south of Italy. This tree I had
not so much as heard of There was a small de-
partment separate for New So\ith Wales plants,

of which there was a considerable number. Fi-
nally, Prof(3ssor Delisle told me, that I was not
only welcome to cuttings of all the vines he had,
but he offered me his correspondence for any thing

he could in future supply. He also said he would
make up a packet of seeds for our Botanic Gar-
den. In return for such liberality, I did not hesi-

tate to pledge myself to make him whatever
returns our Botanic Garden could supply. He
accordingly called for the catalogue of vines,

which was partly printed, being a copy of the list

of the Ecnh of vines established in the gardens of
the Luxemburg, at Paris, by Messrs. Chaptal and
Bosc, when ihe former was Minster of the Inte-

rior. A great proportion of the numbers which
had been left blank in the original, were filled up in

writing. He gave directions that a copy of the

list should be prepared for me, and that a man
should attend me to take cuttings of the vines.

I determined to take a duplicate of each variety.

Saturday, 26th November.—Having ordered a
quantity of leaden tickets to m.ark the cuttings,

and a couple of cases to contain them, I proceeded
to the garden yesterday morning, and found that

the man had already commenced to take off the

cuttings. On examining those he had taken,

however, I immediately saw the necessity of mak-
ing the choice lor myself, and I have accordingly

been engaged all yesterday and to-day in choos-

ing the cuttings. This evening, by the assistance

of a second man, who dressed the cuttings as they
were taken off, we had finished this part of the

task, and commenced attaching the numbers.
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Monday, 28lh.—This day, at an early hour, I

proceeded lo the garden, expeciing (o have all the

vines numbered and packed belbre the evening.

In this, however, I was disappointed. While ihe

workmen were ai dinner 1 spent an hour vvilh the

Prolessor, who showed me his Herbarium, which
appeared to me very extensive. Among others,

he opened out some New Holland plantt--, which
had been collected by Laballardiere, the botanist,

who had accompanied D'Entrecasteaux in his

voyage. In re|)iy to my inquiries respecting the

history of" the vines, the object to me ol' greatest

interest, he informed me, that about 12 or 15 years

ago, when Messrs. Chafital and liosc had lormed
the gardens of the Chartreuse, adjoining the gar-

dens ol' the Luxemburg, into an experimental gar-

den, s|)ecimeiis ol" the diHerenl varieties were also

sent to the Botanic Garden o(" Monipelier, but

many ol" these never succeeded. He told me that

he had found it very ddficull to obtain iiom the

chiel" gardener at Puris the diflierent varieties

which he required (o fill up the vacaticies occasion-

ed by those which liad failed; they always sent

€hasselas, chasselas, chasselas, though under ditler-

enl names. A great part o!" the collection had
therefore been Drought together tiy tiie Prolessor

himself; Mr. JDelisle told me that there was a

similar collection of vines at Versailles, and there

was also one at Genoa.
All this day was employed in attaching the

tickets to the vines, and arranging ihem in bun-
dles, which, from many of them being very crook-
ed, was no easy task. From the 560 varieties I

could only make up 437. the remainder benig
either wanting in the original, or as identical with
some previous number. I had also employed the

master gardener to send a man on whose judg-
ment and honesty he could depend, lo make a col-

lection of all the vmes culiivated in the vineyards
round Montpelier. This man had, all his lilt;-

time, been employed in the vineyards; and as he
gave me a description of the qualities of each, I

had no doubt whatever that his collection might
be depended upon. Rejecting, from those he
brought me, such varieliss as I had previously
procured at Perpignan, I was now enabled lo car-

ry the collection of vines of Rousillon and Lan-
guedoc, or Pyrenees Orientales and Herault, to 38.

1 here again reduced the number ofMr. Durand's
vines, taking only 12 of each of them, as well as

of those cultivated in the neighborhood of Mont-
pelier. When I came to pay for their carriage from
Montpelier to Nismes, I had no reason lo regret

this reduction.

fVednesday, SOlh November.—U was half past

iO this morning, when the packing of the vines

was finished, and at 11 o'clock I started with
them by the diligence lor Nismes. Before leaving

the garden, I paid a fi^rewell visit lo its liberal

director, Mr. Delisle. I now received from iiim

a letter addressed to Mr. Frazer, the colonial bo-

tanist, at Sydney, and also one lor myself! In both

he expressed his wish to maintain a correspondence
with Sydney, to reciprocate the exchange ofseeds
and plants. He also gave me an introductory

note to M. Audibert, the proprietor of a very ex-

tensive and celebrated nursery at Tarascon, a

small lown situated on the left bank of the Rhone,
which he strongly recommended me to visit. A
fourth paper contained hints about the best mode
of preserving the cuttings li-om frost and damp;

Vol. VIII.—58

t but on that subject he recommended me parti-

cularly to consult M. Audibert. Air. Delisle had
also waiting for me a packet ol" botanic seeds,

wliich he had put up for the garden at Sydney
;

and a packet of seeds of the more usel"ul trees.

&c. for myself.

The Botanic Garden of Montpelier is only se-

cond in France to that of Paris. It appeared to

me to be kept in very high order.

The weather has now become piercingly cold.

On Friday and Saturday I found it very unplea-

santly so in the garden, but on Sunday evening a

strong wind set in f"rom the norih, and next day

all Montpelier was wrapped in cloaks. Thesloping
glass rools and windows of the conservatories were
now all covered with straw mats, which were not

rolled up till the sun had attained a considerable

height.

Theroad from Montpelier to Nismes lies through

a well cultivated country, producing chiefly vines

and olives. Tiie vines appear here to be cultivated

for wine lor the table more than for distillation.

Their size and strength were less remarkable than

on the other side of Montpelier; and although I

saw several parties hoeing in the vineyards, 1

could nowhere observe ihem digging in manure.

Here lor the first time 1 saw the mixed cultivation

of vines, olives, and corn, alternating in rows of

different widths ; and the vineyards are also very

generally planted with olive trees. This seems
to be the season lor gathering the fruit of the latter.

They place large ladders against the trees, and
ascend lo pull them, instead of beating them down
with poles, as is the practice in Spain. The wo-
men are very generally employed in this way, and
from all pans of the road are to be seen with small

baskets slung round their necks, either perched

upon a ladder, or mounted into the interior of the

tiees. Halfway from Monipelier to Nismes lies

the town ofLunel, which, wiih Fronligran, also in

the same neighborhood, is> famous for its sweet
wines. These 1 did not, however, wait lo visit,

being now satisfied that whatever may be the

case with regard lo the quality of dry wines, it re-

quires only a good grape, a hot sun. and a particu-

lar management, to make excellent sweet wines.

A gentleman in the diligence informed me that ihe

Luncl in only produced on one estate, but in this

1 think he was misinlormed.

1st December.—The diligence for Tarascon not

starling till half past eleven, I had time to visit

many of" the beautiful and highly interesting re-

mains of Roman architecture which are to be

found in Nismes. The cold, last night and this

morning, has been excessive. I iiave seldom

found any thing more keen and penetrating than

the north wind out of doors, and the air of my
chamber was almost intolerable till a large fire

(for which the charge of two francs was made in

my bill) had been some time burning. Even
then, and with the assistance of a screen, it vvas

still dificult 10 keep off the cold. The tiled floors

are ill calculated lor the winter, however suitable

they may be for the summer temperature of" these

climates. In the morning the canal was frozen

over, and there were pieces of ice ol" six cubic in-

ches in thickness about the Ibuntains.

1 arrived at Tarascon about halfpast I wo o'clock,

and having procured a guide, proceeded immedi-
diately lo ihe nursery of the Messrs. Audibert,

whom 1 found at home. The nursery is about a
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mile and a hairirom the town. Messrs. Audibert
ttxpresped the frreatesl desire, to beol service lo nie.

Oneofihe brothers conducted me through a great

part of their nurseries, which are extensive, and
apparently very well Icept. He also insisted thai

I should remain for the nii;ht, and made up a

packet ol' every variety of seeds which ihev could

imagine would be nselid in New South Wales.
The elder brother, M. Urban Audiberi, is a cor-

responding member of the Ilorticuiiural Society

of London, and has, as M. Delisle inlbrmed me,

a very extensive correspondence in alf parts of

Europe. His library is filled with books on all

matters connected with rural economy and natural

history, in all languages. I selccied from their

list of vines eight or ten varieties, which 1 either

knew to be wanting in M. Delisle's collection, or

conceived to be so valuable, that I was glad of the

opportunity of making still surer of possessing

them. These, being rooted plants, will afford the

proof whether they or the cuttings are more ca-

pable of bearing the transport to New South
Wales.
Having, according to the advice of JM. Delisle,

consulted Messrs. Audiberi respecting the pack-

ing of the plants, fie expressed his fear that with-

out moss they would soon all die; (or the north

Avind, he observed, caused dryness as much as the

heat ; his brother was accordinffly kind enough to

accompany me to the town, with a man who car-

ried a bag of moss. The plants were unpacked,
and the boxes lined with double oiled paper, to

prevent the access of air, and the escape of hu-
midity. The moss, afier having been slightly

watered, was stuffed in at the ends of each bundle

of plants. The hitler were then replaced, and
the cases closed. This is the mode adopted by
Messrs. Audiberi in sending vine plants lo Russia
and other countries of JCurope ; and ihey were of

opinion that this would be sufficient to protect the

vines till their arrival within the tropics, wlien the

warm weather Avould cause them to shoot, and it

would therefore become desirable to sustain the

ehoots as little by the admixture of earth or sand
among the cuttings.

Messrs. Audibert refused to receive any pay-
ment for the plants I had selected from their col-

lection, although I insisted very strongly on pay-
ing the stated price, as well as for the time his

workman was occupied. He fiirnished me with
several copies of his catalogues; and as [ had
informed him there was an Agricultural and Hor-
ticultural Society in New South Wales, he ex-
pressed a strong desire to be put in communica-
tion wiih them. M. Audibert also furnished me
with introductory letters to the Directors of the
Botanic Garden, and of the Cabinet of Natural
History at Marseilles.

I concluded these matters in tim.e to join the dili-

gence for Marseilles, which passed at halfpast two,
having, by Mr. Audibert's advice, forwarded the
cases containing the plants to Avignon, there to

wait rny return to ihat lovvn.

I hail several tinier endeavored, t)ut without
success, to ascertain the best mode of picklinir or

preserving olives. Mr. Audiberi told me he had
no doubt the innkeeper where I had left my bag-
gace could inform me ; and I took down Irnm his

dictation the directions, of which the l()llowing is

a translation. The olives which he produced ae

preserved in this way were of an inferior kind, but

appeared very well cured. "To make a lie, take
lor each pound of olives a pound of ashes and an
ounce of lime ; boil these ingredients in water till

tlie lie is neither too thick, nor too clear.

" When the flesh of the olives detaches itself

easily from the stone, which happens about six or

seven hours alier their immersion, the olives are
washed wiih clear water, and left lo steep lor about
nine days, the water being cfianged at least once
every 24 hours, 'i'hey are ihen kept in water,
strongly charged with salt, and seasoned with a
few iirains of coriander seed, to give them a good
taste."

This recipe was scarcely finished at the moment
it was necessary to join the diligence, and ( had
not therefore time to read it, nnich less lo ask such
questions as are necessary to make it fully intelli-

irible. The lie is doubiiess intended to ii-ee the

olives from the bitterness natural to them when
fresh.

Saturday, 3d Deceinbcr.—At an early hour this

morning 1 arrived at Marseilles. My object in

coming to this city was to visit the disiricis in iia

neighborhood, where the raisins and other dried

fruits of Provence are prepared.

1 lost no time in waiting upon M. Negrel Fe-
rand, the director of the Cabinet of Natural History

whom I found not only very ready, biu eNtreinely

well qualified, to give me the inlbrmation I re-

quired. He said that almost the only district

where raisins were made (or exportation was Ro-
quevaire, which was his native place, and to which
he gave me a letter.

M. Negrel Ferand has contributed the division

tliat treats upon agricultural and rural economy, to

a quarto work now publishing in four voiumes, on
the Statistics of the Provence of Bouches du
Rhone.
Being anxious to obtain the volume which treat-

ed upon this subject, he told me ihat I could not
purchase it without the others, and \h\\\ the whole
work was not yet compleie ; but he very good na-
turedly irave me his own proof sheets. This work
contains a detailed classification and botanical de-

scripiion of the vines cultivated in the department
of Bouches du Hhone, or Provence, to the number
of 74. The whole number which exists is staled

to be about 350, but the above are all that are con-

sidered valuable for cullivation. The most of the

others are culiivaled in gardens and nurseries,

more as an object of curiosity than usefulness. Of
the 354 varieties, 220 have been perfectly identi-

fied with those bearing the same names in the col-

lection of the Luxem.burg.
In speaking of the olive, M. Negrel Ferand

said, that its mode of bearinff is biennial ; that is,

that the young wood must be two years old before

it bears fi-uit. This accounts for the pruning every
two j'ears, and the frequent deficiency in the crop

every second year. He said it was a point on
which there existed much diflerence of opinion,

whether it were better to prune tfie trees partially

every year, and thus to have always a quantity of
bearing wood, or to prune them (ijily every second
year, and have a full crop once in two years. In

this part of the country the olive is sufiject to great

injuries from the severity of the weather ; a great

part of the trees in a whole district being occa-

sionally cut off by the frost of a single night. The
roots siill remain, however, and are not long in

sending up strong shoots ; but the trees in this
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piirt of the country never attain to any great mag-
nitiiile. Wlien the cro[) of olives is very small,

tliey are generally attacked by insecls. The an-

nual average quantity oil produced from each tree

is only about two quaris. Tlie best oil lor eating

is extracted cold ; what is extracted by warm wa-
ter is used lor hurninir, and lor soap, and other ma-
nuliictures. The od of Marseilles is certainly

more pure and beautiful than I have elsewhere

seen it. The finest oil of France is produced at

Aix, eight Icciirues norih of JMarseillps.

I walked with M. Negrel to the Botanic Gar-
den, l()r the director ot' which I had also a letter.

The garden is neither extensive, nor particularly

well lurnished. The conservatory is handsome,
but is too large to be easily heated. Tiie collec-

tion of plants is insignificant compared with that

of Montpelier. I saw a swamp oak, a pretty

large tree, and a splendid specimen of the caout-

chouc, in the conservatory. A specimen of tlie

latter in the open air had been killed by the frosts

of the preceding week, notwithstanding its having
been wrapped up with straw mats.

Monday, 5th December.—Having engaged a

cabriolet and a guide from my maitre iVhotel, I

proceeded at an early hour to Roquevaire ; the

distance is about 12 or 14 miles in an easterly di-

rection. The road almost every where proceeded
among sleep accliviiies, throuyh a country which
the industry of man has won from its original bar-

renness, and which is on all sides cultivated like a

garden, with every variety of produce. The hills,

or rather mountains, which bountied the horizon

to the right, Ibrmed a very rugged and picturesque

back-ground to this picture of industry. There is

scarce a spot which, by any degree of labor,

could be gained liotn the rocks, that is not under
cultivation ; and the same field frequently bears at

the same time a triple crop; first is a triple or

quadruple row of vines, then an open space from

6 to 12 leet wide, under corn or leirumes
;
(and [

c«u!d not but observe the garden pea several

inches above ihe soil, and perfectly uninjured, not-

withstanding the severity of the late frosts;) last-

ly, there is, with every third row of vines, a row
of olives, and not unlrequently the whole is sur-

rounded by a hedge of mulberries. The same
system is pursued on the sides of hills so steep,

that it is necessary at every 12 leet to have a wall

three liiet in height. Notwithstanding the natu-

ral ruggedness and poverty of this country, it ap-

pears 10 be every where teeming with a fine,

liealthy, and well led population.

Between 11 and 12 o'clock I arrived at the house
of M. Brest, the i/entleman to whom, in the ab-

sence of the Mayor, M. Negrel had given me a

letter. Besides being a proprietor of land, M.
Brest is an extensive soap manufacturer and mer-
chant; his premises are very extensive, and com-
prise a great variety of acconmaodation. In

several of^ the rooms on the ground floor, women
were employed in packing raisins into boxes and
li'ails, similar in every respect to those used at

Malaga, and the prices of the raisins appeared also

to approach very near to those of that place.

The first quality is made from the Pause or

Passe, a largish white grape, but by no nieans so

large as some others. The skin is rather fine

than hard ; the bunches are sometimes very large,

although M. Brest informed me, that they are re-

duced in drying to one-lourth of their original

weight. The second quality is from the jirignan;

the raioins of this grape are ciiually well flavored,

and keep as well, but are smaller. When the for-

mer are thirty liancs the quintal of 100 pounds, the

latter are only from 20 to 25. The third quality

consists of the smaller and loose grapes of the

others, which are packed in frails ; they are worih

from 15 to 10 francs per quintal. The raisins of

Roquevaire are paiked in boxes, containing 12, 25,

and 50 pounds, as at Malaga ; but between every

two inches in thickness of grapes they spread a

sheet of wliiie paper. These raisins, M. Brest

says, keep the whole year through. They are

certainly, in every respect, inltirior to the raisins in

Malaga. Their preparation invariably consists in

immersion in a boiling lie previous to drying.

They do not appear to be aware that it is possible

to preserve the raisins without this previous pre-

paration. M. Negrel says, the efTect of the lie,

in which they are kept from 15 to 20 seconds, ia to

open very fine cracks in the skin of the grapes, by

which cracks the moisture evaporates. The
strength of the lye is of the fifth degree of Beaume'a

hydrometer, wliich is equal in specific gravity, at

the temperature of 55 of Fahrenheit, to about

1.032. After having been dipped in this lie tho^

grapes are spread out on cZoics, which consist of

a number of reeds tied together, so as to form a flat

surface of about seven feet by four. They arft

brought under coverevery niirht, and if the season

is fine they are usually sufTicienlly dried in five

days, though in the latter part of the season it

sometimes requires fifieen days to dry them suf-

ficiently. The preparation of raisins commences
abx)ut the 25lh of Angus', and continues during the

whole of September, and sometimes as late as the

1st of November. Tho>^e raisins are finest which

are dried in the shortest time. The neighborhood

of Roquevaire is the only part of France where
dried raisins are prepared as an article of com-
merce ; in other parts they are cured by particular

individuals lor their own consumption. The
Panse Musque, or Muscat of jlkxandria, is also

Ibund in this district ; but allhou<jh M. Negrel

says it is the iilentical variety which yields the

Muscatel raisins oi'Malaga, and though he strong-

ly recommends it to cultivators in prelerence to the

others, it is very seldom made into raisins. M.
Brest says, the ihickness of its skin makes it very

difficult 10 dry it in Ibis climate. M. Negrel also

says, that the Pause Musque is less cultivated

than the Panse, liecause it is very delicate in fiow-

erinL', and frequently bliirhts. He says, however,

that this may be remedied by pruning it long, and
cultivatiiiij it in a trellis ; the common Panse also

requires to be pruned rather long. The whole

quaniity of raisins of the first quality produced for

sale in Provence, does not, in the average of years,

exceed 4,000 quintals, (400,000 pounds.) Accord-

ing to M. Brest the preparation o( raisins is nearly

on a par. as far as regards profit, with ilie making
of wine. During the continental war, when it

was impossible to import the raisins ofMalaga and.

Calabria, those o{' Provence were in much greater

demand, and their cultivation was much more pro-

fitable.

M. Brest had also a large quantity of figs

packed in boxes, and ready for packing. The
preparation of these consists simply in drying them
on the clai&s for four or five days after they are

pulled. The flat form which mcst of them have
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is piven them in ihe boxes, each fig beinir sepa-
rately pressed into the box. Tlie larger and
prrmller figs are pariced in separate boxes, ami the
finest quality is double the price of the inferior.

Noihingcan be more simple than the drying and
packing of figs. IM. Negrel Ferand describes

sixty-seven varieties of figs which are cultivated

in the depart nienl of Houclies dii Rhone. He
quotes two auifiors, De Solicr and Raymond,
showing how much (he cultivation of this fruit had
fallen off within the last two centuries. The ibr-

nier, who wrote in the 16ih century, after de-
scribing the means then pursued in drying them,
adds, "that those of the inhabitants who had least,

could sell from 100 to 150 quintals," (from 10,000
to 15,000 pounds.) "Two centuries later," the
latter says, " the quantity of figs which the inha-
bitants dried formerly was their principal produce,
but now each proprietor only gathers about 40
quintals, (4,000 pounds,) not more than enough
(or the consumption of his own family !"

The next object which attracted my attention
ivas a quantity of large earthen jars, capable of
containing from 40 to 60 gallons each. These
were filled with capers of difierent sizes, from the
size of a small nut to that of a very small pea, or,

rather, to half the size of a very small pea. The
latter are called JVmipareils, and are worth 32 sous
(ISd.) a pound. The former, beinof the coarsest
quality, are wonh only 3 sous a poimd. Between
these extremes there are 8 or 10 different qualities,
all varying in price according to their size, the
smaller bein£T always the more valuable. They
are put into vinegar as soon as they are gaiherecj,
afier the difl'erent sizes are separated byTiieans of
a succession of coarser or finer sieves ; and they
need no other preparation. I observed a quantity
of olives spread out upon some daies on the f]oor;
they did not appear to have sufiered in any degree
from the worm, as was the case with most of^ihe
other olives 1 had seen. Many of them still re-
tained a greenish, or, rather, a whitish color, wiiile
(he majority were either of a deep purple color, or
perfectly black. M. Brest said, these light-colored
olives, pressed separately, would yield a finer oil

than the others, though less in quantity.
From the apartments where the dried fruits were

in process of packing, JVI. Brest conducted me
throuLTh his soap manufactory, which is on a con-
siderable scale, soap being one of Ihe most impor-
tant manufactures of Marseilles, and being made
ehiefiy with *ie inferior kinds of olive oil f thence
to a saw-mill, turned by water, and finally, to a
room heated by steam lor the treatment of silk
worms. M. Brest next took me through the plan-
tation adjoining his buildings, to show me how the
caper is cultivated. At present the bushes are all

covered with soil to prevent them being destroyed
by Ihe fiost ; and preparatory to this they had been
pruned down to the length of from 6 to 12 inches
each branch or shoot. Jn the spring they are cut
down close to the stock, so that every year pro-
duces new branches. The bushes which yield Ihe
caper, if well treated, will last for 40 years. They
yield on an average one pound and a half of capers,
thouijh some of the very strong bushes will occa-
sionally yield from five to six pounds. The caper
13 the flower bud before its developement ; the
largest and least valuable grow near the bottom of
the branch, the sniallest at the top. They are
gathered by women ai the expense o/'a halfpenny

a pound. The bushes are about four feet apart
;

they are propagated by means of offsets from ihe
roots, two of which ofliieis were presented to mc
by JM. Brest. On opening the f)ox which contain-
ed iliese ofisets in Jjondon, I had the mortificatiori

to find that they had hotli peri.-hed. Jlavinir ex-
pressed my desire to procure cuttings ol the grapes
which are dried f()r raisins, anil of any oiher sort

cultivated in the district which I had not already
procured, M. Brest sent a boy to conduct me to a
propeny of his own, wiih a messase to thefermier
to give me the ddferent kinds 1 wanted. He observ-
ed that he would have accompanied me him-
selfj had he not been very busy picking up a quanti-
ty of fi-uits which were re(]ii're(i to be sent otl" im-
mediately. The whole of the ground over which
I went is cultivated like a garden. In many places
the vines are only planted along the edges of
the terraces, which are every where built to sup-
port the soil. The caper is very generally cultivat-

ed in this district. The_/m«/cr was not at home,
but soon arrived. He save me cuttings of six new
varieties, a dozen of each. The vines are pruned,
leaving on each shoot two bud^^, exclusive of the

one at the junction. These are the vines which
yield the grapes for drying; there were from two
to three shoots on each vine pruned in this manner.
The /erm?cr said, that each vine produced from 8
to 12 bunches. According to M. Brest, the,

Sfround in th's distr'ct is all trenched to the depth
of 2^ or 3 feet before plantinir, but they do not put

in the cutting the whole of this depth. M. Negrel
states, that it has been observed that the roots

come from the two buds nearest to the surliice

only, and that the lower part of the cutting imparts
to the remainder a portion of its decay. There is

a good deal of sweet wine made in this neighbor-
hood, chiefly Itom a variety of the Muscat grape.

The wine.c of Provence, or Bouches du Rhone,
are not celebrated, nor do ihey appear to be known
as well as they deserve to be. The-' have never
furnished many choice wii.es forcommerce; but M.
Negrel says, many proprietors make them of ex-
cellent quality, when they take some trouble to

have them good for their own consumption. I

returned, after an excursion of an hour and a halfj

to the house of M. Brest, who pressed me to re-

main for ihe night, and return to Marseilles next
day; but this kindness ray anxiety to get forward
induceii me to decline; and, af]er partaking of
some fiuit and wine, I returned to Mar.-eilles.

Tuesday, 6th December.—During the course of
this day I visited M. Negrel. He is now engaged
in removing the collections of Natural History to

a new Museum. I was happy to be able to pro-

mise that I would send him from London a stuffed

Ornithorhynchus paradoxus and a tew shells. M.
Negrel is only ;jro tempore director of the Cabinet
of Natural History at Marseilles; Mr. Roux, who
holds that appointment permanently, being at pre-
sent travelling in the East Indies with a German
naturalist. M. N. said it was probable they might
visit Nevv Holland, in which case he recommend-
ed them to my aiteniions. Through the kind-
ness of Mr. Gower, an English merchant, to

whom I had brought a letter of introduction, I pro-
cured letters to Valence, to the neighborhood of
Beaune, and to Dijon ; the first in order to enable
me to visit, with advantage, the vineyards of Her-
mitage, Ihe two latter, those of Burgundy. I then
procured, for the purpose of planlingln Nevv South
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Wales, a quantity of very fine fresh dates, three

varieties; the first was called the dale of Oran
;

the seconil, tlie Muscat date: both of these were

from 'I'uiiK-'. The third was the comirion date of

Barhary, to which they attach liule value.

IFedncsdaij, 7th December.—This morning, at

seven o'clock, I quilted Marseilles for Avignon,

where I arrived at eiyht in the evening. The
whole district from Marseilles till within a lew

miles of Aviirnon, is, to all appearance, of the

most sterile descripiion, though every where cul-

tivated with the greatest care. Aix, about 20

miles from Marseilles, is celebrated for the quality

of its oils ; but from this town, onwards, the olive

becomes more rare, its place being taken, in ge-

neral, by the mulberry. The plain round Avignon
is said to be one of the richest in France. At
Avignon I found that there is a rcifulated price at

which the diligences are accustomed to take mer-
chandise, much lower than they charge for the

additional baggage of a passenger. I accordingly

agreed lor the carriage ol" the two cases of vine

plants to Lyons.
Friday^ Oth December, Valence.—Having join-

ed the diligence lor this place laie on Thursday
evening, 1 arrived about seven this evening, and
immediately proceeded to the house of the mer-
chant lor whom 1 had brought, a letter. I was
informed that he was then from home, and it would
be very late belbre he returned. I was, therelbre,

prevented joining a diligence which was to [)roceed

to Tain at eight next morning. After quitting

Avignon I saw no more olives, but the mulberry
was most abundant on all sides; tnd every person

with whom I have spoken on (he subject, includ-

ing Messrs. Durand, Professor Delisle, Messrs.
Audibert, Negrel, and Brest, concur in represen-

ting the rearing of silk worms as a most profitable

pursuit. M. Audibert said, that many persons in

their neighborhood who had mulberries did not

themselves rear the silk worm, but disposed of the

leaves to others. The ordinary price given lor the

leaves of a good sized mulberrry tree was from

seven to eiglit Irancs; and if the leaves happened
to be scarce, so much as 10 or 12 francs have been
given. They do not begin to strip the trees of

their leaves till they are five or six years old.

Saturday, lOtk December.—The gentleman to

whom 1 brought the letter was not himself a pro-

prietor of vineyards at Hermitage, but was request-

ed to introduce me to some person having a vine-

yard there. On wailing upon him this morning,

I found a letter prepared lor me, addressed to

Messrs. Richard and Sons, who are eminent wine

merchants and bankers in Tournon, a town on the

opposite side of the Rhone to Tain, and joined to

it by a suspension bridge. On receiving this letter,

I hired a vehicle to carry myself and my baggage
to Tain, which is a small town, situated on the

left bank of the Rhone, on the plain which lies im-

mediately between the hill called Hermitage and

the river. On presenting my letter, and explain-

ing in general terms the object ofmy visit, I enter-

ed into conversation with Mr. Richard, senior, re-

lative to the wines of Hermitage. The greatest

part of the finest growth is sent to Bourdeaux
to mix vvith the first growths of claret. Messrs.

Richard are themselves proprietors of part of the

hill of Hermitage, but not oi'that part which yields

the finest wines. Thev are also wine merchants

;

but like the Meesrs. Durand of Perpignan, they

sell it only on the grand scale. One of the sons
who manage?! this department, conducted me.

over the cellars. The press is more complete than
any I have yet seen ; the screw is of iron, and
from the closeness of the worm, must be of im-
mense power. It is raised in the centre of a
square trough, about seven !eet in diameter. The
female screw is covered by a horizontal wooden
wheel, the spokes of which project over the sides

of the trouijh, and are finished off so as to afford a
convenient handle for the workmen. At the height

of a foot li-om the bottom ofihe trough, on the out-

side, there is a circular stage projecting from its

sides fijr the woikmen when filling the press, and
turning the wheel. The sides of the trough only

rise to the height of this stage. The grapes, with-

out any previous treading, are built up in the

trough to the height of the screw, and when the

latter is turned, the must flows from spouts which
issue from the bottom of the trough at each side.

When the sides of the mass which may have been
pressed out so far as to escape from the action of

the press have been cut off wiih an instrument re-

semblinsr a hay knile, and the press has been rais-

ed so as to receive this additional quantity, and
again put in operation, the process is complete;

not a drop of ??iws< remains in the ?« arc, as the

mass of skins and stalks is called. The marc is

disposed ofj and employed to produce a bad bran-

dy ; for this purpose it is soaked in water to ex-

tract any saccharine matter which may remain,

and the fluid which it yields, when again pressed,

is fermented and distilled. To my astonishment,

M.Richard informed me, that by one charge of

this press they could obtain 40 casks of wine, of

about 50 gallons each. As the must flows fro n\

the press, it is conveyed to the casks, where it ia

suH'ered to lerment from five days to a month, ac-

cording to the strength of fermentation, the casks

being always kept full to permit the scum to es-

cape. When the first fermentation is decidedly

finished, the wine is drawn off into a clean cask,

which has been previously sulphured. This is the

whole process of making the white wines of Her-
mitage. They are more or less sweet, according

to the proportions of sweet and dry grapes which
have been united in producing them ; lor they are

all made from two varieties, the Marsan yielding a

must, which, by itself, would give a sweet wine,

and the Rousctie a must, which, by itself, would
yield a dry wine.

The white wine of Hermitage, even after ha-

ving undergone the complete fermentation above
described, still retains a disposition to effervesce

when put into bottle. It is said to be without;

question the finest white wine of France, and will

keep for 100 years, improving as it gets older

;

and when very old, acquiring a similarity to the

white wines of Spain.

For fermenting the red wines, Messrs. Richard

have two vats each capable of containing 16,000

gallons. Every day, as the grapes are brought

from the vineyard, they are trodden, in troughs,

and then emptied into the vats ; and while the

vats are filling, a man gets into them once a day to

tread down the surface. The object of this is to

prevent the surface from becoming sour by expo-

sure to the air, and to render the ii^rmentation aa

equal as possible through the whole mass. When
it becomes too deep for a man to tread it to the

bottom, he suspends himself by thenniddlc from a
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plank across the vat. The duration of the fer-

mentation is very uncertain, depending upon the

state of the wentiier, and the ripeness of the

grapes. Messrs. Richard fernienithe finest (jrapes

in one vat, and those of an inferior quality in the

other. I tasted the wine of both vats of the last

vintai^e; the first was made of the best grapes,

which were also gathered in dry and warm
weather; the second (|uality was made from the

inferior grapes, and from others which had been
gathering during rain and cold weather.

The fermentation of the first was over in five

(lays, and its present value is 300 francs the cask

of 210 litres, (that is, about as many bottles ;) the

other continued fermenting in the vat for twenty
days, and its present value is only 80 francs for the

same quantity.

The finest clarets of Bourdeaux are mixed with
a portion of the finest red wine of Hermitage, and
four fifths of the quantity of the latter which is

produced are thus employed. The wines are

racked oft' the lees in spring, and sulphured. A
very small piece of sulphured match is burnt in

the casks intended fer the white wine ; the red

wine requires a greater portion. These matches
are purchased from persons who make a business
in preparing them. They are slips of paper, about
one inch and a half broad, and when coated on
both sides with sulphur, are about the thickness of
a sixpence. A piece of one inch and a half square
is sufficient for a cask of white wine containing 50
gallons.

On returning from visiting the cellar of old wines,
which is under the other, 1 Ibund one of M. Rich-
ard's sons in the office, who had been 12 montlisin
England, and spoke English very correctly. He
took me to visit one ol' the largest proprietors of the
part ol'the hill of Hermitage, which produces the
best wines. We Ibund him at home, and walked
with him to two of his vineyards. The hill of
Hermitage is so called from an ancient hermitage
the ruins of which are still in existence near its to"p.

It was inhabited by hermits till within the last 100
years. The hill, though ofconsiderable heiirht, is

not of great extent ; the whole front which looks
to the south may contain 300 acres, but of this,

though the whole is under vines, the lower part
is too rich to yield those of the best quality, and a
part near the top is too cold to bring its produce to

perfect maturity. Even of the middle region, the
whole extent does not produce the finest wines.
M. Machon, the gentleman whose property we
were traversing, pointed out to me the direction in

which a belt of calcareous soil crossed the ordinary
granitic soil of the mountain, and he said it re-

quires the grapes of these diiferent soils to be
naixed, in order to produce the finest quality of
Hermitage. I took home a portion of the soil

which he pointed out as calcareous, and the de-
gree of eft'ervescence which took place on my
pouring vinegar upon it, indicated the presence
ofa considerable portion of lime. It is probably to

this peculiarity that the wine of Hermitage owes
its superiority ; for to all appearance many of the
neighboring hills on both sides of the Rhone pre-
sent situations equally favorable, although the

wine produced even upon the best of them never
rises to above half the value of the former, and in

general not to the Iburlh ol iheir value. A good
deal may also be attributable to the selection of

plants. The best red wines of Hermitage are

made exclusively from one variety, and the white
wines from two varieties ; but in the district gene-
rally a much greater number of varieties are culti-

vated. The red grape is named the Ciras.* The
while varieties are the Jiousette and the Marsan.
The former yields by itself a dry and spirituous

wine, which easily aliects the head ; the plant

produces indilferently. The latter yields a sweeter
wine. They are mixed together to produce the
best white Hermitage.
The labor bestowed upon these vineyards is im-

mense. According to M. Machon, on their first

plantation, and every time the plantation is renew-
ed, the soil is dug to the depth of 4-^ or 5 feet.

In most places it is also supported by terraces.

This was the first place, in the course of my jour-

ney, ia which 1 observed any supports given tO'

the vines ; but these were simply a stake of about
five feet in height to each plant, and the shoots

were tied together at its top ; for from the care in-

dicated by the small trellis ofthe Medoc vineyards,

this part of the labor seemed to be performed in

the rudest possible manner. M. Machon informed

me that the vines require constant attention to

keep them in bearing, and whenever a vine is

observed to be weak, or to yield a poor crop, it ia

du2 out, and its place supplied by a pjoum from

the strongest vine in its neighborhood. I saw this

operation commenced and completed. A vine

which appeared weaker than the rest was dug out,

and a trench of about iwo or two and a half leet

deep was opened up between ii and the nearest

vine in the adjoining row. This vine bore three

vigorous shoots ; the stock was carefully bent

down till it was laid flat along the bottom of the

trench; a quantity of dung was next put over it,

and then some soil ; ofthe three shoots, the least

lavorable Irorn its inclination was cut oft', one of

the two remaining was bent back to the original

position ol'the stock, and there fixed by the cover-

ing in of the soil ; the other, in like manner, was
bent in the opposite direction to fill the place of
the plant which was dug out. It was evident that

this is a very difi'erent process from that ol filling a
vacant space by bending the shoot of an adjoining

vine into the ground till it issues at the place

where it is intended to grow, and afterwards, when
it has acquired sufficient strength, cutting off its

connexion with the original ; the stock actually

became the root of two distinct vines, and their

connexion is never destroyed. This process had
taken place with a considerable portion ofthe vines

this season, and a portion of them are annually

treated thus : Into each trench was put rather a
large basket full of stable dung, mixed with

soil. On my expressing great surprise that dung
should lie used at all in a vineyard of such reputa-

tion, as I had always understood, that though it

added to the quantity of the wine, it injured its

quality, and often gave it a bad flavor, the pro-

prietor said, that without frequent and strong ma-
nuring the vines would scarcely yield any thing

;

and that provided horse or sheep dung only was
used, there was no danger of its giving the wine

*In the (Enolope Francaise, a very minute and cor-

rect account of the French vineynrds, published in

1826, the name of this grape is spelt Scyras ; and it is

stated that, according to the tradition of the neighbor-

hood, the plant was originally brought from Shiraz in

Persia, by one ofthe hermits of the mountain.
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n 1)3(1 flavor, though the contrary was the CHse if

the (lung of cows, and siill more that of pigs=,

were made nse of. M. Machon gave me 12 cut-

tings, the number I requested, of each of the

three varieties of vines. He strictly charged the

vigneron to select them from yountr vines; ho said it

was with the greatest difficulty ihey could tret the

vines to last 30 years, and they would not last more
than half of that time, if they were not taken i'roni

young vines, that is, from vines of five or six years.

The vines of Hermitage are planted at the dis-

tance of only 2^- feel I'roni each other, and are

pruned differently from any I have before observed.

They are not anxious too keep the stocks low, as

in the south, but many of the older amnng them
are 18 Inches, or two ieet in height. In general

there is only one mother branch, and one shoot only

(very seldom two) is prun(Ml to yield the shoots

of the season ; on this shoot are lelt from 3 to S

huds, according to its strenrrih, and from 8 to 10

hunches is the average produce of each vine.

However loosely the bearing wood of the season
appeared to be tied up in a tuft at the lop of the

stake, M. JNIachon showed me that the portion

which had been left of the last years wood was
carefully bent down in a circular form, and thus

fixed to the stake. This, he said, was to prevent

the sap from shooting up with too <rreat ibrce to

ihe top. The averaue produce of M. Machon's
vineyards is (rom 10 to 12 casks, or about 500
gallons per hectare ; that is, from 210 to 2(i0 gal-

Jons per English acre. The soil appeared to be of

great depth, and full of small stones and gravel,

but still there was every where a larsre proportion

of good vegetable mould. An observation made
by M. JVlachon was, that the wines of granitic

soils soon acquire their maturity, and were in ge-

neral very pleasant wines for the consumption of

the country where they grew, but seldom kept

well.

Before parting, JVI. Richard asked me how I

had in general been treated by his countrymen,
and he appeared much gratified when I told him
that the attentions I had unilbrmly met with far

exceeded either what 1 did expect, or had any
right to expect. Indeed, I have often reflect-

fore, the road from Chalons sur Sanne, whence I

look my departure this morning, and Chagny, a
small town, where commences the range of hills

called Cote (V Or, was crowded with people driv-

ing cattle and pigs
;
a gentleman who was with

me in the diligence said ihey were going to a fair

at Chafrny. I observed a number of very fine

working oxen, in pairs ; ihey were yoked by the

head, and appeared perfectly docile. My com-
panion said they were worth from 300 to 400
i'rancs a pair, I had a letter of introdnciion ad-

dressed to Rally, near Beaune, and I never doubl-

ed that I should find it within a mile o'' that town.

On making inquiry, however, in which direction

I must proceed, I was informed that Kully was
13 or 14 miles distant, and ihat I had passed it

by on the road fi'om Chalons. After some hesi-

tation, I resolved, as the weather was extremely
wet, to content myself with seeing the vneyards
nearer J)ijon, to which town I had also a letter.

After waiting a couple of hours in hopes cf better

weather, I procured a boy to conduct m3 in the

direction of Pornard, the nearest vinejard to

Beaune which has any celebrity. After eaving
the town, however, for about half a mile, I be-

came tired of walking through the mud, which
was in many places ankle deep, and turned aside to

join some men who were at work on the road side.

The first thino' which had struck me on seeing the

vineyards of Burgundy, was the extreme close-

ness and feebleness of the plants. Tliesa men
were employed in planting. They opened asmall

furrow with a spade, only one spit, or about 12

inches deep, and about 9 inches wide at the bottom.

The furrows were 2| feet apart, and the phnls

were placed in them at the distance of 14 cr 15

inches ; the lower end of the plant was placed

across the bottom of the furrow, and bent up at

one side; a quantity of dung was placed above,

and then the soil was covered in, and the planta-

tion finished. They told me that aficr these vines

were three years ok', the strongest of them \^ould

be selected to fill another row between eaca of

the present rov;, by thesvstem o\' provigimi^t, the

same as I had seen at Hermitage ; and thus a

pace of 15 inches only wouIrl_be left between
ed how ill placed was the reserve I was advised

;
each plant in every direction. The vines adjoin-

to use about the objects Of my journey, when in
|
ing had not more space allowed, although the soil

the Bordeaux country in 1822. I was then told,

that if these were known, it would excite the great-

est jealously wherever I should go, and that I

would be thwarted and misled in every possible

way. On the present occasion I had no advisers;

an(l acting upon the impulse of my own disposi-

tion, I uniformly prefaced my request for informa-

tion with a statement of the object for which it

was required. So far, however, from iiaving been
in any one instance ill received or misled, I have
found every person to whom I applied anxious to

forward myundertakinnr. M. Richard expressed a

hope, that if I published an account of my jour-

ney, 1 would give his countrymen the credit to

which I considered them entitled.

Wednesday, \Ath December, Beaune.—Aller
quitting the vineyards of Hermitage, there was
nothing which I was desirous ofexamining, till my
arrival in Burgundy, and I accordinji made the
best of my way to this town, which is in the centre
of the Cote d' Or. Spending only one day in Ly-
ons, which was still in a slate of fermem from the
disturbances that had taken place three weeks be-

appeared exceedingly fertile. They said it would
yield a good ordinary wine, but not a fine wine.

The plain between Cagnyand Beaune, lyiiitrto

the southeast of the range of hills, which, from

the value of their produce, give the name of Coie

d' Or to the department, is extremely rich, and to

all appearance capable of yielding colden harvests

of corn, as the Iiills do of wine. The greater por-

tion olii, however, was planted with vines on both

sides of I he road. Near Cagny it appeared lighter,

with a larger admixture of stones, and on ap-

proaching Beaune, it was a rich brown loam. A
portion of the soil taken from where the men were
planting was very slightly calcareous. Towards
the top, the ranse of hills, which are of no great

elevation, not nearly so high or so steep as Her-
mitage, was not planted, but seemed to be in a

state of nature, or in pasturage. The hill of Her-
milafre was planted to the top.

Thursday, '[5ih December, />//oh.— Havingjoin-
ed the diligence at ten last night. I arrived here at

three this mornini'-. After breakfast I proceeded

to Ihe house o\ the merchants to whom I liad
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broufrht a letter froni JMarseilles, but found they

were both Irom home ; neither wns tliere any per-

son belonjfinjT to iheir establishment who could

in any way Ibrward my views. I applied to the

innkeeper; and alier telling him the object of my
journey, inquired if he were acquainted with any
of the proprietors of the be&t vineyards. He said

yes ; that he could give me the address of a pro-

prietor at Gevray, and also of the proprietor of the

Clos Vougeot. The day was, however, too lar

spent to proceed to either of these places. I there-

Jbre walked through the mud to the nearest vine-

yards, and entered into conversation with some
of the people Vt^hom I found employed in them.

The place I visited was a gentle slope, with a

southeast exposure. The soil seen)ed good, and
at the same time perfectly loose and lull of gravel.

Jl belonged to the mayor of the town, and pro-

duced, the .man said, a fine wine; by which term
the French characterize, ixenerally, those wines
Avhich are drunk pure and in wine glasses, in con-

tradistinction to those which are drunk in tumblers

mixed rviih water at their ordinary mc;ils. If,

liowever, I had sought a reason for the wine not

having a high name, 1 might perhaps have Ibund

it in the quantity of strong dung he was adding to

the soil, and to the mixture of different kinds of

vines, the infamous game, as it is sometimes
calleJ, liolding a considerable place. He was
busily employed in the provignage, which seem
almost the only work going on at present. He had
commenced the same morning, and had dug about

twenty trenches, three or four (eet long by about

twc Itjet wide. In each of these were halfa dozen
provins ; that is, the ends of the shoots which
belcnged to the stock that had been buried in the

trench. These trendies are never more than half

filled, as the shoots are never sufficienily long to

come up to the level of the surliice. From this

circumstance the whole of the vineyards of Biir-

guntiy are full of these holes at irregular distances,

and .lave a rugged and unworkmanlike apjiear-

ance. 1 remained while he coaipleted two of

these trenches, and he endeavored to explain to

nie tne process; but all that I could comprehend
was. that the shoots were so disposed as to pre-

serve the alignment, although it would have been

very difTicult to pomt out which way the alignment

lay. For this purpose the stocks and roots were
twisted, and the different plants laid across each
other in every possible direction. At a little fur-

ther distance, another man was employed in root-

ing out a vineyard, which he said had been ne-

glected some years before, and which it iiad been
jbund impossible to reduce to order. The plants

were literally crowded to such a degree, that it was
almost impossible to set down the foot without

treading upon some of them. Before it should

ibe again planted with vines, if would, he said, be

llaid down lor three or Ibur years with s;iin(bin.

This is a common preparation of the soil for vines

in this district, and seems to be almost considered

equivalent to a trenching. He said that, for a

poor man, the game, or as it was generally called,

the large plant, was undoubtedly the best kind of'

vine, the quantity it yielded was so much great-

er than the other ; and, to a poor man, the quali-

ty was not so much an object, lor the large pro-

prietors and merchants would never acknow-
iedae his wine to be a fine one, and it was very

diflicult to sell it lor a high price, liowever good.

He said that, in that soil, the large plant would
yield eiirht pieces of wine on a [)lot of ground 78
paces by 24, (the extent of that he was working.)
This is little more than the third of an acre, and is

more than 1000 gallons per English acre. It

would require, he said, to be occasionally ma-
nured. The manure gave a slight flavor to the wine
for the first season only ; but as only a part of the
ground was manured each season, the bad flavor

of the part was not observed in the whole. The
soil of this vineyard effervesced very strongly with
an acid.

Friday, \Qth December.—Having engaged a
cabriolet from the maiire (ThoteU I proceeded at

an early hour this morning for Gevray and Cloa
VouLi^eot. It was a retracing of pan of the road
by which I had arrived Irom Beaune. T\\& appear-
ance of the range of hills is almost in every respect

similar to what it was fr-om Cagny to Beaune, but

towards the top it was more generally covered
with wood. On both sides of the road the soil al-

so appears similar, but on the north s;de it is in

most places evidently too moist lor the vine, and
is under cultivation with corn. The young wheat
looks healthy and vigorous, but is not nearly so

lar advanced as in the south. The country is

thickly peo()led along the whole range of the Cote
d'Or. There are said to be filiy villages between
Dijon and Beaune, a distance of twenty-six miles.

Some of the villages are of very considerable ex-

tent, and the houses are in general large, and all

whitewashed and in good order.

The village of Gevray is about five miles from
Dijon. In'its immediate neighborhood is the small

vineyard of Chambertin, as well as several others

which yield wines scarcely inferior, though less

known to fame.

The person to whom my guide was desired to

take me, was a merchant as well as a proprietor.

He said he would, with the greatest pleasure,

give me all the information in his power, and he
made some general remarks upon the requisites

which must concur to afford a <:ood wine. But he
said that the postilion had informed him that he
was also directed to take me to the Clos Vougeot,
where I would find the confidential manager of

M. Oiivrard, the proprietor, who could explain

much belter not only the management ol'the vine-

yard, but the making of the wine, lor it was the

largest and best managed vineyard in Burgundy.
In the mean time, as I had expressed a desire to

see Chambertin, he procured a vigneron, who, he
said, was a very intelligent man, and would con-

duct me to it. Chambertin lay in the direction of
Vouofeot, but by a very bad road. The land under
vines is in general very much subdivided through-

out France, but here the properties are of less ex-

tent than any where I have been. Five or six

proprietors often divide among them a piece of
ground not exceeding an acre in extent, and the

usual extent of most of the separate properties is

not more than half an acre. The vigneron said

that the wine produced to the left of the by-road

we were travelling was inlerior to thai on the

riofhf, which was hiaher and drier. We turned

off into the vineyard of Chambertin, which in ex-

tent cannot exceed 15 or 20 acres ; but this, like

most other parts of the district, is subdivided

among a numberof proprietors. The vignerons

were at work on most of the divisions, which are

only made by a Ibotpath. or an irregularity in the
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|il!intatioti. The poii of Cliamlieriin varies ex-

ireme.ly, even in ihe dit^taiice of 100 yards ; tjiai

neare.-i ilie road is of a hrown lo.uii ol' suffirierii

corisii-teiicy, but full of i,fr.ivel, atui coiise(|ue(illy

very I'riahle. The uravel corisisis of small tirukeri

pieces of ihe vvhiiish litnetiioiif, of ivliich ihe hill

is parity forineil. At the highest limii lo which
the irri)UM(i ha;j been tnokeii up, il is a iiiiht co-

lored clayish looUinif soil, wiih a subsoil ol' marl,

without the wail, and the present extent of the

Clos Vougeot is iliereluie 43 hectares, 112^ Eng-
lish acres.

I nifiitioned to the steward of iVl. Ouvrard, tny
(lis i|ipoi:)trneiit rcgardinirmy letters ot'iiiiroduclion

and my having resolved in ei'iiseqnence to irusl lo

the good iiauire of ilie prttjirielor of Clos Vuugeot
lor a friendly reception. He replied, very heartily,

that I had done well. He conducted me over ilie

and ahijiKi.ini.e of small shell.--. J3olli of these soils
j
cellars where the wines are made, and subse-

etlervesced sironi,Hy with an aciti, but the lijjht
j

quently over those wh**re they are kept, explaining

colored evidenily contains a liir j^reaier proponion the whole process pursued in making the wine,

oriime. The soils of Bf-ze, anoi her first rale vine- and answering all my questions with great exact-

yard ot'the commune of Gevray, was exactly siini- ness. 'J'lie first cellar lortus a square, or rather

lar to that of the lower part of Chamhertin. A consists of four parallelograms, enclosing a square,

league further on, the middle part of the Clos
|
In each of the lour corners is a large square case,

Vouireot was as nearly as possible the same ; but or trough, about 12 feet in diameter; and above
tht! lowest part of that vineyard is almost a pure

clay, of a dark yellow color, without any admixture

of calcareous matter whatever. From what I had
previously observed at Dijon on the one side, and
JBeaune on the other, I have no doubt that the

same character applies, with trifliiiir variations, to

the whole range oftheCoted'Or. Nearest the lop

the soil contains a larger proportion of lime, and
this in general yields the driest and best wine. On
descending, the clay begins to predominate, and
the wine gradually lalls off in qnaliiy till it be-

comes the u(/i ordmairc of the country. By dint

of Irequenl observations and repeated questions, I

conceive that I at last perfectly understand the

system ofprovignage. To make it plain, t-uppose

a small portion of ground to be annually planted

with vines. At the end of ten or a dozen years

a number oftiie plants, in the portion first planted,

become weak and worn out. These weak planis

are removed, and their places filled by provins

from their sironi;er neiixhbors; but iliese provins

are not mere layers which leave the stock exacily

as befire. The whole space of ground, generally

the breadth of two rows of planis, is dug out to

this an immense lever, worked by a wooden screw,
similar lo those I had seen lor pressing the o'ives

in Spain. Along the walls, on each side, are
arranged the lermenting vats, which are each of
the capacity of 18 hoi/shcads. The vintage is, in

general, soon over, M. Ouvrard employing often

Irom 400 lo 450 vintajjers at the same time. For
Ihe red wine, (he grapes as they are brought in are
thrown into the large cases or troughs above de-
scribed, and there trodden by a number of men,
with large wooden shoes, till the grapes are nearly
all broken. They are then taken np in baskets,

with intersiices wide enough to allow the jriapes

to pass ihrough, v/hen a poriion of the stalk's,

L'enerally about two thirds, are taken out. If ihe
whole of ihe stalks were l:jkfn out, ihe quality of
Ihe wine, as has been repealeUly proved, would be
inlerior. The whole is then |)ui imo the v.ii into

which the must, as it ran Iroin the treading, had
been previously carried. With the number of
people emuloyed, it requires a very short period to

fill a vat. A space of ai)Out 12 inches is left unfilled

at Ihe top, and a sliding lid is then pui over, which
floats upon thesurlace. As soon as thefermeufa-

ihe depth of about two feet ; the old stock is then i
lion becomes violent, the swel iuir of the mass lilia

laid liat down in the bottom of the trench, and the the lid to the height ofsix inches above the moinli
branches, that is, the wood la^it produced, are

j

of ihe vat. As, however, the skins and the slalkss

twisted and benl into the [)laces where the voids

are to be filled. The stock is thus converted into

the root of two or three difi'erent plants ; it throws
out fibres from every side, which henceforth yield

the nourishment to the planis, and the old root

dies olf. I observed some spots where all the

had previously risen to the surliice, none of the
liquor escapes. A very smali space, lormed by
the looseness of the lid, is considered sufficient to

allow the gas to escape, until the rising of the lid

allows a greater space. And it is perhaps owing
to the confinement of the gas ilrai the lid is raised

plants had been loo weak, and a colony of younir ^^ *'Jch a hoiirhi. If the weather had been very
plants, as it was called, had been iniroduced, which vvarm when the grapet3 were gathered, and still

would be employed in peopling iheirneiirhborhood continues warm, while the fermentaiion is troin^
when they had acquired suffi/ienl strengih. The Ibrward, the wine is soon made. The fermenratiou
provigna<^e extends irreifularly over the whole is sometimes over in 30 hours; at other times it

vineyard, but most, or all, of ihe planis are thus i
continues 10,12, and even 15 days. The best

buried, and renewed once in 12 or 14 years ; and wine is always produced from the most rapid ler-

iliusihe whole is in a constant state of t)earing,
|

mentation. When the fermentaiion slackens, the
(the ()rovins yielding a ciup the first year,) and it

isseKiom necessary lo introduce young vines. All

of thesmall proprietors manure their vines with
strong stable dung; they make no distinction be-

tween that of horses and that of cows.
After qiiitiin;; the vineyard of Chambertin. I

rejoined the cabriolet, and after recovering the

main road, proceeded to Clos Vougeot. This
vineyard formerly belonged to a convent, and the

buildings are therelbre raiher extensive. Whai
was the old vineyard is enclosed by a high stone
wall ; but JVI. Ouvrard, the present proprietor, has

liquor liegins to subside, and when it is entirel\r

over, sinks within the top o\' the vat, but not so
lov/ as when the vat wr,s first filled ; lor the marc,
or, in other words, the stalks and skins, arc com-
pletely separated Irorn the liquor, and float upoa
the top.

As soon as it is known, by the subsiding of (he
head, and by the taste and examination of the
wine, that ihe fernieniation has ceased, the wine
is drawn oil' into larire vats, which contain about
TOOirallons each. Every three or /our months it

is pumped, by means of the syphon and bellowa,
also acquired a considerable portion of the land ' into another vat oi" the same dimension, when a

Vol. VIII.-59
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man enlers by the small opening left in ilie end of

the vals, and washes out, wiih a brush and cold

water, any lees which may have been deposited.

The Burgundy ol'ihe Cios Vougeot receives no other

preparation, and ii is treated in this manner as of-

ten as may be judged requisite, till it is disposed

of. They commence selling it when three and

four years old, but the wiiie of very favorable sea-

sons is retained by the proprietor till it is ten or a

dozen years old, when it isboliled, and sold at the

rale of six francs a bottle. The price of the wine

ol" ordinary viniaijes, from three to lour year^ old,

is from 500 to GOO francs the hogshead, but sea-

sons occasionally occur when the wine is not bet-

ter than the vin ordinaire of the country. The
wine of lb24 was given to the laborers as their

ordinary drink ; that of 1825 is now ripening in the

large vats, and will be worth, in thiee or lour

years more, six Irancs a bottle. The wine has

Ijeen found by experience to be of better quality,

and to preserve its perfume better, in these large

vais than in casks.

For making the white wine, the process here,

as elsewhere, is diiferent. The grapes are pressed

without being trodden ; the must, as it flows from

the press, is conveyed to the small casks, where
it is left to ferntient, the casks being occasionally

filled up to allovi^ the scum to escape. The fer-

mentation of the white wine lasts from 10 to 15,

or even 20 days. At the end ol' three weeks, or a

mon!h, the white wine is drawn off the gross lees

which it has deposited, into clean casks. In the

spring it is again drawn off into sulphured casks.

M. L'Ecrivain, M. Ouvrard's steward, knows the

use of spirit of wine, instead of sulphur, but they

US3 the latter from economical motives; the sulphur

for a (;ask costs only a sous, the alcohol to produce

the same eifeci would cost six sous. Th^y do not

tlnd that the sulphur tastes the wine. They are

getting rid of the vvliite grapes in the Clos Vou-
geot, Ii3r the vines not oidy produce less, but the

price of white wine never rises so high as the red

wines. It is no uncommon thing lor a hogshead
of the lallet to bring from 1,250 to 1,500 francs,

but the white wine never rises above 600 francs

the hogshead. The average produce of the Clos

Vougeot, that is lo say, the average of twenty

years, is about 100 queues, of two hogsheads each,

or about eiyht hogsheads per hectare, someihing
less than 3| hogsheads per English acre. They
never manure the vines, and ihey have no other

varieties of the black grape than the Pineau, or

of the white, than the White Pineau, and the

Chaudenay, which resembles it so much that the

two kinds are confounded. M. L'Ecrivain said,

that if he knew of a plant of the game in ilie

vineyard, he would have it immediately dug out.

Every year they cairy up a quaiUJly of the strong
soil li^om the bottom of the vineyard, which, as

before observed, coiisiats of a yellow clay, to mis
v:\\h the lighter soil of the higher part. Tiiey
also mix the. wine produced on the higher part oi'

the vineyard with what is produced at the bottom,

to make a perfect wine. The wine of the higher
part is by ilsell'too dry and ppiriiuous, and requires

the mixture irom the lower part to give it body. I he
substratum is in some places marl, and in other

places decayed C/Jourri) rock. The cultivation is

mucli the same as deKcribed for Chambertin. JM.

D'Ecrivain considers that the vineyard is ol'the pro-

per degree of fulns^e whca the planta are fifteen

inches apart in every d;rec!ion. In the course ot'

from 12 to 15 years, ail the pl.uits in the vineyard
will underiio the process of provignage ; but the
winter belbre last appears, )rom all accounts, lo

have injured the vines exceedingly, and ihey are
every where digging out many of them which
have not recovered I'rom the eilec's ot the Irost.

M. Ouvrard, ihe proprietor of Clos Vougeot. also

possesses a portion ot Chamberiin, and h'i.< proba-
ble that to this circumstance the latter is indebted
lor being brought inio notice ; lor it appears to me
indubitable that it only requires similar treatment
to make a very large portion ol'the Cote d'Or pro-

duce wines equal to those of Vougeot and Cliam-
bertin. But it requires a large capital to ellecc

this, and a knowledge of commerce to make it

profiiable; and the smaller proprietors appear in

general to endeavor to makeup t)y the quantity, lor

what they sacrifice in the qualiiy, of their wines.

From ("ther accounts I ant inclined lo believe that

the produce of a vineyard planted vviih ihe game,
and manured, as staled to me at Dijon, viz. about
1000 gallons per English iicre, was not much ex-
aggerated. Alter having received Irom M.L'Ecn-
vaiii a small bundle of each of the kinds of vines

cultivated in the Clos-Vougeot, and thanking him
lor his kindness, I look my leave, and arrived at

Dijon at rather a late hour.

Wednesday, 21s/ December, Pheims.—After

having quitted the Cote d'Or, theseat of the famous
vineyards of Burgundy, there appeared little to be

worthy of my attention till I should reach Cham-
pagne ; and I therelbre made the best of my way
lor ihis (own, the centre of the district, in as liir at

least as the chief trade in Champagne wines is

concentrated there. For the last two days I had
travelled through a bare, uninteresiing country,

consisting almost exclusively of a chalk subsoil,

with a thin layer of vegetable mould on the sur-

face. After quitting Dijon, lew vines were to be

seen lill alter having passed Chalons-sur-Marne,
between which and Rheims are situated the Sillery

vineyards, which produce ttie himous still wmes
of ihat name. The range of hills lies to the lelt

of the road, and has an eastern exposure, in some
places even lo the north of east. The small town
of Sillery is three or four miles from the nearest of

ihem. Duiing part of the journey from Dijon to

Rheims, I travelled in company with an officer of

artillery, who had gone to Algiers with the expe-

dition, and had only returned to France about a
month before. Tiie French colony there remains

almost stationary ; owing to the insecurity of the

settlers, there is little or no emigration. There
are now 1,500 French troops in the country, and

it would require not fewer than 40,000 to protect

the settlers within 25 miles of Algiers. Allot-

menis of land are only made to actual laborers,

and not to a greaterexteni than li^om 8 lo20 acres

each, and there is generally also a house and gar-

den. The land granted by ihe French govern-

ment was the property of those who abandoned
their homes on the French taking possession

;

those who remained were undisturbed in iheir pro-

perty. There are also extensive domains which

lielonged to the dey or the governraeni. Merino
sheep are plentiful, and in laige flocks ; the mutton

is excellent. ^Q.e\' is not so good. The French
have made excellent wine from very delicious

grape?. The civil courts of justice are siili pre-

served as before and ibe same cfHcera employed.
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The same taxes are also raised, but they are of fri-

flins amount. Most of the emigrants, including

Swiss, Germans. Italians, and a few Spaniards,

have become dealers, leavinir to llie Bedouins the

cultivation of their land. The iioslile Bedouins

come down upon the outposts in bands of 15,000

or 20,000, but they cannot withstand the aitaclis

of a small body of disciplined troops.

The very eminent wine house of Messrs. Rui-

nart and Son, of Rlieims, are agents lor Herries,

Farquhar atid Co.'s note?. Having called upon
ihem 10 cash one oftliese, M. Ruinarf, junior, con-

ducted me over their wine cellars, which are very

extensive, and all subterranean, consisting of three

under-ground stores, one beneath another, all

mined out of the limestone rock. The wine which

has received the last attentions which it requires,

and is ready lor expediting lo (he consumer, is

packed in large square masses, bottle above bot-

tle, and side b\^ side, with no other precaution to

keep them steady than a lath passing along be-

tween the necks of one layer and the butts of the

next layer above. They generally send the wine
to the consumer at the age of three and four years,

but after the first winter, it is all put in bottle. The
stock, therefore, appears immense, and, indeed, it

is very large, for not only are different qualities re-

quired but also different descriptions, to suit the

varyincy tastes of their customers in England,
America, and Russia, to which countries Messrs.

Ruinart make their chief exports. A gentleman,
with whom I travelled, told me he could buy very

good sound Champagne at Chalons for two francs

a bottle, and was then going to purchase 100 bottles

at that price ; but respectable wine merchants
never send any lo England under three francs a

bottle. What is sent lo England is more spiritu-

ous, and fi-oths more stronglv than what is sold

for domestic consumption. The greatest and most
minute attentions are necessary in preparing

Champagne. The casks in which it ferments,

after running from the press, are previously sul-

phured, to prevent the fermentation from proceed-

ing to too great a length. It is twice clarified,

during the winter, and in the month of March,
before the return of spring has renewed the fer-

mentation, it is bottled off. When in this stale

the bottles are placed in frames, diagonally, with

their heads downwards. The lees are thus col-

lected in the neck of the bottle ; but they do not

consider it necessary to uncork the bottles as soon
as the wine is perfectly clear, nor is it considered

that there is any danger of the wine spoiling if

the return of warm weather should cause a recom-
mencement of the fermentation, and remix the lees

through the wine. On ihe contrary, they some-
times allow the lees to remain to ripen, as they
term it, longer than usual. The wine, in general,

remains in this state till the following winter;

each bottle is then placed in a frame, and care-

fully uncorked. The contents of Ihe neck of the

bottle are emptied. It is filled up from another
bottle of the same wine, and being recorked, only

now requires age to give it all the perfection it is

capable of. It of course often happens, that the

wine has either undergone less than the usual fer-

mentation, or, being stronger than usual, requires

a greater fermentation before being put into bottles;

and it consequently happens that the fermentation
Jn the bottles is greater than they can bear, and
<hat a large proportion of ihem burst during the

first summer. The floors of the wine cellars are

all covered with grooves sloping to a gutter, by
which the wine which has burst the bottles is con-
veyed to a cistern in the floor ; and as there is

most perfect cleanliness observed, a part of the

wine is thus sometimes saved.

Mr. Ruinart, Junior, is a large proprietor of
vines at Ay, where the first qualities of frothing

Champagne are made, and to this place he strongly

recommended my proceeding, in order to have the

most favourable view of the vineyards of Cham-
pagne, ol which, he said, the cultivation was every
where nearly similar, although conducted at dif-

ferent places with more or less care. He says the

ordinary produce of his own vineyards is from 10
to 12 pieces, of about 46 gallons per arpent, which
is aboiat a 25th part more than an English acre;
that is, from 440 to 539 gallons per English acre.

Having determined on visiting Ay. M. Ruinart
gave me a letter to his manager, t)|ut he said he
expected him next day at Rheims, and would
give him full instructions on seeing him.

Thursday, 22d December.—At six o'clock this

mornmg 1 joined the voiture for Epernay, where I

arrived at eleven o'clock. Alter breakfast I imme-
diately proceeded to Ay, intending lo return the

next day also to meet the agent of JM. Ruinart,

should i not be satisfied with the information I

might procure in his absence. Ay is a small town
on the right bank of the river Marne, a little high-
er up than Epernay which is situated on the left

bank. On both sides of the river there is a range
of chalky hills, but separated also by a very beau-
tiful meadow about a mile in width. These hills

are of no great elevation, and are more or less

steep, but in no place is the soil required to be sup-

ported by terraces. The range of hills above the
town of Ay is exposed to the full south, except
where the exposure is varied by recesses in the
range; it consequently produces wine of the finest

qnaliiy, and very superior lo that of Epernay,
which is produced on hills exposed to the north.

I walked through the meadow with great difficul-

ty and labor, the road being almost impassable in

some places, owing to the depth of the mud. On
arriving at Ay, I delivered my letter to Madam
Hazart, the wife ofM. Rninart's manager, and ex-
pressed my doubts whether I should return the

next day. She immediately called the maitre vig-

neron to proceed with melo the vineyard, and an-
other to obtain the plants which the letter express-

ed my wish to procure. The depth of soil, before

reaching the chalk on the hill of Ay, is, in most
places, according to the report of the vigneron, 10
to 15 feet ; nor is he aware of any diflTerence being
occasioned in the quality of the wine when the
chalk comes nearer the surface, which happens
a little farther to ihe east, where they also make
wines of the first quality. The soil is stron'jiy cal-

careous, lull of small pieces of chalk, and of stones.

Near the top of the hill the soil is more argillace-

ous and stronger than towards the bottom; and
this, in some degree, afl'ects Ihe qnalitv of the

wine, but not in a great degree. Th" rrr^'-M differ-

ence is caused by diflerence in expo-'ui'e, that to

the south producing nnilbrmly the be^t ; where
the soil is ihe same from the ton to the bottom, ihe

middle region of the hill is still the most valuable,

for it is less subject to Ihe injuries which early

frosts frequently occasion in the lower region, and
enjoys in general a warmer sun, especially towards
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ihe close of the season, than the top. When the

seai?on has been cxiremely fine and warm from

beirinning to end, the wine of ihe hifihcr and low-

er regions of ihe hill equals ihat of the middle re-

gion. Il' F was struck wiih ihe closeness of the

plan's in JBurirundy, the closeness of ihpse was

more remarkiilile siill. The viirneron said, that il

it were possible to keep the vineyard fully furnish-

ed with plants, there would be one for endi 8 or 9

inches in lenjilh, by 6 or 7 in breadili. The sup-

position which I made to illustrate the mode of

provignage in Burgundy is actually realized here.

JEvery year an addition is made lo the bottom of

the vineyard of a certain number of plants, and

the whole of the vines are in a slate of continual

progression, being; buried, and by that means car-

ried 12 or 14 inches up the hill every third year.

The process is of course not regular, for in every

place there are plants in each stase of the progress

which they pass ihrough. According to the num-
ber of (he voids to be lilled, the branches of the

slock lhat is buried are from two to four or five.

On each of these branches, when pruned in the

ppring, are left two buds ; these buds produce
branches or shoots, which bear fruit the first year.

The next spring three buds are left upon the liijzh-

er, and two upon the lower of the two shoo's. and
the spriniT liillowing they are pruned to bear shoots

.corresponding to the number of voids to he filled

in their neiifhlioihood, for their turn to be burieil

has agiiu arrived. By this tneanc, also, a supply
of rooted p'anis is obtained when ihey are rt'quireii;

but when these rooted [)lants are cut oH, and plant-

ed oat, Ihey never bear fruit till the ihird year.

The maitre vigil eron said, he believed the roots

never die. They frequently trace th' m lo a very
great length, but never disturb them, always bury-

ing the others above them. The prodm-e perar-
pcnl, he says, sometimes amounts to 15 pieces,

(661) gallons per acre,) and the small proprietors,

vvho manure their vines more stronsly, have fre-

quently 16. M. Ruinart himself told me, that he
knew instances of lour arpents siving 100 pieces,

1,100 gallons per acre. The manure is alvvajs

added to the plants which have been buried ; a

handful of earth is first put over the plant, and the

manure above. They are, however, extremely
cautious as to the quality of the manure. In some
places I observed dung trom the farm yard mixed
with the soil, but in general it was only strong soil

from the valley below, mixed with ashes, and
other amendments of a mild description.

I here closed my examination of the vineyards
of France, there being no point unexplained of

RufHcieiil importance to induce me to wait another
day for the purpose of seeing iVI. Ruinart's steward.
Next morning the maxire vigneron brought me
three small bundles of plants, which, he said, were
the only varieties cultivated in the vineyanis which
produce nood wine. The black and white Pineau,
Hccording to M. Ruinart's statement, and as is

generally understood, are the varieties ol' vines

cultivated in Champagne, as well as in Burgundy.
The vigneron hrouuht me two black varieties,

which he called \\ie plant vcri, nnA plant dare, and
one white. The, plant dnre, he said, was intro-

duced into the vineyards oI'M. Ruinarr only a few
years ago, and was no; common in the country.

It is much more productive than the other two
varieties. These plants were all rooted, having

been cut from stocks that iiad been buried the

preceding season : they had each two branches,

and are sold in the country at the rate of a half-

penny each. Ti;ese plants were very abundant
this season, for a vast rujinber had been destroyed

by the severity of the winter, 1829-.S0. i)ud it was
necessary to provide plants to replace them. To
such an extent were the vineyards injured durin;?

that season, that i:i some places the quantity of
wine produced did not exre^d from 2 to 3 pieces

per arpent. With such difficulties to overcome,

the vineyards of Champagne and Burgundy are

striking examples of the effccis of industry and
skill. Nothing can contrast more strontjlv than

the small and puny shoots of the vines of Cham-
pagne and Burgundy, compared with the strong

and vifTorous branches of the vines of Spain
;
yet

have Ihe care and skill of tlie cultivators produced

in the former countries, a wine equal in value to

ihe best of those produced in the most favored

climates, and, notwithstanding all their losses,,

much more abundant in quantity.

Having recorded with so much minuteness my
observations on everv vineyard and district throuirh

which I passed. I will avoid adding to the length

of this journal by offering many ijeneral remarks.

I cannot, however, relrain from observing, that

from the albarizas of Xeres, the most southern

vineyards of any reputation in Europe, to those of

the chalky hills of Champagne, amongst the most

norihern, I met with no vineyard producing dry

wines of reputation, which was not more or less

calcareous. Allhouch it is acknowledged that

two thirds of the vineyards of France are situated

upon soil more or le.es calcareous, by Chaptal, and
other writers upon the subject, they have stated,

that provided the soil is porous, Iree, and hcrht, its

component pans are of little consequence; and
tliey enumerate jiranitic, schistose, atijillaceous,

fliriiy, sandy, and calcareous soils, as equally well

(|ualified to produce, and as actually prodiicimr, in

diH'erent parts of France, wines o( the finest

quality. It appears evident to me, however, that

t hese writers have, in many instances, been misled

by the representations which have been trans-

mitted to them ; as, for instance, when Chaptal

and Cavoleau* cite the wine of Hermitage as an
instance ol the excellence of wines produced upon
the dean's of granite; while the fact is, that Ihe

wine of the hill of Hermitage owes its superiority

over the wines of the other hills in its neighbor-

hood only to the circumstance ol' the granitic soil

of a part of that hill being mixed with calcareous

matter; and but for this circumstance, I am satis-

fied that the wine of Hermitage would never have
been heard of beyond the neighborhood where it

grows. 1 am 1herel()re of opinion, that the finest

dry wines owe their superiority chiefly to the

quality of the soil : and I am much mistaken if it

be not found that the soils ol' all vineyards produ-

cing dry wines of superior excellence are strong-

ly calcareous. All my observations have led me
to this conclusion, and I know of no instance to

the contrary. It will be observed, lhat I here only

speak of dry wines, for sweet wines of great excel-

lence are produced in a variety of soils, and, in

fiict, owe their qualities more to the variety of the

grape, and ihe manner in which it is treated, than

to the soil. The sweet Muscat and Old Mountain

* QEnolosie Fran9aise, on Sfatistique de Tons les

Vignobles de France. Paris, 1827.
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ivinep ofMalaga are celebrated all over the world;

but lliouirh they have the same varieties of vines

nt Maiatra as at Xeres de la Frontera, and pursue

a similarpraclice in maldno: the wine, the hest ol'l

liieir dry wines, produ':ed on a soil consistincr oC|

«3ecnmposed slaty schist are insipid and flavorless !

when I'onipared with the Sherries which are pro-
i

duced on the chalky hills of Xeres. Thesvveet

wine ofRivesalies, the most celebraied in France,

is produced on a frraniiic soil coveted with peh

hies; and the sweet wines of Cosperon and Col-

lioiire, in the same depariment, are produced on

hills oC schist, as nparly as poss^ihle resemblins

those oC Malacra. But though the dry wines of

both these soils are well known, they are notdis-

tinixuished for their fineness or flavor. Theirex-

cellcncles nre their strength and rich color, which

make them valuable lor mixiufj with the westk

and lifrht colored wines of the ordinary (jrowths

of liurgundy and Macon, whicii supply the chief

consumption of Paris.

The limited extent of the first-rate vineyards is

proverbial ; and writers upon the subject have al-

most universally concluded that it is in vain to

attempt accounting fur the amazing differences

which are frequently observed in the produce of

vineyards similar in soil, and in every other respect,

and separated from each other only by a fence or I

a footpath. My own observations have led me to
j

believe, that there is more of quackery than of|

truth in this. In all those districts which produce

wines of hi^h reputation, some few individuals

have seen the advantaiie of selecting a particular

variety of grape, and of manajiiiig its culture so as

to brinsr it to the highest state of perfection of

which it is capable. Tiie same care has been
extended to the making, and subsequent manatre-
ment of their wine, by seizins the most favorable

moment for the vintage, by the rapidity with
which the irrapes are gathered and pressed, so

that the whole contents of each vat may be ex-

actly in the same state, and a simultaneous and
equal fermentation be secured throughout; by
exercising equal discrimination and care in the

time and manner of drawina; off the wine, and in

its subsequent treatment in the vats or casks
where it is kept; and lastly, by not sellintr the

wine till it should have acquired all the perfection

which it could acquire from a^e; and by seilin?.

as the produce of their own vineyards, onlv such
vintages as were calculated to acquire or maintain
its celebrity. By these means have the vineyards
of a few individuals act]uired a reputation which
has enabled the proprietors to command alinosi

their own prices for their wines; and it was evi-

dently the interest of such persons that the excel-

lence of their wines shou'd he impitted to the pe-

culiarity in the soil, rather than to a system of

manairement which others mitrht imitate. Il is

evident, however, that for all this a command of
capital is required, which is not often fciund among
proprietors of vineyards ; and to this cause, more
ihan to any other, it is undoubtedly to be traced

that a few celebrated proprietors have acquired,

and maintained, almost a monopoly in the produc-
tion of fine wines.
On my arrival at Paris, I waited upon the direc-

tor of the Royal Nursery ol' the Luxemburg, and
inquired whether 1 could get the deficiencies sup-
plied in my list of vines procured at Monipelier.
He replied, certainly ; there would be no difficulty

in the matter, for any plant could be procured from

the nursery at a rejiulated price. That lor vine

cuttings was two francs and a half'per hundred. I

therelure delivered him my list, with the deficien-

cies marked, to the number of 133, and of these

110 were supplied, two plants each. I here also

procured six cuttings each, of sixteen of the most

valued varieties of vities which are cidtivated in

those provinces which I did not myself visit; and

after very considerable difliculty, I ol)tained a copv

of the printed catalogue of the Royal Nursery of

the Luxemburg, including a list of the collection

ol vines.

From Stewart's Stable Economy.

ARTICLES USED AS FOOD FOIt HORSES.

Kinds offond.—Jn this country horses are fed

upon oats, hay, grass, and roots. Many people

talk as if they Vould be fed on nothing else. But

in other parts of the world, where the productions

of the soil are different, the food of the horse is

different. "In some sterile countries they are

forced to subsist on dried fish, and even on vege-

table mould ; in Arabia, on milk, flesh balls, eggs,

broth, &c. In India, horses are variously led.

The native grasses are judged very nutritious.

Few, perhaps no oats are grown ;
barley is rare,

and not commonly <riven to horses. In Bengal, a

vetch, eomethinir like the tare, is used. On the

western side of India, a sort of pigeon-pea, called

gram (cicer arietinum) forms the ordinary food,

with grass while in senson. and hay all the year

round?' Indian corn or rice is seldom given. In

the West Indies, maize, Guinea corn, sugar-cane

tops, and sometimes molasses are given. In the

Mahratta country, salt, pepper and other spices

are made into balls with flower and butter, and

these are supposed to produce animation, an<l to

fine the coat. Broth, made fiom sheep's head, is

sometimes given. In France, Spain, arid Italy,

besides the grasses, the leaves of limes, vines, the

lops of acacia, and the seeds of the crab-tree, are

given to horses."*
'^

The articles upon which horses are fed in this

country are usually arranged into three classes.

That which possesses the least nutriment, in pro-

portion to its bulk, is \eTmed fodder, and consists of

grass, hay and straw; that which possesses the

most nutriment in proportion to its bulk, is termed

cnrn. This v^ord is often used as if it belonged

exclusively to oats ; but it is a general name lor all

the kinds' of i?rain and pulse upon which horses

are fed. In this work it is used only in its jieneral

sense. Roots, such as carrots, turnips and pota-

toes form the third kind of food. In relation to

their bulk they have less nutriment than corn, and

more than fodder. I do not think this classifica-

tion is of any use, and here it will not be regarded,

but it is well to know the meaning usually attach-

ed to the terms.

Green herbage.—There are several kinds of

irreen meat, but the individual properties of each

are so little known, that much cannot be said

about them.
Grass is I he natural food of horses. It is pro-

vided for him without the interference of arl. !t is

* Loudon's Enc. of Agricp. 1004.
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composed of a great number of plants, differing

much or little from each other in structure, compo-
Biiion, and duration. Some of the natural grasses

are to the horse mere weed?, destitute ol' nutri-

ment, thouifh not positively injurious. Several are

rejected, or eaten only when there is nolhiriir else

to eat, and none are sufficiently rich to maintain

the horse in conditmn for constant work, even
thousli the work be moderate. At a jrentle pace,

lie miiy travel a few miles today, but he is unfit

lor a journey to-morrow. By cuttin<T the crrass

and brin<iin2 it to the stable, the horse may be

saved the labor of collecting it; but still he can
render very little service.

Grass, however, or green herbage of some kind,

is given to almost all horses during a part of the

year. The young animals, from the time they are

weaned till they are fit for work, receive grass as

long as it can he had. Hunting and racing colts

excepted, they receive linle else.

It is commonly believed that (jrass has some re-

novating and purifying properties not possessed by
hay nor by corn. It is true that all the kinds of

green herbage, including clover, saintfoin, lucerne,

tares and ryegrass, produce a chf-inge tipon the

horse. But whether the change be lor better or

tor worse, is another question. For the first two
or three days, green meat relaxes the bowels, and
increases the secretion of urine and of perspiration.

Very often it produces an eruption on the skin,

particularly when given along with a large allow-

ance of corn. When tlie horse is permitted to

eat what he pleases, the belly becomes large.

These etiects may be termed immediate. They
are most apparent at the commencement, but are

"Visible so long as the horse receives anv consider-

able quanli'y of grass. Green meat produces
other effects not so easily traced. Wotinds heal

more kindly, inflammatory diseases are not so

fatal, and chronic diseases It-equently abate, or

they entirely disappear under the use of grass.

The horse, however, is always soft, when led

much on green meat. He sweats a great deal, and
is soon exhausted by his work.

Clover, ryegra!<s, tares, lucerne, saintfoin., and
the oat-plant are all used as grepn meal. So far

as the horse is concerned, one seems to be as good
as any of the others. They appear to produce the
same effect as grass. Amid such variety we might
expect to find some difference, but I have not been
able to perceive any. Some horses, indeed, like

one article better than another, but this seems to

be mere taste, for no one of them appears to be
generally preferred nor rejected. There are various
opinions, however, as to the comparative value of
these articles. Some affirm that clover is less nu-
tritious than ryegrass, some that tares are poor
watery leedins, and others that lucerne and saint-

foin are the best of the whole lot. But opinion on
the subject seems to be quite vague. Whatever
one affirms another will be found to deny. In
Scotland, lucerne and saintfoin are very little used;
but clover, rye-grass and tares, are given each in

their season, as if one were equal to another.
Beans, wheat, rye and oats, the whole plant,

are sometimes, but very seldom, and never regu-
larly, used as food for horses. Cabbage, and some
other green articles, are eaten, but they deserve no
particiilar notice. Several, which form the ordi-

nary grepn meat of horses in other countries, are

not grown here. The leaves and clippings of the
v,viue are much used in many parts o(^ France.

Whin, Furze, or Gome. This is an abundant
and cheap plant. It is very good green meat (or

horses, and is procured when there is no other. To
sick horses it, is an excellent substitute for grass,

and many will eat it when they will eat nothing
else

; hut it hits been extensively tried as an article

of ordinary feeding. It has long been used in

rr.any parts of Wales and Scotland, and in several

of the Irish counties. Mr. Tytler of Balmain
was the first, I understand, to publish a useful ac-

count of its properties. His essay will be found
in the tifih volume of the Highland Society's

IVansactions. ' It appears that, (or five succes-

sive years, Mr. Tytler led his (arm horses from the

l)egirining of November to the middle of March,
on furze and si r'l.w, with a very moderate allow-

ance of oats during only ti pan of that, time. At
first oats were given throughout the winter, but af-

terwards only from the beginning of February,
and then only at the rate of three pounds two oz.,

or about one third of a peck, of average quality to

each ; the daily allowance of (iirze during the first,

period being twenty-eight pounds, and during the

second eighteen pounds, witli Iburteen of straw.
" The whins were cut by a woman. Provided

with a pair of siotit hedge gloves, a sheep-skin

apron, a reaping hook, and a forked stick, she

drew the plains to her with the (brk, and cutoff
the succulent shoots of the year's growth. These
being laid in bundles compressed by a stroke of

the (hot, were ready (or carting. Sufficient for a
dozen horses at their fullest fi'ed, could be cut in

six or seven hours. A mule and boy carted the

load to the farm yard, where the mule was yoked
to a bruising mill. This consisted of an old mill-

stone, mounted upon a horizontal axle twelve (eet

long, attached by one end to a post, round which
the stone revolved on a paved circular bed, eight

feet in diameter. To the other extremity a swin-
gle-tree was hung (or yoking the mule. The
whins were spread i;i the course, and turned over

until sufficiently crushed. This process occupied

about three hours.
" The daily expense of feeding eight horses

was thus calculated by Mr. Tytler:

Nov. to Feb. tell, to Mar.
s. d. s. d.

Woman's wages, 6 4
Part wages of boy, 4 3

Part keep of mule, 4 3
1 cwt. of straw, 2 2
25 lbs. of oats, 2 6

3 2 5 4"

By this it appears that the keep of each horse

per day amounted to only fourpence three larthings

in the first period, and eightpence in the second.

The work was the same as that of other Berwick-
shire teams, which is by no means light ; and Mr.
Tytler says, the horses not only kept, but improved
their condition during the whole season ; but they

began to show a distaste to the whins about the

commencement of spring.

Furze is generally used on the frontiers of

France and Spain ; and the British cavalry while

in the Pyrenees, under the Duke of Wellington,

had no other forage.

According to the Mid-Lo!hian Report (Appen-
dix, No, vi, p. 56) it has been found that an acre

of vv'hins is sufficient lor six horses, during four

months ; that they require two years to produce
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iheni ; iliat horses, with whins, nnd one feed of

corn, were in as aood order as with two feeds and

siraiv;* thai all tlie straw and one feed of oats

were thus saved ; that, valuinir these at seven-

pence a day each lioise, the saving in seventeen

weeivs anioinited, on tiie six liorses, to £17 17s.

—

from which, lieduciiiig five shillings a week, as the

expense ol' cutting and bruising, there would re-

main £13 12s. as the product of two acres.j

Dry herbage.— !n this country the dry herbage
consists of hay and straw. In France, the vine

leaves are collected and stored lor winier fodder.

In the West Indies, the tops of ihe sugar cane ate

deemed highly nutritious, after they are dried and
sweated a little in heaps. In a season of abun-
dance, ricks of the cane tops, the but-ends in, are

made in the corner of each field, to supply the

want of pasturage and other food. These are

chopped small, and mixed with common salt, or

sprinkled with a solution of molasses. Maize is

sometimes made into hay. '" When Guinea or

Indian corn is planted in May, and cut in July, in

order to bear seed that year, that cutting properly

tedded, makes an excellent hay, which cattle pre-

ler to meadow hay. in like manner, alter the corn

has done bearing seed, the alter crop ILirnishes

abuntiance of that kind of Ibdder, which keeps
well in ricks lor two or three years. J " In some
places, dried ferns, reeds, flags, small branches or

twigs are dried and used as substitutes li^r hay."§
Doubtless there are many other plants made into

Ibdder in ditierent pans of the world. Where
Canary corn is raised, the chaff and straw are

given to horses, from which it is said they derive
more nutriment than from hay.
Hay.— In Scotland most of the hay used for

horses is composed of ryegrass, or ryegrass and clo-

ver. The natural hay, which is not very much
used here, contains several plants. Much of the
hay in Scotland is bad. A good deal is grown on
poor land, and this is soft, dvvaifisb, and destitute

of nutriment. But hay in general is not well made.
In the south it is cured with more skill, and pre-

served with more care. The best we have in the

west of Scotland is procured from Stirlingshire,

and is composed of ryegrass and a little clover.

in England clover-hay stands in hish repute for

hard-working draught horses. In the market it

brings 20 per cent, more than meadow or ryegrass

hay. Hard upland meadow is pieferred for hunt-
ers and racers, because I suppose they are apt to

eat loo much of the clover. In Scotland, ryegrass,

or a mixture of ryegrass and clover, is considered
the best lor all liorses. flere we have almost no
good meadow hay, and most of that made from
the natural grasses is hardly worth preserving.

Good hay is about a year old, long and large,

iiard, touirh ; its color inclining to green, rather
than to white ; it has a sweet taste and pleasant
smell ; the seed is abundant ; inlused in hot water,
it produces a rich dark-colored tea. The less dust

* The "order," I suspect, would be nothing to
boast of.

t British Husbandry, Vol. i. p. 135. See rdso the
Annals of Agriculture, Vol. xxxv. p. 13. Ency. Brit.
art. Agriculture. Farmer's Mag. Vol. xx. p. 282.
Comp. Grazier, fifth ed. p. 559 ; and Quar. Journal of
Agric. No. xi.

t Bracy Clarke's Pharmacopa?ia Equina,
§ Blaine's Outlines of Vet. Med.

it has about it the belter ; but, from the soil, and
the way in which hay is made here, it is seldom
Iree from dust. In damp weather hay absorbs
much moisture, and weighs a good deal the hea-
vier. In Eriixlaiid, the market weight of new hay
is sixty |)ourids per truss till the 4ih of September.
The truss! of old hay contains only tiliy-six pounds.

New hay is purgative and debilitating. It seems
to be difficult ol digestion. The horse is Ibnd of it,

and will eat a lar^e quantity, much of which pass-

es through liim little altered by the digestive pro-

cess, and |)robably retaining a good deal of its nu-
triment. On the other hand, hay which is very

old, is dry, tasteless, brittle. 'J'he horse rejects

much, and eats little. Old hay is much recom-
mended ; but by old, I suppose is meant not new.
In tlie south, perhaps stacked hay does not so

soon degenerate as in the north, where it is cer-

tainly old enough in one year.

Heated hay, sometimes termed mowburnt, is that

which has undergone too much lermentation. In
curing hay it is thrown in a heap to sweat, that is,

till a slight degree of fermentation takes place,

which is arrested by exposing the hay to the air.

This, it appears, is necessary for its preservation

in the stack. But sometimes the process is carried

too lar, or, more frequently, it is re-excited, after

the hay is stored past. Hay that has been tiius

injured is not all alike. Some of it acquires a very

sweet sugary taste; and this portion is eaten; some
is changed in color to a dark-brown, and has its

texture altered ; it is short, brittle as rotten wood,
and has a disagreeable taste; this portion seems
to be rejected ; another portion of the same stack

is mouldy, stiiiking, quite rotten, and no horse will

eat this. All kinds of hay, however good origi-

nally, may suder this injury. When the damage
has been slight, most horses will eat certain por-

tions of the hay very greedily ; they seem to be
fond of it i'oT the first week, but subsequently it is

rejected in disgust. Upon the whole, 1 believe it

is the most unprofitable lodder that horses can re-

ceive. When very bad, it is dear, though obtain-

ed in a gift, lor it often does much mischief, par-

ticularly to horses of fast-work. Much is wasted,

and that which is eaten does little good. It is

almost as poisonous as it is nutritious. Slow
draught-horses may not, indeed, be greatly injured

by it. But good wheat-straw may be belter. I'o

fast, hard-working horses, such as those employed
in mails, it is a strong diuretic ; and its diuretic

power does not diminish by use. Hay forms an
important part of the horse's Ibod, particularly of
those horses that receive no roots nor boiled meal.

Bad hay will change the horse's appearance and
condition in two days, even when he has an un-
limited quantity of corti. By bad hay, I msan
that which is unwholesome. It may be poor,

having littie nutriment, but sweet and digestible,

without being pernicious. But good straw is bel-

ter than unvvholesome hay lor all kinds of horses.

The kidneys are excited to extraordinary activity.

The urine, which, in this disease, is always per-

fectly transparent, is discharged very Ireejuenily

and in copious proflision. The horse soon be-

comes hidebound, emaciated, and leeble. His
thirst is excessive. He never refuses water, and
he drinks as if he would never give over. The
disease does not produce death, but it renders the

horse useless, and ruins the constitution. Should

he catch cold, or lake ihe influenza which prtvuil-
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ed so mucli in Gla^rrovv durinnr the winter of 1S36,

glanders is seiiloni Ikr oH.* This worthless hay
is always sold at a low rate, and iniicli oC it enters

the coachinj^ eiahles. But I am perlecily surf

that it would be cheaper to pay the hi^hnst prife

lor the best. One toti ofojood hay will, unless the

men be excessively careless, fro as f^ir as two tons

of that which is bad. To slow-work horses,

mow-burni hay niav be given with less detriment,

bui it is leiist unprofilattle when consumed by cattle.

iVusty hay is known by its bad color, its unplea-

sant smell, tind biiter taste. It is soft and coated

with (iinifi. Like all hay, its smell is most distinct

when sliirhtly daniriened by breathing upon it.

Old hay is often musty, without having been heal-

ed. None but a hungry horse will eat it, and
when eaten in considerable (juantity it is said lo

be " bad for the wind." In truth, it is bad for

every part of the body. In some places they
sprinkle this musty hay with a solution of salt,

which induces the horse to eat it, but even thus,

it answers better lor bedding than for feeding, and
10 that purpose the horse applies most ol it.

IVeather-bcaien hay \3 that which has lain in

the sward exposed to the rain and the sun. It is

musly, full of dust, sapless, bler.chcd, or blackened,
and destitute of seed. Such, also, is the state of
that which has stood too long uncut, ii.ll hay
should be cut a ihw days before the seed is quite

hay, or seven of that made from clover, tares, or
saintfoin, afi'ord as much nourishment as three

pounds ofoais. Of I he hay raised on poor soils,

nine pounds may t)e retpiired.

A horse can live on hay and water, when thrown
off work, for a considerable period, he often re-

ceives nothing else. This is not always riirhi.

The horse bee nies so leeble and so po'-bellied

that it IS long ere better luod will restore his con-
dition (or work. A liiile corn, some roots, or a
bran-mash, though iiiven only once in two days,

will help (o keep him in flesh. I have heard of
the horse being kept almost entirely on hay, re-

ceiving corn only when he was lo t)e used. I

would reconm)end tlie owner to confine himself
to bread and water for a week or two, and then
try what a beai-steak will enable him lo do.

There is a maierial difference between eating to

live, and eaiing to work. The stomach and bow-
els will hardly hold sufficient hay lo keep even an
idle horse ailve.

The only preparation which hay receives before

it is given, is that of culling it into chaff, inio short

pieces. When given uncut, the groom does, or

should shake out ihe dust beibre he puts it in the

rack.

Hay tea.—An infusion of hay made by pouring
boiling water upon it, and covering up till cool,

has been recommended as an excellent nutritioua

ripe. Alier it has lost most of its seed, and its
j

drink (or sick horses, and also (or those in health,

juices, liille is left lo ali'ord nutriment. lit might perhaps be a very good substitute lor

Salted hay, that is, hay with which salt has
|

gruel
;
perha[)s a quart or two of the tea might

been mingled at the lime ol slacking it, is not |

not be a bad thing for a racer, given between heais,

much used in Scotland. It is not to be had. I
j

and towards the end of the day, when the horse

can tell nothing about it. Horses are said to pre-
j

is beginning to get exhausted ll'om lasting, but it

fer it to any other. But the principal motive liar I
has nol been tried.

sailing hay is to preserve it when the weather re-

quires that it be slacked beH^re it is sufficiently

dry. Salt prevents or checks fermentation. It

darkens Ihe color of the hay and makes it weiurh

heavier, for salt attracts moisture. Salt, I think,

Hay-seed.— In Scotland, and wherever the hay
is made chiefly from rye-grass, the :-eed is often

made use of in (eedinx,'. It is sometimes mixed
with the oats to prevent the horse from swallowing
I hem whole, but most frenerally it is given along

s-hould not be forced on the horse. It may excite |
with the boiled meat, either to divide it or lo soak

too much thirst. Given apart from the food, he I
up the liquor. It contains more nulriment than

may take all that is good for hirn. Damaged hay
|

ihe hay itseKJ but probably not a great deal, unless

is often sprinkled with salt water, which seems to

render it less disgustinij, and may possibly correct

its bad properties. It should be wetted as wanted,
for it soon becomes sodden and rotten.

The daily quantity ofhay allowed to each horse

the hay has stood too long uncut. Some people
say that hay-seed is bad for the wind, but I have
never been able to trace any evil lo its use. There
is always much dust mingled with it, and this

should always be removed by washing. Some-
must vary with ils quality and the work. If the

j

times the meat is boiled, and sometimes merely
corn be limited, the horse will eat a greaterweighl !

added lo the boiled meat while it is hot. I do not

ol poor hay than of that which is more nutritious

If it be damaged, he must consume more than if it

were sound, lor he rejects some, perhaps a half,

and that which he eats does not furnish so much
nutriment. When the work is fast, the horse
must not have so much as to give him ii larue
belly. Eight pounils of good hsiy is about the
usual allowance to (ast-working horses, that may
receive from twelve to fifteen or eighteen pounds
of corn. Large draught-horses willconsume from
twenty to thirty pounds, but the quantity is sel-

dom limited for these. Much, however, depend

know 1 hat boiling improves it, but it is much belter

liked afier boiling or ma>-king than in its raw slate.

Straw.—There are five kinds of' straw used as

fodder. I have not been able to learn that rye-

straw is ever used as fodder in this country. Of
the while kinds, wheat is supposed to be most nu-
tritious. Some, however, like oat-straw as well.

Barley-straw is almost useless for (odder, and is

not used when any other can be obtained. Pea-
straw is better than that of beans ; it has been re-

commended as equal to hay, and I have not much
doubt but it is much better than some hay. Siraw,

upon Ihe allowance of corn. A German agricul- , 'lowever, is little used here. In many parts of
turist calculates that eight pounds of meadow- !

Europe, wheat, barley, or rye-straw forms the

. .
I

whole or greater part of the dried herbage, hay
* The influenza I mean, was r;ot at all similar to a '^^'"S almost unknown. In some of the towns

disease which went under the same name at the same |

^vheat and oat-slraw are occasionally given to cart-

fime in Ensland. We had almost none ofihe English I
horses, and in some cases to coaching-horses. In

influenza till the last week of May, 1837. In the
j

the country, both white and black straw are in

month of June it was very prevalent.
I common use as winter fodder fb.^ the farm-horsea'.
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It is very probable that wheal-straw, and perhaps

some oCihe olliers, may soon be us^d much more
extensively than at present. Good straw is cer-

tainly belter than bad iiay, and possibly, by in-

creasing the allowance of corn, and cuttinij; the

straw, hay miulu be almost entirely dispensed

with. Thouifli containm<]; much less nuiriment,

it siili contains some, and it serves quite as well

gs hay to divide the corn and irive ii a wliolesome

size. It must be undor^lood that food ought to

possess bulk |)roporiione(i in some d^pree to the

capacity of ihe digestive ortrans. Nutriment can

be given in a very concenirated stale, yet it is not

proper to conderise it beyond a certain point. Corn
alone will give all the nourishnu'nt which any

horse can need, but he must also have some Ibdder

(0 give bulk to the corn, though it need not of

necessiiy yield much nutriment. Straw, therelbre,

may often be used where liay is used. This has

been proved very fairly in this country. Mr.
Mein, of Glasgow, kept his coaching-horses in

excellent order lor nearly eight moiiihs, virithout a

single sialic of hay. During dear hay seasons it

is the custom, with many large owners, to make
straw from a part ol' the Ibdder. VVheat&traw is

prelerred, but faw object to that of the oat.

But when horses are living chiefly on Iiay, as

many larm horses do, during a part of the winter,

it must not be supposed that an <'qual quantity, or

indeed any quaniiiy ol'siraw, will supply the place

ofthat ha_v. The stomach and bowels will hardly

liold hay enouifh to nourish even an idle horse,

and fjs straw yields less nuirimeni in proportion to

its bulk, enough cannot be eaien to furnish the

nulrin)enl required. The deficiency must be made
up by roots or corn.

VVhen much straw is u^^ed, part or the whole
ought to be cut into chaff. It is laborious work to

masticate it all, and in time it will tell upon the

leeth, which in old horses are ofien worn to the

gums, even by hay and corn.

Bean si raw is totiL'h and woody, and horses

soon get tired of it. But I am persuaded that it

might be advantageously made into tea. Bean-
straw tea is much esieemed as a drink lor milch

cows, and if not found equally cooti (or horses, no
harm can be done by trying ii. Pea-straw also

makes very good tea, but the straw iiself can
be entirely consumed as (bilder. The while straw

seems to make a very weak infusion. AW the kinds

of straw soon grow sapless and brittle. They
should be fresh.

Ham chaff.—The shell which is separated from

wheat and oats in thrashing is ofien given to farm-

horses. It seems to be very poor wiuff. It looks

as if it contained no nutriment, yet it may serve to

divide the corn, to make the horse masticate it,

and to prevent him from swallowing it too hur-

riedly. In this way it may so fiir supply the place

of cut fodder. But the barn chaff is usually min-

gled with the boiled meat, and if the articles be

very soft, the chaff may irive iliem consistence,

but it does little more. The covinLf chaH'of beans
is said to (brm very good manger meat.

Jloots.— Potatoes, carrots, and turnips are the

roots chiefly used lor feeding horses. Parsnips,

mangel-wurtzel, and yams are occasionally em-
ployed.

Potatoes are given both raw and boiled ; in

either state they are much relished by all horses
as a change from other (bod. They are rather

V OL. VIII.—60

laxative than olherwise, and especially when
given uncooked. Given raw and in considerable

quantity to a horse, not accustomed to them, they

are almost sure to produce indigestion, when
boiled or steamed they are less apt to ferment in

the stomach. For horses that do slow, and per-

haps not very hard, or long-continued work, po-

tatoes may, m a great measure, or entirely, su-

persede corn. They are little used for liist-work

horses, yet they may be given, and sometimes

they are given wiihout any harm. On many
(arms they form, along with straw (odder, the

whole of the horse's winter (bod.*

According to Proliissor Low, fifteen pounds of

raw potatoes yield as much nutriment as tour

and a half pounds of oats. Von Thaer sajs, that

three bushels are equal to 112 lbs. of hay. Cur-

wen, who tried potatoes very extensively in feed-

ing horses, says that an acre goes as IJir as (bur

acres of hay. He steamed them all, and allowed

each horse diiily, a slone and a half, with a tenth

of cut straw which he prelerred to hay (or this

mode of feeding.

The potatoes should be of a good kind, and not

frosted. They should always be cooked either

by steamiuff or boiling. They are. best when
steamed. Horses like them as well raw, but they

are excessively flatulent, and this bad property is

much corrected by cooking, and by adding some
sail. When boiled, the process should be perlorm-

ed wiih as liille water as possible. When nearly

ready, the water should be altogether withdra\t^n,

and the potatoes allowed to dry, uncovered, on

the fire (or a lew minutes. They should be put,

on with cold water. They are always over-boiled.

Horses preler them when hard at the heart.

There is a general prejudice against the liquor in

which potaioes are boiled. It is said to be injuri-

ous. In small quantities it certainly produces no

apparent evil. I often see it given, not as a drink,

but along with potatoes, beans, and chaff, which

are all boiled totret her and mixed into a unilbrm

mass, in general loo soft. In some places the

potatoes are not washed when boiled. If the earth

does not relax the bowels, I am not aware that

it does any injury, and the liorses do not appear

to dislike it. When the mass, however, from the

addition of chaff', requires much masiication, this

sand or earth must wear down the teeth very fast.

Turnips are in very general use (or farm and

cart-horses. Of late ihey have also been used a

Great deal in the coaching-stables ; in many they

have superseded the carrot. The Swedish varie-

ty is preferred. Common white turnips are al-

most worthless. According to V"on Thaer, 100

pound.s are equal in nutriment to 22 of hay. For
slow horses, iurni[)s to a certain extent supersede

corn, but (or last- workers, I hey save the hay more
than the corn. They have a fine odor when boil-

ed, and this seems to make the horse Icrd more
heartily. They (iitien the horse very rapidly, and
produce a smooth glossy coat and loose skin.

They are sometimes waslied, sliced, and given

raw. but in general they are boiled, and occasion-

ally steamed. In the raw state they exciie indi-

*Butin Essex, farm-horse.ihave been kept through-

out the winter entirely upon steamed potatoes. Each
horse got fifty pounds per day, and did the ordinary

work of the farm with the greatest ease. Some salt

was mixed with them, and occasionally a Httle sul-

phur, which is quite superfluous.
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gestion very readily, and are not much liked. Few i

horses get them oftener than once a day. They
!

may be given oftener, but the horse soon begins lo

refuse them. If they are to be used lor several

successive vveel<s, they should not be given ofiener

than once in tvventy-lbur hours, or at nnst twice,

and then not in very large quantities. When the

quantity of food is .'imited, the horse will he glad

to get ihem at all limes, but in that case he must

have little woik. Straw, or liay, and turnips will

make an idle horse fat ; they will enable him to do

some slow work, but to perform full work the horse

will not or cannot eat enouijh to keep him in con-

dition ; and for last work he vvould eat mote than

he could well carry. Most usually they are given

only once a day, and at night after work is over;

chaff or hay seed, and some corn, generally beans,

are boiled along with ihem. They should always
be washed. They require much boiling, and when
large they may be cut.

Carrots.—This root is held in much esteem.

There is none better, nor perhaps so good. When
first given it is slightly diuretic and laxative. But
as the horse becomes accustomed to it, liiese el-

I'ects are not produced. Carrots also improve the

slate of the skin. They form a good substitute

lor grass, and an excellent alterative lor horses

out of condition. To sick and idle Iiorsrs they

render corn unnecessary. They are beneficial in

all chronic diseases of the organs connected with

breathing, and have a niiuked influence upon
chronic cough and broken wind. They are ser-

viceable in diseases of the skin. In combination
with oats, they restore a worn-out horse much
sooner than oats alone.

Carrots are usually given raw. Sometimes they

are boiled or steamed, but liorses seem to like

them better raw. They are washed and sliced.

They are often mingled with the corn, but I think

they ought to form a separate feed. They dimin-

ish the consumption of both hay and corn.

Some tell me that six, oihcis that eight pounds o(

carrots are equal to four pounds of oats. But the

calculation cannot be much depended upon, lortiie

horse may eat more or less hay without the dif-

ference being observed. According to Curwen,
a work-horse gettini/ from eight to twelve pounds
ol'corn, may have lour pounds deducted lor every

five he receives ofcarrots. For fitsl working horses

carrots never entirely supersede corn. JVlention is

made, indeed, of an Essex sportsman who gave
his hunters each a bushel of carrots daily with a

little hay, but no corn ; the horses are said to have
followed a pack of harriers twice a weeu, but the

possibility of doing this needs further proof. For
slow-working liorses, carrots may supply the place

of corn quite well, at least for those employed on
the liirm. Burrows, an English agriculturist,

gave his liirm-horses each seventy pounds of car-

rots per day, alonir with chati' and barn door re-

fuse, with which the carrots were sliced and mixed.
He gave a little rack-hay, but no corn. He liid his

horses in this way from the end of October to the

beginning of June, giving o little less than seventy

pounds in the very shortest days, and a little more
in spring.

The tops of the carrots have been given to

horses, and it is said they were much liked, and
quite wholesome.

Parsnips.—This root is used n good deal in

France ; in the neighborhood of Brest, parsnips

and cabbages are boiled together and given to the

horses warm, nlong with some buckwheat flour.

In the island of Jersey the root is much cultivated,

iind is extensively used lor laileniiiir stock, and lor

the table of all classes. It is said not to be gene-
rally given to hor^^es, for it is alleged that iheir

eyes sufler under its use. Arthur Youiis:, how-
ever, assures us that the horses about Morlaix are

ordinarily led upon parsnips, and that they are

considered " the best of all foods lor a horse, and
mucli exceeding oats." They are eaten both raw and
boiled. They are most usually washed, sliced and
mixed with bran or chaff'. T.he leaves, mown while

in good condition, are eaten as readily as clover.

Mangel-wurtzel, yams, and the turnip cabbage,

have each been employed as Ibod lor horses, but

I have not been able lo learn with what effect.

Corn.— In this country the corn consists chiefly

of oats, beans, and peas, but barley is now in very

common use, and wheat is occasionally given.

The two last articles, however, are rarely used io

the exclusion of oats, but are generally mixed with

them in certain proportions. Rye, buckwheat and
maize, are used as corn in vaiious parts of the

world, but very little, or not at all, in this.

Oais.—There are several varieties wliich need

not he described.

Good oais are about one year old, plump, short,

hard, rattlinir vvhen poured into the manger, sweet,

clean, free from chaff and dust, and weighing
about forty pounds per bushel.

JVew oats are sliixhtly purgative, indigestible,

and unprofitable, 'i'hey seem to resist the action

of the stomach, and to retain their nutriment.

They make the liorse soft ; he swetits soon and

much at work. If they must be used when under

three or four months old, they may be improved

by kiln-drying. They are not yood, however, till

they are about a year old. They may he kept til!

too old, when they become musty and lull of in-

sects. The period at which oats begin to degene-

rate depends so much upon the manner in which
they are harvested and preserved, thai the age
alone affords no rule lor rejecting them. They can
be kept in cood condition lor several years.

FvmigatRd oats are those which have been ex-

posed lo the vapor of ignited sulphur. They are

put lhrou<?h this process to improve their color. A
•rood deal of the sulphur adfieres to the husk of

I he oat, which is of a pretty color. A little sulphur

cannot do the horse any harm, but light small

oats absorb a considerable quantily. The sulphur

is easily detected by rubbinrj the oats between the

handsa little warmed. When the sulphur is in

large quantity, the liorses refuse 1 he oats, or they

do not leed heartily. I do not perceive that fumi-

trated oais are objeclionable in other respects.

Kiln-dried nats are those which have been dried

by the application of fire. They are generally

blamed lor producing diabetes ; but though this

disease is common enough, it does not appear

wherever kiln-dried oats are used. In many parts

of Russia, oats and all other kinds of corn are kiln-

dried in the straw belbre ihey are stored. It is not

likely that this would be the case, if it were so

prejudicial to the oats as many people imagine.

JVIost of the kiln-dried oats which are given to

horses have been damaged before they were dried

and I suspect that the injury received in harvesting

or in storing has more lo do with diabetes than

kiln'dr}ing has.
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Bad oafs.—Some oats are iiirht, containing liliie

nuirimeiit in proporliori to their buli< ; some con-

tain much (lust ami chaff, small slonef!, ami earih;

these can hardly be called good oais, \'et there are

others which are much worse. Ligiii, husky, and

ill-cleaned oats may be sweet and wholesome; if

they do liitle good they do no harm, but some oats

are positively injurious lo the horse. They may
please the eye toleri'.bly well, but they have a bad

smell and a biuer disagreeable tasie. Hoises do

nol like them. Alier the first day or two they

begin to refuse them. That which they eat pro-

duces diabetes, a disease which goes under many
names. Tiie most common are staling-evil and

jaw-piss. I do nol know how the oais obtain this

diuretic property ; man}-, as I have said, attribute

it to kiln-drying, many to the oats having been

heated, undergone a little li^rmentation in the

stack or in the granary, and a (ew ascribe it to the

oats being ill harvested, musty, or half-rotten before

they are got offthe field. Oats may be frost-bitten,

(iamaged by insects, or injured in various other

ways, but it seems yet uncertain what condition

they are in when they produce diabetes ; or what
makes them so strongly diuretic. There ia no
doubt but heated oats will produce diabetes ; but

whether any oiher alteration in the oats will have
the same etiect I do not know. Whatever be the

cause, the oats must be changed as soon as it is

discovered that tliey produce
Diabetes.— It is the same disease as that which

arises from the use ofmowb'irnt hay. The horses

urinate ol'ten ; the urine is quite colorless, and it is

discharged in immense quantities. The horse

would drink lor ever, and the water is hardly down
his throat nil it is thrown among his feet in the

Ibrm of urine. In a day or two his coat stares, he
refuses to leed, loses flesh, and becomes excessively

weak. He may lor a time continue at work, but,

if he catch cold, and remain at work while he has
both the cold and diabetes upon him he often be-

comes glandered.

The horses may not be all alike. In a large

stud some are always more affected by these bad
oats than others. The worst must go out of work
for a while, and some others must be sptired as

much as possible, while a few may continue at

their usual employment. The oats must be
changed. Give plenty of beans, some barley, and
good hay. Let each horse have a lump of rock

salt, and a piece ofchalk in his mantxer. Put some
clay and bean-meal in the water. (Carrots, whins,
or grass may be <£iven with benefit. Rut by
changing the oats, and diminishing the work, the

disease will generally disappear. If all these

means ftiil, medicine must be tried. A veterinarian

will furnisb that of the proper kind. But nothing
will arrest the disease permanently unless the oats

be changed. If not very bad, they may do for

horses in easy work. But while a horse has dia-

betes, he cannot maintain his condition for full

work. He would lose flesh though he stood up to

the knees in corn.

There is a kind of diabetes which does not pro-

ceed from bad lijod. It is accompanied with a

good deal of lever, and requires ditlerent treatment;
it may be suspected when the Ibod has not been
changed

; but the eye is red, and the mouth hot,

and the horse is dull for adayo^rtwo before the
staling-evil is upon him.

Preparation of oa/s.—Most frequently oats are

1
given raw and whole. But occasionally they are

!
bruised, or coarsely ground. Sometimes they are

! boiled, and someinnes germinated. There is no

objection to bruising but the cost
;
grinding is

I

never useful, and sometimes it is improper; boil-

! ing does not seem to improve oats, and, after the

first week, high-led fiorses preler them raw
;

germination is rarely practised, and only lor sick

liorses. In Lincolnshire oats are nnalted in salt

water, and given, lor three weeks or a month In

spring.

Oats are sometimes given in the straw, either

cut or uncut. The cost of thrashing is saved, but

that is no great gain. It cannot be known how
much the horse gets. One may be cheated alto-

gether out of a meal and another may be surfeited.

There is always some waste, for the horse must

be getting very little corn if he eats all the straw

he gets along with it, and, if he get more, some of

the corn is left in the straw.

The daily allowance of oats is very variable.

Hunters and racers receive almost as much as they

will eat during the season of work. The quantity

lor those horses varies from twelve to sixteen

pounds per day. Stage and mail-horses get about

the same allowance. Some will not consume
above fourteen pounds, others will manage nearly

eighteen. In most stables some other corn is

used. For every pound of barley or beans that

may be given, rather more than an equal weight

I

is taken ofTthe ordinary allowance of oats. Sad-

Id le- horses receive about twelve pounds of oats.

j

cart-horses from ten So fourteen. Those emploved

I

on the fiirm get from four to twelve pounds. The
I ordinary feeding measure in Scotland, termed a

lippy, holds from three to four pounds of heavy

oats.

Substitutesfor oats have been frequently sought.

Many experiments have been made to ascertain

how far their use might be dispensed with. Roots

and bread have both been tried, and the results

have shown that horsesof moderate work, or even

laborious work at a slow pace, can be kept in

good condition on carrots or potatoes, with some
ibdder and no corn. The bread has been made
from corn, but it docs not seem to have been pro-

ductive of any economy. Barley, beans, peas, and

wheat are partial substitutes for oats. They may
form a large portion of the corn ; and in Spain bar-

ley forms the whole of it. But in this country oats

are in general as cheap as any of the other kinds

of corn. It has been alletred that oats contain

some aromatic, invigorating property, not pos-

sessed by other articles ; and it does appear that

horses li?,(l on roots, to the exclusion of corn, are

not so gay as corn-led horses. But whetlier oat.^,

in equal weight, give the horse more animation

than other liinds of corn, is not known with

certainty, although common opinion is in their

favor.

Corn dust is a dirty, brown useless-like pow-
der, removed from the oat in converting it into

meal. It is sometimes mixed with the boiled food

[t does not appear to contain any nutriment ; and
it is blamed lor producing halls in the bowels and
obstructing them.

Oat meal seeds.—The husk of the oat as it ia

silled li-om the meal, is sometimes given to horses.

This stuff" is termed seeds. It always contains a
little meal; but is often adulterated by adding what
are called the shceling seeds, the husk without
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any meal. It does very well as a maslicant ; and
niay be mingled with oats, beans, or barley to

make the horse grind them, but it cannot yield
much nutriment, and many horses will not eat it.

Gruel IS made from oatmeal. It is very useful
for sick horses : and, afiera dayofsevere exerlion
when the horse will nouakesolid food, gruel is die
best, thing he can have. Few stableiiien are able
lo make it i)roperly. The meal is never sufficiently

incorporated with the water. One gallon of good
gruel may be made from a pound of meal, which
should be thrown into cold water, set on the fire

and stirred till boiling, and afterwards permitted to

simmer over a gentle fire till the water is t|uite

thick. It is not gruel at all if the meal subside,
and leave the vi'ater transparent. Bracy Clarke
recommends that the meal be well triturated with
a liitle cold water, in a beechen bowl, by a heavy
wooden pestle. He thinks the trituration "necessary
to ed'ect a union between the water and some

clear that barley is not much, if at all, inferior to
oats. The price should influence the choice. Spot-
ted or dark-colored barley, thou<;h rejected for

malting, may be quite guod enough fur corn, and
it is olien to he bouglit at the price of oais. It

weighs about fifty pounds the bushel. Giving
weight lor weight of oais, at foiiy pounds the
bushel, there are only ten leeds, while barley gives
twelve and onc-hulf

Boiled barley is used chiefly among stage, cart,

and road-horses. It is rarely given to ilie racer
or to the hunter, except when sick. Boiled lo

jelly, it is good for a hard dry cough, when there is

no lever.

Barleymash—^ju?t barley steeped or boiled.

Malted barley is that wliicli has been germinat-
ed. It is steeped or moisiened, and spread in a
layer till it sprout. In iliatstaie it is given, though
not very often. Horses are very (otid of it, and
they will take a little ol' this when they refuse al-

consiituent of the meal. This seems to be one ofj most everything else. But I do nut know how
the " not a few useful and important discoverie
for which Mr. Clarke so clamorously demands our
homage.

Oatenbread is sometimes given to sick horses.
It may tempt the appetite and excite a disposition
to feed.

-Barley.—There is much difference of opinion
concerning this article. Some consider it quite as
good as oats in every respect : others allege that
ii is too laxative ; others that it is heating; some
iliat it is cooling; and some that it is flatulent. In
Spain, and in some other places, horses and mules

they would do upon it for constant use.

3JaU is used a good deal on the continent, and
is supposed to be highly nutritious, more so than
the raw barley. But in this country the heavy
duty upon malt forbids its use fiir horses ; and it is

not certain that the process of mailing improves
the grain so much as to pay its cost.

iMalt dust, \n some places termed cumins, is

thai portion of barley which sprouts in germina-
tion. It is generally given to cattle, but he rses

sometimes get it mixed witii the boiled meal.
They seem to like it very well. I do not know

receive no corn but barley; in this couniry it is any more about it

very often boiled and given once a-day, and some- i Grains, the refuse of breweries, are sometimes
times alitlleisgiven raw with every ration of oais; ' given lo horses, and are eaten greedily ; but it is

and one or two proprietors have used, and perhaps
i

alleged that, when given constanily, and so as to

still use it to the entire exclusion of oats. 1 can-
1 form the bulk of the corn, they produce general

not, from personal observation, tell what are its i rottenness, which I suspect in this case means
effects when given habitually without mixtuie.

i

disease of the liver. They are also blamed for

But when given along with a (ew oats or beans, producing staggers and founder.
so as to form only a pait of the feed, I know that

j
Barley dust Is rather betler than corn dust, but

barley has none of the evil properties ; scribed to

it. I am daily among a large number of horses,

bolh fast and slow-workers, who receive a consi-

derable quantity in ihe course of the twenty-lour
hours. At first, it relaxes the bowels a lillle, and

it is filter for cattle or swine than horses.

Wheat.—There is a general prejudice against

wheat as horse-corn, especially in its raw slate.

It is supposed lo be poisonous ; and without doul)t

many horses have been destroyed l)y il. Horses
unless it be mingled with chafl:' the horses swallow i eat it very greedily, and are almost sure to eat too
the frrain whole. They seem to swallow it more

! much, when permitted. Fermeniaiion, colic, and
readily than oais. After a week or two the bowels
return to their ordinary state. The skin and t!ie

coat are almost invariably improved by barley,

particularly when boiled and given warm. Like
every other kind of corn it issomewliat indigesti-

ble, until the stomach becomes accustomed to it.

Ifmuch be given at first, the horse is likely to take
colic. But by gradually increasing tlie quantity
fi-om day to day, deducting the oats in proportion,

the horse may be safely inured to barley without
any other corn.

White tells us of a Southampton postmaster,
who ted his horses entirely on barley and cut

straw. They were given together, and the barley

was steeped in water twelve hours before it was
given. Tvi'o pecks of barley and one bushel of
straw formed the daily allowance. It is saiil that,

upon this, ''the horses did more work, and were
in bettfr condition, than others at the same task

upon the ordinary feeding." Thisi« the usual
Ktory whenever any new mode or article is recom-
mended. But, nevertheless, it Bcems sufficiently

death are the consequences; but these are easily

avoided. The grain seems ilifficult lo masticate
and also difficult to digest, and colic may be pro-

duced more readily by one lippy of wheat than by
two of oats. I have never known it used to the

exclusion ofoats, butir is sometimes given in quan-
tities not exceeding four pounds per day, and that

divided among five fi^eds. Given in this quantity
and in this way, it does no harm that any other
corn will not do; and it a|)pears perleclly to sup-
ply the place of the oais which are withheld lor it.

For every /bur pounds of wheat, four pounds, of
nearly four and a-haif, may be deducted from the
ordinary allowance ofoats.

Siill, unless the use of good wheat renders the
feeding cheaper, I do not see thai it has any good
property lo recommend if. If a stone of wheat can
be bought for less money than a stone of oats or

beans, it may form a part of the corn, using it at

first very sparingly, and not exceeding the quanti-
ty I mention, four pounds per day. A larger

quantity may be tried on two or three horses, but
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as I have not seen it tried to a preater extent, I

cannot lell what might be the result.

Wheal sliould never be given alone. Chart',

*:|raw-cha(i is t)esl, serves to divide it, and ensures

complete tnasiication. 'J'hevvheai mixes betiervviih

the chad' when it is flattened with a pair oi' rollerp.

Boiled vviieat is in common use. It is boiled

wiih beans and chati, and generally li)rms the last '

leed, or the lasi bni one, at night, [t soon gets

sour, and makes the mangers of wood verj' lijul.

No more should be boiled nor given than will be

consumed belitre next morning. It should not be

boileil to a jellv. h should always be mixed with

ciiafl;

Tliehusk of wheat is very nsel'nl, and employed

in all town stables. It noes under several names,

ol which the principal are bran, and [jollard, hen-

meal, and irudiiings. 'J''here are two kinds, the

one much finer than the other. The coarsest is

most usually termed bran
;
pollard is supposed to

contain and to yield more nutriment ; but the di!-

lerence does not appear to be great.

JJraii is seldom given in its dry slate, but when
beans or peas Ibrm the bulk ol" corn, some dry

bran is added, lo make the horse masticate them,

and to correct the consiipaling propeity ct" these

article-.

£raii-mash is the usual (bod ot" sick horses ; it

relaxes the bowels. Its laxative property has

been supi)osed lo depend upon mechanical irrita-

lalion, which cannot be true, since bran is consti-

pating to dogs. It contains little nutriment, but

supplies the place ol" corn to an idle or a sick

horse, when lie must be kept low ; and it helps to

kee[) the bowels in order when the horse is con-

fined to hay without corn. The bran-mash is

given either cold or warm. Some horses like it

better in one way than another ; some will not eat

it when mashed, but will take it dry, and a It^w

seem to dislike it altogeiher. The cold bran-mash
is usually made with cold water; as much being

poured upon the bran as it will absorb. The warm
mash'xs made wiih boiling water. The mash should

bn closely covered up till cool enough to be eaten.

When oats, beans, and hay Ibrm the ordinary

leeding, it is usual to give a large bran-mash,
about hair a paill'ul once a week. It relaxes the

bowels, operating upon them very iipnily, and
clearing out their contents. In Scotlauil, road and
canal- horses work none on Sunday. On Saturday
niifht they iiet a bran mash insiead of their ordi-

nary feed of corn ; but when grasd or boiled meat
is in season, bran is not generally used in this

way. NVhen the horses are in liigh condition,

with bowels liable to constipation, the bran-mash
prevents any evil that nught arise from Sunday's
rest; but when low in flesh, doing all the work
they can bear, they can hardly aflbrd to lose a

meal, even though they rest on Sunday. If ihc

bowels be costive, ihc mash may be given, but

the corn should be given too ; not both together,

lor a bran-mash almost compels the horse to swal-
low his corn without mastication.

Many stableman add bran to the boiled food.

They seem to think its use indispensable; they
talk as if the food could not be eaten or not boiled

without the addition of bran. This is nonsense.
The food may be ofconslipating quality, and bran
will be wanted (o correct that ; or the horse''s health
or his work may make bran a useful article in his

food. JBut to give bran as nourishment to a horse

under ordinary circumstances, is to give him al-

most the dearest food he can live upon, even when
his work does not absolutely demand stronger

Ibod. A slnlling's worth of oats is a great deal

more nourishing than a shilling's worth of bran.

To the horse, tiran is just what gruel is to man
;

but the relative cost of tlie two is very diffierent.

IVheateii bread, either brown or while, is much
relished by nearly all horses. Occasionally it may
be given to a horse that 1ms been tired off his

appetite, or to an invalid. It should never be less

than iwenty-lbur hours old, and il should be given

only in small quantity. Eakers sometimes give

iheir horses a good deal of ii, but it ought to be

irixed wiih chaff. Some will not eat it till it is

mashed by pouring boiling water over it.

Buck-icheat, or brank, is hanlly known in this

country. Il is used on the con;inent, and the

horses are said to thrive on it. Young says that

a l)ushel goes farther than two of oats, and that,

mixed with at least linir times as much bran, one
bushel will be full feed for anv horse (or a week.
The author of ihe Farmer's Calendar thinks ho
has seen it produce a stupilying cflect ; and Bracy
Clarke says it appeared to him lobe very laxative.

In Holland and many parts of Germany and
Norway, it is made into a black bread, with which
the horses are led.

Maize or Indian-corn, is much used as a horse-

corn in America, and in various pans of Europe.

Cobbett recommended its introduction, and among
its other uses, spoke of horse-lijeding. I do not

know that it has been tried sufficiently to determine

whether it might be used with advantage during

a scarcity of other corn. Probably it ought to be

boiled and mixed wiih chatf, but horses eat it

greedily when raw. Bracy Clarke says it is apt

to clog the stomach and affect the (tjet in such a
singular way, that the hoofs frequently fall oiY

when the horse is on a journey. He alludes to

Ibunder, but seems irrnorant that any kind of corn,

when improperly <fiven, will protiuce the same
elfecf. Perhaps maize does it more readily.

" Rye is very generally employed as horse-corn

in North America. It is coarsely firound, and
sprinkled over straw and clover chaff, previously

wetted, by which means the whole mass is well

incorporated ; mastication also is so much assisted,

that no part is waited, and the condition of the

carriers' horses on the roads in Pennsylvania,

where they are universally l(?d in this way, and
are seldom lodged in a stable, proves the ex-

cellence of the practice. Rye is also used in Ger-
many, but generally in the shape of bread made
from the whole flour and bran ; and it is nor.

unusual, in travellings through some parts of that

country, and of Holland, to see the postilions help

themselves and their horses from the same loaf
"'*=

Beans.—There are several varieties ol'the bean
in use as horse-corn, but I do not know that one
is better than anoiher. The small plump bean is

preferred lo the large shrivelled kind. Whichever
be used, the beans should be old, sweet and sound.

New beans are indigestible and flatulent; they

produce colic, and founder very readily. They
should be at least a year old. Beans are olien ill-

harvested ; and wlien musty or mouldy, though
quite sweet internally, horses do not like ihem.

They are often attacked by an insect which con-

sumes much of the flour, and destroys the vilal-

Biitish Hus'iaiulry, vol. i.p. 711).
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ityof ilie rest. Tliti ravages oftlie insect, are

plain enough. The bean is excaviieii, ii^ht, brit-

tle, and hitler tasted. A lew in lliisslae may do
no harm ; but wiien the heans are t:jenerally in-

fecied, it is not likely thai they are eaten with im-
|)unity, and very oCien the horse rel'uses fheni al-

toirether. Damp, iiuisiy, ill-kept heans, thouijh

old, are as flatulent as those which are new. All

kinds are consiipalinir.

Tlioui/h in very freneral use for horses, beans
are not so extensively eiti ployed as oats. Accord-
ing to the chemists, they contain much lesf^ nutri-

ment ; but in practice it is universally allowed that

beans are much the stronuer ol' the two. The
comparison however, is almost always made in

relerence to a measured quantity. A bushel of

beans is, beyond all doubt, more nutritious than

a bushel of oats, but it is questionable whether
a pound of beans is stronger than a pound of

oats. Beans weigh about sixty-three pounds
per bushel, and if aiven in an oat measure the

horse may be getting nearly double allowance.

This, I am persuaded, o'ien happens, and hence
arise those complaints about the healing, inflam-

matory nature of beans. The horse becomes ple-

thoric ; the groom says the lumiors are flyinu about
him. It is very likely that he would be in the very

same state if he were getting an equal weight of

oats.

Ifihe beans do not afibrd more nutriment, weight
for weight ol"oats, they at least produce more lasting

vigor. To use a common expression, they keep the

stomach longer. The horse can travel further ; he
is not so soon exhausted. "I remember," says
Nimrod, "hearing Mr. Hoare exclaim, as his

hounds were seiiling to their fox, 'Now we shall

see what horses eat old oais, and what eat new.'

I am inclined to think that this distinction may be

applied to horses that eat beans, and those that

eat none, for they help to bring him home at the

end of a long day, and support his strength in the
j

run." I believe Nimrod is quite right. In the 1

coaching-stables beans are almost indispensab'e to
j

horses that have to run long stages. They aflord
j

a stronger and more permanent stimulus than oats

alone, however good. Washy horses, those of

slender carcass, cannot perform severe work with-

out a liberal allowance of beans, and old horses

need them more than the young. Tlie quantity

varies from three to six pounds per day, but in

some of the coaching-stables the horses get more,

a pound of oats being deducted for every pound ol

beans. Cart horses are often led on beans, to the

exclusion of all other corn, but they are always
given with dry bran, which is necessary to keep
the bowels open, and to ensure mastication. Beans
are not in general use (or race-horses, but are

sometimes given to bad eaters. They are usually

split and hulled, which is a superfluous process.

For old horses they should be broken or bruised.

Some horses will not eat beans. The Irish

horses, when first brought to this country, always
refuse them ; they invariably pick out the oats and
leave the beans. It does not appear that they dis-

like them, for after they begin, they leed as well

as other horses. Ultimately, they seem to dis-

cover that beans are for eating, although it is oi'ten

a long lime ere they make the discovery.

The horse however, may soon be taught. Let
him fiist lor an hour beyond the feeding-iime, and
then give him half a ration of beans without oats.

If he still reject them, offer them split or broken,
or moisten them, and R|)rinkle a litile oatmeal over
them, suilicieni to make the beans while. If he
still demur, put anoiher horse, a hungry one, be-
side him, and he will soon teach his ignorant
neiirhbor.

Jjcaii-meal, or flour, is sometimes added to the

boiletl /bod ; but it is oftener given in the water to

cure the staling-evil.

Peas are seldom used without beans, with
which they are mixed in large or small quantities.

They may be given wiihout either beans or other

corn, but much care is necessary to inure the horse

to them. Peas seem to be very indigestible, more
so than beans, and perhaps as much so as wheat

;

but when given very sfiaringly at first, they may
be used wiih perfect safety. It is often said that

peas swell so much in the stomach as to burst it.

This is an error. Peas do absorb much water,

and swell more perhaps than beans, but they
never swell so much as to burst the stomach, for

the horse cannot or will not eat such a large quan-
tity. When the stomach is burst it is Irom fer-

mentation, not from swelling of the peas. All

kinds of food will produce the same result when
the horse is permitted to gorge himself", or when
he is led in lull measure upon food that he has
not been accustomed to ; l>ut peas seem to he ra-

ther more apt to ferment than some other corns.

Peas should be sound, and a year old. They
weigh, on an average, sixty-lour pounds per bushel.

Pea-meal is sometimes given in the same way,
and for the same purposes as that of the bean.

Some prefer it for diabetes, and in a lew places it

is given in the water lor baiting on the road.

Vetch seed has been employed for feeding hoises,

but I have learned nolhinii of the result.

Bread.— In former times it was cuslomary to

feed horses with bread, and the statute-book is

said to contain several acts of parliament, relating

to the manner of making it. Gervase Markham,
a very old author, says, ''Horse bread vvliich is

made of clean beans, clean peas, or clean fitches,

leedelh exceedingly." It is not many years since

a bread, composed of wheat, oats, barley, and
beans, ground and mixed in varying proportions,

was used in the racing-stables. The bread was
well baked, and iiiven when sufficiently old to

crumble down and mingle with the corn. Eggs
and some spices were sometimes inlroduced in

making it. Nothing of the kind, so liir as I know,
is now used in this country.

In different parts of Europe bread forms the

customary corn of the horses. A French periodi-

cal of 1S28 mentions an agriculturist " who led his

horses with a bread composed of thirty bushels

of oatmeal, and an etpial number of rye-flour, to

which he added a portion of yeast, and nine

bushels of potatoes reduced to a pulp. With this

bread he kept seven horses, each having twelve
pounds per day in three feeds. It was broken into

small pieces, and mixed with a little moistened
chaff." He had fieed his horses in (his way for

'bur years. Previously, he had used oats, hay,

and straw chafl'. The translator says he saved
forty-nine bushels of oats in twenty-four days.

But this is nonsense, lor he had only seven horses.

I lake the quotation from " The Farrier and Na-
turalist," a dead journal.

The Magazine of Domestic Economy is not

mucii better. The February number for 183T
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tells us, that one Ion of oals made into bread

yickls more nutriment than six tons of the raw
ariicle, and that in Sweden this has been proved

by exfierienre. It has never been prov(»d in

Scotland, and I dare say ii never will. It is iriie,

however, that a bread composed of oatmeal and
rye, in ecjiial quantities, has lonii been us(>d for

horses in Sweden. It is brol\en down and mixed
wiiii cut siraw. It is in common use overdiHer-

ent parts of Germany. I cannot learn any par-

ticulars as to the mode of makinir, nor of the quan-
tity given nor ol the horses' condition. In France
many attempts have been made to produce n bread

that would wholly or partially supersede oats,

which seem to be comparatively precious on the

continent. BucU-wheat, rye, barley, wheat, and
potatoes have been tried in varying proportion,

and, according to several accounts, with success.

But it does not appear very distinctly why these

articles should be converted inio bread, which is a

costly process, rather than given raw or boiled. It is

indeed alleged that some of the constituent prin-

ciples are not diirestible until iliey have under-

gone fermentation ; and it may be so, but no proof

is shown that I have seen.

Linseed in small quantities, either whole or

ground, raw or boiled, is sometimes given to sick

horses. It is too nutritious for a levered horse,

but is very usel'jl lor a cough, and it makes the

skin loose and the coat glossy. Half a pint may
be mixed with the usual ii^ed every night. For a

coujih it should be boiled, and given in a bran

mash, to which two or three ounces of coarse su-

gar may be added.
Oil cake, ground and given in the boiled meat,

when not very rich, consisiing chiefly or entirely

of roots, is much stronger than bran, and stronger,

perhaps, than oatmeal seeds. Two to lour pounds
per day is the usual allowance. It makes the hair

glossj'. Horses seem to tire of it soon, but, the

tarmer will find it useful lor helping his horses

through the winter.

Hempsecd used to be given to racers a few days
before running. It was supposed to be invigorat-

ing and ''good for the wind." I believe it is not

now employed, except occasionally to stallions

during the travelling season. Some give lour or

six ounces every night.

Sugar.—Mr. Black, veterinary surgeon of the

14ih Light Dragoons, inlbrmed me that sugar
was tried as an article of horse lood during the

Peninsular war. The experiment was made at

the Brighton depot upon ten horses, during a

period of three months. Each got eight pounds
per day, at lour rations. They took lo if very
readily, and it was remarked tfial their coats be-

came fine, smooih, and glossy. They got no
corn, and only seven pounds ofhay, instead ofthe
ordinary allowance, which is twelve pounds. The
sugar seemed to supply the place of corn so well,

that it would probably have been given to the
horses abroad. But peace came, and the circum-
stances which rendered the use of sugar (or corn

desirable, ceased. The horses returned to their

usual diet; but several of those that were the
subjects of this experiment became crib-biters.

That the sugar might not be appropriated lo

other purposes, it was slightly scented with as-

aliptida, which did not produce any apparent effect

upon the horses.
•' Fruit, as gourds and sweet potatoes in

America ; f\as and chestnuts in Spain and Italy
;

apples in some parts of France ; and numerous
other fructified exotics, are occasionally employed
as food for horses."* Horse chestnuts, it is said,
" would probably Ibrm a valuable anicle of medi-
cinal Ibod (or horses. In Turkey the nuts are
(.'found, and mixed with other food ; and they are
regarded as a remedy (or broken wind, and ser-

viceable to horses troubled with couirhs."! Haics,
the fruit ofthe hawtliorn, have been employed by
West of Hampshire, as an anicle of (bod lor farm-
horses, Willi what profit I have not learned. " The
people of Medjid (ijed their horses regularly on
dates. At Deyrach, in the country ofthe Flassfe,

dates are mixed with the clover. Barley, however,
is the most usual (bod in all parts of Arabia. "J

Flesh.—The structure of the horse does not
seem adapted to the assimilation of animal food.

But some seem to have no dislike to it ; and it is

well to know that it may to a certain extent, sup-
ply the place of corn. I have seen iliem lick blood
repeatedly and greedily. Bracy Clarke says he
has " seen a wcll-attf^sted account in a magazine,
ofa colt that was in the habit of visiting a pantry
window which looked into his paddock, and of
stealing and eating mutton, beef, veal, and poultry.
Pork he seemed to reject. In the East Indies,

meat boiled to rags, to which is added some kinds
of grain and butter, is made into balls and forced
down the horse's throat.— Carpenter'' s Introduc.
to the Wars nf India. Also sheep's heads during
a campaign are boiled for horses in that country."§

" Whilcatthe stable of Mr. Mellings, of Wake-
field, the groom would let me see a flesh-eating
horse.- He brought about a pound of roasted beef
and as much raw bacon, which, he warmed. I

look away the hoise, while the groom put the
meat in one corner of the manger, and a leed of
oats in the other. I put in the horse and directed

his nose to the corn, but he daried from that to the
bacon, which he greedily <levoured. He then ate
his corn. The irroom said this horse would finish

the bone of a leg of mutton in a lew minutes, and
that roasted meat was his (iivorite dish. "|| The
wealthy people of Medjid frequently give fiesh to

their horses, raw as well as boiled, together with
ihe offals of the table. " I knew a man at Hainah
in Syria, who assured me that lie had ofien given
his horses washed meat afier a journey, to make
them endure it with greater (iicility. The same
person related to me, that, apprehensive of the
governor ofthe town taking a liking to his favorite

horse, he fed it lor a fortnight entirely on roasted
pork, which raised its mettle to such a height that
it became absolutely unmanageable, and could no
lontrer be an object o( de-sire lo the covernor."!!

Fish.—''In Iceland, ii is staled by Bulibn, that
dried fish is made the food of horses ; and my
friend William Bullock, senior, lately inlbrmed me
he saw them in the same practice in Norway."**
Eggs are someiimes given lo stallions in ihe

travelling season, (or exciting desire, and to other

* Blaine's Vet. Outlines, p. 94. London, 1S32.

t Cuinp. Grazier, p. 629. 1833.

X Past and present state ofthe English racer. Hook-
ham, 1S36.

§ Clarke, Pharmacop. Equina. Lend, 1833.

II
The Veterinarian, Vol. v. p. 25. Letter from Mr.

Garland, V. S. Wakefield.
II Past and piepent state of (he English racer. 183(>.

'* ii. Clarke, Pharm. Eq.
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horges for producing a smooth coal. They are

quite useless /or either purpose, at least as they are

given, only one or two al a time. IT ihey are to

(io any good the horse would need a dozen ol' them

or tliereat)oii:s, I should think. One or two, how-

ever, can have no good ell'ect. The egg i? chip-

ped, starred as they call it, all round, and given

raw, like a ball.

Several, many horses have been lost by the egg

sticking in the throat, and producing sufTocation.

If eggs must be given, let them be liroken and

mixed with a mash, or boiled hai'd and added to

the corn. But I see no need lor them in any

shape.
Milk.— In this country, milk is not used as an

article ol'lood lor grown up horses. Occasionully

it is given to stallions in the covering season. A
mash is made ol'milk, bran, and oil-cid-:e, ground

;

and in Ayrshire, whey is li-equenily given to stal-

lions as a drink. It is supposed to be "amatory
food." The Arabs, in traversing the Desert are

said to give iheir horses camels' milk wlien Ibrage

Jails. Major Denhatn, speaking of some bores

he met with among the Tiiioos, says— " two of

them were very handsome, though small ; and on

remarking their extreme liitness, I was not a litile

surprised to learn that they were led entirely on

camel's milk, corn bein<; too scarce and valuable

an article lor the Tibous to spare them. 'J'hey

drink it both sweet and sour; and animals in

higher condition 1 scarcely ever saw."*
Mares' Milk.—For the first six months of the

young horse's life, his principal (bod is mare's

rnilk. He begins to eat much sooner, but lew are

entirely weaned belbre this lime. Farm mares

are usually put to gentle work two or three weeks

after parturiiion. Her work should be moderate

and her diet subslaniial. She is olten treated as

if work could have no influence on the milk. When
she has much to do, the milk is neiiher irood nor

abundant, and the foal is half-starved. Tlie foal

is sometimes permitted to Ibllow his dam to the

field, where be may occasionally suckle her. This

renders the Ibal lamiliar, and at an early age recon-

.cileshim to sutijection,and it prevents engorgement

nf the udder. Bad weather, or the nature of the

mare's work, may forbid the practice. When the

mare comes home, the foal is put to suck her. In

some places, the milk is previously stripped on

the ground, and the udder baihed with cold water,

or vinegar and water. This is not necessary, it

is supposed that the milk is injured and pernicious

when the mare is over-heated ; but, in the first

place, her work should never be so severe as to

over-heat her ; and, in the second, the milk is no!

apparently altered when she is. Hard work will

diminish the quantity of milk, and render it less

nutritious, but it will do no more. It' the Ibal be

withheld till the udder be gorged and distended, a

little inflammation will take place, and the milk will

< be bad. In such case it is proper to draw off a

portion before the Ibal is put to it ; and it may also

he proper to bathe the udder with cold water. But
to empty it or to bathe it merely because the mare
Jias been perspiring, is absurd; and to neglect both

mare and Ibal till the udder needs such treatment

betrays very bad management.

* Denham's Travels in Africa.

THE HOLLOW HORN.—A FAIR OFFER.

From the Wayne Sentinel.

Within a few days we have heard several farm-

ers Irom the surrounding country complain that

their cattle have the hollow born. We have had
a liitle experience in the management of cattle,

and know something about ibis " hollow born."

and we are satisfied that it is nothing more nor

less than an aitendant, a sort of hanger-on, of that

worsi ol" all diseases among cattle, the hollow

belly. We know men who have cattle that during

the whole winier have been exposed to the '' piti-

less pellings" ofthe storms, vvitha snowdrift or an
ice cake lor a bed, and with nothing but a scanty

pittance of jirairie hay or musty straw lor Ibod, an<l

who now wonder that their caiile have the lioilow

horn ! The v/onder should lie that they have any
caMie liviiiix.

We will nud<e the Ibllowing proposals to all

those owning cattle. Keep them under shelier

(luring the storms and cold weaiher ol'next winter.

A hovel, built ofloiis and covered with coarse hay
or straw, standing in a dry place, is sufficient lor

this. Salt them twice a week regularly; give

them a sufficiency of wholesome provender, ami
water at all limes, and each of them a mess of po-

tatoes or turnips al least two or three times a week.
Keep your working cattle shod, ami it you work
them hard, leed and nurse them accordingly. Do
not beat them ; never let them stand in the cold

longer than is absolutely necessary; particulaily

when you drive them to lown with a load ol'iirain

or wood, or lor any other purpose ; do not let them
stand in the street hungry and shiverinir, hour

afier hour, while you are in a grocery drinking and
caiousiiiiT. Follow these directions liiirly, accord-

ing to their true intent arui meaning, and in the

spring we will enirage to pay lor all ihe damage
you have sustained by the " hollow horn."

HELIAKTHUS, OR SUN-FLOWER PLAJXT.

From the Madisoiiiaa.

We presume that it is not generally known that

this plant, which is often regarded as a worse than
useless cumberer of the ground, is cultivated ex-

tensively in some parts ol' the Untied States, and
turned to a very valuable account in a variety of

ways. The versatility of its powers, so to speak,

are even greater than the morusmuliicaulis. We
have belbre us a letter lion) a firm in Pennsylva-

nia which gives us some interesting facts, which
we think are worthy of publicity.

The oil derived from the sun-flowerseed is pret-

ty well known. Its excellence for fancy painting

and druggist use is said to be confirmed, and we
are even told that it is ecjual, if not superior to al-

mond or olive oil for table use. One acre of
ground will produce from forty to fifty bushels of

seed, and sometimes much more. Good seed will

produce a gallon of oil to the bushel, and the oil

has been sold at ^1 50 per gallon when flaxseed

oil stood at 00 cents. The refuse after the oil ia

expressed, is said to be a valuable food for cattle.

The leaf is manufactured into cigars of a mild

pleasant flavor, possessing, as it is said, powerful

pectoral properties, highly commended by physi-

cians in many diseases ofthe chest. The leaves.
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properl}' cured, will bring from five to fifteen ccnis

per pound.
Tile sialic, wlien stripped of tiie leaf and seed,

may be burnt, and a superior alkali made irom the

ashes.

The comb of the seed, or properly the filamenls

of the flower, is excellent feed for cattle or hogs.

The helianthusis cultivated in the vicinity of
York, (Penn.) and a gentleman in 1S37, cultivated

one hundred acres.

Extract from llie "Essay on Calcareous Manures."

RECAPITUbATIOIV OF THK EFFECTS OF CALCA-
REOUS MANURES, AND DIRECTIONS FOR
THEIR MOST PROFITABLE APPLICATION.

Under like circumstances in other respects, the

benefit derived from marling will be in proportion

to thequantity ofvegelable oroiher putrescent mat-
ter given to the soil. It is essential that the culti-

vation should be mild, and that no grazing be per-

mitted on poor lands. Whereverfarm-yard manure
is used, the land should be marled heavily, and if

the marl is applied first, so much the better. The
one manure cannot act b}^ fixing the other, except
so far as they are in contact, and both well mixed
with the soil.

On galled spots, from which all the soil has been
ivashcd, and where no plant can live, the applica-

tion of marl alone is utterly useless. Putrescent
manures alone would there have but little effect,

unless in great quantity, and would soon be all

lost. But marl and putrescent matter together
serve to l()rm a new soil, and thus both are brought
into useful action ; the marl is made active, and
the putrescent manure permanent. The only per-

fect cures that I have been able to make, at one
operation, of galls produced upon a barren subsoil,

were by applying a heavy dressing of both calca-

reous and putrescent manures together ; and this

method may be relied on as certainly effectual.

But though a fertile soil may thus be created, and
fixed durably on galls otherwise irreclaimable, the

cost will generall}' exceed the value of the land

recovered, from the great quantity of putrescent

matter required. Much of our acid hilly land

has been deprived, by washing, of a considerabe

portion of its natural soil, though not yet made
entirely barren. The foregoing remarks equally

apply to this kind of land, to the extent that its

soil has been carried off. It will be profitable to

apply marl to such land—but its effect will be di-

minished, in proportion to the previous removal of

the soil. Calcareous soils are much less apt to

wash than other kinds, from the diflerence of tex-

ture. When a field that has been injured by
washing is marled, within a few years after many
of the old gulleys will begin to produce vegetation,

and show a soil gradually forming from the dead
vegetables brought there by winds and rains, al-

though no means should have been used to aid

this operation.

The effect of marling will be much lessened by
the soil being kept under exhausting cultivation.

Such were the circumstances under which we may
suppose that marl was tried and abandoned many
years ago, in the case referred to in page 37. Pro-
ceeding upon the false supposition thai marl was
to enrich by direct action, it is most probable that

Vol. Vin.-61

it was applied to some of the poorest, and most
exhausted land, lor the purpose of giving the ma-
nure a " fair trial." The disappointment of such
ill-founded expectations, was a sufficient reason
for the experiment not being repeated, or being
scarcely ever referred to again, except as evidence
of the worthlessnesa of marl. Yet with proper
views of the action of this manure, this experi-

ment might at first have as well proved the early

efficacy and value of marl, as it now does its du-
rability.

When acid soils are equally poor, the increase
of the first crop from marling will be greater on
sandy, than on clay soils ; though the latter, by
heavier dressings and longer time, may ultimately

become the best land, at least for wheat and for

grass. The more acid the growth of any soil is,

or would be, if suffered to stand, the more increase
of crop may be expected from marl ; which is di-

rectly the reverse of" the effects of putrescent ma-
nures. The increase of the first crop on worn acid

soil, 1 have never known under fifty percent., and
more often is as much as one hundred—and the
improvement continues to increase, under mild till-

age, to three or four times the original product of
the land, [See Exp, 11, page 46, and Exp, 4
and 6.] In this, and other general statements of
effects, I suppose the land to bear not more than
two grain crops in four years, and not to be sub-
jected to grazing—and that a sufficient cover of
marl has been laid on for use, and not enough to

cause disease. It is true, that it is difficult, if not

impossible, to fix that proper medium, varying as

it may on every change of soil, of situation, and
of the kind of marl. But whatever error may be
made in the proportion of marl applied, let it be
on the side of light dressing, (except where pu-
trescent manures are also laid on, or designed to

be laid on before the next course of crops begins)

—and if less increase of crops is gained to the acre,

the cost and labor of marling will be lessened in a
still greater proportion, H] after tillage has served
to mix the marl well with the soil, sorrel should

still show to any extent, it will sufficiently indicate

that not enough marl had been applied, and that

it may be added to, safely and profitably. If the

nature of the soil, its condition and treatment, and
the strength of the marl, all were known, it would
be easy to direct the amount of a suitable dress-

ing; but without knowing these circumstances, it

will be safest to give two hundred and fifty, or

three hundred bushels to the acre of worn acid

soils, and at least twice as much to newly cleared,

or well manured I&nd. Besides avoiding danger,

it is more profitable to marl lightly at first on weak
lands. If a farmer can carry out only ten thousand
bushels of marl in a year, he will derive more pro-

duct, and confer a greater amount of improve-
ment, by spreading it over forty acres of the land

intended for his next crop, than on twenty, though
the increase to the acre would probably be great-

est in the latter case. By the lighter dressing, the

land of the whole farm will be marled, and be
storing up vegetable matter for its progressive im-
provement, in half the lime that it could be marled

at double the rate.

The greater part ofthe calcareous earth applied

at one time cannot begin to act as maiiure before

several years have passed, owing to the coarse

state of many of the shells, and the want of tho-

roughly mixing them with the soil. Therefore, if
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enough marl is applied to obtain its full effect on
the first course ol' crops, there will certainly be loo

much alterwards.

Perhaps the areatest profit to be derived from

marlinir, though not the most apparent, is on such
polls a~ are lull ol' vvasiint; veixetuble niaiier. IJere

the effect is most!}' preservative, and the benefii

and profit may he <rreat, even though the increase

of crop may I'e very inconpiderabie. Putrescent

manure laid on any acid Foil, or the naiural vei^e-

tahle cover of ilinse newly cleared, wiiiiout marl,

would soon he lost, and the crops reduced to one
half, or less. But when marl is previously applied,

this waste of leriility is prevented; and the esti-

mate of benefit should not only include the actual

increase o!" crop caused by marlins;, but as much
more as the amount of the diminution, which would
otherwise have lollowed. Every intended clearincr

of woodland, and especially of that under a second
growlh ol'pines, ought to be marled belbre cutlinrr

down—and it will be still better, if it can be done
several years belbre. If the application is delayed
until the new land is brought under cultivation,

though much putrescent matter will be saved,
still more must be wasted. By using marl some
years before obtaining a crop fiom it, as many
more successive growths ofleaves will be convert-
ed to useful manure, and fixed in the soil—and the
increased fertility will more than compensate (or

the delay. By such an operation, we make a loan
to the soil, with a distant time for pay ment, but on
ample security, and at u high rate of compound
in4erpst.

Some experienced cultivators have believed that
the most profitable way to manage pine old fields

when cleared of their second growth, was to cul-

tivate them every year, until worn out—because,
as they said, such land would not last much long-
er, no matter how mildly treated. This opinion,

which seems so absurd, and in opposition to all

the received rules lor good husbandry, is consider-
ably supported by the properties which are here
ascribed to such soils. When these lands are first

cut down, an immense quantity of vegetable mat-
lerjs accumulated on the surlace—which, not-

withstanding its accompanying acid quality, is

capable of making two or three crops nearly or
qtiite as good as the land was ever able to bring.

But as the soil has no power to retain this veirela-

ble matter, it will begin rapidly to decompose and
waste, as soon as exposed to the sun, and will be
lost, except so much as is caught while escaping,
by the roots of groiving crops. The previous ap-
plication of marl, would make it profitable in

ihese, as well as other cases, to adopt a mild and
meliorating course of tillage.

Less improvement will be obtained by marlinff

worn soils of the kind called "free liirht land,"
than other acid soils which originally produced
much more sparinrrly. The early productiveness
of this kind of soil, and its rapid exhaustion by
cultivation, at first view seem to contradict the
opinion, that durability and the ease of improving
by putrescent manures are proportioned to the

matural fertility of the soil. But a full considera-

tion ol circumstances will show that no such con-
sradiction exists.

In defining the term 'natural fertility, it was
stated that it should not be measured by the ear-

liest products of a new soil, which might be either

much reduced, or increased, by temporary causes.

The early fertility of free light land is so rapidiJy

destroyed, as to takeaway all ground (or consider-
ing it as fixed in, and belonging to the soil. It is

1 ke the eflipcl of dung on the same land alierwarde,
which throws out all its efl'ect in the course of one
or two years, and leaves the land as poor as be-

fore. Bui still ii npeds explanation why so much
productiveness can at first he exerted by any acid
soil, as iij those described in the 14ih experiment.
The cause may be louiid in the loilowinir reasons,
Thes^e soils, and af-o their subsoil.-, are principally

com|)osed of coarse sand, which makes them of
more open texture than best suits pine, and (when
rich enough) more liivorable to other trees, the
leaves of which have no natural acid, and there-

fore decompose more readi!y\ As liist as the fallen

leaves rot, they are of course exposed to waste

—

but the rains convey much of their finer parts

down into the open soil, where the less degree of
heat retards their final decomposition. Still this

enriching matter is liable to be further decomposed
and to final waste: but though continually wast-
ing, it is also continually added to by the rotting

leaves above. The shelter of the upper coat of
unrotted leaves, and the shade of the trees, cause
the first, as well as the last stages of decomposition
to proceed slowly, and to fiavor the mechanical
process of the products being mixed with the soil.

But there is no chemical union of the vegetable
matter with the soil. When the land is cleared,

and opened by the plough, the decomposition oT
all the accumulated vegetable matter is hastened
by the increased action of sun and air, and in a
short time converts every thing into fond for plants.

This abundant supply suffices, to produce two or

three fine crops. But now, the moat fruitful

source of vegetable matter has been cut of}'—and
the soil is kept so heated (by its 0( en texture) as
to be unable to hold enriching matters, even if

they were furnished. The laud soon becomes
poor, and must remain so, as long as these causes
operate, even though cultivated under the mildest

rotation. When the transient fertilit}' of such a
soil is gone, its acid qualities (which were before

concealed in some measure by so much enriching

matter,) become evident. Sorrel and broom grass

cover the land— and if allowed to stand, pines will

take complete possession, because the poverty of
the soil leaves them no rival to contend with.

Marling deepens cultivated sandy soils, even
lower than the plough may have penetrated. This
was an unexpected result, and when first observed,

seemed scarcely credible. But this effect also is a
consequence of the power of calcareous earth to

fix manures. As stated in the foregoing para-
graph, the soluble and finely divided particles of
rotted vegetable matters are carried by the rains

below the soil ; but as there is no calcareous earth

there to fix them, they must again rise in a gase-
ous form, after their last decomposition, unless pre-

viously taken up by growing plants. But aller

the soil is marled, calcareous as well as putrescent

matter is carried down by the rains as far as the

soil is open enough for them to pass. This will

always be as deep as the ploughing has been, and
in loose earth, somewhat deeper—and the chemi-
cal union formed between these difierent sub-
stances serves to fix both, and thus increases the

depth of the soil. This effect is very different

from the deepening of the soil by letting the plough
run into the barren subsoil. If by this mechani-
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cal process, a soil ofonly three inclies is increased

to five, aa mucii as il gains in depih, it looses in

richness. But wlicn a niarleJ soil is deepened
gradually, its daric color and apparent richness is

increased, as well as iis depth. Formerly einj^le-

Jiorse ploughs were used to break all my acid soils,

and even ihey would ollen turn up subsoil. The
avera<re depth off-oil on old land did not exceed
three inches, nor two on llie newly cleared. Even
belore marlina was commenced, my plougliinjj

had generally sunk into the subsoil—and since

1825, most of this originally thin soil has required

three mules, or two good liorses to a plough, to

break the necessary dt-pth. The soil is now irom
five to seven inches deep generally, Irom the joint

operation ol'marling and deepening the ploughing
a little in the beginning of every course of crops.

How destructive to the power of soil this depth
of ploughing would iiave been, without marling,

may be inferred Irom the continued decrease ol

the crop, through lour successive courses ol'a very
mild rotation, on the spot kept without marl in ex-

periment 10. Yet th(! depth of ploughmg there

did not exceed six inches, and depths of nine and
even twelve inches were tried, without injury, on
parts of the adjacent marled land.

Besides the general benefit which marling
causes equally to all crops, by making the soils

(hey grow on richer and more productive, there

are other particular benefits which affect some
plants more than others. For example, marling
serves to make soils warmer, and thereby hastens

the ripening of every crop, more than would take

place on the like soils, il made equally produc-

tive by other than calcareous manures. This
quality of marled land is highly important to col-

ton, as our summers are not long enough to ma-
ture the later pods. Wheat also derives especial

benefit from the warmth thus added to the soil : it

is enabled better to withstand the severe cold of

winter; and even the short lime by which its

ripening is forwarded by marling, serves very

much to lessen the danger of the crop from rust.

Wheat also profits by the absorbent power of
marled land, (by which sands acquire, to some ex-

tent, the best qualities of clays,) thoujzh less so

than clover and other grasses that flourish best in

a moist climate. Indian corn does not need more
time for maturing than our summers afford (except

on the poorest land,) and can sustain much
drought without injury; and therefore is less aided

by these qualities of marled land. Most (if not

all) the different plants of the pea kind, and all

the varieties of clover, derive such remarkable

benefit fiom mirling, that it must be caused by
some peculiarity in the nature of those plants.

Perhaps a large portion of calcareous earth is ne-

cessary as part of' their food, to aid in the forma-

tion of the substance of plants as well as to pre-

serve their healthv existence.

On acid soils without manure it is scarcely pos-

siblfe to raise red clover—and even with es'ery aid

from putrescent manure, the crop will be both un-

certain and uriprofiiable. The recommendation of

this grass as part of a general system of cultiva-

tion and improvement, by the author ol"^/-fl<or," is

sufficient to prove that his improvements were
made on soils lar better than such as are general.

Almost every zealous cultivator and improver (in

prospect) of acid soil has been induced to attempt
clover culture, either by the recommendations of

writers on this grass, or by the success witnessed
on better constituted soils elsewhere. The utmost
that has been gained by any of these numerous
efforts, has been sometimes to olitain one, or at
most two mowings, of middlmg clover, on some
very rich lot, which had been prepared in the most
perfect manner by the previous cultivation of to-

bacco. Even in such situations, this degree of
success could only be obtained by the concurrence
of the most fiu'orable seasons. Severe cold, and
sudden alternations of temperature in winter and
spring, and the spells of hot and dry weather
which we usually have in surtimer, were alike fa-
tal to the growtli of clover, on so unfriendly a soil.

The lf;w examples of partial success never served
to pay Ibr the more frequent fiiilures and losses ;

and a lew years" trial would convince the most
ardent, or the most obstinate advocate for the clo-
ver husbandry, that is introduction on the great
body of land in Lower Virginia, was absolutely-

impossible. Siill the general liiilure was by com-
mon consent attributed to any thing but the true
cause. There was always some reason offered for

each particular failure, sufficient to produce it, and
but for which (it was supposed) a crop miffht
have been raised. Either the young plants were
killed by freezing soon after first springing from
the seed—or a drought occurred when the crop
was most exposed to the sun, by reaping the shel-
tering crop of wheat—or native and hardy weeds
overran the crop—and all such ilisasters, were sup-
posed to be increased in force, and rendered gene-
rally fatal, by our sand soil, and hot and dry sum-
mers. But after the true evil, the acid nature of
the soil, is removed by marling, clover ceases to be
a feeble exotic. It is at once naturalized on our
soil, and is able to contend with rival plants, and to

undergo every severity and change of season, aa
safely as our crops of corn and wheat—and uffera

to our acceptance the fruition of those hopes of
profit and improvement from clover, with which
heretofore we have only been deluded.

After much waste of seed and labor, and 5'ear3

of disappointed efforts, I abandoned clover as
utterly hopeless. But after marling the fields on
which the raising of clover had been vainly at-

ten)pted, there arose from its scailered and feeble

remains, a growth which served to prove that ita

cultivation would then be safe and profitable. It

has since been gradually extended nearly over all

the fields. It will stand well, and maintain a
healthy grotTth on the poorest marled land : but
the crop is Ion scanty for mowing, or perhaps for

profit ofany kind, on most sandy soils, unless aided
by gypsum. Newly cleared lands yield better

clover than the old, though the latter may produce
as heavy grain crops. The remarkal)le crops of
clover raised on very poor clay soils, after marling,

have been already described. This grass, even
without gypsum, and still more if aided by that

manure, may add greatly to the improving power
of marl : but it will do more harm than service, if

we greedily take from the soil too large a share of

the supply of putrescent matter which it affords.

Seme other plan's, less welcome than clover, are

equally favored by marling. Greensward, blue

grass, wire grass, and partridge pen, will soon in-

crease po as to be not less impediments to tillage,

than evidences of an entire change in the charac-

ter and power of the soil.

If the foregoing views may be confided in, the
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general course most proper lo pursue in using cal-

careous manures may thence be deduced without

difficulty. But as I have found, since the publi-

cation of the first edition of this essay, ;hat many
persons still ask for more special directions ro guide

their operations, and as all such difficulties may
not be entirely obviated even by the more full de-

tails now given, 1 will here add the Ibllowing di-

rections, at the risk of their being considered su-

perfluous. These directions, like all the foregoing

reasoning, may apply generally, if not entirely, lo

the use of all kinds of calcareous manures, and to

soils in various regiohs : but to avoid too wide a

range, I shall consider them as applied particularly

to the poor lands, and to the fossil shells, or marl,

of the tide- water region, and addressed to persons

who arc just commencing their improvements.
As the cheapest mode of furnishing vegetable

matter to land intended to be marled and cultivat-

exl, no grazing should be permitted. It is nest to

put the marl on the grass previous to ploughing

the field for corn, as the early effect of this manure
is greatest when it has been placed in contact with

the vegetable matter. But this advantage is not

so great as to induce the ploughing lo be delayed,

or to stop the marling after that operation. When
the marl is spread upon the ploughed surface, it

can be better mixed with the soil, by the cultiva-

tion of the crop—and this advantage in some mea-
sure compensates lor the loss of that which would
have been obtained from an earlier application on

the sod. If marl is ploughed in, it should not be

so deeply as to prevent its being mixed with the

Boil, speedily and thoroughly, by the subsequent

tillage. To make sure of equal distribution, the

marl should be spread regularly over the surface.

From neglect in this respect, a dressing of marl is

often too thin in many places to have its proper ef-

fect, and in others, so thick as to prove injurious.

Hence it is that marl-burnt stalks of corn, and
tufts ol' aorrel are sometimes seen on the same
acre.

After the first year, the farmer may generally

marl fast enough to keep ahead of his cultivation:

and even though he should reduce the space of

his tillage to one-half, it will be best for him not to

put an acre in corn without its being marled. Fif-

ty acres can generally be both marled and tilled, as

cheaply as one hundred can be tilled without marl-

ing ; and the fifty will produce as much as the hun-
dred, in the first course of crops, and much more
afterwards.

That rotation of crops which gives most vege-
table matter to the soil, is best to aid the effect of
marl recently applied. The four-shift rotation is

convenient in this respect, because two or three
years of rest may be given in each course of the
rotation at first, upon the poorest land ; and the
number of exhausting crops may be increased
first to two, then to three in the rotation, as the
soil advances to its highest state of productiveaess.

After marling, clover should be sown, and gyp-
8um on the clover. On poor, though marled land,
of course only a poor growth of clover can be ex-
pected ; but wherever other manures are given,
and especially if gypsum is found to act Well, the
crop of clover becomes a most important part of

the improvement by marling. Without clover,
and without returning the greater part of its pro-
duct to the soil, the great value of raarlingwill not
be seen. A small proportion of the clover may be

used as food for cattle ; and in a few years this

small share will far exceed all the grass that the
fields furnished before marling, and the limitation

of grazing. What is at first considered as lessen-

ing the /bod of grazing stock, and their products,

within a Cew years becomes the source of a far

more abundant supply.

During the first few years of marling, but little

attention can (or ou<xhtto) be given to making pu-
trescent manures, because the soil much more
needs calcareous manure—and three acres may
generally be supplied with the latter, as cheaply as
one with the former. But putrescent manures
cannot any where be used to so much advantage,
as upon poor soils made calcareous, and noliirmer
can make and apply vegetable matter as manure
to greater profit than he who has marled his poor
fields, and can then withdraw his^labor from ap-
plying the more to the less profitable manure. Af-
ter the farm lias been marled over at the light rale

recommended at first, every effort should be made
to accumulate and apply vegetable manures, and
with their gradual extension over the fields a se-

cond application of marl may be made, making
the whole quantity in both the first and second
marling, 500 or 600 bushels to the acre, or even
more, which would have been hurtful if given at

first, but which will now be not only harmless, but
necessary to fix and retain so much putrescent
and nutritive matter in the soil.

If the course here advised is pursued on poor
and acid soils, the products will be generally dou-
bled in the first course of the rotation— often in the
first crop immediately following the marling : and
the original product may be expected to be tripled

by the third return of the rotation. This will be
from merely applying marl in sufficient (and not

excessive) quantities, and giving the land two
years' rest in four, without grazing. But with the

aid of farm-yard and other putrescent manures,
and of clover, both of which should be largely in

use during the second course of crops, still greater

returns may be obtained.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE EARf.IEST MARLED
DISTRICT OF PRINCE GEORGE COUNTY,

Introductory to Queries and Answers in regard \o

the marling there.

BY THE EDITOR.

The portion of Prince George county to which
the following observations apply, is of very uni-
lorm character. It lies between Powell's creek and
Bailey's creek, which empty into James river

about 8 miles apart. The head-stream of Powell's
creek, the Birchen swamp, or rather its eastern
slope, may be considered as the eastern boundary,
and the western is the Branchester mill stream, or
eastern source of Bailey's creek. A line connect-
ing the head springs of these two streams is the
southern limit. James river forms the northern.
The space included is from 7 to 9 miles across in

both diameters.

There are numerous smaller streams and rivu-
lets, besides the two already named ; and they are
generally bordered by strips of alluvial low-ground,
of sizes proportioned to the streams, and varying
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from 10 yards, or even less, to 80, or rarely 100,

where widest. These lands are si'^jdy, but ori-

ginally very rich ; and, excepting so'l'e of the river

lianks and borders, were the only really rich land

in this district, or in the county. From these nar-

row low-grounds, the land rises in hill-sides, gene-
rally not loo sleep for the plough, to the summit
ridges, which are 80 or 100 [eel higher than the

streams. The highest, or ridge land, was origin-

ally poor and acid soil, bearing pines principally,

with some oak, and whortleberry bushes. The
slopes between these extremes of elevation form the

greater part of all the surface. They are lighter,

and originally much richer than the ridges, though
far from being good, and still less are they durable

land. This kind is generally what was called

"free light land."

The table land generally approaches the river

very nearly without much diminution of height,

being 80 to 100 feet above the tide-water. But
the otherwise general level is broken by many
deep and narrow valleys, or glens, wiih very
precipitous sides, and which extend backward
from the river, rarely more than half a mile,

and generally not so far. Just as i\\r as these

deep natural ravines extend, was the land ori-

ginally of much better quality than beyond,
where the soil is that of the poor ridges. Within
the extent of the ravines, the soil is usually belter

as the river is approached; and, lor a small space,

near the extremity of the table land, the original

quality was very fertile.

A still more striking peculiarity of this district,

and precisely limited by the two creeks, is the

space between the table land and the river. This
strip, varying in width from 20, or less, to more
than 150 yards, and more than 10 miles in its cir-

cuitous length, may be designated as the broken
banks of the river. This strip is a succession of

irregular natural terraces, descending tiom the ta-

ble land to the river, by several precifutous hill-

sides, between which the narrow strips of land are

either level, or rising in the direction opposite to

that of the general declivity.

This strip of land has generally been long
cleared, and greatly exhausted. A part on Cog-
gins' Point farm was cleared by myself, and a nar-

row strip still remains under its original forest

growth ; and both, as well as smaller spots else-

where, show great fertility of soil. But though
this must have been the general character of the

whole, still, even in the virgin land, there were
liequent and sudden transitions from one kind of

soil to another the most different in ch.aracfer.

The soil generally is a rich, dark, sandy, and
sometimes gravelly loam ; hut, from this, a distance
of ten yards will often bring the observer to a
barren sand, sometimes silicious and sometimes
calcareous, or barren ciny, or to naked shell marl,
PS barren as either. Tiiese sudden changes were
to me for a long time incomprehensible, as well as
the singular shape of the surface, until both were
explained by later observfition. Not more than 12
years ago, there occurred on the adjacent higher
ground of the Tarbay liirm, two cases of " land-
slips" on subsidence and moving of the surficc,
which clearly showed that all the extent of broken
banks had been formed in remote times in the
same manner. Hence the broken strata, and the
perpendicular termination of each, and every stra-
tum being brought somewhere to the surface.

Under the whole of this curious strip lies shell

marl, of a dintry) yellowish-white color, and the
shells, or their fragments, mixed with a large pro-

portion of coarse sand. The beds are generally
soft and easy to dig, owinir to the great quantities

of sand. Under this marl throughout lies a lower
bed, of unknown depth, of what was originally

similar marl, but which now has remaining not a
particle of shell, or calcareous matter. This is the

great body of what I called "gypseous earth," in

my account of it at page 207 of Vol. I. of Farmers'
Register, and which is called the " green-sand" for-

mation, in the reports of the geological survey since

made.
These remarkable broken baidcs, (fiir more va-

luable than all the unbroken banks, if any deserve
now to be so considered,) though requiring this

notice because of their singular character, form
but a very small portion of the surface of this dis-

trict; and the good table lands adjoining make not
much more.

It would be difficult to conceive any connexion
between the existence of ihe deep and steep-sided

glens which stretch back from the river, and the
better qualify of the close adjacent table land

;
yet

they are always found together. In speaking of
one of the firms, Tarbaj', many years ago, I said

it was a great pity that the otherwise level high-
land should be so much cut up by Ihe deep river

ravines. An old and observant farmer, to whom
I addressed the remark, answered that, on the

contrary, he thought it was to be regretted that
the ravines did not extend back much farther; as

it was certain that the good land ceased with them,
and that all from immediately beyond them was to-

tally worthless.

The sides of these glens present the most pre-
cipitous natural suiface to be found in the lower
country; and in that respect are more like moun-
tain lands than any thing below. They cut
through the different horizontal strata, and of
course present sections of soil of various textures

and qualities. But all the surface is fertile at first

under cultivation, and continues so until the soil is

washed off; and belbre clearing, the whole of
these steep lands were covered with a magnificent
forest growth, of different kinds of trees indicative

of fertile soil.

But for the existence of these deep ravines, and
of the broken banks of the river, both of which
have been produced subsequently to the general
formation, the high river lands might generally be
termed level. And both in that view, and in the
actual variation from the original level, these lands
offer a very strong contrast to the surface of all

others back from the river. The latter are no where
level, except on the summit ridges, and in the nar-

row low-grounds. The much larger proportion of

intervening lands, and which I have above and
elsewhere calleil slopes, are gently, though va-
riously, inclined, and are rarely too steep to be sub-

jected to the plough, but steep enough to be
greatly and generally washed, deprived of soil, and
gullied, by the abuse of tillage. When first

cleared, nearly all these slopes, and of course

much the greater part of the whole district under
consideration, was what was called in common
parlance " good land ;" that is, it was productive,

(comparatively, at least,) for a few years. But
nearly all soon lost this early value, and the land

remained poor afterwards, and hopeless of improve-
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ment, until the discovery and use of its now great

means lur iniproveiiieni, shell marl.*

Shell marl is visible on some low part of almost

every hirm in this region, and on all the iribuiary

streams ol' Powell's creek. Yet all the hmd sur-

ronndino; anci drained by the next larse tide-water

creek below (Ward's creek) is believed to be des-

titute ofmarl. The same ab.-ence ol'marl is in the

basin of the Appomattox river, wliich is the next

tributary of James river above Bailey's creek.

Again, on the several streams which rise in this

county south of the creek spoken olj and which
flow to Blackwater river, and thence to the waters

of North Carolinii, marl has recenily been found

in abundance, tliough not known to exist there,

near the surliice, or wiiere accessible, until within

the few last years. From the different character

of the surface of the land on these waters, the

greater extent ol' poor ridge, and of level and yet

unexhausted, tliough naturally poor land, this re-

gion is greatly more fitted to be improved by marl

than the district which is the particular suliject of

consideration here. It is very certain, that the

originally poor and acid ridge land is more im-

proved by marling, and yields more profit from

that improvement, than the "free light land," or

slopes of much better original rate of productive-

ness.

When I first became a proprietor and cultivator

in this neighborhood, (where also I had been
born and reared,) nearly all the slopes liad been
cleared, and worn down to a product sometimes of

ten bushels of corn per acre, or three or fou.- of

wheat, and more generally of five bushels of corn,

and no wheat. 1 speak ol land still kept in culti-

vation ; for much had been turned out, as siill

more worthless, to grow up again in pines. The
little better land oflf the river consisted of a small

quantity of manured tobacco lots around the houses,

perhaps rather more of the narrow low irrounds or

small streams, and annual clearings ofnew ground,

of slope land, as long as any such wood-land
was left to be cut down. The level ridge land

was counted as worthless, and was not cleared

except where there was no belter. A very high
comparative estimate of value was placed on these

narrow low-grounds, because they were almost the

only rich natural land. I remember to have heard
the Bonaccord liirm spoken ol'I'requently in Ibrmer

liiTies as one of the best inland tracts a the coun-
ty, because " it had such beautiful low-grounds."
Tlie farm, of more than 400 acres of arable land,

then had, as part ofit, about 50 acres ofthe Birchen
swamp, of the general quality before described,

rich, but sandy, subject to oveillow by eveiy heavy
rain, and altogether badly drained and cultivated,

and very uncerlain in product. Still, this small
proportion of belter soil gave character and repu-

tation to the whole farm, and compensated, in

common opinion, lor the great poverty of 500 to

GOO acres of high-land. Now, and for some years
back, the high-land is generally marled; and so supe-
rior is its value to the Ibrrnerly highly prized low-
grounds, that the proprietors would gladly have
the low-grounds substituted by as much of the
poorest ridffe land, if convenient (o be marled.

* The peculiarities of the " free light land" of the
slopes, as well as of the level summit " ridges," have
been also treated of by the writer, at pages 11 and 54
of the ' Essay on Calcareous Manures,' and at page
16.8 of this volume of Farmers' Register.

Yet the low-grounds are better drained and better

tilled than f-^^merly, and, therefore, doubtless of
greater prou'^'Vive value.

Such, for the greater part, were all the farms of
this neighborhood. Those on the river had more
or less of the richer river banks, both the broken
and the high. Some, both on and ofl the river,

had more or iess of the narrow low-grounds for-

merly raled so high, and which now are almost
deemed an objection to any pro[iertj\ But the

greater pari, and sometimes nearly the whole of
every farm, was of the mean and worn high-land
above described.

Jt was under these very disadvantageous cir-

cumstances, that in January 1818 tlie use ofmarl
was first commenced successfully by myself, and
thereafter continued regularly, on Coggins' Point
farm, my then residence and sole properly. At
first, general doubt, or incredulity, as to the value
of the efl'ects, caused other persons lo be slow and
hesitating in fjllowing my example ; and, even
when they became eufliciently confident, ignorance

of the mode of operation of the manure, and the

consequent want of judgment in its use, caused
the practice to be but, little beneficial. Hence,
nearly all the early practice was more or less

wrong, and, in part, either unproductive, or injurious;

and it is in the labors of the late beginners, (late

because either not before possessing the land, or not

having discovered marl earlier thereon,) that the

most rapid progress and best of early results are

to be seen. Still, every one's practice is defective
;

and not one, (and I except not myself,) has pur-

sued fully the proper course to gain the best pro-

fits from marling. Hence, the evidence now to

be drawn, and such as will be presented, from the

earliest practice, and that which only can show the

durable efiiects of iTiarl, is by no means so strong aa

will hereafter be the experience of persons who
have more recently begun the use, and in a more
judicious manner, became better informed as to

the benefits, and warned, by the errors and losses

of the early operators, against following their bad
example.
But the general injudicious procedure of the

early marlers is not to be wondered at. In truth,

there was not, and is not yet, a single good farmer

in the whole district. There are, indeed, a large

proportion of the proprietors who, since they be-

gan lo marl, have greatly unproved their land, and
greatly increased iheir income and properly. But
still there is seen every where, without exception,

want of economy, of skill and management in

practice, and want of general knowledge of, or

regard to, the true principles of agriculture.

Such was the land, and such are the proprietora

whose practice and results in regard to marling

are set forth in the answers to the queries which
will follow. And this general statement will per-

haps suffice to show clearly, even to those who
have no personal acquaintance with the land and
its circumstances, that the true estimate of the va- .

lue of marl as manure, and of the intrinsic value

of land lo which marl can be easily applied, are

not to be measured or limiied by the amount of

effects produced and now remaining in thisdisirict,

or by the profits actually secured by the cultiva-

tors
;
great as are the actual improvements, and

profits thence derived.

Good and bad land, or fertility and worthlees-

ness of soils, are comparative terms ; and lo uii-
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dcrstand Iheir force we should always consider the
I

increasing on former products, on a general ave-
general circumstances of the region where they rai^e of his farming, by leriiiizalion. "if it be ner-
are used. Thus, in this formerly very poor region, milted to relt>rto my own case as the most striidnc
persons consider and speak of hind being highly

i
evidence, I claim ihat there was not wantino- on

and profiiably improveil, by marling, wlientho ac-
{
my [)art, from my bei^'iiining labors in 1S13, either
zeal to miprove, present sacrifices fur the oliject, or
mildness of the course of cro[)ping to my fields,

[n these respects, at least, norie went (arlher or did
more; and yet after six years of such ill directed
but zealous labors, the added enrichment of some

tual improved product is not more than 2-5 busheln

of corn, and on some farms is not more than 15

bushels to the acre. To offer such etalemenis ol

product as evidences of great increased value must
seem ridiculous to the cultivators of very Itirtile

lands, who would regard as conlemptihle even the
j

parts of my land was not enough to compensate
best of the above rates ol' product. Thus, for ex-

|

lor the washing and other injury to other parts. In
ample, in one of tiie early numbers of the 'Culti-

vator,' in an article on the culture of corn, by

Judge J3uel, it is assumed that a crop of 30 bush-

els of corn per acre is necessary to return the ac-

tual expenses of tillage, &c., and therefore that

any less product leaves a balance of loss to the

farmer. (See Farmers' Register, page 65, vol. ii.)

Again, in an article in a Tennessee agricultural

paper which has been received since this article

was commenced, the writer states and deplores

the ruinous exhaustion of the formerly rich lands,

which he says are so reduced as to bring no more
than 25 bushels of corn to the acre. Now, with
all that can be claimed (i)r the present improve-
ment by marl of the poor lands of" Prince George,
I must frankly admit that generally they have not

yet equalled either the 30 bushels, which Judge
Buel considered as barely enough to save the cul-

tivator from absolute loss, or the 25 bushels,

which in Tennessee is stated as a rate of great im-
poverishment. Still, even the small products of

15 to 25 bushels of corn, usually made now on
the marled lands, are from twice to four limes as

much as was derived from the same lands before

marling.

fact, new clearings, or new lands otherwise
brought under culture, served as the only means
of maintaining former products.
At that time, and until about 1S20, there was

scarcely a proprietor in the district, who would not
have been glad to sell his land at less than the
common estimate of value, lowas that was, and re-
move to the rich and fiir west. If any one were
an exception, lie was held to his land by some
other and stronger inducement than the profit h.e

derived from farming, or his expectations of in-
creasing the product. It might have been said
that almost every farm was in market ; though
not actually offered for sale, because of the impos-
sibility of finding purchasers at any prices.
At the present time, every proi)rietor has marled

to a greater or less extent, and with more or less
benefit; and even those who have been the least
judicious in the process, and therefore have ob-
tained the smallest profits therefrom, are as much
as any others convinced of the greater benefits to
be obtained by belter conduct ; and they appreci-
ate their means for improvement, even if they
have not yet; praperly or profitably availed of
them. Not a single individual in this district has

But let me not be understood as meaning that
|

emigrated to the west alter havinu- be'^un to marl
the usual improved products show the universa
or the maximum rate. Some land in this district,

previously very poor, (though not the most re-

duced,) from marling alone, will nov/ produce 35
bushels to the acre; and witli proper use of avail-

able means, and such judicious and economical
liirming as would tend to produce the greatest net

income, I can entertain no doubt that these

marled lands may be generally brought to a pro-

duct of 50 bushels of corn, or more, to the acre.

To those who would uiider-raie the value of
marl because of the usual low rate of product yet

attained, or who would measure the improved pro-
ducts here by comparison with those of good
farming regions elsewhere, ( beg leave to address

a lew explanations, which will be altogether super-

fluous to others who well know the former and
present state of the land lUid the farming here.

No person could now examine these or any
marled lands, without being convinced of there

having been produced grt-at and valuable improve-
ments. Still, for one to :iive due appreciation to

the new condition of things, he ought to know the
previous condition of the land and far(ning, of

which I shall here state the principal leatures, ge-
nerally and briefly

or who possessed the means of marling. The de-
mand of those who would gladly purchase now
exceeds the supply of land for sale; and, indeed,
(here is no larm or piece of land which can now
lie brought at its present estimated value; unless
it is burdened by some peculiar evil or disadvan-
tage.

In regard to the answers lo the queries which
will be hereafter submitted, it is proper to observe
that the individuals who were applied to were not;
selected because they had marled the most judi-
ciously and

I
rofitably, but because their practice

was either aujong the oldest or the most extensive
in the district of which (ijll and correct inlbrmalioti
could be_ obtained, in several cases of extensive
and profitable marling, the deaths of the improvers,
and their successors being unacquainted with the
lijririer state of things, have debarred me from ob-
taining evidence of lacis which would have been
among the mo>t valuable. Further, in the stale-
merits which will be presented, the oWcs^ experi-
ments, and practice, which would otherwise be the
most valuable and instructive, were generally, in-
deed in every case, much lessened Tii effect and
profit, by improper treatment. Those persons
who have commenced within the last few years,

Before marling was here commenced, it was uiay and generally will do much better than all
not only generally the case that the system of c
tivalion was exhausting, and the already poor and
reduceu .lelds becoming still more unproductive,
but I assert, vviihout fear of contradiction, that
there was not one individual then enriciiing his
land, taken throughout, in ihe slightest degree, or

who preceded them ; as they now understand,
from the example, and the ill as well as the gord
management of their predecessors, what cTiusi;
will leail to ihe grc-atest profits, and what to iho
heaviest losses from marling. And though the
present general course of cropping and manage-
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ment of each of the individuals is certainly meho-

ratinT to the land, in some degree, since and by

aid o? marlino-, yet the mildest and best manage-

ment among"theiTi would still be exhausting, if

pursued without marling.

It; was after almost five years' absence Irom

nearly the whole of my old neighborhood and still

loncTer after an entire change of my former pur-

euit's, that 1 recently visited and examuied the

farms of several of my Ibrraer neighbors, and savv

the progress of improvement, which in general

is much°<n-ealer, in these last five years, than in

the previous filteen. The facts which go to show

the durability of the improvements by marlmg,

(and which were most sought to be obtained, as

beino- certainly the most important,) will best ap-

pear'^from the answers to the general queries.

But a few other liicts, not therein embraced, will

be here stated in advance.

On Bonaccord, the larm of James B. Cocke,

there is a newly cleared field of 100 acres, lying

along the eastern side of the public road, and in

view'' of every traveller. But the field does not

appear to such advantage from the road, as when

entered and more closely examined. This land

Ibrmerly was (as still is the woodland on the

northern, eastern and southern sides) the ordinary

poor ridge soil. The field is now covered with a

crop of red clover, that is more than knee high,

and which would seem to indicate that either 30

bushels of corn to the acre, or 15 to 18 of wheat,

might be expected from the land next year. This

laiTil, without marl, would not have i)roduced more

than 10 to 12 bushels of corn in its best state,

to sink in a lew crops to less than 8 busliels ;
not

enough wheat at any time to pay lor the sowing—
and clover could not have lived on it at ail.

On Coggins' Point farm, there are still kept un-

marled tfuTspois left for experiment, when the sur-

rounding land was marled, in 1820 and 1821, and

1828, and of which the comparative products were

reported at pages 41, 43, and 45 ol ' Essay on

Calcareous Manures.' These spots have been

secured ii'om grazing since 1814, and also have

had all the benefit, if any, of being rested two years

in each rotation oi four. They aie still wretchedly

poor ; and appear now, as from the several Ibrmer

measurements made and reported, not to have

improved in the least, on account of their long-

continued mild treatment.

The farm of Mr. William Wilkins formerly had

the reputation of being the poorest in the neigh-

borhood. The industrious young owner com-

menced marling it in 1835, not long after acquiring

possession; and already it presents, throughout Us

whole length, along which the public road passes,

not only a remarkable improvement upon its Ibr-

mer very poor state, but a degree ol" general pro-

ductiveness that would be striking even to an

observer who judged merely of present appear-

ances. GojJ clover is covering land on which

not the Iceblest growth could have been produced

before marling ; and corn, of the first year's

growth on pine old field, (the pine trees killed by

belling, and all left standing,) now promises a

product of 30 bushels to the acre this season. No
one has done better than this young man in marl-

ing, and increasing profitably the value of his be-

liji^e miserably poor land. One of the main causes

of his success has been his general practice of add-

ing leaves raked from the wood land, to ail his ap-

plu'ations of marl to old land. It deserves men-

tion, also, that there was no marl on this liarm, that

was worth using; and that Mr. Wilkins has had
to contend with the unusual difficulty ol' having to

draw all his marl Irom the pits of his neighbors.

Though his answers to my queries will be given,

still his ex.nerience, as well as that of some others,

is yet too limited lor their reports to be ofmuch va-

lue in regard to long continued or permanent re-

sults, and the main profits, which of course are

not to be obtained in the first lew y^ars.

The field on the extremity of Jordan's Point,

which will form one half of the ground lor Dr.

Theodrick Bland's answers, in ibrmer times was
even more noted lor its lertilily and durability than

ihe land just before mentioned for its poverty and
incapability of being improved by any means then

known. This celebrated " Point Field" contains

125 acres altogether, and is of the same kind of

chocolate colored loam, (commonly. called "mu-
latto land,") and presenting a like surlace and ele-

vation, as are lound in the best parts of Shirley,

Eppes' Island, We=itover, Sandy Point, and Bran-
don. Tiiere is not an acre of other land of this

kind in all this district of Prince George county.

But its Ibrmer great productiveness and beautiful

appearance had been greatly deteriorated by a
long continuation of incessant and bad culture. I

rode over this field about 12 years ago. and saw it

in a worse stale than 1 had supposed such land

could have been possibly reduced lo ; lor, in addi-

tion to great general exhaustion, the surface was
galled, and the mould washed away, leaving the

Ourren subsoil naked, wherever there was the

most gentle declivity. Yet the surlace is gene-

rally vvlial would be termed level, and the undu-
lations are very gentle. When 1 again viewed
this field within a lew weeks past, all these before

naked galls, as well as the field generally, were
covered with a rank growth of clover and weeds,

manilesting the restoration every where of lertility

as great as that of lormer time. It is very true,

that, to produce such remarkable fertility, Dr.
Bland has not only marled well the whole surlace,

but has supplied putrescent manure very liberally

lo all the extensive galled surlace. But it is

scarcely necessary to add, what every practical

cultivator knows, that such manure, in any quan-
tity, without the marl, would have served but little

purpose lor producing and fixing lertility on naked
galls, and certainly would have yielded no profit

on the outlay.

I will here adduce a few o her cases of marling

improvements, which have been too recent lo iijr-

nish such evidences of value and profit as are

sought to be obtained by the queries, which are

addressed to the conductors of older labors. Bur,

even vviihout waiting for the effects, the liicls and
circumstances alone of these late and zealous la-

bors serve to place beyond all question the present

creneral estimation of the value of marling in this

regu)!!.

The farm called High Peak, also termed in de-

rision Poverty Hill, and well known by, and well

deserving that name, was Ibrmerly and long the

residence of a wealthy planter (Col. Peter Epes,)

who certainly would have improved it, if industry

and any then known means could have availed.

Afier his death, and the removal of his successor,

the place was rented out, until no tenant could be

(bund who would even fence a field for its posses-

sion ; and then the land was left idle, and became

ffraziniz common lor the neighborhood for some
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years more. For a long time it had been in mar-
ket, bdt had attracted no buyer. At lni=t, and
solely on iiocoum of its marl beds, in 1838 it was
bouirht by Mr. Dmiel Eppes, (a young man re-

cently of aife,) at ^4 an acre." By iliis time
nearly all the old field- had grown up in younu
pines, and rt-quired labor in clearing i^reaier than
that of marlintr, nnd in advance of the latter ope-
ration. Siill, thouijh thus retarded, the marlinir,
which w;is commenced in the summer of 183^,
had by last spriuir extended over 120 acres. The
force employed lor these preparatory operations,
as well as lor cultivating the land as last as cleared
and marled, was 7 and sometimes only G hands,
3 horses, and with the pariial aid of 4 oxen.

It should be obs^rveil tiiat very liiw persons
have kept any regular and constant marling Ibrce,

and that the operation ceases on almost every
farm (rom March uniil in Auijust. None in the
neighborhood have yet (August 11th) re-com-
menced this labor, though it is about to be begun
on every farm not yet marled over.

But these and other such industrious exertions
of very young men, even in this formerly indolent,
careless, and wasieful neighborhood, are not so re-

markable as tlie new-born enerjjy of some others,
well stricken in years, and in whom age might be
supposed to have chilled the warmth of blood
which urges younger men to enterprise, and to

new and untried courses. The individuals who
will next be mentioned, are near neighbors to each
other, and are all old men, thoncrh amonir the

youngest marlers in Ihe county. Their locaiion is

not wiihin Ihe boundaries of the disirict to which
the previous observations have been confined,

though close adjacent, on the nearest lands which
drain into Blackwaier swamp. Marl was not

known to be there available until just before the

commencement of its use in the several cases that

will now be l)riefly slated.

The Rev. Thomas B. Bryant, the youngest of

these individuals, is 62 years of ase. In the au-

tumn of 1836, marl was first found on his land, by

boring. He got out enough marl Ibr 15 acres, in

lime lor his next year's crop of corn, and since has

increased the space marb-d lo about 200 acres. He
has also applied litter raked up in the woods to

most of the poorest marled land ; and the results,

altogether, are already such as to be entirely satia-

/aciory. He is proceeding with zeal and eneriry.

Mr. Bryant's next neighbor, Mr. Francia
Eppes, now 67 years' olJ, encouraged t)y hie ex-
ample, also bored Ibr marl, and first Ibund it last

September. He went straight to work 5 and, lalo

as it was, and small as was his working force, he
marled 40 acres before planting his now growing
crop of corn. The marl was wiihin 3 leet of iha

surface, and very near and convenient to the field.

The demands of his planting and tillage left no la-

bor to spare for marling ; but the crop labors being
now finished, he is just about to recommence
mrirling for another year's operations.

Mr. Jesse Heath is now between 70 and 80
years old, but hale and hearty as is deserved /or

the latter end of a lile of industry, temperance and
good conduct. Belbre he had hoped to find marl
nearer, he was so anxious lo use it, as the only
me.ms lo have a clover lot, that he had hauled
about 100 bushels 10 miles, from James River.
He told me that he thought this great labor could
be afforded for the benefit he derived. But consi-

dering it cheaper to buy and haul oyster shells from
Petersburg, also 10 miles dis'ant, as return loads,

when he sent wood to market, he substituted that

mode of supply, until he had obtained and used 25
hoifsheads. He has Ibund, however, the lime,

though very beneficial, less so than the marl. This
operation was stopped by his finding marl on a dis-

tant part of his land, by boring, after searching at

various limes Ibr more than a year. He has to

haul the marl two miles to his fields. This is the

Iburth year since his discovery, and he has marled
100 acres, and is proceeding with unabated zeal.

Mr. John Hite, also t)etween 70 and 80 years
old, having no marl of his own, began to marl a
part of his land Irom a neighbor's pit at about 2
miles distance. He did not cover much extent of
surliice ; but even his commencing so heavy a
job, upon his observation of the effects obtained
tiy his neiirhhors, is, like their more extensive and
still continued operations, strong proof of the pro-

fits beinjT manliest and unquestionable. It is pro-

per to add that the three last named and oldest of
these individuals have but scanty means, and
would ceriainlyput nothing at risk in experiments,

or new practices ol' doubtful results.

QUERIES TO ASCERTAIN THE ACTION AND EFFECTS OF SHELL, MARL AS MAWITRE, AND'AN-

SWERS AS TO THE OLDEST 3IARLED DISTRICT IN PRINCE GEORGE COUNTY, VA.*

1. When was the use of marl as manure commenced on your farm 1

2. Whose property was the farm, and under whose directio.n was its general management, (if not

your own,) then, and since?

* Within the last few weeks, the reporter visifpd all the farms concerning which information of recent date

will be given below, and submitted the queries to their several proprietors, and obtained and wrote down their

answers ; which answers were by them afterwards examined, corrected where deemed necessary, and finally

approved. In each case, with the queries, a copy of the ' Essay on Calcareous Manures' was presented, for

the purpose of enabling all to reply, with full understanding, on the subject of the 23d query ; and the several

answers to this last query were not taken at first, with the others, but only after time had been afforded for the

deliberate reading and consideration of the pages refeued to. and which are republished at a preceding page,

(431.) for general reference. Such a mode of personal examination was by no means necessary ;
but it was

resorted to in this case, both because published queries had been formerly tiied in vain, and because, in the

first beginning of this investigation, the explanations of the reporter might be needed, to make clear his own

Vol. Vin.-62
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3. What was the quantity of cleared land on the farm then ready for and subjected in its turn to

cultivation of any kind, exclusive of all waste ground?

4. What is the quantity since added, by new clearings of forest land, or other waste spots brought

into tiilacel And, generally, was the land thus added richer or poorer than ihe present average qua-

lity of the farm"?

5. What was the rate of progress in extending the marling—and, altogether, how many acres have

been now marled 1

6. What was the usual strength of the mar! used, or its proportion per cent, of carbonate of lime,

or pure shelly matter?

7. Was there any peculiar quality or ingredient, besides the carbonate of lime, that served to give

additional value to the manure—as "green sand," or gypsum, or a large proportion of fine clay, &c.?

8. Or was there any thing that served more than usually to lessen the value, as stony hardness of

many shells, or of masses of marl, &c. 1

9. What have been the usual quantities of marl applied to the acre ?

10. Have there been made trials of any much lighter dressings of marl than the usual quantities—

and if eo, what were the results, compared to the usual quantities 1

11. Have there been made trials of any much heavier dressings than the usual quantities—and

with what comparative results?

12. Was the cropping and general management of the land, /or afew years immediately previous

to its being marled, such as might be considered meliorating or improving, (or at least ns preserving

its degree of fertility,) or was it impoverishing, and wasting of fertility in general? State the rota-

tion of crops, if known.

13. The same question as to the few years immediately after marling, and since.

14. What have been the usual and general results of the applications of marl, on the increase of the

crop next following, on land in different conditions—and afterwards to the present time?

15. Have the earliest fertilizing effects of marl (or the increased product of the first crop, or first

course of crops in the rotation,) been subsequently increased or diminished by lapse of time—and in

either case, under, and in proportion to, what circumstances?

16. Is it your opinion, whether founded on experience or observation, that the early increased pro-

duct of your marled land (say for the first three or four crops, or of any number you have yet made

thereon,) will be subsequently diminished, under any rotation of crops, or course of cultivation, that

would not have been decidedly exhausting and injurious to the land, if marl had not been applied ?

17. Has sterility, or other damage, been caused on any part of the land, by applying marl too

heavily, or in any other manner—and under what circumstances of soil, tillage, &c. ?

18. Has it been found that any other manures, either vegetable and putrescent, or mineral, are

more eflicacious, or durable, on poor natural soils after marling them ?

19. What do you suppose was the average productive power, in corn, per acre, of all your now

arable and cultivated land, before marling?

20. What do you suppose is the present average productive power of the same in corn?

21. What was the usual or average quantity of the crops of wheat made annually on the farm be-

fore marling, and recently?

meaning, in queries which perhaps previously had been too obscurely stated; and which queries, after being

thus tested by some trial, have been in part recast, and made more comprehensive, as well as more precise

and clear, than in their first form. The several answers were given, (and, as above stated, the purport writ-

ten down as soon as expressed,) by each individual, without his knowing what any other had answered ; ex-

cept in one instance of joint operations in marling, and also in regard to the reporter's own answers, which
were prepared after his being in possession of most of the others. Therefore, there was nothing of the

opinions or fac-ts of others furnished to serve either to guide or to test and correct any one's estimate or supposi-

tion of amounts and values. This, together with the circumstance that quantities and values are almost always

stated upon mere supposition and by guess, and without any aid of previously written statements of precise mea-

surements, will serve satisfactorily to account for much diversity in the estimates of products and values.

But such diversity, under the circumstances stated, instead of impairing the value of the testimony, would
•trengthen it, in regard to the good faith of the witnesses, and their intention io furnish correct answers, in the

mind of any judicious reader who might not know the other good and sufficient claims of these highly

respectable individuals to entire confidence on that score.—Ed.
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22. Taking such general grounds for the estimate as may be satisfactory to your own judgment,

etate what you suppose to be the annual value of the present general ov average gross product of grain,

or other marketable products of the fields in cultivation, of the land marled, caused by, and owing to

marling—per acre, and also in total amount annually from the whole farml

23. Does your experience or observation serve to contradict any of the important theoretical opi-

nions in regard to the action of marl, or statements of actual results in practice, as presented in the

"recapitulation" embraced in pages 53 to 5Q of 'Essay on Calcareous Manures'—and if so contra-

dicting, in what particulars ?

I. Answers to the foregoing queries, by James B.
Cocke, of Bonaccord.

Answer to query \st.—In 1820 or '21, as a regular

business. A small experiment had been made
by my grandfather, James Cocke, and all know-
ledge of it /orgotten many years before.*

* This very old experiment, made nearly or quite

seventy years ago, and deemed a failure and forgotten

until within the last twenty, was stated as below, at

page 89 of ' Essa}' on Calcareous Manures.' Within

the last few weeks the reporter revisited this spot, and

saw that it still exhibited a decided superiority over all

the immediately surrounding land, which, with the

farm generally, had been marled, and all very much en-

riched, since the first publislied account of this curious

and valuable fact.

—

Ed.

"The two old experiments described at page 36,
though the only applications of fossil shells known to

me, previous to the commencement of my use of this

manure, were not all which had been made, and which
being deemed failures, had been abandoned and for-

gotten. Another, within a few miles of my residence,

was brought to light and notice afterwards, by an old

negro, who was perhaps the only person then living

who had any knowledge of facts. After I had found
enough success in using this manure to attract to it

some attention, Mr. Thomas Cocke of Aberdeen was
one of those who began, but still with doubt and he-

sitation, to use marl to some considerable extent. One
of his early applications was to the garden. The old

gardener opposed this, and told his master that he
knew " the stuff was good for nothing, because when
he was a boy, his old master (Mr. Cocke's father) had
used some at Bonaccord, and it had never done the least

good." Being asked whether he could show the spot

where this trial had been made, he answered that he
could easily, as he drove the cart which carried out the

marl. The place was immediately sought. It was on
the most elevated part of a very poor field, which had
been cleared and exhausted fully a century before. The
marled space (a square of about half an acre) though
still poor, was at least twice as productive as the sur-

rounding land, though a slight manuring from the farm-

yard had been applied a few years before to the sur-

rounding land, and omitted on this spot, which was sup-

posed to have been, from its appearance, the site oi

some former dwelling liouse, of which every evidence-

had disappeared except the permanent improvemenl
of the soil usual from that cause. A close examina-
tioa showed some fragments of the hardest shells, so

as to prove that the old man had not mistaken the

spot. This, like other early applications, had been
made on a spot too poor for marl to show but very
small early effects ; and as only one kind of operaticn
of any manure was then thought of, (that which dung
produces,) it is not strange that both the master and
servant should have agreed in the opinion that the ap-
plication was useless, and have remained under tliat

opinion until almost all remembrance of the experi-
ment had been lost."

2cZ.—My elder brother, Thomas P. Cocke, until

his death, in 1832. Since, my property, and un-

der my direction.

Zd.—450 acres.

Aih.—250 acres—much poorer.

5th.—To 1830, there had been about 175 acres

marled ; since, as much more as make 575 acres

in all ; which is all the arable and cultivated

high-land except about 100 acres.

Qth.—About 45 per cent, as a general average.
Some of it much richer.

1th.—None known or suspected.

Sth.—None, except more than usual of large

lumps of coral.

9<A.—About 280 before 1832. Since, 350 usually.

lOi/iand IKA.—None.
\2th.—The three-shili rotation, 1 corn, 2 wheat on

besi parts only, and 3 rest, without grazing.

Considered as preservative of fertility, if not ac-

tually improving.

IZth.—The same rotation continued, with clover

more recently; until within a kw years, when
changed to the four-shift rotation, with two
grain crops and two years' rest under clover.

But little grazing allowed.

lAth.—About 100 per cent, on first crop ; and con-

tinuing to increase more afterwards.

\5th.—Increased invariably. Of the oldest marl-

ings, the present increased product from twiee

to three times as great as stated above of the

first crop.

\Qth.—I believe the improvement already made to

be permanent,and never will be diminished under
the present or any cultivation not more exhaust-
ing-

llth.—No damage, except by being " marl-burnt,"

and that only in small spots, where too heavily

dressed for the circumstances of the land. This
disease only produced on acid, poor, s«ndy or

gravelly soils, and by too much marl for such

ground.

lS//t.—Vegetable or other putrescent manures be-

lieved to be more efficacious, and certainly much
more durable. Have not tried any other mine-
ral manure after marl.

19</i —Excluding the low-grounds (now 39 acres)

which have never been mailed, the average

product in corn supposed to have been 7 bushels

the acre.

•10th.—27 bushels, on the marled land.

•21sL— 150 to 200 bushels, on each shift of whole

farm, including the low-grounds (then 50 acres,

some having since been sold.) No high-land

formerly brought wheat, except the manured and
enriched lot land around the houses. Recently

the crops Irom 600 to 900 bushels.

22£/.—Not quite ^\0 the acre on the Ifind under
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grain and tobacco. The annual increased pro-

duct of the (arm about 83000.*

23a'.—Nothing to contradict; and the "rcrapiiula-

tion" confirmed by iny experience so Ihr us it

extends.

II. jinswers by John B. Bland, of Fountains.

Answer to query \st.—In 1826.

2d.—My own, then and since, except a small part

added by later purchase.

^d.—A bout 150 acres.

Alh.—250 acres added, making 400 acres in all.

The land added much poorer than the preseni

averaire quality.

5lh.—In 1826, my first year of poeseseion, marled

30 acres, and by winter of 1&36-7 had finished

about 350 acres, which was nearly all ihe land

then open, and all that was easily reached, and
deemed profitable to marl. Since, only new
clearmgs marled, 26 acres, making 376 acres in

all marled.
6;^.—One kind frorn 25 to 30 per cent. Another,
which was used more lari^^ely, and for all the

ridge land and new clearings, is 26 per ceni.f

tth and 8/A.—None.
9//i.—300 bushels. On new-ground 400.

10/A and 11/A.—None.
\2th.—Exhausting, having been rented out, se-

verely cropped, and no regard paid to preserving
its value.

\Zth.—Improving—being the three-shift rotation,

with clover, and without grazing or mowing
any clover.

14iA.—An increase of from nearly to quite 100
per cent, of first crop, on most of the land.

Less per cent, on the poorest—say such as pro-

duced before but 5 bushels of corn to the acre.

And on these poorest parte, the after increase
also is less than on better land.

\6th—Increased invariably on my land, except on
marl-burnt spots ; and these were not considera-
ble, and were easily cured by applying there

putrescent manure. On another liirm, then

* It was deemed preferable to inquire as to increase of

g.ross products, instead of the increase of net products

from marling, because of the greater uncertainty of the

calculation as to the latter. But all the witnesses agreed

in this opinion, that one-fourth of the gross product of

grain and other marketable crops, together with all

the increase of offal, would fully compensate, and gen-
erally more than compensate, for the increased labor of
cultivation &.c. caused by marling. Therefore, of the
amount of gross products stated above, and elsewhere,

three-fourths at least were deemed by all the witnesses
to be net product ; which would be the return and pro-
fit for the digging and laying on the marl, which of
course are not counted in the increased expenses of
cultivation, handling, and carriage of crops.—Ed.

t The li st kind of marl is that of the " broken river

banks'," of which a part stretches far into this tract.

The other kind was considered by Mr. Bland as very
superior in appearance and quality, and had been sup-
posed to be much richer than was found, (as stated

above,) from analyzing a specimen which he furnished

for that purpose.—Ed.

my residence, and then and until recently held as
remed land, 17 years affo, 1 marled a piece of
old tobacco lot land, of gooil soil, and belbre

marlinij, as rich, (rodi (requent niiinurinir, as it

well could be. This land h.ts borne a ^rain crop
every year since, without any moie help. There
was but litile increase of crop seen ai first from
Ihe marliriir, and the land is now reduced very
much below its tlien and previous rale of pro-

duct.

16//i.—No such diminntion in any future time, ex-
pected or feared.

17//i.—Not except the marl- burning as before

slated. That produced only on the poorest, and
naturally poor land.

18/A.—No other mineral manure tried. Putres-

cent manure much more durable aCier marling.

Not sure that it is more efficacious lor first

crop.

19/A—Ten bushels.

20<A.—Thirty bushels.

21s<.—About 4 bushels lothe acre before marling,

and from 8 to 10 at this time after corn. No fal-

lowing lor wheat,
22</.— §6 66 per acre on all land in grain, and
@1800 annually on the whole marled land of the

firm.

23d.—No contradiction to the " recapitulation."

III. Answers of Edward A. Marks, of Burley.

Answer to query 1st.— In 1&27, except a few
acres marled here by myfiither in 1820, that be-

ing his first experiment.
2c/.—Mine.
'M.— 170 acres.

Ath.— 100 acres, of which 40 was richer, and GO
much poorer; and the general average poorer
than the whole farm now.

5ih.—Ywm 1827 to 1830, about 50 acres, and
since, 180 or in all about 230 acres, all of which
was done by 1S36. Since, other employment
(cutting limber lor market) has prevented my
continuing marling; but it is now just about to

be resumed, and the balance of the land will

soon be marled.

Qth.—Not known—but the marl was generally

strong.

7iA.—None.
Bth.—Nothing unusual, except as to the marl from

one pit, which coveretl 15 acres, and which was
very hard, and many ol'ihe lumjis still remain on
the field.

9//t.— Up to 1830, the quantity intended to be ap-
plied was 400 bushels, and since, 300 ; but
both these desired quantities were often exceed-
ed in the actual application.

\Oth.—None less than 300 bushels ; but in some
cases, on the more sandy land, where this quan-
tity was applied of the jioorest marl, the efiiscts

were belter ihan from richer marl, or heavier
dressings.

Wth,—One piece of newly cleared wood-land
marled 4 years ago at 800 bushels to the acre,

is now less improved than adjoining and similar

land marled with half the quantity.
12/^.—About half the land now cultivated has

been gradually cleared since 1827, of its origi-

nal forest growth. The other half had been
long cleared, and under the llirre shift rotation,
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with no grazing ; but no n)anure, as all the offal

of crops was carried to the then iioniesiead on

the adjoiiiini? Old Town farm. This system

6up|)osed to have been preservative, but not im-

provini^.

13lk.—The same three-shiCt rotation continued,

until 4 years afro, when changed to the Ibur-

shilt, wiih 2 irrain crops in 4 years on the inte-

rior laiui, and 3 in 4 years on ail the new and
better land.* This last found to be too severe,

and phall return to the Ibrmer threc-shill course.

14//i.—On the old land, 100 per cent., except
where galled, and there very little early increase.

On the new-ground, all. marled before its first

crop, and therelbre cannot state the earliest in-

creased product. Now, supposed 150 per cent.

on the old, and full as mucli improvement on
the new land, over what miglit have been its

earl}' product wiihout marling.

15/^.— Increased—in all cases except on spots

niarl-burnt, by excessively heavy dressings.

This injury the greatest on very light and poor,

or galled land.

16th.—No subsequent diminution expected.

nth.—None, except as before stated on the small

extent ol' marl-burnt spots. A small piece of
before very poor and exhausted land, on a neigh-
bor's liirm, which was marled from my pit 13
years ago, at fully 800 bushels to the acre, afier

its first succeeding crop was made, and to this

time, has continued perft^clly barren.

18/A.—Veijetable or other putrescent manures cer-

tainly more efficacious at first, and the eH'ects

more lasting. Believe that one load of any
such manure on marled land is fully worth as

much as two on similar land not marled. Have
tried no oiher mineral manure.

19th,—10 bushels to the acre.

20th.—From 22 to 23 bushels,

2lst.—Formerly, 121 bushels—that having been
the actual average of three successive crops.

Since, and recently, about 500 bushels the ave-
rage crop of wheat.

22cZ.—Suppose the average gross increased pro-

duct to be S6.66 the acre for the grain, tobacco,

&c., of each crop, and S1020 of annual in-

crease on the whole marled land.

23d.— Nothing contradicting any part of the
"recapitulation," in my experience or observa-
tion.

IV. jinswers of John H. Marks, in regard to Old
Town farm.

j^nswer to query 1st.— In 1827, except 10 to 15

acres marled about 1820.

2rf.—My father's, until his death in 1822—then
under direction of my brother Edward A.
Marks, until in 1S33, and since in my posses-

sion. Until 1833, this farm and Burley kept to-

gether, and the same general management as
to marling.

3d.—400 acres.

4th.—50 acres; poorer than the present general
average; 65 acres of the fields not cultivated for

* This is the four-shift rotation as pursued at Shirley

and Westover, of, 1st year, wheat on clover, 2d, corn,

3d, wheat, and 4th cloverieft untouched, to be plougii-

ed under in autumn for next crop of wheat.

—

Ed.

8 years before being marled, because of the
great poverty.

5th.—From 1827 to 1840, about 288 acres ; 300 in

all.

Gth.—Same pits used as for Burley, and same an-
swer—^as also to 7ih and 8ih queries.

9th.—Beiore WiS, 400 bushels; since, 300.

lO^A. and 11th.—None observed.

12//j.—The three-shift rotation with close grazing

;

of course impoverishing.

13lh.—The like treatment until 1833; since, 4 shifts,

and 3 grain crops in 4 years on nearly half the

land. No grazing, and clover sown generally.

14;/i.—Suppose 80 per cent. Something better now.
15//i.—The small subsequent and additional in-

crease is general.

16//t.—No such diminution expected to occur.

nth.—Only by marl- burning, and that in poorest
spots.

ISth.— Yes, both, and under all circumstances.
Would not put manure on the land not marled.

19th.—About 10 bushels, except on 4C* cres ol lots,

which had been kept highly manured for tobacco,

when that crop was lormerly made, and which
would have brought 30 bushels of corn to the

acre before being marled.
2Qth.—About 25 bushels average.
21s/.—350 bushels before marling—700 now.
22c/.— Estimated at same rate as on the Burley

farm—§6.66 the acre, and about §2000 annu-
ally for the whole marled land.

23t/.—-Nothing known which contradicts or opposes
the statements in the '* recapitulation" refer-

red to.

V". jlnswers by Lt. Harrison H. Cocke, U. S. N.,
in regard to Evergreen farm.*

Answer to query 1st.—About 1827.

2d.—The farm then the properly of Mrs. Rebecca
VVoodliefJ and the entire management under
overseers. Since 1830, under my direction, and
more recently, 1 became the exclusive proprie-

tor.

\3d and 4th queries not in the first draught sent

to the writer, and therefore not answered. The
same remark will apply to other queries which
will have no answers.

—

Ed.^
5th.—Previous to 1830 there had been only 60 to 70

acres marled. Afterwards, and up to tlie pre-

sent time [January, 1839,] there must be be-
tween 500 and 600 acres more marled.

6ih.— It varied in strength from 25 to 60 per cent,

of pure shelly matter.

7th and Sth.—Nothing more than usual.

9//t.—From 200 to 300 bushels the acre; the great-

er quantities being given in proportion to the

then greater productive power and stifier tex-

ture of the land.

10//(.—None.
11th.—Only as heavy as 400 bushels, on poor stiff

and moist land, and with much increased ad-
vantage in the results. But, with such heavier
dressings. I applied, at the same time, a good

* The paper of which these answers are an ab-

stract and abridgment, was written at and sent from

Pensacola, January, 1S39, where the writer had not the

means of reference to any written memoranda on the

subject.—Ed.
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covering of pine leaves anJ other litter raked

up in the woods.
I2th.—Impoverishing considerably—having been

long under the three-shilt and close grazing

system, with very careless and bad tillage.

13/A.—Same exhausting course to 1830. Since, the

three-shift system without grazing, and deep

ploughing first introduced.

14th.—The increase of previous products, on the

first crop alier marling, has always been consi-

derable, and sometimes has been as much as

100 per cent. The subsequent increase not so

perceptible ; but the continued and sradual me-
lioration of the soil very evident. The greatest

improvement generally made on stiti red clay

soil.

15lh.—Increased ; but, as stated above, gradually,

and the improvement never very marked at any
one time after the first crop.

I6th.—No such subsequent decrease expected.

Jlth.—No case of sterility produced.

ISth.— It is Tiy opinion that all vegetable or putres-

cent manures are much more efficacious alier

marling than belbre, on poor natural soils. Have
used no other mineral manure al"ier marling ex-

cept the gypseous and green sand earth Irom

the bank on this iiirm, which has been tried at

the rate of 30 bushels to the acre, and with

marked beneficial results, particularly on the

growth of clover and other grasses.*

[19i/t to 21s/ queries were not among those first

submitted, and tlierelbre are not answered.]
22(/.— I suppose that the net product caused by

marling, under a proper corresponding system
of cultivation, is 50 per cent, per annum.

23(1.—Not having read the work for several years,

and not having it now to reli^r to, I can only say
that according to my recollection there was noth-

ing known which served to contradict any of its

important positions, or statements of practical

efi'ects.

VI. Jlitswers of Elgin Russell.

/7nswer to query \st.— In 1827.

2(i.— JVline.

Sd.—Only 30 acres of poor high-land, and 20 acres

of low-ground.
Ath.—142 acres

;
poorer than the pf-esent average.

5/A.— 1827 to 1820, about 20 acres, and since 130,

making 150 in all.

Qlh.— Varying Horn 25 to 50 percent, in diflerent

diggings.!

* This body of " green sand," or of " gypseous

earth," as I termed it, in my ignorance of geology, is

on the river, just below the mouth of Bailey's Creek.

It is the richest known of all this district, and was the

first discovered by myself, in 1817. See my account

of the "Gypseous Earth of James River," at page

207, vol. i. of Farmers' Register.

t Part of Mr. Russell's marl is that of the "broken

banks," a valley of which extends into his land. This,

as elsewhere, lies over a greenish earth, containing

green-sand, and not any carhonate of lime ; and this

under-stratum he dug up and used indiseiiminately

with the marl above, at fust, as stated ia the next an-

swer.

—

Ed.

lih and Sth.—None known. But the green earth
which lies under the shells, in some of the pits,

was at first used to considerable extent, with the
marl above. I perceived no ddference of effect,

either beneficial or injurious, or less effect, irora

this mixture. This green earth was not any
where applied entirely separate, so as to show
whether it had any effect, or differed in effect

from the marl.

Qth.—200 bushels to the acre, except on new-
ground just cleared, where 400 bushels were
given.

lOi/t and Wth.—None other than stated in the
preceding answer.

llth and \Wi.—Hard worked and cruelly used,
both before and alier marling, owing to my not
having enough land open for cultivation to per-

mit any to have rest. The relief afforded by
the three-shift rotation (one year of rest in

three,) begun to be afforded within the few last

years only.

14//i.—The usual increase of next crop after marl-
ing, about 100 per cent, on old land producing
previously liom 5 to 10 bushels of corn to the
acie. On new and richer land only 30 to 35
per cent. A gradual increase on both since.

Ibth.— Increased, but less visibly than in the
earliest efi'ects.

\Q)th.—No such diminution expected under the
circumstances stated in the query.

nth.—No damage, or reduction of product, ex-
cept on the most miserable poor spots of ground,
where the marl was put too heavily.

\Sth.—Believe that both vegetable and other pu-
trescent manures are certainly more effica-

cious after marling; but whether more dura-
ble, I am unable to answer.

19//i.~10 bushels.

1Qth.—20 bushels.

2I.sf.— 150 bushels before marling and 350 no»v.

22d.—Suppose the increased gross product in

grain, or marketable crops, to be worth ^3 the
the acre on all the marled land— or ^426 annu-
ally on the farm.

23<Z.—No contradiction to the opinions and state-

ments relerred to.

VII. Answers of Theodorick Bland, of Jordan''

s

Point.*

Answer to query \sl.—In 1830.
2d.— JVly own.
3(/.—350 acres.

4iA.—About 12 acres.

5th.—200 acres marled to this time.

6ih.—50 to 60 per cent.

7th and Sth.—None known of either. When I

first began to marl, I supposed (Irom incorrect
information) that the greenish earth, which lies

beneath, was marl, and the richest kind; and
until better informed, 1 applied this eartli in pre-
ference, and alone and very heavily. 15 acres
were thus covered, at about 700 bushels to the

* These answers are confined to Dr. Bland's land,

held in 1330 and since, and does not include the larger

quantity of the original Jordan's Point land, which he

held through this time as a tenant, and of which he

has very lately become, by purchase, the holder in fee

simple.

—

Ed. F. R.
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acre. No effect seen, good or bad. The same
land afier some years was also marled.

9</i—About 350 bushels.

lOtk and 1 HA.—None of cither.

12111.—A scourging and exhausting course. Tlie

rotation was, corn, wheat, and close grazing;

and, instead of the year of rest (or grazing,)

sometimes another grain crop taken Irora the

richer part of the land.

13/A.—Improving ; the rotation since, 1st corn, 2d
wheat, 3d, clover preserved entirely from graz-

ing and mowing.
14th.—On neutral soil, originally very rich and
much reduced, the first increase supposed to be

30 per cent, but since more than 300 per cent,

known by measurement of products before and
since marling. On light nnd acid soil, first crop

supposed to be increased 75 per cent., and now
400 per cent, on the productive power belbre

marling.

I5th.—Always increased.

\6th.—No such diminution believed possible.

17th.—Only by marl-burning, from too heavy
dressing on some very light and poor spots.

18th.—Both more efllcacious and more durable.

19lh.—About 20 bshels of corn on the best half,

and 7 bushels on the worst half j or say 13^
bushels general average.

20th.—35 bushels.

21st.—The richer half of this land, about 115
acres net (the Point field,) alone brought wheat
before marling; and on that, 800 bushels was
considered a good crop. Recently, estimating

the whole from the actual product of the part

under wheat, the then and present productive

power of the same land is estimated at 2500
bushels of wheat, to be made after corn.

22(1.— S9-50 the acre, for the land annually under
tillage ; and -SHOO annually for so much of the

farm as is embraced in these answers.
23d.—No contradiction.

VIII. jinswers of Edmund Wilkins, of Spring-

field farm,

1st.—In wint-er of 1834-5, except a few acres co-

vered by the former occupant, some years ear-
lier.

2d.—Mine. The land bought just before my be-
ginning to marl.

3d.—203 acres.

4th.—170 acres, and much poorer than the rest of
the farm, with the exception of about ten acres;
which was good tobacco land when cleared.

5th.—214 acres marled since 1834.

6th.—About 42 per cent. The marl procured
with great labor, at one extremity of the land,

and much of it hauled a mile, and some of it one
and a half miles.

lih and 8th.—None.
9th.—From 180 bushels on poorest, to 320 on best

land.

10th and 11th.—None of either observed, or worth
naming.

12th.—Impoverishing, and the land greatly im-
poverished.

13th.—-The three-shift rotation, with very little

grazing. Considered preservative of its exist-
ing fertility, if not improving.

14/A.—On the poorest land," forming much the
greater proportion of the farm, and, before marl-

ing, bringing about 5 bushels of corn to the acre,

the increase of the first crop from 100 to 150
per cent. On much belter natural land, and
not very much reduced, the first increase not
more than 30 or 40 per cent. Very little land
yet has borne a second course of crops ; but
that little, on the second cultivation has shown
an additional improved product of full 50 per
cent more, upon the former poorest product.

15th.—Have not enough experience lor my opi-

nion to be worth more than was stated in the
preceding answer.

\6th.—No such diminution expected.
nth.—A few small spots only, very poor and

sandy, or galled, have been marl burnt.

18th.—Not assured that the first effects of putres-

cent manure is greater on marled land ; but sure
that it is more durable. No other mineral ma-
nure tried.

19th.—About 5 bushels of corn per acre.

20th.—About 15 bushels of corn to the acre.

21sf.—About 3 bushels per acre, and at this time
well produce 8 bushels per acre.

22d —$3.50 the acre on the cultivated land—and
about $736 on the whole 214 acres, counting
all, whether under tillage or at rest.

23d.—Know nothing that opposes, or that does
not full}^ agree with the statements and opinions
given in the "recapitulation."

IX. jinswers to the queries by William Wilkins.

Answer to query lst.—\n 1833, a few acres marl-
ed. In 1835 regular marling begin.

2d.—My own.
3d.—60 acres.

Aih.—AO acres, making 100 in all now open and
cultivated.

5th.—About 70 acres marled to this time.

Qth.—From Ao to 52 per cent. All hauled from
the pits of other persons' adjacent farms.

1th and 8tli.—None.
9th.—300 buphels.

10th and lli/i.—None.
12th.—Exhausting.
13iA.— Improving. Three-shift rotation, with clo-

ver, not grazed generally or mowed.
lAth.—Product more than doubled the first crop

aller marling ; and considerably more since.

The greatest improvement by marling made on
the pine old fields; the trees belted for bringing
the land into cultivation.

15th.—Increased in all cases.

16//J and nth.—No.
ISth.—Manure lasts longer.

\9th.—From 5 to 7^ bushels of corn.

20//t.~25 bushels.

2lst.—A few acres only of old improved lot around
the house formerly sown, which brought about
60 bushels of wheat. No regular and full wheat
cropping as yet. Two of the shifts (of 33 acres

each) supposed would bring 10 bushels to the

acre. The other, too light, and too poor as yet,

to be worth sowing in wheat.
22d and 23d.—Not answered.

X. Answers to the queries, by Richard M. Har-
rison, of Huntington farm.

Answer to query \st,— In 1834.

2d.—My own.
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3d.—About 200 acres.

4th.—Nothing added.

5i/f.— Marled about 20 acres a year. At this time,

120 to 130 covered.

6th.—Not known.
7//t.—None.
8th.—In a part of the marl, many hard masses,

which however were mostly le!t at the pits.

9i/i._From 250 to 300 bushels of marl.

lOlh and nth.—No such trials.

}2th.—Impoverishing; the three-shilt rotation.

13th.— Improving.

14//i.—On first crop, about 50 per cent—and since

about as much more.

15th.—Increased in every case old enough to judge

oC
16/A.—Think it never will.

17th.—A little of the ground marl-burnt by too

much being given.

ISth.—Yes, as to vegetable and putrescent ma-
nures.

lOiA.—About 10 bushels.

20<^.—About 20 bushels.

21st.—Before marling the annual crops of wheat
were about 300 bushels. Since, ihey are about
doubled.

22d.—About .$3.50 per acre, to the land under
grain annually ; and $466 annually on the

whole farm.

23d.—No contradiction, so far as my short expe-

rience extends.

XI. Answers by Edmund Ruffin, in regard to

Coggins^ Point farm.

Answer to query 1st.—On Coggins' Point farm,

on James river, in January, 1818.

2d.—My own property, and under my personal

direction from 1813 to 1832 ; afterwards under
my overseers, until 1839, and since in possession

and charge of my son, Edmund Ruffin, Jr.

3d.— In 1818, about 540 acres, of which 68 had
been cleared since 1813.

Ath.—About 197 acres added, principally by new
clearings, making 737 of tilled land now. Nearly
every new acre added since 1813 was poorer

than the present general average, and without

exception as to the clearings since 1817. The
average quality of all the new land was poorer

than the present general average of the whole
(arm, by nearly one half.

5th.—In 1818 marled 15 acres.

1819 62
1820 25
1821 80
1822 93
1823 100
1824 80 when nearly all the then

open land which was supposed to need marl had
been covered. By 1830, the marled surface had
been increased to 670 acres of cultivated land,

and since, to 51 acres more, of pasture and
wood-land not cleared.

Qlh.—Most of the marl used contained from 37 to

40 per cent, of shells, or carbonate of lime.

Another kind averaged about 45 per cent. An-
other, (the marl of the broken river banks,)
used perhaps for 100 acres, had from 20 to 25
per cent., the remainder of its contents being
coarse sand. The bed of peculiar appearance,

and greatest strength, under the north end of
the peninsula, contains 61 per cent. This, being
distant, was used lor about 60 acres only.

Ith.—None, except the last-named in last answer.
This contains also a very small proportion of
gypsum, some " green-sand," and a very small
proportion of some soluble saline matter.

Sth.—Only the usual degree of hardness of the
shells, and the proportion of earth not calcare-

ous being, as usual, principally of silicious sand.
^th.—For first three years, generally 500 to 600

bushels. Afierwards 300 to 400.
IQith.—As little as 96 bushels have been used.

The eaily effects much less than of larger

quantities This and other light dressings being
deemed quite too pn)all, were added lo, in a lew
years, so as to be made equal to what was then
supposed a proper and sutfinent rate.

11th.—As much as 1200 bushels were tried, and
without injury, or perceptible greater early be-

nefit than 600 produced on adjacent ground.
This land then newly cleared, and since also

well manured (i-om the barn-yard. The lighter

marlings, say Irom 3 to 400 bushels, as produc-
tive on the second round of crofta, if not on the
first, and more profitable than any heavier—ex-
cept where much vegetable matter was also

given to the ground, then or alierwards ; in

which case, more marl was required, and in

proportion ; and was used profitably, if given
heavily at first.

12th.—The lour-shift rotation (Isf, corn, 2d, wheat,
where not too poor to bring it, and 3d and 4ih,

the natural grass and weeds, not grazed,) had
been pursued since 1814; and this very lenient

rotation was barely enough improving to com-
pensate for the injury caused by washing, the
land being generally hilly.

IWi.—The same rotation continued after marling,
and then it became decidedly improving. Some
years afterwards, clover sown on all wheat.
For the last 10 years, the course of cropping
has been more severe (by taking an additional

wheat crop on the best land under clover, or in

the second year of rest,) and also partial graz-
ing permitted. Still, the system of cultivation

is improving to the land, though less so than be-

fore, when milder.

14th.—On newly cleared poor and acid land, but
full of rotten vegetable matter, and in its best

state lor producing, the increase Irom marling
on first crop about 50 per cent or more. On old

and previously much exhausted land, the first in-

crease from 80 to 120—and in some cases more
than 150 per cent. On the same lands, now, 10
to 20 years alter marling, the increase upon the

original product is from 200 to 400 per cent, and
generally fully double the earliest increased

crop, next after the marling. On poor siiff' soil,

the increase and profit of marling less than on
poor light soils. On neutral soil, naturally rich,

but impoverished, (he early increase much small-

er, but growing with time. On calcareous land,

no benefit.

15th.— Increased always, when of any benefit at

first, except where much " marl-burning" was
caused by the dressing having been too heavy.

IQth.—No general diminution expected, and none
believed to be possible, under a mild and judi-

cious rotation of crops.

17<A.— Only as above stated, from marling too
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heavily; and thai was the more readily pro-

duced, (when the marling was alike,) in pro-

portion to the poverty of the land and the seve-

rity of ils tillage. The disease of " inari-burn-

ing" prevented or removed by giving vegeta-

ble matter in proportion to the excess of marl.

A large space has been thus diseased ; but by
rest, and vegetable matter, the injury has been
almost every where cured, or prevented.

ISth.— Putrescent manures believed to be more
efficacious at first, and certainly more lasting in

effect, and far more profitable, on marled land.

Gypsunj, and also "green-sand" generally

having more or less effect on clover after marl-

ing, on acid land, and always quhe inoperative
there before marling.

19th.—Certainly not exceeding 12 bushels ; I in-

cline to think not more than 10. All cleared

since 1818 was marled before being cultivated.

20///.—From 25 to 27 bushels per acre. The
largest crop yet made vvas in 1839, amounting
to 4500 bushels. Of this crop one entire field of

112 acres which had been all originally of poor
and mean soil, and all, both new and old land,

quite poor when mailed, was supposed to have
averaged 3J bushels to the acre.

21s/.—The general average of my six first years'

crops, immediately preceding marling, was 637
bushels. The average product per acre, in the

first ihree years, was 5i bushels, en the richest

half of the land—wheal not being sown on the

poorest half. The greatest crop made before

marling was 896 bushels. The greatest since,

in 1831, was 2500. This year, (a very short

crop here and generally) the quantity made vvas

nearly 2000 bushels. Allowing f^jr the recur-

rence of all the usual nieasure of diseases and
disasters to which this latterly very precarious

crop has been subject, the actual average an-

nual product of wheat is estimated at 1800
bushels. This is believed to be greatly below
the productive power of the several shifts. The
causes of usual and greatly reduced product are

principally the ravages of insects.

22(/.— I suppose SS8 ger acre, on all the land each
year under marketable crops ; and for the quan-
tity of land usually under tillage, about S3200.*

23d.—No answer requisite, liom this source.

Concluding General Remarks, on the Queries and
jiaswers.

It will scarcely be necessary, for the benefit of

observant readers, and might be deemed obtrusive,

to sum up and compare the evidence presented in

all the foregoing answers. Therefore, without no-

ticing any which present opposing or disputed

opinions or facts, it will merely be here staled that

* This is estimated on the supposition of tfie in-

crease of corn per acre being worth $10, of wheat $6,

and that rather more than half the land is under these

crops; or, if more, that this product at least is obtained.

Their offal and the clover are not estimated as market

crops, but considered merely as sources of manure and

improvement. All the long continued efi'ects of pu-

trescent manures, and all the benefits of clover as ma-

nure, are counted as due to marling, as there would be

neither ofthese benefits existing without having marled

.

Vor,. VIII.—63

all the witnesses concur in maintaiuing the follow-

ing positions :

1st. That every application of marl made by
them has produced immediate and considerable
benefit; and that the benefit has afterwards in-

creased with the lapse of time, under all ordinary

circumstances, and any cultivation which vvas not

very injudicious, and maniliistly destructive.

2J. That the marling operations of every indi-

vidual named, on his own testimony, (and judg-
ing from their continuation and extent, still more
than from opinions stated of particular results,)

have been highly profitable.

3d. That marl, in all this district at least, has
been found to be a certain and great enrichcr of
naturally inferior and poor soils.

4lh. That vegetable and other putrescent ma-
nures are much more serviceable and profitable

on marled lands.

5ih. That the beneficial effects of marling are
not transient, but permanent; and no future

abatement of the early improvement is counted
on, or supposed possible, under a proper system
of tillage.

6th. That a large increase of annual income,
and consequently of general value of the land,

has occurred in ever}' case of extensive marling.
7th. That experience and observation, so far

as extended, serve to sustain, and in no case to

contradict, the more detailed views, and nume-
rous statements of facts, or of opinions, which are

referred to and embraced in the concluding query.

From the Carolina Planter.

BOTS, AKIJ THEIR CURE.

In the History of the Horse, pp. 159-60, this

disease is treated with apparent disregard, and
the compilers of the work give only the experi-

ence and knowledge of Mr. Bracy Clark on ihis

subject. That he knew nothing of the danger
of bois, (the larvte of the ffistrus equi,) is very
evident, and his profound ignorance could not have
come within the knowledge of the compilers, else

they would not have admitted his opinion in a
work of such general circulation, and in other

mailers relative to the horse, of such utility as

the work above quoted. He advances the idea

that the gad Wy merely takes advantage of the in-

ternal structure of the horse \o perpetuate its spe-

cies—that it is not the enemy of the horse, and
therefore not injurious—and that in due course of

nature it will free itself from ils prison birth-place.

The first assertion I admit. The object of this

article is to expose the fallacy of the second—and
with him I agree in the latter, provided the con-

stitution of the animal is sufficiently strong to

bear up against the ravages of ihis truly carnivo-

rous destroyer. Yet I shall attempt, and I hope
saiislactorily, to show that many valuable anim.als

are annually sacrificed lo ignorance and the too

frequent consultation and credence given to ihis

book on this subject. J\lr. Clark's doctrine is,

that the hots are liislened to the cu'icular and in-

sensible coat of the stomach, and that therefore

they are unapproachable by medicines. Actual

experience and observations have shown to me,

that in the early stages of the life of the larvee

they leed on the delicate mucus of the stomach

—yet I have examined horses whose stomachs

were perforated not only through the cuticular,
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but through the outer coat, so that the half di-

gested contents of the stomach escaped into the

hollow of the chest— vvhicii was the work of the

Jarvse—for there was not that appearance of de-

cay which would denote such inflammaiiun as

would cause rottenness of the stomach; and lliernw;

edges of the orifices p/aw/j/ indicated that llie sto-

mach had been gnawed through by the grub.

I am convinced that as soon as the horse be-

comes feverish, and when that food which is most
congenial to the appetite of the larva; is dimin-

ished by the heat of inflammation, they attack the

Btomach, and Irom their carnivorous r)atuie are

soon enabled to pierce it entirely through, vvliich

causes instantaneous death. It has been argued
that their "heads being covered by the mucus
and cuticular coats of the stomach to which they

are attached, they cannot be affected by any me-
dicines which maybe administrated with satiety

to the horse." 1 acknowledge that such medi-
cines as brine, oils, and spirits of turpentine, will

never cause them to detach—and it is reasonable

(o suppose that these will have no effect, as the

larvfe will live in the first 48 hours ; in oils, 15

hours ; in spirits of turpentine, 3| hours, and even
in nitric acid, 37 minutes.
The larvae is carnivorous, and created to be the

scourge of the horse during that period which na-
ture has ordained they should abide in the sto-

mach. Such horses as are kept stabled are very
seldom liable to inconvenience li-om them : and in

every instance we find that horses which have
been, at some time previous, grazing or running
at large, are the victims. This is owing, i pre-
sume, to the fact that the urine of the stable prevents
the CEslrus equi from breeding when the larvae is

voided under its influence, and that greater num-
bers are bred in pastures, where the sun and the
nature of the situation tend to facilitate their ge-
neration.

I have never found relief in any case of bols,
unless the following remedy was administered,
which was communicated to me by a gentleman
of the west.
Two buttons ofnux vomica, pulverized or rasped

up, and a decoction made by boiling it in 1 pint of
wafer, boiling it until the quantity is decreased to

half a pint. Give the horse this, and repeat the
dose until relieved, administering the doses' at in-
tervals of two hours. I have known, in one in-
stance, seven doses to be given, and have never
known the remedy tolail ina case of bois if taken
in time.

This remedy will prove itself when it is consi-
dered that the bot is carnivorous and nux vomica
is a sure poison to all carnivorous animals ; whilst
the horse being gramnivorous, it cannot be of in-
jury to him or animals of thal'species. After this
being administered to a horse he will invariably
thrive finely; which would sugceRtthat it perhaps
would be prudent for us touse Uiis as a preventive,
and therefore obviate the necessity of usino- ii as
a cure.

'^

Newberry, S. C, July 16, 1840.

[The article referred to above, from tfie History of
the Horse, and which maintains the opposite doctrine of
the harmlessness of bots, was inserted at pa^-e 251
Vol. II. of Farmers' Register.—Ed. F. R.]

AGRICULTURE IN MASSACHUSETTS.

Morals of Labor.

From the New England fanner.

Whoever had the pleasureof hearing Gov. Hil!
at the Slate House the last winter, at one of the
agricultural meetings, will not have forgotten some
admirable remarks made on that occasion by thia

gentleman. If we had access to them, we ccr-
lainly should transcribe them, as embracing pre-
cisely our own opinions in relation to the subject.

Our young men in general, when they go to .ser-

vice, or as it is customarily termed, " hire out,"
seem to think that there is something detrradiiig

in the idea of being servants ; and bring with them
so much of what they deem a proper spirit of inde-
pendence, that they forget the employer has any
rights, and take pride in insolence and ill-manners.

Now we protest against meanness and servility,

but still more against incivility and insolence. The
truth is, that no honest employment is derogatory
to any man ; and we cannot name a man in the
cornmunity who i>; not a servant in some respects

toothers. JVlany eiluations in life, which to the

multitude arc objects of envy, are situations of ex-
treme drudgery, much more severe both to mind
and body than labor on a farm.

The laborer has his rights and duties. Having
entered into service for a fixed compensation, un-
less expre.=s exceptions are made at the time of the
engagement, he is bound to render his best ser-

vices on the farm, in the mostassiduous and (aithl'ul

manner, under the direction of his employer, whe-
ther he approves that direction or not; and we
know of but one rule for an honest man, which is

to consider his employer's interest as his own, and
do in every respect in the case as he would judge
it right to do if the situations were reversed, and
he were the employer instead of the employed.
The employer is bound on the other hand, to fur-

nish the laborer with a sufficiency of good and
wholesome food, suitably prepared ; comfortable
lodgings ; exact no unreasonable service ; and
treat his laborers with kindness, civil language,
and all proper confidence. This comprehends all

the mutual duties as we understand them. It ol-

ten happens that hired men are disposed to make
difficulties if two tables are set. In this matter
let the householder never yield a hair's breadth of
his authority. In many cases it is most convenient
to have but one table ; but in this respect the la-

borer has no claims except, to a sufticiency ofgood
and wholesome food, prepared properly and sea-
sonably ; but he has no right nor shadow of right
to interfere with the fiirmer's domestic arrange-
ments, as oftentimes it must break up entirely that
domestic quiet and privacy which constitute the
chief pleasures of domestic life. We have no
arbitrary distinctions of rank in this country, and
every man's standing depends upon his moral
character. One man is as honorable as another,
vvho behaves himself as well as another. JBut
then our pursuits in life are very different fi-om each
other. Our tastes are not always congenial ; and
it is not necessary, that under the ridiculous pre-
tence of maintaining a nominal equality, we should
sacrifice the comforts of life by associations which
are not in truth agreeable to either party. Where
it can be done without being oflensive or inconve-
nient, we admit that it would be much more
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economical and convenient to form but one family;

but we maintain that this is entirely at the opiiun

of (lie employer, in respect to which the laborer

has no demands whatever.
There is a rnatler which a few years since gave

a great deal of trouble to liumers, which the wiiole-

some decisions of the courts have materially cor-

recled. Then laborers lelt that their employers
were in their power ; aiul that they were at liberly

to quit the service and demand iheir wages at their

pleasure. Sometimes in the midst of planting, or

haying, or harvesting, either through mere caprice,

but most commonly with the expectation of getting

higher wages, they would quit their employer and
{•eave him under every disadvantage. The courts

kaving decided that no man is entitled to his wa-
ges wlio, without good ami sufficient cause, ftiils

to continue his agreed term, the employer has a
proper remedy in his own hands, which will keep
this matter right.

There is another point in this case of the morals
of labor, upon which we have not the power to

animadvert with too much severity ; and that is, a
practice among employers of seducing by bribes

or intrigues, or some vile means, a laborer from the
service in which he is engaged. We have known
this done so Irequenily, and under circumctances
of such extreme inconvenience and loss to the in-

jured party, that no words can express our sense
of its baseness. It is a gross violation of all faith

and honor; and a man who would directly or in-

directly be guilty of such an act, ought to be pro-
nounced an outlaw of civil society.

The matter of providing for laborers has become
a very serious affair; and gross extravagance has
come in here as into every other department of life.

A hired man, when he demands sixteen dollars a
month and his board, generally estimates his board
as of no consideration. But in tew parts o!' the
stale can a man be boarded for less than eight or

ten dollars a month ; and when the farmer per-

ceives that instead, as the laborer pretends, he is

paying only sixteen dollars a month, he is in fact

paying twenty-six dollars a month, the burden be-

comes very heav3\ Our habits of living have be-

come too luxurious. The habit of five meals a
day which prevails on many larms, is most perni-

cious to the health. We know well by experience
that three meals a day, at 6 A. M., at 12 P. M.
and at 6 P. M., with sometimes a cracker or two
in tiie forenoon, is all that is essential or beneficial.

Nothing is more unfavorable to liealth, both of

body and mind, than byfiequent eatings to keep
the organs of digestion under continual exertion;

and to attempt to labor with the stomach filled to

repletion. The allowance formerly of a Scotch

laborer in time of haying and harvesting, and no
men ever labored harder or enjoyed in general

firmer health, or were capable of going through
greater hardships, was a peck of oatmeal on
Monday morning, and a gallon of milk a day.

This was the week's allowance, and he prepared
it in any way which pleased him. The allowance
ofa field laborer at the south is one and a half peck
of corn meal per week and three and a half pounds
of pork or bacon, or two and a half pounds of pork

and fourteen herring. With this they labor con-

stantly from daylight to dark, with only an occa-
sional hour allowed them some Saturday evening.
Their health is good ; and we were told by many
ofthem that the supply was in general more than

they required. Water is their only drink. Now
most certainly we do not refer to sucli cases aa
these with any desire that our laborers should be
abridged of a single comlort ; but as displaying
the extiemes to winch our extravagance leads us

;

and to show flow nmch less is re(iuired tfian we
generally suppose, to maintain the vigor of the
human Irame, and to support men in health under
the severest toil. We are satisfied that our pre-

sent system of management is actually prejudicial

to health and morals. How a remedy shall be
found and applied, is more than we can say.

The temperance relbrmation lias been an im-
mense gain both to employers and laborers. The
very personification of evil, in our opinion, is rum;
and the blessed change which even its imperlect
progress has produced in tlie country, is every
where apparent, and fills the benevolent bosom
with inexpressible joy and the brightest hopes.

H. C.

TO PRESERVE CUCUMBERS FROM INSECTS.

From the Agriculturist.

In the spring season, as soon as the young
plants show themselves above ground, place 20 or

30 cotton seeds close around each plant so as to

touch it, and it is sure to escape all predatory bugs.
The cotton seeds should not be removed till the

vines begin lo run. 1 give this statement upon
the authority of JVIrs. Tabiiha Moore, consort of
Capt. A. Moore of this county. She has Ibllow-

ed the practice between 15 and 20 years with

uniform success. Let the amateurs of the garden
try it.

F. H. Gordon.

CHICORY.

From tlie Agriculturist.

Messrs. Editors :—The celebrated Arthur
Young, during an agricultural tour in France, saw
this plant there culiivated and used for soiling

both cattle and horses; so highly did he esteem

it, that he carried some back vvitli him to England,

and declared if he did nothing more than introduce

the use of chicory among the farmers, he had
fully discharged his duty to his king and country.

The late General A. Jones, of North Carolina,

from the high encomiums passed on it in the works

of JNIr. Young, was induced to import some of the

seed. It was sown in drills—the product was
immense, and all kinds of stock eat it voraciously,

but it was found to be indigenous in Carolina
;

there was dithculty in the collection of the seed ;

he abandoned the cultivation, but always spoke

highly of its yield and its qualities for soiling. It

seems to be of the lettuce liimily
;
grows from 5

to 7 feet high, and may be found in large quantities

along hedge or turn rows in cultivated fields,

which the stock is kept off, but when cows or

horses can get it, they invariably eat it into the

ground. If cultivated, it will yield about sixty

Uiousand weight of green food to the acre, is suc-

culent and rich, stalk, blade and all, are consumed

bvthem.
There is much growing in the fields around
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Nashville, and it will afford me pleasure to show
il to any fcenlleman, and convince by actual ex-

periment how ibnd stock are of it.

A. J. Davie.

CORN SOWN FOR TORAGK.

From the Agriculturist.

I made a visit to Maury county a ievv days since,

and whilst the driver was changinpr horses at

Sprin<? Hill, I examined Mr. Moore's patch of

corn sown broad cast, and think it will yield more

succulent food than any piece of ground of the

same size that 1 have ever seen. It is certainly

very light ; entirely unfit for work animals, but I

am strongly inclined to believe that it vv^ill serve a

most excellent purpose for milch cows, sows and

pigs, and such stock as we are too much in the

halsit of neiilecling during the summer and fall.

I am now ploughinsr in my rye-stubble, and alter

it is well broken up, I shall harrow it witti an iron

tooth harrow, sow from two to two and a half

bushels ofcorn to the acre and then harrow it again,

for the purpose of fieeding all my stock from the first

of September uiAtil just before frost. Whatever
is then remaining, 1 intend to cut and cure for

winter food. J- S., Ed.

CAUTIONS FOR PURCHASERS OF SILK REELS.
SILK CULTURE OF THIS YEAR.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Silk reels, bearing the name " Piedmontese,"

are for sale, at some places in the United States,

that are not more than a semblance of the gemiine

Piedmontese reels. It therelbre behoves persons

intending to purchase reels to be on their guard.

The frame of the Piedmontese reel is 4| by 3

inches thick; the pretended Piedmontese reels

have frames made of timber about half that thick-

ness, and the axle and reel, or arms, arc propor-

tionably light and trifiing. The importance of

having a strong reel is pointed out in the June
number of the Farmers' Register, page 350.

My rearings of «ilk-vvorms up to this time (4ih

of August) have been successful. About 650

pounds of cocoons have been produced, at a cost

of 20 cents per pound, including cultivation of

trees, and interest on that portion of the value of

the cocoonery which was ujed. If a sufficient

supply of mammoth sulphur and pea-nut egce had
been on hand, the cost of the cocoons would have
been reduced to 16^ cents per pound. This I con-

sider a lair beginning, when it is recollected that

the operations were carried on principally with

negro boys. We operate entirely with hired labor,

and of course are not left to conjectural estimates.

I intend to continue my rearings until the 1st of
October. Layton Y. Atkins.

Stafford County, Va. jlugust 4, 1840.

marling in north CAROLINA.

To the Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

N. E. Branch of Cape Fear, July, 1840.

Having been enlightened on the use and appli-

cation of marlj by your publications on calcareous

manures. I feel disposed to make known to yea
some of the beneficial results of n)y experience.

In the winter of 1838-9, I marled, at the rate of

(say) .300 bushels to tlie acre, eight acres of land

cleared prior to the revolution ; a part of it low,

wet and unproductive ; soil sandy, and based on
clay. Planted wiih corn, had an inqiroved crop,

thou<rh not equal to my expectation, owing, as I

supposed, to the dry summer. Sowed said land

with oats in February, and harvested, 1 believe,

at least one hundred per cent, more than I should

have done without the marl; having had a crop

of oats a few years since on the same piece of
land that was scarcely worth harvesting.

In the winter of 1837-8, marled about 15 acres at

the rate of 150 to 200 bushels per acre
;
planted

said land in corn in the spring of '39
; had an im-

proved crop, especially where the land was flat and
rather wet. Some sour places yielded from ^"'0 to

100 per cent, more than ordinarily. This field is

now abounding in a fine growth of fennel and
weeds, evincing its improved condition.

In the winter of 1838 9, marled, I judge, at the

rate of 150 to 200 bushels, ten or twelve acres of

land abounding in cray-fish, low, wet and sour,

yieldins when at rest a growth of sour grass. I

did not think my crop, owing to dry weather, equal

to what I expected. This land now at rest,

abounding, where marled, in a growth of (ermel,

which I consider as a guaranty to a I'utui'e crop.

On similar land, marled at ihe same time, and at

rest in 1839, I have corn growing, which, 1 think,

from its present appearance, will yield from 50 to

100 per cent, more than land adjacent and not

marled.
For some years past I have been in the habit of

marling swamp land recently cleared, soil sand,

and vegetable deposite ; where the pine and bay
trees grew in many places, there was scarcely any
yield, either from an excess of vegetable matter of

acidity. By the application of marl, this was at

once corrected; and I find marl not only to fertilize,

but to protect against excessive wet.

The rock used is the same in appearance that

you recently saw and analyzed at Dr. McRee's
plantation. Rocky Point. I reside 4 to 5 miles

Irom Rocky Point, on the opposite side of the

river, and on the margin of the great Holly Shel-

ter bay or pocoson. Lands wet and swampy.
The Bishop of Worcester said, that he who

made two blades of grass to grow where but one
grew before, might be considered a benefactor of

mankind. How justly and eminently this remark
applies to one who has written and labored so

long lor the benefit of agriculture, as Ihe editor of

the Farmers' Register, is but too manliest.

Samuel Black.

We are gratified to learn, from the foregoing

communication, of more exceptions to the general

rule of neglect of marling, in the interesting re-

gion in which the writerresides. Let the writer but

persevere, and be judicious as well as energetic in

his marling labors, and he will not only be amply

rewarded individually, but the example afforded

by himself^ and a few others, will render service of

incalculable value to the state of North Carolina,

in which so little has yet been done, and so mucii
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7nay be done, by the use of this rich and abun-

dant mineral treasure.

Encouraging and beneficial as have been the

results of our correspondent's application of marl,

they would have been much greater, if his land

had been previously belter drained, than appears

from his words. We also warn him against the

error of relying on marl alone; or of the necessity

of letting vegetable matters be furnished to the

marled land, (by its own growth, or otherwise,) to

obtain the largest profiis from marling.

—

Ed.

DESTROYING BUSHES.

From tl)c Maine Farmor.

The month of August has always been consi-

d( red the besi time in the year to destroy bushes,

and it is firmly believed by a majority of farmers

that the full moon of August is the very nick of

time to give ihem iheir death blow.

We cannot say, nor have we yet found the man
who could say from any actual comparative expe-
riments which have been instituted, whether this

was actually the case, or only an ancient beliefj

handed down liom generation to generation. Be
that as it may, if experience has proved that Au-
gust, either in the full or tlie dark of the moon, is

the best time to df'stroy bushes, it should be attend-

ed to during (he time. We know, however, from
actual experiment, that the most effectual mode of

eradicating bushes is to tear them out by the roots.

Alder bushes and elder bushes, which are very
tenacious of life, can be effectually destroyed in

liiis manner. A very large stout hook of iron is

an excellent thing for this purpose. It may be

attached to a chain, and a yoke of oxen will pull

Ihera out with ease and despatch. If a hook can-
not be had a noose may be made round a clump
of bushes by a chain or chains, a hand can bend
the bushes over the contrary way from what the

oxen are to draw, and thus they can be twitched

out and completely eradicated.

There are but few farms in Maine where a

week or two cannot be profitably spent in destroy-

ing bushes. And if those who have the means
should thus employ their power in clearing some
of the bush pastures there would be a great in-

crease of food either for man or beast, and the ap-
pearance as well as the value of the country will

be very much improved.

BERKSHIRE HOGS.

From tlie Farmers' Caljinet.

I find that the breeding of Berkshires is to be

the order of the day for the present year ; what a

pity that our people will not be content withou'

going with a locomotive force about every thing!

They must, one would thinlc, each have a small

steam engine in his breast! and assuredly, in the

breeding of Berkshires, they are going the whole
hog. Here is one great man who declares that

no Berkshire can be a Bcrkalurc, unless lie has
three while feet and a while tip to his tail ! but

when pushed upon this momentous point, he con-

fesses he only meant, that he must have some
while hairs on the tip of his tail ; how many, he
saith not! Another, equally great in the profes-

sion of hog-breeding, declares that the pure-bred

Berkshires must have/owr white leet and a tcMte

tail; /or they must be perfectly ichite ; none else

being genuine; and all this, oftentimes, without

regard to shape, points, or figure. I know a per-

son in this neighborhood, who has aBement sow,

and a wretched looking an\ma\ fur a Bement it is,

with scarcely a good point, except the ear and the

lop of the tail, about her, but he had a tip-top pe-

digree with her, and that is his greatest consola-

tion : another lias a most splendid boar, but he
will not be comforted, because he has no pedigree

beyond the fifth generation.

Now what humbug is all this! But the best

of it y, they are ail wrong, as I, who was brought
up amongst the Berkshire pigs in England, can
testify ; and I declare they were red or tawny,
with black spots ; this was always the legitimate

color, and any one there would as soon think of a
blue pig as a lohite one ; but all this has been suffi-

cient to create a speculation—a morus-mania,
and that's enough. Now, by this time next year,

the mania, I guess, will have passed away, and
then we shall find that the best breeds of pigs in

the world n)ight be obtained from across between
a good Berkshire boar, even if lie have but two
white feet and no white hairs in the lip of his tail,

and some of the best of the Chester county sows,

than which nothing finer can be found.

Since writing the above, 1 find a correspondent

in the Cultivator \\ashroken ground in favor of the

red and black Berkshires, and I mean to help him:

the description cf a pure Berkshire, which he
copies Irom the Complete Grazier, is worth pre-

serving in your pages; it is as follows: "The
specific characters of the true Berkshire hog are

a reddish color, with brown or black spots; sides

very broad ; body thifk, close, and well-formed
;

short legs ; the head well placed ; the ears large (!)

and generally standing forward, but sometimes
pendent over the eyes (!) The best are without

bristles along the back, their hair long and curly.'"

But, oh mores ! not a word about the tip of the

tail .' Now how very difi'erent is the true Berk-
shire of the present day to the above portrait 7 It

might be called a stufled sausage.
But, after all, there is another breed of hogs in

England, which will one day take precedence of
the Berkshires lor quality of meat, and these are

the Hampshires: they are so notorious, that the

people of that shire are called Hampshire hogs,

as the people of Essex are called calves—Essex
calves—that county being noted lor the finest and
fattest calves ; and any person having resided in

London, to which the best ofevery ihing finds its

way, must have heard mention made of Hampshire,
bacon, and tasted it too, and will bear witness to

its great superiority ; it always bears a higher

price than any other brought to that market; the

flavor is peculiar, and very different liom Ihatof
the Berkshire, or any other breed; more tender;

does not waste in cooking; the rind of the meat
thick, but peculiarly juicy, and, what might be
termed gelatinous, 'i'lie hogs of this breed arc

all that need be desired in every way, and the

estimation in which they are held in that part of

England, will assuredly obtain fi^rtlicm a >-»/i in
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the American market, after the Eeikshires have

had their run : but, how sliall it be told ! even the

best breeds are lijuud of dili'f.reiit coloiv, and some-

iimcs with less than three while (eel and no while

hairs in the tip of the tail

!

* # *

I shall add, the Hanipshires are hardy, feed

readily to a very large size, 6 or 7 hundred pounds

beinif a common weight amongst the largest
;

while pigs of six or nine months are reared to great

perfeciiol^i. They are, in their own country, al-

ways fattened upon barley, ground into meal,

which malies by lar the besi feed.

John Bancroft.
P. S. We hear much now-a-days of the fine

handling of cattle—and truly there is no mistake

about that— but why may we not introduce the

eame test of thrift amongst our hogs? it would be

a pretty accompaniment to a ivhitc tipped tail

!

J)utchess County, JV. Y., July 29, 1840.

CONSIDERATION ON THE MEANS OF DIFFUS-
ING KNOWLEDGE IN MARLING IN SOUTH
CAROLINA.

From tlie Carolina Planter.

Some of the remarks of Mr. Ruffiin, as copied

from the Farmers' I\cs,isler into the 20ih No. ol'

the Carolina Planter, would seem to militate

against the utility of geological surveys. Speak-

ing of the improvements that have taken place

in the poor lands of Lower Virginia, by the use

of marl, he says that " the Geological Survey had
no more agency in producing this improvement
than it had in exciting the Seminole war." And
adds, "if it has produced any good elfccls to the

general and agricultural interests ol' Virginia, ol

as much worth as the marling of even 100 acres

of poor land, we confess that we are unacquainted

with all such results." All this may, perhaps,

be true. If I am not mistaken the beds of lime

and marl in Lower Virginia were long known to

the inhabitants, and it was not necessary therelbre

Ibr the surveyors to point them out. But it certainly

requires some sort of a survey to discover marl

in places where it is not known to exist. You may
adopt the specific term of marl survey if you
please, or the generic term of geological survey

—

embracing the examination not only Ibr marl, but

also slate, quartz, granite, &c. &c., in short all

the different substances that compose the earth
;

still a survey or examination is required ; and 1

preler the geological survey, as this will embrace
not only the examination for substances that will

benefit airriculture, but also the natural sciences

and mechanic arts.

Let it not be supposed that because Mr. Ruffin

has not seen good ellects produi'ed by the geolo-

gical survey of Virginia, equal lolhe benefits arisiuG

from marling even 100 acres of poor land, that all

geological surveys are of but litile importance.

Other slates nf the union have had mines of

vvealih developed by their geological surveys, and
we do not know what is to be Ibmid in South Ca-
rolina, until the trial is made. We have had en-

couragement enough in the discoveries that have
already been made, to commence a survey of the

Blale ; and the importance of the subject is cer-

tainly adequaie to the email amount necessary to

defray ii^^ expense, i have ulvvays been under

the impression that a survey was necessary to de-

velope all the resources of the state. Unless we
have a survey iiow are we to know where marl
exists. Query.

Remarks in Reply.

The article referred to above was not designed

" to militate against the utility of geological sur-

veys" in general ; and we are very ready to admit

that such surveys, properly conducted, would be

tlie most important means of discovering, making

known, and bringing into use, the hidden mineral

resources of a country ; and, so far as these mine-

rals are manures, of aiding essentially the pro-

gress of agricultural improvement. Still, we re-

tract none of the assertions and opinions referred

to above. The question then under consideration,

and to which our comments particularly applied,

was as to the ulility and value of a geological sur-

vey for discovering marl and other mineral ma-

nures alone. On this point, we not only reassert

all that was said before, but will fiirther maintain,

that, judging from every thing yet effected in this

way, the discoveries of marl by any geological

surveyor, and all useful results from such disco-

veries, would be beneath contempt, compared to

those which have been and may easily be made

by intelligent and observant cultivators, on their

own and their neighbors' lands. Nor are geolo-

gical and other scientific attainments necessary for

such observations and discoveries. It only re-

quires the time, leisure, opportunity, and fitness for

careful and correct observation and collection of

facts, which hundreds of agriculturists possess,

and who, after all, are the persons who discover

the important facts, which are afterwards gathered

up and appropriated by geological surveyors.

When things are ripe and ready for the com-

mencement of a new improvemen-t, any means

which may be used for collecting and distributing

knowledge (hereon cannot fail to render service

;

and such would probably be the slate of things

now in South Carolina, marl being the subject of

inquiry, and a geological surve}' being used as the

means for difl'using knowledge thereof. But we

nevertheless maintain, that by an agricultural sur-

vey, either general or limited, that particular ob-

ject would be far better effected, and, at the same

time, other intportant subjects of agricultural im-

provement be aided. We do not pretend to esti-

mate the value of the geological survey of Vir-

oinia to agricultural interests. But of this we are

very sure, that if as much money as the cost of

the geological survey has been and will be, had

been judiciously expended for an agricultural sur-

vey, that its benefits to a degree would have been

greater, beyond the power of comparison.

But if in any way. direct or induect, proper os-
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illegitimate, the attention of the cuhivators of

South Caroliha can be speedily and properly di-

rected to thia greatest of agricuhural improve-

ments, the measure will be the greatest benefit

tiiat can be conferred on that commonwealth. And

even if it is prelerred to seek that ohject by a geo-

logical survey, at an expense of ^10,000 to be ap-

propriated every year, as long as the libert'.lity and

j)atience of the legislature shall hold out, and the

survey to continue just so long as it is so paid lor,

still the object, if thus indirectly gained, will be

cheaply purchased, though at a hundred times the

price of a more direct and proper mode. The proper

and cheapest course would be a survey limited to

(he discovery and testing of marl, and giving in-

struction in regard to its proper application, in

every part of South Carolina where it exists. And

ifthis were done, and the information, thus afiord-

ed, were appreciated and acted upon generally, the

benefits would be ten thousand fold greater than

the cost.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

STAGNANT WATER.

From tlie Cultivator.

Of all the causes that contribute to render soils

poor and worthless, we believe there is none more
active than stagnant water, on the surface or im-

mediately below. Such soils are invariably close

and tenacious, and commonly quite unproductive.

Where there is a retentive subsoil, the surface

generally abounds in clay, is difl^icult to work, and
gives a less reward to labor than almost any other.

This is owing to the stagnant water held by it,

OS none of the valuable plants can flourish in a

soil so constituted. Land is liable to injury from

this cause, on which waterduring wet weatherrests

on the surface for even a short period, lor the roots

of a plant cannot penetrate a soil freely, in which
the density is such that rain water does not freely

sink through it to the natural drains in the sub-

soil, below the ordinary range of the roota ofplants.

Water is essential to the growth and pertection

of plan's, but water that does not circulate, or

which exists in too great quantities, is fatal to them;

and the first thing to be done, is to free soil from

this incumbrance, if we would give it productive-

ness, and render it easy of culture.

It is from these well known efl'ects of stagnant

water, when on the surface, or within reach of the

roots of plants, that the necessity of ilraining arises,

and which system of operating, when fully carried

out, completely changes the character of lands sub-

mitted to such a course. JVlanures applied to soils

abounding in stagnant water, can produce little

effect ; the salts they contain are diluted, and can-

not produce that action, or circulation of atoms,

which appears absolutely necessary to productive-

ness. In clay, or in stagnant water, where sub-

stances are not exposed to heat and atmospheric
agencies, decomposition is slow. Every farmer
knows that manures produce much more effect on
loam, gravel, or drained clay soils, than on those

so retentive as lohave water on or near the surface.

Drainins? them, and aeration, or the exposing the

soil to atmospheric action, to the influence of the

sun and air by deep ploughinir> seems to be the

only thing that can be relied on to correct this

serious evil.

Instances indeed occur in which the wetness of

land is produced by sprinji's, which rising from the

earth spread over it ; but in far the greater num-
ber of cases, the stagnant water is owing to a re-

tentive subsoil, that prevents the escape of such

water as falls upon it. In either case, however,

the remedy is the same; and in the language of

Morton on Soils, complete and perli^ct draining is

the foundation of ail improvement in husbandry,

and it sliould, therelore, he the first step which
we take in attempting to improve or ameliorate

the soil.

A very large proportion of the lands in this

country, are of that class that suH'er more or less

from the accumulation of water. No person can
traverse it in various directions, without being

sensible of this fact ; and in consequence of such

liability to suffer, the land in many districts is

cold and poor, as land not freed from stagnant

waier always must be. The hard pan lands

which cover so large a portion of the country,

may be named as belonging to this class, though

some of these contain more clay than others, and
are therefore more shallow and difficult to work
than others, where the subsoil, although still too

retentive, lies deeper, and is therelore not so in-

jurious as the first kind is well known to be,

JMuch of this hard pan, when freed from its

stagnant water, drained and ploughed, will become
very Itjriile and productive ; indeed there is no

case in which a soil cannot by sufficient labor and

expense, be made precisely what is desired. The
native earths that (ro to constitute soils, the clay,

sand, and lime, in themselves do not make a soil

productive; properly mixed and proportioned they

constitute a base for the action of the vegetable

and animal manures, and the various salts or

stimulating acents, that excite the organs of plants

to visorous action, and enable them to make these

secretions from the matter furnished them, to be

appropriated to the growth of the plants. Man,
then, has only to do what nature in some cases

has herself done ; that is, so proportion the several

ingredients that go to make a productive soil, that

the desired result shall be aiiained. Chemical
analysis has here come to the aid of the agricultu-

rist, and shown him precisely the proportion of the

eartiis, and the nature of the ingredients that are

necessary to make a soil fertile, atid the causes that

tend to advance or retard such a consummation.
Where water is too abundant, it m isl be removed
by dralnitiir ; where the soil is too compact, it

1

must be loosened by deep or subsoil ploughing
;

where the proportion of clay is too great, sand

must be added until it is sufiiciently li-iable ; if

lime is ab?ent, it must be added ; if animal or

vegetable matter is wanting it must be supplied
;

and if the soil is too light and porous, clay will be

(bund a remedy most effectual.

Whatever difference of opinion, therefore, may
be entertained of the best methods of lieeinir land

from stagnant water, there can be no reafonable

doubt of its propriety or necessity. To the liumer

who has lands wet, colil, and difficult to cultivate,

we wou'd say, free jour soil from all stagnant:

waters to the depth of eighteen or twenty-four
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inches ; loosen it to that depth, either at once or

gradually, and there will be no difficulty, under
a judicious course of cultivation, of producing on
lands now of liiile value, all the most important
j>roducts ofagriculture.

THE OPPRESSION OF THE FENCE LAW, AND
THE DAWN OF RELIEF.

Since the year 1835, when the petition to the

legislature of Virginia ibr relief from the general

Jaw in regard to inclosures was rejected, very little

has been said in this journal in regard to that sub-

ject, which before had occupied so conspicuous a

place, and engaged the pens of so many corre-

spondents. Our own silence, under this heaviest

and most absurd of all the injuries imposed on

agriculture by the legal policy ol' Virginia, was not

founded on content, nor submission to this iniqui-

tous system, by the operation ofwhich agriculture,

in the eastern half of Virginia, is annually robbed

^
of more than half of its otherwise clear profits.

Nar was it in despair of any mitigation of the

evil, desperate as may be hopes of any aid being

given voluntarily to agricultural interests by the

Jegislature of Virginia, or of the legislature being

urged to such action, for the first time since the

Virginian diiclaralion of independence, by the now
demagogue-governed people. Our silence was
caused by the belief that it would be more condu-

cive to ultimate success in this matter, to leave un-

disturbed the seeds of reform which had been

planted, to spring up, grow, and flourish, and show
their good fruits, and thus to exhibit in their re-

sults manifest and undeniable evidence of the

good operation of the change. At the same ses-

sion at which the petition for a change of the ge-

neral fence law had scarcely been permitted to be

heard, another petition, which we iiad originated,

and which asked only lor partial, but yet very ex-

tensive relief, passed without opposition. We al-

lude to the petition (published at page 450, vol.

ii.. Farmers' Register,) and the law passed in

compliance therewith, for making the tide-waters

of the James and Appomattox rivers and their

tributaries "lawful fences." In asking for this

great measure of relief, we took for example, and
profited by as a precedent, a previously passed

law for making the upper Appomattox a lawful

fence. At every session since, and in answer to

dilllerent petitions, other laws have been passed,

extending the principle as to various other streams.

No opposition has been made to this most valua-

ble and fast extending mode of relief; and the more
it is extended, the stronger are the reasons for con-

tinuing to extend it, in answer to other claims
;

ami the more eflcclually is right aided by pre-

cedent, which even in aid of wrong, is far more

powerful than truth and reason and justice, alone,

when opposing old abuses. Fences along the

borders of all water courses, and below as well as

above the head of tide, are as much required by

the general law of enclosures, as in any other situ-

ations ; and they are much the most expensive

lines to fence, and the fencing operation which is the

least demanded by the usual circumstances of the

lands and their proprietors. If, then the proprie-

tors on all the considerable water-courses will ask

Ibr and abtain relief even thus lar, this alone

would avoid in lower and middle Virginia the now
legal requisition of keeping up perhaps several

thousands of miles of perishable and useless fences,

which are maintained at an annual expense

which, if so diverted, would pay the expense of

all the useless part of the sessions of the legisla-

ture, or almost pay Ibr constructing the Jamea

River canal. Let then this great, though partial

measure ol' relief be obtained, for all localities to

which it could not be denied ; and then the ad-

vantages would be so manilest, so extensive, and

the evils so small in comparison to the benefits se-

cured, that proprietors generally would be satisfied

of the magnitude and the uselessness of their still

continuing burdens ; and even nun-proprietors

would learn that tliey had lost nothing by the

restraining of their now existing and time-ho-

nored right of legal trespass on their neighbors'

lands. We are entirely assured that nothing is

wanting but to see the operation of the change of

system, to make it desirable to nine-tenths of the

community.

There is another imperfect yet very important

means of reform, and of relief from the existing

tax of the fence law in certain situations, where

the legal burden would otherwise be almost ruin-

ous. This is by voluntary agreement of the pro-

prietors of a number of contiguous farms to dis-

pense with all fences, except a general enclosing

fence of the whole neighborhood, and the separate

enclosures for pasture, which each individual

should have for his own stock, on his own ground.

Such a measure we induced the commencement

of, some ten years ago in the neighborhood in

which we Ibrmerly cultivated and resided, in

Prince George county ; and the space so included

has gradually been extended, until there are now
twelve or more farms under one general surround-

ing fence. There are certainly some inconve-

niences and disadvantages found in this new plan,

owing to tliere being no legal sanction to the agree-

ment ; and the perfbrmance of every man's obli-

gations to his neighbors being governed only by

his sense of duty and of self-interest. But even

if the eenpe of moral obligation be weak, that of
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self-interest is strong; and the latter principle of

action is brought more and more into p!ay, as ti.e

number of farms so enclosed together are increas-

ed. If any one of the individuals uniting in such

a plan permits his live-stock to trespass, his own

fields are likely to suffer worse than his neighbors'.

With all the disadvantages incurred, in conse-

quence of the absence of all support of right by

law, in this respect, it is nevertheless certain, that

under this plan of voluntary agreement, and with-

out any separate surrounding fence, our own fields

have been, in the general, better secured Irom

trespassing animals, than before the adoption of

the plan, and with all the previous protection of

separate fences, and of the law against the Ires-

passes of mischievous animals. Within this large

general enclosure (including fully 5000 acres)

there are parts now under profiiable tillage, and

annually improving in product, which before lay

waste, because the proprietors could not afford to

fence them separately ; and if this beneficial

agreement were now annulled, these, and much

more of other tracts, would again become waste,

(or the like reason. And what is here so manifest,

on a comparatively small scale, is in the continual

course of operation throughout all the old settled

parts of Virginia ; but which is not seen or appre-

ciated, or the great and growing evil not ascribed

to its true and sole cause, the existing law of en-

closures. There are now thousands of acres

thrown out of culture, and rendered waste and

•worthless, and the (luantily is annually increasing,

because the expense of enclosing according to law

is un(iuestionably greater than the profit of tilling

the land. And there is perhaps twenty times as

much land still kept lenced for cultivation, merely

because it has been always so kept, and the ex-

pense never estimated, but which ought also to be

thrown out of tillage, because yielding less than

enough to maintain the separate fences.

Every old and extensively cleared neighborhood

furnishes a proper field for action, lor such a
voluntary association, under a general ring Icnce.

If prejudice at first opposes a more general ex-

tension, let two neighboring proprietors alone

commence the plan. Others will soon desire to

share the obvious benefits; and the space so

enclosed will every year be extended. And there

is little danger that any individual will desire to

return again to the blessings of such protection of

the law, who has once enjoyed exemption from the

enormous tax of (lie altogether useless (encintr re-

quired by law.

The increase of number and extension of such
voluntary associations will, in time, cause the just

claims of the numerous individuals concerned to

be heard
; and the aid of lpg-,| sand ion will be

Vor.. VIM.—04

mven to the several voluntary obligations. Tha

enactment of private laws (or such objects, or

rather of general laws permitting and sustaining

such voluntary associations, under suitable regu-

lation ^ to maintain right, and redress wrong, be-

tween the parties, is all that would be necessary

(or relief from the great oppression and enormous

tax which are now in full force. Then, those neigh-

borhoods which now suffer most cou'd obtain

relief (rom the greater part of the grievance,

without affecting the interests or even off'ending

the prejudices of others ; and the parts of the

country not requiring such relief would continue

to enjoy the benefit of the present general law

and policy in regard to enclosures.

These remarks are submitted to our readers, as

suggestions for ditTerent modes of action tending

to promote the great and beneficial object in view.

Let each one, who concurs in the general views,

exert his influence to forward one or the other

mode of procedure, and the agricultwre of Vir-

ginia may in a few years be relieved of a burden

which bears on it more heavily than the millions

of public debt already incurred for the generally

misdirected "internal improvements"' of the slate.

—Ed. Far. Keg.

AGRICULTURAL MOaALlTIES,

From the CultiTatnr.

3Iessrs. Editors.— I am a plain man, not versed

in metaphysical subtleties or legal absiractions,

but I have my notions about right and wrong,
old fashioned, perhaps; and 1 sometimes n)cof,

with things that rather run counter to my ideas

of what is correct, and I wish to state some ofmv
difficulties lor you or some of your correspondent.-!

to remove, should you deem them worthy of
notice.

There seems to be but one opinion respect-

ing the men who wilfully injure the property of
their neighbor. If I should poison the spring of
ray neighbor, mix arsenic with the oats led to hi^

horses, or feed nux vomica to his sheep, I ehould
probably be committing an offence against the,

laws that would subject me to a deserved punish-
ment. If I should girdle or cut down his apple,

trees, set fire to his woodlands or fences, obstruct

his water courses, turn animals into his wheat
fields, or turn his stock info (he highways, I should
deserve, and should receive, the execrations of
every honest man, in addition to (he expoiin<;
myself to retributive justice. All these are con-
sidered crimes, and their magniiude is estimated
by the injury done or intended to be done to my
neighbor.

Now 1 would ask where in reality is the differ-

ence between the above class of offences, isnd acts

I shall now specify. I carry to market a load cf
clover seed, or a Iriend applies to me for a bushel
lor hia own u?e. I know, but the buyers do noi,

that (here is a plentiful sprinkling of (Canada this le

seed in it, and that if sown on his farm, it wiil bo
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the means ofstocking his soil with that pest of the
farmer. I have some wheat that is in ^rcat de-
mand for seed, [ am aware that it is full oC stehi

icroiit or charlock-, but tiic purchaser does not
notice their presence, and I make a good bargain
in common parlance, by saying noihing about it.

I have some corn, that resembles some valuable
and celebrated varieiy, and I take advantage of
the ignorance oCmy friends and others, to sell it to

them for high prices, while I am aware that it has
not a single leauture of the corn they imagine it to

be. 1 misht enlarge this catalogue of similar acts,

but enough has been given to illustrate my mean-
ing.

I repeat the question, wherein does the guilt of

the man who feeds his neighbor's horses with
arsenic, difler from his who sells his neighbor the
seed of the Canada thistle? For my part I am
simple enough to consider the latter the greater
ofltince. The crime is the destruction of property.

In the one case it is the destruction of a few
anxTials that can be replaced : in the latter the

iarm itselt is comparatively ruined. Ask a Penn-
sylvania farmer which he would choose, to lose

his best span of horses by poisoning, or have his

fifty or his hundred acres stocked with the thistle,

stein krout or charlock ; and if he understands the

nature ol' these plants, he would not hesitate an
instant. The injury in one case would be but a
trifle, compared with the other ; why then should

not a corresponding estimate be formed of the

crime?
I make these remarks because I do not imagine

the crime of injuring others in these ways, is

eufficienlly realized by farmers and others. The
man who puts ofi' spurious animals (or good ones

;

who sells impure or bad seed lor clean or proper

ones; who knowingly injures his neighbor or the

j)ublic in these and other common methods of

fraudulent imposition and puffing, is not to be held

guiltless, because he does not put his hand in a

pocket and extract its contents directly, or because

he does not commit other overt acts! against the

?najesty of (he laws. He, does 7iot do as he would
be done by J a plain unsophisticated test of conduct,

to which all would do well to take heed ; at least

such is the opinion of an
OcD ScHooi. Max.

BERKSHIRK HOGS.

From the Farmers' Uabiuet.

Mr- Editor.— I have just peen a Bement,
which, for the honofjr of old Berkshire, I trust

is no Bemeni. It would he in vain to attempt to

describe him, for from the sole of his foot to the

crown of his head he is about one of the ugliest

little wretches that can be imagined ; his capacity

for improvementis however great, for his belly

would serve two such and to i^|)are. If, however,

upon trial, it might not contain quite all that iwo

may wish to eat, there is a hollow behind his

shoulders that woulil take some, and add not a

little to his figure. But, strange to say, this pig

i.s the best of four that were sent from Albany, to

a person in this part of the country, as very su-

perior—in short, as \\\\\& Bements! Where the

oiher three are located I know not ; but if this pig

were minei he would soon find his way "bock

agin.*' 1 understand that hia present possessor
cannot believe that he is so old as he is represented
to be

—

he is ?n small. This reminds me of the
negro's pig, which, although he was very little^

as the purchaser complained. Sambo assured hitn
he was " berry ole." There is, however, a Loss-
ing'm the same pen with him, which has been
sent to show the diffisrence ; he is much better to

be sure, but if that gentleman would come this way
sotae day, the ownf^r could show him a pen of piora

a single Berkshire cross that would asionish him,
although he is not a native.

Now. I have a strong suspicion, that the foui'

very inferior pigs above-mentioned, were pigs of
the first litter—and if so, all is accounted for; for

ii is a fact that [ have often proved, the first litter

of pigs are always very inferior, and it is often-

times with difficulty that they can be raised at all—1 should say never to credit or profit, unless the
breeder has an order for pigs from persons living

at a distance, who are pretty sure to come in for

the cullings afier the best have been selected by
the purchasers in person,—then, there might be
profit, but I should prefer the credit, I must confess.

The .fact has been so long known, namely, that

pigs oCa first litter are always inferior, that out of
it has grown the old adage, " The callofa young
cow, the pig of an old sow," that is, for rearing

stock ; and 1 have had repeated proofs of the truth

of the observation.

There is no one who approves more of the Berk-
shires as a cross than I do, but I fear there are

some men in some parts who are hasting to grow
rich ; and there is another proverb, you know

—

but which I am not of course going to apply to

them—which snys, " he that hasieth to grow rich

will scarcely be"—but there . Siam.
N. J., July 30, 1840.

THE SMALL FARMS OF BELGIUM.

[Fromliie 'Third Report of George Nielioll!!, Esq., containing
the Result of an Inquiry into tlie Condition of tlie Laboring
Classes nnd the Provision for the Relief of the Poor in Holland
and Belgium.]

The extensive manufacturea which at no very

remote period flourished in Belgium appear to

have congregated a numerous population of arti-

sans in and around the great towns. As the scene

of manufacturing industry changed, this population

was deprived of its means of handicraft employ-

ment, and was compelled to resori to the cultiva-

tion of the soil for subsistence. This seems to

have been the chief; though possibly not the sole

origin of the system of small farms, which still

prevails, and which are cultivated by the holder

and his family, generally without other assistance.

The farms in Belgium very rarely exceed 100

acres. The number containing 60 acres is not

great. Those of 30 and 20 acres are more nume-
rous, but the number of holdings of fiom 5 to 10,

15, and 20 acres is very considerable, especially

those of ibe smaller extent ; and to these I chiefly

confined my inquiries.

The small farms of from five to ten acres, which

abound in many parts ofBelgium, closely resemble

the small holdings in Ireland; but the small Irish

cultivator exists in a state of miserable privation

of the common comforts and conveniences of

civilized lifle, whilst the Belgian peasant fiirmer
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enjoys a large portion of those comforts. The
houses of ihe small cultivators in Belgium are

generally eubslantially built and in good repair;

tliey have commonly a sleeping-room in the aitic,

and closets !br beds connected wiih the lower

apartment, which is convenient in size. A small

cellarage for the dairy, and store for the grain, as

well as an oven, and an outhouse for the potatoes,

with a roomy catile-sfall, piggery, and poultry-

lolt. The house generally contains decent furni-

ture, the beddmg sufficient in quantity ; and al-

though the scrupulous cleanliness of the Dutch
may not be every where observable, an air of

comfort and propriety pervades the whole esta-

blishment. In the cowhouse the cattle are sup-

plied with straw for bedding ; the dung and urine

are carelLilly collected in the tank : the diiches

had been scoured to collect materials for manure ;

the dry leaves, potato-tops, &c. had been collected

in a moist ditch to undergo the process of fermen-

tation, and heaps of compost were in course of

preparation. The premises were kept in neat and
compact order, and a scrupulous attention to a

most rigid economy was every where apparent.

The family were decently clad, none of them were
ragged or slovenly, even when their dress consist-

ed of the coarest material. The men universally

wear the blouse, and wooden shoes are in com-
mon use by both sexes. The diet consists to a

large extent of r>e bread and milk; the dinner

being lisually composed of a mess of potatoes and
onions, with the occasional addition of some
pounded ham or slices of bacon. The quantity of

brown wheaten bread consumed did not appear
to be considerable. I need not point out the

striking contrast of the mode of living here de-

scribed, with the state of the same class of persons

in Ireland ; and it appears important to investigate

the causes of this difi'erence.

In the greater part of the flat country of Bel-
gium the soil is light and sandy, and easily worked;
but its productive powers are certainly inferior to

the general soil of Ireland, and the climate does
not appear to be superior. To the soil and the

climate, therefore, the Belgian does not owe his

superiority in comfort and position over the Irish

cultivator. The difference is rather to be found
in the system of cultivation pursued by the small
farmers of Belgium, and in the habits of economy
and Ibrelhought of the people. The cultivation of
the small farms in Belgium differs from the Irish

— 1st, in the quantity of stall-fed stock which is

kept, and by which a supply of manure is regu-
la.rly secured

; 2d, in the strict attention paid to the

coiled ins of manure, which is most skilfully ma-
naged ; 3rd, by the adoption of a system ol'rotatinn

of five, six, or seven successive crops, even on the

smallest farms, which is in striking contrast with
the plan of cropping and fallowing the land preva-
lent in Ireland.

In the farms of six acres we found no plough,
horse, or cart ; the only agricultural implement,
besides the spade, fork, and wheelbarrow, which
we observed, was a light wooden harrow, which
might be dragged by hand. The farmer had no
assistance besides that of his wife and children,

excepting sometimes in harvest, when we found
he occasionally obtained the aid of a neighbor,
or hired a laborer at a franc per day. The whole
of the land is dug with the spade, and trenched
very deep ; but as the soil is light, the labor of

digging is not great. The stock on the email

farms which we examined consisted of a couple of

cows, a calf or two, one or two pigs, sometimes a

goat or two, and some poultry. The cows are

altogether stall-fed, on straw, turnips, clover, rye,

vetcheo, carrots, potatoes, and a kind ofsoup mads
by boiling up potatoes, peas, beans, bran, cut hay-

fee, into one mess, and which being given warm,
is said to be very wholesome, and to promote the

secretion of milk. In some districts (he grains of

the breweries and distilleries are used for the cattle,

and the failure of the Belgian distilleries has been

reckoned a calamity to the agriculture of the

country, on account of the loss of the supply of

manure which was produced by the cattle led in

the stalls of these establishments.

The success of the Belgian farmer dependa

mainly upon the number of cattle which he can

maintain by the produce of his land, the general

lightness of the soil rendering the constant appli-

cation of manure absolutely necessary to the pro-

duction of a crop. The attention of t he cultivator

is always therefore especially directed to obtain a
supply of manure. Some small farmers, with this

view, agree with a sheep-dealer lo find stall-room

and straw for his sheep, lo attend to them, and to

furnish fodder at the market price, on condition of

retaining the dunt?. The small farmer collects in

his stable, in a fosse lined with brick, the dung
and urine of his cattle. He buys sufficient lime

to mingle with the scourings of his ditches, and

with the decayed leaves, potato-tops, &c., which

he is careful to collect in order to enrich his com-
post, which is dug over two or three times in the

course of the winter. No portion of the farm is

allowed to lie fallow, but it is divided into six or

seven small plots, on each of which a system of

rotation is adopted ; and thus, with the aid of

manure, the powers of the soil are maintained

unexhausted, in a state ofconstant activity. The
order of succession in the crops is various ; but we
observed on the six-acre farms which we visited

plots appropriated to potatoes, wheat, barley,

clover (which had been sown with the preceding

year's barley), flax, rye, carrots, turnips or pars-

nips, vetches, and rye "for immediate use as green

food for the cattle. The flax grown is heckled

and spun by the fiirmer's wife, chiefly during th©

winter, and "we were told that three weeks' labor

at the loom towards the spring enabled them to

weave into cloth all the thread thus prepared.

The weavers are generally a distinct class from

the small farmers, though the laborers chiefly

supported by the loom commonly occupy about an
acre ofland, sometimes more, their labor upon the

land alternating with their work at the loom. In

some districts, we were informed, every gradation

in the extent of occupancy, from a quarter or half

an acre, to the six-acre (arm is to be found ; and

in such cases more work is done in the loom by

the smaller occupiers.

The labor of the field, the management of the

cattle, the preparation of manure, the regulating

the rotation ofcrops, and the necessity of carrying

a certain portion of the produce to market, call for

the constant exercise of industry, skill, and fore-

sight among the Belgian peasant farmers ; and to

these qualities they add a rigid economy, habitual

sobriety, and a contented spirit, which finds ita

chief gratification beneath the domestic roof, from

which the father of the family rarely wanders ia
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Fcarch of excitement abroad. It was most grati-

iViiig lo observe llie comlbit displayed in the

whole economy oC the households of these small

cultivators, and the leepectability in which they

Jived. As far as I could learn, tliere was no ten-

dency to the subdivision of the email holdings : I

heard of none under five acres held by the class of

peasan: farmers, and six, seven, or eight acres is

the more common size. The provident habits of

these small farmers enable them to maintain a

high standard of comfort, and is necessarily op-

po'sed to such subdivision. Their marriages are not

contracted so early as in Ireland, and the conse-

quent struggle for subsistence among their off-

f pring does not exist. The proprietors of ihe soil

retain the free and unrestricted disposal of their

property, whether divided into smaller or larger

holdings. The common rent of land is about 20s.

an acre, and the usual rate of wages lor a day

laborer is a franc (or lOd.) a day.

A small occupier, whose farm we examined

near Ghent, paid 225 francs per annum lor about

two bonniers, or six acres of land, with a comfort-

able house, stabling, and other offices attached, all

very good of their kind ; this makes the rent

(reckoning the franc at lOd.) equal to 91. 7s. 6d-

sterling per annum; and if we allow 31. 7s. 6d. for

the rent of the house, stabling, and other offices,

there will be &l., or 1?. per acre for the land, which
accords wiih the imibrmation we obtained at

Antwerp, Brussels, and other places, as to the

rent of land in the flat countr}', the soil of which is

generally of the same quality throughout. This
farmer had a wife and five children, and appeared

to live in much comfort. He owed little or nothing

he said, but he had no capital beyond that em-
ployed on his farm. We questioned him respect-

ing his resources in case of sickness. He replied

that if he were ill, and his illness were severe and
of leng duration, it would press heavily upon him,

because it would interrupt the whole farm work
;

and in order to provide for his family and to pay

the doctor, he feared he should be obliged to sell

part of hie stock. If hie wife and family were long

ill and he retained his strength, the doctor would
give him credit, and he should be able to pay him
by degrees in the course of a year or two. The
jhought of applying (or assistance in any quarter

appeared never to have entered his mind. We
suggested that the Bureau de Bienfaisance, or

charitable individuals, might aHbrd him aid in such

u ditRculty ; but, with evident marks of surprise

at the suggestion, he replied cheerfully that he

must lake care of himself If a sick club or benefit

eociety were established among these people, so

as to enable them by mutual assurance to provide

for the casualty of sickness, the chief source ol"

t-iitfering to their families would be obviated, and
there would be little left to wish for or amend in

their social condition.

enormous sum was " the Osbaldeston," which has
hunted the old Berkeley county (Hertfordshire)

under the mastership of Harvey Combe, esq. ; the
Earl of Cardigan was one of the principal buyers-

BXTKAORUINAllY SALK OF KOXIIOLNDS.

The most remarkable sale of hounds ever

known, look place a few days ago at Hyde-park-
corner ; tfie lots were thirteen in number, making
157 hounds exclusive of whelps ; their produre

was 6,611 guineas, or upwards of one hundred

pounds per couple ! The pack which realised this

WILD SILKWORMS OF ASSAM AND THEIR
rRODUC'TS.

From the Penny Magazine.

The warm climate and prodigious variety of in-

sects of the southern pans of Asia has recently

induced Europeans to examine such parts of that

quarter of the world as are open to them, with a
view to finding other caterpillars which produce
silk as well as (he con)mon silk- worm, and perhaps
also some kinds which may be able to feed them-
selves and spin their webs in a wild state, without
demanding the plantation of mulberry-trees, and
the unremitting attendence which that insect

requires. It has been long known that several

species of wild silk-worms exist in India, and mil-

lions of cocoons are annually collected in the
jungles of that country and brought lo the silk

factories of Calcutta : it is said that these insects

cannot be domesticated, because the moths take
flight as soon as they are produced ; but the expe-
riment has been tried, on a small scale, of keeping
them under a mosquito curtain, and found to an-
swer ; ii would seem, however, that in a country
where they are produced and maintained spon-
taneously in great abundance, there would be
little advantage in domesticating them, unless the
produce were greatly improved by cultivation,

which the experiment does not state. The only
attention now required is to gather the cocoons
when formed ; in addition to which, in some parts

of India, the natives remove the young worms fronj

the jungles, and transfer them to trees which
grow near their own dwellings, where they may-
be defended from the dangers to which they are
liable, and where the eocoons can be more easily

collected.

The province of Assam, on the banks of the

Brahmaputra, which until the termination of the
Burmese war was nearly closed against Euro-
peans, is now an English dependency : its re-

sources have been investigated, and, among a
variety of hitherto unknown productions, nearly

a dozen species of eilk-worms have been found

there, some of which have been long cultivated by
the Assamese, and large quantities of the produce

exported to the neighboring countries. One of

these is the muga-worm, which feeds on a variety

of trees, and is never reared in ^the house. We
mav begin our account of the muga from the

hatching of the eggs, which are deposited by the

females on wisps of dry grass. These wisps the

natives expose to the sun for about ten days, when
a few worms begin to show themselves. They
are then hungup in a tree which has been selected

! for the purpose, and as the young worms hatch
' successively, they find their way one after another

to the leaves of the tree. To prevent them from

coming to the ground, fresh plantain leaves are

tied round the trunk of ihe tree, on the smooth

surfiice of which they are unable to crawl ; if any
worms fall off, they are carefully picked up and

replaced on the tree, round which the ground is

cleared of jungle that they may be more readily
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seen if they fall. When once placed upon the

tree the worms feed ihemselves, and so far they

cause much less trouble than the mulberry-worms
which must have the leaves brought to them ; but

they must not by any means be left to themselves,

as ihey are subject to the assaults of many ene-

mies. The first against which it is imporiant to

protect them is the ant, which must be destroyed

before the worm is placed upon the tree. To
efiiect this the trunk is rubbed with molasses, and
hung wilii fish and dead toads and Irogs ; and the

ants, which are collected by the smell, are burned
by fire ; this process is repeated unlil not an ant

is left near the tree. The worms, when they

grow larger, are templing morsels (or many birds,

which lie in wait upon the neighboring trees, and
never fail to pick ott' a lew when not closely

watched. Their nocturnal enemies are rats, bats,

and owls, whose ravages can never be entirely

prevented.

The worm thrives best and produces the finest

silk in dry weather ; but it is not seriously injured

by rain unless very heavy, as it invariably conceals

itselfunder the leaves on the approach ol a shower.

It soon destroys all the leaves of one tree, and is

then removed to another, by means of bamboo
dishes fastened to the ends of long poles, which
are raised among the branches ; it crawls upon
these dishes, which are then placed against a fresh

free, to the leaves ot" which the hungry worm soon

finds its way. During thirty days the muga-
worm remains upon the tree; it has lour mouliings
like the ordinary silk-worm, but requires no parti-

cular attention on that account. A( length when
ready to spin it begins to descend the tree, but is

stopped by the circle of plantain leaves. Here it

is gathered in baskets, brought into the house,
and placed beneath bundles o( dried leaves sus-

pended from the roof: in these bundles they spin

their cocoons, which are generally stuck two or

three together.

The process is after this not very different from
that employed with the common silk-worm. The
cocoons, with the exception of such as are selected

for the next brood, are exposed to the action of
heat, to destroy the chrysalis, they are then boiled

lor an hour in a weak solution of potash, and
wound o(f; not reeled in one continuous thread
like common silk, but spun like cotton or worsted.

This of course produces a thicker and harsher
thread, but it has not been practicable to follow a
better method; though it is likely that further

experitnents and greater skill may be found to

overcome the difficulty. The separation of the

worms before spinning would probably keep the

cocoons more perfect, and consequently easier to

wind off. It would also be necessary to prevent
piercing the cocoons ; a practice resorted to by the

hill tribes for the purpose ofgetting at the chrysalis,

which they consider a great dainty : this ofcourse
destroys the continuity of the thread.
The muga is a good deal larger than the mul-

berry worm. It measures, when iiill grown, nearly
(bur inches in length, and is then transparent, of a
bright yellow color, with small red and brown
epote ; it makes a cocoon about two inches long,
and of proportionate thickness. It feeds on a va-
riety of trees, most of which spring up spontane-
ously in spots cleared for the cultivation of rice or
cotton, and the color and quality of the produce
vary according to the species of tree on which the

worm is fed. These trees are usually transplanted
to the neighborhood of the dwellings of the
peasantry, to whose comfort the manufacture of
muga-silk largely contributes; as it aflords a pro-
fitable occupation to the youngest and weakest of
the (iimily, whose services would be unavailable
for any other object: in fact, except at hatching
and spinning-time, these worms require little more
than dose watching to prevent the intrusion of
enemies ; and this can be done by children, or

very old persons, or by those who are employed in

spinning, weaving, or basket making, the ordi-

nary occupations of the peasantry of Assam.
The total duration of a breed of worms is about

seventy days, and it is repeated five times in the
year. An acre of land produces about fifty thou-
sand cocoons per annum making twenty-five

pounds of silk, which is worth from 61. to 71. of
our money. It is estimated that 50,000 lbs. are
annually made in Assam, ofwhich somewhat less

than a half is exported. It sells from 5s. to 5s,

6d. per lb., and is woven into cloth (or scarfs,

turbans, sashes and similar articles.

Another valuable and important silk- worm is

the eria or arindy worm. This is reared entirely

in the houses of the peasantry, and is fed chiefly

on the palma Christi, or castor-oil plant, which
requires little culture. Although the eria-vvorm is

reared wholly under cover, it does not demand so
much attention as the mulberry-worm ; though
there is no very imporant difi'erence in their ma-
nagement. When they spin, they are put into

baskets filled with dry leaves, in which they make
their cocoons, like the musa-worms, in bunches
of two or three together. The worms before they
spin are either white or green, and it is remarkable
that the white ones invariably spin red silk, and
the green ones white. They are not reeled, but
spun like the muga cocoons.

It is conjectured that more than 80,000 pounds
of eria silk are annually in Assam, and nearly all

this large quantity is consumed in the country : it

is the constant dress of the poorer classes, and, in

the cold season, of the richer also. The stuffs made
from it are at first coarse and stiff, but repeated
washings cause them to become silky, soft, and
glossy.

The cultivation of this worm appears to be
worth more attention than has hitherto been given
to it ; it grows rapidly, and twelve broods have
been perfected in one year. It is reared in almost
every house in Assam, and may be increased to

any extent. The silk, though coarse, is warm
and durable, and may be bought in the cocoon at

little more than a shilling a pound. One account
of it says, "It gives a cloth of seemingly loose

coarse texture^ but of incredible durability ; the life

of one person being seldom sufficient to wear out

a garment made of it, so that the same piece de-

scends Ij-om mother to daughter." A small sam-
ple sent to England was judged by some manu-
facturers to be an excellent article lor making-
shawls like those ofCashmere. In addition to the

silk, the castor-oil which is produced from the

palma Christi might also be taken into the account,

as little or no injury results to the plant li'om strip-

ping it of leaves to feed the worms.
The other recently discovered silk-worms are of

less importance at present, though some of them
are likely to be useful eventually. One sort, the

deo-miiga, produces a beautiful thread of great
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lustre, and though now confined to Assam, feeds
j

ber of our last volume; and our disadvanlatrea
upon the pipala tree cficus religiosa) which grows a„j ^ad management were not worse, nor The
abundantly all over India. Another sort is o/ very

. , ^
large size, the moths measuring ten inches from

^"cc^ss greater, than those of several others of

wingtowmg. Of several oihers the distinguish-

ing characteristics are as yet scarcely known ; but

as the attention of Europeans in India has been
called to this subject, it is not likely that any really

valuable sort will long remain undiscovered.

THE GENERAL FAILURE OF SILK-WORM
REARIAGS, THIS SEASON.

Although there have been sundry cases of good

success this year in raising silk-worms, it is never-

theless certain that the far greater number of trials

have resulted in general or entire failure. In most

cases, no doubt, abundant causes for failure were

lo be found. The unusual quantity of rain, and

prevalence of damp air—the unfitness of the build-

ings—the trusting to eggs from diseased worms

—

the watery and weak kind of food presented in

young multicaulis leaves of the most forced and

tender growth—and bad management in general

—one or all have served, (and could hardly have

failed,) to produce most of the disasters which

have occurred. But, in some other cases, where

every care was used, and no labor or expense spared

that was deemed necessary, the results have been

almost as disastrous as any. We confess our utter

inability to account for such extensive iailures;

which are bo much the more mysterious as com-

pared lo the general marked success of last year,

in this part of the country, wherever eggs of

healthy stock were used.

The grounds of our own false confidence, in

very different results, are already before the read-

ers of this journal. Last year, a quantity of silk-

worm eggs, sent to Petersburg for sale, began to

hatch as early as the 13lh of April. The hatch-

ing eggs and worms were given to every person

our intimate acquaintance, of whom we inquired,

and heard their progress and results. In the

same season and sometimes under the care of the

same individuals, other broods from other sale

eggs were as much diseased, and proved as en-

lirea loss, as is thegeneral state ofihings this year.

These broods we naturally inferred to be (as most

likely they were,) the produce of diseased stocks;

and we also inferred, from the different results in

other cases, that with good eggs, and good
management, a rearing could scarcely fail of suc-

cess. The particular slock of worms which had

proved lo be so universally healthy, we even de-

signated by the name of "hardy," and attached

peculiar value to them, because of their so well

deserving that character in all the rearings of

1839. Yet, from our own eggs of that valued

stock, carefully saved as supposed, we have not

this year saved an egg, because none of the broods

were healthy ; and other persons who thought as

highly of the slock, and whose management and

arrangements were much better than ours, have

fared no better, and have lost the whole brood

from their crops of eggs, as we did of our own.

But discouraging as these numerous and unac-

countable failures are, we trust they will not in-

duce the abandonment of the business, by any one

who before desired, and ts prepared, to carry it on
;

but ihey ought to induce increased care in ma-
nagement, and caution in limiting the extent of

early trials. It is certain that without proper ar-

rangements failure will be inevitable. We have

lost nothing of our previous and entire distrust of

eggs from sickly worms and suspicious sources.

But we have lost the confidence, so entirely felt, in

the healthiness of worms produced from known
healthy parents. We pretend not to solve the

mystery, nor even to guess at any sufficient or ea-who would take them ; and thus some twenty or

more individuals, in this neighborhood, and at
i tislactory causes of the general state of disease

much greater distances, were induced to make amontx silk-worms this season. But we incline

their first trials. There being no previous prepa-

ration, or suitable arrangements, all those feedings

were necessarily conducted under great disadvan-

tages ; and, in every case, the worms must have

suffered much from cold and wet weather, want

of food, want of space, or want of cleaning, and

lo believe that much of it may bejuslly attributed

to the total disregard of Dandolo's rules for pre-

serving eggs. Instead of guarding them careful-

ly, as he directs, during the whole time of their

keeping, against dampness, and extremes both of

high and low temperature, all the eggs in this

generally, from all these evils
;
yet, in all these country have been exposed to some or all of these

trials, we heard of no case of disease, not so much
[
evils ; and all of us have supposed that this ex-

indeed as of a single worm in a whole rearing;
j

posure could do no harm, because eggs greatly so

and every lot of worms, that did not tuffer from
|
exposed had been found to hatch well. But most

absolute starvation, (as j-omc did in this town,) of the careful experimenters of this year must now
produced satisfactory results. Our own cxperi-

, be satisfied that eggs may halch well, and the

ment, and ignorant practice, with a p rlion ol worms live, and thrive for some lime afterwards,

these worms, was staled al Icnglli in the 6ih nuin-
[
and yet the slock be so laiuied, n some way, as
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thai most of the worms will perish before maturi-

ty. There must be some sufficient cause for such

genera! and mysterious effects ; and the discovery

of it may yet give to silk-culture in Virginia as

fair prospects of success, as it had in our over-

weening confidence, before the occurrence of the

failures of liiis season. Any information on this

subject, or opinions from older and better experi-

menters, we shall be pleased to receive and lay be-

fore the public. None will be more gratified than

we shall be, to have this great and unexpected

obstacle to silk-culture removed. But, in the mean

time, neither the pride of opinion, nor unwilling-

ness to conless mistake and ignorance, shall, in

this, or any other case, prevent our stating fairly

and truly the existing circumstances, adverse as

they may be to our previous aniicipations, and

even morlifying to our confident seK-conceit.

—

Ed.

Fau. Reg.

remarks and inquiries in regard to mr.
selden's change of rotation.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

1 had prepared a communication for your July

number, advocaiingan improved ihree-field course

of crops now in progress on my farm. But belbre

it was mailed, accident attracted my attetiiion to a
reperusal of the communication of John A. Selden,

esq., published in the January numtier of the Re-
gister, detailing a contempiateil five-shift rotation.

My mind was so lorcibly impressed with the supe-

perior advantages of his course, and the conclu-

eive reasoning by whicii it is sustained, that I

abandoned the intention of entering the arena as

a principal, and have been content to enlist as a

Bubaltern under the banner displayed Irom Westo-
ver. This, to a proud mind, plenlilLilly top-iiress-

ed (as Mr. Garnett would say) with agricultural

conceit, is, perhaps, a humiliating confession. But
truth vanquishes pride, and sincerity impels the

2iV0\va\, Ihat, lor a wheat farm, Mr. Selden's ro-

tation can, in my judgment, have no superior.

His reasoning is based on a nerlect knowledge of

vegetable physiology ; and there cannot be a sha-
dow of doubt, but his theory, when reduced to

practice, must result in entire success.

There is but one difficulty that has presented it-

self; and as the contemplated system has nearly

run the first year of its course, it can be cleared

up, and 1 trust, in your columns, Mr. S. will give

the necessary explanation. In detailing h's |)l<in,

he says, " as the oat crop is so valuable a one wiili

me for feeding my teams, I propose seeding one-
third of the field intended for peas in that cro|),

and on which /propose to put my manure. Should
the manuring extend farther than the third lor

oats, I propose putting the remainder of the ma-
nured land in pumpkins, and the balance of the

field of course in peas, &c." To this apportionment
of the precedent crops on the field designed lor

wheat, I have no objection, but have serious

doubts, whether he can do full justice to Iiis ma-
nure heap. Oats are, or ought to be, sown early in

March—too early, I should think, to Lreak up ilie

winter farm- pens and haul their crude and un-

lermented contents to the field. I have never

found manure made in the winter in a proper con-

dition to apply to any crop earlier than April ; and
without some extraneous management it would

be, I imagine, less so in March. I trust the at-

tention of Mr. S. will be drawn to the subject,

and that in your next number, he will, as addenda
to his communication, detail his management of

manures, and the mode by which it is prepared for

a crop so early sown as that to which it is given.

R.

HEN S eggs.

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

I notice in the Farmers' Cabinet for 4ih mo.
last, p. 275, an inquiry as to the truth of the asser-

tion, that hen's eggs which are round produce

female chickens, and those which are long or point-

ed, produce males.

When a boy, I was in a situation to be able to

indulge my fondness for fowls, and often raised

chickens ;—without ever having heard of the

above facts, ( discovered that the eggs which ap-

proached the nearest to roundness always produced

females, and those which were pointed at one

end always produced males—I acted accordingly,

and always succeeded in obtaining females or

males, according as 1 wished.

After a lapse of a number of years, being in

Philadelphia market, I happened to mention the

fact to one who raised chickens for sale, and who
preferred the males, because they grew larger

—

the information was received with some surprise
;

but I advised the person to try if, and afterwards

was informed of the entire success of the experi-

ment, all males being produced by selecting the

long or pointed egas.

1 since find the fiict was mentioned by a writer

over 2000 years ago. 1. H.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

For the Farmers' Register.

Within the past week two new steamers have

arrived from England ; one in the unprecedented

short passage of ten days and some hours, Irom

Liverpool to Halifiix, N. S., with dates to 4ih of

August. The weather had been fine, and harvest

had commenced with favorable prospects of an
average, but not a large crop.

These accounts have tended to depress the

price of flour in our northern markets, whence
large shipments of grain and Hour were in proirrees.

Cargoes of rye are now sent to the Mediterranean,

whence we derived large supplies during the last

few years.

The very short crop of wheat in Virginia causes

prices not only to be supported, but to advance;

and they now range from 100 to 120 cents per

bushel
;
prime quality is scarce, and indeed the

supply of all sorts less than usual. The deficiency

is beli'eved to exist in all the Atlantic slates, ex-

cept on their western borders. Flour may be

quoted ^5\ to S-J. Corn 45 to 50 cents. Tobacco

has not varied much in price— ranging from SS-ij

to Sll— 'l»e demand good. The inspections lu
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Virginia will be about 55000 hhds. ; the largest

(or many years. A great number ol' vessels are

now loading for all pans of Europe, and the ware-

houses will soon be nearly emptied.

Exchanse on New York continues at 3 to 3^
prem. : and on England 9| to 10. X.
August 24, 1840,

WHEAT AFTER OATSi

Prom the Lexington (Va.) Gazette.

In preparing the ground lor this crop, many
farmers are in the practice of turning down the

stubble as soon as the oat crop is taken off, with

the view, as they say, that the oats left on the

ground may vegetate, and be ploughed under for

the wheat crop. I have tried this plan several

times, and in no instance have I succeeded well.

My wheat was always too light on the ground,

and in one or two instances (the winter being

mild) the crop was mixed with oats. The most

successful method with me, and one by which 1

have never failed of a lull crop, is this : If the

season is dry, immediately alter harvest, harrow

down your stubble that all the seed may come in

contact with the ground— but if late the harrow-

ing may be dispensed with—then turn in stock

enough to eat it close and glean it well. Sheep

and hogs are prelijrable, but cattle and horses

may be added if necessary, though heavy stock

should be kept off in wet weather. The equi-

noxial rains of September seldom fail to vegetate
any grain that may be left by the stock. About
the first week in October plough 3'our land as deep
as you can, taking care to cover every thing that

may be on the surface, and then sow and harrow
your wheat, first in the direction of the furrows
and afterwards across them.

It may be asked, why is this mode preferable

to (he usual practice. I answer, because by the

usual practice, which is two" ploughings, the

ground is made too light, and the comparatively
exhausted surface soil which produced the oat

crop, is thrown up to produce the crop of wheat.
The consequence is that much of the wheat fails.

On the contrary, if the oat stubble be ploughed
but once, the surlace soil which had produced the

oat crop is thrown under, and the vegetable mat-
ter which was turned under by the spring plough^
ing, is again thrown up in the very best state lor

the wheat crop. There is too, obviously, a great

saving of labor.

These views are founded on my owh experience

and observation. If you think others may be be-

nefited by them, you may give them a place in

your farmers' department.
John Ruff.

P. S. As oat land is apt to be too mellow, it

ought to be left with more clods on it than any
other preparation.
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NEW PKACTICKS. CLOVER AFTER CORN.
CLEARING LAKD BY BELTIKG,

JJy the Editor.

The rolntion of crops now pracliseJ on Boiinc-

conl, (in Prinze George county,) the Iririn ol" Mr.
James B. CockC; and uhith Ijas been in use Ibr

several years, is novel and peculiar. It is, lot year,

wheat, (on clover la!lo\v,~) 2d, corn, 3il and 4ih,

clover. The clover seed is sown in December,
January or February, on (he corn firound of the

previous season, and vviihont any preparatory or

succeedinj^ process to aid the covering of'the seeds.

Care only is used to sow when (lie eartli I'reezes at

night and thaws in ihe day, wiiich chan;ies alone
serve, as Mr. Coclie thinks, to set the seeds enouuh
in (he earth. He (hndis (hat he is as sure of a
good "stand" and growth of clover in this way,
as in the usual manner, alter wheat. As the
practice is new, and I had formerly made a large
ex()erin)ent of clover sowing on the last year's
corn huid wiihout puccees, 1 was the more inlerest-

ed and inquisitive about the results here. My
trial was induced by the desire to make the same
chani/e of the order of (he rotation that Mr. Cocke
has effected ; that is, to have the wheat crop pre-

cede, instead of succeedinij tiie corn. But in my
trial, the growth of natural grasses was ahead of
the clover, and rendered the attempt to raise the
latter abortive. There is no question, from what
I saw, that Mr. Cocke has succeeded in his prac-
tice, to a degree which I had supposed (from my
single large (rial) to be hopeless, in general. But
still there must be some loss of seed, from want of
suitable preparation, or of |)lants afterwards smo-
thered by Ihe annual weeds which cover (he land
the sumiTier alter (ho corn crop. In one field,

which had been in corn in 1838, and sown in clover
the winter after, a part was followed by wheat,
and sown in clover also at (he same time and in

the same manner as all (he oliier land which had
been in corn only. The whole field has now a

very good and well-set crop of clover; but (he

part which was sown on wheat is obviously thicker,

and more free from weeds than the arijoining parts

which had been in corn only. 'I'his fiehl, however,
it should be observed, is of land cleared within the

last eight years, and (herelbre not yet infes(ed wi(h

perennial, or biennial root weeds, cr.grasses, which
would more oppose this mode of growing clover

than mere annuals, although standing thickly,

and six feet high, as are most of the stalks of hog-
weed which generally cover this. field. On other

old and long-cleared fields of (he farm, where the

seed had been sown in the same way, upon corn

land, the stand of clover is not so good as on the
newer land.

If, by any means, clover could be successfnlly

made to succeed corn, for the purpose of preceding
wheat, it would be a most valuable improvement,
on even the best of our existing rotations. And I

had formerly aimed to secure that end, not only
by the trial, above referred to, of winter or epnng-
Bowing, but also among the growing corn, in June,
Vol. Vin.-65

and of which some of the partial success, and
ntore general failures, were reported in a previous

volume of this journal. Root grasses, (especially

wire-irrass,) and summer insects, are the (jreat ob-
stacles to this summer sowing. But when the

clover is not obstructed by the first, and is able to

withstand the last, the crop has complete posses-

sion of the ground, and is in perfection in the next
succeeding year, instead of a year later, as it

would be delayed il'sown the spring after, whether
on wheat, or on the corn land without wheat, as

on Mr. Cocke's plan.

It is very certain that the cover of the growth of
wheat is not needed (o protect the young clover

sown on the same land, us was the former general
opinion. On the contrary, ihis cover serves (o keep
back and (o enfeeble (he early growth of the clover

very materially. According (o the general prac-

tice in this part of the country, corn is cut up in

October, and [)nt in '• shocks," or slacks, on the

field where it grew, for the purpose of sowing
wheat on ihe same. Either there is no wheat
sown on the spots thus covered by the stacks, or

the plants perish if the cornstalks are not removed
very early in winter. After being removed as

u?ual, and these spots left bare, the sowing of clo-

ver seed soon after covers all the field alike ; and
at wheat harvest, it will be seen that the clover

sown on these naked spots is very fiir superior in

irrowth and vijfor to (hat of all llie remainder of
the field, under the cover of (he crop of wheat.
But (hen (he spots were clear of all other vegeta-
tion, when (he clover seed was sown.
Among Ihe many curious and remarkable fads

in regard (o natural successions of plants, it is well

worthy of observation that, when wheat follows

corn, as is usual in this part of the country, the al-

most exclusive natural growth which follows iha

wheat, and soon covers the land, is of carrot weed.
But if wheat is not sown alter the corn, as general

a irrowth of hog-weed follows instead. Thus, \tx

the one case, the young clover of the first year is

overshadowed by one of those large ami luxuiiant

annuals, and in the other case by the other; and
yet neither of them is to be found, in any quantity,

the year after.

A new practice, or rather the late resumption of
an old and universally abandoned practice, in ray
old neighborhood, is the bringing of wood-land into

cultivation, by killin<r (he trees by " belting," in-

stead of cutlinfT down and removino; or burninff up
the whole. I first renewed this long abandoned
and very slovenly operation, on Coffgins Point
{\wva ; and of this labor (or neglect") the decaying
monumeote, in dead and naked trunks, still re-

main on, and serve to dpform, a large proportion of

the newest land. As I had all the discredit, and
bore the ridicule and reproach, of recommencing
(his old slovenly mode of clearing of the first set-

tlers, 1 may be permitted to claim some credit, on
the ground of the present extension and general

approval of the practice. It is only to be com-
mended, or even excused, where the value of the

trees standing on the wood-land (whether tor sale,

or for farm usee,) would not pay for tiieir entire
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removal ; and it is only in connexion with marling,

that this, or any other mode of brmgin<; poor

wood-land into cultivation, is advisable, or will re-

turn any profit.

Tile beiiefiis of ihia practire are mos5t ptriUiiif; in

regard to lands formerly cultivated and exhauGied,

anTl afterwards It'll to be covered by a second

growth of pines, of say 30 or more years old, and

from six (o twelve inches in diameter. There is

plenty ofsuch land in every part of lower Virginia:

and as lonjjf as the heretolbre and siill usual ex-

hausting system of tillage is pursued, (wilhoui

marlinS)) there is no likelihood of there not being

a still increasing succession of such secondary

growl hs. The proprietors, as a matter of course,

would cut down and clear such land. The wood
("old-field pine") was worthless for any purpose,

and was burned on the ground, with much difficul-

ty. The thick cover of pine leaves, the dropping

of several previous years, being known to be hurt-

ful to the growth of crops, was carefully raked up
and burnt, to get rid of if. No one thought of

using this litter as manure lor other irround. The
land, thus effectually cleaned, was then cultivated

in corn ; and alter two or three years of beiier pro-

duction, it waa reduced to its former stale of ex-
haustion.

Such was the former mode in Prince George
of bringing " pine old fields" into cultivation ; and
Buch is still the practice in many places where
marling has not yet been introduced. The oppo-
site mode, as practised by myself, and which is

either fuHy or partially conformed to now by all

persons similarly situated, was, to marl the land

first, (merely opening narrow passage-; (or the
carts to drop the loads,) spread the marl carefully

and equally on the litter ; next cut down all pines
under 6 or 8 inches through, and belt all above
that size, by merely cutting through the tiark effec-

tually. Any other and smaller growth than pines

(of which, of course there would be but little)

would have been previously grubbed up. August,
both as a leisure time, and for other reasons, was
the best time for all these operations

; and pines
then and thus slightly cut around will not begin to

die until the latter part of the next year. In the
spring thereafter all will be dead, and the land

ready to yield its first crop. Not only the previous

deposile of dead leaves will then have been con-
verted to manure, by combination vviih the marl,

and in a great degree fixed in the land, but two
subsequent crops of leaves will have been furnish-

ed to increase this improvement. In addition, the
gradual decay and dropping of first the smaller,

and next the larger boughs, and finally of the
trunks, ail go to give manure to the land. The
injury to crops, and obstruction to tillage, caused
by the fall of branches and of trunks, will not be
considerable during the two first crops ; and if the
land is then rested for two years, during ihat time
most o( the wood will fall witho'it doing harm.
The subsequent cutting up and removal (or burn-
ing on the ground) of the fiillen trunks will indeed
be a considerable labor ; but not to be compared to

a general clearing, by cutting down and heaping
and burning, at first. So different in cost are the
first year's operations, that fifiy acres may be
brought under tillage by belting, as quickly and
as easily as five acres by cutting down.
A less profitable course than the above described

18 more usual ; that ie, the land is generally not

marled until after the trees are dead, and the land
aho'Jt to be cultivated. This is an enormous
wasie of the vegetable material lor fertilizaiion.

A much butter mode than even ihe preceding
would he to marl the land as many years in ad-
vance ol'the l>eiiing and cultivation, as the propri-

etor could ail'ord to wait for the return of ihe

accumulaied value. Then the manure cro[), (ihe

pine trees) would continue to grow, arrd every
year to give, in ihe successive dcposites of leavfs,

new coverings of manure, and the marl would re-

gularly combine with and store up ihe producis,a»d

fix them in ihe soil, instead of all beingeuccepsively

and regularly wasted, as is tlie case without ihe

marl. ! have no experience of such long advanced
inveelmenis of capital in improvement, and there-

liire can but state opinions, insipnd of facts.

Bui I enterlnin but little doubt that such a process,

if allowed 12 years between a good and equally

spread marling, and ihe after belling and cuiiiva-

lion, would raise to a permanent production of 10'

barrels of corn per acre, land which could not long

continue to yield two barrels, if tilled^ without

marling or belting.

BURNING COAL MINES.

From ttie Mining JoornaT,

In our last numher we gave exiracls from letter?

received of the progressive conflagraiion of the

coal mines in the department of the Allier, which^
since ihe year 1816, had not heerr eubjecied lo so

direful a resuli as that embodied in ilie (bllowing

description, extracted from the jJthenoium. The
laie accounts, however, siaie that consideral)le

progress was being made in turning the waters of
the river Gauge inio the workings, and thus slop-

ping the progress of deslruclion. The loss, how-
ever, must, in any case, be considerable :

"Leiters and papers from the department of the
Allier, bring accounts of a remarkable conflagra-

tion which lately broke out in the coal mines of
Coramentry, and had been burning for a week
wiih daily increasing fLiry. It appears that this

fire, which, for the last twenty-lour years, has
been silently smouldering in the bowels of the

earth—revealing its existence by perpetual smoke
and occasional outbreaks olflame, which, however
had always been confined within the limits aban-
doned to its dominion—had, at length, made ila

way through some breach into one ol the vast

galleries of ihere extensive workings; and there,

meeting with the air-current so long denied it,

had spread through all the subterranean chambers
and passages with a rapidity before which resis-

tance became utterly powerless, showing itself at

every crevice and outlet of the vast labyrinth, and
flinging its points and columns of fire far up into

the air, through all the shafts that led into the

wide field of the rich deposit. Luckily the solem-
nities of the d;iy, it being Sunday, had emptied
the workings of their human tenants, (or no mortal

aid could have availed them against the sudden-
ness with which the fiery flood swept over all

things. The authorities of the district were early

on the spot, but have hitherto been little more
than idle and awe-struck spectators. Neither
Vesuvius, nor any other eruption, say the account?,

can give a notion of the dreadful and Eublime
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scene. 'If,' says one writer, 'it were possible to

furget that the flames have been, for three whole

days, devouring immense wealth, and Uiat liy this

conflagration 300 lathers of families will he thrown

out of em()loyment, there would lie room lor no

other Peiiliment tluiu that of admiraiion at tlif,

niaiiiiificent speciacle. Imagine a deep ravine,

nearly circular, in the Ibrin ol a reversed cone, with

its edfres, however, hourly enlaririnir. Through
fourteen large openings, ip?uing at about twenty

feet above the ground of this ravine, and givmg
access to the itmumerable galleries of the mines

below, as many torrents of flame are poured fiirih,

with liiglitful violence from liie caldrons within—
flames of a thousand hues rushing forth like fiery

whirlwinds—dividing, and crossing, and nunt^ling,

mid rising, and falling, and rising again! At

limes, a iiollow cracking sound echoes through

the abyss ; this is some huge block ofcoal detach-

ing itself from the roof or sides of one of the gal-

leries, and falling into the blazing gulf. Then
rises up a thick column of black dust, till it reaches

the opcniiigs of the galleries, where, pierced in all

directions by the flumes, long serpenis of fire work
through lis volume from side to side.

—

Sixiy R'Ct

higher up, on each side of the galleries, two gaping

mouths shodt into the air their dazzling columns

ol'fire. Suddenly one of these ceases. It seems

for a moment as if checked in iis wrath. Then
comes a long and startling groan from the entrails

of the earth ; and Ibrih again rushes the flame,

blood-red, roaring and terrible, threatening in iis

fury lo lift up the burning mountain altogether,

and bury the spectators beneath its dreadful ruins.

Again, look around you ; it is midnight, and ^000
human faces are there, some grouped on the

opposite crest of the ravine, and some sheltered

in ihe caviiies of the rocks. Yet no sound meets

«he ear, save that of the roaring flame?.' The
latest accounts state that the rafters of the galleries

had all iaJlen, and the founts of flime nearly

ceased to play. The whole had l)ccome one

huge burning gulf. The loss is paid to be incal-

culable; millions of heciolilres of coal had been

consumed. The engineers were preparing to turn

ihe course of a stream, which flows at a league's

dirJtance, and direct it upon the burning mountain.

Workmen were employed night and day in the

operation, by which it was hoped to lay the mines

under water."

A later account states " that the river flowed

38 metres beneath the coal-field. A minute sur-

vey of the ground was, however, made, and esta-

blished the possibility of turning the course of a

tributary stream, which flowed at a distance of

4,300 metres. The work was instantly com-
menced; the ground-formations for the bed of the

deviation occupied 48 hours; and twice that inter-

val of time sufficed to execute and arrange in their

places certain wooden conduits, destined to tra-

verse several intervening hollows. At length the

waters so impatiently expected arrived, pouring

into the burning mine 2,000 cubic metres of water

per day. At the present moment, all the subter-

ranean works are under water; and since Ihe

commencement of this month a system of irrigation

has been established on the burning mass, which

has produced the happiest cfTects. Hopes are

entertained that, in time, not only will the imme-

CUI.TIVATIOW OF PEAS.

From the Yanlsee Farmer.

There are probably but few crops that more
amply remunerate the grower for the cost of cul-

tivation, when rightly managed, than peas._ They
constitute a most excellent and nutritious food lor

hogs, and as they ttiay be raised on almost any
soiTthat is moderately fine and dry, they are justly

prelerred by many of our most judicious and en-

lightened agriculturists, to meal or corn.

Land naturally abounding in red sorrel, even if

it has been rendered sterile and unproductive, by
long and excessive cropping, will generally, if

subjected to a cleansing crop the year previous,

produce good peas.

i haveupwards ofan acre of" JHflrrot()/ais" now
growing on a soil of this description, and which,

judging from present appearances, will yield a
heavier net income than any other piece of similar

dimensions, on the liirm ; many of the vines hav-

ing already attained the length oi"fourfeet, and
presenting' in their innumerable pods and blows,

the most promising indications of an abundant
' ykid,'

I ploughed Ihe first of May, and eowed (^about

three and a quarter bushels to the acre,*) on the
furrow: The ground was thoroughly and
carefully harrowed with a light two horse harrow,

and the surlace smoothed with a " Drag Roller,''

—an implement by the way, of such essential

u'iliiy that no farmer should, according to my view,

be without one, and which any person possessing

the most ordinary attributes of " constructive ge-

nius," may furnish, in a few hours, for himself!

Some liirmers prefer drilling their peas. This

system is indubitably a good one, but will be found,

I'think by many, aiid especially by those who are

scant ol" ""Ac//)3," to involve many and serious in-

conveniences from which the more ordinary and

expeditious method of broad cast sowing, is ex-

empt.
1 have known an excellent crop to be obtained,

by simply depositing a few peas—say six or eight,

in a hill with potatoes. Ttiey are no detriment

either to the growth or cultivation of the latter, aa

ihey require a specific nutriment, which they are

ena'bled to obtain without inlringmg in the slight-

est degree upon the pabulum specifically appro-

priated' to the potato. The fact is now, I be-

lieve, generally recognised by all judicious far-

mers, that leguminous plants derive but an incon-

siderable proportion of their nutriment from the

soil— a. fact which is amply and incontrovertibly

established by the circumstance of their growing

and floutishing in full vigor, lor weeks after the

pedicle or root-stalk has become dry for several

inches above the surliice of the soil, and conse-

quently incapaeitated either to imbibe or transmit

moisture in sufficient quantiiy lor the growth and

sustenance of the plant.

* Many will doubllcss regard this as an error ; but

m my opinion the practice of sowing one and two^.

and sometimes two and a half bushels to the acre, which

has generally prevailed among us, is the radical and

efncient cause of failure in the cultivation of peas.

I have made several experiments in order to ascertain

the 7-ight quality, and have invariably succeeded best

_., „, ^ .._ when I have been liberal of my seed. The smaller

diate conflagration be extinguished, but that also the size of the pea, the smaller of course will be the

which has been in operation Ibr 21 years pa?!." j
quantity required.
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By practising this system, eevernl objects of

essential imporiance wiih tanners are obtained.

First, purity of seed—a very important cont^idera-

tion with the neat farmer, certainly ; anJ, secorKl-

\y, cheapness nf cultivation, wliich under present

exigencies, isofnolefia importance, probably, itian

the first. More on this topic anon.

ESPERIMENTAMST.

IMPORTANT—EASTERN LANDS.

stead ofworkinu; to earn eomethin<j; for themselveg
—a course which is always to be deplored as of
Incalculable injury to society.

It lias been esiimaied by a careful business

mind, that if what people thought they had made
in the eastern land ?pcculaiions, could liave Ijeen

"irealized,' not less ihan one hundred million of
dollars would have come out of them ! But what
a short dream of wealth it was ! In a few moniha
the inmginary wealth had departed, and not a
man was worth as much as he would have been,

if no speculations had existed. They held each
From the Pliiladelpliia Snuiiday Courier. other's notes— but what of that! Nobody could

Judge Story recently pronounced a decision in
j

pny. You miiiht as well expect to get pay (or

Portland, setting aside a speculative purchase in moonshine. And, to our judgment, Judge Story

eastern land, on the ground of a mistake of its has performed not only a ]ust judicial task, but n
value, by the purchaser. The opinion is Hghly very equitable one, in setting out a decision by
important, as affecting a great many contracts. which all lliese false sales can be put aside.

There probably has never been, in any country, I But we must not leave this subject without

a more ridiculous fiirce than was the loild sppi-u-
{

drawing from it an instructive lesson. We live

laiions in eastern timber-lands, in the ypars 1833, to learn. The experience of thousands in tlio

'4 and '5. In the very eastern portion of Maine.
there are millions of acres of land unsubdued. All

of a sudden, nobody knows for why, or (or where-
fore, people got the idea into their iieads that those

lands were covered with nearly all the pine timber

there was in the states, and of coii;^equence, pur-

chasers would find themselves compelled ultimate-

ly to seek that region Uiv ail their supplies. Pre-

viou^ly, the price of many of these lands had been

as low as twenty-five cents per acre. But maps
were drawn of townships, in which the artists

were instructed to put plenty of rivers and good
WMter ()rivileges ; and above all, to estimate the

pine timber very aiiundanf. Ii whs wonderful with

what lacility tliey accon)plished this task. Town-
ships, where previously only now and then a

pine tree could be found, were covered over with

ten millions of feet of pine timber to the acre as

rapidly and easily as the dralisman could draw
j

the map! It was a sort of magical process— but
i

it never failed to be accomplished for any tovvn-

1

ehip, which was for sale—and at the prices to

which they soon rose, viz : ^6 a .$15 per acre, no-

body thought of holding on.

Without makir)g a long story of it (which cer-

tainly would not he interesting to those who were
used up in tliese wilrl speculations,) we ivill say,

in a few words that thousands of people in Maine,
Massachusetts, Vermont, Connecticut, New-
Hampshire, New- York, and from almost all other
parts of the union, and not a few from I'^ngland

—

were ruined by their attempts to get ricli in a day,

eastetn land speculations was perfectly paralyz-

ing at the time—but let them think of it only as

a guide to all (iiture operations, remembering that

there is but one sure vvaj' either to wealth or repu-

tation, viz: by the practice of uticeasing industry,

economy, virtue, iriiellisence, and uprightness.

All speculations are absolutely injurious to any
community in which they nmy occur, in the long
rim, lor a speculator does not add a penny, but

nhf tracts dollars from the wealth of society—and
whint is equally deleterious, he destroys the siraighf-

(brvvard and moral business habits, as (ar as his

operations exert any influence. Society is alone

interested in the proper support of correct business

men, industrious mechanics, and good airricultu-

ris's. TVe arc vncompromisivg opponents to all

speculators.

BTAE RP.ASS, WIRK GRASS, kc.

To Uic Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Surry Covrity, September L 1840.

I v.'ould be pleased to be informed through the

Uegister, whether it would be advisable lo sow
blue grass on our marled lands, with the view of
smoiherinti or destroyint: that creat pe-^t, wire
grass. Would it not be swapping the devil for a
w ilch ] Wire grass follows our n)arling operations

^0 prompt and certain on light soils, that some-
by investing all they had, and promising to pay

|

times I am almost in doubt Which would be i bea-

ten timps as^ much more lor townships and por- wiser plan, to marl the land, and have it improved
nd, in and about the region of the i and well set in wire grass, or have it not marledlions of wild

reiiobscoi river, and the Great Lakes, u\ (he State
of Maine. The bu&iriess portion of the city of

Portland—one of the finest in the world—was
almost destroyed by these s; eculative operations.
And scarcely a town in Maine or Ma=:sachusetts
escaped their destructive influence. Years will

not restore the injury which these wicked specu-
lations produced. They gave people such ridicn-

Jous notions as to whot they supi^oscd they had
made, that they run into all sorts ol'extravagance,
and thus set the most destructive examples to tlie

honesty oftrode and industry around them. They
broke up men in their regular business, prostrated
their business-habitg, and set them lo lounging
about society, living by getting more in debt, in-

and poor, without tlie grass. With the same la-

bor we cannot cultivate as much land by one third

as we could a i'eAV years ago. I have never seen
a field well set in blue grass, and therefore know
but very liiile al>out it ; but I cannot think that it

can be worse, or even as bad to cultivate, as one
set with wire graps.

We are making a desperate effort to improve
our stock of hogt^. There have been a good many
Berkshire pi(-s iniioiluced info the county, which
are decidedly superior to anything nf the swine
species that I have ever seen. There is one
(which was ferrowed in the county, and raised

with Virginia management,) that weighed 117
pounds al lour months of age; and I have heard
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that Mr. Spratley has a pijT; sired by a Derkshiro,

and out o("a hair.Tersey big bone and Chinese sow,

tliat weighed 150 pounds at the same age. We
nli--o have a cross between the Berkshire and Chi-

nese, which arc very fine, fur superior to the genu-
ine Chinese, and, in the opinion of some, equal to

the Berkshire? themselves.

I understand preparations are being made to

trapsmil to you the number of persons entragrd in

marling in this county, their success, &c. Our
crop of apple brandy is exceedingly short, and as

for peach, I believe there is none made at all ; if

there has been, I have neither seen nor heard ofit^.

A FAllMER.

We infer liiat the first question of our correspon-

dent is founded on the several recommendatory

notices of Kentucky blue grass, which have ap-

peared in the Farmers' Register, extracted from

western agricultural papers, and more ol' which

will follow in this number. The popular nomen-

clature ofgrasses is so confused and contradictory,

tiiat it is very uncertain what is meant by any

name used in a different region from our own. But

we believe that what is called '' blue grass,'" in

Kentucky and Tennessee, is not the abominable

weed which we know by that name on oar rich

nnd stiff corn fields and wheat fallows, (though a

valuable pasture grass) ; but is what is here called

greensward, and sometimes goose-grass. We
sliall he pleased to have our readers instructed in

this respect, by either of our subscribers, Judge

Kennedy of Tennessee, or Thomas B. Stevenson,

esq. of Kentucky, both of whom arc well informed

on the subjee'.

There is eiiil another grass, better known in

lower Virginia under the name of blue grass.

This is a luxuriant and valual)le wet meadow
grass, having long broad leaves, in part tinged

with purple.

tants of the lower country beyond the necessity
of generally resorting to it ; but the 'Fjelde' bonder
uses it more or less every year ; nor is there any
good reason for supposing it unwholesome, if well
prepared; but it is very costly. The value of the
tree, which is left to perish on its root, would buy
a sack of flour, if the Enu'lish market were open.
They starve, and we shiver in our wretched
dwellings, although each country has the means
of relieving the other with advantage to itself.

—

BAHK BREAD IX NOUWAY.

From I.aing'.s Norway.

Munv pines were standing with all their branch-

es dead, stripped of the bark to make bread, and

blanched by the weather, resen)bling while mar-

ble,—mere ghosis of trees. The bread is made
of the inner rind next to the wood, taken off in

flakes like a sheet of foolscap paper, and is steeped

or washed in warm water to clear ofl' its astringent

principle. It is then hung across a rope to dry

in the sun. and looks exactly like sheets of parch-

ment. When dry, it is pounded into small pieces,

mixed wiih corn, and ground into meal on the

hand-mill or quern. It is much more generally

used than I supposed. There are districis in

which the forests suffered very considerable dam-
aiie ill the years 1312 and 1314, when bad crops

and the war then ragin?, reduced many to bark

bread. 'l"he extended cultivation of the potato

eince that period has probably placed the inhabi-

BLUK GRASS.

Reply to inquiries concernino: the qualify and pre-
paration of blue grass lauds, time ofsowing seed, etc.

From tlie Soutliern Cultivator.

Sir—Having liad my attention directed to the
inquiries of Dr. Do\)<ilass, of Hickman county, in

the last No. of the Cultivator, and having some
years of successftd experiment in the culture of
blue grass, I would respectfully communicate
such facts as I have in my possession, and tlie

conclusions they liave led mc to in regard to the

same.

In February, 1838, I sowed 70 acres of wood-
land in blue grass seed, at the rate of £ bushel of
bfue crass seed and :1 timothy seed to the acre.

Previous to sowing, I cut down all the under<zrowlh
and smaller trees leaving the tops piled upon the

ground, ond raked up and lujrnt the leaves, clean.

When sown, I turned my stock in to trample it in;

which they did eflectually, in browsinir about after

I lie green brush. So soon as the seed began to

vegetate, I turned the stock off it, and suffered

nothing to run upon it till the <irass went to seed

again. From this sorting I obtained a fine stand

of grass.

The same season, I sowed upon open ground,
with the same seed, and frilled to get any thing

like a good stand. I am satisfied th(t grass after

germination was killed by exposure to the summer
sun.

In February, 18,S9, I sowed 40 acres in wood-
land prepared and managed in the same way;
with the exception that the quantiiies of timothy

and blue grass seed were etjual, and obtained a

j

very excellent stand of grass. At the same time,

I I again sowed in open ground, outol'the same lot

of seed, and it again resulted in an emire (uilure.

My land is a fiir specimen of the rich limestone

soils o( Maury county, and is suih as is believed

best adapted to blue grass. From my own and
the experience of others, I am saiisfieil that liill

«^owing is not to be recommended in this climate.

Our long and late droughts in the Ifill ; which are

so fiequent, render it extremely difficult to get a
stand of grass (rom seed sown at that season.

From the fiicts slated above, anti others I might
mention of a similar character. I am driven to the

conclusion that thinly timbered woodland, in this

latitude, is preferable for blue grass to open land,

on account of the greatercerlainty of a stand, with

this remark, however, that where a stand can he

obtained on open ground, the grass is doubtless

Rweetfrand more nutritious, oii account of the full

exposure to ihesiin. And I would here suggest

I

it as my opinion, th:it timothy sown wiih blue
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grass at the role of one hall' bushel of limotliy

sied in ihfi chadaiul one lialf'hushrl of blue gra?s

seed to the acre, ndds f^'reatly to llie chnnccs ol

procurinir a good siand upon open ground, Irom

the fact 7liat the timothy sprinL's up soon and

ciffords a slielierto the young blue grass^, protect-

ing it froni ihe intense heat ol'ihe sun. The blue

grass will take the tiuioihy in the course of two

years. Neiiher the linioihy or blue grass seed

require ploughed ground ; bui botli do belter on an

unploughed surliu-e. Wet seasons are favorable

lo irrass sown on open grour '..

I would recommend sowing in January or Fe-

Viruary—because there is at that season always

moisture enouiih in the ground to germinate the

seed. I would advise having the ground clear of

leaves at all hazards, that the seed may come in

contact with the surliice of tlie soil. Some liirmers

scatter shattered corn over the irround alter sowing

blue grass, and turn their swine in, which in

searching after tlie corn, cflectually lram[)le the

seed in. "This is doubtless an advisable plan. For
the same reason, 1 leave liie green brush of the

cleared timber on the ground, and turn my cattle

in. It is hiixhiy important to lake the cattle ofi',

so soon as vegetation begins.

Dr. Douglass doe.«! not say whether or not he

look the requisite pains to have the seed trampled

in. Rut as he states that they were " (breitzn

seed," I am very much inclined to tliink with him
that his .Hiilure is to be attributed to t!ie u.-e of old

and injured seed. It is certainly the b.^st plan,

when practicable, to buy of a neighbor Unown to

he a gentleman, or when once getting a start, lo

make your own seed.

Very rcspeclful'v,

Evan Youkg.
3Iaxtry couvAij, -/luf^- <3, 1S40.

BLUE GRASS.—ITS CULTURE.

Finm t!iL' Snutliern Cultivator.

BJr. Editor:— Perhaps I should have waited

for some liinuer of more learning and experience

to ansvver Dr. Dmiirlass' inquiries on the all im-

porlant subject of sowing blue grass— but as I

have had some considerable practice. I shall pro-

ceed lo give him the benefit of it. TliouLrh at the

same time, if any other farmers should offer theirs

you may lay mine aside if you think proper, with-

out any injury to my feelinfjs.

On my first attempt at blue srass, 1 sowed the

last day of Septrmber. in woodland on the ground
in its natural state, only removing ihe greiiter pan
ol'the logs and under brush. The leaves had just

begun to fall, which put my seed completely on the

soil. I then turned all the stork that I could rai>e

upon it, and kept them upon it some six weeks;
after which 1 let very little slock upon it till afler

harvest the next year. I then grazed it ofl' close.

Even then my grass made but hiile show; but

the nexts|)rin<r I kept the stock off from Christmas
until the seed ripened. I then turned on all my
stock, grazed it off close, and it being very dry,
that was not hard to do. In the course of five or
six weeks there came a rain, and I took off the
slock an(i in a li^w days my blue grass assumed
ihe appearaiica of an oats' patch in lite spring. I

let it go to seed the second year for the purpose of
saving seed.

Last year I sowed an old lot with blue grasa
and rye. It set in very dry. Tliougii a great

deal of the seed sf)rouied, and some of it came up,

I thought it was entirely lost ; and I pastured it all

the winter and spring. To my great surpiise, this

fall, I find at least a sufficient stand. By letting it

go to seed one year, there will be plenty.

I also sowed some of my own raising last winter

in woodland, rough, antl a great many leaves on
the grom;d. I put Ihe seed down in January;
then turned in all my hogs and scattered over the

Ground shattered corn, which made my ho2S root

it in nicely. This lot also made a good stand of
grass.

One of my neighbors sowed in March last year;

he cleared the ground nii'ely of leaves and liiter,

and I think he got a more regular set at first than
mine did, owing to the leaves, as I have discovered

that in spots where the ground was entirely naked
the seed vegetated much sooner.

At my first sowing there was a spot of seven
acres off of which I did not cut the saplings the

first year, and I found no grass there. The next

winter, I took them off, and there is now a good
set without more sowing. So my experience

leaches that if you put seed on tlie ground of a
good quality, you will have some grass under anj'

circumstances.

Rut care should be taken not to pasture much
until it goes to seed once ; even then, it is worth a
ffreat de d luore to let it get up well in the s[iring.

From what I have staled, it may be inferreil that

I look upon good seed ns being a most important

matter. In truMi, I (or one am disposed to believe

ihat Dr. Doii<?;lass had bad seed.—As he has been
utifortunate, I will try next jear to s:tve seed, and
if he will send, I will try to let him have some that

I will insure to come up.

Jamks Jonks.
Maury county, /Jug. 7, 1840.

a xkw and effectual method to kyanise
TIMRER.

From tlie Observer.

Within the last two or three weeks the JVIan-

chosterand Cirminghau) Railway Company have
commenced Kyanising their wood sleepers in a

much more quick and eflectual manner than by

the old mode of simply dcposiiina the tiiuber

immersed in the prepared liquid. The company
have had made a large iron cylindrical vessel,

\
weighing about len tons, and which is about thirty

j

lijot louir, and six or seven feet diameter, made

I

from wrought iron plalcs, five-eigliths thick, and
: double riveted, which vessel is capable of resisting

I

a pressure of 250 lbs. on the inch. The vessel

I being filled as compactly as possible with wood
I sleepers, twelve inches broad and seven inches

i
thick, the liquid is then forced in with one of

I

Bramah's Jiydraulic piiinps, and worked by six

I

men to a pressure of 170 lbs. on the inch. By this

! means the timber is com|)Ietely saturated ihrough-

lout in about len hours, which operaiion, on the
' old f-ystcm, took soiriC months lo ifUct.
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HEPOUT OS PROFKSSOK SIIKPARD S ANALY-
SIS OF Tllli SOILS OF KDISTO ISLAKD.

" /Resolved, That tlie comniunication of PmfJ^s-

Eor Slu'pard tie referred to the Special Comtnitiee

oil Soils, u'illi instruciioii.« to re|)ort, liovv Car the

analytical iiiibraiation it discloses, a<rrees or coii-

flicls with the practice ol'the Planter.? oC the Island,

ae exhibited in the application oC their manures.'"

The committee to whom was relerred the

above- resolution, beg leave to report,

That the Ibllouinij table exhibits, in one view,

the viirious properties of the soils* subjected to

analysis.

Pure W-'K5"^'^F300W?-
Sand
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all the insoluble matter of a soil into {jeine.* To
Rccomplisii tills purpose, tlieaid ofur.ificial stimuli

is necessary.

Tlie eoils of ihe Sfta I^^h1n(^3 are alluvial, or the

result of the dcposilion from river?. Tiie produc-

tiveness ofalluvium is ascribable to the finely divi-

ded matter of which ii is composed. By freely

admittinf^ air and nioislure, geine, which the

JMassachuseti's chemist maintains is ihe pabulum

of plants, is quickly produced. The ready solu-

biiiiy of organic substances in a sandy soil, from

the cause already assi<fned, is the reason why ma-
nures have so speedy an effect ; at the same time

it accounts for their evanescent character. Chemi-
cal tests, however, are not always infallible guides

for the cultivator. To perfect the work in which
science invitee him to engage, minute examina-

lions on his part are clearly called for. Successful

tillage is influenced materially by the depth of the

mould or crust of tlie earih, and the nature of the

subsoil. 'J'he cotton plant has a long tap-root,

which penetrates always, unless a vory wet sea-

son, or some obstacle intervenes, belmv the soil.

It requires no arirumeni to show that, if the pro-

duct of a crop mainly d"|)ends on the quantity of

food with which it is supplied, the deeper the

mould, the great laboratory of nourishment, the

more abimdant will be the harvest. Again, two
soils may agree in every material pcin* in their

elementary jians, ypt, in production, will be very

dissimilar. The difference is traceable to the sub-

soil. By the iiifiuence of an absorbent, clayey

substratum, sandy lands are rendered prolific,

whilst without this mechanical assistance they

might have remained in comparative sterility.

So, the leriilily of a clay soil, obviously too reten-

tive of moisture, may be owing to the sand or

gravel on which it stands. Tlie soils which are of

a good depth, and rest on a clay foundation, are

decidedly prelt^rred for the cotton crop. The black,

or flat dark gray lands, as they are generally

wanting in one or both of these important agents,

cannot be relied upon. This is probably the true

explanation why F and D, under no system of

management, have yet repaid the labors of the

cultivator. Distinguished as 11 is in both of these

valuable properties of the best cotton lands, its

superiority is at once in part accounted for. In

fine, it would not be hazarding much to say, that

production, so far as the principle of mechanical

agency is involved, depends as much on depth of

soil, and the nature of its substratum, as upon the

proper admixture of the earthy parts of the soils

themselves.

The samples analyzed are described as being
unilbrmly sand\', containing in one hundred grains

over ninety-one parts of silica. Although in

ihem there are only " feeble traces" of the carbo-

nate of lime and of the sulpliate of lime, yet, it

must be remembered, that a small fraction only ol

*"Geine is the decomposed organic matter of the

soil. It results chiefly from vep;etable deeomposition.

Geine is either soluble or insoluble. Tfie latter is

converted into the former by the action of lime. Act-
ing neither as an acid nor alkali, it is converted into

a substance having acid properties by the action of

alkali, and in this state combines with earths, alkalies,

and oxides, forming neutral salts, which may be term-

ed geates. Soluble geine is the food of plants."

—

AfU' Method of anali/zing Soils^ by Dr. Sam. L. Dans,
of Lowell.

either enters into the composition of plants; and
that " a crop may fail from the want of a single

grain in a hundred of those elements."* The
amount of organic matter is small, though not re-

markably so, lijr all alluvial soils, it is believed,

are wanting in this respect. The almost entire

absence of calcareous earth was unexpected. In

the prosecution of their duty, having been led to

examine this suliject, the committee find what
indeed is a striking fact, that the soils of America,
unlike those of Euiofie, are very deficient in this

substance, some of the latter containing over 50
per cent, and neaily all of them a large per cent.

•'Out of one hundred and twenty-five specimens
of soils from all parts of Massachusetts, and several

of them Irom lime-stone reiiions, only seven,"

says Edward Hitchcock, prolisssor ol chemistry in

Amherst college, " exhibited any ettervtscence
;

and even these, when analyzed, yielded but a very
small per cent, ofcarbonate of lime." The same
writer remarks, "I have recently examined five of

some of the richest soils of Ohio and Illinois, and
although I find calcareous matter in all of them,
yet the average quantity is not over 2 per cent."

A similar statement has been made refpeciing the

soils of Virginia, and of some ofthe we.s!ern states,

even in limestone regions, by Mr. Rulfin, the able

editor of the Farmer's Register.
" May not the iieculiar Itjrtility of new Sea Is-

land cotton lands," asks Professor Shepard, " be
owing to the proportions ofcomminuted shells na-
tural 10 such soils, and the deterioration of these
lands under long cultivation, ascribable to the ex-
haustion of carbonate of lime?" To the latter

query the committee would answer, that chemical
tests prove that in the lormaiion of plants, as al-

ready noticed, Ihe quamity of lime taken up is

very inconsiderable. This, superadded to the ac-

knowledged fertility ofour western lands over those
of Europe, is strong evidence, that the produc-
tiveness of soils does not depend upon the amount
of calcareous matter, but that a small per cent,

only is necessary. The committee are unable to

see how any soil can be deprived of its calcareous
constituent, which does not at the same lime lessen

the quantity of all its earthy ingredients. Lime ia

one of the primitive eaiihs. It cannot, therelbre,

take a gaseous form, nor can its nature be changed.
If there was a time when our soils contained more
ofthe carbonate of lime than they do at piesent, it

follows that, as lime is indestructible, it must now
exist in some other slate of combination than the

carbonate : perhaps in that ofthe oxalate of lime,

a powerful promoter of vegetation. If so, the ex-

haustion ofthe carbonate of lime is not one ofthe
causes of the present deteriorated condition of the

Sea Island cotton lands.

Acquainted as we now are with the main de-

fects ofour soils, the important question is present-

ed, how are they to be amended 1 Before an an-
swer is given, the committee would briefly advert

to two prominent errors in our system of husban-
dry, under which we have long labored,

1. The keeping of large stocks. The planta-

tion? of the Sea Islands are small. About one
half ia cultivated annually—the remainder is allot-

ted to the support of domestic animals. In autumn,
looking only to th^ spontaneous production of the

earth, a cheerless waste is exhibited. As bounti-

Aisertion cf the late Timothy Pickering.^
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I'ul to ilip pouiliern planter as nature invariiibly is,

where overiirnlis on her munificence are never

made, her resources at that lime become exliausted

and the oHal of the ffalhered crop lijrnishes the

only means oCconducting his stoci<s salely through

the ordeal of winter. Accordingly, lor two-thirds

ol'theyear, they (urnish neither n)ilk, butler, nor

meat, for the ordinary consum|)tion of the planta-

tion ; and at no time are they capable of profita-

bly promoting any ol'lhe ends for which elsewhere

they arc so justly celebrated. Engaged as we are

in the culture ofone of ihe most valuable commo-
dities in the world, the raising of cattle lor sale is

prohibited by ilie common dictates of prudence.

For their manure and (or table use alone are they

considered worthy of attention. To subserve these

purposes, a small number only, especially of sheep,

is necessary. The pursuits of the grazier and
ploughman, if in the attainment of their ends they

respectively depend upon the same grounds, are in

direct collision. Boih cannot succeed unless at

cost of labor and of lime which would soon anni-

hilate their profits. If the former prosper, is not

the husbandman thereby deprived of the natural

food lor his plants'? If the latter hope lor a lucra-

tive harvest, it can only be effected by circum-

scribing within very narrow limits the pasturace

of the grazier. Tb.c injury sustained by the de-

predations oi' stocks, according to our present im-

provident plan of husbandr}', may be ascertained

with some precision. As a preliminary suggestion

it may be remarked, that the sheep has an insa-

tiable appetite. If not trratifien, in the strong

language o( " Arator," he dies ; if it is, he depopu-

lates the country. Liable to numerous diseases,

he has never been a lucrative object where tillage

was the main support of the people. He is reared

too at a mucii greater expens*^ than the cow, and
furnishes for the table perhaps not one-lburth of

the Ibod which is provided by that useful and
hardier animal. Each head of black cattle annu-
ally keeps bare of grass, in ordinary seasons, about

two acres of ground, and each head of sheep, per-

haps three acres. Now as the land, where this

system of unrecompensed pillage is earrietl on, is

designed by ihe owner for his crop ol'lhe following

year, ii is fair to conclude that, as the planter is

engaged with his whole (orce between two and

three monthg in collecting putrescible subslances

to supply the place of the food which the tooth has

destroyed, a larire portion of that time is in effect

appropriated to the support of his cattle. Were
their number <rreaily reduced, probably only one-

half of the manure which necessity now obliges us

to procure, would be needed ; that is, if we be

satisfied with the present amount of artificial fer-

tilizing matter—otherwise, we could duplicate the

quantity now gathered. VVhen we look at the

poor and degenerated condition of our stocks, the

denuded state of our pastures, and connect these

with the startling truth, that, in despite of appa-

rently well directed efforts, our lands in regard to

their productive powers arc stationary, if not retro-

grading ; the conclusion is irresistibly forced upon

the mind that, in lijrnishing the domestic circle

with some of the necessaries of life, a price is sub-

stantially paid equal to the joint labor of the plant-

er and his slaves for one or two months. If an

ample supply of the best meats and the comforts

of the dairy be an object of importance, a small

Btock only will fiirniih it. If to add to the aaiouQl
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and improve the quality of manures be desirable,

look to the same source ; for English authorities,

suslained by llie undivided o[)inion of the New
England farmers, assure us, that ten well fed cows
produce more n)anure and of decidedly more
enriching properties, than fifieen whose allowance

has been elinted. Should a larger provision in

vegetable aliment be sought lor, let not the tooth

and the hoof thwart the efibrts of nature to aid us.

From facts in the possession of the committee, and

from careful observations, they are led to think,

that ten head of black caitle and four of slieep to

every hundred acre?, would be ahuut the true

proportion lor our aral)le lands.

2. The culture of too much land for the force

employed ; and, as a necebsary result, insufficient

manuring. It is known to the grower of cotton,

that his harvests are rarely gathered fiom the

whole crop, but only from those portions where
the soil is naturally productive, or where a large

amount of proper nutriment is applied. The
number of acn-s cultivated to the hand is from

three and a half to four. The usual quantity of

compost manure per acre, which the unceasing

labor and perseverance nf the planter have as yet

enabled him lo furnish, is fiom twenty to thirty

cart-loads. Is not this too meager an allowance 1

The substitution of quantity for fertility is indeed

an exhausting operation, without a single principle

to recommend it. To provide abundantly, there-

fore, for the wants of our soils, rather ihan to de-

prive them without reciprocaiion of their natural

ingredients by too extended cultivation, is demand-
ed by Ihe weightiest considerations. The com-
mittee will not comment on lliesavingof laborand

of time, now in a great measure nnprofiiably ex-

pended—or the great facility of attending a small

crop—or that thereby the planter may have it in

his power lo adopt in part the inclosing system

—

or at least to allow his lean and dwarfish animals

more and better food; but they will assume the

impregnable position, that a given quantity of de-

composed orcranic mailer to an acre on exhausted

land will yield a larger return than ifthe same had

been placed on one and a half or two acres. The
history of afrricullure and of liorticulture in Eng-
land and America bears ample testimony to tiiis

interesting fact, and perhaps on no question in

husbandry are writers so well agreed. Without

bringing to the notice of the society the mass of

evidence in confirmation of this proposition, con-

cerning, however, the numerous crops that are

elsewlTere raised, they would at once, as having

a direct relation to the object of their solicitude,

state the results of only three among many trials

made on this. island. The last season a member
of this society used on an acre of good ground

eighty-fourcart-Ioadsof marsh and mud—the for-

mer greatly preponderating. From it he gathered

three hundred and ten pounds of clean ginned

cotton. His general crop yielded about one hun-

dred and ten pounds per acre. In 1832, another

member directed his overseer to double the usual

quantity of manure for a few acres, which were

marked by the usual indications of sterility. Indeed

they were in appearance so extremely poor, that

the cotton plant, through their asency, could^

scarcely be said ever lo have reached the point ot

fructification. From some misapprehension, the

orders of the owner were exceeded, and the un-

precedented amount of eighty- four cart- loads of
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mud and eiflthty-four of compost to the acre was
applied. The product was not only as large as

that ofany olher poriion ofhis crop, but, alihough

eight years have since elapsed, the field so boun-

tilully assisted at that lime still displays its grati-

tude to its cultivator by the abundance ofits li-uits.

In 1837, one oCtlie committee, in order to ascertain,

whether an unusual fjuaniityof compost manure
was unfavorable to the production ol'cotlon, or had

any ed'ect in bringing about a new growth in the

plant, tried the following cxpcriuient. On twenty-

lour acres of high, sandy land, a part of which vvas

very light, there were put about twelve hundred
ox-cart-loads of well rotted substances, (of which
marsh formed the principal pari,) fiom the stable

and cattle pen. These v/ere thrown broad-cast,

and the land immediately listed. The rest of the

crop received of compost twenty horse-cart-loads

per acre— or of mud, (ifieen cart-loads—of marsh.

five carl-loads. The spring was cold and wet,

and from three gales of wind great injury was
sustained. Early in Aujiusi, all of the cotton,

except the ticcnin-foar acre field, took a second

growth. That sutlcred in no respect, save from

wind. It matured very rapidly, and the yield was
over two hundred pounds to the acre. The re-

mainder of the crop, cxcej); H, from which was
picked about one hundred and twenty pounds per

acre, produced on an average fifty-five pounds to

the acre. In reference to these and other instances

of large returns from increased quamiiies of ma-
nure, it has been said, that three and a half or four

acres to the hand cannot be assisted to the same
extent. Granted. But may not one half or per-

haps two-thirds of that number be? If so, the

path of our duty is plain. If the owner of thirty

laborers makes annually two thousand cart-loads

of manure, is it better that that amount be placed

on one hundred acres, or on seventy or eighty

acres'? That is the question to which a thousand

well directed experiment?, and every yefir''s expe-

rience on our part, arc ever ready to reply. The
committee will conclude their remarks on this

head, by recommending, that the practice of an
equal division of our plantations be continued, but

that only two and three-quarters or three acres to

the hand be hereafter cultivated. In this way,
there will remain in every enclosed field probably

a large space of ground, which, in effect, will be

an addition to the landed capital of the planter.

The ill success frequently attendant on compost
manure, arises chiefly from itsimproperdistribution.

Instead of being strewed in the middle of the al-

ley, it shouM be used broad-cast. In no other

mode can it l)e thoroughly incorporated wilh the

eoil. By the old practice, cotton sufl'ers in drought
from the healing cfl'ectsofthe mass through which
the tap-root passes. In sudden wet alter dry
weather, the excess of stimulus, which the plant

from the position of its trunk is obliged to imbibe,

deranges its functions, and brings on disease, and
hence a shedding of its fruit.

Whether manures should be put on or under
the listing, ia yet an undetermined point. In this

eeciion of the State, the latter is considered the

preferable plan. Manures are lost by evaporation
nnd infiltration. Ifto the gases belong their more
nctive insredients, it follows, that under the list-

ing is their proper place ; if to the salts, then they
should be covered very shallow. Manures near
ihe surface certainly promote the growth of our

staple crop, when young, to a greater decree than

where deeply buried ; and as tlie season of spring

is now invariably cold., it m;iy not be an injudicious

method. Every allenlive observer, however, no
doubt has remarked, that the result is in iLivor of

the manures below the lisiing. The product of

cotton, in the few instances known to the commit-
tee, being greater, though the plant itself was not

always taller. From this an inference may be

drawn, thai the manure, which f.ouj its proximity

to the surlijce, first displays its power, is the first

and the soonest eventually to pan wilh ii ; in olher

words, tliut by evaporation the greater loss is sus-

tained.

The committee are now prepared to invite the

attention of the society to the Ibllowing means of

renovation, which, if discerningly used, may be

instrumental in restoring to our soils the vegeta-

ble mailer of which it has been deprived by a long

course of mismanagement. For the sake of con-

venience, they will be denominated positive and
negative means, and first of ihe latter.

Ji.ulaiion of crops.—On this subject there ara

two theories. 1. That whilsi the continuous cul-

tivation ol any one croji deprives the soil of tiie

specific aliment essential to its fruciification, an-

other |)lant, requiring some oiher food, may be ad-

vantageously substiiuied. 2. The celebrated bo-

tanist, De Candulle, says, '-ofthe nutriment which
veiretables receive an ! digest, they exude an in-

consumable or innutrilive portion by their roots.

This cxcremcntitious matter is supposed to unfit or

poison the soil for a second crop ofthe same kind,

until it is either consumed or neutralized by culd-

vation." May not this be the true reason vvhy il is

so dillicult to "set cotlon" on land planted for three

or more consecutive years'? As soon as Ihe plants

recover from their sickly state, and ihis takes place

when the poisonous substance discharged from
their roots is destroyed by tillage, the crop grows
as vigorously, and the product is usua'ly as good
as on rested lands, where the same amount and
kind of artificial nourishment have been applifd.

Tlie soils best adapted to cotton are cultivated

every alicrnate year : the low black or dark gray
lands being appropriated to corn. Guided by the

lights of ex|)eriencc, it may with confidence be

stated, that the two crops cannot, under any cir-

cumstances afiecting seasons or management, pro-

fitably succeed each other. W, however, in the

inclosed field, there be any number of acres soiled

to the raising ofcotton, not desired to lie fallow, ihe

sowing of oats, rye, Indian corn, in the drill, but

especially peas, is strongly recommended. Whe-
iher Ihe benefits of the two first proceed from the

levelling of the ground, or that the quaniiiy of

nutriment is greater than thai arising from grasa

and weeds, is unimportant; it is enough to know
that the soil is thereby very considerably improved.

Peas, called by an old planter of a sister slate,

the clover of the soulhern country, where an ac-

cession of vegetable matter is tlie primary object,

should be put in the ground early in April and
hoed but once or twice. A small product only

will be the result. The growth of grass, how-
ever, which at a lale period will be more than
oniinarily abundant, v;ith the increase nf the leaves,

stems, and ungathered portion of the pea crop,

(seed only being saved,) will give double the

amount of soluble substances, which, if the land

had been at rest, it could have produced. Peas
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sown in August is not an amender oC the eoil, un-
less ploughed in immediately belbre the period o(

ripeuing. Cotlon at'er potatoes, allowing one year
VJ intervene, succeeds well.

Plnughing in growing vegetables—summer or

Jail listings.—The former operation has been prac-

tised since tiie days cl' ancient Rome; and al-

thougii there is much contrariety o(" opinion as to

the time when vegetables should be restored to

the eartii, yet ail agree that the process, either in

a green or dry slate, enriches the land. Dr. J>aria

is certain ihat "dry plants give more geine than
green.-' JSir Humphrey Davy remarks, that "all

green succulent plants contain saccharine or muci-
laginous matter, wiili woody fibres, and readily fer-

tnent. W lien the}' are to beeniployed lor enriching
a soil, they should be ploughed in when in blossom,

for it is ai this period that iliey contain the largest

quantity oC easily soluble matter, and that their

leaves are most active in forming nutritive matter."
The experience of the best Rn'mers in the eastern

elates scecns to liwor the views of the American
chemist. .Should the land be inclosed, it would
he advisable to postpone listing it until autumn.
The observation concerning the time when peas
should be turned in. is equally applicable to oats,

rj^e, and Indian corn, in the drill. Tiie tirst is

ripe in June, and the last attains its full growth,
(ii never bears fruit,) about the middle of July,

ft is then not loo late for the earth to bring Ibnli

abundantly of her resources.

If pine irash, rushes, or other matter, difficult of
fermentation, be designed to be used, iis incorpo-

ration with the soil at as early a period as possible

is recommended. Planters object to summer list-

ings, because the sward being removed, the ground
is exposed to the direct action of the sun, arsd thus

evaporation is increased. This in part isceriainly

true. It was Ibrmerly the practice in northern

countries, in order to insure rest to lands in the

producing season, to prevent them by repeated

ploughings fiom yielding any thing. This is

known as the naked fallow ej'stem, which, on
scientific principles, is erroneous. By an unco-

vered surlace evaporation is not only augmented,
but it is rendered greater too in proportion to the

levelness of the ground. Even a partial cutting

down of the beds, therefore, on which the last

crop was raised, will, to the extent to which it

is carried, aid in extracting from the soil its nutri-

tive properties. It is important, however, in this

inquiry to remember, that the tops of the old

ridges are in general bare, and that in removing
frem them only earth enough to effect a slight

covering of the vegetable matter placed in the al-

leys, the injury arising from the escape of the ga-

seous eflLivia cannot be materially increased. If,

nevertheless, this inference be not correct, it

will detract but little fiom the proposed plan of

amelioration.

Although the committee cannot concede the po-

sition, that the atmosphere is the great matrix of

manures, yet it is undeniable, that plants do derive

a very large portion of aliment Irom that source.

On this principle is founded the system of deep
ploughings. By it not only the soil but the sub-

stratum, il' exposed a due length of time, will re-

ceive the salutary influence of the atmosphere. In

reference to the immediate topic of consideration,

the gases which the partial decomposition of the

vegetable substances, only in part buried as pro-

posed, might emit, are necessarily taken up by the
growing herbage, or crop, if one be subsequently
sown, and by this means their valuable agency is

retained and extended. The objections conse-
quently to summer listings, unless done too late for

the earth to give a coating of grass, do not in the-

ory possess that weight to which it is thought to

be entitled. In practice, the plan, it is experimen-
tally known, where rushes or pine-straw is used,

is decidedly proper. The breaking dov/n and soft-

ening the woody fibre, and thus preparing it for the

process of fermentation, is the important point

which is gained. It is asserted too, that, in this

way, the destruction ol' bugs and other insects, or

their eggs, may be etrected. The frosts and rains

of winter will further the progress of the good
work. It may not be unimportant to state that, if

the listed land be inclosed, that part of the surliice

which is exposed may be soon shaded by sowing
the common field pea. Evaporation will thereby
be prevented, and a useful addition made to the
store of vegetables.

The inclosing syslem.—To whatever extent th«
industry, skill, and resource of the planter may
enable him to provide for the improvement of his

lands, it is not probable that, according to any
known scheme of management, he will ever suc-
ceed in furnishing an impoverished soil with the
quantity of aliment its wants really require. The
planters of this island do annually manure every
loot of ground which is cultivated in cotton ; and,
it may be added, in nroviiions too.* Still the
amount of food per acre, apparently large, is far

short of what their interests would invite them to

apply. They cannot succeed in returning to the
soil even lor one year perhaps the one half of the

nutriment originally furnished it by nature. Other
means of melioraiion then must be resorted to.

Clover and plaster are not adapted to our climate,

and no foreign or domestic grasses have yet been
substituted for them. The inclosing system, there-

lore, strongly invites our notice. To adopt it iti

part, v,^hich only is practicable, the planting of lesa

ground for ihe Ibrce employed, and the keeping of
smaller stocks, will of course be measures of ne-

cessity. All enemies to composts on scientific

principles, (and in this class are comprehended
many intelligent fartners, or those who have failed

in the application of them,) seem to coincide in the

belief, that the inclosing system ofTers the readiest

mode of returning to the soil the organic matter of

which repeated croppings may have deprived it.

It especially reconmiends itself for its saving of

time and money to the planter, and of labor to

both man and beast. In order, however, to reap

iis full benefiis, the land should be levelled in the

fall, and in the lollowing autumn listed for a crop.

"To draw from the atmospheret the greatest

quantity of manure, to check the loss the earth

sustains from evaporation, during the process of

shade, to give the manure the most lasting Ibrm,

and to deposite it in the most beneficial manner,

* To accomplish this, one cart to eveiy five laborers

is necessary.

t The experiment of the willow—planted a slip in

a box, containing two hundred pounds of earth, and at

the end of a few vears, exhibiUng a tree of two hun-

dred })Ounds weight, without having diminished the

earth in which it grew, demonstrates the power of the

vegetable world to extract and to elaborate the atmo-

spherical manure.— Tii;/Jor's Aralor.
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are," in the language of Colonel Taylor, '•' the

primary objects of the inclosing? system." The
objection to Aralor's theory, in its niosl compre-
hensive sense, is, that, in the creation and sustain-

ing of vegetable lil'e, the earth is made to play a

subordinate part—nay, that it is the mere home ol

plants, without the ability of contributing to their

subsistence. If nothing is nourishment to a vege-

table but what enters into the permanent con)posi-

lion of a vegetable, the conclusion is irresistible

that, as all plants on analysis yield an earthy [iro-

duct, and the product is Ibund to partake most of

the earth that predominates in the soil, producing

the analyzed plant, earth is necessary to plants as

Ibod. That air,* however, is essential to vegeta-

bles, is conceded. A seed deprived of air will not

germinate, and a plant placed under an exhausted
receiver, will soon perish.

Of positive means of melioration—manures.—
Manures may properly be divided into three kinds,

manures of nourishment, manures of stimulus, and
mechanical manures. Of the first the committee
have already spoken. In relation to the second,

it may be remarked, that whatever eubsianccs

enable plants to digest more than under ordinary

circumstances they could consume, and accelerate

decomposition, are manures of stimulus. Hence
the efficacy of salt, lime, gypsum, &c. Mechani-
cal manures are those which etiect modifications

of the component earthy parts of soils, by which
they are enabled to increase or diminish their ab-

sorbent powers. Oftliis description is the addition

of clay to sand to make it n)ore retentive, or of

sand to clay to lessen the tenacity of the latter.

The long mooted [)oint concerniii<f the relative

advantages of long and short muck, has been
settled by a series of experiments instituted by
scientific men. Short muck will give the best

crop the first year; long muck, the second. In

regard to cotton, the former is prelerred, because
its early efHcacy is indicated in the production ot

bottom Iruit—because, the plant being rarely over-

Blimulaied, the inevitable result where fermenta-

tion is too rapid, a new growth is prevented— be-

cause, by the use of the latter, the looseness of the

soil is increased, and the escape by evaporation ol

carbonic acidf with ammonia is ofcourse materially

assisted—because, as our fields are planted every
alternate year, no advantage would accrue from
long muck, except to the grasses, even if it be true

that its eflects are more decidedly beneficial the
second season. Decomposition, it ought disnnctly
to be remembered, should not be carried so liir as
to present only a black mass, without heat or
smell.

Cottonseed.—This is undoubtedly a manure of
nourishment. Its value is derived from its olea-

* Priestley first, and Lavoisier after him, analyzed
air, and found that when pure, it consisted of about
.seventy parts of azote, twenty-seven of oxygen, and
two of carbonic acid. In its ordinary (or impure)
state, it is loaded with foreigu and liglit bodies, sucli

as mineral, animal and vegi^table vapors, the seeds of

plants and the eijgs of insects. It is to this aggregate
liiat vegetation oviej the services rendered to itby air.

I Carbonic acid is formed and given out during the
process of fenncn'ation, and malves twenty-eight parts

of one hundred of atmospheric air. It is composed,
(according to Davy,) of oxygen and carbon, in the

proportioa of thirty-four of the former to thirteen of the

latter.

ginous property, as all oils are composed of carbon"
and hydrogen. On high lands, from four to six

quarts of /ti7c seed to the task row, (one hundred
and five liiet,) where the ground lias received a
coaling of mud, at the rate of forty cart-loads per
acre, may be relied u|,on with perhaps more cer-

tainty lor cotton, especially of an irregular season
than any other api)licatioi). If used alone, a hall-

bushel, or even a less quantity, should the land be
not too poor, is the proper an)ount. For dark soilcs,

it is tliought no manure answers better, particular-

ly if combined with marsh-mud. To corn, from
one peck to a half-bushel to the row, below the

list, it is of greater benefit than three bushels of
the host compost.

Marsh.— In a green state fi-om twenty-five to

thirty carl-loads per acre ought to be applied. If

decomposed, a smallerquantity may be used. Au-
tumn, or early in the winter, is the proper time
for turning it into the ground, it is an advantage
to all soils, but especially to those of a black, or

dark gray color. Listing it, in the summer is olieii

attended with the happiest consequences. Where
this is done, it sometimes happens that, in light

lands, the cotton-plant becomes "blue." It is

hence advisable to postpone imbedding it until a
later period.

Rushes and pine trash.—Both of these vegeta-
ble substances need artificial aid to convert them
into geine. By the usual processes of nature,

they are scarcely brought to a completely soluble

state in two yeais. By being buried in summer,
as already advised, they do exercise nevertheless

a material influence on vegetalion ; and this arises,

in reference to ihe first, from the decomposition of
ihe mass of spongy n)atter which at that time is

contained in the body of the plant ; secondly,

fioin its saline properties and iis attraction (or

moisture. With the constituent parts of pine

trash the committee are unacquainted. In a drought,

put around corn, it will revive it and reslore its

greenness of color as quickly as salt. It is known
too, to our most experienced planters that, if used
alone, its efficacy is only apparent on light and
dry lands. From these lacts the irderence is

drawn, that it ministers to the growing crop by
colleciing and retaining moisture. Another rea-

son why, if undecomposed, it should be covered
in suntnier, suggests itself It is believed, that

pine straw contains an acid principle, which in

time, through the agency of the calcareous matter
of the soil, is neutralized. By being thrown into

a liiter-pen the same effect is produced.
Marsh-mud.—This is not a manure of nourish-

ment, where marsh itself is not combined with it.

The evidence on this head is conclusive, as it does
not but very slightly increase the growth of the col-

ton plant. From the analysis ofProlessorShepard,
it seems to contain more voluble properties of a
permanently beneficial kind than any other natu-
ral compound. The great disparity between I and
K, and the other analyzed speriimens, in regard
to the water of absorption, to organic matter and
alumina, shows, that by marsh-mud, judiciously

gathered and applied, the amending of our lands,

though the operation will unquestionably be gra-
dual, niay confidently be relied upon. The differ-

ences of opinion as to the utility of this manure,
arises solely from the difi'erence \n the component
parts of the substance itself^ Frequently, in the

immediate neighborhood of each other, samples
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are drawn wholly dissimilar in many essential

respects. I and K were taken Irom the same bed,

and only a (ew teet apart, yel one has ingredients

of which ilie oiher is entirely defirieiit. As it is

inn)orlant to add to its liif^hly uaellil and efficacious

powers the desirable qiialiiy ol'contributing direct-

ly to nourish the cotton plant, the surlace oC the

mud bank only, containing as it does nuich vege-

table matter, should be dug. The more tenacious

the quality, known by its sirongly adhering to the

hoe, the belter, if its mechanical eli'ects are want-

ed ; the lighter, when dry, the greater is I he quan-
tity of vegetable aliment of which it is composed.

It is tor this reason that turl'-mud is as highly (if

not more) esteemed, as any other description,

except that periiaps in which comminuted shells

are ibund. Dry mud, although by exposure it

will lose its carbonic acid, which, however, is in

general very inconsiderable, has been experimen-
tally proved to be decidcdl}' more useful thiui when
wet or newly taken up. In the latter state, it is

incapable of intermixing with the soil. If the

lertility of earths depends on the fineness of their

particles, the fi^vorite theory of the celebrated

Tull, a mass of hard matter, though it be alluvium,

cannot contribute materially to the fructiricalion of

jilants. Of a very dry season, wet mud is known
to be valuable. This arises from its saline ingre-

dient, which keeps it always moist.

It may here be appropriately observed, that if

the rotation system be a judicious means ol'improv-

ing lands (or cotton, the alternation of manures is

ecjually advisable in increasing the product of the

crop. The change from mechanical and stimulat-

ing to manures of nourishment, has given the

most favorable results. Tliere is no doubt that,

after perhaps the hrst year, when a cart-load of
mud to the task-row is necessarv, one-half of that

quantity will produce all the effects which would
be expected from the use of a larger amount.
Although it may not be true with regard to other

manures, yel it is undeniable, that lands seem to

tire oi' marsh-mud alter three or lour consecutive
applications. This probably ari.~es from the soil

possessing, at the end of that time, a sufficient por-

tion of all the nutritive properties, which, as liir as

this substance is concerned, are essential to the

procreative powers of tfie cotton plant. 'I'he addi-

tion of n)ore nujd is consequently not only una-
vailing, but perhaps from its very excess operates

disadvantageously. The generating cause of the

"blue disease" in cotton is unknown. The remedy
fortunately is no longer one of the arcana of nature.

Plantations, which at one time bid li^ir to impo-
verish their owners, are now, by the li'cc use of

mud, among the most profitable. ^The individual

who first in practice developed the fertilizing pro-

perties of this inexhaustible compound, is emiiled

to all the honors which are due to benelactoro of

their country.

Salt.—Sir John Sinclair, in liis treatise on tliis

subject, says, "salt employed in large quantities, in

its natural state, is hostile to vegetation, yet it

operates advantageously in various ways when
judiciously applied to arable lands. In large quan-
tities it has a tendency, hke every other excessive

stimulant, to disorganize and destroy the vegeta-
ble substances with which it conies in contact

;

but in moderate quantities, it promotes the growth
of vegetables.'' Author Young observes, "that
the application ofsea- water to vegetables generates

putreircent hepatic gas, caused by the mixture of

vegetable juices with the vitriolic neutral salts

contained in sea-water. Muriate of magnesia^
lorms one-fourth of the saline maiter of sea-water.

Very considerable benefit has been experienced

from its use in promoting vegetation, vvlien mixed
with dung or compost dung-hills. It possesses

a septic power that promotes putreliiction." The
Chinese make use of sea-water as manure near

iheir coasts. In the interior they scatter salt ovei'

their fields before they are tilled. The same prac-

tice is pursued in Hindustan and by the Milanese.
From the time of Lord Bacon, sea-sand, the prin-

cipal value of which lies in the salt with which it

is impregnated, has been extensively used, where
obtainable, in nearly all the countries of Europe.
In 1819, it was given in evidence before a commit-
tee of the house of commons, that there is always
a violent strile among the farmers of Cornwall for

the largest share, whenever the refuse salt, used
in curing fish, is for sale. The money laid out in

Cornwall, and the adjoining counties, lor sea-sand,

amounted, one hundred and ten years ago, to

£32,000 : and so much has the practice increased,

says an English writer of 1820, that the expense of

1 Hid caniaue for sand, used as a manure in Corn-
wall alone, now amounts at least to £30,000 an-

nually. All the authorities to which the committee
iiave had access, unite in the following testimony.

1. In small quantities salt has septic properties
;

in large quantities il is an antiseptic, or counter-

acts putrclaciion.

2. Attracts and retains moisture.

3. In relation to corn, Irish potatoes, barley,

hemp, flax, and many oiher crops, its beneficial

influence is beyond dispute. For grass lands, e>;-

pecialiy in dry and hot summers, no application is

represented to be better. It is a preventive to the

blight and mildew in wheat, and efiectually de-

stroys all noxious weeds, grubs, worms and in-

sects. As salt is a stimulant, it shouKi of course be

mixed with animal or vegetable substances, and
never used alone. It is known to the committee,

that if incorporated with the compost heap, or the

organic matter buried with the sward, it will not

only increase the productive power of cotton, but

preserve its health and bring it early to maturity.

The quantity successl'ully tried on this island, has

varied from one pint of clean Liverpool salt to a
quart, to the row, on the listing, or from two and
a half to five bushels to the acre. A larger

amount, checks the growtli of cotton, and hence
operates injuriously on poor soils. For grass-

lands, six bushels of foul salt to the acre are re-

commended ; and as one of the means of prepar-

ing grounds lor the usual crops in northern coun-
tries, sixteen bushels per acre, it appears, ouglic

to be used. When mixed with ashes, lime or

soot, its meliorating power is greatly increased.

Aahnal manure.—The fullovving analysis, by
Kirwan, is worthy of especial notice :

105 lbs. of Cow-dung,
" " Horse "
" " Sheep '«

Charco.al.

10.02

25.00

Lime.

1.20

1.50

10.2S

Clay. Sand,

0.15

0.50

29 00

2.4

.•5.0

29.0

Fixed Salts.

0.6

0.21

0.72

Carb. IIvd., Caru.
Acid and Wateh.

92.80

89.77
fi.S.OO
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The vast superiority ofihe last is very manifisf.

Let not this, however, misleail (he judiftneiitorilie

planler. The ordure ot'sheep, inaiigre lis inlrinsic

value, is Ihe most co.sily inariiire, wlieii ilie looii

lliut uniiual consumes is considered, llial is now
iised.

'i'he English practice of strewing animal ma-
nure on vegetable sabslances is not pursued, it is

believed, in our southern country. With us the!

vmiversal method is, where a sufHcient amount c('|

vegetable matter has been brought together, to
|

inclose the stock at nights on the iieap, until it
]

has been reduced to a proper consisleniy, through :

the process of fermejitation. This brings the

committee to the consideration of the manner ol'j

making comports, and the materials of which they
j

should consist. i

Composts.—On this subject four important con-

siderations present themselves.— 1. The selection :

ofa suitable site. 2. The use ofretentive absorb-
j

ents. 3. The collecting and lidding together such I

materials as contain the greatest quantity ofnntri-
j

nient. 4. The preventing of waste. The site
|

should be level ground, in the immediate vicinity
i

of a bed of clay. Around it let an embankmeni
j

be thrown up, with the ditch liicinir outwards.
j

In our sandy lands ileconiposiiion is rapid.

Whilst the volatile portions ol' vegeiable subsian-

ces are perpetually escaping in the Ibrm of vapor,

ihe earthy parts sink and are lost in the soil. Ey
this means we ignoranlly yie'd, perhaj)s, one-third

of the treasure, which our unvvc.uied ellorts liad

been instrumcinal in gathering. To avoid this

long practised error, the use of retentive absorb-

ents, such as common cl.iy and pine Irash, are

strongly recommended.
The (bllowing plan of increasing llie quantity

and improving the quality of mannri's, the sole

object of composts, is considered judicious and
proper

:

1. Six or eight inches of common clay with as

many buslicis of liiul salt intermixed.

2. A layer of pinetrasli with s,dr.

3. Animal dung. Keepingsiocks on the mass for

four or five weeks will subserve liie i)urpose aim-

ed at.

4. Vegetalile and other matter, such as fennel

and weeds on the edges of ditclies and fences,

thistles, o;it-slraw, corn-cobs, ashes,* soot,t corn-

stalks, broom-grass, scrapings of yards, where
there is no joint or nut-grass, potid-imul, and, in

general, all the filth and rubbish ul" a plantation.

5. A liew bushels of salt.

Upon these variant n)atcrials, let the cattle be

nightly penned, until decomposition is carried suf-

ficiently I'ar—then cover the whole with clay.

Whilst the clay and pine trash at the bottom,

each aided by the inHuence of sab, will imbibe
and hold the salts of the urine and other sub-

stances, wliich are usually lost, the surface clay

will arrest and retain liie gaseous effluvia, consti-

tuting as they do one- half, and perhafis the more

* A bushel of ashes, says Dr. Dana, is equal to a

cask of lime.

t In 100 parts of soot there are, lesides other ingre-

iUents of value,

31.70 of geine.

.'j.OO of sulphate of lime.

L.'SO of phosphate of lime and iron.

3.85 of carbon.

—

jDr. Dana,

beneficial one of the entire bulk. By this mode
too, dead matter is converted into mould. 'J'he

surliu'e clay will not only be im|)regnated vvitli tlie

enriching jiruperties of the evaporating particles

of the mass, but, if exposed a sufficient length of

tune, will be rendered still more valuable by the

lijrtilizing action of the atmosphere iiseK. In

proof of thi.-^, setting aside theoretical principles

and the usage on our northern farms, where the

subject of composts is well understood, it is with

us a matter ol' aimual notice, that clay (rom the

bottom of ditches, several feet below the soil, if

thrown on the surliice, will, the first season, pro-

duce a better crop than the contiguous sandy parts.

That some of the beneficial etfecls thus witnessed

are ascribable to mechanical agency, is doubtless

true. Hence, in this respect, common clay, which
is nearly lice li-on) silicious earth, is far more effi-

cacious in its operation than marsh-mud, which
has only a small portion of alumina. Our com-
posts contain in general only two ingredients

—

animal duuii and [)ine-trash ; sometimes rushes or

marsh is added, aiitl occasionally muti. The rea-

son asMgned is, that the supply of pine trash is

abundant. There are nevertheless solid objectiona

to the loo libi-ral use o( this substance. In the fircjt

|)lace, it is the imrsery bed of insects, which are so

tenacious oflile, tliat to destroy them the pntrelac-

live process must be carried to a point beyond what
prudence would advise. Agam, pine-trash pos-

sesses a large pioiiorlion of inert s\iatter, which is

scarcely soluble. It is, perhaps, for this reason,

that it is decidedly interior to marsh, rushes, corn-

stalks, &c. Exclusive of these important sugges-

tions, it is well ascertained, that the value of com-
posts depends on the variety of their materials, or

a proper admixture of animal manure with vege-

tables, conlaiiiing tiie largest amount ol' geme.
This is a proof of a very decided character that,

as a general rule, lor there aie exceptions, a com-
pound is better than any one of the elements lliat

compose it.

Of all the substances profitable as manure, per-

haps corn-stalks occupy the front rank. To sci-

entific researches are we indebted for the know-
ledge of this useful truth. 1000 parts, says Davy,
gave 84 parts of ashes ; and 1000 parts of those

ashes afiorded 72.56 of soluble matter. It is known
that, after the shocks and outer covering have
been eaten by the cattle, the stalks are allowed lo

i rot and give their virtue to the air. Using this

j

plant, therefore, as manure, by burying it in the

j

fall, or throwing it into the compost heap, is not

robbing the soil on which it grew, unless the roota

1 are taken, whicli of course should never be done.

Here then is a source irom winch an abundant
supply of the best aliment may be drawn.

1
Among the ends to l)e answered by the position

of the larger part of Ihe salt, the annihilation of

Ihe vermin with which, as already remarked,

pine-trash abounds, is one of the most important.

It is not advised, though pounded shells thrown
upon the pine-trash would have a happy tenden-

cy, that lime be added to the coinpost heap; be-

cause all the advantages to be realized from such

i a measure, are attainable by spreading the calca-

j

reous earth on the land, where it is most needed.

The mixed compost, thus brielly considered,

recommends itself lor its economy, vaiietyof in-

I

gredienis and (acility of construction ; (or being

i
composed of jiighly nutritious as well as stimu-
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latinjT and mechanical matter—and, as affording

in relation to one of its conspicuous component
parts, the means ol" profit, from which the cotioii

j)lant could betoie derive no assistance.

Lime.—As preliminary to t'.'ir comments on

this head, the committee would invite the atten-

tion of the society to Edmund Rufiui's interest-

ini^ and instructive es&ay on calcareous manures.
No treatise on any agricultural subject, emanating
from the American press, has eifectcd such valu-

able results, not ordy in this country but in Eu-
rope. In regard to Virginia, it has literally con-

verted an abandoned soil into li-uilful and luxuri-

ant fields.

Lime is never found naturally in a pure state.

It occupies a middle region between sand and
clay. It benefits the former by rendering it more
firm and adhesive, and the latter by making it

less so. Deprived of its water anil carbonic acid

by fire,* it is called quick lime. Combined with

carbonic acid in common limestone, tlie shells ol

marine animals, &c., it is known as mild lime, or

the carbonate of lime. With a friable mi.xture of

clay, it receives the appellation of marl.f The
sulphate of lime (gypsum or plaster of Paris) is

composed of sulphur and oxygen, and the phos-

phate|ol'lime, is the basis of bone manure. Whilst
lime (caustic or quick lime) is a powerful promoter

of putrelaciion, lis carbonate (mild liuic) retards

that process. The former is only used where
there is an excess of organic matter. It recoin-

hines so quickly with carbonic acid, if exposed to

the aimosphere, that, where its solvent powers
are needed, it should be applied as soon after it is

slacked as possible. Mild lime, in the form ol'

ground or powdered shells, by preventing the too

rapid decomposition of vegetable subsiances, per-

Jbrms a highly useful function. Fur this reason,

no sudden increase of flMiilitv is to be expected

from calcareous manures. When it is considered

that, in our hot climate, the pulrelactive process is

reftdily brought about, and that our lands, from

their light and porous nature, are too liivorable to

the escape of the volatile parts given out by fer-

mentation, any substance that, whilst it attracts

moisture, will yield food only to the growing
plant ; that will combine with and fix manures in

ihe soil
;
(sand has no power in holding vegetable

and animal manures,) that will impregnate the

earth with aliment drawn li^om the atmosphere
;

* The heat that is evoh'cd in the process of slack-

insj lime, is the caloric of the water, (for wliich it pos-

sesses so strong an affinity, that it will absorb one-

fourth of its weight of that fluid, and yet remain
perfectly dry,) as it passes to its solid slate, and does

not proceed from the lime as is sometimes supposed.—Parkes.

t "Pure mnrl, when dry, is almost as white as

chalk, and much lighter than common soil. "When
wet, it is of a light gray color, especially if it contain

much organic matter. When wet, it is plastic and ad-

hesive ; when dry, it falls into a fine powder. Found
almost exclusively in swampy grnund, generally in

quite wet swamps, and is always covered by a stra-

tum, often several feet thick, of bfick vegetable mat-
ter approaching to peat. It i-esembles white clay and
sand. To find it make use of a pole—some will ad-

here."

—

IT. Colmaii, Coiamissioncr for the Agricultural
Survey of Massachusetts.

X Cotton gives 1 per cent, aslics, of wliicli 17 per
cent, is composed of phosphate of lime and magnesia.—Br. Dana.

that will hasten the ripening of the crop, and that

will neutralize acids, possesses properties of rare

value to the planter. Such a substance is mild
lime.

All soils destitute of calcareous matter have
acid properties; and, on the high authority of Mr.
RufTin, such s(dls possess the power of reducing
to powder the comminuted shells, which by the

plough or otherwise may be mixed with them.
The quantity of mild lime used to the acre is li-orn

fifty to three hundred bushels— to he renewed in

ten or fifteen years. The best shells, whether
oysier, clam, or muscle, are those from which the

living principle has recently been taken. Such
are infinitely to be preferred to the calcareous beds,

which on the edges ol" our rivers have been
bleaching perhaps for a century. The first con-

tains mud and animal matter, and is otherwise
richer in its saline ingredients. If no oiher efforts

be made by the planter in this business, than to

burn and use as a manure the oyster shells which
the industry of his negroes may have thrown
about their dwellings, he will confi?r on them, aa

lar as their health is concerned, and on his lands,

especially wdiere broom-grass is wont to grow, a
benefit of incalculable magnitude.
Mr. Ruflin, as a prudent admonition to those

who may be disposed to try the virtues of calca-

reous manures, says, "its benefits must necessa-

rily be gradual, never (juickly perceptible, nor can
it be expected at all. unless on soils uiuhr melio-

rating culture, which will allow more to return to

the earth than is taken off." In confirmation of
this opinion, he gives i he result of" twefve 3e.ir.s'

trial of liming very poor land sown in wheat.
The first three years, the average product was
five bushels and one-third ; the next three—eight

bushels, and the last three, ten bushels and a half;

thus doubling his crop mainly (the land rested two
years in four, and was not grazed.) from a single

though heavy dressing of mild lime.

The committee cannot conclude their report

without submitiinrr a few reffectiiuis suggested by
Professor Shepard's communication. To chemi-
cal science alone nre we indebted for the inlbrma-

tion it imparts. From no other source could light

have been shed upon a matter so repleie with
interest to the owner of sea-island lands. " Agri-
cultural chemistry," said Sir Humphrey Davy,
" has lor its ohjecis all those changes in the ar-

rangements of matter connected with the growth
and nourishment of plants ; the comparative va-

lues of their produce as fiiod ; the constitution of
soils ; the manner in which lands are enriched by
manure or rendered fertile by the different pro-

cesses of cultivation. Inquiries of such a nature

cannot but be interesting anil important, both to

the theoretical agriculturist and to the practical

farmer. To the first, they are necessary in sup-

plying most of the fundamental princip-les on
which the theory of the art depends. To the

second, they are useful in affording simple and
easy experiments for directing his labors, and for

enabling hiiri to pursue, a certain and systematic

plan of imjirovement." "Man," he elsewhere

beautifully remarks, " must consider the vegetable

i

kingdom, not as a secure and unalterable inheri-

tance, spontaneously providing (iir his wants, but

as a doubtful and insecure possession, to be pre-

served only by labor and extended and perlected

by ingenuity." An acquamtance with the lundu-
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mental laws which regulate the operations of hus-

bandry are as necessary to the atrricijltiir'sr, as a

scientific isnovvledge ol ihe luinian sysieni and o(

materia medica is to the lollowers of the heaiing

art. The empiric who iiuhscriminaiely prescribes

one or two lavorite noslrums, uieriis tlie contempt

of every man who vahies human hie. Yet, the

husbandman, who enters the temple of science,

the better to qualify him (or the proper discharge

of his multilarious and complicated duties, is view-

ed as a mid-day dreamer, who seeks lor that,

which, if acquired, would only unfit him for his

pursuit, by diverting his attention to objects of

uncertain and subordinate interest. Althougli we
are justly told by one of the profoundest philoso-

phers* of any age, that when theoretical know-
ledge and practical skill are happily combined in

the same person, the intellectual power oi" man
appears in its lull perfection, and fits him equally

to conduct with a masterly hand the details of

ordinary business, and to contend successfully with

the untried difficulties of new and perplexing situ-

ations— still, it is deeply humiliating to declare,

that in the sober judgment of perhaps every agri-

cultural conmiunity, theory and practice are anta-

gonistic ;—they cannot successfully be united in

the same individual. If the vegetable world pos-

sesses a living principle—if every species has a

regular organization, which requires for its sup-
port an incessant supply of food— if each plant

has its period of growth, health, disease, decay,

and death, is it not certain, that the laws which
govern vegetables are fixed and immutable? if

so, is an acquaintance with those laws unimpor-
tant, especially to him whose province it is to aid

nature in replenishing the earth with food ? What
information can mere observation impart to the

liirraer concerning the composition of his soils and
manures? He knows that a particular plant will

not thrive upon a certain soil. But why 7 No
answer is heard. He scouts Ihe beliefj that the

man of science, whose book, it may be, is his sole

guide, and who perhaps has never been beyond
the purlieus of his city abode, can instruct him in

his vocation, and by so doing greatly promote his

temporal welfare. Yet the fact is indisputable.

A portion of the farm of Sir Joseph Banks was
sterile. All his exertions to raise one of the nu-
merous crops usually cultivated, failed. A spe-

cimen of the soil was put into the hands of a che-
mist of London, who readily detected the sulphate
of iron. The remedy, carbonate of lime, was ap-
plied—and the enemy that had so loner baffled the
well directed efl'orts of this distinguished noble-
man and agriculturist, ceased longer to assail him.

All which is respectfully submitted by
Whitkmarsh ii. Seabrook,
William JM. Murray,
G. W. Westcoat, Committee.

Edisto Island, July \3th, 1840.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY OF ST. JOHn's, COLLETON,
S. C, AND THE EDITOR.

To tlie Editor of tlic Farmers' Ri.gistcr.

Edisto Island, yfugust 26th, 1840.
At a late meeting of the " Agricultural Society

* Stewart.

of St. John's, Colleton," the following resolution

was adopted :

"Resolved, That the corresponding secretary

be directed to address a letter to Mr. RufRu, Edi-
tor of the Farmr,-.s' Register, respectlLilly asking
whether, if he be the cultivator of cotton, he use9

lime as a manure ; whether the beneficial effects

are seen the first season ; whether quick or mild
lime is preferred, and the quantity of each neces-
sary to an acre. Whether used alone, or with
compost; and, in fine, that he furnish, if not
incompatible with iiis other duties, all the in-

formation in relation to calcareous matter, as a
manure lor cotton, which it may be important to

communicate."

The attention of the planters of this island haa
been called to the consideration of the subject em-
braced in the above resolutioti, from the fact, that

whilst they have succeeded, by the liberal use of
enriching manures, in maintaining the original

strength of their lands, they would appear to have
failed in preserving in them that principle which
is peculiarly adapted to the production of cotton,

if we are to judge from the diminished results of
each year's labors. Prof. Shepard, in his analysis

of the soils of this island, is inclined to the opi-

nion, that the "peculiar fertility of the new sea-

island cotton land may be owing to the proportion

of comminuted shells, natural to such soils, and
the deterioration of these lands under long culti-

vation, ascribable to the exhaustion of carbonate
of lime." If you can communica'e to us any in-

formation in relation to this subject, I scarce need
assure you that it will be ihankfiiliy received.

With sentiments of high respect and esteem, I

remain yours, &c.
J. Jenkins Mikell,

Corres. Sec.

SiR~In answer to the inquiries which the
Agricultural Society of St. John's, Colleton, have
recently honored me by making, 1 can offer al-

most noihiiig of such particular li^cts and accurate
results of comparative experiments, in regard to

lime on cotton, as seem to be called for by the re-

solution of the society. At a former time I culti-

vated cotton, and on a large scale, for so northern
a latitude (37'^ 17') and for five years in succes-
sion. Still, Ihe culture, as a field crop, was a no-
velty in this region, and, to me especially, a matter
of experiment, which, after sufficient trial, wag
abandot}ed by me, as too little suited to our climate,

and still less to good and improving farming. Before
I began to cultivate cotton, nearly all my open
land had been made calcareous, by marling ; and
as the best land of the farm was devoted to cotton,

it followed that of all the land cultivated in that
crop (varying fi-om 48 to 96 acres yearlv,) there
was no part which had not been marled. Of course
there were no njcans offered of comparing the re-

sults with those of similur land without marl.
But I did not deem this deficiency important to

myself, inasmuch as I entertained no doubt what-
ever of the advantage of calcareous manure to

the increase of product of cotton being as great
as to that of other crops, which had been more
carefully observed. There was another advan-
tage peculiar to cotton, which I was as well con-
vinced of my receiving the benefit ofj but which
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a'so, for llie reason above staled, wanted the con-

firniaiion ol'any accurate comparative experiment.

This was the general operation of calcareous ma-
nures to forward the riijonin-r of all crops

; and

this cd'ect on cotton is especially valuable in our

climaie, tliouizh not in your warmer region. In

Ihe five years liuring which I planted cotton ex-

tensively, there was no material diminution of the

quantity of any croj), caused by the liost dcsiroy-

iiii^ unripe pods ; and in only one of ilie years, ac-

cording to my present recolieciion, was there any
notable, or nolicfd, portion of the last gathered

cotton, injured in quality by being made yellow,

by the severity of liost on the green pods; which

is a very common evil in the cotton crops here,

on lands not calcareous. As to general pro-

duct, my richest lot of 25 acres, produced more
than 1000 pounds of seed-cotton (short staple,

of course,) to ihe acre. Two acres, sepii-

rately and accurately measured, produced 1300

lbs. to the acre. These were the weights as

brought from the field, and by weighing the day's

work of each hand at night. Of course, the sub-
pequent drying would have reduced these weights.

The above products were on very good soil, slighf-

iy calcareous naturally, and made more so by marl-

ing. On another field, naturally poor and acid,

but improved by mailing, to the product of 30
busliels of corn to the acre, the first and best pro-

duct of cotton (weighed as gathered) was barely

600 lbs., and which soon lell to 300 and less to the

acre in subsequent cultivations. It may be proper
to slate that cotton cultivation was continued on
the same land several years in succession, as long
as the crop was raised on ihe farm,

JM y applic itionsofcalcareons manures were con-
fined to eheli-nsarl; consequently, the lime was
always in the mild, orcarbonated sta e. Between
quick-lime and any of the Ibrms of carbonate of
lime, my choice would be directed sole'y by ihe

consideration of the greater cheapness in applica-

tion of the one or the other. Deeming, however,
that the caustic quality of burnt lime is rarely if

ever desirable in the soil, I would prefer such
mode of treating quick-lime, whether of shells or

stone, as would most facilitate its becoming carbo-
nated, belbre being applied to the soil, or as soon
after, anil effectually, as possible. In the admit-
ted absence of any experimental knowledge of my
own on this head, and therefore relying on the opi-

nions of others, 1 would especially recommend to

the cotton planters of Edisto, the practice of the late

Fielding Lewis of Virginia, (which is general on
the liming (arms ofJames River,) in regard to shell-

lime, applied alone, and to the directions of M.
Puvis, in his valuable ' Essay on Lime,' (or mak-
ing composts of lime and rich vegetable soil. The
first of these articles is in the first volume of

Farmers' Register, and the translation of M.
Puvis' woik in the third volume, both of which
were formerly furnished to your snciet}', and I

presume remain in its library. Where marsh
grass and mud are so extensively used lor manure,
as on your coast, I should suppose that the mak-
ing of compost heaps of those alimentary ma-
nures with quick-lime, would greatly add to the
separate values of all the difiiirenl materials.

Knowing so little as I do of the soil and agrici]!-

ture of the sea-islands of South Carolina, 1 am
well aware that any opinions of mine bearing on
their particular qualities or defects, must be of

Vol. VHI.-67

very little worth. But with this general admis-
sion, and notwithstanding my very high opinion

of ihe value of calcareous manures, I must beg
leave to dissent Ircm the opinion of Professoc

Shepard, which you quote. Thai the natural pro-

portion of comminuted shells in these soils waa
the source of their original and long enduring
Itjrtility, 1 lully believe ; and, as nmch, thai the ar-

tificial addition of calcareous matter, wlu're Imu a

trace remains, and siil! more where no caibonute of
lime is now found, would be highly advantageous.

But the disappearance of ihe carbonate of lime in

these soils, (as Ibund by the analyses of Proli^ssor

Shepard,) does not, in my opinion, indicate the re-

moval of what formerly existed there, at least in

any great dcL^ree ; but rather, by ils being acted on
by Ihe acid of the soil, its chanire from the carbonate

10 some other salt of lime. The general reasons

for this opinion have been given at length in the

chapter on the " Proofs of the existence of acid

and neutral soils," in the ' Essay on Calcareous
Manures.' And the new form in which the lime

remains, seems to be no less beneficial as a ferti-

lizer, and fixer and retainer of oiher fertilizing

matters, than its original torn) of carbonate of
lime.

It is true that there are two natural modes of

operation by which carbonate of lime in soil may
be coniinually abstracted or removed, ihoui/h in

very small amounts. All grovving plants take up
some lime from the soil in wiiirh tlie}^ stand, and
though the quantity is usually very minute, still

that small quantity is absolutely necessary to the

healthy existence and fierliiction of every plant.

And, in this belief, I thence inlJ'.r, that every fi-il,

capable of producing any vegei:)b!o. cover, must
contain some trace of lime in some state of combi-
nation, (though almost no natural soils in the Ai-
lantic Slates contain the smallest portion of the

carbonate of lime ;) and that without some mi-
nute portion of lime, every soil vvouLl be entirely

barren and naked. In short, that it is simply and
solely the presence of lime, and the operation of
this lime in combining with, and fixing alimenta-

ry matters, that serve to form what we term soil,

which, whether rich or poor, is always strongly

contrasled with the entirely barren sub-soil below.

But though the crops grown on the soil, and
especially when annually and generally carried

off, must take away a part of the lime of the soil,

the quantity is so small, that a century would
scarcely show a sensible diminution. And if a
manuring system were kept up, as is the case
with your cotton-lands, the probability is, that the

vegetable manure applied would contain and re-

store to the soil fully as much as was taken off in

the crop?. Indee 1, if, as I suppose, the cottoix

fibre alone be removed from the sea-island fields,

there would be very little loss of lime to the land,

the fibre being almost entirely composed of car-

bon.

Another source of loss of carbonate of lime to

soil is by its solution in rain-water, and being thrs

carried away in torrents, or descending to form
springs. Carbonate of lime is insoluble in water
alone, and therefore would be subject lo no sucli

cause of waste. But rain-water has dissolved ia

it a small proportion of carbonic acid, and so far

is made a solvent of carl onaie > f lime. It is by
the percolation of rain-water that all limestone

waters are formed; and as soon as they lose
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their excess of carbonic acid, (which is very easi-

ly effected,) the carbonate oC h'nie held in solu-

tion is dropped. It is by this |)rocess, slow and
small in each particulur eft'ect as it is, that tiie so-

lid limeslone IbunJaiions of mountainous reifjonp,

are hollowed out inlo immense caverns, and that

all the streams are saturated wiih di-solved car-

bonate of lime. And the waste and removal ol

this substance (which croes to fertilize other lands)
must be enormous, where there exists so much
carbonate of lime, in excess beyond nil the wants ol

the soil and its vegetable products. But where there

isnosuch excess, I believe that the attraction ot'the

soil for the lime is stronger than the solvent power
of rain-water, and that none is so lost, nnless the

soil in a mass be washed away. And with so le-

vel a surface, and sandy and open soil and sub-soil,

as the sea-islands have, if there could be any car-

bonate of lime so dissolved, it could not flow off

in the water, but would merely sink into the sand,

and thus serve to deepen the leriile portion of the

soil.

Feeling a strong and general interest in the agri-

cultural improvement of South Carolina, and es-

pecially by the means of the calcareous manures
with which the country has been so bountifully

supplied by nature, and which areas yet almost en-

tirely overlooked and neglected, I should rejoice

to aid the excellent objects of your society to pro-

mote that best of all possible modes of fe-.rtiliza-

tion. It is therefore the more regretted by me,
that, in regard to all the information on particular

points required of me, mv reply should be neces-
earily of so little worth. On the subject generally,

perhaps my opinions might be of more value. I

therefore beg leave to pre.sent twenty copies of

my general work on this subject, the ' Essay on
Calcareous Manures,' through you to the Agri-
cultural Society of St. John's, Colleton; and ear-

nestly hope that this and all other existing sources

of information, on that important subject, may be
permitted to operate fully for the improvement and
profit of South Carolina.

Respectfully,

Edmund Ruffin.
To J. Jenkins IMikfll, ksq.

Cor. Sec. ^gr. Soc. of St. John's, Colleton, S. C.

THE BURNING MOUNTAIN.

From tlie Lehigh (Pa.) Bulletin.

Mt. Vesuviiis, Schuylkill Co., May 31.

Mr. Editor :— I this morrnng paid a visit to this

place, situated about 4 miles N. E. of Minersville,

and by road 8 miles liom Pottsville, to see the

wonderful effects of a coal mine on fire. Arriving
at the loot of the mountain, by the lateral railroad

I approached the nnoulh of the mine, from which
there issued considerable water, which, to the

taste, is highly charged with sulphur, and some
iron corroded from the rails, laid in the gangway
of the mine, and dejiositing a sediment approach-

ing near the color of chrouiic yellow.

It was at this opening the hre took place in

January, 1S3S, caused by the miners having made
a fire in the mouth of it, to kee() tlie waters fi-om

freezing about the rails, so that they could com-
mence their operations early in the spring, which,
Jhrough earelessnesa, ignited the propping of the

gangway, and from which it communicated to the
coal dirt, before it was discovered. The miners
tfien endeavored toextiniruish it, but it was beyond
their power, and after having worked at it two
nights and a day, they left it in despair of stopping
its ravages, and which it is now impossible to stop.

Going from thence up the mountain, (which
faces the south) about 150 yards, 1 arrived at the
first crater, which is in the shape of an inverted
eliplical cone, about 40 by 70 leet diameter, and
sunk some 15 feet below the surface, in the centre
of which, the coal vein or mine is on fire, emoul-
deriuL"", as it were, with dirt and stones which have
caved in upon it; ihe stones are burnt to apjjcar-

ance like lime. The smell of sulphur here is highly
perceptible ; from the north end of this crater,

there issues a rumbling noise like distant thunder
and the heat appears to be intense. About 30
li?et hiiiher up tlie mountain, I arrived at another
crater, perhaps 30 feet in diameter, which is a
chasm apparently about 30 feet deep, with much
smoke issuing Irom the connexion with the first

crater on its south ; the west side of this chasm
is a mass of immense stone, with fire under it as
far as the opening exists ; the rumbling noise be-

fore mentioned is here more distinct than at the
first crater, and the heat greater, both caused, per-

haps, by the wind being from the south. The
smoke and sulphur on the east side was very
annoying to me, and caused me to shift my situa-

tion to the west side, passing, lor the purpose, be-

tween the first and second crater, over a strip of
ground about 30 leet wide ; knowing it to be

undermined by fire, and then in full blast, caused
me to tread lightly, (such is the effect of habit.)

lor fear of breaking it down, whicth had I done, I

should have been engulfed in a horrible death.

Further up the mountain, some 50 leet apart,

are thrae more craters, similar to the first in size,

but there is no rumbling issued from either of ihenv.

There have been others of similar size, which are

now filled up, except one which is not more than
lour leet in diameter, from which issues steam.

Upon reaching Ihe extremity of the fire, as far

as discernible, I had a lair view of the damages
done upon the surface of the hill. For perhaps
50 to 60 acres, all vegetation has been destroyed,

and the herbage and sprouts are quite red, which
have a pretty effect at a distance, but upon the

spot the appearance is desolate, not a blade of
grass nor a green leaf or twig meets the eye, as
lar as the influence underground has acted.

On my return to New Castle, which is at the

west foot of the mountain, I was informed that the

mine belonged to Messrs. i^undass, Richards &
Co., of Philadelphia, and that the coal vein would
average 40 lijet in thickness. Here is material

enough in the mountain to burn some years. It ia

now proposed to open the vein ai the other end
of the mountain, and save as much coal in that

way as possible.

CABBAGF, PLANTS.

From the Maine Cultivator.

A sure—but rather troublesome—protection of
cabbage plants against the grub worm, is to go out

into the woods and take off lots of strips of birch

bark liom small trees. These will naturally main-
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tain (he shape they sustained on the tree—round

like ;i wale.r hox, vvnhout tup or bottom. Tiiey

should \.<i about two inches liigh or deep. Let

each sirip enclose a pUnit, and |)ress it genliy into

the earth. The ffrub can (hen neither crawl under

IMPKOVING I.AND BY GRUEN CROPS.

Trom tlie Farmers' Advocate.

Philadelphia, 3rd month \Slh, 1S40.
Dear Friend.—Soon alter our return, I applied

nor climb over it. L ok lie ever so vvislUdly tiint i to a friend who has the reputation ofbeing a skii-

way, he cannot set his iceih into the delicioua
]
ful ajjriculturist, (or his advice as relates to the best

fibres ol the young cabbage stalk.

LIQUORICE.

From the rciiiiy Magazine.

This plant, which requires a deep loamy sand,

vvitii a bottom of clay at the depth ol' three or lour

li=;et, is chiedy grown at I'onteli'act in Yorkshire.

The properties lor which the liquorice is cultivated

are found in the root, which contains an abundance
of mucilaginous juice, of a sweet and sub-acrid

taste. 'J'he pectoral qualities of this juice are well

known, and the Ponleliact cakes, which are a pre-

paration li'om the liquorice root, are in considerable

demand, both in England and on the continent.

These cakes are not so large as a sliilling, and

method of proceeding under your circumstances

—

his reply is now before me, and 1 know no better

plan than to copy his letter ; he says

—

" My farm having been in a high stale of im-
provement for many years past, I have nut done
any thing in the way of improving land by green
manures, having a full supply from my barn-yard
for all my wants ; [ can however say, when the
latter cannot be had to sulHcicnl extent, and where
lime or marl is not to be obtained but at too great
a cost. I would look as my chief dependence,
to green crops, and lirom the experience 1 have
had, would give a prcfL'rence to corn for that pur-
pose, sown broad-cast, say l.J to 2 bushels to the
acre, not only on account of ihe greater qiiantity
of saccharine matter contained in the corn stalks,

but also on account of the greater produce to the
acre, and the facility ofcovering it with the plough.

bear the impress of a castle. Jjitjuorice is also a : I have, n)yselfj made but or^e experiment vviih

chief ingredient in lozenges and other nledicaments
\

green manure alone, being generally in the prac-
taken (or coughs. The liquorice plant being a na-
tive of ihe warmer climate of southern Europe, is

not always a profitable crop in this country. Great
care and good management are absolutely essen-
tial, and the land must be of superior quality, well

manured, anil stocked with choice plants, or the
cultivator vvill not succeed in bringiuij; them to per-

fection. A wet and cold summer is injurious, and
an unfavorable season will produce only one fourth

of an ordinary crop. The mode of cultivation in

the liquorice-groujuls at Pontefract is first to trench

tice of liming previous to sowmg ilie grain,

—

m
that inslance I pursued the following course : about
the 15lh of the 5lh n)onth, alter co7n planting. I

prepared the ground, and sowed U bushels of Corn
per acre, harrowed it in lengthwise—then across;
the grain was well covered, I shnnld however pre-
fer covering with the plouii:h lightly, when it can
be done, and harrowed once to level the ground

;

as there was no rain for several weeks, sufficient
to cause the grain to vegetate, not more than about
one third came up, in consequence I considered it

to the depth of three spades, the bottom to be
j

pretty much of a failure; what there was I had
loosened but not thrown out. Old stable-dung

I

ploughed in wheti in tassel, as deep as I could,
must then be spread on the land, in the proporiion

j

having first rolled it down with a heavy roller;
of from thirty to forty cart-loads per acre; and it

j

afier ploughing it in, it was again rolled, and so left

must aliervvards be well dug in. The land is then until seeding Time, when the wheat was sown
laid out in beds about thirly-eighl inches in width. broadcast and harrowed in ; the land in this case

Wdspoor, yet a good crop of wheat was cut from it.

i have known several experitnents made in my
neighborhood, similar to the above, and alwaya
with good success. 1 will mention one case direct-
ly to lite point: a near relation of mine liad some

thrown up about a foot in height, and after being
neatly raked over it is reatly to receive the plants,

which should be put into Ihe ground in March or
April. They are of two kinds, slock and runner-
buds, and are dibbled. in fijur inches deep in alter-

nate rows across ihe ridge, one on Ihe lop, and one
j

poor land on his farm, that he said he could do
on each side, and loiigitudiiially at the distance of I nothing with, it was a light sandy soil ; I proposed
6ix or seven inches. The lieds are then carelully

|

to him to fiince off about five acres, and try the ex-
raked, the dibble holes being well covered in. The

j

peritnent of improving it by green manure alone;
space between each row of plants is usually sown

i

he laughed at the idea, but at my particular request
with early dwarf ur York cabbages, or early kid- j submitted ; the result was as follows: the first

ney potatoes. The l)eds will soon require weed- seed sown was oats, which grew to the height of
ing, and this is done two or three limes during the i 3 inches on an average ; these were ploutrhed in,

summer. In aulumn the (op, which is four or five
|

and again sowed in oats ; this crop was about
leet high, is cut off near ihe bud. In the ensuing ; double; the 2nd year, again sowed oats in. the
spring and summer the ground must be hoed and .-pring—crop pretty good,—ploughed it in and
carelully weeded, and in autumn the tops, which

j

sowed buckwheat, produced a fine crop whicli he
are four or five feet in height, are cut down as be-

j
cut ; then ploug'ied the ground—sowed with

fore. The same management must be repealed , wheat and cut a fine crop.—My wish was, that
each year, for the part of the plant above the sur- he should have continued the experiment for 5
face grows annually, though the root is perennial. - years without cropping, but the improvement was
About the third or fourth year after planting, the

,

so great, that the temptation to crop could not be.
roots, which should be three or four feet lonff, are
taken up some time between November and Fe-
bruary. They are tied in bundles for sale, which

resisted beyond the 2 years. 1 atn decidedly of
the opinion that [loor ground can be made good
by green manure only— but to do this the cropping

is effected ae early as possible, as they become dry,
I

must be light, until assisted by uianure made
and of less value the longer they aie kept. ' Ifrom the grasses produced— I would prefer the
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DuUon or northern corn for sowinfi;, as ii suckers

ii;ore ihan any olher, and ripens earlier—ol'course

would admit ol'ilf? being ploughed in gooner, which
would give it more time to decompose."

'J'he Ibregoing quoiaiion gives ihc recommen-
dation ot'my Irieml. which I am fully prepared io

subscribe to. I may now say that 1 feel a lively

interest lor the |iroa)oling of the pecuniary ad-

vancement of my friends in North Carolina, as

1 am very much Inclined to believe that important

ccnsequences are dcpen'Jeiit thereon.

John Elliot.

EXPLOSIONS I!V COAL HUNKS.

Extract fioin the Edinbmgh Eiicyclopadia.

To describe the catastrophe attending an explo-

eion of an extensive coal-mine, would rei^uire the
j

p"n of an able writer, guided by one who has
j

laeen present at such a scene ; but some faint idea

may be lormed from the Ibilowing descrifilion. I

We shall suppose a mine of great depth, periiaps

from lUO to 150 lathoms, with the workings ex-
|

tended to a great distance, the machinery com-
plete in all its parts, the mining operations under

a regular and rigid discijdine, wiih railways in

every direction; the stoppings, passing doors,

brattices, and the wiiole economy of the mine so

arranged, that every part of the work is perform-

ed like a well regulated machine. To see a mine
of this extent at i'ull work is a scene of spirited

enitnation, and of wonderliii industry ; the "sound
of the hammer" is heard in every (juarier, and
the numerous cairinges, loaded and unloaded,

passing 10 and Irom the vvHll-laces to the i)ii-bot-

lom are seen clriving and thundering along in every

direction. At eacli door, a little boy, named a

a trapper, it" placed to open and shut if. Every
one is at his post ; added to which, there is a de-

gree of cheerf«lnes3 pervading the whole scene,

tvhich could scarcely be exfiec'ed in a place of so

Eombre an aspgct. While the work is thus going
forward, it .has but too frequently happened, thai,

from Rome unlbreseen cause, part of ihe ventila-

tion has become stagnant, or laid dead, as it is

termed, by which a great body of inflammable
air is gathered into one place, or the sudden open-

ing of a blower lias produced the same eti'ecf, the

C'Tlain consequence of wiiich is, that Ihe unsus-
pecting miner en'ers it with his can-He; ignition

lakes place; "sudden as the spark I'rom smitten
Fteel," ihe whole extent of the mine in that direc-

tion becomes one blaze of light and flame from
roof to pavement, in which the miners are enve-
loped. It hangs lor a lew seconds ; then from the
evolution of immense volumes of gases, vvnh
much heat, this pesiilence begins to move with
the violence of a tornado, and with the noise of
thunder, directing its course always in the nearest
direction to the upcast shaft. Its power is awful
and irresistible. Whatever obstructs its course is

Ewept onward like smoke before the wind. The
stoppings are burst, the doors are shivered to a
thousand pieces; while the unfortuaale miners
and boys who are within its ranne, with thg
horses, carriages, corves, and cpa|s, arc swept
along with inconceivable velocity"; and when a
pillar obstructs the direct course of the current,

they are dtished against it, and there lie mingled

in one common mass of ruin, desolation and
death, as if they liad been blown Irom an im-
niense mortar against a wall ! Others are carried
direct to the shaft, and are either buried there
amidst the wreck, or are blown up and over the
|)it-tPouih: So powerful is the tilast, that even in

Ihe shaft it frequently tears the brat:ice walls to

pieces, blows the corves, which are hanging in

the sliaft, as liigh into the air as the ropes will al-

low iheni; and not unfrequenlly the ponderous
pulley wheels are blown oil the pit- head frame,
and carried to a considerable distance in the midst
ofa thick cloud of coals and coal-dust brnu<:hi from
ihe mine liy the volcanic eruption, which abso-

lutely shakes ihe solid mass of earth that confines
it. The dust rises to a great height, and some-
times obscures the light of the sun in the vicinity

of ihe pit. No sooner is this part of the catas-

trophe over, and an awful silence produced, than
the back draught commences, by the descent of
air down the shaft to replace the air of the mine
as it cools. Every part of the mine is filled with
the most deleterious airs, particularly azule and
carbonic acid, the result of combustion. Those
miners, who were in the direct line of the explo-

sion, have their late quickly sealed. Others who
are not in the direct current are dreadfully burnt.

But though the greater number of the miners are

at a distance iiom either of these calamines, yel

(heir (iite is periiaps the most severe. 'J'liey hear
the explosion ; they know well the certain conse-

(|uences of it ; every one thinks of his personal

ealely; and the great object is to reach the pif-

botiom. All the lights are generally extinguish-

ed, and ihey have to pursue their dreary path in

awful darkness— a daikness rendered terrible by
the com lunation of uncommon circumstances.

Some of them have been known to make most
providential escapes, alier clambering over fallen

rools, and the wreck where their lellovv workmen
lay entombed ; but others, deviating Irom the di-

rect course in the confusion of the scene, wander
anxiously onward, dreading every moment lo

meet the returning pestilential air. At last they

lieel ils power, and knowing the certainly of their

line, they cease lo struggle with what is irresisti-

ble ; they resign their hopes; liill down in a re-

clininij posture; nature is soon exhausted, and

they sink in death as if asleep! (Such is ihe liite

of tlie hardy and irulustrious miners, who venture

their lives every day fir the comtbrt of others : and
such, frequently, is the mislbrtune, which, in a

moment, comes like a whiilwind, upon ihe best

I

arranged mining concerns, after the most laborious

exertions, and the most unremittinor anxious con-

I

cerri of the mining engineers. The labors and

plans of years are in an instant destroyed.

Sad and melanclioly as the scene described is,

!

perhaps it is the least, part of the melancholy pic-

I
tuie. From the general arrangements of the col-

lieries, it is found a matter of economy and conve-

niency lo have the workmen's houses, where their

fimilies reside, near to the pits. Tlie consequence

of this is, that the instant an explosion takes

place, ihe alarm is general, and the wives and re-

lations of those who are in tlio mine rush to the

pit-mou;h in a state of distraction, where a heart-

rending scene lakes place—a scene which may
be imagined, but cannot be described. All the

violent effects of sudden griel" are the consequence.

They look to the horrible pit where those who are
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most dear to ihem are entombed, and who Iml a

few hours ago had left them in health and vigor,

vviih the hope ol returning happy to ihc.ir lionie?.

In such a case, the mining engineers have a se-

vere and an imperious duty to perform. The pit,

where they must de.-cend, is eillier rendered dan-
gerous by tiie wreck ol' loose timber torn away by
the irruption, or the air is in a pestilential state;

and, what is si ill more alarming, part of the coal

may have taken fire from the explosion, or a
bloiver may be ignited: either of which would
produce repeated and violent explosions the in-

stant the gas accumulated to that point so as to

come in contact with the fire. Such a case is not

unliequent, and against this no human skill can
guard. This ii?adul case, with the others before

meniioned, is probably combined. All these have
to be encouniered by the engineer and his assist-

ants. The hope of saving some of the workmen
from death, and the ardent entreaiies o( the ago-
nized relations, place the consideration of personal

salf-iy out of the question.

On descending to the bottom of the pit, it is per-

haps Willi great difllculiy the mine can be enter-

ed, owing to the wreck ; if the descending current
of air is good, part of the wreck is cleared away.
The engineer then considers what are tlie best im-
meiiiate plans lo pursue, arising from his expe-
rience, and an accurate knowledge, not only of the

general situation of the workings, but of the di-

rect lines of the air courses, so that he may in the
shortest time restore the ventilation, and, if possi-

ble, relieve the miners who may yet be alive.

Having (brmed his plans, he states them to his

assistanis, and hears any improvements they may
suggest ; a greai quantity of prop-wood and brat-

tice deals are sent down, and they enter the mine
as far as the air will allow ihem ; care being taken
to have it with them every step as they proceed,

and in particular before leaving the shaft, Ihey see

that the brattice of it is air-tight ; (!)r if any open-
ings are in it, the air would pass directly through
it and ascend to the bank.
As the violence of the explosion destroys many

of the stoppings, and almost every door upon the

air-courses, the whole circulation is laid dead, and
the Iresh air will of course lake the most direct

course through the first opening to the upcast
shafi. All these must be replaced as they pro-

ceed forward with the air; and this work being in

general executed with astonishing quickness, many
hves are frequently saved.

As soon as the veniilation is restored by these

temporary brattices, the stoppings and doors are

replaced in a substantial manner, and the work-
ings are resumed with all their former vigor and
activiiy, as if no mislbrtune had ever happened.
From what is slated, it is evident, that the stabili-

ty of the main stopping, is an important point,

on which account it is counterforted by strong

walls of stone ; and if stones are easily procured

in the mine, it is of great ser\'ice to counlerl()rt as

many of the stoppings as can conveniently be

done, so as to resist the explosive force of the fire,

and give a greater facility in recovering the ven-

tilation in the promptest manner. The oversmen
and deputies who are employed in this service

phovv a wonderful dexterity in placing temporary
brattices. They will work in the dark, wiih the

wreck of one destruction around them, and threat-

ened every moment to be overwhelmed in ano-

ther, in which the hope of saving a fiillow-work-
man from death, gives the most lively energy to

their actions ; and if they think that a bold eifort

will save lilo, Ihey will lush without (i'ar into the
midst of pestilential air, and grap[)le with death.
The mining engineers are always at the head of
this service, and as they, with their assistr.nts, fre-

quently push forward in the dark, they are ex-
posed to tlie deleterious effects of the gases, and
it is no uncommon thing for those who take the
lead, to drop down lifeless, while those who arc
in the rear seize them by the feet and draw them
back mto better air, yet no sooner are tht^y re-ani-

mated, than the same generous impulse acts in its

full force, and they make the same attempt again
and again, till nature is exhausted. We need scarce-
ly add, that many fall a sacrifice to the ardor of
their generous exertions.

When It is ascertained that fire exists in the
wastes, either by the burning of the small dusty
coal which lies along tlie roads, or that the solid

coal is on fire, lioin the ignition of a blower, the
descent into the mine is rendered tenfold more ha-
zardous, as a moment's safi'ty cannot be depended
on ; for if the discharge of gas is great, it rapid-
ly accumulates, and the instant it reaches the
place where the fire is, an explosion again takes
place, and that repeatedly as long as the causes
exist. There have been instances of this kind
where the most violent explosions have taken
place, regularly within the space of an hour, and
continuing to do so for thirty-six hours, each irrup-

tion vomiting out of the pit-mouth like a volcano.
In such cases, no man dare attempt to go down,
as his destruction would be inevitable. As the
case is desperate, desperate remedies must be ap-
plied, which are, either to moat up all the pits and
exclude the air, or if this is not practicable, the
colliery must be laid in and drowned, by allowing
the water below ground to accumulate; and lo

aid the common growth, the tubbing in the shaft
is lapped, and all the body of water fi-om that

quarter sent down : when the fire is extinguished,
the colliery is refitted in ihe usual manner.
When fire exists in the waste, wiih less appa-

rent hazard of life, the mining engineers, with
their assistants, descend with portable fire-extin-

guishing engines. These are [ilaced as near the
burning matter as possible, and by playing upon
It, the fire is speedily extinguished. It frequently

happens, however, that although they see the fite

bcibre them, the state of the air prevents them
from approaching near enough to allow the

engines to play with effect. To remedy this, Mr.
Buddie, with that ingenuity for which he is so

conspicuous, conceived that the concussion of air

which is produced by the discharge of artillery,

might be eff'ectivein extinguishing fire, which could

not be approached with the ei^gines. He accord-

ingly had small cannons made, and by charging
them with powder only, and approaching as near
the fire as possible, he has succeeded in blowing
out flame by repeatedly firing them. This prin-

ciple has been proposed lately for extinguishing

houses which are on fire.

Such is an outline of the misfortunes incident to

coal-mines, and to the engineers and workmen
employed where inflammable air abounds.

In the manner before described, and with daily

misfortunes of a lesser or greater degree, were the

collieries of Great Britain carried on, every one
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struggling against the liiieful ravages of the in-

flammable air; but it baffled the sklli of the most
experienced engineers, and all the precautions ol

liieir most unwearied diligence and anxious atten-

tion. The genera! quesiion, and anxious inqui-

ries were: Can no remedy be devised to avert

these awful cilamiiies, to deliver an industrious

class ot'society from such desolating catastrophes'?

Many plans were proposed, but they were altoge-

ther inapplicable. The hrst person who stepped

forward, a number of years ago, and wrote upon
the subject, was Dr. Trotter, of Newcastle. He
j)ublished a pamphlet, wherein he proposed to

neutralize the carbureited hydrogen as soon as it

appeared iathe mine, by chemical agents. Every
praise is due to him, lor his very humane inten-

tions, and earnest endeavor to remedy an evil so

great. But although the principles he brought
Ibrward were consonant with sound philosophy,

and were practicable upon a small scale, they
were totally inapplicable to the extended workings
of a coal-mioe, where there were excavations of

many hundred acres, and where the issue ofgas was
not only incessant, but in great abundance ; hence,
the principle was not only inapplicable in a gene-
ral point of view, but the expense of the neutral-

izing substances must iiave been so great, even
had the principle been applicable, as to render the

plan altogether out of the question. After Dr.

past eleven o'clock, the gas fired, and produced a
most tremendous ex|)losion, which alarmed all the

neighboring villages. "The subterraneous fire

broke forth with iwo heavy discharges from the

dip-pit, and these were instantly followed by one
from the rise-pit. A slight trembling, as from an
earthquake, was felt fijr about half a mile around
the colliery, and the noise of the explosion, though
dull, was heard at from three to four miles dis-

tance. Immense quantiues of dust and small

coal accompanied these blasts, and rose high into

the air, m the form of an inverted cone. The
heaviest part of the ejected matter, such as corves,

wood, and small coal, fell near the pits, but the

dust borne away by a strong west wind, fell in a
continued shower to the distance of a mile and a
half from the pit. In tlie adjoining village of
Heworth it caused a darknees like that of early

twilight, and covered the roads so thickly, that the

foot-steps of passengers were imprinted in it. The
heads of both shaft-frames were blown off, their

sides set on fire, and their pulleys shattered in

pieces. The coal-dust ejected from the rise-pit

into the horizontal part of the ventilating tube

was about three inches thick, and soon burnt to a
cinder

;
pieces of burning coal driven off the solid

stratum of the mine were also blown up this

shaft."

Such were the fearful and volcanic effects in the
Trotter's pamphlet, nothing particular appeared mine and atmosphere ; but we have yet to state

lor years upon this important subject, the mining
engmeers, therefore, applied their whole skill and
energies in producing a circulation by the means
before mentioned, particularly upon the principles

of rarelijclion and exhaustion by fire.

In some cases, fish, which in the incipient stage
of putrefaction, give a strong phosphoric light,

had been tried to give light to the miner in very
dangerous cases ; and the light produced bv the
collision of flint and steel was universally employ-
ed, when candles could not be used without pro-

ducing an explosion. The machine lor producing
this light is named a steel mill, which will be par-

ticularly noticed afterwards. Philosophers pro-

posed the various kinds of phosphorus, but these
were altogether insufficient for the purpose. When
tried in the mines, they only produced a most me-
lancholy light, and rather tended to render the

"darkness visible." In the mean time the mines
were extended, and the melancholy catastrophes
constantly increased. At last an explosion and
catastrophe took place at Felling colliery, near
Gateshead, in the county of Durham, about a
mile and a half distant fiom Newcastle, more
dreadful and melancholy in their consequences
than any which had ever taken place in the colli-

eries of Great Britain. This colliery was work-
ing with great vigor, and under a most regular
system, both as to the mining operations and ven-
tilation ; the latter was eflected by a furnace
and air-lube placed upon a rise-pit on elevated
ground, south from the turnpike road leading to

Sunderland. The depth of the winning was
above 100 fathoms

; twenty-five acres of coal had
been excavated, and sucli was the execution of
work, that from one pit they were drawing at the
rate of 1700 tons of coal weekly. Upon The 25lh
May, 1812, the night-shif\ was relieved by the
day-shift of miners at eleven o'clock forenoon, one.

the result of the melancholy catastrophe as re-

garded the unfortunate miners. Of the 121 per-

sons in the mine, at the time of the explosion, only

32 were drawn up the pit alive; and of these,

three died within a few hours alter the accident.

Thus were no let's than 92 persons killed in an in-

stant by th?s desolating pestilence. The scene ai

the pit-mouth cannot be described.

The viewer, with his assistants, instantly de-

scended, in the face of the most imminent danger,

eager to save, if possible, any of the workmen
;

but the mine was found to be on fire, and they
durst not proceed. In consequence of this fire,

another explosion took place, and no alternative

was lefi but to shut up the pits, and extinguish the

fire, which was accordingly done. The pits were,

alter a considerable lime, again opened, but it was
the 19ih day of September, belbre the complete
ventilation v/as restored, and tiie last of the bodies

of those who had perished was found ; a period of

117 days from the day on which the accident look

place. A minute account of this accident was
published by Rev. John Hodgson, the worthy
pastor of Heworth ; who, upon this melancholy
occasion, attended most assiduously, and perform-

ed the most painful duties amongst his suli'ering

peo|)le. From his account of the misfortune, the
particulars above stated are taken.

This filial misfortune at Felling, roused the
minds of every one connected with coal-mines, in

order to find, if possible, a remedy for preventing
such catastrophes.

It appears that Dr. William Reid Clanny, of
Sunderland, who, from his medical profession, had
frequently to attend the neighboring collieries,

when the workmen were hurt by the explosions

of the gas, had, in ihe year 1813, turned his at-

tention to the construction of a lamp which would
burn oraongei inflammable air, and, though an

hundred and twenty-one perf^ons were in the mine,
j

explosion might take place in the lamp, would not
and had taken their several places, when, at half- |communicale flame to the external Burroundir.g
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nir. This he accomplislied by means of an air-

tight lamp with a glass front, the flame of which
was supported by blowing air from a pnir of small

bellows through a stratum of water in ihe bottom
of the lamp, while the heated air passed through
water by a recurved tube at top. By tiiis process,

the air wiihin the lamp was compleiely ini=u!ated

from Ihe external air; and it. appears that this was
the first lamp that ever was taken into a body of

inflammable air in a coal mine at the exploding
point, without producing an explosion of thesur-
roundmg gas. Dr. Clanny mflde another lamp
upon an improved plan, by introducing into it the

steam of water produced from a small vessel at

the lop of ihe lamp, heated by the flame. For
these inventions, ihe doctor twice received the

thanks of "The society for preventing the acci-

dents in coal-mines ;" and he also received the

silver, and alterwards the gold medal from the So-
ciety of Arts, in Jjondon. Although these lamps,
invented by Dr. Clanny, were upon philosophical

principles, displayed much ingenuity, and were
absolutely salety-lamps lor mines, yet their con-
struction prevented them from being generally
used. Neverthless, Dr. Clanny deserves every
praise for his labors and very zealous exertions in

the cause of humanity, [i appears that nothing
farther was attempted in this important matter,

until the accident at Felling colliery, as befiire no-
ticed, when Sir Humphrey Davy, Mr. James
Stevenson, engineer, Killingworth colliery, New-
castle, and Dr. John Murray of Edinburgh, hroutrht

(brward salety-lamps, in the year 1816, each con-
structed upon diflerent principles. Sir Humphrey
Davy's lamp was made of fine iron wire-gauze,
without any glass; that of Mr. Stevenson's was
made of a strong glass cylinder, having a metal
plate at top, and another at bottom, perfoiaied

with very small holes, to permit the air to pass to

and from the lamp ; and that of Dr. Murray was
a glass lamp, or rather lanthern, to which good
atmospheric air was brought by means of a long
leather pipe liom the air-course. Of these, Dr.

Murray's lamp was not applicable but in a very
few cases ; the lamps of Sir Humphrey Davy and
Mr. Stevenson were both complete satety-lamps

in their principle, and are applied in practice ; but

that of Sir Humphrey Davy is decidedly the best,

and is generally used in Great Britain. Having
no glass, it is not easily injured, and sufficient

light for the miner passes througli the wire gauze.
To each of the gentlemen, the world is highly in-

debted, and in particular, the mining interest of

Great Britain, for their individual exertions.

The safety-lamp of Sir Humphrey Davy was
instantly tried, and approved of by jSlr. Buddie,
and the principal mining engineers at Newcastle.

No one was more zealous to prove its safely, and
introduce it into the mines, than the Rev. John
Hodgson, of Heworih, belbre mentioned. He
descended the mines, entered amonirst the inflam-

mable air, and fully satisfied himself of its abso-

lute safety, in order that he might induce the

miners of his parish to use if, half of whom he
had seen so lately swept away by the dreadfiil ex-

plosion before narrated.

The invention of this lamp has produced a new
era in the coal-mining of Great Britain. The
steel mills were very expensive, and in certain

cases produced explosions, whereas the salety-

lamp can be carried without danger amongst in

flammable gas ready to explode ; and, although
the wire becomes red-hot, an explosion of (he "aa
will take place inside of the lamp, without com-
municating inflammation to the external gas.
While we very nmch admire the great ingenuity
of the highly celebrated inventor, we are not less

astonished at the uncommon simplicity ol" the
construction.

RAT-CATCHERS AND RAT CATCHING.

From the. Penny Magazine.

Part of what the American ranger said of the
hear (Washington Irving's 'Tour on the Prai-
ries') may be applied in our island to the rat— it

is the " knowingcst verminl" of any creature we
have. Its sagacity and cunning are really extra-
ordinary, and its dating courage remarkable for
an animal of its size. Yet though almost every
person can produce a budget of stories about the
catching and killing of rats, how few are there
who have accurately observed their habits ! We
may often see people carefully baiting traps in a
place where rats are swarming, and marvellincr
I hat none can be tempted to enter, when the sim^
pie reason is, that from want of a little considera-
tion the sagacious instinct of the beast is a malch
for the avvkwards attempts made to capture it.

The truth is, we too cordially detest the rai to
spend much time in watching its habits. It is, to
the greater number of us, in every sense of the
word, an " unclean" creature ; and the prevailing
thought is, not what are its habits, for some of"
these we know too well by the destruction it

causes, but how soon wc may get it exterminated
or chased from our premises.
The rat belongs to the order rodentia of Cuvier,

the glires of Linna>us. This order is character-
ised by two large incisors in each jaw, separated
from the grinders by a vacant space, and destitute
of canine teeth. Some of the genera have the
grinders with flat or ridged crowns, others with
blunt tubercles. They feed generally on vegeta-
bles, but the species with tuberculaled grinders
are nearly omnivorous. 'J'he number of genera
in this order is considerable. We have, in Bri-
tain, the common mouse, the field mouse, the har-
vest inouse, the black rat, the brown rat, the wa-
ter and field lemming, &c. 3/us raiius, the black
rat, is characterised by ihe body being black
above; while miis dccumanus, the brown or Nor-
way rat, has the upper part of the body covered
with lighl-brown hair, and whitish underneath.
But localities, food, and age cause considerable
varieties in the external appearance of our rats.

The brown rat, now the common rat of our
island, is a comparatively recent importation into
ihis country. But the time and manner of its im-
portation cannot be ascertained. Its original coun-
try is said to be Persia, though now it is spreacj
ovenhe world. Stories have indeed been gravely
told about an original pair or pairs having beea
brought over in some vessel from Norway (hence
the name of Norway tat,) from whence the stock
proceeded that now swarm in Britain. It is pos-
sible that such may have been the mode of their

introduction, but that is all we can say about it.

It appears to have attracted attention about the
middle of last century, as multiplying exceedingt'y
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fast, and as driving the black rat before it—at least

thinnin<2; i(s numhers. But the brown rat aids in

keeping its own species in check, a large rat being

the terror of its weaker companions. Yet lero-

cioiis as they are, having no otijeciion to prey on

one another in lack of other provender, the female

rat manilesis strong maternal instinct, taking up
its young and running vviih them to son)e sup-

posed place of shelter on an alarm of danger,

such as the turning of a (erret into their lioles.

They breed three limes a year, producing liom

ten to twenty in a litter.

The antagonists most dreaded by the rat are

the common weasel and the ferret. Tiiese hitle

creatures, in proportion to their size, are more
blood-thirsty and daring than the most tremendous
of the rapacious quadrupeds. A cat or a dog
c&nnot follow a rat into his hole, and a rat wdl
defend itself against eitlierwiih something of iis

natural courage, as long as there is the least

i'hance of successful resistance. But to use a

common phrase, i's "heart sinks" at the siijht of

a ferret. It will not die so helplessly submissive

as a rabbit does when assailed by a weasel or a

ftrret, for in all circumstances a rat will die snap-

ping and bilins if it can. But turn a single lerret

dDwn a rat-hole, and the alarm and horror it

ceates is soon manifested. The rats Hy wher-
ever they can, the lerret pursuing and darling at

the neck. The ferret does not always escape
vithout savage wounds, lor rat catchers some-
times recover the animals they employ with such
tokens of their conflicts as the lo.'-\s of an eye.

This superiority of the ferret over the rat is not to

be attributed to mere superiority in strength, lor a

ferret is generally not above 14 inches in length,

exclusive of the tail. But it is a resolute and
dauntless creature, and not to be inliniidated by a
bite or two. The moment it lastens on its favor-

ite spot, the neck, its victim is secured, fnr it can-
not be shaken off till it has drained the life-blood.

All regular rat-catchers iherelbre keep a number
o! ferrets for Iheir occupation. The rais that fly

to the moulh of the holes are killed by the dogs,

while those who cannot escape meet a similar fate

from the lerret. But they do not employ lerrets

in places where there is a chance of losing them
by drains or sewers. The)'' set traps or use poi-

pon, and being well acquainted wiih the habits of
the creatures they are employed to destroy, are
enabled to catch or kill them wiih more success
than others. Thus ihey are careful in mixins
their poisons or baits to leave no scent which the
rat may detect so as to rouse its suspicion, and
they employ a little of some of the oils for which
rats have a strong predilection. One of these, as
is wt'll known, is the oil of rhodium. A bait

scented with it will draw a rat into almost any
trap, if the person who has handled it is careful
not to leave behind a scent or flavor of his hands.
A mixture made up in the Ibllowing proportions
has been very effectual :—a quart of oatmeal,
[bur drops of the oil of rhodium, a grain of musk,
and two nuts of nux vomica powdered. But, of
course, caution is re(]uisite in the employment of
poison ; and those who do not wish to have the
comfort ol their houses affected, will think of what
may follow if a poisoned rat dies behind the wain-
scot. A little perseverance will frequently drive
away rats fi-om a dwelling-house, if care is taken
to block up their holes wiih broken glass, &c.,

^nd plastering them over, repeating the process

wherever a new entry is made. If the house ia

in a country place tiiis may be done during sum.-

mer, vvhen the rats generally take to the fields.

But in large establishments, where they can find

food in abundance, and great liicilities lor shelter,

it is very difficult to get rid of ihe pests; all the
ordinary means are frequenily found to lail, such
as the use of traps, poison, ill-'.reating a rat and
leiling it off, &e. Tlie following little narrative

contains a lt;w particulars of what frequently oc-

curs vvhen the attempt to exterminate rats is not
managed properly.

In a large establishment, where many men and
boys were employed, a colony of rats grew to

such an exient as to become a seriously destruc-
tive pest. Much time was lost every morning in

repairing damages inflicted on work during the
preceding niirht by these destructive gnawers;
and though Ibr a time poison seemed to have
some eflect, it lost its power, for the rats impu-
dently dragtjed out the dead bodies of their com-
rades, leaving them in the court-yard, or on the
floor, and then, insiructed by their instinctive sa-

gacity, refused to laste anything which their sense
of smell told them had poison mixed with it. A
number of cats were kept, but they were compa-
ratively useless, Ibr they either slept during the
night, or, overawed by the number of their anta-
gonists, did not ai tempi to give them much mo-
lestation. Traps were also employed, and for a
lime were useliji in diminishing the numbers of
the rats. Every morning many pri.^oners were
(bund in them, most of ihem however being ei-

ther young or not full grown, for the old rats were
wary in commitling ihemselves. 'i'he watch-dog,
being an admirable rat-killer, was employed io

destroy the prisoners; and it became a regular
piece of sport to open the traps in the yard, and
admire the dog's slaughtering dexterity. In fiict,

so exciting did ihis sport become, that many a
lazy lellow, young and old, noted Ibr their habits
of lagging in after the regular hour of com-
mencing \4rork, now became "early risers," and
thronged with the rest to enjoy the fun. The dog
was not only a dexterous but a humane slaugh-
terer. He gave no unnecessary torture ; never
tantalized his victim while it lived, nor "worried"
or mangled the body when dead. If half a dozen
rata were turned out at once, he wheeled nimbly
about, caught each by the nape of the neck, dis-

abling it with a bite, and having thus prevented
iheir escape, he would deliberately return, going
to each in succession, and extinguish life by ano-
ther bite or two.

But poison, traps, cats, and dog seemed all inef-

fectual. The rats refused to enter the traps, and
the regular morning's sport became scanty and
unexciting, while the damage done during the

night continued as much as ever. Ingenuity was
bafffed, for the rats improved remarkably in cun-
ning. There were some windows that overlooked
a place where rubbish and garbage were tfirown.

This was a central leeding-place Ibr the rats, and
during the day consideratile havoc was committed
by the discharge of mimic arrows, many of the
boys being provided wiih little bows and arrows,

with which they amused themselves, often vvhen
they should have been attending their employ-
ment. During the dinner hour, when all was
still, first one head, and then another, would ap-
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pflar at the month of the rat-ho!es, the sharp cun-

ning eyes carel'ully ecaiining the windows above,

10 see if there was any danger belbre venturing

out. By-and-by, if all continued quiet, one or

two younir ones would emerge, followed by a few

more, but the old ones would rarely trust tiieni-

selves out without a long continued assurance of

peace and safely. Even the young ones learned

caution. An-ongst other ex|)edienls, a box was
balanced on a slick, with a bait inside. One
morning the box was discovered to be down, but

the floor round about was strewed with chips. A
rat had pulled the box down upon himselt; but he
scorned to be kept a prisoner. He had gnawed
the floor, scooping out a channel, and then cut out

an arclivvay in the side of the box, through which
he had walked out.

It was suggested to the head of the establish-

ment, th&l if he would cause a live rat to be

smeared wil]i some offensive ingredient, and then

turned off, its smell would so annoy the others, as

to make them shift their quarters. It was done,

but the rats did not choose that their whole body
politic should be upset because one unlucky va-

grant was ill-flavored. Whether he was killed,

or merely expelled, did not appear. Another ex-

periment was tried—a cruel and a hazardous one.

A large rat, daubed over with turpentine, was set

fire to, and suffered to go off, its body smokintr,

and a long piece of cord being attached to its tail.

It was (ound about a week afiervvards in the court-

yard, having been killed during the night by the

dog. It had nipped its tail off', close to the body,

in order to get rid of the cord, and seemed to have
been recovering from the effects of the useless and
dangerous mode of torture to which it had been
subjected ; but whether or not it had lost " caste"

amongst its acquaintance and neighbors, and had
become a wanderer, could not be ascertained.

At last a rat-catcher was employed, and it was
amusing to remark the quiet mysterious air with

which he affected to go about his business, and
the contempt he manifested towards all dabblers

in the science of rat-catching. He came with his

lerrets and his dogs, and began his operations in

an out-house. Presently the barking of the dogs
told him that there were rats below, and taking a

ferret from his bag, he let it descend. In a minute
or two, a squealing announced the alarm and dis-

may which the presence and assault of the ferret

had caused ; ami the rat-catcher, civing the word
of command to his dogs, "Stand!"' set each to

guard a separate hole. Several rats now sprang
out, and were killed, and a considerable number
were killed by the ferret, which was some time

belbre it re-appeared, havingstayed below to gorge
itself. The rat-catcher was employed for about a

week, during wliich time he destroyed a great

number. On some part of the premises he would
not let his lerrets loose, fearlijl of not recovering

them, if they entered a drain or sewer. There
he employed poison and traps, and was certainly

very successful in capturing. He did not exter-

minate the colony, but he seriously thinned its

numbers.
A rat-catcher usually agrees with a farmer or

country gentleman to keep his house and grounds
free from rats lor an annual payment, or else he is

paid so much for the particular job. The first

mode of payment is, of course, the most satisliic-

tory to a man who Ibllows rat-catching as a pro-

VoL. VIII.—63

fession, as it constitutes one of his certain depen-
dencies for a livelihood. One rat-catcher, who lives

in the neighborhood of London, states that he
usually keeps from twenty lo thirty lerrets, wliicli

he Jtieds with rate. A thoroughly trained ferret,

when let loose, will kill as many rats as it can,

and return to its keeper, but one not so docile of-

ten stays a long time in the ral-holes, feeding on
the animals it has killed.

The individual rat-catcher to whom we have
alluded mentions that, on one occasion, he turned

a ferret into a rat-hole in a barn, Avhen he heard

the usual signals of distress, evincing the havoc it

was making. Afier having waited a long time,

hp heard a sound, as if the ferret was uttering a
stifled kind of moan, and being anxious to ascer-

tain the cause, he got a board lo be lifted, and
found that the ferret had completely blocked up
the passage behind it with the bodies of the rata

it had killed, and was suffocating lor want of air.

When a ferret is employed to turn out rabbits, the

rat-catcher secures its mouth by a stitch on each
side.

The voracious and destructive habits of the rat

not only make it a great pest wherever grain is

housed or slacked, but cause it to be disliked ge-

nerally wherever it makes its appearance. We
can almost tolerate a mouse in the drawing-room,
wlien the appearance of a rat in the kitchen

creates a shudder of horror. A thoroughly-do-

mesticated cat usually declines a combat with a
full-grown ral, though we have seen a kitten as-

sail a rat nearly as large as itself, unsuccessfully

yet courageously. But rat-catchers know that

localities have great influence on the savage na-

ture of rats— a rule, in fact, which holds with all

savage animals, large and small. In places where
they are not much hunted and scared, rats are

cunning and timid, and a person who has nerve

and dexterity enough to seize one with his hand
will sometimes find them so overcome with fear

as scarcely to attempt to bite. Thus we have
seen a boy (and doubtless many persons have
witnessed similar leats) seize a large rat, raise it

in the air, and dash it on the ground. But wher-
ever they are in considerable numbers, and are

not much disturbed, they are audacious and fierce,

and bite wickedly and cruelly.

FAILUKE OF LATE BROODS OF SILIC-WORaiS.

From tlie Journal of the American Sillc Society.

August 12, 1840.

Gideon B. Smith, esq.
Dear Sir—By common consent, the cultivators

of the silk-worm look to you for information on ail

matters connected with silk culture. From the

experience of the present season, it is obvious

that we have much lo learn, though it cannot be

denied that much has been achieved. In my dis-

trict of country, and as far as I have heard from,

more remote parts—and my infnnnaiion has been

quite extensive— the early br,r.cls of silk-worms

were healthy without scarcely any exception. If

there were exceptions, they were owincr to tainted

efrgs. Not only was the result satistaatory and
encouraging in cases where the rearings were ju-

diciously conducted, but there have been equally

successful rearings where almost every rule of
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good management has been disregarded. There
is then great cause for congralulation, thus far.

Eut as the season advanced, success became less

certain. For a while the worms would do well

until the moment of mounting, when they would

nearly all die off. Subsequently they would be-

come diseased at an earlier age ; and now, very

fliw are found lo survive the second moulting.

Although the season has been exceedingly un-

favorable, it is impossible to ascribe all the disas-

ters to it. It only requires a little extra (rouble

and care, to obviate all the disadvantages of

weather. Being deeply interested in the business,

and having observed its progress very closely, I

am clearly of opinion that the eggs have gradual-

ly become contaminated by the process of retard-

ing. The inquiry then naturally arises, whether

retarding is necessarily injurious to the good qua-

lity of eggs? Is there no mode by which the

hatching impulse can be arrested without impart-

ing a taint to the constitution of the embryo,

which no subsequent treatment can overcome'?

It is to the consideration of this inquiry that I

wish to direct your attention. You have (hcilities,

not only (or diffusing but for collecting inlbrmation,

which no other man possesses; and I beg leave

to suggest that the debt of gratitude which the

community now owes to your public spirit and pa-

triotism, would be still further increased, if you

would investigate this subject, and make known
such plans as have been found to succeed, of pre-

serving the eggs for successive crops.

At the commencement of the present season, I

was full ol' expectation and buoyant with hope.

My first crop of cocoons were equal in quality to

any I have ever seen. I thought I had some rea-

son to look forward to continued success ; for 1

had a large number of what I estimated the best

eggs, carefully deposited on ice in January, per-

fectly secure from moisture, and kept at a temper-

ature ranging from 37 to 47 degrees. Up to the

present lime Iheir vitality is not in the least im-

paired ; for they hatch with the greatest uniformi-

ty in nine or ten days alter exposure. The worms
are active and hearty until the first moulting ; but

as ihey approach and emerge from this state, they

spread a thick tissue of web over the litter, cover-

ing themselves with it, and with some difficulty

escaping from it at the commencement of the se-

cond age. The appearance of this web I have

come to regard as an unerring symptom of debili-

ty. From the time of the first moulting, the

worms begin to rapidly disappear ; and few or

none long survive the third change.
The disappointment occasioned by these josses

has been very grievous ; but believing that there

is a remedy, and having undiminished confidence

in the practicability of silk culture, 1 intend to per-

severe wilh renewed energy. P.

suspend from the sleepers with the heads down-
ward in a cool cellar, and they are ready and fit

for use at all times. Cabbages kept in this man-
ner retain all their peculiar flavor and sweetness;
the whole virtue of the slump and leaves is con-

centrated in the part v^hich is used, are handy of
access, occupy but little room which would be oc-

cupied by oiher purposes, and seldom if ever rot
;

the outside leaves wilt and contract, and in time
become quite dry, which form a sort of coating

that serves to exclude the air from the inside ol the

head.

Another method practised by some, and highly

recommended, is to cut the head I'rom the stump,

pack close in a sack, taking care to fill up the va-

cancies with dry chaff, thereby excluding the air,

and keep in a dry cellar.

CATERPILLAR IN THE COTTOrf.

From tlie New Orleans Bulletin.

A letter, dated 12ih August, written by an in-

telligent planter at Hope, in the Ked River dis-

trict, and received by the Bogue Iloma, which
has been handed lo us by a commercial house of

the city, says :

—

"We have terrible reports of the caterpillar;

that they are sweeping every thing on Bayous,

BcRuf and Robert, and on the river. On this Ba-
you I hear they are very bad at Dick's, Whillin.rj:-

lon'p, Mnnadcr's, Roger's, Davison's, Gordon's

and Texada's, below me ; and at Winn & Neall's,

Davidson & Hnle's, Bullard & Clauton's, and
Gray's, above me. In my own crop, I discover-

ed a few; but they sometimes spread so last as

to spread over a whole crop in a week ; and cot-

ton, in which they are now pretty general, cannot

make, under the best of circumstances, more than

half a crop. J. Brown told me that a part of his

Johnston plantation looked precisely as if it had
been burnt. I am told Smith W. Gordon, who
you know is a very shrewd man, and who ought

in a fair season to make 250 bales, says he will

give his crop to any one for 50 bales.

PRESERVATION OF CABBAGES.

From the Albany Cultivator.

The following methods of preserving cabbages
for winter use are the result of experience.

The cabbages should be gathered before injury

is done them by the severe fiill frosts ; the heavy
outside leaves should remain on the stalk. Fix a
etring or cord round the stumps near the roots, strips of five or^slx inches, tarred one side of the

TARRING TREES TO PROTECT THEM FROM
THE CANKER WORM.

From the Yankee Farmer.

A gentleman, who has had some experience in

the business, considers the tarring the cheapest

and an effectual remedy against the canker worm.
He says that their ravages may in this way be

prevented with an expense not exceeding one-

fourth or one-half of the interest on the sum ne-

cessary to protect trees with troughs.

This year he had about fifty apple trees on hia

place, which he occupied ibr the first season.

Last year nothing was done to destroy the worms,

and they were very numerous, destroying all the

foliage on the trees ; so that he commenced ope-

rations under unfavorable circumstances, for with

proper care annually their ascent upon the trees

would have been prevented, and of course they

would have been much less numerous.
In the spring he cut stout brown paper into
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paper and then put ihem round the tree, vviih the

tarred side next to the tree, which cau^^ed it to ad-

here. Then he tarred the paper outside.

With the aid of a boy he tarred the fifiy trees

in this way in a very short time, and the boy put

on tar every day until the season (or the worms
was over. This daily operation required but a

few minutes every time. The whole expense
was but a trifle—no more probably than would
be required in managing with the tin or leaden
troughs after tliey are on the trees.

The trees in this case were well protected,

though a (ew worms were on the trees, probably

from eggs that were laid by crubs, that ascended
the trees in the I'aW or in pleasant days in winter.

These did no material injury. To prevent this

email evil it would be well to tar in the fall, and
also in warm days in winter, and in the spring if

should be attended to daily till the season for the

worms to ascend is past.

In the case here named the worms were so nu-
merous that they would somelimes form a bridge

almost across the tar in one night. If this or any
other good method of destroying canker worms
was carefully pursued by all who have orchards,

these depredators would soon become scarce, and
with little trouble their ravages would be almost
entirely prevented.

EXPERiaiENT OF DEEP TILLAGE AND BREAK-
ING THE ROOTS OF CORN.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Little Rock, Jlrk., J]%ig. 15, 1840,

In the May and June numbers of the Farmers'
Register, I see some remarks upon the culture of

Indian corn. I have long thought it strange that

this valuable plant had received eo small a share

of scientific attention. We are in the practice of
planting and cultivating as our fathers have done,

without once supposing that the cultivation o'i corn

could be improved. The object of these lines is

not. however, to discuss this subject, but to state a

fad in relation to root-breaking, &c.
In April, 1834, I planted a small lot of corn.

The soil was a light eilicious soil, with a red clay

subsoil. I planted in hills at the distance of four

feet. The plough I used was a single coulter,

made of an inch and a half bar. With this sim-

ple instrument, (for I used no other,) I cultivated

my corn. The mode of using it was to run with-

in four inches of the corn-plan's, and not less than

seven or eight inches deep. This was perlbrmed

both ways, crossing at right angles eight inches

apart, the corn being in the middle of the square.

This severe and apparently destructive operation

was repeated four times durmg the growing of the

corn. The summer was very dry and warm, my
land quite arid. Notwithstanding, my corn- blades

did not twist at any time, which was a subject of

remark at the time. In the month of Septemb?r,
I had a part of the corn cut ofl" to make room for

a building ; when digging the foundation I found
roots more than 20 inches below the surface.

This was, no doubt, the reason of the vigorous
growth of the corn, the subsoil being more moist
than the surface, gave nouiishnient to the stalks.

The inference that I and one or two others drew
from the fact, was, that by cutting the roots and

keeping the soil open and loose, the roots assumed
a vertical instead of a horizontal direction. Vio-
lent agitation of the earth about, and even break-
ing, the roots of many other kinds of plants, is by
no means injurious. The tobacco, when about to

stop its growth, if it be pulled so as to break many
roots and start the whole plant, will give it new
vigor. (This must be done during rain.) A wound
on trees, and even cutting away the whole of the

old wood is often beneficial. These remarks are

made for the consideration of these who may
have more information than 1 have. The whole
may be a mistake, or an exception to a general

rule.

I design giving, at some futute period, a gene-

ral description ot the soils, natural productions and
resources of our state. I greatly desire to have
a lijil set of your Register, but must defer for a

while. Respectfully,

W. W. Stevenson.

THE PROPER CULTIVATION OF, AND ANNUAL
CROPS FOR PEACH ORCHARDS.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

During the last twenty some odd years, a com-
munication has been almost annually going the

rounds of agricultural papers, the production of a
worthy man and a zealous, enterprising agricultu-

rist of Pennsylvania, a Mr. Colter, on the subject

of cultivating the peach tree.

Many years ago, I determined on the cultiva-

tion of that fruit, with a view to distillation and
the fabrication of brandy ; but, before my orchard

had become productive, as tlie result of observa-

tion and much serious reflection, I determined

that, next to original sin, ardent spirits was the

greatest curse on earth ; and, consequently, deter-

mined to find some other outlet for my little por-

tion of industry and enterprise, less objectionable.

Passing through Virginia and North Carolina

about the same time, I found to my agreeable sur-

prise that, as an article in the production of ani-

mal food, the peach, if judiciously selected, and
managed, was not excelled, when every thing was
taken into view. I found, however, that the me-
thod suggested by Mr. Colier was opposed to a
judicious- and economical management of both

Iruit and soil.

About the last of July, I found my little orchard

cultivated on this gentleman's plan perfectly pros-

trated—the trees lapped— it was painful to go
through it—and the load of f>uit lying on the

ground, part amongst the grass and weeds. For to

give the soil that degree of cultivation necessary

to keep it clean, v/as impossible.

I became still (lirther satisfied, from facts before

me, that the ground amongst fruit trees cannot be

kept too loose, or too clear of grass and weeds. I

determined, therefore, that some ameliorating crop

must be found and annually cultivated among my
fruit trees to insure good fruit, and abundant crops,

as also lasting trees. In selecting this crop to carry

out my plan, which was to raise the peach for the

production of pork, I found that some of the pea

tribe, after the trees arrive at the bearing state,

and the potato, previously, were the only plants

unobjectionable ; and 1 found in this section of the

union va?ietiee of both, fully answering my vien"3,
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coming to full maturity, as the peaches began to
|

ripen in June. I found a pea that produced ad-

mirably, and even under the trees, running up
their bodies, spreading through the limbs and
bearing well—nnd uninjured by the winter rain?.

And here, I will add, as the result of no slight

experience, iha'. uotwiilistnnfling the peach tree

is so highly benefited by sOrrmg the earth around
its roots, to produce tiie best effect, it must be done
only in the fall, winter, and in the spring after the

blossom is off. And, to settle this part of the

subject, as far as regards my practice, I will state,

that as soon as the vines of the potato or pea cul-

tivated in the orchard, are sufTicienlly rotten to

turn under with the bar-share, the first ploughing
takes place, the next previous to planting, and the

last on the cultivation of the crop. I am fLilly sa-

tisfied that the roots of the tree require to be kept
cool and at rest (when the tree is in the bearing
state) the balance of the summer, for which the only

two crops 1 can admit, are admirably calculated.

The little bunch potato comes to maturity with us

in June, and produces admirably. The vine hard-

ly runs, but covers the earth with a mass of

leaf and short vine. Not wishing to take up too

much of your valuable columns, I will continue
the subject in other numbers.

CuLTIVATOn.
Jtlabama, \st September, 1840.

Our correspondent need not entertain the fear

expressed in his last sentence. We should be

glad to have h'm a frequent contributor to our

pages, and to occupy as much space as his leisure

may permit. His present subject is one of much
interest, and the more fully in detail his practical

experience shall be stated, so much the better.

Judging from his southern locality, we presume

that he speaks of the sweet and not the Irish po-

tato.—En. F. R.

about a fortnight afterwards, namely, on the 16ih
of July, got 18 ounces of 25 fibre silk from one
bushel of pea-nut cocoons.

In the siik filatures in Europe, fi^om one to one
pound and a half is considered the daily task o-f

an experienced reeler. Fkanklin.

RHODE ISLAND AGRICULTURE.

Extract from the Geological Purvey of Rhode Island, by Dn. C-
Jackson.

Report of the Crops, S^-c. raised on the liivulet

Farm, in Cranston, 1839.

The land consists of 15 acres under tillage,

REELING SILK IN PHILADELPHIA.

From the Journal of the American Silk Society.

At the model filature in Philadelphia, we learn

from an article in the United States Gazette, the

following has been the result of practice :

—

Elizabeth Williams began learning to reel silk

on the 9ih of last month, (June.) July 15th

commenced at half past 8 o'clock, and reeled her

bushel of cocoons by 3 o'clock in the afternoon,

having had a recess from 12 to 1 o'clock. Ob-
tained from the bushel 20 ounces and a half, and
continuing her work till 6 o'clock, P. M., reeled

28 ounces in the day. The cocoons were of the

pea-nut variety, and very good. The silk 25
fibres.

On the 16ih, the same girl reeled from similar

cocoons, atid without any extraordinary exertion,

2 pciunds and 1 ounce of 25 fibre silk, between the

hours of half past 7 A. M., and 6 P. JVI.

Hannah Hill commenced learrn'ng to reel May
27th, (of this year,) and obtained from her bushel

of pea-nut cocoons, 22 ounces. In the course of
the day she reeled altogether 24 ounces of 25 fibre

Eilk.

Cornelia King began learning July 1st, and only

15 cows,
1 bull.

r5

15
25
3^
50

10 to 15
5 to TO

Static.

^570
25

m grazing,

clover meadows,
watered '

river '

in wood,
peat bog,

unreclaimed.

1 pair of largCjjxen, 160

2 heilers, 50

§^110
63
108
44

2 horses,

21 sheep,

18 head swine,

Turkeys, &c.

P.-oduce Raised and Sold.

Corn on 'd acres, average quantity, 58 bush, to the

acre, $150
" 6 " injtired by the August gale, 60

Barley ami oats, 4 acres, 33
Potatoes, 3 acres, 450 bushels marketable, 150

" 50 '•' for feeding cattle, 12

Beets and carrots, valued at 25
Fruit, (not sold.)

1800 lbs. pork, sold from 7 to 8 cents per lb. 130
Pigs raised, 22

' .==old. 8
Lambs, 18 sold at S3 each, 54
Calves, 14, " S5 50 each, 77
Profits in carfinsr wood cut on the farm, 48
7 tons of hay sold, ^18 per ton, 12G

5 '' nnsoid, 70
1455 lbs. butter sold, at from 26 to 33 1-3 cts.

per pound, 380
Butler and milk used in family, 30
Premium received on butter exhibited at the

Rhode Island cattle show, 15

Received for improvements on the farm, 48
Received for boarding laborers, 32

$1470
Expense.

Two hands, each 7 months, at ^12 1-2 per

month, .<B175

1 boy, 7 months, 35
Paid for labor in getting hay, 26
1 hand in winter 5 months, at ^8, 40
1 boy, do. 10

Board of laborers reckoned at ^1 per week, 130

Grain, potatoes, and hayseed, used in thespring, 60
Salt for manure, 10

Salt for dairy, 6

Taxes, 28
Blacksmith's bill, 24

Balance, from which deduct rent of farm and
family expenses, 986

$1470
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The farm was not fully stocked, beinjr unwilling

in the spring to pay the hiuh prices (iernatiLlec] (or

neat cattle. I. A. Gakdinkr, Tenant.

In reply to your inquiry, what experiments in

flffricuiturehavc you made? we reply, ihaton this

Jhrni wc have made many : some successfiil and
some otherwise. We will give you as brief a de-

tail as possible of some of them. We irrigate a-

bout twenty-five acres of upland, mostly the slop-

ing sides of hills. The water used is from sprin<xs

itiat rise on the farm, on the highest land. We
formed a reservoir by the erection of a dam, and
are thereJorc enabled to retain nearly all the wa-
ter that collects in the day and run it on to the

meadows in the night, preventing the irrass from
being scorched or wilted as it would be if put on
in the heat of the day. We carry a portion of this

water to our barn yards, to our hog pens, and also

to our dairy iiouse, where we have put in a water
wheel for the purpose solely of aiding the dairy

maid in the process of mak'ing butler, and find a

very considerable labor saved. We intended to

have used the water power in churning ihe milk

daily, instead of the cream, in the manner practis-

ed by some of the western fiirmers. We tried the

experiment, and found no dilliculiy in the process,

and the butter was excellent, but the quantity fell

short so materially that we abandoned it.

We tried the experiment recommended by some
Pennsylvania farmers, that ofsetting the milk part-

ly under ground, and letting the water constantly

run round ihe pans ofmilk by setting them into ex-

cavated shelves. We found that the milk would
keep sweet longer and the cream was equally as

good, if not belter. But here again we found a di-

minution : so much cream would not rise on the
milk. We therefore continue tlie old mode.

This experiment convinces us, that a milk room
should stand separate and apart from any other
building, he ofgood size and height, well ventilat-

ed, and shaded with forest trees, and be used sole-

ly lor that purpose.

We have tried the experirnent of flooding land.

We built a dam on a small river that runs throuirh
the farm, on the sides of which are what is termed
interval or river meadows, (about thirty acres,) and
by flowing back we cover the whole extent, and
keep them flowed from November to April, when
we draw it oil and find slime and mud deposited on
the surface that enriches it, and our crops of grass
have increased thereby both in quantity and quali-

ty. We cart sea weed a distance of from lour to

six miles, and we think we find our account in it

when properly used. It should be spread in hog
pens or yards, small in extent, and coarse sand,
(the best is found on the shores,) mixed with or

spread over it, which will be by this preparation

converted into fine compost by the swine being
yarded upon it. We derive another advantage in

pulling the sea and rock week into our hog yards
;

they will leed considerably on it, and it serves to

make them healthy and prepares them (or fat-

tening.

We use considerable impure salt in our compost-
ing. We purchase the sweepings of the vessels'

holds, in which it is imported, and consider it a
cheap, valuable material (or the purpose.
Some ofour neighboring farmers, cart salt water

from the sea shore, a distance of several miles, and
think it better than to let their teams bo idle. This

they spread on beds of loam, and it is thereby very
soon convened into a black mould.
We salt our river meado.v hay, putting from two

to three pecks o( fine Liverpool salt to the ton, and
we think we are thrice paid (or so doing; firstly,

in the time saved in curintr the hay ; secondly, in

its increased value; and thirdly, in the saliincj of
the cattle which are led on it. Eesiiies we find

that low meadow hay, when salted, will not deteri-

orate if kept several years, and we believe it im-
proves by being kept two years.

We had dug some peat for (lie!, and used it to

some advantage ; but until we heard the sugges-
tions you made of the possibility that our worrrout
soils might by the aid of peat be restored, we had
not tried it to any extent as a manure. We have
since opened a bed on the (arm and dug out about
100 loads, at an expense of about 15 cents per load,

with which we mixed ten tons of animal manure
and six casks of Harris rock lime, which cost in

Providence, 81 2-5 per cask. The frost pulverized
it, and we (bund it this spring in a good state for

spreading on our meadows, and to use on our corn
and potato fields. On the meadows we have al-

ready ample evidence of its utility.

We have experimented with menhaden fish.

For the first and second year they appeared to be
a benefit, but afterwards we fbtind the land less

productive than it was before the fish was put on,
and indeed in some places almost barren.

We are of opinion that fish operates on the land
like the tree use of ardent spirits on the system of
the laborer, who, while the excitement is on, is en-
abled to do more work ; hut when it is gone is left

in a torpid and enfeebled stale.

REPORT OF THE ROTCTI FARM, N. PROVIDEIVCE,
[r. I.] LEASED AKD CULTiyATED BY MR.
ADAM AKTHONY.

From ttie same.

I have great satisfaction, says Dr. Jackson, in
laying before the citizens ol Rhode Island, the very
lucid and detailed report of JMr. Adam Anthony,
who is one of the most intelligent and successful
farmers in the state. JMr. Anthony cultivates a
firm leased of i\lr. William Rotch, oCNewBedlbrd.
The larm is siiuated two miles north of ihe city of
Providence, and the soil is naturally poor, light

and sandy, with some patches of thin swamp,
having a light covering of black peat. A laige
portion of this farm was originally almost barren,

or supported only a thin (orcst of pine trees. By
chemical analysis of the natural soil, it was found
to be an ancient granite diluvium, charged with
decomposed vegetable matters, in an acid state.

Hence the theory of his improvements by means
of ashes, containing alkaline matter and lime.

Memoranda famished by Mr. Anthony.

Farm consists of

Ploughed land 30 acres, valued at ^141 per acre.

Pasture 26 '
' 70 '

Mowing 18 ' ' 150 '

Wood 30 '
' 40 '

Crops.

Corn, 268 bushel?—64 1-2 bu. per acre : soi',

sand and sandy loam : manure, 7 cords per acre.
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Potatoes, 592 bushels—236 bu. per acre : soil,

earid and sandy loam : manure, 7 cords per acre.

Turnips, 1300 bushels—050 bu. per acre : soil,

sand and sandy loam : 240 busiiels ul ashes ; ma-
nure, 3 1-2 cords per acre.

Barley, 10 tons— 1 3-4 tons per acre; cut for

fodder : soil, sand and sandy loam.

Hay, 50 tons—2 3-4 tons per acre ; 5 acres up-
land, 3 lowland; sandy ; 10 of reclaimed peat boor;

2 acres ofupland, top dressed with 5 cords manure
per acre.

JMillet, 40 tons—2 3-4 tons per acre; soil, san-

dy ; 4 1-2 acres no manure—10 ashed, 100 bush-
els to acre.

Pumpkins, 5 tons from among corn.

Other produce.—BQcf, 9500 lbs.
;
pork, 5C7 lbs,;

milk, 8764 gallons.

Value of crop.Cost ofcultivation per acre

Indian corn, ^49
Barley, 27
Potatoes, 46
Turnips, 47
Hay, 24
Millet, 24
Stock.

1 horse,

2 oxen,

18 cows,

^87 25
31 00
78 00
110 00
49 00
49 00
Value.

850
70

648

North Providence, 12 vio. 2, 1839.

Dr. C. T. Jacksox—Esteemed Friend—Hav-
ing filled such of the blanks in the form appended
to the circular as were necessary to the requisite

fitatemenis respecting my crops of this year, t avail

myself of the convenience of a separate sheet to

notice such of the questions as I am able to an-
swer.

I have made no experiments that have been suf-

ficiently carried out to be oloiher importance than
as affording suggestions for further trial and more
accurate and extended observation. Of this cha-
racter are those with nitre, potash, &c., of which a
statement has already been given. It may be
well, however, to repeat ic here. Several plats of
ground, each containing a rod, lialf a rod apart, on
a field of sandy soil which had been recently sown
with millet, without maimre, were treated in the
fullowing manner: one with lime, one with ground
oyster shells, and another with salt—four quarts
to each : one with a peck of recent, another vviih

the same quantity of spent ashes : the next with
potash and the last with saltpetre—each a pound.
The lime and oyster shells produced no effects, the
millet being no better than on the undressed ground
about them. Salt had been furnished in too large
a quantity, and destroyed most of the seed. The
lew plants that came, however, grew very luxu-
riantly. There was no perceivable difference in

the ashed portions, the crop being alike better

than on the intermediate spaces. Potash and nitre

gave the best results, the latter the most striking.

The ground was in fine condition. It produced at

least three and a half tons of millet to the acre.

I have tried lime in but a few instances, and not
at all in composts. In a potato drill, on a sandy
loam, it was evidently injurious to the crop ; and
as a top dressing for grass grounds, one a sandy
Boil, the other a reclaimed bog abounding in vege-
table matter, it was of no perceivable benefit.

Spent wood ashes have been tlie principal ma-

nure which I have used in amending the condition
of light loams and sandy and gravelly soils. On
all these they are used to great advantage ; and to
a profitable result in the improvement of the two
last mentioned, combined with the growing of clo-
ver they are almost indispensable, especially if the
soil be of very sterile character.

Besides the experiment above noticed with
ground oystershells, I have applied them to sandy
and to loamy soil for grass and for turnips, but
without effect.

Bog mud of peaty character has been used to
some extent in my manure trenches, and is deemed
excellent for the purpose—more valuable than
loam.

On the sandy and poorer grounds of the farm
millet and clover are the most profitable crops. On
those of firmer texture the root culture has given
the best results. A part of the diflerence in the
superior profit, however, is but apparent. Requir-
ing most or all of the season to perfect their growth
they prevent, without some inlervenient crop, late

summer or early fall seeding, the seasons, I be-
lieve, in which lands in high condition are most
profitably laid down to grass. The value of the
produce ofthe farm this year, inclusive of pasture,

feed and the products of garden grounds (included
in the ploughed land, but not otherwise noticed,)

is S2S40. And it appears on examination of my
accounts, that its conversion into the Ibrms in

which most of it is disposed of, is not likely to give
a very dissimilar result. Sales have been made to

the amount of ^2962 84, and there is on hand
S669, worth more than at the commencement of
the year. To this should be added ^600 for the

manure made by the stock ; making in the aggre-

iiate S4231 84. From this sum should be deducted
the cost of the grain purchased, and the hogs and
cattle fatted, which amounts to ic;12I4 Q5, leaving

a balance of ^3017 19 as the value ofthe produce.

The excess over the first estimate of $ 177 19, will

probably defray all extra expense incurred by the

disposition which is made of it.

The liquid manure from the stock is saved, but
has never been separately applied. Both this and
the solid matter are received into a trench in the

rear of thf cattle stalls, and with the admixture of
bog mud or loam, make a compost much more
valuable than ordinary stable manure. Six dollars

a cord for it may be thought to put an end to all

profitable results in farming, but the efl'ects of its

application sustain me in this opinion of its value.

It is charged at five dollars, in my estimates ofthe
cost of ciops, one sixth part, I consider, as being
appropriated by the soil to its own improvement.

I have limited my estimates in regard to crops,

to such only as have been raised on the farm this

year. There are others, in the culture of which I

have bad some experience ; such as oals, beets

and carrots. Oals, in general, give about the same
results as barley. Beets and carrots cost more in

the cultivation than rula baiia; beets perhaps ^6,
and cairots gl2 an acre. The product, with me,
has been about the same, and they are probably of
equal value. The diflerence, if there be any, as

food for slock, has escaped my observation. In re-

gard to beets, however, I speak only in reference

to the scarcity and yellow French. The while and
red are said to be of better quality.

fn the valuation of the lands of the farm, build-

ings have not been included. These, exclusive of
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the dwollini? house, would add about twenty per

cent, to their value, and ofcourse, about one and a
halTper cent, to the cost ol'crops as interest.

Rcspectluliy, and very truly thy friend,

ADAM ANTHONY.

CANALS AND RAILROADS OF VA.

From Tanner's Hailroads and Canals of llie U. S.

James River and Kanawha Canal and Railroad.

—Tliis woiU is nearly completed, by canal, with

some slack-water navigation, between Richmond
and Lynchburg, and is under contract between
Lyncliburg and the mouth of North river, Rock-
bridge county, Virtjinia. Beyond this point it is

yet doubtful what direction it may take. One of

the plans being to continue the canal to Coving-
ton, and thence construct railroad across the Al-
legany mountains to the Greenbrier, and thence
along tliai stream and the Kanawha, and by way
of the valley of the Mud river and the Guyan-
dolie, to the Ohio, at the mouth of the latter

stream. The other to continue tlie canal only to

Buchanan, taking the railroad thence along the
valley of Virginia to the New river, and thence
down this river and the Kanawha to the point of
divergence to the valley of the Mud river and the

Guyandotle, as above. The latter rout seems to

be prelerable, not only by its greater natural facili-

ties, but because (he position of the railroad be-

tween Buchanan and the New river would, whilst
constituting a part of the great western commu-
nication of the state, be at the sarne lime so much
done of its south western railroad, a work promis-
ing perhaps to the coramonvvealth even greater
advantages than its connexion with the Kanawha
and Ohio, inasmuch as it would reach a trade not
competed lor by the lines of improvement through
Pennsylvania and Maryland, and which might,
therefore, be secured en'irely to Virginia. What-
ever direction the James and Kanawha line of
improvement may take, it is to be hoped, for the
welfare of the s;ate, that its great south-western
railroad will not be long delayed. As soon as
it shall be completed, it may be expected to pour
into the canal an immense trade, and to convey on
it a very great travel ; and until it is efi'ecled, the
state can scarcely be expected to derive from her
investment in the canal, an amount of reventae to

justify her expenditure in its construction.

The whole length of the James and Kanawha
canal and railroad, when completed to the Ohio,
will be about 425 miles, that of the proposed South-
western railroad from Buchanan to the Tennessee
line, about 160 miles.

Dismal Swamp Cano?—extends from Deep creek,

a tributary of Chesapeake Bay, to Joice's creek,

a branch of Pasquotank river, of Albemarle Sound;
length 23 miles ; 46 (eet wide, 6^ deep ; at inter-

vals of a quarter of a mile, the canal is widened
to 60, for turn-out stations ; 6 locks, 100 by 20 feet;

summit level 16| feet above the Atlantic at mid
tide. Two lateral canals, one from Lake Drum-
mond, 5 miles in length, which, in addition to its

uses for the purposes of navigation serves as a
feeder to the main trunk ; and the othor 6 miles
long, opens a communication between the princi-

pal canal, and the head waters of North-West
river.

The navigation of the Roanoke, Rivanna and
Slate rivers, has been partially improved by means
of dams and locks. Companies have been incorpo-
rated lor the purpose of improving the navigation of
the Shenandoah, Catawba, Nottoway, Upper Ban-
nisier, Tuckahoe and South Anna, Coal, Smith's,
Cowpasture, Goose, North Anna and Pamun-
key rivers.

KAILnOADS.

The principal works of tins description in the
state are the Richmond and Fredericksburg, Rich-
mond and Petersburg, and Petersburg and Roa-
noke railroads, immediately on the line of northern
and southern travel through the state, and consti-

tuting portions of the great northern and southern
line of communication so rapidly progressing to

completion between New York and New Orleans.
When Virginia shall have completed the railroad
between Fredericksburir and the Potomac, and
connected the roads at Richmond and Petersburg,
she will have done every thing that can reasonably
be expected for her in lacilitating the traveller on
this important line of thoroughfare. A railroad

between Washington and the termination of the
Richmond and Fredericksburg railroad on the
Potomac would still be required to prevent the in-

terruption which now exists, when the Potomac
is frozen; but such a work seems to be rather
an object of national than of state concern, or at

all events one in which the national government,
so deeply interested in its execution, may reason-
ably be expected to co-operate with Virginia to-

wards its construction. The followinnr details in

relation to the works above named, will probably
be of interest.

Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac Rail-
road. This work lies in Henrico, Caroline and
Spottsylvania counties, between Richmond and
Fredericksburg. It is 61 miles long, and when
extended to the Potomac, at the mouth of Aquia
creek, (at which point it is proposed to terminate
it,) will be 75 miles long. It has on it several fine

bridges at the crossings of the North and South
Anna rivers, Little river, and Chickahominy, and
will pass the Rappahannock at Fredericksburg by
a bridge forty leet high and 600 feet long, and
Potomac creek by a bridge three hundred feet

in length and seventy feet high. The grades
and curves of the road are in general favora-

ble ; the sharpest of the latter being about 2000
feet radius, and the maximum graduation, with
a single exception near Fredericksburg, (where
a grade of fijrty-five feet was necessary,) be-

ing about thirty feet per mile. The execution
of the work is, with the exception of the super-
structure, highly substantial. The superstructure

is of the ordinary wooden rail, plated with iron,

in general use in the south, and recommended on
diis and most other southern roads by the cheap-
ness of timber and motives of economy. When
the travel on this road, which is increasing very
rapidly, shall have become larger, the company
will prodably find it to their advantage to lay

down heavy iron rails the whole length of their

road. With this addition it would be one of the

best, as it promises to be one of the most produc-

tive, in the countrj^.

The whole cost of the Richcr.onJ and Fre-
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dericksburg railroad, including a branch lour miles

long to the Deep Run coal mines, and including

also a full supply of locomolive?, cars, &c., has

been, between Riciimond and Fredericksburg,

1,100,000 dollars. An addiiional expenditure ot

270,000 dollars is estimated as requisite to com-
plete the railioad to the Potomac.
Richmond and Petersburg Railroad. This rail-

road, 23 miles long, connects the towns ol" Rich-

mond and Petersburg, lis curves and grades are

both highly (avorable; a large portion of tiie line

being straight, and the maxnimm graduation be-

ing thirty leet per mile. The railroad bridge

across the James liver, at Richmond, on this road,

is one of the most striking works in America ; be-

ing about 3,000 feet long, between (jO and 70 feet

above the river, and having spans of 150 feet and
upwards. The cost of this viaduct was but 125,-

000 dollars ; and the whole cost of the railroad, in-

cluding depots, locomotive engines, cars, &c.,

about 750,000 dollars.

A branch often miles in lengih has been propos-

ed I'rom this railroad to Bermuda Hundred, which
is said to be of extremely easy execution, and which
would probably add so much to the profits of the

railroad, and to the commercial facilities of Rich-
mond, that it is a matter of surprise it has not yet

been executed. By means of it, produce would
be delivered on board European vessels in two
hours after leaving the warehouse, instead of be-

ing, as at present, delayed a day or two-on a cir-

cuitous navigation in lighters ; and merchants
would be able to communicate quickly and con-
stantly with their ships. This slight improve-
ment, and the removal of the Harrison bar, v.'ould

do nmch to make Richmond an important seaport,

Petersburg and Roanoke Railroad.—This work,
59 miles long, extends from Petersburg through
the counties of Dinwiddio, Sussex and Greens-
ville, to the Roanoke river, opposite Weldon.
Near its termination it connects with the Wil-
mington and Raleigh railroad in North Caro-
Ima; and it is connected by means of the Greens-
ville railroad with tfie Raleigh and Gaston rail-

road at Gaston. This railroad has on it no
curve, ofier leaving Petersburg, of less radius than
lialf a mile ; and no grade, except at that point,

exceeding 30 feet per mile. Like the Richmond
and Fredericksburg, and Richmond and Peters-

burg railroad, its roadway, formation, bridges, &c.,

are executed in a highly substantial and perma-
nent m.anner; but it has only a plate rail super-
structure, which, with the increasing business of
the road, it will probably be advisable to substitute

by a substantial and lieavy iron rail. The whole
cost of this railroad, including depots, locomotive
engines, cars, &c., has been only 800,000 dollars.

By this railroad a large portion of the produce of
the Roanoke valley is coveyed to Petersburg.

Besides the above railroads on the great north-
ern and southern line of travel ttirough Virginia,
there are the following:

The Greensville Railroad.—This railroad, as
above observed, connects the Petersburg and Roan-
oke with the Ualeigh and Gaston railroad. It

leaves the Ibrmer railroad a lew miles south of
Hicksford, in Greensville county, Va., and termi-
nates at Gaston in North Carolina, where the Ra-
leigh and Gaston railroad commences. It is 18
miles long, and cost about 250,000. Its construc-
tion is similar to that of the Petersburg and Roa-
noke railroad.

City Point Railroad.—This railroad extends
from Petersbuig along or near the Appomatox to

City Point, below the junction ol' that stream with
the James river, it is twelve miles long, and has
cost about 200,000 dollars. By means of it an im-
portant facility is aliorded to the shipping interests

of Petersburg, which have hitherto been depend-
ent on lighters on the Appomattox.

Chesterfield Railroad.—This railroad connects
the bituminous coal basin of Chesterfield county
with the tide water of James river at Manchester,
opposite Richmond. Length 13,50 miles, with
branches from the main line to the principal coal
pits. The line descends into the valley of
Falling creek by a self actin<f plane, and is con-
ducted over that of Sally's Run by an embank-
ment 800 feet long and 40 fijet liigh. Cost but
S.OOO dollars per mile. Radius of the curves
1,442 leet. Single track, with the usual turn-outs,

&c. ; commenced January, 1830, completed July,

Louisa Railroad.—This railroad leaves the
Richmond and Fredericksburir railroad about 24
miles 1mm Richmond and 37 from Fredericks-
burg, and extends thence westward to Gordons-
ville in Oran<ie county, passing by Louisa court-

house and Newark. Whole distance from the
point of junction with the Richmond and Frede-
ricksburg railroad to Gordonsvilie, 49 miles. Cost
about $400,000.
The Louisa railroad furnishes an outlet to the

productions of a lertile tract of country in Virginia
at the loot of the Southwest mountain, and forms
the most convenient and agreeable route to tra-

vellers to the Virginia springs, and the western
part of Virginia. It is proposed to extend a branch
of the road from Newark about 12 miles east of
Gordonsvilie to Charlottesville, and an extension
of the road to Harrisburg, in Rockingham county,
is spoken of.

Portsmouth and Roanoke Railroad.—This rail-

road commences at Portfmouth, opposite Norfolk,
and proceeds in a W. S,VV, direction through Nor-
folk, Northampton and Southampton couniiee,

crosses the North Carolina boundary near Me-
herrin river, and joins the Roanoke near Weldon.
Length 80 miles. Cost about 1.000,000 dollars,

Winchester and Potomac railroad extends
southwest from Harper's Ferry on the Potomac,
in Jefferson county, Va,, where it connects with
the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, to Winchester
in Frederick county. Leng'h 32 miles. Cost

500,000 dollars. From Winchester a macada-
mized road is now under construction lo Staunton;
but it is probable that this will ere long be super-

seded by a railroad, which would be so well justi-

fied along the fertile valley of Virginia, remarka-
ble for both its mineral and agricultural wealth.

A company lor the construction of this railroad

was incorporated by the legislature of Virginia a
few years since, and a survey made, and very fa-

vorable location procured Ii3r the work; but tlie

capital stock was not made up within the time

limited in the charter for the organization of the

company.
The above comprises all the railroads yet ex-

ecuted in Virginia. Other highly important works
of this description have been projected in that state,

which will probably be undertaken as soon as the

present monetary diflicullies pass off. One of the

most essential seems to be a railroad betweea
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Richmond and Lynohburn;, along the ridge divid-

ing the waters of the James and Appomattox
rivers, to be extended to connect with the pro-

posed southwestern railroad. Such a railroad

would secure to the state a large travel and return

trade to the southwest, in light and valuable pack-

ages, which, without it, will probably not pass

through the state. A second railroad, which would
add largely to the wealth of the country through

which it would pass, and to the corntnerce of Rich-

mond, has been surveyed, diverging Irom the (br-

nier in the neighborhood of Farmville, and pass-

ing in a southwesterly direction to the valleys of

the Staunton and Dan rivers, a short distance

above the junction of those streams. With her

great western and southwestern improvements
carried out, and these two lines of railroad, Virgi-

nia might again take rank among the Ibremosl

slate ol' the confederacy.

Aggregate iensth of canals in VirginiajlQG.QS miles

do. do. railroads do. 36150 do.

RETARDIIVG THE HATCHING OF EGGS, CAU-
SES OF SICKNESS AND I>EATH OP WORMS,
DURING THE SUMMER OF 1840j &C.

Fioiullie Journal of tlie American Silk Society.

This is a most important subject, and the writer

of this article feels the responsibility of the task he

has undertaken most sensibly. Scarcely less than

the success or liiiiure of the great enterprise ol

introducing the culture of silk in the United States,

depends upon it. In alT parts of the country the

early brootls of siik worms, that were known to

have been produced from good eggs, were success-

fully carried through their various stages, and

produced good crops of cocoons. It is believed

that all the exceptions to such a result were I'airly

attributable to deltictive eggs, or to attempts at pre-

mature hatching. As remarked by our correspon-

dent, 'P.' in the present number, this success was
attained even in cases 'where almost every rule of

good management had been disregarded.' But in

a great majority of cases the later brooils have ut-

terly failed. These failures have not been con-

fined to the tide water regions of the south, to the

middle states, nor to the west, but in all parts, at

the north, south, east and west, the people have
been equally unsuccessful with the later broods of

worms. The symptoms and character of one va-

riety of the diseases by which they were carried

off are v/ell described by 'P.' Oihers say theirs

were carried off by the yellows, and others by all

sorts of diseases mixed—some worms dying of

the yellows, some by the tripes, &c. &c. All who
have had late broods, however, will have seen

enough of the diseases without wishing further in-

formation on that score. A knowledge of the

cause of the diseases is what is now wanting, and
it is the object of this paper to point them out;

whether this task shall have been successfully per-

formed or not, remains to be seen.

One cause of the diseases of the late broods,

undoubtedly was the improper mode adopted for

retarding the hatching. The egirs were kept ex-

posed to various temperatures till the germ had
commenced forming, and even until some few
were hatched, and then put into ice-houses, to

retard their hatching. Tliis unqucslionablv either

Vol. Vlll.—G9

killed all the eggs thus treated, or eo chilled the
germs as to weaken the constitutions of the
worms, and thus make them subject lo the various
diseases at some period ol their lives. The writer

of this paper was personally acquainted with se-

veral instances of lailure from this cause.

Another cause was clearly traceable to the sud-
den exposure of eggs, properly kept previously in

ice, to the extreme warm weather of midsummer.
This destroys many eggs.

Another was the placing of good eggs in ice

after they had been exposed several days on their

passage from one place to another, during warm
weather.

It would appear that the exercise of a little com-
mon sense would efiectualiy prevent injury from
any of the above causes. The directions tor keep*
ing eggs are plainly descriptive of the simple pro-
cess. They must be kept during the warm wea-
ther of the season they are laid, in a coo!, dry place,

a cellar, if possible ; if intended to bs retarded,
they must be placed in the ice-house or cellar, at
least in the forepart of winter, and not left exposed
till the warm weather of the latter part of winter and
spring shall have started the germ. If the eggs
shall have been kept in ice, they should be expos-
ed gradually to the natural temperature of the
atmosphere. After eggs have been kept in ice,

and then exposed to a warm atmosphere for any
length of time, say more than a lew hours, they
must not be put in ice again.
Bat the great cause of most of our disasters, it

is believed, has never been suspected—at least the
writer of this paper is not aware of its having been
noticed by any writer. Neither can he prove to

demonstration that it is the great cause, or any
cause at all, of disease in silk worms; but he ex-
pects to be able to satisly all inquiring minds at
least of its great probability. The silk worm,
when left to uself, exposed lo the ordinary atmo-
sphere, hatches in the spring of the year exactly at
the time the mulberry leaves open. It is therefore
an annual insect, and requires exactly twelve
months to pass through the various stages of its

existence. If lor example a silk worm was hatch-
ed on the first day of May, 1S40, the eggs that it

would produce would naturally hatch on the first

day cf May, 1841. That it is by no means unrea-
sonable to suppose the existence of such precision
of periodical developement in silk worm?, we may
be satisfied by reference to the habits of various
other insects and animals. The American locust
requires exactly seventeen years lo perform iia

circle of existence, as has been clearly proved.
The swallow martin makes it appearance in its

usual haunts nearly, if not exactly, on the same
day of every year. But we will not consume time
in reasoning on the subject— believing the reason-
ableness of the assumption to be sutficienily ap-
parent. If we admit this position, we shall then
have arrived at the point desired, which is that
we cannot retard or delay the hatching of the
worms, for any considerable length of time beyond
their natural period, without doing violence more
or less to the constitution of the insect; and the
longer we do retard the hatching l)eyond this pe-
riod, the more injury we do the worm, until we
accomplish its death in the egg. Here we shall

be met with the case of the Messrs. Carson, who
retarded the haSching of a box of eggs fron) 1837
to 1839 ; and by various other instances of re-
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tarcling eggs for short periods ; all which have

been duly considered and will he noticed in their

proper place—suffice it to say here, none ol' those

cases have been found to be insuperable objections

to the position above assumed.

The great cause of disease and death in the late

broods of silk worms, then, we consider to have

been the attempt by means of very \o\.v tempera-

tures, to protract the hatching of the eggs too

long. For example, eggs that would in the natural

temperature of the atmosphere have hatched on

the first day of JVlay, were protracted in their

hatching till the first of July, and consequently

the germs in the eggs were either killed or so

weakened, that disease and death (oliowed sooner

or later after they hatched. That the extreme

low temperature of the ice-house did any injury

independent of that inflicted by the protraction oi'

hatchincr, we do not believe. We have had suffi-

cient proof of the contrary. It appears to us that

the simple prolongation of the lime that the insect

remained in the egor, caused all the injury. We
know that very little if any injury will be done by

retarding the hatching one month, and we know
that exp'osure to warmth will accelerate the hatch-

ing about the same lime. We also know that a

good cool, dry cellar, will retard the hatching of

tiie eggs one "month, and therefore, if our views

be correct, no ice-house will be necessary to the

keeping of eggs in any part of the country. The
remedy, therefore, for the great evil complained of,

is apparent, and we now proceed to it.

Assuming the above po.-iiion to be correct, if we
wish to hatch out a brood of worms on the first

day of each month, say first of JVlay, June, July

and August, all we have to do is to use eggs produ-

ced last year from worms tl at were iiatched at

those periods respectively. To accomplish this,

we must mark each lot of eggs with the dale at

which the worms that produced them were hatch-

ed, and when we bring them out for hatching,

take those whose date corresponds with the time

we bring them out io hatch. For example, on

the 1st of July, 1841, we bring out a lot of eggs

to hatch ; we therefore take those marked 1st of

,Tuly, 1840, and so on with the various parcels.

To enable us to accomplish this, that is, to get

possession of eggs of these various periods, it will

only be necessary to protract the natural hatchings

about one month each year. Say we have only

one parcel of esss, and they were produced from

worms hatched at the natural period in the spring.

We will hatch half of them at the natural period,

and protract the other hall" by keeping them in the

cellar one month, bringing them out to hatch on

the 1st of June. We mark the eggs produced by

both these parcels of worms, the one ' 1st of May,'
the other ' 1st of June.' Next year, we take llie

eggs marked 1st of June, hatch half of them ac-

cording to their date, and protract the other half to

1st of July. The year after we take those marked
let of July, hatch half of them, and protract the

other half till the first of August. This system
will supply us with eggs for hatching during the

whole season, without injury to the eggs or the

worms. If it be desired to have hatchings every

two weeks, either of the two parcels with dales

nearest the intermediate periods, will be proper for

use.

We shall now proceed to state some facts in

illustration of the above theory, and which have

suggested to us these views. A gentleman in

Delaware, last year produced one of the finest

parcels of eggs we ever saw. He placed them in

the ice-house in the winter, where they remained
till the last of May, when he sent them to us. He
packed them in a box of ice, while in the ice-house,

in which box they came to ua and were put in

our refrigerator, without any exposure to the warm
atmosphere. These egas we sent to different

parts of the union in small parcels, from the 1st

of June to the 23d of July. The first parcels we
sent away, hatched in fi-om ten to thirteen days
from the tmie they left us. But the time after

leaving our refrigerator until they hatched, be-

became gradually shorter until the 23d of July,

when they hatched in 24 to 30 hours. We heard

of nearly all the parcels we sent away, and nearly

all did unusually well ; the exceptions were the

two or three last parcels sent off, and one of the

last parcels was a failure, the worms were weakly,

became sickly, and as they approached spinning,

sickened and died of various diseases. Every
rule of good management was observed, and va-

rious remedies resorted to without avail. One
lot of the same eggs was sent to a gentleman in

Virginia, on the 20ih of June, By some accident

the letter was delayed on its passage in the mail

iwenly-one days,s;o that he did not receive the eggs
till the llih oi" July. They were all hatched, of

course, and many of them dead. How long they

had been hatched, can ofcourse only be conjectured.

Other parcels we know hatched in ten days alter

leaving us ; but we cannot conceive of the ability

of the young worms to sustain lilie eleven days
without Ibod. However, the gentleman immedi-
ately spread them out on his tables, and gave them
leaves, which all that were alive commenced eat-

ing greedily. The result was, he gathered 3000
of the finest cocoons he ever saw. During the

whole period of their feeding, he did not lose a
dozen—having had no diseases among them.
We ought to have stated that we sent him half an
ounce ofeggs. This fiict proves of itself the good
quality of the eggs at the time we sent them ; if it

did not, we could adduce abundance of other testi-

mony ; that is, they were good on the 20ih June.
The other fact stated above, proves that they
were not good on the 23d of July. If the mere
retarding their hatching was not the cause of their

bad quality in July, what was? The worms that

produced these eggs were hatched, or commenced
hatching, on the 20ih of May, last year. These
liicts, we think, yo fiir to establish the correctness

of our views as above given, that the egss of
worms that were hatched on the 20ih of May,
1839, would naturally have hatched on the 20th of

May, 1840, but were capable of being retarded in

hatching till the 20th ofJune, without injury ; that

when retarded to a later period, they sufi'ered more
or less in proportion to the length of time they
were so retarded.

We have several other facts that correspond
precisely with the above in all parts, both as to at-

tending circumstances and results, but we deem
it useless to waste time and room in stating them,
aa they could only prove that we have not made
up our opinion upon the evidence of a single isolat-

ed fact, and this we hope it is not necessary lo

prove.

If the above theory be correct, it is easy to ac-

count for most of the fijilures that have occurred io
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our country durintj this summer. Eggs that ought
to have been hatched in May, were protracted per-

haps till July, and eggs that ought to have been
hatched in July were attempted to be hatched in

May, and both were killed or badly injured ; for

it must be borne in mind that protraction ol' the

hatching of eggs is not alone the cause oC failure.

Many persons have failed from an opposite course.

Eggs that were produced by worms hatcfied in

August, were attempted to be hatched in May and
June. They were exposed in the ordinary way,
a few scattering worms came out, as is always tlie

case even the first season, and no more hatched.
The temperature was raised, but no effect was
produced, other than perhaps destroying the eggs,
and they were finally given up as bad eggs that

would not hatch at all. The (act was, the eggs
had not passed the lime required for their maturity,

and therefore, would not of course hatch until late

in July or August. We hope to be able to illus-

trate this part of our new theory before this paper
goes to press, with the statement of a most inter-

esting fact in point.

The instance of retarding eggs from 1837 to

1839, by the Messrs. Carson, of Lancaster, Pa.,
and on which nearly the whole practice of protract-

ing by means of ice-houses has been founded, is

certainly the most powerful argument that can be
brought against our present position. We do not,

however, consider one instance of success as con-
clusive, against so many as have been adduced
this season of an opposite character. It cannot
now be known at what time in the summer of 1837
the worms were hatched that produced the box of
eggs in question. In answer to our inquiry on
that point the Messrs. Carson say, 'they were
hatched about the middle of the season, we cannot
speak positively, as to the time. Brother Thomas,
since deceased, attended to the silk business entire-

ly at that time.' The eggs may have been pro-

duced late in the season of 1837, and having been
placed in the icehouse and remaining there stea-

dily they would not of course hatch till very late

in the season of 1838, or until the common tempe-
rature of the atmosphere was too low to hatch
them, and thus they passed over the entire year
of 1838, and hatched in 1839. We have entire

confidence in any statement made by the Messrs.
Carson ; but may we not he permitted to eugirest

the possibility of a mistake having been made in

supposing the box of eg^s found in the ice-house
to contain eggs of the produce of 1837, when in

fact they were the product of 1838 ? In their let-

ter giving an account of the atfair they say the
eggs 'were deposited in the ice-house in the fail of
1837 with the intention of feeding them in the

summer of 1838, but were overlooked, and our at-

tention was not drawn to them until it became
necessary to fill the ice-house again when the box
was found with about 30,000 mammoth white silk

worm egge.' Now as these esse had esca[)ed

their recollection from the fall of 1837 to the winter
of 1838, may it not have been possible that they
were in fact the produce of 1838 ? At all events,

except that of the Messrs. Carson, every attempt
that we have heard of, and they amount to hun-
dreds, to keep eggs from hatching later than a

month or so after the natural time of hatching, has
proved a failure.

The Rev. Mr. MoLean in his statement in the

November number ol 1839, does not state at what

time in 1838 he produced his eggs. If he pro-
duced them from worms hatched as late as the
middle of July, 1838, then his statement will be
corroborative of our theory ; if the worms were
hatched earlier than July, it is evidence against
it. It will be recollected that his worms in 1839
were hatched on the 31st July, August 19th, and
August 27ih, his eggs of the previous year having
been kept in ice till the time of hatching.
The above are our views on this momentous

subject. It will be seen that they are in direct

conflict with views even recently entertained by us.

They are, however, perfectly coincident with our
opmion formerly and for the first ten years of our
experience, when we most carefiilly examined in-

to the whole affair. It is in the recollection of all

our friends, that until the accidental experiment
of the Messrs. Carson, and that of Mr. McLean,
we had no confidence in our ability to produce
successive broods of silk worms during the entire
season, and that we were induced by those expe-
riments and some others to change our opinion.
(We always objected to 'two-crop worms,' and it

must be remembered that they have not been
taken into view at ail in any of these remarks.)
We now believe we were right in our old opinion,
so far at least as is stated in the preceding pages.

It is to be understood that the failures treated of
in the above paper, are those only in which the
worms had been properly treated, and in which
the original stock oieggs was unquestionably good.
It is not to be inferred that success in retarding

the eggs will of itself ensure success in the result

of the crop. The worms must have, besides per-

fection in the eggs at the time of hatching, all

proper management, such as proper food, plenty

of shelf room, cleanliness, and above all, free and
pure air.

In conclusion—we shall watch this most inte-

resting subject closely ; shall collect all the infor-

mation possible ; and shall lay the result before

our readers, in the course of the present year.

We must be permitted to make one more eug-
gesiion, which seems to be called for by the above
theory, and that is, that all persons in purchasing
eggs should be informed precisely ofthe time when
the worms were hatched that produced them. It

will readily be perceived that, if our views as above
expressed be correct, this information is absolute-

ly necessary. For example: we want eggs next
year to hatch in July, we shall of course purchase
those produced this year from worms hatched in

July. All who produce their own eggs can of
course mark them for themselves ; and those who
sell them should also do so. The well known ne-
cessity of good health in the original stock will of
course not be overlooked. G. B. S.

CIiEANlJCG CLOVKR SEED.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

Messrs. Editors.— In your paper for this month,
1 read an inquiry fiom a Canadian correspondent,

(S.) as to the method of cleaning clover seed.

—

Now, to pen an accurate description of a clover

machine would require tco much mom, as well as

a much abler pen than mine. Never'heles?, I

wili use my best elfor;=* for ihe benefit of your
readers, it being a request li'om you to j'our corre-

spondents generally.j
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The first process is separating the heads from the

siraw.—This is done by thrashing it with a flail, in

the usual manner ofthrashinggrain, which can be

done with comparalive Hltie labor, in cold winter

weather.
The second process is separating the seed from

the hull or chaff.—The machine necessary for this

purpose is similar to a email sized thrashing ma-
chine, except that the cylinder and concave are

covered with heavy sheet iron, which is punched

with a round and sharp punch, so as not to cut the

pie'Tre out where it goes through ; but leave the

edces sharp and ragged on the under side. This

is nailed on to the cylinder with the rough side out-

wards, and the concave, similarly punched, is nail-

ed on with the rough side inwards. These are

set so close together, that a few of the longest teeth

(as they are called) will touch until it has been

used for a while.

The heads or chaff, as it is often called, arc fed

into the machine through a hopper, which extends

the whole length of the cylinder, and is secured

over the cylinder, so that not more than one-third

of the width or diameter ol" the cylinder is visible

through the mouth of the hopper, which is formed

with the ends perpendicular, and the sides spread-

ing not more than half as much as the hopper of a

common fanning mill.

The manner of driving this machine, as well as

the size of it, must depend on the power by which

it is to be driven.

T7ie third process is cleaning the seed when so

separated.—Any ordinary fanning mill vvill answer
this purpose. First, close the side doors which
regulate the current of air ; then take out all sieves

but the coarse chaff and the wheat sieves; then

put a thin board in the place of the sloping or

chess sieve, so as to prevent the seed from going

into the chess box, and also remember to put the

wheat sieve into the lowest sliding place, so as to

break the fell of the seed on the sloping board
;

then turn rather slowly and feed slowly.

It will be found on examination, that a part of

the chaff, (that part lying next the mill,) has yet

some seed in it ; this must go through the machine
again, and we have sometimes to put a portion

through a third time.

When this is accomplished, the seed will be
separated from the chaff, dirt, &c.; but in order to

make it fit for sowing, or for market, it must be

cleaned similar to timothy, turnip, or other small

seeds. For this purpose it is necessary to have,

instead of the wheat sieve, one finer than the slop-

ing or chess sieve ; the material for which can be

procured at any of the hardware stores—and the

wheat sieve must be substituted lor the coarse or

chnffing sieve.

I have briefly stated the method used in this

neighborhood ; and although but imperfectly de-
scribed, it can, I think, be coinprehendod by any
man of ordinary mechanical powers.

YourP, &c., W. N. H.
Yates Co. ylugtist, 1840.

IMPOnTAWCE OF PnOTKCTI.VG BIRDS.

From the New England Farmer.

Mr. jBreck— In my communication on the origin

©r the borer and my mode of extracting theni, I

spoke of a narrow gouge as being the best instru-

ment with which i was acquainted for this purpose.
The remarks you made in relation to it, saying that
" the bill and" long tongue of the little speckled
woodpecker were quite as effectual," have induced
me to send another communication—not that I dis-

sent, but to say that I fully concur with you. I

believe from what I have seen and known by ex-
perience in farming, that if sportsmen were treated

as they ought to be, encroaching as they do upon
the public rights, the interest of the agriculturist

would be greatly promoted : the birds no longer

fi'ightened away from our habitations, would con-
gregate in our orchards and gardens, and rear their

young in our midst, and the husbandman might
fold up his hands in complacency, for aught that

could injure him in the shape of a worm or insect.

Nor is this all : we should not only have our trees

and gardens freed from insects, but music, sweet
music would be heard from every ' bush and tree;'

and who is there that does not like to bear the

songs of the leathered tribel Surely if ever there

was music that was intended by the Deity to cheer

the drooping heart of the larmer and impart joy

and happiness, it is the music of the songsters of

the grove. How often as he goes out in the

morning to engage in the toils of the field, is his

heart made glad by the joyful notes that burst from

every quarter upon his ear, and sympathizing with

the charming sounds, he goes whistling or singing

to the plough, rejoicing in Him who created all

and pronounced his works very good. Now who
would alter this wise and merciful provision of

Providence? None! none! unless it is the mean,
base, low-lived, baling sportsman— a set ofscaraps

destitute of all moral restraint, who now arc, and
always have been, a nuisance to all good society.

But again : having our trees secured from the

vermin which infest them, and the pleasure we
derive in listening to their sweet music, are not all

the benefits which we derive from the protection of
birds. No— other advantages are numerous, and
I presume my employer will not be affronted if I

mention one which will result to him in this re-

spect. During the whole time he has been a resi-

dent of the place he now occupies, he has never in

the least manner discouraged the coming of birds

upon his farm and garden by shooting them him-
self or allowing others to do so : and not even in

(he time of cherries, when it is customary to put
lip Fomething in the tree to frighten them away,
has he done it ; but always allowed them to come
anil get what they pleased ; consequently his trees

arc not so much infested with insects as his neigh-

bors', and what is worthy of notice, the birds have
planted the cherry stones in the grove and about

the farm so liberally, that I have no doubt but

what three hundred English cherry seedlings may
be ibund upon the place of all sizes. These trees

my employer intends to have taken up soon, and
put in a convenient place for sale, which it disposed

of at the common price, will bring a good round
sum—more money than was ever gained in pre-

venting the birds from eating a few cherries, that

the owner might sell the more, without saying any
thing of the many Insects which the birds would
destroy in the mean time.

The increase of insects is not only a sure result

of killing the binln, but how often have I seen the

sportsman discharge his gun into the small branch-

es of the tree, stripping leaves, buds and bark en-
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tirely off, and ofteniimes cuttino: off qjiite a num-

ber ol'the fruit. Cannot and shall not these ihhige

be prevenlcd ? There is a law to prevent our

properly Irom being injured, and if a man injures

our trees by shooiing into them, oiiglit lie not: to

Euller the penalties of this h\\v7 Surely he had,

and that too with a double force; but who has ever

yet prosecuted a man for shootings birds in his or-

chards ? has it been done by any man ? if so he

deserves the praise and good wishes of every farm-

er. If it has not been done, if we have patiently

submitted to this outrage upon our properly in

times past, let us resolve we will do it no longer

—

let us (the larmers) awake to this subject and say

it shall be so no more, and exert ourselves to put

a stop to such gross insult and abuse. If you or-

der the sportsman off your premises, he is affront-

ed and thinks he is doing no harm. What strange

ideas some men have of property at the present day,

10 think they may do what they please upon their

neighbors' grounds. Would they be pleased to

have their own premises thus invaded and their

property destroyed'? We think not. They know
they do wrong, or they would not run away at the

approach of tlie owner. We concur with your

friend in considering "the person who destroys the

birds on his premises, in the same light as though

he robbed his purse."

For one I hope there will be more interest taken

in the preservation of birds, so that the lime may
soon come when they shall become our familiar

friends, and ieel that we are their protectors rather

than enemies.
Yours, &c.

J. M. IIARTWELT..
Medford, Mass., Aug, 25th, 1S40.

THE NOVEL ARTIFICIAL WATER POWER, CON-
STRUCTED BY THE SHAKERS OF CANTER-
BURY.

From tlio Fanner's INIonllily Visitor.

Our next object of attention was the artificial

water-power created by the first family at an al-

most incredible amount of labor and expense.

The Shaker village is situated at the hi<ih point

near the sources of the Soucook river running into

the Merrimack from the north-east, and above the

mill seals found upon the stream. Here, where
no natural stream ever ran, they have created a

more permanent and durable water-power than

can be fotnid within the distance of ten miles. To
make this water-power effective in ihe dry as well

as in wet seasons, no less than eight artificial

ponds covering from five to thirty acres each have
been created, one rising above the other, and each
furnishing a stream large enough to carry different

mills and factories. To leed the stream with a

constant supply of water there was not at first any
considerable stream or body of water. It was com-
menced by damming around a small meadow in

which the melting of the snow in the spring caused
the water to collect. Oiher reservoirs created in

the same way succeeded to the first ; until a per-

manent and highly valuable water-power was
completed by the purchase of a considerable

swamp or morass up-hill at the distance of nearly

two miles, which was dammed up lo retain the wa-
ter in the same manner, and from which a trench

or Hitch through the rough stony ground was form-

ed for the whole distance. The dams which con-

stiiute in some instances two sides and nearly half

of a reservoir have been made by a prodigious la-

bor in collecting and arranging stones and gravel.

It being found that the water would ooze through
the natural ground, that has been dug up to give

place to other materials, as gravelly clay and rocks,

which should make the dam water-tight.

The immense work done to create this artificial

water-power, being at a distance from any tra-

velled road and from the villages of the Shakers,

has probably never attracted the attention ol'a hun-
dred persons who have viewed and estimated ita

magnitude. We know nothing of the kind effect-

ed by individual enterprise any where within the

limits of Ihe state. It is true there are works con-

nected with the water-power of factory establish-

ments that have cost more money ; but there are

none where such labor has been perlbrmed, and
such expense incurred merely for the purpose of
the individual domestic convenience of those per-

forming the labor.

At the lower point upon this artificial stream is,

1. A building 3.5 by 50 feet and two stories,

containing apparatus and machinery for carding

wool.

2. A building with a machine for sawing wood.
At this place, being near an extensive and beau-

tiiul woodlot, the lliel used by the family is pre-

pared, being sawed and split of that size which is

most effective in imparting heat. With stoves of
their own invention and construction, with rooms
fully finished, the brethren obtain double the effect

ii-om half the quantity of fuel generally consumed.
In the preparation there is not a particle of wood
wasted ; for even the finest saw-dust is carefully

preserved for use.

3. Rising to the outlet of the third pond from
the foot isan extensive building eighty feet by
forty and Ihree stories high—a building framed of
stouter timber than is often found in the largest

structures. This building covers a grist-mill with

four runs of stones, of which is one set of burrs

for the manufacture of fiour. This mill is visited

by customers ten, fifteen and twenty miles distant,

who are unable to find another so good ; and it is

remarkable that the Shaker stream made upon the

dry land fails not for water, when others upon
running natural streams give over their customers

in time of drought.

Under the same roof and moved by the same
wheel is a mill for sawing common boards li-oni

logs—a circular saw for slitting—a machine lor

sawing pail staves—a mill for grinding malt—also,

a shop fbr manufacturing measures, as half bush-

els, pecks, &c.
The great wheel which moves the machinery

of this building is thirty-four leet in diameter, and
the space in which its under part traverses is drill-

ed out of the solid rock some eighteen or twenty
feet deep, of twice that length, and some twelve

to fifteen feet in width.

The dust of the several saw-mills falls directly

to a basement into which, on the opening of doors,

cart and oxen are backed to carry it away for the

profitable uses to which it is applied : the surf,ice

slabs of the sawed lumber are all preserved for

fuel or some other economical purpose, so that no
fragment on the premises of the brethren is left to

be wasted.
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The expense laiJ out in constructing the build-

ings and machinery o( the third building, with the

economicul expenditure ol' the Shal^ers, exceeded

ten thousand dollars, without taking into the cal-

culation any part oi' the cost oC the artificial wa-
ter-power. Levi Stevens, who has the personal

charge of this building, a man of about sixty

years, is known for some ten or fifteen miles round

as probably the best miller in the county of Mer-
rimack.

4. The fourth building above on the stream,

erected belbre the mills below, is forty by thirty

feet, used as a factory for various purposes. In

this building, when visiting the Shakers on a week
day, we have always Ibund the venerable Francis
Winkleyat work. He is eighty-two years of age,

and served his time as an apprentice at the smith-

ing business at Dover, N. II., about sixty years

ago. He commenced with the Shakers between
fifty and sixty years since, and in that time has
manufactured with his own hand twelve thousand
iron candle-sticks. He has been (or many years

the efficient financial manager of the whole
establishment, and in that management has dis-

covered talents which might have qualified him
as an efficient head of almost any government.
The machinery of this fourth building is of an

age of twenty years. Here the Shakers have
made the improved pails which have been so

much used and admired throughout New Eng-
land for their perfection and durability. The se-

cond family has likewise a pail manufactory re-

cently erected on a small stream running through
their premises, made after the fashion of more re-

cent inventions ; but the first family continue to

make their pails now as they made them with the

machinery of water-power twenty years ago ; and
they think their old labor-saving invention to be
nearly if not quite as good as the new method
which has been adopted in several manulactur-
ing towns of the interior. The water-power o(

this building is also used (or various other econo-
mical purposes ; among them was a cannon ball

in a mortar turned lor the purpose of pulverizing

barks and medical roots—a machine for polishing

metals, and machines for turning and boring.

6. The fifth building upon the stream was the
clothing works, where the beautiful woollen cloths

and flannels manufactured by the sisters are fulled

and dressed. Here were samples of all wool, mix-
ed worsted and cotton cloths that would havedone
credit to the best modern manulaeturing esiablish-

niente. Calvin Goodalo had the charge of this

clothing establishment ; he was educated to the

business here. He made use of teasels in raising

the nap upon the cloth ; and he exhibited to us a

specimen of that article which he had improved
by the selection of the seed, the points of ihe pricks

being turned so as to strike the surface of the cloth

in the best direction, and the head being a perfect

cylinder instead of a cylinder split in the middle of
half the size. From repealed observation, we do
not doubt that many vegetables have been and
may be perfected and improved in shape, size and
quality by attention in the selection of seeds, in

the preparation of the soil and the care of cultiva-

tion.

6. The sixth building on the stream covered a
tannery and bark-mill in the liasemont story, and
a mill for the mainjfacture of shingles and a

thrashing machine room. The last machine was

an invention of the shakers and had been used by
them for thrashing their grain .'or more than
twenty years. Tiie old machinery and gearing of
this mill had been just taken down, and a sell-

acting arm, or wheel made of lubes of cast-iron

—

a recent invention—had been procured to supply
their place. The head and fall at this mill is fif-

teen leet; the water is forced into the iron tubes
which revolve under the surface of the water. A
small quantity of water pressing continually from
above is only rcqinsite ; and where there is htile

head and lall the wheel works well with abun-
dance of water. The lube- wheels are thought to

be a great improvement where they have been
used. The works at this mill were constructing

under the immediate direction of Elijah Brown,
who had derived his mechanical knowledge with
the Shakers, and was both tanner and mill-wright.

The mill was not only undergoing an entire change
in the application of the water-power to a differ-

ent wheel, but a more copious water-channel was
constructing through the hard rocks.

OKRA SOUP.

From the Soutliern Agriculturist.

Take one peck of okra pods, which must be
very lender, cutlhem across into very thin slices,

not exceeding one-eighth of an inch in thickness,

but as much thinner as possible, as the operation
is accelerated by their thinness. To this quantity
of okra, add about one third of a peck of tomatoes,
which are first peeled and cut into pieces. Thia
quantity can be either increased or diminished, as

may suit tlie taste of those for wliom it is intended.

A coarse piece of beef (a shin is generally made
use of) is placed in a digester with about 2^ gal-

lons of' water, and a very small quantity of salt.

It is permitted to boil for a li?w moments, when the

scum is taken oH' and the okra and tomatoes thrown
in. These are all the ingredients absolutely neces-

sar}', and the soup made is remarkably fine; we,
however, usually add some corn, cut off from the

tender roasting ears, (the grains of three ears will

be enough lor the above quantity)—we sometimes
add about a half pint ol Lima or Civie beans

—

both ol these improve the soup, but not so much
as to make them indispensable—so fiir from it, that

lew add thpin. The most material thing to be at-

tended to is the boiling, and the excellency of the

soup depends almost entirely on this being faith-

liilly done ; for if it be not enough, however well

the ingredients may have been selected, the soup
will be very inferior, and give little idea of the de-
lightful fliivor it possesses when properly done.

I have already directed that the ingredients be
placed in a digester. This is decidedly the best

vessel for boiling this or any other soup in, but
should there be no digester, then an earthenware
pot should be preferable, but on no account make
use of an iron one, as it would turn the whole
soup perfectly black. The proper color being

green, colored with the rich yellow of the toma-
toes. The time which is usually occupied in boil-

ing okra toup Is five hours—we put it on at 9 A.
M. and take it ofi about 2 P. M., during the

whole of which time it is kept briskly boiling,

the cook at the same time stirring it frequently

and mashing the difierent ingredients. By the
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time it is taken off' it will be reduced lo about one

half; but as on the operation of the boiling being

well and faithfully executed depends its goodness,

(^as 1 have already remarked,) I will slate the cri-

terion by which Ibis is judged of. The meat se-

parates entirely from ibe bone, being 'done lo

rags,' the whole appears as one homogeneous
mass, in which none of ihe ingredients are sern

distinct— the object of this long boiling being thus

to incorporate them— its consistency should be

about that ol" thick porridge."

PROTRACTED VITALITY OF SKEDS.

From tlie Hartford Courant.

Without admitting such doubtful cases as those

ofseeds preserved in mununies having germinated,

there are many instances of seniinul longevity

about wJiich there can be no doubt. Books con-

tain an abundance of instances ol' plants having
suddenly sprung u|) Horn the soil obtained Irom

deep excavations, where the seeds must be sup-

posed to have been buried Ibr ages. Professor

Henslow says that in the lens of Ciimbiidgeshire,

alter the surliice has been drained .md the soil

ploughed, large crops ol' black and white mustard
invariably appear. Miller mentions acaseof Plan-

tago Psylli having sprung from the soil o( an an-

cient ditch which was emptied at Chelsea, al-

though the plant had never been seen in the nie-

moryofman. De Candolle says that M. Gerardia
succeeded in raising kidney beans from seeds at

least a hundred years old, taken out of the herba-

rium of Tourneforl ; and I liave myself raised rasp-

berry plants from seeds found in an ancient cotiin,

in a barrow in Dorsetshire, which seeds, from the

coins and other relics met with near them, may
be estimated to have been sixteen or seventeen
hundred years old.

PERIOD OF GESTATION IN COWS.

From llic Somliern Cultivator.

One of the most satisfactory experiments relat-

ing to the subject, on record, is tiie one made by

Earl Spencer, and the particulars of which are

given in the second number of the English Agri-

cultural Society's Jourual.

The table given contains the results in the case

of seven hundred and sixty-lour cows, and the

following statements abridged frdoi the paper, will

exhibit some of the most important ol' the details:

first. It appears tiiat the period of gestation

varied from 220 days to 313 days ; or no less than
90 days. Lord Spencer was, however, unable to

rear any calves produced under 242 days. All

under 260 days, and over 300, he tliiidis are de-
cidedly permature, or irregular.

Second. As 314 cows calved before the 2S4th
day, and 310 after the 285th day, the average period

of gestation must be considered as between 284
and 285 days; although the time stated in the woik
on Cattle by the London Society stales it at 270
days.

Third. It appears, that omitting those consider-
ed as premature or irregular, the cows wiiose pe-
riod of gestation did not exceed 286 days, firoduced

233 cow calves, and of bull calves 234 ; while from
those whose period exceeded 286 days, the cow
calves were only 90, and the number of bull calves

was 152. This certainly gives some support to

the opinion so prevalent among farmers, that when
a cow exceeds the usual time, the produce will be
a bull call.

Fourth. There were Teases of twin cow calves;

5 cases of twin bull calves ; and 11 cases of twin
cow and bull calves. Earl Spencer has never had
a case in which the sexes were diffierent, in which
tlie heiler was a breeding one; they have uni-

liirrnly been what are termed free martins. The
cattle of which the above record has been kept,

are the pure improved short horn breed, and one
of the fillei^l herds in Great J3riiain.

THE SHAWL-GOAT IN El'ROPE AND AUS-
TRALIA.

From tlie Penny Magazine.

The great price paid for a Cashmir shawl has
led some enterprising individuals to attempt natu-

ralizing in Europe the animal which produces the

wool liom which those shawls are made. It was
very properly observed, that much of the cost to

the European purchaser was attributable to the

great distance the article had to be brought, and
to the high and arbitrary duties paid upon it, both
for manufacturing and transporting. An extract

from the journal of a French traveller will show
how the matter stands between the producer and
the buyer. The wool is first combeil from the

animal in the mountains of Thibet, where it is

sold lor nearly five shillinirs a pound : it is packed
in baskets and sent to Cashmir, where it pays a
duty on entry. It is there bleached wiih rice-

flour, spun into threads, and taken to the bazaar,

where another tax is paid upon it: the Miread is

then dyed, the shawl is woven, and the border

sewed on ; but the weaver must not sell his work,
he must carry it to the custom-house, where a col-

lector puts on any tax he pleases, and in this he is

limited only by the fear of ruining the weaver al-

together, and consequently losing any future pro-

fit. All the shawls intended lor Europe are now
packed up and sent to Peishawer across the Indus

;

tliis part of the journey is generally performed
upon men's backs, for the road is in many parts

impassable even lor nuiies, being across deep pre-

cipices which must be traversed by swinging
bridLjes of ropes, and perpendicular rocks wliich

are climbed tiy wooden ladders; at each station of

this long traverse, which lasts twenty days, a tax

is paid, generally arbitrary, but seldom much ex-

ceeding 21. sterling on the whole journey. From
this point until they come near the confines of
Europe, in addiiion to the many custom-houses at

which they must pay tribute, these unlucky shawls
have to encounter the dangers of almost continual

anarchy in Afghanistan, and the risk of pillage in

Persia by the Turkomans and Kirghiz, whose
Ibrbearancc must be purchased at a high price.

Afier leaving Poisia many shawls get to Europe
over the Caucasus and through Russia ; but the

largest number reach Constaniinople through the

Turkish provinces, and even then they have a
tedious journey' to pcrliuin before they reach the

wearer. Ahhouizh lli;^ siaiemcnt may not be per-
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fectly accurate, the great increase to the original

price caused by the route talien is undoubted, and

a knowledge of this fact stimulated the exertions

of those persons who proposed to breed the shawl-

goat in Europe. The animal was not qiiiie un-

known. In the 'Penny Magazine' fur 1833, an

account of one was given Irom a specimen in the

Jardin des Plantes at Paris, which was received

jrom Calcufia, where it had been bred Irom a cou-

ple brought directly Irom Cashmir. But a whole

flock was wanted, not a single individual ; and as

the attempt to bring any number of these animals

by land Irom such an enormous distance as Thibet

was deemed impossible, every inquiry was made
as to the probability of getting a supply Irom

some of the wandering pastoral tribes who in

their migrations might occasionally touch on the

confines'' of Thibet, and sometimes reach the

eteppes of Asiatic Russia. Under the French

empire, persons were sent to the fair of Macarief

(since removed to Nijnei Novgorod) to make in-

quiries of the Asiatic merchants who annually

assembled at that great mart, and they learned

there that flocks of Thibet goats were numerous

in the steppes of Russia. Although circumstances

prevented any steps being taken to procure flocks

at the time, the information thus obtained proved

very serviceable in direciin*^ an expedition vvhich

was fitted out several years afterwards lor the

purpose of purchasing some.

The gentleman selected to take charge of the

expedition was Motisieur Jauhert, whose know-

ledge of the Turkish language and character pe-

culFarly fitted him for travelling through countries

peopled by Turkish tribes. Monsieur Jaubert

left Paris in April, 1818, and pr .ceeded towards

Asia, throutih Southern Russia, by Odessa, Ta-
ganrog, and Astrakhan. On his way he received

much information from merchants of Bukharia

and Armenia, and ascertained that a handsome

race of gouts with brilliant white fleeces was to be

found among the Kirghiz tribes, who wander in

the plains partly surrounded by the great bend of

the river Ural or Yaik, Vv-hich divides Europe from

Asia. Samples of the down from these animals

were shown him, and he Ibund locks of it scatter-

ed here and there in parts of the steppes between

Astrakhan and Orenburg, which convinced him

that he was in the track of the genuine shavyl-

goat ; this was lijrthcr corroborated by the desig-

nation of Tibet, by vvhich name the animal was

known to the native tribes. He soon found large

flocks of the coals in possession of the Kirghiz,

and of them he purchased nearly thirteen hun-

dred, with which he prepared to retrace his steps.

The home journey across the plains of Russia

appears to have been injudiciously timed ; it was

begun at the setting in of winter ; the goats cross-

edlhe Volga at Tsaritsin, nearly 300 miles above

Astrakhan, and proceeded to Taganrog, where it

was intended to embark them ; but, as might

have been expected, tlie sea was liozen, and it

was found necessary to drive them on to Cafla,

which they reached on the 24ih of December,

nearly 300 of their number having died by the

way of cold and liitigue.

At Cafla the flock v^^as divided into tv/o por-

tions; one of these, consisting of 566 goats, was
put on board a Russian vessel, which arrived at

Marseilles about the middle of April, 1819; iho

romuindcr embarked on hoard another vessel with

Monsieur Jaubert himself, and reached Toulon
towards the end of April. No further account
has reached us of this latter portion of the flock,

but ample details concerning the division which
landed at Marseilles has been given by Monsieur
Te&sier, vvlio was commissioned to receive tlie

animals as soon as they should leave the laza-

retto, where they were shut up on landinsr, ac-

cording to the quarantine regulations. M. Tessier
found the poor creatures in a wretched slate; they
had been packed together in the hold of the ves-

sel, where no fresh air ever reached them ; and
the space they had to move in was less than the
length of their bodies. This treatn)ent had pro-

duced disease in almost all the flock; the hair

was dropping from them, and it was Ibund neces-

sary to shear ofl' what remained. They also suf-

fered Irom convulsions ; but the most fatal malady
with which they were attacked was a tubercular

consumption, li-om which great numbers perished.

A close lazaretto was not calculated to remove
the complaint, and many deaths took place daily

during the thirty days they were confined. " We
have saved but very iew.'''' says M. 'J'essier, "and
only such as had slight attacks ; the remedy em-
ployed was flour of brimstone mixed with their

food."

The animals that escaped these multiplied illg

were soon removed to more congenial situations;

some were placed in the royal bergerie near Per-

piyucin, at, the foot of the Pyrenees, some in the

hilly country about Toulon, and others farther to

the west in the departments near the Rhone.
The whole number surviving of both flocks when
MonsiciirTessier wrote his account (August) was
about 400; they were then generally in good

health, their hair had grown to a considerable

length, and the valuablfc down had begun to show
itself

The shawl-goat was thus naturalized, and sub-

sequent experience has shown that the down pro-

duced in Europe is not inft;rior to that of the

original Thibet stock. Fears were at first enter-

tained that this could not be the case : it was said

that the breed obtained was not pure, that it had
degenerated ; and a let^ter from Moorcroft, written

in the beginning of 1^22, at Ladakh in Thibet,

seemed to confirm the suspicion. He says,

"France has, I learn, procured a flock from some
of the steppes near the Caspian, which must be

initjrior to those of Thibet, as lately Aga Aabdi

was em|)loyed by Russia itself to procure the

breed from the borders of Chinese Turkestan."

But these fears u'ere unfounded. A more serious

evil was the small quantity of wool produced by

each goat, which on an average amounted to less

than three ounces; and the high price paid in

Thibet for the raw material proves that the delt-ct

is in the original species. Sach a small produce

precluded ail hofje of making a profit by rearing

the animal, and the scheme would have tliiiled

had not the inlelliirence of an enlightened French-

man overcome the difficulty. Shortly after the

arrival of the Thibet goats in France, several spe-

cimens of the Angora goat were brouglit into that

comitry fVom Pei-sia ; one of these animals, bo-

lori'.'ing to the Duchess of Berri, was seen in

1S22 In' Tvlonsieur Polonceau, proprietor of seve-

ral of the Thibet goats. The length and silki-

ness of the hair of this goat were extraordinary,

and Moiiiieur Poionceau judged that a cross be-
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Uveen the two races vvoulJ be an improvement to

both : the experiment was tried, and it succeeded

beyond his most sanguine expectation. Instead

of the minute quantity of three ounces, or even

less, several of the mixed race furnished ihir'y

ounces of down in one season, and the average

produce of his flock was above sixteen ounces;

this was not at the expense of quality; its silki-

ness was greatly increased, it was finer and longer

in the staple, and it had all the peculiar soilness

of the original stock. It was also found that the

mixed race was more robust, more easily ted, and,

what was of equal importance, it was less head-
strong than the common goat of Europe, and
could be managed as easily as a sheep ; while at

the same lime it was active enough to seek Ibod

in such steep places as would be inaccessible to

eheep.

The great step was now made, and there would
be little difficulty in diHusing the improved stock.

The unmixed race had already been brought from

France into Kngland by Mr. Tower, and located,

in 1824, at Weald Hawl, in Essex, where it ra-

pidly increased, and was in every respect like the

Frencli parents. In the year 1828 three shawls
were made at Paisley of the wool of Mr. Tower's
flock; and they were judged by a commiilee of

manufacturers to be superior to any brought from

France. But the produce did not increase ; it

was still barely three ounces, and ten goats were
required to furnish wool enough for a ehawl of a

yard and a half sijuare. Englishmen therefore

began to turn their attention to the mixed race;

but the importance of wool to our Australian co-

lonies, and the very great improvement which has

been invariably proiluced in the fleeces of sheep
exported thither, naturally induced speculation in

that quarter. Mr. Riley, an enlerprisin<r proprie-

tor of New South Wales, saw Mr. Tcrnaux's
flock of pure Thibet goats at St. Ouen in 1828,

but the small quantity of their produce deterred

him from attempting so long a voyage with so lit-

tle prospect of advantage. He was then recom-
mended to visit the crossed race of Monsieur Po
lonceau at Versailles, which he did, and was at

once convinced of its superiority: he was very

anxious to purchase some of them, but the desire

of Monsieur Polonceau to increase his stock, and
to continue his experiments on a large scale, made
that gentleman unwilling to part with any. Mr.
Riley was consequemlj' compelled to defer the

execution of his object until his next voyage to

Europe, which was at the close of 1831. He then

visited Monsieur Polonceau again, Ibund his stock

greatly increased, and his expectations fully an-

swered. He prevailed on that gentleman to sell

him ten females and three males, all of which he
oonveyed safely to London. We regret we are

unable to furnish the result of JMr. Riley's endea-

vors. The last account we have seen is a letter

dated London, March, 1S32, written to the Society

of Arts by Mr. Riley, who had returned from

France with his little flock, and was then carefully

preparing them for iheir voyage. At that time

some of the lemalcs had produced young, whic'i

was the seventh generation from the original

cross. The Society presented Mr. Riley wiiii

their gold medal for his valuable endeavors.

'I'he crossed race, like (he pure slock, begins to

show a little down early in September, and sheds
it spontaneously in March; it is therpflire evi-

Vof.. VIJI.—TO

denlly a provision against the cold of winter,

which in Thibe', as in Europe, extends from Sep-

tember to March. In New South Wales these

are the summer months, and it would be interest-

ing to ascertain whether the goats will continue to

produce their warm covering at the accustomed

time, or if they will change their habits with the

climate. Possibly, like some flowers brought liom

the northern to the southern hemisphere, or vice

versa, they may for a lew seasons continue their

primitive habit, and then suddenly change it ; or

the old ones may continue the original habit, and

those born in the southern hemisphere adopt the

one congenial to their new abode. In any case

there is little doubt that the shawl-goat will be a

valuable addition to the stock of the colony.

ORCHAUD DESTROYED BY CANKER WORMS.

From the Hartford Courant.

The orchard of Mr. Jabez Giddings, of Rocky
Hill, has been overrun with worms for seven years

—and is now entirely killed ; so that he has deter-

mined to cut it down. Thus he has, by these in-

sects, been deprived of seven years' fruit, and
finally of a fine orchard,— which he is now under

the necessity of clearing oR'—all for the want of

a little care "and labor. By spending an hour per

day lor six months in the year, and ^1 per annum
for tar, an orchard of -50 trees might be preserved.

I'he expense of this operaiion would not be more
than ?i;20 per annum to any farmer, and most of

them would perlorm it with their own hands,

without being feit. The result would be the pre-

servation of the trees, plenty of fruit for family use,

.ind a surplus that would bring at least §50 a year

in the Hartford market. The fruit used at home
is a lull compensation fc)r carrying the remainder

to market. According to this calculation, the

balance, m 7 years, is 8210 loss, besides interest.

But an orchard that produces an annual income of

S30, is as good as §500 at interest—this being

added, makes Mr. G.'s total losa from neglect,

over and above all necessary expenses tor preser-

vation, not less than ^750—or oh an average of

$107 per annum—more than ^2 a year for each

tree sufl'rred to be overrun by canker worms.

POULTRY.

From the New England Faimer.

When, says M. Bosc, it is wished to have eggs

during the cold season, even in the dead of winter,

it is necessary to make the fowls roost over an

oven, in the stable, in a shed where many cattle

are kept, or to erect a s:ove in the fowl house on

purpose. By such methods, the farmers of Auge
have chickens fir for the table in tiie month of

April—a period when they are onlv beginning to

bo hatched in the farms around Paris, rdthough

further to the south. It would be desirable that

stoves in fowl hotises were more commonly known
near great towns, where luxury grudges no ex-

pense for the convenience of having fresli eggs."
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ANTIDOTK AGAIKST MICLI.

From the New England I'nrmer.

Mr. M'DonaidjOfScalps, in Ihe Hebrides, ha vin<r

eonie time aero sufferoii coiisideriibly l)y mice, pui

at ihe hoitoni, iierir the centre, and top of eacli ol

his stacks of jrrain, as ihey were raii?ed, lliree or

four stalks of wild mint with the leaves on, fija-

theied near a brook in a nei<rhborin!j field, and ne-

ver al'ier had any ol his {irain consuined. He then

tried Ihe same experiment wiih his cheese, and
articles kept in store, and with equal eilect, by
Jayinjra lew leaves, green or dry, on the articles to

be preserved.

WHKAT CULTURE,

From the Cultivator.

or all the crops ctihivaied in the northern or

middle partofthe United Siaies, the. crop, par ex-
cellence, is unquestionably wheat. Its intrinsic

value as an article ol' Ibod, its importance as an
item ofexport, its influence on trade, and its vast

sway in reiTuIalin<^ the exchana;es and commerce
of the world, render it every where a crop oi' the
greatest consequence, and particular!}' so in this

country. To raise good wheat many things must
be kept in view ; the nature aiod texture o! the soil

—its quality, fc^o far as ru-imess or poverty is con-
cerned

—

the kind of wheat most suitable (or culliva-

lion under the circumstances of the case— ihe
cleanness and preparation of the seed—the lime
and meihod ofBowinu— and in short all the thiuizs

that go 10 ameliorate the soil acd secure a crop,

must be aitK-nd<"d to, rcudeiiuif the growiuir ol

wheat one olthe tuDSt arduous as well as pmiiiuble
occujjaiiuns ofthe laimer.

A good wheat soil always cnMfainsc'jnsidt;r.ibie

clay, but it is so balanced and corrected by other
ingredients as never to be cold and sour ; "if such
is the character of any soil, good wheat need not

be ex|;ectf'ii. Freedom /I'om supcilluous moisture
or stagnant water, is an indispensable condiiion of
a good wheat soil ; and when such excmpiion
does not naturally exist, it must be produced by
draining. A moist cool climate is found not to be
unfavorable to wheat, if the roots are preserved
from stagnant water, and are allowed to range in

a pervious soil ; but in any climate wheat will fiiil

where the soil is saturated wi;h water that docs
not circulate. To give the requisite dryness and
depth where they do noi exist, draining and deep
ploughing may be relied upon, and where these go
together, with proper numuring a soil can scarcely
fail to improve, or to be productive.

.Deep ploughing, on most lands as they naturally
are, atjd on all lands as they should be made, is

essential to good wheat crofts. The roo's of this

plant penetrate in a permeable soil to a great depth
and spread lo a con?id»'r;i!)le distance. The single
fact of its being firovided wuh two sels of roots,

one of which spreads near the surliice, and the
other strikes ileejjly, id a sulPicient proof of the ne-
.cessiiy which exists for deep ploughing in its cul-

ture. In a ['e\v instances subsoils may be found
which will not admit of doep ploughing, beingcom-
posed of materials injurious to the wheat crop ; but
great crops of wheat are not to he expected on such
sods.

The application of manures is a very essential

pjiut in growing the wheat crop. Land can be
loo rich, as well as too poor lor wheat, or rather

the manure in the soil may be in that condition

which renders it unouiuible lor wheat. There are
some crops on whiidi fresh or unlermenfed manure
exeicises a good elfecl, and lo which it can scarce-
ly be applied in loo large quaniiiiee, corn for in-

stance; while on others thev produce results ofthe
most unfavorable kind. Nearly all the cerealia

are injured by fresh manures, the sialk growing
loo vigorous, wiiile the Lierry is usually ira()erlert.

Compost manures, or such as are tnatle tiy layers

of turf, stable manure, vegetable mould, lime, &c.,

m which the decomposition is already ettecied, can
scarcely be applied too abundantly to land other-

wise well constituted. ']"he great crops obtained

around old barns, or other decayed or removed
buildings, is a proof that large quaiuities of decom-
posed manure may safely be used, while a much
less quantity of fresh or undecon)posed would be
fatal. One ol the greatest evils of direct manuring
for the wheat crop arises from the liability ofthe
grain so manured to lodge. The rapid grov/th of

the stem renders it unable to support its own
weight, it is soli and flexible, contains much less

silex than those grown in a poorer soil ; the wheat
does not usually perfect its berry, and at all limes,

from the thinness and weakness of its skin orcuiicle

is more liable lo mildew or rust. These things

render it certainly unadvisable, unless the land is

very poor anri reduced, lo apply unfermeuted ma-
nure, to wheat.
The rotation of crop?, has furnished th.e means

of ajfplying fresh manure advantiigeously lo crops,

and at ih'' sariie time retaining its princi[)a! value

lor vvlierti. The culiivalion ol' corn or roots iu

atie'jiaiion with grain crojjs, clover, &,c,.. gives llic'

farn>er the metui?; of greatly iucreasiuij Ins crops,

and al the same lime constantly improving his soil.

It may be considered as a settled maxim in agricul-

ture, that land improves little or none while no-

thing is growing upon it. It is the general ac-

knowledgment of this truth, that has subsiilutcd

hoed or green crops lor naked (allows, in the prepa-

ration of hinds (or wheat. Peas and clover aie

among the best green crops to precede wheat, and
ihe latter may be considered inseparable liom the

successful culture ol this grain. Corn would be
one ofthe very best crops to precede wheat, could

it in all cases be removed liom ihe land in season
to get in the wheat properly. The thorough ma-
nuring and tilling required for corn, puts the ground
in good condiiion (ijr wheat; and should experience
prove {UiMvery lute sown wheat is more sale from
danger in winter, and more productive than that

sown a little earlier, a result said to be established

in some ofthe best wheat countries of Europe, the

crop of corn would cease to be objectionable, and
niiijrht be considered a.s nearly a clear gain.

There is a practice v/hich has prevailed to a
considerable extent in our wheat producing dis-

tricts, ofgrowiuiT vvheat a(ier wheat several times

in succession. fSuch a system of iarmin<r deserves

the severest reprehension, and will never be adopt-

ed, except l)y those who are in a haste lo be rich,

no nuitter at what price, and in defiance of ac-

knowledged consequences. Farmers may have
succeeded in raising good crops in this way, where
the soil was ofthe; fine quality and excellent adapt-

ation to wheat of much of our western land, but
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nothing short of ilic most imperious necessity can
jiistily this procechne, or tolerate such a iieparlure

from the correct principles ol' crop[)in<jf. Land,
whidi has once produced i^ood crop;? of any kind
ol' grain, may airain be made to proiluce ihem

;

and underskillul treatment lands would nevprcease
to yield good crops-, where their first rnliivalion

proved the adaptation of the soil to that particular

one. The worn out and exhausted soils of New-
England can be made to produce as good atiil as

|)leniifiil crops of wheat as they formerly did, biit

the labor and cost of restoring would be infinitely

more than would have been required to have kept
them continually feriile and productive. Crops
have a specific food, vvhi(;h may be more or less

plentiful in a soil, and without which they cannot
be brought to perlection. Take (or instance a worn-
out eastern farm. A liberal supply of fresh ma-
nures will give all the growth necessary for a

great crop of wheat; but wiil it fill the berry? will

it make such flour as the wheat of western New
York ? We know it will not. The principal

essential to the perfeciion of grain can only be
restored by time and skilful cultivation to such
soils; it would be wise then, where it exists, to

prevent its decrease or its exiiauslion.

It is unhappily too true, that on a large portion

of our best cultivated wheat lands, ihe soil has be-

comeso infested with a variety of Ibul and nox-
ious plants, that a course of naked sunmier fallow,

thoroughly performed, has become necessary to

counteract them, and prevent their increase and
|

spread. On clean soils iliis would not be required,
1

but some valuable crop mifr'it take its place, and
thus add es^eiinally to the [jroliis. while it lessens

the labor of the hiisbaadinan, so far as iheop<Ta-
tioii of suirmier ploughing was concern d. The
only alternative of such fallows is hoed crops, and
these must of nfcessily fiir the reasons before given
be too limited, to seriously affect the propriety of
fallows on weedy land. Spring crops, such as
barley, oats, s| ring wheat, or even peas, do not

allow of sufficient cultivation to check the spread
of weeds. The sowing of such crops on land

where the Canada thistle for instance abounds, is

precisely the treatment to make it spread and
flourish. The thistle, stein krout, charlock, &c.
will succumb only to ploughings and hoeings so

often repeated that the mutilated plant has no time
lo recover from one blow before another is civen.
The preparation of seed, and the quality of that

sown, are objects of the greatest consequence. In

the most favored sections of our country there are

but lew fields of wheat in which smut cannot be
detected, and in a couniry so favorable to the per-

fi'ction and purity of this <£rain, as the best wheat
disiricts in the United States are, none at all

should be suH'ered. In Kurope, continual care is

requisite to keep their wheat fiee, and in the best

wheat countries tfie crop is almost wholly exempt
from smul ; here but a trilling attention is requisite

and the consequence is, it is found almost every
where, and in some places to the serious injury of

the crop. Now it is well understood, that soakincr

or washing wheat in brine, and drying it with
caustic slaked lime; will effectually prevent sraui,

as well as benefit the crop in other respects ; to

sow wheat therefore, without such preparation, is

voluntarily to incur the lisk of smutted wheat, and
the inevitable consequent loss. There arc some
other substances that used a? a wash for wheat

appear lo possess the power of destroying smuf,
such as copperas, vitriol, arsenic, &c., but as none
are more certain in their operation, or Ciui be used
vviih less trouble or danger than lime, the applica-
tion of that substance is undoubtedly to be pre-
ferred to any other.

The kind of seed used, and its quaiiiy, are
things of too much consequence in thn culture of
wheat to be left to chance. There are many va-
rieties of wheat culiivaled, some very productive,
and some very hardy

; socne ripening la'er and
others earlier ; and these kinds in sowing should
l)e chosen vviih relerenceio the soil and location.

Varieties which ripen at the same period, may
sometimes be advantageously mixed, lorsowing in

the same field ; but those that ripen unequally
should be carefully kept separate. Some varieties
of wheat may stand in the field longer than othera
before cutting, without danger of the seed shelling
or wasting. Thus of the two kinds of flint wheat,
the white and the Canadian, (the latter a compa-
ratively new variety,) if the last should be allowed
to stand aller arriving at maturity as long as the
first can be permitted with impunity to do, the loss
by shelling would amount to no small portion of
the crop. The first may stand almost to suit the
convenience of the husbandman, while the last

must be cut as soon as its maturity will admit, or
certain loss will be incurred ; and nearly the same
remarks will apply to some other kinds. There,
are some farmers who seero lo think iliat any thing
that is in the shape of wheat, however imperfect
or defijctive the berry, if it will only jircv, may be
used as seed. This is veiy misinken policy, ft

is iaipossitile that the young plant should be as
viixurous and as perfect, when springing from de-
flective and slirunken seed, as when growino; from
thai in which the peculiar principles of the plant
are fully developed, and the germination commen-
ces without check or hindrance. The seed that
ripens first in the ear, and is separated with the
greatest ease, is the most proper lor seed, as these
circumstances show it is the niost mature. A
farmer in one of the northern slates, a lew years
since was in the habit of selling larcre quantitic-s of
seed wheat annuallj' and at high prices, as his

wheat was of a superior quality, very heavy, and
productive, and supposed to be a new variety. It

appeared, however, that he had brought his wheat
to that degree of perfection, by selecting some of
the finest ears from a field in the first place, and
then instead of threshing the whole crop grown
and using the seed promiscuously, he yenlly beat

the sheaves over a barrel, by which only the best

and most perfect grains were separated, and by
repeated sowings had rendered the qualities so
desirable permanent. The quantity of seed sown
differs much in dificrent parts of (his country and
in Europe. Perhaps the English use a greater

amount of seed than any other people, and their

crops are certainly not often excelled. From two
and a half to four bushels per acre are there used

;

while here the quantity varies from one to two
and a half bushels per acre. The general quantity

is about a bushel and a half. Where wheat la

sown late, more seed is required, as the wheat
docs not tiller or spi-ead os much as when sown
early ; and when the berry ts uniipuaily plump and
full, more is required than when 'he kernel is

lighter. As on soils, loo, that are not rich, a single

plant will not throw out as many stalks as where
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the land is very rich and fertile, it would eeemtliat

on such lands more seed would be necessary to

seed it properly ; as it is clear that where but one
or two stalks shoot from a root, these must be

more numerous than when a root produces hall" a

dozen.
Opinions amoncr farmers have been somewhat

variant on the subject of chan<ring seed ; but we
think unless more pains is taUen to originate and
preserve good seed on a farm, than now usually is,

there is essential benefit derived from such chan-

ges. Wheat is certain to succeed better on lands

not naturally adapted to its production, when the

seed is brought from a good wheat soil or district.

For many years the farmers ol" large sections of

the western district of New- York, where the

wheat crop at that time was apt to fail or smut,
found a profit in sending some twenty or forty

miles to procure seed from the best grain districts,

and the crop from such wheat rarely failed in pro-

ducing grain ofgood quality. There is also a decid-

ed advantage secured in bringing seed from lower
Jand and a milder climate, to elevated lands, or a

cold moist climate. Such a change of seed renders

the mountain crop earlier and better than it would
be if seed from the same neighborhood was used.

Professor Brown has on this sul>ject the I'ollowing

remarks, which are undoubtedly correct, as they
are founded on the experience of husbandmen in

the hiirh and low lands of Scotland :

" We are convinced that the cultivator of a

mountainous district, if lie always used seed from
his own crops, would reap later and later harve.«ts,

Bo that at last they would wiih difficulty be brought
to maturity ; a circumstance easily explained by
the comparative shortness of summers in moun-
tain districts. If, on the other hnnd, the culiivaior

of a flat country, the climnte of which is ni;!d, and
the soil dry and light, coniinunlly made use of his

own seed, it would head every year sooner, the

Btalks would become shorter, and the heads and
grain smaller and smaller, and in time there would
result but a poor produce. In this last case, the
cultivator brings his seed with advantage from a
country or district more cold, the soil of which is

good and substantial."

The instances in which benefit has been de-
rived, on what are called beech and maple lands, by
using seed from oak lands, are so numerous that
almost every one must be fiimiliar with them. The
advantnges in this case, however we may choose
to explain thom, cannot with propriety be disputed.
As to the time of sowing wheat, it may be re-

marked, that very early sown wheat gets more
firmly rooted, than later sown, and in consequence
is less liable to injury from freezing out. Wheat
may be sown so late, as not to germinate until the
severity of the winter is past, or the greatest dan-
ger from frost is gone by ; but such late sown
wheat is far more liable to the attacks of blight or
rust than that which ripens early, or which is so
far advanced before the close, hot, showery wea-
ther, that marks the advent of blight, commence?,
as to be safe from injury. On the other hand,
late sown wheat is very certain to escape the
Hessian fly, which in some parts of the country is

the greatest enemy wheat has to encounter. It

would eeem, then, that \vhere wheat is liable to
winter-kill or blight, early sowing is to be prefer-
red ; and that where the fly is prevalent, sowing
sijould be delayed as long as posaible. It may be

added, that some experiments would seem to

prove, that in districts where the wheat-worm has
been bo (ijtal to spring wheat, very late sowing,
by delaying the earing of the wheat until the pe-

riod of the worm-fly was passed, would preserve
the crop.

There is more wheat lost to the husbandman
from the single cause of winter-killing, or freezing

out of the ground in winter or spring, than there

is in this country from all othercauses put logeiher.

The worst period is in the tnonihs of February
or March, v/heii the ground is bare of snow,
and thawing mild days are succeeded by sharp
freezing nights. This freezing expands the sur-

face water, lifts the roots from their place a iiitle at

each time, and bv successive freezing and thaw-
ing, leaves the plant without any hold upon the
soil, and consequently to perish. Heavy soils are

more apt to winter-kill grain, than gravelly, or

light ones, as these can retain little water. It

would seem to be a necessary inli?rence, then, that

thorough draining such soils as are apt to winter-

kill wheat, would prove a remedy, and theory and
fact in this case are found to agree. We have
lately had the pleasure of seeing beautiful fields

of grain growing on lands, fiom which a lew
years since the production of wheal would have
been impossible. Thorough draining had removed
the water that (brmerly saturated the soil, and by
freezing the surface, prevented the lifting out pro-

cess that always accompanies the freezing of wet
grounds. It is usually the case that such wet
grounds contain a large supply of vegetable mat-
ter, and draining renders them so productive, that

the profit of a single crop not unfreqnently repays
all the expense incurred in the improvement, leav-

ing the land, which in its former state was nearly
worthless, a clear gain to the husbandman. If

on conmion farms the means of trench or thorough
draining are nut at hand, surface drains made in

such a manner as to carry off the water that (iills

on the land, should be constructed immediately
after the sowing is compleied. By preventing
such water remaining in, and consolidating the

land, grain is less liable to be thrown out ; and
though far less beneficial, or permanent in its ef-

fijcts, than thorough draining, surface drains should

not be omitted where there is the least danger
from excess of water.

POTATOES FROM THE SEED.

From the Cultivator.

Messrs. Gaylord and Tucker— One of your sub-

scribers has made inquiry, as to the mode of rais-

ing potatoes from seed, lor the purpose of procur-

ing varieties : will you accept the Ibllowing as a
reply 1

The saving of seed requires in the first place

some little attention : being contained in a cap-
sule of pulpy matter, it is necessary that it should
be separated therefrom, by washing and drying,

in -the same way with cucumbers, melons, and
some few other seeds, similarly produced ; and
then to be kept free from moisture till the follow-

ing spring, or until when wanted, as thus saved it

will keep good many years.

In order to its cultivation, in the month of April

prepare a bed, in a portion of the garden that has
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been manured ihe previous j'ear, in the usual

rourse ofcroppini^, and the soil beiiii^ well pulver-

ized, open drills, about a loot apart, into which
drop ilie seed thinly; cover with the raUe, and
beat down (gently with the back of the spade, so

as to close the particles of cat th, and allord little

access to the small black skipping bu^, so injurious

10 the seed leaves of turnips and cabbage, which
arc equally pernicious to this crop, and require to

be restrained from their depredations, bv the best

means in the grower's knowledge. When the

plants have attained about hall' a dozen leave?,

Iioe, weed and thin them out, to three or four

inches distance : the supernumeraries, taken up
with a ball ol' earth to their roots, may be trans-

planted sa/ely into a separate bed, and give the

cultivator a tairer chance oi' the improved variety,

and do away with the idea that may otherwise in-

trude on the imagination, that the belter kind may
have been lost in thinning.

Following the nature of the potato, the vine

will now grow rapidly, and in a fortnight will re-

quire a second weeding, to be followed with what
in farmer's language is called, earthing up; and

it then remains only to watch the period ol' decay

or ripening of each plant, as some will reach their

maturity early, and others wdl continue growing
till the arrival of the autumnal li-osts. It may be

saiisliictory and useful to notice these periods, and
contrast iliem with their times of ripening the

successive year, and thus identify them, as "an

earl}' or late sort. They will now have to be care-

fully harvested, each root having its produce kept

separate, and placed out of the reach of the win-

ter's li-ost, for the next year's culture ; for this

purpose, it will be advisable to employ a flour bar-

rel of dry chatf, into which (he potatoes are to be

packed, each tort previously wrapped in paper and
thus secured from mixture with another. In the

ensuing spring they must be again submitted to

the earth. The growth of this year involves no
little care and trouble. Separate the early from

the late, and dwarfs from those of more luxurious

growth, and prepare the ground as belbre. If

you plant in hills, those with the longest haum
will require a distance of three feet; if on the

contrary you drop them in furrows, the same dis-

tance will be needed from furrow to furrow, les-

sening the space as tlie plants decrease in the

length of the vine to two feet. It may be as well

also before planting, to take ofl' a small piece of

the peel to ascertain the color, the prejudice being

in favor of the white potato over a yellow, and a

yellow over a black, lor tliere are all manner of

varieties of hues, both externally and internally,

and it would be useless to grow those which are

quite black. Four or five tubers, where there are

as many, will be sufficient for this year's cultiva-

tion, and as years are consumed in this undertak-

ing, it will be necessary to commence an early

system of experiment : for this purpose, of each

sort plant a tuber whole, next a half, then two
eyes, and lastly one eye, (Rohan fashion,) the dis-

tance between the planting when in drills from 6

to 8 inches, and if means are within reach, it

would be proper to try as far as may be the effects

of different soils on each potato, as the light, the

heavy and the medium. No further directions are

necessary for this year's culture; they are treated

as potatoes, and will at harvest have attained their

full growth and may be introduced into the kitch-

en : for although popular opinion gives three

years for a potato to acquire its pro|)er qualities,

the foundation of which is perhaps more in the

mystery of numbers than in real truth, yet as it

will have reached its natural size, 1 can see no
reason why it should require another year to de-

velope its other properties. Should the experi-

menter resolve to put, faith in popular sayings, it

will be necessary, in harvesting, once more to se-

parate the sorts and repeat Ihe experiments he has

just gone ihroughj and any others that may occur

to him.

The chief points of goodness or value in a po-

tato, are a white color, a good size, smooth skin,

with eyes or shoots gently depressed ; there is a
preference also for a kidney shape; the tubers

should grow close to the stem, be numerous and
keep well, and the haum or vine be short ; and
finally, above all, the potato must cook mealy : a
combination of these points, would be the perfec-

tion of the root. To attain such a consummation,
has been the continuous effort of the last nine

years of the writer's life ; that he has not accom-
plished his object, has been the result of a con-

currence of unfavorable circumstances, an over

fastidiousness to attain the most of the favorable

points, and a soil unfavorable to the culture of the

potato, stiff, cold, and clayey. Roots, that have
promised well in the light soil of garden culture,

have liiiled, when cultivated in the field ; hundreds

of sorts have been rejected on the score of color,

the white only having been selected ;
length of

stalk has condemned many, and perverseness, or

incongruity of shape, with rude shoulders, &c.,

many more; and I con 'ess that the celebrated

Rohan would have incontinently been condemned
to the hogpen, had it been first raised by the

humble individual who now addresses you. I

have not recommended manure for the seed beds,

as I have found an over rich soil raise anticipa-

tions, which were not realized in culture on a

large scale. Much care is requisite to the safe

keeping of the roots through the winter: the only

sort I continue to grow, I had nearly lost some
years back, by an early frost in November, which
continued with so much unexpected severity, that

I lost fifteen bushels, as I thought my whole stock;

but fortimalely one potato remained in the ground,^

and was preserved by the accidental dropping of

a portion of salt hay on the spot where it lay. i

was obliged to commence operations afresh, after

having just raised sufficient seed to warrant the

expectation of a (nil crop the succeeding year, for

the market. I mention this to impress on the

grower, a due care. It remains to be observed,

that the experiment is (juite a lottery. Five and
twenty years since, I was fortunate the first trial

;

the last nine years I have industriously persevered,

and from a thousand plants, have only saved one

as deserving of culture, and that far from-Vny ideas

of a perfect plant. The fault lies in my seeking

for too much, and looking for too many good qua-

lities in the object of my experiment ; many valu-_

able potatoes I have thrown away in search of

that which perhaps is not to be found. With
more moderate expectations, I might have been

more successful, and perhaps on a lighter soil,

might have obtained my object ; my want of suc-

cess must not deter your inquirer from making the

attempt. 1 still continue on a small scale. 1 have

bein led to prosecute a variety of expcrimcniej
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which, if they have not afforded profit, have sup-

plied me with a (lind of umuseir.eiit, and probably

eoine litlle increape ()ri<novvIe(li.M\

The Schoolmasteu Abroad.

DRY MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Very few things? are more nscrul in house-keep-

ing than eurh articles. Yet, I believe, it may
truly be said, that very lew W any lainilies are

provided with more than one or two of them :

say, a hall-bushel, which rarely agrees with the

standard, and sonieihing called a quart-can, to-

gether, perhaps, vviih one which is supposed to

coniain a pint. These last, however, are always

of the wine measure size. Consequently, every

one who receives any dry article measured by

them— meal or flour, (or instance—loses very nearly

ten cubic inches in every quart which he pur-

chases, there being that dilference between the

wet and the dry measure quart. But this is not

ihe worst of it ; lor 1 believe that almost all,

probably all the measures we make lor ourselves,

(if indeed we make any,) of a smaller size than

the hall-bushel, such as the peck and hall-peck

measures used in our mills, are graduated by the

tin quart- cans which we |)urchase from the tin-

shops, and never think of examining so as to as-

certain what they coniain. I know not wiiat is

the cause of tliis carelessness and neglect, unless il

be, that most house-keepers are either too lazy, or

loo Ignorant ol'common arithmetic 1o direct the mak-
ing of their own measures, especially in a round

form, and so leave themselves entirely vvilhoui

any. But be this as it may, I have thought that

1 ni'ght perhaps render an acceptable service to

some of our agricultural brethren, fis well as to

others, by furnishing them with the dimensions of

boxes nearly square, which would coniain the lol-

lowing quantities: a bushel, half bushel, peck,

half-peck or gallon, half-gallon and quart— barrel

(of 5 bushels) and half-barrel. All these can easi-

ly be made by any common carpenter, who can

use the ordinary tools of his vocation, and can pro-

cure a small quantity of very well seasoned plank of

some wood which is least liable to shrink and to

swell.

You, my good sir, and many others know, that

no measure of capacity can be made with abso-

lute accuracy, for reasons wiih which il is need-

less here to trouble your readers in general, and I

shall therefore omit them. But the fractions in

the measures here given, are quite near enough
for all common purposes, as all of them come
within a very few parts of a cubic inch of con-

taining the exact quaniiiies which each is designed

to coniain. None are in use of greater accuracy.

Dmensions.

A box 16 in. by 16.8-tenths and 8 in. deep will con-

tain a standard bushel or 2150 cub. in. 4-tenihs.

A box 12 in. by 11.2-tenihs and 8 in. deep will con-

tain a half-bushel or 1075 cub. in. 2 tenihs.

A box 8 in. by 8.4-tenth3 and 8 in. deep will con-

tain one peck or 537 cub. in. G- tenths.

A box 8 in. by 8 and 4.2-tenih3 deep will contain

half a peck or 268 cub. in. S-tenlhs.

A box 5 in. by 5.6-tenlhs and 4 in. deep will con-

lain half a gallon or 131 cub. in. 4-icnths.

A box 4 in. by 4 and 4 2-tenths in. deep will con-

tain one quart or 67 cub. in. 2-tenlhg.

A box 24 in. by 16 and 28 deep will contain a
barrel or 10752 cub, in.

A box 24 in. by 16 and 14 deep will contain half a
barrel or 5376 cub. in.

If those who may wish to use the foregoing

measures, which are not to be found in any book
thai 1 have ever seen, will only copy them in their

pocket-books, (should their memories be too short

to retain ihem,) they may always be prepared

with plain directions for making them, without

the trouble of referring to your Register. I ven-

ture to give this admonition, because I know,
by long experience, that many of us will rather

go without any inlbrmation we may want, than

walk a few steps after a book in which we are

cprtain it can be found. Such is the vis inerticB—
the highly culpable mental torpor of thousands

among us, who will tnake no effort to correct this

shameful fault, although daily sensible of its ex-

istence, and very frequently suffiering, not only

inconvenience, but considerable injury from its in-

fluence. But I must Ibrbear to moralize larther

on such a subject, lest some of your critical read-

ers may accuse me of " travelling out of the re-

cord" farther than need be. I will therefore con-

clude with renewed assurances that I shall ever

remain yours, very sincerely,

JaxMES M. Garnett.

From the Carolina Planter.

ON PREPARATION OF MANURE.

Fairfield., Sept. 1st, 1840.

To those planters who are desirous of pursuing

the sysiem of manuring systematically, perhaps

a few hints thrown out at ibis time may prove emi-
lienily useful. The period at which I usually

commence making manure lor the ensuing year
IS immediately after the planting of my cotton.

There generally occur some days of leisure, be-

tween the planiing and the working of the crop,

ivhich I devote to the raking of leaves and haul-

ing and depositing them in my stables and covv-

lots. The leaves which are deposited in the spring

will be thoroughly trodden ami rolled by the sum-
mer, and as soon as the crop is laid by, my hands

and wagons ara airain employed in making a se-

cond de[)os!te of loaves in the lots. I\Jy stables at

this time are cleaned out, and the dung spread

over the lot which is around the stables. This se-

cond deposite becomes pretty well decomposed lo-

wanls Christmas, wlien the planter is irenerally

near or quite throuiih with his cotton picking, my
third and laf-t (lepo>i'e of leaves takes place at this

time, and the stable dung again spread over the

compost. Their ilitfercnt layers of leaves and
duuij are thcroughly intermixed by penning my
caiile on them, and the whole mass becomes fit (or

use by the first of February ; at which time, if the

grounds are in order, I commence hauling out my
manure. The first step in a system of manuring

is to become sensible of its ailvantat'es by actual

experiment, a(ter which its preparation and appli-

cation become as much a matter of course, as the

planting of the crop. So palpably beneficial are its

etfecie, that I have never yet had an overseer, who
has not entered with spirit and alacrity into the
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Bystem. My practice is lo I'lanl my older and

ihinner lands in coin, and lo manure them well,

and wiih such aid, they uill yield mure ih.ui

(i-esher lands wiihuut manure. Such a course

leaves the better lands to he pianled in cotton

which is lo be coiisi<iered as the main crop of our

southern stales. In addi'ion lo ihe ntanure on

my corn lands, I have usually been able to ma-
nure Iroin 75 to 100 acres of cotton most conve-

iiieni lo the homesiead. Even those of us, Mr.

Editor, who have done most, in this matter, must

leel that we have made but a beginuinix, and that

our resources are as bLUiidless as the leaves of the

lores!. In the lower country, where the system

of manuring has been longer in existence ; it is

much more extensively and successfully carried

on than wiih us ; and severtil planters of late have

gone to the expense of spreading one hundred

bushelsormoreofsaltover their com post heaps, and

ae they believe with decided benefit to the crop.

The practice there is lo keep onp or more boys

and carts, according to the size ^^' Ihe plantaiion,

hauling leaves into the lots and stables the greater

part of the year, and no doubt where horse power
is scarce, that this is the better plan. But with us,

where it is so abundant, i thii.k tlie periodical ap-

plication of the Ibrce of hands and wagons ihe

belter plan. But of this, every planter will judge

lor hiiujelf. I would suggest to such of your low-

er couniry readers, who have been in tlie habit of

applying salt to tiie compost heaps, wheilier it

would not be better to feed it to their stock ? V/ould

not the urine ofsuchstocU be more highly chargcii

with saline properties'? Would not those proper-

ties be more etpially ditfused throughout the com-
post heap in ihis indirect, rather than in the direct

application of the salt itself? And should not the

known benefits of salt as food lor stock incline

them to this course. In my remtuks I have con-

fined mysell' altogether to the use and pre|)aration

vl' compost, and valuable as this manure may be

in improving our lands, yet it is a very limited

means of intprovement, compared wiih a judi-

cious rotation of crops, and the ploughing in ol've-

getable matter. This is the system u[)on which
we must mainly rely fur an amelioraiion of our

lands, and sooner or later ii must be adopted or

we shall be driven to the necessity of emigration.

As this article, Mr. Editor, is already long, I will

make this latter subject the head of a separate

aiticle at some future period. PKACxicji:.

4
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standing dish oflheir public tallies. For the keep-

ing of 'po\i\\ry belbre lalteniiig, no (ood is at all to

be compared to boiled potatops/miixed with a small

portion oC boiled barley, tiie pmce^s oT which is

very much expedited, if llie Grain is broken in the

mill before cooking ; but in that staie it will require

stirrin<r while boihnt^, to prevent it from burning.

It is found, by actual experience, that there is no

saving in the substitution of bran lor grain ;
some

persons take the trouble to boi! this, but, it does not

even increase its bulk, and not tit all its quality.

Two measures of dry bran, after boiling, will not

go so far as one measure of hoiUd barley, t\ius

Bhowin2 a striking difference in favor of barley,

even in point of economy. S.

THREE LETTERS FROM GEN^. WAS?IINGTOIV TO
COL. EDWARD CAHRIXGTOX.

[The following letters are part of a larger num-

ber from Gen.'J Washington, and ail in his own

hand writing, to Col. Canington, for the perusal

and use of which we are indebted to the kindness

of the present proprietor, Henry Carringion, esq.

of Charlotte. The few wliich will be published

below, and now for the first lime, are selected not as

the most interesting, (for, indeed, they arc the least

so,) but merely because they relate to subjects

proper to be embraced in this journal. But though

containing nothing of agricultural instruction, lor

the present time, they possess a dilFerent kind of

interest, in exhibiting something of old agricultural

opinions and practices ; and still more as coming

from one whose every act and opinion will grow

in interest to his countrymen with the passage of

time, and the increased remoteness (in respects

far more important than merely in time,) from the

acts of him " whose like we ne'er shall look upon

again.''

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

Mount Vernon, 26lh June, 1797.

Dear Sir— General JMarshall, wiio did me
the favour to spend an evening at this place on

his way to Philadelphia, confiniis the report I had

before received of the utility of Mr. Booker's im-

proved threshing machine ; and aiUlod, that a

letter for that gentleman directed to your care,

would certainly reach him.

As I am exlrcn,ely desirous, (and that v.-iih as

little delay as possible,) to get one or two erected,

and had yot the scantlinir lor them on tlie plan of i

the Scotch machine, used by Mr. JefU'r^on, Genl.

Lee and others, I have taken the libcriy of re-

questing the favour of your care of the enclosed

letter—to which I am induced from tlie considera-

tion of not having possessed myself of Mr.
Booker'd christened name, or [)lace of abod;'. I

am always and sincerely your affectionate humble
servant («o: Wassuivgtoiv.

Coi.o. Carrixgtox.

Fifount J'ernnn, 7lh Jiihj, 1797.

[)e\r Sir— I li>el my>elf very much obliged liy

your kind and prouqii dfspniili nl' iny leiit'r to ?.]r.

Booker, who, offering to be here between the 20lh
and 27ih of the present month, (if that would suit

me,) the enclosed is to iiilbrm him that it will, and
that I shall accordingly de[)end upon it; and you
would add to the favour already conferred on me in

this business by letiing it receive a sale, and as ex-
peditious a conveyance as may ofier, as he awaits
my answer to decide on his measures, and. be-
cause I am very desirous of having the machine
erected in time.

With very great esteem and regard, I am, dear
sir, your most obedient, obliged and aflectionate

servant. Go: Washington.
Colo. Carrinoton.

Jilouni Vernon, 2d Bec^r., 1799.

Dear Sir— Since you n)entioned the plaster

of Paris which was for sale in Richmond, (but
after you left this,) it occurred to me, that as it

was not a saleable article with you, it miizht be
my cheapest mode to purchase there to supply my
want of this article next year on my fiiims around
me.
Permit me, for this reason, to ask the favour of

you to learn Irom the gentleman who lias it for

sale,—what quantity he has 7—the lowest price

he would take for it by the ton (the whole being
purchased) ?—there?— and what, delivered at my
landing'?—As a merchant, acquainted with navi-
gation, he will be at no loss to know at what
Ireight it could be di livered here.

A gentleman now in Alexandria is endeavour-
ing to obtain subscritiers for a vessel load from
Nova Scotia;— tlie terms I have not learned;—
but if that in Richmond be good, and [can be]

had as low, I should preli^r it because it is already
in the country, and the ris(]ucs of the sea avoided.

All, however, depertds upon its being of the
true sort — ihr without this, it wou'd be as useless

for the purpose intended, as pebble stones.—There
are two colors of it—one has a greyish— ifie other
a bluish cast;—the latter I think is preferred;

but both are good when perfectly free from grit, or

sand ;—having any of the latter is a proof of its

baseness.—The best criterion for ascertaining its

property, is, by putting the fine powder of the

plaster into a skillet or pot without moisture,

—

the good will swell, or rise Lip; the bad will re-

main dead, and motionless.

I would thank you for sending me (if to be
had) two glazed leather hata such as your pos-

tilions wore, and of that size.—Accompany them
with the cost, and the money shall he remitted in

a bank note.— I am in no immediate want of
them ;—an occasional, or water transportation (di-

rected to the care of Colo. Gilpin in Alex'a.)
will do.

I hope you got down safe —Our romp'ts (o

RSi's. Carrington.— 1 am always, dear sir, your af-

fci'iinnate ami obedient Go : Washington.
Colo. Carrington.

STL' ceo WASH.

Six quarts of clean lime, slaked in boiling water,

2 quarts olsnlt, 5 gallons of water

—

Imil and skim,
then alii one pound of copperas, and J] lb. pot or

peail ash, (gradually, and four quarts silted wood-
ashi's— I'olnr to taste or fancy : applied while hot.
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2d. Clean, fresh-burnt lime, same as above, \
lb. burnt alum, povvderecl, 1 lb. sugar, 3 pints rice

flour, made into a jelly, 1 lb. clean glue, first dis-

fiolved—5 gallons water : will retain its brilliancy

lor a century.

—

/farmers'' Cabinet.

SECOND MEETING OP THE ENGLISH ROYAL
AGUICULTURAL SOCIETY.

From the Yankee Farmer.

The Engliish agricultm;;! papers ^'ive a detailed

account of the second ii.<j<.:;ing of the Royal A<.ti-

cultural Society, which wds holden at Cambiidge
on the 14th and 15th of July. This vvasdoubiie?s

one of the greatest collodions and greatest displays

ol' the kind that has ever taken place at any lime

in any country.

So great was the influx of visiters that at mid-
night preceding the 14ih, the (own wore all the ac-

tive appearance and bustle ol" the day. The ope-

tions of the society commenced by a grand plough-

ing match in a field of upwards of 40 acres. The
competition was to commence at 10 o-clock, but

belbre that hour the road was crowded with
equesirians, pedestrians and persons of every de-

scription and vehicle. 'I'here was no dissipation,

no disorder, ail mingled together engaged in Iriend-

ly converse from peasant to peer, and although
there were upwards of 20 thousand there was not

a single robbery nor an ai tempt made. The pros-

])ect from the field was most exciting. It is seat-

ed at the base of one of the most comnsanding
range of hills in Cambridgshire, and presented a
wide and vast amphitheatre.

Fifty seven ploughs were entered in compptiiion,
each of which had to ploiigh a compartment ol'

200 yards in length and CO in breadth. Every
man was at his post and the signal lor starting

was given by the sound of a horn. The match
was well mainiained, and as it regarded the quality
of the work and the time, gave much satisliiction.

The judges were mounted on gray iiouses.

The work having been completed, the plough-
men assembled at the judges' marquee to receive
liie awards, which were given by the Duke of
Richmond, the president of the day. His grace
ascended a wagon opposite the council tent, the
ploughmen and ploughboys were marshalled in an
extensive area, and outside of the ring a great
auditory.

In addressing himself to the competitors, the
duke expressed his pleasure in having been ho-
nored by the gentlemen and farmers in being ap-
pointed to present them with the reward of their

skill and industry. ''It was a gratifying circum-
stance that their honest merit would receive its due
reward. The good conduct and exeriions of the

ploughmen and ploughboys would now receive

the reward, which he vvas in hopes would influ-

ence their future condition. So long as such feel-

ings as were displayed on this occasion existed,

England would be happy, flourishing, and free, as
she deserves to be.—(Cheers.) It vvas still a greater
satisfaction that not only men, but boys, had
competed and obtained a fair share in the prizes.

There were amongst the latter two brothers, who
had been very successful, and it showed that they
had been brought up well. It showed the force

of that example which they wished to iitculcate in

all classes of the agricultural communiiv; it showed I

Vol. V11I.-71

that they had observed the great laws of their
country; and, what was slill higher, the greater
laws of their Creator.—(Loud cheers.) The nobltj
president said that he would not detain (he meeting
longer, but would proceed to deliver the awards
which had been granted by the judges.
The prizes in money vveif'. next delivered to the

successful candidates, from five pounds each to a
sovereign. The Duke of Richmond addressed
each in. proper remarks, endeavoring to convinco
them of the necessily of adhering to those princi-

plfs by which they had been now successful, and
holding out an example to their neighbors. Hia
grace also elated that as the committee wished to
give encouragement to every exhibitor, who he
hoped would be successful on future occasions, they
had awarded to each competitor half-a-crown.
The President's speech vvas very effective, and
listened to with great attention.

While the ploughing match was goingon, thera
vvas in an adjoining field an exhibition of agricul-
tural implements. Among the most prominent
were four sub-soil ploughs, which have within fiva
years come into general practice. There were in
operation thrashing machines, chaff- cutting ma-
chines, scarifiers, hand-thrashing machines, drop
drills, turnip drills, dibbling machines, crushers,
harrows, &ic.

There were exhibited 86 different ploughs.
Among the best were a variety of mouIdboa°ds,
and Irames and bearings of the ploughs, and tho
couplings that li.\sten the mouldbourds so construct-
ed as to admit of several shapes being applied,
from the most wedge like to those of the most
convex or concave surliices.

Case hardened metal for ploughs seems to have
been rather a new thing in England and has made
almosc a new era in the use of cast iron for that
purpose. Till this mode of hardening vvas disco-
vered, cast iron ploughs were but little used, aa
they were condemned from their soon wearing
thick and forming a bevel.

A portable thrashing machine, manufactured
by J. R. &. A. Ransom, worked by lour horses,
thrashed upwards of GO bushels in one hour, A
hand thrashing machine, (or the power of four or
six men, knocked out five bushels in fifteen minutes
in nice order.

Ransom's chaflT-cutting machine cufs any
length (rom 1-16 of an inch to 2 inches, if so order-
ed. It is well calculated for culling gorse, (furz, a
thorny plant of the genus ulex,) and it ia v\'ell

adapted to cutting cane tops.

Riddell's scarifier. This a very powerful im-
plement fijr the purpose of cultivating land under
a variety of circumstances, and bringing it into a
proper state of tilth, much more etleclually and at
less expense than can be done by means generally
employed for that purpose.

Portable sheep (old. In the construction of the
hurdles, which form this fold, strength and light-
ness have been studied. There vvas only one pair
of wheels to each hurdle, and the whole maybe
moved with great facility,' by eiihera man or a
lad. They may be instantly connected with each
other, and when together form a strong fold. As
a temporary division on gentlemen's grounds,
these hurdles would not be unsightly. By the
use of hurdles on wheels the exceedingly injurious
effect of setting common hurdles with stakes over
land-drains is avoided.
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Grass movvintr machine. This is for cultinf?

grass on lawns, pleasure grounds, and bowling
greens, and is so easy to manage, that persons

unpractised in the art of mowing, may in a short

lime use it with ease.

Hay bay beaier. This machine is for the pur-

pose of taking the dust out of mouldy hay, pre-

vious to use or being cut into chalf.

Messrs Bond, Tumor & Hanihlin exhibited a

very superior and powerful thrashing machine of

four horse power— the manner it performed its

work was particularly admired, and which thrash-

ed in a superior manner twenty-four bushels of

wheat in twenty minutes, being more by one fifth

than any other machine realized in the same pe-

riod of time.
'' The portable hand-power thrashing machine,

Ehown by Mr. B. Urry, of Newport, Isle of Wight,
was decidedly one of tlie most excellent machines
of that description we ever had the pleasure to

witness. The apparent ease with which it was
worked, and the large quantity of wheat thrashed

out in a limited period, were the theme of univer-

eai approbation."

CREAM rOT CATTLE, AND TEN HILLS FARM.

From the Culiivator.

One of the most attractive places to the agricul-

turist, in the vicinity of Boston, is the Ten Hills

farm, occupied and managed by Col. S. Jacques,
and owned by an association principally composed
of rich merchants in Boston. The object of the

association was to Ibrni a stock tarm, and a com-
pany was formed of one hundred shares of three

hundred dollars each, the property held in trust

for the owners of the shares. On this money the
proprietors receive from Col. Jacrjues five per
cent, annually, or filteen hundred dollars in the
•whole. It is a noble instance of private iilierality,

li^r the advancement of agriculture. How easily

might such a pattern farm be established in any
of our rich agricultural counties, if the sime spirit

of improvement was as operative in them as in

Boston. On this farm, Col. Jacques bred the ce-
lebrated Merino ram which yielded 42 lbs. of
wool at three shearings, an amount piobably not

equalled by that of any sheep in this country. Me-
rino or otherwise.

But the most interesting object on the Ten
Hills farm is the breed of cattle, called by Co'.

Jacques, the cream-pot breed, and which for

richness of milk are unrivalled. The origin of
this stock, according to Mr. Colman, was a fine

native cow raised in Grotcn, Massachusetts, but
of her origin farther, nothing is known. She was
sold to a gentleman near Boston, a dealer in milk,
and so rich was her milk, that the movement ne-
cessary in carrying it, I'requently convened it into

butter. Mr. Jacques procured this cow, and by
crossing with the short-horn bull Coelebs, after-

wards owned by Mr. Jacques, originated the breed
which has since become so (amous. Mr. Jacques
a short time since informed Gov. Hill, that " this

celebrated bull, while in liis possession, went to

four hundred cows at ten dollars each ; and on
his head he received in cash thiny-eight hundred
dollars." Col. Jacques' improvements have re-

ceived the teal of three generations, and he hm

now about forty cows and heifers, and ten or a do-
zen bulls and bull-calves. The color of ihis stock
is a rich deep red, one of the most beautiful and
favorite colors, and of good (orm and proportions;
and in the language of Mr. Colman, " if they
continue to display the extraordinary properties by
which they are now distinguished, they promise
to prove themselves for dairy purposes the most
valuable race of animals ever known among us ;"

and in that of Gov. Hiil, "such an animal as the
five months' calli at the price of one hundred dol-

lars, lor a breeder, would be capital well invested,

if kept only for the use of a liirm of a dozen
cows.''

Col. Jacques' own account of the manner and
object in his course of breeding, is as follows:
"!t has been my object to eifect such an improve-
ment in milch cows, as should produce the great-
est quantity of rich milk, affording the largest

quantity of butter. There is a greater difference

in a pecuniary point of view, between a good and
a poor cow, than among any other don)esiic ani-

mals. In some yards may be found those that

will not produce moie than three pounds per
week, and others that will make nine, and all on
the same keep. As v\'e sometimes hear of cows,
which have produced seventeen pounds of butter

per week, and even more, it occurred to me to in-

quire why a breed or race could not be formed
with the same valuable properties. This I have
attempted ; and have carried it to tfie third gene-
ration, and I am confiilent of success. I have a

cow whose milk has produced nine pounds of the

best butler in three days; and this on grass feed

only. This I call my cream pot breed.^''

It is evident to us that Col. Jacques has adopted
the true course in producing a valuable stock. He
selected animals combining the qualities he de-

sired to perpetuate in the greatest degree; and in

continuing his operations, a selection ofonly such lor

breeding as evince the same properiies, have been
chosen by him. With this precaution, he cannot
fail of success. The qualities that in the first in-

stance may have been partially accidental, become
constitutional and permanent, and we can see no
good reason why the cream-pot stock of Mr.
Jacques should not become as celebrated as the

short-horns of Messrs. Collings or Berry, to which,

indeed, they are so nearly allied.

LIGHTNING UODS FOR BARNS.

From ttie Cultivator.

No sooner is the harvest gaiiiered, and the farm-

ers' barns well stored with hay ami grain, than

the newspapers are constantly bringing us accounts

of their destruction by lightning. Every year the

loss sustained by the burning of barns by light-

ning, is far greater than that of dwelling liouses,

and more lives, we believe, are annually lost in

them; yet, while houses are protecleil by conduct-

ors, or insured against fire, barns are left to take care

of themselves. In a single storm that passed over

the Delaware river near Trenton, a lew weeks
since, three barns were struck and destroyed ; 14

cows were lost in one, and the whole loss was
several thousand dollars. None were protected,

and on one only was there a trifling insurance.

The reason why barns at euch a seaeon of the
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year are so frequently struck, is owing to tho co-

lumn of heated vapor tlial rises from the partially

JerKienting mass within, which vapor is one ol

the best conductors (or (he electric matter of the

cloud. Alter this vapor ceases to rise, barns are

in no more danizer than other buildings of equal

elevation ; and the necessity of protection, or in-

surance, arises from the lact ihat the greatest dan-

ger is at the precise time when the greatest value

is accumulated in tiiem. Common prudence de-

mands that protection by rods should be given, or

insurance against such casualties ellected.

PASTURE.

From tlic American Farmer.

An English writer recommends to mix a (ew

sheep antf one or two colts in each pasture for

horned cattle. Another says, "the followinff eco-

nomical experiment is well known to the Dutch,

that when eight cows have been in a pasture, and

can no longer obtain nourishment, two horses will

do very well for some days, and when not bins is

left, for the horses, four sheep will live upon it ; this

not only proceeds from tlieir difi'cring in their

choice of plants, but from the formation of their

mouths, which are not equally adapted lolay hold

of the grass.—New grass, stocked very hard with

sheep will unite and mat at the bottom, and form

a tender and inviting herbage. In North Wiltshire,

(famous for cheese) some dairymen mix &heep

with cows, to prevent the pasture from becoming
too luxuriant, inihe proportion of about one sheep

to a cow."

WHEAT-SOWING.

From tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,—As the time of wheat-sowing is advan-
cing, and while the growers of that crop are eu tier-

ins under the injuries inflicted during the present

season, by blight in all its ditierent varieties, I

would desire to address a few words to those of

our friends who would be willing to hear and
to reflect upon the subject, in the hope that some
means might be devised by which to escape such

ravages for the future, or at least, to guard as

much as possible against effects which, however
variously the cause has been accounted for, have
never been miscalculated or misunderstood.

That there has been a woful fi\lling away of

hopes in reaard to the wheat and rye-crops of the

pre.^ent year, is admitted, especially on vvarm and
light soils, where the prospect, even until after the

opening of the spring, beloliened better things

;

nay, at that season, "the crops never looked bel-

ter," as was the constantly expressed opinion of

travellers and the papers of the day; and the first

intimation of the lurking evil was a son of patchy

appearance of the wheat, occasioned by innumera-
ble little tufts standing up in all directions, some-
what like what are often observed on the springing

of the seed after sowing, the fiold-mice carrying
off the grain and depositing it for their winter store:

and this appearance was observed in March, just

after the time that all veg»'tation had sufiered by
ten days of exceedingly cold winds^ after as many

days of unseasonably warm weather, which had
produced a premature growth of vegetation, that

had set all the old men and women throughout the

country conceiting that we should sutier for ihia

by-and-by, and which we have done, as well in the

winter grain, as in fruits of various descriptions;

all which has been attributed, and perha[)s justly,

to a prematurity of growth ; lor it has been observ-

ed that the county of Lancaster did not suffer in

the same degree; their crops were less forward,

owing to the land being heavier and colder and
more exposed, by an undulating surface.

It has been said, by a writer in the Cabinet,

and I have strong reason to agree with him in the

opinion, that our climate is loo hot and dry for the

cultivation of wheat, which yields better, and is

less liable to be afiected with blight in cooler cli-

mates and on stronger soils. Now if this be the

fact, and I have no doubt it is, cannot we contrive

to create, artificially, a state of things which would

bring us nearer the end desired ; retard the pro-

gress of the plant in the early stages of its growth,

and thus increase its strength, and render it less

obnoxious to the sudden and extreme changes of

the atniospheie, to which I believe, almost all ihe

evils of ihe present remarkably changeable season

are to be attributed 7 I think we can ; and pcr-

hajis it would be the shortest way, first to consider

how we would act if our object were to force on-

ward a premature growth, and obtain the largest

and most vigorous crops before the commencement

of winter. "^Now, to accomplish tliis, every one

would say, pulverize as much as possible the seed-

bed designed (or wheat, by ploughing early an

oat-earlh''or stubble, the crop of which had been

raised after corn, which had been so often worked

over as to be rendered as light as an ash-heap to

appearance ; and, when you have obtained a par-

liculaily fine light tilth, spread it with manure

(iom the winter cattle-yard, and, if possible, add

a good coat of lime : turn all in with the plough,

and, upon this hot bed, immediately sow your

wheat early in the autumn, so as to secure, if pos-

sible, a growth of a dozen inches in height before

the setting in of winter.

Now this, I believe, is the usual course which

is pursued, with the hope of obtaining a large crop

of wheat at harvest, unafiected by bfght, smut,

&c., and, in very favorable seasons, it is possible

that this might be accomplished ; but in nineteen

cases out of twenty, I should expect that just the

reverse would be the result. Then, to retard the

growth of the crop, and enable it to become strong

before winter, it is only as much as possible to

reverse the course, by sowing the crop on a clover-

lay after one plougliins, deep and carelully per-

formed, with very small furrows, laying the land

whole and unbroken, and as flat as possible, al-

lowing it so to lie unsown, until alter rain has (alien,

and the surface has again become dry enough

to work well under the harrows, perhaps lor twelve

or fourteen days; then, to sow the seed, two

bushels per acre, harrowing it in the way the land

was ploughed, and await the result.

The manure, in this arrangement, should be

spread on the younir clover very early in Ihe

spring as a top-dressiiig ; and, lo fit it for this pur-

pose,°it ought lo have umiergone fementalioii

;

to induce this, the manure should be taken perio-

dically from ihecaitle-yard during winter, and be

deposited in the clover-field ; the act of removing
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nnd throwing into heap, would hn the means of

bringing forward (?uch fermentation and filling it

foriise. Two crops of'clover-hny mislit betaken
from the land during the summer, and in Septem-
ber the lay may be turned down with, in common
seasons, a certainty of escaping the blight ; the

crop will not then be too big and leafy; the stravv

will be strong enough to support ihe ear, nor will

it be in danger from the fly, smut, mildew, and
about half-a-dozen other disorders, which, I am
Fatisfied, all arise from the same source, namely,

the diseased state of the crop.

In a work which I have now before me, T find

the following judicious remarks on sowing wheat
on lay-land; they are the experience of a very

close reasoncr, and an extensive cultivator of the

Eoil, the value of which I have had frequent oppor-

tunities of testing, and can therefiire recommend
with the (Treale?t confidence to the practice of all

who are preparing to cultivate a wheat-crop the

next year.

Bordley sayp, "The language of English ilirm-

ers is, wheat on clover- lay should be sown on
earth, that is, after one ploughing ; and to conform
to this doctrine I conducted this business on fifteen

acres, in tliis manner— the clover having been cut

once for hay and then pastured, but not cisoe, the

lay was turned in deep, and the furrows laid neat
and close ; the wheal was sown broadcast, and
harrowed twice, in the same direction m which
the land was ploughed ; the wheat was then rolled.

The crop stood well and yielded satisiactoril}', but

as it grew two miles from my other wheat crops,

a just compari.-on between them was not made.
The operations followed each other immediately,
without any pause, but Mr. Macro's experience
is against tiiis immediate sowing upon ploup;hin2

in the clover-lay, and his experiments were re-

peated, while mine was a einsle instance, w-hich,

although it proved hifrldy satisfactory in general,

was without any pointed particulars relatms to a

much superior produce. Mr. Macro gives Ihe

following encouraginor detail of his practice and
Burcess. 'From upwards of 20 3'ears of experi-

ence, I am of opinion that ihe best way ofsowinfj
clover-lands wiih wheat, is 10 plough the Innd len

or twelve days before you sow it, that the land

may have time to dry; and alicr rain has fallen,

enough to make ihe land dress well, lay on ihe
peed in Sepiember, two bushels an acre. The
furrows in plouchinjr ought not to be more than
eight or nine inches wide and less than that is bel-

ter, if the plough will turn ihem well, i am at a
loss to account for the wheat thriving better on
lands that have been ploughed for some time hefiire

the seed is sown, than on fresh ploughed lands,

which work better, and consiitule a betier bed lor

the reception of the ^rain ; hut I liave often tried

both ways on the siuue lands, and have always
ibund the (iinner answer the be.^t.

"Now, I conjecture that the clo\er plants being
buried, and ihe wheat sown at the same Irme,

they both ferment and nm iiilo heat at the same
moment ; Ihe jfcrm ihen shoots, and the rools are

extremely delicate and lender lor some days, du-
ring which Ihe buried herbage obtains its highest

deirree of heat, which, added to the internal heat

of ihe germ, may, although only slightly, check,

and a liule injure the delicote shoot of ihe wheat;

\n sprouting barley lor making mall, a lillle ex-

cess of heat in the bed checks, and a little more
stops the sprouting or growlh of the spears.*

"But both the above modes of sowing wheat
on clover-lay after one ploughing, give crops
superior in those raised on fallows ; and liirmers

can easily try both, lor delerminin<^ which to pre-

fer—that is, as well in the immediate sowing on
ploughing in the clover, as in the metliod of sow-
ing not until ten or fourteen days after; both modes
are excellent. I should say, in letting the soil rest

len or fouricen dajs, an opening is given to heavy
rains, consolidating and leaving it in an inlierior

state for receiving the seed ; and if rain fiills after

burying the clover and before sowing the wheat,
it may sometimes be neces,=ary to wait for the
ground to become only moist, rather than to sow
when it is wet and heavy; but if the clover ia

ploushed when the land is dry, he may choose to

wait lor rain before he sows, although, Itir this

reason alone, he need not wait. I have found rt

quite safii to sow durinfj a drought, on clover once
ploughed, and when the soil is very drj-, but not

when a lisht rain has fallen on very dry hind ; in

the Ibrmer case, the seed is sale until rain falls,

which is usually in plen'y after a drought, for then
the seed grows quickly up—but in the other case,

it is only slightly damped and swells, but the

moisture is so soon evaporated as lo leave theseed
to dry-rot and perish; it is probable -that Mr. Ma-
cro's was a li<rhl soil, and not liable to be hardened
by ten or fourteen days' exposure before sowii>g,

as, on a rain, stront; wheat-land would : but

* Tfiis may be a very specious mode of argiiingf, btrt

to my mind it is all wide of tfie niark. To me it ia

only necessary to supjiose that tlie newly tuined-np
land, on subsiding—as it must do to a very considera-

ble extent, wdien operated upon by the pressure of the

atmosphere, and which vvonld be increased by the in-

ternal heat mentioned above—acts very injuriously on
these delicate shoots of the wheat, by compressing and
dragging them down in its folds; and it might easily

be supposed that its future growth would be very much
injured thereby; "doublina: them up" as an old friend

describes it, " and crippling them in their youth;" and
I have no doubt that many of them are broken and de-
stroyed by these means.
There is a district in the Isle of Wight (that garden

of England, as it is termed, where wheat is grown in

one year, sufficient for tlie support of the inhabitants

sev?n—so says the history) siUTOunding tiie village of
Niton, where, if wheat is sown immediately after

ploughing the land, the crop is sure to be destroyed by
what is called the roof rot, occasioned by the subsi-

dence of the soil, which falling away from the plants,

leaves them exposed to the winter's frost, by whicli

they are lifted out of the earth, and so they perish :

the farmers, therefore, after jjlonghing their land, leave

it unsown until, perhaps, it becomes covered with
seed-weeds, upon which, however, they harrow in the

seed, witli the expectation of reaping a full crop. Some
of your readers fiom that pait of the world may have
it i:i their power to endorse the truth of what is here
stated; thej' will smile at the idea that "lands, if left

unsown for ten or fourteen days after ploughing, will

become too consolidated, and be in an inferior state for

receiving the seed !" Wheat requires a consolidated

seed-bed : and it is the custom on the hills of Wiltshire

(England) to delay the time of wdieat-sowing (which,
however, always takes jilace before harvest) until a
fall of rain, in the midst of which the seed is sown,
and, instead of being harrowed in, it is tiodden by
flocks of sheep, and sometimes cattle also, until the

Imd has the appearance of a mortar heap.' they theq
expect a crop.
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farmer Kliyogg, the Swiss, says, that wheat shoots

strongest when there is an interval between the

time orfilougiiing and sowing, but that barley \s

most vegetative when ?o\vn immediately after the

plough.* One of" my neighbors, intendmg to sow
wheal on clover-lay, ploughed up the clover a

week or two belijre seedingtime, and then gave
it a second ploughing across, and sowed wheat
upon it ! Vast numbers of the roots of the clover

were turned up, and were left standing erect above
ground all over the field ! Here was unnecessary
hibor, a useless and even injurious ploughing, by
which the manure from those substantial roots,

and a nrood part ol" the green crop, was lost to the

crop of wheat.
" JMr. Singleton of Talbot, a gentleman entirely

to be depended upon, says, vviiilc. walking in Iiis

wheat-field, lie was surprised to find that the crop

was much superior on the worst part of the field,

ivhere the soil was the poorest and thinnest ; it be-

ing taller, with stronger straw and larger ears.

This part of the field had been in clover, which
was /ifjice moH'/i, and, in August, it was broken
up and sown with wheat the first of September:
the other part, the best land, had the clover broken
up in March for tobacco, but this crop being laid

aside, the land was repeatedly ploughed in the

summer as afallow, and sown also on the fir,-t of
the same September with wheat

—

the yield from
which was fourteen bushels and a half per acre,

when tlie part which had been twice mown and
but once ploughed, gave twenty-four bushels and
a halfper acre ! This difference is great, if we add
the value of the clover crops, and deduct the ex-
pense of the summer ploiighings, and abundantly
proves the supeiiorily of wheat on one earth."

EoaiUKD Cross.

SEPARATION OF MME FROM MAGNESIA. BY
J. W. DOBEREINER.

Translated for the Journal of the Franklin Instihite,

from the Journ. fiir Praktische Chemie.

If anhydrous chloride of magnesium be treated

in contact vviih air, oxyiren is absorbed, and (he
chlorine abandoned. 'I'his decomposition, that is,

the transformation of chloride of magnesium into

magnesia, is now prompt and complete when
chlorate of potash is used instead of air.

This property renders the sep^iralion of lime
from magnesia very easy. Dissolve the compound
of these two bodiec (e. x. dehmite, &c.) in Iiydro-

chloric acid ; evaporate to dryness ; heal ihe dried

mass in a plalina cai)side till the acid vapors clear,

and add to il, urging the heat to commencing red-

ness, small portions of chlorate of po!a?h, until

there is no further disengagement of ch'orine. The
remaining mass is ihi-n composed of chloride of
calcium, magn'^sia, and chloride of potassium, the
separation of which is easily efl^ected by treating
ihe mixture with water, filtering ihe solution, pre-

cipitating Ihe filtered licjuor by carbonate ofsj-
da, &c.

* This is easily accounted for; wheat roots deep,
but barley forms its roots near tlie surface, and sub-
sides with the earth, without injury.

TROPICAL PRODUCTS OF THE FLORIDA
ISLETS.

Extract from llie Magazine of Ilorticultiire.

July 12.—The mail schooner Hayne has ar-
rived with your June number of the Maofazine.
1 had hoped to see in it some extracts from my
manuscript in your hands, especially under the
headings of" Tropical Products ofSouth Florida,"
wliere every thing is tropical: not merely its bo-
tany, but its zoology, is exclusively tropical phy-
tology. Conchology, icthyology, ornithology, are
tropical subdivisions of its tropical zoology. I re-

new and extend my proffers of gratuitous collec-

tions at Indian Key, as long as I remain there.
Mr. Howe writes In hiii nephew at Lowell, Mass.,
that he will supply barrels of products to his order,
in Charleston or iS"ew York. He will also send
to you by the present packet, on her return, some
ripe fruit of ihe Manilla mulberries, of the second
crop this year. You have already some berries of
the first crop, in February, and you will soon have
some berries of the second crop in June or July.
The fig trees do bear two full crops on this coral
rock ; but the present crop of the Manilla mulber-
ries is our first evidence that they may also bear
two annual crops. You will perceive that the
sum and substance of his desires, and of my de-
sires, embrace the speedy emigra^;^)n of agricul-
tural settlers of virtuous habits. We mutually
wish to exhibit solely the facts, which should ex-
cite immediate emigration of sober cultivators of
profitable plants. The pre-emption laws of Ihe
United States have sufficed for the settlement of
all our other new territories, and would have suf^

ficed for the settlement of South Florida, had it

not been subjected to the monopoly at Key West,
ever since the exchange of national flags in 1822.
Nevertheless, the first emigrants next autumn,
from October to December, can probably employ
themselves in Ihe propagation of the Manilla ?\.k

mulberries and the sea-is.'and cot'on shrubs, be-
cause the cuttings of the former, and the seeds of
the latter, can be obtained cheaply and abundant-
ly. I have obtained, expressly for gratuitous dis-

tribution, six bushels of select seeds, of ihe finest

sea-island cotton, and they will be planted at in-

tervals this summer, lo create an ample supply for

all emigrants in the autumn or winter ensuing. I

have lo use the words of the north, called autumn
and winter, although we have not the seasons of
the nor:h.

To iilustrale how little our national senators are
acquainted \Aiih the climate and soil of South Flo-
rida, I refer you to the opposition of Hon. C. Clay,
of Alabama, to the congressional act for the intro-
diiciion and propagation of tropical plants : "For
auirht he knew, the irrantees might select a town-
ship valuable enouirh f)r the cultivation of sea-
island cotton." Indeed! he was not aware that
every acre of Ihe calcareous earth of South Flo-
rida is the most valuable in the world, both in soil

and clim;ile, for the cultivation of sea- island cotton.
He was not aware that Ihe grantees could not select

a single acre vvhich was not valuable enough for the
cultivation of sea-island cotton. He did not know
that sea-island cotton was introduced into the
south'vn stales from the neighboring Bahama
Islands. He does not know that on the Florida
Keys il is a perennial plant of many years' dura-
tion—that Mr. Howe lias plants at Duck Key from
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seed Bown eight or nine years ago—that at Key
Vacas there is a shrub of sea-island coiton in

bearing ever since 1823. He does not Unow, and
cannot conceive, {\\,\\,fi)r ihis very reason, it can-
not be profitat)ly cultivated by large planters with
numerous slaves; and that, vice versa, it can be
most profitably propagated by small cultivators

with feeble lan)ilips. Indeed, it will be a more
profitable business for family occupation than even
the sillt mulberry, in South Florida. The princi-

pal recommendation for the production of silk in

South Florida is the fact, that it can be produced
at any hour when the person or his lamily has not

any thing better to do. But silly must he be who
shall pluck leaves, to feed silU-worms, during the

same days that he can pluck pods of sea-island

cotton.

DEATH OF DR. PERRINE.

The foregoing extract derives a melancholy in-

terest from the fact, now known to our readers ge-

nerally, that within a few days alter it was written,

its author fell a victim to the Seminole savages,

Tvho invaded and sacked Indian Key, and butcher-

ed such of its helpless inhabitants, of every age

and sex, as could not make (heir escape. The
lives of the wife and young daughters of Dr.

Perrine were almost miraculously saved. He was

shot, while speaking (in Spanish) to the Indians,

and probably in the hope of diverting their atten-

tion from the escape of his more helpless family.

His bones were afterwards found among the ashes

of his house. With his corpse, the flames de-

stroyed his numerous manuscripts, and his valua-

ble botanical and other collections. Indeed, all the

fruits of his patriotic and benevolent labors have

perished with him, except the reputation earned

with the \'e\\ who have fully appreciated the value

of his long-continued and unrequited exertions for

the benefit of liis country and the human race.

For many years, and through the prime of his

life. Dr. Perrine had devoted all his energies and

talents to the one dearly cherished object of ex-

tending the growth of valuable tropical plants, by

gradual acclimation, into the colder temperate re-

gion of the United States. The continued pro-

gress of the savage war was the latest and great-

est obstacle lo the fruition of his hopes, and it

forbade his even touching the designed scene of

his operations, on the southern part of the main-

land of Florida. In (he mean time, while waiting

for what seems farther ofi' than ever, the overcom-

ing and removal of a handful of hostile savages, by

all the power of the arms and the treasure of the

United States, he attempted to carry on prepira-

tory operations by a residence at the nearest point

deemed sa e from the murderous attacks of the

Seniinoles. But illy placed was this confidence,

and most disastrous the ree-ult. Indian Key,

though separated from the main-land by 30 miles

of sea, was invaded by a body of Indians, in

canoes, and attacked in the sight of an American
vessel, and plundered, and every house burnt, af-

ter the putting to death every person who could

not escape. This was not all. The Indians kept

possession of the island as long as they pleased,

and long enough for them to be attacked by, and
to defeat and drive back, a small military force of
the United States army, armed with artillery, from

an adjacent island. The horrors and disgraces ofthia

war with a few hundred savages increase instead

of diminishing, after years of duration, and alter

sacrifices made by this country beyond all prece-

dent, or what would previously have been beyond
all belief.

The following extract, from a southern newspa-

per presents some of the particulars of this last

act of the Florida war.

" About two o'clock, on the morning of the 7ih
inst., a Mr. Glass, in the employ of Mr. House-
man, happening to be up, saw boats approaching,
and informed a person in the same employ, when
they passed into Mr. Houseman's ganlen, and
were satisfied that they were boF.ts containing In-

dians. The Indians commenced their firing upon
t'le houses of Mr. Houseman and Dr. Perrine

;

the former of whom wiih his family, and that of
Mr. Charles Howe, succeeded in escaping to boats

and croFsiniT over to Tea Table Bay. Tlie family

of Dr. Perrine passed through a trap door into

their bathiuii rooms, from whence tiiey got into

the turtle crawl, and by great etiort removed the
logs and escaped to the fi'ont of Houseman's store.

They went to a boat at the wharf, which six In-

dians—all who remained— had partly filled, and
were in the store after a farther supply. They
then pushed off, and pulled with an oar, a paddle,

and two poles, towards the schooner Medium.
They were met by a boat when they had rowed a
mile, and taken to the schooner.

" Mr. Motte and wife, and Mrs. Johnson, a lady

seventy years of age, fled into an out-house, from
whence Mrs. Motte was dragged by an Indian,

and while in the act of calling on her husband,
"John, save me,'' she was killed. Mr. Motte
shared the same fate, and was scalped; and the

old lady as she was dragged forth, suddenly jerk-

ing from the Indian, broke his hold and escaped

imder a house. Her grandchild, a daughter of
Mrs. Motte, asred eN'ven years, was then killed

with a clul), and the infdnt strangled and thrown
into the water. This was seen by Mrs. Johnson
from her hiding place ; but the Indians fired this

biiildinof, and she was again forced to flee, >ind

escaped to Maloney's wharfj where she secreted

herself, and was finally rescued. A. Sturdy, a
buy about eleven years of age, hid himself in the

cistern under Mr. Houseman's house, and was
scalded to death by the burning building heating
the water. The remains of an adult skeleton

were found among the ruins of Dr. Perrine's house,

supposed lo be the Doctor, as well as a child,

thought to ha\c been a slave of Mr. Houseman."
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TIIK MASSACRE AT INDIAN KEY.

[After the Ibregoing artiile was ready for the

press, we received from JVlrs. Perrine the follow-

ing account of the escape of the family of Dr.

Perrine.—Ed. F. R.

From the VVayno (N. Y.) Sentinel.

Mrs. Perrine and her three children, two dauah-
ler?, (young women,) and a son, about 13 years
of age, survivors of the drfadful massacre at In-

dian Key, Florida, on ihe 7ih of Auirusl last, ar-

rived here on the night of ihs 5ih iiisiani, in com-
parative good healili. Their intense sufferinixs

and miraculous escape, are anionir 'he most ihrill-

ing incidents upon the annals <jf Indian warfare,

in our country. We doubt whether, for sell-pos-

session, cool determinaiion, and daring bravery,

under such appalling circumsiances, an equal can
be Ibund on the records of female heroism, in an-
cient or modern times. A special Providence
seems to have inspired and directed ihem, and by
i:s unseen power, rescued them from an awful
death. The fads as we learn them Iroin the fa-

mily, are as Ibllows:

This Key is a small island off the south-easi
coast of Florida, conlainin<r only about 12 acres
of land, and 5 fiiniilies, in all about 60 inhabitants.

Around Indian Key, are a chain of keys on the
norih-west. extending towards the main land, the
must noted of whi:-h is Matacumha. This is dis-

tant from Indian Key about one mile, and extends
to within 29 miles of the peninsula or main land,

being Ihe nearest point from any of the keys in

this direction. Owing to the distance from the
main shore, and the known habits of the Florida
Indians, during the present war— scarcely daring
to venture beyond the confines of their own im-
penetrable swamps and fastnesses—and from the
iact that a small Ibrce was stationed on otie of the
group—Tea Table Key— which was also made a
naval depot, the idea of security was never inter-

rupted, nor the ihou<fht or possibility of d.inger
entertained. The irdiabi^ants there were as care-

less and unconcerned as in the most profound
peace. Bu', alas! the iiifiiriate savages—those
demons in human form— like their counter-part,

the spirit of evil, choose for their victims the
most unguarded— those least prepared to resist.

They eprinir from ilieir jungle upon the innocent
and unsuspecting, like the tiger upon his prey.

Tiiere is but one onset, and the bloody work is

done.

In the attack upon this island, it was the plan
of the Indians to strike but one blow, and make
that decisive. They approached it at an unusu-
al point, vvhtreit was deemed inriccessible.—They
were about 80 in number. It was their plan to

divide their force, and make a simultaneous attack

upon every house on the island, and cut off at once
every possibility of escape; but fortunately, their

presence was detecii-d before their hellish purpose
could be executed. Two laborers ofa iVIr. House-
man, who fur some reason were abroad, (it being
about 2 o'clock in the morning.) first discovered
the canoes of the savages,) 17 in number, drawn
up on an obscure part of the island. There could
be but one explanation to this strange appearance:
that was quickly apprehended by the woikmen.
Indians were present, and death and plunder could

be their only objects; and they were soon disco-

vered, in their skulking attitudes, filing for the
difiererit houses—the inmates of which were all

enjoying ilieir (juiet slumber— little dreaming of
the impending storm that was about to burst up-
on them. The alarm was instantly given, and
in a manner so as to frustrate, partially, the de-
signs of the savages, and by the providence of
God, a part of the devoted victims, snatched from
swift destruction, were permitted to escape their

intended doom. But as a full account of the bloody

tragedy is intended to be given from another
source, we shall confine our narrative to the part

acted tiy the family of Doctor Perrine.

At the time ol"the attack, the family were sleep-

ing in the second story of their dwelling, and the

lights, for the first time in a number of nights, had
been extinguished. Mrs. Peirine and her eldest

daughter were still invalids, having been indispos-

ed and confined to their rooms fiir some weeks
previous. Ttie first intimation of danger, was the

savage war-whoop, and the discharge of rifles,

accompanied by the falling of the glass, as the

shots passed through the windows around them.
This was an awful change in the quiet stillness

of that hour; but the family at once realized their

perilous situation. The danger was too near at

hand to admit of a doubt—loo startling and sen-

sible to be imagined as a dream, or an illusion of
;he fancy.

It appears that the dwelling of Doct. Perrine

was situated on the edge of the island and con-

structed upon a pier, so that a part of the house
extended over the water. On the lop was a
cupola and underneath a cellar and a room used
for bathing and connected with the cellar by means
of a trap door. From the bathing room there was
a narrow passage under the pier leading to the

outer edge of the wharf", made to admit '.he influx

of the tide to ihe mom. The |)assage and room
were now nearly filled with water. At the end of

the passage and extending out even with the pier

above, was a large turtle crawl, construcled by
driving palmetto posts or piles deeply into the

marl beneath.

Upon the alarm and yell of the Indians the fa-

mily instantly sprang from their beds and sought
concealment in this bathing room. The Doctor
having conducted them hither, left ihem at the

door, telling them that he would return and speak
with the Indians, and see what he could do. He
had no means of defence. His repeating rifle

and pistols were useless to him, as he had no caps
for either. His only hope was a parley with them,
and wth great deliberation he ascended again to

the top of the house and called to the Indians in

Spanish, (these being of that tribe known in Flo-

rida as the Spanish Indians,) and told them that

he was a physician, and they must spare him. It

had the desired eH'ect lor the moment. They listen-

Cil to his words, gave a shout, and turned their at-

tacks upon other dwellings in ihe vicinity. The
Doctor then descended, drew a larae seed chest

over the Irap-door that led to the bathing room,

ihinkinff, no doubt, by secreting his fiamily, he

should be able to manage ihe savages and save

himself and them from destruction. He then re-

turned to ilie cupola, and sliorily after the attack

was renewed by the Indians with a determinanoa

not to be again diverted from their purpose. See-

1
ing that he had nothing to hope from them, his
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object then appenrs lo have been to fasten ihe

massive trap-door by which he ascended the cu-

pola, and prevent their arccss to him, or know-
ledge of his situation. But iliey burst into the

house and forced their way to his retreat, and from

the fiendish yells of the rxulting monsters, the fa-

mily suppose his horrid i)utchery was here com-
pleted. The savages then fired tlie liouse upon
the top and cjiTimenccd their search (or other vic-

tims and plunder. JMrs. Perrine and family at

this juncture retreated from the bathing room
through the subterraneous passage leading to the

turtle crawl, and sought that as the only refuge (or

a moment's safety. In this place, in each other's

arms, the mother and three children, with scarcely

their heads above the water, lay for nine long
hours, still as the reinning silence of Ihe grave,

awaiting their fate. The savages" for a long time
were upon the planks over their heads, perlbrm-

ing their hellish orgies and glutting over their

plunder, and even hoisted a plank and looked

down towards them, but as Heaven would direct,

the objects of their search were undiscovered ! In

the mean time the house was burning to its foun-

dations. The plank also over the turtle crawl
caught fire. The smoke and heat from the burn-

ing house and other objects were becoming so in-

tense that death (rom this cause seemed inevitable.

Li(i3 was supported (or some time by dashing wa-
ter in each oiher's (aces, lo keep the air in motion,
and by plastering their heads with marl from the
bottom of the crawl to ward off the scorching
heat. At length it became so oppressive that

Henry, the young lad, could bear it no longer.

His mother endeavored to prevent his screams by
clasping his mouth with her hands, but he tore

away from her, declaring that he preferred death
by ihe tomahawk rather than in that terrible place.

He made his escape through an aperture of the
turtle crawl, but which was too small to admit the
egress of the others, who were now sensible that

an adventure offered the only chance of lile.

There was now no way of escat)e except by a re-

moval of one of tl'.e deeply imbedded piles with
which tlieir retreat was constructed. This could

only be done by removing the earth at the bottom
which was far under water. I\Irs. P. set herself

about the task and accomplished it just in time to

avoid the (ailing timbers under which they had
been sheltered. There were six hnge Indians at

this time plundering M r. Houseman's store a short

distance Irom here. Near the store was a launch,
or small boat drawn upon the wharf which they
were filling with their sfioils. Mrs. Perrine and
girls approached the boat—having to wade
through the water in lull view a hundred yards to

do so, (while the savages had returned to the

store after other an ides of plunder)—beckoned to

them the boy, (of whose Cafe they had been un-
certain,) who was slandiuir close u-ion this den of

murderers, and by their united strength and the

most desperate efforts, succeeded in tearing it from
its fastenings and dragi^ing if into water of su(H-

cient depth for it to float. They sprang in, and,

with one paddle, one oar, and two poles, exerted

as it were the last energies of li!e in widening their

distance from the ill-fated shore. Rv the blessing

of Gor» they made their escape. They were not

<liscovered by the Indians until beyond tlie reach
of their deadly rifles. A pursuit was attempted,
but the fortunate apfiearaiice of a schooner deter-

red them from persisting.

When we consider that during all this time,

one of the young women was not only helpless,

but had to be borne by the strength of the others,

and that Mrs. Perrine, herself, was absolutely ill,

the determined fortitude, the cool calculation, the

great feats of strength, the daring adventure and
wonderful escape from butchery and the flames,

appear so striking as to almost stagger human
credulity.

The destitute fugitives were taken up by a boat
from the schooner Medium, Cipt. Magee. Their
situation ninsl have been truly distressed— having
been nine hours in the mud and water at the Key
—and some three hours exposed, v\ith nothing
but tattered night-clothes—if by this time they
even merited that name— to the burning rays of a
tropical sun, they were literally wasted alive.

They wish to express their grateful acknowledg-
ments to the captain of the Medium, and his officers

and crew, (or their gentlemanly and generous con-
duct, upon this trying occasion. They wish also

lo express their deep-felt trratitude to Captain
Laughlin, of the "Flirt." His obliging kindness,

and that of his men, will long be held in remem-
brance by the sufferers. On board the Santee
steamer, in which they reached St. Augustine,
every kindness and atlennon were paid them,
which their wants and destitute situation required.

To Doctor McCreary and Midshipman Murray,
of the naval depot—Tea Table Key—and very

many gentlemen of Key West, they feel under
weighty obligations for their attention and kind-

ness. They cannot refrain from a special ac-

knowledgment of their gratitude to Doctor Edward
Worrel, of tlie U. S. A., who accompanied them
from Cape Florida lo Philade!|)hia, and treated

them in the most praiseworthy manner. And
they wish to say to their (riends generally, that no
pains have been spared wherever they have been,

among strangers or acquaintances, to mitigate the

burthen of their sufferint^s ; and that they have
reached their destination in salety, and are happy
thus to acknowledge the numerous favors heaped
upon them, and their gratitude to an overruling

Providence, whose protecting hand so signally

shielded them in the hour of trial and danger.

THE MANY-HEADED WHEAT.

The many-headed wheat is an indigenous
plant of California, six heads of which were pro-

cured by Miijor Spering, (rom a man in the Osage
nation of Indians, who had been trading in the

Pacific Ocean. The six heads produced six hun-
dred grains, which were planted by Mr. Pipheus
[]aker, of Abbeville, S. C, the production of which
was ten thousand heads. The ground on whicli

the wheat grew was measured by an accurate sur-

veyor—the heads counted—and one head shelled

out, and the grain weighed; a calculation was
then made, the result of which was, the wheat
produced at the rate of two hundred and thirty

bushels to the acre. It was planted about the last

of January, and cut on the 20th of June. The
land on which it grew is poor and sandy, and was
unassisted by manure.— Wilkes County ( Georgia)
News.

[From the above annunciation, the public may
look out for a new humbug. It is certainly a mag-
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nificent subject for one ; and, if in proper hands,

Grant Thorburn's, lor example, might prove of

great value to the seller of the seed. An adept

in the business would ask a dollar a grain for this

precious wheat, vvliich produces 230 buehels to

the acre, on poor, sandy and unmanured land.

—

Ed. Far. lltio.

ANTl-aiAGKESIA.

From tlie harnicis' Cabinet.

I have taken the Farmers' Cabinet, from the

commencement, vviih a desire oC receiving infor-

mation respecting the use of" hme for agrii'ullural

purposes ; and by perusing the pages thereoti I

find there are various and confliciing opinions re-

specting its use. There are those who are of the

opinion that 25 busliels to the acre are a suflicienl

(juantiiy, and oiiiers that 50 to 150, or more, are

not an overdose. In England, I understand, as

much as 500 bushels per acre are applied, and yet

I have never read of its being an over quantity.

The soil and climate lliere may possibly have some
share in preventing an injurious effect upon vege-
tation, but I consider llie principal cause is in the

quality of the lime, although I may be mistaken.
Having read an article on the value of lime as a

manure in the third volume of the Cabinet, con-
tinued from page 14 to 17, where it is stated iluit

llie effect of the lime in producing vegetation was
as instantaneous as barn-yard manure, and supe-
rior thereto,— it put me to thinking whetlier the

account was correct. But, considering tliat the

hmesione contained 03 per cent, of carbonate (of
lime I suppose) and, of course, little or no magne-
sia, or otiier poisonous qualities, it niuet be some-
tliing superior to the generality of lime used in this

country, and, from those considerations, I conclud-
ed the account might be correct. It is a question
with me, whether the lime that is the most profit-

alile for racking mortar is the most valuable lor

agricultural purposes; it may be that a portion

of magnesia in lime is of use in making a cement,
and worse than unless in agriculiure, lor it is inju-

rious to the growth of vegetables.

Any person having poor worn-out land, and
wishiiiff to improve it, and being located wiihin

10 or 15 miles of lime, I advise him to lime, it will

|)ay therefor; but I do not mean lime containing
nearly half magnesia. As an instance of the ef-

fects of lime, I will mention only one, but it issufTi-

cient for my purpose: I, in company witli another
person, took lease, in the spring of 1S20, for (he
term of ten years, of a farm containing something
more than IGO acres of land, 100 acres cleared,

and commenced liming; (we hauled the siunes
aboui 11 miles and burnt liiem on the spot) and,
during that term, we put upon the firm thirteen

thousand bushels of lime, and cleared, li-ee of all

expense, thirty-five hundred dollars, principally by
sellinggrain; and changed thesaid liirm from one of

the poorest, to one of the best in the neighborhood,
although during the first years (as the saying is)

we hardly cleared our teeth, owing to the unpro-
ductiveness of the soil belbre liming. It has long
been a question with me, how sulphate and car-
bonate of lime act on vegetables : It was formerly

Vol. VIII.—72

!
the opinion of many, that the use of sulphate in

agriculture was its hi trading powers; now, since

the experiments of I J. Davy are becoming known,
ihe o])inion is changing, and its use is that oi'

entering into the composition of the vege.tablc;

and it may be possible that it is of no direct use
to any vegetable, but when it composes a part

thereof; and carbonate may act something simi-

larly ; by heat, the water and carbonic acid are

burnt or driven off, and the stone is changed into

an oxide, and by the addition of water it becomes
an hyiirale, and then it has a powerful attraction

for carbonic, acid ; and, alter having received its

portion of carb'jinc acid and water, in my opinion,

ii becomes soluble, and is taken up by the roota

of vegetables and enters into their composition,

for vegetables are composed principally of carbon
and water. I consider the more soluble carbon
there is in any soil, the more food lor vegetables

that soil contains.

1 think 1 should not have put pen to paper, if I

had not read in the Cabinet, lor April, an instance

recorded of the injurious effects of lime, from the
lesiimony of my friend JVl. S. K. of JVlorrisville,

and having been inlbrmed that there exists lime-

stone on the canal, or nigh thereto, above New-
hope, highly impregnated with magnesia, so much
so, that I consider ii unfit for agricultural purposes;

and, thinking that the lime used by M. S. K.
might possibly come from thence. I know of

nothing that fi-oms a part of what we call limestone,

pernicious to any soil except magnesia ; but we
ought to be cautious how we use lime before vvc

know its qualities.

Anti-JVIagnesia.
Lancaster County, 1th mo. 14, 1840.

OLD WHEAT FOR SEED.

In a recent conversation with Mr. William

Skinker of Fauquier, an old and experienced

farmer, he nienlioned that, for experiment, he

had sown a lew bushels (from 4 to 10) of wheat

of the previous year's crop, in each of his three

last seedings, and that he had found the product

of the old wheat always much better than that of

the new wheat sown adjoining. Indeed, he

thought the increase to be not much short of 100

per cent. lie could not assign any other reason

for the superinrity, except that by keeping the

seed wheat a year longer than usual, the imperfect

grains miglu lose their vitality, and leave nothing

to grow except those of the best quality. We
think this totally insufficient to produce the mani-

fest superiority which we are confident Mr. S.

saw, whether he was or was not nnslaken as to

its amount. But the experiment is worth repeal-

ing, and we hope it will be repeated by as many

of our readers as can conveniently obtain old seed

of good wheat.

A year ago we heard slated, by a gentleman of

Cumberland, a still more remarkable fact, which

had been recently observed in that county. A
farmer had sown a few bushels of old seed along-
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side, or perhaps between, the sowing of the

balance of his field vviih new seed. There was

no difference between the adjoining parts, except

as to the age of the seed. No experiment had been

designed, nor was any difference expected ; but

the result was ihat, while the crop from the new
seed was greaiiy injured by the Hessian fly, that

from the old seed escaped entirely. Our informant

understood that there was no doubt of the exist-

ence of this remarkable difference, in the minds of

ail who saw its growth, and that every effort was

making to obtain old seed to sow, for experiment,

for the last crop. We begged to be informed of

the results oi' these later trials, but have heard no-

thing more on the subject; and thence infer that

the hopes entertained have been disappointed.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

CALCAREOUS EARTH FOR MANURE IN LOU-
UON COUNTY.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Belmont, Loudoun Co., July 29, 1840.

Through the kindness of Mr, JStrachan, I send

you a few specimens from a calcareous deposite

Jound in this neighborhood. It occurs at the

bridge over Goose creek, and can be traced from

the bridge, east, for a distance of two miles on the

side of the public road, and north of the road to

the Potomac— in ravmes and on the banks of the

streams flowing into the Potomac. Mr. Wilson,
of this place, a plain sensible farmer, on whose
land it is found in considerable quantity, has sub-

milted its fertilizing properties to the beet of all

tests—actual experiment. A wheat field was
spread with this earih last fall—he thinks with de-

cided success. He also showed me a field in pas-

ture, a portion of which was treated in the same
manner. It was staked out in two lots, lea^^ing

an intermediate space, on which none of tiie earth

was laid. There is a perceptible difference in fii-

vor of the calcareous earth. Though I have en-

entire confidence in Mr. W.'s statement, yet, as I

did not see either of the fields before the experi-

ment, of course I can say but little from my own
observation of these experiments.

Of the three specimens sent. No. 1. is of the

rock from which the calcareous matter is derived.

It is, as you will perceive, a trap or hornblende
rock, which is the underlying rock of this place.

The upper surface of this rock is disintetrrated

frequently to a depth of four leet, and in that state

presents the appearance of No. 2. This is the

earth used in the experiments just mentioned.

The proportion of lime is extremely variable, even

in specimens taken from nearly the same spot—

I

have Ibund from 5 to 50 per cent, it is generally

Ibund near the surface and interspersed with no-

dules, such as No. 3. These nodules are evident-

ly formed by concretion from the lime set free dur-

ing the disintegration of the rock. They are not

at all friable, and, I suppose, would require grind-

ing or burning before they could enhance the fer-

tilizing property of the earth. They constitute,

however, the richest portion of the deposite. A,

basket-full of these nodules sent me last winter,
gave 30 to 75 per cent, of carhonale of lime.

I am not certain that the value of this deposite
as a manure is sufficient to justify its being used
at any considerable expense. As a geological for-

mation, it is full of interest. Hornblende rock is

known to contain lime, but I liave never seen the
proportion of lime so great.

Should you know of any instances in which a
similar deposite lias been used as a manure, an ac-
count of the manner of treating it would be high-
ly useful to those interested here.

Truly and respectfully yours, &c.
M. TUOMEY.

REMARKS ON THE FOREGOING COMMUNICA-
TION, EDITORIAL PUFF DIRECT.

The discovery of the deposite described above

is a more interesting fact than our friend, who has

investigated it, was aware of, inasmuch as the

like calcareous products have been before found in

other and remote localities, thus showing the for-

mation to be extensive, and probably of great

agricultural value, instead of presenting a singular

and isolated fact. In the first number of the first

volume of the Farmers' Register is a full and mi-

nute description, given by Dr. W. S. Morton, the

first discoverer, of a like calcareous earih, and of

a region of valuable natural soil, deriving its pecu-

liar qualities from this earth, in Prince Edward
county, and extending much beyond the limits of

that county. Lately, specimens of stony nodules,

manifestly the same as these, were sent to us for

examination li-om the coal region of Chesterfield.

The appearance of these nodules is so peculiar,

and the specimens from all these remote localities

so precisely alike, that they clearly show a com-

mon origin and formation. Immediately after re-

ceiving ihe foregoing letter, we sent to its writer a

copy of Dr. Morton's former communication ; and

from the minute description there given, even

without the opportunity of comparing specimens,

as we had, Mr, Tuomy was satisfied of the iden-

tical kind and origin of the two deposites. In his

answer, (of Sept. 18tli,) he says

—

"The deposite described by your correspondent

must be similar to this— the " black rock" of which
he speaks, being, I suppose, hornblende. When
these nodules were brought to me, I concluded

that the deposite in which they were found was
connected with the celebrated calcareous breccia,

(Potomac marble) of the Potomac, which termi-

nates after crossing the Potomac about 6 miles

from this ; but on examination, I can find no such
connexion, the deposite being invariably associat-

ed with the hornblende rock of which 1 sent you a
specimen."

For more full information, we would have here

republished (from vol. i.) the interesting commu-

nication from Dr. Morton, together with the ac-

companying statements of analyses of the speci-

mens, but for the length of the pieces, and also
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because it would violate a general rule, which both

propriety, and justice to our old subscribers, nriai<e it

necessary to observe. We frequently have inqui-

ries made wiiich have already been fully answer-

ed by articles in some of the earlier volumes ol'

this work, and which could not be again more sa-

tisfactorily answered than by a republication of

tlie same. Such republications also would be as

interesting and useful as any thing we could fur-

nish to those who had never seen them belbre

;

and the plan would be a great convenience to the

publisher. Nevertheless, those who would be the

gainers by such a procedure must see that it would

be unjust thus to present ag;iin to all of our oldest

Bubscribers, who have paid for ihe Farmers' Re-

gister from its commencement, articles which ihey

liad before received and paii! lor. Yet, in declining

to make such republications lor the benefit of new

subscribers, we have no other alternative course

than to teXcr them to the o'der volumes containing

the information, and which course has much the

appearance of being used as an indirect request

to them to buy the volumes so referred to. And
the fear of this construction being placed, has ren-

dered it (in that respect) disagreeable to us to re-

fer to old articles, or to recommend their perusal

to later readers. But having been thus drawn to

make this explanation and apology, we will dare

to go farther, and say, once for all, that every sub-

scriber to the present volume of the Farmers' Re-

gister, who values the work, ought, for his own
interest's sake, to buy the earlier volumes, and

complete his set. For the reasons and because of

Ihe procedure stated above, each volume contains

matters different from all the others, and without

which all the others would be very deficient. And
we will presume further to say, that there is not

one of the volumes, the perusal of which would

not be worth to any intelligent and improving cul-

tivator more than the price of the entire series. Of
the first volume, a second edition of 500 copies

has lately been printed, at a cost (because of the

small number and the still smaller demand) far

exceeding the price at which the volumes are sold.

Of other earlier volumes, there remain only

enough to furnish about 150 complete sets; and,

with the experience of the past, we have no ex-

pectation of being induced hereafter to reprint

any more. Therelbre, all later subscribers who
desire to complete their sets, should hasten to do

eo while it yet can be done.—Ed. F. R.

WORMS IN PEACH TREES.

From the Boston Cultivator.

Mr. Haskell says he has taken the peach worm
from the roots of his trees, and confined him under

a glass until he turned lo an insect. He feels con-
fident that Ihe worm which comes from the nits of
this season, turns to an insect during the next

—

therefore if we kill the e^gs or the nils at this sea-
son of the year, when ihey will be found on Ihe
bark of the tree, we need be at no trouble to dig
out the worms from the body of if.

One mode of killing these eggs is lo pour scald-
ing water on to the body of the tree—and if it is

two inches in diameter we need not fear to turn on
a quarl or two. Strong ashes put close lo tho
body will kill the eggs. Strong lie applied with
a swab is as good as any thing— but we should
never cut out these worms with a knile. Let them
turn to flies and we can then destroy their pro-
geny in ih»^ egg.

Mr. H. sayvS the insects that come from ihig

worm of the peach tree resemble the mud wasp.

AID OF THE LEGISLATURE AND OF AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETIES REQUIRED TO IMPROVH
THE CO-VDITION OF POOR CULTIVATORS.

To ttie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Will you not revive the proposal to establish a
board of agricidture 7 Could we not have, as in

New York, a state agricultural society? And if

so, miglit not the plan succeed well of holding its

meetings in ditlerent portions of the state—going
regularly through from year to year, until the cir-

cuit of ihe whole should be completed ?

And when the presidential election is over, the
muficaulis fever having passed away, and

* become as plenty as blackberries, would it not
be a favorable time ajj^ain to press upon that class
of our population who ought to be silk growers,
the expediency of turning their attention lo if?

No one in this state, so far as J know, has given
that subject half the attention you have, or done
half so much *o awaken our people to their true
interest, as connected with this important branch
of domestic industry. Bui, unlbrtunalely, the
Farmers' Register does not reach them, nor in-

deed any other pnjjer from wliich thoy miijht de-
rive inforinaiion so important to them. Few of
its subscribers, I apprehend, put it into the hands
of their poorer neighbors, who are unable them-
selves lo subscribe for it, or impart lo ihera the
valuable information it contains.

As to the production of silk, it seema to me that
its greatest value, as well in a moral as pecuniary
point of view, will be found in the employment of
those, both old and young, who now are con-
sumers and idlers only—not producers. But with
the poorer class of our people, there exist difficul-

ties, insurmountable by themselves alone, which
miu;ht be removed by public-spirited individuals

who have wealth and leisure, or by the state. Do
not start at the reftjrence to her— I am not now,
nor was I ever a larifT man. But I cannot con-

* This word in the manuscript was entirely illegible,

and its shape did not admit of even a plausible guess,

which of course it is the editor's duty to hazard in all

such cases, and afterwards to bear all the blame for

guessing wrong. Therefore a blank is left, which the

reader may fill, according to his political or other in-

clinations, with either the word "money," or "credit,"

or " paper," or "morus."

—

Ed. F. R.
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ceive how the aid which the stale miglit afford,

and ouijjht to give, to bring into action the (ior-

niant industry of her own ppople, cnn fairly htj

placed upon the same ground vvilli the national ta-

riH' policy.

The difficulties I have referred (o, have no

doubt fallen under your own observation. Take
for example the p pulaiion around and within

reach of llie cities and towns—many of them are

to be seen either in the markets with melons or

scanty supplies of ill-cultivated vegetables, or

driving about a small load of wood for sale. On in-

quiry it will generally be found that nine-tenths

of them are small landholders, have lamilies, and,

with the usual fortune of the cabin, pretty iarcre

ones too. In regard to the venders of wood, that

the father of the family derives their sole support

of his family (and a scanty one it is) from the

%vood cart, that his father, and grand-father, if he
had one, did the same thing, having neither in

the present or past generation the remotest idea

of improved agriculture. That each one has at

home a larger or smaller number of hail" grown
boys and girls ; three or four of whom 0)ay occa-

Bioiially be seen accompanying the cart (o town.

The necessities of the father? leave the children

to grow up in ignorance, olien in idleness ; he Imp

not the means to educate them, nor time to attend

to their habits or morals. How much labor is loFt

in these cases which might be most prolirably and
happily employed in producing eilk-^-how niurh

idleness and vice are lefl. to keep out industry and
virtue, by leaving these poor people to drudge
through life, generation alter generation, wiihout

one effort to help them ! Talk to the father— tell

him of the advantages he mijj-ht derive by direct-

ing his attention and employing his children in silk

growing, which in a few months will produce him
more than years of his present drudgery, at the

same time that it will render them all more com-
fortable, and enable him to impart to his children

the blessings of education—and in a very large ma-
jority of cases he will be found willino; and anx-
ious to make the trial. But the daily bread of his

family which he has got all his life by the market
or the wood cart, Vt'here is that to come fi-om whihi

he is learning to produce silk and encountering the

first difficulties of a new occupation? And the

question is a natural and reasonable one. But ifa

helping hand be held out to him ; if he can be sure

of his subsistence until he can rely upon the new
occupation lor it ; every industrious and temperate
man of them will readily become a silk ijrower.

JHow strong an appeal is here, to the wealth and
intelligence which every county and town of the

B:ate contains! Could the wealth and the time of

those who have both at command, be more nobly
employed than in such a cause as this 1

I have mentioned one description only of our
people; but there are thousands of the same de-
Bcription, though subsisting differently according
to circumstances, all over the state; and it is in-

cumbent upon those who are in better circum-
stances, to do what ihey can to improve their con-
dition. In time of war, if the man of wealth be
drafted for service, he can hire a substitute ; but if

the lot falls upon his poorer nein;hbor, whose fami-
ly depends upon his labor for support, and on his

presence for protection, he must shoulder his mus-
ket and take the field, for he has no means to hire

a substitute. There have been many such cases
;

ihey are inseparable from the various circum-
stances m life ; and 1 do not speak of them in the
dptesiab!e spirit which seeks, for unworthy pur-
poses, to array the poor against the rich, as you
will do me the justice to bflicve. The hardships
incident to poverty claim, and they have, the sym-
pathies of those in comfortable circumstances.
But this is not enough. Cannot and ought not
the wealth and intelligence of Virginia to asso-

ciate lor the purpose ol' encourasinsr the produc-
tion of silk by the poorer class cf our people?
And how can this be best efl'ectedl Is it not
practicable to form a society in every county east

of the mountains, who might raise a lurid by ue-
ncral subscription according to the ability of i's

individual members, to be applied not as a <?ra-

tuity, but as a premium to the industrious poor,

upon their labors in the silk culture. To the col-

lection and dillueion among them of the requisite

information in reirard to the whole process of feed-

ing the worm, reeling and preparing sewing silk,

&c. ; in short, every thing which might be neces-

sary to enable them to derive the largest profit

upon their industry. If but one family in a neigh-

borhood could be got successiiilly under way,
others would soon follow, until in all probability

thousands of females and children who are now
unable to earn a subsistence, would be rendered

cotnloitable aiul happy.
] say nothing of the useless portion of our co-

lored population, some of whom are to be found

upon almost every farm in Vir<xinia. If thfir

owners are content to maintain them in idleness,

that i- their affair; and thouifh considerable profit

might no doubt be drawn fi-om the em[)loyment of

elderly and youn<.' slaves in this business, the im-

portant benefits of employing them, would be no-

thing in com[)aiifon with that which would flow

from a general diffusion of this branch of industry

among the class of our white population I have
mentioned.

While in Philadelphia, about 12 m.onths ago, a
gentleman of that place, who has travelled all over

Europe, is a man of accurate observation and ex-

tensive infirmation, remarked to me in substance,

"that Viriiinia ouifht to be a great silk growing
state. You have," said he, "greatly the advan-

tage, especially as regards climate and labor; yet

the norihern people will beat you at it, under all

tl.'e disadvantages of a worse climate and dear la-

bor ; and so far from employing that |)oriion of

your slaves who now do nothing, in this most pro-

fitable branch of indiisiry, I doubt not that in two
or three years the Yankees will be going over

your stale, and wherever a plantation of mulber-

ries is to be fifund, feeding the silk-worm in shares

wiih the proprietors, by means of the same uselcts

negroes that you ought to employ in it yourselves.

And it will be better for you than the present stale

of things, though not so well as if you would do
it for yourselves." He remarked that the specu-

lation in morus muliicaulis was at an end ; that

with many, neglect and indifference to the proper

use of the plant, would for a while succeed it; but

that depressing causes would alter a while disap-

pear, and ours become a silk growing country

—

the most important results of which vvouldJ|not

consist in the establishment of great companies
and cocooneries, but in its more general diffusion

as a branch of household industry.

I wish I could give you his observations in full,
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hut HP I cannot, and you have by iliis lime no

(ioiibt Ibund ihis lonij scrawl a sulficient bore, I

will not trouble you fartiier, tlian to apolofrize lor

vvritintj to you (I can scarce say why) upon a

pubjt^ct wilii which you are so much better ac-

quainted tiian any one I know.

INCREASING JJKIMAND FOR CRANBERRIES.

From the Yankee Tanner.

One company soKl last year six thousand dollars

worth ofcranberries for one market, Nevv Orleans.

We are inlormed that this ariicle now s.-ilis m this

market lor three times as much as it did fifief n

years ajfo. There is a (jreai call lor cranberries

li)r the southern market, and they are excellent

for ship stores. The cranberry is one of the most

wholesome and palatable olTruiis, and it can easi-

ly be preserved for a lon«j lime.

Alariy persons have «rood advantages fiir the

production ol' the cranberry or lor increasing their

crops bv good manairement and cuhivaiion. Four
acres oi'land, conveniently situated lor the advan-

tages of this market, were offered lor 60 dollars,

lour or five years since ; lately five hundred dol-

lars were offered for this land. The increased

valiie is principtdly owing to its producing cran-

berries. The crop sold last year for 400 dollars.

LIME AND IMAR«!II MUD.

From Dig American Farmer.

A gentleman distinguished lor good and great

qualities, tells us, that on a sandy soil, he has Ibund

lime a powerful lertilizer. A poor field put in corn

—yield 10 bushels—lollowed by oals—crop light

—succeeded by wheat—yield not more than the

seed— limed, ami next crop gave 40 bushels to

the acre. Experience has taught iiim the great

value of maj-s/i mud, especially when used in com-
bination with a small quantity of lime. Keeps a

email force specially assigned to the collection of

marsh mud, weeds, leaves, mould li-om the woods,

&c., and is amply compensated for it— cantiot too

biijhly recommend the use of marsh mud— has co-

vered several acres with brushwood. The fertiliz-

ing effect very obvious, and thinks poor land may be

reclaimed by a covering of brushwood, very speedi-

ly, and with great economy as to the labor and the

results— is very carelul to have all brush not large

enough lor firewood, even the pruning of his or-

chards, reserved to he spread upon the most ex-

hausted portions of his land.

EXPERiaiENT OF Sir.K-"WOR3IS REARED IN

THE OPEN AIR.

[The early part of the following experiment

was stated in our notices of the Cape Fear country,

at page 254, of this volume ; and we are gratified

thus to learn the results. They are fully as good

as could have been expected, of worms exposed

to all kinds of weather, independent of other disad-

vantages. This experiment is enough to show

that success in rearing silk-worms, unsheltered,

and left to feed themselves, cannot be hoped for.

Still, if only in deterring from similar attempts, (of

which there have already been many made in dif-

ferent forms,) this report will be useful, as well as

interesting. Much good would be done to agri-

culture if many other persons would, as Dr.

Mcilee has done in this case, report the results of

unsuccessful as freely as ofsuccessful experiments.

The one class of reports might save readers and

experimenters from as many farming sins of com-

mission, OS the other class of reports ought to pre-

sent of sins of omission.

As the few survivors of this brood of worms
were of course free from all the diseases caused

by confinement, and its accompaniments, it seems

most probable, as Dr. McRee thinks, that their

eggs will produce a more than usually vigorous

stock of worms. That question will form for him

a subject for another interesting experiment next

season, to be used in his cocconerj'.

—

Ed. F. R.]

To llie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Wilmington, N. C, Sept., 1840.

You expressed some interest when here last

spring, in a rude experiment i was conducting, to

test the hardiness of the silk-worm, and especially

its capacity to etidure cold and wet weather, witli

the various alternations of the two, to which our

climate is so subject at that season. No accurate

results were obtained, for want of a knowledge of
the exact number of eggs which were subjected

to the experiment ; but some general facts were
elicited not altoge;her uninteresting or useless.

You know the eggs were exposed on the branches
of the mulberry trees early in March, and, as well

as I could ascertain, most (f'lhem halclied out

and immediately commenced eating the muliicau-

lis leaves; at this time we had weather so cool as

olien to produce a white frost at night, and, as well

as 1 could judge, without any prejudicial effect

upon the larvm. Severe winds were also common,
and, in the last week of March, we liad a snow-
storm of some severity, liie snow whitening the

ground, but not remaining over a day on the expos-

ed surliice of the ground. All these vicissitudes of
weather, with li-equcnt drenching showers of rain,

the greater part of the worms seemed to withstand
without any apparent injury ; and althoutrh t];ere

was a daily loss from various casualties, I cannot
say that I could fairly attribute a greater part to

the weather than to these other causes. These
other causes alluded to, were the depredation of
ants

—

perhaps birds—the worms fallinsT on the

ground and feeding on grass, thistles, &c. ; for

when detached from the leaf and on the ground,
they seemed to lack instinct to direct them again
to the natural and wholesome food, but seized

upon the nearest green herb, (I thought) with

perfect indifference as to its character, and as they

could not thrive on such fare, they gradually wast-

ed away and died. Many were lost through a
most singular defect of instinct ; for they would eat

away the leaves over their heads till their attach-

ment to the parent stock would become too feeble

to sustain them, and they would drop on the

ground and perish. I do not mean that they

would cut off the petiole of the leaf, but would

cut it up into shreds and hang on to the dependent
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fragments till their weight would break them olY

and they would be precipiiatcd to the ground.

Maugre all these casualties, and the great expo-

sures to which they were subjected, one hundred

spun cocoons, not in the usual time, but occupy-

ing, I think, two or three weeks more than the

time required when fed under shelter with gather-

ed leaves; nor did they spin as good cocoons as

under ordinary circumstances, many of them be-

ing thinner than usual. Afier the first few had

spun, finding that they fell on the ground and

would spin their cocoons on the /alien leaves and

among the grass, I removed them into the house

and suffered them to spin there. I think it not

improbable that the egizs hatched Irom these co-

coons may produce a hardier race ol' worms than

those raised in the usual way. Il I knew how to

get I hem to 3'cu, I would be glad to send you
hall'. I will avail myself of the first opporluniiy

of doing so, that you may try them. 1 did not

finish my cocoonery this season in time to ope-

rate— but intend commencing operations next

spring. James F. JMcRee.

CUTTING DOWN AND STACKIIVG COR^\

To tlie Editor of llie Farmers' Register.

fVashingion Co., j^la., jlag. 10, 1S40.

This season I have given the plan ofien sug-

gested of saving corn, viz., by culling down at a

certain stage of ripeness, and curing in small

stacks, a full and fair trial ; and I am siili more as-

tonished that any other plan has ever been pur-

sued. The aslonishinfj diH'erence in the labor re-

quired to save a field of corn, to say nothing about

''I'vffagc,'''' manure, peas planted among ihe corn,

&c. The singular capacity of this country to pro-

duce a pea crop makes il a most important one. I

never cut a stalk unless the shuck is yellow. I

find no trouble in going over my ground the se-

cond time. By drilling my corn I have no nub-

bins. J'jst as the peas are begmning to grow off,

the corn is in the stack. By the way of saving all

and losinci; none, I embraced in all my fields on all

sides a portion of wood land ; this strip while I am
making the crop grows up into a fine pasture, and

I have it in the fall to put in my cattle, horses,

mules, &c., and saves the crib awhile longer. In

the edge of this strip I stack my corn until 1 haul.

The state of the peas enables the wagon to strad-

dle the rows, and no destruction of that valuable

crop. If I plant pumpkins with the corn, I select

small fields from the centre of which I can afford

to carry in every direction the cut down corn—the

vines remain sate. As regards this mode of sav-

ing corn crop Mr. Buel will be found sound.

He said a few years pa^st the same lot of land,

containing some three or four acre?, would scarce-

ly give him any thing for his labor. He concluded
to try mati and woods' trashy to see if any thing

could be done with it ; so he put on from 150 to

200 bushels of marl per acre— the marl bethought
very gooti, though he knew nothing about its pre-

cise sirengih. A short time after the above infor-

mation I saw the crop of corn, which, to my as-

tonishment, from the appearance of such poor
sandy land, was very good, it being green and
healthy from bottom to top, and having fine large

ears, which I think is the best symptom of a good
crop. He also showed me another lot that was
much belter. I asked if that was the efl'ect of

marl alone, he said it was combined wiih sliible

and farm pen manure. I should not be surprised

if the latter piece should produce from 30 to 35
bushels ol" corn per acre. I saw another gentle-

man's farm not marled, not more than a mile from

(he above, that will not produce 10 nor perhaps 5
bushels per acre tiiis year. A. Z.

MARLING COMBINED WITH VEGETABLE MA-
NURES.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Nansemond, J a., ^^tig. 15, 1840.

As you are anxious to obtain all the practical

information you can on the subject of marl and
calcareous manure, i have concluded to inform
you of what a gentleman informed me of the use
that he had made of marl and woods' liiter on a
very poor sandy piece of land, and what I saw of
the crop of corn now growing on the same land.

MARYLAND STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

F"rom tlie x\meriean Farmer.

The first annual fair of this society, took place

under the direction of the trustees, agreeably to

notice, on the 16ih inst., which was considered

ihe tiest exhibition of stock ever exhibited in Ma-
ryland. A large number of farmers presented

themselves and became members of the society,

many of whom brought with them fine specimens
of slock of the various improved breeds. The ex-

hibition of short horn Durham and Devon stock

was particularly fine, for which the society were
indebted to their owners: amongst whom were
Messrs. ,T. S. Skinner, Richard Caton, John Mer-
cer, Georce Law, W. Van Bibber, Charles Car-

roll, A. B. Kyle, Wm. Gull, J. P. E. Stanley,

[:!]dmund Gray, VVm. Hughes, Frazier, and
Drs. Stockett and Thomas, &c. That of horses

was more limited. There were, however, several

fine animals exhibited of stock. In the list of

nudes there was a very fine team, exhibited by
Mr. Goll. Among the sheep exhibited, it was
graiilyino to find a fine sample fi-om the celebrat-

ed flocks of Mr. Barney, of Delaware, of the

Bakewell breed. It was much to be regretted,

that a lot of sheep of the Southdown breed, be-

longing to Gen. Emory, arrived only at the close

of Uie exhibition of tlie day, in consequence of

unavoidable detention on the bay, as they were
an admirat-.le specimen ofihat highly valued breed.

The fine flock of Southdowns of Dr. Thomas
were also, in consequence of breaking away, pre-

vented from being present. There was a fine

exhibition of hogs of the Irish, Berkshire, and

Ulster breeds, from the pens of JMessrs. George
Law, J. P. E. Stanley, J. S. Skinner, and Dr. R.

Dorsey, which did great credit to their owners.

A great, as well as a very interesting variety of

implements of husbandry, was also exhibited,

which will be noticed in the reports ofthe commit-

tees on the same.
Among other proceedings of the society, the

following officers were appointed for the ensuing

year, viz

:

Gon. Thomas Emory, of Queen Ann's County,

President ; Cols. John Mercer, of Anne Arundel
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County, nnd Anlhony Kimmell, of Frederick

Couniy, Vice Presid^'llts ; and Col. B. U. Can)|)-

beli, Secretary and Treasurer. The Society re-

solved, to liold their next annual Fair on the third

Thursday in October, 1841, an earlier period be-

ing found to conflict vvilii the business of farmers

an<l planters. It was to be regretted that so lew

of theirayricultural friends made their appearance
from the Eastern Shore on tliis occasion, and also

that an engagement of a political character debar-

red many from the western counties from attending.

The trustees, however, have every reason to be-

lieve, that at their next annual Fair, which it is

contemplated to continue for three days, there will

be such an acquisition to the present number of

the society, as will ensure its establishment upon
a most respectable and permanent basis.

The Exkcutive Committke.

To John S. Wilt.iams, Esq.
Trustee of the 31. Ag. Soc, charged with the

superintendence of implements of husbandry :

Sir—The undersigned committee, to whom was
submitted the several articles of husbandry and
farming implements for their inspection and re-

commendation, do most respectfully report, that

they have examined those submitted, and have to

report that time will not allow them to make as

elaborate a report as they would desire, and were
they to make at this time a discrimination among
the many articles, it would be an invidious distinc-

tion. They, however, take pleasure in reporting that

the following agricultural implements, which so

greatly relieve manual labor, have met their cor-

dial ajjprobation ; and they do recommend the fol-

lowing among the many submitted which they
have inspected, as worthy of public patronage.

No. 1. The Corn Planter and Seed Mill ; Post
Auger, and model of a Mowing and Reaping Ma-
chine, exhibited by Mr. George Page.
No. 2. The Ploughs, Straw Cutter, Root Cut-

ter, Corn Shellers, Horse Power, Corn Crusher,

Fanning Mill, Raisinsr Machine, Garden Hand
Plough and Churn, exhibited by R. Sinclair, jr.

and Co.
No. 3. The Ploushs, Fanning Mill, Straw Cut-

ter, Thrashing Machine, Cultivators, exhibited by
J. S. Eastman.

No. 4. The Ploughs, Cultivators, Fanning
Mill, Root Cutter and Straw Cutter, exhibited by
John T. Diirding, and Co.
No. 5. The two Reaping Machine.'?, exhibited

by Mr. Hiissey.

No. G. 'J'he Plough exhibited by Mr. Tinkler.

No. 7. The Plough exhibited by Larkin L.
Moore.
No. 8. The Washing Machine, exhibited by

Mr. Scott.

The above is submitted by
John P. E. Stanley, ) r- ,,
- Tr ' > Committee.Anthony Kimmell, S

T. Thomas, Sec''y.

if not quite to 2,160,000 bales, of which 1,850,000
bales have been exported to foreign countries, and
only 55,000 bales remain in our home markets.

'i'he quantity of tobacco inspected in Viruinia,
Maryland, and New Orleans, is about 130,000
hhds. of which a moderate, but unascertained
stock remains in the country.

Of flour and grain we will not attempt to esti-

mate the product of the past year, and the export
of the present one.
While the exports of the country have been

thus unusually great, the import, on the contrary,

is small, as the finances of the government will

probably show. The prices of most of our com-
modities have been low, on both sides the Atlantic,

and bid fair to continue so; l)ut these low prices

increase the consumption, and thus produce some
beneficial effect.

Reports from the cotton-growing states might
induce a belief that the devastation by caterpillars,

&c. was such as to reduce the crop one third or

one fourth ; but as such statements are made every
season, there is great want of faith in thero,

though they are sometimes realized.

As respects the wheat crop in this part of the

country, the assertions of deficiency are realized.

Already the millers in Petersburg find the supply
inadequate to their moderate demands, while the

prices they pay are higher than those quoted in

Baltimore and Philadelphia.

The weather lor a month past has been favora-

ble to the maturing of the tobacco crop, which,
although less than the last, will be a full average
one. The present quotations are, for tobacco, ^4
to S'lO, wheat, ^1 to ^1 15, fiour, $'5i, cotton, 7^
to 9i, corn, 45 to 50 cents, bacon, 12^ cents.

There is every prospect of a resumption of spe-

cie payments by the banks, in January next. Ex-
change on New York, 3 lo 3^: ; on London, 9A to

10.

Sept. 29, 1840.

2'

MONTHLY C0M31ERCIAL REPORT.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

The fiscal year which terminates with this

month will exhibit an export of domestic pi-oducts

exceeding in quantity, if not in value, that of any
preceding one. The crop of cotton reaches nearly

ARTIFICIAL GRASSES, &C.

From tlie Memoirs of the " Society of Virginia for Promoting

Agriciilluie."

Gloucester county, 19/A June, 1818.

Dear sir— I am highly gratified by the late

meeting of the Agricultural Society at Richmond
;

their proceedings and the light thrown on the
subject, give a lively hope that the land oi" our
fathers may yet revive and flourish. Invited as
we are, by the president and yourself, I am in-

duced, however awkward on paper I may appear,
to offer my feeble aid to promote so desirable, so

great an object. 1 am, indeed, a very old planter,

but certainly a young farmer— a few years only
have passed, since my mind comprehended any
thing like improvement on a scale sufficiently

large to he useful. A publication a few years
since, by Col. Taylor, entitled jlrator, and some
acquaintance with him, (who, I think, deserves

well of his country,) induced me to adopt a sys-

tem, the effects of which are now strikingly bene-

ficial ; nearly the whole of the fiirm on which 1

live, containing about 800 acres for cultivation, is

sown with artificial grasses, except about 200
acres in Indian corn, which prepares it for small

grain and grass ; and I have the pleasure to find

my neighbors beginning also to be highly impress-
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ed with the utilily of artificial grass, and some

have sown largely and are experiencing its ad-

vantages. It is easy to talk of experiments, and

indeed", to make them ; but nothing more liilla-

cious and mischievous, when made without judg-

ment or without care, and denounced without a

lair trial.
, ,• n

Willi respect to artificial grasses, I believe all

the ditlerent kinds generally spoken of, are good.

I have sown clover, timothy, herds-grass, orchard-

grass, and meadow-oat, or, as it is frequently call-

ed, Peruvian-grass; but have thought that clover

and timothy s''uited me best; dili'erent soils and

situations may make some other kinds o( more

utility. Where circumstances will permit, the

mode practised by myself to procure seed, cer-

tainly has succeeded well. I generally make from

50 to 60 tons of timothy and clover hay, mixed,

and by thrashing a sutlicient part, (always select-

ing that best mixed, I obtained seed enough to

sow two hundred acres annually. 1 find, that

notwithstanding the clover is rather dry belore

the timothy is fit to cut, it is very good when put

up with timothy slightly cured; and always a

large proportion of the seed of the latter is sutfi-

cieritly matured to answer the purpose.

When I had the pleasure to be with you some
years since, at the Warm Springs, you spoke

much in fiivor of deep ploughing; I difiiered in

opinion—and you know that we old planters

are rather bigoted, and often obstinate. It liow-

ever made an impression on my mind, and pro-

duced frequent experiments, until at length, from

believing liiat very little land would bear it, there

is hardly any that would not be improved by it.

It may be useful to draw the attention of our

farmers to the properties ol' white wash, or com-
mon lime and water, when applied to the interior

of granaries. I have applied it freely to mine (or

ten or twelve years, and it has freed them from the

weevil, and other noxious insects with which they

were infesied, and does, 1 have no doubt, in some
measure, preserve the wood. 1 am, sir, with es-

teem, respectfully yours, Piiii^ip Tabb.
P. S. If you think the above contains any use-

ful information, be pleased to communicate it in

such manner as you may think proper.

Col. Wilson C. Nicholas, Richmond.

y«.rj-j. '.>Ui»iM'MJtia i</.?^r>U,^a-a^.tIVU^^
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KOTATIOIV OF CROPS.

Bij H\ C. ^'icholas. esq., Vice Presldcnl of the

Sucieiy.

From llie IMunioirs ol' llje " Society of Virginia lor Promolin;;

Agricullure."

Of all agriculturnl suIijitIp, tliis perliaps is ihe

most imporlfint, anci to a Vlrifiiiian, iho most dif-

ficult. Experience aff'oicis up hut little light upon

the suiiject. Tlie practice in Virginia, heretofore,

has heen to cultivate our laiicl.-^ more with a view

to immediate profii, than wiili any regard to the

future. All the variou.=i f-oils in the country east-

ward of the mountain?, Iiave been uf^ed in the

same way, and the same crops have been culti-

vated by all, without re<raril lo the fiiness of the

soil, or to the situan'on of the larm. Every thing

that could be drawn from it has been eagerly

taken, without giving any thing in return, by ame-
horating crops, manure, or even rest. The lands

have either borne, in succession, exhausting crnps,

or it has been as much or more injured by impro-

per use of it in pasture, as it is Ikisely called.

In fixing on a rolatioti, a farmer should ascer-

tain what crops are best suited lo his farm, and in

what succession surh crops ouixht to follow eaeh

other, so as to make (lie greaiest possible profii,

consistently, not only wiih keeping liis land in

good heart, but in au improving condition. "A
judicious rotation of cio[is is the ground-work of

general imnrovemeni. If a judicious system be

adopted and persevereil in, it cannot liiil. No
mode of execution can make i:p for a defective

one. The same crops which under one system

would be unprofitable and injurious to the land,

under another rotation, with intervening amelio-

rating crops, might not only ho profitable, but

might promote its fertility." What I shall sug-

gest to the society upon this subject, will be the

result of my own experience and observations,

assisted liy all that I have been able to derive

from the English and Scolch writers—making
(he necessary allowance for dillerence of climate,

soil and products. I have, witliout scruple, avail-

ed myself of their suggestions, whenever they

appeared rational, and more particularly, when
they were founded upon facts properly vouched
for. In speaking of the agriculture ol Great IJri-

tain, I cannot deny myself the satisfaction of ex-

pressing my warmest admiraiion of the exalted

merit and patriotism of the distinguished men of

that counir}', who have, by devoting their talents.

lime and money, to agriculiural pursuits, brought

thai most useful art to a perlijction unknown to

their ancestors, or lo the people of" any oilier

country. The Duke of Bedford, Mr. Yonnur,
Lord Kames, Mr. Anderson, Sir John Sinclair,

Mr. Coke, Lord Sommerville, and others, may
have less splendor attached to their characters,

but I have liitle doubt, that they have been more
usefully employed than Mr. Pitt, Lord ("aetle-

reagh, the Duke of Weilinglon, or Lord Nelson.
I trust the people of Virginia will not be less at-

tentive to the improvemeiil of a country so de
fcervcdly dear to them.

Vol. VI1I.-73

1 will consider, first, the principles on which
rotations ought to be arranged ; next, the various

sorts of rotations which have been adopted in Vir-

ifinia, (or different periods of two, three, four, five,

six or seven years ; and lastly, any miscellaneous

particulars connected with this branch of inquiry.

It is not believed that the same land, without

some interval, will continue to yield the same
plant to advantage; there may be some excep-
tions, but they can only occur where the land is

the richest alluvion soil, or is frequently and hea-
vily manured. A farmer should, therefore, avoid

frequent repetitions of the same articles in his ro-

latioiis. The propriety of adopting any particu-

lar rotation must depend on the climate; for it

would be absurd to attempt to make gourd-seed
corn and sweet potatoes in Greenbrier; a light,

sandy land should never be selected for grass, nor
cold, wet, stiff land for corn ; on the situation of
the fiirm in regard to markets, for some articles

will pay well in some situations that would be un-
saleable in others ; and upon the condition of the

soil, whether (eriile or exhausted. A farmer can-
not carry on his business, unless he has various

kinds of crops upon his firm, if he had nothing
but wheat and tobacco, he miiiht not be able to

procure corn and hay. By having various arti-

cles, he does not run so much risk, either in regard
to the season or the sale of his produce; and if

he fails in one article, he may succeed in another.

The crops should be so arranged that the labor of

ploughing tor each, of sowing, weeding, &c. shall

proceed in a regular succession, and the labor or

business of the liirin should not be too much
crowded at any one season of the year, but liiat

the crops produced on the farm should be culti-

vated by the same hands, (except in harvest,)

and the same teams. Avoid, as much as possi-

ble, having two grain crops in succession ; but a'-

ternaiely to liave grain and grass crops ; in thiii

country, a deviation from this rule must be ad-
miited ; so that small grain of some kind, must
succeed corn: this is unavoidable, but must not
recur too frequenily. To raise those crops most
likely to be proJuciive of manure, Ihe use of which
cannot be dispensed with, under any rotation that

can he devised. To arranire the crops so as to

keep the land in good condition and increasing in

Itjrtility. Variations in the rotation will be found
necessary and expedient, as the condition of the

farm may alter. Keeping these maxims in view,

the various systems that have been practised in

Virftinia shall now he considered.

7'(('o 7/ears' mtaiion.—When wheat was first

made a crop fir market in that part of the stale

that had been previoiisij- devoted to the culture of

tobacco, the rotation was corn and wheat alter-

nately. It was soon found that this course was
loo hard lor the land, and that wheat and corn, in

such rapid succession, gave precarious and scanty
crops, and that even the river botioiris could not

bear such a scourge. 1 am satisfied that nothing
short of manuring, very heavily, the ijalf that is

in corn, will justify the expectaiion of either good
crops, or preserving the lerliliiy the laud might
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Iiave possessed u-hen this course commenced.
The iiiipraciicabiliiy of doing (hat wiiliout eum-
nier food for cattle, and with no winter food but

what the ofl'al of the wheat and corn afford?, must
cause this rotation to be rejected at once. If it

was possible to ensure a good crop of clover, after

every crop of wheat, I believe allernaie cro[)s of

wheat and clover would be made without injury

to the land : but the clover crop is too uncertain

to be relied upon for this. It is rare that clover

succeeds after a heavy crop of wheat, by which it

is subject to be emolliered ; it is likewise liable to

be killed by hosle and severe droughts, in its in-

fant state, and it is said that land tires of it as

Boon as of any crop.

Three years' rulaiion,—Corn, wheat and pas-

ture ; this is the most common rotation practised

in Virginia. Under this rotation, as under the

last, the lands have grown worse yearly, as under
that, most of the maxims upon which judicious

rotations are founded are violated. There is not

a proper mixture of grain and green crops ; the

grain crops perpetually succeed each other, and
the proportion of land in grain is loo great. If

the farm were in good order when this rotation

commenced, and the land regularly sown wi'h red

clover when in wheat, and plastered (he spring
when the clover was sown, and the plaster re-

peated the next year, and a sufiicient stock kept

to convert all (he ofTal of (he corn and wheat into

manure, it is possible that the land would not be
rapidly injured. If this course were observed, the

materials lor making manure would be so abun-
dant, there is no question it could be made in

large quantities, the who'e produce of the (arm
coniributing to it; upon this plan much reliance

must be placed upon soiling, which the experience
of many years has taught me is a precarious de-

pendence in this climate. I am far from recom-
mending this rotation except upon rich boilom
land ; but if it be pursued, I do recommend it

upon (he plan here suggested, with the addition

of some provision of grass land lor early and mid-
Eummer pasture. One twelfth part o)' the most
suitable land on the farm cannot be more benefi-

cially employed than in this wa}'. I consider cat-

tle and hogs as an essential (o every (arm, not

only for the purpose of making the manure neces-
sfiry lor (he farm, but as the only means of sup-

plying the country with food from our own re-

sources. A farmer should buy nothing that he
can make or raise for the use of the farm. If

whore the three years' rotation is practised, (he
liirm should be thrown into four divisions, and one
of them is kept in grass liir |)asture, and thrown
out of the rotation lor several years, the land may
possibly imjirove in fertility, if there should be
proper exertions to make and apply manure.
Four years' rotation.—Admits of greater vari-

ety in (he succession of crop^^. The course mos(
approved in (he country below (he falls of ihe
river, which is generally denominated the corn
country, from that grain being considered (he sta-

ple of that district, is corn, wheat, and two years
in clover, lis etiiecls I have had no opportunity
of judging of; it is recommended in euidi s(rong
terms by the president of our society, that I can
have no doubt of its advantages in that tract of

country which is better adapted to corn than to

wheat. It gives a greater proportion of corn and
less ol wheat, than 1 have been accustomed to

make, or than it is advisable to attempt in a broken
stony country, inconvenient to market, and where
manual labor does not abound. In a tract of
country above the liills, and below the iilue Ridge,
wheat is consideied the staple. An increase of
the quantity of corn is no compensation for a di-

minished crop of wheat. One fourth of a farm in

wheat, and that after corn, when the crop is al-

ways worse than after fallow, is not considered
enough. I once cultivated a plantation in a rota-

tion of four years. INly course was corn, wheat,
clover, wheat, and the plantation evidently grew
worse. I should remark, that during that experi-

ment, the fields were not pastured, nor was I very
successful wiih the clover crop, it having failed

more than once. Three crops of grain in four

years are' too many for any high land. If the
plantatiDn had been laid ofi' in five fields, and one
field had been alternately (brown out of (he course,

as suggested in the three years' rotation, the bene-
fit to the land and to the stock from a portion of
the land being for a number of years in grass

would be attained. So fiir as my experience or

observation goes, wheat may succeed clover with
every prospect of a good crop. Sir John Sinclair,

however, states it to be ihe opinion of many of

the most inlelligent and successful farmers in

Scotland, that clover land ought not to be sown
in wheat. There may be some difference in the

climate or soil of the two countries, lliat may
make the difl'erence upon this subject. However,
it is proper that every judicious man should be on
the look out, as our experience has not been such
as to be conclusive. When (his rotation is prac-

tised, I would pasture moderately the clover field

the last year it is in grass. In every rotation

where the land is to remain not more than (wo
years in grass, I am decidedly of opinion, that

clover seed should be sown on every crop of wheat,
at the rate of a bushel of clean seed to ten acres.

The cost of the seed is no consideration in compa-
rison with the value of the crop or the improve-
ment of the land from it. Many people believe,

that afier clover is onfe well taken, it is unneces-

sary to sow again; land will sometimes reseed

itself, but it will more frequently fail. The fiimous

Norfolk four years' rotation, which has made that

one of the most productive counties in England,
is turnips, barley, clover, wheat ; the land always
manured for turnips, and the turnips fed off by
sheep, which is a dressinir twice in four years.

Fh^e years'' rotation.—This is the rotation prac-

tised by Mr. Wickham upon his hiixhly cultivated

and productive estate upon James River. Its suc-

cess recommends it highly on rich land. It has

been in use lor seventeen years; during that time

his crops have been the best upon the river, and
from what 1 hear, the average of (he last nine

years is at least double the first term. I have re-

peatedly seen his crops of wheat and clover fi-om

May (o harvest, and I have no hesitation in say-

ing, that they are (he best, taken throughout, I

ever saw. J have seen in other plantations, lo's

and parts of fields that were equal to his, but I

never saw entire fields under as good crops, either

of wheat or clover. Before this land came into

his hands, it had been cropped in the three years'

rotation. The succession of crops in his rotation

is, 1st corn, 2ii wheat, 3d clover, 4th wheat, 5th

clover. I consider his experiment as establishing,

ccnclusivcly, tiiat by the fice use of plaster of
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Paris, and the proper exertions to make and apply

nianure, that five years' rotation may be relied

upon to give fine crops on lands in good heart,

and to Iceep the land in a state of regular and pro-

gressive improvement. Although the number of

acres that are in grain i)y having six divisions in-

stead of five, would be liiwer, 1 believe the quan-
tity made would not be lessened, and I am con-

fident the land would improve liister. with ;he

advantage ol' summer pasture for stock and the

diminution of labor in seeding only one-third ol

the lijrm, instead of two-fifihs, with the further

advantage of commencing, whenever (he extra

field was to be iirouglit into the rotation, with a

naked fillow; which I ihuv will be Ibund indispen-

sable. From tlie increase of strong perennial

plants upon our lands, since they have been less

iieqiiendy than formerly planted in corn, I suspect

we sliail be obliged to resort to naked fallows once

in six or seven years to keep them clean enough
(or wheat. For tliese reasons J should preler six

divisions; the sixth field I would use as it is pro-

posed the fourth and fil'h should be used in the

two preceding rotations, to be sown with a mix-
ture of grass seed for pasture.

Six years' rotation.— Ist corn, 2d wheat, 3d
clover, 4ih wheat, 5ih clover, 6'.h clover; this

course of crops may be practised lo great advan-
tage upon weak or worn lands. It may be varied

thus; divide the arable land ol" a farm into three

fields, one of which for corn and clover in equal

parts, one in wheat, (half corn and the other lialf

(iillow,) and one in clover. Under this course

one-sixth of the liirm would be in corn, one-third

in wheat, and one-hall" in clover. That part of

the clover that is in the enclosure with the corn,

to be mowed for hay, and the produce of the field

that is in clover to be applied to the support of

stock in summer, by soiling and by being pastured.

Seven years'' rotation.— 1st corn, 2d rye, 3d clo-

ver, 4th wheat, 5th clover, 6ih wheat, 7th clover.

Perhaps as beneficial a rotation with a view either

to profit or improvement would be, 1st corn, 2d
rye, (the corn and rye to be consumed on the

farm,) 3d clover, 4lh wheat, 5th clover, 6ih wheat,
7tli pasture for six years, on which I would sow
greensward, orchard and herds-grass, meadow oat

and red clover. It will be remarked, that in this

rotation tlie last crop in the course is wheat, and
the first and second corn and rye, being three

crops in succession. It is supposed the land would
be amply compensated (or this by the entire crops

of rye and corn being consumed on the iarm, and
each field in its turn being in pasture six years.

Where one-seventh of the land is manured (or

corn, the produce of two-fifths of the land that is

in grain consumed upon it, and three-sevenths of

the farm in grass, there can be no doubt of pto-

duce and improvement sufficient to sa;is(y any
reasonable man. 1 am informed the lands on the
south branch of Potomac are cultivated in corn
six, seven and eight years in succesc-ion, after

which they are pastured as long, and in that time
are supposed to be cornpletely renovated.
Of the foregoing rotations, I should prefer the

five years' rotation for good land, but think it would
be more periect, if the (iirm was thrown into six

divisions and one of them kept in grass the whole
round. For weak or thin land, I should think the
change I have suggested indispensable. With
that variation one-hal("the land would be in grain,
and the other in grass.

To avoid repetition, I have purposely omitted
mentioning tobacco, not (i^om a belief that its cul-

ture should be abandoned; on the contrary, 1

think it will be loi:g one of the best articles of
produce lor a Virginia plantation ; at any thing
like the present prices, it unquestionably is so.

Persons distant from market, or those who can
midie tobacco ol" the first quality, will probably
find it their interest to continue its culture for a
great length of time. If it is made upon new
land, it does not en;er into the rotation of crops

;

it is used as a preparation (or other crops. II" it ia

made upon old land, it should be planted upon the
lands that in th.e ddferent rotations I have given,
are allowed for corn. It will be (bund an easier
crop to the land than corn, and will invariably be
succeeded by a better crop ol" wheat.

Miscellaneous observations.— It is obvious, that
at the commencement of an improving system
upon an exhausted (arm, or uj)on poor land, it is

proper to begin with gentle rotations ; when the
soil is improved, it will bear more severe cropping.
By the hiuh price oi' wheat, farmers have been

induced to cultivate too much land in grain, and
there is reason to believe, that stock, the great
source of manure, being neglected or almost given
up, the soil will be exhausted by the severity of
cropping. The late change in Europe to a stale

of prolbund peace, must cause the price of grain
to lall, which, added to a decrease in the produce
of the land, must bring distress upon the farmer;
stock of every kind must rise on account of its

scarcity, a circumstance which cannot be remedied
for many years. The ready answer given by
every man, when he is asked why he works his
land so hard, is, that he must have the crop ("rom

all the land he cultivates, that less will not support
his family and defray his expenses. Great and
weighty considerations, I admit; but is it not a
fatal error to believe, that one hundred and fifty

acres of land, in an exhausted stale, will produce

j

more than a third, or at any rate half, the same
land, well cultivated and improved by the manure
[that can be made, the (ree use of plaster and clo-

ver, and the proper mixture of ameliorating with
exhausting crops ? Let these questions be tested

by experience.

John Wickhara, esq., when he purchased his

I upper (arm, I understand, could not expect more

I

than from two thousand to two thousand five hun-

I

dred bushels of wheat, annually, according to the

!
season. His crop is now ("rom lour to five ihou-

;

sand bushels. Thomas Marshall, esq., took pos-
• session of his estate, when two and a half barrels

I

of corn, and five or six bushels of wheat to the

j

acre, would have been thought good average
crops ; he now makes from six to eight barrels ol"

'corn, and from fifteen to twenty-five bushels of

[

wheat to the acre. For these ("acts, many of the

j

members of this society can vouch. Little more
than half Mr. Wickham's land, produces more
than double the grain he used lo make upon two-
thirds. Mr. Marshall has been equally successflil.

I liope those gentlemen will (avor (he public,

through this society, with a full statement of their

improvements. Sir John Sinclair says that the

lands in some districts in Scotland, were (brmerly

cultivated in grain, three years in four; the rent

was then from twenty-five to thirty shillings per

acre ; the same lands are now in grain not oltener

than three years in six ; they pay (iom five to six
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pounds rent, and make more grain from half ihan
[

they formerly did frum three-lburilis of Ihe farm.

These great and imporiani changes Iiave been

made in Scotland, in ahoul Ibrty years.
|

A sale rule by which to proponion ihe crops of
j

grain is, not to suffer more liian from a half to
!

three-fifths of ihe Itirm lo be in grain in one year.
|

Let the land that can be manured, be ihe iimii of!

the corn crop, to be succeeded by wheat, rye or

oats, according to the soil, and tlie relative value

of each species ot grain, and then complete the

rotation by alternate crops of small grain and clo-

ver, allowing one field to be alway.s in grass for
[

pasture. I fear many farmers will be deterred
|

from following this advice, from a belief that it is
{

impracticable to accomplish what I propose. I

pledge myself that any man who will make pro-

per exertions, may make the quantity of manure
that will be necessary. A liirm of three hundred

acres in six fields will have six of filly each
;

twenty loads of forty bushels to the acre, will re-

quire a thousand loads for a field, to be spread over

the surface equally. If the manure be applied to

the hill or the drill, one-fourth of the quantity will

be sulRcient for the corn crop. The application in

either mode will give from two hundred and fifty

to three hundred barrels of corn li-om the field, as

the year is favorable or otherwise, in one of these

modes, 1 know it is in the power of every man
upon such a farm, to manure fifty acres; if he will

provide winter and summer food for his stock, and

use due diligence in making and saving manure,

and consume all his wheat straw and corn stalks

as litter for his stock. In this way, then, half llie

land will be made to produce the quantity of corn

usually made, with a great saving of labor, a cer-

tain and constant improvement of his .'arm, and a

crop of wheat, double what he would make, when
one-third of his land was planted in corn, and all

his wheal made upon corn land.

The nature of the soil should have Ihe greatest

influence in deciding upon the crops to be made.
Jn most cases, that crop will pay best, that the

land ie best adapted to. If the distance iiom mar-
ket is too great to transport grain of any sort, still

it is made lo great profit, for fattening stock and
for distillation. On the south branch of Polo-

mac, corn is the principal crop. Where the U\ud^

are peculiarly adapted to corn, let that be made
the staple ; so as to wheat, and every other plant

which is cultivated. Upon the dry, thirsty up-

lands of the mountainous country, corn is as pre-

carious a crop, as wheat is upon the light lands of

the lower country.

The great error in Virginia, heretofore, has been,

that we have cultivated our lands without inter-

mission ; that we have attempted crops without any
attention to the quality of the land, or the fitness

of its culture; that we have taken every thing

from the soil, without reluming any thing to it,

and that even now, when there is a strong solici-

tude to improve our lands, we are attempting it in

a way that cannot succeed. I believe that by the

due application of plaster, and the proper mixture
of clover crops, if the clover succeeds, good land

may be kept in heart ; but if our lands should tire

of clover, or become clover sick, as has happened
in other countries, this resource will fail. Is there

any man so credulous as to believe, that by clover

and gypsum alone, the gullied and exhausted
lands of Virginia can be reclaimed ? I believe not

;

if there should be, I can assure him he will be
disappointed. Belore clover will perform its office,

the land must be made capable of holding and
sustaining it ; nothing but manure will enable such
land lo do this, and to have manure, there must
he slock on every farm, vviiii a sutRciency ol' food
liir winter, and pasture for summer. Soiling for

.-ome time, may he practised to advantage, but it

13 not lo be relied upon in this dry, hot climate,

with any certainty, lor more than tvvo months,
and can scarcely be practised at all in the harvest

month, from the middle of June to the middle of
.Tilly; becaupe the fiirm hands are hilly employed
m securing the grain crops. Instead then, ol' ex-

cluding stock from our farms, they should be con-

f-idered indispensable, not only for the purpose of
making manure, and for the necessary supply of
the fanner, his (imiily and laborers, with meat,

milk and butler, but as a means of affording in-

come. Instead of Virginia having a surplus of

meat and horses, as she ought lo have, our supply
is drawn to a very serious and alarming amount
from other stales. A vast proportion of the beef

and pork consumed in our towns, and much of

that which is used in the country by the fanners,

is brought from oiher states. I am sure it is a
reasonable estimate to say, that Virginia has paid,

in the last five years, to the people of the western
country and North Carolina, not less than a mil-

lion of dollars a year lor cattle, horses and liogs,

nearly one-fifth of ihe value of our tobacco crop,

thereby impoverishing the people, as well as the

land ot Virginia.

I have no scruple in saying that at this day
there is less pasture land and less stock in Virgi-

nia, in the country east of the Blue Ridge, than

there was thirty years ago. I must not be under-

stood to approve of the ancient management of

stock and pastures, when the stock was permitted

10 roam over the plantations, during the winter,

and poach the earth, nibbling every atom of her-

bage that escaped the frost, and snatching every
particle of the spring growth, as fast as it was
iiigh enough to enable them to bite it. Under
this management, the land was injured and Ihe

supply of [hod inadequate ; the stock miserably

kept through the winter, a great loss in the spring

of every year, half starved through the summer,
and the manure from them at all seasons, small in

quantity and meagre in quality. Instead of which,

I recommend the forming of lots lor the spring

use of milch cows, yearling calves, mares and
colte, and ewes and lambs : the more hardy stock

to be kept upon dry food until the woods will sus-

tain them, which they will do for two or three

weeks in all the upper and most of the lower

country; after which, towards the middle of May,
the common pasture of the farm may be used,

and soiling commence. One-twelfth or fifteenth

of the farm of suitable land, in three or more
grass lots, on a farm of any size, to be sown in

greensward, orchard and herd's grass, meadow
oat and red clover, will be of as much value as

the same number of acres, in any crop, deducting

the expense of culture, that ought to be charged

to either grain or tobacco. When the common
pasture is open to stock, or when it shall be sus-

tained by soiling, the lots to be shut up for sum-
mer use— after the first of September there ia

never a want of pasture. From that time until

March, the lots should not be depastured ; the fiiU
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growth will be very consicleral>le, which will be

valuable food in March and April, llie lop of it

only being injured by the (rost. Where there are

two fields of clover in the rotation, perhaps a bet-

ter use lor the land cannot be made ol'orie ol'lhem,

than to pasture wiih slock wiih due caution. Ex-
clude every thing until the clover is in full bloom,

continue the stock upon it only long enough to

make way (or the second crop, excluding them al-

ways when the land is wet. There is no stock on

a (arm more benefited by clover, or less injurious

to it or the land, than hogs. Except lor the com-
(brl of resting themselves in wet or moist places,

in very hot weather, hogs will not root, particu-

larly when liie land is dry, if they can get plenty

oC (bod without it. They have the ability to pro-

cure sustenance in that way, but I am satisfied it

is only necessity that makes ihein resort to it. By
using one of the divisions of a farm for pasture,

Willi the aid oC lots, I am satisfied that as much
manure may be made and applied every year to

the field in corn as will make it a fine crop ; that

horses enougli may be raised m Virginia for our

own use, and that instead of purchasing a great

proportion of the meal we consume, in a very (t3vv

years, we should have a considerable quantity for

exportation.

Here I beg leave to call the attention of the so-

ciety to the efiect of fattening stock on the farm,

with a proportion of its produce. It is to make
the land more productive in every thing from the

vast quantity of the richest manure it affords,

which imparts iis (eriilizing power to every part of

the fl\rm in iis turn. If the crop of corn is con-
sumed by cattle on the farm, there is no question

but that the subsequent crops, both of corn and
wheat, will be increased, by the application of the

manure it will furnish, which excess may, of it-

seKJ pay a good price for the corn so consumed.
If in addition, you can obtain a fair price lor the
corn, by the fattening of cattle, with a saving of
the trouble ami expense of its transportation, the
farmer would be doubly paid. I am warranted in

recommending feeding stock by the success of the
South Branch (i\rmers, who have become in thirty

years, the most wealthy in Virginia, by the cul-

ture of corn, without ever having exported from
the district, one bushel in grain ; the whole crop
being consumed on the respective farms. In

Great Britain, the advantage and propriety of this

practice are so fully understood, that there is never
more than from one-third, to half their (arms, ap-
propriated to grain. The vast product of pota-
toes, turnips, cabbages and grass are applied to

the feeding of stock, on their farms. In this way
they believe, and I have no doubt of the fact, that
they make more grain than they would do, if a
greater proportion of the land were made to pro-
duce it. In England, this practice is carried so
far, that oil cake is purchased and used (or (iitten-

ing cattle, with a knowledge that its chief benefit
is derived from the richness it imparls to the ma-
nure, made by (he cattle to whom it is fed.

The wisdom and economy of making as much
grain upon twenty acres of land as they formerly
made upon fi(ty, are there fully understood, and
they are so rational as to believe it is better to

have their farms improving than decreasing in fer-

tility—and this is done by men who have only a
short and temporary interest in the land, v/hile
we, the people of Virginia, who pride ourselves in

being the lords of the soil, show so much indif-

ference to its preservaiion. It is believed, and I

le-ar jusll}^, that our climate is unfavorable to the
product of potatoes and turnips, which I consider

a mislbrlune; but it is not pretended ihat cither

our soil or climate is at all so, to carrots, parsnips,

scarcit}', Jerusalem artichokes, or the sweet po-

tato, cabbage, rape, or Swedish turnips. We have
a great resource loo in pumpkins, not less valuable
(or the quality of the food, than any of the roots,

and only made so, by the time at which they must
be consumed. Much of our grain, both corn and
rye, might be fed to great advantage, by being
ground and led on cut straw, or steamed, and per-

haps more profitably than to sell it in grain, at the
common prices.

The benefit to the farmer and to the land, from
feeding stock, is so well understood in Great Bri-

tain, that it has become an agricultural maxim,
that whenever a farmer discovers he can be as
well paid, by culiivaiing food for catile as for man,
he should prefer it, because of the increased quan-
tity of manure it gives. Mr. A. Young remarks,
that " that country, that farm will be most im-
proved, and most productive, upon which the

greatest quantity of catile and sheep are kept.

This holds good, of an acre, a field, a (arm, a dis-

trict, a province or a kingdom."
By providing food lor a due proportion of cattle,

hogs and sheep, the quantity of grain will be in-

creased, and " the meat, cheese, milk, butter,

wool and leather, are so much additional produce
gained from the land ; by means of which, the

wealth of a country and its power of providing for

a numerous population, is enormously increased."

I trust there is no possibility of my being so (ar

misunderstood as to have it supposed, that it is

my desire to convert all our arable into grass land,

or that I wish to increase the quantity of grass by
diminishing the product of bread-stuf}'. I recom-
mend stock as an auxiliary, whose agency is to be
made to contribute to the increase of the grain

crop, and to be subservient to that object. It is

essential to the utility and chance of profit from
stock, that they should be abundantly led through
the year, and the quantity of stock kept propor-

tioned to the food provided J remembering always,
that it is better for every purpose that a farm
should be under than overstocked. In the neigh-
borhood of my estate in Albemarle, we have no
resource (or the summer support of cattle, but
those furnished by our arable lands. We are

without swamps or marshes, and we are so (brtu-

nate as to be able to cultivate all our cleared lands

in succession. I do not believe within eight miles

of Warren there are fifiy acres of waste uninclosed

lands. Under these circumstances, we must aban-
don stock or depend upon what can be derived
fiom the farm by pasturage and soiling.*

W. C. Nicholas.

* The followino; is an extract of a letter from a gen-
tleman of the first respectability, who is distinguished

as a farmer, and who has improved highly a tract of
land that had been very much exhausted. It is pub-
lished to corroborate my opinion of the importance
and value of stock, both with a view to the improve-
ment of a farm and the profit to be derived from it:

" I regret that it is not in my power to give any
thing like a satisfactory account of the ancient mode
of cultivating the soil "which it has fallen to my lot to

manage. The modern and more improved mode of
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PLASTER OF PARIS.

l''roin tlie same.

Clifton, October 16, 18 IS.

Dear sir—The follovviiig lacts go lariher in es-

tablishing the duration of the oflect oi' piaster of

Paris on°clover, tlian any 1 have seen or read of,

and are iherelbre thought worlhy to be coaimuni-

cated.

In the year 1813, I purchased a tract of land in

Goocliland county, then in the occupancy of Mr.

George Harding, as tenant for years, whose lease

expired at the end of the succeeding year. One
of the fields ol' liigliiand, in wheat, after corn, at

the time of the purchase, was again in wheat in

the year 1814. In 1815 1 pastured it ; in 1816

sowed oats, and in tlie fall sowed wheat. In the

spring of 1817 sowed clover and plas:ered at the

rale of a bushel per acre, but left a belt unplaster-

ed, about fifty leet wide, through ilie field. 1 he

diflerence between the clover in the belt, and that

on either side, was nianilest in the iiiil Ihilowing,

and in the latter part of April, 1818 : that in the

belt was about three inches high, of a pale green

color; and that on each side about nine inches

high, and of a deep green. At this period, while

riding over the field, I discovered in the unplaster-

ed belt, a number of tufts of clover, about the size

of a man's hat, equal in luxuriance to that which

was plastered on either side. Upon farther exa-

mination, I ibund that these tufts were in exact

checks, about the usual distance of corn rows. It

occurred to me immediately that Mr. Hanling

must have plastered corn there in the check. Up-

on reporting the fact to him, however, he says

that he never used any on that part of the farm,

but that Mr. Peter Baker, his stepfather, and pre-

decessor, planted in corn, in 1805, and put a mea-

sured spoonful of plaster into each check, but

never discovered any benefit to the corn. JMr.

Harding further states that he never knew any

piaster To be used in that part of the farm, by Mr.

Baker, either before or after that time. Nor did

he ever know clover seed to be sown there. The
tufts before mentioned, kept pace in their growth

with the plastered clover on each side of the belt,

farming had already been adopted in part, when I

came here to reside. The ploughins^, however, is

deeper now, and better executed than formerly; plas-

ter of Paris is used in greater abundance, and more

manure is carted out upon the fields. Not long after

my arrival, my stock of cattle was considerably di-

minished, with a view to give the land as much as pos-

sible the benefit arising from clover considered as a

mere manure. For five or six years I have been nurs-

ing my land carefully, and h^ive had some very poor

fields to reclaim ; but I am now able to fatten 50 or 60

beeves annually for market, without sustaining any
inconvenience ; indeed I consider the grazing of those

fields which I propose to fallow in any given year, as

a decided advantage; because I am enabled, by this

means, to havs the ploughing executed more effectu-

ally, and to prepare a good seed bpd for the wheat.

The surface of our country is much broken and exhi-

bits many poor knolls, where improvement has not

progressed far, which are not only a great detriment to

the appearance, but a material drawback upon the

produce of our wheat fields. Upon some of those

spots I have been in the habit of having my farm cat-

tle penned every night, and others I have endeavored
to cover with manure. The results have been in eve-

ry way satisfactory."

which became eufRciently luxuriant to make a fine

crop lor the scythe, when the clover in the unplas-

tered belt would have afforded but indifi'erent

grazing, except the rows of tufts, which were so

luxuriant as to be distinctly counted at the dis-

tance of half a mile : and, indeed, are visil)le at a
considerable distance, to this day, notwithstand-

ing the field has been heavily pastured during the

last three months.
It will be observed, that as far as this sialement

goes, the field alluded to above has undergone a
hard course of cultivation, and from its appear-
ance at the time I took it, and other circumstances,

I think it fair to presume it had been severely

pressed, from the time the plaster was deposited

in the checks. I never perceived any spots in the

crops of grain vvliich could lead to a conclusion,

that the plaster had any eti'ect on them. It ap-
pears, then, that it must have been, for the most
part, inactive during twelve years from the period

at which it was deposited in the earth. And if

we suppose that the frequent ploughings and har-

rowings it underwent, dispersed it in such a way as

to leave not more than a proportion equal to that

on each side of the belt, which I thiid< would not

be (ar from a fair supposition, it would appear to

have suffered but little diminution in its fertilizing

principle.

With very great respect, I am, yours,

Rakdolph Harrison.
Dr. .John Adams,

Secretary Virginia Agricultural Society.

CUI.TIVATIOX OF COTTON IN BRITISH INDIA.

From tlie New Yoilc Journal of Commnrce.

London, August Slst, 1840.

This subject has lor many years occupied the

attention of English capitalists, but it is only

within the last year or two that any very serious

eli'orts have been made to reduce the theories ad-

vanced to any practical result. There has been

a growing anxiety in this country to render the

manufacturer of cotton goods, if not independent

of the United States for the raw material, at all

events less dependent than he hitherto has been
;

and a very strong feeling appears to exist hers,

that at no very distant day, British manufactured

cotton goods may be formed entirely of cotton

raised in the Indian emfdre. Since the trade has

been thrown open vviih India, and the monopolies

of the East India Company half crushed, if not

annihilated, private enterprise has been directed to

this important branch of trade, and several of the

most scientific and practical men in the United

Slates, occupied in the growth of cotton, have

been closely questioned and consulted as to the

propriety and prospects of similar plantations on

the other side of the Cape of Good Hope. From
all the information that has yet been gleaned, the

inquirers appear to be satisfied that there is no in-

superable bar, rational objection, or even feasible

reason, why cotton should not be equally as well

grown in India as in the south of the United

States ; and having engaged many first-rate over-

seers from South Carolina, it seems they are re-

solved to go seriously and strenuously to work to

test the experiment. Four gentlemen, of consider-

able intelligence, and from what I learn, who have
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been all their lives engaged upon cotton planta-

tions in the United Slates, iiave arrived in this

eounfry wiihin the lust Ibrlnigiit, and are about
proceeding (or India, to superiiuend [ilantations,

eiiher formed, or about to be formed, in the presi-

dencies of Bombay and Bengal.
Very recently a special meeting of the JMan-

chester Chamber of Commerce was convened for

liie express purpose o( entertaining this interesting

question, and as the doings on that occasion are so

important to your merchants and southern friends,

1 will endeavor to give you a sketch of the pro-

ceedings. On the table were three specimens of

India grown cotton, li-om tiie same piece of land,

and they Iiad all undergone " one of the first ope-
rations of manuliicture." Two of these speci-

mens had been ginned in the usual wa)', and the

third had been operated upon by a machine for

' ginning,' the invention of Messrs. Fawcett & Co.
of Liverpool, and owing lo its superior appearance
and cleardiness, was admitted to be worth " a far-

lliing to three-eighths of a penny" more than
those specimens which had been prepared in the
ordinary manner adopted in the United Stales.

The chairman of the Chamber, Mr. J. B.
Smith, expressed himself in very sanguine terms.
" There was nothing," he observed, " in the
course which the Chamber had pursued, thai

could afford the least ground of jealousy on the

part of our brethren in the United Slates. The
Chamber, he had no doubt, were all wishlul that

we should deal wilh our colonies in their produce,
rather than wilh other and independent countries.

They had no wish to put down the growth of cot-

ton in any country. On the contrary, it was their

wish that it should be cultivated wherever it was
possible."

It appears that the East India directors finding
that a number of spirited individuals had resolved
upon the cultivation of cotton in India, made
a virtue of necessity, and set about inquiring into

the possibility of the thing for themselves. The
consequence of their researches was a report
which Mr. Smith, at the conclusion of his address,
introduced, and which was read to the Chamber.

'i'hat report, framed evidently with great care
and the result of the minutest investigation, is a
document almost too important lor condcnsaiion,
but as it is more than probable that you will give
it at some future day, entire, I will merely run
over its contents. It begins by staling that " The
question of obtaining cotton from various countries
must necessarily be intercsiing to a manufacturing
ccmmunily whose prosperity Lneatly depends upon
a plentiful and steady supj)!y of the ravv material,

since it must be obvious that security against the
contingencies of liiiling crops, political disagree-
ments, or unsteadiness of price, arising from spe-
culative combinations, must be in proportion to the
number of channels from whence we derive our
Eupplies." The chamber is then congratulated on
the progress made lor obtaining "an increased
supply and improved quality ofEast India cotton,"
and a description is given of the successful man-
ner in which cotton has been cleaned in Bombay.
The mode of perlbrming it, however, is declared
to be both slow and expensive, requiring some !

mechanical skill to meet the otherwise "insupera-
{

ble obstacles to a irreatly extended production of;
cotton in the colonies." To aid in the enterprise, !

all transit dulics hdvc been aboiithed iu Botiiba}-,
|

and the same policy is about being adopted in Ma-
dras. The Governor General of India has offered
three prizes for the growth of a certain quantity
and quality of cotton. The first 20,000 rupees

—

the second 10,000 rupees—and the third 5,000 ru-
pees. Captain Baylis was despatched by the In-
dia government to the United Stales for the pur-
|)ose of engaging competent persons to superin-
tend the culture, and has succeeded in his mission.
lie is on the point of returning lo India vviih a
collection of a considerable quantity of seeds, and
also with several American saw gins for cleaning
cotton.

The several gentlemen who had consented la

accompany Captain Baylis from the United States
to the East Indies, had been introduced lo the
Committee of the Chamber, and iiad pointed ouS
to them the deficiencies of Indian cotton, " parti-

cularly in reference to i's cleanness and irregularity

ol sia|)le, boili of which they expressed confidence
in being able lo improve." The same mills have
been set up in Liverpool, and on the 17ih of July
last, some mendiers of the Court of Directors of
the East India Company, with several gentlemen'
of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, as-
sembled al the former place " to witness the expe-
riment to be made in the machinery for cleaning
cotton. A repetiiion of these experiments was
also made at Manchester, and the result was that
the directors of both bodies " consider those expe-
riments lo be, on the whole, highly satisfactory, as
proving, beyond a doubt, the practicability of
cleaning India cotton wilh the American saw-gin

;

although it is evitlent, at the same lime, that per-

sonal skill and experience will be requisite to adapt
the machine to the parlicular species of cotton it is

intended to operate upon."
The special report of the directors of the Cham-

ber then goes on to stale that "it appears to be a
very judicious arrangement which the Hon. East
India Company has adopted, viz : to send over lo

India, with the machines, several talented and
experienced gentlemen, natives of the United
Stales of America, and brought up as cotton plant-

ers, who will be able to give a new imjjulse lo the
growth of cotton in India, and to devise and carry
into eHect the best methods of driving the saw-gin
and applying that machine to the very important
purpose of cleaning the cotton so produced."
The vital importance of the American saw-

gins will be seen at once when you remember
iliat with one of these machines 1100 lbs. to 1200^

lbs. weight of clean cotton can be produced per
day, whilst the machine used in India, the Chinka,
can only prepare from 3S lbs. to 40 lbs. per day.
The machine, also, that has been invented Ly
Messrs. Fawcett & Co. is stated to be even a
decided improvement upon the American saw-gin,
so that every opportunity is now given to the
growers of cotton in India to compete with the

American market. The planters who have been
engaged from the United Stales, are so engaged
(or five years, and their experimenls are to be car-

ried out on a most extensive scale. There can be
no doubt that wilh such a wealthy body as the

Lords of Leadcnhall street— the Eist India Com-
pany—to back and support them through all their

endeavors, sometiiing will now be done.

Bearing upon this sulijeci, though partially, is

the meeting held on the 27lli at Manchester for

eslabliihing the "Norihern Ccii'.ral Briiish India
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Society." The celebrated Mr. George Thomp-
son* has been instrumental in fjctiing up the

steam on this occasion, and " Charles Lennox
Redmond, a gentleman of color, anli-slavery de-

bater from Pennsylvania," was paraded upon the

platform. The chairman declared that ihe object

of the meeting was to aim a deadly blow at

slavery, and to transfer our market from the slave

grower of cotton in America, to ihe free grower of

British India. The principal speakers were Mr.

Thompson and Mr. O'Connell, and the latter

came fi-om Ireland expressly to attend ihe meeting.

Mr. Thompson declared that there was no mea-

sure so calculated to effect the downliill of slavery

in the United Stales, as by encouraging the

growth of cotton by free labor. He instanced the

superior cheapness of Iree labor over slave labor

by the cultivation of indigo. Fifty years ago it

was wholly supplied by slave labor, but now the

slave grown indigo of the Carolinas and South

America has been superseded, and the three mil-

lions of it which they imported into Europe has

dwindled beneath an ounce.

In allusion to the part taken by ilie East India

Company, which I have above described, Mr.
Thompson declared ihat it was an event in history

that could not be matched for two hundred years.

Mr. O'Connelfs speech was particularly remark-

able, for it did not contain one single sentence of

abuse against the south. It was confined entirely

to a description of the atrocious tyranny exercised

over India by the company, and demonstrating

the miseries, privations, iamines and death, which

have been the melancholy consequences of their

iron rule. J. W. G.

CURING AND STACKING FODDER.

From the Carolina Planter.

Mr. Editor:—Until last year, I was in the habit

of curing my fodder wholly in the sun and pulling

inipin double slacks. This I call the old plan.

The objections to it are, in the first place, ihat

many of the leaves dry, crumble, and are lost, ere

the stems and succulent portions are fit to be

stacked. In the second place, that an intensely

hot sun is hurtful to the Ibdder, that cured, in the

shade being always the most fragrant and nutri-

tious. It is the practice of the best English,

French and Flemish farmer.^, in curing their hay,

to expose it as little as possible to the sun. It is

carried in dry. but it preserves its green color ; and
you see hay two or three years old in their market

of so bright a green color, that we would scarcely

conceive it to be cured
;
yet they are in the prac-

tice of preserving it for years, and value it more
fijr its age..—Cured in this way, scarcely a leaf is

wasted and the hay preserves its freshness and
fragrance ; and it is said that at least ten per cent

is gained in quantity, and as much in quality. A
third objeclion to the old plan is, that Ihe fodder is

more liable to the seriously injured by dews and
rain; and the (act is, in a season like this, when
we have had rains almost every day, if we are to

depend upon curing our Ibdder wholly in the sun,

* The English missionary abolitionist, who made

a figure in the United States a few years ago.

—

Ed.

Far. Reg.

we shall not have one good stack in len. Ifthere-

fore, we can fall upon a plan by which we can
make better (odder and with less sunshine, we
shall o(" course, be running less risk, and stand a
better chance of getting in that part of the crop.

With this view, I have the (odder that is pulled

in the ibrenoon ; stncked in the evening of the

same day, provided there has been no rain about
if. If it is wet, I allow it to become perfectly dry
before it is stacked ; and my plan of slacking is

simply this

:

A pole is placed in the ground, at the spot where
you intend to stack. Four other poles, or (ence

rails, il your slacks be small, are placed around
the centre pole about a loot or more from the bot-

tom, and then all tied together at the top, with a
"rape-vine or any thing handy, form.ing a cone.

Place some brush or a ihw rails at the bottom, so

as to raise the fodder a little off the ground. Then
commence laying your fodder in single bundles

around this cone, and when you have finished, it

will be a hollow stack. The air having free pas-

sage underneath the stack, will circulate in the

hollow, and the fodder will finish curins in the

shade and unexposed to the weather. You may
cure and stack pea vines in the same way.

For this improvement, as I conceive it to be, I

am indebted to an old agricultural friend who has
had (brty years' experience in planting, and who
had all his life followed the " good old way" of

curing and stacking (odder, until about two years

ago he happened lo learn from an agricultural pa-

per, not an "014 negro,'''' that ihe best mode of

curing ha}', &c., was to expose il but little to the

sun, lie conceived his plan of slacking fodder so

as to have it cured partly in ihe shade. He has

adopted the plan for the last two years, and thinks

he makes better (odder by il, and certainly runs

less risk of weather. I have also had my (odder

stacked in the same way, and am much pleased

with the plan ; and I now send it to you to make
^' book knoioledge^'' of it. FtENi'Bi.

INDEPENDENCE.

From the Journal of Commerce.

Scarcely any thing is more desired, or more
misunderstood, than independence. When a man
has acquired a great amount of property, and has

a great number of tenants and clerks and servants,

and above all a vast circle of (ashionable ac-

quaintance;::, so that the keeping of his happiness

is in a ihou-and hands, (rorn some one of which

he is always suffering, then he is called indepen-

dently rich. He cannot appear abroad without

the help of a retinue, nor then bul on condition of

being dressed exacily so, and conforming without

scruple to all the follies and sins which the (iishion

of his class decrees—all lor the sake of being in-

dependent.
In judging of independence in others, men com-

monly lake themselves as the standard. They
deem all other men who think and act as they do,

independent. Thus a politician, so long as he ad-

heres to the opposite parly, is a slave lo parly dis-

cipline, to bribery, corruption, the possession or

the hope of oirice. But so soon as he comes over

to our side, he instantly shows that he is a man
of sterling iadepcndciice. He has broken the
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sliackles of parly, wliicli liis generous spirit could

no lonifer broolc. Men love independence in

themseiveg, and thini< they admire it in others.

Above ail they admire it in nn editor. An inde-

pendent pres.-s is the beau ideal, the lieautiRd thinir,

of their admiration. Especially in a free country

nnd among an intelligent fuid moral people, every

body s.iys the press sliould he independent. Yel
how low there are who mean by this any thin<i but

a press wliich will reiterate just what they them-
selves think and believe. To be unconvinced by

arnfumentp which are so convincinf;, and to differ in

opinion from men so universally in tiie right as

themselves, is a kind of independence wliich few

men will endure. They cannot understand how
any can be so perverse as to differ from tliem,

except under the influence of some bank or other

hot-sprins of corruption. There is nothing about

which men desire an independent press so much
as in politics ; and there is no topic on which they

bear independence so poorly. About these matters

there is nothing excites more anfrer than simple

statements of well authenticated facts. Even
some good men get so hecrazcd, that although

they will labor industriously and give their money
freely to support and spread the truth in other

departments, ihey will not consent to have a news-
paper about their premises unless it will repeat

all the falsehoods, vituperation and personal

blackguard of the party p.ress.

Bonaparte wrote to his wife very truly, "There
are no such slaves as we." So it is generally.

The higher men rise in nnihorily as it is called,

the more com|)letely are Iheyf^ubject to the con-

trol of those whom they govern. The more they
succeed in the accumuliifion of money or power,
the more they render themselves dependent. True
independence is best secured in narrow circles, by
prudence, industry, and integrity, and a generous
distribution oC surplus possessions to supply the

deficiencies of others.

" SHIPPED IN GOOD ORDKR AND WIuLL CON-
DITIONED."

From tlie Alexandria Gazelle.

The following remnant ofthe early times, when
women were willing lo get married, and not

ashamed to own it, is a letter accompanyinrr a ship-

ment of marriageable ladies, made from England
to the colony in Virginia. It is dated,

—

London, /Jognst 21, 1621.
" We send you a ship ; one widow and eleven

maids, for wives of the people of Virginia : there

hath been especial care had in ilie choice of them,
for there hath not one of them been received but

upon good commendations.
"In case they cannot be presently married, we

desire that they may be put with several house-
liolders that have wives, until they can be provid-

ed with husbands. There are nearly fifty more
that are shortly to come, and are sent by our Hon.
Lord and Treasurer, the Earl of Southampton,
and certain worthy gentlemen, who, taking into

consideration that the plantation can never flourish

till families be planteii, and the respect of wives
and children for their people on the soil, therefore

having given this Tair beginning; reimbursing of

whoee charges, it is ordered (hat every man that

Vol. Vin.-~7t

I marries them, give one hundred and twenty

j

pounds of best leaf tobacco lor each of them.
I "We desire that the marriage be free, according

I

to nature, and we would not have thoie maids
: deceived and marry to servants; but only (o such
i

freemen or tenants as have means lo maintain
them. We pray you, therefore, to he fathers of
(liem in this business, not enforcing them to marry
against their wills."

aiA NUKES.

From llio New England Fortner.

!
Experiments are reported as having been re-

cently made in England with saltpetre, with much
success. In the cases referred to it was applied to

wheat but its api)lication toother crops has proved
equally favorable and encouraging. It is not a
new experiment. VVe know several cases in this

country of its successful application, of which we
shall speak herealfer ; but we shall give the
experiment now referred to in detail, because it

seems to have been made with considerable care,

and its results are professedly given with exact-

ness.

The Harleston (England) Fartners' Club put it

to their members as a subject of the highest mo-
ment, to make exact observation and experiments
with various manures. Certainly no matter con-
nected with the improvement of agriculture can
he of more importance.—At a recent meeting the

subject of saltpetre was discussed. Various expe-
riments were reported. VVe select one of the

strongest cases, they say, " the application of

saltpetre as a top-dressing to wheat alter peaee,

on a light land with a gravelly subsoil."

''One hundred weight per acre was sown by
hand on the 6th of April, and to prevent any error

which might have arisen from a difl'erence in soil

of one side of the field from another, the saltpetre

was carefully applied on every two alternate

ridges. The two crops were reaped, stacked, and
thrashed separately; and the result was an in-

crease of six bushels of wheat, and upvvards of two
and a half hundred of straw per acre, obtained at

an outlay of 27s. sterling only, as follows:

Produce per acre of wheat which had St. lb.

been manured with saltpetre, 160 2^
Produce without saltpetre, 133 12A

Increase, 26 4

Produce per acre of straw with salt- Cwi. Si. Jb.

petre, 23 4 13
'< " " without saltpetre, 20 7 8

Increase 2 5 5
Cost of the saltpetre was 27s. sterling per cwt.

The wheat of course was winter wheat, and it was
sown broadcast. A stone is 14 lbs.

The society proceed to report :~''Il i.-^ the

unanimous opinion of this meeting, that saltpetre

is a most valuable addition to our list of manures.

Strong evidence has been given of the benefits

conferred by it on wheat, clover, and other layers,

and tares on light land ; and on clover layers on

heavy land : in each case the saltpetre was applied

in the month of April, and at the rate of one hun-

dred weight per acre. The effect would probably

be increased (but thi? i? at present unsupported by
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evidence) by applyinor only half the quantity of

saltpetre at first, and the remaining part a lew
tveil<3 afiervvard?.'"'

The experiments wliicli have come under our

own observation, have been upon grass and wheat.

The eH'ect upon szrass was quite renmrkuble. The
wheat was in a (growing slate ; ihe saltpetre ap-

plied when six inches in height ; the quantity per

acre not noted; the diflerence between the part

not dressed with saltpetre and that to which it was
applied was obvious and sinking ; the wheat was
then in flower; it was intended that the result

should be accurately observed ; and we hope pre-

sently to be put in possession of it.

Any person of common observation, and at all

interested in such subjects, cannot fail to observe

the immense quantities of manure which are ab-

solutely thrown away on our farms, in our cities,

and about our roads and buildings. What a bless-

ing it would be, if we Jiad something ol' the report-

ed frugality o( the Chinese, on the score of cleanli-

nees and health, as well as interest. How few of

farmers ever think of saving their soap suds. We
fear, without meaning any reproach upon the gude
housewives, that some of them do not hear of such

a thing as soap suds as often as might be useful !

But hov/ few ever think of saving and applying it;

and yet it is a most valuable manure; and by
having a vault or pool in which to deposite a pile

of loam, or large heap of earth, by regularly throw-

ing the contents of the wash tub upon it, might be

converted into the means of greatly enriching the

land ; and what tuns upon tuns of the most valua-

ble liquid manure, by a little jjains-taking and
contrivance, might be obtained in the city, by farm-

ers, who are now willing to come four and six

miles and transport fire-fanged and dried horse

manure at a cost, beibre it reaches their farms, of

six and eight dollars a cord.

The French are now taking great pains to save
the water in which the wool is washed at the

woollen factories, full as it is of soap and animal
oil, and find it a most valuable application to their

lands. We have long known the value of the

refuse wool ; and we have stood by the mill-shute

in Lowell more than once with feelings of serious

regret, when we have peen the wash from their

woollen factory, full ot' enriching matters, mingling
with the walerG of the river and passing off into

the ocean, as so much valuable materia! absolutely

thrown away.
Our highly respected friend Bemenf, of Albany,

has made some very succeesful experiments with
hogs' bristles, applied in this potato hills and in

other forms. He speaks of tlieir beneficial effects

as quite remarkable; and we promise ourselves
the pleasure of hearing from him on this and the
yse of various other miinures, in which he has
been experimenting. We can confidently rely

upon his observations and experiments as intel-

ligent and exact ; and the results which he gives
under bis own hand, as certain. H. C.

BXTRAJJEOUS MANUBES—NITRATE OF SODA.

From llie British Fanners' :\Ingazine.

It is reported, that a remark wna made by Lord
Karnes, 90 years ago, that such improvements
would be made in agricultural chemistry, that suf-

ficient manure for an acre would one day be car-

ried in a man's coat pocket ; and ihat a trite an-
swer'was made to the remark, that the produce
from such niaiiuring would then be brought away
in the waist-coat pocket. Now, althouirh this pe-

liod has not yet arrived, yet something approaching
to thebniall quantity of manure necessary' to give
vigor to an acre of wheat, has been proved on
Guilford Downs during the past year; not that this

kind of manure alone was taken up by the crop,

but that it formed a great stimulator to the extra

growth there cannot be a doubt ; bringing into ac-

tivity probably some latent manures lying in the

ground ; for a strong alkali will convert oleaginous

matters into saponaceous consistency, and in that

slate becomes soluble in water : hence it is taken
up by the spongelets of the roots in a liquid state.

Those persons who consider quantity necessary in

manuring ground are sadly mistaken, intimate

mixture with the soil, and capability of becoming
readily soluble, being necessary points for consi-

deration. Fn March, 1839, Mr. John Ryds, bailiff to

Frederick Mangles, Esq., ol Down Farm, Guillbrd

dressed over many acres of wheat with 1 1-2 cwi.

of nitrate of soda to the acre, leaving about half an
acre in the middle of the field undressed. The
difference in the color of the wheat was seen in

the course of 10 days ; when nearly ripe, the straw

had the appearance of being 9 or 10 inches longer

than the oiher part, and much stronger; at reaping

seven rods of each part were measured, cut, and
kepi separate ; the nit red part produced 24 sheaves

containing 11 njallons of wheat and 54 lbs. of straw;

and where the seven rods were not so drepsed, the

produce was 16 sheaves, containing G 1-2 gallons

of wheat and 40 lbs. of straw.

A BOTTOMLESS LAKE.

From tlie New England Farmer.

A writer in the Troy (N. Y.) Mail, gives the

following account of a remarkable pond in Sussex
county, in the stale ofNew \ork.

" White Lak-e is situated about one mile west of

the Paulius Kill, in the town of Siillwaicr. It is

nearl}' circular. It has no visible inlet, but its out-

let is a never falling stream, of considerable mag-
nitude. Tlie name is derived from its appeartnce.

Viewed from a little distance it seems of a milky

whiteness, except a few rods in the centre, which
by the contrast appears perfectly black. The ap-

pearance itself ie singular enough, but the cause

is still more rematkable.

From the centre or dark portion of the lake, at

stated seasons, innumerable quantities of shells are

thrown up, of various sizes and forms, but all per-

fectly white. These float to the shore, and are

thrown upon the beach, or sink into shallow water.

Hundreds of^ bushels might be gathered from the

shore after one of these periodical up-risings ; and

the whole soil for several rods on every side of the

lake, is composed of these shells, broken or decom-

posed by the action of the weather. In the centre

of the lake, bottom has never been found, although

it has been sounded to the depth of several hundred

feet.

Where then is the grand deposite from which

has been swelling up since the memory of man,
these countless myriads of untenanted shells 1 Is
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it possible tliat though far remote at an elevation

ofseveral hundred feel above them, this bottomless

well may, by some subterranean communication,

be connecled with the grand shell marl deposite

in the eastern part of the state?"

EXTRACTS FROM "OBSERVATIONS ON THE
CULTURE OF SILK.

By the late Archibald Stephenson, Esq. of 3Ioii-

greenaa, in J/yrshire.^''

From tlie Technical Repository.

Having resided for five years in the provinces of

Languedoc and Quercy, in the souih of France,
where the utmost attention is paid to the culture

of silk ; I embraced that opportunity of observing

with care, the manner in which this lucrative

branch of manufacture and commerce was carried

on : and indeed, ! was led to bestow the more
attention upon this important subject, from an idea

I entertained that this valuable culture, by proper

care, might certainly be introduced into Great
Britain, particularly in the southern parts of this

island, where there are large tracts of land, which
would answer perlectly for the production of ihe

mulberry tree, and which, from the nature of the

soil, can never be employed to any great advantage
in raising of corn.

It appears proper to befrin, by giving eome little

account of the mulberry tree, since, as Ihe society
jii- I observes, this is the first object which claims
our attention ; because we must first of all make
some provision of food for the silk-worms, before

any trial at large can be carried into execution

with any propriety, or indeed, with any rational

hope of success.

There are two kinds of the black mulberry tree

which have been cultivated in France. The first

of these bears a fruit well known and frequently

presented at table, being the same which is culti-

vated in our gardens in the neighborhood oFLon-
don. But the leaves of this tree have been found
from experience, to be too harsh and too succulent

to prove in every respect a proper food for the silk-

worm, and the silk it yields turns out to be coarse

and of an inferior quality.

The second kind of the black mulberry free

carries a fruit inferior to the other in point of size,

and improper for the table ; but the leaf of it has
been found to be superior to the first, as food for

the silk-worm ; and it is less harsh, less succulent

and yields silk of a finer quality than tlie one first

mentioned.
This second sort of the black mulberry is, in

all probability, the particular kind, which is said

to be at present cultivated in the kingdon of Va-
lencia, in Spain, for the use of their silk-worms

;

and, indeed, many of their old plantations in

France, consist of this sort. But their new plan-

tations consist wholly of the white mulberry tree,

hereafter to be mentioned, which is the only one
they now cultivate in all their nursery grounds,
for the use of their silk-worms ; so far at least as
I had occasion to see them.
There is a third sort, known by the name of

the white mulberry, the leaf of which is more
tender and less succulent than any of the other two.

and has been found to produce silk of the finest

and best quality.
* « * * »

For a number of years after the culture of silk

was introduced into France, the people were ac-
customed to employ the leaves of^ all the different

kinds of mulberry trees before mentioned, promis-
cuously; and some grafts of the white mulberry
from Piedmont, and from Spuin, which carried a
larger leaf than the one ihey had got in France,
having been obtained from these countries ; these
iirafts were put upon French seedling stocks, which
had the etiect of increasiuir greatly the size of the
leaves, and was regarded as an acquisition as it

certainly produced a large slock of leaves as food
lor the worms. The cotisequence of which was,
that this practice of grafting prevailed for a great;

many years all over Provence and Languedoc.
But Monsieur Marteloy, a physician at Mont-

pellier, who had made "the culture of the silk-

worm his particular study for a number of years
together, at last made it clearly apparent to the
conviction of every body, by a regular course of
attentive and well-conducted experiments, that the
leaf of the seedling white mulberry was the food of
all others the best for this valuable insect ; as the
worms which werefed with this particular leaf
were found to be more healthy and vigorous, and
less subject to diseases of any kind than those that
were fed upon any of the other kinds of leaves
above mentioned ; and that their silk turned out to

be of the very best quality. Since that time,
namely, 1765, a decided preltjrence has been
given to this particular leaf beyond all the others.

* # * # #

I shall therefore go on to observe, that their first

object is to make choice of a spot of ground for

their seed bed, of a gravelly or sandy soil which
has been in garden culture, or under tillage for

some time, and which they know to be in good
heart.

* * * * #

From the experiments carried on by Monsieur
Marteloy, that gentleman made it lijlly appear
that the leaves of the trees which grew in a rich
soil were by no means proper food for the silk

worm, as they were loo luxuriant and full of juice
for them

; and that the leaves of those trees which
were raised in a gravelly or sandy soil, where no
manure was employed, were greatly to be prefer-

red.

From these experiments also, one ofthe reasons
and apparently the principal one may now be
pretty clearly pointed out, which rendered abortive
the trials made in Encland, during the reigns of
James I. and Charles IF. for introducing the cul-
ture of silk into Great Britain ; though that reason
was altogether unknown in England, at the times
these diflerent trials were made. It appears to

have been only this, that they had no other fond
to give to their worms but ihe leaves of the b!nck
mulberry, carryinir the large li-uit U!=ually presentrd

]

at our tables, which is now aliou<"her rejected in

I

France as an improper Ibod for the worms; and
which was rendered infinitely more destructive

for these insects by the trees which produced them
havinw been all of them reared in the richest

ground in England, namely, in the garden grounds
about London, which we know are in a manner
yearly loaded with dung.
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Here it ie proper to remarlc, that the second crop

of leaves which come out upon ihe mulberry trees

afier having been slripped of their first leaves for

the use of the silk- worm, are not allowed to liiU ol

themselves \a autumn. They are gaiheied Ibr

the seconti time with care, a liitle belbra the time

they would Tall naturally, and are given for Ibod

to their shec p, and eaten by ihem with greediness,

and by that means turn out to gocd account to the

farmer. Belbre the culture oCsilk was introduced

into (hat part of L inguedoc which is near to the

mountains of Cevennes; the peasantry over all

that neighborhood were miserably poor, as their

soil, which is mostly gravel and sand, was incapa-

ble of carrying crops ol' any kind ofgrain whatever.

.But as it was Ibuiid, upon trial, to answer re-

markably well for the mulberry tree, the people

entered with great alacrity iiito the culture of silk;

r.nd they have succeeded so well in that lucrative

branch, that from having been amongst the poorest

they are now more at their case than most of the

j)easanlry of (hat kingdom.
When I happened to be at Gange, which is

j

within the district above mentioned, and which
j

is remarkable for the manulacture of silk stock-

ings, I was carried to see some mulberry trees,

belonging to a farmer in the neighborhood of the

village, which were the first that, had been intro-

duced into that part of the country. The trees

were remarkably large and fine, and little inferior

in point of size to our elm trees of the middling

sort. The people who obligingly attended me to

ehow me these favorite trees, assured me that a

good many of the largest of then) brought a return

to the farmer's family of a Louis d'or each of tliem

yearly.
# # * * *

From the extension of the culture of silk over

all the southern pans of France, there is a great

increasing demand yearly Ibr the mulberry leaves;

6o that they are now become as much an article

of commerce as any other vegetaide production
;

the peasants with eagerness buying them up an-

nually with ready money at the proper season Ibr

the use of the silk-worms.

This last circun'islance has given great encour-

agement tu gentlemen of property to raise exten-

sive plantations of mulberry trees upon their

estates; as they bring in a certain and steady

revenue, with little trouble or expense to the pro-

f)rietor, after the trees have once passed the risk

(if being hurt by cattle. And this improvement is

of the more consequence because the grounds that

are found to be the fittest lor production of the

mulberry trees, which afford the best Ibod Ibr the

silk worms, being gravel or sand, cannot be em-
ployed with any advantage in the raising of corn,

more especially where the manures lie at a distance

Irom them.
Grounds of the above description had Ibrmerly

been in use to be planted with vines ; but the re-

turns from these were far Irom being equal to

what is obtained from grounds of the same (piality

when planted with mulberry trees.—As an in-

Etance of this, I shall f;\ke the liberty of mentioning

the Ibllowing particulars, which I had Irom a gen-

tleman, on whose veracity I am certain I could

fuliv depend.
He told me there was a gentleman, a surgeon

of Nismes, in Languedoc, who had a tract of very

poor ground in that neighborhood left to him by

his father; which, when it came into his posses-
sion, yielded him a rent of three hundred livres,

which amounts in our money to twelve guineas
and a half. As this gentleman observed that the
culture of silk was extending itself rajjidly over
that part of the couniry, he planted the wtiule of
his little property with white mulberry trees, the

leaves of which, as his plantations advanced, he
found he could regularly sell annually Ibr ready
money to the people in the town of Nismes and in

the neighborliooii, who employed themselves in

the culture of silk; and my friend inlbrmed me,
that these very grounds, after having been only

sixteen years planted, gave a return to the pro-

prietor of twelve hundred livres yearly; amounting
to fifty guineas of our money. This improvement
having been carried on under the eyeof the neigh-

boring heiilors, several of them pursued the same
plan with equal success ; and some of them who
had grounds of the same quality which had been
long planted with vines, actually grubbed up their

vineyards, and planted (heir grounds with the

white mulberry ; and here let n\e add, that tho

mulberry tree is long lived, there being many
instances where they have stood periectly good for

above one hundred years.

Here then I must observe, that the greatest care

ought to be taken to procure healthy good seed or

eggs, because it has been ascertained from repeat-

ed experience that the eggs from those houses

where the worms were infected with bad air, car-

ries along with it to the worms produced there-

li'om, the same distempers tn which the worms of

the preceding year were sut jecl.

The eggs, in order to be properly preserved,

should be kept in some dry place, with a free air,

not too hot ; and that you should avoid keeping

them in any vault or cellar underground ; because

any kind of damp is found to be destructive to

them.
The eggs ofthe silk-worm ha^e been found to

degenerate in the space of five years; hence a
change from lime to time isjudged to be necessary

taking care to have the eggs brought from a
warmer to a colilor, climate. This, however,

must be done by degrees, and not carried at once

from one extreme to another. For example, egga
brought from the Levant, the isle of Cyprus, or

from other countries of the same latitude, ought

not to be brought at once into such a cold climate

as that of Flanders, or the north of France; but

should be first brought into such a climate as that

of Provence or Languedoc, Irom whence, after

having remained there Ibr two years, it can be

brought with safely into the colder countries.

The first year that the eggs are brouo-ht from a
warm to a cold climate, you must not expect great

success from ihem ; on the contrary, you will find,

though the utmost care and attention arc given to

them, that the greatest part of the worms will die.

But still you will be able to save enough to stocic

yourself sufficiently with eggs, which every suc-

ceeding year will be found to answer better as the

worms become naturalized to the climate, which

can only be brought about gradually ; and, indeed,

more nme will be requisite fbr this purpose in Bri-

tain than in France, as the climate upon the con-

tinent is more fixed and steady than with us in

England.
In transporting the eggs fiora one co'jntry to
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anoilier, especially when (his is done by sea, you

must onler ihem to be put inio a liolile, which

ouiiht not to be filled more thhii half fiill, that ihe

ejfif? mii^iit not lie loo close togiMJier, whii'h miizhi

run ilie ri.sli oT heatinif lliein, and caiising llieui to

IiaU'h. The lioiile being but half lull, leaves sul-

ficient room (u ihe eggs to be tossed upside ilovvn,

by the moiion of ihe vpgsel, which keeps tlieai

cool and I'rcsli, and hinders them fioai lieatin^r.

Afler pulling ilie eggs into ihe boiile, let it lie

carefully corkeil ; a cover of leather put over ihe

cork ; and let ihat be sealed, lo prevent any dan-

jxer of damaging ihe ^ff'^s. When corked and
.sealeil as above, put the t)olile into a douiile case,

or box of wood ; not only lo preserve ihe eggs
from all damp Iron) ihe sea, or oiherways, bui also

10 protect them from too much heat, which would
cause ihem lo hatcli. If the bolile is too full, the

eggs will lie too close upon one auolher, and will

in that case, heat of themselves, and hatch, and
consequently in both cases must be lost.

The eggs that are duly impregnated by the

male butterfly are of a gray cindery color, which
color ihey preserve till they arc properly prepared

for hatching, as after-mentioned. The eggs
which are not duly impregnated, arc readily to be

distinguished from this circumstance, munely, thai

after having been kept lor some time, they alsvays

continue to be of a yellow color ; and i need scarce

add, that all such eggs are good for nothing, and
ought, therefore, to be thrown away. 'I'here is no
distinguishing between good and bad eggs, but by
ihe change of color, afler being kept for some
lime, as above-mentioned.
One ounce of eggs will produce 40,000 worms

;

and so in proportion, for a larger, or smaller quan-
tiiy.

These things being premised, I shall now pro-

ceed to describe the method I observed lo be used
in France lor hatching ihe worms. In order lo

avoid the loss which must necessarily follow, if

ihe mulberry leaves should happen to be destroy-
ed by frost, afler you have begun lo prepare your
eggs, they reckon it advisable lo divide Ihem, and
prepare them lor liatching at two diflerent times,

at ihe distance ol' ten or twelve days, ihc one alter

the other.

The advancement of the season determines tlie

time of preparing your eggs for hair hin<j, as you
proceed to Ihat as soon as you observe that there

is a prospect of having a sufficient quantity of ILiod

lor your worms, by the advancement of the leaves

of the mulberry. I>ut in order lo lie properly pre-

pared for ihie work, you must begin a mon'.h be-

fore the usual lime of hatching; first, lo put your
eggs in liltle divi^ions, from half an ounce lo an
ounce, which you must place upon a piece of clean
white paper, upon plates, |i)r example ; and put

those plates containing the eL'iXs in a place a little

warmer than where you had kept them during the

winter: (or example, if you have an alcove bed.
place them upon the shelf wilhin the alcove. Let
them remain in that situation for ihe first five or
six days, after which, you must prejiare some lil-

tle chip boxes, perfectly clean and neat, seven
inches long, lour inches broad, and four inches
high, and cover ihem on the inside with clean
white paper, into which, put Ihe different divisions
of your eggs, having a small box for each divi-

sion, and place these boxes in a basket, upon a
stool or chair, at the loot of your bed ; m;!king one

of ibe mattrassee of your bed go underneath the
basket; and cover ihe basket on the top, first with
some cover of woollen cloth, which pin close over
it, <;nd above that place a bed cover above all, so

as to keef) in the iieat conmiunicaied by ihe mat-
irass to tiie eirgs ; in which situation, let them re-

main lor six days longer; after wtiich increase the

heat lo 14 degrees of Reaumur's thermometer,*
preserving ihat heat equal, night and day, by
means of a Utile (ire in some corner of the room
at a distance liom the l)ed.

In ihe morning when you get up, put a healer

of one kind or other: for example, a tin bottle

with hot water, or a loot stove, into your bed be-

twixt the sheets, and proportion that heat so as lo

equal the heat you give to ihe bed, when you lie

in it yourself; keeping up the same heat as nearly

as you can, until you go to bed again yourself in

the evening.

IJaviiiir kept ihem in this eiluailon for eight

or nine days, you nmst then put your different

divisions of eggs into little pieces of old linen cloth,

which must be washed thoroughly clean lor that

purpose, as ihe least dirtiness in the cloth would
prove prejudicial lo ihe eggs ; each piece of cloih

sliould be of the size of a Iboi square : turn up the

ends of ihc piece of cloth and lie ihem wiih a bit

of thread, as near to the top or end as possible ; by
means of which the eggs will lie loose, and can
be shook, and turned from lime to lime, without

untying the knoi : replace these packets in the

basket, and cover them up as before, turning and
shaking the seed in the packets three or four times

a drty ihat it may receive the heat equally.

On pulling ihe eggs into these packets, increase

the heat to 14^- degrees of the thermometer, and
keep up that heat night and day as equally as

fossible ; for which purpose, have a couple of
thermometers in your room for your direction.

After the eags have remained in the little packets

for three or four days, increase the heat to 15

degrees; and in lour days more, if the weather
seen)s settled, and very promising, increase the

heat gradually lo 16 degrees, visiiing and turning
the eggs from time lo lime as before.

When the eggs begin to turn while, and Ihe

mulberry trees are so fiar advanced as to be out

of danger fi'om cold winds, or slight degiees of
frost, increase the heat gradually lo 17^ degrees,

oris degrees at most, lo quicken the hatching of
your eggs?, and lo make ihe worms come out as!

nearly at Ihe same lime as possible. Eul never
increase ihe heat lo more than 18 degrees, because
a greato r heat never fails lo push the worms too

fast, and lo render them red at their first coming
out.

When the worms are red at their first coming
out it is a sign the eggs have either been bad, or
ill kept over winter, or overheated ; that is, loo

much forced when laid lo halch. Worms of this

color are good lor nolhing, and are therefore lo be
thrown away, to avoid ihe expense of feeding

them, since they wid never produce cocoons.

When the worms are entirely black, upon their

first appearance, it is a sign of their having been
perfectly well managed, which gives great hopes
of success.

During the third age make use of ihe leaves

* Or about 59 desrrees of Fahrenlieit.
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ofeuch trees as have been planted out in the field,

but reserve the leaves of your oldest trees for the

fourih age, as these last leaves are reckoned the

best for the worms when come to their maturity.

Be attentive lo cleaning away the litter as be-

fore directed, which, during the third age, should

be done at least li^ur or five times ; and take care

to clear away, from lime to time, all dead worms
the moment you observe them : and to throw

aside also regularly all such worms as appear to

be diseased, to prevent them Irom infecting the
1

rest, which will happen if this article is not pursued
I

with the strictest attention. All the worms which

you observe to grow of a yellow color, and to have
their skin shining, are strongly diseased, and must

[

be immediately thrown away, for fear of infecting
i

the sound ones. These diseased worms sometimes

void a yellow liquid at the tail, anJ it often also
j

bursts out at other places of their bodies. These i

must always be attentively removed the moment,
they are observed ; but it becomes more esseniially

|

necessary before the worms enter into iheir third !

sickness, because at this time they become most
j

dangerous, by voiding the yellow liquid above
mentioned, which is poisonous to the worms, and

exceedingly contagious ; insomuch, that every

worm that happens to touch this liquid is sure to

be infected with the same distemper, which has

hitherto been Ibund to be incurable.
* # * # «

Upon the article of hatching the worms, it has

been recommended to save the production of the

first lour days, as I observed this lo be the general

practice in France : but I must mention, that hav-

inx met with a French gentleman at Montauban,
who I understood had dedicated much of his at-

tention to the culture of silk, and in which I was
assured he had been particularly successful, I took

the liberty, with a view lo gain information, to re-

quest of him to favor me with an account of his

method of management, with which he politely

complied. By the account I received from him, I

found the material ddference betwixt this gentle-

man's management and the general practice con-

sisted in the iollowing particulars. He told me,
that having long observed that the worms which
were first hatched turned out always to be more
healthy and vigorous than those which were later

in coming out, he had lor this reason adopted the

(bllowing plan, which he had then followed (or se-

veral years, and to which, in a great measure, he
attributed his success.

If his intention was to raise a quantity of worms
equal to two ounces of eijgs, his practice was to

put two ounces and a half of eggs lo germinate,

and to save no more than the production of the

three first days; throwing away all the rest. He
likewise made it a rule upon their passing through

their difierent maladies, to take only the (orward

worms, throwing away regularly all those which

remain long in gelling over their maladies, and he

gave the following reason for his continuing to

Ibllow this plan; namely, that from many years'

experience, he said he had found, that those

worms which are hatched after the third day al-

ways turn out to be weakly, and are tedious in all

their operations. For the same reason he rejected

all those wonns which linger in gelling over their

maladies, which he said was owing to iheir weak-
ness, or to Iheir being infected in some measure

with some disease, which generally carried ihtm

off belbre they could make their cocoons ; or if

they did get the length to make their cocoons,

these last he maintained were so light, that they
were not equal in value to the expense of the

leaves which these worms will eat during their

grande fraize. At getting over their different

maladies, he saved only such as came away the

first two days, throwing away all that were not

ready at the close of the second day. From what
observations I had myself made upon the silk-

worm I ihought this gentleman had a great deal

of reason upon his sitle ; but as, in every thing in

relation to this culture, I unilbrmly made it a rule

to saiisfy my mind fully by ex|ieriment, I firmly

resolved to submit his plan to that test. 1 was,

however, disappointed in fulfilling my intention in

that respect, by my having been obliged to return

to Britain upon business belbre the next season

of the silk culiure came round. At the same time

as I still continue to regard this article as a mailer

ofgreat importance lo that culture, I would humbly
advise that it should be fully canvassed by expe-

riment.
* «• # « »

In taking the cocoons off the brush-wood, pick

them off carefully, especially if there are any dead

worms amongst them, which presemly corrupt

;

because such of the cocoons as touch these dead

worms are spoiled by them, as they contract by

ihat touch gluiness from the dead worms, which
hinders the silk from winding off properly from

the cocoon. The best manner to know the good

from the bad cocoons, is lo press them at the two

ends wiih your fingers. If they resist well that

pressure, and appear hard and firm betwixt your

finarers, the cocoons are certainly good.

Thouffh they appear firm upon pressing their

sides with your fingers, they may still not be en-

\

tirely good ; the pressure at the two ends being of

all others the best manner of knowing the good

ones.

ON DIGGING POTATOES.

From the Boston Cultivator.

Potatoes should be suffered to lie in the ground
until they are fully ripe. There is nearly as much
difierence between a ripe potato and an unripe one
as between a ripe apple and an unripe one. Unripe
potatoes are uniformly watery, and are some of
the most indigestible maierials that we meet with.

This is so much the case that the stomach has

been often known to reject this article while it re-

tained all the other materials admitted at the same
time.

When we have not too much work for the

month of October, it is more prudent to let our

late potatoes lie until that time than to dig them
earlier—and when we dig them if they are not

wet we should never let them lie in the sun or in

the air. Any loam reasonably moist may be al-

lowed to a.ihere to them while they lie in the cel-

lar, and we need not fear they will heat or rot as

turnips will when put in a great heap where the

air cannot have access to them. Turnips are of

a nature different fi'om potatoes, they grow princi-

pally above ground, while all potatoes that are

worth saving grow wholly under ground. We
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POTATO GROtJVD FOR ^EXT SEASOS.

From the Cultivator.

The potato has become an indiepeneable article

were once taught to dig our potaloeis in the morn- ! Mr. F. concluded to lake that course, and he
ing, throw them between the rows, and let them

,

began to hnrvest hie wheat by mowing it with a
dry liirough most of the day—then to tilt them

|

common scythe. Afterwards he engaged a man
from the cart into the door yard to beat off all the

j
to cut it with a grain cradle— it was thus laid in

dirt that might adhere to them. But experience : Mvels like rye or oats—without euHering ii to lie

has taught us that this is a branch of fancy farm-
j

long in the gavel, he raked it into heaps of the
ing. and will never answer for practical men. size ofcommon bundles, and then

—

without bind-
When we lived on the Kennebec river and sent ,

ing—he set these bundles on end to let the tops
up loads of potatoes to the Boston market, we of I dry, and the beards of the grain held the whole
ten wondered that our Boston friends were not as

]

bundle together sufllciendy strong to keep the
fond of the Kennebec potato as ourselves— but on

;

grain from the eround.
attempting to eat in Boston some of the same po- i It was Mr. Freeman's calculation to let these
tatoes we had sent there we soon perceived the bundles stand two or three days, then cart them
great difference between a Kennebec potato in and thrash out the grain immediately, before it

Boston and a Kennebec potato at fiome. Our po-
;

should gather any moisture from the straw. And
tatoes had been loo much exposed to the air, and

j

we are inclined to think this is the best mode of
though '.hey had not turned green, as they will do

j

harvesting this valuable grain. If we mow it

when exposed in the sun, they were spoiled by {with a common scythe, we must rake over the
exposure.

|
whole ground, and the grain shells out so easily,

Our Kennebec and Penobscot friends should ' we lose some every time we siir it—these bundles
pack up in tight casks ail potatoes sent off to cus- [stand up so well they need not be moved or stirred

tomers whom they expect to trade with a second
\
umil they are dry enough to be carted, and they

time—and if perfectly tight casks cannot be ob- ' need to be moved but once. No binding or un-
lained, loam or sand may be filled into flour bar- binding is necessary, and the expense of harvest-
rels with the potatoes, and the cot of iransporta- ing is not half so great as the harvesting of com-
tion to Boston by water will not be increeised by mon wheat. Mr. Freeman will probably have
the filling. I thirty bushels of buckwheat to the acre.

A part of the labor of harvesting potatoes is

severe and requires a strong arm ; the soil lies

heavy about them and the hand hoe must be used
with much more vigor than is required in tillinsj

the ground, in order to disengage them fro.m their I

bed. A plough, constructed in such a manner as I

not to cut ttte potato would save a great deal of:

hard labor. The plough should have a dull coul-
, for the table, and no pains should be spared to

ler which should slope back at an angle of forty-
j

grow the article in the best manner, and at as lit-

five degrees ; and it might also have a double tic cost as may be. And the very unequal quan-
mould board. This plough would loosen up all

j

titles which we often see harvested in fields that
the earth about the potatoes, in land free from

|
are to all appearance equally rich, demands sonre

stones and stumps, and mcst of the potatoes of our attention to inquire into the cause of this

would lie on the surface— the remainder would difference. All will agree that soils naturally
soon be discovered by the prong hoe.

j

light, or made so by means of manures, furnish
Some ploughs of this description—or near it— I the best bed for the growth of the potato. Culti-

were here exhibited at the fair last season. We
I
vators take different methods to produce this light-

hope some of our ingenious farmers who raise ness in the soil, but most of them who have no
many potatoes for market will try a plough of this

\

new ground, (which always lies lighter than old.)

description and let us know how it works. to plant wiih potatoes, place a shovel full or a fork

I
full of manure in the liill with the seed potatoes,

j

and in case of a dry summer the harvest will of-

I
ten prove less than if no manure were used ! And

jiODE OF HARVESTING RUCKWHEAT. then the land is scarcely any belter by the appli-

cation, for the next season,
from the Cultivator,

j
You may generally have vines in abundance

Mr. E. Freeman, of Framingham, has raised
,

by placing manure in the hill, but good bottoms

a beautiful field of buckwheat on some of his are more important than large tops, and our cal-

lightest, poorest land. In April he sowed this culations should be made accordingly. Now we
land with a bushel of rye to the acre, and in the find that no soil will lie so light through the sum-
last of June he buried all this rye with his plough, mer as green sward will—but if the sward is

using a foot in the beam, and a cross bar at the turned in the spring, and is then planted with po-

bottom of the loot to lay the rye straw fiat, so that tatoes, it does not become mellow in se&son to

it might be buried in the furrow. He sowed buck- give them a good bed— it is also in most cases

wheat, one bushel to the acre, and it was his in-
;

more dry than it should be for this article. "We
tention to plough in the buckwheat straw in Au-

i

propose to our friends who never tried the experi-

gust as he had done the rye, but when he saw ment, to turn over some green sward in October,

what a harvest of buckwheat he might have, he before ail the grass is fed off, and see if they will

hesitated about turning it into manure. On see- not have a better bed for their potatoes than they

ing it, our advice was to save the grain, and keep can otherwise make— if straw or old meadow hay
the same field for buckwheat for next summer, as

|

is ploughed in, it will not viiiaie the soil, and it

the land is not suitable lor large crops of grass, may help the crops. We once tried this experi-

being too light and porous to hold either moisture
j

ment—we ploughed our ground about the middle

or manure. I of October, and in the spring wc did nothing but
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harrow it well— planted our seed—threw a spoon-

ful oC plaster on eai'h hill— and hoed our potatoes

once; and vvilhom hiiliiig uj) more than half an

inch— without any manure we raised the lartjesi

crop of potatoes that we ever harvested. The
land was more lii/ht through the summer than we
could make it by means ol manure.

CUTTING AWD PRKPAKING HEMP FOK MAR-
KET—WITH ITS PRICES FOR THE LAST
EIGHT YEARS.

From the Soutliern Cultivator.

Dear Sir :—Some remarks having been made
in a Ibrmer No. of your paper, in regard to the

growing, or primarily, to cutting of hemp, I feel at

liberty to extend those remarks, and say some-
thing about the time when hemp should be cut,

and how and when it should be taken up, stack-
ed, &c.

Observation seems to warrant the conclusion
that well grown hemp should be cut and fully ma-
tured, and short grown, low, fine or poor land
Jiemp should be cut before maturity. It is a fact

clearly demonstrated to all common sense, that all

vegetation, whether plants, roots, trees, or shrubs,
,as long as they are in a thrifty, growing condition,
have not arrived to maturity or fuhioss—so ol

hemp. We should let hemp that is full grown,
usual size and length, remain undisturbed until it

has fully matured— it has then received all the
nourishment and strength that nature gives, and
undoubtedly should he cut at that period.

Shorter poor land hemp, should not be permit-
ted to remain to maturity. It is a well attested
fact that such hemp is usually more difficult to
water and get clean, than better grown hemp.
The reason seems to be founded on this fuct—the
stalks are much smaller and more compact ge-
nerally, and the lint of a much finer texture, clo'ser

grain, and of course better protected against the
watering showers and dews. Now for the reason
why it should be cut before maturity : I presume
no one will doubt lor a moment, that when ma-
tured, the sap lias ceased to flow ; that being the
case, there is greater affinity for the stalk than be-
Ibre. and less susceptibility of an early maturity.
When you cut before the sap has ceased to flow,
you preclude that affinity for the stalk that it would
otherwise have, and leave it susceptible ol an ear-
ly maturity. It is well understood that timber cut
when the sap is flowing, will not endure as long
as when otherwise cut. This I presume proves
the point, that when cut before maturity it is soon-
er watered and much lees labor required to clean
it. The reason why the same argument will not
apply profitably to well grown hetinp, is to be found
in the fact that when matured it carries more
weight, while it is easier watered, from the fact of
the stalks being more parous, nnd presenting at
the same time more surlace to the contracting" in-
fluence of wet and coU\—saturaiion and freezins— bursting loose from the stalk, smiling at the
Iiope of an appro.Nimating deliverance fiom such
low grounds, and claiming a rank among thedio--
nilaries of the field.

"^

When your hemp is cut. let it remain on tlie
ground until it gels a rain on it.—There arc seve-
ral advantages resulting Irom this course. Fust,

you get rid of the leaves that are found to be trou-

blesome, (ifyon attempt to stack your hemp with-
out first taking them off.) Next, it leaves your
hemp in a condition to water much sooner tfan
otherwise, (losing some chemical property.)

When soon watered, it cleans easier—in liict yon
may lay it down as a settled maxim, that when
your hemp is hard to water, that it will be difficult

to clean ; hence the necessity of the utmost pre-

caution and vigilance at this stage ofj'our crop.

Next in order ofsaving your crop comes stack-

ing. There are several reasons fi^r this. Hemp
when cut has nothing to lose ; its troublesome
roots are improving your soil, and what you have
left will be wanted to protect against the beam of

a summer's sun, and ravages of an autumnal
storm. To do this, you must put it up in large

stacks, upon ihe same principle you would wheat,
rye or flax, excepting you keep the sides of your
Slack perpendicular until you get it high enough,
then let your last course on the lop extend over
about 12 or 14 inches, to give eave that the ends
of your hemp may be proiecied against the drip-

ping— protection at this time being the order of
the day—cap well, and all will be well.

As early in the fill! as the heavy iVosts and fre-

quent rains commence, you may spread out your
hemp ; when watered sufficiently, take \ip, break
out, and send to market, and my word for it you
will carry home a heavier purse than either cotton

or corn will award you. I have been at some
pains to ascertain the average price of hemp in

iVliddle Tennessee the last eight or nine years.

I find that from the most authentic sources com-
pared, we have the average of S6 25 per hundred
pounds lor the last eight years in Maury county

;

while that of Kentucky is reckoned at $5. In

Maury county, in the year 1S33, hemp was worth

S5 per hundred pounds; 1834, .^5; 1835, .^9;

1836, %7 ; 1837, $6,50; 1838, ^6; 1839, $5,50 ;

in 1840, $6—thus eiving the mean or average
price of §6 25. From the best sources, I learn

that cotton grown in Middle Tennessee, has, since

perhaps as iiar back as 1799, been gradually de-
creasing—commanding in that year an average
of 44 cents. In 1840, 6^ cents. 1 admit that it

is owing perhaps to circumstances with which we
are surrounded at the present lime, that cotton

commands such a pitiful price, (circumstances
which will perhaps not occur again in half a cen-
tury ;) yet for the la?t twenty years, Ihe average
price has been about 9 cents fur Tennessee cotton

at the gin. "The average annual product of
lands in Middle Tennesse is believed to approxi-
mate to 200 lbs. clean cotton to the acre." Thus
taking the average product of one acre of cotton,

we have 200 lbs. at els.—818; deduct for 15
days' labor, which amount is thought to be a (ijir

average on one acre, at 50 cts. per day—we have
the sum of fij 10,50 as profit, or proceeds. Taking
hemp, we find that a fair average annual pro-

duct 1o be about 500 lbs. clean hemp to the
acre—which at 86,25, gives us the sum of ^31,25
—deduct lor labor 10 days, and superior land ^2
— we have ihe sum of §24,25 proceeds. Showing
a balance in favor of hemp of ^13,75. E.sacfness

in these calculations is not to be expected, but a
li^ir calculation has been aimed at. G.

Columbia Sept. ?,, 1840.
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RAIL-ROADS IN THE UNITED STATES.

The Journal of Ihe Franklin Institute contains

a detailed account of the rail-roads in a nunnber nl

the stales, vviih the lenjjili, rosts, &c., (Vom the

fables of which the National Gnzeiie cives ihc

Ibllovvintr; In Pennsylvania, Ihe number of rail-

roads are thirty-six, the nuiriber of miles opened
five iiundred and seveniy-six and a half, the total

length of road eijrhl. hundred and filiy miles and
a quarter, and the amount already expended

S 15.640,450. In Virginia, the Carolina?, Georgia
and Florida, there are twenty-three voads, and
nine hundred and nineiy-fbur miles opened ; total

length, sixteen hundred and seventy-five miles
and a half. Amount expended, §18,442,000. In
Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee and
Keniucliy, there are twenty-seven roads, one
hundred and ninety-five miles in operation ; total

length of roads, eleven hundred and forty-eiiiht

miles and a quarter. Already expended, .$9,-

621,000. In Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Illinois

there are twenty-nine roads, one hundred and
ninety-six miles in operation ; total length of roads,

two thousand eight hundred and twenty-one miles
and a haii: Amount expended, ^5,623,640.

WILD DOGS OF VAN DIEMEN S LAND.

From tho Penny Magazine.

The annoyance and danfrer occasioned by the
wild dogs in Van Diemen's Land is still a subject

of great complaint in the papers of that colony
;

and the most active exertions hitherto used, seem
to have had little eHect in abating the nuisance.
The dogs appear rather to increase in number
and boldness. A case is mentioned, in which a
person named Akerley was assaulted by thirteen

of these animals, and would probably have been
killed if he had not contrived to get up into a tree.

The means hiiherlo employed to eradicate them
do not seem to have been commensurate with Ihe
growth of the evil. A society has been establish-

ed at Gaddpsden, near Campbell Town, to effect

their destruction ; and the house of Ihe chairman
exhibits a collection of el<ins, to the number of a

hundred, ofdnirs that have been lulled, ofalmost all

kinds, from the shepherd dog to the Newloiind-
land. h is thought that unless the most decided
measures are taken, it will be impossible to pasture
sheep in the colony. The dogs bring forth six or
eight young at a litter, and commence breedini; at

one year old, while the sheep brines (brth only
one, and does not commence breeding until two
years of age.—The ultimate and discouragmo-
prospect which this opens, is brought nearer by
the daily defection of the domestic dogs of the
colony to the wilil ones. " At the reiTiote stock-
hunts," says a recent paper, "a free man keeps as
many dogs as he pleases; frequently six or eight
are kept ; theee dnirs provide ibr themselves, and
continually make off to the wild packs. All re-

monstrance is received with a smile of contempt,
and returned by insult ; and until such people are
Btricily prohibited from keeping dogs in the pasto-
ral districts under heavy penarties,"iuatters are not
hkely to mend : indeed it is to be feared that the
evil is fixed for ever—that it has been too long
neglected, and is now past remedy." We are

Vol. VIII._75

too well assured of the resources and p<- wer of
civilized men <o partake of these apprehen>ioiis

j

but atiy delay now in oriraniziuir a {)liin ol simul-
taneous operation against the doirs, is hkely to ren-
der their future extirpati n a matter of great and
increasing difficulty and expense. Meanwhile,
at this distance from the spot, it is interestinir to

watch the various aspects in which this remark-
ah.'estate of things appears, and to observe the
different measures which it may be necessary to

adopt airainst the canine depredators. S nee
willing the above, we find that an "Act of Coun-
cil" has been issued for the purpose of restraining

the increase of dogs. All dorrs are to be register-

ed ; and none are lo be left at large except in Ho-
bart town and Jjaunceston. Unregistered dogs,
or dogs found at large contrary lo this order, are
to be killed. The persons killing them are to ba
paid from 5s. to 40s. ear^h, out of a fund formed by
the registration fiies.—The registration fee for a
watch- dog kept chained, or aslieep-dcg, is 2s. 6d.;

all other dogs 10s. or if females double the respec-
tive amounts. The local newspapers are not very
sanguine in expectaUons of good from this niea'-

sure.

From the Southern Cultivator.

The growing of hemp is becoming of more im-
portance annually to the farmers of^Midd'e Ten-
nessee, and especially lo the citizens of Maury,
Giles, and parts of Williamson and D.tvidson
counties. Many farmers have been experintent-
ing in these counties, for several years on a small
scale; and so far as I have knowledge, they have
uniformly resulted in the full conviction of the prac-
ticability of its being a crop every way adapted to
Ihe climate and soil, thai [)ays tjie liirmer larger
annual profit than either cotton or the rearing" of
stock

; whilst the growth and rnanaiiemenl of
hemp, in those counties are at least a hidfcentury
behind the growlli of the same article 250 miles
north of us, amonii tlie all-eiiteiprtsing and indus*
trious citizens of the niidiile and upper counties of
lLir-lan)ed Kentucky. And I think that it is a du-
ty we owe to our county, country and state, (hav-
ing the soil and laborers tii abundance,) to awaken
to the ncknowledgeil importance of the cultivation
uf hemp. The pecuniary and einbarrasseil con-
dition of our once prosperous and happy country
demands that the energy, industr}', and iniienuity
of every man should be brought into action to im-
prove and circulate widely every item of our
knowledge of the growth of every arlicle that can
bogrown in ourcountry, Ibr consumption orexporf,
(that pays well for labor,) that we may as much
as poijsible conceal our large importing debis, and
stand out boldly against all the reverses of the
times.

The cultivation of hemp, in the counties abova
mentioned, should not be second in irnporiance
to any. The advantages of soil and climate, our
contiguity to the cotton growitig states, give us an
advantage over all other hemp growing districts,

(Kentucky beinnr the nearest) of 25 per cent, at
least— having 250 iniles in aiivanre of the best
bagging and rope market in the United Stales, to
say Dothing of the comparative low price of our
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land, f';-J cousequently less capital investeJ. These
conveniences to marliet will always give us a de-

cided advantage over our neighbor stales, in pro-

portion to the cost ol transportation from ilie hemp
growing districts. Haviog an acquaintance wiih

the soil suitable to the i^rowth oft his article—hemp.
I led it a duty I owe to my lellow citizens to in-

vest my knowledge as common stock. I shall

make only some general remarks in regard to the

capacity of the soil of the counties 1 have named
<br growing hemp, believing that those who grow
the article are not in serious errors in regard to the

quality of the soil best adapted, or the preparation

of it for the reception of the seed— but alter it has
matured, or in other words, ready (or pulling.

It is the practice of the hemp grower in Ken-
lucky—the principal hemp growing state in the

union— to cut their hemp instead ol pulling it up
by the roots. After having experimented for 20
years, taxing their ingenuity lor the invention of

some iiTiplement by which the labor of pulling,

breaking, and cleaning should be reduced, it now
seems to be a point settled with them to cut their

hemp with an improved hook, called the drag
hook, thereby reducing the labor, and making it

convenient (or every man to raise hemp however
pmall his (brce. It is thought by a very respecta-

ble portion of the hemp growers in this country,

that the advantageous management of this article

is confined to stout, able-bodied men. This opi-

nion was also held by the Kenluckians a lew years
since. But it is not now so much so. The cut-

ting of hemp lessens the labor. First, for cutting,

you can, if you have a good season for sowing,
put your seed in with a large harrow— it leaving
the ground smooth which should never be omit-

ted ; for pulling, you must plough your ground and
leave it furrowed, if you wish it to pull easy—sea-
son or no season—which requires more time and
labor.

Secondly—To cut it does not require the same
amount of strength to perform a given quantity of

labor, unless it is on very fresh land and quite

loose soil—and in that case you make by cutting,

because the weight and trouhlepome part of the
stalk is cut o(i' and left to enrich the soil—which
part prevents also the curing and rotting so readily.

When cut, it comes in half the time, stacks

with half the labor, can be spread more regular

and even with less labor, and does not require the

same quantity of rain and dew to rot it. When
cut, the pores or hollow of every stalk, however
small, are led exposed to the first dews and rains,

and very often the lint on the stalk is dry and the

stalk decomposing rapidly, Irom the fact of its hav-
ing become saturated by means of the exposition

of the hollow of the stalks. The stalk loses its

affinity for the lint— it is yet bright and glossy,

and but litde injured by exposure to the weather.
When you go to break your hemp, you are not
troubled with those half rotted roots which are
consequently attached to every stalk that is pulled

and in getting off of which you lose more time,

and indeed more lint, than you lose by cutting

some two or three inches above the ground

—

which should never be the case, but close to the

surface ; hence the reason why the Kentuckians
break and clean so much per day—200 lbs. being
quite a common day's work, where they are in

the habit of cutting! while half that number of
pounds, in our country, is considered a good day's

work, and the article not so good or saleable aa
that uf our neighbors. In conclusion, I need only
appeal to the judi^mcnt and experience of the two
countries—Kentucky and Tennessee— to warrant
all I have said on these matters.

Thf^re is yet in the minds of many of our fel-

low-citizens an objection—a seeming objection

—

to raising hemp, vvliJch I would beg leave to oli'er

a lew remarks upon— that is, " we would raise

hemp if we could get a market for it." It is

necessary that we shovild profit some by the ex-
perience ofothers. If the Kentuckian and Russian
growers had urged this same objection, ihey would
yet have been in a wilderness; but their industry

and intelligence outstrijjped all opposition as soon
as they (bund they had the soil and the climate

suitable (or growing hemp. And if we would
make the growing of hemp of importance among
us and make a good article and in sutFicient quan-
tity, manulactorics would soon spring up—the in-

ducements would warrant a preparation /or it;

as it is, manufacturers are alraid, with perhaps
one year plenty of the hemp and the next not any.
If our farmers wciild interest themselves as much
in the growth and management of hemp as they
do in the rearing fine horses and hogs, I would in-

sure ihem equal advantages of product and mar-
ket with every other hemp growing state in this

union.

A specimen o( the most improved hemp hook
can be seen at the office of the Cultivator. I

would recommend the use of it liy all who feel an
interest in these mailers.

Respectfully, Geo. W. McQviddy.

WOBVRN HOGS.

Extract fiom a letter from Dr. Samuel D. Mai tin, of

Kentucky, to the Editor of the Southern Cultivator,

dated

—

Colbyville, Aug. 18, 1840.

The Woburn hogs are of greiu length, laige

size round the body, legs of medium length, (the

hind legs generally a little longer than lore legs,)

well tapered down to the loot—stand well and
straight upon the leg and loot. The head is small

(or the size of the hog, with small ears, generally

erect, though many of them have their ears to

drop a little. The prevailing color is spotted with

white and black ; many are brown and black.

They come early to maturity, fatten easily ; travel

well, are productive m pigs if not kept too (iit

—

genile and well disposed, not disposed to be rest-

less, or to get out of enclosures where they are

put. I have never known a W^oburn sow to eat

her pigs.

I could give you a great number of extraordina-

ry weights; but where great weights have been

obtained, it has generally been by extra keep and
attention, and such instances are calculated to de-

ceive those who read them. The heaviest hog
I have had of this breed, was a boar that took the

premium at Lexington, in 1837, that weighed

500 lbs. at fifteen months old. He had three

months extra keep. He died at sixteen months

old, and I believe he would have weighed 600 lbs.,

having gained about 100 lbs. a month for the two

last months of hie life. I have known but one

sow killed, and she weighed net meat, 464 lbs.
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I killed last fall about fifteen thousand weight

ol pork, most of which were pigs Crotn six to eight

months old. Two that were pigged the 23d of

April, were killed on the r2ih December, and
vveighedl87and22-llb3.net meat. These two

were Irorn a litter ol' ten, that the sow had rais-

ed, eight of which had been selected lor breeders.

My June pigs, killed at the same time, averaged

124 lbs. These are not given as extraordinary

weights, but as san^ples of what this stock will do

in the hands of any body that will take proper

care of them. Enclosed you have a plate of

one of my Woburn boars, wliich was taken

when he was nine months old. This plate will

serve to give a better idea of the formalion of the

Woburn hog than I could by description. Their

bodies to the eye appear to be perfecily round
;

but measurement siiovvs they are rather deepest

lioni the back to the breast.

Besides the Woburn, [ have the Berkshire,

(black and white.) the Neapolitan, the Lanca-
shire, the Irish, and have liad most uf the pojiular

breeds. I have made many experiments to test

the relative value of the diifereni breeds, some of

which liave been detailed in the Franklin Farmer.
My experiments have not been sufficiently varied

and exact, to prove all that 1 wished to know con-

cerning them, but as flir as they have gone they

have been decidedly in favor of the Woburn. 1

iiave also proposed, in the Franklin Farmer, ma-
king a more thorough test of the different hogs.

An experiment was lately ntade in Jessamine
county, Ky., by Isaac and William Barclay. They
fed for thirty days, a Woburn and a Berkshire

boar.—The Berkshire gained fifty-seven pounds,

and the Woburn one hundred and seven pounds.

I have Berkshires of Haws and Lossing's im-

portation, a description of which has been publish-

ed in many of the agricultural papers.

I sent last year an oriler to England for four of

the best hogs that could be procured, and my
agent sent me the While Berkshire, the Neapoli-

tan, the Lancashire, and the big white China.

My white improved Berkshire was purchased at a

price that would have purchased half a dozen
black Berkshires. He has all the good qualities

of the best of the black ones, and a size, and soft-

ness in feeling, which the black ones lack. His
value must depend upon his breeding, and I am
willing for time and experience to lest this matter.

Yours, very respectfully,

Samuel. D. Martin.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE EXCRETOKY POWERS
OF PLANTS, &C.

From tlie British tanners' Magazine.

The lately discovered doctrine of the excretory
powers of the roots of" plants, although it was ra-

ther startling to us, and slowly received at first, is

now beginning to tie emliraced by the generality
of scienlilii; men. The doctrine being first adopted
and promulgated by several leading men, about
the same time in England as well as on the conti-

nent, gained lor it a ready acceptance with many,
who, however, had some difficulty in explaining
and proving what they prolessed to believe. That
the soil immediately in contact v/ith the roots and
other parts of the plant which grows in it, must

receive some kind of faint, either by exudation, re-

spiration, or other mode of discharge of its fluids, la

perfectly feasible; and that this taint is apprecia-

ble by our senses, both of sighi and scent, is unde-
niable. But whether this taint or discharge from
the plant be poisonous, or only useless to plants of

the same kind which succeed, is the question not

yet clearly decided. Objectors insist that it is not

what is left that is deleterious, but what is taken
away which renders the soil lesa suitable to the

second crop of the same kind. Every different

species of plant, say they, selects its own peculiar

kind of food, and therefore the second cannot find

so much as the first, unless the exhausted plot be
replenished with that of which it has been depriv-

ed. But the abettors of the exudation notion, say
this is impossible; that no replenishment of even
the richest dress will operate so as to make the

second as good as the first crop. This is, perhaps,

carrying the idea of excremental poisoning too far;

because a farm may be so exhausted under a
regular rotation of cropping, as to be at last unfit

to bear any kin.l of crop until again visited by the

dung cart. We often see in cottage gardens
onions and cabbages repeatedly grown on the same
spot, without any material falling off, provided the

annual application of ashes and other sweepings
about the house are bestowed to assist the'crop.

It is quite possible, however, that one species of

plant may be not only unhurt by the exuvia of

another, but even thrive in it, as beans and wheat
are known to do, alternating lor many consecutive

years. And, moreover, as beans, drilled and pro-

perly labored by horse and hand hoes, are a cleans-

ing crop, and if the drill? of this year were to oc-

cupy the intervals of those of the last, it might be

possible, as Tull used to say, to grow beans every

year upon the same field ; but this, lor many rea-

sons, would not be eligible, even if practicable.

But some of those who strenuously support the

theory of Professor De Candolle, relative to the

injurious ejectments of previous crops, not only in-

sist on the validity of the professor's opinion, but

maintain that it is consistent with a fixed law of

nature, namely, that no plant is destined by nature

to occupy constantly the samesiation. That they

are constitutionally endowed with powers or ten-

dencies by which they desert or fly from the place

of their birth ; as if by a kind of preception they

knew that their parents had devoured all the food

which they would require lor themselves.

We have many instances of the progeny forsak-

ing the mother; some seeds have parachute wings

to fly away with ; others are contained in seed

vessels, which when acted upon by the heat of the

sun, burst with such elastic force as to scatter the

seeds to a considerable distance around. By many
other means are seeds dispersed: by winds, by
currents of water, by birds and other aniniaie. But
besides seeds, plants have other modes ofinciense

or extension : witness the numerous offsets and

suckers produced by many dlfl'erent sorts of plants,

and all these take divergent direction?, so that they

should not rob the parent or be starved themselves.

The strawberry plant is a fimiiiar example ofhow
far the living progeny depart fiom ihe mother'ssta-

tion before they fix themselves in 'he ground. To
ihese instances a hundred others might be adduced;

all which go to prove that plants are constitution-

ally inclined to a change of place. Trees, indeed,

are fixed to one spot ; but they are ever finding
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fresh pasture by the fxteneion of their leading

roots, US is the case, wiih all other perennial plants.

But, nfer all, the question recurs— is this di-

veri_MMg lenilency ti natural law ol've^etatioii, or is

it liccause Hniece<lent proiiiiciioii cxhausisor poi-

eone tr:e soil, so as to rcinlcr it unlit lor the pur-

poses ol sutiseqiieni pinduiiioti^

We know thai newly Ijroke.n up land, whatever
its qualiiy may l)e, is alvvays more suitai^ile to any
crop ihan liiai ol tiiesame quality which has heen

long cuiiiviited ; siiowinjf that ii)ero is a something

in maiden suil which is I'ugiiive. What that sjine-

thitti^ is, has never lieen discovered by practical

men, nor has it been invesii^aied by the chemist,

ihough an object well worth ilie researches ot sci-

euce.
'1 hat the fi:r(ility of exhausted land may be re-

newed by addiiions ol'manure, is well known; and
it seems that the dress restores that whicii has

been ahstracied by the prcviuus crops ; or, at least

eup|)liee a eubsliiule. On the knowledge ol' this

fact all our best sysicms of a;;ricuiture aie lound-

ed ; and whether buid be exhausted or poisoned

by previous cro[)ping can make no ditl'erencein ihe

culture, so thai the rules ol lotation, as established

by long experience, are strictly atiended to, and
no cross-cropping purt-ued, unless lor sume manl-
iest [jrospeciive ailviuiiage.

That a .'Imnge ol'soil, and even a change of air,

ore beneficial to all kinds uT leirestrial jilaiiit^, are

well coi.linneil lacts ; and noilung ( omiuces so

much lo ihe advaniaiie, ol ihe laimcras a Irequenl
changeol'seed. ^i.JW, how a change ot'soil wiih-

oui I slicing ol betier ()ualiiy, and especially, how
a change of air, wi'liuut relerence to iis tempera-
tuie, can lie so exciting and congenial to Ibreign

or snange plants, is one ol' those mysteries in cul-

tivation whicli we cannot readily liitiiom. limusl
be observed, however, that such ehecis are only

seen between tiie Ibrlieth and sixtieth parallels ol

latiiude; because beyond those bounds an inter-

change would be too extreme; though iliereare

Boine excepiions to this rule, lor the JVlazagan
beans ol' Egypt do well in this country, and some
native |)lanis ol'Siberia do equally well in Britain.

But the larmer's range in making such changes
is confined to the seed of corn, grasses, {tolaioes,

&C. ; and next lo obtaining clean seed ol' the best

varieties, most suiiable lor his own land, is the

|)rocuiing them Irom tlie most distant parts of the
kingdom, or at least from sonae neighboring
county.

RCPORTinG EXPEKIMENTS WITH AKTIFICIAL
MANURES.
Trum itie British Farmers' Magazine.

In all our agricultural publications now issuing
from the press, we ete many accounts of experi-
ments made ihr ascertaining the value of certain
substances recommended as manureis, either lor

top-dressing or ploughing in. Some of these ac-
counts are elaborately, and, no doubt, faithfully

written; and somelime.s favorable, or, as it may
happen, unliivorable. Somelimes, loo, we are told

ol' the same material having contrary effects on
land of precisely the same character, especially il'

situated in distant pans of the kingdom. Now,
these discrepancies may often arise Irom ignorance
or want of consideration of the peculiar edect or
action of the material employed.

Besides the various substances which have been
used as manures from lime immemorial, there are
oiheis, chiefly minerals, which are brought into use
wiih vatious succ.efg. The rcporie of puch trials

aiY- not always uidlorm ; and delective in fo lar as
the character ol" the weather or season following
ihe iq'plicaiion isoiriiied to be stated. In my own
piaciice I have used soot extensively lor lop-dress-

ing wheat, and have harrowed and rolled il in; but
il'a dry spring and summer Ibllowed, the soot was
of no service. I have used chalk and lime as dress-

ings lor light gravelly land ; but if a wet season
succeeded, little or no immediate effect was obser-

vable. The same result Ibllowed the application

of salt, on the same description of land, under the

like circumstances of season. And the reason for

the non-efficiency of thcBe three last named sub-
stances was perlectly obvious : all three are ready
absorbents of water from ihe air, and in dry sea-

sons are eminently nseliji togrowing crops; where-
as, in a showery time, the crops need no such as-

sistance.

Saltpetre and nitrate of soda are at present fash-

ionable to|i-dressings ; and those best acquainted
wiiii these substances affirm that they are often in-

jniliciously used. On wet tenacious land they can
never be so efficacious as on dry sandy or gravelly

soils ; nor in wet seasons so much as they certainly

musi be in dry. ifl be not mistaken in attributing

to them such effects, they will always be consider-

ed as doubtful Itirtilizers ; because they must be
used befure it can be ascertained, except by con-

jecture, what sort of season is to follow.

JMr. Cuihbert Johnson observes, ihal "the agri-

cultural uses of saltpetre have not been examined
so carefully or generally as Ihey ought to have
been ;" and G. Kiinberley, Esq., of Trotsworih,
"regrets ihat it has been hastily adopted, without
reference, in manj'' cases, to season, soil, climaie or

quantity; and as a lew Ibrtunate experiments have
started into a liishion the use of these articles, so

one or two unseasonable or improper applications

have at once condemned them to neglect and obli-

vion."

Such reports show decidedly how necessary it

is to know correctly the effects of those artificial

manures ; whether as the food of plants, or impro-

vers of the staple ; whether as exciters of vegeta-

tion or solvents of the nutritive matters already in

ihe soil ; and also under what circumstances of

weather or season ihey are most active, or aho-

cether neutral. These are questions for the agri-

cultural chemist to prosecute ; so that no larmer

need work in the twilight, or be in doubt concern-

ing the direct effects of any manure which cornea

recommended from competent authorities.

And in all future reports of experiments made
with any of those uncommon articles of manure,

the reporter should not omit to state what kind of

weather has prevailed during theexperiments ; for

the effects, especially of saline substances, are

very much determined by the stale of the weather.

J. Main.
[Our respected correspondent is right. Much of

the success or otherwise of these, and many other

manures we could name, must depend on |)cculiar

circumstances ol soil and season. 'We have heard

saltpetre abused one year, and highly extolled in

another ; although tried on the same soil, the same
description ofcrop, and by the same person.

—

Ed.]
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From the South Carolina Planter.

A GOOD WAY TO KKEP SWEET POTATOKS IN

WARM WEATHER.

Florida, 26th August, 1*^40.

1 now have eweel pniaioes, (yaiiis,) of last

ypar's prowih, on my table every clay, allliougli

the new crop has heeii fit. to use iicre for more
than a month. This is the second year of my
eufcess in keeping iheni ihrouiih the sumn)er,

afiera ureat many previous expermients and laii-

nres, and others tnay like lo knmv and try the plan

for themselves. Here it is.

1. I made a plentiful rrop.

2. My potatoes were dutr and put up in mild,

open weather, as soon as the vines were singed

by frost.

3. The eaiinjT potatoes were carefully picked

over, and all that were cut or bruised, were put

by themselves Ibr early use.

4. They were then put up in heaps of 80 or 100

bushels each, on ground a little sloping. The
heaps were covered first with a layer of dry corn

fitalks, and these with a good coat of eanh, taken

from the margin of the heaps. By this means
the earth on which the heaps rested, was left 10

or 12 inches higher than that adjoining, besides

cutting trenches to carry off i he rain water. There
were no air-holes or vents left at the top. The
earth used in covering is a sandj' loam. These
potato banks were protected fi-oni rain by slight

clap-board shelters.

5. In the spring, at the time of planting slips,

my eating potatoes were also taken cut of the

banks. The decay up to that time was about 15

percent. The potatoes were generally sprouted.

Those that v.'ere entirely sound were selected, the

eprouts carefully removed, the potatoes wiped
dry, but no! exposed to the sun, and removed to a

log house, on a dry plank floor, where they re-

mained for use, without any further attention.

The loss from decay since they were put in the

house, has been equal to about 10 per cent more.

I think the loss would have been less, if there had
been more room to spread out the [joiatoes. A
gill-house would be a fine place to keep them in

during the warm weather. For I have (bund that

Irish potatoes can be kept there longer and better

than in any oiher place I have tried.

As to the best method ofkeeping sweet potatoes

inxvinter the following story may direct your atten-

tion to a quarter, from which you may obtain some
useful information.

In the fall of 1833, I called at the house of J. G.
near the Wateree canal. He had just put up his

potato crop—chiefly in a house of the fbllowing

construction. It had a double log wall, and the

space between the walls (15 or 18 inches,) was
filled with earth. The top or loft was floored with
stout puncheons, and these covered over with clay

10 or 12 inches thick—above which there was a

common board roof. The ground floor was sunk
nbout two feet below the surface of the earth.

The area of the house was about 8 feet wide, 8

feet high, and 16 feel long, which he computed lo

hold 800 bushels. It was entirely filled with po-

tatoes.

What struck me most, was to see the door (the

only opening to the house,) closed up, and all the

seams %n the shatter andfacings, carefully chinked

v,p with cotton and tar—if I remember right^ Mr.

G. gave the following explanation.—For two or

three years, on first housing his potatoes, he woa
careful to have the door kept open umd they had
•rone through a sweat—yet (bund that he often lost

a ihird by dry rot. At length lie was told that the
air ought to be carelully kept out until the sweat
was over. The truth of this was strongly confirm-
ed lo his mind, by the recollection that in using
his potatoes he lound that the farther they lay

from the door the sounder they had kept. He
added that he had preserved two crops on ihe

new plan, with entire success—and that after the
sweating stage was past, the door was often left

open all day, in cold weather, without any sensi-

ble injury to the potatoes.

Would it not colder a public benefit, for you to

learn if this plan continues successful, and cive
your readers ihe inlormaiion'? W.

"THE FL'LL-BRED BERKSHIRES.

[Some of the agricultural papers have for

months back been full of communications and

essays on improved breeds of'live-stock, and espe-

cially of Berkc-hire hogs ; which articles are, in

(act, designed as advertisements, and are the most

"taking'" [in] kinds of advertisements (next to

editorial pu(I&) of the sale stock of the several

writers. The agricultural public, as usual, would

have continued to be gulled by these writers, and

taken all that each of them said for unquestiona-

ble truth, put forth purely and solely to benefit the

public, but Ibr the over-greediness of these gentle-

men, who, not content each to publish that he has

stock equal to the best in the world for sale, have

each claimed (directly or by inference) that he

alone has the real ''Simon Pures," and that all

others are no belter than bastards, if not absolute

counterfeits. We have been much amused with

the progress of the controversy, which has waxed

so warm as to threaten the occurrence of what

may be called a war of the humbugs. At the

distance we are from the contest and ihe actors,

we cannot pretend to pronounce who are not de-

serving such reproach as is cast by the following,

and by some other pieces which we have pre-

viously copied. But in some other cases, the

right to the character o\' humbugger is as manifest

in the communications themselves, as if the

writer's name and signature had been "Grant

Thorburn." The following seems lo be a sensible

piece, and its censures to be fairly and propeily

bestowed. But whether, after all, it is not one of

the same numerous batch of advertisemen's and

puH's disguised as communications and essays on

breeding, is more than we can decide.

It is scarcely necessary for us to add, as expla-

nation, that we are far from being hostile, or care-

less in regard to the improvement of our live-

I

stock—and that we have a high opinion of the
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value of the Berkshire breed of hogs. Bui that

we hold agricultural cheats and hunibuggers, pre-

tending to be agriciihural improvers and bene-

faclors, in most especial conlempt.—Ed. F. R.]

From the Cultivator.

Messrs. Gaylord and Tucker— 1 have looked

on with much amusement, at the quackery at-

tempted to be practised on ihe public, relative to

Berkshire swine ; and have been not a little sur-

prised at the assumed dictation of individuals,

whose knowledge of this bretd, its changes and

varieties, has been lindled to a i'ew important

animals and their descendants ; and who have un-

derl.ikeii to deiermine, fioin the color ofsome hall

dozen hogs brought to this country by INlr. Hawes,
how many white hairs cotisiitute a lull blood, and

how many black leet betray a grade; to say no-

thing of the twist in the tail, and the bunch ol

hairs at its end. Now really, gentlemen, you

nuist not wonder that there are scolfe.is at " book

(arming," and those among us who set lightly by

(he scribbling of sell luve ; and while there are

many who hitrhly appreciate the much that is

useful and instructive in your columns, we must

beg leave to laugh at the ridiculous, as its best

cure.

It is truly astonishing, that any one should dis-

play such wol'ul ignorattce as to the real origin

and history of the liogs which now fill his sty, as

is exhibited by an Albany breeder, in a late num-
ber of the Cultivator. He calls them " the full-

bred Berksbires." Let us examine this matter a

little, and see what are the characteristics of the

Berkshires, as given by Enulidh writers. Lou-

don, Cully, "The Com()Ietc Grazier," Parkinson,

and Low, all agree, with some little differences ni

expression, in assigning to the original Beiksliires.

a lawny or reddish Irovvn color, with ilark spots.

To this, 1 would add my own testimony, having

formerly been myself a resident in the county ol

Berkshire. The pure-bred native hog at that time

was spotted, black and white, in nearly equal pro-

portions, with a greater or less intermixture of

reddish hairs, giving a iiirruginous hue to the

whole coat. They were a long, large, heavy hog
;

rather Hat in the side, always lull, and meaty in the

ham; somewhat slope romped, a little heavy in

the bone, something straight in the face, but with

a tolerable fulness in the jole, and a drooping ear;

their hair was inclined to coarseness, and olien

curly. On the farm where I lived, they were sel-

dom put up to fatten till three years old ; and when
fit to kill, would average from twenty-five to

thirty-five score. We used them lor bacon, con-

sidering they made better hams and flitches, than

any other breed. These were the hoijs univer-

sally Ibund in Berkshire, in my da}'. Mr. Astley

ofOldstonehall, has, I believe, the merit of having
improved this breed as above described, by a judi-

cious introduction of the eastern blood ; and the

hog thus formed, has been crossed upon almost

every race in England, in all cases with the most
advantaceous results. It is a cross of this impro-

ved Berkshire with the Chinese, which we have
in this country, under the name of (ull-bred Berk-
shires. As to color, had that come under the con-

sideration of the breeder, he might have varied

it from pure white to jet black, by making use of

the white or black Chinese, with strict reference

to such a result, i shall no! pretend to decide which
color has claims to superiority, although the black

China is considend the most hardy and prolific,

while the while is perhaps the better formed.

Whether these difierences are sensible in their

crosses on the Berkshire, I am not prepared to

decide. Again— there is of course, great variety

of size, and some of loim. according to the number
and character of the crosses taken li'ora the va-
rious races. Many ol the smaller Berkshires, so

desirable as porkers, are without doubi descended
from a cross of the Aslbrds, in which there is a
dash of the Barbadoes blood, strongly tending to

confirm the reddish tinge of the old breed. But,

without entering laither into detail, I think I have
said enough to expose the utter absurdity of these

critical distinctions of color, even to the "em-
blems" of three white toes, &c., which have been
held up to just ridicule in some of our late agri-

cultural papers. And who shall sny now that he
alone has 7'he improved Berkshires I What is to

become ol the " 7tuc/gu;icA:" cross, the '' Hamp-
shire"' of Ihe present day, in which the Berkshire

blood siongiy predominates ; the fine boned and
delicate " Dishley,'''' said to lay on a larger quan-
tity of meat in nroporiion to bone and oflal, than

any other kind ; Lord Western's celebrated breed

of" ihe Essex half blacks,^'' considered by many to

be the finest in England 1 What is to become
ol these and many others, all of then) crosses of

the Berkshire liinnly ? I would ask, then, on
what grounds the Albany importation claim to be

the standard of" The Improved Berkshires?"

In the extra accompanying the May number of

the " Cultivator," I saw an advertisement of"Pure
Berkshires, without any alluy of black Siamese or

common white iiogs." 1 sliuuld really tie glad to

see one of the animals, for an improved Berkshire,

wiihout any of the eastern blood in him, cannot
probably be Ibund in England.

I was much gratified to see in the last "Cultiva-

tor," an article relative to "true size." The
writer indeed lays down the golden rule on that

subject. "The greatest weiglu in the smallest

relative compass ; weightfor inches, not for super-

fice.'" Now, this is just as true with regard to

swine, as to cattle. What is it that our breeders

are doing, urged by the mania lor size, but breed-

ing back again as fast as possible to the old unim-
proved Berkshire, thus undoing in their wisdom
all that the science of England has accomplished

in so many years? But. say our western friends,

we must have size, to fill the pork barrel. Fill

it with what '? Heads and shanks'? They will

indeed fill the barrel, but not the consumer, which
is a far more important consideration. If the

Berkshires can be forced to an increased size, and
still retain their light offal, well and good—provi-

ded they do not degenerate into the coarse animal,

of which there may be no little danger. But I

would not be understood as advocating the paltry,

short-sighted policy of those from whom we ex-

pected better things ; who have sent away such
" rifl^'-rafl," to meet the pressing demand for Berk-
shires, as would induce one to suppose the very
scourings of a city suburb had been collected for

the purpose. How mucli more conducive to their

own true interests, has been the course pursued
by that shrewd, far-seeing people, the Shakers
of Watervliel, in carefijily preserving Ihe size of

their animals, to which I presume they are main-
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ly indebted for ihe late sale of their wliole stock

to Mr. A. B. Allen, of IJafralo, under whose ju-

dicious and careful management, their excellence

will untlouhiodly be preserved, and the public ex-

pcctaiion with regard to them, (ully met. They
will neiiher be stuffed to plethory, nor starved to

pigmies; and considering Mr. Allen to possess

the pride and feelings ol' a breeder, we may hope
to escape the "culls and runts" of his litters, al-

though we may not always be able to command
Ills best ; lor it is not to be supposed that anj'
'' established breeder of reputation," would sell the

refuse of his slock at any price, which would be

the infraction of a rule well known to the true

breeder—although it has not l)een picked up with
other matters of the craft by the (Zca/ers in Berk-
shire pigs, who it seems sell all they can raise, at

one price or anoiher— if not $i20, why then 203.

As the intent of your paper is to elicit truth, and
serve the farmer, I presume you will not object to

giving the above an insertion. I am not now a
breeder of the Berkshire, having given my atten-

tion to other departments, but I would lend n)y
feeble aid to the maintenance of science, against
quackery in every shape. D.

Cambridge, 3Iass. August 31, 1840,

SIIKUP BREEDING.

From t!ie Eng. Farmer's MagaziiK!.

"WliCTi a race of animals have possessed in a sreat degree,
through several generations, the properties wliicli it is our
object to obtain, their progeny are said to be well bred, and
their stock may be relied on ; and it cannot be doubted tliat

any breed may be improved in the same manner."

—

Sir John
Sinclair.

When 1 consider that there are continually
grazing on our fertile pastures thirty-two millionfi

of sheep, which, exclusive of the carcass, produce
a yearly clip of wool of ihe value of seven mil-
lions of pounds sterling, em[)loying .350,000 indi-

viduals, and ultimately yielding manufactures to

the amount of, at least, twenty-one millions of
sovereigns annually, my heart expands with Eng-
lish pride, and 1 am happy my lot was cast in

such a country. But then comes the curdling in-

quiry of how is it that the good common sense of
the British farmer, with appliances enjoyed by no
other aiiriculturist in the world, sull suffers his

green hills to be disfigured with such an inappro-
priate illegitimate race of sheep 1 Unwilling as I

am to cause pain to any one, or to assume supe-
riority over brother husljandmen, yet imperative
truth forces me to regret that even in the middle
of the 19th century the following inconsiderate
practice prevails:—A farmer rides a day's jour-
ney to a sheep letting, where he sees a number of

animals of various pretensions, fetching, according
to worth or fancy, from fifty shillings to nearly as
many pounds. Now this motley batch of varying
priced rams have all been bred in the same bung-
ling way from the same fiock, and by the same
males. And the sheep that is now making twenty
pounds is by the same sire as he that but climbs
to Rfiy shillings ; the higher i)riced one being but
a chance hit of comeliness, without system in his

production, or certainty of what will be iiis pro-
geny. It could not have happened otherwise, for

had those individual sheep been bred with any
Bcience or method at all, there could not have been

that degrading disparity in the produce of the
same flock. But such a ram breeder has no help

in him, lor he also yearly goes as fi^ir off for his

males (there's a charm in great distances,) vvliere

he has picked out one, but also without character
or pedigree, with nothing but present external ap-
pearances and smell of oil cake to recommend
him ; no one being able to predict whether his off-

spring will be ringsireaked, speckled, and spotted

—whether their laces will be black, gray, or white.

At such a market the obtaining a showy sheep is

all that can be expected or guarantied— all the rest

is clouds, darkness, or uncertainty, and propably
the next crop of lambs may show patches of as
many breeds, and as many contradictory delects

as there are counties in England. Therelbre it

cannot be too urgently pressed on the attention of
sheep breeders that in hiring rams, a first consi-

deration should be to select frum such tnpmastera
only as have pedigree, unilbrmity, and character,

superadded to a goodly appearance in their gene-
ral flock.

To those fiirmers who are undecided from
whence to iiave their next male sheep, I respect-

fully submit, do not be saiisfied with merely seeing
a score or two of the firstlings of a flock penned
up for display. Quietly go over the whole farm,
and alter allowance i'ur variety of pasturage and
shelter, see whether there is a uniformity in the
flock; whether any promiscuous two or three
score of them present such an identity as to ren-
der it difficult for individuals to be distinguished
li"om each other. See that the males are mascu-
line, and the females feminine, wiih an liarmo-
nious family likeness running through the whole.
Then ask the proprietor how he procured even a
flock—whether he ciianges it by introducing new
and unknown males with every returning-season ?

lie will answer in the negative, and say he has
tor a quarter or half a century carelijlly bred only
fi'om such as he well knew, whose uninterrupted
pedigree lie can produce, and during that time his

mutton had not deteriorated, nor his wool lost

weight nor quality— that he indulges in no auxili-

aries, as cake, corn, or seed, for food, or sheds for

shelter, but tliat they eat nothing but what is

grown on the farm— that they are thereby fortified

against debasing influences of every kind, and
truly a desirable flock to breed from. My sheep
being far short of pei.'ection, though perhaps a
stage or two in advance of some of my brother
breeders, I beg to describe them. Abiding ever
by what I have already said about the head—the
head is short, round, and without angle or hollow,
a tape passed from the throat round behind the
ears shall about equal alike the girth from the
throat over the eyes and forehead—a quiet but
confident aquiline visage (no pig-laced lady for

me)—ears woolly, short, well back and down
bent, not rabbit fashioned—the neck not straight
lined from the rump, but set on at the shoulders at

about a 45 upward angle, nor tapering over deli-

cately towards ihe head, but thick, full, and fleshy

along its whole length—blade-bones well-spread
far back, and showing the chine above their upper
working which will produce a large, open, and
heavy breast, not pitched downwards as in the
greyhound, but rounded up to a frontage like the
Ibrekeel of a sliip. This enables the sheep to look

well in the face, and gives it a preo-ence as if

standing up hill from whatever aspect it may be
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viewed, lluu is gradually rising from the loin to the

Belling ol ihe neck, vvlucii ao;;iin springs upwards
thick, lull, and muscular—nor do I otijecL to a
sligiu hollow aliout the middle ol' the back, capa-

cious Join, epredd oui hips, and well connecled
rumps—wide and llesliy in the twist, legs short,

light boned, and under the sheep, not stuck out

like four props to a hay slack. 1 covet not a thick

fallow tail, but must haveawell woolled belly. Oilier

breeders possibly have better sheep ; I know what
mine cost, and what they pay, and in this respect

am a coniented man. I had more to s;iy, but (ear

I am trespassing. Piiautical.
P. S. Ol' course 1 have been speaking of the

muscular I'rame, not ol' the I'atty obliteration of all

form, in my liock of sheep.

HEXKRY—NOT HENUY.

From the Maine Cultivator.

Hencry, says our neighbor Adams of the Tem-
perance Gazette, is to hens, what |)iggery is to pigs

or rookery is to rooks,—he might have added, or

hoggery to hogs, and cowery lo cows. We are

glad to find him so learned in these matters, and
especially lo see him willing to turn his knowledge
to a practical account.

During a late visit in Winihrop, he noticed Iho

henery establishment of Rev. D. Thurston, which
as he thinks it an improvement on the common
method of keeping hens, he thus describes in the

last Gazetle

:

^^ Improved Ihnery.—We are not sure that

Ilenety is a dictionary word, but we suppose that

our readers will understand n. If not, we would
say that henery is lo hens, what piggery is to pigs

or rookery to rooks : a place where these useful

leathered bipeds congregate and perlbrm the ap-

[iropriate duties of their station. We lately met
with one of these establishments, which seemed to

us so excellently adapted to its purpose, that we
have thought it worth a brief description.

First, then, in the upper part of the barn is an
apartment 12 feet squarp, boarded eoas to prevent

the escape of what is^put within it. Here the

fowls are to roost, lay their eggs, and perlorm all

their in-door work. At the distance of a rod and
a half from the barn, on the borders ol'lhe garden,

is another apartment of about the same dimensions

as the first, surrounded by a high lence, made of

lath stuff, sawed two inches wide, and nine feet

long, and put on close enough to prevent the hens

from getting out. These two apartments are con-

nected by a covered way, which passes from the

Bcaftbld of the barn, in what some would call a

s/anfmdicu/rtr direction, to the lience, about three

feet from the top, and is continued down to the

ground in the inside of the yard. This is made
tight top and bottom, and on one side, but with

open work on the other side. Through this cov-

ered way, the inmates of the establishment pass

when they choose, taking the air and enjoying the

prospect, and when they come into the out door

apartment, they indulge, ad libitum, in their lavorite

amusement ofscratching dirt and devouring gravel.

The result of the whule is, they are kepi under
perfect control, and yet enjoy all that liberty which
is eeseniial to their health and comfort, and when
you want a fresh egg, you have only to lift a lid

over a row of little apartments, in which their nesis

are made, and you will find at almost any time of
the day, a plenti'ul supply. The little chickens
too, as soon as ihey are large enough to make ex-
cursions abroad, will be ready to perform an ex-
cellent service in the garden, by devouring the
grubs and insects. Thus ihe inhabitants of our
villages and of our cities even, who have "scope
and verge enough" to possess a barn and a gar-

i

den, can keep as much poultry as they choose,
without inlringing in ihe least upon the laws of
good neighborhood. Those who may wish to in-

spect the establishment we have described, may be
gratified by calling on the Rev. D. Thurston, of
Winihrop."
The plan, doubtless, is a good one. By such an

enclosure, the (owls are kept from doing damage
in cultivated grounds, are prevented from roving
to their own hazard and injury, and will, ifproper-

ly fed, lay their eggs and rear their young belter,

ihan if they enjoyed a more enlarged liberiy. Care
should be taken, however, when they are confined

to supply them liberally with water, gravel, lime
and animal food—such as fresh meat, worms, &c.
In this way, people in large villages and cities can
keep hens as well as if ihey lived on larms in the

country. Indeed, it would be better for farmers if

they would, at certain seasons of the year, keep
their poultry in such an establishment.

We do not know as we understand the necessi-

ty or the benefits of separating the yard from the
barn, by the distance of a rod and a hall of unoc-
cupied ground, connected by the "covered way,"
or lube leading from the barn to the yard. Our
establishment diH'ersfrom the foregoing chiefly in

this particular. The yard is directly attached lo

the back side of ihe burn, from the wall of which a
roofprojects, under which are poles for roosts. This
is a shelter from the rains and winds. On a level

With the floor of the barn, two holes are cut, seve-

ral feet distant frdm each other, sufficiently large

to enable a hen lo enter one and skulk out of the

other into the yard again ifshe wishes. The hens
like secrecy in these important matters. Within
the barn is a long chest, covefed by a lid, having
a communication with the yard by the holes albre-

said. The chest is partitioned ofi into nests, where
each hen is allowed lo lay her eggs " alone in her

glory," little suspecting, perhaps, that the lop of

her excellent place of concealment is liable to be

opened, and her eggs taken away by humaa
stratagem.

OF THE WASTE LANDS OF FRANCE.

From Arthur Young's Agricultural Survey of France.

SoLONGE.—There is, in this province, such a
large mixture of waste, even in the most cultivated

parts, and cultivation itself is carried on upon
such barbarous principles, that there will not be
much impropriely in considering ihe whole as

wasie ; to every spot of culture called a larm, a
much greater proportion of rough sheep-walk and
wood (eaten down and destroyed) is annexed ; so

that any good (armer, who got possession of 1000

or 1500 acres, would conclude the whole as waste
and treat it accordingly : by much the most un-
productive and poorest part of such a tract would,

in every case, be the lands at present under the
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plough. I may, iti confirmation of tiiis general idea,

add, thai there are many absolute vviisie«) in

France, that yield as good and even a better pro-

duce than all Soloyne, acre lor acre. I know no
region better adapted l()r a man's making a Ibrtune

by agriculture, than this; nothing is vvanie(i but

capital, (or mot ol'lhe province is already indoseii.

Bkkrv.— Chateauroux.—Leaving this f)!ace

for the soutii, enter vast heaths of hng and furze,

but much mixed wiih trelods and grasses. ISome
small parts of these heaihs are broken up. and so

ill ploughed, that the brooai and lijrze are in full

growth. Alier tliis andlier heaih, of several miles'

extent, where the landlords will not give leave

either to build or break u|), reserving the whole
(or sheep, and yet not sioiked ; for the people

assert, that they could keep ivvice the number, if

they had them.
LiMousiiv.— To Limoges.—The mountainous

heaihs and uncultivated lands are commons, and
therelbrc every metayer sends his sheep in the
common flock of the village.

BiGORRE.

—

Bagncres de Luchon.—The waste
tracts of the Pyrennees, by which are to be under-
stood, lands subject to common pasturage, are so

much subject to ihe will of the communities, that

these sell them at pleasure. Formerly the inha-

bitants appropriated to their own use, by inclosure

and cultivation, what portions they pleased ; but

this obtains no longer; at present the communi-
tiea sell these wasies, and fixing a price on them,
nearly to their value, new improvements are not

60 common as heretofore.

Languedoc.—Narbonne to Nlsmes.—This
vale, which is by lar the richest of Languedoc,
in productions, is of no considerable breadih, yet

the quantity of waste neglected land in it is very
great.

Monrejau to Lann- Muison.—Vast wastes, co-

vered Willi lern ; the soil good ; and land projecting

into it cultivated to advantage.
JBagneres de Bigorre.—These immense fern-

wastes continue lor many miles, wiih many new
improvements in tliem. Tiiey belong to the com-
munities of the villages, which sell fjonions ol

them to any persons willing to buy. The price

most common has been 20 liv. the journal, ol 12S
Cannes square, the canne 8 pans ; ihe pan 8 inches

and 4 lines, 4 journals, niiiking an arpmt. The
method of improving lias been, firsi ;o burn all

the lern and rubliish, then to maiiock it and sow
rye, which is pretty good ; then oais lor six, seven,

or eight years, according lo cirrumsiances ; afier

that they summer-f.illoiv and take vvheai. Some
they leave to grass and weeds, alter those einhi

cro()s of oats ; a detail of the husbandry of bar-

barians ! They have all a right of commonage
on the wasie?, as lung as these continue uihuclus-

ed ; consequeiiily can keep cuttle, and e.*[)ecially

sheep, to any amount in summer
;
yet, in their in-

closed improvements, they give not a ihouglu lo

raise winter Ibod ! Such siupidiiy is detestable.

The parish ofCavare has 104,000 arpenis of these
wastes, without one metayer ; all are peasant
proprietors, who buy morsels as it suits them.
The improvements are exempted from tithes lor

ten years ; but not at all from the King's taxes,

which is shameful.
BeARN.

—

Pau to Moneins.—Vast wastes ofrich
soil, covered with an immense product of fern, to

the amount of five or six wagon loads an acre.

Vol. VIII.—76

St. Palais to JJnspan.—Vast wastes ; belong-
ing to ihe communiiie.'^ of the parishes, that sell

ihem to whoever will buy : a common price 120
liv. per arpeni

;
but afier ihev aie biouylu inio

culiure, they sell (br at least ."00 liv. The advnn-
tai;es of this system, which extends ihrouirh the
whole reifion of the Pyrennee.^, is prodiirious: it

excludes the rights of commonage, becaut^e all is

inclosed as fast as bought; and enables every in-

dustrious man liiat saves a litilc money, to become
a land proprietor, which is the greatest encour-
a^ement to an active industry the world can pro-
duce; it has, however, one evil, that of too great
a population.

Bayonnc to St. Vincents.—Tn this line I came
first to the landes of Bourdeaux, because they
extend from the gates of Bayonrie lo those of
Bourdeaux, and of which I had read so much,
that I was curious to view and examine them

;

they are said to contain 1,100,000 arpents*. They
are covered with pinrs, cork trees (only half the
value of pines), broom, whins, ling, and furze ; the
soil sand, but Ihe growth of trees shows a moist
bottom. There is a good deal ol cnliivaiion mixed
with the waste this fir&t siage. 'I'here is much
land also under water, a sort of sandy len. Pass
a great space, without trees, covered wiih dwarf
furze, linjr, and (em. Oihers lielore Dax ; one of
them of five or SIX miles lon<r, by two or three
broad: much rou^h grass and ling on a : but none
of these tracis appear half slocked.

tJax to Tartiis.—This district is a deep white
sand, Ihe whole of wiiich has evidently been lande,
but part of it inclosed and inproved ; much is,

however, yetruugh.—Singular scenR of a blowing
sand, white as snow, yet oaks growing in it two
leet diameter ; but a broken iriound discovers a
bed Ol" white adhesive earth, like marl, which ex-
plains the wonder.
Learn at Tanas, that these immense wasies,

the landes, without pines or wood, are to be pur-
chased, at all limes, very cheap indeed, ol ihe
king, the great lords, and of the communities of
many parishes, even so low as 3 liv. per arjjenr,

Willi an exemption irom liilies, and liom taxes (or

twenty years. But every one here reckons them
so bad, that all the money ppeiit would be sure to

be lost; yet it is admitied that there is a bed of
marl or clay under all the coumry. This ojiinion

is chiefls' lounded on ihe atieinpis of iVJuns. Rol-
lifr, o( Bourdeaux, having made a trial of culiivat-

ing them, and succeedeil very ill. I guessed how
sLch improvements liad been aiientpietl, ami lold

my inlormants what I supposed had been done ;

and my guess proved exactly right : corn—corn—
corn—corn ; and then the land pronounced good
for nothing. It does not signify telling such peo-
ple, that tlie great objects in all improvements of
wasies, are caiile, and sheep, ami grass, after

which corn will be sure. Nothing of this kind is

comprehended Irom one end of France to the

other.

As I shall here take my leave of these landes,

I may observe, that, so tiir as they are covered

wiih pines, they are not lo be esteemed washes j

but on ihe comrary, occupied wiih a very profita-

ble culiure, that does not yield less than (iom i5s. to

25s. an acre annual revenue. Of the very exten-

* De la Necessite d'occuper tous lea gros Ouvriers,

.8.
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Bive tracts not so employed, and which are to be

purchnsed at so cheap a rate, they are among the

mo?; improveat)le districts in the ixingdom, and

mioht be made, at a very small expense, capable

oi supporting immense flocks oi'sheep,

Cavignar. to Pierre Brane.—Many sandy

waste.-, with white marl under the whole.

To Chersac.—Gveai wastes, of many miles ex-

tent, covered will) fern, ling, and shrubby oak
;

ail tTeaily improveable.

7'o 3Jontlieu.—D\no. Many of these wastes

belonged to the Prince ol'Soubise, who would not

sell, but only let them ; the consequence has been,

that no improvements have been wrought.

£a Graule.—The wastes in this country are

Eold at 10 liv. the journal, and less ; some better

at 20 liv. The journal here is to the English

acre as ten to thiriy-eighl ; it consists oi 10 car-

raux, each 18 feet square.

NoRMANDiE.— Valogneto Cherbourg.—Mons.
Doumerc, of Paris, having bought ot Monsieur,

the king's brother, 3000 arpents, part of 14,000

sold at the same time, being parcel of an ancient,

but much neglected, Ibrest. has made an improve-

ment here, vvhich, so lar, deserves avtention, as

it shows the principles on which French improvers

proceed. He has brought into culture 700 verges,

which form his present liirm, around a house

for iiimself, and another for his bailirt, all built, as

well as many other edifices, in much too expen-

sive a manner ; lor these erections alone cost 2500

louis d'or. Such unnecessary expenditure in

building is generally sure to cripple the progress

in much more necessary matters. The first bu-

siness in tlie improvement, was to grub up the

wood ; then to pare and burn; and manure with

lime, burnt with the furze, fern, and heath of the

land ; the stone was brought from Valogne : as

Boon as it was cleared, it was fallowed llie first

year for wheat. Such infatuation is hardly cre-

dible ! A man is commencinir his operations in

the midst of 3000 acres of rough ground, and an

immense pasturage for cattle and sheep, begins

witli wheat ; the same follies prevail every where:

we have seen just the same course pursued in

England, and prescribed by writers. Such people

think cattle and sh ep of no importance at the be-

ginning of these improvements. This wheat,

limed at the rate, per arpent, of 7 or 8 tonneaux,

of 25 boisseau, each 18 pots o! 2 pints : 4 boisseau

of seed sown, and the crop 40 boisseau. Afier

this wheat sown 5 boisseau of oats, the crop 40.

'rtien barley, seed 4 boisseau, produce 20 to 25

boisseau. With this barley clover sown ; mown
the first year twice, and pastured the second ; be-

ing then ploughed for wheat, which is inferior to

the original crops ; then oats and fallow again.

From all these crops it is sufficiently evident, that

French liarmers esteem corn, and not cattle, the

proper support of a new improvement. The soil

which has been thus reclaimed, is on a sionc quar-

ry in oreneral ; a friable sandy loam, covered with

a BtroiTg spontaneous growth (v;here not forest) of

furze, lern,'and in some places, heath ; mixed with

much gras;-, and even clover and millefolkan

;

vvhich, if properly stocked by cattle, well led in

winter, would be of no considerable value in its

present rough state.

Though the methods pursued have, not been

calculated on the beet principles, yet there is cer-

tainly a considerable degree of merit in the under-

taking. Last year's crop of wheal produced
40,000 gerbs ; and this year (1787) there is one
piece of oats, of 80 verges, whicfi gives 12,000
gerbs, at 15 boisseau per hundred ; each boisseau

40 lb. and the price at present 45s. The present

stock 207 wethers, 10 horses, 21 working oxen,
10 cows, 1 bull, 6 young cattle, are certainly fine,

lor a spot where, ten years ago, Mons. Eaillio,

the bailiff', who has executed the whole, and who
seems to be a truly excellent man, was in a hovel,

with no other siock than a dog. 'I'he whole im-
proved, would now let at 15 liv. per verge, 2^ to

the arpent.

Bretagne.— Combourg to Hede.— Pass an
immense waste (or a league, but to the left a dead
level, boundless as the sea ; high lands at one
part, seemingly 8 or 10 leagues olf. Every part

which the road passes, has been under the plough,

for the ridges are as distinct as if made but last

year ; and many ruined banks of hedges cross it

in various ways. The spontaneous growth, furze,

ling, and fern ; the soil good, and ecjual to valua-

ble crops, in a proper manasemeni. The king
has part, Mons. de Chateaubriant part, and other

seigneurs also ; but every body 1 talked with says

it is good for nothing. Would to heaven I had
1000 acres of it at Bradfield ! 1 would soon put

that assertion to the lest.

JRennes.—The waste lands, which, in almost

every part of the province, extend lor many
leagues, are almost every where to be bought, in

any quantity, of the seigneurs, at 10s. the journal,

whicli is to the English acre as 47 to 38, with a
small quit-rent per annum.

St. Brieux.— Inquiring here into the period of
the cultivation which I every where ren)arked on
the landes of Breiagne, 1 was told, that it was no
ancient culture, but common for peasants, who
took them of the seigneurs, to pare and burn, vviih

the ecoiibu, exhaust, and then leave them to na-

ture : and this for forty, fifty and sixty years back.

Rented for ever, at 20s. to 30s. the journal.

St. Nazaire to Savanal.— \mxm\\s& bog marked
on all the maps ot Breiagne, and filling tlie space

of many leagues, covered with vast growth of

bog myrtle and coarse grasses, three or four feet

high ; what a field lor improvement, in a climate

that gives such a spontaneous growth !

To Nantes.— In the landes, which, strange to

saj"^, extend to within three miles of Nantes,

there was an improvement attempted some years

ago : four good houses of stone and slate are

built, and a Hew acres run to wretched grass,

which have been tilled, but all savage, and be-

come almost as rough as the rest : a lew of the

banks have been planted. This may be the im-
provement I heard of alierwards at Nantes, made
by some Eiig'ishmen, at the expense of a gentle-

man, and all the parties ruined. 1 inquired how
the m/)rot)eme7i< had been effected: wheat, rye,

oats!!! Tlius it is forever: the same methods,

the game failures, tlie same folly, the same mad-
ness. When will men be wise enough to know,
that good grass must be had, if corn is the ob-

ject ?

Nantes.— I have now travelled round (he vast

province of Bretagne, and may observe, that so

large a proportion of it is waste, as to be difficult

to calculate : I have passed tracts of land, of three,

four, five, and even eight miles in extent, without

any cultivation, and 1 have heard of much more
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considerable, even to fourteen leagues in length.

I liave marked one district in the map which con-

tains some hundred thousand acres. Three-
fourths of the province are either waste, or so

rough as to be nearly the same thing. This is

the more surprising, as here are some of the first

markets in France ; that is to say, some of the

most considerable commercial towns ; and every

where the vicinity of the sea. These enormous
wastes, which are said to exceed two millions of

arpents'^, are found, as I have remarked, in my
notes on the great road, within four miles of such

a city as Nantes : vast districts are to be had on

leases, or rather property lor ever, on the payment
of very flight fines. The soil is generally very

improveable ; I mean, convertible to cultivation,

at a very small expense, and with great Jacility
;

contrary to the assertion of every body in the pro-

vince, v;ho hive been so used to see it desolate,

that they cannot readily believe it capable of a

better husbandry than being burnt, exhausted,

and left to nature. The means of improving these

wastes are absolutely unknown in France, and
not much belter understood in England. The
profit of the undertakiuir, however, when properly

pursued, upon the never-failing principle of grass

—sheep

—

caitle—corn; instead of the common
blunder, which puts the cart before the horse (if I

may use a vulgar proverb), will be found great

and rapid.

Axjou.

—

Turbllly.— In the Journal part of this

work, I have explained the motives which carried

me out of my road, to view the wastes of this

vicinity, and particularly the improvements of the

!ate Marquis of Turbilly, described at large in his

M&mnire $ur Us Defrichemens, which has been

so often cited in almost every language.

The immense heaths, or ZantZes, are in general

a sandy or gravelly loam ; some on a gravel,

others on a clayey, and others on a marly bottom;

and others, again, on imperfect quarry ones: the

spontaneous growth would predominately be every

where forest, particularly ofoak, if it were inclosed,

and preserved from depredation. At present, it is

wood browsed and ruined, fern, furze, broom, ling,

&c. &c. In the desert state in which the whole
country is left at present, the value is nothing else

but what it yields to a {'^vf cattle and sheep ; not

the hundredth part of what might be kept, il" any
well regulated provision were made for their win-

ter support, I passed ten railes over these heaths;

they were, in some directions, boundlefis to the

view ; and my guide assured me, I might con-

tinue travelling upon them for many days. When
at Tours, I was told of their extending much in

that direction also. The climate is good. There
are streams that pass through these wastes, which
might be employed in irrigaiion, bu' no use what-
ever made of them ; there are marl and clay under

them, for manure ; and there is every where to be

found plenty of pasturage, liar the immediate sum-
mer food of large flocks.—in a word, there are all

the materials for making a considerable fortune

—except skill and knowledge.
Such was the country in which the late Marquis

of Turbilly sat down, at an early period of life,

determining to improve his estate of 3000 arjienis

in these deserts ; with all the necessary activity of

disposition; every energy of mind; and that ani-

*D^ la Necessite d'occuper tous las gros Ouvriers,
par Mans. Boncerf. 17S9. p. 8.

mated love of laudable attemptn, to give life and
efficacy tt) the undertaking. Some meadows and
plantations, which he made, succeeded well, and re-

main ; but, of all his improvements of the heaths,

to the inconsiderable amount of about 100 arpents,

hardly any other traces are now to be seen, except

from the more miserable and worn-out appearance
of the land ; which, after cropping, was of course

left in a much worse condition than if it had never

been touched. The fences are quite destroyed;

and the whole as much laiide as before improve-

ment. This flowed from the unfortunate error, so

common, indeed so universal, among the impro-

vers of waste lands ; and unexceptionably so in

France—that of improving, merely for the purpose

of getting corn. Pyron, the laborer who worked
in all the Marquis' improvements, informed me,
that he pared and burnt, which is the common
practice of all the country, and then took three

crops of corn in succession ; that the first was very

good, the second not good, and the third good lor

nothing, that is, not above three times the seed :

from that moment there was an end of improve-
ment ; it only crawled, during many years, to the

amount of 100 acres ; whereas, if he had begun
on right principles, he would, in all probability,

have improved the 3000; and, others copying his

modes, the whole country might, by this time,

have been under cultivation. It was reckoned a
vast effort in him to fold 250 sheep : and this waa
the best engine he had in his hands ; but giving

the fold /or corn, it was lost as soon as exerted.

Instead of 250 sheep, the Ma.-quis should have
had 500 the first year, 1000 the second, 1500 the

third, and 2000 the fourth ; and all his paring,

burning, manuring, folding, exerted to raise turnips

(not their contemptible raves) to winter-feed

them ; with so much burning, folding, and eating

off the turnips, the land would have been prepared

for grass ; and when once you have good grass,

good corn is at your command. Thus corn was
the last idea that should have entered his head :

instead of which, like other French improvers, he
rushed upon it at once—and fi-om that instant all

was ruined.

Ttie particular advantages of the spot are con-

siderable, if ever an improver should arise, with

knowledge enough to pursue the methods that

are adapted to the soils and situation. The hilla

of all the country are so gentle, that they are to

be tilled with great ease ; offering the advantage
of perennial streams, that run at present to waste

in the vales. There are rich veins of white marl,

with an under-stralum, in many places, of clay.

There is a hill of shell sand, for improving the

stiffer soils and moory bottoms. There is lime-

stone at the distance of half a league, and plenty

of peat to burn it. Tlie Marquis of Galway's
lather spread some of the shell sand on a small

poor field, and had an immediate luxuriance of

crop in consequence. The present cure of the

parish has tried the marl, with equal success.

But both these manures, and indeed any other,

would be absolutely lost, if a succession of corn

crops were immediately to follow. It is this

valuable under-slratum of clay and marl which
give.-J such a growth to wood. In passing from

La Fieche to Turbilly, I was amazed, in some
spots, at the contrast between the apparent pover-

ty of the surface soil, and the oaks scattered about

it ; they, are in general, eaten up by cattle, yet
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the bark is clean and bright, and ihis years

shoots lour and even five feet ion^. A common
mode, and indeed the only one, of atiempimg

improvements here, is lo perr.iil Hie peas.uiis to

pare and burn pieces of ihe heath ; to tiiUe five

crops in succession, but to leave the straw ol the

last ; to Kince the piece around ; and to sow what-

ever seeds of wood the landlord provides, usually

oak, lor a copse, wiiich, in this villanous way,

succeeds well ; but as such copses are lenced with

a ditch and bank only; and never any hedge ijlanl-

ed, ihey are presently open and eaten.

Maim:.— C?uess£/«n/.—The landes ol" Anjou

extend over a great part of Maine also. Here

they told me, t: at the extent in thai neighhorhocd

is hardly less than sixty leagues in circuailerence,

with no great interru|)iion of cultivation. 'J'I'.e

account liiey give ol'ihe soil is, that it is absolute-

ly good lur nothing but to prodme wood, which

it will do very well. The sei_;neuis lie)' it out lor

ever, in any quantity, at the rent ul' hall' a bushel

of oats an ar|)enl (the bu.<hel 30 lbs. ol' vvheai),

and some at 10s. lo 20s. the peasants pare antl

burn, and get a very tine crop ol rye ; then another

poor cropol'rye ; and alter that a miserable one ol

oats ; leckoning, in common, that a burning will

give just three crops; alter which the land is

Elriclly iinod lor noiliiiiiT, but is lelt to nature lo

recoverilseir. The price ol' paring and burning

30 liv. per arpent. 1 can hardly record these in-

Btaiices of barbarism with tolerable patience—

without dealing execrations, not against a poor

unenlightened peasantry, but ngainst a govern-

ment possessing, in demesne, immense iiacis ol

these lands, w^ithoui evtir crdering any cxpeii-

ments to be made and published, of ihe best me-

thods ol improving them. But had it come into

any such projects, and had those experiments had

French conductors, they would have been merely

with a view ol' getting corn! corn! corn!

To Le i)/aus.—Much of these wastes here re-

semble the sands ol iSoiogne ;
upon a dead level,

and water standing in many places
;
yet the soil

a sand; and, in spots, even a running one: it

arises Irom the same circumstHnce which makes

them productive of oak timber, wherever pre-

served, viz. the bollom of clav and marl.

BouRBONNOis.—i1/ou/j7JS.—Three Iburihs of

the whole province waste, or heath, or broom or

wood.
St. Pourcain.—As I quitted theBourbonnois in

this vicinity, entering Auvergiie, it will not be

improper to remark, that the whole province, as

well as that ol Nevernois, ought, respecting all the

purposes of improvement, to be deemed waste.

The culture that is carried on, without any excep-

tion, on the arable lands, is only fallowing lor rye :

and, after two or three rounds, the land is so ex-

hausted by this blessed system, (hat it is left to

weeds : broom is the prevalent spontaneous growtii

in such a case ; and if the broom be lelt lor a num-
ber of years, it becomes a Ibiest. This rye-course

produces the landlord, lor his half (as all is in the

hands of metayers), about 2s. 6d. or 3s. an acre

through the whole larm, by corn, cattle, &c. ; and

at Bucdi rates a vast proportion of the province is

chiefly to be bought. Considering that the lands

are all inclosed ; That wood enough is every where

found ; thai the country is furnished with a

Bufficient quanti'y of buildings ; that the roads

gre excellent ; that it enjoys a navigation to the

capital ; that markets are good, and prices hifjh
;

that there is marl or clay under the sands and
sandy gravels ; that the climate is one of the

finest in Europe ; and the country highly pleasant
.tnd beauiilul ; when all these circumstances are
well weighed, ii will be admitted that no part of
France is so eligible to establish a great and pro-

liiable improvement; but, as I must again repeat
It, the whole province appears waste to the eyes
of an English farmer.

A I' viiUGKi;.

—

Brioude.—The mountains in

ibis neiglibuihood too much cultivated; the earth
i.-^, by suih means, washed away by storms, and
lui rents dtive away every thing.

VivAiiAis.

—

Praddlcs.— Pare and burn old

lurl in these mouniams. Great tracts burnt, ex-
hausted, and leli to nature to recruit.

To 7'huytz.— Cultivation is cariied on in these

mountains lo an incredible hei^iht ; and is all by
liand. In some cases, earih is carried, by han(l,

in baskets, to Ibrm the terraced beds, that yield a
dillicuh and scanty crop, that is brought away on
the back. Nothing could possibly support such
exeriions, but the whole being small properties;

eveiy peasant cultivates his own land.

Phovence.— Tour d'Jligves.—The moun-
tains here are all calcareous, ) el they are, from a
VICIOUS culture and management, destroyed and
abandoned, and yield subsistence to a lew nfisera-

ble goats and sheep only ; such mountains in the

Vivarais, the Presideni remarks, ate covered with

superb chestnuis, that yield a good revenue— thia

country would do equally well lor (hem, as ap-

|iears Irom the very fine ones found in the park of

Tour d'Aigues. The cutting of every bush for

burning the earth is the cause; this species of

culture loosens the surlace, and renders ii a prey

lo (orients; so that all is washed into the rivers,

and liecomes the destruction of the plains. The
Durance, in iis whole course, of near 200 miles,

has destroyed, on an average, lo the breadth of

half a league.

General Observations.

In the preceding notes, mention is often made
of grea( tracts of country, so miserably cultivated

that (he whole would, by a good English larmer

be considered as waste. This is particularly the

casein Bretagne, Maine, Anjou, Sologne, Bour-
bonnois, &c. ; and it is this circumstance which
reduces the general average product of France to

so low a pitch, as appears in (he chapter which
tieats of It, notwithstanding the immense tract of

twenty-eight millions of rich land, the products

ol which are, of course, very high. Here then

ought lo be (he great efiort of a new system of

government in France. The revolution has cost

intmense sums ; and has occasioned a happy
delalcalion of the revenue, provided it be replaced

wiselv and equally, on some object of general

consumption, and not on land; but the public

huribens ol the kingdom are so heavy (propoition-

ed to Its consum|)lion and circulation,) that every

aitention should he exerted lo increase and improve

the contributing income; and ibis can in no way,

and by no methods, be effected so well and bo

easily, as by spreadinir improvements over these

immense wastes, which are such a disgrace to (he

old government. The wastes alone are calculated

in these sheets, at 18,000,000 of English acres ; if

to these we add the tracts, in the above mentioned
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provinces, which, though ctillivaled, are no more

produclive than wastes, and tniich of them not ol

equal profit, we cannot reclion lor the whole lee?

than 40,000,000 of acres that are in a waste state:

not absolutely unproductive, but wliicii would

admit of beint; rendered lour, live, six, apd even

ten limes more so than they are at present. This

extent is nearly equal to that of the kingdom of

England ; whence we may judge of the immense
resources to be found in ihe improvement of the

airriculture of France; and ilie wi.-^dom of the

measures of the National Assembly ought to t)e

estimated in proportion to their exertions in this

respect, rather than in any other, li" ihey give

a ready, immediate, and absolute right o( inclosure;

an exemption from all taxation whatever, lor

iwenly-one years ; and, by a wise system of im-

posts, the liJlure prospect of not being too much
burihened; if such be their encouragemenis, in

addition lo the great ones already elfecied, particu-

larly in the abolition of tithes, ihey may expect

to see, in a few years, great undertakings on these

desolate tracts. Rut the policy of a good govern-

ment will not, in this point, do the whole ; it may
encourage buildings, inclosures, manurin<i, and

the investment o( large capitals ; but il these soils

be attempted to be cultivated, as they have hitherto

always been in France, lailure, bankrupicy, and
ruin, will be the consequence ; and the lands, after

a i'ew years, left in a worse state than they are in

at present. The government should therelore, not

omit taking the necessary steps, to have instruc-

tions well diliused lor the cultivation of these im-

mense tracts of country ; not in the spirit of the

old* system, by printing memoirs, which, if ibl-

lowed, probably would spread more mischiefthan

benefit, but by the exhibition of a ilirm in each
considerable district, under a right manageitient,

and in that degree of perfiiction of culture which is

applirable to the practice of all mankind; of the

poor farmers as well as of rich ones : every other

•The edict, exempting new improvements from
taxation, was in the right spirit. We are informed by
Mons. Necker, that from 1766 to 1784, no less than

950,000 arpents were declared defriches. De VAdiain-
ist. des Fin. 8vo. T. iii. p. 233. There can be no doubt
but the greater part of these are long since abandoned
again to nature. I never met with a single person in

France who had half an idea of improving wastelands
;

and I may add, that, of all other pratices m the agricul-

ture of England, this is the least understood, bee ray

observations on ihe present state of the waste lands. 8 vo.

In regard to the excellentedictabove-mentioncd, there

occurs a proof of the gross and consummate ignorance
which one meets so often in France on all agiicidtural

subjects. In the Cahier du Tiers Eiat de I'mi/es, p.

38, they demand the abrogation of thi-i edict, as preju-

dicial to the nomishment and multiplication of cattle.

Even the nobility of Cambray, Cahier, p. \d, aie

against cultivating commons. Tiie nobility of Ponl-
a-Moussin, Cahier, \). SS, declare, that the encourage-
ment of inclosures and dffrichemens, is prejudicial lo

ag;riculture ; shame on their folly ! The clergy are
wiser ; for they dem'\nd that the possessors of v.astcs

shall either cultivate them themselves, or let others
that are willing, on reasonable terms. Cahier de Me-
lun and Morel, p. 22 ; and that all commons shall be
alienable for the prosperity of agriculture. Baijonne,
Art. 51. And some of the Hers Elat also; all com-
mons to be divided. Cotentia MS. Ai;d new dffriche-
inens to be exempted from all taxes for twentv years.
Nimei, p. 19. La Rochelle, Art. 17, MS.

species of perfection does well enough for gentle-

men lo commend, but is not adapted for larmers

lo imitate. One large farm, taken entirely from

waste, in Bretagne, another in Anjou, a third in

Sologne, a Icurih in Bonrhoiinois, and a fifth in

Guienne, would be siiira'ient. IC these farms

were cultivated on right practical principles, on
ihose of utterly disregarding corn till ihe ample
support of sheep and cattle (but particularly the

Ibrmer) in winter, by means of green crops, and in

sunmier by grasses, gave such a command and
liicilily of action ihal whatever corn was then

sown, would, in its produce, be worthy of the soil

and climate of France, yielding len lor one on
these wastes, instead of five or six lor one, the

present average of cultivated lands, in that king-

dom. If this were done, I say, the profit of such
improvement would be equally great and durable

;

the practice exhibited would take deep root in the

respective provinces; and extensive and speedy
improvements would be the consequence. By
such a policy, the National Assembly would prove
themselves genuine patriots ; the kingdom would

!
flourish

;
population, which, at present, is a bur-

I

then, would be rendered uselijl, because happy;

j

and ihe consumption and circulation of these
I provinces increasing, would give a spur to those

I

of the whole society ; the weight of taxes would

I

lessen, as the basis enlarged that supported it :

—

i
in a word, every good efiect would flow from such

j

underlakings, if properly executed, that can add
]

to the mass of national prosperity; and conse-
quentlj'the most worthy of the attention of an
enlightened legislature*.

Attempts have been made to improve these
wastes, but always with ill success ; I saw a ne-
glected farm gone back nearly lo iis pristine sta'e,

not lar from Nantes; the Marquis of Turbilly's,

in Ar'jou, had no better success ; and equal failuit s

attended those that were tried on the heaths of
Bourdeaux ; and I heard of some others, similar

undertakings, in dilierent parts of the kingdom
;

but, in general, ihey were all equally unsuccessliji;

and no wonder, tor all were conducted on the same
plan, with no other object in view than com ; but
this is the least important of the product.?, as it

hath been above observed, ihat should be found on
new improvements. A Frencii wriierf, who speaks
from experience, as well as the Marquis of Tur-
billy, prescribes this course ;— 1, dig, at the ex-
pense of 20 liv. per arpent, of 46,000 leet, in

* At present (August 1793; we know what the
blood-hound government oi France hive done fora^'ri-

culture : completely ruined all that was good in it.

t Experiences and observations sur les Dtfrichemens.
Par Mons. le Dosseur. Lamballc. 1775. 4to. P. 26,
2S, 33. This gentleman tells us, that paiingand burn-
ing should be practised only on a calcareous soil, for
in Bretagne the peasants get up two or three crops of
corn by it; and if more, much dung is requisite.

But if they can have two crops of corn, cannot they
have one crop of tr.rnips? Cannot they have grass,
which seem.s never to be in his contemplation, though
almost the only thing that ought to be in view. De
Serres knew better; he recommends paring and burn-
ing, describes the operation, and answers the objection
of those who urged a short continuance of the profit,

by showing, that such ca.«es proceed from improper
management, and do not occur, if the Jaws of good
tillage be puisu^d. an cultirer et au reposer. Le
Theatre D'Agricidture, par D'Olivier de Serres. 4tQ
1629, p. 64 to 70.
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winter, and summer-fallow, wiih many ploughings

and harrowings, lor—2, wheal ;— 3, oats ;— 4,

fallow;— 5, vviieat;— 6 oals, &c. &.c. Tiiis gen-
tleman, who tells lis he broke up and improved 150

arpents, has not ex|)iained how real improvement
is to be made witliout shoep or caiile. Where is

his winter Ibod in this preposterous course? If

these 450 arfjenis be really improved ihey have co^^t

him five times more than they are worth; but I sus-

pect they are— improved a la Turbiliy. It is mere
romance to think ol' improving wastes profitably

without a great flock oCsheef). The ideas ol'French

improvers seem rooted in a contrary spirit ; to the

present moment, there is no other plan than the

old one of corn. A publication of the year 1791,

Memoiresur V UtUite du Difiichement des Terres

de Castelnau-de-Aledoc, speaks of the same me-
thods

—

deraciner—laborer—herser— enseimncer—
froment—seigle, p. 5. The same views in every

part of the kingdom ; but when you inquire tor

cattle, you have, on some hundreds of acres, seven

cows, three mares, lour oxen, and no sheej)!

(p. 4.)

As the subject is one of the most eesemial in

French agriculture, I will very briefly sketch the

right principles on which alone waste countries

can be improved to piofii. The rapid view which
is practicable lor a traveller to take, will allow no
more than an outline ; fully to oxjilain the process

would demand a distinct treatise.— 1. 'J'he build-

ings, upon which so mucii money is generally bo

uselessly employed, should, in a private underta-

king, be adapted to that sized farm, which lets in

the country most advantageously ; but, in a public

undertaking, they should be adapted to ihat sized

liirm which is most favorable to a beneficial culti-

vation of tlie soil ; in the latter case fiom 400 to

600 ceres. This attention to ihe scale ol the build-

ing* flows from the plan ol the improvement,

which is that of letting the land in farms, as fast

as it is well improved, and broujiht into tlie culii-

vation in which it ought afterwards to remain. But
whatever the size of the fijturc farms may be, the

strictest attention ought to be had to keeping this

part of the expenditure as low as possible ; it con-

tributes little to the productiveness of the land, ex-

cept what arises from convenient ofiices tor catile

and sheep.—2, The next object is to buy a large

flock of sheep, to lieed on the lands in their waste

state, that are to be improved ; five hundred would

be a proper number to begin vvi.h. 'I'hese sheep

should be, as nearly as possible, such as the South

Downs of England ; of the French breeds, the

most profitable, and the best to procure, would be

those of Roussilion. It is of more consequence

to have a breed not too large, and well clothed

with a short firm fleece, tlian larger or more
expensive breeds.— 3, I'lie first summer should

be entirely employed in paring and burning, and

cultivating, at least, 100 acres of turnips and rape,

for the winter support of the sheep and |)lough-

oxen. Alter the turnip season is past, the paring

and burning to continue tor rye, artificial grasses

to be sown with the rye.— 4, Begin, as early in the

spring as possible, to pare and burn fresh waste,

first Tor a crop of potatoes, on liiteen or twenty

acres, and then for 200 acres of turnips. The
turnip land of list year to be sown with oais,

on three ploughings ; and with the oais, over fifty

acres, clover-seed to be sown. After the turnip

season is past, continue ptuing and burning for rye,

as before. 'J'he laborers employed in the summer
on paring and burning, to work in the winter on
ditching, for formiuii inclosures ; the banks to be
planted wiih while thorti, and willows for making
fiurdles.—Tliis is suflicient to slate the leading
principles of the undertaking. Economy in the
execution demands that the laborers employed
should liave work constantly ; in summer paring
and burning, and managing the hay and corn har-
vest

; and in winter ditching; quarrying, il' there
be lime-stone on the premises, lor burning lime,
lor manure ; and, if not, digging and filling marl,
or chalk, or other manures which may be found
under the surface. In like manner the number of
masons and carpenters should be so regulated, irt

proportion to the works, so as to find constant
employment through the building season.

'i'he courses of crops will explain the whole
business of tillage. On the land pared and burnt,

and planted with potatoes in the spring, the Ibl-

lowing rotation: 1, potatoes ;— 2, oats:— 3, tur-

nips :— 4, oats, and grass seeds for laying down.
On the land pared and burnt, and sown with

turnips at midsummer :— 1, turnips :—2, oats ;—3,
turmps;— 4, oats, or barley, and grass seeds for

laying down.
On the land pared and burnt, and sown with

rye in autumn :— 1, rye ;— 2, turnips ;— 3, oats ;— 4,
turnips;- 5, oais and grass seeds fur laying down.

All the turnips to be fed on the land with sheep,

by hurdling, except the small quantity that would
be wanted for the plough oxen.

All the grasses to be mown the first year for

hay, and then pastured by sheep, for two, three,

tour, or more years, according to circumstances.

When they wear out, or betray indications of a
want of renewal, they may be broken up with a
certainty of yielding grain in plenty ; but no two
crops of white corn ever to be sown in succession:

by white corn is understood wheat, rye, barley,

and oats.

A very easy, and, in some cases, effectual me-
thod of improving heaths, is by grubbing up the

plants that grow spontaneously, and spreading

lime upon the waste without any tillage, sowing
grass seeds and covering thero by the sheepfold : it

is surprising what a change is thus effected at the

smallest possible expense; soils, apparently mise-

rable, have been made at once worth the rent ol"

20s. per acre.

It is not possible to give more than an outline in

such a sketch as this ; variations, arising from a
difference of soil, will occur; which, though not

considerable, must be marked with care, or useless

expenses will olten be incurred. The method just

hinted at is particularly applicable upon those

wastes, which are, in culture, sterile, fi'om abound-
ing with the vitriolic acid ; the case of many in

Breiagne ; where podding stone is found in some
districts at six to eight inches under the surface:

cultivation on such, by the plough, may be so

tedious and expensive, that the mere paring and
burning, and aji|)lication of a calcareous manure,
lime or marl, with grass seeds, and Ibid, as above-

mentioned, would be much the best improvement,

as I have myself experienced, in a country more
vitriolic and sterile than any wastes I saw in Bre-

tagne.

The pi ogress of i lie flock will, by its procreation,

show what may be the given progress of such an

improvement, providing 'urnips, in the proportion
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of one acre to five sheep, which will allow enough

/or oxen and o'her cattle, and supposing the losses

upon a flock to be 5 per cent.

ir the breed of sheep be good, all the ewes
should be saved, for increasing slock, and the we-
thers should be kept until two years old and past,

sold fat from two lo three years. On such a plan,

a slock increases rapidly, perhaps more so tlian

the capital employed. But the conductor ofsuch
an undertaking would of course proportion his

Hock to his money, so that all the works might
be constantly going on, without slop or break;

to ed'ect which, would demand no inconsiderable

foresight and knowledge ot the business.

By the plan of letting the lands, as soon as

brought into complete cultivation, llie caj)i'.al em-
ployed in the undertaking would be exerted to the

utmost force and advantage, in spreading the im-

provement over the greatest possible breadth of

waste. If the lands were all to be kept accumu-
lating into one I'arm, it would grow too vast to be

managed with profit ; but, by letting, the principal

attention, exertion, and force of capital would be

always employed where most wanted and most
useful ; and it is hardl}' to be believed, by those

not accustomed to such observations and inquiries,

how great a tract of country- might, in twenty
years, be improved.

Planting colonies of foreigners upon wastes, lias

been a favourite nieihod pursued in several coun-
tries, particularly in Spain and Russia; such sf)ecu-

iations have rarely answered the immense ex-
penses bestowed upon them. The lands are
usually but half improved ; the husbandry intro-

duced is almost sure to be bad ; and the jealously

with which the new settlers are viewed by the

natives, prevents their practice from ever being
imitated. Such a mode of improvement, as is here
sketched, would be infinitely more beneficial

;

what was done would be well done ; all would be
executed by natives; for the only i'oreigner em-
ployed in the business should be the director.

There would be no probability of the improve-
ment not being durable and spreading widely ; lor

the lands not being let until the cultivation was
completely in train, the profits as well as the me-
thod would be seen by every one.

By executing the improvement of a wasie on
these principles, ten thousand pounds would have
an infinitely greater effect than a hundred thou-

sand expended in any other niethod : in the Ger-
man colonies, established in the Sierra Morena in

Spain, and in various others in difierent parts ol

Europe, much attention has been paid to the esta-

blishing of little farms only. I do not want to

view such, lo know that the improvement is beg-
garly, and the husbandry contemptible : no waste
can be really improved, and lo the best advantage
but by means of the sheep, powerfully applied

;

all other methods are costly, slow, and of weak
effect; but no little farmer can have a flock suf-

ficient. This paltry idea of establishing nothing
but little farms, is the result of most impolitical

ideas respecting population, which ought never lo

be the object of a moment's attention. If it exist

idle, or beyond the proportion of employment, it is

the source of poverty and wretchedness ; it is va-
luable only in proportion to regular and active em-
ployment, and you will have an industrious active

population in spite of every obstacle. Bui small
farms and little divisible properlies, increasing the

people, without increasing employment, has no
other tendency than lo propagate idle beggars,
and to disseminate modes ol husbandry, calculat-
ed to exhaust the land, and keep its cultivators in

misery. This is not theory but fact, of which
almost every province, in France, abounds with
glaring instances. But of this more in another
chapter.

There is anothersort of wasteland, that abounds
also very much in France, I mean marshes : it is

asserted, that there are from 1,200,000 to 1,500,000*
arpenis of them in France. The improvement
of these is vastly more expensive and more diffi-

cult than that of landes, heaths, moors, &c. The
drains demanded lor them require a considerable
capital. 'I'hese ought to be converted to meadow
and rich pasture, by means of draining. Where
they admit it, the cheapest improvement of such
is by irrigation ; the general drainage of great
marshes, if not trusted by the assemblies of the de-
partments to the conduct of some one able direc-
tor, should be done by commission by constituting
a company, as in England, and paying the ex-
pense, by a tax on the lands drained. If the rage
lor small farms continue, these marshes, in propor-
tion as the soil is boggy, will admit of being
divided into small portions, that is, of 30 to 60
arpents, but it should be under an absolute prohi-
bition of the (ilough. The bog, which I saw in

passing from Auvergnac to JN antes, and which
seems, li-om its appearance on the nifp of Bre-
tagne, to be ol a vast exijent, is highly susceptible
of improvement, and every acre ofit might be con-
verted into rich meadow.

LUCERNE IN FRANCE.

From Artlmr Young's Agricultural Survey of France.

PiCARDY

—

Boulogne.—Las s twelve to six-
teen years; three cuts, very fine and thick; six-
teen pounds of seed per measure, about an acre;
lour or five horses kept lor five months.

Breteuil.—Value it more than corn ; three cuts
;

in spots lour leei high; lasts ten years; first cut
Ibr horses, the rest for cows.
Isle of France—Arpajon.—Much; three

cuts.

RoussiLLON

—

Bellegarde—Watering shortens
its duration

;
give it water every eight days

when there is no rain.

Perpignan.—Watered lucerne in all the bot-
toms.

Pia.—By far the richest crop, and most profita-

ble culture ; it is sown largely on two sorts of land
the dry stony poor soils that are watered, and also

on the rich deep friable loam in the vale between
Pia and the calcareous northern mountains, which
are not watered ; in ail cases it is sown broadcast
and without corn. It is cut, for the first time, the
end of April ; and, if watered every forty days
afierwards, to the amount of five cuts in all ; if the

land be not watered it is cut thrice with a full

product ; and a fourth time with an inferior one.

If watered it does not last above seven or eight

* Rapport (lu Comite d'Agriculture, &,c. 7 Fev. 1790.
par M. de Lamcrville, depute de Berri. p. 3. De la

Necossite d'occuper tons le? gros Ouvriers, 17S9, par
M. Boncerf. P. 3.
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years, but in oilier laml Iwenty and even tliiiiy

years ; the hay is prelerreii to all oih^r^ ; a ininaire

is worth 6 louis at lour cuis {51. 9s. 4cL per acre) :

1 walked over many fiiiliLs ol'if, ami Ibund the crops

beaulilijily clean and luxuriant, of a complexion

and product very dillerent from what is ever seen

in Enjrjand, but not equal to that oT Barcelona in

heijfht by a thiid. Perpi^rnan to V^illa Franca,

take three crops of wheat alier lucerne.

Sijcan.— Yields two cuttings in dry years, and

lour in wet ones ; lasts ten year.^.

Languedoc— Caussan.— Fine; under mulber-

ries ; from thirty-six sesterees ^et an hundred

sepiiers of'seed; the sesteree is sown with lUO lb.

oC wheat; the price last year was 50 liv. ihesep-

tier. Vale land under lucerne lets sometimes at

40 liv. to 72 liv. the sesteree ; corn land only

15 liv.

Pezcnas.—Lucerne every where ; lasts ten or

twelve years ; is excellent lor every ihin<r except

sheep, tor which animal it is too fitiening.

Pinjan.—Sow 15 lb. the sesteree ; always
alone; cut five times a year, and lasts filleen

years, yielding 1200 lb. dry hay each cutting; and

the seed of a sesteree has yielded 100 liv.; the

the present price of the seed is 45 liv. the quintal,

and of the Jbrage 49s. When it is weedy ihey

clean it by ploughing in the winter wiih a narrow
pointed share, choosing Irosty weather, which kills

the weeds, but not llie lucerne; an admirable

practice, and apparently the origin of Rocque's
harrowing, il'it extend into Provence, his couniry.

When it is worn out, their conduct is no less ex-

cellent; greatly as it improves the land, they do

not venture to sow wheat, but barley and oats lor

hay, not corn, lor two years in succession ; a great

deal of lucerne, pushing Irom the old roots, would
considerably injure any corn, but add equally to

the value ol'a crop of Ibrage, as ihey call it ; and
the mowing early cuts off abundance of weeds

;

after these two crops they sow wheat, which
proves very fine.

Lund.—Much lucerne, but not fine, for the soil

is inferior.

Carcassonne.—Cut it four to six limes, according

to rain ; lasts 10 to 14 years.

Gascoigx—St Vincents.—Cut in good years

thrice, in bad ones twice ; much over-run with

couch.

Fleuran.—A few small pieces used lor soiling

horses.

Estafort.—Cut four times for soiling horses, and
it is the best food of all lor them.

Landron.—See a small piece of lucerne, but no
other in the rich vale of the Garonne.
PoiTOU

—

Poitiers.—Lasts fifteen years ; use

it both Ibr soiling and hay, which is better than
that of saintfoin.

TouRAixE

—

Chantelopc.—The Due de Choi-
seul's cows always tied up the year round ; in

summer soiled on lucerne, which gave cream and
butter of the very finest flavor.

Blois.—Pieces of it on a poor and almost blow-

ing sand ; lasls five years; cut it thrice ; and the

produce more valuable than corn.

Orleans.—Lasls eight or nme years, and is cut

thrice.

Isle of Fraince.—Pctiviers.— Lasts twelve
or fifteen years.

Melun.—Much here; lasls ten years; i( is cut

thrice, and the produce more valuable than wheat.

I

Yersaint.—Cut thrice; the first yields 400 bottea

of hay; the second 200 ; the third 100; in all 700

j

(about 4 tons [)er acre), and the selling price 20
' liv. the 100: or 140 the arpent. The finest of all

j

their corn crops are those which succeed it.

To Alontgeron.— It is the best feature of their

husbandry. Sow 22 lb. of seed per arpent, with
! oats. Ii lasls twelve years. The price, at present

20 liv. the 100 boites. When they break it up,
tiiey sow oats, and then wheat, getting by far llic

I finest crops they ever experience.

i Liancuurt.—Cultivated in considerable quanti-

I

ties. Sow 30 lb. of seed per ar[)ent, at the ave-
rage price of 20 to 24s. the pound. Mons. Prevoet
a very intelligent and understanding farmer in the

vale of Calnoir has remarked a great difference

between the seed of Provence, &c. which is com-
monly solil in the norlli of France, and their own.
The Ibrmer rarely succeeds so well as their own,
which he attributes to the great difierence of the

climate: wiili their own seed they never fail.

—

The general cusiom is to sow it with oats. It lasts

with tolerable management, ten or twelve years
;

but on a rich deep soil, on a dry tiottom, it has
been known to reach the duration ol' twenty years.

To destroy the weeds which arise in it, they iiar-

row it parlially wiih iron toothed harrows, and
manure it with rotten dung. It is always cut three

times a-year, and sometimes lour ; but that is not

common : a very good arjierit would let at 150 liv.

a-year, wiiich is more than any other produciion

in the couniry. The finest of all may give 1600
boties of hay, each of 12 lb. or 19,200 lb. which
is above seven tons the English acre. In general

the crop may be reckoned at 500 boties, at two
cuts on a mine, or 1000 the arpent,. which is 12,000

lb. or better than five tons per English acre. The
price of it does not equal that of good common
hay; nor is it reckoned so good fbr horses. At
present it is not worth more than 20 liv. the 100

bottes ; they save seed of the third growth, and
reckon 200 lb. per arpent a middling crop. Seed-

ing does not destroy it : on good land it is just as

good altei; butsoineiimes on [locr land il is injured.

A vast object in the culture is the great improve-

ment it works in the land ; when they plough it

up, the}' do not venture to have wheat, as the

luxuriance would be such that the product would

be all straw. They take two, three, (bijr, and

even five crops of oats in succession, which are

prodigiously great ; and when Ihe oais decline,

they sow wheat, and get a very fine crop !

il/arenne.— Lasts twelve to fifteen years; cut

thrice : when ploughed up, sow two crops of oats,

and then wheat, all sure to be excellent.

Ponioise.—Near the town half the land is un-

der it.

^rasseiisc.—Commonly sown with oats that

succeed wheat, and often upon one ploughing

only; yet sijch is the happy texture of the soil, a

fine friable sandy loam, that it succeeds tolerably

well, and would, with belter husbandry, yield an

immense advantage; it lasts ten or twelve years,

and longer when taken care cf. They cut il thrice

a year. It yields, at the two first cuttings, 300 or

400 bottes per arpent of hay fit Ibr horses, and the

third is Ibr cows. Madame la Viscountess du Pont,

sister of the Duchess de Liancourt, has possibly

more lucerne than any other person in Europe.

She has 250 arpents 80 of which were mowed this

year. 1 saw the hay, and never met willi belter
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or sweeter, yet botted frona the field in the metliod

universal in France. She was so prood as to in-

form me, that no (bod for cows yielded finer but-

ter ; I tasted it, and none could be better flavored.

J)amm,artin.— JNliich ; hists nine years; cut

thrice, unless tor seed, in which case, twice only.

The first culling yields 400 or 500 bottes; the se-

cond halfas much. The Archbishop of Aix, who
has an abbey in the neighborhood, has taken great

pains to spread the culture, and has occasioned
near 800 arpenis being sovvn.

Soissons.—Lasts eight or nine years ; cut thrice;

yields at the first 300 bottes oC hay, of 12 lb. ; at

the second 250 ; and at the third 100 per arpent,

of 96 perch, oC 22 feet, 46,404 feet (3 tons 3 cwt.)

AiiTois

—

liecousse.—They have some; cut

tiirice ; lasts twelve to fifteen years, and reckoned
excellent.

NoRMAN-DY.— Coiitances,— In the way to

Granville many patches, the first I had seen in

Normandy, and they increase to pieces of some
consequence ; lasts twenty years, and is constantly

cut thrice.

La Roche Guynn.—Much cultivated ; the

Duchess d'Anville lias filty arpents, and a farmer
in the neighborhood /brty-seven ; and I saw some
good pieces in going to Magny ; it is cut thrice,

but does not last more than six years ; sow it

with oais ; when broken up, they take three crops

ofcorn in succession; in the open fields every body
turns into it the 1st of November.
Isle OF France—Nangis.—Seed 20 lb. an

arpent de Paris, at 12 to 20.s. the pound (26 lb,

the acre) ; sow it with barley or oats that tbilow

wheat ; lasts six years, if manured, eight ; a good
srpent yields three hundred bottes the first cut

(1 ton 14 cwt. per acre), two hundred the second

(1 Ion 3 cwt), one hundred the third (llA cwi.),
j

each of 10 lb. (in all 2 tons S\ cwt.) ; som'e sown '

alone on a clean fallow in August, and this is by
far the best ; the hay 20 to 30 liv. the hundred
bottes (2/. 3s. Sd. a ion) ; if let it is at 40 liv. {21.

2s. per acre) ; when they break it up, two crops
of oats, and then one of wheal, and all good.

3feaux.—When oats have two leaves, they
harrow in the lucerne seed 20 lb. per arpent (100
perch 22 feel) (17 lb. per acre) ; the price per lb. 4
to 10s. usually 6s. ; the first year it produces, the

first cut, but one hundred bottes per arpent, after-

wards four hundred (2 ton2 cwt. per acre), some
five hundred, each of 12 to 16 lb. ; the second cut

two hundred (1 ton 1 cwt. per acre), the third one
hundred (10^ cwt. per acre), in all 3 tons 13^ cwt.
the hay ot'ihe first cut is given to horses, the second
to sheep, and the third to cows ; it is never ma-
nured ; but the soil is a deep rich loam, that is to be
ranked among the finest in the world ; couch is the

greatest enemy to it; they never use it in soiling, but
always for hay; for mowing, making, cocking, and
carting, 10 liv. the arpent ; all is boiled in the field.

They are now (July 3,) mowing the first growth,
but some has been cut some time; nothing, they
say, improves land so much ; all the good oals
that Mr. Gibert showed me, at Neufmouiier, were
after lucerne; the difl^erence between those, and
the other crops after wheat, being thai of yellow
and green.

Daupiitne—L' OneZ.—Prepare for it with the
spade, at the expense of 12 liv. the septeree ; dung
well; lasts five years; after that time, if they
would preserve it, they plough it across with a little

Vol. VIII.—77

plough, called a binet, to destroy the grass, and
then it succeeds lor two years more. When they
break it up, they lake five crops of wheat in suc-
cession. I expressed my amazement at this ex-
ecrable management; and Mons. Faujas de St.

Fond attested the truth of the fact. If wild oats

came the third year, they sow oats or rye in-

stead of wheat, on that account.

Provence.—Avignon.—Much; it is usually
sown alone in March, 5 lb. of seed per eymena of
21,600 feet (10 lb. per acre) ; cut four, five, or six

times, and lasts seven or eight years if much wa-
tered, ten or twelve if less ; they then plough it,

and find the amelioration so great, that they take
five, six, seven, and even eight crops of wheat in

succession ! But, bad as such management may
be, it is not, however, to be classed with a similar
rotation among us, for water works miracles : and
the wheat harvest is so early, that it affords time
for what they please. Lucerne suits light rich land
best; the produce at every cutting twenty-five
quintals (3 tons 3 cwt. per acre); but for this it

must be dunged as well as watered, which must
be done in winter, after the fi-osts are gone ; if no
dung fifteen quintals (1 ton 5 cwt. per acre) ; the
price 40 to 50s. the quintal, being 10s. below
meadow hay. They reckon the hay bad for

horses, blowing them up too much, but excellent
lor all otiier animals: 1 saw some of it at Avig-
non so beautifully green, that I fell it to ascertain
if it were really hay, and not, as my eyes told me,
fresh cut; it is sometimes let, and rents from 20 to

60 iiv. the eymena (60 liv. is 4Z. 12s. 9(Z. per acre)
;

at five cutimgs the produce per acre in money is

£21. 13s. 2d.

Hyeres.— I viewed a new plantation making by
Mons. Batlaile; the piece contained one and a
half acre English, and he was worlcing it at the
following expense: First digging, 96 liv.— Burn-
ing roots, weeds, clods, &c. 96 liv.—Dunging 120
liv.—Second digging, 96 liv,—Seed, 60 liv.

—

Total, 468 liv. or 13/. 13s. per acre. It was left

quite smooth and fine to the depth of a f(iot, free

li-om every sort of root weed, and laid in beds
ready for watering, and now (September) sowing;
next year he will cut it four times, afterwards five,

and perhaps six ; it will last fifteen year?, and
possibly twenty ; could let it at 400 liv. a year
(IH. 13s. 7</. per acre), and the produce gross' 500
liv. (14/. lis. \\d. per acre) ; and when broken up
it will give great crops of wheat.

Observations.—The culture of the jilant under
our consideration, is one of the principal features

of French husbandry. We have gone to the
French school Ibr the culture of it, yet it is ill

managed, and with bad success in England, and
has been so in every period ; but in France, even
in climates similar to our own, it is an object of
almost unilbrm profit; and it must therefore be
unfortunate indeed, if we do not exiractsomething
from the French practice deserving our aitention

and imitation. The first leading circumstance
that demands our attention is the unvarying prac-

tice ofsowing it broadcast. The lucerne in Spain
which is of a luxuriance we have no conception of,

and the little I have seen in Italy, is all sown in

the same waj'; a contrary practice, namely, that

of drilling has very generally taken place in Eng-
land ; it has been repeatedly urged, that the hu-
midity of our climate renders hoeing necessarj'' to

keep it free from the spontaneous grasses; and, il
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hoeing is necessary, drilling is certainly so. But
this necessity is not found to tai<e place in the

north of France, (lie climate of which very nearly

resembles our own. After some years, those

<rrasses destroy it there as well as here ; but the

French think it much more profitable wlien ihat

happens to plough it up, lliau to insure a longer

possession by perpetual expense and attention.

A Frenchman from Provence (Rocque), intro-

duced this broadcast culmre of lucerne, about

twenty-five years ago into England : I saw Jiis

crops, which were very fine, and equal to any in

the north of France. Mr. Arbuthnot, ofMitcham
had it also in the same method on a large scale,

and with considerable success ; other personshave
succeeded equally well, whose experimenis may
be found in the registers of my agricuhural tours

through England ; the method, however, has not

been generally pursued ; and the liiile lucerne to

be found in England is chiefly in drills. It cer-

tainly deserves inquiry, whether this is not the

reason of the cultivaiion at lar<ie not having made
a greater progress with us. The inlroduciion of

hoes and horse-hoes among crops that are clear-

ed but once a year from the land, and with no
necessity of mowing them close to the ground, ap-

pears to be much easier, and more practicable, than

hoeing and horse-hoeing a meadow cut and clear-

ed thrice in a year ; and vvhicli must of necessity

be mown quite closely. The preceding mmutes
seem to allow the conclusion, that the drill is not

necessary for this culture ; the broadcast succeeds

well in every part of France, in proportion to the

goodness of the soil and to management, like every
other crop.

1 wish not to make this a didactic work, or I

could offer hints that might be of advantage possi-

bly to the culture in England ; I should apprehend
that a turnip or cabbage tiiliow is the right pre-

paration ; if the field be foul for two yeais in suc-

cession, led on the land, sown with barley or oats

three-fourths the common quantity of seed, say
two bushels ; should weeds appear the first year,

I would bestow 10s-. per acre in drawing, weeding
or otherwise extirpatmg them ; and alter that the

lucerne should take its chance. Explanations are

endless; a hint is sufiicient lt)r the practical hus-

bandman, without prejudices : I would never ma-
nure till the crop was two years old.— Its amelio-

rating effect is a singular feature in the preceding
notes ; the accounts are such as will surprise some
persons ; but where husbandry is not very well

understood, eflects so remarkable must be esti-

mated with caution ; and it may, without danger
of deception, be admiited, that a material reason
for this apparently exaggerated merit is, that

fallows are the common i)reparation for wheat. If

the French were well acquainted with the culture

of clover as a preparation lor wheat, nolliing very
marvellous would be found in lucerne. The in-

telligence at Pinjan indicates, in this respect, a
conduct that is truly excellent ; taking a tillage

prop of fodder, winter tares fijr instance, on the first

breaking up, is a practice thai merits the greatest
commendation.

THE WONDERFUL CAI.IFOUNIAN WHEAT.

As we expected, and as our readers might have

inferred from our remarks on this (not new, but

revived) capital suhjecl lor the operation, the Cali-

Ibrnian wheat humbug has been started, with aa

sanguine expectations and efforts, and as fair ap-

pearance of success, as if it were the earliest, in-

stead of being the latest humbug, and as if tiiis

wheal itself" had not been already several limes

before the public, and cried up as a wonder of pro-

ductiveness; and, when its worlhlessness had been

established, the subject dropj)ed, to be forgotten,

and remain unknown, until brought Ibrvvard again,

for a new race, to end in like manner.

The American Farmer, of Sept. 30, contains

an account of this wheat, and an engraved repre-

sentation of a head ; and a wonderful head il cer-

tainly i?—a whapper— big enough to induce, by

the publication of this picture alone, a hundred

orders to be sent to the proprietor and salesman,

unless he has spoiled his market by fixing so very

low a price as five dollars for eacli head of wheat.

This is surprisingly low—indeed, dog-cheap— for a

wheat which (according to the statement copied

in our last number) produces at the rate of 230

bushels to the acre on poor sandy land, without

manure.

While the sheet containing our remarks on this

wheat was passing through the press, we received

the letter which will be copied beknv, (omitting

the writer's name,) accompanied by two heads oi'

the Calilbrnian wheat, which we declined receiv-

ing under the conditions proposed. The ears

were not to compare, for size, with that afterwards

pictured in the American Farmer. The few

short or secondary lieads shooting out at the lower

extremity of the principal and upright head, were

in the same plane with it,, and not surrounding it,

as appears in the engraved representation, and as

in the Egyptian wheat, of which we witnessed a

fair and fully extended trial some thirty-five years

ago. But notwithstanding this small difference,

we have no doubt that the Califbrnian and Egyp-
tian wheat are the same, or from the same ori-

ginal stock ; and we know that the latter is not

only no monster of productiveness, but that it Jias

been abandoned, as worthless, by all who tried it.

At pages 51 and 52 of Vol. vi. of Farmers' Re-

gister, we gave, as one among sundry other hum-
bugs, a conspicuous place to, and a full account of,

the real and well ascertained character of this

Egyptian wheat. But all the exposure that can

possibly be thus made, in advance, will not kill or

even cripple a humbug, much less cure the pre-

vailing disposition of many of our countrymen to

pay lor their own personal experience therein.

The article in the American Farmer (a letter to

the editor) is as follows :
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" I avail myself of ihe polite ofler of our friend

tJen. Stouart, lo transmit (o you an extract Irom

a letter received by me this morniofr, from my
early /riend Alpheus Baker, esq., of Abbeville,

South Carolina, a gentleman whose statements

are entitled to implicit confidence :

" ' The vvlieat to which you allude was brought

to this place Irom the Osage nation, by Col.

Sj)ieren, who had been sent to them as a com-
missioner by the president of the U. S. JMr. S.

brought seven heads ; lie gave me one : I oliered

liim $5 a head lor the other six, which he refused

;

but alierwards gave them all to me, to cultivate,

and give him one-half of the crop, which I have
done. 1 sowed the wheat on the second day of

January, 1840, in my garden, in drills 18 inches

apart in the drill. 1 believe every seed came up,

and each seed produced a stool of liom 20 to 50
stems or straws. Each head of wheat contains

from 100 to loO seeds ; I forgot to tell you that

the original head that Mr. S. gave me was noi

planted ; that it was overlooked ; and that I have
it yet. There were about ten thousand heads pro-

duced from the six planted. The wheat was
planted at least si.x weeks or two months too late

;

and some of it was injured by excessive rains and
storms ; but all who saw it agreed, that it stood

the stress of weather belter by lar than any wheat
in the country. They all agreed that, as a wheat,
it was, when grown, indescribably grand. We
sell the wheat at five dollars per head. If you
think it would be a desideratum in your state, I

will send you 1500 or 2000 heads.'
" My Iriend has accompanied this statement

with the accompanying drawing of a head of the

wheat in question, and subjoins a note that the

grains are large and fair. As he has consulted

me on the expediency ol' offering the seed lor sale

in Maryland, you would much oblige me by
staling, at your earliest convenience, whether you
think our farmers would be forward to any consi-

derable extent in making so costly an experiment.
Your obedient servant, Wm. Geo. Rkad."

The next succeeding number of Ihe American

Farmer (Oct. 7) contains a letter Irom Dr. Gideon

B. Smith, in which he, at considerable length,

gives satisfactory reasons for pronouncing this

" new species of wheat'' to be identical willi the

often betbre exploded humbug, Egyptian wheal.

He closes his remarks on it by eaymg— " During

the tvventy years of my agricultural experience it

has been presented to my notice at least twenty

times."

But to our own concern in this matter—or what

it might have been— as will appear from the fol-

lowing letter, relerred to above.

County, Fa. Sept. 24, 1840.
" Sir,— I have not had the pleasure of being

personally acquainted with you, but know you
liom character, and have taken the liberty ol

sending you, by Mr. , two heads of the

California wheat, which I consider very valuable,

and lor which J paid five dollars per head. You
will see the terms I let it out upon, and if you fieel

disposed fo take these two heads on the same
terms, I should be glad for you to do so, as I have

no doubt if you do, that you will take particular

pains with it, and give it a good chance. 1 have no
doubt, if it should grow us well in this country as
It did where I saw it, that it can be sold readily next
summer for one dollar per head, or perhaps more

;

thathoweverhas tobelried. They planted six heads
of this wheat in rows 18 inches apart and about a
foot between each grain, and raised 9500 heads,

some having as high as fifty heads .^rom one grain.

It ought lo be planted in next month, I ihmk, in

your section. II" you are willing to plant these

heads on the terms specified, copy the agreement,
or sign this, and send it by mail to

Virginia. Yours, &c. Very respectfully,

[Blank bond enclosed.'}

^' Know all men by these presents, that I, Ed-
mund RufHn, of the town of Petersburg, have
this day received of" A. B. of the county of

and slate of Virginia, two heads of the California

wheat, which I obligate myself lo plant, and the in-

crease ofsaid wheat for twoyears, provided itshould

not all be sold the first year. 1 also agree to use
every exertion to sell the increase of the said wheat,

and 1 bind myself, my heirs, assigns, &c. to pay
over unto the said A. B. or his representative at any
time when called upon, one half of the proceeds of

the increase ofsaid wheat (i. e. whatever I may
have sold) for two years, and render unto the said

A. B. a list of those persons to whom sold. The said

A. B. shall have the privilege of regulating the price

of the said wheat, if he shall think proper. Incase
the said A. B. should at any time desire his half

of the wheat raised either year, he or his repre-

sentative shall have it on application, unless dis-

posed of before by myself. Given under my hand
this day of 1840."

Now, pulling aside all other possible objections,

which might have prevented our entering into this

proposed agreement and copartnership, we really

think that Ihe proposer has asked and expected too

much. In the first place, besides all the superla-

tive ca-^e, and garden culture, which most other

persons might as well execute as we could, he

doubtless made a proper estimate of the advan-

tages of our editorial character, which would give

the greatest facilities for pufTmg, indirectly adver-

tising, and selling a humbug article; and, in such a

matter of business and bargain, we certainly

ought lo be paid for this item of advantage. Let

us make an estimate, on his own grounds of ex-

pectation, as to price, and, for product, of the crop

lo which he refers, and see what an enormous

price we should pay, and our partnerreceive, for

his investment of two heads of wheat, and our

nursing care of the products.

Taking the average of the statement of number

of grains, copied above, these two heads, at 125

grains each, might have had 250 grains in all.

Suppose, as in last crop, "every seed came up,"

and produced 20 to 50 stems, say average 35,

(which, by the way, is not a very extraordinary

product—as any coiomon wheat may do as much,
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under like treatment—) and each head to produce

as before. Then 2 heads x 125 grains =; 250,

planted this fall will produce 250 clusters x 35

stems — 8750 heads—which if sold (by means of

our editorial facilities for puffing) at the minimum
of our correspondent's expectaiion, or at one dollar

per head, would be $8750; or §4375 paid to him,

clear of all expense and charge, lor his two heads

of wheat only. He will, irom this, clearly perceive

the injustice of the proposed arrangement, and

that we would do much belter to buy his two

'heads, even at the high price we advised in our

last number, one dollar per grain, and then carry

on the trade in planting, puffing and selling, upon

our own bottom alone.

But this estimate does not go half way. Our
" every exertion" was to be made for two years to

cultivate and sell the product. And as our pro-

posed partner was (by the bond) to have the right

to fix the price, and thereby could thus restrict the

number of the first year's sales, and consequently

extend the quantity of the second seeding as much

as he pleased—and as no one will suspect him ol

the folly of wishing to " kill the goose that lays

the golden eggs" for him, let us suppose that he

refuses to sell more than half of his first crop, (the

concern receiving but $4375 the first year,) and

therefore, that we should have to plant the remain-

ing 4375 heads (we like to be exact in statements

of things so precious,) and let us suppose the rate

of product to be only halt' as much as before, and

the price of the crop to be reduced to 25 cents the

head, or, combining reduction of rate of product

and price, to one-eighth of those of the first year.

Then 4375 heads x 125 grains each — in prodnct

545,775 clusters, x 17A stems (half the previous

product,) z=. 9,484,375 heads, which, at 25 cents

per head, would amount to two millions, three

hundred and ninety-two thousand, one hundred

and sixty-five dollars, of which one half would be

the shrire, and all net profit, of our proposed part-

ner. We trust, therefore, that he will see the un-

reasonableness of hid offered terms. For our

part, we must frankly declare that we would al-

most as soon undertake to carry on ilie Florida

war at our own expense, (provided we were to be
sole contractor, as well ad paymaster and com-
mander-in-chief;) as to raise wheat lor our corre-

spondent, on the terms he has proposed.

ON MAKING OF MANURES.

£y Culleton.

From the Soutliern Cabinet.

Mr. Editor,—I am surprised and astonishing at
the improvement that is every day making" in
every branch of agriculture by the up-cou'ntry
planter, except that of the manuring eystera.

which my experience has taught me ought to be
the first object or of primary consideration on an
up-country farm.

1 cannot charge my neighbors wiih not knowing
the advantages of manure, for it must be percep-
tible to I he most careless observer. They all know
it, and they all acknowledge it, yet, strange as it

may appear, they all neglect it in a greater or lesa

degree.

I have ofien been at a loss for a reason of thia

strange inconsisienc}', and liave arrived at the

following conclusion : The most of our up-country
planters have too much land, and they can and
do make tolerable crops without manure. I have
special reference to their cotton crops, i know
most of them manure part or all of iheir corn, but

they do it with cotton seed, for which they deserve

but little credit, as they are compelled to remove
them out of their way, and the additional labor of
applying them to the corn is very trifling.

I speak with a degree of confidence when I

say, that within the circle of my knowledge, which
embraces a considerable extent, there is not

one out of ten who plant eighty acres of cotton,

that manures ten acres out of eighty. The rea-

son of this I believe to be, as I stated above—they
have too much land. Most of our up-country
planters plant from ten to fifieen acres of cotton

to the hand. I leel confident from my own expe-
rience, when I say, if ihey would plant half of that

number of acres, and manure them, the amount
of their crops would be as much, or more, than
they are now, or according to the present manner
of culture. I stale, from actual experience, when
I say, that our up-country or pine-lands, when
manured, will produce double the quantity of cot-

ton. Perhaps it will be said, all this we freely ad-

mit and firmly believe, but how are we to make
so much manure? In the first place the making
ofmanure must be a separate and distinct business

otherwise you will not be able to do it to advan-
tage. Do not put it off for wet days or broken
time. Too many have tried it in this way, and
have invariably fiiiled.

Put so many negroes with wagons and mules
to collect trash,* and haul it into your cow-pens,
stables, and hog- pens, and let the same liands

haul it out. VVhen it has been sufficiently tram-
pled, two hands with a wagon and a pair of mules
can rake and haul six wagon-loads of trash per

day ; that would be eight hundred and eighty-four

wagon-loads in six months, and every one hundred
wagon-loads of trash will make two thousand
bushels of manure after it has been in the cow-
pens six months, as two thousand bushels of ma-
nure to every one hundred wagon loads of trash

would be seventeen thousand two hundred and
fifty bushels of manure to eight hundred and
eighly-four wagon-loads oftrash. Seventeen thou-

sand two hundred and fifty bushels of manure will

manure forty-three acres of cotton, allowing four

hundred bushels to the acre. 1 will now appeal to

the planter to say, whether his two hands, with
his mules and wagon, could make more, or be
employed more profitably ; and he may value the

manure at six cents per bushel. He will remem-
ber to take into consideration the annual improve-

ment of his farm by pursuing this system ofculture.

*Leaves &:c. which cover the groundin wood-land.

Ed. F.R.
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If ihe above is worthy of a place in your Cabi-

net, it is at your service.

Yours, ie^-pectl'u!ly, Colluton.
July 18-10.

NATIVE NITRATE OF SODA.

From the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History,

1840.

Dr. M. Gay read the Ibllovving communication

from A. A. Ilayes, Esq., of Roxbury, on liie

Native Nitrate of Soda, lound in South Peru.

'I'he existence of beds ol' Nitrate of Soda in Peru

has been long known, and the inhabitants of a

most arid and desolaie region have made it by

simple operations an important article ofcommerce
and manuliicture.

This salt has claims of scientific interest quite

equal to those of any mineral hitherto discovered.

It indicates to us, vviio are accustomed to a humid
climate, with heavy rain storms, a stale of atmo-
spheric dryness, as far removed h'om our experi-

ence as the singular products there deposited are

ironi our own rocks aud soils.

During the scientific tour ol' Mr. John II. Blake,

of Boston, a great nuiuber of specimens, illustrat-

ing the Ibrms and composition of this salt, were
collected, and 1 have been able to learn some
iiicls Irom the chemical examination of them, but

have to regret that the loss of Mr. Blake's journal

has prevented our having a full account of their

geological relations.

The nitrate of soda exists in large beds, a few
feel below the saline soil, or forming that soil in

various places, from Arica on the north and west,

to the course ol'the river Loa on the south. The
country is an elevated pampa, having the ibrm of

a shallow basin, bounded by the coast cliffs on the

west, by the higher pampas on the north, by sand-
stone hills on the east, and the ravine through
which the river Loa falls into the sea on the south.

The elevation of the pampa of Tamarugal in the

province of Tarapaca is nearly 3300 Icet above the

level of the Pacific.

The western border or coast presents gianite,

on which the pale flesh colored feldspar porphyry,
peculiar to volcanic regions, reposes. This rock is

doubtless trachyte, and its extent and volcanic

character make it one of the most important of

known rocks. Imbedded in the soil and Ibrming
extensive tracts, are shells of the same species as

those now existing in the ocean. A saline soil and
other appearances denote that a long line of coast

has been elevated from below the ocean's waters.

In travelling north, Mr. Blake found that the pam-
pas were broken by ravines, through which the

waters Irom the Cordilleras How at times. A re-

markable lijature is disclosed by these ravines ; a

section always presents a higher level on the north
than on the south side, so that each pampa pre-

sents a steppe, rising as we advance northward.
The sandstone hills Ibrming the eastern boundary
are of moderate elevation ; they contain beds ol

gypsum, and form the western barrier of another
basin, the eastern bounds of which are the Cor-
dilleras.

The pampa is mostly uninhabitable, but s[)ots

where water can be obtained, and parts of the

ravines are cultivated. Nearly midway between

the eastern and western limits of this pampa there

exists a buried forest of large trees, mostly of the

Algorabo species. The trees are inclined towards

the southwest, and the wood is singularly well

preserved. Specimens have the color and grain

of old mahogany, but are brittle. The gaseous

constituents of recent wood seem to have been

lost, Ibr although resinous, it burns without flame.

From personal examination of the country, east

of the sandstone elevations, Mr. Blake concludes

that a lake of considerable extent once covered the

space between these and the Cordilleras. Nume-
rous volcanic rents now exist among the moun-
tains, and it is probable that the saline matter pro-

duced by them was dissolved in the water, form-

ing a lake at the base of the mountains. This
lake subsequently broke its barriers, and prostrated

a lorest then growing where the saline matter is

now Ibund. I have carei'ully examined the earthy

matter which is mixed with the nitrate of soda

from different parts of the province of Tarapaca
and find that the larger part is composed of i'rag-

menls of finely powdered shells, the color being

unchanged. A brown marl Ibrms the remainder,

such as results from the washing of sandstone,

— these liacts I consider as supporting the conclu-

sion of Mr. Blake. The surlace of the pampa is

mostly sand, clay, and saline matter. The latter

is composed of sulphate of lime and soda, salt,

and nitrate of soda—some parts present the nitrate

of soda at the surliice— at others, a lew feet below.

Those salts have all the physical and chemical
characters ol salts produced by decomposition and
separated by evaporation from solutions. The
nitrate of soda is Ibund in distinct strata, a thin

layer of brown loam separating the parts ; it is

also Ibund mixed with salt, and forming a small

portion of the whole mass. The refining opera-

lions are rude and simple. The richest masses of
the native salt are blasted or broken and divided

into small portions ; with these, copper kettles are

in part filled, and water, or the mother water of
lormer operations, is added, and heat applied until

a boiling and saturated solution is obtained. The
solution is transterred to wooden coolers, where
the nitrate of soda crystallizes. The undissolved

salt remaining in the kettles is thrown aside, fresh

salt being used each time, although not one half

ol'the nitrate of soda is dissolved. The coolers

are emptied after the crystals ofnilrate have ceased
to Ibrm ; it is dried, packed in bags, and sent to

the coast on mules. The wood used in the opera-

tions is transported Irom a distance on the backs
of mules Irom the borders of the pampa. Of late,

ailention has been turned to using the altered wood
of the buried forest, and some excavations pro-

mised a supply. Water is Ibund by sinking wells

in some places, below the saline soil. The sub-
sistence of the workmen, drivers and mules, is

mostly drawn from Valparaiso. The quantity of
nitrate of soda which exists in beds is immense,
and in addition it is probable that the saline soil

would aflbrd a large supi)ly.

Native nitrate of soda, in fractured masses, has
a granular structure, arising Irom the aggregaiion

of irregular rhombic crystals, varying irom fine

grained to coarse grained. It is brittle, but yields

more easily in one aireclion, separating into angular

parts, resembling loaf sugar closely, in some spe-

cimens. Color varies from snow-white to reddish

brown and gray. Some specimens have a lemon
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yellow titiiirreizuiarly (lislributed ; specific gravity,

2.290; taste, nitrous, with a cooling iinpirpsion ;

odor, peculiar, and when wanned leseuiblinir

chloride of iodine dissolved in waier.

Composition of average iij)eciiii:'ns is nitrale ol

soda 64.98, sulphate of soda 3.00, chloride ol

sodium 28.09, iodic salts 0.03, shells and marl

2.60,=99,90.
Mixed with this mineral, I have found nitrate

of potash, sulphate of lime, chloride of sodiun),

iodaie of potash or soda, and chloriodaie of mag-
nesia, tile latter impartmg the bright yellow tint

which some specimens siiovv.

CHEMICAL COMBINATIONS—ANALYSIS OF
SOILS.

From the Soutlieni Cabinet.

BIr. Editor^— I frequently find inlbrmalion re-

quested on the subjects of the following paper,

which has been my inducement lor making ihem
the topic of a lew cursory remarks.

Many have vague ideas of the components of

tlie material substances of which we are lijrmed

and by which we are surrounded. Persons are

often deterred from particular inquiry into the

sciences, by the apparent magnitude of the dilfi-

culiies, and the numerous intricacies they present

at the entrance. These obstacles are analogous
to looming highlands, which appear to obstruct the

traveller's way, and impede his luriher progress

but with resolution he advances, and ere he is sen-

sible, the extent and riclmessol the scene shows
him that he has already overcome a portion of the

dillinuliy, and at least partially accomplished his

object. In this as in all things " ce 7i'esi que h
premier pas qui coute."

The various objects which surround up, and
strike our senses, would appear to be a mixture ot

heterogeneous substances, of infinite complexity,
but upon inquiry we are the more and more asto-

nished at the fewness of the original materials, and
the simplicity of the limited laws which govern
their history. As lar as we have knowledge, this

tangible world is composed of about filty-six, or

fifty-ceven, simple elements, or substances, each
having peculiar and particular properties, which
are throughout marked, constant, and invariable,

and will be found in all parts of the world to act in

a sin)ilar manner, when under like infiuences.

Tiiese elements are not susceptible of annihilation
or reproduction ; they liave been created once
and lor ever. Variety is produced by the combina-
tion in difi'erent proportions of these simples, lor

instance: sulphur, or brimstone, is a simple sub-
stance, from which art has succeeded in producing
nothing but sulphur, and is formed of insensibly
small particles, or atoms of itself. Iron, copper
silver, lead, gold, are other examples. These
simples, when tliey do combine, are lound to unite
according to fixed laws, which are far from being
com[)licated. Thus an aiom, or proportion of suN
phur, will combine with an atom, or proportion of

iron, and Ibrm a con)pound vviili properties differing
from tl)o«e of either of its coiiHtitueiits. Again,
under other ciicumsiaiiL'es, two atoms of sulphur
will combine with one atom of iron, and (brm ano-
ther compound, differing alike fiom either of its

coiistiiuenis, or the other combination. 'I hcse two

substances combine in the two mentioned propor-
tions only, and neither nature, or art, have pro-

duced examples of their combination in other pro-

portions. Hence, a substance possesses properties

diflering, not only from the number of its elements
but also from their proportions.

These simples are airilbrm, liquid, solid, visible,

or invisible, and have difi'erent specific gravities.

Gases will sometimes combine and form solids

—

again li(iuid3, or gases, according to tfie tempera-
ture. One atom of oxygen and two of hydrogen
unite and Ibrm ice, water, or steam, at difi'erent

temperatures. The combinations known as calo-

mel, and corrosive sublimate, so different in their

action upon the animal economy; are results of
different proportions of mercury and chlorine. The
transformation of farina, or starch, into sugar,
alcohol, and acetic acid, (or vinegar,) is simply
a change in the relative |jroportions of the three

sole constituents of all—oxygen, liydrogen, and
carbon. Tiie Emperor Napoleon was fond of the
simple beverage, sugar ami water. He remarked
when made from sugar in lump, |)articularly if

permitted to dissolve itself, it made a perfectly

clear solution, but if the sugar was pounded the
liquid was turbid. He asked of Chaptal, (a che-
nnst of celebrity,) an explanation, who replied lliat

the three substancessugar farina, and gum, though
comjjosed in different proportions of the same sim-
ples, were so nearly allied that the abrasion caused
an approximation of the sugar, to the nature of
the other two substances, and farina being insoluble

and gum less immediately so than sugar, the

clouded appearance was caused by the suspension
of the insoluble particles thus produced. The
gas called carbonic acid, or fixed air, is a combina-
tion of five atoms of oxygen, and one atom of the

well known substance carbon, which according to

the arrangement of its panicles presents the ap-
pearance of lamp-black, charcoal, and the crys-

tallization diamond, all being susceptible of com-
bustion, by which act they combine with oxygen,
and produce the acid gas. Oxygen is fbund to

combine in three proportions with iron, giving rise

to compounds with distinct properties. Thus the

magnetic oxide of iron, which occurs in the
washes throughout this district, may be said al-

most to resist the action of acids, whilst the other

oxides of the same substance combine with them
with fitcility. Hence, the magnetic oxide is of

less advantage in a soil than the combinations ia

other proportions, wldch correct acidity by satura-

tion. In the liabricalion of soap, if we place the

carbonate of potash in contact with the grease, or

oil, no soap will be Ibrmed, but if we previously

divest the potash of its carbonic acid, (which is

easily done with caustic lime,) the caustic potasli

produces a change in the proportions of the con-

stituents of llie grease, (oxygen, hydrogen, and
carbon,) acids are generated, which combine with

the alkali, and fbrin the salt, soap. This informs

us that if we fail to decarbonise our lie, we loose

such proportion of alkali as may not have been
deprived of its carbonic acid, during combustion,

or by other causes, or having been deprived, has
reabsorbed that acid from the atmosphere.
These elements, when they combine, do not

unite in all proportions, l)ut one is found to be a
simple multiple of the otlier. Thus one to one,

one to two, one to three, one to lour, one to five,

and rarely ever beyond tiiis number, and never
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in sucli proportions ae one-sevenih to one, or one-

third to one-fifth, &c. &c. Uy reflectintr upon
these facis, nnd many more vvhicl! mi^ht t)e licre

oddiiced, we shall realize the nature of atom?,

their indivisibility, and the maihematical nicety in

which 6-ulisianct'scliemii'ally cnmbine. This cun-

eiilijies the basis ol'ihe x\tomic theory, Trom which
chemical equivalents, or proportions, are deduced,
rnablinn: the mariulacturin^ chemist to calculate

with the i^rcatest exactness, the relative propor-

tions of the difi'erenl substances, lie may wish to

unite, to liirin tlie recjuircd product, and i;iviiig the

analy/:er the power ol'deducing the unknown from

the Known.
These simple substances variously combined,

and these combinations variously intermixed, cause
the different appearances which are presented to

our senses in the vegetable, animal, and inorganic

world. By taking advantage of our knowledge
ol' the properties which these siniftle substances

possess, as well as those to which their combina-
tions give rise, we can Ibrm a pretty just conclu-

sion of what will be discovered by accurate che-

mical investigation. To illustrate—we know that

all vegetable substances are fi>rmed of three sim-
ples, viz.: oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon, and very

rarely a (burih, nitrogen, which is founJ to exist

in that product termed gluten, which may be ex-

tracted from the germ of wheat, to which add,

the comparatively small proportion, of inorganic

matter which is found in the ashes. A^ain,
animal substances usually contain all the (bur first

— I say usually, for there are exceptions to this

as to all general rules, as grease or liit, (which is

called the grossest part of the animal,) is closely

allied to the vetretable oils, and formed of the same
substances, neither containinn; the gas nitrogen ;

—

therefore, so laras the constituents are considered

they do not differ. The properties of the substan-

ces which Ibrm the mineral kingdom, are not the

less distinctly characterized, and by physical in-

spection wiili the aid of chemical tests, the ope-
rator is enabled to foretell all the constituents

which will be found by accurate chemical research.

This analysis may be said to commence from the

lime an object first arrests attention.

These facts may appear to some elementary,
but I hope on that account not useless, and that

they, therefore, may be pardoned by those to

whom they are familiar, for the service they may
be to others who have less acquaintance with tlie

subject. They may furthermore be ofsome utility

in enabling some of my readers, the better to

comprehend, the one or two examples of analysis,
which I shall now add.

I shall select for the first example, a mineral
eubstance, in which we will suppose it desirable

to ascertain the quantity of carbonate of lime.

The commencement of this operation is its reduc-
tion to a powder, (which indeed is the first step in

every case,") and this may lie accomplished in a

copper, or iron mortarafterwards passing it through
a fine sieve. Then, by means of a small sensitive

hand balance, weigh say ten grains; by seleciintr

a decimal number the calculation will be rendered
more easy. This should be placed in a small
platina crucible, of a size adapted to the quantity,
on a few iirnited coals, and brought to that degree
of heat when redness is just becoming visible. It

should now be removed from the fire, allowed to

cool, and rcweighed. By Eiihs'racling the niirri-

ber thus obtained from ten, you have the humidity.
You now return the powder to the crucible, put
oil the cover, replace it on the fire and increase
the temperature to a while heat, which should be
maintained ibr about fifteen minutes. Suffer it to

cool, and weigh. Subtract this from the last num-
ber, and it will give the quantity of carbonic arid

driven off. It would be well now to ascertain by
means of water, and acid, if this last operation
has been efi'eciual, and if it has not, it will of
course be necessary to rejieat the experiment on
another equal quantity, till you have effected this

end. Ten giaiiis of the powder should now be
introduced into a small glass matrass,* (for these
operations those of the capacity of a gill, or half-

gill, will be found most convenient,) cover it with
water, and add a few drops of muriatic acid, from
time to time, keeping up the action till efferves-

cence ceases. If the acid be added too rapidly

or too much at a time, the action will become so
violent as to project a portion of the matter out of
the mouth of the vase, in which case it will be
necessary to recommence the operation on another
like portion. In order to prevent any loss, the
safest way is to incline the vase, that the spray
may strike the sides. Towards the termination of
the operation, the action should be aided by a
gentle heat, and any excess of acid should be
driven off by evaporation. The solution should
now be diluted by the addition of water, and the
whole thrown upon a paper filler, (which will

retain the insoluble residuum,) and water added
till every thing soluble is washed away. In wash-
ing, it is belter to allow the water previously added
to pass through entirely, before replenishing. If"'

the water be hot, the operation will be more ex-
peditious. You may ascertain if this is accom-
plished by receiving a drop from time to lime, on a
piece of glass and drying it over the fire, or in the
sun; the washing is completed if it dries without
leaving a spot on the glass.

The filter containing the insoluble residuum
should now be carefully removed from its glass
funnel, dried, and the matter separated, calcined,

and weighed, or as it is scarcely possible to prevent
loss in this way, it will prol>ably be more accurate to

calcine altogether, burn another filler of precisely
the same size, and weigh the ashes, and make
allowance for this in the weighing. To the filtered

solution you now add lime water, until there ceases
lobe a precipitate. Lime being a strong base>
will throw down bases of less strength. If no
precipitate is produced by the lime-water, there is

nothing in solution but lime, and the operation is

terminated, and the quantity of lime may be as-
certained by the difference between the weight of
the insoluble residuum, and the powder which was
deprived of its carbonic acid by calcination. But
if there be a preci[)ilate, the vase should be
covered to prevent the absorption of carbonic acid,

(which would unite with the lime and ihus cause
an error,) and when se'tlcd, drawn off clear, by
decanting, or by means of a small glass syphon,
and tlie precipitate collccled on a filter and washed.
By drying, recalcining, and weighing, and adding
ttie weight of this precipitate to that of the inso-

luble residuum, and substracling it from the powder

* A small vase, technically so called, iniich resein-

biins; a FloiTnce flask. Those with Hat liotloms are

best.
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deprived of its carbonic acid, as before rcmarl<ed,

yoii have tlie quantity of lime.

By reference to a chemical, or inineralogical

treatise, the composition of ihe carbonate of lime

will be found given.—Now let A. = the quantity

of lime in 100 parts of the carbonate of lime, B. =
the (]uantily of carbonic acid, and C. = the quan-

tity of lime ascertained by analysis, then the sim-

ple proportion A: B : : C : X= ihe quantity of

carbonic acid necessary to saturate Ihe quantity of

lime lound, which must be subsiracted from the

loss by calcination. To recapitulate—your analy-

sis will stand thus

—

Water,
Carbonic acid,

Insoluble residuum (usually sand and argile,)

Precipitate by lime water (usually magnesia,
oxide ofiron and alumine,)

Lime.
This mode is one of the most expenditious and

easy that presents itself to my mind at this time.

In this, as in all analyses, it is of course necessary

that all the re-agents used should be pure, without

which there can be no certainty or confidence in

the results. If the muriatic acid should contain

sulphuric acid, as it is likely to do, owing to the

usual mode of manufacture, the insoluble residuum

will contain the sulphate of lime, thus not only

augmenting it at the expense of the lime, but also

by the addition of the sulphuric acid. Manufac-
turers often make use of the chloride of lime to

whiten their paper, which is frequently found to

contain notable portions of that base, thus intro-

duced, so much so as not unfrequenily to produce

effervescence, by the application of an acid. This
substance would not liid to be dissolved, by the

slight excess of acid unavoidable in manipulation,

and would be thrown down and add to ihe

amount of the constituents. This, in an analysis

where the fill rations are numerous, would cause

error ; to avoid which the paper should be digest-

ed in weak acid, and washed to free it from all ex-

traneous substances previous to use. Water is

another fi-equent source of inaccuracy, if it be not

pure. DisiUled water is at all times preferable, or

rain water (not collected from dusty rools.)

Sometimes the water of our rivers evaporates

without residuum, as I have found occasionally to

be the case with that of the Schuylkill. The ope-

rator will find it to his advantage to ascertain, by

tests, the purity of the water and re-agents pre-

vious to use.

I eiiall now endeavor to enumerate the modes
of separation which I should practise, were J

about to examine a substance in which the con-

stituents were more numerous. The following

example is one analogous to many soils :
—

Water,
Organic matter,

Carbonic acid,

Silex,

Alumine,
Oxide of iron,

Oxide of manganese,
Lime,
Magnesia.

I shall premise by observing, that where analy-

sis can be performed without ihe use offixed alkalies

or their salts, as re-agents, it is always prelierable,

owing to the dilHculty, (necessarily connected with

their properties,) of freeing a precipitate of their

presence, which is more embarrassing in those
which are gelatinous than otfiers. The operation
of getting rid of iheir presence is long and tedious
but necessary—as without it there would be inevi-
table error, more or less flagrant, as the manipula-
tion is more or less perfect.

The water or humidity will be driven off by
maintaining the powder at the temperature of
boiling water some time. 'J'he organic matter by
heating the substance to a red heat, in contact
with the atmosphere, and occasionally stirring it

to make the combuslion more perfect—ihe carbo-
nic acid by calcination. The solution should be
made with muriatic acid. A i'ew drops of niiric

may be advantageous. The silex and argile,

dosed together, as in tlie .'bregoing analysis, and
separated afterwards by an attack in a silver cruci-

ble with caustic potash, or in one of platina, wiih
carbonate of potash. To the filtered solution you
now add the carbonate of ammonia, drop by drop.

The iron and alumine, (if there be any of the lat-

ter,) will be thrown down together, in which case
they may be separated by potash. The separa-
tion of these substances by the carbonate of
ammonia is a nice operation, as the success of the

experiment depends on the exact quantity of car-

bonate of ammonia added. 'J'he manganese will

be thrown down by the hydro-sulphaie of arn-

monia. In this case you liave the sulphuret of
manganese. If the quantity be small the sul-

phur maybe dissipated by roas'ing, but if large

it will be necessary to dissolve in nitric acid, and
precipitate by a carbonate. The lime will be
thrown down by the oxalate of ammonia, and ihe

magnesia by the phosphate of ammonia. The
phosphate of magnesia being slightly soluble, may
give rise to error if this be not taken into consi-

deration.

I am well aware that in manipulation, however
perfect the description, notliing will compensate for

the want of practice, and even were it my inten-

tion to descrilie all that was necessary to one pos-

sessed even of partial experience, the idea would
be preposterous in an article like the present.

If I have erred in any of the foregoing state-

ments, which, however, 1 do not think will be
Ibund to be the case, I hope it will be considered a

sufBcient palliative, when 1 slate, that I wriie

without having in my reach a note, or scientific

volume, to which I can refer. C.
ylbbeville District.

PEDESTRIANISM EXTRAORDINARY.

A most extraordinary feat of pedestrianism has
been nearly completed by the celebrated Tovvns-
hend, walking l)etwcen this town and Prescott.

This individual undertook for a bet of £50, to

walk against time, the astonishing number of

sixty-lour miles each day, for six successive days.

The great fi^at vvould almost seem impossible;

but up to last night, he had regularly performed
his day's task, with the exception of one day, in

consequence of the Prescott police having taken

him twice in custody, which retarded his progress

considerably. On the Ibllowing day, however,
he made up for the loss he had sustained from the

over caution of the "rural force," by walking
seventy-two miles; and vviien it is considered that
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this toolc place on ihe ihiril day alter he Imd started

it cannot be looked upon olhervvise ihan as won-

deiful.

In performina; the given distance, he has to

walk lour times every day between the two i)laces.

As suon as he makes Ins appearance within the

suburbs of Liverpool, he is constantly Ibllowed by

great crowds (of whom he much complains) of

anxious spectators, eager to look lor once upon a

man whose perlbrmance, when completed, will

be one of the greatest leats of walking ever ac-

complished.

Mr. Townshend finishes his arduous task this

evening; he will be in tins town about 9 o'clock

in the morning, hall-past 1 in the aliernoon, and

6 in the evening; he will then proceed lor the last

lime to Prescot, and return to Liverpool at about

half-past 10, which will complete this feat unpa-

ralleled in the history ofpedestrianism.

Last night, when he arrived at Mr. Taylor's,

Williamson-square, (at which house he has regu-

larly 6le[it, about live hciurs out of every (weniy-

lour, goiiiL'' lo bed at 12, and Ii^-ing again at five,)

he complained very much ol' his feet being sore,

but his spirits seemed as buoyant as they were on

the first day, {Monday.)—Liverpool paper.

CAUSES OF THE FAILURES IN REARING SILIC-

AVORMS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Fredericksburg^ Sept. \si, 1840.

The last number of the Farmers' Register con-
tains (io me') unpleasant news relative to the ge-
neral result of silk culture, in Virginia, during? the

past summer; but it is proper that these liiilurcs

should be known, that persons intending to prose-

cute the business may piovide convenient and
proper fixtures, and exercise more care in time to

come. Some of Dandolo's directions for the pre-

servation of silk-worms' eg2s are good, but others
are unnecessary, and impracticable in our climate.

As a specimen take the following :

" The linen cloths upon which the eggs are de-
posited may be left then in the same place, pro-

vided the heat of the room does not exceed 66°
to 68°."*

Now, where in Virginia shall we find a place
free from dampness that can be kept at a tempera-
ture as low as 68^' "in July or August?" The
eggs from which my rearings were made the past

summer were Irequenlly exposed to a tempera-
ture, a short lime after they were deposited, as

high as 85° lo 8S°, and yet the worms pioceeding
from these eggs were more thrifty than any large

parcel that 1 have seen. The hatching of a por-

tion of the eggs was retarded by placing them in

the ice-house ihe lOih of February, and another
parcel were buried under ground, and these too

succeeded well. But i am not yet sure that this

plan will retard the hatching as late as the 1st of

August, because a thermometer occupyinjj the

same situation, under ground, stood- on Jnne 27ih
at sunrise at 67°, and ..n June 29th, at 2 P. M.,
at 68*^. The plan which I adopt lor retardintr the
hatching differs in some respects fi'om any that
has hitherto been made public, and as it is proba-

• Dandolo's treatise, p. 234. London edition, 1825.

Vol. Vni.—78

ble that some of your readers may wish to try it,

I will send you an accurate description in Novem-
ber or December.

I will state my opinion relative to the causes of

failure in rearing silk-worms during the past sum-
mer:

1. Closing too many of the windows and venti-

lators of the room in warm and damp weather.

2. Crowding the worms so as to prevent theic

feeding with regularity, and which also checked

proper transpiration. Hear Dandolo on this point.

'' It must be acknowledged that transpiration can-

not exist without the contact of air. The heallfi

of animals requires that they should expel, by
means of the excreting organs, the superabun-

dant liquid and extraneous substances, which may
have been introduced into their organization by
nutrition."

3. fVide hurdles or shelves and narrow pas-

sages have been a fruitful cause of disease when
in other respects the manacement may have been
very good. The^e witle hurdles with narrow pas-

sages render it inipussitde lo expel the large quan-
tity ol car6on(c aci'd generated, with thatunilbrmiiy

and rapidity required to ensure health.

Hear Dandolo on this point aUo.

'The quantity of carbonic acid which is dis-

charged by the silk-worms is in greater proportion

when the worms are numerous, when the tempe-
rature is high in the laboratory, and when the at-

mosphere is laden with moisture. This same
acid is well known to be heavier than the atmo-
spheric air; and it would fill constantly the regions

of pure air, which are in immediate contact with

the silk-worms, if care were not taken to estahlish

currents of air to expel it.'" (Note at page 265.

London edition, 1825.)

The success of Count Dandolo in rearing silk-

worms in 1814, when, as he says, ^' the crop of
cocoons generally tailed in Italy," is mainly attri-

butable to the an)ple space allowed the worms,
and the means which he possessed lor a very free
ventilation. This of course is nothing more ihan
my opinion, and it may pass for what it is worth.

These statements have reference only to cases

where the worms were healthy when hatched.

The best arrangement and management can avail

nothing for worms from diseased eggs.

An opinion, that rearings of silk-worms are

more precarious in large cocooneries than in small

ones, has prevailed to some extent, both in Italy

and in this country. In Virginia especially, this

objection has been zealously urged by those who
contend that the culture of silk cannot be pursued
with profit on an extensive scale.

Facts stated by Dandolo stand in direct opposi-
tion to this opinion.

"In general the laboratories of the tenants,

farmers and comnion cultivators, have the ap-
pearance of catacombs. I say in general, for

there are some lew, vvho, although they may not
have all the requisites of rearing silk-worms in

perltjction, yet have care euffinient to preserve the

worms from any very severe di,^ease.

" I have ofien l(>and. on en'e'iig Mie rooms in

which these msecis are itMiP'i, ih it uiey were
damp,* ill-lighted by lamps led with slinking oil,

'^ Some persons have supposed that closinj;; the win-
dows and ventilators in rainy weather protected the

worms from dampne.=;3. This error has destroyed mil-

lions of silk-worms.
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the air corrupt and stagnant to a tlegrce that im-

peded respiration, disairreeable effluvia disiruised

with aromalics, the wickers too close together, co-

vered with lernienling litter, upon wliich the silk-

worms were spinning. The air was never renewed
except hy the breaclus vvliich time had worn in the

doors anil windows; and that which made this seem
more sad and deplorable, was remarking thai the

persons wlio atiended to these insects, however
healthy they miglu have been when they entered

on the employment, lost their heahh, their voices

became hollow, their hue pallid, and they had the

appearance of valetudinarians, as if issuing from

the very tombs, or recovering iiom some dreadful

illness."—(page 303.)
" The silk-worms succeed better in the great la-

boratory, and form finer cocoons.

"The total result will show that the great labo-

ratory is less expensive, and better overlooked,

consumes less lealj preserves the worms better

from the attacks ol' disease, and atlbrds an abun-
dance and fine produce of cocoons." M. Dandolo
observes, that having reared silk-worms, in large,

middle-sized, and small laboratories, the cocoons

of the large laboratories were invariably of supe-

rior quality. "Neither is it liable to breed so

great a quantity of carbonic acid gas, or mephitic
air, so peculiarly noxious to the silk-worm, as the

email laboratory."—(Note, page 298.)
I have recently ascertained that the mortar or

lime from an old building, when used as a surface

dressing, will produce a growth of white clover.

In the spring of 1838 a cart load of this compost
was thrown on a piece of land that produced no-

thing but hen's nest grass, and a very feeble

growth of that ; in June last a beautiful growth of

white clover covered the spot whence the compost
had been shovelled ofi and applied lo some trees

a few steps distant. When 1 wrote you some
time ago on the subject of marling this spot was
overlooker!. Layton Y. Atkiks.

POSTSCRIPT.

Among the causes which have contributed to

friilure, in many ol the atteinpts to rear silk-worms

during the past summer, the retarding the hatch-

ing of eggs by ice-housee, or otherwise, may be

named. The cause, however, of disease, must be

Bought for in the manner of retarding, or in the

circumstances of the eggs, either belbre or after

they were subjected to the process. U] for exam-
ple, eggs had been placed in a relrigerator or ice-

house in January or February, and the package
containing the eggs was opened frequently in

March, April and May, for the purpose of with-

drawing portions lor hatching or lor sale, the con-

dition of the remaining eggs would be changed by

the sudden inlroduclion of the atmosphere, so as

to render it dangerous lo subject thein again lo

the full operation of the retarding process. My
experiments, made the present season, prove that

prrgg may be safisly retarded until late in June,

full two months beyond the natural period lor

hatching. Tiiis period, in Virginia, in latitude 38°,

varies I'rom the 20th of April until the ISlh of

May. In 1836 it occurred the 5th of May, in

1338 \5\h of May, in 1839 5th of May, and in

1840 20ih of April.*

* Those periods were ascertained by leaving eggs

If the win'er state of the eggs may be prolong-
ed until the 20th June, I think it fair to inler that
it may be extended to July or August. Mr.
McLean, of New Jersey, has succeeded in re-

tarding the eggs until the last named periods. But
this is an important subject, and time, wvh oft-re-

peated experiments, alune must furnish facts on
which pos/Z(t"c conclusions may be based. In the
mean time a free communicaiion ol'facts and opi-

nions from persons engaged in rearing silk-worms
is very desirable.

There is another cause w! ich I believe has
produced numerous iailures in attempts to rear

late broods of silk-worms, which deserves no-
tice. In all early rearings it is well known that

the worms and the leaves of the mulberry ad-
vance s/mw//ancoiis/i/ towards maturity; and hence
the worms have leaves suited to their different

ages. But in many case?, when late rearings
have been attempted, the leaves have been fed

to the worms promiscuously, and consequently the

young worms have been compelled to eat leaves

not containing the kind of" nourishment suited to

their delicate organs when first hatched. I know
it has been asserted that the young silk-worm will

devour voraciously the toughest leaf; but because
the worms will eat such leaves to escape starva-

tion, it should not be inferred that it does no harm.
A little reflection, I think, should convince us that

it is unreasonable and unnatural.

The following quotation from an article trans-

lated from the French, and published in the Farm-
ers' Register, lends to confirm the opinion express-
ed above.

" On the other hand, if the putting forth of the
leaves is backward, and it is followed by heat
that lasts long, as may usually be expected, and
yet if but little heat is kept up in the laboratory,

the worms will advance slowly and their growth
will be prolonged. Still the leaves grow and be-

come harder, and have too much consistence for the

worms, in their backward state.'''' This, then, is a
state of things in which the growth of the worms
should be hastened by continued high temperature,

in order that their progress may be brought up to

that of the leaves, which is an essential point."

I will only add that the object of the French
writer may be obtained without raising the tem-
perature, or without the use of artificial tempera-
rature at all, viz.: by selecting the most lender and
succulent leaves lor the first ten days, reserving

the toughest lor the last age. 1 have pursued this

course lor Jit-e years, and have only had one late

rearing that was diseased.

The hatching of silk-worms' e^gs had been re-

tarded until first of August in Italy, prior to the

year 1778, and consequently is not a discovery of
American ingenuity. The discovery was of no
use to them, because the rearing of late broods

was prohibiteu by the government, to prevent the

destruction of the mulberry trees. (See Farmers'
Register, vol. vii. p. 274.)

exposed to all the changes of the weather, in our co-

coonery during each preceding winter, with the excep-

tion of 1836. The eggs for that year had been kept

in an upper room in Fredericksburg.
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SALT-WATER FISH NATURALIZED IN FRESH-
WATER PONDS.

From tlie Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural His-

tory, 1840.

Dr. Siorcr presenled the following report on the

fisliea releired to him at the last meeliiig ol' the

society.

The fishes presented to the society at its last

meeting, as having been taken fiotn the Jamaica
pond, about five miles Irom this city, are the

Osmerus eperlaiws, common smelt. You may
be surprised at the circumstance of salt water

fishes being taken in a Iresh water pond emirely

disconnected with the sea. During the prepara-

tion of my report upon the fishes of Massachusetts,

I learned from Benjamin Weld, Esq. ol' Roxbury.
it was generally understood ihat ihe smelts found

in Jamaica pond, were originally placed there by
Governor Barnard. Investigating this subject, to

procure some certain data, 1 met with the Ibllow-

iiig extract, in a note, i>y Daines Barrington, the

then vice president of the Royal Society, to a

letter from John Reinhold Foster, " on the ma-
nagement of Car[) in Polish Prussia:" '' I have
been informed by Sir Francis Barnard (the late

Governor of New England) th it in a large pool

which he rented not lar from Boston, and which
had not the least communication with the sea,

several of these fish, originally introduced from the

salt water, had lived many years, and were, to all

appearances, very healthy."'* As I have never
heard of this fish having been taken in any other

pond m this neighborhood, there can be but little

doubt that the "large pool" referred to in the above
note, was Jamaica pond. t The specimens you per-

ceive are considerably smaller than those purchas-
ed in our market—all that I have seen Irom this

pond, for the last year, are smaller than those
j

commonly met with. From the quantities year-
ly taken, hovvever, they must have inrreased con-
siderably in number; and their flesh has lost no-
thing ofits sweetness orflavor, as 1 have repeated-
ly had opporlunities of testing.

This is the onl}' experiment, so far as I am able
to learn, which has been made to transport marine
fishes to fresh water, in our counir}'. It has proved
that this species can bear the change, and that
it will increase in numbers in its new locality. In
many ponds in our state more favorably circum-
stanced, better supplied with food, this fish would
undoubtedly retain its usual size. In a highly
interesting paper, entitled "Hints on the possi-
bility of changing the residence of certain fishes
from salt water to fresh—by J. MacCidloch, M.
D., F. R. S.," we learn that this same species,
(he sinelt, has been kept by JMr. Meynell, of Yarm,
Yorkshire, in a fresh water pond for four years,
having no communication with the sea, and they
grew icell, and bred as freely as under other cir-

cumstances.J In the valuable communication of
Dr. MacCulloch,just alluded to, several other spe-
cies ol fishes are mentioned as havin<j been trans-

year"Philosophical Transactions Vol. 61, for thi

1771, p. 312.

1 1 have ascertained since writinjr the above, that
Gov. Barnard's residence was on the border of Jamai-
ca pond.

J Quarterly Journal of Science, Literature and the
Arts, Vol. 17, London, 1S24. Also, Yarrell's British
Fishes, Vcl, ii , p. 77.

ported in a similar manner, and he observes that
the flavor of every fish has been improved by the
change. "The soZc becomes twice as thick as a
fish of the same size from the sea. The plaice

also increases materially in thickness : in some
cases, it appeared three times as thick as in the
sea. The barse also turns much thicker, and im-
proves in delicacy. The mullet almost ceases to

grow in length, but enlarges in breadth, and pre-
sents a much deeper layer of fat."* No one can
give this elaborate paper, which I have merely
rderred to, a careful perusal, without being satis-

fied that our own ponds, many of them now utter-

ly useless, may be made rich repositories of nume-
rous marine fishes.

Several instances might be referred to of fresh
water fishes bc'ing transported euccesslLilly, not
merely to neighboring ponds, separaied from each
other by a liivv miles, but also from countries even
ill very different degrees of latitude. The Oypri-
nus carpio, common carp, originally from the
central part of Europe, is now distributed through
almost all its ponds, rivers and lakes—and I have
previous y slated to this society, that a pond in

Newburgh, N. Y. was stocked with English carp.f
The Osphromenus olfax, a native of China, has
been introduced into the Isle of France, wliere it

increases rapidly, and has been taken (hence to

Cayenne. J The Cyprinus auralus, so generally
known as the gold flsh, the native of a lake in

China, in about the 30ih degree of latitude, has
been introduced and naturalized in the Mauri-
tius by the French, where they now abound in the
fish ponds and streams; they are cempletely na-
turalized, and are found in large numbers in many
of the streams of Portugal, whence they are carried
to England by trading vessels from Lisbon, St.
Uties, &c. in large earthen jars.§ It breeds freely
in small ponds and even in tanks in England.

|| Nu-
merous ponds in Massachusetts abound with them,
notwithstanding the severity of our winters. IT

The only instance with which I am acquainted
of a fresh water species being removed from one
sheet of water to another in this country, is that
of the Percaflavesceiis, yellow perch ; and lor this

successful attempt we are indebted'to the zeal and
perseverance ofthe late Dr. Miichill, ofNew York,
whose paper on the fishes of New York, published
in the transactions of the Literary and Philosophi-
cal Society of New York,** is ofgreat value to the
American ichthyologist. He first published an
account of his Iransporiing ihe perch in ihe " Me-
dical Repository,"ft and afterward referred to it in
his paper just spoken of. From the original state-
ment I extract the following remarks :

" In 1790,
Uriah Mitchill, Esq., high sheritt' of Queen's
county, and myself went to Rockonkoma pond,
in Suffolk county, a distance of about forty miles,
in a wagon. The object of our journey was to
transport alive some of the yelloiu perch with
which this body ofwaier abounds, to Success pond,
in the town of North Hempstead. We took
about three dozen of those which had been wound-
ed most superficially by the hook, and were so
Ibrtunate as to dismiss all of them but two into

*Quarterly Journ. Science, Lit. and Arts, Vol. 19.

t Silliman's Journal, Vol. 36, p. 342.

j Griffith's Cuvier, Vol. 10, p. 220.

II
Yarrell's British Fishes, Vol. 1, p. 31G. § lb.

H State Report on Fishes of Massachusetts, p. 82.
** Vol. 1, p. 422. tt Vol. 3, p. 422.
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Success pondj in a condition vigorous enouorh (o

swim away. We were enabled to do this by till-

in/T a very large churn wiih the water of Rockon-
Ivoma pond, and putting so lew fishes into it that

there was no nrcopsity ofclmnL'inL'" it on liie ro ut.

and iilicrvvarils (invuiix sieiuiii\ on a wal!< ilie

whole dii^iance, without etop[jing to rofiee^h eiiiier

man or horse. In two years these fishes multi-

plied so last, and became so numerous, that they
might be caught, with the hooU in any part of the

water, which is about a mile in circuinlerence."

CREDIBILITY OF THE AGRICULTURAL PRESS.

From ihc Southern Cultivator.

It is in part the vocation ofan agricultural press,

to herald to a laboring and confiding class olhonest
citizens, ail the improvements in the great art with

which they are connected, as liist as they appear.

The motives of agricultural editors, therefore, in

commending to the patronage of their readers im-
proved animals, implements of agriculture,- &c.,

which cost them money, ought, like Caesar's wife,

not only to be beyond reproach, but above suspi-

cion.—Hazardous indeed might it be to the lair

credit of their commendations, were they ever to

cause it to be conjectured, that their oi(j?i posses-

sion of such animals or implempnls, and an over-

weening anxiety to exchange them lor the " thir-

ty pieces of silver" in their neiiihbors' pockets

could cause them to bestow encomiums where
ihey are not merited. Hence, it is exceedingly
questionable to our mind, whether, in these de-

generate days of imaginary double-dealing and
real loss of confidence, it would not be belter lor

honest agricultural editors to keep nothingfor sale

upon which it is often their province to pass hy-
perbolical panegyrics.

For example, should any one of our honest co-

temporaries happen to assure his readers that the

only true Berkshire hogs are black, with white

feet, and a few white bans on the tip " of the tail"

—and should it subsequently appear to the eatis-

fdclion of his readers that the same honest editor

had previously provided himself with Berkshires

(so called) and thus "true in color," which he
expected to se/Zybr high prices, might it not by
possibility cause some lew shrewd old farmers to

euspect they saw " a cat in that meal ?" Or
should any one of our honest contemporaries, in

good faith, advise his readers that there are no
genuine Durhams which are red, or that have any
"black hairs" about their faces, and should it sub-

eequently be found that the said honest contempo-
rary had a herd of his own, no one of which would
be rejected under such advice, might it not cause
others again to suspect "a wheel witliin a wheel "?"

We iiave much of the " milk of human kind-

ness" within us, and " without money and with-

out price" we make a free ofiering of these hints,

for the general benefit of the "crali." For, upon
the broad shoulders of the craft, the "periodical

press of agriculture" is to be sustained ; upon the

periodical press, ihe facts, the science, and the real

improvements of the age are to be impressed
;

and upon \\^e dissemination of these, is the rapid

advancement of the great interests of agriculture

to depend for promotion. Now, when it is recol-

lected that all this fine superstructure rests upon
a DO less solid fouodation than the generous con-

fidence of the farmer In the credibility of the
"craft," it is plain that Vvere this honest confidence
once rudely annihilated, the periodical prei=s must
eventunllv crnmhlc with ii, ami in its wreck, an
enii would at tnwe come to that healihlul dissemi-
iiaiion of lacis, practical and scientific, and to that
blessed transmission of substantial improvements
which causes the highways of agnculiure from the
old 10 the new world to "blossom like a rose."
Therefore, and we would impress it with respect-
ful lervor, it surely becomes every honest conduc-
tor of the agricultural press to place himself upon
the watch tower of a sober discretion, and wiih a
telescope of no lalse lens, look around and about
him, to see that not a shadow of a shade of doubt
rests upon his strong fortress of disinterested truth.

In plainer words, he should be vigilant at all times,
and in all manner of forms, \o refrain from all

speculation to the amount of the value of a pica-

yune in any of those choice or rare coods of agri-

cultural economy, which it is his vocation to com-
mend to the manifold uses and ends of the confid-

ing tiller of the soil.

These things are said in due deference to the

opinions and practices ofothers— in a spirit ofgood
will to all, and of deep devotion to the true and
permanent interests of our country's agriculture.

DOMESTIC CONVENIENCES—CISTERNS.

From tlie New Genesee Farmer.

Every farmer should give particular attention to

convenience of his household department. Female
labor maybe lessened to a surprising detrree by
studying this part of domestic economy. To con-

tribute our mite, we here briefly give an account
of the construction of a rain-water cistern of our

own.
The pit for the cistern was dug so that the out-

side of the cellar wall Ibrmed a part of one side.

The wall was built of cobble stone in common
lime mortar, one foot in thickness. The bottom,

which was hard pan, was first covered with cobble

stones, of uniform size, laid in water lime mortar

;

a coat of the same mortar was laid upon this ; and
a second coat of smaller stones completed the bot-

tom. The whole inside then received two coats of

water-lime mortar. By applying these to the walls

before they had become dry, and then drying very

gradually, they were wholly free from cracks.

After remaining a ['ew weeks, protected by boards

Irom the sun,— the upper edge of the wall was
covered with a layer of water-lime nrortar; two
inch while oak planks covering the whole, (except

a small curb, for the entrance of water and clean-

ing the cistern,) was laid on I his mortar ; a coat of

water-lime mortar was then spread upon the

plank ; thick white oak slabs were laid again on

this coat of mortar; another coat of mortar upon
the slabs, and several inches of compact earth,

forming with the planks and slabs, a little more
than a lijoi. in thickness, completed the covering.

This issufficient to prevent the water from freezing

in the coldest weather, though the curb, (18 in. by

2 ft.) is left open, it also prevents all access of

surface water.

The cistern adjoins the kitchen, and a lead pipe,

one inch in diameter, passes from near the bottom,

through the cellar wall, obliquely upwards, to the
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kitchon floor, where it is attached to the lower end
of a small pump. Thus, plenty of rain water is

at all times at perfect command. The cistern is

between 6 and 7 feet in diameter, about five (eel

deep, and holds about 40 barrels. Care should be

taken to procure good water lime, failure often

arising from bad material.

—

BONK DUST FOR THE CULTIVATION OF GRAIN.

From the Repertory of Inventions.

The exportation of bones from Germany to

England constitutes a singular epoch in the annals
of commerce. Myriads of tons have been already
exported without glutting the market, or causing a
cessation of the demand. In the North Sea, mills

have been erected to pulverize them. This bone
powder or bone dust was long ago exclusively ap-
plied to the purposes of hot houses by Germ.an
horticulturists; but the English, emboldened by
their riches, have extended its use to general ob-
jects of agriculture, and fertilize, by these expen-
sive means, their cold, humid, and poorest land

;

and have thus brought the uplands of Notting-
hamshire, the western parts of Holderness, &c.,
into the highest stale of cultivation, both in point

of extent and intenseness of fertility. There is

consequently, a proverb "that one ton of German
bone dust saves the importation often tons of Ger-
man corn." As Malta formerly covered her naked
rocks with foreign soil, so does England now
fertilize her clay and sandy heaths with German
bones. Near the sea coast even the churchyards
are robbed of iheir venerable relics, which is only
ironically excused by rendering the German bone
trade popular. An agriculturist, being rendered
attentive by this vast exportation, instituted pri-

vately some comparative experiments, tiie results

of which prove that bone dust acts in the cultiva-

tion of ground, as compared to the best stable ma-
nure, 1. In respect of the quality of corn, as seven
to five. 2. In respect to quantity, as five to four.

3. In respect to ihe durability of the energy of
soils, as three to two. It produces several colla-

teral advantages: 1. It destroys weeds. 2. It

diminishes the necessiij' of suffering the land to lie

fallow. 3. This concentrated manure, or substi-

tute for manure, is more easy of conveyance, less

laborious to spread, and can with lacility be applied
to the steepest vineyards or other inaccessible

lands, either mountainous countries or wet meadow
land. 4. It renders agriculture practicable with-
out cattle breeding, grazing, &c.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

From the Carolina Planter.

Now that the all absorbing interest o( our elec-

tions is over, and the excitement diminishing, will

our friends think a little of our Agricultural So-
ciety.

Last winter we made a favorable commence-
ment—the large delegation of planters and farm-
ers to the convention seemed to promise better

things for agriculture. The renewed attempt to

establish a general society, to enlist the influence
of gentlemen throughout our whole state, is wor-

thy of our most strenuous exertions to advance.
Our people are so much in the habit of commen-
cing every important matter on a grand scale, and
then giving way, that it becomes us to look well to
this mailer, and impress upon our members the
necessity of a continuance of their efforts.

In the fluctuating condition of the value of our
staple products for several years— in the general
adversity which prevails throughout our whole
country—with our commerce embarrassed—our
finance deranged—our crops short, and a necessity
for rigid domestic economy, our policy certainly
is to give greater attention to our produce which ia

consumable amongst us. With the extremely
low price of our staples, wesiill have to furnish the
same amount of meat, clothing, medical atten-
dance, &c. to our negroes—our children's educa-
tion has to be paid for, and the ordinary expenses
of living have to be met—our taxes to the slate
are not reduced, and the calls of charity are in-
creased, and what more valuable means can be
adopted to aid us in our broken Ibrlunes, than
with unanimity and earnestness to put our shoul-
ders to the wheel of domestic agriculture, and im-
prove our condition at home. If we cannot pro-
duce as much saleable material as wc desire to
bring us in money, we can save a great portion
of our expences by attending a little more to our
immediate necessities.

Although many of our planters who have good
lands, large forces of negroes, and are free li-om
debt, can afford to make cotton at the low prices
which have lately existed, still there is a numerous
class who cannot compete with them, or wiih the
planters of the fertile west. It is the interest of
all this class to look more now to farming than to
planting— to improving their lands, dividing their
staples and giving their energies to the culture of
the necessaries of life. This class of planters,
whose lands are worn, have either to dispose of
their lands and negroes, or remove to oiher and
more productive soils, or to be satisfied to use
such means as are within their power to renew
the capacity of iheir lands. It is becoming every
year a question of importance whether our landa
can compete with the west in producing cotton

—

and when the immense extent of country is consi-
dered which is yet to be brought into cultivation

;

and the necessity for laborers to work that soil, it

is doubtful whether we can produce cotton at the
prices which the steadily increasing products will
necessarily induce.
The number of negroes in the southern states is

limited—the lands extensive: in the south wes-
tern states it is a well known fact that the increase
is comparaiively trifiing-not at all lo be compared
with that in the southern and middle states. The
tendency of the demand lor slaves is towards the
new lands of the south-west, and a continuance
in the depressed price of our staples, will necess-
arily lead our planters to send them where the
product is such as will enable profits to be made if

that staple is alone to be depended upon.
When ihe present embarrassment of the coun-

try shall be relieved, and the difficulties of the
south-western plan'ers removed, there not being
enough negroes in the country to cultivate one
half of the western lands, their value will be en-
hanced. The loss from the climate and the small
increase of ihat class of laborers in the west and
south-we?t, will cause a constant demand Ibr
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them which will take them from our planters who
are stiil planting worn out plantations in our state.

It is said that in Virginia at this time there are but

few to be had, and even with the prosent prices

traders are taking them oli' to New Orleans,

The time is not distant when many of our

planters of poor and exhausted soils will not be

able to keep negroes at a price thai western lands

will fix upon them.

It becomes us all therefore to look to our main

chance—the improvement of our agriculture— to

give more of our attention and thoughts to our

soils, to be able to keep what we have, and make
our own means profitable. If men will consider

the condition of the agriculture of the old coun-

tries, and look at the immense products of their

staples compared with ours, and seethe constant

and persevering efforts of their agriculturists, it

must certainly impress them with a belief that we
can do something if we try.

The efforts making by the East India Company
to improve the culture of cotton in the East Indies

is worthy of our notice, although the probability

is that our country can produce it always at as

low a price as any other—still trammels may exist

in the form of imposts that may prevent our com-
petition with them at a future time. However
under all circumstances it is cur duty to exert our-

selves in our own cause. We need an improved

agriculture, and, with a proper effort we will

have it.

TCHE TUEATJIEIVT OF SICK AKIfllALS.

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

There are so many erroneous notions prevalent

in the community reepecting injured or diseased

domestic animals, and such unnatural and injuri-

ous practices as a consequence of these incorrect

views, that no apology is necessary (bran attempt

10 subserve the cause and interests or these useful

creatures, who, if i hey had tongues to speak, would

tell sad tales of the wrongs to which ihey have

been, and still are, too often subjected.

We do not propose to give an essay on the par-

ticular cases that require attention— our object is

rather very briefly to ask the owners of domestic

animals to be guided by a kw correct principles,

which are applicable to nearly all cases, and which

will at least prevent our doing harm where we are

not able to effect much good.

In the first place, then, we would insist, that

when an animal is well he never requires any me-
dicine—and when he is sick, we would protest

against his being dosed with articles that are said

to be good for a particular disease, without any
reference to i's violence or the symptoms, as com-
mon sense would dictate ; that remedies tlie most

opposite in their character and effects may be

equally advantageous in different periods of a

case,

Alwaj's distrust the man and tlierem^dy, when
your friend declares that an article is always

'gootf or a 'certain cure'' for a disease, without

relerence to its symptoms— prescribing (or the

name of the disease, rather than the disease itself;

this is the very essence of quackery, in man or

beast.

A large proportion of the diseases of animals

closely resemble those of the human family, re-

quire a treatment conducted upon tlie same gene-
ral principles—with some variations and some pe-
culariiies, it is true, but none of those outrageous
departures from common sense which are too fre-

quently witnessed.

A horse with pleurisy, or inflammation of the

lungs, or apoplexy, requires a widely different

treatment from one with colic or with worms.
There is no more mystery about the diseases of a
horse or an ox than about those of a man, and a
violation of natural laws is as productive of pain
and injury in one as the olher.

There is, too, a great propensity every where to

resort to active treatment in all cases—a feeling

that is encouraged by the ignorant or designing
for selfish purposes. An adviser in sickness is of-

ten most useful and shows most skill where he only
tells what is to be avoided and waits for indica-

tions for more active measures

—

doinglitile more
than preventing ignorant but well-mftanuig per-

sons from interleriiig with salu'.ary changes that

may be going on.

Remember that there is a restorative power in

nature, to which it is always better to trust, than
to direct active remedies without knowing (or what
particular purpose they are given.

There is never occasion tor the administration
of the disgusting combinations which the poor ani-

mal is made to swallow, from the whim of an igno-
rant horse or cow doctor. Many a fine beast lias

been lost by his owner trusting to such prescrip-

tions.

AVhen your animal has fever, nature would
dictate that all slimulaiing articles of diet or medi-
cine should be avoided. RIeeding may be neces-

sary to reduce the force of the circulation—purging
to remove irritating sulisfances (iom the bowels

—

moist, light and easily digested (bod, that his weak-
ened digestion niaj' not be oppressed— cool drinks,

to allay thirst, and to some extent, compensate for

diminished secretions— rest and quiet, to prevent
undue excitement in his system, and so on through
the whole catalogue of diseases— but nothing to

be done without reason. Carry out this principle

and you will probably do much trood— hardly great
harm ;—go on any oMier, and your measures are

more likely to be productive of injury than benefit.

But, as we have before said, our object now is not

to speak of diseases in detail— it is rather to en-

courage our agricultural friends to think before

they act—to have a reason that will bear examina-
tion for every step in the management of a sick or

injured animal—to remember they have a powerful

assistant in nature, if she is fairly used—and that

specifics, as they are called, are much fewer and
less to be trusted than their proprietors would
have us believe. We might, indeed, almost sum
up what we would desire in one general direction

of five words

—

treat your brutes like
MEN-

RECEIPT FOR MAKING CIDER, AND PRESERV-
ING IT SOUND FOR YEARS.

/rom the Ealeigh Star of 1819,

Three months ago, I was at the house of Ni-
cholas Nail, Esq., who lives near deep river, at the

upper extremity of Moore county, where I drank
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old cider of a very superior quality ; niiil as the

lial.'iiual use of cider is cminenlly cunduc ve to

heulil), insures sobriety, imparts the agreeable

eensalion ol' strength and vigor, and as it is a

pleasant beverage that can be allbrded at a small

expense, I took care to be exactly informed ot

his manner of making, refining, and preserving it,

in the hope that advantage might accrue in the

publication of it. Mr. Nail had in his cellar, as

well as f now remember, about 8 or 10 hogsheads,

and filly or sixty barrel?, of cider, of different

ages. The oldest was best ; nor did lie think any
fit to drink until it was at least a year o!d. 'I'hat

which I drank was three years old, and it was
excellent. His oldest cider I did not taste, as he
intends it as a treat for his executors. He com-
plained that his stock was too small to drink it

of the age he wished, but intended to fill another

cellar. I here copy Mr. Nail's receipt, as he gave
it to me in writing in April last :

—

" All apples fit to be eaien will make good ci-

der. The grand secret is the cleansing it from

the filih and dregs as early as possible. Each
sort of apples are to be beaten and pressed by
themselves. Two kinds of juice, both good,

would, if mixed, often make bad cider. Throw
out all imperfect, sorry, and sunburnt apples, as

well as dust and trash. Beat your apples belbre

much mellowed, as they lose their strength,

soundnebs, and spirit, if too mellow. Let them
stand half a day alter being beaten, before put

into the press, then press them slowly. Discon-
tinue it as soon as the juice appears thin and wa-
tery. The advantage of slow pressure is in mak-
ing the liquor run pure. Let your casks, previ-

ously well cleansed, be filled quite full, to permit
the froth and pumace to discliarge iisclf at the

bung, when the fermentation abates, cover the

bung closely with something that may be lilted

by the fixed air that escapes during the future

fermentation. In a week, rack oti'ihe cider care-

fully, ceasing the moment you observe it to run

muddy. Now stop the cask more firmly. In

ten days, lack it off a second time, and in fifteen

days, a third time. In every instance, the casks
are to be clean and perlectly well filled ; and
when filled lor the last time, to be bunged close

in a deep, dry cellar, never lo be moved until

drawn for use. Late cider need not be racked
until March, and then one racking, or at most
two, will be sufficient. Be very carefLil that no
water, not even the little that will adhere after

rinsing a cask, is mixed wiih the cider. The
smallest quantity of rain water will render cider

unfit to keep. The addition of any quantity of
distilled spirits is not only useless but injurious."

JMr. Nalfs method is the result of lonij experi-

ence, and its success justifies me in reconuuend-
ing it to the public. 1 hope it will be tried.

Calvin Jones.
Raleigh, July 25, 1819.

RKMARKS UPON THE FAILURES IN SILK-CUL-
TURE OF THIS SEASON, AND ON THE THEO-
RY OF G. B. SMITH.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Oct. 17th, 1840.

The editorial remarks in your August number,
on the disastrous results attending the late roarings

of silk-worms during the past season, have at-
tracted my aiieution. While the facts of the case
are fairly and imi)artially staled, and while it

must be admitted on all sides, that the cultivators

of the silk- worm have been lor the most part
grievously disappointed, in their confident expec-
tations of success, yet I consider it too soon to

think of abandoning the enterprise. Jt would be
counting loo largely in a new and untried business,

commenced under many disadvantages, and espe-
cially under the disadvantage of ignorance and
inexperience, lo suppose that entire or even gene-
ral success was at first attainable. There may be,

and no doubt is, a remedy lor the evils which
have belallen us. That remedy we should dili-

gently strive to discover, instead of fainting by
the way-side ; and if each cultivator would con-
tribute his mite of experience for the good of the
whole, an amount of inlbrmation might be ac-
quired, sufficient to enlighten our path and direct

our footsteps in the further prosecution of this im-
portant culture.

But amid so many disappointments, have we
not in reality achieved a great deal ? Has it not
been proved that the silk-worm may be raised

with eminent success early in the season, fre-

quently as late as the first of July, and in some
instances as late as August, and even September'?

All accounts represent the early rearings of ihe

past season as highly satisfactory ; even good re-

sults were in many cases attained in disregard of
some of the first rules of good management. The
adaptation of our climate to the prosperity of the

silk-worm, at least until the first or middle of

June, has been established beyond a doubt. To
that extent therefore, it has been shown that our
advantages for the prosecution of silk culture are

at least equal to those of the old silk-growing

countries of Europe. But we have not been con-

tent—nor is it lo be expected that we should re-

main content—with the simple possession of these

advantages. We have looked forward to the

praciicability of rearing successive crops from
April lo October ; thus multiplying to the extent

of five or ten fold the advantages of other coun-

tries. Unless something approaching to this can
be accomplished, it must be conceded that the

introduction of silk culture into this country vvlU

not become general. Whether the disastrous el-

Iccis of the past season have been sufficient to de-

stroy all reliance on successive crops, and to prove

it to be the delusion of sanguine and enthusiastic

minds, is the question whicii is to be candidly

considered.

Various causes may have contributed lo pro-

duce those efi'ects, which further experience may
enable us to obviate, either wholly or in part. You
have stated several of those causes with your ac-

customed impartiality. The wetness of the sea-

son, the reliance on eggs produced by a diseased

stock, the unfitness of buildings, (for there are

comparatively few regular cocooneries,) the suc-

culent, watery quality of the food, and the bad

management of cultivators, most of whom were
totally inexperienced, were sufficient causes to

prevent uniform success. Indeed, distinguished

or general success under such an adverse stale of

things, might rather have been regarded as won-
derful, than that failure should be considered dis-

couraging and disheartening. To the causes al-

ready assigned, I will add another, which I be-
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lieve to be still more polent, namely, the very

inefficient manner in wiiich ihe eg^s of the silk-

worm were preserved and retarded lor late rear-

ing?, thereby rendering worthless a stock origi-

nally good. Ii is obvious that the process of re-

tarding should be commenced early in the winter,

before the accession of warm or moderate weather
has had any influence on tlie condition of the em-
bryo. The object is to prolong the winter through

which the eggs have to pass previous to hatching

;

in other words, to continue them in precisely the

same state in which they exist at the beginning of

cold weather. If they are sufiered to be exposed
for a few weeks, or even a few days, to mild wea-
ther, such as almost uniformly occurs in February,
some degree of change must necessarily take place

in the condition of the eggs ; and if their progress

towards the hatching stale be suddenly arrested,

the effect must inevitably be injurious. They
should also be preserved in an equable tempera-

ture, as nearly at 40 degrees as possible. The
fluctuations of temperature are greater even in an
ice-house, at the surface of the ice, than one
might suppose without having verified it by an in-

strument. The atmosphere of a box, resiing im-

mediately on the ice, will vary according to the

state of the weather from 45 to 55 degrees. Im-
bedded in the ice, it will range from 37 to 45 de-

grees. But it is not alone by subjecting silk-

worms' eggs to a low temperature, that iliey will

be preserved uncorrupled. If the air be foul, ei-

ther from decaying wood or other vegetable mat-

ter, or from a want of circulation, the good qua-

lity of '.he eggs will suffer deterioration. It is

therefore necessary that some substance be used

to correct the gaseous impurities that may be ge-

nerated ; and the simplest and most efficacious

agent for this purpose is charcoal. A quantity of

it well pulverized, should he placed in the boxes

or vessels containing the eggs. In addition to all

this, the eggs must be kept dry. When taken

out for hatching, tliey should be gradually ex-

posed to the external air ; and the contents of the

box should seldom or never be subjected to the in-

fluence of the warm air, even fnr a moment, until

they are taken out to be hatched.

I respectfully submit whether these con-ditions

for preserving and protracting the hatching of

eggs are not rational? And if they are, what a

fruitful source of disease and disaster has arisen

from disregarding them. They have probably

not been complied with in one case out of ten. I

feel warranted therefore in repeating that the ne-

glect or omission to take proper care of the eggs,

is perhaps one of the most potent causes of the

evils to which the silk culturist has been subjected.

But notwithstanding every precaution in pre-

serving the eggs, it is still very possible, not to say
probable, that the hatching may be protracted so

far beyond the natural lime as to render them un-

fit for the production of a healthy progeny. No
process of retarding has been devised by which
the tendency to hatch has been entirely arrested

or suspended. Some advancement towards the

hatching condition, however gradual, will be made
even at the lowest temperature to which eggs can
be conveniently subjected, when ihey are kept

much beyond the natural period for them to hatch.

There is great reason to believe that a want of due
attention lo this Itict may be added to the other

cayses of failure ; and that before p en'ccl success

n the rearing of successive crops can be attained

— if attainable at all— the cultivators of the silk-

worm must provide themselves with a slock of
eggs saved at successive periods during the sea-
son. This view of the subject has been strongly
presenied by Gideon B. Smith, who has founded
upon it what may be termed a new theory, which
he has recently promulgated and endeavored to

establish. The basis of his theory is the fact that

the eggs of the silk-worm naturally hatch at the
expiration of one year from the hatching of the
preceding generation ; and the deduction is that

ihe farther the hatching is removed by artificial

means beyond the natural time, the more liable is

the progeny to degeneracy and disease. To what
extent the hatching may be safely postponed, can-
not at present be determined with precision. Mr.
Smith adduces ficls to show ihat it may be ex-
tended one month beyond the natural lime, with-
out impairing ihe good quality of the eggs ; and
by exercising judicious care in the preservation of
the eggs, the period may be still further postponed.

Since the publication of this theory, I have en-
deavored to test its claims lo acceptance by re-

viewing the facts which have come under my ob-
servation during (he two past seasons ; and I feel

bound to state that it offers a solution for many
difficulties which were before inexplicable to my
apprehension. It is, moreover, a rational theory,

and in harmony with Ihe laws of nature. It com-
mends itself therefore to the serious attention of
those who intend lo persevere in silk culture in

spite of the disasters of the present year—disas-

ters which it may be reasonably hoped are only
temporary, and capable of being obviated by the

use of such precautions as the subject merits and
requires. Further experience may lead to some
modification of the details without invalidating the
principle.

You have contrasted the resulls of the past and
present years in rearing silk-worms, but have not
attempted to account for the difference. May not
Mr. Smith's theory explain the mystery most sa-

tisfactorily? In the year 1839 all our late rearings

were from northern eggs. The season was not
less wet and unfavorable in every respect than
that of 1840. Now it is well known that during
the continuance of the mullicaulis mania, the ex-
perimenters with silk-worms could not obtain fo-

liage earlier than June or July. The sole reliance

was on the leaves of young trees raised from buds
planted the preceding spring, and from roots trans-

planted. All the eggs therefore which were re-

ceived from the north must have been derived

from worms hatched not earlier than the fore part

of June—in many cases from even later broods.

Such eggs, if of good quality, should, according
to Mr. Smith's system, have produced healthy
worms if hatched within thirteen months from
the hatching of the parent generation. The late

rearings in Virginia last year were attended with
resulls which gave general satisfaction and en-
couragement. It is but fair therefore to presume
that those results were modified by the principle

on which Mr. Smith's theory is founded. And in

all instances where I have been able to learn the

facts and dates, the late rearings of this year, de-

rived from the late rearings of last year, have been
attended with much better success than those de-

rived from spring-laid eggs, long retarded. But
in the general ignorance of the principle adverted
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to, there was no rej^nlariiy obscrveJ in hatching

eggs, accorciinn; to iheir dates. On the contrary,

the early saved eggs, being generally consitlcueil

the best, were reserved lor summer use ; and the

summer laid egijs were hatched belbre the naiur.il

time. 'I'o this cause, as well as to the imperlect

manner in which the eggs were generally pre-

served, may be reasonably ascribed mucli ol' the

failure and disaster of the present year.

It has been objected on high authority to the

theory of Mr. Smith, that if it be true, iis edect

will be to prostrate the silk business entirely. Jiut

why should it produce this etiect ? All the incon-

venience that can possibly ensue, even if the prin-

ciple was fully admitted and acted upon, would be

the trouble of saving the eggs at several limes in-

stead of at one lime. How it can be filial, or even

detrimental to the interests of silk culture, it is dif-

ficult to conceive. If there be any facts going to

invalidate it, let them be adduced. No theory

can stand in opposition to them.
It becomes the friends of silk culture to prose-

cute their labors next year vviih increased caution

and attention. Alter the experience of this year,

it will perhaps be advisable to attempt full crops

of silk- worms in the early part of the season.

There can be no doubt that with tolerable care, ail

the spring broods will be healihy, and the results

successful. Late rearings, liowever, should not

be neglected. It is exceedingly desirable to as-

certain how far the character of the past season
has been unfavorable to the welfare of the silk-

worm ; to what extent eggs preserved in the best

manner may be sali;Iy retarded ; and how liir fur-

ther experience may confirm or overthrow the

system of Mr. Smith. In the course o( another
year, or a year or two at most, we may acquire

the true art of raising successive crops with cer-

tamtyand success—a consummation which doubt-
less is attainable ; and which, if attainable, the

sagacity and perseverance of our countrymen can-
not fail to realize.

A Fkiea'd to Silk Culture.

cows HOLDING UP THEIR BULK.

From the New England Fanner.

Mr. JEditor—S\r : I am not in the habit of writ-

ing lor any publication, but as I have just com-
menced liirming with my lather, who is one of the

best managers of the old school, I leel very much
interested in whatever I see or hear relative to the

management of a (arm. I thought I might be o(

use to some one by giving my lather's mode of
treating a cow that holds up her milk on taking

away the calf, or at any other time. In the first

place he ascertains what kind of food the cow likes

best; whether it be meal, oats or potatoes :—he
lakes the food and coaxes her to one corner of the

yard or into the stable; gives it, and begins to

milk :—if the cow refuses to give her milk, he tries

the same the second time, and has always succeed-
ed to get the milk as Ireely as Irom any other cow
unless the (bod was neglected, or contained some-
thing which she did not like. My (iither bought a

young cow last winter: she had her calf quite

early in the spring: on taking away the call' the
held her milk, giving it down only once in two or

three days : he tried several experiments, (not lik-

VoL. VIII.-79

ing the trouble of feeding,) till tlie cow was nearly

dry : finding none of them eHeciual, he began to

Iced, and never has been troubled since. The cow
says, no sup[)er no milk. This is the (burlhor

filili cow of this description he has had, and has al-

ways succeeded in getting the milk as (reelv aa

from any other cow. J. C.

SIBIi:RI.\N D0G3.

From itie Foreign Quarterly Review.

The best friend of man in almost every clime is

the dog, but in Northern Siberia exislenco would
scarcely be possible without the aid of this inva-

luable animal. All along the Arctic Ocean the

dog is almost the only beast of burden. He is

harnessed to the light sledge, or narte, which will

carry no inconsiderable load, and in which, durinjf

winter, the natives perform journeys of incredible

length. The Siberian dog bears a strong resem-
blance to the wold He has a long pointed snout,

sharp upright ears, and a long bushy tail. Somo
of them have short hair, others a tolerably thick

(ur, and they are met with of all imaginable colors.

Their size also dilltjrs very much, but a dog is not

thought fit lor the sledge if less than one arshiii

and two wershok high, and one arshin and five

wershok long.* Their barking resembles the

howling of a wolf. They always remain in tho

open air. In summer they dig holes in the (i^ozen

earth to cool themselves, and sometimes they will

spend the whole day in the water to escape Ironi

the persecution of Ihe gnats. Against the intense

cold of winter they seek shelter by burying them-
selves under thesnow, where they lie rolled up
withthesnout covered by the bushy tail. Ofihe
cubs, the males only are usually ke[)t, the (t^malea

are mostly drowned, only one or two being enter-

tained by each lather ol alijmilyto preserve the
bleed. The rearing of these dogs (brms an im-
portant occupation, and requires no little skill and
judgment. A dog maybe put to the sledge when
a year old, but cannot be subjected to hard work
be/ore his third winter. The team of a sledge
seldom consists of less than twelve of these dogs,
of whom one is used as leader, upon whose breed-
ing and docility the salety of the whole party
depends. No dog must be used as a leader unless
he be perfectly obedient to the voice of his master,
nor unless the latter be certain that the animal will

not be diverted one moment Irom his course by
the scent of any kind of game. This last point ia

one of the highest importance, and if the dog has
not been well broken in, but turns to the right or
left, the rest of the dogs will immediately join ia

the pursuit, when the sledge is of course over-
turned, and the whole pack continue the chase
until some natural obstacle intervene to arrest
their course. A well taught leader, on the other
hand, not only will not allow himself to be seduced,
from his duty, but will ofien display the most as-
tonishing tact in preventing the rest of the team
from yielding to their natural instinct. On the
boundless tundra, during a dark night, while the
surrounding atmosphere is obscured by the (ailing

snow, it is to the intelligence of his leading doi^

that ihe traveller is constantly indebted (or hia

preservation. If the animal has once been the

* Three Russian arshins make seven English feet,

and each arshin is divided into sixteen wershok.
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same road before, he never fails to discover the
customary halling-place, iho'jgh ihe hut may
have been completely buiied under Ihe driliiiig

snow. Suddenly the dog will remain motionless
upon the trackless and unbrolcen surface, and by
the friendly wagging of his tail announce to his
master ijiat he need only fall to woik with his

enovv-Ehovel to find the door of the hut tliat offers

him a warm lodging (or the night. Tiie snovv-
bhovel on these winter excursions appears to be
un appendage without which no traveller ventures
upon a journey.

In summer the dog is no less serviceable than
in winter. As in the one season he is yoked to

ilie sledge, so in the other he is employed to draw
the canoe up against the stream, and here they
display (heir sagacity in an equally e-jrprising

manner. At a word they halt, or where an op-
posing rock bais their progress on the one side,
they will plunge into the water, swim across the
river, and resume their course along the opposite
bank. In short, the dog is as indispensable to

Ihe Siberian settler, as the tame reindeer to the
Laplander. The mutual attachment between the
Siberian and his dog is in proportion to their

mutual dependence on each oilier. I\l. von V/ ran-
ge! relates remarkable insianccs of the extent to

which he has seen some of the people carry their
fondness for iheir dogs. In 1S21 an ep'idemic
disease broke out among the dogs in Siberia, and
cciried off' many thousands of them. [Hesaye]
"A Yukaheer fannly had lost the whole of the
twenty dogs of which they had recently been pos-
sessed, and two newly-born cubs were all that re-

mained. As these animals were still blind, and
without a mother's care, it scan-ely appeared pos-
sible to preserve tliem. The Yukaheer's wife, to

save the last remnant of the wealth of her house,
resolved that the two dogs should share tlie milk
of her breast with her own child. She was re-

warded. The two adopted sucklings throve won-
derl'ully, and became the ancestors of a new and
vigorous race of dogs."
The Eutlerings of the poor inhabitants, in con-

sequence of the loss of the dogs, through the
epidemic malady that raged in 1821 and'' 1822,
were dreadful in the extreme. Yet will it be be-
li»ved, that an order was once actually issued by
the government at St. Petersburg, to destroy all

iho dogs throughout the north oi" Siberia, " on
account of their consuming such quantities of
provisions, and thereby occasioning such frequent
lamines." The order was not executed, because
it would have required the whole Russian army
to enlbrce the command, and after a while means
were found to enlighten the rulers upon the absurd
tyranny of iheir proposed " reform.''

CULTIVATIOIS OF PACTYLIS GLOBIERATA, OR
ORCHARD GRASS.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

Messrs. Editors.— Gentlemen— In answer to the
inquiries of Sereneus, in liis interrogatories ihroutrh
the medium of your journal, I beg leave to remark
that I have been in the habit ot cultivating (he
orchard grass, both for seed and hay, (or the last

25 years, and am of the full conviction that it

stands as high for hay or feed as any other. As

to the soil best adapted to its growth, I conceive
that moist rich loam is the best'; but 1 have found
that when I have sown it among oilier grasses
lor pasture, it grows luxuriantly

; and in cases of
severe drought, when all other grasses are appa-
rently dead, this stands the best, being all the time
green and fresh. The best time lor sowing the seed,
I conceive to be about the middle of July or first

ol'August, as probably nature direcis this the best
time lor sowing, when seed comes to maturity,
Vi'hich is about that time, or earlier— to be drag-
ged in on mellow land,— jei 1 have always stocked
in the spring with outs, at the rate of a bushel to

the acre, and if the oats are not too heavy it gen-
erally grows well, its value for hay, I think,

stands as high as any other grass, and (or leed
and ihe second crop it stands pre-eminent, as it

comes forward earlier in the spring and holds out
longer in the (all. On my farm in Connecticut,
fro-m whence I removed this spring, i usually cut
(rom two and a half to ihree tons per acre, exclu-
sive of the seed which I reaped beiore mowing in

the same manner as I would wheat, and generally
secured (rom 15 to 20 bushels of seed to the acre.

The second crop yields from one and a half to two
tons per acre.

I know not how this grass will grow in (hia

country, but ! doubt not that the soil here is admi-
rably adapted to its growth, as ihe land is rich,

and in my opinion will grow well almost every kind
of grass that the farmer may wish to cultivate. I

brought with me a siriall lot of seed, and stocked

last spring with oats about an acre of land ; and
the result is I have a fine piece of orchard grass,

which is coming (orward to my entire satisladion.

I intend to save seed enough next year to stock

more, and (iirnish my neighbors some should ihev
wish. In conclusion, I would advise "Sereneus"
to try this kind of grass, and presume he will find

it for his interest to grow it lor both pasture and
hay. Zkckariaii Conh.

Baiavia^ Scplcniher, 1S40.

ON RAISING AND CLKAMNG CLOVER SKIiD

—

CLOVKR MACHINES.

From tlie New Genesee Fanner.

JMessrs. JSditors— In your last paper you ac-

knowledged the receipt of my communication on
the subject of thrashing and cleaning clover seedj

and you also required more minute detai's on the

subject. 1 williiigly give you my experience and
observation. I will treat the subject systemati-

cally, and take each query [iroposed by you in

order.

1st. ^s to the kind of soil.—As far as I have
been able to judge, a sajidy, or loamy, or in fact,

any light soil is best adapted. It seldom does

well on day soils.

2d. j^s to the time andfrequency ofsowing—
We generally sow in the first opening of spring,

while the ground is moist and open ; m order to

give the seed a chance to penetrate a little into

the ground. There are many liarmers who sow
as early as the beginning of March ; and some
sow when there is a little snow on (he ground,

to enable them (they say) to sow more accurately.

Clover intended (or seed, ought never to lay more
than two years, because, after (hie, much of it will
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run out, and mnke room for various kinds ofgrass ' second season, and ihe ensuing spring v,'e piougli

and noxious weeds. •
!
up for ffillow. Yours, &c.,

od. Jls io Vie lime ofcatling.—On this point T

eniirely roincide. wiihyour valuable rorrespondent.

Mr. Ilarmon. tliat ihe seed should be perfectly

ri|)e. Ist, because it will yield more seed per

acre wlien sold by weight ; and 21, because it

will thrash at least one third easier,

4ih. Is Ihe first or second crop best?— Experi-
ence teaches us (hat the second crop will yield

generally about one third more ; the reason we

Vales Co., Sept. 1810.

W. N. H.

OF THE COURSES OF CROPS.

From Arthur Young's Travels.

Piedmont.— Cheniale.—A ycaroffalowcom-
Mippose'to be, that the first crop, ripcninir in the

j

mon in five or six years, during which year the

heat of summer, ripens too speedily, and conse- |
land is never watered, only exposed to the sun.

f]!iently ilie seed is very much shrunk, and o(| Wheat is sown on fallow; on clover land ;
al-

course a very bad sample. ways after hemp, because the land is in high or-

5th. Amount of seed obtained from an acrc.-M^''5 ''^« ^'"""je aHer maize, if weji manured
;
in

We generally e.xpect, on siiiable soil, from , wo p^^'c'i
<^3f

f^'so after millet sown in June, other-

to four bushels ; but this depends much on ^h^ '^^^^e mf,,Un or rye. 1 he fallovy for wheat, corn-

season : a wet season being by far the most pro- | ""^"l): '"''o^^ff
buckwheat, called here /mnenfm,

duclive. We seldom cut more than a bushel per 1

ormiHet. Clover is sown among rye in March,

acre on stiff clay soils.

6th. Whether the thrashing cannot he done by a

thrashing machine instead cf n flaill I have
seen (his tried several times. 1st, with a spiked

never among wheat. Millet de cottura is sown
in June ; millet de reetuba the end of July, after

wheat; and then dung well lor hemp.
Turin.— In some arable land I viewed, a few

miles from this capital, the following most extra-
machine We fiund that it took as Ion? to sepa-

|
ordinary course was pursued, and u"as mentioned
to me as being not uncommon ; 1 maize ; 2, wheat;

3, wheat; 4, wheat ; 5, maize; G, wheat; 7, wheat;

8, wheat.
The year of maize being considered as such a

preparation, as to allow of 'hree successive crops

of wheat. The practice however is barbarous.

Upon the farm of Si^. Briolo, the following is the

course ;— 1, maize ; 2, wheat ; 3, rye ; and when
the land wants repose, clover is sown upon a
small part.

VercelU.— Upon good wheal land ;— 1, maize
;

2, wheat; 3, wheat; 4, rye. And in the rice

grounds;— 1, fallow; 2, rice; 3, rice; 4, rice.

They have here an excellent practice, and it ex-
lends, more or less, over all Piedmont, which is to

mow clover by the lOih of Maj-, and to plo-jgh the

and and plant maize, which succeeds greatly afier

rate the hends from the straw— the latter being
mostly broken up—as it did to thrash it with a

I

flail ; and also, that after doine the best we could '

wiih it, there remained nearly double the bulk of
chaff, and broken siravv mixed, to be thras'ied 1

with tlie clover machine, allowing for the services
j

of the machine two extra men and four horses.

It was next tried with what we call a better ma-
chine. We found this the best in one point; the

straw was somewhat broken up ; but, as an ofiset

ngaint this, we found it impossible to make it

thrash clean.—We therefore concluded that the

flail was by far the best.

7th. Whni is ihe cost of a clover machine with
and without the horse power 1—To this I must
observe that I have seen the kind mentioned by
your friend Harmon, and those made by Mr. Bur-
rail of Geneva; but I consider the kind briefly

j

clover.
mentioned by me in your last paper, not only the

| Milanese— J7/7a?i.—The arable lands never
most convenient for a stationary machinp, but

j

repose ; but a quick succession is reaped. Two
likewise the cheapest: a friend of min- having i crops of bread corn are gained in one year, by
made several of them (without horse power) for

1 sowinc maize in July, after wheat.
§^40, materials inclusive. Milan to Pavia.—The course common in the

8th. Can the clover machine be easily adapted to
\

rice grounds, is,— 1, rice ; 2, rice ; 3, rice ; 4, fiil-

ihe different horse powers used in thrashing wheat; \o\v, and dung; 5. wheat, clover sown, either

and what amount of power is required?—This
]

with it in autumn, or upon it in spring ; the former
query may be speedily answered by the fact that best ; 6 clover; 7, clover; 8, clover ; 9, flax, and
I never knew a farmer who had a separate horse i then millet ihe same year : and then rice again,
power for his clover machine. The generality of- as above.

clover machines can be worked v/ith three horses, I
Also,— 1, wheat ; 2, clover; 3, clover ; 4, clo-

bui four are best. ; ver ; 5, clover ; 6, flax and then maize ; 7, wheat.
There is another point which j-ou forgot, and I and clover again. Sometimes afier flax, coleseed

Iiad nearly forgotten to mention. It is iheqaan-jfor oil. Another course,— 1, 2, 3, clover; 4,

lily of seed necessary to sow an acre. We usual-
]

maize ; 5, rice ; 6, rice ; 7, rice ; 8, fallow ; 9, corn,

ly sow a bushel on six acres, but some fiirmers and clover,

consider a bushel to ten acres to be sufficient.
I

In the Pavese.— 1, rye, and then fallowed for,

Remarks.—The plan usually pursued in this
}
2, wheat, sown with clover in February, mown

country for raising clover is this: We seed our 'with Ihe stubble, and then fed ; 3, clover, 4, clo-

wheat at the time above mentioned. After har- 1
ver ; 5, clover; 6, flax, and then millet; or, in-

vest we are careful that nothing feeds on this
j

stead of both, maize; 7, wheat : 8, wheat, and
clover lor the remainder of the season, for it injures I left, then, sometimes, to pasturarre under clover,

the young clover very much. The next season! Mozzata.—A course common here,— 1 clover;
we cut a crop of hay, say about the middle of! 2, winter fl.ix ; 3, lupines ; 4, maize, for forage; 5,

July; then sow on about two bushels of plaster, coleseed ; 6, cabbages ; 7, panic ; 8, hemp ; 9.

and let it grow for seed. We repeat lliis the ,
beans. This course will be fijund to occupy about
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twelve perliche in one liunilred. and to pass in

Bucceesion over the whole, for ihe henefit oC varia-

lion. Another,—!, wheat, and millet niter; 2,

conimon maize ;
*^, wheat and millet; 4 common

maize; 5, rye and quaraniino; G common maize;

7 rye and quarantino; 8 common maize. 'JMic

assiduity wiih which liiey avoid a lallow de-

eervee altenlion ; and it is here efl'ecied, as in the

Bouih of France, by means of a plaiil that is

asserted by many to exhaust.

Lodizan.— 1, Wheat, sown in October and
reaped in June, and the land ploughed thrice, and
manured lor, 2, wheal again, and clover, called

spianata agostano, vvhicii is led till tiie l(>llowing

ppring, l)ut sometimes plougiied the end of au-

tumn ; 3, flax ; 4, millet. Another course, called

coltura maggcnga,— 1, break up the layer lor flax;

2, millet ; 3, niaize ; 4, wheat, the stubble of

which remains in spianata agostano.

Cremonese.— 1, Wheat sown in October, and
reaped in June, the stubble ploughed thrice (or,

2, wheat, upon which sow clover the end of Feb-
ruary ; 3, clover, ploughed in November lor, 4,

flax, and then millet ; 5, maize; 6, wheat.
Carpianese.— 1, Maize ; 2, wheat sown in the

epring with clover, wliich is mown with the stub-

ble, and remains spianata agostano : 3, clover

;

4, flax, and then millet; 5, rice; 6, rice; 7, rice.

Venetian State.—Bergamo.—The land

))ere is constantly cropped ;— 1, wheat ; 2, clover,

mown in the spring once, in time lor maize ; 8,

wheat; 4, clover. Also,— 1, clover or millet; 2,

maize ; 3, wheat. By which courses they have
halfor a third of their land in wheat every year.

Brescia.— 1, "Wheat and 20 lb. of clover-seed

in March, per jugero,—the clover cut in August
with the wheat-stubble, and then pastured ; in

winter dunged ;—2, clover called this year prato

grasso, cut thrice ; first in May, called il inag-

giatico second in August, called rostano ; third m
September, il navarolo :— 3, in March sow flax,

which is gathered in June ; then jjlough and sow
quarantino, amongst which, at the second hoeing,

pow lupines lor manure:— 4, plough in the lupines

and sow wheat in November, wliicb is reaped in

June; cut the stubble immediately, and sow
lupines or coleseed lor manure :— 5, plough in

October, and sow wheat mixed with rye; reaped
in June, and then sow part with quarentino and
part with panic :— 6, if a crop of coleseed is taken,

it is sown amongst the maize while growing,
which cole is ripe in spring, in time to clear the

ground for manuring and sowing the common
maize ; if cole not sown, remains lallow in winter

pnd sow melicn in spring,— the great millet.

Verona.—Here, as in all other parts of Lom-
bardy, the land is never fallowed ;— 1, maize,
called grano turco:—2, wheat, and, when reaped,

millet, or cinquantino ; this is the quarinlino of
ihe Milanese :~3, barley or oats, and, when
reaped, some other second crop. Wheat is always
sown alter maize, and that after barley or oats.

No clover used here, except in rice-lands. In the

rice-grounds,— 1, wheal reaped time enough for

n crop of cinquantino ; 2, maize; 3, clover; 4,

rice.. &c. &c. Beans are also sown instead of

maize, and wheat alter them, and prepare (or

wheat much better. On the dry lands, such as

about the Lago di Guarda, &c. no clover, as the

land is not good enough.

^0 Ficenza.—No fallow any where. There

is a little clover, and very fine, but the quantity is

small : all wheat and maize, and scarcely any
ihinff else.

Vicenza.— Wheat is always sown after clover,

and cinquantino after wheat; but nothing pre-

pares so well lor that crop as beans, so that they
are called the mother o( wheat, moc^re delta for-
mento. This idea, in Lombardy, is as old as

Gairo, who remarks, that wheat succeeds after

nothing better than beans, ivhich in grassano
maggiormcnie la terra, che non fa ogni altro le-

ginne* ; and this he refers to as a custom of the

Cremonese and the Maniuans. It is equally true

in England ; and such a combination of authority

ought to convince such as yet want conviction, of
the utility of beans as a preparation for wheal

;

more, perhaps, to be depended on than any other

preparation whatever. A common course near
this city, introduced as a variety, is,— 1, maize;
2, wheat and cinquantino. A farmer cultivated a
field, during some years, in this course,— 1, maize;

2, wheat ; 3, clover ; and to preclude the neces-

sity of dung, he used only the I'ffng-a (spade) :

(or five years his crops were good, bui afterwards
declined greatly, till he could not get even clover.

They sow wheal in October, and the clover-seed

over it in March, if there is rain ; ihe end of
June the wheat is cut ; the end of August the

clover is mown (or iiay; and another small crop
again in October; here is, therelore, within a
year, one crop of wheat and two of clover. The
grass is cut again in May, or beginning of the

lollowing June ; a second lime in August; and a
third growth jiloughed in (or wheat, which ia

usually a very great crop in this husbandry.
Padua.—On all sorts of land, the most usual

husbandry is,— 1, dung lor maize; 2, wheat ; 3,

vvhea!, and then cinquantino or n)illel, &c. Clo-
ver is sown both in autumn and in spring ; if tiie

frost is not very severe, autumn is best, but spring

the most secure. It is cul once after the wheat is

reaped.

}'enice.—Sig. Arduino assures me, there is no
fallow to be found in any part of the Venetian
territory; they have not even a word to express

the idea

—

Vanno di riposo, is a different thing,

and always means clover, or a state of rest, with-

out any tillage. 'J'liat gentleman's expression

pleased me much,

—

jLajackere e una sciocca pra-
tica in agricoltura. The two great points on which
the best agriculture of the Venetian state turns

are maize on clover, and wheat on beans. All

these plants are equally necessary upon a farm
;

and there is a pecuuarily in clover, as a prepara-

tion for maize, and equally in beans, as preparatory

for wheat.
Bologna.— In a very rich field near this city,

which I viewed, the course has been, in 1787,

wheat, which produced 100 corbi, or twenty times

the seed. In 1788, hemp 5000 lb. In 1789, it is

now wheat, and perfectly clean. This course,

of— 1, hemp ; 2, wheat, is perhaps the most pro-

fitable in ihe world,—and brings to mind the noble

vale of the Garonne, under the same manage-
ment, if land will do for hemp, they never

fallow, but have some fields in the course,— 1,

fallow; 2. wheat, which ought to be considered as

a disgrace to Lombardy. 1, Maize ; 2, wheat, is

• Le Venti Giornate dell'Agricpltma. Brescia, 1775.

4to p. 59.
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a course not uncommon. On the fallowed lands
they sow bean?, provided they have dunjx- Very
liltle clover, prelcrrinfr fenu^rcelc, which is suc-

ceeded by wheat. Vetches ihey sow in autumn,
and beans also, both (or a crop, and also to i)loi)ixli

in, in the sprinir, as a manure for hemp. Wiih
equal quaniiiics ol" manure, beans give belter

wheat than hemp. Beans on Sifj. Bis^nanii's

(arm, are now (November) six inches high on
the tops of narrow ridges, but none in the furrows;

tliese are for a crop, and infinitely too thick, I

should apprehend. Lupines also, (or ploughin<r in.

'J'uscANv.— In the Va'darno di Sura, Colini,

Sienisi, Fisani, Vollerrana, they fallow, and their

course is,— 1, fallow; 2, wheat. After travelling

60 long in Lnmbardy without a fallow, it hurt me
to find them common liere. Clover is usually
made a preparation for maize in most parts of
this country

; and beans, where sown, are reckon-
ed tlie best for wheat. At Martelli, &c. the course
is,— 1, beans, French beans, or maize ; 2, wheat

;

3, wheal ; 4, wheat and rye, and no afier-crop.

In the V aldic'iiiana, the following course, I am in-

formed, is pursued,— 1, maize and French beans;
2, wheat, and nothing afierit ; 3, wheat and then
raves,—and, in some places, clover added. At Vil-

lama^na, the course is,— 1, blade, vetc hes, beans,
&c.; 2. wheat; 3, wheat; 4, wheal. The first wheat
produces nine or ten times the seed, ifafier beans;
the second six or seven ; the third three or four :

—a degradation that ought to explain fully the
absurdity of such a sys;em. In some districts the
following is the course,— first year, biadi, viz.

beans, pease, chick-pease, French beans, tares,

lentils, oats, maize, the great millet, small millet,

panic in part, clover and oats, and after cutlinij

jbr forage, plough lor some of the above. Second
year, upon the land thus prepared, wheal is sown,
called grosso and arislata mucked ; or with hall

grosso and half gentili (while wheat). Third
year, gentili wheat.
MoDENA.—The bad farmers in the JMcdenes^

are fallowists, and their course is,— 1, fallow,

ploughed first in May or June, in August the

second lime, and the third in October, (or sowing,
2, wheat. But the better farms substitute beans,
French beans, vetches, spelt, maize, particularly

the last instead of a fallow. Upon soils that are
very good, and manured, they have an execrable
custom of taking three crops of wheat in succes-

sion ; sometimes throwing in clover with the

wheat, which is ploughed up in June for wheat
again. When beans are sown in autumn, and
stand the frost, they yield much more ihan spring
sown.
The husbandry practised by Sig. Bertolini,

which is the best of the conntry, is,— 1. beans,

sown in October, and harvested in May: then

French beans, or fbrmenloni, lor forage, or chick-

pease, or lentils; 2, wheat, the stubble ploughed
thrice for, 3, wheat; 4, maize, sown in March.
To Reggio they fallow some of their land every

third year ; but more commonly substitute maize,
beans, or something else in lieu.

Parma—In the country about Vicomero, the

common course is,— 1, beans; 2, wheat; 3, maize;

4, wheat.
Piedmont.— Tortonese.—A common course

here, is,— 1, beans; 2, wheat. Also,— 1, melga,
(great millet) ; 2, wheat. But they have some
jauds in fallow courses.

Savoy.—At Lanesbourg, the common hus-
bamlry is that of a crop and a fallow : they
plough in May or June, and again for the seeil in

August, when they sow the rye ; and they have
no wheat.
From these notes it appears, that there is sonie-

ihing both to commend and to condemn in these,

Italian courses. The rejeciion of fallows is pretty

general ; this ia a good feature, and the great

stress they lay on beans, as a preparation for

wheat, cannot le praised too much. On the

other hand, there seems to be no idea of so propor-

tioning the crops of a ("arm, as to make cattle and
sheep (kept on arable land) the preparation for

corn: the culture of clover is not unknown, but
scarcely extends further than to produce some hay.

I no where met with artificial grasses introduced

on so large a scale as to support a good f^ock of

sheep. In some districts, the great plenty of wa-
tered meadow explains this deficiency ; but there

are more where it will not afford an apology.

This objection, however, does not hold ffood in

the Lodizan, where their immense dairies are

supported on arable land, and certainly form one of

the most curious systems of husbandry that are to

be met with in Europe.

AN EFFECTUAt. MODE OF FRIGHTENING
CROWS FROM CORN-FIELDS.

For the Farmers* Register.

During my residence in ihe western part of

Louisiana, which is much infested by black birds,

and crows, I frequently observed a while cotton

thread suspended from the top of one cane (or

large reed) to the lop of others throughout the

length of their corn fields. I inquired the use of
it, and was answered that it scared the crows or

black birds, I do not recollect which, but ain of

opinion it scared both. Since my return to Vir-

ginia, I have settled on a small farm in Chester-

field county. Three sides ofmy field are enclosed

by pine woods, the most choice abode of crows.

Immediately after planting my corn, I tried the ex-

periment. I procured small pine poles, 15 or 16

leet in length ; set them in my corn-field, 50 or 60

yards apart lengthwise the field as it was long and
narrow ; then stretched the cotton twine from the

top of one pole to the top of another, throughout

the field; and found that my corn was protected

from 40 to 50 yards on each side of the twine so

suspended. The next season my field being in

form an obtuse angled triangle, and would require

a number of threads stretched parallel through the

field on account of its form, and by way of saving

labor and thread, as well as for experiment, 1

stretched the thread around the field, or set the

poles on the outer edge of the corn-field, say

about ten or fifteen yards (rom the (ence, which

protected the corn entirely from crows. The pre-

sent year I enclosed or stretched the thread

around thirty acres of corn, say with two pounds

of cotton twine, at 31^ cents per pound, and am
well satisfied that I did not lose one hill of corn by

crows.

It is my positive belief that if a field of any

magnitude was enclosed by the thread (unless a

crow on entering the field should fly so high as

not to observe the thread,) there never would b<j
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one in it, as long as the thread was suspended. !

gel small saplings, as small as I can, (so that ihey

may give way to the \vind.'=,) aboul 15 to 16 feet

loniT. First drop them around the field at 50 or

60 yards' distance ; then I make holes with a

" stah," (or poinled stake,) so as to set the poles

firm in the ground. Then I wrap the thread

around the end of the first pole and set it up firm
;

go on to the next with my ball of twine, wrap it

around that, and so on throughout ; observing to

stretch the thread as tiyht as possible, in the first

instance, as it will swag very nmch al'ier a rain or

heavy dews. I give these flirections because I

believe, from experience, that it is necessary that

the thread should swas a little, so as to be kept in

motion by every slight breeze. 1 hope that many
will try it. James Lykcii.

RE.-MAUKS ON DUTEREXT BREEDS OF HOGS.

To tlic Editor of the Farmers' Register.

or all the improved breeds of hogs infrodured

into this state, the E-^sex half-black pig, of Eng-
land, or as it is called here, the Skinner breed, and

the Berkshire, are the finest I have seen. The
Ibrmer were, I believe first introrjiiced by means
of an English farmer of reputation, who had been

present at various cattle shows in this country,

and on his return to England in 182.5, sent a pair

of them, ns better than any he had seen here, to

John S. Skinner, esq., then as now, editor oC the

An;erican Farmer, at Baliimore. It does not ap-

pear that he gave the name by whicdi they were

known in England. But Iromadrawing oCthe sow,

on page 372 of the Gih volume of the American
Farmer compared with drawinas of the Essex
half-black pig, in Dickson's Farmers' Compa-
nion, vol. ii., p. 898, and Mr. Western's sow, p.

286 of the Complete Grazier, edition of 1&3D,

the identity of the two breeds seems to be esta-

blished beyond a doubt. " The Essex half-black

pigs," says the Cotnplete Grazier, p. 236, " are

apparently descended from the Berkshire stock,

and may be reckoned among the finest breeds in

this country, [England.] They are black and

white, short-haired, fine skinned, smaller heads

and ears than the Berkshire, but the latter are

feathered with inside hair, which is a distinctive

mark of both ; short snubby noses, very fine bone,

broad n»u\ deep in the belly, lull in the hind quar-

ters, but light in the hone and oHal. Mr. \Ves:ern

describes them as feeding remarkably quick, grow-
ing fast, and of an excellent quality ol' meat, and
he considers them at least equal, upon a fair com-
parison of age, Ibod and weight, to any sort

whatever."
This is an excellent cross upon other breeds,

and though the Complete Grazier is high authori-

ty, and 1 feel that it savors of presumption to

question its accuracy as to the fact that the E^=sex

half-black is descendeil from the Berkshire, yet an

inexperienced eye, comparing the drawings of the

two, in that work, with the Berk>hires we have
now, would inevitably conclude that the latter are

descendants of the (ormer, as they show all their

best points, in most of which fine points the Berk-
shires of 1807 appear to have been deficient.

The Berkshires are certainly very fine hogs,

longer and larger 'than the Essex hali-'jiacks, but

they may not do as well under the customary Vir-

ginia mode of raising and treating this valuable

animal. II they will, they are certainly to be pre-

ferred, generally; and as the demand for them
appears to be increasing in our stale, it i? import-

ant to us to know which are the true "'Simon
Pures," especially as difi'erences of opinion exist

in New York, whence our supplies are derived.

In the 'Complete Grazier,' p. 285, will be found
a drawing of a pair of Berkshires "exhibited at

Lord Somerville's catile show in 1807, when they
attracted universal admiration.'" Now, the Berk-
shires of the present day (those at least that I

have seen) resemble this pair, as io form, about
as nearly as a mule refcmbles a horse—the ad-

vantage being greatljMn favor of the modern slock.

In the article which accompanies the plate, it is

staled that one of the specific characters of the

Berkshires in 1807 was a "reddish color with
brown or black spots." In Dickson's 'Farmers'
Companion,' vol. ii.. p. 897, they are described as

"Taivny or reddish color, spotted with black;

large ears, hanging over the eyes ; thick, close

and well made in the body; legs short; small in

the hone: disposition to fatten quickly," Low, in

his Practical Agriculture, which is probably the

latest authority, says, "The Berksliire was the

earliest of the improved breeds of England, and
is now the mo?l generally diffused of all oiheia.

It has been undoubtedly Ibrmed by a mixture of

the blood of the eastern hog wiih the ancient

swine of the country. The great improver of this

breed was Mr. Asiley of Oldsionehall. The mo-
dern Berkshire, however, is of less size than the

older breed; but still the animals are usually of
the larger class of swine. Their common color

is reddish brown, with dark spots ; but many of
the modern breed are nearly black, manifesiing

their near approach to tlie Siamese character; and
sometimes they are black, broken with white, in-

dicating the effects of the cross of the white Chi-
nese. The Berkshires are generally regarded as

one of the superior breeds of Eagland, combining
good size vviili aptitude to fatten, and their flesh is

fitted lljr perk or bacon."
This last quoted article seems to settle the

amusing controversy in some of the northern
prints, as to white toes, white tails, &c., which
appear here to be fairly accounted for. I have
heard too, that a prevailing color in a parent slock,

which has been crossed, will sometimes disappear,

and then reappear in the progeny. There Is in

my possession a white sow, not a Berkshire, with
a litter of seven pigs by a Berkshire boar, xvhich

is black and white ; four of these pigs are per-

fectly white, the other three spotted-black, white
and tawny or reddish.

The Hampshire hog I perceive is recommended
by a writer in the 'Cultivator,' whose letter is re-

published in the August number of the Register.

But from the following description from the 'Farm-
ers' Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge,'
vol. ii. Briiifh Husbandry, page 508, I should
tliink it would not suit us better, if so well, as the

Berkshires. "The Hampshire hog, of a wddte
color, has been long celebrated as lorming very

superior bacon ; but iis character has been ac-

quired more from i:s being fed, when j'oung, upon
(he mast which abounds in the New Forest, and
oiher wood-lands, and the mode of curing it, than

li-om any inherent excellence in the breed of its
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native country: bein^ a coarse, raw-boned, flat-

biilecJ aniiiia! ; but lulling kindly. Very iijvv, how-
ever, of the genuine native hog are now to be met
with, the coinnioa slock being either the Beik-
siiire breed, or a considerable predominance of

ihai blood in the native swine ol' the couniy ; and
subsequent crosses wiih that, as well as with the

Suffolk and Chinese breeds, have produced an ani-

mal of a hardy nature, prone to get fat at an ear-

ly age, and always lo keep in good condition in a

store slate."

Tile best stock, however, will degeneraie wiih-

oui |)roper Ibod and attention— it is said that the

hog requires less and gives back more lor what it

receives, than any other stock. But with us he is

too commonly left to shift lor himself untd large

enough to fatten, and yet costs more than he
would under better treatment. Keep him in a

thriving state from the first, and half the corn will

fatten him that a poor starveling would require

;

and this is easily done wiihout increasing mate-
rially the expense of farming. Indeed it is sound
economy. It is stated in Deane's ' New England
Farmer or Georgical Diciionary' (a most valua-

ble work) that the late Arthur Young pastured

64 hogs, large and small, upon two acres of clo-

ver, from May until November. One of the best

farmers and breeders I know, keeps his hogs in

pens, or at most with the range of his farm yard,

and has the green clover cut lor them—estimatinir

the manure saved as equivalent to the labor. It

is probably the best plan. My own were kept on
clover, with the aid of a lew cymlins, in fine con-

dition, until they were put up to latteii last year.

The sows, and the shoals for this year's pork,

were put up at the same time, in a pen to them-
selves, floored vviih logs and provided with a dry

sleeping place. These were fed through the win-

ter, and until they v.'ere turned upon a lot of clover

enclosed for that purpose in the spring, upon boil-

ed vegetables entirely—much after the plan of

Mr. Ingersol of Brookline, published in the Re-
gister, lor January, 1839, pp. 81 to 37. They had
no corn, but were in fine order all the winter, and
are so now. The vegetables used were cymlins

first, then beets, carrots, parsnips, liom the gar-

den, with some pumpkins, and lastly, ruta baga
turnips, which carrieil them nearly through the

n>onih of April, when they were put upon the

clover again. The boiled lood was given three

times a day with but little trouble— twice a day
during the winter might possibly have been suffi-

cient—and always given v^^arm. Every morning
at day break a fire was made under an iron boiler

in which enough had been left overnight lor the

morning's i'eed—so soon as that was warmed, the

hogs were led and the boiler fillet! again— they

were led a second time when the hands came to

dinner, and lastly at night, the swill remaining

warm enough until that time. 1 think the corn

and manure saved by this method must be a fair

equivalent for the labor.

A plan for raising cymlins is given in the first

volume of Skinner's 'American Farmer,' p. 367.

I have pursued it for the last two years, and it af-

fords me a supply of the best summer Ibod, not

only for hogs, but for my milch cows which are

led with it night and morning. They seem to re-

lish it highly ; it improves the quality and increases

the quantity of milk ; and I may salely affirm that

finer butter and cream than mine cannot be found,

even in the justly famed market of Philadelphia.

If the arlicle last referred to, has not been pub-
lislieil in the Register, 1 think you will find it

worthy a j)lace, and that any of your subscribers

who will try the experiment will be remuneraled
by it fully.

Deane's 'New England Farmer or Georgical
Dictionary' is doubtless known to you. In the
course of a lew years of imperlijct larming, I have
derived so much aid from it, that 1 cannot but
wish a copy was in the hands of every larmer in

the Old Dominion. If you have not the book, I

wish you would get it, and if you find it such as 1

have described, consider whether it might not be
republished (lor it is nearly out of print) with
great benefit to our good people, especially small
farmers, and thrifty housewives; lor it takes in

ihe whole range of dom.eslic and rural economy.*

TOBACCO—DUTY ON IT PAYABLE IN EVROPE.

From t!ie American Farmer.

As the American Farmer has been adopted as
the official organ of tobacco planters, and of inier-

communicalion on the subject of their peculiar in-

terests, and especially in reltirence to the grievance
of high duties on it in Europe, and the best means
of obtaining relief therefrom—permit me to make
a suggesiion or two, lor the consideration of plant-

ers, and to inviie discussion with a view to a bet-

ter understanding on the points submiited.

It is a triie saying that there are two sides to

every question ; and thai in regard to any doubtful

one, before we adopt any conclusion, we should.

hear both sides ! Now as to the question of high
duties, there can be no doubt that they are enor-

mous—and that they so much enhance the price

of the article in Europe, as very greatly to dimin-
ish the consumption of American tobacco. Take
for example the instance which has been exhibited

by the convention at Wasliington, of which you
were the secretary, and reflect on the astounding
lact that Great Britain, by her high duties, levies

on this single branch of American industry, a tax

almost equal to the support of her navy—those
" wooden walls" to which she is indebted for the

support of her monarchy—the safety of her island

from invasion, and for means of government and
sway over sea and land to such an exient,.that

the sun it is said never goes down on all her do-

minions at once!— Look too at the vast sums

* The article referred to above will hereafter be re-

published in the Farmers' Register. The separate

publication, for sale, of other agricultural works as

well as Deane's, has been suggested to us by seve-

ral persons, as likely to be advantageous to the public,

and profitable to the publisher. In regard to the last

point, we can answer, with confidence, that ofneither of

these, nor, as we believe, of any other book, if now

published in Virginia, and no matter hew great the

ujerit or utility, could enough copies be sold, to pay

the expenses of pubhcation. Periodical works only

can be sustained, upon previous subscriptions ; and in

no other way can any publisher venture to print a

work, unless his object be to serve the public interests,

without res'ard to his own.

—

Ed. F. R.
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raised in France and oihor countries on this pecu-

liar object of American production, and noll:imrr

can be more natural at first view, than the sense

ol wrong and the leelin<f of resentment and re-

taliation. JJut is there not another side of the

question 1 we are not only to consider the ainoimt

of duties imposed in foreign countries, but, whe-

ther in these couniries ihe cullivatiori of this

odious weed is not altogether prohibited or virtu-

ally Ibrbiddcn by liigh internal duties, and, how
liar, were it not for such prohil)iiion, they are

capable of producing tobacco lor their own con-

sumption, to the exclusion of the American arti-

cle? If I am not misinlbrmed, and that too by

those who have opportunities of acquiring the

most extensive and practical inlbrmaiion on this

subject, the capacity of France and Germany to

produce tobacco lor their own use, very lar tran-

scends in quantity the general American inipres-

eion or estimate on that point. Permit me then to

ask, respectfully, through the American Farmer,

lor more specific information in regard to their re-

Bources in this respect. Let me put the question

to Mr. T. F. Bowie, Mr. Jeniler, Mr. Dodge,
and other warm and able champions of this most
extensive and important interest; whether we may
not gain more by the privilege of exclusive sup|)ly

under high duties to these couuiries where its

growth is actually or virtually j rohibited, than we
should by a reduction of these duties accompanied
by encouragements to grow the article? These
foreign governments admit that the duty is exces-

sive, but they contend that it is laid for revenue,

and that if they deprive themselves of that, by

reduction of duties to the standard which we would
suggest, and to a level with our moderate duties

on their manufactures and productions, that with

such reduction we must expect them to commence
the irrowth (or self-supply.

What is the argument which has been used by

our diplomatic ayenls in reply to this t)osition as-

sumed by foreign governments?—What is the

actual capacity of England, France, Germany,
and other couniries to produce tobacco for their

own use, under the most encouraging circumstan-

ces ? And again is it not wise in us to let very

well alone—submitting to high duties in a market
where we have no rival. Observe, Mr. Editor,

that I do not undertake to answer these queries

in the affirmative. I only submit whether they

are not worthy of very mature consideration. I

ask only for light—wiih every candid inquirer after

truth, you will say, let us banish prejudice, and
view ihings not as we would wish them to be, but

as we find them. Every one remembers the labie

of the dog and the shadow. The culture of tobac-

co is, at this time, and under existing circumstan-

ces, with all the disadvantages ot foreign exactions

and monopolies, siill the most productive object to

which our slave labor can be applied. True, could

we procure the repeal of high duties in the coun-
tries that we, and we almost exclusively supply,

and at the same time be assured that in these

countries the growth of the article would be Ibr-

ever prohibited by nature and by government, the

prospects of the narrow tobacco belt of Norih
America would be bright as the milky way in the

heavens.—But let us not Ibrget that

'' Incidit in Scyllam qui vult vitare Charybdim,^''

is an old proverb to express the danger and the

frequency of encountering a greater calamity, in

our eagerness to avoid a lesser one. Finally, Mr.
Ediior, let me repeat, that I ask only information

and only seek the truth— ihe legitimate object of

every Candid Iaquiker.

KOIIAN POTATOES AKD SASSAFRAS BUSHES.

To ttie Editor of llie Fanners' Register.

October 20, 1840.

On the 31st March last I planted 40 hills liom
one Kohan potato, one eye in a hill, in two rows.

Along side of the same I planted another row of

the same length of 20 hills of the purple skin

Mercer potato (said to be) which I have been
raising several years. The whole of which were
managed alike in the preparation of the ground
they occujiied and in the cultivation, save that

whereas the Rohan potato hills had each one eye
only, as belbre remarked, the Mercer potato hills

were planted with the potato uncut. I planted the

tvvo kinds as above with the view of testing the

superiority of the one over the other, thinking

more had been said in favor of the Rohan than it

deserved, as is very apt to be Ihe case when any
new article is brought to notice. When I dug
them, however, on the 18ih September last, I was
disappointed ; for the 40 hills of Rohan produced

one bushel tliree pecks and a half. The twentj'

hills of Mercer produced three pecks. Difference

in liivor of the Rohan potato.

Whilst pen in hand, 1 will remark that I beyan
to liillow a piece of land for wlieat on the 20ih

August, 1839, and finished it on Ihe 27lh of the

same month. Two-thinis of the said piece of

land is what may be yet called new land, as I

cleared it of its fbny years' growth of old field pine

about six years ago. The balance, one-third, be-

ing old land. On the 26th September following,

I began to fiillow the balance ol"the field (said ba-

lance being all old land,) and finished the opera-

tion on the 3d of October following. Began the

same day, that is, the 3d October, to seed in wheat
boih the first and the last fallowing, and finished

on the Sih of the same month, that is, October,

Now, one of the fiicts that came under my obser-

vation relative to the crop of wheat is, that the

wheat grown on that portion of the old land which
contained about one-third of the piece of land first

fallowed, as above stated, was very much infested

with onions. It is true that this is a little matter,

hardly worth notic^e perhaps, but if it may lead to

a means by which we may avoid an excess of

garlic among our wheat crops, it may be a matter

of some importance. The cause, as I think, why
the piece of land above mentioned abounded in

onions, is to be found in the difTerenl periods of the

year in which the fallowing was done, as before

stated, together with the efl^ects of frost. Thus;
the piece of land on which so many onions grew
with the wheat was fallowed at a season of the

year which gave the onions (both seed and roots)

pufllcient time to vegetate and advance so far in

their growth that the winter's frost did not kill

them ; whereas the balance of the old land was
fallowed at so late a period that the onions, both

seed and roots, not having sufficient time to arrive

at that stage of maturity which would enable them
to ward oH the etiiscts of the winter's rrost, of ne-
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cessiiy perished, or were so late in vecretaiing that

they dill not produce seed. If the above conclu-

sions I'ollovv of necessity Iron) the Ikcis tis aliove

siaied, it will yei l)e a matter of doubt whether a

fanner could avail hinjself of them, owing to the

generally received opinion of the utility of an
early litllow, that the eiiiire field which is (he sub-

ject of the above reaiarUs seems to sustain. IT,

however, a reltillow were oxecuied to the depth of
the first J'uUuw, (which in most cases I should

think injudicious,) then the garlic would be sutli-

cienlly exposed to the Irosls of winter to be de-

siroyeii, or iheir growth so Car retarded from

oilier causes as to lail producing a crop of seed.

It may be asked, then, it' it is necessary to reltd-

low to avoid a growth of onions, why tiie remain-
der of the old land in my field did not produce many
or but lew onions, as there was no refallow '? Be-
cause, from existing circumstances at the time, I

was induced to fallow the whole field very shallow.

This, I think, superseded the necessity of a refal-

low, so liir as the oiaons are concerned. Enough
about garlic.

I should like to have your views relative to one
of n)y fields which is much pestered with sassa-

fras. 1 will first give you a short sketch of the

course of management relative to the same lor

some years previous to this lime. That por-

tion of the field over which the sassafras seems
to be exercising almost entire control had been
in corn every other year, with close grazing
the intervening year, for many years, it being con-

sidered too poor to bring small grain, save only

a thw oats in detached spots, until lour or five

years ago, when 1 |)rohibited all grazing. This
change, together with the marl previously applied

has made it produce comparatively good crops,

of corn and oats throughout, and I believe would
bring more wheat a liivorable year now, than it

would oats previous to marling and non-grazing.
1 have had apart of it in wheat since, and it is

now seeded in wheat a second time. Indeed the

whole oi'it would now bring a respectable crop of

wheal, and I should put more of it in wheat, but

the growth of sassafras bushes forces me to leave

it to a less valuable crop iti the spring ; a part of

that as usual will be unavoidably lost at harvest.

Now, sir, what is to be done? shall I continue n)y

present system, by which my land is evidently

and rapidly improving, the sassafras gaining
ground with equal rapidity, and perhaps greater,

or shall I |)ut up again my cross tiiuces, and again
subject the field to the hoofj the snout and the

teeth, of every animal that can use them? I am
disposed to take the latteralternatlve, thinking that

two courses of rooting, trampling and biting will

either destroy, or so far subdue them, that 1 can at

less expense procure *' the siall'of life"—a plenty of

good bread and good old Virginia bacon and their

concomitants,—provided the latter alternative does
not deprive ihe land of the power to produce tiiese

good things. Will it? Please give me your
views in this matter. You see that I have writ-

ten out my paper nearly, (though not quite my no-

tions,) when I only intended to tell you about my
big Irish potato. If you can make so much sense
of this confused mass ac to find out what 1 want to

know about the sassafras bushes, and give me
your advice about ihem, you wiil much oblige an
old subscriber, Youre, very respectlully, R.

Having had to contend long with the same evil,

and with, as little success as oar coi respondent has
Vol, VTII.—80

had, we must confess our inability to prescribe for

the destruction, or even the lessening, of the growth

of sassafras bushes, on land that is not grazed, and

rests from cultivation, as ours did, two years to-

gether in the rotation of four. But when the

land is so highly improved as to allow a crop of

either grain or grass to be made every year, and

to be either removed for market, or food, or plough-

ed under for manure, then these annual operations,

destructive to every first year's growth of the sas-

safras, may perhaps serve finally to extirpate the

nuisance.

—

Ed. F. R.

A STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY FOR VIR-
GINIA.

The following paragraph was a private commu-

nication from a correspondent whose services in

support of the cause which he here advocates

have been amongjthe most zealous and unwea-

ried. We take the liberty of putting his words to

other use, (besides that for which he designed

them, as matter of private and friendly correspond-

ence,) because they serve both as a text for our

comments, and an excuse for returning to a gene-

ral subject on which we have before labored so
_

often and so fruitlessly.

" As it seems utterly vain to hope (or any legis-

lative aid to agriculture, I wish you would give ua

an editorial article in favor of a state agricultural

society. Several of our sister states, I believe,

have set us the example, and surely Virginia

might be roused to imitate them in so highly laud-

able a work. Such an institution on the plan of

the Scotch and English societies, to hold their an-

nual meetings in diflTerent parts of the state, I am
strongly incTmed to believe, might now succeed.

What say you ioUV

As to the scheme itself, there can be no doubt asi

to its great value to Virginia, if there is enough ol'

public spirit, zeal, and even proper consideration

oC private interest, among all her intelligent agri-

culturists, to carry it into operation. But we fear,

and grievously do we lament that such a fear

should almost forbid the existence of hope, that a

universal lethargy pervades the entire agricultural

class, and has rendered them so torpid ag not to

be roused by any new efforts that we can possibly

make. It is not that they want excitability, spirit

and energy, on other subjects ; it is to the claims

of their own great and almost exclusive interest

that they turn a deaf ear, and unsteady eye—and

pay to it less attention than to other matters not to

be named in comparison of importance and value.

We mean not to depreciate the importance of the

present all-engrossing and absorbing political con-

test, nor to oppose the opinion of any one of our

readers, no matter which side he may support,

that the election of his fivorite candidate for the

presidency is of the highest importance to the
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country's well-doing. But this we will say, that

if the people of Virginia had in ail past time de-

voted to the sustaining of agricultural interests,

and agricultural improvement, but one-tenth pan

of the zeal and eti'ort which they have bestowed

on the business of making or attempting to make

presidents, we should have now a condition of

agriculture as flourishing as in fact it is depressed,

and the supposed abstraction from political labors

would scarcely have rendered the action of go-

vernment worse than it has been. But the pre-

sent contest, which agitates the whole country,

will now soon be at an end, (for which we are

truly thankful,) and tJmi, if ever, the members of

the agricultural class may perhaps bestow some

slight attention upon their own great interests.

Again, however, our fears surpass our hopes.

The state of collapse, and prostration of energy,

that will succeed the present high-wrought political

excitement, will be very unfavorable to induce

raen to give proper attention to a matter compara-

tively so tame and uninteresting as the general

agricultural improvement of their country.

Still it is possible that we may be mistaken, and

that there is better ground lor hope than we can

venture to assume. If, indeed, many intelligent

men possess the proper feeling on which to form

and to keep in operation a state agricultural society.

there can never occur a time in which their proper

action for that purpose would be more beneficial

than now. Such a movement, properly made,

mi^ht induce the legislature to do something lor

the same great end ; and if that aid, as heretolbre,

should still be denied, such a society, as might well

exist in Virginia, if operating as such a society

should operate, might in a great degree supply the

want of governmental action. But, as in all

cases of agricultural societies, every thing of re-

sults would depend on the working of the society
;

and according to its first plan of operation, the

same society might prove either worthless, even

injurious, or in the highest degree beneficial to the

improvement of agriculture.

We will not presume as yet to propose a meet-

ing for the purpose of forming a state agricultural

Bociety, But we respectflilly beg of all persons

who are impressed with the importance of the

measure, and are disposed to bear their share of

the joint labors, to urge the matter upon others,

and in some manner to indicate the extent of such

wishes. If informed of any sufficient grounds for

the movement, we will take upon ourselves here-

after to invite a meeting for this object at Rich-

mond, at some specified and early time, during the

approaching session of the legislature.

CROPS, REAPING MACHINE, &C.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Easteni Shore of Md. Oct. 20, 1S40.

I gee by the Register that the report of the cot-

ton crop to the south is very unfavorable, and also

the wheat crop in Virginia ; and I regret to say
that the markets will find a diminished supply of
wheat and Indian corn from this part of the coun-
try. The crop of wheat is short, and defective in

quality, and 1 doubt much if the crop of Indian

corn will equal half the product of last year.

There has been partial sutlering^ fVom drought
;

but the great injury has been sustained from the

cool season, which has been probably fell more lo

the north than with us: though, where lands are

highly improved, Indian corn seems greatly to re-

sist the influence of a bad season.

I understand several of Hussey's reapers were
carried into Virginia, and used during the present

year; the opinion (brnied of ihem by judicious

men is a matter of much interest, in the wheat
growing regions, and I have been disappointed in

finding no account of the work done by them, in

your state.*

The answers given lo your queries in relation lo

the beneficial efi'ecls of marl are highly satisfac-

tory; and I can add my testimony as to ihe im,-

proving effecls on ray farm. VV. C.

PUBLICATION OF THE " SOUTHERN BIAGA-
ZINE AND MONTHLY REVIEW."

Our subscribers and friends will see by the ad-

vertisement on the cover of this number, thai, in

addition to the Farmers' Register, we propose, if

sustained, to undertake the publication of another

and distinct monthly magazine and review, de-

voted to literature, science, and general politics.

This is not the place to speak of matters so foreign

to the plan and contents of the Farmers' Register;

and the subject is mentioned here, only so lar as

in connexion with the interest and well-being of

this, the already established publication.

Many persons may infer that the successful pro-

gress of the new undertaking will be detrimental

to the character and usefulness of the older, by the

publisher of both being thereby overburthened

with labor, both of body and mind. This is a mis-

take; and to ward off its possible eff'ect on the

Farmers' Register, we beg leave here to explain

the grounds of the directly opposite position, viz

:

that the direction of, and editorial labor and diffi-

culty of carrying on two publications of such diffe-

rent plans, together, will be less than of the existing

one alone. Some knowledge of the general diffi-

culties of the printing part of the business, in the

southern states, would go far to establish this para-

dox, even in advance of the explanation to be of-

fered.

When the Farmers' Register was first com-

menced, the undertaker designed only to be the

proprietor, without even changing his then country

* We shall be pleased to have the testimony, desired

above, furnished for publication. We have heard that

while those who have tried Hussey's reaping machine

concur as to its perfect performance, on wheat clear of

moisture from rain or dew, yet that judicious farmers

differ as to the economy of its use.—Ed.
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residence; and had no expeclalion of being com-

pelled also to become both publisher and printer,

and to carry on every branch of the mecha-

nical as well as of the intellectual part of the bu-

siness. All that he had counted on was to furnish

the matter, and to pay, at fair prices, for the print-

ing and issuing the work. But a short trial show-

ed the impossibility of having this done, properly

and punctually, by contract, or by the agency of

others. In the low condition of the publishing

business in Virginia and the more southern stales,

(owing altogether to want of sufficient employ-

ment and support,) no man can safely conduct

any periodical work, so as to comply with his ob-

ligations incurred to the public, without being his

own printer—and it was soon apparent that this

must be the resort for the Farmers' Register.

Through all the numerous difficulties of such an

undertaking, first in llie country, and since in town,

and with more causes of embarrassment and loss

than any persons not more experienced can con-

ceive, it was not until the present year, (which is

tiie seventh of the editor's apprenticeship,) that

the present stale of things was reached. This is,

a well fitted and supplied printing office, with

enough of good hands, (all of which save one were

first taught and trained in this office,) with every

material and facility necessary for the publication

of the Farmers' Register, or of any other work.

But this long sought condition of things is accom-

panied by another important disadvantage to the

interest of the property, that of the work of the of-

fice not being enough for the full and profitable

employment of the establishment which it has

been necessary to create, and which it is necessary

to maintain, even if not fully employed. In this

respect, then, it will require no more words to make

it clear that a great increase of merely mechanical

labor and business to the priming and publishing

department, will not only increase profits, but will

remove the greatest existing embarrassment and

difficulty that can attend any business—the defi-

ciency of full employment.

Next as to intellectual labor. The greatest

source of perplexity and difficulty encountered in

editing the Farmers' Register, (and which must

apply to any agricultural periodical in this coun-

try,) is the scanty aid of contributors, and conse-

quent small supply of materials in original matter

—and, from the same general defect in all such

journals, the barren field irom which selections in

general are to be culled. If the supply of mate-

rials were as abundant as it is defective, the editor's

labor would be thereby diminished instead of be-

ing increased ; or rather, the sore feeling and dis-

couraging embarrassment, from his having, at

most times, nothing to do of proper editorial labor,

and yet being continually confined to his home
waiting for the expected but uncertain arrival of

the lew materials necessary to prevent the actual

suspending of the printer's labors, would be ex-

changed for plenty of pleasant and useful employ-

ment, and the ability to prepare lor the press, in a

few days, what he has usually to wait for a month.

Now, even if there is no change to be hoped for

in this general and lamentable apathy of agricul-

turists in regard to their peculiar interests, and

even if these difficulties of the Farmers' Register

are to continue so long as it shall be published,

(which may Heaven forbid !) still the adding to the

editor's labors the publishing of a new work lor

which materials will be more abundant, because

drawn from diflerent and more abundant sources,

will serve to fill up the idle and therefore most

wearisome portion of his lime ; and even, after per-

forming both duties, release him from much of the

confinement now and heretofore caused by the mere

want of materials to work upon, and the conse-

quent risk of not furnishing regular employment

for the printing establishment. The better, there-

fore, that either of the two publications may be sus-

tained, the more beneficial will it be for the other.

It is proper to stale that the two publications

will not have the same proprietor, and therefore

that the pecuniary transactions will be kept en-

tirely separate.

JVIOA'THLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

For the Farmers' Register.

The business of the present month has been
more in the sale of goods, lor the supply of the

country generally, than in that of our own pro-

duce— the crops of cotton and tobacco (of 1839)
having been nearly all disposed of.

An unusually large quantity of goods has been
sold to make up the deficiency of the previous

year or two. The prices of cotton, woollen and
other goods of American manufacture, are ex-
tremely low—too low generally, to remunerate the

manuldcturer. The low price, however, tends to

increase the consumption, and may thus react in

due time.

The question of peace or war in Europe, aris-

ing from the differences between Turkey and
Egypt, in which the great European powers take

sides, remains undecided, and has of course an im-
portant influence on commercial arrangements and
prospective operations.

Trade with China is suspended by the opiura
war, which Great Britain is waging against her.

It is reported that a British force had destroyed

the forts below Canton; and were about to make
an attack on that city.

The crop of tobacco now beginning to arrive at

market, chiefly by wagon loads in bulk, is of good
quality, and in good condition, as the season has
been favorable for curing it. Such commands,
ig5 to ^6;^ for leaf and in proportion for lugs, and
in hogsheads higher prices, up to §8 or more.
Old leaf, $6 to $9^, &c. European markets are

brisk, and shipments of the last crop bid fiiir to

pay good profits, which will cause the present one
to sell well.

The year's receipts at New Orleans were 44,000
hhds., and the exports 41,000, of which 25,000 to
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foreign j>orta. The inspections in Virginia 58,000,

of which the foreisn export of the year ending 1st

instant, was 27,400, and about 8,000 hhds. ruore

will be exported this month. Although the crop

•was unui?ually large, the previous one having

been on the oilier extreme, ielt all markets bare,

and prices are consequently supported.

The crop ofcottou (of 1839) is stated at 2.178,-

000 bides, to which may be added about 37,000,

manuCaclured in the western and southern stales

and not included in the staternen!. Of this,

1,880,000 were exported to Europe, and about

333,000 manufactured in the United Slates.

The weather during this and part ofthe preced-

ing rnonih has generally been favorable, and this

may counteract to some extent the injury by pre-

vious excess of rain and by caterpillars. If, how-

ever, the present severe frost, (October 26,) the

first we have had, extends to Alabama and Lou-
isiana, it may diminish the product materially:

but afier so large a crop as the last (800,000 bales

more than that of 1838,) there can be nodeliciency

of supply, even should I he present be a small one.

The picking season, as yet, has been entirely favor-

able and the quality is good. Price of new in Pe-

tersburg 9^, in Charleston Sh 'o 9f, in Mobile

8 to lOi, in New Orleans 8 to 11, (not including

the lowest (lualilies.) and with a tendency to de-

cline in all these markets.

Supplies of wheat in Richmond and Petersburg

continue very limited, and prices 3 to 5 per cent,

higher than those of Baltimore, Philadelphia and

>I«iv York, where quotations are 90 to 10-5.

Tiie quantity of flour and grain cleared at Buf-

falo and Black Rock for the Erie canal lo 1st Octo-

ber, in the last lour years is thus stated :

38.37, 60,000 bb!s. flour, 341,600 bushels wheat.

1S33, 157,000 " " 492,000 " "

1839. 200,000 " " 606,000 " "

1840, 528,000 " " 694.000 " "

And this is exclusive of the vast quantity pro-

duced in the extensive and fertile country east of

Butialo, and of the large shipments, from ports on

The lakes, direct to Canada.
The export of flour and grain to England has

nearly ceased, the present rale of duty amounting

lo prohibition.

Indian corn 45 to 43 cents. No sales yet of new
crop.

Arrangements nxe certainly made by the banks

of Philadelphia f!)r the resumption of specie pay-

ments on 15th .January, and consequently those

of Maryland and Virginia will resume about the

same time. X.
October 26.

rCOTES OF AOniCLLTnUAL PRACTICES ON TIIK
GUKAT PKIiiDEE; S. C.

Kxtract from tlie SoHthevn Caliincf.

Having given a general survey of this section

of country, we will now enter somewhat more into

tietails. "'Fhe systems pursued by those who cul-

rivate the swamp-lands are similar ; as well as

by those who cultivate the high land. There are

differences in the details ; but we can only mention

a ftw, as we proceed on, for it would occupy too

niuch of our limited space lo enter into particulars.

Vv'e shall select Col. VVilliame' plantation on the

Gr<?:\t Peedee, as illustrating the practices of the

pd-anters on the river-swamp lan(i«, and that of

Gen. Gillespie's, that of (he up-lands. We will

commence vviih Col. Williams', wfiich was ihe first

we visited, and with Ihe details of the manage-
ment ot"which, wj became better acquainted than
with that of any other.

'i'he soil of ilie river-swamp plantations we have
already described. It is generally what may be
called a sandy loam, becoming a clayey loam as

you approach Ihe fiigh-lands. There arc s|)ols of
clay, and sandy ridges, but these are not frequent.

By iiir the largest portion is a fine black friable soil,

about six inches deep, resting on a clayey sub-
stratum. The principal crops cultivated are cotton

and corn— potatoes only m very small quanliiies ;

rye for early pasturage, and oats principally for

turning tmder as manure.
Coiton, prcparallim ofthe land for, and culture

of.—About one-half of the land intended for cotton

is manured with compost taken from the cattle-

pens, stables, &c. The balance required to make
out the quantity needed, is taken from newly clear-

ed grounds, or fields which have been rested one
year, and the growlh turned under, or which have
been manured by the turning under of a croj) of
green oats. The oats sown for this purpose are

pui in, in ihe moiuhs of October and November,
at the rate of one bushel and a half per acre, and
the ground thrown itito ridges ol the width intend-

ed for coiton the succeeding year. By this opera-

tion the oats are covered. In Jul}', (or as soon

after, as other work necessary to be done will per-

mit, sometimes not until late in August,) ihe oats

are turned under, reversing the ridges, and bury-

ing them completely. In the spring lljllowing

the ri<lges are again reversed, (at which time the

oats are found to have entirely rotted,) and the

beds lijrmed. Occasionally, manure is used in

addition !o the green crop turned under, but this

is not often done. When the oafs are turned un-

der laie, ifie seeds having matured, there is ano-

ther growth of oats, which, with the weeds, Ibrm
sometimes a pretty thick coating, all of which is of
course turned under, or, as is sometimes ihe case,

listed down previous lo reversing the beds. When
the fields have been rested, all the growth, which
is considerable, (for no cattle are permitted to pas-

ture on them,) is listed under as early in Ihe full

as practicable. If not done early it is preferred

to turn it all under with the plough, so as to mix it

more intimately with the soil. Gypsum has also

been tried with decided success, the seeds merely

wetted, rolled in it, and planted.

Those fields which the year previous were in

coiton, and which it is intendeil to plant airain with

the same crop, are prepared by ruiming a mouM
board plough twice in the centre of the alleys and

forming as deep a furrow as possible, the bull-

tongue follows breaking up the soil still deeper.

Tliesc furrows are then filled with manure fioni

the various pens. The beds are formed by Ihe

plough and dressed over with the hoe. The
trenching plough (already described) is rim on the

lop of the beds, making them smooth and forming

the trenches, into which the seeds are scailered

; at the rate of two bushels per acre, and covered

by Ihe horse-rake. The beds are formed from

four lo six feel apart, and very wide at the base,

nearly meeting in the alleys.

The first working is done with the hoes going

over and lightly shaving down the beds. This

also makes them smooth and prepares ihem for

the second operation, which is with the "scraper."

The cotton is thinned at the first working, leaving
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a single stalk no! nearer ihan eiirliteen inchei? and

not iiiore than tliree leef. The al'ier culiurc is

pcrCornicd nearly altogether with the skiiiinier,

which shaves the surl'ace of the tieds, throwing a

hlllc earih up to ihe coUon. 'J'he lioe Ibllows,

nierel}' going over the lops of liie beds, and ilio>?e

spots where ihe skimmer has not worked well, or

cannot approach. A skiinnier does three acies

per diem. An ahle hodied hand will do liom fili}'

to one hundred rows of two hundred and ten Icet

in length, accordmg to the grassmess, &c. of the

fields. The fields arc gone over I'rom every ten

to fifteen days. The Petit Gulfscef], as we have
elsewhere said, alone is planted. The yield from

this is an average of one thousand pounds of cot-

ton per acre. From thirty-five acres Col. Wil-
liams has gathered two thousand one hundred
and ninety-six pounds per acre. The pickings

are usually accomplished in from one to three

times going over. The ginniuir is done on one ol

the plantations by water power—on the others

by animals. Houses lor the recepiion of the

cotton are built in several parts of the diflerent

plantations, especially when distant Irom the main
settlements.

Corn.— In the rotation ndapied by Col. W.,
corn usually Ibllows cotton. The lurrows arc

run across the beds, and so deep as to bring the

bottom of them to a level with the alleys. The
corn is planted exactlj' where these furrows inter-

sect the old beds, and where there is a quantity

of manure remaining from that used for the cot-

ton. Sometimes addiiional manure is applied.

This most generally (ifnotalways) is cotton seed,

whose vegetative powers have first been destroy-

ed,) in quantities of about a pint, which is put in

the holes. If the fields have been resting, (he

whole ground is broken up completely and turned

over. It is then laid off five by six, and the corn

planted, and when up thinned down to from two
to three stalks. The first working is performed
with the bull-tongue plough, by which the ground
is thoroughly and deeply broken up. h is after-

wards culiivatec) quite shallow, with the scraper,

which is run botii ways. When laid b}', it re-

ceives a slight hilling but not before, 'i'hc usual

product is thirty bushels per acre, and sixty bushels

have been gathered. We have already described

Ihe variety of corn cultivated by Col. Williams,

which he has brought to its present productive

state by long and carefiil selection. In producing

many ears, it resembles the "Uaden," but the

stalks, ears, and grain, are infinitely larger, and in

this respect diliers not materially from the corn

usually cultivated in the state, but in productive-

ness far exceeding. We counted on a dried stalk

eeven large shucks, (the corn had tieen taken out

to plant.) This corn is not purely of one sort, but

seems to be a mixture of several, (or among ii you
can find all of (he varieties of grain from pure Hint

to Tuscarora. The ears differ also in ei/,i', having
from eight to sixteen rows. The grains arc usual-

ly of good size. We hope the colonel will carry

his selections still (Liriher, and get rid of all (he

email sized ears, unless he dicovers that these are

the most productive—then of course net ritl of the

other. That which is best should be retained,

and the rest discarded, lor they cannot all be
equally good. A lact was mentioned to us, which
was certainly unknown, not only to ourselves, but

to all the planters o\ ihi^ section of the state, with
whom we have conversed on the subject. It is,

that the/irs/ •suckers from corn, if left undisturbed,

will always produce ears on the stalk, similar to

the parent stalk, and not an abortion on the ends,
as we so olien see in our fields ; and in confirma-
tion of this, we were shown !our dried stalks,

which had grown in such close proximity, as to

hove all the appearance of being the parent stalk

and suckers. It was out of the ground, and di-

vested of soil, but the mass of roots was so thick

that vvc could not ascertain positively, without
separating and thus destroying the specimen,
(which we were not willing to do,) whether they
proceedeil from one or more roots—the appearance
decitledly was, that the whole sprang (rom one.

We counted on each of these stalks (wo large

ears, wiili no greaier difierence between them
than might be Ibnnd between adjoining stalks.

Col. Williams first mentioned the /itcl to us, and
in conversing on the subject befire one of his

overseers, (who had, by-the-bye, been with him
a number of years,) the latter oliserved that he
thought every person knew it. 'J'he abortions we
have on our suckers are attributed to their not be-

ing the original or first, but such as had been
thrown up a second lime by the plant which is

said not to produce ears at the sides, but merely
a few scattering grains on the tops of the stalks.

We have mentioned these facts to many of our
planters in tliis section of country. None have
made observations siifiiciently accurate, to speak
positively on the pubjeci, though the general opi-

nion is, that such is not the case in the lower
country, /s it not one of the peculiarities of tlie

corn cultivated bij Col. IViUiamsl We would be
glad to receive communications on the subject

from some of our friends.

Oats are principally cultivated for turning under
as manure, and seldom more is saved (han will

answer for seed (he ensuing season, unless (here

appears likel}'' to be a deficiency in the corn crop.

When this is apprehended, as much is gathered in

as it is supposed will irieet it, which is done, not

by cutiintj and thrashing in the usual way, but

the hands are sent in and merely strip ofi' the

frrains (iom the stalk, leavinir the latter standing.

In this way each hand gathers sixteen bushels

per diem, and on one occasion tweni3'-fbur wen;
gathered. This is supposed to be fully equal to

cutting down and thrasbincr it out ; and there is

this advantage, that lhes(ubble is]el( on (he field

(0 be (urned uinler as manure.
7?(/c.—This is only sown for early pasturage,

and as (here is generally more sown (han can be

ea(en down, a considerable quatitity runs to seed,

on which the hoes are turned as soon as it is ripe.

Peas are very little attended to, a small quantity

being planted near the settlements, into Avhich the

cows are turned after h;irves(ing (he crop. None
are picked except Ibr seed.

S.ccct Potatoes.—Not cultivated as a crop. A
small quantity is usually cultivated, which is given

to the negroes as a luxury, and never forming any
portion of their week's allowance.

IJay.— It is seldom that any attention is paid to

the making of hay, as it is never considered worth

the attention of the planter, it being too cosily to

send it to market, and there being usually as many
corn blades or leaves as will suffice for Ihe use of

the plantation, corn boing planted in large quanti-

ties. We still, however, hope to see it yet supply-

ing the place of northern iiay in our market.

When the groimd is broken up in JMny and .liine,

the growth of crab or crop grass is very heavy,

bein" lour (o five rec( high. Col. Williams lad
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never ascertained the weight per acre, but promis-

ed to do so the present season, andinlbrin us of

th3 result.

Manures, and iheir application.— \ye were

much •fraiified on asccrtninin*? the great attention

paid to the collection and application of manures

in this section of country. Every where we visit-

ed, this branch ofagriculture appeared to be deem-

ed of primary importance. We were too late to be-

liold the large accumulation on the different plan-

tations, hut°we saw preparations making (or the

collection ofa new supply ibr the succeeding crops.

The plan usually is, to cart the corn and cotton

stall<s into the pens as opportunity oders, and con-

stantly to accumlate in them, pine and oak leaves

on which the cattle are nightly penned. This

compost, when applied to cotton, is spread in the

furrow at the rate of an ox-cart-Ioad for every

fifty yards square. To corn it is applied in the

hill.

Cotton seed is highly prized here as elsewlicre,

as a manure for corn. The practice varies. By
some it is applied under the corn, but most gene-

rally above, in quantities of from one lo two pints

to the hill. That which is applied under the corn

gives tlie most luxuriant growth, whilst young,

and hence is apt to mislead the planter ; but when
earing time arrives, it is found not lo be equal to

that t^o which it has been applied later and on the

hill. It is highly probable that a large portion of

its good qualities become exhausted belbre the

corn requires it at earing time, and that it will be

more efficient if applied later— siill, however, it

appears to us, that placed on the top of the hill,

and left so long exposed to the action of the wea-

ther, must also exhaust its valuable properties.

Would it not, therelbre, be better to have the first

furrow run near, (throwing the earth from the

corn, the cotton seed placed in these furrows op-

posite the iiills on each side, the earth returned by

the plough and the seed covered. The whole

strength of the manure would, in this manner, be

retained ; and when we recollect that the valuable

properties of cotton seed reside almost entirely, if

iiot wholly, in the oil it contains, and that this is

easily and rapidly dissipated by heat, we may,

perhaps, see the utility of removing it ii'om the

immediate and direct influence of the sun, and in-

terposing a medium which will absorb and retain

the gases as they are disengaged. There are

probably no salts of consequence to sink, and the

loss sustained by this species of manure, is by

evaporation, not infiltration. Cotton-seed is also

applied to cotton, (sometimes mixed with other

manures,) being spread in the furrows at the rate

of from thirty to forty bushels per acre. A curious

circumstance connected with the application of

coilon-seed as manure was mentioned to us by

Col. Williams. JNlany years ago he manufactured

oil I'rom cotton-seed, and applied the refuse as ma-
nure. He (bund that when the cake was used in

pieces larger than about Ibur inches square to the

hill, the plants were decidedly injured. In one

instance it was applied at the rate of between

three and four hundred bushels per acre. Not
only the crop was destroyed by the application,

but even the lertility of the soil Ibr many years.

Gypsum has been used with decided success, as

a manure (br cotton : but the difficulty in obtain-

ing it, has prevented its more general use. The
seeds, in all the experiments, were merely rolled

in the plaster. In one field in which every alter-

nate five rows were thus mannred, the growth

differed so much in color as to give a riband-like

appearance to it. There are some exiieriments

making this year, which we hope to have reported

in future numbers of this journal.

In clearing new land, Col. Williams does not

permit any thing to be burned, bui buries as much
as possible. The larger logs, which cannot be so_

readily got rid o\\ are piled up in dilierent parts of

the field, and when they commence rotting, they

are moved every year or two, thus manuring the

portions of field where they happen to be.

Two other modes of improving his soil, have

been resorted to by the Col. with decided success.

The first is by altering their textures by the inter-

mixture of sand with clay and clay with sand.

The improvement has been decided and great.

Clayey soil is more improved by the carting on

and admixture of sand, than is sand by the ad-

mixture of clay. Considerable quantities of ground

have, in this way, been improved.

The other mode has been by under or sub-soil

draining. This has been resorted to with great

efiect, and we saw several acres of swampy marsh
ground, which in its original state produced only

rushes and the usual growth of sucli lands, entire-

ly reclaimed, «s dry as any other part of the field,

and judging from the old stalks of corn, it had |>ro-

duced a better croji. This piece was (he first at-

tempt made by Col. Williams, with which he has

been so thoroughly satisfied that he has under-

drained al! the land in his extensive fields v/hich

require it.

TO SUBSCRIBERS, I\ REGARD TO CONDITIONS
OF THE farmers' REGISTER FOR VOL. IX.

Every individual whose name is on the sub-

scription list of the Farmers' Register is respect-

fully requested to read and consider the following

remarks, with the same degree of attention as if

they were addressed to himself specially and par-

ticularly.

For the last two years, a continued effort has

been made, at great risk and cost to the publisher,

by means of a reduction of the price contingent

on certain conditions, to extend the circulation of

the Farmers' Regis^ter, and thereby to increase its

beneficial effects on agricultural and general inte-

rests. (See the Conditions, and appended remarks,

at page G39 of vol. vii.) The expected benefit to

the public, so far as (bund in the extended circula-

tion of the work, has been considerable ; but not

enough so lo compensate the publisher for the addi-

tional outlay for the mucli larger increase of the

copies printed of the two last volumes (7th and

8th) made, in misplaced confidence of the liberal

offers being appreciated, and more fully met, by

the agiicultural public. However, it is not for the

publisher to complain on that score. The like con-

tingent reductions of prices, foradvanced payments,

will be continued, with slight variations, which

will not be less advantageous (if availed of) to

subscribers, and which are required because of the

many cases of misunderstanding of either the let-
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ter, (he intention, or the t)peration, of the condi-

tions referred to, by new subscribers who did not

taite the trouble lo read or consider them. Thus,

many have been misled, either by iheir own inat-

tention, or the incorrect verbal represenlatioris of

others as careless ; and in almost every such case,

ihe subscriber, (if not, as is very ofien found,

totally disregardful of all obligations,) considers

that his own erroneous and unfounded impres-

sions, received without reading, or attending to,

the plain letter of the published conditions, should

fix the rule of construction, and the measure of

his obligations. It is in the hope of leaving no

poseible ground hereal'ier (or such disagreeable dif-

ferences of opinion, and controversies, and lor the

many losses of debts thence accruing, (in ad-

dition to all other previous and general losses,)

that the slight changes have been adopted as to

ihe extra copies of the publication ofi'ered by the

conditions, Ibrmerly and now.

With these views, the general 'Gondii ions' for

the 9th volume now published in this number, are

restored, in purport and substance, lo what they

were originally ; and the extra allowances for ad-

vanced or early payments, are ofiered separately

as premiums to such subscribers as may choose to

avail of ihe benefits, and thereby aid the object of

extending the circulation of the work, and putting

the publication as much as possible on the fooling

of the advanced ''cash system.''^ And it is hoped

that both the general conditions and the premiums

are stated so distinctly and fully, that there will

remain no subject for misconstruction.

It may be seen that every existing subscriber,

who shall make payment for vol. ix., clear of all

deductions, and in advance of the commencement

of the publication, shall receive a premium of an

extra copy of the same ; but to be directed to his

oivn name, instead ot^ as before, to the name of

some new subscriber.

If the payment is delayed, but not longer after

being due than the is?ue of the Gih number of

the volume, still the subscriber may receive an

extra copy of either vol. 7 or vol. 8. To extend

the limit of time still longer would be equivalent

to offering a premium for delay of payment.

The subscription for any additional copy, made

thus hereafter, will be discontinued, as a matter

of course, at the end of that particular volume

;

thus leaving the subscriber free to renew the like

arrangement, or not, as he may choose, for ano-

ther and for every succeeding volume. While it

is hoped that this change in the direction of, and

in the duration of the subscriptions for, the extra

copies, will leave no possible ground for mistake

and unpleasant disagreement, its effect will be, as

to every subscriber who chooses to go upon the

system nf advanced cash pay7nents, or even of early

payment, to give to him an extra copy which he
may dispose of as he pleases—whether lo any
other old subscriber, whose subscription is in due

time discontinued lor that purpose—or to any other

destination, more advantageous to the circulation

of the work, and the profit of the publisher.

Every subscriber, therefore, may choose whe-
ther he will put himself upon the credit or the cash

system of payment ; and if the latter, it must be

observed that the limit of the 31st of January, or

the time of issuing to the subscriber his first num-
ber of the volume, ivill be strictly adhered to in all

cases. And, though it cannot be rightfully or pro-

perly required by the publisher as a condition, it

will be greatly to his pecuniary advantage if every

such order, for additional supply, as well as every

intended order for discontinuance, should be sent

in as early as the first day of January, when the

printing of the new volume will be commenced,
and the number of copies of the edition must be

determined on and fixed for the year. While, of

course, the publisher desires to retain the support

of all the present subscribers, and is ihaidvflil for

the continued support of each one, still, he desires

to retain no subscriber^' names against their will,

or in consequence of the commencement of a new
volume, and the consequent renewal of their obli-

gations, coming on them by surprise. Therefore,

as in former cases, he notifies all of the approach of

that time three months before its arrival ; and ear-

nestly asks, as a personal favor to himself, that all

who have determined to discontinue their support

to the work will give the proper notification thereof]

and as early as may suit their convenience.

CONDITIONS OF THE FARMERS' REGISTER,

FOR THE KINTII VOLUMK, TO BE COMMENCED
JANUARY, ly41.

Article I. The Farmers' Register is published

in monthly numbers, of 64 large octavo pages
each, at ^5 a year, payable in advance. [See also

"Premiums" below.]

II. All mail payments must be made in bank
notes, or checks, of par value in Virginia—
or otfierwise of a city bank of the state in which
the subscriber resides;* and all letters to the pub-
lisher (except such as contain articles for publica-

tion) must be post-paid; and the publisher as-

sumes the risk of loss by mail-carriage of all letters

and remittances conforming to the foregoing con-

* It will be again required (as formerly) that mail
payments shall be made in the notes or checks of sjye-

cie-payhig banks, should any such banks be in opera-

tion in the states in which subscribers severally reside.

Until then, the publisher, like all other creditors, and
laborers at fixed prices, must submit, as now, to be de-

frauded by the operation of the non-specie-paying

banking system, of the difference in value between
the best of such bank paper and specie.
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ditions, and which have been properly commiiUd

to ihe niaii, or to ilie hands of a postniasler.*

III. ir a subscii|)lioii is not directed lo be dis-

coiilinued belbre ihe ^mi number of the next vo-

lume has been published, ii will be lai<en as a con-

tinuance for anoilier year. Subscriptions must

commence with the beirinninfr ol' some one vo-

hime, and will not be taken for less than a year s

i)ublicaiion.

IV. The mutual obligations of the publisher

and subscriber, for the year, are fully incurred as

soon as the Urst number of the volume is issued
;

and alter that time, no discontinuance of a sub-

scription will be permitted. Nor will a subscrip-

tion be discontinued fur any earlier notice, while

any thino; thereon remains due, unless at the op-

tion of the ediior.

Address— Eomunu Rl'FFin.

Petersburg, Va., Oct. 31, 1840.

I'RKMIUMS IN EXTRA COPIKS, OFFERED IN

CONSIDERATION OF EITHER ADVANCED OR
EARLY PAYMENTS.

1st. To every subscriber who shall pay (or vol.

9, strictly according to the above conditions (in

FARMERS' REGISTER

* " A postmaster may enclose money in a letter to

the publisher of a newspajier, to pay the subscription

of a tiiinl person, and hank the letter, if written by

himself. (Signed) Aiuos Kendall, Postuiaster Ge-

neral."

Articles I. and H.) bfefore January 31st, (when
No. 1. will be issued,) an extra copy of the same
shall be sent ; or iut^ioad, if j^relerred by him and

so ordered, a copy of either vol. 7 or vol. 8. In

like manner, and at same rate of deduction, any
one [lerson may obtain any number ol' copies to

supply others.

2d. To every subscriber, not thus paying /;(, ad-

vance of the i)ublication, but who shall do so, and
in all other respects comjjly with the above condi-

tions before .June 30(h, an extra copy of either

vol. 7 or vol. .8 shall be sent ; and the same to eve-

ry new subscriber, paying as above re(|uired (in

An. I. and II.) at the time of his subscription be-

ing ordered.

Jiemarks.

Any extra copy, sent as above slated, will be

directed only to the naine of the individual entitled

to it as a premium; but sent to any jjosi-oflice

that may be desired. The sending of every such

extra copy will cease with the volume ; but the like

arrangement may be renewed, and similar advan-

tages obtained by any subscribers hereafter, upon
the renewed perlbrmance of like conditions.

^iCj- No agents, or general collectors, are em-
ployed for the Farmers' Register. But any sub-

scriber, postmaster, or other person, may obtain

for his own profit the large allowances offered ia

the foregoing preniiums, by procuring the benefits

to the publication lor which the prcmiuu)s are of-

Tered.
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HOLSTEIW DAIRIES.

From the Journal of the English Agricultural Society.

" The pride and boast of ilie Holsieiner is his

diiiry
; and the lame of Holstein butter, whicii, il

we except that made in Holland Proper (or Delf-

land,) may well claim to be the best in the world,

not only justifies his preference, but may render a

sketch ot" those peculiarities of management, by
which the Holsiein dairy system is more especial-

ly distinguished, neither uninteresting nor useless

to the English farmer. These may be chiefly

classed under four heads, viz. : the buildings and
utensils; the time of milking, and number of
hands employed ; the management of the milk

;

and the mode of working, salting, and packing
Ihe butter.

The buildings indispensable to a large dairy
(which varies li'om 100 to 400 cows) are, a milk
cellar, a butter cellar, a churning house, (and
closely adjoining the horse-raill, by which the
operation of churning is invariably effected,) a
cheese room and a kiichen, in which not only the
various utensils are washed, but the food cooked
lor all the persons immediately engaged in the
dairy-work; to which must commonly be added
their sleeping and eating apartments, as, on large
estates, the whole of the establishment is usually
kept apart from the mansion house. The size
and site of the milk cellar are esteemed matters
of first rale importance : it oughtto li-ont the north

;

be shaded from the southern sun by rows of trees

—elder being especially selected fur this purpose,
and indeed placed if possible near the windows,
on account of their influence in keeping off the
insect tribes; and a thatched projecting roof is

preferred, atlbrding greater protection from the
heat : while, in choosing the site, peculiar care is

taken to place the dairy beyond the reach ofevery
thing calculated to generate bad odors, or in any
way taint the atmosphere. The size of the milk
cellar must necessarily be regulated by the num-
ber ofcows : but it sfiould always be calculated
to contain the produce of lour miikings; and as
the milk dishes usually occu|)y a space ol two feet

square, the produce of 100 cows, giving on an
average 8 quarts per day, (a large average lor

the cows of this country throughout the year,)
woulil fill 50 milk dishes at each milking, and
would require a ground surface of 500 square leet,

as the milk dishes are invariably placed on the
floor, the amouut of each milking a liiile apart

;

and there must unavoidably l)e spaces left, to ena-
ble the dairy maids to go through their various
operations of skimming, sieving, and removing
cream, &c. The floor, though sometimes flagged,
is more generally of brick, neatly filled, so that no
water may lodge in the joints; and always gently
inclined, with a grated opening at the lower end,
to facilitate the mopping and washing of the floor,

whicli IS never omitted to be done twice a day,
notwithstanding that every avoidable impurity is

carefully guarded against, and evury drop which
may fall at the time of the milk being strained, is

instanily wiped up. A great improvement hus
Vol. VIII. -si

been recently made in some newly arranged dai-

ries, by dividing the floor into compartments with
brick ledges, from 3 to 4 inches high, between
which the milk dishes stand ; and the cornpart-

menis (the lower exiremi'y of which is fitted wiih
a small sluice) being filled, by means of a pump,
with cold water twice a day, the milk is preserved
so cool as to prevent all approach to acidity for

several hours longer than when placed on a dry-

floor: thus affording, even during the summer sol-

stice, sufficient time for a complete separation of
the milk and cream, without which the tijll propor-
tion of butter cannot be obtained. For efJectuat-

ing the same desirable result, ice is frequently
resorted to in sultry weather, either by dropping
a piece of pure ice in each milk-pan, or by placing
a paillLiI in the dairy, which, by givingofi its cold,

sensibly lowers the atmospheric temperature.
It is considered necessary that the milk cellar

should be surdc from 3 to 4 leet in the ground ; ba
from 16 to 18 leet high (the best have an arched
roof, as being more conducive to coolness thnn
boards) ; and be llirnished with two rows of win-
dows, (and, if possible, on three sides, north, east,

and west,) to secure a thorough air. The lower
range consists of wooden trellis work, provided in-

side with gauze frames to exclude insects, and out-
side with hanging shutters, which can be lowered
and elevated at pleasure. The upper range is llir-

nished with glass sashes when light only is requi-
site, which are exchanged lor gauze frames, wlien
more coolness is desirable. The butler-cellar also,

must be light, airy and cool ; being likewise sunk
in the ground, and the same precautions adopted
as in the milk cellar, to secure an abundant current
o! pure air. In it the butter, when carried Iroiu

the churning house, is worked, salted, and packed;
and the filled butter casks ranged on clean boards,
somewhat eleveted above the floor, to admit a free
passage of air, aie weekly turned and wiped.
Next in order comes the churning house, which

dillers in no respect from similar arrrangements in
England, excepting that, of late years, the perpen-
dicular movement of the churn staff' has been ex-
changed for the rotatory,* which is found to ciiurn
in a shorter time, and with less risk of producinir,

even in hot weather, what is called Oiling.

The cheese room is never admitted near either
milk or butter cellar, and is, in newly arranged dai-
ries, placed as far as may be from them. In lacf,

as cleanliness forms the great object of the Hol-
stein dairy eyste.m, the closest aiieniion is paid to
guard against every itnpurity, and to remove eve-
ry thing from the vicinity of the dairy which coukt
by possibility exercise a sinister influence on the
very susceptible substances of milk and butter;
which suH'er, to a degree those unaccustomed to
observe it would little suspect, from a tainted at-

mosphere. As the preparation of cheese is better
understood in England than here, I will only men-
tion that three sorts are made—sweet milk, skim-
med milk, and occasionally what is termed cream
cheese; and shall now proceed to describe the man-

* Seventy-two revolution;' ppr mijiute.
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agetnent of the milk, first enumerating the number
ol' persons required. These consist, in large dairies

of a meyer or overseer, a cooper, one or two cow-
herds, (as may be requisite,) one or more swine-
herds, an upper dairy woman, nnd dairymaids in

the proportion of 1 to every 18 cows. The over-

Goer's duty involves a general charge ol'lhe cattle,

whether in health or sickness, with a competent
knowledge of their diseases and the remedies ; he
is responsible lor the swine being properly cared
for ; that the calves, whether falling or rearing for

Etock, are regularly and suitably fed; that the

cowherd does his duty ; that the hours of milking
are punctually adhered to ; and that every thing
and every person is in proper place and keeping.
lie must further pay strict attention that the cows
are milked thoroughly ou', on which so very much
depends ; as not only the cow which is allowed to

retain any portion of milk diminishes her produce
by so much from day to day, but the last, being by
far the richest part, a loss ol' butter is incurred

much more than proportionate to the quantity of
milk, by this culpable negligence or laziness. Ac-
cording to the observations of an accurate exa-
iDiner, Dr. Schubler, the first drawn milk contains
only 5, the second 8, and the fifth 17 per cent, of
cream! If the number o( cows be not above a
hundred, the overseer can also undertake the coop-
er'work ; which, when wooden milk dishes are
used, in addition to the cream barrels, milking
pails, and butler casks required in the course of a
year is a consideration both of lime and expense.
But in large dairies, a cooper is kept in addition,

who, however, must likewise milk a certain number
of cows, assist in carrying the milk, feeding the
cows when housed, or any other dairy work which
a man is capable of. Tlie wages of these two per-
sons vary according to the extent of the dairy, but
may be averaged the first at 60, and the second at

40 dollars per annum.
'J'he dairymaids, besides milking, cleaning the

vessels, &c., work in the garden in summer, spin
in winter, and wash, bake, brew and cook for their

own establishment, under the supeiintendence ol

the upper dairywoman, who is by far the most im-
portant personage in it, as on her skill, attention,

and diligence depend, in great measure, both the
quantity and quality, and, tiy consequence, the pro-
fit of the produce. She must not only thoroughly
understand, but accurately observe, the moment
when the milk should be creamed ; the degree of
acidity it must attain in the cream barrels ; its tem-
perature, whether requiring the addition of warm
or cold water to the churn, as well as the all- im-
portant operations of kneading, beating, salting,

and packing the butler. She must not only be
punctiliously clean herself in person and work, but
keep a strict eye over the cleanliness and order of
her subordinate maidens. In very large dairies
ihe upper woman has full employment, without
milking, and neeils the nssistanoe always of one.
and sometimes of two, of the more experienced
dairymaids, in butter and cheese making; but in

emaller establishments she milks a certain number,
generally 10 cows, while each of her subordinates
have 18; her wages are usually 55 to 60, that ol

her chief assistants 22, and that of the others 18
dollars per annum.
During summer the dairy people miist rise at

three and even two in the morning, if the weather
be very hot; for which they arc indemnified by

two hours' sleep, from 1 to 3 in the afternoon.
At 4 they commence milking, which takes place in

the field, and generally occupies two hours. At
the beginning of the season each girl marks her
own cows by tying a particular colored ribbon round
their tails, and in some places they adopt the pre-

caution of the milkers carrying a string on which
ihey cast a knot as each cow is successively milk-
ed, thus securing against one being forgoiten. As
the fields are large, and olicn at a great distance,
the transport of the milk is facilitated by the very
simple contrivance of a long, low, four-wheeled,
one-horse wagon, in the side bars of which strong
iron hooks are inserted, at such distances that the
milk pails, containing from 30 to 40 quarts each,
may svving free of each other, and these, though
filled nearly to the brim, are prevented spilling,

notwithstanding many a rude jolt over the rough,
and often deeply ruited road, by merely having
thin pieces of wood, about the size of a dinner plate

floating on the surface ; a practice, indeed, univer-
sal in these countries, when pails with any liquid

I

are carried even in the hand. The milk when
I broughtto ihedairyisimmediatelystrainedthrough

I

a hair sieve into the vessels, whether of wood,

j

earthenware, copper tinned, zinc, cast-iron, (lined

j

with a china-like composition,) or glass, placed in

rows on the floor. All these difiierent kinds of
I utensils have been tried with various puccess, in

I the hope of discovering liow, in hot weather, niore

j

especially when a thunder storm is gathering, the

milk can be guarded against a too early aciility
;

for, as it is a fixed and invariable rule that the cream
must be removed from the milk before the latter

gets at all sour, and an equally established fact,

that all the oily particles cannot be obiainedin a
shorter period than 36 hours, vessels in which, dur-

ing sultry, and especially damp weather, the milk
could be kept the due time, are a great dcsiilera-

tum. As yet, however, there reigns much diver-

sity of opinion on the subject, and shallow wooden
vessels, as nearly as possible equally wide at lop

and bottom, containing when full about 8 quarts,

but in which during summer seldom more than 6
quarts are poured, are in most general use. The
tinned copper milk pans are very costly, and must
be carefiilly watched lest ihey should require re-

tinning. The zinc are as yet little known, and
the assertion of their effect in better severing the

cream from the milk, not sufficiently proved. The
cast-iron, lined with enamel, though assuredly du-
rable and very clean, seem too expensive; and the

glass have many opponents on account of their

britlleness, and the vague notions respecting

glass and electricity inducing the idea, that if the

electric fluid get imo the milk it cannot get out

again ! Whereas, as it is ascertained that it always
attaches itself to a conductor, and, in the absence
of any thing more attractive, runs along the sur-

face, it is more likely that the milk should be pro-

tected in gloss, which is a non-conductcr, than in

any other substance. In my dairy which contains

upwards of 180 cows, the glass vessels have been
used for 4 years ; and I give Ihem a decided pre-

ference over all others. Their form is good, being
16 inches broad at the top and 12 at the bottom :

the glass is dark botile-green, transparent; and per-

fectly smooth, about one eighth of an inch thick,

and provided with a rounded rim at the tipper edge
which makes it easy to retain a safe hold of them
even when full. They contain 8 quarts, but never
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receive more than 6. They cost Sd. a piece, and
their dtiraliilily may be estimated by the /act, that

toencoura;.^e careliiiness,each dairy maid is allow-

ed one dollar per annum extra, as pan money, be-

ing bound at the same time to pay IQd. lor each
one she breaks, yet hitherto no girl has broken to

llie extent of her dollar. It is sell-evident that

acidity cannot be communicated to glass, and the

ease and ra|)idity with which they are cleaned, re-

quiring merely lo be first washed with lukewarm
water, thfm rinsed in cold water and placed in a

rack to dry, etlect such a saving in (uel and labor

(diminishing the number of our dairy maids by at

least 2,) that the less quantity of butter obtained,

supposing (which I by no means concede) that the

milk, during a few weeks in summer, do''s sour
sooner, and consequently throws up less cream in

glass dian in wood, is more than compensaied bj-

the lessened ex|)ense of" the establishment, not to

mention the great advantage of'attainingtlie indis-

jjensable cleanliness and j)urity ol"the vessels, with
more certainty, because at a lees expenditure oC
lime and trouble. Although it is an ascertained
and undeniable liict that the quality of butter de-
pends much on the nature of the pasture, the local-

ity of the dairy, the universally prevailing cleanli-

ness ofihe whole management, and very essential-

ly on the purity of the water employed, still I as-

cribe mucli ofthe reputation which our butter has
of late years enjoyed (and which is verified by our
obtaining at all seasons one penny per pound above
tiie market price in our neighborhood) to the bene-
ficial introduction of glass miik dishes.

It has already been stated as a rule, that the
cream must be removed from the milk before any
acidity is perceptible, if butter of first rate quality
is looked /or ; and it has been found by experience
(hat a cellar temperature of Irom GO'^^^ to G2^ Fah-
renheit, is the most favorable

; a complete disse-

verment ofthe cream then taking place in 36 hours:
whereas a greater degree of warmth, though it

quicken the separation, still more hastens the sour-
ing process, which operates injuriously not only on
the quality but the quantity of butter. la a cold
temperature, the separation is effected much more
slowly, so that 48 or even 60 hours may be requir-
ed ; this, however, is the longest period that may
be accorded without incurring the risk of imparting
a rank, unpleasant Haver to the butler, which even
if not perceptible on its being first churned, mani-
Tests itself very shortly aiterwarde.
The commencement of acidity in milk is indicat-

ed by a very slight wrinkling of the cream, and a
scarcely perceptible acid taste. So soon as these
signs appear, the work of skimming must begin,
even though the milk have only stood 24 houis;
and tlie cream is poured through a hair sieve
(which is kept for this purpose, and must never be
used to strain up the neiv milk with) into large bar-
rels, containing about 240 quarts each (usually
sufficient for one churning,) in which it remains
till the necessary sourness is attained, which in

summer follows in 24. in winter seldom under 36
or 48 hours

; unless when the small quantity of
miik admits of it being partly strained »t once into
the cream barrel, and the remainder added without
skimming from the milk pans when cool. This
method, undoubtedly, gives at all seasons thegreat-
est return of butter, but aa is generally believed,
not of so rich a cjuality as that firoduced from
ereanj alone

; and, moreover, in a large dairy, dur-

ing the time the cows are in full milk, would occa-
sion much additional trouble, an almost ceaseless
churning, and a total prevention of cheese makino-.
The cream having attained its requisite acidity,
during the advance to which it must be frequently
stirred with a small churn staff to prevent it coa-
gulating, technically called becoming chee.^y, the
next object of the dairywoman's skill is, the degree
of warmth or coolness which must be imparteTl in
order to secure good butter. In warm weather
the churn is rinsed with the coldest procurable wa-
ter, in which a piece of pure ice is often thrown,
and sometimes, though more rarely, cold sprint'
water is added to the cream about to be churned^
which operation is then always performed either
very early in the morning or late in the evening.
In cold weather, on the contrary, warm water Ta
applied, both to rinsing the churn and to the cream
itselt: The churning being completed, the butter
IS taken ofi by means of a large wooden ladle, and
carried in a tub directly to the butter cellar, where,
in a large trough, hollowed out of the trunk of a
beech or oak, very smoothly polished off inside,
and provided wiih a plug hole at the lower extre-
mity, (beneaih which a snrall tub is placed to re-
ceive the expressed milk,) the butter is slightly
worked, and salted with the purest salt, "thea
moulded with the wooden ladle into a mass at the
upper end ofthe trough, and left for some hours to
soak and drain. In the evening it is thoroughly
kneaded and beat, or rather slapped, the dairy
nraid repeatedly lifting a piece offrom 3 to 4 pounds,
and slapping it with force against the trough, so as
to baat out all the milky panicles ; and thus, lump
after lump being freed from extraneous matter, the
whole mass is spread out, receives its full propor-
tion of salt in all about 1|^ oz. per pound,) which
is worked with the utmost care equally through it,

and again moulded into one compact mass. "The
butter in lloldlein is seldom ifever washed, as wa-
ter is believed not only to rob it of its richness and
flavor, but as being itself susceptible of putrefac-
tion, lo be equally inimical as milk, lo its preserv-
ation. "When a sufficient quantity is ready to fill

a cask, the several churnings are once more knead-
ed through, a very little fresh salt added and packed
into the barrel, which is made of red beech wood,
water tight, and previously carefully washed and
rubbed inside with silt. Much attention is paid
that no interstice shall remain either between the
layers of butter or the sides of the cask. A cask
is never begun to be filled until it can be complet-
ed, as thus alone the butter can be exactly of the
same flavor and color, which is probably one rea-
son why small dairies, under whatever manatre-
ment, never produce such good butter as large ones
as the small churnings must remain long exposed
to the air, until the requisite quantity is in readiness.
The qualities of first rate butter are considered

to be, 1st, a fine, even yellow color, neither pale
nor oranse timed; 2d, a close, waxy texture, in
which exiromoly minute and perfectly transparent
beads of brine are perceptible ; but if these drops
be either laPije or in the slightest degree tinged
with milk color, it indicates an imperfect worklnw
ofthe butter; while an entirely dry, tallowy ap°
pcarance, is equally disapproved ; 3d, a fi-esh fra-
grant perfume, and a sweet kernelly taste

; 4th,
good butter will, above all, be distinguished by
keeping for a considerable time, withouTacquirini'
an old or rancid fl ivor. * * * . "
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The quantity oC food which can be afforded lo

the cows during winter, is ascertained at the begin-

ning of the season, when the harvest returns are

known; and in plentiful years the calculation is,

that each cow should be allowed 3 sacks of grain,

(generally oats of 140 lbs. each sack.) 3900 lbs. ol

Biraw, including bedding, and 1800 lbs. of good
hay ; whilst (or every hundred pounds ofhay less,

she must receive 25 lbs. ofgrain more, or vice versa.

As during the winter months, vvhen the cows
are confined to dry Ibod, the butter loses its fine

yellow color, the defect is sought, to be remedied
by an admixture of coloring matter ; and indeed a

high color in butter so much regulates its price in

eome markets (as in Spain and Portuijal,) ihal the

export merchant insists on the desirable shade be-

ing imparted when it ceases to be natural. The
best ingredients (or this purpose are Ibund to be, a

mixture o( annotta and turmeric, in the |)roportlon

of 5 oz. of the latter to 1 lb. of the former.

The average quantiiy of milk obtained here from

good stock, may be estimated at (rom 2000 to 3000
quarts per annum, according to the (bod and care

bestowed on them ; the produce of which has been
calculated in the (bllowing ratio ; every 100 lbs. ol

milk will give 3^ lbs. of butter, 6 lbs. fresh cheese,

14 lbs. butier-milk (exclusive of the water added
before and after churning,) and TG-I lbs. of whey

;

nnd, though the qualities of individual cows, the

nature of iheir pasture or other Ibod, and the

atmospheric changes, occasion an almost end-
less variety of result, still it may be considered as

a fair average that 15 quarts of milk are required

for a pound ol butter; (or although from some
cows a pound may be obtained from 12 quarts, yet

others and even the same cows, at diHerent peasons

end with diHerenl food, (such as beets or raw po-

tatoes,) will not produce a potmd of butter from

less than 17 or IS quarts. On the whole, it is

esteemed a (air return in these duchies when the

average produce of the dairy amounts to 100 lbs.

of butter and 150 lbs. of cheese per cow. When
calves are fattened (or the market, so much butler

and cheese cannot be expected— from the general-

!v received opinion that fine veal (and the veal of

Jhese countries is very fine,) can only be secured

by feeding the milk liesh from the cow; they are

usually fed lor 10 or 12 weeks, and attain the

Aveight of from 120 to 150 lbs. when slaughtered.

PAI.LOON ADVENTURE AT KIGHT.

From Blackwood's Magazine.

Mr. Holland, a gentleman of scientific habits,

projected the enterprise which has sirikinyly sig-

nalized eerostation of our day. On Monday Nov.

7, 1836— at half past one in the alternoon, the

balloon rose from Vauxhall Gardens [London]
with « moderate breeze from the south-east. It

passed over Kent. The weather was singularly

/iiie. At five minutes past four they saw the sea.

Alter passing Canterbury, the course altered to-

wards the norih, which would have carried them
into the German ocean. The point was now to

change the course in the direction of Paris. Bal-

last was now thrown out, (he balloon rose in an
upper current, recovered her direction to the south-

east, and crossed the Straits of Dover in exactly

^11 hour, about 3000 leet above the level of the sea.

It was fifty minutes past five, consequently the
balloon rapidly plunged into the night. I'lie as-

pect of the world beneath now became curious in

the extreme. The whole plane o( the earth's

surface for leagues round, as liir and firther than
the eye could distinctly embrace, seemed abso-
lutely teeming with the scattered fires of the popu-
lation, and exhibited a starry spectacle below, that

almost rivalled the lustre of the firmament above.
Incessantly, during the early i)ortion of the night,

before the inhabitants had retired to rest, large

sources of light, exhibiting the presence of some
more exclusive ciunmunitj', would appear just

looming above tlio horizon in the direction in

which they were advancing, bearing at first no
laint resemblance ofsoiDe vast conflagration. By
degrees as ihey grew higher, this contused mass
of illumination would appear to increase in inten-

sity extending over a large portion of the view,

and assuming a more distinct appearance, until at

length as the balloon passed directly over the spot,

it suddenly resolved itself into streets and squares,

exhibiting the peilect model of a town, but dimi-

nished into curious minuteness by the height from
which it was seen. In this manner the seronauta

rapidly traversed a large space of the continent,

embracing a vast succession of towns and villagea

solely distinguished by their nightly illumination.

One of those views singularly captivated their

attention. They approached a district which
seemed actually to bl.ize with innumerable fires,

studding the whole horizon. As they swept
along, ihey saw a central city in the midst of this

circle of f^ame, with every line of its streets mark-
ed out by its particular range of illumination.

The theatres and other public buildings, the

squares, and all the more prominent leatures of

the cil}'', were indicated by the larger accumula-
tions of light. They could even hear the busy
murmur of the population— the whole forming an
earthly picture of the most striking contrast to the
darkness, the serenity, and the silence of the vast

region above in which ihcy were moving. This
was the city of Liege, whose surrounding iron

(bundries (brmed the horizon of flame. This
was the last spectacle of the kind which met their

eyes. Thencelbrih it was all midnight, every

sound was hushed, every light died, and all was
solemn and avvlul obscurity. Withdrawn from
the earth, which was buried in the prolbundest

stillness, Ihey looked to the heavens. There was
no moon, 'i'he hue of the sky was intensely

black, but the stars, redoubled in their lustre,

shone like sparks of the whitest silver. Occa-
sional flashes of lightning iu the north.

In a situation, which it was never in the power
of man to describe before, the sketch of night

given by Mr. Mason, has all the interest of a new
source of ideas. "Nothincr," says this clever

describer, "could exceed the density of night,

which prevailed during this part of the voyage.

Not a single terrestrial object could any where be

distinguished. An unfathomable abyss of dark-

ness visible seemed to encompass us on every side.

And, as wo looked Ibrward into its black obscurity

in the direction in which we were proceeding, we
could scarcely resist the impression tliat we were
cleaving our way through an interminable masa
of black marble, in which we were imbedded,

and which, solid a (ew inches belbre us, seemed to

soften as we nppronched, in order to admit U3
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further within the precincts of its cold and dusky I light as complete on the mighty expanse below.

—

iiiclosure. Even the li<rhte, whicl) at times were
j

I'hey now thought ol' making their final descent,

lowered from the car, instead oldispoHing, seemed Rut the question arose—"where were they"?"

only to augment the intensity of the surrounding They saw below them ranges of forest, wide
darkness, and as they descended deeper into its plains, and large spaces covered with snow, giv-

frozen bosom, absolutely to meet their way down- ing the rather startling impressions that they had
wards.-' I'lie cold was at tiie point of congela- ' passed the bounds of civilized Europe, and were
lion. The oil, the water, and the coffee were : hovering over the deserts of Poland, or the Steppes

completely frozen. Yet tiie suHerings of the of Russia. However, they now resolved upon
feronauts were not severe, in consequence of their 1 descendiuL'' ; and after two attempts, bafRed by the

beinir eniirely exempt from the action of the wind. ' failure of the wind, and the nature of the ground
While they were thus rushing on with almost ! alighted in safety, at half past six in the morning,

whirlwind rapidity through the ocean of darkness,
I
m the Grand Duchy of Nassau, and about two

yet almost unconscious of motion, an incident : leagues frotn Wellburg. The voyage occupied

occurred calculated to alarm them in an exiraor- i about eighteen hours, and was in extent about

dinary degree. By the discharge of ballast the
{

five hundred British miles,

balloon had suddenly risen to an elevation of about
10,000 feet, (about two miles.) In a few moments

\

after they heard a violent burst from the top of the

balloon, Ibllovved by a loud rustling of the silk,

and all the signs of its having been torn suddeidy
open. Immediately the car began to toss, as if

severed from the ropes, and appeared to be sinking

to the earth. A second and a third explosion

followed rapidly, evidently giving (he voyagers the

From the Keiitucliy Farmer.

EXPERIMENTAL CROP OF CORN.

Bourbon County, near Centreville,

October 5, 1840.

Dear Sir :—You will be pleased no doubt to

impression'thaVihey were uponihe point oi' being !
learn the result of an experiment made by me ia

dashed lo pieces. the cultivation of corn. The certificate below,

But the alarm was brief: The great machine I will show the quantity of ground cultivated and
suddenly recovered its stillness, and all was calm !

the amount of product, and it remains only to

again. The concussions were subsequently ac- i describe the character of the soil, and seed, and

counted lor by the stretching of the network on i

the mode of cultivation.

the surfiice of the balloon, which had become
j

The soil was good, but not new. It had been

frozen during the night. When the machine
;

in meadow lor many years previous to the last

suddenly shot up into" the higher atmosphere, it
|

seven. The five first of last seven, it was in

swelled, and it was the resistenceof the frozen hemp : the last but one it was in rye. and the last

network to this swelling, which produced the
j

in seed hemp.
successive explosions. The sinking of the car

[

The s'^ed was of a variety well known in this

was an illusion, occasioned by the surprise and i
neighborhood, particularly among distillers, who

suddenness of the action. When the network |
speak of it as yielding more spirits than any other

had been relieved, and the balloon was thus
|

kind. It is yellow, and has a medium ear in size,

suffered to take its proper shape, all was calm and
i

a firm deep grain, very small red cob, shells easily,

regular once more. I
and in shellmg yields abundantly. For several

During the darkness they were sometimes per-
|

years past I have been improving it, by a careful

plexed with sounds from either earth or air, so selection of seed, and the result has been an in-

strongly resembling the heaving of waters against [crease in the number and size of the ears. It

some vast line of shore, that they were tempted to
' matures about two weeks earlier than other corn

think themselves si)eeding alonsr the shores of the commonly does.

German ocean, ov hovering "above the Baltic.; In its cultivation I was governed by the princi-

From this apprehension, however, they were re- : pies, that the roots were not to be broken ; that a

iieved by their recollection that their cour e was ' good bed was to be given the roots to occupy ; that

unchanged. At length they saw the day, but saw ''/g/ii and heat should get to them equally, and

it under the most novel and interesting circum- |
that the whole prnt-er of the soil should be brought

stances. About six o'clock, afier cro'ssing the
[

into action without being burdened. I first, as^

Rhine, the balloon rose to a considerable elevation, 'soon as it could be done after the li-ost was out of

and showed them a gladdening glimpse of the sun.
I

the soil, gave it a deep ploughing with a Gary

The view was now magnificent; the balloon i

plough. In April, just belbre planting, I spread

occupying the centre of a horizon of three thou- ' over the whole suriace a thin coat of fresh stable

sand mile's in diameter and comprising in a single
I

manure in its unfern;pnted state; then cross

vast view scarcely less than ei^rhty thousand ploughed with the same plough ; then harrowed;

square miles. The country that spread below
]

then laid off rows two feet apart with a shovel

was a rich, undulating, boundless lamlscnpe, with
;

plough; dropped the seed in the bottom of these

the Rhine dividmg it,"and losing itself among the \
rows, as near one loot apart as I could; covered

vapors that still clung to the hills, or covered the with hoes, and in so doing made the surface level,

valleys, 'i'he ascents and descents of the balloon ' every clod being crushed with the eye of the hoe,

Btill more varied the prospect. A rapid descent first : and I then pressed the whole down tight with a

hid the sun from their view, and they were wrap-
j

good roller. When the corn was about one loot

ped in the night which still shadowed the lower high, I had the weeds cut with a sharp hoe by

regions of the air. Again thev rose within sight
j

scraping, great care was taken not to break the

of this splendid display: again lost it. And it was
,

surface nor lo hill (he corn. It had but one hoe-

not until after they had made the sun rise three
|

ing of this sort, and the laborer was about one

titnes, and set twice, that they could rrijaid d.iy- ! day in doing it.
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The manure, though green (rom ihe stable, as

The season was wet, was of much service, which
I suppose would not have been the case, had ihe

season been dry.

In my opinion the experiment proves unequivo-

cally, that in wet or rainy Eeusuns, such as the

past has been, a crop of corn may be trebled, and
that with a great reduction of labor. What could

be done such a year as was that of 1S39, remains
to be tested. Very respectfully. &.c.

GkO. W. WlLLIASIS.

Bourbon County, September 24, 1840.

We do certify. That wm have this day
accurately measured tlie quantity of corn giown
by Geo. W. Williams, as an experiment in the

mode of cultivation ; that we have also accurately

measured the land so cultivated by him, and we
find the land contains one acre and one eighth of
an acre, and the quantity of corn is one hundred
and seventy-eight t)ushels, making at the rate of

one hundred and fifty -eight bushels and two-ninths

of a bushel to the acre.

Will. P. Hume,
Geo. Mooke,
Joseph H. Clay,
R. r. Rankixs,

BUCKWHEAT.

from llie Cutlivator.

Mr. Haynes of Natick infiirms u-sthat lie has

eight acres of his light warm land in buckwheat.

He sowed it on the ihird oi July, on Ihe furrow, al-

ter once ploughing, and in addition to his buckwheat
seed he sowed one bushel of rye to ihe acre. The
rye has come up and is wailing lor the buckwheat
to be taken off, when it will take its turn. Air.

H. means to let it grow until June, then plough
ii in and sow buckwheat ana rye again—ihe one

lor harvesting and the other lijr a next year's

green crop. Mr. Hay nes ploughed his land but

once. A neighborof his plouglied simdar ground
twice, and his crop is noi so good as that where
the plough went but once.

IRISH POTATOES RAISEO VROM SLIPS.

Mr. Cortselt, of Stapleton, near Bristol, has
succeeded in raising this valuable root from the

cuttings. Mr. C. says, reasoning upon the analoiry

of the potato to the dahlia, I was induced in the

spring to try an experin)ent on cuiiings, and have
succeeded admirably, having from vvhite-a[)[)le

and Fox's seedlings (an early potato) produced a

good crop of full sized potatoes, many of which
weighed half a pound.

The method was this: when the potatoes were
about nine inches high, I cut oil the tops about
six inches long, planted them in a line about eight

inches apart with a flat dibble, [)ref-sing ihe earth
carefully against ihem, gave them water and
afterwards hoed them as an ordinary crop. I pro-

duced this way at the rate of 1 10 pound,3 per rod.—./Cii^liah paper.

IRON COTTAGES.

A model of a coltatie, entirely constructed of
iron, has been exhibi:ed in Glasgow, of an elegant

structure, and so well adapted to the purposes de-

signed, that no doubt can be entertained of its fit-

ness lor general adoption, as well on the English
coast, as in the interior. Tlie model contains six

chambers, a kitchen, wash-house, and other con-
veniences. A cottage constructed according to

this model, would cost 250/. sterling. A double

house, that is, one containing fourteen chambers,
would cost 500/., whic'i is not half the cost of a
similar one built of common materials. Besides,

it could be prepared in the course of two months.

The iron trade of a country might gain nmch by
this kind of construction.

—

Rec. Soc. Polyt.

PRESERVING FRUIT FROM LATE FROSTS.

The fruit of trees whose precocious bloom ex-

poses them to the destructive influence of late

frosts, may have their flowering retarded by a
removal, during, Ihe winter, of the earth around
the roots; so as to permit Uie frost to descend

deeper, and thus to check the too early ascension

of the sap. Many southern horticulturists have
resorted to this plan with retyped to their almonds
apricots, peaches, &c. In this way the flowering

has been retarded more tiian a forinighi, and late

frosts have not attacked them.

—

Idem.

INSPECTIONS OF TOBACCO IN VIRGINIA, TO
SEPTEMBER 30.

Petersburg
Richmond
Lynchburg
Farmville
Danville
Milton
Clarksville

Tye River

n '^°"
? supposed

Deans ^ '

'

REARING HOGS.

From ttie Fanners' Cabinet.

3Ir. Editor,— I wish to add my testimony to

that of" Siam," at page 42 of the Cabinet for Au-
gust : I have never been able to rear the first lit-

ter of pigs from a young sow with credit to my-
self, or profit to any one, and it is now my practice

to kill them lor roas'ers, rather than make another

attemj)!. 1 have, however, seen some who have
been more fortunate, but, as a general rule, I be-

lieve the thing, as I have stated it, is well estab-

lished ; and in a paper, which I have now before

me, "The Carolina Planter," 1 find the following

observation.
" It is a fact of common observation, with even

1839.
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our old i^ervanls who have long been hoij-minilers,

that tlic first lilter of pigs from a young povv, or, as

they call ihem, gilt pigs, are naturally oi' a leeble

cousiiiution and iinihrifty, and diOicult to raise,

and even i^rui^ed, never perhaps acqiiiie ihe eize

and weight that litters of the same sow do after-

wiards." And, in addition to this, I would pay, I

have raised more tlian twenty calves from yonnir

cows

—

their first calves—and liave never laded in

olitaining them fine, strong and heahhy ; nay, il

I were to double the number, I shoulii not be be-

yond the (ruth. Can any of'your readers account

ibr a phenomenon that is so generally accredited,

as to have grown into a proveib—" the call' of a

young cow, the pig oC an old sow."

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

-BLoasoM.

The properly of Samuel Canby, Esq. of JVood-

side, Delaware,

Pedigree—Blossom, roan, calved in 18.35 ; bred by

C. H. Hall, Esq., of New York : got by Fox's Rep:eiit,

dam Leonora, (a great and constant milker, imported

by Alderman Ferris of New York,) by a son of Lan-
caster

; g. d. out of Elvira, by Yoinig Phenomenon,
and he by Favorite. Fox's Regent, (sire of Blossom,

bred by 0. H. Hall) was got by Imported Regent, dam
Snowdrop, got in England by Fitz Favorite, and the

first heifer dropped in America, by Blanche, a great

milker, presented by Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin to Mr.
Hall.

This remarkable animal (remarkable for her

breeding as for her 7nilking) is a beautiful roan,

with a countenance the most gentle that can be

conceived. Her capaciiy Ibr deep milking is ob-

servable in the peculiar l()rmation of ihe udder,

and prominent milk-vein, her quiet and peaceable

disposition tendinggrealiy to Ihe secretion of that

flow of milk, which has never ceased since the

day of her first calving, which was on the 5ih of

Aprii, 1838. On the 4di of July she brought
twins. Liberty and Independence, and on the

16ih ofMay, 1840, she had twins the second time !

These were named Romeo and Juliet. Thus hns
this wonderful animal brought (iirih five livins;

calves in the space of twenty-five months ! Her
milk has averaged twenty quar:s per day durinix

the whole of this time, and with her first calf she
gave twenty-five quaris per day, making nearly

twelve pounds of butter per week. Such constant

draining has justly been considered unfavorable to

health and bodily strength, and for this reason
she has never carried much tle.=h ; but it has been
impossible to dry her milk, even Ibr a {"ew days
belbre calving, although she has been kept from
grass Ibr that purpose : her condition, however, is

generally good, and she shows sreat vigor and
eprighiliness. She is again incaif, by the imported
bull Washington Irving, and her time is calculated
for the month of March. Her first calf Z)e/atoflrc,

took the first premium at the late exhibition ofthe
Delaware Stale Agricultural Society, held at Wil-
mington, as "the best animal raised in the coun-
try."

But it is a singular circumstance, ihat her last

twins, Romeo and Juliet, are white, althougli her
own color is roan, and that is aluo the color of the

bull ! This shows that she is breeilini? back, be-

ing herself descended from Comet, 15-5 (1,000
guineas), who was while.

Here Ibilows an account of Blossom's yield of
milk lor one week :
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to tlie sea. The city is aliout nini? miles in cir-

cumference. It eUinJs eniiiely on piles, driven in

the mud—has about 27,000 houses, over 200^000

inhabiiants, 22,000 of \vho(n arc Jews. Tiie

Royal Palace is a grand builditifr, 2S2 feet long,

222 feet deep, 116 leet liijfh, wiihoul llie Tower,

which is 67 feet hiizh. The building stands on

13.695 piles. The view from the Tower is grand

beyond description. The city at your feet, the

Zuider Zee, Lake of Haarlem, shipping, wind-

mills, canals, bridges, trees, houses, town and

villages in the distance, presenting at one view,

in a few words, a little of every thing.

GIBERIAN LIFE ON THE KOLYMA.

From Wraiigcl's Survey of the Nnitli-East coast of Silieria.

To form a just conception of life on the banks

of the Kolyma, one must have spent some
time with the inhabitants. One must have seen

them in their winter dwellings and in their sum-
mer balagans ; one must have shot down their

rapid streams in the light canoe, must have climb-

ed mountains and rocks with them, or dashed in

their light dog-drawn sledges through the most

piercing cold over the boundless tundra ; one must

in short have become one of themselves. Such
was our life durin;? the three years we spent here.

We lived with them, dressed like them, fed on

their dried fish, and shared witli them the hard-

ships and privations inseparable from the climate,

and the frequent want even ol food which it brings

along with it.

Let us begin with the spring. The fishery

forms their most important pursuit ; indeed the

very existence of the whole po|)nlation di-pends

upon it. The locality of Nishney-Koiymsk, how-
ever, is unliivorable, and the inhabitants ate

obliged to migrate at this season to more suitable

parts of the river. As soon as the winter ceases,

they accordingly abandon their dwellings in search

of some convenient spot, where they forihwith

consltuct a balagan, or light suuimer hut, and

immediately conmience their hostilities upon the

piscatory tribe. JMost of the Nishney-Kolym-
ekileshave regular country-houses of this descrip-

tion at the mouths of the several creeks and rivu-

lets, which they begin to visit in April, in onier to

prepare lor the campaign. In the trnddle of i^lay,

when the merchants arrive from the fair of Os-

trownoye, on their return to Yakoutsk, the whole

piipulaiion abandons the little place, leaving the

whole town to the guardianship of one Cossack

scnlinel, and perhaps one or two old women,
whom age prevents (rom joining in the general

pursuit.
" Spring is the most trying season of the whole

year. The store collected during thesummer and

autumn has usually been consumed lor some time;

the fish do not aUvays make their appearance im-

mediately, and the dogs, e.xhausted l)y their winter

work, and yet iTiore by the severe fast to which

they have tor some time t)een subjected, are too

i'eehle to allow their masters to avail themselves of

the nast,* to catch a lew elks and wild reindeer.

Famine then appears in its most iiorrible form.

* Wlien the warmth of the spring S'Ui thaws the

siirraco of the snow, it froezes a;;ain liuring the niglit,

wficrcby a thin crust of ice ic furmtd. strong cnoiij^di

Crowds of Tungusians and Yukaheers come flock-

ing into the Russian villages in search of some
sufisisieiice. Pale and ghost-like, lliey stagger
al)out and greedily devour every species of gar-
bage that falls in their way. Bones, skins, thongs
of ieaiher. every thing in short that the stomach
will receive is eagerly converted into food. But
small is the relief they find ; for the unthrilty
townspeople are by this time almost as ill off

themselves, and living upon the scanty remnant
of fodder stored up lor the use of the dogs, so that
many of these faithful and valual)le animals perish
nearly every year of hunger. There is a store-

house established by the government, where rye-
fiouris sold to every comer; but (he e.xpense of
conveying it from so enorntous a distance enhances
the price to such a degree that lijw are able to

avail themselves of the iticility thus afforded them.
Although the additional accommodation is granted
them of not paying before autumn, still there are
not many who can afford to give twenty rubles
for a pood of f^our which moreover has often been
damaged during the protracted journey it has had
to perlbrm. Three of these periods of horror did

I witness, during three succeeding springs, and
even now I shudder when 1 reflect on the scenes
of suffering which I beheld, and of which it would
be utterly impossible lor me to attemj)t a descrip-

tion.

It is just when /amine is at its worst that relief

arrives. Suddenly countless swarms of birds make
their appearance. Swans, geese, ducks and seve-
ral descriptions of snipes. These are the first

heralds of spring, and at their coming hunger and
want are at an end. Old and 3-oung, men and
women, all that can walk or run, now rush out

with guns, bows, and slicks, to kill as many as

they may. In June the ice breaks up, a profusion

offish comes crowding into the river, and all hands
are in movement to avail themselves of the short

season of grace to provide a store lor the coming
year. But here a new mislortime often assails

them. The stream is not strong enouah to float

away with sufFirient rapidity the mighty mass of
ice. These accumulate in the narrows and shoals,

and the water, arrested in its course, quickly over-

flows the whole of the low country, and, if the in-

habitants are not quick enough in driving their

horses to the hills, the poor animals are infallibly

lost. In the summer of 1822 we had such an inun-

dation at Nishney-Kolymsk, which came upon
us so suddenly that we had only just time to take

refuge with a few ofour most indispensable articles

upon the fiat rools of our huts, where we were
forced to remain for upwards of a week. The
water rushed with fearful rapidity between the

housrs, and the whole place looked like a little

archipelago of house-tops, among which the in-

habitants were merrily rowing about in their

canoes, paying one another friendly visits and
catching fish.

" More or less these inundations occur every

year, and when the water 3ub.-::ides the main fishery

with nets begins. Fish form the chief food of man

to bear a sledge with its team of dogs. In this con-

dition the snow is called nasi, over which the elks and

reindeer are pursued during the night, and as, owing
to their greater weight, they are constantly breaking

through the ice, thev are ciinght by the hunters with

little trouble.

I
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and (lo<T, and Ibr the yearly consumption of the

hundred iaiiiilies that cotnpoee the Htile conjnmni-

ty of Nishney-Kolymyk, at least three millions o(

herrings are requiied. Many other kinds of fish

are caught at tiiis time, among which is the Nebna,
a large description of salmon trout, but the first

fitjh are generally thin, and are mostly converted

into yukhala lor the dogs ; that is to say, cut open,

cleaned, and dried in tlie air. From the entrails

an abundance of train oil is obtained, which is

used for food as wi II as lor fuel. The yukola is

distinguished from the yukhala merely by the

selection of a better kind of fish, and by greater

care in the preparation.

"The proper season Ibr bird Iinnting is when the

animals are moulting, when having lost their lea-

thers they are unable to fly. Large detachments
are then sent off Irom the fishing stations, and
numbers of swans and geese are killed with gims,

bows, and sticks. The produce of this chase is

said to have diminished greatly of late years. For-
merly it was no unusual thing for the hunters to

bring home several thousands of geese in one day,

whereas now they are content if they can catch as

many during the whole season.

"While the men are fishing and hunting, the

women make the best use of the interval of fine

weather to collect the scanty harvest which the

vegetable kingdom yields them, in the shape of a

lew berries and aromatic herbs. The gathering
in of the berries is a season ol' gaiety, like the vin-

tage in southern climes. The young women wan-
der about in large parties, spending the nights in

the open air, and amusing themselves with song
and dance, and other innocent diversions. The
berries themselves are preserved by pouring cold

water over them, and freezing them, in which con-
dition they form one of the lavourite dainties du-
ring the winter. Besides the berries, they collect

at this time the makarslia, a inealy root Ibund in

large quantities in the subterranean store-houses ol

the field-mice. The young girls appear to have a

peculiar tact in discovering the magazines of these

little notable animals, whom, without the least re-

morse, they j)lunder of the fruits of their provident
industry."'

method ror rktardikg tiik hatching of
silk-worms' kggs in ice-houses.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

The following plan fjr retarding the hatching
of Bilk-worms' egcs by ice-houses, for successive

crops, I have found more successful than any
hitherto adopted,* and it is now communicated for

publication in the Farmers' Register, lor the use
of such persons as design making liirther experi-

ments on the subject. I do not claim originality

for the plan in all Us features, because it is only a

modification of that successfully practised by the
Rev. D. V. McLean, of New Jersey, in 1839.
A box is made of strong inch-plank, 15 inches

* In boxes similar to those described I have retard-
ed the eggs, by burying them uuder ground until the
middle ot June. These eggs hatched well and pro-
duced very healthy worms. But before a minute de-
scription of this method is published, I wish to subject
it to th€ test of further experiments.

Vol. V11I.-S2

deep, 20 inches long and 20 inches broad. To the

bottom of this a bottomless box, made of sinnlar

plank, 8 inches deep, 9 inches long and 9 inches

broad, is nailed. The vacuum between the large

and small box is filled with pulverized charcoal,

which is confined by nailing pieces of plank to the

edges of the small box, and sides of the large one.

The eggs are then rolled up in separate packages^

of about an ounce each, (always placing a blank

sheet over the eggs,) and 5 or 6 of these packages

are placed in a square tin canister, of dimensions

that will allow its being placed in the small wooden
box without difficulty, and in height correspond-

ing with the small wooden box. The lop of the

canister is then put on in a loose manner, so as not

to exclude the air, similar to the plan adopted by

retail grocers with their tea-canisters, and it ia

then placed in the small wooden box. The top ia

then nailed on the large box, and it is placed in

the ice-house, so that the ice will come within

three inches of the lop. Two holes are bored

with a spike gimblet a()out two inches below the

top of the box. The boxes are examined (but

not opened) from time to time, that they may be

placed in their original position, which will be

changed by the mehing of the ice.

By this method I retarded the eggs last season,

from the 20lh of April until the 4'.h of July, or 74

days alter the natural period of hatching.* 1

have endeavored to describe the plan accurately,

because I believe that careless management may
lead to disappointment and loss.

The boxes must not be opened until the eggs
are wanted for hatching, and when once opened
the eggs must not be lei't in the ice-house. The
practice of placing large parcels of eggs in a box
which is frequently opened in the ice-house ia

dangerous, and 1 think has produced many of the

failures of the last season.

The eggs of silk-worms, and also of other in-

sects, that will not hatch under ordinary circum-
stances, until the spring or summer of the follow-

ing year, pass through a hibernate or winter state^

and during this period the embryo is dormant, qui-

escent or inactive. If this be not the case, hovir

shall we account for the well known fact, that the
vitality of the eggs will be destroyed by subject-

ing them to a very low temperature alter very
warm weather in the spring, when eggs of the
same kind in all other respects, if plsced in the ice-

house between the 1st and 10th of Fei)ruary,

have hatched well as late as the 4ih of July, and
even as late as August, and produced healthy
worms.
By frequently opening the boxes and introducing

the warm air, this state of inaction of the embryo
may be disturbed, and, when disturbed, attempts
to retard its progress, unnaturally, will either de-
stroy vitality, or if the worms emerge from the
eggs they will drag out a feeble existence, and
nearly all die before they are ready to form co-
coons. It is well known to all persons familiar

with the hatching of silk-worms' eggs, that a gra-

* These eggs were placed in the ice-bouse on tho
10th of February, but the 1st of February is full late,

and if delayed much beyond that period, it may be
found impracticable to retard the hatching without in-

jury to the eggs. The natural period for hatching in

latitude 38°, was the 20th of April. This was proved
by leavii>g eggs exposed during the whole cf the pre-
ceding winter.
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dual change takes place a few days before the
worms make their appearance, whicli is mani-
fested by changes in the color of ihe eggs.
The use o( charcoal I consider very imporlant.

It absorbs the vvaier proceeding from the melting
ice, and also prevents either a sudden rise or fall
of temperature. For this opinion we have sci-

entific authority of high respectability.
" Charcoal by long exposure to the atmosphere

absorbs one-twentieth of its weight, three-fourths

of which are water." * * # «

"Charcoal is a very slow conductor of caloric.

The experiments of Guyton have determined that

caloric is conveyed through charcoal more slowly
than through sand, in the proportion of three to

two. Hence powdered charcoal may be advan-
tageously employed, to surround substances which
are to be kept cool in a warm atmosphere ; and
also (o confine the caloric of heated bodies."

—

(Henrtfs Elemerds of Chemistry, vol. i., p. 275.)

_
My experience accords substantially with these

views. When charcoal has been used the papers
containing the eg<?s have unifornily come out dry,
but when dispensed with, they have as unilbrmly
come out damp, and in some instances even viet.

Layton Y. Atkins.
Stafford Co., Va., November, 1840.

P. S. The space between the top of the large
box and the canister containing the eggs is not
filled with charcoal or any other substance, but is

left empty, in order that a gradual renewal of the
air may lake place.

KEKTUCKY BLUE-GRASS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 22, 1840.

Dear Sir :— I observed the inquiry of" a Far-
mer" in your September number, in relerence to

Kentucky blue-grass, and your request for infor-

mation from Judge Kennedy, of Tennessee, or

myself You are perlectiy correct, in supposing

that Kentucky blue-grass is not the same grass

known by the same name in Virginia. I have
heard many Virginians denounce, like yourself,

the blue-grass of your state, as an abominable
pest o.f the corn-field. I have no personal acquain-

tance with the plant. A native of the Old Do-
minion had the goodness to bring out a box ol' it

for me, but it never come to hand. Perhaps 1

ought to be thankful, and probably you will con-

gratulate me, on the failure of the conveyance.
Another Virginian threatened, if it arrived, to have
me indicted for the introduction of a horrible nui-

sance.
The blue-grass of Kentucky, which is the pre-

dominant grass of our unrivalled pastures, is the

poa pratensis of botanists; not the poa compressa
described in England by the popular name of

blue-grass. Our blue-grass has many synonyms
—green-sward, spear-grass, June-grass, yard-

grass, great or smooth stalked meadow grass, &c.
The following description is from the Gardener's

Dictionary

:

•' Poa pratensis—smooth stalked or great mea-
dow-grass—panicle diffused, spikelets four flower-

ed, gluraes lanceolate, five nerved, connected by a

vilJuB, stipule abbreviated, blunt ; root perennial,

creeping by runners, easily penetrating into the

earth and crevices ol'walls. Culm upright, smooth,
scarce percepiibly striated, a loot or eighteen

inches [in Kentucky often threefeef] in l:eiizht.

Leaves smooth, of a dark green color, sometimes
jrlaurous or bluish, heeled, blumish, spreadini;.

Sheathes, the length of the leaves, striated, smooth.
Stipulas, short, blunt. Panicle elongated, upright,

very much branched, rugged; branches aliernaiely

decompounded, when in Hower spreadini: horizon-

tally. Spikelets smaller than those of the p^>a

compressa, oval, lour flowered, often five, some-
times only two flowered, flattened on each side,

green or sometimes purple. Calycine glumes
sharp, rugged on the back, a little unequal, three

nerved. Florets bluntish, five nerved, scaricose at

the tip, rugged on the back, connected at the base
by numerous very long complicated villose hairs,

the inner valves somewhat pubescent at the edge.

Filaments longer than the glumes, anthers lorked

at each end. Styles branched to the bottom.

Nectary, two little glumes at the base of the germ
;

seed angular pointed."

You will be able to judge, from this de^criplion,

wheiher the resemblance of the two grasses ex-

tends beyond that of their popular names. It ia

certainly a very great inconvenience that the

popular nomenclature of the grasses is so confused

and contradictory ; and he who shall write a bo-

tanic description of then!, appending all the popular

names civen to each species, in such a manner as

to enable the reader to distinguish them readily,

will have performed a very useful and acceptable

service to the agricultural community.
I cannot venture to say whether it would be

advisable to sow blue-grass on your marled lands,

with the view of smothering or destroying that

great pest, wire irrass. I can only offer conjectural

opinions. It delights in calcareous soils ; and I

am not confident that sowing it on silicious soils

would not prove an utter failure. I am informed

of only two experiments made with it in the sili-

cious soils of Kentucky, outside the great lime-

stone region. One of them, in the eastern part of

the state, was a sad failure, the grass refusing to

form a close turf and only showing itself in occa-

sional tussocks or tufts. The other, in the south-

eastern part of the state, was reported as highly

successful, but although the accounts represented

the soil aa wholly silicious and did not slate the

presence of lime. I cannot but believe it contain-

ed some portion of calcareous earth. ( have no

reasonable grounds of doubt that, on your tho-

roughly marled lands, Kentucky blue-grass would
succeed well. But the entire success of the ex-

periment, I imagine, would depend, in no small

degree, on the thorough spreading and incorpo-

ration of the marl or other calcareous matter em-
ployed. Otherwise, I should fear the grass would

not form an entire covering of close turf. In our

pastured, blue-grass extirpates wire grass, and,

indeed, ultimately expels every other plant, and
maintains the occupancy. I know nothing that

can maintain a long and vigorous existence with

it, except iron-weeds or devil's bit, a tall weed
which infests our pastures, and which probably

some of our farmers would be willing to swop
even for your blue- grass.

1 am favored with a letter from a Virginia friend,

for the last ten yeard a resident and practical

farmer in Kentucky, no less distinguished by hia
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knowledge and love of agricultural subjects than

his literary eminpiice ; (roin which I will give ati

extract, more satisfaciory, prohahly, ihaii any lliin<jf

I could say. From his lon<T residence in both

Btaies, his opinions are entitled to much weight
;

and they liivor the conclusion that our blue-grass

maybe successl'uliy cultivated in Virginia.
" Blue-tjrasp, so called in Virixiiiia, is tiot the

grass called biue-gniss in Keiitucl<v. 'i'he Ken-
tucUy blue-grass is well known in V^iririnia as the

yard grass or greensward. lis root cespiinse, iis

flower siiillf eieci like the wheat sialk, its leaves

really green. The Virginia blue-grass has a t;ys-

tem of iiard wiry roots, its stalks recumbent and
bent at the joints or imernodes, and wood}', tough

and elastic, and iis color is cerulean, or blue. Both
belong to the pna o-enus. Almost every gentle-

man's yard in old Virginia is set vviiji what is

called kentuckv blue-grass. The greensward,
yard grass, or Kentucky blue-grass, will grow on

any rich loam, but delights in a rich calcareous alu-

minous soil. It will grow well on marled lands of

aluminous earih made rich with vegetable matter

ol' any kind except the leaves of the more astrin-

gent vegetables, such as the oak, &c. The decayed
leaves of the black walnut and I lick locust are

its favorite food. Hence it grows well even in

the shade of these trees. Lands made sufficiently

rich to produce these trees planted in them, and
marled and sown with the seeds of the green-sward,
will in a few years exhibit the appearance ol'

Kentucky woodland pastures, allowance being
made fur the difl'ercnce in lertilily."

If it be deemed important or desirable to iniro-

fluce a system of permanent pasturage in old

Virginia, and if it shall be demonstrated that marl-

ing will render your lands capable of producinc

Kentucky blue-grass in perltjction, and at the same
time so compact as to bear the hoof, you will have
rendered an addilional service to your state and
country, by the publication of the ' Essay on Cal-

careous Manures,' scarcely less important ihnn

Townsend did to England by the introduction of

the turnip. Blue-grass here bears somewhat the

same relation to a ihrifiy and profitable economy,
and the improvement of the soil, that roots do to

the system of improvement and profit in other

countries.

I have said nothing upon the modes of setting

lands in blue-grass and of pasturing them, as \ do

not understand your inquiries to extend to those

Bubjecls. If, however, such inlbrmation, (or any
other in relerence to our rural practice,) shall be

deemed useful to the readers of the Farmers' Re-
gister, it will give me pleasure to communicate
promptly, on request, any in my possession.

Your correspondent, having never seen a blue-

grass pasture, well set, has a great enjoyment in

the future. The sight of one of our glorious pas-

tures is a thousand times better worili a journey

to see than the Natural Bridge of your state. I

should be glad to see more Virginians visiting

among us ; and would indeed be peculiarly happy
to accompany Mr. RufRn in a delightful round to

the farms of our principal graziers—" fine old

English gcntletnen"—who would be equally glad

to see him. Very truly,

Tho. B. Stevenson.

We are not less gratified with the contents of

the foregoinij communication, than thankful to the

writer for his having so promptly responded to our

call on this subject, in No. 9. We shall be still

further gratified, and some of our readers benefit-

ed, by an additional communication, on the best

mode of setting land in Kentucky '-blue-grass,"

or what we have known as green-sward. On not

only that, but on anij agricultural subject, we shall

always be glad to be indebted to the pen of our

present correspondent. And we cannot but be

surprised, that he should have had the slightest

doubt (as expressed in his private postscript.) of

such aid from him being desirable and valuable.

As a reader of the Farmers' Register, he has

known our earnest and often expressed solicitude

to obtain articles conveying practical information,

from every authentic source, no matter how hum-

ble the qualifications of the pensman ; and he, aa

the late editor of the Franklin Farmer, one of the

best conducted agricultural journals of the United

States, had reason to know, by our selections, the

value we attached to his writings and to his edi-

torial judgment.

There is no doubt but that the valuable grass

which he describes will grow well on our marled

lands, even when the soil is so silicious as to de-

serve the term of sandy loam ; and on which not

a trace of this grass could have been found, or in-

duced to grow, belbre marling. We have never

known the seed to be sown, (or any to be ofl'ered

lor sale in Virginia,) and, except in old yards and

garden grass-plots, have never known green-

sward to have con)pIete possession of llie land.

But wherever we have marled, even on very poor

land, this grass soon began to stand in small spots

of a few feet, or at most but a few yards across
;

and in so many places as to oppose considerable

difficulty to tillage ; though not to compare with

the wire-grass (the English couch-grass,) of

which marl still more favors the growth on dry,

sandy soils, and the Virginian blue-grass on clay

and moist soils. The green-sward, when fbrminoj

a close sod, of unmixed growth, would not be dif-

ficult to plough under—if desirable to destroy

such valuable pasture— but when in small tus-

socks, it is pushed forward or aside by the plough,

instead of being subverted, and is therefore more

difficult to be managed under a tillage crop.

We trust that some of our several readers,

who possess enough botanical knowledge for

the purpose, will contribute to effect the ofiject

suggested by Mr. Stevenson in regard to the

forming a convenient and correct nomenclature

of American grasses, so as to get rid of the into-

lerable confusion which exists, in consequence of

different vulgar or provincial names being in many

cases used for the same grass—in other cases, the

same name being used for different grasses—and
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in othera, the common name of a well known

grass ofone region being given lo a different grass

in another r-egion. What is wanting, is not only to

give the botanical name and character and scientific

description of each grass, but also a description suit-

ed to those persons who have no botanical know-

ledge—and a list of all the vulgar names known,

and their several localities. The preparation ol

such a descriptive list of grasses, or even the fur-

nishing of any materials /or such a one, will be a

valuable aid to agricultural improvement.

QCESTIOKS ANU SUGGESTIOJf S.

For the Farmers' Register.

"Gentlemen, we have met according to notice,

and i hope we can all take time to have a chat on
farming. But before we begin, 1 will tell you that

I am a very inquisitive It^llovv and may hurt some
of your feelings ; but as my object is improvement,
I hope none of you will take insult until your
works have been weighed in the balance.

"Mr. A., where do you live, and what do you
follow 1"

" I reside near James River, in the neighbor-
hood of a mill, where 1 can always get the best

price (or wheat. My ground, although of medi-
um quality, is well adapted to this gram ; and the
carriage costing me but little, I make it my prin-

cipal crop, arjd find it profitable. I have Ibur'or

live field?, and crop each in rotation, by which
method 1 am enabled to go ahead with but liltle

manuie; indeed, as I keep but lew cattle, I can
rankft but little manure."

" Permit me to ask, if your cross fences are not

very expensive, and if bushes, briers and weeds
do not pester you V

'•I answer all in the affirmative; but what bet-

ter can I do 7"

''One more question, and I am done with you
for the present. Wliat think you of only three

fields, tiuis extending the space for the aciion ol

llie plough, spreading maiiure and harvcsiing
from the greater and better portions, and turning
under a green crop of oats, rye, pens, Indian corn,

buckivlicat, or the like, on that which is poor'?"
"I nmst confess this looks more like [)ulveiizinf

the ground, destroying the pests and bringing my
fields to unilbrmity of character."

"Mr. B., where is your residence, and what
your occupation 1"

"I live in the big mountains, about sixty miles
from market, and make wheat and tobacco for
Bale."

" How much does it cost you to get your crops
to market V

" J do not exactly know, but when the purchaser
nnd carrier are done with me, 1 have but little

left."

" By keeping your steep grounds in constant
cuhiv.iiion, does it not wash mto gullies'?"

" VVhar is that to you."
" Mr. C, where is your residence and what

your business'?"
" I am neighbor to Mr. B., and raise and fatten

stock for market."
" What does it cost you to carry to market ?"

" Not much ; for aa we all start on foot and in

good plight, we have no shattering and breaking
down on the way."

" Are your lands improving?"
" Yes, they are nearly as rich as heart could

wish."
" May I ask you a few more questions 1"

"O yes, just as many as you please."
" Then as you are so affable 1 will only ask you

one, which may answer all my purpose—how do
you manage your domestic matters V
~ " I have an extensive mountain field, on which
my sheep graze about eight months, and my cat-

tle about six months in the year. My bottom
lands are cuhivaled in Indian corn, rye, root vege-
tables and liay meadow. My hills are appropri-

ated to rye, oats and grazing grass. Through the

winter my cattle are secured in a neat yard, for

making manure; and my sheep run on the grass

and rye. I have only two fields on my bottoms
from which I harvest grain, these being in corn

and rye alternatel}'. The partition of these fields

is inmicdialely at the cow yard and horse stable;

so that the manuie is moved with the least possi-

ble expense and damage. One field is manured
and planted in ."orn, at the last working of which
rye is sown, and the next year the other is

managed in the same way. When the rye ia

harvested from the first mentioned, it is immedi-
ately ploughed again and rcsowed with rye ; the

remains of which are turned under in sprinj? in pre-

paration for corn ; thus in two years I take from
either field a crop of corn, a crop of rye, and have
good grazing both winters. By means of canals

and conduits, I water my corn and rye as required,

in the months of August and Sef>lember; and
from sufficient experience, I knovv, that although
corn will not bear much water when young, yet
when beginning lo silk and tassel, and afierward,

il cannot easily be saturated, nor indeed can young
r3'e ; nevertheless it is best, parlicularlj' on clay, to

divert the water at intervals, so the earth and roota

may take breath."
" Mr. D., what is your occupation, and where

do you live?"
" I will tell you when I get a drink of grog."

(exit.)

" Gentlemen, can one of you tell me who this

Mr. D. is'?"

" lie is a good kind of a good for nothing crea-

ture, who makes a business of lurking about the
grog-shops, thus spending his money, and time,

while his wife and children are suffering."
" Mr. E., I am. hafipy in making you known to

this company as a scientific and industrious farm-
er ; be so obliging as to give us a full history of
your works'?"

" I did not come here for the purpose of mak-
ing communications ; my neighbors call me Kly-
ogg, and like him I intend to live and die."

" But do you not know that for his selfishness,

the great Klyogg died heavily laden with con-
tempt'?"

" Mr. F., give us a history of your affairs 7"
" With cheerfulness I will, particularly for the

edification of Mr. E. #*#***#s^»»."

" Mr. G., where do you reside, and how do you
manage 7"

" I am located in middle Virginia, and have
abundant space for operations. I keep more horses

than laborers, and my ploughs never etop except
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for wet weather and ice. I hire only at harvest, I

and gather abundance. By much ploughing 1

have lio need of either grubbing hoe or weeding
hoe. My fences are substanlial, consequently my
crops are sale. The poorer my gound, the deeper

1 ploughed, and although the coiiSL-quence was
neither as sudden nor wonderful as calling Laza-

|

rus from the grave, yet it was equally certain. 1 I

Keep only a lew milch cows and hog.--, and sheep
|

for my own purpose."
j

" 1 am informed, Mr. G., that your neighbors
|

are in the habit of calling you Sweepstakes; please
;

tell us why so ?"
i

" I dare not say I know the reason ; and if I

did, it would be improper in me to tell it."

" Mr. H., I know that your residence is in the
'

limestone valley, therefore please Icll us something
of your operations']"

•' Our lands are generally equally well adapted

to wheat, rye, oats, red-clover and all other com-
mon grasses. We do not make very much Indian

corn, nor is our soil and climate so well adapted to

this grain as the eastern side of the Blue Rid<re
;

but the quality of all our grains is superior. We
raise some stock for market, and every kind ap-

pears to thrive equally well. We have meadows
yielding Jrotn one to lour tons of hay to the acre,

which are generally watered, and otherwise pretty

well managed. We have vast beds of marl,

which when cultivated yield astonishing crops,

\>rhich is sufficient evidence of their virtue ; but so

far as 1 am informed no one has removed and
spread any as a manure. We are a healthy,

hardy, industrious people, and manage our matters

to suit ourselves."
" Mr. J., lam glad to see you here too, please

tell us how vour matters come on 7"

" O yes, I am iiere too, but as to your disquisi-

tions and book farming matters, I don't believe in

them."
" Mr. K., please give us a short sketch before

we part 7"

"I live in the broom-straw country, and can tell

you about its management. The Yankees say it

only grows in exhausted fields; but in old Virgi-

nia it is not so. It is true that the eedize grows
only on poor grounds, but it is found on mountains
and valleys, both new and old. On rich ground, I

have seen the broom five to six feet high, and so

Etout that four able horses in a plough could not

turn it under. It is a great pest amongst my arti-

ficial grasses, but when once I set a good sod of

natural grass, I defy it. I once destroyed this pest

in a pasture field by runnino; a coulter through it

in the fall and winter. When a broom field is

about to be broufjht into cultivation, it is best to fal-

low and harrow in a crop of rye or oats ; the year
after, the sod will be rotten and ready for any
other crop."

" Gentlemen, bed time has come, and we must
part ; if ever we meet again, I hope we shall be
more advanced in our business ; but if you think

this (our fi;st efTort) is worthless, I shall call a
meeting no more." Investigator.

iVovemher, 1840.

COTTON IN INDIA.

I'rom llie American Fanner.

We again call attention to the importance of
the movement now making by several powerful
interests in England, to secure a rivalry to our
ijreat staple in the market of that kingdom, and,
as before remarked, we feel ealisfied, from the

vaslness of the interests involved, and the jealousy

that exists towards the institutions of our country,

that every means will be put in requisition to

secure the accomplishment of the object in view.
The operating interests involved in the experiment
rpHy be classed under three heads, either of which,
in their separate capacity, mighi be considered
formidable. They are

—

ls>.—The interest of the government of Great
Britain to secure a supply of cotton for their

extensive manufactories, in case of a rupture
with this country.

2d.—The interest of the powerful East India
Company, to increase their commercial gains,
already enormously great, and to add to the
value of their possessions in that vast region,

now under their almost unlimited control. And,
.3dly.—The influence of the abolitionists in Eng-

land, to gratify their antipathy to the slave-
! holding interests of these stales.

I
The mere enumeration of these powerful inte-

rests are suflicient to induce the conviction that a
,
most strenuous exertion will be made, and if ta-

' lent, zeal, and money will accomplish the object,

{
there is no doubt it will be obtained.

Wiih regard to the Isi division of the subject,

! we would remark,—that the government of Great

I

Britain has ever maintained a jealousy toward
commercial nations. Kngland prides herself on

I

the idea of being the mistress of the ocean, and
I

she guards those interests connected with her trade
land commerce vviih ui^ceasing vigilance. She
never loses sisht of advantages to be gained

i
therein, knowing as she does that her prosperity

;

is vitally identified with her commerce. The Uni-
ted Stales is, or bids fair to be her greatest rival,

and in the course of time it is not to be expected
that collisions will not take place between two
powers, each contending for the supremacy, encli

jealous of their honor, and each confident in their

might. Under such circumstances, England feels

herself hampered by her dependence upon us lor

our main staple, so necessary at this time to keep
her spindles in operation ; bul her history and all

experience teaches, that she will not remain in this

state of dependence longer than she can find a

j

waj' for her escape therefrom ; consequently every

I

inducement may be naturally expected and held

I

out by her in releasing herself from her present

j

position— for, disguise it as she will, she is in a
measure in commercial bondage to this counlrv,

I which will, so long as it lasts, cause her (o he
wary in provoking a controversy with us, except
in the utmost resort.

2dly.—The overtrrown power and possessions
of the East India Company will naturally induce
them to desire to extend their trade and resources;
and there has sprung up a rivalry in England by
the establishment of a new company, having this

very object in view, which will induce them to

use their vast resources and illimitable means, to

accomplish (if the thing ia atainab!'>) the crr^"'
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point now aimed at. The N. Y. Journal ofCom-
merce gives an abstract Crom and makes some
remarks upon the report made to llie East India

Company on tliis subject, from which we extract

the ibllowing, and leave this branch ol" the sub-

ject :—
"The special report of the directors of the Chamber

goes on to state that " it appears to be a very judicious

arrangement which the Hon. East India Company
has adopted, viz : to send over to India, with the ma-
chines, several talented and experienced gentlemen,

natives of the United States of America, and brought

up as cotton planters, who will be able to give a new
impulse to the growth of cotton in India, and to devise

and carry into effect the best methods of driving the

saw-gin, and applying that machine to the very impor-

tant purpose of cleaning the cotton so produced."
"The vital importance of the American saw-gins

will be seen at once when you remember that with one

of these machines 1100 lbs. to 1200 lbs. weight of

clean cotton can be produced per day, wliilst the ma-
chine used in India, the Chinka, can only prepare

from 38 lbs. to 40 lbs. per day. The machine, also,

that has been invented by Messrs. Favvcett &, Co. is

stated to be even a decided improvement upon the

American saw-gin, so that every opportunity is now
given to the growers of cotton in India, fo compete
with the American market. The planters who have
been engaged from the^United States are so engaged
for five years, and their experiments are to be carried

out on a most extensive scale. There can be no doubt

that with such a wealthy body as the Lords of Lead-
enhall street—the East India Company— to back and
support them through all their endeavors, something
will now be done."

3Jly.—The influence and zeal which the aboli-

tionists of Enaiaiui have evinced, are too well

known— the British West India colonies are a

proof helbre our eyes of the liict—and it is equally

well understood, (lor llieir movements have been
open and above board) that they are deiermined
to lake the pecuhar interests ofour southern stales

into their especial care and keepinij, We will

not at this time e.xtend our remarks upon this

branch of the subji'ct, I'aither than to introduce

some from the journal above quoted, which com-
prises the piih and marrow of ail tiial is necessary

to be said thereon, and which we especially com-
mend to our southern friends :

—
" Bearing upon this subject, though partially, is the

meeting held on the 27th at Manchester for establish-

ing '-The Northern Central British India Society."
The celebrated Mr. George Tiiompson has been in-

strumental in getting up the steam on this occasion,
and " Charles Lennox Redmond, a gentleman oi

color. Anti-slavery debater from Pennsylvania," was
paraded upon the platform. The chairman declared
that the object of the meeting was to aim a deadly
blow at slavery, and to transfer our market from the

slave grower of cotton in America, to the free grower
of British India. The principal speakers were Mr.
Thompson and Mr. O'Connell, and the latter came
from Ireland expressly to attend the meeting. Mr.
Thompson declared tiiat there was no measure so cal-

culated to effect the downfjil of slavery in the United
States, as by encouraging the growth of cotton by free

labor. He instanced the superior cheapness of free

labor over slave labor by the cultivation of indigo.

Fifty years ago it was wholly supplied by slave labor,

but now the slave grown indigo of the Carolinas and
South America, has been superseded, and the three
millions of it which they imported into Europe has
dwindled beneath an ounce.

In allusion to the part taken by the East India Com-
pany, which I have above described, Mr T, declared

that it was an event in history that could not be match->

ed lor 200 years. Mr. O'Connell's speech was particu-

larly remarkable, for it did not contain one single

sentence of abuse against tiie south. It was confined

entirely to a description of the atrocious tyranny' ex-
ercised over India by tlie Company, and demonstrating
the miseries, privations, famines, and death, which have
been the melancholy consequences of their iron rule."

COMPETITION OF EAST INDIA COTTON WITH
AMERICAN COTTON.

[From the Boston Dally Advertiser.

The increasinfr magnitude of the trade between
India and Great Britain, and its importance 1o the

latter country as a great and growing market Ibr

her manulactures, is a subject of discussion which
has become very interesting to the British nation,

as it also should be to us, Ibr its bearing on the

luture demand and value lor our great staple

—

cotton. The ground taken by many intelligent

persons in Icdia and in England, who have taken
great pains to become acquainted with all the

lacts in the case, is that the natural capabilities of
British Indiafur the production ofraw cotton will

enable her planters and merchants to supply the

consumption of England lower than the produce of
any other country.

In accordance with this view of the matter, ex-

ertions have been made to extend the cultivation

and improve the qualities of the India product by-

cotton importations ofseed from this country and all

01 her growing countrie.?, and by inducing planters

of experience and skill in the management of its

cultivation, to go from this country to various parts

of India, where some of them have arrived, and are

now engaged in that object.

To aid in these designs—of (he Indian Govern-
ment and Indian planters—the merchants and
manufacturers in Great Britain have held various

meetings and formed associations, and the reports

of iheir proceedings have been published in the

leading journals of England with great commeii-
daiion of the zeal and enterprise of those concern-

ed in this important undertaking, and (or the most
part participating in the sanguine expectations of

the East Indians, in the opinion set forth by ihem
of their ability to "render it"

—

louse their own
terms

—

"unnecessaryfor England to have recourse

to j^mcrica or to any other foreign market,for the

supply of cotton which she ??eeds."

If England expects to receive her whole supply

of cotton from India there must he a rapid and
ijrreat extension of its cultivation in that quarter.

The import of cotton into Great Britain lor several

years is as follows :

From U. 8. From E. Indies. From all parts.

POUNDS. POUNDS. POUNDS.
1835 283,000,000 44,000,000 369.000,000
1835 281,000,000 79,500,000 404,000,000

1837 314,000.000 52,000,000 403,000,000
1838 417,000,000 38,000,000 497,000,000

1839 304,500,000 47,000,000 3S8,000,000

The export ofcotton of ihis year's crop to Great
Britain, amounts to 1,209,000 bales and before the

season closes it may reach 1,240,000 bales, ol" 375
lbs., equal to 465,000,000 lbs.

The imports of Indian cotton into England will

be larger than last year, owing principally to the

interruption of the cotton trade between that coun-
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try arifi China- Usimlly India sends to China about

60 or 60,000.000 lbs; a portion ofliiis will no

douhl fro to Entrland, .'•upcrndded to what would
otlierwise be sent there—perhaps 60,000,000 Ibf?.

If then we take the ajfgregate im [tori ai ion ol

American and East India cottons into Gr(>nt Bri-

tain lor eix years, they will amonnl to 2,064,500,-

000 lbs. of the (ormer, arrainst 320,500.000 of the

lalter. The average (or ei.K years of the East
India will be 15^ per cent, on the Annerican. A
quantity not more than equal to the consumption
of the faclories in JMassachusells, Rhode Island

and Maine.
The question as to which country can produce

this staple at the lowest price, is a very important
one to these states. Thus far (he facts and the

inferences whicii may he reasonably drawn from
them, are in our favor, as will be apparent by the

Ibllowiiirr slalemenle.
The largest importaiion of India cotton into

England took place in 1818, under the stimulus of

extren)e prices which ranged through the years
oi' 1817 and 1S18 in the Liverpool market, 8d. to

IGd. per pound equal to 16 and 32 cents per lb. for

Sural and Bengal ; and fcr American Uplands 16<^

to 22(1. equal to 32 and 44 cen!s per lb.

The imports from India to Great Britain in 1817

amounted to 117,252 bales— increased in 1819 to

242,090 bales, ol 300 lbs. each, equal to 72,637,000
lbs.—against an importaiion in Great Britain from
the United Slates of 216,500 bales of 240 lbs. as

rated in England. Thus it would appear that in

1818 the quanlity of East India cotton imported

in'o England was 72,627,000 lbs., against 51,965,-

000 from the United States. The whole imports of
cotton in Great Britain in 1818 amounted to 173,-

940,000 lbs., of which were consumed 111,800,000
lbs.— a quanlity, probably, somewhat above ihe

exislinff consumption of the United States, while
that of Great Britain extended to 401,975,121, tiie

average of 1838 and 1839, and it may somewhat
exceed these figures the current year.

When prices of this staple fell, as they did in a

great ralio after 1818, the imports from India

rapidly declined, and one year below 20,000 bales,

while the imporis from the United States, though
equally reduced in value, continued to incroape. In

1818 iheimports of East Indiacotton to Great Bri-

tain were 40 per cent, larger than from the United

Slates. This year the probable quantity of East
India imported in Great Britain will be about one
eighth of the quantity imported from the United
Slates. On the India importations there will be a

loss at the existing prices of at least 30 or 40 per

cent, to the importers though shipped at as low or

lower prices than have usually been paid for it,

while the shipments from this countrj'', it is said by
those who are concerned in them, will afford a

saving remittance.

These facts vvill, we think, support the inference

to which I referred—namely, that we can under-
sell the East Indiacotton grower in Ihe English
market; for while their shipments to England
have declined, ours have increased in the period of

21 years from 52 millions to 465,000,000 lbs. We
have, too, gained in about an equal ratio upon the
Brazils, Egypt and West Indies, our other com-
petitors in the production of this staple. In Egypt
and the Brazils the crops have decreased the last

20 years while our crops have increased from
138,900,000—the out-turn of the two seasons of

1820 and 1821—to upwards of 900,000,000 lbs. the
product of Ihe season now drawinir to a close.

But it may be said that the existing low prices

are not remunerative to the planter, and conse-
quently the crops will be curtailed. Tliis was the
trround taken in the Cotton Circular that appeared
some twelve months since, under the signatures of
Mr. McDuffie, Mr. Bratich, and other cotton

planters. They even complained of insufficient

prices and of combinations among merchants and
manufacturers to keep Ihem down when the crop
had been nearly sold at 12 to 16 cents per lb. The
crop of this season has not, we suppose, averaged
over 8 cents per lb., and yet Ihe culiivation has not
been lessened; nor can any inlelligenl person
familiar wiih the condition of the cotton states,

point out a more profitable employment for lands,

labor and capilal, than the production of cotton at

8 cents per lb. So far from there having been any
reduction of planting, the common opinion is, that

a season as favorable as was the la.=t, will yield

some 100 or 200,000 bales beyond the crop of
1839-1840, amounting to about 2, 140 or 2,150 000
bales. It is not, however, to be expected that

the season of growth and for securing the crop
vvill be so extremely favorable as the last, and the
most general anticipation at this early day is, that
the coming crop will liili short of the last by 2 or

300,000 bales, and if such be the case, taking into

view the increased consumption and somewhat
decreased stock in Europe— it is thought by many
experienced merchants and planters, that the
prices of this commodity will range somewhat
higher in 1841, than they now are or have been
during the current year, provided the peace of (he
world, and the operations of the manufacturer and
merchant shall not be discouraged nor disturbed
by wars or the apprehensions of wars. Such a
state of things would greatly reduce the consump-
lion of cotton and all other staples of which we
have an exportable surplus.

On the whole, though there may be some cause
for anxiety as to the interference of India with
American cotton, yet we are strongly inclined to

a contrary opinion, grounded on some considerable

experience as to the resulis of the experiments in

India.

It is an interesting subject to the whole country,
and especially to our southern friends, whose free

trade principles would not allow them to throw
any impediments in the way of the northern ma-
nufacturers, should they turn away from their

staple to that of India. At present they regard
us as unimportant customers—and so we are in

comparison with the whole of Europe ; but they
should bear in mind that New England alone now
consumes more than half as much cotton as the
whole consumption of England, Scotland and Ire-

land, 20 years ago : and that, according to the
ratio at which consumption has proceeded the
last 10 or 12 years, it will be doubled in the course
of that period.—The consumption of the whole
country may now be 275,000 bales, and in 1852 it

will fufly reach 500,000. This is predicted chiefly

on our home consumption, as we only export aboui
3 to 4,000,000 of manufactured goods.

If, however, the currency can be kept in a
sound stale, and commerce and manufacturing
remain undisturbed by an inflated currenc}'— ne-

cessarily tending to over importations and com-
mercial revulsions— we shall be able to manufac-
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ture coarse goods as low, and for some articles

lower than in England, and consequently our

exports oC cotton liibiics may and no doubt will

Le exiendeil to three or four times their present

amount. It is indeed ascertain that our natural

capabilities, vvhen brought into lull action, (which

ihey have not as yet been) to produce heavy

coarse colton fiibrics, are as competent to supply

this country with nine-tenths ol' all we want to

consume, as they are to transport the products oC

the country at a lower rate than our European
competitors, and this too under any duty whicii

government may think it expedient to impose lor

!

the purpose of revenue.

It is equally certain, that in man}' sorts oFcoarse

goods we can compete successfully in the markets

of South America, Asia, and Africa, and in some
parts of Europe, with our only rivals the manufac-

turers of Great Britain. Our failing to do this to a

greater, much greater extent than liad heretofore

been done, is owing to the injurious workings of a

vicious currency, and still worse system of manag-
ing it, together with that want of accuracy, skill

and prudence, which are characteristics of the

majority of those concerned in manufacturing.

Thcsi!, however, are, lor the most part, evils of a

temporary character, and can be and will be over-

come, and before this centurv closes New Eng-
land may not be far behind Old England in her

most important branch of manufacturing.

In regard to the more immediate object of these

remarks, namely, the competition of India, with

the United States, for the supply of cotton to the

English markets, I would reler the reader to an
interesting and well written article, in " IlazariVs

United States Commercial and Statistical licgis-

ter,^' vol. i., p. 109. It contains the remarks of an
able, intelligent writer, under the signature of B.,

upon a communication in an English Journal— in

which latter paper it is contended that India cot-

ton can be so improved in quality and lowered in

cost as to undersell the American. The commen-
tator, w!io appears lo be accjuainted with his

subject, contends to the contrary, and though we
think he ^has reasoned in some respects upon
wrong data, yet we concur in the conclusion to

which he has arrived.

The work to whicli we have referred is devoted

mainly to statistics. It contains many liicis which
ought lo be familiar to every merchant, mechanic
and manufiicturer in the country, as having a use-

liil bearing on their pursuits. It will also be a use-

ful book of reference to the legislator and politician,

most of whom lessen the benefit of their labors

for want of facts. It is, I believe, the only journal
in the country devoted to this useful, but, among
ns, much neglected branch of science, and it merits

encouragement. Investigatok.

8,P31

446,678
128,344

-295,708

Cotton crop of the United States. 1839-40.

New Orleans Sept. 26, 960,850
Less received from Mobile and

Florida, 18,376-942,174
Natchez on export to Liverpool

and New York,
Mobile,
Florida,

Georgia, September SO, 295,156

Add export from Darien to New
York, 11,070-

South Carolina, September, 30, 318,870
Less receipts from Georgia and

Florida, 7,132-311,738
North Carolina, 9,890

Virginia, 19,000

Total crop 1830 40 bales 2,162,663
" 1838-39 " 1,365,698
«' 1837-38 " 1,801,497
'< lb36 37 " 1,422,930
" 1S35-3G " 1,:^60,725
" 1834 35 " 1,254.323
" 1833-34 " 1,205.394
" 1832 33 " 1,070,438
" 1831 32 " 987,477
" l!s30-3l " 1,038,848
" 1829 30 " 976,845

From this it appears that the cotton crops of the

last ten years average 1,367,595 bales. In regard

lo the growing crop there are as many reports of

damage done by floods and worms as ever. In

opposition to those reports, however, the weather
throughout the cotton sections has, we believe,

been unusually good for the season. This fact is

a favorable one. The receipts of new crop thus

far continue to exceed the receipts at the same
lime last year. At New Orleans the receipts of

new crop are as 24,725 against 13.302 bales last

year. At Mobile old cotton is quoted 7 to 9^, and
new 9 to 10^. In tin's market the transactions

have been small, at the following rates : Upland,

S\ to 10^ ; New Orleans 10| ; Mobile 8| to 10|;
Florida, 8i to 10i|.

COTTON TllADE.

From tlie N, Y. Herald.

The cotton year has closed, after a season of

great abundance. The following is a statement
ot" the cotton crop for the year ending September
30, 1840.

MODE OF LIVING OF THE PRIMITIVE SET-
TLEUS OF THE VALLEY OF VIRGINIA.

From Kercheval's History of the Valley of Virginia.

The first houses erected by the primitive set-

tlers were log cabins, with covers of split clap-

boards, and weight-poles to keep them in place.

They were Iretjuently seen with earthen floors
;

or if wooden floors were used, they were made of

split puncheons, a little smoothed with the broad-

axe. These houses were pretty generally in use

since the author's recollection. There were, hov/-

ever, a few frame and stone buildings erected

previous to the war of the revolution. As the

country improved in population and wealth, there

was a corresponding improvement in the erection

of buildinj^s.

When this improvement commenced, the most
general mode of building was with hewn logs^

a shingle roof and plank floor, the plank cut out

with the whip saw. Before the erection of saw
mills, all the plank used in the construction of

houses was worked out in this way. As it is pro-

bable eome of my young readers have never
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eeen a whip saw, a short description of it may not

be uninteresting. It was about the lengtli ol tlie

common mill saw, with a handle at each end

transversely fixed to it. The timber intended to

be sawed was first squared with the broad-axe,

and then raised on a scaffold six or seven feet high.

Two able-bodied men then took hold of the saw,

one standing on the top of the log and the other

under it, and commenced sawing. The labor was
excessively fatiguing, and about one hundred I'eet

of plank or scantling was considered a good day's

work lor the two hands. The introduction ofsaw
mills, however, soon superseded the use of the

whip saw, but they were not entirely laid aside

until several years after the war of the revolution.

The dress of the early settlers was of the plain-

est materials—generally of their own manufacture;

and if a modern " belle" or " beau" were now to

witness the extreme plainness and 6imi)licity ol

their fashions, the one would be thrown into a fit

of the hysterics, and the other frightened at the

odd and grotesque appearance of their progfnitors.

Previous to the war of the revolution, the mar-
ried men generally shaved their heads, and either

wore wigs or while linen caps. When the war
commenced, this fashion was laid aside, partly

from patriotic considerations, and partly from ne-

cessity. Owing to the entire interruption of the

intercourse with England, wigs could not easi-

eily be obtained, nor white linen for caps.

The men's coats were generally made with

broad backs, and straight short skirts, with pock-

ets on the outside having large flaps. The waist-

coats had skirts nearly halfway down to the knees,

and very broad pocket flups. The breeches were
so short as barely to reacli the knee, with a b ind

surroundmg the knee, fastened wiili either bras^

or silver buckles. The stocking was drawn up
under the knee-band, and tied with a garter

(generally red or blue) below ihe knee, .*o as lo be

seen. The shoes were of coarse Iciuher, wiih
straps to the quarters, and fiisiencd with either

brass or silver buckles. The hat was either of

wool or fur, with a round crown not exceeiiini?

three or four inches high^ with a broad brim.*

The dress lor the neck was usually a narrow col-

lar to the shin, with a white linen stock drawn to-

gether at the ends, on the back of the neck, with

a broad metal buckle. The more wealthy and
fashionable were sometimes seen with their stock,

knee and shoe buckles, set either in gold or silver

with brilliant stones. The author can recollect,

when a child, if he happened to see any of tliose

finely dressed " great Iblks," as they were then
termed, he felt awed in their presence, and viewed
them as something more than man.
The female dress was generally the shor!-2own

and petticoat, made of the plainest materials.

The German women mostlj'^ wore tiirht calico

caps on their heads, and in the summer season
they were generally seen with no oilier clothing

than a linen shift and petticoat—the feet, hands,
and arms bare. In hay and harvest time, they
joined the men in the labor of the meadow and
grain fields. This custom, of the iemales laboring
in the time of harvest, was not exclusively a Ger-
man practice, but was common to all the northern

* The Quakers were remarkable for their broad brim
bats. They were sometimes called "Broadbrims,"
by way of distinguishing them from other people.

Vol. VII I.-83

people. Many females were most expert mow-
ers and reapers. Within the author's recollection,

he has seen several female reapers who were
equal to the stoutest males in the harvest field.

It was no uncommon thing to see the lemale part

of the family at the hoe or the plough ; and some of
our now wealthiest citizens frequently boast of

their grandmothers, ay, mothers too, perlbrming
this kind of heavy labor.

The natural result ofthis kind of rural !i(e wag,
to produce a hardy and vigorous race of people.

It was this race of people v/ho had to meet and
breast the various Indian wars and the storms of
the revolution.

The Dutchman's barn was usually the best

building on his farm. He was sure to erect a
fine large barn, before he built any other dwelling-
house than his rude \os cabin. There were none
of our primitive immigrants more uniform in the
I'orm of their buildings than the Germans. Their
dwelling-houses were seldom raised more than a
single story in height, with a large cellar beneath

;

the cliimnt^y in the middle, with a very wide fire-

place in one end for the kitchen, in the other end a
stove room. Their furniture was of the simplest
and plainest kind ; and there was always a long
pine table fixed in one corner of the stove room,
with permanent benches on one side. On the
upper floor .earners (or holding grain were very
common. Their bods were generally filled with
straw or chafl', with a fine leather bed for covering
in the winter. The author has several limes slept

in this kind of bed ; and to a person unaccustomed
to it, it is attended not unlrrquently with danger
to the health. The thick covering of the feathers
is pretty certain to produce a profuse perspiration,

which an exposure to cold, on rising in the morn-
ing, is apt to check suddenly, causing chillnee.?

and obsiinate cough. The author, a few years
ago, caught in this way the most severe cold,

which was followed bj? a long and distressing
eoiiojh, he ever was afllicted with.

Many of the Germins have what they call a
drum, through which the stove pipe passes in

their upper rooms. It is made of sheet iron, some-
thing in the shape of the military drum. It soon
tills with heal from the pipe, by which the rooms
become agreeably warm in the coldest weather.
A piazza is a very common appendage to a
Dutchman's dwelling-house, in which his saddles,

and very frequently his wagon or plough harness,
are hung up.

The Germans erect slables for their domestic
animals of every species ; even their swine are

housed in the winter season. Their barns and
stables arc well stored with provender, particular-

ly fine ha}' : lience their quadrupeds of all kinds

are kept througho-ut the year in the finest po.?sible

order. This practice of housing slock in the win-
ter season is unquestionably great economy in

husbandry. Much less food is required to sustain

them, and the animals come out in the spring in

fine health and condition. It is a rare occurrence

to hear of a Dutchman's losing any part of his

stock with poverty. The practice of housing
stock in the winter is not exclusively a Gernian
custom, but is common to most of the northern

people, and those descended from immigrants from

the north. The author recollccls once ^-eeing the

cow stalls adjoining the farmers' dwelling.

The German women, many of ihcoi;. arc re-
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markably neat housekeepers. There are some of

them, however, extremely slovenly, and their

dwellings are kept in the worst possible condition.

The effluvia arising from this want of cleanliness

is in the highest degree disgusting and offensive to

persons unaccustomed to such fare. The same
remarks are applicable to the Irish ; nay to some
native Virginians. The Germans are remarka-
ble for their fine bread, milk and butter. They
consume in their diet less animal flesh, and of

course more vegetables, milk and butter, than
most other people. Their "sour krout"* in the

winter constitutes a considerable part of their liv-

ing. They generally consume less, and sell more
of the product of their labor, than any other class

of citizens. A Dutchman is proverbial for his pa-

tient perseverance in his domestic labors. Their
farms are generally small and nicely cultivated.

In all his agricultural pursuits his meadows de-

mand his greatest care and attention. His little

/arm is laid off in fields not exceeding ten or

twelve acres each. It is rarely seen that a Dutch-
man will cultivate more than about ten or twelve
acres in Indian corn any one year. They are of

opinion that the corn crop is a great exhauster of
the soil, and they make but little use of corn for

any other purpose than feeding and fattening their

swine.
Previous to the war of the revolution, and for

several years after, considerable quantities of to-

bacco were raised in the lower counties of the val-

ley. The cultivation of this crop was first intro-

duced and pursued by immigrants from the eastern
counties of Virginia. From the newly cleared
lands, two crops of tobacco in succession were
generally taken, and it was then appropriated to

the culture of other crops. The crop of tobacco
left the soil in the finest possible state for the pro-

duction of other crops. Corn, wheat, rye, flax,

oats, potatoes, and every thing else, were almost
certain to produce abundant crops, after the crop
of tobacco.

In the year 1793 the French revolution broke
out, when bread stuffs of every kind suddenly be-

came enormously high ; in consequence of which,
the farmers in the valley abandoned the cultivation

of tobacco, and turned their attention to wheat,
which they raised in vast quantities for several

years. It was no uncommon thing for the farmer
for several year* after the commencement of the

French revolution, to sell his crops of wheat from
one to two, and sometimes at two and a half dol-

lars per bushel, and his flour from ten to fourteen

dollars per barrel in our seaport towns.
In the year 1796, the Hessian fly first made its

* " Sour krout" is made of tlie best of cabbage. A
box about three feet in length, and six or seven inches
wide, with a sliarp blade fixed across the bottom,
something on the principle of the jack plane, is used
for cutting the cabbage. The head being separated
from the stalk, and stripped of its outer leaves, is placed
in this box, and run back and forth. The cabbage
thus cut up is placed in a barrel, a little salt sprinkled

on from time to time, then pressed down very closely,

and covered over at tfie open head. In the course of
three or four weeks it acquires a sourish taste, and to

persons accustomed to the use of it, is a very agreeable

and wholesome food. It is said that the use of it,

within the last few years, on board of ships, has proved
it to be the best preventive known for the scurvy.
The use of it is becoming pretty general among all

classes of people in the valley.

appearance in Virginia. Its ravages that year
were limited, and but little damage was sustained

in the crops of wheat. The crop of 1797, in the
counties contiguous to the Potomac, was general-
ly destroyed, and the same year partial injury was
discovered in Frederick county. The crop of
1798, throughout the county of Federick, was
nearly destroyed. Ever since which time the

farmers have annually suffered more or less from
the ravages of this destructive destroyer. This
insect had prevailed in some of the northern states

for several years before it reached Virginia. It is

said it first appeared on Long Island, and was
believed to have been imported by the Hessian
troops in their straw bedding in the time of the

war of the revolution. If this be true, it was a
woful curse upon our country,—of which it proba-
bly will never be relieved. The present genera-
tion have abundant cause to execrate the inhu-

man policy of our parent slate in bringing upon us

this heavy calamity, and all future generations

will probably join in condemning the British mi-

nistry who forced upon our ancestors that unright-

eous and disastrous war.

From the Cultivator.

Economy of Fuel.—We have examined, with

interest, a small work, detailing ^^Experiments to

determine the comparative quantity of heat evolved

in the combustion of the principal varieties of wood
and coal, used in the United States for fuel ; and
also to determine the comparative quantity of heat

lost by the ordinary apparatus made use ojfor their

combustion—Uy Marcus BulV
The experiments seem to have been made with

great care and accuracy, and the results afford

matter of interest to every householder.

Mr. Bull has computed the cost of fuel con-

sumed in Philadelphia, in a given year, to be

S80,043, which being divided among the popula-

tion, gives $^7.04 as the average cost of fuel to

each inhabitant, supposing the consumption to be

equal. Adopting this estimate as a fair average

lor the population within ten miles of tide-water,

in the Atlantic states, from Maine to Georgia, it

gives an aggregate of twenty-one millions of dol-

lars as the annual cost of fuel for this portion of

population, which is assumed to amount to three

millions and a half of our population at half the

above price, or ^3.50 to each individual, he gives

us an aggregate amount of about fifty-one mil-

lions of dollars as the total annual expense of fuel,

for every purpose in the United States.

The economy of fuel is to be studied— 1, in the

kind to be selected for use ; 2, in its quality and
preparation for use ; and 3, in the choice of the ap-

paratus in which it is to be used.

In regard to wood.—The quantity of heat

evolved by a cubic foot of the several kinds, when
in a perfectly dry state, is very nearly in the ratio

of their specific gravity, or relative weight, as for

example, the specific gravity of shell-bark hickory

being 1.000, a cord weighs 4,469 lbs. ; by the same
scale, the specific gravity of white pine is .476,

and the cord weighs only 1,868 lbs. The quanti-

ty of heat evolved by a pound of white pine is as

great as that evolved by a pound of hickory. The
difference in value arises from the great disparity

in weight—the hickory weighing as 22, and the
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pine as 9—and their relative value being hickory

100, white pine 42—or the first being considerably

more than twice as valuable as the latter. The
table which we shall append will exhibit the rela-

tive value of the difterent kinds of fuel in com-
mon use.

Charcoal forms a considerable item of fuel ; and

the facts which Mr. Bull has given us upon this

subject will be found to be new and interesting.

The value of charcoal, like that of wood, is prin-

cipally to be determined by its weight—a pound
Irom one kind of wood aflbrding about as much
heat as a pound from another kind. The quanti-

ty, or rather weight, of charcoal, afforded by the

different kinds of wood, is nearly in proportion to

the relative weight of the wood. Thus hickory

produces 26,22, the specific gravity of the dry coal

being .625 ; while the white pine produces 24.35,

and the specific gravity of the dry coal being only

.298. Thus, whether burnt in the Ibrm of wood
or of charcoal, a cord of hickory affords more than

tv/ice the heat that is found in a cord of white

pine. The value of charcoal, however, depends

much upon the manner in which it is prepared.

The more completely the atmospheric air is ex-

cluded from the wood, while under the process of

being charred and the more heat that is given to

it, the heavier, the harder, and the better will be

the product. The best charcoal will be found of

a elate color on its surfiice, dense, sonorous and
brittle; while inferior qualities approach to a jet

black, and are solt and powdery, upon the exterior.

To obtain the best quality, Mr. Bull recommends
that the wood be piled in a single tier, that charcoal

dust be interposed between the wood, that the pile

be covered with clay, and then a layer of sand, to

close the cracks which the fire may cause in the

clay, and that the fire be communicated at the ex-

terior base, and in ths centre and from the top.

An intelligent collier, who partially adopted Mr.
Bull's recommendation, gained by it 10 per cent.

in quantity by measure, and Mr. B. found the coal

nearly 20 per cent, heavier than usual. If these

facts are correct, and we have no reason to doubt

them, it would be an excelleiit police regulation in

our towns, to have charcoal sold by the weight,

instead of by measure, and would ultimately be

beneficial to the seller as well as to the buyer.

The loss in weight which wood undergoes in

drying, and the moisture which it absorbs, by ex-

posure, after it has become dry, are matters ofcon-

siderable interest to the fiirmer and the consumer.
Hickory wood cut green, and made absolutely dry,

experienced a diminution in its weight of 37| per

cent., white oak lost 41 per cent., and sofi maple 48
per cent., or very near one-half. Both wood and
charcoal, alter being made perleclly dry, absorbed

in twelve months, under cover, from 8 to 12 per

cent, of moisture.

It we assume, says Mr. B. the mean quantity

of moisture in the woods, when green, at 42 per

cent, the great disadvantage of attempting to burn
wood in this slate, [or transport it a distance,]

must be obvious, as in every 100 lbs, of this com-
pound of wood and water, 42 pounds of aqueous
matter must be expelled from the wood, [or trans-

ported ;] and as the capacity of water lor absorb-
ing heat is as 4 to 1, when compared with air,

and probably greater during its conversion into

vapor, which must be effected before it can escape,

the loss of heat must consequently be great.

t-'^^S)W^^:^g2ti5tri?o^^^C)to^^
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The above is merely an abstract of Mr. Bull's

fable, comprising merely the woods in most com-
mon use anion<^ us. The last column exhibits the

relative value of a cord, according to the heal

which each affords. Thus, il' hickory is worth
one dollar, pig nut hickory is worih 95 cents, hard
maple 60, white oak 81 cents, white pine 42 cents,

pitch pine 43 cents, &c.
We will now exhibit, in tabular form, the rela-

tive value of coals, by the same standard, merely
remarking, that a ton of anthracite coal is consi-

dered about equal to a cord of shell bark hickory.
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on the leaves until they withered and the plant

died. I then caused lime to be sprinkled on seve-

ral rows ofpinnis, in the morning, previous to the

evaporation of the dew, that ii might adhere to

the leaf. This caused the caterpillars to abandon

the surface and betake themselves to the under

part of the leaf. I find that the plants on which

this experiment was made have not suffered as

much as the oihers.

Some eight or ten evenings since, a considera-

ble number of the moths came into my house,

where, attracted by the light of the candles, they

burnt their wmgs.
This circumstance made it recur to my memory

that I had formerly heard old planters state they

had arrested the ravages of these destructive

worms by making numerous large fires in their

fields after dark.

Three days previous to the visit of the caterpil-

lar, my field presented a beautiful green appear-

ance ; the plants were covered with the blossom

and bolls, and 1 have every reason to believe that

I would make about 300 bales of cotton. Now it

is sear and yellow, exhibiting a most desolate as-

pect, and I do not expect to make over 100 bales.

Stephen Henderson.
Baton liouge, Sept. 25, 1840.

tice here is, first to run just through the sod and
turn it flat over; then following in the same fur-

row, bury it beneaih the soil brought up by the

second plough. Frequently, a third plough fol-

lows in the same furrow; but the expediency of

this is determinable by the character and depth of
the soil. You published a letter of mine lo the

Franklin Farmer a few weeks (or months) ago,

on the improvement of the soil resulting from the

grazing system, which, your correspondent will

i find, has something in it applicable to the subject

now considered. 'J'he blue-grass sod, thus dis-

posed of, never troubles us in the after culture;

but I doubt if you have sufficient depth of soil

thus to dispose of it. li] however, you have, you
need never fear being troubled by our blue-grass,

if you desire lo turn a pasture of it into tillage.

Yours truly,

Tho. B. Stevenson.

POSTSCRIPT, ON KENTUCKY BLUE-GUASS (oR
VIRGINIA GREEN-SWAKD.)

To Uie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Frankfort, October 26, 1840.

Dear Sir:— I learn from a very intelligent Vir-

ginia friend, who did me the favor to dine with me
since the date of my letter of the 22d inst., that the

Virginia wire-grass is not the san;e so called here.

Indeed, he stated that he had never seen any wire-

grass, so known in Virginia, in this state. Here
is another illustration of the utter confusion in the

popular nomenclature of plants, &c.
That which 1 have been taught to designate

by the vulgar name wire-grass, is not a grami-
neous but a small herbaceous plant, having a
strong tap-root li'om which small fibrous roots are

sent out like those from the beet. Its branches
run along the ground, and the leaf is very small,

short and oval shaped. Biue-grass here obtains

an easy victory over it.

My Virginia friend requests me to say to your
correspondent that, "if he will swop his wire-

grass for Kentucky blue-grass, he need not fear

getting a witch lor his devil ; but will certainly

obtain an angel instead."

I have no doubt our "angel" would easily con-

quer your "devil." Nothing can stand before it

here, and I see not why it would not prove equally

potent in your slate. Mr. Flint beautifully com-
pares its habits to those of the robin red-breast

—

delighting in the haunts of men. But you can
easily test its value by a small experiment on an
acre of marled land. It would no doubt thrive

well in your yards, by giving it a spring dressing
of leached ashes or old lime.

Perhaps it may be acceptable to your corre-

spondent to add, that our blue-grass pastures are

easily cultivated when we wish to subject them to

the plough. A strong two-horse plough can eaai-

iy rim through the closest turf. The best prac-

BARNUm's machine FOR HEATING WATER.

From tlie American Farmer.

This new apparatus for ^^ heating water" is re-

presented as a great improvement over others, by
certificates, as to its economy and despatch, both

in its cost and operation, founded on actual experi-

ment and use of' the machine.
The apparatus we saw was on board the steam-

boat Maryland, in possession of Mr. Wm. Nabb,
of Talbot county. Its cost was ^15. Having no
tact for description of machinery, we cannot un-

dertake lo explain its construction or modus ope-

randi.

It consists of a copper hollow cylinder in diame-
ter about the size of a two gallon whisky jug

—

(we like to illustrate by familiar objects)—This
cylinder stands upriiiht on feet perhaps about 12
or 15 inches from the ground, the cylinder itself

being about 18 inches long or high. On a grate

which lies inside and across at the bottom of this

is built a fire with coal or any light wood. On the

top, dropping down vvilhin it a fevv inches, stands

a flue or chimney of sheet iron, with a small door
like a stove-door to drop in the coal or wood.
Then there are from this cylinder two copper
lubes, one exactly, and a fevv inches, above the

other, about the size of a lady's wrist, (we have
seen some ankles not much larger.) These tubes

connect with the wooden vessel containing the

water to be boiled, which stands at a small dis-

tance, say 12 or 18 inches off. Thus the water
which is placed in the wooden vessel passes
through the tubes, and around the copper cylin-

der, and ihe heat of the little furnace within the
cylinder puts the water in motion, and keeps up a
constant circulation or revolution, and it is asserted

by all the signers of these certificates, that while
the water is made to boil much quicker than by
Ihe ordinary process, there is a saving of more
than half the fuel. It has, too, the advantage of
being useable out of doors, and portable from one
point to another. It is getting into common use
among hatters ; also where much washing is to

be done— for boiling food for hogs, and water for

cleaning hogs, &c.
The apparatus, as appears by a card before us,

is sold by James Cortlan, No. 10, Baltimore, and
No, 6, Harrison-street, Baltimore. What particti-
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larly drew our notice to it was the supposition that,

besides other uses, it may be the very thing want-

ed for cooking food for doineslic animals. We
liave said at least enough to guide those who may
desire, what is best in ail such cases, to see and
judge for ilie7iiselves.

REPUBLICATION OF TAYLOR's 'ARATOR.'

We lately received, from a gentleman in the

weaf, distinguished for his ability as a writer on

agriculturej and his acquaintance with the works

of others on that subject, a letter containing the

following passage

:

" I am almost ashamed to own I have never

seen a copy of Col. Taylor's 'Arator.' I have en-

deavored lor years to get it ; but have never been

so fortunate as to find it either in the shops or pri-

vate hands, though I have made many inquiries.

I presume it must be nearly out of print ; but it is

probable some one in your neighborhood would
sell his copy. If you can thus or otherwise pro-

cure me a copy, without troubling yourself, I shall

deem it a singular I'avor."

Some years ago a similar request, upon the same

grounds, was received from the deceased Judge

Buel, which we took pleasure in complying with,

by presenting him with one of our then spare co-

pies—as we would do now, for the recent appli-

cant, except that we have but one copy left, and

have in vain sought in this town for another, to

present to oar correspondent. This new evidence

of the scarcity of this work has induced the early

completion of a design which had been before en-

tertained and postponed, that is, the publication

of a new edition of ' Arator' in the Farmers' Re-

gister. This will be done in the next number,

which will be made to contain the entire work.

HOVEN CATTLE.

From the American Karmer.

One of my cows, a very valuable animal of the

common breed, lately became bloated or "hoven,"

in consequence of getting into the barn-floor

through a door which was carelessly left open, and

eating her fill of potatoes. She was swelled up,

as tight as the skin could hold in about twelve or

fifteen hours alter eating them. Upon discovering

the painful and dangerous situation of the cow, I

immediately sent for a neighbor who had fre-

quently relieved hoven cattle by plunging a knife

into the paunch, and thus affording an exit lor the

confined air.—This was done first with a pen-knife

then with a Spanish dirkknile, without the desired

eflect, no air escaping through the puncture. Be-
ing anxious to relieve the sufl:ering animal, it

occurred to me that what would be beneficial in

the human subject, under similar circumstances,

or in Tympanites inlestinalis, might possibly give

relief. I lost no time until I had a decoction of

anise andfennel seed, prepared by boiling for a

few minutes a handful composed of equal quanti-
ties of the two, in a pint of water—This I added
to a pound of hogs-lard, and bridling the cow,
raised her head by pulling the reins over the top
rail of a fence, and gave it to her in the usual way.
She appeared to be sinking so fast now, that we
drove her out to a field to die. When there she
soon laid down, very much exhausted, and panting
laboriously, seemed to be rapidly approaching the
end of her sufferings. I now concluded to try an-
other dose of the carminative and lard, having
observed that she frequently eructated, since giv-

ing the first dose. We accordingly had another
prepared, in all respects like the first. This we had
no difficulty in getting down, as she lay, without
the bridle.—Shortly after the exhibition of this

dose, the air began to roll in large and frequently

repeated volumes, up the gullet—this effect of the

medicine continuing at short intervals— in half an
hour the cow was quite relieved, and walking
about. The effect of this simple remedy was in-

deed most admirable, and deserves to be known
by every person owning a cow. One of my
neighbors has since experienced the good effects

of it in the case of a cow that had become hoven
in consequence of eating corn and corn-fodder in

the shock. It may not be amiss to mention that

the lard, in the above prescription, was recom-
mended, in the first place as a purgative, and
therefore became a part of the drench. Tar was
put on the puncture, and it healed kindly.

R. Nebinger.
Lewisburg, Pa. Oct. 20, 1840.

MEETING OF TOBACCO PLANTERS.

At a large and respectable meeting of the to-

bacco planters of the county of Dinwiddle, held at

the Court-house, on the 19th of October, 1840,
Col Benjamin Johnson was called to the chair,

and Wm. M. Gill appointed secretary.

The object of the meeting was explained by
Dr. 11. C. Worsham, who presented for its consi-

deration the following preamble and resolutions,

and urged their adoption by a briefand spirited ad-
dress.

On motion of Capt. John H. Edwards, they
were then unanimously adopted :

—

That in conformity to the principles of our go-
vernment, we cherish and entertain towards all

nations feelings of amity and respect, and desire a
perpetuation of the same so long as they can be
maintained upon just and liberal principles : That
as a government we have extended the olive

branch to all nations, and offered to all, trade and
commerce upon terms of mutual reciprocity ; and
whilst our liberality has been freely accepted and
extensively enjoyed, we have received, in return,

comparatively little else than monopoly and ex-

clusion : That whilst several of the nations of Eu-
rope are literally inundating our country with their

luxuries, nearly duty free, thereby poisoning our

morals and enervating our constitutions. Tobacco,

the most valued staple of nearly two millions of

American fi-eemen, is allowed to be taxed in their

countries from one hundred to upwards of eight

hundred per cent. : That whilst the powers of rea-

son have stripped this exorbitancy of every legiti-

mate basis of^ support, it is still persisted in, regard-
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less of its unfeeling exaction, and sought alone to

be sustained as a revenue principle : Tliat a

longer submission to so gross, palpable, and ini-

quitous an imposition, is incompatible with our

leelings of independence, and at war with the

principles of international justice : That whilst in

a spirit of peace we have submitted to the odious

and monopolizing Corn Laws of England, we ut-

terly repudiate, as revolting to our sense of justice,

the idea of a longer submission to the enormous
and oppressive duties now imposed upon our to-

bacco,—Therefore
Resolved, 1st. That we highly approve the call

of a convention of tobacco planters, to assemble

at Washington City on the 15lh of December
next, and earnestly urge our sister counties to

hold timely meetings and respond to the call.

Resolved, 2d. That our representatives in con-

gress be instructed, and our senators requested, to

use their utmost exertions for the introduction and
support of such measures, as shall in their wisdom
be deemed best calculated to secure a speedy re-

duction of the duties upon tobacco to a rateable

standard with the most iavored articles of foreign

importation.

Resolved, 3d. That the sincere thanks of the

meeting be cordially tendered to the Hon. Daniel
Jenifer, of Maryland, for the zeal which he has
manifested in his advocacy of the tobacco-growing
interest.

On motion of Herbert Reese,
Resolved, That the chairman of this meeting

appoint six delegates to represent this county in

said convention, with the special understanding,

previously ascertained, that ail will attend.

Whereupon the following gentlemen were de-

signated :—H. C. VVorshani, John VV. Gilliam,

James W. Eppes, Abner Adams, John Harda-
vvay, and Wm. M. Gill.

On motion of Capt. John H. Edwards,
Resolved, That Geo. C. Dromgoole and Hugh

A. Garland, be appointed alternates to represent

this county in said convention, with the special

request that they attend.

On motion of Capt. Daniel Butts,

Resolved, That a copy of the proceedings of

this meeting be forwarded to the Hon. Daniel

Jenifer, to our representative in congress, to '.he

Hon. H. A. Garland, and to each of our senators.

On motion of James \V. Eppes,
Resolved, That a copy of the proceedings of

this meeting be signed by the chairman and se-

cretary, and forwarded to the Petersburg States-

man, and Intelligencer, the Richmond Enquirer,

and Whig, the American Farmer, and Farmers'
Register, for publication.

On motion of Dr. H. C. Worsham,
Resolved, That this meeting now adjourn.

Bknj. JohnsoNj Chamnan.
Wm. M. Gill, Secretary.

THE DRAINED POND.

From ttie Farmers' Monthly Visitor.

There is at the point of this road, where the
waters of the Passumsic and the waters running
north into lake Memphremagog and the river St.

Lawrence have their source, a natural curiosity

which goes to confirm our theory that the rich

amphitheatres among the hills constituting some
of the best townships of Vermont were originally

lakes and ponds of water. In the town of Glover
up to the year 1817 near the summit level there
was a pond of considerable extent, which dis-

charged its wafers on the way to Long Island
Sound through the valley of the Passumsic. In
the first settlement of the wilderness beyond to-

wards Canada, a man had erected a mill below
the level of the pond on a small stream running
the other way. Aa he had a deficiency of water
it occurred to him that he might bring to his aid a
portion of the waters in the pond, there being
only a small ridge barring them out. He com-
menced digging out a passage way upon the sur-

face of the ridge, and Ibund the soil so pliable that

the work of an hour or two brought it down to the
surface of the pond. The water began to flow,

and in a few minutes made such progress that he
barely had time to run to the mill and alarm his

wife whom he knew to be there so that she might
retreat to a place of safety. The artificial or na-
tural ridge was not able to stand for a moment
when the water had once gained headway. Down
it came, taking of! the mill in a moment, and
carrying along with it trees and rocks weighing
many tons and every other obstruction, sweeping
down to the lake an immense mass of material.

Since that time a simple brook running towards
the lake Memphremagog is all that is left of the
pond ; and the ground constituting and surrounding
its bed, is just like that of other valleys on which
we suppose the water to have rested in days long
subsequent to the creation. The travelled road
pursues its course through the bed of this pond.

Returning to our journey ; there has grown up
within a very few years a considerable village

called North Danville upon a stream which from
the heifrht of land unites with the Passumsic at

St. Johnsbury.

FOOD FOR STOCK. CYMBLIN (OR SQUASH)
CULTURE.

From tlie American Farmer of 1830.

iJ/r. Skinner,—A writer for your paper of the
7th ult. over the signature of Silvanue, hasofiered
excellent advice for curing bacon, and insists that
the hogs for this purpose must be corn-fed. How
loncp must (hey be so fed, is the question?

Experience has shown, that it requires but a
very short time, to entirely change the flavor and
texture of all kinds of flesh. In the year 1770, I

resided in New Jersey, where it was the custom
to take great numbers of wild pigeons in spring-
nets, by the assistance of decoy pigeons, prepared
for the purpose. The flesh of these birds, when
first taken, is always very dark, and most generally
tough. I have seen more than 300 of them con-
fined, and fed in a large corn-house, and in one
week, their flesh has not only become tender, but
as white as a well fed chicken.

In 1784, I promised to present to a brother, just

married, a prime beef towards his winter stores,

—

I had a fine steer and a spaj'^ed heifer, in a large

wheat field, abounding with wild garlic; my bro-

ther named a day to send for his beef] and three

days previous, we killed the heifer, which al-

though extremely fat, was to my great disappoint-
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rnenteo thoroughly tainted with garlic, even to

the marrow in the bones, that my house servants

refused to eat it.—A bad prospect (or my brother,

whose wagon came the (bunh day, and in despair

I killed his beef, which was beautiful to the eye.

1 did not at the time pay much attention to a

remark of his feeder, who observed th.at the steer

had not eat any thing since the heifer was killed
;

my trouble was, the certainty of my brother's

disappointment, but to my great joy, I soon receiv-

ed his letter of thanks saying, that a more juicy,

tender, and fine flavored beefj could not be.

Take two lambs of equal age from a garlic pas-

ture, kill one immediately, and the flesh will be so

tainted with the garlic, that no person of tolerable

taste can eat it ; keep the second from all food for

one night or ten hours, and there will not be the

slightest garlic taste. It is well known that cattle

fed upon oil cake, cannot be immediately killed
;

but if'kept fi-om this food for two or three days, the

oily taste is removed.
The foregoing facts are known to every expe-

rienced farmer, and they have convinced me, that

hogs fed upon corn for two weeks, are much bet-

ter than two months, for the plain reason that the

flesh is equally good, and the expense is less.

Hogs, as generally managed, are not only'the

most troublesome, but the most costly flesh we
consume, and I have for many years been in pur-

suit of a plan to lighten the cost of their flesh

which is so absolutely necessary for the establish-

ment of every Marylander. I flatter myself that

1 now see my way clear; for after two years' trial,

I am well satis/ied, that (he use of cymblins,

pumpkins, ruta baga and clover will enable me
to send more corn to market, and with two weeks
feeding upon that precious grain, my bacon will

not yield to that of any person. No branch of

rural economy requires more attention than feeding

our various kinds of stock. Our northern friends

laugh, and say, that in Maryland the hogs eat all

our corn, and our negroes eat all our hogs. This
is too true to be denied, and if my mite can in your

opinion be of any use to the public, it is at your
service.

As early as the season vv'll admit, I prepare

ground for cymblins, or squashes (cucurbita veru-

cosa.) Rich land is best for all purposes, but in

this case, it is the first object to choose a place con-

venient to your hogs' range. After ploughing and
preparing the ground in the best manner, lay it off

by a single furrow, four feet each way, and at the

intersection, manure highly with well prepared

manure, mixing it well with the soil, by spade
or hoe. Upon this ground so prepared, plant

cymblins (and the bunch kind I think best,) in

every other row and hill, which will give to you
at eight feet apart each way, about 680 hills to the

acre. After planting the cymblins, proceed to

plant corn in the rows running north and south,

that is only in one direction, between every row
of cymblins, and which being eight by four apart,

will give you about 1361 hills of corn to the acre.

It is unnecessary to remind the careful farmer, that

the most scrupulous attention should be paid to

this ground, while the vines are young, for after

they begin to fruit, and run, nothing can be done,

except to pull by hand the strong high weeds.

—

When the fruit appears, be careful to mark for

future seed, such as you wish to propagate, for it

is desirable to have early fruit.

The drought of last summer will not be soon for-

gotten, and yet from less than an acre of unfavor-
able ground, I kept in high condition more than
60 head of hugs of all ages (sucklings excepted ;)

they had not any grain, and but little grass. It

was our rule to take a certain number of rowa
every day, so that there was an interval of five

days, and all Iruit as large as a man's fist was
pulled. It would sometimes happen, that fruit

was neglected until it became hard, but not dry ; in

this case, the feeder cracked them upon his cart

wheel.—A careful and steady person should be
appointed to pull, one who will neither neglect the

fruit, or tread upon the vines, for if well managed
they will contiime bearing until your pompions are
ready, and these will carry you on to the fortnight

before the intended day of killing.

I claim no merit from the cymblin culture, it

justly belongs to Tench Tilghinan, Esq. of Tal-
bot, and other gentlemen of that county, but, be-

lieve me, that while I continue to raise my own
pork, 1 never will omit the cymblin culture. Let
us however not forget the pompion as an able,

and almost necessary auxiliary, and of which there

are many varieties ; the long yellow is, I think, lor

many reasons, the best. In 1818 my cymblin
patch was small, and as my object was not only
to have fat pork but to save corn, I began early

with the pompions; yet hogs could not be fatter,

and my slock of old hams, can yet testify the

quality of the meat. Yet cymblins and pompions
are not alone a sufficient substitute lor corn ; some
food is necessary to carry you through the winter

and sprintr, until your clover and cymblins are

ready. The ruta baga is an excellent vegetable,

which will supply your want. We now know
that they are infinitely more nutritious than the

common turnip, that they are sufficiently hardy
to remain in the ground through the winter, and
yet better, if buried in small heaps in a well shaded
northern aspect. They will be found in high
preservation lo July.

Clover is less injured by hogs than by any other

stock, by sheep the most, and hogs alter a lew
days will not root it up ; but it is desirable that

every farm should be provided with a hog range
well enclosed, uniting wood land for acorns and
shade, bottomland for water, rooming and wallow-

ing, and contiguity to clover. Ten hogs will not

injure the growth of timber, as much as one cow.

The hog indeed eats all the acorns he touches,

but in his rootings he buries great numbers to

a secure depth : the cow not only nips, and of

course kills all the young sprouts of nuts, which
she perseveringly hunts after, but she browsea

upon and tears down young limbs, and rubs and
twiss young sprouts from stumps.

If I have extended my remarks beyond a mere
recommendation of the cymblin culture, and with

a view lo save grain, which is always a cash ar-

ticle ; it is also fi-om a wish to encourage persona

who reside upon poor lands adjoining extensive

wood-ranges, to turn their attention to rearing hogs

upon a large scale.

For the cymblin, pompion, and ruta baga, biat

little land is necessary, and for the two first arti-

cles, but little manure. Clover is certainly of great

service, but if there is plenty of the other vegeta-

bles, it may safely be dispensed with. I would

give you my opinion of the quantity of ground

necessary for twenty hogs, but fear I have already

trespassed on your time.
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I must however observe, that instead of wash-
ing my bacon with warm water, previous to hang-

ing it, 1 have experienced the best eil'ects (roin

washing vviih a srrong lie, made from clean hicko-

ry ashes. I am respectfully yours, &c.

A Subscriber.

TUEATBIENT OF PEACH TREES.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

In a late number of our paper, we noticed the

diflerence between peacli trees sufl'ering ii-oni the

yellows, and from the worm at the root ; but it is

remarkable that some inteiliffent minds seem un-

able to comprehend the distinction. One imagines

that this disease i^ induced by the worm ; atiullier

thinks it is caused by intense cold suddenly suc-

ceeding mild weallier in winter; and a third is

satisfied it arises from the root soaking in mineral

water. These opinions would be entitled to some
respect, if the authors had respectively taken the

pains to show us that the supposed cause was suf-

ficient to explain the whole phenomena ; but so

carelessly h'^ve they looked at the subj^^ct, that

they appear not to know that the yellows \s con-
tagious. Neither do they appear to know that it

commenced ilS ravages in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, about the year 1797. Let us ask, however,
were there no peach worms, no unliivorable sea-

sons, and no mineral springs (or the trees to dip

their roots in, previous to the year 1797? Peach
trees were cultivated near Philadelphia (or more
than a century before any such diseases appear
to have been known ; and in western New York
more than thirty years passed away, after the

Indian had resigned his old peach orchard to the

white man, belbre it was introduced amongst
us, yet the worm was busy, the weather came as

it listed ; and the mineral springs, where there

were any, soaked away as they had Jonc (or cen-
turies before.

The origin of this disease affords an interesting

subject of inquiry and speculation ; but, like the
origin of the small pox and measles, it will proba-
bly remain unknown ; and the horticulturist may
do well without such discovery, if he can be made
properly to understand thai it; is very contagious.
"With this idea (iiirly before iiim, he will remove
the sickly trees from his garden before they con-
taminate the others; and he will be careful not
to let any tool that has been so employed, especi-
ally the saw, be used on a healthy tree belore it

has been thoroughly cleansed.

The peach worm, though an enemj' not to be
despised, rarely destroys a tree, except when it is

small, or when considerable numbers attack it at

the same lime. It has been several years since
we went round among our large trees to search
for this insect ; and we have no reason to think
that more than two or three have suffered niate-
lially. Still we would recommend the search to

every proprietor who can steal away from his
other avocations.

The oozing of the gum in wet weather is no
certain indication of the worm, especially if it he
on the trunk a foot or more from the crround ; but
vv'hen the gum is crowded with filth, diliiient

search should be made. Remove the earth from
the tree to the depth of two or three inches ; and

Vol. \ in.-S4

with a strong pocket knife endeavor to find the
cavity where the depredator resides. Vile as the

outside of his dwelling appears, the inside is gen»-
rally kept clean— (not crowded with ordure like

the track of the borer.) When the ktiKii once en-

ters this covered way, which is cut in the pulpy
part of the bark, it ia commonly easy to find him

;

but in all cases where it ia practicable, cut longi-

tudinally, and not crosswise. When the worm
is removed,—and no creature can be more helpless

when he is expelled from his nest,— the hole

should be laid open through its whole length, and
then filled with clay mortar, or some o her compo-
sition. A peach tree very speedily recovers from
such wounds.
Lime or ashes laid close round the tree is an

excellent preventive o( the worm ; and if the lime
has become mild, or the ashes leached, one or two
shovelfuls may be very ea(ely applied. Quick
lime, especially hot lime, or unleached ashes, how-
ever, may require to be given in smaller quantities.

The advantages ol' such applications appear to

be that the grass is destroyed, and consequently
the bark is harder down to the very surface of the
liiTie or ashes,—near which the mother insect is

more unwilling to depos^ite her eggs.

A !iiw words in regard to pruning. As soon as
the peach trees show symptoms of being stunted
by bearing.—amputate, and encourage tlte growth
of young vigorous branches. The fruit on such
is often as fine as the fruit of a young tree,

BLOODY MILK—INQUIRY.

From the Cultivator.

" Gentlemen~\ should be glad lo obtain a re-
iTiedy lor a disease in the udder of cows like the
following: On Sunday evening I discovered that
bloody milk was drawn from one teat, accompa-
nied with a slii^hi swelling behind it. O.i J\]on-
day morning one-half of the udder was so badly
swollen as io render it nearly impossible to milk
the two teats atfected ; the other two teals re-

mained unaifected. It has continued until this

lime, (Saturday;) there is ho appearance of ex-
ternal injury; though I should state that soma
lime previous to my purchasing her, three months
since, she had had a back rib broken.

"M. R. Griswold.
'= iVlddletown, Ct., 1840."

Bloody milk may be occasioned by external in-
juries ; by garget, in which case it is usually com-
bined with swelling, and the discharge of stringy
matter; or by pressing the udder or'^eat in millc-
ing so unskilfully as lo rupture some of ihe fine
blood vessels within, and cause the blooj to be
discharged xvith the milk. When it arises from
garget, the best remedy we have known used, is

lo cut the scoke, or garget roof, as it is sometimeg
called, into fine pieces, and feed a handful or two
to the cow with a mess of bran or cut vegetables.
Where the bleeding arises (rom external injuries,
or a rupture of vessels, washing the baa or udder,
by pre\enling inflammation, will produce a good
oiTecl. Salt and waier has been recommended
for this purpose. Giving bloody milk is, however,
at times a fault from which a cow cannot be freed
and ihat part of her udder must be lostj or the
animal fed for the butcher.
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" MILKING."

From tlie Cullirator.

Mesirs. Gaylord if Tucker'— In answer to Mr.
Freeman, j'our Indiana correspondent, who asks,

"Is there any remedy to keep a cow (rotn holding

up her niilkl" I l)e<r leave to say, 1 think there

is a very simple and sure remedy. I have for

many years occasionally used it, and have in no
instance known it to tail. When a child, I no-

ticed, with surprise, that a calli when beginning to

PUck, would Crequenily change li'om one teat to

anoiher, and hutt with considerable force the ud-
der o'l' its dam ; and 1 inquired of a person near
me, why the call" did this? The answer I re-

ceived was, "to m&ke the cow give down Iter

milk." Tliis answer was undoubtedly correct.

Since then, when iriiking, and the cow retained

her milk, by imitiating wiih my hand, this action

of the callj she would immediately cease to with-

hold it, and the milk would flow lieely.

In every instance that has fallen under my ob-

pervation of a cow's retaining her milk, I have no-

ticed circumstances that convinced me that it was
not wholly an involuntary act ; as for instance, the

Birong contiaciion of the abdominaf-le muscle?,

and her ceasing to chew the cud. Under these

circums^ances, by imitating wiih the hand the

butting of the calf, the careful observer will not

fail to notice an immediate relaxation of these

muscles; and whcii the milk is permitted by the

cow to flow unrestrained, she will rarely fail to

immediately recommence the chewing her cud.

These hints are inte-nded merely as a supple-

ment to the directions you have appended to Mr.
Freeman's conjmunicaiion, which should never
be neuleeled ; and siiould any one (ail to treat

with deserved gentleness and kindness, that most
usclijl animal the cow, the belter purl of your
readers would not, be anxious to kvisli iheirpym-
paihy upon him, siiould he, in return, (ail to re-

ceive the rich reward due only to the deserving.

I am respectiblly yours,

N. IVKS.

Wallingford, Jl., Sept. 10, 1840.

nULES FOn EREKDIXG.

I'rom tlie Farmer"!; Gazette.

What follows may appear to be dreaminess, to

unprolbund intellects, who have not studied phy-

siology. It is an epitome, niambj, of Mr. Walker's
new views of organization. Yet mankind had
discovered, previous to Mr. Walker's |,ublication,

lliat they |
osseesed the power of amelioration,

and that ol' deterioration, of their own organiza-

tion, in their offspring. They knew that organic

laws like their own existed in domestic animals.

What all these laws were, in either case as re-

gards generation, Avas imUnown, previous to Mr.
Walker's publicaiion. This book gives a much
more nice rule, or rules, for breeding oflspririij,

than has hi'.herio existed ; and will, without doubt,

be soon apiilied to breeding profitably domestic
Rtiimals, if not to breeding men. Profitableness,

frjm the last act alluded to, may be too remote
to excite attention. The newly di.^covered law
can be applied to use, by unphilosophical persons,

hlte the mariner's compass, or tlie thersnomeler.

The organic law, or laws, to regulate our conduct
are as lollows :

1. Anin;al organization grows, from tv.'O parents
in two, somewhat, unsymmeirical halves; and each
part has mostly the properties of the parent from
which it is deiived, notwithstanding the nutritioua
blood, which circulates through both halves. Ata-
vism and lieaks of organization ma}' change this

tendency of growth, somewhat, in some (ew cases.

Organization is indestructible, save by the death
of the whole, or a part of it, and is continued in

posierily. its growth, however, is so modified, as
to occasion an amalgamation, or suitable joining
of the two halves during lite. Aiid tlie blooii

moving through both halves makes children of the
same parents resemble each other,

2. The most excitable parent, for the time be-
ing, always gives, for future growth, Ike vital vis-

cera within the ivhoie trunk, and likewise the intel-

lectual part i>f the brain, which grows within the

forehead. The less ardent parent, on the other
hand, gives matter for the growth of the bones,

the locomotive organization, the back head, limbs
and moveable parts of the face. Parental seed
grows, during the li(e of ollspring, into the like-

ness of the parent, from wliich it came. And so

on, ad infinitum.

3. The (emale is generally, yet not always, the

most ardent, for anatomical reasons. The pas-

sionateness in either eex may be increased by pre-

vious nnindulgence. Hence if good intellects and
sound viscera are wanted, in most men, in many
cattle, in hogs, in some sheep, females should be

the best, and in vigorous health ; while in horses,

camels, elephants and in some men, where speed

and muscular stiengih is mostly wanted, the male
should be the best ; unless the conclusion be that

both male and Cemnle be equally good, or the best

of their kind, and of nearly equal and suitable

age ; in which case there can be little chance for

dis3[!pointment, un'ess there be quasi identity oi

organization, as that of pernicious "in and in

breeding."

4. Tlie above nrc golden rules or problems
;

yet some unlikeness is wanted. Hence the utility

of properly crossing of breeds in the same race.

Amativeness cannot exist without dissimilarity of

organization. The faculiy of propagation liiils,

li'oni too much likeness, as it does from too much
age.

5. Let it always be borne in mind, that it is the

resemtilance, as regards the configuration of any
orgatiization, much mare than that of its size, or

siruciure, wh.ich enables anyone to perceive which

parts have been derived lioni a given parent. Pro-
' minent cases may be needed (or beginners, in this

science under review. The size and structure of

a part varies with the age of its growth, more

than is the case as regards form. Besides, to

know structure dissection is needed. It is a gene-

ral menial law to i.ientify, on the one hand, the

species of organization by its shape, and on the

other hand, its age by its size.

6. Walker's science was much wanted to finish

that of Dr. Gall, or what may be viewed as per-

taining to ]4\renology. The pen is stopped, be-

cause it is presumed, that no one will act upon

Mr. Walker's plan without studying his book at-

lentivelj'. It has some errors without doubt ; and

it may too often attempt to explain what is beyond

the ken o!" useful philosophy. We have not
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minds givpii us to penelrare ihe moJus operandi of

jjjroivih. Nor can we penetrate, olherwiee than

by conjecture, wliat may have been the laws ol

nature, previous to the era o( history and science.

The object is to turn the attention of newspaper
readers to Mr. Waii<er's book on Intermarriages.

CULTURE OF THE STRAWBERRY.

I'rom the Cullivator.

3Iessrs. Gaylord and Tucker.— In my last I

promised to jjive you my plan of cultivating the

strawberry, which having succeeded for seven or

eight yearc!, producing a i'ull supply of fruit, with
much less labor, is, 1 conceive, worthy of being
made public. The duration of a bed cultivated

after my plan, is also a matter of great conse-

quence.
I have never grown any of the choicest varie-

ties except Keene's seedling, nor have produced
fruit so large as 1 have seen figured or described,

but as to tlie amount produced on a given space,

1 think I can compete with the most fortunate or

skilful.

For soil I choose that between Ihe extremes of

dry and moist, a little gravelly I preltjr, which I

prepare by mixing well rotted leaves, rotten wood
and cow yard manure in about equal quantities,

which 1 have well mixed with the soil, by spading
or ploughing in deep, if with ilie plough, some
two or ihree times. I then level the ground, but

do not raise it above the walks, so that it will re-

ceive and retain all Ihe water which falls upon it.

Thus prepared, I proceed with my plantation, ei-

ther in autumn or spring. The former is prefera-

ble, provided the weather is favorable for trans-
!

planting in August or September, so that the

young plants can lake root sufficient to endure ihe
|

winter. In planting I arrange my beds about six

feet wide, putting in the plants about a fool asun-
der each way. At or near the approach of win-
ter, I give a slighi covering of tan bark, say the

first year, the second of wet or rotting leaves, and
the third of some light mould or well rotted

manure, and so on alternately. The Ian or leaves

are best the first year, as either of them better

protects the plants. If the plantation was made in

autumn, by the next July or August the whole
eurlfice should be well covered with the vines,

which will spring up through the top-drer-sing

without ditScuity ; ai which time I pass through
the plantation with a spade, cutting through, say

lengthwise about one spit wide, and turning under
the plants, then leaving about the same width, and
so on alternately through the whole bed. Top-
drees as above lor the winter, and next spring, as

soon as the frost is out and the ground sufficiently

dry 10 leave the earth or soil light and mellow, I

cut through the bed crosswise with the spade in

the same manner as before. If ihe plantalion was
made in the spring, i!ie first spading should be

performed the next epiing, and so on semi-annu-
ally from year to year. In an old bed I take care

to turn under the old plants, so as always to keep
up a succession of new and vigorous plants— I ne-

ver disturb the manures, and do not know but the

best time to pertiarm the second spading of the sea-

son would he immediately after gathering the Iniit,

so as lO give the lunnerd a light open bdiI to lake

root in. From the success I have met with by this
process, I am inclined to think vhat a bed or plan-
tation will last twenty years, or perhaps even a
century— I had a bed seven years old, in a garden
I abandoned, without any care last spring or even
last year alter the March working, which produced
its usual quantity of fruit tliis season.
During the blooming season, unless in wet wea-

ther, I always give a eligiit watering from a pot
every evening to set the fruit. This must never
be omitted iflruit be an object.

Another circumstance must not be overlooked,
that you have bearing or fi^rtile plants. A little

observation or skill on the part of the cullivator
will enable him to distinguish the barren from the
fertile plants, from the large, showy flowers, with
long stamens, red or Nack anthers of the former,
while the latter are almost destitute of stamens or
anthers, and the petals of ihe flowers are very
small. It is said to be necessary to plant both
kinds together in order to success. Of the truth
of this I have some doubts, but I have not expe-
rimented sufficiently on the matter to determine.
As to the produce, I believe, without difficulty,

by my plan of culture I can crow one hundred
and sixty bushels of tfiis delicious fruit to the acre,
per annum, or one bushel to every square rod.
Indeed, I have f)y actual measurement greatly ex-
ceeded this. I. DiLLE.

THE ICE BIOUNTAIN OF HAMPSHIRE, VA.

Froiu Kcrclieval's History of tlie Valluy.

This most extraordinary and wonderful work of
God's creation certainly deserves the highest rank
in the hislory of the natural curiosities ol^our coun-
try. This mountain is washed at its western base
by the North river, a branch of the Capon. It is

not more than one quarter of a mile north of the
residence of Christophei- Heiskell, esq., at North
river mills, in the county of Hampshire, 26 miles
north-west of Winchester. The west side of this
mountain lor about one mile is covered with loose •

stones of various size, many of which are of a dia-
mond shape. It is probably 600 or 700 feet high,
very steep, and presents to the eye a most grand
and sublime spectacle.

At the base of the mountain, on the western
side, for a distance of about one hundred yards,
and ascending some 25 or 30 f-oi, on removing
the loose stone, which is easily done with a email
prize, the most perfectly pure and crystal looking
ice, at all seasons of the year, is to be found, in
blocks of from one or two pounds to fifteen or
twenty in weight. At the base of this bed of ice
a beautilijl spring of pure water is discharged,
which is by many degrees colder than any natu-
ral spring wa'er the author has ever seen. It is

believed that its natural temperature ia not many
degrees above the iVeezing point. Very near this
spring the owner of the property has removed the
stone, and erected a small log dairy, for the pre-
servation of his miik, butler and fresh meats.
When the author saw this little building, which
was late in the month of April, the openings be-
tween the logs, (on the side next the cavity from
which the stone had been taken out.) for eighteen
iiiches or two feet ironi the floor, were completely
filled with ice, and about one half the floor ivsia
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covered with ice several inehes thick. This is the

more remarkable fi-om its being a known fact that

the eun shines with all its lurce Irom eight or nine

o'clock in the morning until late in the evening, on
the sur(iice covering the ice, but the latter defies

its power. Mr. Deever?, who is the owner of the

property, informed the author that milk, butter, or

iresh meats of every kind, are perfectly safe from

injury for almost any length of time in 'he hottest

weather. If a fly venture in, he is immediately

stiffened with the cold, and becomes torpid. If a

enake in his rambles happens to pass over the

rocks covering the ice, he soon loses all motion,

and dies. Christopher Heiekel!, esq., informed

the author that several instances had occurred of

the snakes being found dead among the rocks co-

vering the ice. An intelligent young lady at the

sanie time stated that she had seen instances of

this character. In truth, it was upon her first sug-

gesting the fact, that the author was led to make
in(]uiry of Mr. Heiekell. And Mr. Deevers stated

that he had several times removed torpid flies

Jrom his dairy into a more temperate atmosphere,
when they soon recovered lile and motion, and
flew off'.

Nature certainly never formed a better situation

for a fine dairy establishment. But it will proba-

bly be asked by some persons, where is the milk

to come from to furnish it ? The time will proba-

bly come, and perhaps is not very distant, when our

mountains will be turned to good account. Their
sources of wealth are not yet known ; but the spi-

rit of enterprise and industry ia abroad, and the

present generation will hardly pass away before

the most astonishing changes will be seen in every

part of our happy country.

ON THE USE AND VALUE OF LIQUID MANURE.

From the Marie Lane Express.

I was first attracted to the value of liquid ma-
nure when on a visit to Baron Biel, in Germany,
(the Sir Charles Bunbury of that country,) by

seeing two carts constantly at work on his land,

carrying out the liquid drained from a large num-
ber of cattle feeding on the refuse of wheat, from

which brandy had been distilled ; and by hearing

from himself the great benefit his land had obtain-

ed from the use of it. Immediately on my return

home, I put his plan into execution on a small

scale, in the following manner. I had a well sunk
as deep as I thought was necessary to receive the

drainings of a yard, in which about twenty horn-

ed cattle, as many pigs and seven cart horses (be-

sides colls and calves) were kept; having rather

a fine grating at the mouth of the drain where it

emptied itself into the well. A wooden pump
was put into the well, which raised the liquid into

the cart with very trifling labor by the addition of

a conducting ppout, and I am not aware ol' ever

having seen obstruction from filth, as your corre-

spondent com|)lains of in this simple operation;

neither was my well cleanctl out for the space of

several years. The machine for carrying this li-

quid to the land was of this description. 1 first

purchased the fore axle-treei and wheels of an old

braad wheeled wagon. I then had a water cart

made, exactly on the principle of those used to

water roads, which it requires two horses to draw

when full. The expenses of the well (which was
bricked,) the axle-tree and wheels, and the body
cart, as near as I can recollect, twenty-two pound*.
And now (or the eflect. This will be best shown
in one single instance. I had a meadow of six

acres, so much out of condition that the laborers

absolutely refused cutting one year. By th.e ap-
plication of this liquid, alone, it was, ihe. next year
but one, as good as any other on the farm. It

told equally on other grass land, and I would have
used it on my other farm, had the locality of the

buildings been convenient lor securing the drain-

ing from the stalls, stables, &c. I never applied

it to ploughed lands, having always an abundance
of yard manure from horses summered in the sta-

ble, besides other regular sources; but the bailifi'

of the late Mr. Chate, of Ihe Vine, (master of
the Vine foxhounds,) who followed my example,
did apply it to his hops, and occasionally to naked
fallows with very good success.

As to the test of its strength, which your cor-

respondent inquires about, I had no means of ob-

taining it ; but I considered it to be strongest when
darkest in color, and smelling very strong of the

stalls also in dry weather; and I like to see a

scum on the top of the well showing that a de-

gree of fermentation was going on.

NlMROD.
St. Pierre, near Calais, Jan. 2Sth, 1840.

TO DESTROY THE STRIPED BUG.

From the Cultivator.

Mr. VVm. Youngs of Lyons, informs us of a
more feasit)le method of destroying the striped

bug which inlests melons, cucumbers, &c., than

that described by Mr. Wilson in the last Cultiva-

tor. It is to place a turkey, with her brood of

young, in a coop in the garden, just as the plants

appear above ground. The young ones will live

on the bugs, which they eat with great avidity ;

but the old one in the coop must be fed her usual

meals. The turkeys must, after destroying the

bugs, be removed liom the garden belbre they be-

come so old as to prey upon the setting fruit.

THE DISPOSITION TO FATTEN OF DIFFERENT
BREEDS OF HOGS.

From the We •ern Farmer.

To be able to decide, as nearly as possible, what
particular kind of hog, of all those imported into

this country from other countries, as well as the

productions of these by croi?sing them with one

another, has the readiest disposition to lalten, is a

point ol very great importance and interest. Al-

though we have not, at present, any statements

from agriculturists and stock raisers in the western

country upon this particular point in hogs, yet we
have from foreign sources, and from other jiarts of

the country, some data upon which to found a few

pretty certain conclusions on this subject : and

until we have further inlbrmation in this matter,

from those farmers who may be curious and

patriotic enough to make the necessary experi-

ments, we will content ourselves in laying belbre

our readers all our knowledge derived from foreiga
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trials of this kind, and from some acquaintance

we have hnd wiih swine in England. In the first

place it is hardly necessary to mention that tlie

Chinese hog has been always distinguished above

nil other breeds by its pcciUiar aptitude to lay on

fat; but owing 10 its bein^^ but a poor breeder,

the pure breed is but litlle cultivated. Of this

breed there are two nearly distinct kinds, the white

and the black. There is also a juixed breed of this

kind, being spotted and mixed black and white;

some of them have prick ears, hke the true breed,

and others have ears round at the ends, and
hanging downwards. These are coarser than the

former, but they, unlike them, are remarkably

prolific, are good nurses, and will, with proper care,

bring up two litters within the year. They are,

however, not good store pigs, rarely attaining any
great weight, and much more difficult to fatten

than the original stock of the Chinese breed.

The next in order of fattening propensities, after

the true China breed, eiiher while or black, seems
to be the Woburn or Bedford breed, a new varie-

ty introduced by the Duke of Bedford. They are

of various colors, well I'ormed, hardy, very prolific,

and have attained to nearly twice the weight of all

other hogs, except the Cliincse and Berkshire,

within the same given period of litre—and even
the Berkshire ihey have surpassed to some not

inconsiderable amount. Then, as almost univer-

sally admilted, follow the Berkshire, too well

known to require description. Thesecrossed with

the Chinese have produced a race possessing some
excellent fa'tening and other good qualiiies, and
are known in England as the Tonkey breed. The
Berkshires are dispersed over the whole of Eng-
land, and have therefore varied both in form and
color; but the best are in the neighborhood of

Tamworth, in Staffordshire, from the famous
Tamworth Boar. The crosses also from this

breed are very numerous in England, and are

highly rated in their ditl'erent districts. After the

Berkshire in kindliness of fattening, must be rated

the Essex half black pigs, raised by Mr. Western,
of Felix hall. They are short haired, fine skin-

ned, smaller head and ears than the Berkshires
;

short snubby noses, very fine bone, broad and deep

in the belly, and full in the hind quarters ; the sows
are good breeders, but they are not near sucfi

good nurses as the Berkshires. The Lincolnshire

rank next, and in point of profit are hardly less

than the Essex, They are white, and rather

tender. This breed is much the same as the

Norfolk and Suffolk. The iSussea: breed is small-

er tfian the Berkshire. It is a variety of the

Essex, and is a very valuable kind of hog. It

may be classed next in order for fattening proper-

ties, and what is deserving of notice, airivcs at

maturity sooner than any other kind. The Hamp-
shire fatten kindly to a very great size and weight.

The Northampton, Shropshire and Yorkshire,

are of large size, but fatten more slowly. The
Cheshire are the largest hogs except the Rudg-
wick, which is the largest in the kingdom of Great
Britain. The Essex anei Hertford breed, as it is

called, has taken premiums from the London and
Smithfield cattle club, and is held in high estima-

tion. We then classify ihe different breeds lor

fattening propensities (until we are further in-

formed by sufficient comparative experiments) in

the following order :

—

1. The Chinese.

2. The Woburn, or Bedford.

3. The Berkshire.

4. The Essex half black.

5. The Lincolnshire, &c. &c.
We ought not to omit to mention that the

Neapolitan stock of swine have a very great apti-

tude to fatten. In the tneanwhile we copy from
the Franklin Farmer, the following interesting

letter from Samuel D. Martin, Esq., of Kentucky,
on this subject, and it would seem that as far as

his friend's experiments have gone, the Woburn
breed of hogs, as we have stated, stand pre-emi-

nent in that most valuable characteristic—quick-

ness in taking on flesh.

^ proposition to test the relative disposition to

fatten, of different breeds of hogs.

The hogs raised and fattened in Kentucky, it is

believed, amount to more than two millions of

dollars annually, and consume in the raising and
fattening more than a million of bushels of corn,

besides rye, oats, wheat, and grass.

It would be of great value to the state to have
such experiments made as will test the value of

the diflisrent breeds, and ascertain which is the

best machine for turning our surplus grain info

meat.
Some hogs will make double the quantity of

meat out of a given measure of corn that will be

made by others. Therefore it must be very plain,

that the persons feeding bad breeds must sufler

considerable loss. No man should keep a bad
breed when he can get a better. But it is to be

regretted that sufficient experiments have not been

made, to determine clearly which is the best breed.

I have made some experiments between the

two most valuable breeds that I have, but they

were not conducted so as to be clearly satisfactory.

I put two Berkshires and two Woburns into the

same pen, and fed them together. The experi-

ment resulted in favor of the Woburns. But they

were all fed in the same trough, nor do I know
what was consumed by each.

In a trial lately made by William and Isaac

Barclay, of Jessamine, between two boars, the

Woburn seined fifiy pounds more in thirty days
than the Berkshire. But here again we have no
account of what each consumed. The trial was
made for the reputation of the stock, and ii is

presumed that bulh had as much as they would
eat.

For the purpose of making a set ofexperiments
that will be satisfactory, I would propose to the

advoca'es of other breeds, to furnish Woburn
hogs or pigs, bairow or sow, to be fed by some
disinterested person, in such a way as to ascertain

which will come earliest to maturity, fatten easiest,

consume the least food, and travel best to market.

[ would propose that two or three pigs be fed

upon a certain allowance, and that the balance shall

have as much as they will eat. That they be

kept in separate stalls, and an exact account be

kept of what is consumed by each one. To be

kept in this way until ihey are ready lor market,

and one of each kind be sent to our most distant

market, weighed at starting, at the journey's end,

and after they are dressed. The balance to be

sent to our nearest market, weighed belore starting,

and upon reaching the place have their gross and
neat weights ascertained.
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Ifmy proposition should be acccpied, each per-

son to pay the proportion of the ex[)ense ol the

experiment.
ir the above proposition is not accepted, I will

feed a Woburn barrow, sow, or \;\s, against any
other hog in the state that has no Woburn blood

in ir.

No proposition th&t has any tiling like a bet or

wager attached to it vvill be accepted bj' me, but 1

wish to liied to ascertain what the diflereut kind of

hotrs will do. S. .1). Makti.x.

BONES AS MANURE,

From the Quarterly Journal of Agricullure.

Mr. Watson procured bone manure for two
acres of land, the greatest quantity being 25 bush-

els per Scotcii acre. " This," says he, " I applied

the following turnip sowing season on a sharp

black land, and on two adjoining acres of the

same field, I applied 25 cart-loads of well-made
larm-yard dung per acre: the season of sowing
was rather wet, and not very favorable to the

growth of turnips. Those with bones came above
ground on the third day, very dark-colored and
broad in the lea!, and by the tenth day they were
all in the rough blade ; at this time 1 examined
the stale of tlie bone manure, and found it in one
mass of maagots ; but two days afier, they were
all dead, and the weather being now dry and
warm, the most rapid vegetation I ever remarked
took place, so that by the fifteenth day li-om the

time of sowing, the turnips were fully strong for

being thinned. The plants where the liirni-yard

dung was applied, did not come up until the filih

day, and the turnips were twenty days sown be-

fore they were fit lor thinning, and by this lime

the bone turnips were meeting on the top of the

drill, and they continued to maintain the advan-
tage of their first start, until the month of Septem-
ber, which set in rather dry. At tliis time I anti-

cipated that the bones would be exhausted, and

the crop stop growing, but such was not the case,

for while the dunged crop began to fade and stop

growing, the bone turnips kept growing vigor-

ously. About the middle of October, when I

considered both crops at maturity,.! had a compa-
rative trial of their weight carefully made, the re-

sult of which was, six tons per acre in favor of the

bones, they being twenly-eiuht tons per acre of

Aberdeen yellow turnip ; the farm-yard dung, only

twenty-tuo tons per acre.

From this experiment, I was induced to extend

the use of bones on my farms, growing aiuiuaily

liom 70 to 100 acres of turnips, with this manure,
n-kich (^ivas me a great command of dung for my
other crops. I have erected machinery lor grind-

ing bones, my neighbors having now all become
convinced of their ereat superiorit^y, and the first

season I sold to the amount of £1500 sterling

v/orth, and ihe last season not less than £ 10,000

pterling has been paid for bones used in the district

of Slrathinore, a great part coming I'rom Hull.

The quantity of bone manure may be varied

(lom 15 to 25 bushels of dust per acre, according

to the slate of the land, the driest soils being the

most benefited by their u-e ; some difticulty was
at first experienced in depositing the crushed bones,

so that ilie plants might reap all the benefit; but

this is now obviated by the application of a hop-
per and trough to the turnip-drill, which conducts
the manure and seed into the drill at the same
time, and with the same expedition as sowing the
seeil by the old machine.
Doubts had been raised whether the succeeding

crop of oats or barley is in any degree benefited by
the small quantity of bones used in growing a
crop of turifips. 1 can confidently state that, on
my farms, both the quantity and quality of my
barley particularly have been improved, and the
grass from seeds sown with it is a ibrtnight earlier

in its growth than afier other manures.
In the crop of 1825, the bone manure was a

great blessing to the breeders and feeders cf cattle

in this district, and, in some instances, saved
the industrious tenant li-om ruin ; for the severe
drought, even of that season, did not prevent a
crop of turnips with bones, while all other ma-
nures failed, and it was thus the means of bring-

ini>: through that disastrous winter, herds of cattle

which must otherwise have perished for want of
fodder.

IMPORTANCE OF MANURE. KLIVOGG THE
SWISS FARMER.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir—A friend has put into my hands a book,

recording the history of a remarkable individual,

a Swiss fiirmer, by the name of Kliyogg: it was
published forty years ago, but it contains instruc-

tion and information, with food for reflection,

which will be ever new and oi' the highest inter-

est to every practical agriculturist ; and I there-

fore feel a great desire lo copy a part of the first

chapter, " on ihe value and importance of ma-
nure," which will, I conceive, be read by a very
great portion of your subscribers to much advan-
tage, and be the means of leading us all to reflect,

how little of the value and importance of that

chief agent in agriculture is yet known or cared
for.

Kliyogg^s fiimily consisted of a wife, a broilier

and his wile, and iheir two families of eleven child-

ren, all, except one daughter, mere infants. His
ftirm, of eighty-four acres of cleared land, was so

poor that it would support but three oxen, four

cows, one horse, and two hogs— in all, but ten

head of live-stock—but, from this wretclied little

in)povcrished spot, he contrived to procure the

rneaiis of subsistence for such a numerous colony,

and eventually riches— but here commences the

chapter '• on the importance of manure."
" It is not fiom grazing, therefore, that Kliyogg

expects advantage, but from an article of more
advauia^e, and more to be depended upon, the in-

crease of dung for manure, tie finds his horse

more expensive than serviceable, and determines

to sell him and buy oxen with the money, as he
computes that two oxen may be maintained for

one horse. The advantages which he derives

liom his cattle are, milk, butter, work and ma-
nure ; the last article, manure, he considers as the

basis of the improvement of the soil ; consequent-

ly, he has applied the whole force of his caie and
industry towards its accumulation, and has so

well succeeded, that from his small number of cat-

tle, he collects yearly about a hundred loads,
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which is double the quanlily whicli he. collected

the first year of his f^irm-ng ; and ihis has led him
to conclude, that the generality offarmers have too

great a proportion of live-stock to their land

!

Tills conclusion appeared to me, at first, very ex-

traordinary, and almost tempted me to consider

him K man of paradox ; but his cxpiicHiion o'

this eniifma saiit-fied and undeceived me, for, said

he, "when a liu'm is overstocked, the owner is

Ibrced lo simd his cattle, in the summer months,

to graze on waste lands, at a distance from hio

house and their sheds, which is the loss of so

much to the farm-yard ; for as the poverty of

these waste lands reduces their milk, to remedy
this defect, the manrrer must be filled with fresh

grass, when they are brought home at night,

which necessarily diminishes their winter store of

provision ; scarcity of hay must imply a call for

straw, which ought to be entirely appropriated to

the dung-hill, as, without it, no improvement of

eoil can be expected ; and besides whi?di, bad food

is the source of an infinite variety of distempers."

And in this way he pointed out most judiciously a

principal cause of deficiency in the agriculture of

the country; for it is a fiict, that many of our

larmcrs keep more cattle in the summer than they
can conveniently support in the winter ; the ara-

ble and meadow lands are, by this bad manage-
ment, deprived of that part of the manure which
they require : the cattle, enfeebled for want of

wholesome nourishment, particularly towards the

spring, lose their milk or their laboring strength,

and frequently die of diseases easily accounted
/or ; and these are truths, which experience too

well evinces. He therefore keeps no more live

stock than he can amply sup.port with grass and
hay from his own fields; tlie straw is carefully

preserved and used only for litter, of which he is

so liberal in his stalls, that the beasts are buried

with it to the knees. He is attentive also to ga-
ther all the dried leaves, moss, rushes, &c., from

his land, that can in any way serve for litter; the

small dead boughs and pointed leaves of fir-trees

in particular, atibrd plentifid materials for this pur-

pose, and he employs in this occupation the greater

part of the time he can spare from his other work.

A compost dunghill appears to him an object of

po great importance to the improvement of land,

that of all branches of labor he regrets the want
of assistance in this the most, and waits, as a sin-

gular blessing, the time when his chiMren shall be

capable of contributing their share; for so tho-

roughly is he persuaded that lie watits only labor-

ing hands lo procure ,/i/Vi/ loads more of vianure,

without increasing the nuviber of his cattle !* In

prosecution of this great design, he goes in the

autumn into the woods with a hedge-bill, or hook,

to prune the supernumerary branches of fir and
pine trees; even of those which he thinks it use-

ful to leave, boldly venturing to cut the lower
shoots of the younir trees close to the trunk ; these

he binds into fagots and carries home, placing

them under a shed, till a proper season for prose-

cuting his work ; and at leisure hours, and espe-

cially in long winter evenings, he prepares these

fagots for the purpose intended, an employment so

* Will our Jersey friends, re<5idinsr in the midst of

the inexhaustible marl-beds of thnt hipjhiy favored re-

gion, reflect on these things : fifiij loads additional in

the covrse of the year ! .'

little disagreeable or fiitiguing, that it serves him
for recreation. He begins by cutting the small
branches away from the larger ones, laying them,
wiih the pointed leaves of these trees, in little

heaps, to be used for litter, while the larger and
louirher boughs are reserved fbr fuel ; by this me-
thod he amasses many proper materials for good
manure, that are commonly suflered to rot use-

lessly in the woods, v.-hich is so much real loss to

husbandry! i\) KLiyogg this discovery is an in-

estimable treasure, of which we were either igno-
rant or forgetful ; and this opinion is farther veri-

fied in the hushandty of the canton of Appenzell,
where they scatter dead branches of fir and pine

trees in great roads, lo be trampled upon by cattle

and passengers, by which means they acquire a
beginning of putrefaction, and are converted into

manure, though, it must be confessed, of a very
indifferent quality

; but Kliyogg, who had expe-
rienced how defective this method was, has suc-

ceeded in what at first seemed hard lo accomplish,
namely, converting these very matcria's into ex-

cellent manure. And although it is known that

resinous and aromatic juices, contained in the

prickly leaves of pines, are powerful enemies to

putrefaction, yet, what obstacles are not to be sur-

mounted by reason, aided by industry ! He sub-

dued them all, by observing certain rules in the

preparation of litter lor his cattle, and of the diffe-

rent strata of his dunghill. He does not remove
the dung from under his cattle under a week,
strewing liesh litter upon the top every day; this

method he does not find injin-ious to the health of
his cattle, nor docs he ihink it prevents cleanliness,

if a constant supply of fresh litter be added. His
exactness is conspicuous in the management of
this litter when taken away, lor it is placed in se-

parate layers upon the duna-hill, and so method-
ised, that iho?e where the fermentation is soonest

to be expected, may accelerate the putrefaction of
others where it is more slow ; he therefore, in the

berrinninir of autumn, litters Ids cattle with straw
during two months ; the next two months he lit-

ters them with twigs and spines, or pointed leaves,

from fir and pine trees ; then s raw aj/ain, or rushes

or dried leaves; then twig=, spines, and so on al-

ternately.

The regulation of his compost dung-hill is as

follows. Lest the fermentation should be totally

suppressed, or even checked by drought, he is as-

siduously attentive to the preservation of a certain

degree of m.oisture, knowing that to obtain a ma-
!
nure thoroughly rotted, he has notliing to do but

! lo preserve a constant fermsntation by frequent

[

waterings ; and to facilitate this, he has sunk,

near his dunahill, seven large square pits, which
• are planked with wood in the form of boxes, and
in these he keeps the prolific water essential lo so

' many operations ; first, putting s me thoroughly
[ermenled cow-dung at the bottom of his boxes,

' he pours in a pretty considerable quantity of boil-

ing icatcr, and tfien fills up the pit with fresh water

from his well ; this brings on, in three weeks, a
state of putrescence, which, without boiling water,

could not be attained in two months ; he lias thus a

supply of corrupted water, as well fbr the purposes

of vegetation as lo keep his dung-hill in a con-

slant state of humidity. His reservoirs of stag-

nant water are surd< below his stalls and stables,

wiih the view to conveniency, and there is like-

v.'ise a trough at liie declivity of the dung-hi!!, to
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receive the water that runs from it, and this gives

an easy opportunity of moistening the dung-hill

frequently, without robbing the soil of iis share ol

the stagnant water. And the success of this me-
thod of watering his dung-hill suggesied the idea

of putrefying small twigs of fir and pine, wiihout

using them lor litter ; he lays them in close heaps,

pressed down and covered with earth, to prevent

evaporation, and pours stagnant water upon them

every day, until they are converted into rich mould !

But he does not bound his improvements within

the circle of that quantity of manure, which his

industry procures from his small number of catile,

for he buys every year seven loads ofdungfrom his

'neighbors! and these he mixes vviih six tons o(

peat ashes; and he finds the effect of these two

kinds of manure answerable to his expectations."

Now, how strangely will it appear to many of

your readers, who witness daily and hourly the

waste of thousands of loads of the finest manure,

in the washing li'om cattle-yards; the rich soils

which might be obtained from river and road-

sides ; the cleanings of (lomle ; the openings of

pits and quarries; and more ec?pecially, the waste

of winter-bedding, in the shape of stubbles from

the different crops, which are often lelt standing in

the fields knee-<leep, because of the weeds or grass

contained in them, which ought to be sacrificed,

rather than lose a foot in height of the stubbles and

cords of dung in the cattle-yards ! How strange

will it appear to such, I say, to hear a man regret-

ting that he is deprived, by the want of assistance

from his young and helpless family, of making an

additional ^jfy loads of compost in tlie course of

the year ! and rejoicing in ihe inesti7nable trea-

sure contained in the spikes and leaves and bran-

ches of his pine trees, which he trains up by can-

dle-light in winter evenings, by way o{' recreation. I

And after the inestimable treasure wliich he ob-

tains from this source of his discovery, to find him
j

absolutely a purchaser of manure, to the amount ,

of seven loads per annum, of his neighbors ! If

the perusal of the above history will not move us

to be up and doing, in the way of collecting the

means of improvement contained in the mines of

wealth with which, in this country, we are sur-

rounded, and in some situations absolutely choked

tmi/t— witness our ponds and ditches around many

of our cattle-yards— I know not what will ever be

sufficient to move us, until we are moved off the

stage of life by the rising generation, which seems

to be springing up for the purpose of correcting the

errors of tlieir fathers, more particularly in this

respect than in any other; (or it must be admitted

that there is too much truth in the observation,

" to the young it is that we are to look for im-

provement." Stephen Gibsoiv,

ERADICATIOX OF WEEDS.

I'"romthe Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,—You have been adding line upon line, and

precept upon precept, in the pages of the Caiiinet,

on the necessity of keeping crops li-ee from weeds,

showing that the land will produce a crop of^

somoAhmg, depending, however, upon the will of

the owner what that shall be, whether of thistles,

ra£r-wepd, corn or crain ; and I cannot but call

rihe attention of mv li>llow-readers to the con^ider-

a'ion of a subject of the highest importance, but
which seems least of all to have obtained the care
of the husbandman generally. The truth of the
above is strongly exemplified in the present state

of the crops of multicaulis, wherever they have
been neglected and left to shift lor then)selves,

which lias been very much the case in this, the
day of their humiliation, throughout the country.
All will remember the encomiums which were
lavished upon this crop, even so late ae the past
season; that they would "flourish any where,
and under any circumstances," was a part only of
their peculiar properties, but their present appear-
ance convinces us that they depend, in a very
great measure indeed, for their good looks and
abundant foliage, upon good food and superior

cultivation, for wherever this has been withheld,

their slate is wretched in the extreme. I saw,
yesterday, an acre of these trees, which had been
planted in the spring, and have never since been
cleaned ; the result is, the weeds are taller and
stronirer than they, and a thousand times more
abundant, with bushels of seeds, ready to shed
and sow the land lor seven years to come, while
the foliage of the morus, instead of being of that

large growth and deep green hue, is email and
mean, and the color of a peach tree in the yellows

—no longer fit \ov pies or tobacco!

This is a lesson which ought not to be lost up-
on us ; it furnishes a means of calculating tlie

value of clean cultivation ; and without such
ocular demonstration, lew of us would have ever
been able to form an estimate of the vast differ-

ence, which really ex'sls. I declare for myself,

that I have never before seen the evil of neglected

cultivation in the light that 1 now do, nor can I

believe that my neighbors understand, even at the

present time— with a crop of weeds five feet in

height, and of proportionate substance— to what a
degree they are robbiny their crops of their proper

nutriment ! And if it be true, as has been often

said, that a " single root of grass amongst wheat
has been (bund to draw a portion of the nourish-

ment from six plants of the wheat," it is only to

be wondered, that some crops continue to get any
at all, when buried beneath a coveting of them a3

high, oftentimes, as the fences !

Adjoining the field containing the multicaulis

trees, and upon exactly the same quality of land,

is a large breadth of sugar-beet of remarkable

size and most luxuriant growth, but they were
planted in rows at a proper distance, and have
keen kept perfectly clean ; and while the morus
has turned to a crop of weeds, here the crop ia

beets, which will give from fifty to sixty tons per

acre ! Now, to have converted these into a crop

of weeds, it would only have been necessary to

permit ihemXo take possession of the soil and keep

it, and the end would have been accomplished.

As it is. it does one good to calculate the quantity

and value of the manure which this crop will yield

on being fed the coming winter— tar greater than

the whole expense of raising the crop—to say

nothing of their value as food for stock durinir

that tryinif period ! It is quite unnecessary to add

thai the person who owns this crop is not the owner

of the morus ; his crops are uniformly large and

heavy, because they are kept clean from weeds.
_

it is calculated, and I believe the estimate is

far too low, that a heavy crop of weeds consumes

at least one-half the dung that is applied in pre-
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paration for a crop of grain—how pleasant it is,

then, to reflect that while I am carryins^ manure
to my four-acre field a mile otY, one-hail' my dunrr

and labor goes to support the weeds, and one-hall

the reniainder is losi in the diminution of the crop

in quantity and quality, or thereabout; (his is

tithing the crop with a vengeance, and would
never be submitted to, did not farmers believe that

crops "won't pay for cleaning 1" But, ifthis were
the fact, what a losing concern must be the grow-
ing of a corn crop which is so expensive in every

stage of its growth ! and yet, none of us hesitate

to perform it, or are afraid to debit the crop with

the cost, which it is always sure to pay, if the sea-

eon is favorable. Is it not, therefore, passing

strange, that any one should be so perverse as not

to see, that if cor/i will pay lor superior cultivation

all other crops must, and especially potatoes, a

crop that is generally devoted to the weeds at some
period of its growth, although none perhaps suffer

more from their presence, particularly in quality:

and this remark is exemplified in a crop of these,

which is now growing in an adjoining field, where
my neighbor Dale gave up the cleaning^ra bad

job, when he had got through about half the

piece; they were of an early variety, and he is

now taking them up, but it is really a caution to

see the difference which there is between the up-

per and the lower ends of the patch ; they appear
upon the part which was allowed to go to weeds,
of quite another kind, even in their form ; worm-
eaten, scabby, and covered with tubercles ; and,

on boiling, are watery, comparatively fit only as

food lor hogs, and about half the size of those

upon the cleared land. Now it must not be for-

gotten that there is a small condition, appended
to the promise, " in due time ye shall reap," it is,

" if ye laint not." My neightior fainted at half-

way in his war upon the weeds, and his crop of
potatoes became a crop of weeds, so thick and
high, that he was compelled to mow them with a
scythe, before he could see where to put in the

Gpace, the very rows being obliterated; and the

crop in quantity is equally deficient. On my
reminding him of the common observation, "crops
won't pay for cleaning," I was pleased to hear

him say, " I'm now satisfied they won't pay for

neglecting, any how."
But I owe honorable mention of the manage-

ment of the person who owns the sugar-beet
above noticed. Nothing is so common as to see

the headlands of the corn-crop full of the largest

and stoutest weeds, no care being taken to clean

them, even by mowing, after the last cleaning of

the crop ; now here is an exception to this almost

universal practice, for, at that time, he turned

about and ploughed them down, and sowed the

land with buckwheat ; and the view at this time
is absolutely lovely, the plant in full bloom, and
remarkably strong and vigorous—for every one
knows that the headlands are always the richest

portions of the field—and promise a crop sufficient

for the support of the farm household during the

coming year. No fear of i/iis man's crops twr/i-

ing to weeds, but it is quite amazing to see the fine

crops of these, which are repaying his neighbor's
care of them, to the value of cent, per cent. R.

September I6th.

Vol. VIII.-85

TRKNCHING.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,—The best managers are always to be fbund

in the most unfriendly soils and situations—witness

our friends in the eastern stales, the Scotland of
j/merica—so true is it, that "In countries where
nature has been bountiful, man has been indolent,

where she has been niggardly in her gilts, the

deficiency has been more than compensated by
the industry of man."

In the " Survey of Aberdeen," there is the most
surprising account of what has been done in the

way of trenching their soil in the neighborhood of
the town of Aberdeen, and which does indeed go
to prove the truth of the above observation ! It

is remarked, " The greater part of the land in this

vicinity lias, from the most barren and unproduc-
tive stale, been thoroughly improved by trenching:

not less than three thousand acres have been
trenched within three miles of Aberdeen, and in

all places of the county considerable additions

have been made to the arable, by trenching the

barren lands. It is practised on land which
abounds in stones of diflerent sizes, sometimes

when the soil is dry, and in other cases when it is

wet, and then it is united with under-draining : it

is practised when the object is to deepen the soil

or to mix a portion of the subsoil along with it;

when the subsoil is tilly or very tenacious, as well

as when that next the surface is unproductive,

mossy or exhausted by over-cropping ; and lastly

when the land Is foul, when cleaner and stronger

soil can be brought to the surface.

"The expense, it must be confessed, could not

have been borne in many cases, if ihe first crop—
for so it may be called, as it covered the whole soil

—that was raised by the spade and mattock, had
not produced from thirty to fifty pounds per acre

:

this was a crop of granite stones, which was sold

for paving the streets of London ! But, after all,

the ground that was thus gained to the communi-
ty would not have been able to recompense the

cultivator, if a mixture of the spade and plough

husbandry had not been introduced. The rent

of the land in the vicinity of Aberdeen is extremely

high, being now, on a lease for years, from five

pounds to ten pounds sterling per acre, and, in a

lew cases, not less than eighteen pounds ! Yet
all this is necessary to remunerate the improver,

who trenched, dunged, limed, and cultivated this

thin soil, and which must still be frequently ma-
nured. It would have yielded too little produce

if tilled only by the plough, and would have been

cultivated at too great expense if the soil had been

constantly dug with the spade; a medium between

these two—either the alternate use of the plough

and spade, or at least a mixture of plough and

spade husbandry—was thus introduced by ne-

cessity, and has been attended with the happiest

effects."

With little exception, the whole tract of country

from Seville to Antequera, in Spain, although of

the richest possible description, is in the most

wretched state of cultivation ; no enclosures, and

such is the state of personal insecurity, that no

farmer or proprietor ventures to reside on his own
land I
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THE NEAV THEORY.*

From the Journal of the American Silk Society.

Cambridge, E. S. Md., Sept. 28, 1840.

Gideon B. Smith—Dear Sir— In your 'Silk

Journal' of August last, j-ou maintain that the

Bilk-worm "requires exactly twelve months to

pass through the various stages of its existence ;"

"that, if hatched on May 1, 1840, the eggs pro-

duced must be hatched on May 1, 1841, or nearly

BO ;" and that otherwise, if hastened, or protract-

ed, disease and death must be the consequence to

the new progeny!—and you believe that analogy
will sustain the opinion. (1)

This, indeed, is a grave and serious subject, out

of which grows a question of deep concern to the

country at large; and more especially to those

whose sanguine and ardent epirits may have led

them to embark heavily in the design of this new
enterprise ; buoyed as they were, by the new dis-

covery ot protraction, and multiplication of the

crops, at pleasure; which would, if established,

add seven-fold to the profits of their labor.
" Silk-cullure," if nothing more than one crop

can be produced in the season, will be a poor bu-
siness; and nothing more than one crop will be
attained, if the above sentiment be correct ; the
difficulty of procuring stocks of eggs, of the pre-
cise age for every respective crop—and the fre-

quent impositions which will be practised by un-
principled vendors, will be quite insuperable; and
one crop only, as in Europe and Asia, will be the
whole practicable result.

The difference which this counter discovery, or
new position will make, in our prospects of the
silif culture, below that of the many crops, is in-

calculable, and unquestionably fatal— if true ; the

cost—labor—and leaves will be nearly seven to

one greater, than if seven, the supposed practica-

ble number of crops under the previous discovery
could be accomplished—the same rooms— fix-

tures, and other accommodations must, in such
case, be made lor one million, as in the other lor

seven millions; the foliage to be supplied wholly
in the space of a kw weeks, will require uncount-
ably more trees than were as many months allow-

ed (or them to leaf and releaf for each and every
crop through the season ; the labor being all re-

* In a previous number of the 'Farmers' Register,'

we presented the new theory of Dr. Gideon B. Smith

in regard to the retarding of the hatching of silk-

worms' eggs, as well as the remarks of one of our

most experienced and intelligent silk-culturists ap-

proving thereof in advance. We now add some ob-

jections as well as answers thereto, so that our readers

may have the best opportunity for hearing opinions,

both^?'0 and con, on this novel and interesting subject.

For our own part, we can only say, as yet, that we
he£irtily wish the new theory may be sound ; as the

knowledge of any certain and general causes of fail-

ure of eggs, and consequently of rearings of silk-

worms, will bring culturists so much nearer to the

certainty of success in rearing hereafter—a result

which we do not appreciate the less, nor less anxiously

desire to be produced, because the events of this year

have served greatly to lower our previous confident

hopes and expectations.

—

Ed. F. R.

quired at one time, will be ver)' troublesome, and
costly to Maryland—and to all those spacious and
very suitable regions, south of the Potomac and
Ohio, where annual, and not daily labor is general-
ly employed; an immense number of laborers

must in this case, be reserved for about two
months' services— before and afterwards, through
the year, a cumbrous tax, not always to be dis-

posed olj at seasons when every trustworthy farm-
er has his supply, (2)
Hence, an inquiry into the merits of the new

theory, and the grounds on which it rests, becomes
highly interesting.

I grant, it is sirange the important discovery of
Mr. Carson, "that the hatcliing of silk-worm
eggs, may be a long time protracted without injury

to the progeny, had never been made in Europe
or Asia, where that culture had so long been a
prominent occupation"—yet, equally strange it is,

that many all-important discoveries and improve-
ments in the arts and sciences are daily develop-
ing, which had remained hidden to the eye and
mind of man from times unknown ; we must ap-
proach the subject, then, wilhoiat the prejudice of
interest or noveltj\

You adduce a casein analogy of the "swallow
martin" seeking a suitable climate, at a particular

season, as an instance in point—this case is not, in

my opinion, applicable ; instinct prompts the bird,

by the instrumentality of its feelings, to seek a
new domicll, as a dog would remove from an over-

heated fireside, to a cooler part of the room ; vo-

lition is here involved ; the eggs of the worm do
not come into action by instinct— by this motive
the worm may depositeihem— but they must await
the essential and unerring power of heat, for their

developement ; until this be applied, they are,

(oiher injuries excepted)

—

quasi new; a /act

well known in the New York establishments for

the purpose, where all sorts of eggs, without re-

gard to the dates of their deposite, are, if sound,
hatched, and produce good progenies. (3)
The "American locust"—your other case of

analogy, 1 consider equally remote; very truly, it

may perform the septennial revolutions, from the
date of its eggs, having received the influence of
a sufficiency ol heat to bring them into life ; which,
when the parent has made its deposite at the ap-
proach of the vernal sun, will occur in regular or-

der—unless, by accident or design, this vivilying

cause be intercepted ; in which case the effect

will, of necessity, be retarded, and possibly to an-
other year, or more; and in proof of this occur-

rence, annually are seen many stragglers, not
moving in the natural and septennial cycle; and
it has not been shown in the case relied upon,
that these, or the product of the eggs of these

stragglers, would be diseased, or perish ; which,
as I understand, is the very gist of the question it

is adduced to settle ; and, iherefbre, it is not in

point. (4)
In regard to the question at issue, entomology

is so little studied, that more light \s to be drawn
from the vegetable, than the animal world ; and it

would seem superfluous, with the most of your
readers, to premise the fact of the very great ana-
logy, in a physiological view, which oviparous in-

sects in general bear to plants, and particularly in

the production of their progeny, from seeds and
eggs; a subject clearly and scientifically treated

in Darwin's Phytologia—and elsewhere.
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Instances of the dormant elate, in which the

eeeds of the plants may remain /or many years,

and without injury to their final production, are

numerous ; and daily instances occur of the seeds

of plants dug up from depths beyond the reach of

atmospheric and other vegetative influences—dor-

mant and unimpaired ; the vital principle, though
Bleeping, had resisted their decomposition, and
was ready to receive the impulse to a future and
healthy life. Clover seed has been known to ve-

getate and flourish, after a sleep in the bowels of

the earth, for twenty years or more. Grains of
wheat, it is well authenticated, have been taken

up with mummies, from the catacombs of Egypt,
after a lapse, probably, of as many centuries, and
have vegetated, and yielded a healthy product.

In truth no physiological fact is better establish-

ed, than the indefinite dormancy of the seed of
plants, while deprived of the influence of the

agents of vegetation, and the revival upon their

admission into a full and healthy action.

From the period of the elicited spark of actual

life—and of the partial performance of physiologi-

cal functions—the date of the term of its vital ex-
istence commences whether that term be one, or

many years ; or dependent on future physical

agencies which may control it. (5)
In this class of animals—the oviparous—few

observations have been made on this point. Vet
the general analogy before alluded to, and the
Eimilariiy of principles, under a similarity of cir-

cumstances, may justify similar conclusions.

The diverse terras of life, in animals and ve-
getables are dependent on their various and re-

spective structures, adjusted for their growth and
consumption ; and the period necessiirily com-
mences from that of organic effort ; before that

time, none of its structure being called into action,

no portion of its physical being can be impaired,

or its duration shortened ; and the entire term
(if any) allotted by nature, will take date, not from
the sleeping, but from the excited or actual life;

from this term it had begun to grow, use its ener-

gies, and consume its term of vital existence.

These remarks are necessarily not applicable to

the viviparous animals, whose embryon is not de-

pendent on casual, or extrinsic warmth, or other

agencies ;— its evolutions begin and progress wiih

regularity, from its first inception, the embryon of

the seed, and that of the egg, it is well baovvn,

sleep after iinpregnaiion, till excited ; and as soon

would I expect a lamp to burn out its contents

without being lighted, as that a silk-worm egs
should impair, or consume a part ol' its natural

term, before its actual life had commenced ;—when
this has commenced, it cannot be repressed, or

retarded, consistently with the health of the ani-

mal, and the attempt may, aprinri—and no doubt
will be attended with injury. (G)

I

Finally, the experiment, though accidental, of
j

Mr, Carson, "of retarding the hatching of silk

silk worm esrgs, li-om 1S37 to 1839,'' is conclusive;

your suggestion of l\ie possibility of a mistake, is

nothing more than what the lawyers would call a
"polentia reraolisbima."

iVlr. INlcLean's experiment, which was highly

flattering, made a protraction of about one month,
and the progeny healthy.

My own experiment, reported by me for your
Journal, made a protraction of litile more than
three months. In Ihia case, the first hatching

was on April 28, 1840 ; the third, on August 1st

ensuing, from eggs of the same identical hatching,

to wit : on May 3d or 4tli, 1839, as positively as-

serted by the gentleman of whom 1 purchased
them, who had a memorandum of the fact. In
my report 1 added the following, viz :

" in this

case, above stated, there can be no mistake in

respect to the identical age of all the eggs—they
were purchased by me of a gentleman in Cam-
bridge, my neighbor, who reared, the last year
(1839) for the first and only time, a solitary crop

of cocoons, and he eold to me the whole of their

product of eggs ; I obtained none from any other

person, either before or since, or at any other time
whatever."
From the whole premises, I am irresistibly led

to conclude—that the new position you have ta-

ken against retarding silk-worm eggs, is erroneous,

that the eggs will continue unaffected and dormant
without injury, almost indefinitely, until brought
within a hatching temperature ; and eonsequently,
that retarding the process beyond the usual or na-
tural period, is practicable without impairing the
health of the progeny ; and that the embryon
having undergone excitation, cannot be repressed
without injury to the product, in a greater or lesa

degree.

And I confidently believe that subsequent ex-
periments will confirm the accuracy of the few al-

ready made, and above quoted ; and that the
general and extensive failures of the present year,

may be referred to the singularly unfavorable sea-

son, requiring singularly diligent management and
attention. Respectfully yours, &c.

Joseph E. Muse.

reimarks by the editor on the prece-
DING COaiMUNlCATION.

(1) The Doctor asserts that we maintain that

"the silk-worm requires exactly twelve months
to pass through the various stages of its existence."
What we did say was, that " the silk-worm, when
left to itself, exposed to the ordinary atmosphere,
hatches in the spring of the year exactly at the
time the mulberry leaves open. It is therefore an
annualinscct, and requires exactly twelve months
to pass through the various stages of its existence.
If, for example, a silk-worm was hatched on the
first day of May 1840, the eggs that it would pro-
duce would naturally hatch on the 1st day of JVlay
1S41." The variations, and omissions in the Doc-
tor's quotation, and what we actually said are
marked by italics. We were speaking of the
silk-worm in a state of nature and not of its domes-
ticated condition, or of what it could be made to

do by artificial means. We inferred, however,
from the fiict that it was an annual insect, and
thus required a full year to complete its circle of
existence in a state of nature, the exisience of a
law of nature which could not be violated to any
considerable extent with impunity. We do not
|)retend to assume that nature's operations may
not be greatly modified by art ; and we distinctly

stated that by artificial means, the eggs of silk-

worms might be retarded or accelerated in hatch-
ing one month without material injury. The po-
sition assumed was and is, that the precise time
silk-worm eggs will naturally hatch, is one year
from the time their parents were hatched ; and
the longer they are retarded beyond that time
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the greater will be the injury the progeny will

sustain. We ehall have occasion to recur to this

Bubject in the course of this paper.

(2) This is entirely erroneous, we think, " This
new position or counter discovery" is, in the hum-
ble opinion of" tiie writer hereof, the only means
that will or can insure us the advantages of seve-

ral crops of worms,

—

five, or seven or seventy, as

you may please,—during a season. In the words
of a friend, (whose private letter we regret we
have not the privilege of publishing,)—" if true,

your new theory is the only means of rescuing it,

[the silk culture] from total failure; if erroneous,

it is impossible lor it to operate injuriously. All

the inconvenience it can produce is to put cultiva-

tors to the trouble of saving silk-worm eggs three

or four times during the season, instead of once.

If once will do, then of course there is no use
in repeating tfie operation ; but if you have to

do it six times, what does the trouble amount
tol and how is it to 'prostrate' the business?"
The writer of this extract is not an observer of a
day or a year; he has the advantage of five or

six years' experience, upon an extensive scale,

and w'lih personal supervision. As to the frequent

impositions that will be practised by unprincipled
venders of eggs, we have heretofore shown how
these evils may be avoided— that is by every per-

son producing his own eggs,—which, by the way,
he ought to do under any system ; for he will al-

ways, and under any circumstances, if he depends
upon others for eggs, be subject to more or less of
disappointment. We contend, however, that un-
der our system there will be less opportunity for

imposition of this kind than any other, for the ob-
vious reason that the vender will be required to fur-

nish evidence of the characterofthe eggs wii h much
more particularity than he is at present. Now he
i3 only required to say that the eggs are of a par-

ticular kind, of a healthy stock, and that they
have been properly kept. Under our system he
must furnish the precise date at which the worms
were hatched that produced the eggs, in addition

to all the above. Not only so, but he must furnish

eggs of all the different dates required, and satisfy

the purchaser of the correctness of those dates,

and vouch for it with his own rfisponsibility.

(3) The position here assumed is clearly unte-

nable. If it were true that " all sorts of eggs, with-

out regard to the date of their deposite, are, if

sound, hatched, and produce good progenies," by
the application of heat, t/ien why are not silk-

worm eggs hatched the same season they are pro-

duced ! Doctor JMuse must know full well, that

eilk-worm eggs will not hatch the same season
they are produced by the worms, (except the two-
crop kinds) and therefore that something besides
'* the essential and unerring power of heat," is ne-
cessary for the hatching of the eggs. It is well

known that the common silk-worm eggs, though
produced in June, will withstand all ihe heat of
the succeeding July, August, and September,
without hatching ; and that in the ensuing spring

they will hatch, though the temperature be
many deijrees lower than that they had passed
through the season before. If nothing but heat
were required, why did they not hatch when the

mercury stood for weeks together at 80'^ and 90°,

the season before? and if heat be the "essential

power," why do they hatch in March and April,

when the temperature is many degrees lower than

it was in the preceding July and August 1 But)
if the "es5ential power of heat" were all that ia

necessary to hatch silk-worm eggs, the Doctor
could easily accomplish his seven crops of worms,
even under the new system; lor, having perfect and
unlimited control over " the essential and unerring
power of heat," he could hatch the eggs in a day
or two after they are laid, and thus avoid all risk

of injury by retarding?, all expense of ice-housep,

and fill his cocooneries and occupy his fixtures,

seven times to his heart's content.

But heat is not the "essential power" engaged
in the developement of silk-worms, or any other

insect or animal, nviparous or viviparous. Heat is

not life, though the latter is partly cherished and
supported by the former. We believe that tiine ia

an essential power in the generation of all animals,

oviparous and viviparous. The period of gesta-

tion required by viviparous animals in the uterus,

is required also in oviparous animals in the egg.
For example, with viviparous animals a certain

time is required after the germ is impresnated for

the embryo to mature. In the CRse most familiar

to us all, this time or period is nine months ; and
in all animals it is fixed by the laws of nature ; in

some cases eleven months, and in some others five

months ; each genus of animals having a period

of gestation of its own, and very few genera the

same. But in the case of oviparous animals, this

period of uterine gestation is substituted by gesta-

tion in the egg. Immediately after the germ ia

impregnated it is detached from the ovarium, and
the gestation of the new animal commences in the

egg. Now the question in dispute is, is there any
precise period of gestation required ; that is, is

there any particular time after the ega is laid be-

fore it will hatch? We know there is; and we
know that all the power of heat and all other
powers combined cannot abbreviate that period.

However diligently the hen may sit upon her
eggs, she cannot hatch them before the precise

time appointed by nature for their hatching

—

twenty-one days. We know that in the case of
esrgs, the period of gestation—we mean the time
(rom the detachment of the germ to the hatching
of the egg—may be prolonged by artificial means
to a longer period than uterine gestation can ; but
we do not believe that the precise period has been
fixed by nature for every species of esg to hatch,

as certainly as has been the period of uterine ges-
tation ; and that ii] by the wiihholiiins the neces-

sary heat or air or any other essential power, the

egg is prevented hatchins at that period, its pro-

duct will suffer more and more according to the

length of time the hatching shall be retarded. If
eggs of any kind can be kept from hatching any
length of time desired, why can we not keep hens'

esrgs to any length of time we please by keeping
them cold ? If then a period of gestation be requi-

sitein oviparous as well as in viviparous animals, as

we contend is the case, then the eggs of all ani-

mals have a time certain fixed for their hatching
;

and if so, this period can neither be abbreviated

nor prolonged with impunity. We do not stop to

notice exceptions to the rule; with reasonable M
men this is not necessary in arguments of this 9
kind. For instance, many animals whose period *

of gestation is nine months, occasionally terminate

that process in seven, or eight months, and some-
times prolong it to ten months, and both without

material injury to the offspring j but these are only
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exceptions to the rule, and do not impair the va-

lidity of the law. Now if our argument be cor-

rect, eiik-worm eggs have a period which they re-

quire (or their maturity, equivalent to that ol ute-

rine gestation. We have already shown that they

will not liatch the same season they are produced,

however early they may have been laid in the

season. If they do not require this period ol' ges-

tation, why do they not hatch during the extreme-

ly hot weather of July and August? It is clear

to our minds that they do require E^ certain time
;

but what that time is remains lo be discovered.

We never knew any eggs hatched in Jarmary,

even in the tar south, and we believe that among
all the losses ofeggs by premature hatching, very

few ever occurred in New Orleans before the lat-

ter end of February. This would show the

shortest period at which they are capable of hatch-

ing to be six or seven months from the time they

are laid, or eight to nine months from the time

their parents were hatched. But though, by a

change of climate, their time of hatching may be

thus accelerated two or three months, the same
circumstance will prevent its being prolonged at

all ; for all the time that is gained on the one side

is most surely taken from the other. We antici-

pate being laughed at by the Doctor for our Uto-

pian idea of what he will probably call ovogesla-

tion : but we can bear it.

(4) We alluded to the martin and American
locust merely as illustrative of the fact of the pre-

cision of periodical developements and habits, in

insects and animals. We did not rely upon them
as any thing but iUustraiions ; nor did we adduce
them to " settle" the question. There is no proof

whatever, hovvever, that the few stragglers of' the

American locust, that appear occasionally, are the

result of this vivilying cause, (heat,) being inter-

cepted. In other words that they are the result of

eggs retarded in their hatching. They are much
more plausibly supposed to be individuals from

other districts or families, that have strayed from
home or been carried to iheir present location by
high wind or some other agent. In Loudoun
county, Virginia, the American locust appears at

alternate intervals ol' eight and nine years. The
Doctor would not thence infer, we presume, that

one or the other of the families had been, by the

interception of heat, retarded in hatching eight or

nine years ?

(5) The least tenable of all his arguments
against our system is his reliance upon the ana-

logy supposed to exist between vegetable seeds

and eggs. If we admit the occurrence of "in-

Btances of the dormant state in which the seeds of

the plants may remain for many years, and with-

out injury to their final production," we cannot

shut our eyes to the daily occurrence of facts of

an opposite character. Indeed this opposite cha-

racter is so frequently presented to our notice, that

the lew instances relerred to by the Doctor, of an
indefinite dormant state, that these latter may
fairly be considered as mere "exceptions to the

rule." How many instances can we not adduce
of seeds that will not bear retarding in hatching,

as well as silk-worm eggs? The white mulberry
seed, for instance, every body knows, will not vege-

tate, if more than one year old ; and cofl'ee seeds

will not vegetatft if more than three months old,

nor even then unless it shall have been preserved

in a peculiar way. If the Doctor's pocket »nd

patience have not suffered from the failure of old

seeds to vegetate, he is the luckiest of the tribe of

Agricola; and in that case we must beg leave lo re-

fer him to the seedsmen, v.'ho will inform him that

very lew of their seeds will vegetate after they are

twelve months old—many indeed will not after

they are six or eight months old, and in this

respect imitating the habit of silk-worm eggs, by-

vegetating not much later than the plants that

produced them the year before vegetated. So well

is this fact known, that honest and careful seeds-

men clear out all their old stock of seeds they

know to be of this character, at the close of every

season, to make room for fresh ones. Therefore,

vegetable seeds, however analogous they may be

lo silk-worm eggs, do not prove that silk-worm

eggs can be retarded in hatching much beyond
the period nature has assigned for the purpose.

(6) We differ with ihe^Doctor entirely on this

point. We believe that the lamp of life is light-

ed at the moment of impregnation—that the vivific

influence is ihen communicated from the parent to

the offspring, in both viviparous and oviparous

animals. If this were not so each individual

would be an independent creation—the stream of

vitality would be interrupted at each generation.

This however cannot be. The vital current

passes from parent lo progenj', and is only depend-

ent on heat and other external agencies, in the

egg, or in the uterus, precisely as it is m the per-

fect animal. At no time of life can animals exist

without the aid of the proper degree of heat ; and
they are no more dependent upon heat for exis-

tence at one time than another ; nor more so than

they are upon other agencies, nutrition, for ex-

ample. But heat never imparts to inert matter the

principle of life. The vital principle has been

I derived from the parent, and may be warmed into

! activity by heat, if before dormant, in certain

cases ; or this vital principle may be extinguished

by a withdrawal of the heat necessary to its exist-

ence,—and it may also be extinguished by confin-

ing the egg in a temperature too low for active

life, but high enough merely to permit life lo exist

during and beyond the period of gestation, when
il must expire,— precisely in the manner so many
millions of silk-worm eggs were destroyed during

the past season by attempts to retard their hatching

lo a time beyond Iheir period of gestalion. From
what has been said it would appear that the

embryo in the egs requires nutrition from Ihe .mo-

ment of its becoming an embryo, ihat it becomes
an embryo at the moment of impregnation ; and
it is no more ihan reasonable that it should be so.

This nutrition is furnished by the albumen of the

egg. It also requires oxygen, and receives it from
the air— perfect exclusion from air, or the forma-

tion of carbonic acid gas, and ihus destroying the

oxygen of the air in the vessel containing the

eggs, is certain death to them. That the embryo
from its inception requires nutrition, we suppose

will be disputed ; for, if it docs, then there can be

no further question as to a limit being assigned

to the term or time of its remaining in the ef[g,

for that limit will be regulated by the supply of

nutriment. To us, however, the question is clear

of all doubt. All organized beings, animals or

vegetables, require nutrition ;—in some stages of

existence more, and in some less, il is true ; but in

all some portion. Then may not the length of

time silk-worra eggs can be kept without hatchr
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ing, be regulated by this principle alone ? May
they not exhaust iheir supply of nourishment, and
thus cease to live ? tr. B. S.

DOCTOU muse's REJOIJVDER TO THE EDITOR.

Cambridge, E. S. Md. Oct. 7, 1S40.

Gideon B. Smith, Esq.—Tlie critical remarlis

with which you have done me the honour to

accompany the report of my experiment on the

culture or silk, require at least a short reply,

which I hope you will find room lor in your next

Journal.

In page 269 of your September number, you
have appended to my report the following notice :

" if the cocoons weigh 176 to the pound, as ihe wri-

ter states, then the bushel of cocoons would weigh
19 lbs. to make 30 bushels conlain 100,000." By
referring to that, and a part of the previous page,

you will readily perceive, that the quantities,

which j'ou have assumed for your proportionals,

to arrive at the 19 lbs. per bushel, are not only not

warranted in the text, by the remotest possibility

of construction, but are actually guarded against,

by explicit language : you will find it there stated,

that the 'dark drab' portion of them were of the

size named ; but, that " the ' white mammoth'
portion (so called) were small, both worms and
cocoons;^'' then, it is wholly unjustifiable to assume
in your estimate, that the entire crop were of the

same large and equal size—when a portion of
them vvas contradistinguished, from another por-

tion, as small : indeed it required about 4,000 of

the " white" to fill a bushel ; and a half or more
were of the " white" sort : I used this large num-
ber of the "«j/n'ie"— all that 1 had of them in the

first crop—believing it to be an inferior variety
;

becausp, its being the first parcel I had ever under-

taken, I preferred to hazard them chiefly, rather

than the best, to the errors of inexperience. Both
varieties I had bought of the same gentleman

;

and his register slates, that they were hatched at

the same time, and under his charge, on May 3d
and 4ih, 1839. The respective numbers of each
portion, I considered unessential in my report

;

and I did not name them—equally so was the

whole number of the crop, whether 65,000 as you
make it, or 100,000; yet, I believe the rough
estimate I made of 100,000, nearly correct.

In page 270 you quote from my report, "the
doors were seldom closed— and nevermore than
ten or fifteen minutes,"—and you ask, " is there

not some mistake here, in transcribing the article?"

and you continue—"you do not see how the tem-
perature could be kept so equable, as is represented

in the text : or how the damp air could be exclud-

ed." I aver that the text conveys no idea of a

remarkable e5ua6i7i7i/ of temperature; but simply,

that it was not allowed to descend below 65*^

:

such was my order
;
possibly it might have been

occasionally violated
;
yet, to my knowledge it

was not; it surely was a very easy task lor the

manager, who was exclusively engaged in the

laboratory. The rooms being plastered and
close ; the door in each opening into an inner pas-

sage—the temperature in the month of May,
thoucrh colder than usual lor the season, could be

readily raised by a fire—the doors and windows
closed, to much more than 65"^

: and thus raised

the door may be opened—the windows kept closed

as was in my case, and the fire coolinued j and as

much as 65° could easily be preserved for a conai-
derable lime ; the text liirlher states, that the fire,

and other parts of the process, were more frequent
and longer continued, as the " damp" and " cold"
seemed to indicate the necessity.

The danger of a confined atmosphere, to ani-
mal health, and life, is notorious; it is said a single
candle flame will consume a bushel of atmosphere
in a minute; then, it may well be inferred, that
the multiplied flames of a common fire, in a closed
room, of ordinary size, would accomplish the
exhaustion of the oxygen, or pure principle of the
atmosphere of the room, in a very short time, and
render it unfit for respiration ; and more especially

in the case of the silk worm, whose mephilic
offensive transpiration, if confined, would consi-

derably hasten the impurity; and I owe it very
much to my caution on this point, that the rooms
of my laboratory were not offensive ; and required

neither the chk)ride of lime, nor any other chemical
re-agent whatever.

In another note, page 271, you say, "justice to

'P.' requires that we relieve him from censure

—

and that you alone are responsible for the hypo-
thesis." I intended no censure for 'P.' or yourself,

but simply to oK'er my testimony against it, which
I did not consider as censure or oflience.

'P' asked the question, page 239, August num-
ber, whether ritarding is injurious, &c. &c. and
you answered if.

In your last note upon my report, pnge 272, you
say "instead of a refutation of the fiypothesis, you
view it (my experiment) as going to establish

your theory against retarding the hatrhing, as far

as a single case can be expected to go.

This sentiment, I confess, surprises me; your
theory maintains in your August number, page
226, that the silk worm exposed to the ordinary
natural temperature, requires exactly twelve
months to pass through the various stages of its

existence; you admit subsequently, the hatching
may be protracted one month ; but you say "egga
that would have hatched naturally the 1st ofMay
will, if protracted to 1st of July, (that is two
month?!,) become in their progeny diseased and
perish sooner or later after being hatched."

Under my experiment, which you think goes to

establish this position, eggs were hatched 28th
April, and the worms did not become diseased

;

and another part ol" the eggs of (he same identical

stock and date, were hatched the 1st of August

—

that is, three months after ; and yet the worms
did not become diseased, and perish, but were
equally free from disease, with the exception of
about two dozen, from an accident—and they
made good cocoons ; how this can gn to establish

your doctrine—" that protraction beyond one
month, will occasion disease and death," I cannot
comprehend

;
you say, because the greater part of

my papers of eggs in August did not hatch ; but

you will hold in mind that several thousands did

hatch and prosper, were li-ee from disease, and did

^/im's/H heir work ; which fact is surely adverse to

your doctrine, fis much so, as if all had hatched
;

the cause of the vuiny not hatching, may be. fijirly

referred to their bad condition, when purchased
;

at that early date a few on some of the papers

had already hatched—many had the ditrereni tints

of color, indicative of advancement in different

grades ; and others retained their primitive gray,

indicative oi' no advancement; this latter class,!
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presume, were those which passed successfully

throuoh the ordeal of ice, and lime, to August;
the others having been previously advanced from
the embryon, by causes unknown all perished.

I have since understood, that it is not unusual,

that a simultaneous deposite of eggs, on the same
paper, and apparently under similar exposure,

may exhibit the various grades of advancement
;

however mysterious and unintelligible, yet I be-

lieve the fact is unquestionable.

If my language has been obscure in the drafting

of my report, as, from some of your notes, it seems
to have been, I can only say, I much regret it.

I am, very respectfully, yours, &c.

Joseph E. Muse.

POITOU ASSES.

From tlie Kentuclty Farmer.

3Iaplewood, Oct. 30, 1840.

Bear .S'iV,— In the fall of 1835, I travelled in

France from Paris to Bordeaux, and was much
struck by the teams of large and heavy mules,

which I saw as I advanced towards the latter

place, drawing road wagons, laden with the wines

and fruits of the south. Upon making some
inquiry, I ascertained that they were begotten up-

on large Normandy or Brittany mares by a dis-

tinct race of asses peculiar to the old Province of

Poitou, and not to be found any where else. The
mules appeared to me of a description peculiarly

suited for draught. Unlike those descended from
Maltese asses, with which I was acquainted in

Kentucky, they had large bones, heavy bodies

and thick tails like horses. If the Maltese mules
have more action and beauty, and are better cal-

culated for the saddle and harness, these, it seemed
to me, had more strength and constitution, and
would probably suit belter the plough and the

dray. If the first would suit mountainous coun-

tries better, the latter might perhaps answer best

in wet and low lands. At all events, I thought it

worthy of an experiment to ascertain if Kentucky
might not be benefited by the introduction of this

new race. I was of opinion that possibly the

cross with our part blooded mares would produce

an animal well fitted for the work of drays and
plantations, and that even our old breeds of asses

might be benefited by an infusion of blood from

this sturdy stock of France.
Acting upon these views, I selected a male and

two females of the best that could be had, and
had them shipped to New York. The male—

a

noble animal ef the kind—and the lesser of the

females died at sea, in a storm. The remaining
jennet I have now in my possession. Not dis-

couraged by this accident, my father (II. Clay)

and myself seait an order to France lor more, and
received through the American co»eul at Havre,
six animals of this stock—two males and four fe-

males.

We have had them now for several years, and
though the experiment with them is not complete,
it wears a promising aspect. Certain it is, that

the French mule, bred as before stated, is larger

than the mule of America, and to judge by ap-

pearance, much stronger and more capable of
work. But it may be that its superiority in these
reepecte is due in part to the dam. This will be

tested in a short time, and if it turns out to be the
case, it indicates the necessary of a double im-
provement, in the ass and in the farm mare.

It may interest some of your readers to know
that the Normandy horse is somewhat above the

medium size, generally of dull colors—frequently

roan, heavy in the neck and crest, with a straight

shoulder, good back, heavy quarters and wide
across the hips. They are fine but not handsome
horses, capable of much work, docile and not

daint}' in their habits, of sufficient courage and
iron constitutions. They are fit for almost any
work. They pull the French diligences at the
rate ofsix or seven miles an hour, or a post-chaise

much faster—frequently travelling in a short gal-

lop. By officers who served in the Peninsular
war, I was informed that they excelled for cavalr}'

and artillery purposes—especially towards the

winding up of a campaign—the sleek and beauti-

ful horses which were sent from England.
My object in writing this note is to preserve in

your valuable paper the memory of the importa-
tion mentioned above, as it may hereafter be inte-

resting to the breeders of Kentucky.
With the best wishes for your success in the no-

ble cause to which you have devoted your ener-
gies, I remain failhliilly your friend,

Henry Clay, Jr.

the benefit of the treading of ani-
mals on newly sown wheat. the
"trampling roller."

Many farms in lower Virginia have been great-

ly improved in fertility by the "inclosing system,"

that is, the prohibition of grazing, and giving the

grass and weeds as manure to the land. But, on

light soils especially, the crops of wheat have

been thereby rendered very precarious, owing to

the texture of the soil becoming too open and

loose. Both wheat and clover thrive much better

on soils of moderately compact and close texture,

under equal circumstances of constitution, and of

chemical combination of the ingredients of soil?.

By the total cessation of grazing, and relief from

the treading of cattle, the ill efi'ects to these two

crops, and especially to wheat, will be experienced

to a very injurious extent, on the best constituted

soils. The remedy may appear obvious, and

easy ; and perhaps in many cases it is too easy to

be applied ; for by returning to grazing, though

the faulty texture of the soil may be altered, the

benefit is dearly paid for in renewing the old course

of impoverishing the land. But in other cases,

it is difficult to return to regular grazing, owing to

the removal of the fences which before separated

the different fields, and sometimes even the differ-

ent farms.

As a substitute, more or less effective, for the

treading of wheat land previous to its being

ploughed up for sowing, or for the preparatory

crop, an excellent practice would be to have the
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field well trampled after sowing, and before the

coming up of the plants. The benefits of this

practice have been highly appreciated by some of

the best farmers in Scotland j and, if beneficial on

their previously grazed and stiff lands, and under

their dripping climate, the practice would be far

more so on our lands, of opposite condition in all

these three respects. One among the great wheat

farmers from whose answers to queries Sir John

Sinclair digested his ' Husbandry of Scotland,"

when speaking on this question, said that the

freshly sown wheat land could not be too much
trodden—and that he would be glad if a regiment

of cavalry were to exercise their manoeuvres on

every acre of his field alter its being sown. There

is also stated in Rozier's ^Cours Complet (Tjigri-

culture F'rangaise,^ a case of a newly sown wheat

field being used to confine a flock of sheep, and

which, by neglect, and by the sheep generally

crowding at night towards the entrance, was

trampled so much, that it was supposed that a

part of the crop would be entirely lost. But, con-

trary to expectation, none of it suffered, and the

part most trampled was the best. We quote from

memory, not having read either of the passages

referred to for many years, but believe that the

main facts are correctly stated.

On a farm where the evil of a puffy soil, owing

to the cessation of grazing, had been very sensi-

bly felt, we advised the construction and use of a

trampling roller, which, so far as we know, is en-

tirely new. A round log of 5 feet length and 18

inches in diameter was bored full of holes, and

large pins driven in, of 9 inches length clear of

the log. These pins were two inches, or more,

across their outer ends, or " tread," and these

ends not more than 2 to 3 inches apart from each

other in any direction. The outer ends of the

pins were sawed ofl' (where required) so as for

their extremities to give a cylindrical surface, of 3

feet in diameter. The roller was set in a square

frame to be drawn by ; and when finished, seem-

ed so heavy and unwieldy, that the negro driver

(before hitching to) was sure that liis team of

four ordinary oxen could not draw it throughout

the day. However, on trial, it proved to be a light

draught, and much more so than the large square

harrow used to cover the seed, and which sweeps

about the same width.

The operation of this roller was altogether satis-

factory, BO far as can be judged in advance of re-

sults. Unluckily no strip of the piece of land so

treated was left without the operation, for compa-

rison of effects. Besides the trampling and con-

Bolidating the mould, generally, as was desired,

the pins mashed every clod of any size, and much
more eSectually than is doae by the usual mode

of breaking clods by hand labor with the eyes of

hoes. In the latter case, the large clods are mere-

ly broken into small ones ; in the other, the more

gradual but very heavy pressure of the roller not

only breaks, but pulverizes the clods. And where

much of this operation is needed, as on rougli fal-

lows, it may be well questioned whether the mere

expense of breaking clods by hand labor, is not

more costly than running a trampling roller.

The idea of this implement was fiirnished by

that of the iron-spike roller, which is thinly set

with sharp iron spikes, as this is, thickly, witfi

blunt wooden pins. But the objects and opera-

tions of the two are very different. The spike

roller is designed to reduce and make fine and

loose the soil of very rough, cloddy, and soddy

fallows, to prepare the land for tillage or for

seed—whereas, the main design of the other is

to consolidate the already too loose and open

mould. The operation of the common roller is

also very different, as that does not press suffi-

ciently heavy on any places to serve much to

consolidate, except merely at the surface ; and

by making the surface smooth and even, ex-

poses the crops injuriously to the cold of winter.

Smooth rolling hardens the surface, and thereby

closes it against the influence of the air, and yet

does not materially compact the soil below. The
operation of the trampling roller is the reverse

ia both these respects.

—

Ed. F. R.

HARVESTING CARROTS.

From tlie Soutlicni Cultivator.

Mr. Editor—"W not too late, 1 will furnish you
a fevj hints in regard to gatherino: and preserving

this valuable crop through the winter. There are

not many carrots grown in this state, and hence
possibly the propriety of giving a lew plain rules

for taking care of them at this season.

[t is an old opinion tliat carrots grow more in

October than in any previous month. However
that is, October is now gone, and carrots should

be gathered. The first of November is a very

good time for this operation. Before gathering,

cut the tops about an inch above the crown with

a sharp hoe. They are fjood Ibod lor cattle, and
cows are fond of them. Then run a plough deep,

drawn by a couple of liorses, as close to the row
as possible, when the carrots may be easily pulled

and thrown into heaps or a cart. 'J'hey will not

stand as much cold as parsnips, but will keep very

well in common dry cellars, covered over with a

little straw or dry sand thrown freely among them.

They may be kept perfectly well in open ground

by selecting a high, dry spot, and digging a hole

about one foot deep, four feet wide, and of any
length you may wish, and laying the roots in, and

piling them up three or four feet high, and cover-

ing them over six to twelve inches with straw.

The advantage of raising the pile above the

ground is to permit a slight circulation of air and
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escnpe of heal whirh is apt to jrenerate pppeeially

when the hill is first made. The coveririir of

Gtrnw should first be made light, and then in-

creased as ihe weather grows colder. The hole

should be so made ihat water will not remain and

eettle on the bottom. B. S.

REMAKKS ON THE SOU.S AKD MARLING OF
THE PAHIUNKKY LANDS. INTUODUCTOUY
TO THK QUERIKS ANI3 ANSWERS TliEREON,

By the Editor.

Tfie borders of the Pamuokey river are of pe-
culiar and singular character. The flats extend
generally from a mile to two, and sometimes even
three miles in width, from the river, the high-
land or blufFs rarely, though sometimes, approach-
ing on either side near to the water. The flats are
divided, in common parlance, into the loio grounds
proper, and the second low-grounds, which rise to

a much greater elevation than the (brmer, and ge-
nerally t)y nn abrupt and marked transition.

Though the low-<xrounds next the river are gene-
rally from .3 to 10 ((>,ct above high tide, a large por-
tion is subject to be inundated by freshes, which
sometimes, thou<zh rarely, rise many feet above the
highest tide. This subjection to freshes, so un-
common on any of our tuie-water rivers, is caused
by the peculiar and remarkable narrowness of the
Pamunkey, and iis very crooked and meandering
course. These natural causes, which cannot be
avoided, are much increased by the artificial ob-
structions to the course of the water, formed by
fish-weirs and traps, and fallen trees. If these
were cleared away, and the trees on the margin
removed, it is piobable that the highest freshes
would be reduced to several feet at least below the
heiiihts known antl expected.
Though the greater part of the low-grounds

and all of the second low-grounds are elevated i'ar

above any possible height of the water, in the
present age. it is not the less manifo.st that the soil

was originally deposited by alluvion. This great
operation of nature, like similar effects on the
lower James river, could only have been produced
when both the height and volume of the water
very fiir surpassed the present slate of things.

But it IS proper to bear in mind this ancient forma-
tion by alluvion, as it serves to account for the pe-

culiar characters ofthe soil, in respect to its uniform
features and original (eriility.

The soil of the Pamunkey low-srounds, both
first and second, though formerly reduced almost
every where to a low rate of product, was un-
doubtedly rich in its virgin state, but in a much
less degree than the James river low-grounds,
and others of the highest grade of original value.
All verbal testimony is in support of tin's position.

But still stronger evidence than such traditional

accounts is presented, to my understanding, by the
characteristics of the land, whether still continuing
exhausted, or where recently again fertilized. All
these lands are very light, from excess of sand;
but all, so far as I was informed by report, were
enough kind to clover, even before being marled,
to justify the culture of that grass, where enough
putrescent manures were applied ; and gypsum,
where tried, (on Chericoke,) was found to be

Vol. V1II.-86

beneficial to and profitable on clover. These two
characteristics would be enough for me, any where
in the tide- water region, to prove that such soil was
neutral, and had been originally rich.

But though there is much uniformity in the ge-
neral character of the Pamunkey low-lands, there

is also much difiierence of quality and of value in

minor points. Some of the land, as at Chericoke,

was ol chocolatr-rolored or mulatto soil ; on other

parts, and especially higher up the river, that pe-

culiar mark of value was wanting, and the soil

was inferior, though still of good original quality.

In addition to the happy natural constitution of the

Pamunkey sni^s in regard to fertility, ami improve-
ment by gypsum, and still more by putrescent

manures, tiieir lightness makes (hem easy to till,

and easy to he relieved ofsuperabundant moisture.

The latter effect is also aided by the form of the

surface, which is generally very slightly undulat-

ing, instead of being as level as its original (brma-
tion might indicate.

But with all these advantages, there is one
other which I would have supposed these soils (in

common with other good neutral soils) would
have wanted ; that is, a capacity, such as the baser

acid soils have, for being improved speedily, and in

a high degree, by the application of marl. Such
would have been my deduction, founded on expe-
rience of the operation of manures merely calca-

reous. But the marls which underlie these Pa-
munkey low-lands are universally mixed with
green-eand; and from that compound a degree of

effect and of profitable improvement has been de-

rived, equal to that from pure calcareous marl on
acid soils elsewhere.

I shall not here repeat the opinions and infer-

ences in regard to green-sand which I have pre-

sented at several places in past volumes of the

'Farmers' Register;' nor will I, at this time, spe-

culate, without light, on the hidden cause of the

mysterious manuring operation of this earth;

though my former views would be stiil more sus-

tained by the facts which are elicited by the most
recent observations. To this interesting and im-
portant subject I will hereafter recur, after hav-
ing presented all the facts which will go either to

confirm or overthrow theoretical views, and the

ILincies and vagaries of what are dignified by the

name of scientific investigations of this subject. It

wdl be merelj' necessary now to advert concisely

to some of the general fiicts before observed, and
also some of the groimds which I have hereto.'bre

maintained, and which even those of my readers

who saw them when first presented could not be
expected to remeniber now.

I do not pretend to know the cause, or how to

explain the remarkaltle and mysterious operation,

of green-sand as manure. In this respect, i rea-

dily confess my entire ignorance. Yet, my ad-

milted ignorance is not greater than that of

the geologists who have flourished so much on

this subject, and have commanded respect for their

crude opinions, by presuming on the greater igno-

rance, and greater modesty and delijrence to

learned authority, of the agricultural community.

The attributing the particular fertilizing effects of

green-sand to the small contents of potash is aa

little supported by reason, as the assertion of the

general operation of green-sand on all soils and

all crops is by fads. Up to this time, and with

the exception of the experience of Mr. Williams
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Carter, heard of first only a few days ago, I have
known of but a single lact in regard to the eflecis

of green-sand alone, in Virginia, except in nny
own experimenis. And on these three experiment-
ers only will I etil! have to rely. Notwithstanding
ail the excitement produced in regard to green-
sand, by the opinions expressed in the state geo-
logical reports ol its great and general efficacy, and
aiihough these opinions have generally received
much respect and credence, which ihey owed en-
tirely to their authority, siill, so (ar as I have been
informed, there have yet been no other experi-
ments made with green-sand simply, in V^irginia,

on soil not calcareous, except in the cases just re-

ferred to. li is probable tfiat many other experi-
ments may have been made ; but", if so, I have
heard nothing of the results or the trials.

But while confessing ignorance on this subject,

it is neither my wish nor my habit to wrap mjsell
up in prejudice, and repel light and instruction

from any quarter, even though it may serve to

show tiiat my opinions are erroneous. Besides
other less direct demands (or the practical inlbrma-
lion which I was so anxious to obtain on this

subject, more than three years ago, (at page 511 ol

Voi. V.,) 1 submitted particular queries in regard
to the effects of green-sand, addressed to all who
had used it. These produced not a single an-
swer, and probably induced not one experiment.
I still as earnestly desire information ; and will be
as ready to submit to such as will contradict my
views, as to welcome any in confirmation. But
until such disproof is furnished, [ may be excused
for trusting to my own practical experience, how-
ever contradictory it may be to closet speculations,
and the one-sided facts of geological reports.

Therefore, until corrected by the more accurate
and full observations and experience of others, I

shall continue to hold these opinions in regard to

green-sand as manure in lower Virginia:

That, whatever may be the source of power of
this earth, (which I deem as yet altogether unex-
plained,) it is similar in action and effects to the
equally mysterious manure, gypsum, or plaster of
Paris.

That, like gypsum, if used in small or mode-
rate quantities, green-sand is only operative (or

at least profitable) on neutral and calcareous soils;,

and rarely even on these soils on any crop except
clover, and other plants of that family.

That green-sand is not operative at al! on acid

or naturally poor soils, unless in unusual and ex-
cessive quantities ; and then, or in any mode o!

application, that the manure is, like gypsum, but

of temporary effect.

And that, on acid soils, where it is least opera-
tive, after the land being marled (or otherwise
made calcareous) the green-sand, like gypsum,
generally becomes operative on clover.

Although the facts are as yet much too {'eAv to

establish all these positions, I will venture to pre-

dict that accurate experimenters and observers

will, if trying proper experiments, find results in

accordance with my views. Thus I infer that the

pure green-sand earth (that is, containing no shells

or calcareous matter) will have no profitable if

indeed any effect, unless in enormous quantity, on

any crop on acid soils ; that it will generally have
good effect on clover on the same soils after marl-

ing, or when constituting part of the marl applied,

or on soils naturally calcareous or neutral ; and

thai, even when most efficacious, if applied alone,
or in such munner that its single operation can be
estimated, the effect of green-sand will not be per-
manent, like calcareous manure, but temporary,
like gypsum.
Now though I dissent altogether from the opi-

nion that green-sand is, like a quack nostrum,
a universal remedy lor all diseases of land, and
an improver of all soils and all crops, 1 value it

more highly than some who have most profited

by its use in conjunction with marl. Neitlier can
it be alleged upon any plausible ground that I

seek to disparage this manure, from prejudice or
envy. Every prompting of vanity, as well as of
self-interest, would induce precisely the contrary
course; lor [ own extensive and rich beds of this

earth, on the banks of James river; and, whatever
may be the measure of the value of this earth, the
discovery of its existence in V^irginia, the earliest

and most extensive trials of its effects, and the
first idea and assertion of its identity with the
(iimous green marl of New Jersey, all those me-
rits, if they be such, were mine— as will be suffi-

ciently evident to any inquirer who may refer to

sundry pieces in the early volumes ofthe 'Farmers'
Register,' on the New Jersey marl, and particular-

ly to the eailiest piece referring to if, my article

" On the gypseous earth of James river," publish-

ed in the first volume of the 'Farmers Register,'

(p. 207,) which was extended from a shorter and
much earlier communication to the old ' American
Farmer,' and both of them referring to the disco-

very of the bed of earth made as early as 1817.

It is very true, that being then, as now, ignorant
of geological science and systems, I had never even
heard of the term "green-sand," and of course
did not use it; and moreover the action of the

earth as manure \vas erroneously ascribed by me
entirely to the gypsum which it sometimes contains,

and not to the green sand, of which I knew nothing.

But the appearance and visible marks of the earth
were so niinutely and fully described, that it was
impossible for any reader of the account, acquaint-

ed with green-sand elsewhere, to have mistaken
the thing described, or to be doubtful of the simi-

larity, if^not idenlity, of the depositee.

This earth is (bund in great abundance along
the banks of the Pamunkey, and, fortunately, ia

generally mixed with calcareous mail, to which
intermixture the undoubtedly valuable effect of

green-sand here is (as I infijr) almost entirely

owing. The beds of marl here are of the most
ancient class of the tertiary marl (^eocene') and in

them the calcareous ingredient has, to greater or

less extent, been removed, and substituted by
green-sand. Over these beds of marl, as on James
river, waters containing copperas (sulphate of

iron) and alum (sulphate of alumine) are still

oozing, and these salts are often perceptible both

to the sight and taste. When meeting with shells

or calcareous matter, both the former salts serve

to decompose the carbonate of lime, and (orm, by
new combination, sulphate of lime, or gypsum.
Hence the removal of the shells, while their hollow

forms yet remain perfect in the earth, and the total

disappearance in many cases, (and this is general- A
\y so in the beds on James river,) of every trace ^
of calcareotis matter. And hence the appear-

ance instead, of the more newly formed gypsum,
in crystals, or in powder, as described in the ar-

ticle above referred to. But the gypsum has, in
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the lapse of ages, been dissolved, and washed
away either principally or entirely, and is only !o

be (bund in a lew places, and in small proporiion.

The green-sand, in ereater or smaller proportions,

is found instead. Whence its origin, what was
its formation, and even what its chemical con-

stitution, 1 pretend not to understand. But even

in the absence of all light on these points, the un-

learned farmer may yet properly use, and iirofit by,

this manure, and avoid falling into the gross and
almost unmixed errors to which he would be led,

if following merely the speculations and asser-

tions thereon of geological reports, which speak

of the manure in the most exalted terms, and oH(»r

none of the numerous and entire exceptions which
oppose the opinion of its universal or even gene-
ral eflicacy.

The green-sand marl (that is, marl containing

calcareous matter in large or considerable propor-

tion, as well as green-sand,) is '.he only kind

found under the Pamunkey low-grounds, and
which has been thereon applied, for the 20 miles

from Mr. Conrade Webb's farm in New Kent, to

Edmund F. Wickham's in Hanover. The fer-

tilizing efl(3Ct8 have been very great—much more
60, as they appeared to mc, than merely calcareous

marl could have produced so early on neutral soil

—and I freely admit that a large share of the ge-

neral benefit derived, must be due to the green-

sand ingredient of the compound manure. Still,

this opinion is held in subservience to the gene-
ral propositions above stated as to its action ; and
therefore, I cannot but believe that the efll'ect of

Ihe green-sand has lessened with time, or, in the

oldest experiments, has even ceased, though no
Buch effect has been observed or suspected, owing
to the still increasing efiect of the calcareous in-

gredient. However, as to this, let the reader

judge for himself, from the answers which will be

presented. These circumstances and effects are so

peculiar, and so different in many respects from

the action of merely calcareous marl, that I found

myself on a new scene, in this green-sand marl
region. The circumstances both ol the Pamunkey
soil and the marls are so different from those of

the high and originally poor lands adjacent, that

it will be proper to present the two classes un-

der separate lieads, instead of regarding either

county or other artificial lines of division. The
subject of the following answers will then be ex-

clusively the Pamunkey low-grounds, and green-

sand and calcareous marl, unless any partial ex-

ceptions to either should be particularly named.
Within a few days alter returning from this inte-

resting agricultural region, [ visited Coggins farm,

the scene of my own old marling labors, and was
struck with the raanilest inferiority of the growth

of the young red clover which covers all the land

from which wheat was reaped this year, to the

clover of the same age on the green-sand marl-

ings on the Pamunkey lands ; and the compari-

son was made with parts of the land of Coggins
farm where the greatest improvement had been

made by marl, and where the last crop of corn

was certainly equal in product to those lately on

the highly improved Pamunkey lands, and, as I

infer, to the last corn crops of the lands now bear-

ing clover so much superior. This difference I

cannot but ascribe to the action of the green-

sand of the Pamunkey marl (not acting alone,

but conibined with and) superadded to the calca-

reous matter, which was exclusively (or nearly

so) the active ingredient of the marl used in the

cases referred to on Coggins farm. Although
ihere are inexhaustible beds containing full 50 per

cent, of green-sand, 1 had discontinued using that

earth as manure, several years before having
ceased to direct any farming operations

;
yet, under

the impressions recently received, I would now
advise the renewal of experiment.?, if not of gene-

ral practice Ibnhwith, and the commencement of

trials wherever this earth can be used on clover,

and on neutral or calcareous soils, or intermixed

with, or after the application of calcareous marl.

I would also advise smaller but sufficient experi-

ments on other crops and other kinds of soils, to

test the value of the opinions advanced above, aa

to the general ineflicacy of this manure under such
circumstances.

The ready answer to my denial of the general

efficacy of green-sand as manure in lower Virginiay

will be a reference to the extensive use and great

benefits of this manure in New Jersey. As i

know nothing certain of the particulars of these

practices, either as to the precise nature of the

manures, of the soils, the degree and permanency
of effects, and especially of the failures (which
are seldom if ever mentioned in published re-

ports—) I will neither deny, nor receive as evi-

dence, any thing that I have yet seen in regard to

New Jersey marl and green-sand. 1 doubt not

that great" benefits have been there produced.

But in the general ignorance of the cultivators,

and the still more general confusion of terms as to

the ingredients of the manures used, and the igno-

rance of geologists of agricultural science and
truths, 1 suspend all expression of opinion, or par-

ticular inferences from the statements of New Jer-

sey marling, until better inlbrmed as to the facts.

My opinions of the effects of green-sand, as above
and elsewhere expressed, are deduced from, and
limited to, the operation as known by experiment
in lower Virginia.

The agricultural communityhave been indebted to

the writings (not of farmers, but) of geologists and
scientific men, lor the little truth and value, and the

abundance of mystification, error, and false deduc-
tions, in regard to the action and efieets to be expect-

ed of green-sand. The gain derived from these

learned investigators would have been very far

greater, and the errors much less, if they could have
been content not to know every thing at the first

glance ; but, on the contrary, had submitted to con-
less their actual ignorance in many respects, and
instead of deluding their confessedly unlearned dis-

ciples, the agriculturists, had asked the aid of their

observations and experiments to dispel the great
existing obscurity and difficulty of the subject. If

geological surveyors were as much distinguish-

ed fbr the modesty and self-distrust which should
belong to seekers of knowledge in a new field, and
Ibr patient labor of investigation in the pursuit, as
they are for presumption, for the jumping to con-
clusions, and Ibr scientific quackery, then their re-

portG would have been a hundred-fold more pro-

fitable to the public—though possibly much less

so to their individual interest and early reputation.

The operation of green-sand proper (or alone)

is altogether a different matter from that of marl,

and would not come under the queries designed

to elicit statements of the efiects of marl. But as

these two manures, even when separate, are so
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oRen confounded in common parlance and under-

standing, and as the substances also are intermix-

ed in all the calcareous murls of the upper ticie-

vvalers of the Pamunlcey, I shall add to the

answers obtained on marling such accurate re-

ports on tlie eft'ects of irreen-sand alone as I may
be able to obtain. Mr. Williams Carter's, at Broad

Neck, in Hanover, is the only very considerable

and continued praciice known—and which is con-

tinued, as I lear, on the mistaken grounds of the

supposed pernianpncy of the early efl'ecls. The
usual and unlucky connexion of the two properly

distinct subjects, of green-sand and calcareous

marl, and the erroneous deductions tlience made,

will serve as my excuse lor tlie seeming digressive

course of the preceding remarks, which were de-

signed merely as preliilory to the answers on the

Pamunkey marlinir.

The greater effect of the green sand marl on

the clover (as seen in the fiist week of November,)

over thatot" any merely calcareous marl, has been

already stated. Another interesting evidence of

the same is the stronger ^xmg of tiiis grass, or

making it as if natural to the soil. Dr. Braxton

thinks (and acts upon the opinion) that after his

marled land has been once well set in clover, the

crops will continue to seed the land under his ro-

tation, and that no subsequent sowing will ever

be required. He finds, however, when clover

seed is sown on this sandy soil, unless early in

winter, that it is essential to its success to cover

the seed by light harrowing— which he does regu-

larly. My own Ibrnier practice of sowing imme-
diately after the passage of a harrow on wheat
land, in the early part of spring, he thinks would

not answer instead. He finds that the trampling

of live stock is also necessary, to prevent the too

great looseness and pufHness of the soil otherwise.

He grazes one year in his rotation, (recently of

five, and now about to be six fields,) on the clover

to be fallowed the same autumn for wheat; not

so closely however as not to leave a large remnant

of the clover and other vegetable matter on the

field.

Mr. Wm. F. Wickham's farm (South Wales)

presents the oldest and most extensive, and there-

fore the most profitable marhng practice on the

Pamunkey. The great improvement made on

his land generally, is the more remarkable, be-

cause he has long pursued the very severe four-

shift relation, of three grain crops in lour years.

Biat though Mr. Wickham has so long pursued

this course, and has so much improved his land

under it, (or notwithstanding its scourging cha-

racter,) he objects much to its severity, and would

prefer to add another field and another meliorating

crop to his rotation. He has IbunJ, contrary to

the established results as to our calcareous marls,

(hat his marling is most improving on his origi-

nally good soils ; and his limited experience of the

green-sand marl on acid soil he thinks has not been

very encouraging. Further, notwithstanding the

happy mixture of calcareous matter and green-

eand in all of his marl, he does not place so high

an appreciation on the latter ingredient as he

would on an equal addition to the Ibrmer. He
does not fear any injury to the land or crop from

excess of quantity of his marl—and would not ob-

ject to have a cover of six inches thick, but lor the

cost of applying. This opinion, alone, shows a

ffimarkabie dili'erence oi' auction between the mere-

ly calcareous and the green-sand marls. No
where else did I hear of any injury produced by
this green-sand marl, though no where else had
there been applied such heavy dressings as Mr.
Wickham's.
The transportation of marl by water is consider-

ed by most persons as so expensive an operation,

that few farmers have yet undertaken it; and
those who have engaged a supply Irom lighter-

men, have been made to pay exorbitantly, and
olien for a commodity of very suspicous charac-

ter, if not certainly of bad quality. This much
dreaded operation is shown by Dr. Braxton'd

praciice to be a mere trifle, at least on the shelter-

ed and calm navigation of the Pamunkey. Dr.
Braxton has both the green-sand upper stratum

(as general throughout) and the green-sand marl
beneath, on his own land ; but as the latter, which
only he values or cares to use, dips there below
the level of the tide, he prefers to dis similar marl

eight miles higher up the river, and bring it by a
lighter to his landing. At my request he furnish-

ed a statement and eslimaie of the cost of this

labor, which will be annexed, and which I hope
will be valuable both as instruction and induce-

ment to many farmers who cannot be supplied

with marl, except by water-carriage.

The answers and remarks of Mr. William F.
Wickham, which will stand first, as in the order

of priority of practice and experience, were not

received until after the foregoing introductory ob-

servations were written, and in type. This will

account for some passages which may now appear
superfluous; and, also, lor the omitting to reli^r to

other subjects mentioned by Mr. Wickham. It ia

proper also to state that, in consequence of delay

or miscarriage of the specimens selected for me, the

marls of Dr. Braxton and of Mr. Carter Braxton
were not received and analyzed until after the

foregoing general remarks thereon were in type.

In the Ibllowing statements of the constituent

pans of marls, given in the notes to the answers,

the proportion of carbonate ol lime (or pure calca-

reous earth) was ascertained very exactly by
means of Davy's pneumatic apparatus. The
proportions of the remainder, of sand and of clay,

(or finely divided earth,) when mentioned sepa-

rately, were separated by agitation in water and
difference of specific gravity; and of course this

mechanical mode of separation is not very exact.

The green-sand (said to be a chemical compound
of silex, iron, and a little pot-ash,) being insoluble

in, and not affected by the muriatic acid, and being

in grains, and of very nearly of equal specific gra-

vity with silicious sand, it remains with the latter;

and the proportion of green-sand was then guessed,

by carefully observing the mixture of the two
through a magnifying glass. I'his mode of de-

termining proportions, by sight and by guess, is al-

together too rough and inaccurate to be relied on
lor exactness, and therefore it is proper thus to ex-

plain the mode of examination, and to confess its

iauliiness. However, as the grains of green-sand

are black and opaque, (when seen in grains) and
the silicious sand is white and crystalline, the dis-

tinction and contrast are eo marked, tliat it is not

difficult to approach to something like the relative

proportions even by the eye.

As thus examined, the contents of green-sand,

in every case, fell below previous reputation ; and
the calcareous matter in a still more remarkable
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degree, in the green-sand maris used by Dr.
Braxton and Mr. Carter Braxton. And the less

the strength of the marl in calcareous matter, the

more remarkable are the eifects produced and re-

ported ; and tl»e more important and valuable the

use, and the more is required full and proper inves-

tigation of the qualities, and accurate experiments
ol' the operation and effects of the other ingre-

dient—the mysterious substance, green-sand, of

which it may be truly said that aU that we yet

know is, that we know nothing. In regard to the

most interesting and important of these maris, (on
account of its extensive application,) that flom G.
VV. Bassett's land, used by Dr. Braxton, the cal-

careous ingredient is so small (only 11 per cent.)

that I think the specimen sent to me could not

have presented any thing like a fair average of

quality, as it certainly was selected for. But all

that lire operator can do, by analyzing, is to ascer-
tain accurately the amount of carbonate of lime i.i

the particular specimen presented to him ; and
therelbre as much dependt^ upon the care and
judgment used in selecting specimens, and the
mode of taking them, and iheir amount, as alier-

wards upon analyzing ihem, to enable the opera-
tor to stale truly the average strength of any
layer or body of marl. It was Dr. Braxton's opi-

nion that this marl contained three times as much
calcareous matter, as this specimen produced.
The whole mass, after being dug, and mixed by
loading and unloading the vessel, as I saw the
marl at Chericoke, is very uniform in appearance,
and the shelly matter is generally so finely divided
as not to be disiinguished by the eye.

-QUERIES (repeated FROM PAGE 489) TO ASCERTAIJT tHE ACTION AND EFFECTS OF SHELL
MARL AS 31ANURE, IX GENERAL, AND ANSWERS AS TO THE GREEN-SAKD MARL USED OTS
THE PAMUNKEY RIVER LANDS.

1. When was the use of marl as manure commenced on your farm 7

2. Whose property was the farm, and under whose direction was its general management, (if not
your own,) then, and since?

3. What was the quantity of cleared land on the farm then ready for and subjected in its turn to
cultivation of any kind, exclusive of all waste ground'?

4. What is the quantity since added, by new clearings of wood-land, or other waste spots brought
into tillage 1 A nd, generally, was the land thus added richer or poorer than the present average qua-
lity of the farm?

5. What was the rate ofprogress in extending the marling—and, altogether^ how many acres have
been now marled 1

6. What was the usual strength of the marl used, or its proportion per cent, of carbonate oflirae,
or pure shelly matter?

7. Was there any peculiar quality or ingredient, besides the carbonate of liine, that served to give
additional value to th.e manure—as "green sand," or cypsum, or a large proportion of fine clay, &c.?

8. Or was there any thing that served more than usually to lessen the value, as stony hardness of
many sliells, or of masses of marl, &c. ?

9. What have been the usual quantities of marl applied to the acre?
10. Have there been made trials of any much lighter dressings of marl than the usual quantities

—

and if so, what were the results, compared to the usual quantities ?

11. Have there been made trials of any much heavier dressings than the usual quantities—and
with what comparative results?

12. Was the cropping and general management of the land, for a fexo years immediately previous
to its being marled, such as might be considered meliorating or improving, (or at least as preserving
its degree of lertilii}'^,) or was i1 impoverishing, and wasting of fertility in general? Slate the rota-
tion of crops, if known.

13. The same question as to the few years immediately after marling, and since.

14. What have been the usual and general results of the applications^of marl, on the increase of the
crop next following, on land in different conditions—and afterwards to the [iresent time?

15. Have the earliest fertilizing effects of marl (or the increased product of the first crop, or first

Course of crops in the rotation,) been subsequently increased or diminished by lapse ol' time—and in
either case, under, and in proportion to, what circumstances?

16. Is it your opinion, whether founded on experien-ce or observation, that the early increased pro-
duct of your marled land (say for the first three or four crops, or of any number you have yet made
thereon,) will be subsequently diminished, under any rotation of crops, or course of culiivaiion, that
would not have been decidedly exhausting and injurious to the land, if marl had not been applied ?

17. Has sterility, or other damage, been caused on any part of ihe land, by applying marl too
heavily, or in any other manner—and under what circumstances of soil, tillage, &c, ?

18. Has it been found that any other manure', either vegetable and putrescent, or mineral, are
more efficacious, or durable, on poor natural soils after marling them ?

19. What do you suppose was the average productive power, in corn, per acre, of all your now
arable and cultivated land, before marling?

20. What do you suppose is the present average productive power of the same in corn?
21. What was the usual or average quantity of the crops of wheat made annually on the farm be-

fore marling, and recently?

22. Taking such general grounds for the estimate as may be satisfactory to your own judgment,
state what you suppose to be the annual value of the present general or average gross product of grain,
or other marketable products of the fields in cultivation, of the land marled, caused by, and owmg to
marlinor—per acre, and also in total amount annually from the vvlrole farm?
23. Does your experience or observation serve to contradict any of the ioiportant theoretical opi-
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nions in regard to the action of marl, or elatements of actual results in practice, as presented in the

'« recapitulation" embraced in pages 53 to 56 of 'Essay on Calcareous Manures'—and if bo contra-

dicting, in what particulars 1

I. jfnswcrs to the queries on the use of marl by
]

William F. IVickham, of Hanover county, in

regard to his South Wales farm.

Answer to 1st query.—The use of marl was com-
menced on my plantation in 1820.

2d.— It was my property, under the general ma-
nagement of an overseer, subject to such orders

as I gave on occasional visits till 1827—from

which time 1 have been residing on it.

Zd.—There were, when I began to marl, about

600 acres cleared on the plantation. I have
since added by purchase 400 of open land,

making in ail 1000 acres, consisting oi' Pamun-
key low-grounds and second low-grounds or ta-

ble land in cultivation.

Ath.— I have cleared some 15 or 20 acres of the

came description, but inferior originally to the

rest of the plantation.

6i7i.—The annual progress in marling has been

irregular. Less was done by my overseer than

has been done by my?elf since my residence

here. I have now marled upwards of 900 acres.

tth.—The proportion of carbonate of lime in my
marl I estimate at 45 per centum—a rough ana-

lysis gave about that amount.*
1th.— It contains green-sand, but in what propor-

tion I have no means of ascertaining. Some
beds appear to abound more in it than others,

and different parts of the same bed to have it

* Three specimens of Mr. Wickham's marl, select-

ed from bodies which he had mostly used from, and

which he supposed presented fair averages of value,

were afterwards analyzed, and found to conlain the

following proportions

:

No. 1. Shell marl, blackish when moist, from upper

part of bed, in Barn field, back from the river, con-

sisted of carbonate of lime - - 32.50

Silicious sand and green-sand together (the

green-sand judged by the eye to be about

two-fifths of this residuum, or 22 grains,) 56

Dark gray clay, and loss - • - 11.50

100

No. 2. Blackish shell marl (like the preced-

ing) from the lower part of bed near river

bank, consisted of carbonate of lime - 44

Silicious sand and green-sand (of which the

latter appeared to be about one-fifth of

this part, or 8 grains,) - - - 39

Dark gray clay and loss - - - 17

in unequal quantities. There is also an efflo-

rescence on the marl, and on the superincum-
bent green-sand, that has a bitter astringent
taste resembling that of alum. 1 do not know
there is any gypsum in it.*

8/A.—We find masses of shells and earth conglo-
merated and as hard as stone, but too few to

aflect the value of the marl ; they are never
carried into the field except by accident.

9//i.—The quantity of marl I have used to the
acre has been from 600 to 1200 bushels, generally
about 800, and often at the rate of 2000 or 3000.

\Qth.— I do not think I have ever used less than
five or six hundred bushels to the acre.

11 /A.—When I have put 2000 or 3000 bushels on
the acre it has been on land ihat was highly
manured, and I never perceived the least injury

from an excess of marl. The land to which
these large quantities were applied has conti-

nued in the greatest state of productiveness.
Perhaps a smaller quantity might have proved
equally beneficial for a time ; but as a permanent
improvement, where the land was originally

good, or other manures can be used with the
marl, I prefer as much as I can carry on the land.

Vlth.—Belbre I commenced marling the planta-
tion was cultivated on the old three-field system
—corn, wheat, pasture ; no clover, and but little

manure made. It was generally in a state of
extreme sterility.

13i/t.—The improvement from marl was apparent
in a year or two, and has been regularly pro-

gressive.

\Ath.— Its effect on the first succeeding crop was
slight, except on cotton, where it acted imme-
diately and with great benefit. It was gene-
rally spread ''on land intended to be sown in

wheat or planted in corn. On the wheat that

followed corn, clover was in every instance

sown, and the first decided advantage was to

the clover crop. The stronger the land the
more apparent was that benefit.

\5th and I6th.—The earliest fertilizing eflfects pro-

duced by marl, and the addition to the crops
arising from its use, have been constantly aug-
menting in a rapidly increasing ratio, so that

every year adds to my opinion of its value ; so

far am I from apprehending the increased pro-

duct is likely to be diminished, that, on the con-
trary, from an experience of twenty years, I am
satisfied, with my imperfect husbandry, the land
on which it was first used (as well as all the
rest to which it has been applied) has been con-

stantly improving, and will continue to do so.

100

No. 3. Light colored, (yellowish or reddish,)

shell marl forming the stratum above the

preceding (No. 2.) consisted of carbonate

of lime - - - - - 36

Silicious sand and green-sand, (of which the

latter appeared to be one-tenth of this

part, or) - - - - - 47

Yellow clay and losi - - - 17

100

* Both alum and copperas, (sulphate of alumine

and sulphate of iron,) intermixed, are so abundant in

some of the over-lying earth, that a thin crust of these

salts is to be seen on the outside, left by the drying

of the slowly oozing waters. The taste gave sufficient

evidence of the kind of these salts, as the sight did of

their existence and source. And as the contact of ei-

ther of these salts with shells could not fail to form

sulphate of lime, (gypsum, or plaster of Paris,) it is

equally certain that some of the latter substance must

be in those parts of the marl, until dissolved and car-

ried off, though there is no appearance of it to the ey«

that could be rehed on.—E. K.
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There can be no doubt there is no manure more
permanent ; but (or the use of marl, I am con-

vinced my land, under my severe cropping,

would have been reduced to a lower condition,

if possible, than it was in when 1 began its use.

17th.— Upon a few acres, not more than five or

eix, of sandy gravelly hill-side, I have seen the

corn I think injured by marl. The stalks in the

spring grew larger than before, but they fired

early, and in many cases produced no ears.

The land was unimproveable, and not worth the

cultivation. It looks rather better than formerly,

and produces meager crops of corn and oats,

but does not pay for the labor, which, however,
is trivial, that is bestowed on it. I do not re-

member that I have sown clover on this piece of

land—here I suppose 800 bushels of marl were
used to the acre. On no other spot do I perceive

that damage has been done by too much marl.

18th.—The effect of putrescent manures has been
very much increased by the marl. I do not

know that the first crop has been much better;

but the improvement from their use has thus

been rendered permanent. My practice is never
(o permit these manures to be turned in without

accompanying them with a heavy dressing of

marl. Plaster of Paris acts on clover, when the

land has been marled, with wonderful efficacy.

The result of an experiment I made will be
found in the 4th Vol. of the 'Farmers' Register,'

p. 579. My subsequent experience confirms
that experiment.

19th and 20th.—The average crops of corn per

acre before I began the use of marl did not ex-

ceed three or four barrels—they are now from
eix to eight.

21st.—The wheat crop has varied so much, even
on the very best lands in this part of Virginia,

depending, as it would eeem, much more on the

season than on the cultivation or soil, that it is

difficult to state an average; but 1 think the in-

crease has been in an equal ratio with the corn

crop.

22d.—The Increased product of my land from the

use of marl, aided by a somewhat improved
agriculture, I estimate t.t from 50 to 100 per

centum. The effect of the marl has been in-

creased by the application of large quantities of
manure Irom every source from which it could

be derived.

23d.—My experience in no manner conflicts with

any thing I remember in your * Essay on Cal-

careous Manures.' Sorrel I have seen growing
even on piles of marl ; but after it has been in-

corporated with the soil the sorrel certainly dis-

appears. [ will not undertake to say whether
this is owing to the chemical action of the marl

on the land or to its promoting the growth of

other plants, clover for instance, that eradicate

the sorrel ; but the result is as 1 have stated it.

I have attended rather to facts than to theorj',

not giving myself much concern about the vio-

dus operandi. If my observations are in any
manner inconsistent with your views, you will

find them mentioned in this communication
;

but I am not apprised there is any discrepancy.

Here permit me to bear testimony to the accu-

racy and the great value of your ' Essay.' It has
been of incalculable benefit to all the calcareous

region of lower V^irginia, (to which however it is

by no means confined,) and the efli'ectg of your
zeal must continue /or generations. 1 know of
no treatise on any branch of agriculture eo valu-
able and 60 complete.

In the use of marl, I have directed my attention
but little to minute experiments, being satisfied

with general results. The whole character of the
soil, and of the estate on which 1 have used it, has
been changed, and no passing observer can fail to

be struck with the difierence of the land to which
it has been applied, and the surrounding country
where it has not been used. In the progress of
the operation the limits of the marled land have
generally been defined with the greatest preci-

sion ; eo that the transition from barrenness to fer-

tility has been marked as if a line had been drawn.
1 said the marl with apparently the greatest

proportion of green-sand had proved the most effi-

cacious. The following is an extract from a me-
morandum made at the date it bears. The land
to which it relates, about fifteen acres, was much
exhausted, and is at this time in the highest state

of improvement. Here and there, on the weaker
spots, a small quantity of putrescent manure has
been used, but not to the extent of one-tenth part

of the whole. Clover has always been sown on
it at that stage of my rotation that permitted it.

The land is slightly undulating.

Extract.—" IS^O, May 10/A —The most re-

markable effect I have ever seen from manure,
[meaning marl,'] is on the clover crop, in the river

field at the Lane. It was marled in the summer
of 1828, then fallowed and sown in wheat—and
clover was sown on it in the spring of 1829. The
marl shows its efi'ect in this manner

—

A.

C.

"A. Marled throughout, well taken in clover,

and a heavy crop in the bottoms.
" B. Half a bed not marled and scarcely any

clover.

" C. Not marled and very little clover, though
as much seed was sown on B and C as on A.
The difference between the marled land and that

not marled, can now be distinguished to a line as
Car as the field can be distinctly seen. The upper
end of the field (not included in the above expe-
riment,) was manured from the farm-yard. It
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produced better wheat than the marled land, but
is far behind it in clover."

The linee, above represented, have been many
years obliterated, the whole field havincr been
mailed, and il is now in a state ofunilbrm fertility.

I am in favor of using large quantiiies of marl,
especially if the land be in good heart, or other
manure can be applied with it. Yet, in many
instances I have perceived no difference between
the efl'ects of 600 bushels to the acre and three
limes as much. The most feriile soils (in Eu-
rope) are represented as containing 20 per cent,

of calcareous matter—and, considering marl as
acting almost entirely by virtue of the lime it

contains, it would take ten thousand bushels of
my marl to give 20 per cent, of carbonate of
lime to a soil ploughed seven inches deep. 1

therefore have no Itjar of using too much marl.
The IbJlowing experiment justifies this opinion.
Some years ago, I carted a large quantity of marl
into a piie near an old barn, intending to mix it

with the rubbish and scrapings around, and then
to spread it on some of the contiguous land. Be-
fore I had done so, it occurred to me to permit a
part of the pile for 2 or 3 yards square to remain
undisturbed and to plough it with the rest of the
land. Nothing was put with the marl; but some
dirt without doubt was mixed with it in the opera-
tion of ploughing. The depth of the heap was
from 8 to 12 inches. It was planted with corn and
cultivated with the surrounding land. The whole
piece produced a very heavy crop, and the corn on
the pile of marl was equal to the rest. 1 perceived
no difference in the wheat that followed. It is now
covered with clover and weeds, and on their being
removed, has at this moment the appearance of a
heap of marl with a slight mixture of dark earth.
Anderson, in his essay on lime, speaks of a
similar experiment. In a part of his field a large
quantity of lime from some accident was suffered
to remain in a heap, not spread, but mixed with
the soil by cultivation, and the improvement was
very great.

The marl I use probably contains some remains
of the animal matter besides the shells.

There are frequently several feet of green-sand
earth, without shells, above the marl. This I

have unifljrmly thrown aside without using it.

The green-sand mixed with the shells is exactly
like that lying above them. I have never apj)lied

that whicli is without the shells.

I will mention a few of the general rules that
liave governed me in the application of marl

:

Never to use less than 600 bushels to ihe acre.

Not to expect much benefit from it till clover
has been sown.
To sow clover seed invariably on marled land

when the rotation permits it.

If the land is strong, or well taken in clover, or
putrescent manures can be used at the same time,
never to Icar putting too much marl on the land.
To carry marl on manured land before it is put

in a crop ; in other words, never to use other ma-
nure without ninrl.

To sow plaster ofParis on clover on marled Ian;'.

To cut 1)111 litile clover, and that on tlie richer
Bpots— not to graze too close, and to turn under as
much clover as i can.
To have, vvhenever it can be done, vegetable

matter ploughed in with the marl. To these rules
1 endeavor to adhere.

Much less marl than I have used, would ibt a
time perhaps be equally efficacious. My beds are
generally so convenient to the fields that I have
carried out larger quantities than I should other-
wise have done.
A small spot—about an acre of land in broom

straw that had been turned out, as I supposed,
from exhaustion, I once marled, and it has eiiice

produced excellent crops—about 8 barrpls of corn
to the acre. Perhaps it was in better heart than
it appeared to be.

The 15 or 20 acres of land I mentioned as being
cleared by me have been constantly improving.

I have given a heavy dressing of marl a second
time to land that had been much improved by a
previous marling, with great benefit.

Of the effect of green-sand alone, I have no
experience of my own.
Near two years ago, I was in New Jersey, and

saw at a depot, on the canal near Princeton, green-
sand, there called marl, that had been brought
from the interior of the state and up the Delaware
a distance ofsome forty miles, was sold at the de-

pot at 12 cts. the bushel, and then carted as i wit-

nessed more than two miles, and I was informed
much further. It contained no shells and resem-
bled exactly our green-sand, so much so that a
parcel I brought home got blended with parcels

ii'om my own bank and from a neighbor's, and I

could never distinguish which was from New Jer-

sey. A high value must have been placed on it

from the price it cost and the distance it was car-

ried. I was not long enough there to learn any
thing of the manner of using it, or the quantity

put on an acre.

My marl I have tried on poor sandy forest land.,,

(not included in the above account^ but without
manure and clover, and without mixing it with
the soil by cultivation, only a crop of oats having
been taken from the land. It is long since the

land has been disturbed [hy the plough] ; but it

does not appear to have impri^ved to any extent.

The great impediment to the improvement of my
land is the execrable rotation I pursue—three
grain crops in lour years. I hope to correct it, but
must first have more arable land. Many of the

experiments I have detailed would lead to va-
rious speculations, but I will not pursue them.
No one has more reason to be satisfied of the im-
mense advnntaixe resulting from the use of mnrl
than myself. 1 have avoided all exaggeration,
and have rather underrated its importance.

Several of my neighbors have used marl with
much advantage. I will name Mr. James T. Sut-
ton, Dr. Wm. R. Nelson, Mr. Jos. Spots wood
Winfield, Mr. Goddin and Mr. Campbell. These
gentlemen I have no doubt could communicate
valuable facts to you. Mr. Edmund Winston, a
very skilful and successful fiirmer, hauls marl eight

miles to spread on his land.

This desultory communication made at j'our

request I feel satisfied presents no new views.
I do not hope to add to the information that you
have given to the public, but being conscious of

the great obligations that I, with everyone en-

gaged in the same pursuit, am under to you, I could

not disregard the wishes you were so kind as to

express. This is my only apology for occupying
so much of your ' Register.'

Nov. 19 th, 1840.
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II. j'liiswcrs by Dr. Corhiii Braxton, of Cheri-

coke, King fVilliain county.

ylnftwcr to \st query.—The use of marl at Cheri-
coke, the larin on which I reside, and to wliich

these answers will be confined, was conunenceil
in 1834.

2(1.—The liirm was my own then, and since.

'6d.—The quruitity ot' cleared and cultivated land

then about 500 acres.

Ath.—About 50 acres pince added, trenerally of

wasie spots, and poorer than the other. In ail

now 550 acres.

5th.—About 50 to 70 acres marled annually, and
about 400 acres now covered. All the marl
brought ciirht miles by water, on a camel
lighter, f'rocn the lands of Geo. W. Bassett,

above. JVIy own marl dips so much as to be

lower than the level ol' the water of the river.*

6i/i.—According to Professor Rogers' analysis and
report, this marl has 34 per cent, of calcareous

matter. The marl is friable, and the calcareous
matter finely divided.

f

1th.—This marl also contains, according lo Pro-
lessor Rogers, 34 per rent, of green-sand.

9>th.—Nothing contained in the marl to lessen the

value.

9/A.—The usual quantities applied from 200 to

30G bushels per acre.

lO^A.—As lifttle as 100 bushels to the acre I have
applied with benefit; but not so great as the

larger quantities.

Wth.— I have never, that I am aware olj exceeded
300 bushels to the acre. The result was belter

than a lesser quantity, but this superiority was
evidenced more on grtisses than on grain.

Wherever enough green-sand-marI (mark the

expression|) has been put, the weeds, al'ter the

first year oC the growth, are eradicated, and if

(here is not enough red clover seed in the ground
to occupy the land, the surface is covered by
white clover, without any seed having been
sown.

\2th.—The previous cropping was meliorating,

so fiir as some red clover, an abundant crop ot

weeds left to die on the land, and what other pu-
trescent manure we could prepare on the farm,

could make it. The five-field rotation had been
pursueil for two or three years before I com-
menced marling, (1. corn, 2. wheat or oats, 3.

clover, fallowed, 4. wheat, 5. pasture not closely

grazed.) Bafbre that the common three-field

rotation had obtained.

* An estimate of the expense of the digging, trans-

portation, &c. of this marl, was prepared at our

request, and will be inserted in a subsequent part of

this number.

—

Ed.

t The only specimen furnished contained:

Carbonate of lime - - - 11 grs.

Sand, coarse, - - - - S2

Of which about one-third, or 27 grains

was of green-sand.

Dark gray clay, (or finely divided earth,)

and loss ... .7
100

See remarks on this specimen, p. 6S3. E. R.

X Meaning a calcareous marl, containing also green-

sand.

—

Ed.
Vol. VIII.-87

13/A.—The same five-field rotation has been con-
tinued since marling, but is about to be changed
to six-fields, by the introducing of a pea-crop.
The partial grazing, in the year pn-ceding corn,

is deemed more beneficiiil thrui injurious to the
subsequent product, as the light sod needs the
treading of stock.

14/A.—The corn crop on the poorer land, next
succeeding the marliuir, I think has been in-

creased fi'om 100 to 200 per cent. On the better

land about 100 per cent. The land, judging
fi'om its appearance and the crops raised, has
continued to improve afterwards; but with my
rotation and the short time I have been at it, I

have not had an ojiportunity of observing many
second crops of corn after the marling, and the

Hessian fly invariably destroys my corn-field

wheat.
\5th.—My experience (on the farm on which I

live) with marl has been loo limited to answer
this query eutisfactorily ; but as far as I can
judge, the early efiects have certainly been
irreatly increased afterwards.

IG^A.— I have no expectation of any future dimi-
nution of the rate of product already derived,

under the circumstances by me stated, or sup-
posed in the query.

\lth.— Being anxious to get over the whole sur-

liicc of (he liirm as early as possible, I have
never marled as heavily as the land could bear
of green-sand marl, perhaps by two-thirds, or

three-fourths— and, therelore, I have no da-
maged or ninrl-burnt spots. But our county
presents much of such effects ; which are gene-
rally found on gravelly knolls, whether of light

orsiitf soil, and where most devoid of vegeta-
ble matter. But this damaged land, so far as I

have seen, is ail easily reclaimed, and made rich,

by a free application of vegetable matter, or

other putrescent manure— but the animalized
manures acting decidedly better than the purely
vegetable.

\Sth.—All vegetable manures have acted better

since marluig than before, and, as fur as I can
jud^e, are durable, and the land looks rich after

their use ; whereas, before marling, on the light

soils, the effect of the putrescent manuring ge-
nerally passed off with the first crop. Before
marling, gypsum had good effect on clover, and
also on turnips. But alier usmg the green-sand
marl, gypsum had no preceptible effect, as it

seemed to be surpassed in effect, and superseded
by the green-sand ingredient.

\^th.—Before marling, my fields averaged Irora

15 to 20 bushels of corn per acre.

20i/i.—My corn crop fjr the last three years ave-
raged 40 bushels, being all on marled land.

This year is included, supposing that it will cer-

tainly produce at least as much as the two
liarmer.

21s<.—My crops of wheat have more than dou-
bled since I have been fallowing, but I have not

as yet had a fair opportunity of judging the

ellecis on marled land fallowed, as my fivlcfe are

just now coming in rotation, this being the first

year of fallowing proper after marling. As
belbre stated I cannot make wheat after corn,

on rich or poor, marled or unmarled land.

22(i!.~If the price of corn he put at i§2.75 the bar-

rel and wheal at S1.20 the bushel, I suppose

the increase of grain, from marling, to be worth
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^8.60 for each acre untlcr fjrain crops anJ near-

ly ^2600 on the (arm each year, lor o;rain alone.

Parts of several fields (amounting aa above
staleil (0 about 150 acres) are yet to be marled,
an! ofcourse have added noihing to this product.

My gross products, as well as the net, are very

much better than they formerly were under the

three-shift rotation, although I now cultivate

but one-sixih of the surface, whereas formerly
it was one-third.

23d.—As lar as my observation mid experience
have gone, I have seen nothing to contradict,

but on the contrary every thing to confirm the

theoretical views advanced by you respecting

the action of marl, in the ' Essay on Calcareous
Manures.'
November 4th, 1840.

III. Answers of Carter Braxton, in regard to

Newcastle farm, Hanover.

Answers to 1st query.—The first marling was
done in 1832, or '33. But this is conjecture.

2d.— When marl was first used on the farm I

own, it was the property of Mrs. E. Ruffin,

from whom I purchased in 1837; it was under
her management before then, and my own
since.

3d and 4th.—The cleared land was then about
750 acres ; and none of any consequence has
been added since.

5th.— In 1837, when I took possession of the

estate, I found about 120 acres marled. Since
then, I have marled about 230—making in ail

350 acres.

6th.— I am wholly unacquainted with the propor-

tions of component parts of the marl.

7lh and 8th.—The upper stratum of our marl

banks, for 3 to 5 feet in thickness, appear to be

very full of shells, and some masses of them
are very hard. Below that, lor any known
depth, as none of them lias been yet penetrated

to the bottom, there is a good deal of s^hell,

some entire and the rest in fragments, mixed
with the marl. The color of our marl in the

bank is bluish ; but that below the top stratum,

soon after coming from the pit, has a greenish

complexion, when looked at against the sun;
and all of it is supposed to contain a large pro-

portion of green-sand. The immediate efl^ect of

this marl is equal to what could be expected of

any marl.*

* The specimen of upper stratum contained :

Carbonate of lime - - - 86 grs.

Sand, part coarse, principally fine, - 36

Of which about one-fourth, or 9 grains,

was green-sand.

Gray clay, (or finely divided earth,) and

loss - - - - - 28

100

The specimen of lower stratum, containing but few

and small fragments of shells, consisted of

Carbonate of lime - - - 2

Sand, fine - - - - 76

Of which about one-tenth, or 7J grains

was green-sand.

Gray clay, (or finely divided earth,) and

loss - - - - - 22

100

9ih, lOth and 11/A.— From 250 to 300 bushels
upually applied. A portion ot' my present corn
field received only 175 bushels to the acre, a
third less than the usual quantity— the soil on
which this smallest portion was put, in appear-
ance was no better, if as iiood as that on which
more marl was placed ; but the crop of corn
now looks equally good, if not superior, to that

with the largest portion. No experiment with
a larger portion than 300 bushels.

12iA.— It may be said that the cultivation was
meliorating. The farm was in four fields—the
number of stock small— and the land kept un-
der the inclosing system ; but the land generally

produced nothing else than weeds ; in some
spots, bird-loot clover— the second year after

cultivation the land put up in stick-weed, which
overcame every other grass and weed. In my
opinion, this is a system that adds nothing to

our lands.

ISth.—Since marling I have kept the land in four

fields—have grazed much more heavily than
my predecessor ; but have sown clover on all

the marled land, which has always flourished

luxuriantly.

I4ih.—The effect has been an increase of from
50 to 100 per cent., according to the condition of
the land before marling. I have cultivated no
land, that I have marled, but once ; I have this

year cultivated 40 acres in corn, that was about
the first marled land on the farm ; it was not

represented to me as being extraordinary for

lertiiity when I purchased, and I think the crop

is now at least equal to 8 barrels : this land I clo-

vered, the year I purchased. 1 have no doubt,

from my best observation, that the improve-
ment of the marled soil is progressive every
year; but I am fully convinced, that the im-
provement is greatly augmented by the use of
clover, which gives additional fertility to the soil

every day it remains on the ground. A larmer

that neglects to clover, derives only half of the

benefit he otherwise would from marling. It has
been said " without clover, no manure—without
manure, no corn, wheat," &c. ; we may eay
here, " without marl, no clover, and without clo-

ver, no corn, wheat, &c."
l-'ith.—The earliest efiiects have increased ; from

but one experiment, I speak, however—and
from all the observation I can bestow, that will

be the invariable result.

I6th.— I have never witnessed any diminution of

the early product—and from all that I can conjec-

ture, none can be apprehended in all future time.

17/A.— I know of no injurious result of marling, in

any instance on my own land.

ISth.— I have never used any other mineral ma-
nure. I think I may positively assert, from my
limited experience, that putrescent manure ia

more durable after marling. I am not deter-

mined whether it is more efficacious on the first

crop.

19th.—The product before marling, on an average,

was hardly fifteen bushels of corn per acre.

20th.—The present productive power of the same

Average of the upper and lower stratum, if equal

depths are used

:

Carbonate of lime in 100 grains - - I85 gs.

Green-sand do. - - 8i
E.R.
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land I suppose to be lully thirty bushels of corn

per acre.

21s<.—Tlie ravages of the fly have been such, for

the two last years, iliat no data can be obtained

from the crops ol' wheat of those years. In

1838 1 reaped at least 14 bushels to tlie acre al-

ter corn ; that crop was seeded entirely on
marled land. I marled and manured a lot of 9

acres in 1839, and planted it in corn, the pro-

duct was 84 barrels—the corn measured in

June, the year after it was made. The same
lot was seeded last fall in wheat, and allhoutrh

it seemed to be destroyed in the spring by fly,

yet it yielded 102 bushels of wheal that weigh-
ed 61 lbs.

22d.—The increa!=ed product of corn is worth fully

S9 per acre—^2,000 corn crop alone. The
wheat, as has been ohsprved, having been too

unproductive to furnish any data for an estimate.

23d.— I know of nolhin^r to contradict the " reca-

pituiaiioii" in the 'Essay on Calcareous Ma-
nures ;' but every known result corroborates the

deductions of that work, which gave birth to a

revolution in the agriculture of our country, that

will be ever memorable in its annals—and place
its author among its jireatesl benefactors.

November 5th, 1840.

IV. Answers of f-Villianis Carter, in regard to the

applications and effects of green-sand alone, on
his Broad Neck farm, Hanover county.

Brond Neck, Hanover Co., )

Nov. 23J, 1840. 5
In answer to your queries upon the subject of

green-sand, I have it in my power to slate, u'ith

considerable accuracy, the resulis of experiments
made with that manure.* Four years ago, in the
spring of 1836, bi^fore planting, 1 carted upon a

bell of land, running diagonally through the field

designed for corn, green-sand, to the amount of
about 1000 bushels to the acre. The belt, 10 (eel

wide, was run in a diagonal direction, so as to

embrace three distinct varieties of soil, in order

that I might ascertain which it would most bene-
fit. At one end of the belt, the land is a coarse,

yellow sand, poor, and fit only for corn, and pro-

ducing that in but small quantities. In the mid-
dle, the soil is good, producing corn, wheat and
clover very well. The other extreme runs gradual-

* This reference is to the queries published in 1837,

in connexion with the general queries on marling,

(recently again submitted to Mr. Carter,) and which

were as follow: (Far. Reg., Vol. V., p. 511.)

"Additional queries, addressed to persons who- have

used green-sand earth, not calcareous, or not efferves-

cent with acids.

Query 1. In what quantities have you used the earth

called "green-sand" per acre ?

2. On what extent of surface, and for what length

of time ?

3. On what kind of soil—and, especially, as to

whether naturally rich or poor, and whether marled or

not—has this manure been operative, or of no effect?

4. What crops is it beneficial to, and on what has it

little or no effect?

5. Is its beneficial effect durable or transi-^nt—-and

to what known extent ?"

ly into a " livery," while, cold soil, producing,

tolerably well only, our usual crops ; much infe-

rior to the middle, but better than the first portion.

The green-sand was spread evenly over the sur-

face of the bell, which had been marked off dis-

tinctly with a plough—the corn planted overlhe

whole field, and all treated alike. I plough but

one way, drilling the corn. I also put green-sand

into a few hundred hills of corn in another part of

the field, and some time after, in planting cotton,

gave a good allowance to alternate rows. During

the whole of the summer of 1836, I watched the

growth of the corn and cotton in hills, drills, and

belt, but found no diff irence between that which

had, and that which had noi the green-sand. In

October, the field was sown in wheat. The
spring of '37 came, but along with il no improve-

(uent in the wheal; on the contrary, it was de-

cidedly injured— kilted out ; and the ground wore

the appearance of being under the influence of

frost, even as late as the month of April—looking

spongy, spewed up. From this time, I thought

i

no niore of green-sand, till my return Irora the

j

Springs, about the 1st October, when I discover-

! ed from my house, which overlooks the field, that

I

the carrot weeds on the afore-mentioned belt very

I

fiir overtoj)ped their neiglibort?. Upon examina-

tion, I found the white clover and volunteer red

(having sown no clover this year) much belter

than elsewhere, and made up my mind that green-

sand was a good ihiHg for the clovers, if not for

grain. In the spring of 1838, the poorest and
most sandy parts of the belt put up a smart enr'.r,-

kling of the bird's loot clover ; the better, but still

sandy part, as it encroached upon the really good

:
land, had a most magnificent growth of white clo-

j

ver, (which was never seen there before) ; and on

! the balance of the belt there was a very fir<e crop^

!
of both white and red, varying with tlte quality of

' the land—much inliirior on the whiter land, and

j where decideiily white and cold, no improvement

at all. The belt, originally but ten feet wide, had

now, by Irequput ploughings and harrovvings,^

during the cultivation of \\u'. corn and sowing of

the wheat, spread out to fully 20 leei ; and seeing

the clovers as good at the margins as in the mid-

dle, I concluded I had wasted labor in putting on

the green-eand too thick ; therelbre in the following

year reduced the quantity to 600 bushels ihe acre.

Spring of 1839—same field in corn—carried out

and spread, as near as could be, 600 bushels green-

sand to the acre, on about 25 acres, the belt in-

cluded—crop fine throughout; saw no diflerence

in any part of the field, not even on the belt where
the clover was so fine, but which had been grazed

down with the rest of thf» field the previous au-

tumn. Sowed wheat in October—crop promising

in spring, 1840, but lost by rust—no diflierence

between the green-sand part of the field and other

parts as to rust—observed no spewing up of the

earths like that by frost, as formerly
;
perhaps

owing to the smaller application of green-sand.

In the spring, 1840, sowed the whole field with

red clover seed ; the growth most wouilerful where

the green-sand was used, and in the strong land

during harvest a stroke of the cradle would take

in as much clover, nearly, as wheal. White clover

wonderfully luxuriant, and the entire 25 acres at

this day exhibit marks of great improvejjient, with

the exception of a few ends of rows rufiriing into

the white land.
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It is worthy of remark that contiguous to the

land already dcecribed as Imvinjf leceived tlie

green-sand, there were about 30 acres resembling

it originally, but much impoverished by cultiva-

lion, upon which a very liberal su[)ply of iarm-|)en

and stable manure was spread at the time the

other received the green-sand preparatory to plant-

ing corn. On buin these parts ol' the field the

corn was eijuaily good— (he succeedir.g crop o(

wheat however was much more promising, belbre

the rust took it, on the manured part ; but the

clover very interior to that which grew where the

green-sand was spread. Tliis appears a strong

proofof the excellence of'green-sand as a manure
ibr clover.

ThuB, Mr. Editor, have 1 answered four of

your queries, and 1 h^ pe at a future day, to be

able to testily as to " the permanency of ihe

beneficial effects of green-sand," which consti-

tutes your fifth and last query.

Very respectlully,

your obedient servant,

Williams Cartek.

Concluding Remarks by the Editor.

The preceding interes'ing communication on

the use and effecls of green-sand alone was not

received until the 25ih of November, alter all the

foregoing remarks and answers were in type.

The facte slated deserve the attentive considera-

tion of all who desire to understand the aciion of

green-sand. No particular comments will here

be offered ; and it will be left to readers to draw
their own inlerenccs as to whether the effects just

slated are most in airreemenl with my views

before presented, or with the n\ore auihoriiiitive

and more prevalent opinion of this eanli being a

general feriilizer.

One more statement of practice in regard to

both the early and la!er tllecis of green-saml,

without any calcareous admixture or accompani-
ment, will be added—and which, indeed, is the

only such fact known, except of my own former

practice and experiments, on the general resulis

of which have been IbiincJed the oj)inions stated

at page 680, and in vurious previous parts of this

journal.

The early effects of ihe trial referred to, were
communicated by Dr. IJraxion to the Farmers'
Register, more than four years airo, and may be

seen at page 277 of V^ol. IV. After mentioning

several smaller and less careful experiments with

green-sand as manure, which, though generally

producing good effects, and therefore encouraging

the repetition, were not of a decisive character

—

because not entirely separate I'rom calcareous mat-

ter, and, moreover, not observed beyond the early

results— he proceeds thus to describe what may
be considered as an accurate as well as a long

continued experiment

:

" But the most decided proofof its beneficial

eflip-cts, was evidenced on cotton. I selected, as

I thought, the poorest spot on the Itirm where I

reside, the spring of 1835, (beinij a part of one of

those cattle-starving, comloit-killmi^ appendajjcs,

called a standing-pasture,) and Itillovved up a fiivv

acres which I put in cotton ; the whole was ma-
nured in the drill with coarse litter. On about 3

acres, the litter in the drills was top-dressed with

creen sand at about 100 bueliels to the acre ; but
I slionki observe, that this green-sand was of an
inferior quality to tliat used with the celery and
corn, not being fiom the same deposiie, and being
ihe upper, or overlying stratum ofihe tertiary for-

mation, containing about 30 per cent, o) green-
sand and 5 of gypsum, most ol it having no lime
at all. On another acre, old ashes in about the
same proportion were opjilied, in the same way,
and the cultivation was precisely tJie same on
these 4 acres, as on the rest of the patch. Where
the green-sand and ashes were put, I could see
no diflisrence ; but between that, and where no
marl [green-sand] or ashes were put, it was us Jive
to one, or more. Where the green-sand and
ashes vvere applied, ihe cotton was of fine size,

and as well branched and boiled as I ever saw
cotton, vvljile tfiai of the otlier was small and tri-

fhntr— scarcely worth any thing."

The ground which was the sufject of this ex-
periment, after being in oats the lollowing year,

(1836,) has since, togetfier wiih ihe field in gene-
ral, been returned to its former use of standing
pasture. 1 saw the place during my recent visit

to Dr. Braxton, and under his guidance. There
was a very thin sprinkling of red clover over the
field generally, and this was somewhat thicker,

and therefore the land might be considered as bel-

ter, on the site of this Ibrmer manuring ihan
elsewhere. But this difleience was so sliitht, that

neither of us could trace any part of the Ibrmer
outline of the manured part, by the ditlerence of

the stand of clover, or by any other mark of supe-
riority.

Neither was there any difference perceptible

between the two parts manured several'y by 100
bushels of drawn athes and by 100 bushels of

sreen-sand earth, containiiiir (according to Pro-
lessor Rogers' stalemeni) 30 per cent, ol' pure
green-sand and 5 per cent, ol yypsum to the acre

;

and indeed it had been Ibrgoiten, and could not be
recollected, on which side of tfie lot the two differ-

ent manures had been used. Allowing every
thing thai can be now claimed by the most san-
guine or confiding advocate of green-sand, the

present superiority of the land so manured cannot
exceed filiy per cent., if indeed it be so much

;

which is a diminution of seven-eighths, or more,
of the superiority shown on the first crop. More-
over, of the small superiority still remaining, over
the unmanured surrounding field, it may be ques-

tioned whether a part of ii is not due to the 5
bushels of gypsum to the acre, even if all the

etiect of the rough putrescent manure be (as 1 can
well believe) entirely at an end.

If no other benefit should grow out of this pub-
lication, and the suirujeslion of these doub's of the

truth of scientific dicta, it is hoped that it will im-
press on the farmers of ihis region the high impor-

tance of testing, by accurate and numerous expe-
riments, the value, and then ascertaining t.he kind

and the limits of aciion, of green-sand as manure.
In a single year, by muliiplied experiments on va-

rious soils, diH'erent crops, and under different cir-

cumstances, all dispute and obscurity could be re-

moved as to early elfects; and by continued obser-

vation of the same experiments, or a sufficient

portion of them, a lew years' time would apply

the test to the degree of permanency of effect.

If such had been the course advised, and acted

upon, when publis attention was first drawn to the
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existence of green-sand in Virginia, insiead of a
generi\l confiJence being yielded, without trial or

proper evidence, in the asserted marvellous ellects,

the important lacts would already have been
proved ; anil the true value of green-sand might
jiave been known and availed ol^—and the liilse

and delusive opinions dissipated, and no longer al-

lowed to lead to erroneous practice and loss. Such
a course of experiment, on this, as on vaiious

other subjects, nn'ght well have been an ellect of

the labcirs of a Board of Agriculture, if the " pen-
ny-wise and p lunJ-lboIish' policy of the Virginia

legislature, or ;!s penny saving and pound-wasting
usage, had not refused even that liumble and low-
priced aid to agricultural improvement; and such
a course of judicious experiments, even if Unfiled

to this one subject of green-sand, would have
been more productive of information, arid of pro-

fit, to the stale, than all tfie discoveries and specu-
lations to be found in the state geological reports,

upon that and every other subject of research, put
together.

TRANSPORTATION OF MARL ON THE PAMUN-
KEY RIVER, AND ITS EXPEXSE.

To tlie Editor of llie Farmers' Register.

Chericokii, Nov. 6th. 1840.
In connexion with the reports on marling, which

you are now in the progress of publishing, it may
not be witliout its use to some, to give you a de-
tailed statement of the expenses attending the

same, as the [irocess is carried on by me ; lor I

am satisfied many are deterred fi"om the use of

marl, when not having it on their own farms,
from an erroneous idea of the su()posed expense,
in procuring it elsewhere. Whatever opinions may
have been elicited, or whatever consideration the

subject may already have attracted, every day's
experience convinces me more and more, that the

value of calcareous manures is not sufficiently

a|)precia!ed, in the tide water regions of Virginia,

or mdeed I may add in all eastern Virginia, nor
do I think it will be, till persons try the experiment
for themselves. In this county, much good has
already been done by marling, and there is cer-

tainly an increasing interest on the subject. Some
have marled over all their arable lands ; very
many are engaged in it, and many are commen-
cing, and many others preparing to commence.
All, or nearly all, profess lo admit its value, but

still there are few who give themselves lo the
work, as its importance would seem lo warrant.
Although deposites are almost daily being found,
where none were thought to exis', still there are

many farms and neighborhoods, in marl regions,
where none have as yet been found, or if found,

are unavaiUng to the owners, fi-oin their locality; but
which farms are in a lew miles, either by land or

water, of inexhaustible deposiies of the richest

marls, the most valuable and only permanent
manures (save lime) wliich can be ap|)lied to our
acid, and without calcareous matter, comparative-
ly sterile soils. Siill these owners are prevented
from using the only means which can enrich their

lands, by an indefiniie idea of the expenses attend-
ing ihe use of marl, where it is not to be procured
on their own lands. It is with Ihe view of aiding
the latter class chiefly, if this should come under

the notice ofany such, that I propose to make the
following statement.

As I have already stated in my answers to your
queries on the sut)ject of marling, all the marl
wliich I use, 1 bring 8 miles down ihe river. My
boat is a decked, or what is calleil, a camel light-

er. It is 48 feet long, by 12 wide, the sides 32
inches deep. When properly loaded, it carries

about 600 bushels. Two hands man her very
well, but they cannot make a lull load in two
days the lime allotted for a load. This is easily-

done by 3 men the number usually carried, though
2 hands will bring down 400 bushels, in llie above
mentioned lime.

The marl is wheeled in on barrows, some 10,
20 or 30 feet, as work is extended into the bank,
and is discharged in the same way at the wharf
or landing at home. At the above rate it would
a'we 100 bushels of marl per day for each hand.
Now estimating the value of each hand at g 150
a year, for hire, clothing and feeding, allowing 300
working days, would be 50 cents a day, or ^3
lor the trip of 2 days. The boat only cost me
S70 out of pocket ; but the ship carpenter, who
built her, said he could not build one, furnishing
materials himself^ for less than $300, so we will

put it at that price ; the interest on which, would
be .91s per annum; and supposing the lighter
would last 10 years, the common life allotted to

such boats, it would be necessary to create a sink-
ing fund of $;30 a year, which would be an addi-
tional 10 per cent, on each glOO ; so that at the
expiration of the 10 years, you would be reimburs-
ed in the original cost, to which may be added
for the annual repairs of the boat, ifilO, and wear
and tear of implements used by the laborers, such
as wheel- barrows, picks, grubbing hoes and sho-
vels, $5, a liberal allowance, making, viz : inter-

est S18+sinking iLmd 830-j-repairs iglO-f-imple-
ments $5=^563 per annum, lor boat expenses, &c.
Now allowing the boat to run but 8 monlhs in the
year, would be but 208 working days, making 30^
cents per diem, or CI cents a trip, which makes
Ihe actual cost of the marl at my landing (not
paying any thing for the marl) ^3. 61 cents, per
boat load of 600 bushels, or rather over half a
C' nt per bushel. The expense of hauling there-
from, will depend upon the distance to be hauled,
on the fields, which each one can best estimate
for himself, and it will therefore be unnecessary
tor me to do it in this place. When spread on the
land, I should think it cheap to estimate the in-

trinsic value of the marl at 10 cents, per bushel
;

which, at the rale 1 apply it, of 200 lo 250 bushels
per acre, would make $20 to $25 jjer acre, and I

ihink I may safely say the enhanced value of
the land, would be considerably more than that
amount, as soon as laid on.

Perhaps larger boats, such as are used on the
canal at Richmond, which carry, I have been in-

formed, 1200 bushels of coal, would answer better;
that is, be of more easy navigation, and carrying
so much more, would make it cheaper, [larticular-

ly if to be transported any distance. Such is my
opinion of the value of marl, afier an experience
of" some 8 years in its use, that I should not hesi-
tate to carry it one hundred miles, on navigable
water, provided it was good, and I could procure
neither that nor lime nearer. Should any think
the estimates I have made loo high, or loo low,
fur labor, he can allcr them lo suit his views ; but
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I do not think they can be so varied as material-
ly to change the general result of my calculations.

The marl of which I have spoken is entirely of the
eocene description, and is (bund on this river (the
Pamunkey) in great quantities cropping out on the
banks, from 10 to 25 leet perpendicular. How
much below low -water mark it goes, has not been
ascertained, as we have never gone through it.

The analysis of this marl I have given as accord-
ing to Professor Rogers in my answers to your
queries, it is therefore unnecessary to repeat it

here. You may perhaps think by this time, Mr.
Editor, that having bestrided my hobby, I have
forgotten when to dismount. Not so— but such
is my desire to see our tide-water country attain to

the value of which 1 think it capable of being
brought by good husbandry, and a judicious use
of the means which have been placed for our use
by the bounteous hand of nature, that 1 am anx-
ious to place all the little experience which has
fallen in my way, belbre my brother tide-water
farmers, who are situated as I am, thai if they
think proper, they may profit by it.

CoRBiN Braxton.
November 5thj 1840.

CURRANT AND BLACKBERRY WINES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Nov. 20 th, 1840.
At our late agricultural show, on the 13ih and

14th ol' this month, at Fiedericksburg, there were
exhibited two taniples of wine—the one of black-

berries, the other of currants— both of which were
so highly approved, that your readers, I think,

will be pleased to have the receipts lor making
them. I therefore now send them to you for pub-
lication.

To make currant wine.

Gather the currants when ripe ; mash them
with your hands ; to each gallon of mashed ber-

ries add one gallon of water; strain through a

hair sifter ; mix two pounds of brown sugar with
every gallon of the strained liquor ; and immedi-
ately bung the whole quantity in a clean cask,

where it should remain twelve months belbre it is

broached.

To make blackberry tome.

Pick the berries when ripe, squeeze out the
juice by hand, and to ever}' gallon of it add one
quart of water and thi-ee and a half pounds of

brown sugar. Mix the whole well together, and
then bung it up in a clean cask or barrel, where it

should remain twelve months before it is bottled.

The blackberry wine was preferred by most
persons who tasted the two kinds; and one gen-
tleman, who had frequently drunk the Scupper-
nong of the best quality, gave the blackberry
wine the preference. Much credit is due to the

lady who sent the sample of the currant wine, for

she had made sixty gallons of it last summer
twelve months, and a very pleasant drink it

proved to be. The gentleman who sent the black-
berry wine had made 16 trailons of this agreeable
beverage, and has thereby dcmonslraled, that the

vines and bushes which yield it, and which we
agriculturists have heretofore deemed great nui-
sances, may be turned to profitable account.
Quere, Would it not be a gocd spec, to substitute
them for our multicaulis trees, although I have
lately heard that a very ingenious process had
been discovered, by which the leaves of the lat-

ter may be converted into excellent soup. For
the truth of this highly interesting develope-
ment of multicualis properties I am not prepared
to vouch ; as I have neither tasted the soup my-
self nor seen any person who had done so. But
another summer shall not pass over my head,
(should I live to see one,) without a thorough in-

vestigation of this important discovery.

James M. Garnett.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MASON, CABELL AND
KANAWHA AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, IN RE-
GARD TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A STATE
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

For the Farmers' Register.

At a meeting of the Mason, Cabell and Ka-
nawha Agricultural Society, held at the town of
Point Pleasant, in the county of Mason, on Thurs-
day the 5ih day of November, 1840,

The following preamble and resolutions were
offered by George H. Patrick, esq., and unani-
mously adopted.

Agriculture, in its various relations, combines
the most important interests of all civilized na-
tions. The embellishment of civilization, the
enlargement of commerce, the extension of arts,

the developeinent of mineral wealth, and the

growth of manufiactures, are all in a greater or

less degree dependent on the well directed and
successful application of the capital, skill and in-

dustry bestowed on agriculture and its kindred
pursuits.

It is the source ofail permanent national wealth,
strength and prosperity ; sustains by its contri-

butions, direct and indirect, nearly all the burthens
of government and of society

;
yet, up to this

period, in the legislature of Virginia, no effective

measures have been adopted to impart new vigor

to this leading interest of the state.

In Europe, as well as in most of the states of
the American confederacy, agricultural boards

have been established, schools of instruction en-

dowed, and agricultural societies patronized with
the happiest eHects and most beneficial results.

We cannot admit for a moment that the general

assembly of Virginia is not fully apprised of the

just claims of the great body of her agriculturists

to every fostering measure which a wise system
of laws and appropriations may administer to the

enlargement of their pursuits and profits, by in-

creased developements in tillage and culture, and
new stimulants to improvement ; but believe,

while every patriotic leeling of that re.=pected

body has been in union with the advances of the

age, they have awaited the expression of the pub-

lic sentiment in favor of an efficient effort to col-

lect and diffuse agricultural information and im-

provements in husbandry throughout the com-
monwealth. Seriously impressed with the import-

ance of the subject, and with full confidence in

the wisdom and patriotism of the legislature, this

society comes to the following resolutions :
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1st, That Gen. P. H. Steenbergen, John Lewis
nnd the Hon. Lewis Summers, be appointed a

committee for and on behalf of the society, to pre-

pare and present a memorial to the next general

assembly, praying the establishment of an agri-

cultural board, with such suitable powers and du-

ties, as to the wisdom of the legislature may seem
proper.

2d, That adequate aid and encouragement may
be given to all societies formed for the advance-
ment of agriculture in proportion to some just

standard to be fixed by law. And,
3d, That the foregoing preamble and resolutions

be published in the Farmers' Register ; and our

agricultural brethren throughout the common-
wealth invited to co-operate with us.

A. W. QuARRiER, Sec'ry.

TO SMALL FARMERS.

For the Farmers' Register.

I frequently hear small farmers say, " Ah ! it is

well enough for Mr. So-and-so to read the 'Re-
gister,' and try experiments ; but it will not do for

me." Neighbor, if this is your case, let me tell

you that I am a small farmer, and I can testify

that the reading of agricultural works has been of

great advantage to me, and F am sure will be to

you, if you will read them. Perhaps you will say
that the correspondents of the ' Register' propose

plans of improvement on too large a scale ibr you.

This may be, generally speaking ; but then, when
we read, we must reflect how far this or that can
be applied with advantage on our own little farms.

And a^ain, I know many small farmers who are

fully competent to write for the ' Register,' and by

not doing so they neglect to discharge a duty
which they owe iheir brother farmers. The hand
which is now using this pen, a lew minutes ago
was using the hoe—and to much better effect too

— but, you see, Mr. Ruffin has not rejected this

piece because my ideas are not couched in elegant

or purely grammatical language.

But to the point. Small farmers should attend

to small matters, and some big ones too ; and the

first of these is the improvement of their minds.

The reading of agricultural works, as well as all

other good books, has a powerful tendency to ef-

fect this desirable object. Next, the improvement
of our morals. Let us have our consciences
" void of" offence towards God and man," that

we may enjoy fully the bounties of Providence.

Tlien the improvement ofour little farms, which we
should not only do as a matter of necessity, but as

a duty which we owe to our God and to our pos-

terity. This is to be done in a variety of ways.
We should be as careful to store up food for our

crops as we are for our families. No ashes, slops,

bones, sweepings of the yard or kitchen, or litter

of any kind should be lost, that can be converted

into manure, and cultivate no land without its

being manured well. Let a fruit tree be planted

on every little unoccupied spot of ground near the

homestead. Concentrate your labors on a small

spot. Keep no more stock than you can keep
well. Dispense with your useless dogs, and such
like. Subscribe to the ' Farmers' Register' (or

some other agricultural paper) and you will soon

have cause (as I now have) to be thankful to the

editor and his correspondents for the great benefit

they have done you. Your fiirm will afford moro
profit and more pleasure ; it will insiiire a leeling

of manly independence and gratitude to a kind

Providence
;
you will be a fitter subject for a re-

publican government ; in short, you will attain

the enviable title of A rich poor man.

KIDNEY-WORM IN SWINE.

From tlie Soutfiern Cultivator.

We have taken some pains to make an exa-
mination in a case of this disease, which has
resulted in exhibiiing^/c<s, important in fixing its

character and which should be extensively known
to farmers. We had met with various prescrip-

tions for curing the disease, (which is known by
the animal breaking down in the /otns,) among
which were the internal administration of" arsenic,

calomel, &c., and the application of spirits of

turpentine to the back and loins— all of which
proved abortive on trial.

This summer we had a fine barrow, in good
thriving condition, suddenly taken down with this

affection. There was a general paralysis through-
out his whole frame, even his jaws being so much
affected that he could with difficulty bite corn from
the cob; but in his hinder extremities all strength

was gone. We tried the above prescriptions, but

without any visible effect. Determining patiently

to await the result, we suffered him to linger out a
miserable existence till within a few days ago,

when he became so low and exhausted that we
had him knocked on the head to terminate his

sufferings.

On taking out and examining his kidneys, we
found them perfectly sound, free from worms, or

all trace of worms of any kind ! We then extend-

ed our examination to the region about the kid-

neys, and found every thing in an apparently

healthf"ul condition, till we reached the spine bone
—when, as indeed we had suspected, we found
the seat of the disease.

Immediately over the kidney, we discovered a
perforation in the spine bone, which ranged from
the direction of the right flank to the top of the

left shoulder, passing through and through the
bone and marrow, large enough to admit the pas-

sage of a musket ball, and looking as if it had
been bored by a worm as large as the common
while grub. But to our surprise, we found no
worm, nor any perforation in the adjacent parts

indicating its escape. We have since conjectured

that the worm was so much smaller than we had
expected to find, on discovering the hole in the
bone that we over-looked it, though present.

—

There was no indication of general decay in the
bone— but all was apparently sound, with the
exception of the round perforation above men-
tioned.

The investigation has satisfied us, that if the

kidney-worm (so called) does exist, it does not

perforate the kidneys—that the spme is the part

affected—tliat the prescriptions above alluded to,

and all similar prescriptions, are too impotent to

give relief, and that, in truth, when a hog breaks

down in the loins from this cause, there is but one
sensible course to be taken, and that is to knock it

on the head before it eats more corn.
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We haJ beTore known thai the spinal marrow
is the peat of all nervous action— that all ihe

nerves ol'tlie syeleni disiribnle ihennselves on, and

receive their vitality (rom it, and that whenever or

from whatever cause, \he spine is seriously in-

jured, all nervous action below the point oC injury

"is paralyzed. Hence, when we reflected upon

what was the probable cause of the loss of

strength in the hinder extremities of the hog, we
suspected that an investigation would show it to

be some direct or indirect injury to the spine.

And the result has verified the suspicion.

We make known these facts, to save our farm-

ing (riends all unnecessary trouble and expense in

keeping and feeding hogs thus atfecled. It is bet-

ter to terminate their existence at once ; lor all

cure is out of the question.

SOWING GRASS SEED IX WOODLAND.

From tlic Soutliern Cultivator.

Near Colhyvllle,Ky., Oct. 14, 1840.

The woods should be prepared by burning the

leaves, cuttins up the logs and brush, and burning

them, and thinning the woods so as to allow the

sun's rays to shine upon every part of the ground
some lime in the day. It is usual to kill, or cut

out all the sugar tree, elm, box-elder, iron wood,

and every thing else that will not make rails or

saw logs. When the ground is ready, it is a

matter of much importance to sow upon it such

seed as is suitable to the soil. If there is lime in

the soil and not much sand, blue-grass* will be

suitable for it. If there should be much sand in

the soil, then some gra?s with stronger roots than

blue-grass would be necessary to prevent its being

pulled up. Orchard glass and the clovers would

be better in such cases. Blue-grass generally

succeeds well upon land that has some or all of the

Ibllowing trees—ash, sugar tree, white and black

walnut, locust, \vild cherry, box elder, buckeye,

elm, mulberry and hackberry. Where oak and

hickory predominate, orchard grass generally suc-

ceeds well.

Where there \slhne-stonc, there is a strong

presumption there is lime in the soil, though it is

not invariably the case. To ascertain certainly

whether there be lime, take one part of muriatic

acid, and two of water, and pour the mixture up-

on a portion of the soil in a glass tumbler, and the

quantity of bubbles will be in proportion to the

lime. If the earth has been weighed, the fluid

poured oR', and potash be added, the lime will fall

to the bottom, and dried and weighed, the propor-

tion can be ascertained. After it has been deter-

mined what seed to sow, it is important to have

them of a jiood quality. Blue-grass seed is often

in'iured by heating after they are gathered. They
are bouirht by our merchants in large quantities,

and are put in bulk, and not bein<r qifitc dry they

sometimes heat and destroy their vitality. When
this is the case, it can be known by the smell,

which shows that a rotting process has commenced.
Good seed should smell like well cured hay.

Clover seed will come up at almost any age, yet

clover seed more than a year old is not worth half

as much as fresh seed ; for although it will come

* Green-sward—jjoa uiridis.—Ed. F. li.

up, it will not all come together, but at difTercnt

periods, so as to make the crop very uneven.
Fresh clover seed may be known by their bright-

ness, each seed appearing as it it had been glazed.

Blue-grass and timothy may be sown at any
time from September to April. A snow is usually

chosen to sow, because the seeds may then be
distributed more evenly without the trouble of
marking oir the ground. Audi have generally
sown blue-grass first, and then crossed the ground
in a different direction with timothy. The blue-

grass seed will be distributed more evenly by be-

ing well rubbed so as to separate the seed, which
are stripped in bunches.

After the seeds are sown, all the cattle on the
farm should be put into the woods where you have
sown them, and led there with hay or stouk-fiadder

or whatever they are fed with, and kept there umil
the seeds begin to sprout, when every thingsfiould

be taken off, and nothing allowed to go upon it

again until the grass has seeded, when it may
be heavily stocked. The object of putting the

cattle upon the ground after sowing the seed is

that they may tread it into the ground. If sowed
late, the grass will not seed the first year, and the

temptation will be very great to turn stock upon
it, and some of our best farmers recommend it.

INIy experience is against turning on any stock

until it has seeded.

My land suiting both 'imothy and blue-grass, I

have generally sown both upon it, in the propor-

tion of a bushel of each, in the chaff, to the acie.

In a few years the blue-grass takes entire posses-

sion of the ground, expelling all the timothy. The
advantage of sowing timothy with the blue-gra-s

is, that the timothy is a quick growth and lakes

possession of the ground and affords considerable

pasture before the blue-grass comes on, keeping
out weeds, and yieldmg to the blue-grass as it gets

stronger. The blue-grass is very weak the first

year, but becomes a strong hardy grass afterwards.

Blue-grass is not killed in the winter, and affords

much (bod at a time of the year when green food

is particularly valuable. As blue-grass is tender

the first year so it is also early in the spring ; and
if grazed close in April and May, it will afford

very little grazing the balance of the season : but

i( permitted to get a good start in the spring, it

will afford an abundant supply during the whole
season. A few years ago, I sold some beef" cattle

in October, off a piece of woodland pasture of
seventy-six acres. The fall was favorable to the

growth of grass—and in December I put upon it

twenty horses and my flock of sheep, (upwards of
one hundred.) and they were well wintered upon
the grass with only two loads of hay during the

winter. There were only two snows that winter

that lay several days on the ground, and at each
time a load of hay, supposed to be about half a

ton, was hauled out to them. My sheep are

wintered every winter in this way, and the

wethers are sold in the spring as soon as sheared

lor the highest price that nmtton commands.
Formerly, most of the trees a foot in diameter,

and under, were cut down and cut up and burned ;

now, the trees that aie not thought valuable for

limber are all killed by chopping around them,

and they are allowed lO fall, or are cut down at

some leisure time and burned. Trees may be

killed at any time of the year, but the best time ia

1
iu May, June, July and August.

Samuel D. Martin.
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REPORT ON ARBORICUIjTURE.

From the C;iinUii;i Planter.

Your comniitlee would respectfully submit that

few objects excite the surprise of foreigners ol'iii-

lelligeiice more than the total neglect ol' fruit in

tlie soutliern portion of the United States. This
is neither complimentary to our good sense, indus-

try, or fine taste.

In all European countries congenial to the cul-

ture of fruit, great atleniion has been bestowed on
this branch ol rural usefulness— not only by those

who have abundant means for the perleciion ol'

the dilferent varieties cultivated, both by the aid

of science, and abilities, which would require so-

licitous care to be bestowed on these mute friends

of the human family, but even the liumble cot-

tager, who subsists on the daily pittance which his

labor yields to him, takes an honest and laudable

pride in his small though well cultivated garden,

who-e bowers are composed of trees, the branches

of which bend to man, their benefactor, and
gratefully yield to him the choicest and most de-

licious fruits of his clime, which administer abun-
dantly to the frugal wants of his homestead and
family—affording delicacies that cheer his toils,

and which in winter contribute to his enjoyments,

and arouse his expectations, by reminding him that

other seasons will soon roll round, when the drea-

ry looking earth will again be robed in fiowers,

and bear again the beautiful gifts of God's bless-

ings to his dependent children.

What credit is this reflection to the citizens of

South Carolina, who have such abundant means,
so much leisure, and such a congenial climate, all

of which have been ill applied, if applied ar all, or

at least have settled into the apathy of indifference,

on a subject, which, if properly considered, would
not only be beneficial, but which would eventually

become a source of the most elevated satisfaction.

In South Carolina, on some plantations, scarce

a fruit tree is to be seen—and even if a lew stinted

subjects are occasionally observed in their general
impoverished and wretched condition, seeming
6lrugn;ling to raise their puny heads above the
mother earth which aflbrds no congenial food for

their numerous and greedy organs, we are con-
vinced that they can afford no profit, and Irom
their sickly appearance we derive no pleasure.

This very li^atu re, in what are here termed orchards,

has caused many persons to conclude that fruit

will not thrive in our happy clime : yet, it gives
your committee great pleasure to be able to re-

port, that fallacy in this, as well as in other mat-
ters, may be exposed and subdued, and that with
proper culture many choice varieties ot' the princi-

pal and most substantial fruits which exist, viz:

the apple, pear, cherry, peach, nectarine, plum,
apricot and quince, may be cultivated with com-
plete and brilliant success.

It is not alone for the mere gratificaiion of the
animal appetite that we recommend their culture

—they administer to the wants of the mind as well

as to those of the body. We are endowed with
other senses than that of taste—faculties which
contribute to the exalted enjoyments of life. He
who reads a page of pure morality from the trees

loaded first with flowers, and admires in these
flowers as they are scattered by the breezes of
heaven, to be succeeded by the richer gifts of

fruit, grateful to the eyes of the children of the
VoL.VTII.—88

earth, the wonderful handiwork of the Creator of
the universe, possesses a source of satisfied hap-
piness, which must ever be unknown to the mere
worldling. Thus our daily walks may lead to a
consideration of his goodness—also, ol the created

wonders of his vegetable kingdom, urging upon us
the conviction that to assist nature and bring forth

perfectibility in her operations by the means and
intelligences with which he has endowed us, must
ever be the most laudable and least reprehensible

pursuit which can occupy the attention, and en-
gage the energies of mankind.
To descend somewhat into detail, each person

who wishes an orchard with trees of the "Zi/e-
looklng^' kind, should procure, as a commence-
ment, a lew varieties of the most choice fruit,

which can be done at an expense and trouble,

trifling, when the return which they will yield ia

considered. In a few years they will begin to re-

ward him for the care he may bestow on them,
and this return will increase in proportion to the

application and free bestowal of that care. Hav-
ing in this manner obtained a start, their numbers
can be muliiplied by varions processes, which we
shall describe under their respective heads—and
in connexion with this operation the rising fami-
ly may be instructed in these various manifesta-
tions, which may be of as much importance to

I hern at a fijlure period, as any other branch of
knowledge may be should their wants require it.

Additions and exchanges may be made with
ease, that ere a man, who has never bestowed at-

tention on an orchard, could imagine an assort-

ment completed, he would be startled to find

that the energetic orchardist had already under
his care, trees which had drawn their natal nou-
rishment from every fi-uit-yielding country of the

world. From a limited acquaintance with fruits,

both native and foreign, during a few past years,

your committee ventures to assert that to more
than nine-tenths of our citizens are the most choice
varieties of fruit unknown even by name, and but
iew of the best fruits have been cultivated any
where in our state.

The chairman of your committee has procured,
and has arrowing with promising success, nearly
every celebrated variety of fi-uit both foreign and
native—many from England, France, Germany,
and Holland, which are there held in high repute
—but the experiment has yet to be made, whe-
ther they will suit our climate, yet from present
appearances he is sanguine of complete success,
and when they fi'uit this society shall be inforoied

of the result of the experiment.
Such foreign fruits as have already proved them-

selves to be adapted to our climate, and those na-
tive varieties which are worthy of propagation and
culture, will be given in a list under their respec-
tive heads.

Wiihin the last twenty years great attention has
been bestowed on this department of horticulture

throughout Europe, during which time many
new and valuable varieties of fruit have been pro-

duced by the aid of science and skill, and thus
variety after variety has been acquired— in some
a preponderance of size having been obtained,
whilst in others flavor has been transferred from
some choice kind, and by these means the requi-
sites of fine flavored and large sized fruit has been
the desired effect.

To Prof Van Mons, of Belgium, are we indebt-
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ed for many experiments on the pear and apple,

and /or many new and valuable varieties of these

fruits. By impregnating the flowers of one kind

with the pollen or larina of another, and planting

the seed thus matured, a new variety is invariably

produced—sometimes partaking of the qualities

of both, yet, often superior to each, which shows
the necessity of grafting and budding, when
a particular variety is to be increased, as all are

liable to mix whilst in bloom, the wind wafting
the larina gently from flower to flower. It is

owing 10 this promiscuous intermingling of difler-

ent kinds of trees that we see so many varieties

of Iruit ; occasionally a superior variety is produced
from seed, and again a favorite lost.

In order to I'acililate a thorough knowledge of
propagating, and introduction of good fruits among
us, we will give brief directions for the most popu-
lar modes of propagation, and a list of the most
approved varieties of li-uit.

Budding.—This mode has several advantages
over grafting : it is more readily perlbrmed, with
fewer implements, less preparation, and with great-

er success, it does not injure the stalk if unsuc-
cessful, as is the case in grafting, and the opera-

tion may be repeated several times during the

season, as its performance is protracted for some
one or other of the varieties, for three or four

months. June, July and August is the proper

season for budding the aj)ple and pear. The cher-

ry should be budded early in June, while the

plants are in thrifty growth. The plum should
also be budded in June. And the peach and
nectarine may be done as late as September.
The first consideration is to provide stocks, if

this provision has not been made. Seeds may be
collected with ease—those of stone fruit may be
deposited in a hole in the garden, and buried su-

perficially in autumn, to expose them to the ex-
panding influence of the frost. Early in the spring
plant in drills which have been well prepared, atid

made rich with good soil, or decomposed manure
in order to shove the young plants with vigor. If

they have been well treated, the peach can be
budded in September following, and they usually

succeed best if worked on young stocks of the
first year's growth.
A bud is an organized plant in embryo, with

roots, branches and Ibliage, and, like a seed, ca-

pable of the reproduction of its species. The
process of budding is the transferring this embryo
plant from the parent tree to another tree of the
same genus, if not of the same species. To ren-
der this successful, it is necessary, 1st, that the
bud be in a proper condition to Iransfi^r. 2:1, that

the stock be in a condition to receive and nourish
it. And Jastly, that the transfer be skilfully

made. The principal precaution should be to

choose young, healthy wood, full of sap, the bud
should be matured and peel freely, as this is ne-
cessary for the insertion of the bud, and indicates
the presence of the cambium, which is the soft

partially formed wood under the bark, and is the
source of nourishment to the bud, and the bond of
union between it and the stock.

There are many modes of inserting buds, but
we shall confine ourselves to the most successful
method—Shield or T budding is thus perlbrmed
—select a smooth part of the slock, rather from
4han toward the sun, make a horizontal cut across
aiie rind into the wood, from the middle of this

transverse cut, make a slit downward an inch or
more in length—the thin end of the haft of the
budding kniie, or if you have not a budding knife

convenient, the thumb nail will answer as a sub-
stitute, is then to be applied to the top of the in-

cision, which is done by gently raising the top,

and running the end of the halt downward on each
side to the end of the incision. The incision being
made for the reception of the bud, the next thing
is to prepare the bud by placing the scion in the
left hand, the knife must then be inserted more
than halfan inch above the eye, and drawn through
half an inch below the bud, cutting it out with
nearly half the wood, cut the bark off square, half
an inch above the eye, before taking out the wood,
to fit the transverse cut in the stock ; this done
the wood ig to be careflilly taken out, and it is

then to be inserted neatly into the incision, by
pressing it gently down between the bark and
wood on the tree until the bud fits neatly with the
transverse cut in the stock. Rind it carefully

with a strip of cloth ^ of an inch in width, begin-
ning first at the bottom of the incision and then
continuing it to the top, over and above where
the cut is made, taking care not lo let the bandage
cover the eye. Cut off" the top of the stock to

within 5 or 6 inches of the bud. In ten days af-

ter budding, such as have adhered may be known
by their fresh appearance at the eye, and in three

or four weeks, all those which have succeeded
will be firmly united with the stock, and as the
buds are now beginning to swell, the ligatures

should be taken off. 'i'he shield and bud now
swell in common with the other parts of the stock;

nothing more is required than to keep the stock

free fi'om shoots, so that the bud may receive the

full force of the sap, and before the rising of the

sap in the spring they should be headed down
close to the bud by an oblique cut terminating an
eighth of an inch above the shield.

Grafting.—March is the general season for

grafting, in this latitude, though it is occasionally

performed earlier or later. Tlie scions for grafting

should be cut before the buds begin to swell. The
grafts are most likely to live and thrive if inserted

when the sap circulates freely, lor then the
wounds soonest heal.

The materials and implements necessary for

grafting are

\st. A sharp knife to cut and pare the grafts

and stock

:

2d. A strong knife and email mallet, to split the

larger stalks, and a small iron, or hard' wood
wedge to insert in the clelt while the scion is fitted

to its place :

3cZ. Strips of cloth on which have been spread
some grafiing wax, to bind the stock and graft.

A grafting wax which we have used with great

success is made by mixing and melting together

four parts ofrozin, two parts of tallow, and one of

bees wax ; this may be applied over the grafted

part in a thin layer, or in case of small stocks, on
strips of cloth, as recommended above, and bound
around the wound. The wax is applied

—

1st. To prevent the waste ofsap from the wound.
2c?. The too sudden drying of the wood, and
2d. Exclusion of rain water from the cleft.

Success in a measure depends on the exclusion

of air and water. The object to be arrived at in

the process of grafting is to bring the inner bark

and the sap wood of the stalk and scion in nice
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contact ; so that the ascendhig eap of the stalk

will pass freely into the sap wood ofthe scion, and

the descendinn: sap of the scion, which has been

elaborated, and prepared in the leaves, and which
descends through the inner bark, to pass freely

into the inner bark of ihe stock; this elaborated

sap soon harden into wood, and covers and heals

the wound.
There are a great many nnodes of grafting prac-

tised by professional nurserymen, but we will con-

fine ourselves to one or two best adapted to the

practice of the nursery and orchard.

Cleft graflmg— is most readily performed and
mostly practised. Cut off the stalk horizontally,

make the cleft through the centre, in this insert the

wedge, the scion is tlien formed in the shape of a

wedge, taking precaution to make the inner side

somewhat thinner than the outside, so that the

bark of the stock will press on the outer bark of

the scion : shoulder it neatly, and insert carefully;

the shoulder is made to retain the graft in its pro-

per place, and the better to enable a union to

take place ; for it will really be perceived that it

has the additional chance of uniting on the face

ofthe stalk. This process can be used in heading
large trees in the orchard, as well as on small

stocks in the nurser3\

Whip grafting is generally performed on small

nursery stocks, and is universally practised in the

nurseries of Great Britain, France and Germany.
It is performed by cutting ofl' the stock at the

place selected, in a neat sloping manner, then
with a sharp budding knife from the smooth part,

next to the lowest part ol' the cut, shave ofi' the

bark and wood two inchesin length, beginning
at the bottom by drawing the heel of the knife

gently in the bark and gradually cutting deeper
into the wood until the blade is drawn out at the

top. The graft is prepared by cutting it in a slop-

ing manner in a reverse position, so that when
placed on the cut ofthe stalk it forms a neat splice.

When the graft is set, it is to be bound securely

with a stripe of cloth on which has been spread
some grafting wax. The French and German
mode differs from the English in their never paring
off' more of the stocks, however large, than the

width of the scion requires.

Grafting under the surface of the ground is very
convenient to grow young trees in the nursery

;

the stocks are cut off a ^cw inches below the sur-

face and the scions inserted. It is particularly

adapted to the plum, cherry and apricot; they
can all be easily propagated in this way.

Planting.—The planting of fi-uit trees beins
for utility, every precaution should be used to for-

ward the intended purpose by the best means.
Care should be taken to give them a vigorous
growth when young, in order to form a strong

healthy subject at a future period. It Iteing our

object to cultivate the most approved kinds, it

should be borne in mind that they have attained

their high reputation in most instances from the

greatest care and the best culture. The cherry
and apple, when planted too deep, lose their ori-

ginal roots, and are forced to throw out new roots

from the stem near the earth's surface. The pear
strikes root deeper for its support, and is most
thrifty and productive in good soil with moist

clayey subsoil, and if in a situation not too much
exposed will generally produce good crops of fruit.

The plura requires rich and rather moist soil to

insure good crops of large fruit ; it is however very
productive if planted with care in yards and along
lanes. The apricot requires a location similar to

the plum, and will thrive wherever the plum can
be cultivated with success. The plum and apri-

cots being thin skinned fruits are more subject to

the attacks of the curculio than others ; to prevent
which, plant in yards and along lanes where the

ground is rich and trampled, and where pigs and
poultry can have free access in picking up the

waste fruit. Where this cannot conveniently be
done, they should be well shaken once or twice
during the week, and cast to the hogs. The
best location for the quince is a rich loam where it

is continually moist, hence it is that it usually

flourishes well by the sides of drains. A good
loamy subsoil is ofthe greatest importance to the

full developcmcnt of its fruit.

If possible, particular care should be taken in

selecting a suitable situation for the orchard, a good
level piece of land, if it be so located as to lie

a little descending to the southeast is to be preler-

ed, as in that situation it will receive the warming
influence of the sun in the spring, so congenial to

the growth and maturing of the fruit. The quali-

ty of the soil is the next important consideration
;

a rich mellow loam, with a clayey subsoil, will be
found to answer most kinds of fruit. When
obliged to plant trees on a sandy or gravelly soil,

we would advise the experiment to be made, of
incorporatingdifch or pond mud, with a small por-

tion of lime or leached ashes, or clay in less quan-
tit}' with a suitable portion of compost manure
spread on to the depth of several inches, would
be sufficient when apple and pear trees are to be
cultivated. When cherry or plum trees are to be
grown, it is advised to cast on a sufficient quantity

of rich loam, &c. For plums, when it is practica-

ble, perhaps a third part of marsh or pond mud
may be used with advantage to make the soil of
the proper depth. Where peach trees only are to

be planted, a light dressing of compost, consisting

of stable manure, ashes, and loam, will answer the
intended purpose.

An error which has been practised here to some
extent, is that of planting too far apart, thereby
exposing the trees to the scorching rays of the
summer sun, the Iruit will always receive suffici-

ent warmth for ripening, if pruned regularly.

From 16 to IS feet is the best distance that can be
adopted in this latitude, they will be more durable
and thrifty, and when fully grown will shade the
ground, and thus protect the trunk.

January and February are the proper months in
this climate for transplanting fruit trees ; the holes
should be made from 3 to 4 feet in diameter and 2
feet in depth. If the land is somewhat exhausted
fill up with good rich loam, or mould from the
woods, a footor more in depth—then place the tree
in the centre of the hole, taking care to spread the
roots well, and not to place it more than two inches
deeper than it stood in the nursery— fill in the
finest and best mould on the roots—the assistant
gently shaking the tree to enable the fine mould to
run in among the roots and fibres. As the earth
rises about the free, gently tread in until all is

level. Fix in a good stake, and tie it fast to the
tree at the top, crossing the bandage between the
tree and stake, to prevent the bark from beinc
rubbed. It is advisable to have some straw put
around the trees the first season, to prevent ova-
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poration, this will be of inestimable service in the

event of drought. The ground about the trees

should be kepi clear of grass and weeds, and no

crops should be grown near ihe trees, as they

deprive them of the warming inOuence of the sun,

and the surliice nuiriment. The orchard grounds
should be made rich, and should be kept so, afler

the trees arrive at a l)earings;aie.

The following remarks, by Sayers, on the prun-

ing and formation of fruit trees, are so well ex-

pressed, that we take great pleasure in giving

them a place.
" To Ibrm a tree properly it will require to be

pruned and regulated when young, in order to

bring it into a proper shape and fruitlijlness. Sup-
posing the tree to be two or three years irom the

graft or bud, a head must be formed at the intended
height by heading it down in the spring, to two or

three buds or eyes in each shoot that is near the

crown, when the young shoois begin to grow
;

ihey may be taken off to three or four in number
of the healthiest, as they are intended to form the

tree. During tlie summer, the young shoots may
be cleaned of any insects that may be detrimental

10 them. In the following spring, the trees must
be pruned in such a manner as to form a regular

handsome head. It will be recollected that is the

proper lime to form a handsome tree, as each
branch being formed liom a common centre, draws
eap in proportion to iis luxuriance ; and they after-

wards Ibrm laterals or side shoois in proportion to

their vigor; therefore it must be evident to every
intelligent observer, that the formation of a tree in

its inlant state, is of the greatest importance. It

will be often seen that one shoot is more luxuriant

than another, which is owing to its being of a

more succulent nature, and consequently draws a

greater proportion of sap ; by heading down those

shoots to three or lour eyes in the spring, the luxu-

riant will be divided into so many parts, and bring

it on a balance with the other parts of the tree.

This method may be continued lor two or three

years, when the habit of the tree maybe seen.

The port or habit of fruit trees should be consider-

ed, as the laws of nature are not easily reversed

to any advantage, consequently they should be as

much as possible cherished ; lor by practical ob-

servation, (which is always the best guide to per-

fection) it will be seen that some grow in a pyra-

midal form, some conical, and others form a regu-

lar head of^ an even circumlerence at the bottom,

and tapering on the top in the form of a dome.
The first of these habits, the pyramid, is beauti-

fully exemplified in some varieties of the cherry.

The second, forming the shape of the dome, is

generally represented in most kinds of apple trees

—and the conical is often beautifully represented in

the cherry and many kinds of pears when young.
" In the art of pruning, the first thing to be at-

tended to, is the port or habit of the tree, which
should in all cases be kept in its natural order, by
pruning in such a manner, as to encourage the

most healthy parts of the tree. The next thing to

be attended to, is in procuring proper tools for the

purpose, which should be of the best quality."

Your committee would further add, that the

advantages of summer pruning should not be
overlooked, as there is then a brisk circulation of

sap, the wounds are speedily healed, and protected

by the foliage from the eflecls of the sun. In

pruning it should be recollected that all shoots

which are amputated from the tree while young,
heal better than when old, and that the shoots
should be so taken as to leave the wound on the
tree in a sloping manner downwards, to let off the
water freely. The experiment of summer pruning
need only be made on a lew trees, and the old

practice of winter pruning will be abandoned.
In recommending varieties of Iruits for cultiva-

tion, we shall name such as have proved good,
and which ripen at diflerent limes, and in the order

in which they ripen. A list of all the good fruit

collected by tlie Chairman of your committee
would swell this article to a tedious and useless

length.

Apples.— Sinclair's yellow June, early harvest,

Kine qua 11071, summer Pearmain, summer pippin,

Miller's aromatic, a native seedling variety, sum-
mer seedlmg, from seed, by the chairman of the
committee, King's apple, produced by Mr. King
of Spartanburg, fall pippin, English red streak,

bullock pippin, bell flower, Cumberl&nd spice, seek
no further, Esopus Spitzenburg, Newtown pippin,

Hun's fine green, French green, carthorse, Co-
lumbia russeling, wine sap.

The Ibllowing apples are of the latest introduc-

tion, among which are the new varieties that have
been particularly noticed by the London Horticul-
tural Society : also, the choicest new German va-
rieties; described in the works of their most cele-

brated writers.

Ornsbrucker's gros, rennette, saffron, Gravenstein,
Emperor Alexander from Russia, spring grove cod-
ling, and black coal, frotn London, golden Harvey,
court apple, or mile Carle, Revalesher red Reinelte.

Niemans rothe, zimmetarliger, muntineski.
Pears.—Ripening in July and August. Early

Catherine, green Chissel, Barllet, large Portugal.

Autumn pears, ripening in September. Seckel,

Doyenne V^irgalien or St. Michaels, musk spice,

Holland table pear, swan's egg, belle et bonne,
Eufium's St. Ghislan, Moore's pound.
Late autumn pears, ripening in October. Au-

tumn bergamot, beurre bose, beurre diel, Flemish
beauty, heaih cot, Bleeker'e meadow. Winter
pears beginning to ripen in October and Novem-
ber. Burgomeester, Hungarian, Entrlish queen
ofpears, present royal des Naples, Cattilac Moore's
Merrimack, Passe Colmar, Colmar Sovereign,

Easter beurre. Rose lench—Napolean—Echas-
serie.

Plums.— General Hand, Huling'e superb—Yel-
low egg—red egg—blue efrg;—green gage, blue

gage— prince's—imperial white gage, Bolmer or

Washington, damased Mageron, Quescheor Ger-
man prune, White prune, Corse's largest purple,

Duane's purple, French, Reine Cloude—Bing-
ham.
C7jemcs.—May duke—early Kentisk—carnation

white and red Bigareau—yellow Spanish Napo-
leon Bigareau, black eagle—Waterloo, Elton

—Cumberland seedling—Saml. Cline's cherry.

Fume's large red—Black mazard, elk horn.

y/pricots.—Large peach, monstrous peach,

orange Roman cling, Roman free carpentras. Dark
musk, apricot of Noorand peach leaved purple,

common plum.
Nectarines.—Scarlet, Petersburg, aromatic Var-

mish, EIruge.

PcficAes.—We shall not attempt to give a list

of this delicious fruit, as there are several esteemed

varieties amongst us : tlie early varielieB and the
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healh Peach Rliould be included in every collection.

Quince.—Ponagii\ quince of superior flavor,

larcre oranfre, iar^re Frencli and musk.

By selec7in<r li-om each variety you will be ena-

bled to make'an excellent collection, which will

•rive a succession of the most gratelul, and at the

eame time healthful delicacies and luxuries of

the table—and at the same time has a powerful

influence in attracting men to their homes—and on

this account every encouragement given to in-

crease a taste of the kind, is additional security for

domestic comlbrl and happiness.

\Vm. Summer, Chairman.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

The apprehensions which prevailed, of war in

Europe, are almost entirely dissipated by the re-

cent intelligence from thence, and commercial ope-

rations will no longer be affected by lears of that

event. But while the news is pacific, it is at ihe

same time by no means favorable to the mercan-
tile (and conseciuently to the agricultural) interest.

The heavy drain of specie from England to the

coniinent had induced the bank to adopt, as it is

termed, " very stringent measures," and the scar-

city of money was severely Itilt. Interest had
been paid in London, on the very best securities,

at the unusually high rates of 7 to S per cent, per

annum. And while this state of things continues

commerce must languish.

Although the consumption of cotton is on a

larger scale than at any previous time, and al-

though the reports of a diminished crop in this

country had reached Europe, yet the price conti-

nued very low, and little encouragement is held

out to expect any material advance at an early

day. The immense import from the United States

during the last season, and the accumulation of

both the raw material and of manufactured goods,

tends, with the scarcity of money, to produce this

effect.

The duty on flour had advanced in England to

14 shiUiniis per barrel, and the price was 33s. duty

paid— price in bond 235. The export from this

country has consequently ceased.

Kentucky stemmed tobacco is supplanting Vir-

ginia to such an exieni, that the latter is in a

great measure unsaleable, but fine Virginia leaf

still retains favor. On the coniinent prices of low
qualities had declined.

New leaf tobacco sells at ^5.75 to ^7.25—lugs

3.75 to 5.25. Supplies as yet are moderate, ex-

cept of loose, in which state a good deal is now
brought to market.

Cotton commands 8 to 9| cents—lililo at either

extreme. The demand for our domestic goods
has increased, and a large portion of the cotton

crop of Virginia and North Carolina will be nia-

nulactured within those states.

The home supply of wheat is so inconsiderable

that the article is now shipped from Baltimore to

Richmond. The quotations at the former place

are 90 to 98 cents—at the latter 100 to 110 ; and
more lor fine white. In Petersburg the mills are
tirequently idle for want of grain.

The price of flour is ^4| to ^5, in all our ex-

porting markets, except lor city mills. Corn 45

cents. The price of pork is not yet established

—

no droves having yet arrived Irom the west. X.
November 27, 18 10.

PETITION TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED
STATES, TO EfiUALIZE THE RATE OF POST-

AGE ON NEWSPAPERS AND OTHER PERIO-
DICAL PUBLICATIONS.

To the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United Stales :

The petition of the subscriber, the editor and
proprietor of the Farmers' Register, respectfully

shovveth :

That the rates of postage on periodical maga-
zines and on newspapers, as established by law
and by usage, are so unequal, and eo much high-

er on the former class of publications, as to ope-

rate to their discouragement most injuriously, as

well as unjustly.

That the postage charged on newspapers (and
all other periodicals, which by misconstruction of

law are permitted improperly to pass through the

mail as newspapers,) is one cent per sheet lor

any distance within the slate wherein published,

or to any distance without the limits of the state,

not exceeding 100 miles from the place of publi-

cation, and one and a half cents to all greater dis-

tances in other stales ; and on periodical pam-
phlets or magazines, the charge is one and a half

cents for all distances not exceeding 100 miles, and
two and a half cents, even though within the same
slate in which the publication issues, liar all great-

er distances. These difl'erent modes of assess-

ment forbid any precise or accurate comparison of
the amounts ; but on a general average there can
be no question but that the postage charged on
periodical magazines, per sheet, is at least double
of that on newspapers ; and if estimated accord-

ing to the respective weigliis or sizes of sheets,

the postage paid on the former is six-fold greater

than that on newspapers of large (yet not the
largest) size now published.

That, on the Farmers' Register, an agricultu-

ral magazine established and conducted by your
petitioner, the postage paid, on a general average,
is more than ^1000 for each 1000 copies of the
annual publication ; while large newspapers, if

distributed to like distances, are charged, in pro-
portion to weight, but one-sixth as much as the
Farmers' Register. Consequently, five-sixths of
the tax upon the latter is eo much in excess, and
that excess operates as so much discouragement
to the publication, and to the same extent causes a
lessening of useful eflects of the work, and ob-
structs its object, the improvement and benefit of
agriculture.

That another discriminating burthen on maga-
zines, and bounty to newspapers, is presented in

the legal privilege of all copies of newspapers ex-
changed between publishers being exempt from
postage, while that privilege is withheld fiom pe-
riodical magazines. The amount of weight of
untaxed papers thus added to the mail transporta-
tion, by the liee use of this privilege, cannot be es-
timated ; but it is certain that the addition thus
made forms a very considerable proportion of the
whole amount of mail freight, and of the expense
of the post-office department, and also increases
the unjust burthen on the publications to which the
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bounty is denied, and which nevertheless pay
otherwise the heaviest charges of the general ex-

pense of the post-office department, so (ar as de-

Irayed by the transportation of printed papers.

That one efl'ect of the unjust and impolitic dis-

criaiinalion between magazines and newspapers,
serving, as it does, as a prohibitory tax on the for-

mer class, and a protecting duty f^r the latter, has

been to cause sundry monihly and other periodical

magazines to assume so much of the outward
form of newspapers, (though still altogether differ-

ent in law and in fact,) as to pass for, and to be

charged as newspapers, by the misconstruction or

favor of the post-oflice department. Thus, every
publisher of a monthly magazine who can obtain

this favor, thereby secures for his publication an
indirect bounty from government, equal in amount
to the great existing difference of^ the rates of
postage.

That the inducement to obtain the benefit of

this bounty is so great, that, if the present law and
its construction remain unaltered, every agricultu-

ral, scientific and literary periodical, which has not

already been degraded in its mechanical execution

and Ibrm of publication, by assuming the disguise

of a newspaper to secure this bounty, will be com-
pelled to make the change of form necessary for

that purpose; and thus, by a great sacrifice of

good appearance and of real value in such publi-

cations, and to the lessening of their permanent
utility, the post-offii^e department will lose even
the poor gain now derived from ihediscriminating
and unjust burthen imposed on periodical maga-
zines in pamphlet fjrm.

That your petitioner, neither for himself, nor for

the great agricultural class to which he belongs, and
which his publication aims to serve, asks (or any
bounty or exclusive benefit ; but merely that such
publications as his shall be placed on equal ground
as to postage charges with others now more fa-

vored ; and he respecifuliy submits to the consi-

deration of your honorable body, whether, as a

matter of governmental policy, it is proper that

every newspaper, of whatever character or ob-

ject, should be aided in its establishment and subse-

quent support by the bounty of receiving (ree ex-

change papers, and the more extended protection of

lower postage on all their issues, while other perio-

dicals, designed to instruct and to improve, whether
in agriculture, in the arts, or in literature and
science, shall be subjected to a tax operating either

as greatly discouraging, or altogether prohibitory.

Therelbre, for the reasons set forth, your petition-

er prays for such modification of the post-office law,

as shall, on all periodical publications, whether
newspapers or magazines, make the charges of

postage equal, according to their weights, or to

the extent of surface of sheets conveyed by mail.

All which is respectfully submitted.'

Edmund Ruffin,
Editor and Proprietor of the Farmers^ Register,

Petersburg, Va.

[The foregoing petition was sent on last winter

to be presented to both houses of congress; but

the members of those bodies, and friends of the

petition, to whom the presentation was entrusted,

thought it best to deler it, as no such matter could

possibly be acted on, or even heard, during the

last eession. Perhaps the shortness of the ap-

proaching session may operate to prevent a hear-

ing as much as did the business of the last long

session. A{ any rate, the petition will be present-

ed ; and, so far, the humble efforts of the petitioner

used to induce the removal of the enormous in-

justice and bad policy which exists, and which
presses so injuriously upon every periodical publi-

cation, other than newspapers^ and those which, to

evade the discriminating tax, assume something

like the form of newspapers, and are favored in

that evasion by the partial and palpably erroneous

construction of the post-office department.

All publishers of periodical pamphlets, on lite-

rature, science, or any of the useful arts, as well

as on agriculture, are equally interested in the ob-

ject of this petition ; and it is probiible that the

excess of tax imposed on them by the existing un-

just law, and incorrect and still more unjust usage,

over and above what newspapers would pay in

postage, amount to more than all the clear profit

on these publications. And though this tax is le-

vied upon, and paid by, the individual subscribers,

it is not the less at the cost and to the injury of

the publication, as its amount just so much in-

creases the expense to subscribers, and discou-

rages their purchasing such publications.

All subscribers to periodicals, also, as payers

of this excess of postage, are interested individu-

ally in having it reduced to fair and equal rates
;

and still more the community at large, who, by

the prohibitory operation of the tax, are debarred

from a large portion of the benefits which might

be otherwise obtained from the circulation of ma-
gazines.

The petititioner, therefore, hopes that he will

not be permited to act alone in this matter, but be

strengthened by the concurrence and influence of

the many publishers who are alike interested in

the object, and by some of the many thousands

of other persons who, as readers, and members of

the community, have a still more important inte-

rest in the result.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

WORCESTER [MASS.] AGRICULTURAL SO-
CIETY.

From the New England Farmer.

Report onfat cattle and milch cows.

The committee having attended to the duties

assigned them, beg leave to offer the following

report

:

The number of fat cattle offered for premiums
were ten, viz:

By Gardner Wilson, of Leicester, one fat ox,

weighing 2285 lbs., six years old.

By Luke Baker, of Rutland, two fat oxen,

weighing, 2215 lbs., the other 2285 lbs., seven

years old.

By Jedediah Estabrook, of Rutland, two fat

oxen, weighing, one 2195 lbs., the other 2125 lbs.,

seven years old.

By L. & E. L. Barnard, of Worcester, three fat
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oxen, one weighing 2580 lbs., one 2260 lbs., and
one 1980 ; two ol'lhem eight years old, one seven
years old.

iiy Silas Dudley, ofMendon. fwo fat oxen, one
weighing 2350 lbs., the other 2100 lbs.

Also, one (iit cow was offered lor exhibition, by
John Boyd, of Shrewsbury, weighing 1790 lbs.

No premium is oHiered by the society lor fat cows.
The cow exhibited by Mr, Boyd was a very fine

animal, and he is entitled to the thanks of the com-
miitee lor his public spirit in ofTerinij so good an
animal, without the prospect of pecuniary reward.

The committee were highly gratified with the

exhibition of fat cattle, believing they will com-
pare well with all previous exhibitions, and great-

ly surpass many. They have awarded the first

premium of ^20, to Jedediah Estabrook, of Rut-
land, for his yellow ox.

The second premium, of ^15, to Luke Baker, of

Rutland, for his yellow ox.

And the third premium of ^10 to Silas Dudley,
ofMendon, an ox fattened under the care of Mr.
Oliver B. Everett, well known in that section of
the country for his skill and fidelity in this impor-
tant branch of the liirming interest.

The number of milch cows ofiered for premiums
Vv'ere seven, and one for exhibition only.

One by Matthew Connel, of Leicester, 6 years old.

" "' Geo. Ainsworth, VVorchesier, 3 last spring.
" " Joseph Slayton, Brookfielil, 7 years old.

" " W. Blanchard, Charlton, 7 years old.

" " T. B. Eaton, Worcester, 4 years old.

" " Daniel H. Fitch, Leicester,
" " James Leach, Southborongh.
The cow ofiered for exhibition, was owned by

J. P. Gushing, of Wateriown, imported t'rcin Eng-
land in 1836, of the Ayrshire breed, called the

Venus, and deservedly so, as she was a beautilLiI

specimen of that fine breed of cattle ; and the

committee and society are highly gratified at the

interest taken in our shows, by distinguished agri-

culturists, in other sections of the state, and are

particularly obligated to Mr, Gushing, who has

made the society a splendid donation of a bull, of

the Ayrshire breed.

The first premium of ^15, was awarded to

Wm, Blanchard of Chariton, for the best milch

cow. From the 17th to the 27th of June, she

gave twenty quarts of milk per day, and made
17 lbs. during that period. From the 10th to the

20th of September she gave 15 quarts of milk per

day, and made II5 lbs. of butter. The cow calved

on the 26th of April, and the calf was slaugh-

tered the 9th of June,—the calf weighed 110 lbs.

—the skin, 15i lbs.

The second "prem.ium of SIO, was awarded to

Thomas B, Eaton, of Worcester. From the 17th

to the 27th June, she averaged 16 quarts of milk

per day, weighing about 43 lbs. From the 10th

to the 20th of September, 11 quarts of milk, Mr.
Eaton states, "That since the middle of May,
I have sold 1478 quarts of milk, and supplied my
family, of from 8 to 10 in number, with milk and
cream."

Tlie third premium of $8, was awarded to

Dana H. Fitch, of Leicester, Mr, Fitch made
in three weeks in June 33|: lbs. of butter from his

cow, besides using 3 pints of new milk and some
cream per day. In three weeks in September he
made 21 lbs. 9 oz. of butter. From the second of
June to the present lime, he has made from thie

cow 148 lbs. of butter.

The other cows exhibited did not come in com-
petition with those to whom premiums were award-
ed, as they had not complied with the requisitions

of the society.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

G. G, P, Hastings, Chairman.

NATIONAL GALLERY OF MANUFACTURES AND
AGRICULTURE.

From the Baltimore Sun.

Patent Office, Nov. 20, 1840.
Notice is given that the hall in the new patent

office for the exhibition of manufiictures, is now
completed. The hall is spacious, being 273 leet

long, 63 feet wide, 30 feet high, and Jire-proof.

Agents whose names are annexed, will receive
and forward, li-ee of expense, articles which may
be deposited with them. These articles will be
classified and arranged lor exhibition, and the
name and address of the manuliacturer (with the
prices when desired) will be carelijily affixed.

Few, it is presumed, will neglect to improve the

opportunity now presented of con'ributin>r their

choicest specimens to the national gallery of
American manufactures, where thousands who
visit the seat of government will witness with
pleasure the progress of the arts in these United
States.

If liiirs, in limited sections of our country, have
excited interest, what must be the attractions of
a national exhibition, enriched by daily additions.

The agriculturist may be gralifitid to learn, that

commodious rooms are provided lor the exhibition

of agricultural implements, and also for the recep-
tion ofseeds lor exhibition or distribution.

The commissioner of patents, being authorized
to collect agricultural statistics, avails himself of
this opportunity to solicit inlbrmation of the condi-

tion and character of the crops in the several sec-

tions of the country. These data will aid him in

presenting, wich his annual report, the aggregate
amount of products of the soil, and it is hoped
that the public may be guarded in some measure
from the evils of monopoly, by showing how the

scarcity in one portion of the land may be supplied
from the surplus in another.

Names of agents who will receive and forward
packages for the patent oflice. Collectors of the
customs at Portsmouth, N, H., Portland, Me.,
Burlington, Vt., Providence, R. I., Philadelphia,

Baltimore, Richmond, Charleston, Savannah, N.
Orleans, Detriot. Buffalo, Cleveland. Surveyors
of thecusioms-Hartfbrd, Ct.jSt. Louis, Pittsburg,

Cincinnati, Louisville; R. H. Eddy, Boston,

Mass. ; David Gardiner, (custom house) New
York. Henry L. Ellsworth,

Commissioner of Patents,

Editors are very respectfully requested to give

the above an insertion in their papers.

alderney cows.

From the New Engtand Farmer.

From a highly respected friend in Providence,

we have received some inquiries respecting this

breed of cows, and whether they are best suited
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Tor beef or milk. We have seen several of them.

They are small in size and generally inTerior in

shape and appearance, and seldom exhibit much
thrift. They are not tu be chosen lor beef. They
are not remarkable for giving great quantities of

milk, but they are remarkable !br giving milk of

extraordinary richness ; and persons in England

and this country keep them for the sake of the rich

cream lor their" tables. They are in general of a

light red or a gray dun or lawn color, with small

and crooked horns. Reuben HainPs,of German-
town, Penn., in 1823, says—" I have now a little

full breJ AlJerney cow, reared on my farm, which

will be only lour years old next harvest. She had

her third calf on the first of last month; and on the

nineteenth we had rather more than ten pounds of

delicious butter from twelve quarts of her cream,

obtained from fourteen milkings ; that is, in one

week. Her only (bod through the winter has been

good hay and brewers' grains—the latter article

well known to be useful in promoting the secretion

of milk, but not increasing the quantity or improv-

ing the quality of the butter. One remarkable

property of the cream of the Alderney cow is, the

readiness with which it is converted into butter.''

John Lawrence says, that " an Alderney cow

that had strayed on the premises of a friend of his,

and remained there three weeks, made nineteen

pounds of butter e^^ch week, and the fact was held

so extraordinary, as to bs thought worthy of a

memorandum in the parish books." (Farmers'
Series.)

They are originally from Normandy, in France;
and are said, when dried off, to fatten with great

ease. They are constantly imported into England,
being admired for the properties to which we have
above referred; but some disappointment has occa-

sionally occurred, lor the true reason that the pas-

turage in England is not so good as in their native

land. Like all other animals from whom we arc

to look for any thing valuable, they require liberal

leeding and the best care. VVe must not expect

impossibilities. VVe remember very well a friend's

having purchased a cow from a town abounding in

the richest pasturage; and upon taking her to his

own inferior pastures she fell very much short of

the yield which he had been infcrmed she had been

accustomed to give. He complained to the seller

of the cow that she had not fulfilled his recommen-
dation. "Why," said the farmer, "I sold you the

cow, but I did not sell you my pastures too."

H. C.
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ARATOR:

A SERIES OF AGRICULTURAL ESSAYS,
PRACTICAL AND POLITICAL.

BY JOHN TAYL-OK,
OF CAROLINE COUNTY, VIKGINIA.

PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE FARMERS' REGISTER.

The first publication of the following work was in

the form of separate short essays, or numbers, which

were written for and appeared in 'The Spirit of Se-

venty-six,' a newspaper then recently established.

This was in 1809 or 1810, and the numbers were af-

terwards embodied and republished in a volume, in

1812, Five subsequent editions were afterwards call-

ed for, from the latest of which, the sixth, (published

in 1818,) the edition now offered will be copied.

The publication, and the first few years of the ex-

istence of ' Arator,' constituted a memorable epoch in

the condition of agriculture in Virginia. It was the

first original agricultural work (worthy to be so called)

which had ever been published in Virginia, or in the

southern states ; and it appeared at a time when agri-

cultural improvement was still neglected by the men
of intelligence and wealth whose interests were al-

most exclusively agricultural. The previous high

prices of agricultural products, caused by the Eu-

ropean wars, and increased foreign demand, which

had given great profits even to the most wretched agri-

cultural practice, had been sunk to less than half the

gross amount, by the operation, first, of foreign depre-

dations on our commerce, and, next, the singular de-

fensive policy of this government, by the general

embargo on all export trade, and prohibition of com-

mercial intercourse with Europe.

This was a fortunate combination of circumstances

for the appearance of 'Arator;' and the work pro-
j

duced an immediate sensation, and also durable and
|

excellent effects, surpassing those of any publication !

which had ever appeared in Virginia on any subject.
'

Almost every intelligent land-holder became a readerof
i

Arator, and which book also constituted generally his •

earliest and sole agricultural study. The previous va-
j

cancy of all minds, in this respect, prevented (he ex- I

istence of any obstruction, from prepossession, to the
'

author's precepts, or any doubt of the certain fulfilment

of his glowing pro?pecfa of improvement and rrofit.
'

Vol. V1II.-89
^

The valuable (ruths were eagerly received, and soon
extensively acted upon—and so highly esteemed was
the authority of the writer, (hat even his most erro-
neous views and opinions were received as readily
and universally as the most sound and unquestionable.
Many readers even went far beyond the positions of
their teacher, and applied his lessons in situations and
under circumstances which he never would have em-
braced under his general rules. The particular errors
of practice made by these new disciples were nume-
rous, and the consequent losses were great. But the
indirect effect of the publication was to give the first

great impulse to agricultural improvement in eastern
Virginia; and the genera! and legitimate results have
been such as to claim justly for the name of John
Taylor of Caroline, independent of his other great
merits as a statesman and political teacher, a distin-

guished place on the list of the great benefactors of
his countiy. The writer of these remarks is among
those who esteem most highly the merits of John
Taylor in both these important respects ; nevertheless,
his gratitude and veneration have not prevented his
freely criticising, in former publications, the mistaken
and erroneous views of the illustrious autiior, and his
improper applications of views which are entirely cor-
rect under different circumstances. The great but in-

direct benefit which resulted from the publication of
'Arator' was the producing a new zeal for, and giving
a strong and lasting impulse to, agricultural improve-
ment in general. The other and peculiar merits of
the author were most conspicuous in his urgino- the
practices of deep ploughing, (he making and applying
of barn-yard or prepared manures, both of which prac-
tices were of very limited use in general—and still

more the plan of manuring the fields by their own ve-

getable growth, or the "inclosing system," of which
he was the earliest teacher and advocate.

The principal defects of this work, and the causes
of injury to its earliest followers, grew out of pre-

cepts, which, even when correctly deduced from the

author's experience in cultivation on the originally

rich and deep gandy noils of the wide level borders of

the Rappahannock, were improperly recommended by
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him for general use, or without express limitation to

particular circumstances. Thougli the author was a

profound thinker as well as an experienced and judi-

cious farmer, and though unusually well read in Eng-

lish agricultural works of earlier times, compared to

most Virginians of his day, still he was without the

benefit which has since been obtained by applying the

lights of chemistry to the investigation of the nature

of soils, and their improvement by mineral manures.

He therefore was not only not informed of their great

value, but he even speaks contemptuously in ' Arator'

of marl and lime as manures.

But it is not only as an agriculturist that the avithor's

merits deserve consideration, even in regard to the con-

tents of this little book. Although not accorded to

him during his life, and although even as yet the force

and value of his novel and singular views are acknow-

ledged by but a few, the just award of posterity will

place Taylor high in the ranks of political reformers,

though he had neither political power, nor the influence

of popularity, to enforce his precepts. His later publish-

ed and elaborate political work, the 'Inquiry into the

Principles and Policy of the Government of the United

States,' has had already more students and more influ-

ence than is acknowledged by those who use its mate-

rials for propositions which are generally deemed en-

tirely novel ; while the book, which is their source, is

scarcely known to exist, and but few readers have

been found zealous enough to labor through the ob-

scure pages of the ponderous volume.

Though his 'Arator' was published first, it was

written after the 'Inquiry,' and his long continued and

solitary investigation of political truths. This will

serve in part to explain the cause of the great obscu-

rity of the early portion of 'Arator,' on the "Pohtical

state of agriculture." The author here addresses the

public as if in continuation of the expression of his

own prior political researches, which then in fact ex-

isted only in his own manuscripts, and the subjects had

not been studied by any one but himself. And even

when his great work appeared, (for although scarcely

known to the public at first, and now almost forgotten,

it is notwithstanding a great work— ) the author still

was as one speaking half a century in advance of his

subjects, and without any common ground of under-

standing between himself and the public. He spoke of

causes and eS'ects as if of vital importance, of which

the existence was scarcely known to his readers or the

public ; and his deductions were not understood, or, if

understood, not believed. Thus his remarks in the fol-

lowing pages on the evils of the protecting duty and

the banking and paper systems, might be supposed to

havs been uttered within the last ten years ; but, in

truth, they were first published during Jefferson's ad-

ministration, when the public scarcely knew that a

protecting duty existed, or that the system was then

organized and had begun to operate—and when no-

thing but the benefils of banking and bank-paper (as

supposed) had as yet been experienced. John Taylor's

warnings were uttered long before any ground for them

was suspected to exist ; and it was therefore not at all

strange that hi* precepts and warnings were disre-

garded, and even unheard. The remarkable an4

unfortunate obscurity of his style also rendered his

writings repulsive to all readers who did not correctly

appreciate the value of his matter, and helped to induce

a degree of neglect approaching to early oblivion. But

his precepts will yet be heard, and his wisdom and his

merit as a political teacher will yet be acknowledged.

' Arator' js now out of print, and the existing copies

are so scarce that distinguished agriculturists, attracted

by the report of its former reputation, have sought in

vain to procure or even to see a copy. It is true also

that the demand of purchaseis does not very much

exceed the supply ; and therefore that it is not likely

that another edition would be published with the ex-

pectation of profit from the sales. Under these cir-

cumstances, the editor of the Farmers' Register has

undertaken to publish a new edition, in this cheap

form, as part of that journal; and deems that, in so

doing, he will perform an acceptable service to the

agricultural public, and especially to all those indivi-

duals who, like the editor, feel gratitude and reverence

for the author.

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

BY THE AUTHOR.

The es?ays above the signature of Arator, were
not preceded \>y an explanation of the motives by
which they were dictated, or of the ends design-

ed to be effected, because they were originally

published in a newspaper without any anticipation

of the form they have assunaed. But being now
stamped by the public acceptation with some de-

gree of value, an account of these motives and
ends may extend iheir efficiency, and promote the

examination of subjects, so important and inex-

haustible.

A conviction that the prosperity of our country

depended upon a competent share of agricultural

and political knowledge, and that an iguorance of

either, would defeat the benefils naturally flowing

from a proficiency in both, produced these essays

and also a larger book, entitled "An Inquiry into

the Principles and Policy of the Government of

the United States," for the ends of advancing

practical improvements in one science, and of pre-

serving those we had already made in the other.

Agriculture and politics are primary causes of

our wealth and liberty. Both contain internal

good principles, but both are liable to practical de-

terioration. II' one is vitiated in practice, poverty,

if the other, oppression ensues. If the agricul-

ture is good and the government bad, we may
have wealth and slavery. If the government is

good and the agriculture bad. liberty and poverty.

To secure both wealth and liberty, an intimate

knowledge of the good principles comprised in

both, and a strict accordance in practice with those

principles, must be indispensably necessary.

Hence results the propriety of awakening the

people to the good principles of agriculture, and

oi' keeping them awake lo those of our form of

government. Without commemoration, the latter

might be lost, and without inquiry, the former
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could never be found : Both subjects are vitally

important to the success of ihe singular experi-

ment now makino; by the Ignited Stales upon ihe

theatre of the world, and contain the only means
of redeeming their pledge to mankind.
Boih are treated of in the two books above men-

tioned. Arator is chiefly confined to agriculture,

but it contaiug a tew political observations. The
Inquiry, to poliiics ; but it, labors to explain the

true interest of the agricultural class. The affinity

between the subjects, caused them to be inter-

mingled. But the author never imagined himself

able to tear the bandage ol" habit from the eyes of

prejudice, nor to squeeze the tincture of corruption

Irom the heart of avarice. Without aspiring to

moral heroism, or to the renown of new inven-

tions, he only attempts to extract good agricultural

practices (rom his own experience, and good po-

litical measures from the wise and laithful archives
of revolutionary patriotism, to increase the skill of

his countrymen, in making good crops and in se-

curing them for their own benefit.

That private industry, combined with political

H'aud, may make a nation wealthy and miserable,

is exemplified in England. That one interest or

class of men, niay reap oppression from carrying
their occupation to great perfection, appears in the
Slate of the manufacturers of the same country.
And a similar fate awaiis the agricultural class of

this, although it could be driven by English coer-

cion even up to English perfijction, unless it re-

tains the American political principles, alone com-
petent to defeat the arls, under which the produc-
tive classes of mankind are universally groaning.
Why are the agriculturists of the Uniied States

happier than those of England, under the great
disadvantages of a worse system of airricul-

ture, and of paying higher wages for labor? From
the greater chastity of their political measures,
l^he habit of drawing comparisons between our
government and a foreign one, for the purposes ol

excusing abuses and lulling vigilance, is a treache-
rous delusion, and a tacit confi'ssion of an approx-
imation towards them; but iliis reference is cal-

culated to open the eyes of agriculture, to the con-
templation of those (breign measures which have
created reapers of its harvests, and swallowers ol

its profits. If such detachments of foragers and
marauders from the main body of the English na-
tion, can intercept the great crops of the best ex-
isting system of agriculture, so as to cause fre-

quent famines among the main body iiseli; it evi-

dently suggests to us the wisdom of distinguish-

ing between those establishments necessary for

good government, and such as are contrived mere-
ly " consumere fruges j'^ that is, to live upon the
industry of others, without rendering any services
to the nation. To save our sorry crops fi-om fi'ee

quarter sinecures, is even more important and
more urgent, than to amend our agriculture. It

would secure to us comfort and happiness. By
suffering frauds to pounce upon them, we can-
not be made comfortable and happy, even by
great crops. And the author ventures to assert,

that whilst tlie readers of Arator will unanimou^^-
ly agree that its tendency is to improve our crops,

those of the Enquiry belonging to the main body
of society, or those detachmenis, will concur in

the tendency of that i)Ook, to save them iiom be-
coming a prey to political frauds ; one division
f>y commending much, the other, by commending
nothing.

No body will deny that an endeavor to increase

our crops is laudable, but it is a question, whether
it is equally laudable to save them from the nets

of political "retiarii," by teaching tfie plain ho-
nest yeomanry how to avoid the mortification

of starving upon them, however great. The opi-

nion "that the more industry spends of its own
earnings, and the less of them is intercepted by
govertmients, or taken away by legal projects,

the richer, the greater, and the happier will be the

nation," if correct, resolves that doubt. No nation

was ever oppressed, ruined or enslaved by the pro-

digality of individuals ; all nations have suffered

some of these evils from the prodigality of govern-
ments. Hence a plain political maxim forcea

itself upon the mind, sufficient to maintain a
good government, if mankind possessed prudence
enough not to ramble into intricacies contrived on
purpose to entrap them ; namely, " that national

prosperity and liberty are sale, endangered or

lost, in proportion as individuals retain, or govern-
ments acquire, the investiture or disposition of the

earnings ol industry."

The author had another reason for uniting the

subjects of agriculture and politics. He consider-

ed agriculture as the guardian of liberty, as well

as the mother of wealth. So long as the princi-

ples of our government are uncorrupted, and the

sovereignty of majorities remains, she must occu-

py the highest political station, and owe to society

the most sacred political duty. It is as incumbent
upon her to learn how to protect defenceless minor
interests, as to defend herself. And whilst the se-

curity for her patriotism, "that she cannot find

any body worth phindering," exists, she should

take care not to betray her wards, by suffering

herself to be made poor, either by a deficiency ol'

skill and industry, or by legal spoliations ; because
wealth is power. She must be rich to be power-
ful, and she must be powerful to discharge faith-

/"ully the sacred obligation she owes to society by
constituting the majority. If her wealth is trans-

lerred, her power will go with it, and an irresistible

political influence will be acquired by a minority,

which can find some body worth plundering.

The thin soil of the United States, renders po-

litical frauds particularly grievous to agriculture,

from iis insufficiency to bear them ; and the thin

population, exposes us particularly to the evils of
invasion. The population, necessary to contract

or prevent these evils, can never be obtained, ex-
cept by enriching the soil, and the soil cannot be

enriched, except by legislative co-operation with in-

dividual industry, by forbearing to transfer wealth

from an application to these great national objects,

to the encouragement of doubtful projects, or the

difl'usion of a pernicious degree ol' luxury. Laws
shed a good or a bad influence upon all social em-
ployments, and operate mosi extensively upon
that which is most general. Why have so many
employments, expen.^ive, useless or pernicious,

flourished wonderfully in the United Slates, whilst

the lertility ol' the soil has been wonderfully dimi-

nishing'? Can it be ascribed to any cause but a
baleful legal influence ? Of what avail will be

agricultural books, or societies, or individual indus-

try, to improve the soil and strengthen the popu-

lation, opposed to a system of legiflaiion dispens-

in:r impoverishment? Of the saaie, experienced

by societies and books for improving the represen-

tation of the British house of commons.
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Legislatures must begin to notice and discuss

the state of agriculture, before they can discover

or remove the causes of the cadaverous counte-

nance exhibited by the soil. These causes lie

concealed in the laws. It is strenuously contend-

ed that laws are able to administer prosperity or

decay to oecupations of inferior utility to man, and
less interesting to nations in general, and to the

United States in pariicular, by exciting or discour-

aging the degree of ardor, inspired by an equal

looting between the various objects of indusirj'.

Such an equipoise of justice among occupations,

is in fact an equipoise of liberty among men, and
constitutes the only sound test of a I'ree govern-
ment. But it is admitted that laws may both create

and bestow upon particular interests wealth and
power, and j'et if we even exclude from the ques-
tion the injuries thence resulting to other interest?,

it ought to be considered that they gradually sup-
press the idea of a government guided by the

comraon good, and plant in its place by a succes-
sion of precedents, a system of partiality to be ex-
ercised by power without limitation, and capable of

demolishing every barrier against usurpation and
tyranny.

If our government, however, will usurp a
boundless sovereignty over the industry and pro-

perty of individuals, the policy of invading the

great province of agriculture, to gather spoils for

enriching a number of little barren districts, is still

to be questioned. If agriculiure, for instance, is

as insignificant as banking, it has the same claim
to legal favor; if less so this claim becomes
stronger. From what motives have legal par-

tialities in all countries selected their lavoriies?

Even religion has often been converted into the
spirit of lolly, or the instrument of wickedness.
Will they regard human occupations with more
veneration? These only are lelt in our country
exposed lo the same motives which have begotten
the whole tribe of legal partialities abroad, and
are therelbre more likely to be laid hold of with
furious eagerness, and to be mangled with barba-
rous outrage.

Already, many tnpmbers of the body politic,

and even sundry excrescences which ought to be
amputated, are excited up to a lever, and agricul-

ture chilled at the heart by drafts to bestow an
unnatural degree of heat upon leps valuable or

pernicious extremities. \f our health was sound
during the presidency of Washington, what must
it now be? The pulsation has increased six fold

in the limb of taxation ; in the excrescence of
banking, fifty fold ; in that of proiecting duties

enormously; and in the patronage lin)b, its flut-

lerings have become so rapid and indistinct, that

congress have ordered a book to be compiled, to ex-
plain what may be called the logarithms of patron-
age. A healthy state of society must consist in that

equable pulsation throughout all its parts, produced
by an equipoise of justice, favor and protection

among its several interests. Unless this is restored

by amputations, retrenchmenie, and evacuaiions,
agriculture cannot for ages exhibit on the soil, an
equivalent degree of prosperiiy, which she ought
in common with other interests to derive from the
revolution.

Finally, if the defence of partial laws, " that the
sufferings they intlict on one person or class, ou<;ht

to be balanced against the acquisitions they bestow
on another," though liitse, immoral and tyrannical.

are allowed to be true, virtuous, and i'alr, yet it

ought at least to he examined l)y the principle it

asserts. Compare then the gain Irom a bounty
on snuH', with the loss sustained by a lax on barn^^

The latter in some states, owing to the deficiency

of this agricultural manulijcture, amounts proba-

bly upon grain only, to twenty per centum annu-
ally. Add to this loss the whole mass of agricul-

tural suffering, arising from the whole deprivaiion

of capital, and compare the total, wiih the total

gain to manuliiclures from protecting duties. In

fact, the principle resorted lo (or defence by partial

laws, ever was and ever will be used by govern-

ments, only to increase their power, by accumu-
lating money at the cost of naiions, to be wasted

in extravagance or employed still more pernicious-

ly, in extending patronage, cr spreading corrup-

tion. Under shelter of the delusion, they advance
step by step towards arbitrary power, and that in-

terest which is most productive, and covers a ma-
jority, inevitably becomes its victim, unless it de-

tects the fraud. Agriculture can never flourish,

unless it applies a very different principle boih to

its land and its government, namely, '' that re-

newal must constantly follow close upon the heels

of decay, either to maintain fertility or lo avoid op-

pression."

PREFACE.

BY THE PUBLISHER OF THE THIRD EDITION.

The publisher of the following essays is the first

who has offered to ihe public patronage an expe-

rimental composition, adapted to (he soil, climate

and agriculture of the greater portion of the

United Slates ; and so (iir as his knowledge ex-

tends, it is the first of the kind which this great

district of country has produced. He is not qua-

lified to judge of its merit, and can only infer horn

its being the work of a successful practical farmer,

and not the ofL-pnng of interest or theory, that

every purchaser will be reimbursed his money
many fold. But, however this may be, the pub-

lisher respectfully states, that rude inventions have
terminated in great public good ; and that the

deficienc)' of graphical merit in the agricultural

C(>untry, for which the coiijposiiion was intended,

is almost as strong a recommendation of this effort

towards improvement, as the hieroglyphics of an-

tiquity, were of those made lor the discovery of

letters. An encouragement of small improve-

ments is the parent of [erfoction in every art and

science, and as agriculture is the queen of the

whole circle, the publisher has thought it his duty

to give the public an opportimity of awakening
better talents and greater exertions, for occupying

the extensive space between its present and a de-

sirable condition.

The United States have been charged with a

dearth of orijiinal compositions. Their reach of

European books is the reason of the fact, so far as

it extends to moral subjects ; whilst the mul'itude,

novelty and usefulness of their mechanical inven-

tions, repels an insinuation, that it arises from a

want of genius or industry. Tlie strongest ground

of the charge is, the deficiency of native booka
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upon agricdilure. VVhiltJi llie couiiiry was (resih,

it was iialurul lor ihe inliabiuuiid lu iicglecl llie

suhjcct ill the niiilst of aliUiHi<i!ico ; Ijul its evi-

dcui iriipoveiishnienl, ouglit to have 6uii<iesteii (o

us ihci iiecessily ol'rialive remedies lor local errors
;

arid the incoiiirruity of Euirhi^lj liooks upon ajiri-

cuhiire, wilh ihe climates, soils and halits of ihe

Uiiiied Slates. I'liis incoiiirruity, liy drawing; ridi-

cule U[)oii imitators, too ofien exim^uislies a patri-

otic ardor, and checks instead of advancing im-
provement.

II' the hook now offered to the |)iihlic should

have no other good edects but tho^-ie of sujriijesiing

the necessity of wfiiing for oursches on the sub-
ject, and introducmi; some tattle lor sucli discus-

sions, the compensation lo the [jublisher (or his

labor will be amply repaid. To this taste, the

ii^ricuhure of Europe in ixenerai, and ol Britain

in particular, is indebted lor a vast iiDprovement
wiihin the lust century, and a similar spirit in the

Uuiied Slates will undoub ediy produce similar el-

/ecis. Every class of men will be benefited by it.

The merchant will receive more produce, afid sell

more <rouds. The demands upon the manufac-
turer will extend to more and finer commodities.
Lawyers and physiciana will have richer clients

and patients, and receive belter fees. The politi-

cian may find more resources lor defending his

country, maintaining lier independence an(t re-

warding patriotism. The printers will sell more
books and newspapers. And the farmer, ihougfi

ihe fountain li-om which all these benefita must;

flow, as receiving first the IVuite of improveiuent,

will make them subservient to his own happiness,

before he ditl'uses them to advance the happiness

of others. A tendency to shed prosperity over
all these classes, has some claim to general en-

couragement, and whilst the publisher respectfully

solicits tl e public patronage o{i this ground, he
also confidently hopes, that a considerable portion

both of amusement and inlbrniation will be found
in the following sheet?.

AR AT O R
THE PRlCSr.XT STATE OF AGRICULTURE.

I shall consider, in a succession of short essays,

the present state of agriculture in the United Slates,

iis oppressions and delccis, and the remedies,

poliiical and domestic, which it needs. It is con-

fessed, however, that the chief knowledge of the

author, as to modes of aiiriculture, is confined to

the states of Maryland, Virginia and North-Ca-
rolina. And therefore, whilst his remarks in rela-

tion to its political stale, will generally apply to

tlie whole union, those in relation to these modes,

will particularly apply to all states using slaves,

or to the three enumerated states.

Mr. Strickland, an Englishman, reputed to be

sensible and honest, published at London, in the

year 1801, a pamphlet upon the a<fricullure of the

United States, being ihe result of his own obser-

vation, durini; a considerable period spent in tra-

velling ihroiigh ihe country, for the special [lurpose

of investigating it. The judgment of this impar-

tial stranirer ajipears in the lollowing quotations.

— Page "20: "Land in America aflbrds little

pleasure or profit, and appears in a progress of

continually tifibrding less."— P. 31 :
" Virginia

is in a rapid decline."— P. 38 : "Land in New-
York, formerly producing twenty bushels to the

acre, now produces only fen."— P. 41: "Little

p.-nfitcan be found in the present mode of agricul-

ture of this country, and I apprehend it to be a

fact that it tiflbrds a bare subsistence.''^ P. 45:
" V^irginia is the southern limit of my inquiries,

because agriculture had there already arrived to

its lowest slate of degradation."— P. 49: "The
land owners in this state are, wilh a lew excep-

tions, in low circumstances; ihe inferior rank of

them wretched in the extreme."—P. 52 : "Decline
has pervaded all the stales.

These conclusions, if true, are awfully threat-

ening to the liberty and prosperity of a couniry,

wliose hostage for both is agriculture. An order

of men, earninc^ a bare subsistence, in low circum-
stances, and whose inferior rank is wrctcficd in,

ihe extrerii, cannot possibly consiitote a moral
Jo:cej adequate to either object. It is therefore

highly important to the agriculliiral class, (o as-

certain whether it is true, that agriculture is in a
decline. A decline terminates like QVitry oilier

progress, at the end of its tendency.

Upon reading the opinion of this disinterested

foreigner, my impressions were, indignation, alarm,

conviction ; inspired, successively, by a love lor my
country, a fear for its welfare, and a recolleclion

of facts.

The terrible facts, that the strongest chord
which vibrates on the heart of man, cannot tie

our people to the natal spot, that they view it with
horror, and flee from it to new climes with joy,

determine our agricultural progress, to be a pro-

gress of emigration, and not of improvement;
and lead to an ultimate recoil from this exhausted
resource, to an exhausted country.

A patient must know that he is sick, before he
will take phy!?ic. A collection of a few facts, to

ascertain ihe ill healih of agriculture, is necessary
to invigorate our eflbrls towards a cure. One, ap-'

parent to the jnost supeificial observer, is, that our
land has diminished in fertility. Arts improve the
work of naiure—when they injure it, they are not:

arts, l)ut barbarous customs. It is the office of
agriculture, as an art, not to impoverish, but lo

fertilize the soil, and make it more useful than ia

its natural state. Such is the effect of every spe-
cies of agriculiurc, which can aspire to the cha-
racter of an art. lis object being to furnish tnan
with ariicles of ihe first necessity, whatever de-
feats that object, is a crime of the first magnitude.
Had men a power to idiscure or brii:;hlen the light;

of the sun, by obscuring it, they would imitate the

morally of diminishing the fertility of the earth.

Is not one as criminal as the olher ? Yet it is h
tiict, that lands in their natural state, are more va-

luable, than those whieh have undergone our ha-

bit of agriculture, of which emigralions are com-
plete proofs.

The decay of a multitude of small town?, ."so

siiiiated as to depend for support on unalterable,

distfJcis, is another proof of the impo/erishrnent

of ihe soil. It is true, thcit a lew large towns hav«
grown up, but tli.s is o'.vin^, not to an increased
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product, but to an increased pasture; whereas, in

every case, where the pasture is liniUed, or isolaled

by local circumstances, small towns have sprung

up, whilst the lands were flesh, and decayed, as

they were worn out. I have no facts to apoeriain

certainly the products of agriculture at diflerent

periods relatively to the number of people ;
such

would furnish a demonstration of its state. But I

have understood, \hat sixty thousand hogsheads

of tobacco were exported from Virginia, when it

contained about one-fourth of its present popula-

tion. If eo, had the fertiliiy of the country re-

mained undiminished, Virginia ought now to ex-

port two hundred and forty thousand hogsheads,

or an equivalent. In this estimate, every species

of export except tobacco, is excluded at one epoch,

and exports of^ every kind included at the other;

yet the latter would fall far short of exhibiiing the

equivalent necessary to bring itself en a fooling,

86 to agriculture, with the former. Two hundred

and forty thousand hogsheads of tobacco, which,

or an equivalent, Virginia would now export, if

the state of agriculture had been as flourishing as

it was sixty or seventy years past, at the present

value, by which all our exports are rated, would

be worth above seventeen millions of dollars ; and

supposing Virginia to furnish one-seventh part of

the native agricultural exports of the United Siates,

these ought now to amount to one hundred and

twenty millions of dollars, had the products ol

agriculture kept pace with the increase of popula-

tion. If this statement is not exactly correct,

enough of it certainly is so, to demonstrate a rapid

impoverishment of the soil of the United States.

The decay of the culture of tobacco is testi-

mony to this unwelcome fact. It is deserted be-

cause the lands are exhausted. To conceal from

ourselves a disagreeable truth, we resort to the de-

lusion, that tobacco requires new or fresh land
;

whereas every one acquainted with the plant

knows, that its quantity and quality, as is the case

with most or all plants, are both srreatly improved

by manured land, or land, the fertility of which

has been artificially increased. Whole counties,

comprising large districts of country, which once

grew tobacco in great quantities, are now too ste-

rile to grow any of moment ; and the wheat crops,

substituted for tobacco, have already sunk to an

average below profit.

From the mass of facta, to prove that the fer-

tility of our country has long been declining, and

that our agriculture is in a miserable slate, I shall

only select one more. The average of our native

exports is about forty millions of dollars annual-

ly. Some portion of this amount consists of manu-
factures, the materials lor which are not furnished

by agriculture ; another, as is extensively the fact

in the case of flour, has passed through the hands
of the manufacturer. Of the first portion he re-

ceives the whole price, of the second a proportion.

And a third portion of our products is obtained

from the sea. Of the forty millions exported, ag-

riculture, therefore, receives about thirty-five. The
taxes of every kind, state and federal, may be es-

timated at twenty millions of dollars, of which
agriculture pays at least fifteen, leaving twenty

niillions of her exports for her own use. Count-

ing all the elaves, who ought to be counted both

DB aources of product and expense, in estimating

the slalo of agriculture, the people of the United

Slates may probably amount to about eeven rail-

lions, and it may be fairly assumed, that the in-

terest or occupation of six millions of these sevehj

is agricultural. Of the whole surplus product of

agriculture exported, after deducting the taxes it

pays, there remains lor each individual a few rents

above three doilais. Out ol" this mass ol" profit,

he is to pay fur the manutactures, luxuries and
necessaries he consumes, not raised by himself;

and the only remaining article to be carried to the

credit of agriculture, is the small gain it derives

from its domestic sales, not to itself, or from sales

by one of its members to another, lor that does

not enrich it, but to other classes, such as manu-
facturers and soldiers. Against the Ibrmer, agri-

cultuie is to be debited with the bounties she is

made by law to pay them ; against the latter, she

has been already debited by deducting her taxes

from her exports. Neither can be a source of

much wealth or profit to her, because in one case

she furnishes the money by taxation, and in the

oiher by bounties, with which her products are

purchased. It is, iherelbre, nearly true, that the

income ofagricuhure is only three dollars per poll,

and that this income is her whole fund for supply-

ing her wants and extending her improvements.
This estimate is infinitely more correct, than one
drawn from individual wealth or povertj'. To
infer from the first, that every body might become
rich, as a defence of our agricultural regimen,

would be a conclusion as fallacious, as to infer

from the tecond, that every body must become
poor, as a proof of its badness. Extraordinary

talents or industry will produce extraordinary ef-

fects. Instances of happiness or wealth under a
despotism, do not prove that its regimen is calcu-

lated lor general wealth or happiness. A system,

commercial, political or agricultural, so wretched
as not to exhibit cases of individual prosperity,

has never appeared, because a universal scourge
would be universally abhorred. It is not from

partial, but general facts, that we can draw a
correct knowledge of our agriculture. Even a
personal view of the country, might deceive the

thoughtless, because neither the shortness of life,

nor the gradual impoverishment of land, are cal-

culated to establish a visible standard of compari-
son. A man must be old and possess a turn for

observation from bis youth, to be able to judge
correctly from this source. I have known many
farms lor above forty years, and though I think

that all of them have been greatly impoverished,

yet I rely more upon the general facts I have
stated, for agreeing with Strickland in opinion,
" that the agriculture of the United States affords

only a bare subsistence—that the fertiliiy of our

lands is irradually declining—and that the agricul-

ture of Virginia has arrived to the lowest state of

degradation."

TIIK POMTICAL STATE OF AGRICULTURE.

In collectina the causes which have contributed

to the miserable agricultural state of the country,

as it is a national calamity of the highest magni-
tude, we should be careful not to be blinded by
partiality for our customs or institutions, nor cor-

rupted by a disposition to flatter ourselves or others.

I shall begin with those of a political nature.

These ore a secondary providence, which govern
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Unsepti the great inlerests of society; and if agri-

culluie is bad and languishing in a country and

climate, where i! may be good and prospeious, no

doubt remains with me, that political institutions

have chiefly perpetrated the evil
;
just as they de-

cide the (ate of commerce.
The device of subjecting it to the payment of

bounties to manuliacluring, is an institution of this

kind. This device is one item in every system

for rendering governments too strong for nations.

Such an object never was and never can be ef-

fected, except by factions legally created at the

public expense. The wealth transferred from the

nation to such factions, devotes them to the will

/, of the government, by which it is bestowed.

V They must render the service lor which it was
given, or it would be taken away. It is unex-
ceptionably given to support a government against

a nation, or one faction against another. Armies,

loaning, banking, and an intricate treasury sys-

tem, endowing a government with the absolute

power of applying public money, under the cover

o( nominal checks, are other devices of this kind.

Whatever strength or wealth a government and
its legal factions acquire by law, is taken from a

nation ; and whatever is taken (i'om a nation,

weakens and impoverishes that interest which
composes the majority. There, political oppres-

sion in every form must finally iiill, however it

may oscillate during the period of transit from a

good to a bad government, so as sometimes to

scratch factions. Agriculture being the interest

covering a great majority of the people of the

United States, every device for gelling money or

power, hatched by a fellow-feeling or common
interest, between a government and ils legal crea-

tures, must of course weaken and impoverish it.

Desertion, for the sake of reaping without labor,

a share in the harvest of wealth and power, be-

stowed by laws at its expense, thins its ranks ; an
annual tribute to these legal factions, empties its

purse ; and poverty debilitates both its soil and
understanding.

The device of protecting dutiee, under the pre-

text of encouraging manufactures, operates like

its kindred, by creating a capitalist interest, which
instantly seizes upon the bounty taken by law fi-om

agriculture ; and instead of doing any good to the

actual workers in wood, metals, cotton or other

substances, it helps to rear up an aristorrafical or-

der, at the expense of the workers in earth, to

unite with governments in oppressing every spe-

cies of useful industry.

The products of agriculture and manufacturing,

unshackled by law, would seek, each for them-
selves, the best markets through commercial chan-
nels, but these markets would hardly ever be the

same; protecting duties tic travellers together,

whose business and interest lie in different direc-

tions. This ligature upon nature, will, hke all un-
natural ligatures, weaken or kill. The best mar-
kets of our agriculture lie in foreign countries,

whilst the best markets of our manufactures are at

home. Our agriculture has to cross the ocean,

and encounter a competition with foreign agricul-

ture on its own ground. Our manufactures meet
at home a competition with foreign manufactures.
The disadvantages of the first competition, suffice

to excite all the efforts of agriculture to save her
hfe ; the advantages of the second suffice gradu-
ally to bestow a sound constitution on manulac-

furing. But the manufacture of an aristocratical

interest, under the pretext of encouraging work of
a very different nature, may reduce both manulac-
turers and husbandmen, as Strickland says is al-

ready effected in the case of the latter, "to the
lowest stale of degradation."

This degradation could never have been seen
by a friend to either, who could afterwards approve
of protecting duties. Let us take the article of
wheal to unlbid an idea of the disadvantasea
which have produced it. If wheat is worth 16s.

sterling in England the 701b. the farmers sell it

here at about 6s. sterling.—American agriculture

then meets English agriculture in a competition,

compelling her to sell at little more than one third

of the price obtained by her rival. But American
manufacturers take the field against English on
very diflerent terms. 'J'he competitors meet in

the United Slates. The American manulactures
receive, first, a bounty equal to the freight, com-
mission and English taxes, upon their English
rivals: and secondly, a bounty equal to our own
necessary imposts. Without jirolecting duties,

thereibre, the American manufacturer gets for the
same article, about 25 per cent, more, and the
American agriculturist about ISO per cent, less^

than their English rivals. Protecting duties add-
ed to these inequalities, may raise up an order
of masters for actual nianuliacturers, to intercept

advantages too enormous to escape the vigilance

of capital, impoverish husbandmen, and aid irv

changing a fair to a fraudulent government ; but
they will never make either of these intrinsically

valuable classes richer, wiser or freer.

In this number I shall consider a reason for pro-

tecting duties to encourage manufacturers, which,
if it is sound, overturns the whole argument
against them. In every essay on behalf of manu-
factures, we are told, that by creating this claea

with bounties and privileges, we shall both make
ourselves independent of foreign nations, and also

provide a market for agricultural labor, as an aris-

tocracy, in all ils forms, is a market for labor.

And the high price of wheat in England, is con-
trasted with its low price here, to prove tfie latter

assertion. It would be sounder reasoning to con-
trast the high price of manufactures here, with
the low price there, to prove that they ought to

give bounties to agriculture to provide a market
lor manufactures. Nations and individuals are >4^
universally promised wealth by political swindlers. '^
—The English price for wheat, is coupled with
the English political system. Without adopting
the causes of that price, the effects springing from
these causes cannot follow. The idle classes of
the nobility, clergy, army, navy, bankers and na-
tional debt holders, with their servants and depend-
ents, are the items of an aristocracy, which has
reduced the agricultural class to a poor and pow-
erless state, by the juggle of persuading it to buy
high prices, by creating and maintaining these
idle classes. 'J'he national debt alone maintains
more people, than there are agriculturists in Bri-

tain. These do not amount to a tenth part of the
nation. It is to this combination of causes, and
not to manufacturers singly, that the English
agriculture is indebted for ils high prices.

These very prices are themselves proofs of the

oppression which produced them. 'J'hey are the

effect oft he tendency which industry has to reco-

ver back Eomc equivalent from fraud, and of the
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nocessily olTrnud to extend some encouragements
to industry. Bui shall we opprees our agriculture,

merely to dcmonsirale iluu atiu?ps have a tenden-

cy to excite countervailing etibrtp, and load it with

English impusiiionp, lor the sake of the inade-

quate reinibursenieiits ul' English prices'?

J^el him u'iio hopes to live to seethe agricul-

tural class of the IJniled Stales, reduced by Eng-
'Irsh policy lo a temh part of ihe tiaiion, undertake

1o prove, that ^uch a reduction \vo\dd he a prool'ol'

its propperiiy. If he could delt-nd such a theory,

he would at last he practically disa[)|)ointed, un-

less our manufacturers should drive the English
nianuliactures out of the world, and occupy their

place. The ingenious device of agriculture in

England, in bestowing money on noble, clerical,

military and chartered idlers, lor the sake of sell-

ing its products to get back a part ol its own,
would turn out still more miserably, except for the

vast addition lo the manulacturing class, by foreign

demands lor its labor. IT England only manu-
/actured lor herself, her manuliiciures would con-

stitute but a wretched market lor agriculture.

One laborer Reds many manuliicturi'rs. One
manufacturer supplies many laborers. Before the

j

promise ol English prices for bread and meat,
;

tobacco and cotton, can be realized, from driving '

in manulacturing by protecting duties, we must
he able to drive out manufactures by protecting :

fleets into every quarter of the globe ; and so

like some bnoby heirs, lake up a pareni's lollies,
'

at the period he is forced to lay ihem down.
Still more hopeless is the promise of the manu-

|

facturing mania, " thai it will make us indepen-
dent oCloreign nations," when combined with its

j

other promise of providing a market fhr agricul- '

ture. The promise of a market, as we see in the
j

experience of England, can only be made good,

by reduciuf; the aiiricultural class lo a tenth part

of Ihe nation, and increasing n)anulacturers by
great manufaclural exporiaiions. This reduciion

can only be accomplihed tiy driving or seducin<j

above nine-tenihs of the agricultural class, into

oiher classes, and the increase by a brave and
palrioiic navy. Discon'ent and nn'sery will be

ihe fruits of ihe first operation, and these would
constitute the most firlorn hope for success in the

second. By exchanginrj hardy, honest and free

husbandmen lor the classes necessary to reduce

the number of aariculturists, low enough to raise

the prices of their products, shall we become more
independeiit of foreiirn nations '? What! Secure
our independence by banliers and capitalists'?

Secure our independence b}' impoverishing, dis-

coiiraL'inii and annihilaiinir nine-ienihs of our

sound yeoiTianry '? By turning them into swind-

lers, and depcnilents on a masier capitalist lor daily

bread.

There are tv>-o kinds of independence, real and
imaginary. The hrst consists of the rinhf of na-

tional seli-government ; ilie second of individual

tasie or prejudice. The yeomanry of the forest

are best calculated to preserve the first, and the

yeomanry of the loom arc best calculated I o feed

the second. A surrender ol'the lirst lo obtain the

second, would be a mode olsecurinc our indepen-

dence, like Ensland'ri converiinfr her hardy tars

into baibers and tailors, in order lo become inde-

pendent cl French iiishion'-.

The rnm-iufaclmini: mania nccu.ses the ri;-rri-

cullurai spirit of uvaiicc uud wunl of patriGlitrn,

whilst it ofiers to bribe it by a prospect of better

prices, whittles down independence into cargoes
of lancy goods, and proposes to melamorphuse
nine-tenihs of ihe hardy sons of tiie lorest into

every thir.g bul heroes, lor the grand end ol'gralily-

j

ing the avarice of a capitalist, moneyed or paper
' interest.

0|)irdon is sometimes prejudice, sometimes zeal,

and often ciafl. These counterleits of truth have
I universally deluded the majority of nations into

I

the strange conclusion, that ii will flourish by
' paying bounties lo underlakers for national salva-

j

lion, lor national wealth, and lor naiional inde-
pendence. The first imposture is detected, the se-

t cond begins to be strongly suspected, but the
third has artfully provoked its trial, at a moment

j

when it can conceal the cheat under the passions
excited by transitory circumstances. Hatred of

I England, a pretended zeal lor national honor,

I

and the real crali of advancing the pecuniary in-

terest of a few capitalists, have conspired lo paint
' a protecting duly system, into so strong a resem-
blance of patriotism and honesty, as to lead agri-

culture by a bridle made of her virtue and igno-
rance, towards the worship of an idol, compound-
ed of lolly and wickedness.

English aiiricullure has completely tried the
project of enriching itself, by buying markets with
bounties. It has providetl more of ihese markets,
than the agriculture of any other nation. Yet it

is unable lo leed its own [teople, many of whom
are indebled to foreign agriculture lijr daily bread.

No profession in England is deficient in hands,
but the agricultural, and none other a cypher in

government. They have lords, bishops, oflicera

civil and military, soldiers, sailors, bankers, loan-

ers and capitalists in abundance, and all of them
have an influence in the government. These are

ihe markets in which the English agriculturista

have successively laid out their money, in order to

get good prices, and ihe more of these markets
they buy, the less liberty and wealth they retain.

If Ihe agriculture of the United States would
only consider how it happens, that it can yet live

upon six shillings sterling a bushel for wheat,
when the English agriculture is perishing vvil.h

sixteen, the film drawii over its eyes by the ava-
rice with which ihose charge it. who design to

cheat ii, would (all ofl'. I'he solution of Ihe appa-
rent wonder, lies in the delusion of buying price by
bounties. The bountips are partly, but never
com|<leiely, reimbursed by 'he price. Though the

payer of Ihe bounties gets more price, he gains
less profit than Irom ihe lower price, when he paid

no bounties. Therelbre Ihe receivers of the boun-
ties become rich and idle, and the receivers of the

price, poor and laborious. And this efl'ect is in-

evitable, because the bounties must for ever out-

run the prices they create, or nobody could subsist

on them. If the bounty paid was equal lo one
shilling a bushel on wheat, and should raise the

price nine [)ence, the receivers ol'ihe bounty would
gain three pence a bushel on all the wheat of the

nation, and agriculture would lose it, though it

not a higher price. And this obvious fraud is pre-

cisely ihe result of every promise in every form

made by charier and privilege lo enrich or encou-

rage agriculture.

The agriculture of the United States, found it-

telf in the, happiest situation for prosperity ima-

ginable, al ihe end oi' the revolutionary war. It
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had not yet become euch an egregious gudgeon
»s to believe, llial by giving ten uiiilions oT doiUirs

every year lo ihe tribe oi' undertaker?-', to make it

rich, they would return it tweniy ; and it could

avail itsell" ol" all the niaiUets in ihe world, where
this ridiculous nolion prevailed, 'i'licse were so

many mines ol" wealili to the agriculiure of tiie

United Slates. The idle, clerical, military, bank-
ing, loaning, and ennobled classep, as has been
elated, do certainly have the effect o(" raising agri-

cultural prices very considerably ; l)ut the agricul-

turists who pay and maintain these elapses, still

lose more by them than they gain. Now the

United Stales, as a section of the commercial
world, might have shared in the eidiancement of
Mgricuiiural price, produced by such unproductive
orders in other countries; and paid none ol" the

ruinous expense of" wealth or liberty, which they
cost. They might have reafied the good, and
avoided the evil. And agriculture, lor once in its

]ile, might liave done itsell justice. But the wise-

acre chose lo reap the evil, and avoid the good :

and if its situation has been occasionally tolerable,

it was sorely against its will, or l)y accident. In

the first eight years alter the revolution, being the

first period, in the latter ages of the world, tliat

agriculture could make laws, it legislated sundry
items of the British system lor buying markets or

raising prices. lu the next twelve, it nurtured their

growth, so as to raise up some to a large, and one
to a monstrous size; and also most sagaciously
prohibited iiselij first from sharing in the benefit

of the iiigh prices produced by arisiocraiical insti-

tutions in France, and secondly liom sharing in

iliose produced in the same way in England.
European agriculture is gulled or oppressed by
others; American, gulls or oppresses itsell^ The
first is no longer weak enough to think, that its

battalion ol" aristocratical items does it any good
;

but it is now unable to follow its judgment ; the

second, though al)le to follow iis own judgment,
has adopted the exploded errors heartily repented

of by the first, and liir outstrips it in the celerity of
its progress towards a state of absoi.-jle submission
to other interests, by shutting out itself li'om mar-
kets enhanced at the expense of other nations;

and at the same time by creating the English
items of capitalists, or masters lor manufacturers,
bankers, lenders, armies and navies. Oar true

interest was to pay nothing lor rnaikels, spurious

and swindling to those who buy them, and yet to

share in their enhancement of prices. We have
pursued a different course, and 1 do not recollect a

single law, slate or coniinental, passed in favor of

agriculture, nor a single good house built by it

since the revolution ; but I know many built be-

fore, which have i"allen into decay. Our agricul-

iure is complimented by presidput?. governor*,

legislators and individuals; and the Turks revir-

ence a particular order of" people as being also iLi-

vored by heaven.
The arguments fo prove the political errors

under which our agriculture id groaning", may
suggest a suspicion, that I am an enemy to ma-
nufactures. The liict is otherwise : I believe that

protecting duties, or whatever else shall dimp
agricultural effort, and impoverish ilie lands ol" our
country, is the only real and fatal Ibe lo manufac-
tures ; and that a flourishinij agriculture will begel

and enrich manufactures, as rich pastures multiply

and fatten animals. He, who kilird the (voo-e to

come at her golden eggs, was such a politician, as
he who burdens our expiring airriculiure, to raise

bounties lor our flourishing manuliictures.—He
kills the cause of the end he looks lor.

J meet such an insinuation by another argu-
ment. Pioieciing duties impoverish and enslave
manuracturers themselves, and are so far from be-

ing intended to operate in their favor, or in fiivor

of a nation, that their end and effect simply is to fa-

vorraoneycd capilal, which will seize upon and ap-
propriate to iisetli, the whole profit of ihe bounty ex-
torted from the people by protecting duties ; and al-

low as scanty wages to iis workmen as it can. Mo-
neyed capilal drives indusiry without money out of
the market, and forces it into its service in every
case where the object of" contest is an enormous
inconre. The wages it allows to industry are
always regulated by the expense of subsistence,

and not by the extent of its gain. Moneyed capi-

talists consiiiute an essemial item ofa (government
modelled after the En<rli.-h form. To advance
this item, for the sake ol"strengthening ihegovern-
ment against the people, and not for the sake of
manufacturers, is the object of protecting duties.

True, will say many a reader, but that is not the

design here. Oh ! how reverential is the logician,

who can prove, that an axe will cut under a mo-
narchy, but not under a republic.

Some king, I believe, requested the mercantile

class ol his subjects, to ask ol" him a favor. The
greatest, your majesty can urant us, said they, is,

to let us alone. Protecting duties are such fiivors

to manulacturers, as the pretended favors of kings

are to merchants. They impoverish iheir cus-

ton\ers, the agriculturists, and place over them-
selves an orderof masters called capitalists, which
intercepts the profit, destined, without legal in-

terposition, fiir industry. Many other arguments
might be urged to prove that protecting duties

beget the poverty of manufacturers, but this is not

my subject. To that I return.

The bitterest pill which the English government
compelled our agrii'ulture to swallow before the

revolution was, the protecting duty pill, or an
equivalent drug, gilded with the national advan-
tage of dealing with fel'ow subjects; and, after

having gone through a long war to ijet rid ol" this?

nauseous [ihysic, we h.ave patiently swallowed if,

gilded also by other doctors with the national ad-

vantage of dealing with fellow citizens : 'J'he

power and wealth of the political doctors, who
have recommended these sell same poliiicid drugs,

depended considerably in both cases, on their be-

ing swallowed.
1 will sup[)ose thai our prolecting duties do not

exceed the average amount of 25 per centum, that

they had expelled every article of" foreign nianu-

lacture, and l)estowcd on our broiher citizens a

complete monopoly of our manulbciural vvanlrf,

and an ability to supply them. I will suppose too

in favor of a project, which must depend on con-

cessions to obtain the respect of examination, that

the agricultural interest shall be able, after this

blessed desideratum ol" the protecting duty system

is obiained, to get at its old markets the same price

Ibr its products, and annually bring home the

whole in gold or silver, for the use of our own
capitalists and monopolizers. This, have said

many great ministers of state, who had no know-

ledire of agriculture, would complete i's prosperity.

I; is the r'.rop|i(Tit\' ijf giving one fourth above
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the market price for all the manufactures it needs.

It is the boon of returning with empty phips from
ports, at which the same things can be bought (or

one lourth less. It is the boon of a direct lax or

a system of excise, to supply the revenue, which
the success of the project would annihilate.

The blessing of complete success in the plan

of expelling Ibreign manufactures, by raising

bounties upon agriculture, may be exhibited by
figures upon data, however conjectural in amount,
correct in principle. Suppose agriculture annually
to bring home Ibrty millions of dollars, she would
be annually robbed often millions, by a protecting

duty of 25 per centum, for the benefit of capital-

ists. Suppose her share of the taxes, state and
continental, to be 15 millions, and that out of the
remaining fifteen, she has five millions to pay lo

bankers; ten will remain, leaving her an annual
income per poll, of about f 1.50 lor building

houses, paying expenses, and improving lands

of hands she employs than any other business,
and the smaller profit derived from their labor.

Ead our policy, mstead of assailing agriculture,

with the English system of quartering upon her a
legion of legal separate inierests (lo ree.st which
she had spent her blood and treasure in a long
war with that nation) been guided by these consi-

derations, she would not have been subjected lo

the very evils, to avoid which, she had so recently
and gloriously persevered through that war.
The efiects of yoking agriculture to armies,

navies, paper frauds, treasury Irauds, and protect-

ing duty frauds eince a revolution which it labor-

ed for, like the ox, who tills the crop to be eaten
by others, are visibly an increase of emigration, a
decrease in the fertility of land, sales of landed
estates, a decay and impoverishment both in mind
and fortune of the landed gentry, and an ex-
change of that hcnest, virtuous, patriotic and bold

class of men, for an order of stock-jobbers in loans,
But if we take into the account, that foreign na- banks, manulactories, contracts, rivers, roads,
tions neither would nor could pay our agricuitu

riels with specie lor their produce, that they would
countervail upon this preposterous project, and
that every countervailing act of theirs, would ope-
rate upon our agricultural products, even this

^1.50 would become the victim of retaliation, and
leave the farmer as fundless for purchasing manu-
fijctures, as for improving his land.

This blessed scheme of shutting up its markets,
for the encouragement of agriculture, has been
wonderfully overlooked as a means for encourag-
ing manufactures. In the latter case, markets are
eagerly sought for, and barter universally allowed.
England takes special care not to limit the sales

of her manufacturers directly or indirectly to re-

turns in specie, knowing that the attempt would
destroy them. She endows them with the home
monopoly, and freedom to make the best bargains
in all the foreign markets they can get to. Manu-
(acturins is her staple ; agricullure is our?.

The United States hit exucil}' upon the same
mode for the encouragement of our agriculture

after the revolution, that the English did before it,

for the purpose of pillaging it. Every congress
has adhered lo their predecessors in ihe same poli-

cy. The agriculturists, to get rid of it, fought Eng-
land, and having evinced their power to control a

great nation, are quieily submitting to this spectre

of patriotism.

The English before the revolution, quartered
upon our agriculture, a necessity of buying its

manufactures at home, or within the empire,
whilst it enjoyed the equivalents of being free

Irom their taxation, from paying any of the in-

terest of their paper systems, fi-om contributions

for supporting their armies, navies, bishops and
pensioners, from the frauds of their treasury sys-

lem, and of sharing in the enhanced prices, pro-

duced by fraud which did not reach the provinces.

The same system inflicted by congress, is attend-

ed with none of these equivalents. Agriculture
pays and must for ever pay most of whatever is

collected by taxes, by charters, by protecting

duties, by paper systems ofevery kind, for armies,

for navies, and though last, not the least of its

losses, of whatever Ihe nation is defrauded by a

treasury sj-stem operating in darkness. If "the

taxes are diieclly laid on properly, agriculture pays
nearly the whole of them ; if on ronsnmptione,
an unequal share, bocnufP of (he greater number

houses, ships, lotteries, and an infinite number of
inferior tricks lo get money, calculated lo instil op-
posite principles.

All the varieles of this order receive bounties,

and agriculture pays them. They gain li-om six

to twenty per centum profit on their capitals;

agriculture seldom or never gains six, except in a
few southern instances. In fact, it very rarely

gains any thing, if an income, derived from an
impoverishment of the land, ill deserves the name
of profit.

The injustice of superadding upon agricullure

these unnecessary burdens to those which are ne-
cessary, is illustrated by supposing ihe duties uj)on

foreign manufactures to be only five per centum,
and nearly or quite all our duties are above the

supposition. To such duties are still to be added
the profiis of the English and American mer-
chants, through whose hands the goods pass, and
the freight, 'i'hese duties, profits and freight,

vvould alone constitute an encouragement to home
manufactures of at least twenty per centum ; a
sum quite adequate to any encouragement which
honest policy vvould delend, or common justice

suffer. And as all the occasional calamities of
commerce, are losses to agriculture, and prizes to

manulHClures, her fatuity in kneeling like the

camel to receive burdens, under the notion that

she is receiving bounties, can have no antithesis

more perfect, than the species of dexterity which
inflicts them.

Protecting duties to enrich manufactures, are
like banks to enrich farmers, bishops lo save souls,

or feudal lords to defend nations. Englsnd has
demonstrated the character of each member of
this kindred quarlumvirate. Protected by feudal

lords, it was conquered almost by every invader
;

taught by bishops, corruption, having been distilled

through all inferior ranks, deposites its essence in

this reverend order of servility and selfishness;

enriched by bankers, farmers flee from the cultiva-

tion of lands, which yield the highest nominal
returns lo agricultural labor of any in the world,

until a surplus of bread is exchanged for a defi-

ciency ; and fed with the endless bounties of pro-

tecting duties, one-sixth of the laboring manufac-
turers, constantly occupy prisons or poor houses,

whilst Ihe rest may be said lo die daily upon their

daily wages.
INlonarchips and aristocracies, being founded in
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the principle of distributing wealth by law, can

only subsist by frauds and deceptions to dupe ig-

norance into an opinion, that such disiribulions

are intended for its benefit ; but in genuine repub-

lics, founded on the principle of leaving wealth to

be distributed by merit and induslry, these trea-

cheries of government are treasons against nations.

'J'hey substitute the principle which constitutes

an aristocracy, for the principle which cotislitutcs

a true republic ; strike with a fatal ignorance, or a

Eordid malignity, at the heart of the political sys-

tem ; and elieci a fraudulent and treasonable re-

volution.

My fellow laborers, mechanical or agricultural,

let lis never be deluded into an opinion, that a

distribution of wealth by the government or by
law, will advance our interest. We are the least

successful courtiers of any rank in society, and of

course have the worst prospect of sharing in any
species of wealth, bestowed by governments. It

is both contrary to the experience of all mankind,
and even impossible. We constitute the majority

of nations. A minority administers governments
and legislates. Compare the probability of its

taking wealth li-om itself to give it to the majority,

with that of its defrauding the majority to enrich

itself and its partisans, and you will account for

the regular current of experience. Consider, how-
ever splendidly a minority may live upon the la-

bors of a majority, that a majority cannot subsist

upon those of a minority, and you will see that it

is impossible for experience in future to leach a

different lesson.

Let us not flatter ourselves, that laws can be

made to enable majorities to plunder these mino-
rities, or to plunder themselves : or to fatten a man
by feeding him with slices cut from his own body,

if a scheme could be contrived in favor of agri-

culture, similar to the protecting duty scheme in

lavor of' manufacturers, it would enslave the farm-

ers as it does manufacturers. The utmost favor

which it is possible for a government to do for us

farmers and mechanics, is neither to help nor hurt

us. The first it cannot do ; for whom can laws

strip orlijmish, to clothe or feed the vast majority

we compose? Aware that fraud or oppression

cannot permanently subsist, except by feeding on

majorities, those who compose these maj cities, if

they are wise, never fail to see that their interest

points to a republican Ibrm of government, for the

very purpose of preventing the passage of laws

for quartering or pasturing on them minor inter-

ests. These majorities are the pasture upon which

all minor factitious interests, however denominat-

ed, fatten ; and it would be as unnatural for ma-
jorities to fatten upon such legal minor interests,

as for pastures to eat the herds grazing on them.

The interest of labor covers every naiional ma-
jority, and every legal bounty is paid by labor.

This interest cannot receive legal bounties, be-

cause there cannot exist a treasury for their pay-

ment. The utmost boon with which government

can endow it, is the enjoyment of that pcriion of

its own earning, which the public good can spare.

Whenever bounties are pretended to be bestowed

on labor, by privileges to feudal barons to defend

it, to bishops to save it, or to capitalists or bankers

to enrich it, an aristocratical order is unavoidably

erected to pilfer and enslave it ; because though

majorities cannot be enriched or ennobled by

bounties or privileges, minorities can; and those

bounties or privileges must of course settle, not

against, but conformably with the laws of nature,

both moral and physical.

The larte of legal ftivor or encouragement, has
been so dexterously acted in England, to delude

both the agricultural and mechanical interest, the

interest of labor, or the majority of the nation, as

to have delivered this majority, shackled by pro-

tecting duties, bounties and prohibitions, into the

hands of an inconsiderable moneyed aristocracy, or

combination of capitalists. Into this net, woven
of intricate frauds and ideal credit, the majority of

the nation, the interest of labor, the agriculturists

and mechanics have run, alter the baits held out

by protecting duties, bounties and prohibitions.

From its dreams of wealth it is awakened under

the letters of a moneyed aristocracy, and unfortu-

nate as Prometheus, it is destined to eternal and
bitter toil to feed this political harpy, and to suffer

excruciating anguish fi-om its insatiable voracious-

ness. Sometimes this net has been baited to catch

mechanics, at others to catch agriculturists, and
perhaps it is but just, that these real brethren in-

terests should fatten the alien tribe of stock-job-

bers, as a punishment for manifesting a disposi-

tion to devour each other.

We fiirmers and mechanics have been political

slaves in all countries, because we are political

fools. We know how to convert a wildernesss into

a paradise, and a forest into palaces and elegant

furniture ; but we have been taught by those

whose object it is to monopolize the sweets of life,

which we sweat for, that politics are without our

province, and in us a ridiculous affectation ; for the

purpose of converting our ignorance into the

screen of regular advances, which artificial inler-

esis or legal factions, are for ever making in siraight

or zigzag lines, against the citadel of our rights

and liberties. Sometimes, after one of these ma-
rauding families has pillaged for a thousand

years, we detect the cheat, rise in the majesty of"

our strength, drive away the thiefj and sink

again into a lethargy of intellect so gross, as to

receive him next day in a new coat, as an accom-
plished and patriotic stranger, come to cover us

with benefits. Thus we got rid of tithes, and
now we clasp banks, patronage and protecting

duties, to our bosoms. Ten per centum upon la-

bor was paid to a priesthood, forming a body of

men which extended knowledge, and cultivated

good morals, as some compensations I" r formiig

also a legal faction, guided by the spirit of en-

cioachment upon the rights and property of the

majority. Forty per centum is now paid on our

labor, to a legal fiiction guided by the same spirit,

and pretending to no religion, to no morality, to no

patriotism, except to the religion, morality and pa-

triotism of making itself daily richer, which it says

will enrich the nation, just as the self-same faction

has enriched Eiuland. This legal faction of ca-

pitalists, created by jjrotecting duties, bankers and

contractors, far from beins satisfied wiih the tithe

claimed l)y the old hierarchy, will, in the case of

the mechanics, soon appropriate the whole of

their labor to its use, beyond a bare subsistence ;

I

though in the case of farmers, it has yet only got-

ten about four times as much of theirs, as was ex-

i

torled by the odious, oppressive, and fraudulent

1 tithe system. We know death very well, when

j

killing with one scythe, but mistake him for a dei-

i

ly, bei-aiise he is killing with four.
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Prosperity, neither in raanuCacturee, nor in pa-
per epecuialions, is ever expected without a capi-

tal, and yet capital \s filched (rom a;sricullure, un-
der the pretence that it will produce her prosperity.

The capital thus filched is made by laws to yield a

better profit without labor, than it could with it, and
becomes a premium offered by government to those
who desert the labors of atrriculture. Hence we
see capital flying (rom the fields, to the legal mo-
nopolies, banking and manufacturing. The laws
have et^tablished a thousand modes by which
capital will produce quicker and larger profits, than
when employed in the slow improvements of
agriculture. These bribes oH'ered to its deserters

have already produced the most ruinous conse-
quences. Avarice every where seizes them with
avidity, and rails at agriculture, as sordid and un-
patriotic, for wishing to withhold them, as the
vulture might have railed at Prometheus, for

wishing to keep his Hver. The best informed
agriculturists are driven for self-defence, or se-

duced by the temptations of the wealth with
which they are solicited, to sell their lands, which
require labor, for the purchase of a better profit

requiring none ; or at least to divert to this object

whatever capital accident or industry may have
thrown into their hands. And the capital thus
drained from the uses of agriculture, by this irre-

sistible and perpetual legal S3'stem, has reduced
it to a skeleton lor want of nourishment.

Strickland, the English farmer, who came to this

country with the intention of escaping li-om the
agricultural oppressions of his own. and returned
distrusted, discovered and described this death-
inflicting operation in ihe52d and 53d pages of
his pamphlet, "Belore the revolution," says he,
"tlie capital of the country was vested in the lands,

and the landed proprietors held the first rank in

the country for opulence and information, and in

general received the best education which Ame-
rica, and not unfrequently, Europe, could aflbrd
them," Now, " the capital, as well as the govern-
ment of the country has slipped out of the hands
of land owners; and these new people are em-
ployed in very diflisrent, and, in the present state

of things, more productive speculations than the
cultivation of lands; in speculations frequently at

variance with the best interests of the country. In
some of the states, the gentlemen of landed pro-
perty have passed into perfect oblivion ; in none
do they bear the sway, or even possess their due
share of influence." On the eleventh day of
January, 1797, a committee was raised in con-
gress for the promotion of agriculture, who report-
ed : "That the encouragement of agriculture is

an object highly worthy the public attention, as
it constitutes the most useful employment for our
citizens, is the basis of manufactures and com-
merce, and the richest source of national wealth
and prosperity—and that the science of agriculture
was in its infancy." One would have"^ thouCThi
that these eentimenis would have suggested the
folly of starving this useful infiinf, to f"atlen the
pernicious legal infant called capital; of com-
pressing one into a dwarf, and stretching the other
into a giant. No such thing. It vvas"^dandled a
little. A toy for its amusement called the " Ame-
rican Society of Agriculture," was talked of. This
toy was found to be unconstitutional, because it

would add but liiile to the power of the general
government, and the infant was turned to <Traze

in impoverished fields. The constitution was
construed to exclude congress from the power of
fostering agriculture by patents or bounties, and
to give it the power of lijstering banks and manu-
factures by patents and bounties; and a republican
and agricultural people plunged into this absurdity
to advance the project of a statesman in favor of
monarchy. Agriculture, in its floundering, like an
ox whilst breaking, gave the statesman a tumble,
and then tamely submitted to the yoke he had
fashioned.

As agricultural improvements cannot be made
without capital ; as capital will not be employed
in them, if it can find more profitable employment;
as the laws have created a variety of employ-
ments (or capital, attracting it by bounties and
premiums drawn Irom agriculture ; and as this

subtraction from one and addition to the others

have caused capital invested under such legal

patronage to be more profitable than when em-
ployed in agricultural improvements, it follows,

that such improvements cannot take place, whilst

a policy so completely fitted to counteract them,
remains. Bring before your mind some twenty
or thirty modes of employing capital, and imagine
that one of ihem produces the least profit and
most toil ; and further, that this one is oppressed

in various ways to advance the prosperity of all

the rest. Could one of the emblems of agriculture

i himself (mentioned in the last number) conceive,

that capital would fly from all the profitable modes
to acquire comparative penury and exclusive toil

in the service of the unprofitable mode ; or be
persuaded, that an utter destitution of capital can
advance the prosperity of this one mode, whilst

he is told on all hands, that capital alone can ad-

vance that of every other 7 This is not an ima-
ginary, but a real case.

The project of creating a race of capitalists, as

an engine to endow the government with more
power, seems to me to be unfavorable to all the

callings and interests of society, save to the calling

of governing, and the calling ofcapilalists. ^\'hilst

agriculture is more particularly impoverished by
it, that impoverishment contains a resulting blow
for every thina which a fertile country and a flou-

rishing agriculture nurtures ; and the bounty of
protecting duties will inflict upon the manufactur-

ers themselves, or real workmen, in lieu o( com-
fort and competence, which a multitude of them
would gain by free industry, an impossibility of

obtaining either, with the cor;solatory prospect of
the vast wealth of their masters the capitalists.

Under the same system, England, the most
fertile country in the world, wants bread. Arthur
Young states, that a portion of that country,

suflicing, if cultivated, to make England a great

exporter of bread stufl, lies uncultivated. The
average crop of wheat in England is about 35

bushels an acre, and the average price about 15s.

t a bushel sleiling. Yet capital finds better em-
I
ployment under this system there, than in agricul-

i ture. This exorbitant price is therefore an in-

j

sufficient equivalent for the oppression it suffers

li-om the system. The average crop of wheat in

I
some states is as low as five, in none above ten

! bushels to the acre, and the average price about

i five shillings sterling. Will one seventh or one

(burth of the crops, and one third of the price

I

here, enable agriculture to bear a system, under

I
which, with a product and price, ten or twenty
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(bid better, it is not enabled to supply a nation

with bread? An acre of wheat in Enjiland pro-

duces to the fanner 261. 5s. sierfinfr; here in some
states \l. 10s. in others 31. eterhn<?. And here

the profiis of money-jobbino;, or capitalists, are as

great as in England. If agriculture with such

products and prices, is so bad a business there,

compared with credit-jobbing, as to be unable to

raise bread for tiie nation, what fate do our pro-

ducts and prices pronounce upon it here?

A material diH'erence between the landed inte

rest of ihe United Stales and of England, is the

funeral dirge of the I'ormer. There it is distinct

("rom agriculture, and associated with the aristo-

cracy of capitalists. Here it is united with agri-

culture, and fated without equivalent to feed that

aristocracy. There it is a landlord, here it is a

tenant. There its rents supply it with capital to

embark in the legal money sponges lor absorbing

the earnings of labor ; here it is labor itself whose
earnings tliese money sponges absorb. There it

is Jed wiih Ihe most delicious morsels of royal

patronage aHorded by a system for pilfering, not

landlords, but labor: here, but a few of these

morsels lall to its share, and these have been pre-

viously carved from its own carcass. There the

interest of idleness legislates, and it legislates in

favor of idleness. Here the interest of labor

legislates, and it also legislates in favor ol' idle-

ness.

The political evils which bear upon agriculture,

are a providence which will unalterably determine
its fate, unless they are removed, and therefore the

only remedy which can avert this fate is to re-

move them. I shall quote Sirickland but once
more, because his veracity is insufferable. I have
selected hitherto his softest passages, for he as-

serts, that our soil is nearly a caput mortuum
;

that our landed property is no longer an object of

profit or pleasure:—that lew good houses are

building in the country, or improvements of any
kind taking place ; and that the opulent are quit-

ting it for the towns. But when he says, page 55,

"the mass of those we should call planters or

farmers, are ignorant, uneducated, poor and indo-

lent," his veracity becomes insolent. Has Mr.
Strickland forgotten, that we agriculturists had
the sagacity to discover, that the English system
of creating an order of capitalists, was levelled di-

rectly at our prosperity, and the magnanimous
perseverance to get rid of its authors? Let him
remember this achievement, and llirget what has

become of the system itself ; and then he will cer-

tainly retract his severe censure upon our under-

standings and perseverance.

I would further ask Mr. Strickland, whether it

is a very uncommon thing, even in his enlightened

England, for the people to mistake the shadow for

the substance, or to follow their passions in pursuit

of the oppressor, rather than their reason in pur-

suit of the oppression. In short, are not the pages

of history replete with instances of destroying the

tyrant and retaining the tyranny? And why
should we agriculturists be called ignorant and in-

dolent, when we are only gulled, just as mankind
in general, the enlightened citizens of Europe,
and his own liillow subjects are gulled? Why
should the good sense and constancy of regarding

the principle rather than the agent, be exclusively

expected of us?
It is, however, certainly true, that nothing can,,

flourish under oppression. Neither agriculture nor
civil liberty can fxist in declamations, or be toast-

ed in'o prosperity. Our struggles, to resuscitate

dying agriculture, must, like those of Sisyphus,
yield to a stronger depressing power. The plough
can have very little success, until the laws are al-

tered which obstruct it. Societies for improving
the breed of sheep, or the form of ploughs, will be
as likely to produce a good system of agriculture,

under depressing laws, as societies for improving
the English form of government under their de-

pressing system of corruption. A good pen may
produce a very bad treatise.

Agricultural societies, to take a chance for suc-

cess, must begin with efforts to elect into the ge-
neral and state legislatures, a genuine agricultural

interest, uncorrupted by stock-jobbing, by a view
of office, or by odious personal vices ; taking care
to combine talents with this genuine character.

Wise agricultural elections, constitute the only
chance for abrogating a policy, which is the ruin

of asricultural prosperity.

The bounties, frauds and useless expenses,
which strengthen the government and corrupt
the nation, and are drawing a vnst annual capital

(i-om agriculture, would then be applied to the in-

vigoration of the militia. Such a measure would
return to manufijctures and agriculture their own
capital, and improve both the national soil and the

national spirit. The nation would exchange inef-

fectual armaments for an irresistible ardor; an im-
poverishing, for an improving soil ; disrespect for

itself and its native haunts, for national pride and
love of country ; and a school of slock-jobbera

and contractors, lor a school of patriots. But agri-

culture and the militia receive abundance of praise

and an abundance of oppression and neglect, nor
can a mode of encouraging either by law be dis-

covered, whilst no difRculiy is felt in rearing up
mercenary armies, and more mercenary capitalists,

lor the same reason. It is impossible by law to

encourage agriculture and the mi'ilia, and also

capitalists and standing armies.

The remedy of construing the constitution ho-
nestly is a simple one. It certainly intended to

bestow as little power to tax agriculture, in order
to raise a bounty for manufactures and credit cor-

porations, as it does to tax manufactures, in order
to raise a bounty for agriculture. Let the imposts
be regulated by their constitutional intention, and
agriculture will cease to be oppressed by bounties

bestowed by statesmen out ol her purse, to ad-
vance their own designs. The words and the spi-

rit of the constitution are so entirely adverse to the

idea of enablinir congress to exercise a partiality

equivalent to the ruin or opulence of states, rely-

ing distinctly upon agricultural or manufaclural
staples of commerce, that the unconstitutionality

of the power ought to render the policy of its ex-
ercise an unnecessary inquiry. It is further unne-
cessary, because however favorable it may be to

capitalists, it is subjugation even to manulacturers,

and must impoverish a vast majority of the p^-ople

in every state of the union to enrich a lew, neitficr

the necessity or advantage of which is suggested
by the consiituiion.

It is easy to withhold future charter- for esta-

blishing corporations to fleece agriculture and ma-
nufactures ; it will t-e harder to repeal those alrea-

dy granted. Yet there is no point upon which
the liberty of the nation more ccriainiy depends,
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than the subversion of the doctrine of a judicial

power, (o turn laws into contracts, and render

them irrepealabie, under a line of" tlie constitution,

which uses the iderjlical words "law and con-
tract" in different senses. To try this doctrine, by
uhich charters, once the vehicles of liberty, are

ingeniously converted into vehicles of slavery, 1

wit^h that congress would grant to a corporation

ol' capitalists the exclusive privilege of furnishing

the country with nianulactures Jbr one thousand
years, vviih a stipulation for protecting duties,

equal to an exclusion, (or the same 'erm. Ii

would bring this momentous question to a (air de-

cision whilst we have power to consider ir.

'J'he last, though not the least, political oppres-
sion upon agriculture, which 1 have selected, for

this short consideration of its political stale, is our
treasury system, copied from the English, and ot

course liable to the same abuses. It is so utterly

destitute of any security for the honest application

of public money, that no congress, committee of
congress, or member of congress, has ever exa-
mined the accounts of a single year, or been able

to form a conjecture on the subject. The detail ol

checks is a detail of dependence and subserviency,

and a tissue of inefieclual formality. The money
passes in gross sums into the hands of a host ol

sub-treasurers. The system fell at once into the
grossest of those corruptions which contaminate
the British policy, that of losing sight of money
after iis appropriation, and considering it as con-
stitutionally gone, however small a proportion of
its object was obtained : so that an army upon pa-
per, costs the same sum as an army in the field.

This subject is however too long and intricate to

follow away from that 1 am pursuing. This abuse
in both countries endeavors to shrink from i)ub-
lic view, behind screens called sinking funds,
lor applying a surplus of revenue to the payment
of debt. These screens cover pecuniary abuses
against those annual critical examinations of the
items of public expenditure, so wholesomely prac-

tised by stale legislatures. Such annual exami-
nations by congress would probably leave with
agriculture a considerable amount of capital an-
nually taken from her, to eniich knaves; for no
other description of men can get a shilling from
(he omission of an annual examination of the pub-
lic accounts. From the loan of money in llol-

iand to put the United States' bank in motion, to

this day, every minority has testified to great pe-
cuniary abuses ; and none, when converted into a

majority, has ever provided a remedy against them.
The only remedy in this case, as in others, is

to elect into congress a genuine agricultural in-

terest, uncorrupted by a mixture with stock job-
bing, by a view of office, or by odious personal
vices, and combined with good talents.

"J^he political causes which oppress agriculture
have been considered, before the domesiic haliiis

which vitiate it, to guard against the error ot an
opinion, that the latter may be removed, whilst
the Ibrmer continue. So long as the laws make
it more profitable to invest cai)ital in speculations
without labor, than in agriculture with labor ; and
60 long as the liberiy ol pursuing one's own in-

terest exists; the two strongest human propensities-,

a love of wealth, and a love of ease, will render
it impossible. The reason why agiiculiiire is

liettcr managed in Europe than in' the United
States, is; the coercion of necctsity upon liic labo-

rers to improve it to the utmost. The landed in-
terest there and here, as was before observed, en-
tirely ditler. The tenants or agriculturists are a
species of slaves, goaded into ingenuity, labor and
economy, without possessing any political import-
ance, or the least share in the government. They
are lashed into a good system of agriculture in the
same way that good discipline is produced in an
army

; and this good system of agriculture is also
tor the benefit of their landlords and legislators,

just as the good discipline of an army is lor the
benefit of its generals and other officers. It is

more out of the power of English tenants or

agriculturists, to become landlords, capitalists or

manufacturers, or to escape the coercion which
forces them to stretch the mind and the muscles
after improvement, than of soldiers to desert.

However they may move from place to place,

like horses transferred from owner to owner, they
are doomed to the same fate. Oppression, which
causes agricultural improvement in England, will

prevent it in the United States, because it cannot
seize and hold fast the agriculturist. There, he
can only soften oppression by superior skill and
industry. Here, he can flee from it into a vpilder-

ness, or into a charter, and gain greater profit with
less labor. We copy the English frauds upon the
agriculturists, forgetting that the English power
over him does not exist here. That instead of
being able to lash him into excellence for the bene-
fit of others, we can only solicit him by his own
interest and happiness ; and that this solicitation

is an insult upon his understanding, if it honestly
tells him, that government will establish the po-

licy of scattering bounties at his expense, and of
bestowing more profit and ease upon paper ca-

pital or fraudulent credit, than he can derive from

solid land and honest labor. Being free, if he is

wise, he will prefer a share of profit and ease, to

a share of loss and toil. The cunning declaimera

in praise of those who choose the yoke of evils,

for the sake of getting the yoke of blessings for

themselves, only deceive fools, so that wisdom as

well as wealth is flying from the agricultural in-

terest, and taking up her residence with the policy

of mnking capital employed under charters, in cre-

dit shops and in manufacturing, more profitable

than capital employed in agriculture. This union

of wisdom and wealth, vvill in time reduce agri-

culture to the European regimen, and the agricul-

turists to the grade of tenants to a system for fos-

tering dealers in money and credit, at the expense
of the makers of bread, meat and cloth. This
system, however slowly, certainly creates a class

of rich and wise, and a class of poor and ignorant

and terminates of course in some European form
ofirovernment.

I have heard it said that the weight of talents
in congress has already appeared very visibly

against the agriculturists. Let iis not deceive
ourselves by ascribing this to popular folly in elec-
tions. It is owing to the transit of wealth, and of
course wisdom, from agriculture to its natural ene-
mies, charter and privilege. This constant pro-

cess diminishes daily the chance for elections to hit

on rigricultural talents, and vvill soon destroy the
power to obtain them. If the fact exists as to a
deficiency of these talents in congress, it proves
the exiiitence of a moral system which begets that

fact, and discloses the inevitable fate of tlie agri-

cultural interest.
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To ilie force of tliis baleful syslem, as well as

to the brpviiy proper fiir an essayist, some of the

dof'c.cis sprinkled throiiLilioul the view i li;)vc takmi

ofihe political state oraffriciiliiire, ought in justice

to he ascribed ; and ifil li;\ils to excite the agricul-

turists in and out of congress to look into their

situation, it will only prove that the system has

already had its ed'ecl on the author or his readers.

Chartered knowledge is kept alive by its associa-

tions, and chartered interests advanced by frequent

and mature consultations. An imitation of this

example is the only mode of reviving agricultural

knowlediie, and of obiaining jusiice for agricultu-

ral interest. And il' the suggestion of establishing

agricultural societies in each congressional district,

for the purpose of considerinif and explaining re-

epecllully to congress, what does it good, and what
does it harm, in imitation of other interests, should
he adopted by agriculture, it may at least acquire

the capacity of distinguishing batween good and
evil. (Note A.)

SLAVKRY.

Negro slavery is a misfortune to agriculture,

incapable of removal and only within liie reach

of palliation. The state legislatures, hopeless of

removing ail its inconveniences, have been led by
their despair to sutler all ; and among them, one
of a magnitude sufficient to aflect deeply the pros-

perity of airriculture, and threaten awfully the

salety of the country ; I allude to the policy of in-

troducting by law into society, a race, or nation of

people between the masters and slaves, having
lights extrerrely different from either, called free

negroes and mulattoes. It is not my intention to

consider the peril to which this policy exposes the

safely of the country, by the excitement to insur-

rection, vviih which it perpetuall)' goads the slaves,

the channels for communication it alTords, and the

reservoir for recruits it provides. I shall only ob-

serve, that it was this very policy, which first

doomed the whites, and then the tnulattoes them-
selves, to the fate suffered by both in Saint Do-
mingo ; and which contributes greatly to an ap-

prehension so often exhibited. Being defined by
experience in that country, and by expectation in

this, it is unnecessary lor me to consider the poli-

tical consequences of this policy.

My present object ig to notice its influence on
agriculture. This so entirely depends on slaves

in a great proportion of the union, that it must be

deeply aflected by whatever shall indispose them
to labor, render them intractable, or entice them
into a multitude of crimes and irregularities. A
free negro and mulatto class is exactly calculated

to effect all these ends. They live upon agricul-

ture as agents or brokers for disposing of stolen

products, and diminish its capital, both to the ex-
tent of these stolen products, and also to the

amount of the labor lost in carrying on the trade.

They wound agriculture in the two modes of

being an un;)roductive class living upon it, like a

Btockjobber or capitalist class, and of diminishing
the utility of the slaves. This latier mode might
be extended to a multitude of particulars, among
which, rendering the slaves lees happy, compel-
ling masters to use more strictness, disgusting them
with agriculture itself, and greallv diminishinir

Vor.. Vm.—91

their ability to increase the comforts, and of course
the utility of slaves, would be items deeply trench-

ing upon its prosperity. It is however unneces-
sary to prove what every agriculturist in the slave

slates experimentally knows, namely, that his

operations are greatly embarrassed, and his efforts

retarded, by circumstances having the class of free

neoToes for their cause.

The only remedy is to get rid of it. This mea-
sure ought to be settled by considerations of a
practical moral nature, and not by a moral hypo-
thesis, resemblinir several mechanical inventions

incarcerated at Washington, beautiful and inge-

nious, but useless. It is substantial, not balloon

morality, by which the questions ought to be con-

sidered ; whether a severance of the free negro
class from the whiles and sJaves, will benefit or

injure either of the three classes ; or whether it

will benefit or injure a majority of them as consti-

tuting one body? The situation of the free negro
class is exactly calculated to force it into every
species of vice. Cut olf from most of the rights

of ciiizens, and fi-om all the allowances of slaves,

it is driven into every species of crime for subsist-

ence; and destined to a life of idleness, anxiety
and guilt. The slaves more widely share in its

guilt, than its fraudulent acquisitions. They owe
to it the perpetual pain of repining at their own
condition by having an object of comparison be-

fore their eyes, maj^nified by its idleness ana thefts

with impuiiii}', into a tempaiion the most alluring'

to slaves; and will eventually owe to it the con-
sequences of their insurrections. The whites will

reap also a harvest of consequences from the free

negro class, and throughout all their degrees of
rank suffer much in their morals fi-om the two
kinds of intercourse maintained with it. If vice

is misery, this middle class is undoubtedly placed

in a state of luisery ilselfj and contributes greatly

to that of the other two. The interest of virtue,

therefore, as well as sound policy, is allied with the

interest of agriculture, in recommending the pro-

posed severance. If it should not benefit every
individual of the three classes, as is probable, no
doubt can exist of its benefiiing a majority of each,

and a very great majority of the whole. No in-

jury, but much good to the whites and slaves is

perceivable in the measure. And relief from the

disadvantages of inferior riyhls, from the nfcessity

of living in a settled course of vice, and from the

dangers portended to it by a commotion among
the slaves, premises great benefits to the free ne-

gro class itself from a severance.

It may be easily efTected by purchasing of con-
gress lands sufficient for their subsistence in states

where slavery is not allowed, and giving them the

option of removing to those lands, or emigrating
wherever they please. Perhaps both the national

safely and prosperity would justify a harsher mea-
sure. To advance both by bestowing rewards,

cannot be severe, unjust or illiberal.

At least it will be admitted by those acquainted

with the subject, that the prosperity of agriculiuro

is considerably influenced by the circumstances al-

luded to in this number.
Societies are instituted to control and diminish

the imperli'ctions of human nature, because with-

out them it generates ignorance, savagentss and

depravity of manners. Those best constituted,

cannot however cure it of a disposition to com-
mand, and to live by the labor of others; it is
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eternally forming eub-societies for acquiririfj power
and wealih, ancl to llie.^e perfidious, anilmious,

avariciuus or uricorigliiuiional siib-sucieiies, ilie li-

berty and properly oC ihe rest of ihe body poliiic

have universally lidlen a prey. They are ol'a civd

or nnlilary complexion, or of boih, as ihe circiim-

elances ol" liie case may require Iraud or lone.

Anciently, (he general iiznorarice of mankind,
caused the frauds ofsupersiilioii to suffice (or work-

ing the ends of traitorous sub-societies. As these

became exploiied, the more intricate pecuniary

frauds were resorted to. Now, on account of the

increasing knowledge and more pryitig temper ol

mankind, military lorce is nnilcd wiih pecuniary

irauds. And hitherto the most period society ibr

the public good, has never been able to delend it-

self against sub-societies in some form Ibr advanc-

ing tlie weal'.h or power of a fiction or a particu-

lar interest. Combine with this universal expe-

rience, thai it is impossible to conceive a form ol

society better calculated to excite and foster tac-

tions or sub-societies, than one constituted of dis-

tinct colors, incurable prejudices, and inimical

interests, and the inlerences are unavoidable. 11

the badges of Ibolish names can drive men into

phrenzy without cause, will not those which pow-
erfully assail both reason and the senses, create

deadly factions.

The attempt will undoubtedly terminate accord-

ing to the nature of man, as it has once already

terminated ; but its catastrophe ought rather to be

courted than avoided, if the autiior of the 'Notes on
Virginia' is right in tlie Ibllowingiiuoialions, " Tlie

whole commerce between master and slave," eajs

he, "is a perpetual exercise of the most boisterous

passions, the most unremitiiiiij despotism on one
part, and degrading submissions on Ihe other.

The parent storms, the child looks on, catches the

lineaments of wrath, puts on the same airs in the

circle of smaller slaves, jrives a loose to his worst

of passions, and thus nursed, educated and daily

exercised in tyraimy, cannot but be stamped by it

with odious peculiarities. The man must be a

prodigy who can reiain his manners and morals

undepraved bysuch circumsiances. The Almighty
has no attribute which can take side wiih us in

such a contest." Such is the picture exhibited in

the ' Notes on Virginia' of " the manners" of the

people, without a single palliating circuiTistance
;

and VVinterbotham in his ' History ofAmerica' has

quoted and varnished it anew.
No man has been less accuslomcd than the au-

thor of the ' Notes on Virginia' to paint his opinions,

for the same reason that an Indian paints liis

body ; atKl yet from rending the whole chapter on
the manners of that state, a stranirer would hardly

form a more correct idea of thetn, than a stranger
to Indians would of their color, on seeing one
painted coal black. Circumstances ali'ect the nfind,

83 weather docs beer, and i'reqnently produce a

eort of moral fermcntaiion, which throws up bub-
bles of prismatic splendor, whilst they are played
upon by the rays oisome temporary elliprvescence,

but desiined to burst when the (ermentalion ceases.

The ' Notes on Virginia' were written in the heat ol

a war Ibr l.berty ; tlie human mind was asade still

hotter by the French revolution; and let those

who were insensible of the mental li'rmentations

and moral bubbles generated by these causes,

censure, iMr. .leffersori. 1 should be unjust to do it.

If Mr. Jctlerson's assertioi;s are correct, it is

better to run the risk of national extinction, by
liberatinir and fighting the blacks, than to live ab-*

horred ol God, and consequently hated of man.
If they are erroneous, they ought not to be ad-
mitied as arguments lor the emancipating policy.

The considerations, which this chapier of impas-
sioned censure of slave-holders inspires, are too

extensive lor a hasi}' essay, but a lew of them may
bo noticed. I shall pass over the enlistment of the

Dciiy in the question, with a humble hope, that

his justice and mercy do not require the whites

and blacks to be placed in such a relative situa-

tion, as that one color must extinguish the other;

and as inclining to think the enrolment of hie

name on the side of the slaves, someuiiat like a
charire of inattention to his own aitributes, ap-

parently siding with masters throughout all ages
and among most nations hitherto, the liberating

St. Domingo masters excepted ; and not a little

tinged with impiety. Slavery was carried larther

among the Greeks and Romans than among our-

selves, and yet these two nations produced more
great and good patriots and citizens, than, proba-

bly, all the rest of the world. In the United
States it is also probable that the public and pri-

vate character of individuals is as good, as in Ihe

countries where locomotive liberty and slavery to

a laction exist ; nor do the slave states seem less

productive of characters in whom the nation is

willing to confide than tlie others. Even Ihe au-

thor of the quotation himself may be lairly ad-

duced as an instance which refutes every syllable

of his chapter on Virginia manners, unless int'eed

this refutation, and an abundance of others like

it, can be evaded by lorminir the best ciiizens into

a class of prodigies or monsters, to evade the force

of eminent virlues towards the refutation ol' erro-

neous assertions.

These liicts are referred to the consideration of
ihe physiologist. To me it seems, that slaves are

too far below, and too much in the power of the

master, to inspire liirious passion; that such are

nearly as rare and disgraceful towards slaves as

towards horses ; that slaves are more frequently

the objects of benevolence than of rage ; that

children frt)m their nature are inclined to soothe,

and hardly ever suffered to tyrannize over them ;

that they open instead of shutting the sluices of
benevolence in tender minds ; and that levver good
public or privale characters have been raised in

countries enslaved by some fiiciion or particular

interest, than in those where personal slavery ex-
isted.

I conjecture the cause of this to be, that vicioua

and mean qualities become despicable in the eyes

of freemen from their association with the cha-

racter of slaves. Character, like condition is con-

trasted, and as one contrast causes us to love liber-

ty better, so the other causes us to love virtue bet-

ter. Qualities odious in themselves, become more
contemptilile, when united with the most degraded
class of men, than wlien seen in our equals ; and
pride steps in to aid the struggles of virtue. In-

stead, therelbre, of li^aring that children should

itnbibe the qualities of slaves, it is probable, that

the circumstance of seeing bad qualities in slaves

will contribute to their virtue.

For the same reason the submission and flattery

of slaves will be despised, and cause us rather to

halo servility than to imbibe a dictatorial arro-

gance; and only inspire thesaiTie passion wiih the
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submission and flattery of a spaniel. It is tlie

eubmisslon and flattery of equals, wiiich fills men
vviih ilie impudent and wicked wich lo dictate,

and an iiTi[)aiieiire of Tree opinion and lair di^cus-

Bion. This reprehensible temper is a sound ob-

jection a^i^ainst any species of iiuman policy,

which frenerates it, and applies most forcibly

against that corilerring on an individual a power,
60 to dispense money and honors, as to procure

submission and flattery (rom the hijjiiest raidis and
conditions in society, a thousand limes more <ie-

nial lo pride, than tiie sul)mission and flatter}' ol' a

poor slave; and ten thousand limes more perni-

cious to nations.

Virtue and vice are naturally and unavoidably
co-existent in the moral world, as beauty and de-

((jriniiy are in the animal ; one is the only mirror

in which the other can be seen, and t'lerelore in

the f)resenl stale ol' man, one cannot be destroyed

without the other. It may be ihus that personal

slavery has constantly reflected the strongest rays

ol" civil liberty and patriotism. Perhaps it is suf-

fered by ilie Deity to perform an office wiilioui

which these rays are gradually obscured and final-

ly obliterated by characters and partial laws.

Perhaps the sight oC slavery and its vices may in-

spire the mind with sn afl'ection lor liberty and
virtue, just as the climates and deserts of Arabia,
would make it think Italy a paradise.

Let ii not be ^upposed that I approve of slavery,

because I do not aggravate its evils, or prefer a

policy which must terminate in a war oi' exter-

mination. The chapter on the manners ol" slave-

holders l)efbre quoted, concludes with an intima-

tion, that the consent of the masters to a general

emancipation, or iheir own extir[)ation, were the

Biteriiatives between which they had to choose.

Such a hint from a profound mind is awful. It

admits an atiility in the blacks, ihouizh shackled by
slavery, to extirpate the whites, and proposes to

increase this ability by knocking olF their shackles.

Such a hint adds Ibrce to the recommendation in

the previous essay lor separating the enslaved and
free blacks, as some security against the prognos-
ticated extirpation. And afier such a hint, " with

what execration should the statesman be loaded"
who thus forewarned, should produce the destruc-

tion of the most civilized portion of" society, and
rcpeople half the world with savages. It' Eng-
land and America would erect and foster a settle-

ment of free negroes in some lertile part of Africa,

it would soon subsist by its own energies. Slavery
mishi then be gradually re-exported, and philan-

throphy gratified hy a slow reanimation of the vir-

tue, religion and liberty of the negroes, instead of

being again afflicted with the effects of her own
rash attempts suddenly lo change human na-
ture. (Note B.)

OVERSEKR3.

So far from having a system ol" agriculture

among us, very few have even taken ilie trouble

to discover or provide any basis ibv one. Had
Archimedes proposed to move the earth without

any thing for himself or his mechanism to stand

on, or an architect lo erect a city without a fiaun-

dation, such projects would have been equivalent

lo ours for erecting a system of agriculture upon

the basis of the impoverishment of the land. Of
what avail is any rotation of crops, the best con-
trived implements of husbandry, or the most per-

lect use of those inif)lements, applied to a bafren
soil 7 Could a physician correctly call the regu-

lar administraiion of a slow poison a syslem of
medicine, because he used the best constructed

lancets, caudle cups, eyiinges and glysier pipes in

killing his patient ?

It is absurd to taMc of a system of agriculture,

without havinif discovered, ihat every such sys-

tem, good lor any thing, must be bottomed upon
lenility. Bef^KC, therelbre, we launch into any
system, we must learn how to enrich our lands,

'rhe soil of the Untied States upon the Atlantic

Ocean is naturally thin, and exceedingly impo-
verished. It produces, however, good crops, when
madericli, almost under any species of cultivation.

To make it rich therefore ought lo be the first ob-
ject of our efforts, as without effecting this, all

oiher agricultural objects, beneficial to ourselves

or our country, must fail. Instead of" this, for one
acre enriched, at least twenty are impoverished.

The dis[)osiiion of our soil and climate to reward
husbandry bountifully, is disclosed in the great re-

turns bestowed upon bad culture, by ihe very mode-
rate deifree of natural lertility, possessed by the for-

mer. The climate is beyond our power, but the pro-

ductiveness of the soil without the help of art, is an
encouragement lor us to recollect how impiously
we have neglected the cultivation ol" a deity so
propitious. But this deity has a rival demon,
called ignorance, for whose worship the slave

states have erected an established church, with a
n)inistry, entitled overseers, fed, clothed and paid

lo suppress every effort for introducing the worship
of its divine adversary. This necessary class of
men are bribed by agriculiurists, not to improve,
but lo impoverish their land, by a share of the
crop for one year; an ingenious contrivance for

placing the lands in these states under an annual
rack rent, and a removing tenant. The farm,

from several gradations to an unlimited extent, is

surrendered to the transient overseer, whose sala-

ry is increased in proportion as he can impoverish
the land. Tlie greatest annual crop, and not the
most judicious culture, advances his interest and
establishes his character; and the lees of these

land doctors are much higher for killing than lor

curing. It is common (or an industrious overseer,

after a few years, to quit a farm on account of the

barrenness, occasioned by his own industry ; and
frequent changes of these itinerant managers of
agriculture, each striving lo extract the remnant of
Itirtiliiy left by his predecessor, combine with our
agricidtural ignorance, lo (brm the complelest sys-

tem of impoverishment, of which any other coun-
try can boast.

I mean not to speak disrespectfully of overseers;
they are as good as other people ; nor is it their

fault if their employers have made their wealth
and subsistence to depend on the impoverishment
of half a continent. The most which the laud

can yield, and seldom or never improvement with

a view to future profit, is a point ol' common con-

sent and mutual need between the agriculturist

and his overseer ; and they generally unite in erap-

lying ihe cup of leriiliiv to the dregs.

II is discovered in England from experience,

dial short leases were the worst enemies lo agri-

culiure. Those of tweniy-one years are found by
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experience to be too short for improvement. Must
the practice ol' hirino; a man for one year by a

a share of the crop, lo lay out all liis skill and in-

dustry in killing land, ami as lilile as possible in

improving it, suggesied by the circunislances and

necessities of seliling a wilderness among hostile

eavages, he kept up to commemorate the pious

learning ofmaii to his primitive slate of ignorance

and barbari'y'?

Unless this custom is abolished, the attempt

to (ertilize our lands is needless. Under the fre-

•qnenl emigrations of owners from state to state,

and overseers from plantation to plantation, it

cannot be accomplished. Impoverishment will

proceed, distress will iollow, and famine will close

the scene. It is a custom which injures both

employers and overseers, by gradually diminish-

ing the income of the one, and of course the

wages of the other. Wages in amney would, on

the conirar}', correspond with a system ol gradual

improvement, by which the condition of both par-

lies would be annually bettered, and skill in im-

proving, not a murderous industry in destroying

land, would soon become a recommendation lo

business, and a thermometer of compensation.

INCLOSING.

The modes of fertilizing land form a system,

wholly unfit, as we shall see upon erjumerating a

iew of its constituents, to be enforced by an itine-

rant order, bribed to counteract most or all of them.

The most effectual is (bund, when we have found

the most copious fund of manure. Alanures are

mineral, vegetable or almosplierical. Perhaps
the two last may be resolvable into one. Mineral
manures are local and hard of access. But the

earth swims in airrosphcre and inhales its relresh-

ments. The vegetable world covers the earth,

and is the visible agent, to which its surface is in-

debted (or fertility. If the vast ocean of atmo-
sphere is the treasury of vegetable (bod, vegetable

manure is obviously inexhausiible. The vegeta-

ble world takes its stand upon our earth to extract

the riches of this treasury, larger than the

earth itself, and to elaborate them into a proper

form for fertilizing its surface. The experiment

of the willow, planted a slip, in a box containing

200 pounds of earth, and at the end ofa few years,

exhibiting a tree of 200 pounds weight, without

having diminished the earth in which it grew,

demonstrates the power of the vegetable world to

extract and to elaborate the atmospherical manure.
This 200 pound weigiit of willow, was a prodi-

gious donation of manure, by the atinosphere, to

the 200 jiounds weight of earth in which it grevv.

It was so much atmosphere condensed by the

vegetable process, into a Ibrm capable of being re-

ceived and held by the earih, and of being reduced
lo vegetable (bod*, during its struggles to return to

its own principle, through the jjasses of putridity

and evaporation. Vegetables, like animals, feed

en each other. Inclosing lor (he sake of rearing

vegetables lo enrich the earth, is the mode by
which the greatest quantity of atmospherical ma-
nure can be infused into it with the least labor.

It is prepared and spread Vi'ithoul expense. Cross
lences, those drawbacks of man's lolly from divine

beuevolence, are saved by inclosing to ((;rti!ize ;

and if the laws for confining land under inclosuresj

for permitting animals to prowl at large, and for

punishing landholders (or the trespasses commit-
ted by these marauders on their land, were made
more conformable to justice, common sense and
common interest, the supplies of manure from the

vegetable world, would become combined with a
vast diminution of labor. Thus the two primary
objecis of agriculture, (to lisrlilize the land, and
save labor) would be both attained lo a measure-
less extent. Vegetables would collect from the

atmosphere, an inexhaustible supply of manure,
and spread it on land ; fencing and timber to great

extent would be saved, and agriculture would soon
aspire to her most elegant ornament and useful

improvement, live fences.

Eut alas 1 we persist in the opinion, that lands

trespass on cattle, and not cattle on land. Out of
emulation I suppose of an ancient doctrine, which
the bayonet only could confute, that it was better

to fasten the plough to the tail than the shoulder.

It is yet a question, whether the earth is enrich-

ed by any species of manure, except the vegeta-
ble or atmospherical, and experiments have hi-

therto leaned towards the negative. Without new
accessions of vegetable matter, successive heavy
dressings with lime, eypsum and even marl, have
been frequently (bund to terminate in impoverish-
ment. Hence it is inferred, that n)inerals operate

as an excitement only to the manure lurnished by
the atmosphere. From this fact results the im-
possibility of renovating an exhausted soil, by re-

sorting lo fossils, which will expel the poor rem-
nant of life ; and indeed it is hardly probable that

divine wisdom has lodged in the bowels of the

earth, the manure necessary for its surfiice.

However this question maybe determined, the
impossibility of obtaining mineral manure in quan-
tities sufficient to enrich an impoverished country

leaves us no alternative; whilst the spasmodic
efforts it excites in the agony of death, are belter

calculated to accelerate the evil, and to aggravate
national distress by inspiring false hopes, ihan to

remedy the impoverishment of excessive culture.

If vegetable matter is eitlier the only manure,
or the only attainable manure, capable of reno-

vating our countr}', let us cast our eyes upon its

surface, and discover the demand, by computing
the impoverishment. We want as much as we
have expelled, to get back to the state from which
we set out. We must retrieve, before we can
improve. The nation never dies ; it is the yoke
fellow of the earth; these associates must thrive

or starve logelher; if the nation pursues a sys-

tem of lessening the food ol the earth, the earth

in justice or revenge will starve the nation. The
inclosing system provides the most Ibod for the

earth, and of course enables the earth to supply

most food to man. It is time working on space.

Let us boldly face the i'act. Our country is

nearly ruined. We have certainly drawn out of

the earih three fourths of the vegetable matter it

conlained, within reach of the plough. Vegetable

matler is its only vehicle for convej ing food to uf?.

If we f-uck our mother to death we must die our-

selves. Though she is reduced to a f keleton, let

us not despair. She ia indulgent, and if we re-

turn to the duties revealed by the consequences

of their infraction, lo be prescribed by God, and
demonstrated by the same consequences to com-
port with our interest, she will yet yield us milk.
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We must restore to the earth ils vegetable mat-

ter, before it can restore to us ils bouniiiui crops.

In three or four years, as well as I remember, tlie

willow drew Irom the atmosphere, and bestovved

two hundred weii^ht ol' vegetable matter, on two
humired weight of earth, exclusive of the leaves

it had shed each year. Had it been cut up and
used as a manure, how vastly would it have
enriched the two hundred weight of earth it grew
on? The (act demonstrates that by llie use ol

vegetables, we may collect maimre from the at-

mosphere, with a rapidity, and in an abundance,
far exceeding that ol' which we have robbed the

earth. And it is a I'act of high encouragement;
tor though it would be our interest, and conducive
to our happinefs, to retrace our steps, should it

even take us two hundred years to recover the

state ol" lertiiiiy found here by the first emigrants
from Europe; and though religion and patrioiism

both plead lor it, yet there might be found some
minds weak or wicked enough, to prel'er the mur-
der of the little life leli in our lauds, to a slow j)ro-

cess of resuscitation.

Forbear, oh, Ibrbear matricide, not for futurity,

not for God's sake, but for your own sake. The
labor necessary to kill the remnant of life in your
lands, will suffice to revive them. Employed to

kill, it produces want and misery to yourself. Em-
ployed to revive, it gives you pleni}' and happiness.
It is matter of regret to be compelled to rob the

liberal mind of the sublime pleasure, bestowed by
a consciousness of having done its utmost for

future ages, by demons'raiing that (he most sordid

will do the utmost for gratifying its own appetites,

by fertilizing the earth; that (he process is not

slow, but rapid ; the returns not distant, but near;
and the gain not small, but greal.

Inclosing is a single channel (or drawing ma-
nure from the atmosphere and bestowing it on the

earth. Though i( is the great canal, there are a

multitude of feeders. These are not lost in ad-

miration of (he most powerful mode (or ferdiizing

the earth, and will be subsequently remembered.
At present it is necessary to consider the best

mode of practising the inclosing theory. It is one
which can only succeed in combination with a
great number of agricultural practices, at enmity
with those vvhich at present prevail.

It is at enmity with the practice of summer
fallowing for wheat. Being (bunded in the doc-

trine, that vegetables extract the principles of fer-

tility from the atmosphere, and elaborate them into

a manure for the earth, it is inconsistent wiih the

doctrine that the earth will be improved by keep-

ing it bare. If vegetables do not feed upon, and
consume earth, but upon the atmospherical ma-
nure, which may have been introduced into, or is

floating around it, then a naked fallow by increas-

ing evaporation, v/ill impoverish the earth, and
waste at eacli ploughing a portion of this fieeling

fertility, without ils being arrested by a crop.

It accords with the doctrine of lurninir in a clo-

ver lay, or a bed of any oUier vegetable matter,

lor a crop speedily sown or planted ihereon, with-

out disturbing this new bed of vegetables, by
whicli the previous stock of atmospherical manure
in the earth is vastly increased, and the least loss

by evaporation sustained.

it is at enmity with shallow ploughing, because
it admits atmospherical manure into the earth by
water and air, to a less dep'h, and loses it sooner

by evaporation, and the more rapid escape of wa-
ter fiom its fluidity.

It accords with deep ploughing, because it ena-
bles the earth to absorb more atmospherical ma-
nure through the Iv/o great vehicles, air and wa-
ter; and because it buries deeper the manure
deposited on the earth in a vegetable form; in

one case inhaling more, and in both exhaling
less.

It is at enmity with (he custom of exposing a

flat surface to the sun, and accords with an oppo-

site one ; because by the first the (brce of ils rays

in promoting evaporation is increased, and by the

second diminished. These cases are selected to

suggest to the reader, that (he theory of fertilizing

the earth by atmospherical or vegetable manure,
is one, which, if correct, will reach and influence

nearly the whole circle of our agricultural modes
of' managing the earth.

If plants Feed on earth, why do they perish by
drought? If they did noticed on atmospherical

manure, why do ihey instantly revive fi^om rain ?

And why do we see them considerably revived

even without rain, when the air becomes con-

densed, after having been greatly rarified if the

fot'd it aflords them was not too thin in one case,

and more substantial in the other?

Drought becomes far less pernicious to crops, in

proportion to the stock of atmospherical manure
with which the earth has been stored to meet it

and the obstacles opposed to its loss.

To avoid a frequent relijrence to experience as a

voucher for the doctrines advanced in these essays

I shall once for all observe, that they are always
drawn from that source, except when the contrary

is expressed. But it would be tiresome to '.he

reader to wade through a list of experiments made
with more industry than scientific skill, fur a long

course of time, and sugjrested, not by a love of

fiime, but by necessity. Besides we must acquire

principles before we descend to details.

Let us return to the case of drought. Its effects

are greatly diminished by burying with (he plough
a copious supply of vegetable matter, and by
opposing an uneven surtiice to evaporation. It is

because this vegetable matter or atmospherical

manure, elaborated into a solid form, is the (bod of

plants; and ihis food is retained longer by deep
plougiiing and an uneven surface, than by shallow

ploughing and a level surface. And il these latter

practices are not combined with a good stock of

vegetable (ood, the efh'Cis oi drought appear
sooner, and are more fatal.

The sudden benefit of rain to plants demon-
strates that it is loaded with their food ; and i s

transitory effect equally demonstrates that this

food rapidly evaporates. There is no manure the

eflects of which are more sudden or less perma-
nent. As they disap|)ear from drought, the loss

must be attributed to evaporation. tMicclcs upon
evaporation are of course auxiliaries to the in-

closing system.
The shade to the earth is a check it naturally

produces, and a consequence of this check is, that

the atmospherical manure carried by air or rain

into the earth, being longer retained, is imbibed

in greater quantity by the vegetable cover, "^nd

elaborated into a manure more permanent than

when deposited in these vehicles.

Wood, and all the ve^etab'es of softer texture,

are exposed to the effects of putrefaction and
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evaporation, in a degree so far below walcr, Ihat

a complete dressing of atmospherical manure,
conveyed in tlie vegetable veliicle, will discover
Its benefit for years, wiiilst one conveyed in rain

will disappear in a few weelis. Ii ibllows that

the nearer the vegetable vehicle ol" manure from
the atmosphere, approaches to wood, the longer
it will lasi, and that the nearer ii approaches to

water, the shorter it will last.

It' this principle is sound, a point of great impor-
tance to ihe inclosing system is settled; whether
it is bet;er to plough in vegetables in a succulent

or a dry state 7 Every experiment I have ever
made, decides in lavor of the latter, and these
decisions correspond with tiie requisitions ot" our
theory. By ploughing in the vegetables suc-

culent, we stop the process lor extracting, elabo-

rating and condensing atmospherical manure, and
chiefly bury water, liable to the laws of evapora-
tion, demonstrated in the case of rain, the richest

but the most short lived ot every species of ma-
nure. The rapidity with which ilie water of

vegetables in a succulent state evaporates, is de-

monstrated in cuiing grass for hay; and the loss

IS probably greater when the vegetable is never
reduced at all to a dry and hard state. On the
contrary, by suffering the vegetable to acquire its

most solid lijrm, it will extract more manure from
the atmosphere, and this manure will be retained

vastly longer by the earth ; so long indeed, that a
good fiiinier will ai'cumulale fresh supplies upon
a remainmg stock Irom lime lo time, so as to

replenish liis land ai a compound raiio. And by
eullering the vegetable cover, whatever it is, to

gain its hardest lorm, it affords longer shade lo

the surliice of the eanh, whilst it is also making
daily exiracis from the atmosphere, during its

whole succulent existence, to be deposited within

its bowels.

To draw from the atmosphere the greatest

quantity ol manure, to check the loss the earth

sustains fiotn evaporation during tiie process by
shade, to give the n)anure the most lasting (brm,

and to deposite it in the most beneficial manner,
are primary object? of the inclosing system.
The best agent known lo ns lor effecting the

three first, is the red clover. Its growth is rapid
;

its quantity exceeds the product of any other

grass ; it throws up a succession of stems in the

same summer; and ihe.-e stems are more solid

and lasting than those of other grasses. These
successive growths constitute so many distinct

drafts from ihe great treasure of atmospherical

manure in one year. Whilst ikese drafts are

repealed, the clover is daily securing the treasure

in a Ibrm able long to elude the robber evapora-
tion, whom it also opposes by shade. To its ex-

tracting from the aimospliere the grealestquantiiy

of manure, and elaborating it into a lasting Icjrm

the most suddenly of any other vegetable cover,

clover lays lor wheat are indebted for their lame.
Their success has been attributed to the poition

of the vegetable in a succulent state, whilst it was
owing to the giealer portion which liad arrived

to maturity previous to the lallovv. To ascertain

this liict, let one moiety of a clover field be turned

in as soon as its fust crop flowers, and the other

after the stem of the last crop is hard, and the

whole sown on or.e day in wbeai.

The peculiar propensity of clover lo be im-

proved by u top dressing oi the gypsum, is another

striking circumstance of its aflinily to the system
(or (ertilizing land by its own cover. As its growth
is suddenly and vast'y increased by this top dress-
ing, it furnishes reason lo believe, that the ellecl

flows from a disposition conununicated by the gyp-
sum to the clover, (or imbibing atmospherical lood
by its external parts ; and so much as it thus gains,

adbrds to the earth a double benefit. One, that
this Ibod not being extracted from the stock of at-

mospherical manure, possessed by the earth, does
not impoverisli it ; the other, that being bestowed
on the earth from whence it was not taken, it adds
to i's fertility.

The tap root of the clover also advances the in-

tention of the inclosing system in several respects.

By i)iercing the earth lo a considerable depth,
apertures or pores are created for imbibing and
sinking deeper a grealerqiiantity of atmospherical
manure ; so well delended by the shade ol the
top ; and the fiiability thus communicated to the
soil, affords a n)Obl happy facility lo the plough,
lor turning in its vast bed of veojetable matter.

In commemorating the value of clover as an
agent for Iranslerring a portion of the inexhausti-
ble wealth of the atmosphere to the earth, we
must not lorget thai every member of the vege-
table world, contributes to the same purpose ; and
that these auxiliaries to clover will powerfully
second its efforts, and may be successfully substi-

tuted for it, wliere circumslances deny its use. In
the exhausted lands, sandy sot! and dry climate oi"

the country below the mountains, clover will not
live. Recourse must iherelore be had to oilier

means of improving the land to endow it, with a
capacity of resorting to its use. Ii is eminently
endowed with this capacity by a certain degree of
(ertiliiy, and thencelbrih good management will

retain and increase if.

In the (nean time, the best suljslitute for clover

should be sought /or by experience. The bird

foot clover, as it is called, is one of considerable

promise ; it will flourish m a sandy soil, is equally

improved by the gypsum, affortls early and good
shade, makes a multitude of seed, and may by a
small deuree of skill, be kept up without being

sown. Though it perishes early in ihe summer,
it yet leaves a great cover of dry ve<ielable matter
on the eanh, which defies evaporation, until the

plough can turn it in. And its dead coat is fre-

quently pierced b}' other grasses, and sometimes
by luxuriant growths of weeds, belbre unknown
to ihe soil, vvhich seem to come forward as wit-

nesses to the fact of its li^riilizing the land. This
grass is an enemy to wheat on account of its early

and rapid growth, and of course ought only to be

used to lerlilize land in vvhich wheat ought not lo

be sown. And as wheat cannot be beneficially

sown in land, unable to produce red clover, ilio

bird loot clover seems designed to take up the care

of the soil, at the point of impoverishment, wliere

the red lays it down. As red clover is the bcbt

associate of wheat, (or the purpose of saving and
improving a good soil, bird loot is the best asso-

ciate of Indian corn, for rendering the same ser-

vices to a bad one.

Indiviiiuals of the vegetable world are quoted,

not lo insinuate ihat their powers (or the object

proposed are extremely peculiar, but to illustrate

my hypothesis. The entire vegetable creation

must contribute towards sustaining this hypothesis,

or ii must full. If it is supported by this spacious
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fouriciation, (here are few systems betler support-

ed. 'I'iierelbre, al'ier liavin<T (le<liice(l tlie henefir

resiihitiijf to land by inclosinii, Croni the hypoihe-
pii=; that, ve.irelables draw, retain, and besiovv on
the eai th the atmospherical manure in (jreal abun-
dance, I shall prcceed to consider oiher modes of
manuring it, chiefly Ibunded in the same liypo-

thesis.

MANURING.

[t is not my desiofn to advance any thinijplranse

or new, or to recommend expensive, difficult, or

uncommon modes ol' improving land. Brilliant

projects lor improvement, in the present state ol'

af^riculture, would be like diamonds set in lead.

JVly utmost desiiin is to point out n few improve-
ments which even ignorance can understand, and
poverty [)raciise ; yet such as may not be be-

neath the regard ol knowledge, nor the interest of
wealth.

The most abundant sources for artificial manure
in the most exhausted district of our country, are

the offal of Indian corn, tiie straw ol small grain,

and the dung of animals. We find in the two
first, proofs of the value of dry vegetables as a

manure. If these few n)eans for lerlilizing ihe

counir)', were sUill'ully used, they would of them-
selves suffice to change its state froai sterility to

fruitlulness. But they are so egregiously neglect-

ed or mismanaged, that we liardly reap a tithe of
llieir Viilue.

There is no fuinacious plant which furnishes

so rich and so plentiful a crop as the Indian corn.

It yields food in abundance lor man, beast and
land. By the litter of Indian corn, and of small
grain, and by penning cattle, managed with only
nn inferior degree of sjiili, in union with inclosing,

I will venture to affirm, that a firm may in ten

years be made to double its produce, and in twen-
ty to quadruple it ; the ratio of its increased value
is of course siill irreaier.

There is no other secret in the business than
that none of these manures be wasted. The ag-
riculturist who expects to reap good crop.s from
neglecting his manures, is equally a fanatic with
the religionist, who expects lieaven from neglect-

ing his morals.

Details, however unentertaining, may not be
useless ; therefore I shall often lesort to them.
The stalks of corn should con>tiiute the chief litter

and part ol the food, both of the stable and farm
pen yard, during the winter. The sooner they
are used after the corn is gathered, the more sac-

charum remains to bestow value on them as fimd,

antl the more manure they will yield, as evapora-
tion diminishes both ; and this proceeds far more
rapidly whilst standing single, subject to the vicis-

situdes of weather, than when immersed in the

Etead^'^ moisture and cold climate of ilie farm yard.

As a food, they are betier for horses than lor cat-

tle, because of the superior masticating power of
the f()rmcr ; whereas cattle are abf''. to eat but

little of the stalk itself, and chiefly confine them-
selves to picking an inferior food attached to if.

Stalks carneci morning and evening in loads, into

the liirm pen and stable yard, furnish both to cat-

tle and horses much food, but to tha latter, early

in the winter, (hey are a species of fodder the most

beneficial I have ever tried ; and besides the ma-
nure they furnish, will amply recompense the farm-
er, by enabling him to spare his hay and corn
blades, to be used when the labor of his team be-

c(>mes harder. They enable him also to relieve

his land from the tax of pasturing horsfis, by the

preservation of hay and blades fur the summer's
use, and are in that way eminently subservient

to tlie inclosing system.
To the stalks are to be added the blades, lops,

shucks and cobs of the Indian corn, all in some
degree a food, and a plentiful litter. The value
ol the cob as a food is highly spoken of, but has
not been ascertained by me; as a manure, by de-
positing them in deep furrows two or three feet

apart, barely covering them with a plough, and
bringing the land two years afierwards into tilth,

1 have found them excellent. In every view they
illustrate the vegetable power of elaborating at-
mosphere into hard and enriching substances.
The great object in making and applying the

manure arising from litter of every kind, and the
dung of animals, is to avoid the loss by evapora-
tion. In obedience to the old English authorities,

I have in various \>?ays compounded dunghills,
kept them through the summer, and covered with
earth and with bushes, the manure of the farm
pen ; and the loss has been regularly graduated
by the fermentation produced, from a moiely to

iliree fourths, being invariably greater, the betler
the litter was rotted, or the greater the degree of
lermentation. Asa liiriher experiment to ascer-
tain the same fact, I have several times pennrd
the same cattle on the same space Tjt the same
period, [)loughing up one portion as soon a? the
pen wds removed, and leaving the other unplough-
ed lor eight or ten weeks. On putting both at one
time in the same crop, the result has unilbrmly
been, a vast inliiriority to a line, of that left expos-
ed to the effects of evaporation.
An effervescence which shall become so intense,

as to produce a visible evaporation or smoke, ia

said to be an effect of ploushing in a cover of
green vegetables, and this efliect is stated as an
argument of fertilizing consequences to the earth.
If an escaping torrent of manure is calculated to

impart lasting fijrtility to the earth, then the hy-
pothesis which considers evaporation as a channel
lor impoverishing, and not for fertilizing the earth,

is an error. Then also the ancient English habit
of making manure by contriving every means of
promoting evaporation is correct, and the modern
notion (hat this habit wastes manure by restoring

it to the atmosphere, is incorrect. The heat of
the sun will sometimes make wet earth smoke,
but instead of enriching, it thereby extracts the
manure contained in water. The evaporation of
green vegetables in a perceptible smoke, must
have a similar effect. The idea that this smoking
of the earth was a proof that we were making h
great quantity of manure of green vegetables,
may have been borrowed from inferring the same
thing from the smoke of dunghills compounded of
dry; and whilst the latter opinion is exploded by
the common instances of the vast loss of manure
it produces in these dunghills, Ihe former may
have continued, though founded in the same
principle, lor want of familiar experiments to dis-

prove it.

The system of husbandry for fertilizing the
earth, by increasing its friability, for the saka of
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enabling it more copiously to inhale the atmc-
ephericul nfianure, lias ilie ^Tcaf (]elect of noi f>ro-

ViJing againsi the efl'ecie ol' exhalation. Inhaled
atniObfihere being as rare and as liu;lii as inhaled
water, is as liable to tlie laws of evaporation, and
its benefit to ihe land must of course be as tran-

sient. Againsi this deltjcf, the permanency ol'

atmospherical nnanure, in the foim of liaidcned
vegetables, so much less exposed to theee laws,
provides.

To support the details of manuring, it is neces-

sary to advert, occasionally to principles. Tali's

husbandry is the remedy recommended tor the er-

roneous opinion, that ten cultivated acres will not

produce the means ol' manuring above one. This
error is founded on the inhaling, without consider-
ing Ihe exhaling quality of the earth ; and to sup-
ply the want ol manure, we are advised to expose
our lands to evaporation in the greatest possible

degree, by naked lallows.

On the contrary, I am convinced, that if we
will watch and arrest the thief evaporation, whe-
ther stealing our means (or raising manure, or

sweating the earih as a Jew sweats gold, we shall

discover modes of ferdlizing land infinitely beyond
our most sanguine hopes, both by additions of

manure, and obstructions to evaporation.
Twenty- five years ago, I Ibund more difficulty

in manuiing one acre lor five laborers, including
women and boj s, owing to a waste of my means
for raising manure, and an ignorance of applj'ing

it, than 1 now do in manuring two acres for each.
By manuring two acres lor each laborer, with the

three resources only co'iimon to every bread stuH
farm, it Ibllows that we may manure about one-
sevenlh of the land we annually put in lilih, if, as

I suppose, we can seldom plough more than four-

teen acres (or each laborer, including women and
boys. This is at once attaining to the summit of
European exertion, without the aid of lime, marl,
6oot, the sweepings of cities, and several other
resources for improving land, which contribute
greatly towards conducting European farmers to

the same stage of improvement ; and without tlie

vast benefit of inclosing. Two reasons exist (or

an event apparently so unlikely ; the Indian corn
furnishes a lund of litter for raising manure, infi-

nitely exceeding any of theirs, and their waste of
manure by evaporation is avoided.

This subject compels me to revert to a use of
Indian corn, before the mode of its culture is con-
sidered. Its blade makes the finest fodder, and if

well saved (urnishes but little litter, because it is

all eaten. Being the best hay, it ought to be
saved lor the hottest and most laborious season of
the year, which occurs immediately alter the green
clover (ails. The first part of the Indian corn the farm pen is carried on unploughed ground, ge-

which should be used as Ibod is the slalk, because
it is harder to keep sound through the winter, than
any other (odder, and its saccharum is continually
wasting. The tops should be devoted to covering
a (arm pen of rails, in the form of three sides of a
square, closed to the groimd on the outside, and
open within, and to a house for pumpkins and tur-

nips stacked in the common (brm. Some loss will

accrue (rom the evaporation of a cover, whether
composed of straw or corn tops, and tops make
infinitely the best. And some annual cover ol a
%vinler'8 farm-pen for cattle, is indispensable, as
being a vast saving upon the European custom of
stationary eow houses, Arthur Young is, I think,

of opinion, that 12C0 acre^ is that size for a farm
best adapted Ibr the economy of labor. Suppose
two hundred and filiy acres of this farm to be an-
nually ploughed, and fifty to be annually manured:
If this manuring is commenced around a station

Ibr raising manure, in (bur years the station is iso-

lated in the inidsi of two hundred acres of ma-
nured land, leaving it about six hundred ytirtls dis-

tant from the nearest of the manured land, which
distance increases, as the manuring is extended,

(i-orn that minimum, to its maximum, namely, the

distance (iom the centre to the verge c f an are'^

of one thousand two hundred acres. Hence the

expense of carrying in ihe litier, and carryinir out

the manure, will presently become £0 enormous,
as to drive the (armer into the ancient ruinous and
abandoned custom, of infield and outfield, or that

of highly improving a spot around his house, and
highly impoverishing the rest of his llirm.

An ambulatory cow house is the remedy flir this

disastrous mode of management. The sheep and
cattle shoukl be employed in manuring abroad,

and ihe horses at home. The (irrm pens of the

tisrmer should be placed in the field (or cultivaiicn,

with an eye to convenience or saving of labor,

both in receiving the stalks from the shift of the

preceding year, and also in distributing the ma-
nure in that to be cultivated. It is lar better to

make a lane of great length to conduct the cattle

to water, than to omit this management.
The greatest assiduity should be used in con-

veying ihe corn stalks to these liirm pens, and the

stable yard as early as possible, reserving the

shucks, the straw, the tops, the Iriades, and the

haj' (or later periods; because the injuiy to the

stalks standing single and exposed to ihe vicissi-

tude of weatrier, is infinitel)' greater (rom evapo-

ration than to these oiher articles of (bod and lit-

ter. Some small quantities of straw and shucks

should however be used with them, to produce

compactness as a defence against evaporation, and
to treat the cattle with a variety of (bod, so grate-

(ul to animals. The straw and the shucks alter

the stalks ;\re all in, will bestow a cover on them,

impenetrable to drought, and secure againsi evti-

poraiion ; Ihe several kinds of litier are benefi-

cially mingled, and the tops which covered the

cow house are the last (bed of its inhabitants.

The ground to be manured, should be fallowed

in the winter, since the more friable its state, ihe

better it commixes with the unrolled contents of

the (arm pens, and the better these contents are

covered with the plough. Il ibis is neglected,

the want of a thorough commixture, and the ex-

posure of manure on the surface, both of which
will happen in a degree when the long litier of

nerally causes the loss of one-half of the manure,
and one-half of the crop.

The winter's fallow to receive the spring ma-
nure, is a business capable of some improvement,

and economy of labor. This fallow, when the

manure is (or Indian corn, as it ought to be where
that grain is cultivated, should be made by three

furrows, forming a ridge five i'eet and a half wide.

Two of these (urrows are made by a large plough,

calculated to cut deep and wide, and to turn the

sod completely over ; and the third by a plough
called a trowel-hoe, made one-third larger than

usual, with a coulter on the point, and a mould
board on each side. If the field has been left in
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such ridges at its last cultivation, the large plough
cuts a furrow on tlie ridge on each side of" its sum-
mit, making the sod it turns up to meet thereon,

and leaving under that sod all the earth it can co-

ver, unbroken ; these two furrows will leave the

old water furrow between them, or an equivalent

epace, which the described trowel-hoe-plough,
with its two large mould boards, will break up,

throwing the sod on each side. Both these

ploughs should be drawn by four horses, leaving
the furrow made by the trowel-hoe uncommonly
deep and wide. !n this state the ground lies

through the winter. Its vegetable cover is buried

so as to escape some loss by evaporation, the un-
broken space is so mellowed by the cover of the

eod, as to become soft and friable by the spring,

and the bottom of the large open furrow, com-
monly a dead clay, is invigorated by a winter's

exposure to the atmosphere.
The manure ought to be devoted to Indian corn,

because a crop of great value is thereby gained,
whilst it is going through the process, supposed
in England to be necessary to reduce it to vege-
table (bod. Complete putrefaction is there consi-

dered as necessary, for this end. Whereas, by
planting Indian corn, as soon as the unrotted ma-
nure of the farm-pen is carried out and ploughed
in, its growth is greatly nourished and finally per-

fected, by the time the putrefaction is completed.
It catches the evaporation produced by the mode-
rate fermentation of the rotting vegetable matter
of which the manure is compounded, and exactly

that portion of manure which is lost, by the cus-

tom of rotting it before it is used, becomes the pa-
rent of a great crop. By the fall the manure is

reduced to a fit pabulum for wheat, and even more
of it is saved for this end, mingled in the earth,

and subject to a moderate lermenlaiioti, than if ii

had been retained in hot dunghills through the

summer, exposed to a violent eliervescence, and
then exclusively devoted to this crop upon a naked
fallow. The area manured would not be at most
above half the extent, and the degree of enrich-

ment nearly the same.
Indian corn thrives better with unrotted ma-

nure, than any other crop, and is precisely the

crop, and almost the solitary one, ready to asso-

ciate with coarse litter, the first growing weather
which occurs after it is applied. Potatoes and to-

bacco may possibly possess the same quality.

The former certainly associates well with coarse

manure, but neither are profitable as a cro(); one
is not adapted to the climate favorable to Indian
corn, and the other is not admissible into any good
eystem of agriculture.

Manure from the litter of a farm, ought to be
chiefly made in the cool portion of the year, to

avoid the enormous loss produced by a combina-
tion of heat, moisture and vegetable matter. If a
considerable portion of this litter is reserved for

the summer's use, a considerable loss is unavoida-
ble. A small part of it only may be kept for the

stable, more for the sake of the horses than for

the object of manure. It is better for that object

to exhaust the litter in the winter season, than to

reverse any of it for summer, if the opinions that

vegetables extract manure from the atmosphere,
and that manures are gradually evaporated back
to their origin, be true; because litter is exposed
to a far greater loss from evaporation, by a com-
mixture with mnist dung in summer, "than if it

Vol. VIII.-92

Iiad been spread on the farm-yards in winter, and
ploughed into the earth in spring, before any con-
siderable fermentation occurs. Hence, as the
dung of animals constitutes but a small portion of
the manure which ought to be raised on a well

managed (arm, it would be a loss to sacrifice a
considerable mass of vegetable manure, (or this

object of inferior value. The American custom
of penning cattle during the night in the summer
season, properly attended to, is therefore a far

more thrifty one, for the object of manuring, than
the English custom of mingling moist dung and
vegetable litter during that season. By ours, both
these kinds of manure escape much of the loss

from evaporation ; by theirs, this loss is increased

as to both, by an excessive effervescence.

Yet the dung of animals during the summer
season is an item of great moment for enriching
lands, if it is saved without subtracting (rom the
more valuable item of the winter's farm yards.
The most beneficial mode of its application with-
in the scope of my observation is penning cattle

and sheep, graduating the size of these pens by
observation, until the designed quantity of manure
shall be deposited within two weeks at most, and
ploughing it in on the day the pen is removed in-

variably. The loss from evaporation is so great
that a pen ought never to remain above two
weeks. I have (requently seen cow pens conti-

nued in one spot, until the daily loss balanced the

daily accession of manure; and the richness of
the land with these daily accessions, became sta-

tionary. By a regular course of removing these
pens, and immediately ploughing in the manure^
the farmer will be agreeably surprised to find, that

the improved area will infinitely exceed his hopes
;

for his ground will be equally enriched by far less

dung, on account of these precautions against
evaporation, and the cattle will, of course, go over
a far greater space.

The land thus manured by the tenth of August,
may be sown in turnips, at one pint of seed to an
acre, broad-cast. After that period, the pens
which had stood frotn fourteen down to ten daya
((or the time should be diminished as the cattle

fatten) should be removed every seven days, be-
cause no draft will be made from the land by a
turnip crop, the quantity of the mar>ure is increas-

ed, the evaporation is diminished by the length of
the nights, and the cattle have improved in plight.

One hundred head of small and ordinary cattle,

of the ages common when raised on the farm, and
as many sheep, will in this way manure eighteen
acres annually, sufliciently to produce fine crops of
Indian corn and wheat, and a good growth ol^ red
clover after them, with the aid of gypsum; and
the clover when preserved by the system of in-

closing, will by two year's crops, left to fall on the
land, restore it to the plough, richer than the ma-
nuring made it. About eight o( these acres will

also have yielded a crop of turnips, good or bad,

according to the season and the soil.

But horses cannot be comprised in this mode of
management, because of the inadequacy of their

nature to its exposures and hardships. Whatever
they are fed on, (lirniehes some litter, some must
be saved to help it out, the manure they make iir

the summer should be used as late as possible ire

the spring, and as early as possible in the fall^

and the litter saved should only be contem-'

plated to last, uniil a new supply from the cTSf
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of wheat can come in. These precaulions against
evaporation, with placing the pummer cleanings

under cover, or at least where it may be trodden
hard, may be resorted to without a great Bacrifice

o(" litter or vegetable manure.
Infinitely the most abundant Eource of artificial

manure within the reacli of a bread eluff farmer,

is that raised in farm-pens during the winter.

Skill and industry in this single point would as

suddenly, but more permanently, improve the

face of our country, as paint does that of a wrin-
kled hag.

Of these pens, each with a shelter, there should
be at least five or equivalent divisions for cattle,

beeves, sheep and calves, muttons and hogs, A
disposition of them ought to be made upon a cal-

culation of economy, as to the combined objects of
collecting the litter, carrying out the manure and
feeding the animals. Alter the Indian corn crop
is planted, that portion of it excepted, for which
the manure of the farm-yards is intended, these
animals should be placed on their summer's esta-

blishment ; every other species of labor on the

farm should cease, until the harvest of manure is

secured, and its security against evaporation should
be an object of as much solicitude, as the security

of hay against rain. On making a breach in the

body of manure, the olfactory nerves will advise

you of the necessity ofprecautions against this loss.

The.=e are, to remove the manure in regular divi-

visions, and not by wounding and mangling it in

different places, create channels for the escape of
its richest qualities. To deposite it in straight

rows, and at regular distances across the whole
field to be manured, that the manure first carried

out, may be immediately spread and ploughed in

after one row is finished. And to spread and
plough in well each row, without waiting for a suc-

ceeding one. The object is to secure the manure
against evaporation as soon as possible after it is

exposed to it.

iVly general rule is to deposite the loads, consist-

ing of as much as four common oxen can draw,
in squares at ten yards distant from each other,

80 that the extreme distance in spreading it, will

be five from the centre of each heap. But this

general rule admits of important exceptions, if

the land fluctuates in fertility, the loads may be
deposited at twelve yards' distance, which is a good
dressings and if it is accompanied with gypsum,
the quantity to an acre may be diminished one
fifth, in consideration of its aid.

For some years I have used gypsum wiih the

coarse manure of the farm yards, and I think it

the most beneficial mode of using it. The ma-
nure carried out each day is ploughed in, before

which one bushel of gypsum to the acre, ground
fine, is sown on it, after it is spread.

The reader will recollect that the ground to be
manured has been fallowed into high ridges, five

feet and a half wide, having a deep and wide
water furrow between each ridge. Over this un-
even surface, the coarse manure being spread as

equally as possible, and sown with gypsum, the

ridge is to be reserved by the same three furrows

and the same two ploughs with vrhich it was form-

ed, each drawn by four horses. On both sides ol

the deep furrow, with the mould board towards it,

a deep and wide furrow is to be run by a large

plough, cutting on Urn right side with one share,

3 aa to throw the earth It raises by its mould board

into this old deep furrow, and to form precisely in

it, a neat ridge or list on which to plant the corn.

And the large trowel-hoe-plough, with its two
mould boards, splits the summit of the fallow ridge,

and throws its earth and manure into the two fijr-

rows made on each side by the preceding plough.
If these ploughs are of the proper kinds, and the

operation is well performed, the manure is secured
in the best manner against evaporation, the ground
is placed in fine tilth, and unless it is of a very un-
yielding texture, shallovy^ culture thereafter will

secure a crop, equal to the capacity of the land.

A considerable saving of labor may be made by
a very simple iuslrument for raising the manure
into the carls and scattering the heaps ; and by di-

viding and balancing the laborers so judiciously,

that loading, carting, spreading and ploughing
may proceed, without having too few laborers at

one work, and too many at another. The instru-

ment is precisely a hilling hoe, except that three

strong square iron prongs are substituted for the

blade. These sink from the usual elevation of a
hand hoe by their own weight, into the bed of
coarse farm-yard manure, easily rend from ita

edge or its surface a mass of manure equal to the

strength of the laborer, hold it well in raising, and
by a small jolt, from the helve's falling on the top

of the cart, drop it therein with certainty. In

scattering the heaps, they take up the manure,
and hold it suflicienlly to aid the action of throw-

ing it two or three yards. Over edged instruments

their advantages are infinite, as coarse manure
must be cut and chopped to pieces with great

labor, before these will raise or scatter it ; as seve-

ral strokes are often necessary to obtain a hoe or

spade full ; and as their contents often fall off in

being raised. And over the pitchfork with a hori-

zontal handle, their pre-eminence is little less, as

they save the labor of stooping, and possess in a
far greater degree the powers of a lever. These
pronged hoes are only unfit to scrape together and
raise the small quantity of fine manure, which
falls to the bottom as the coarse is removed. Hoes
and spades collect this as usual. This verj' sim-

ple instrument, a three-pronged hoe, helved in the

same angle as a common hilling hoe, has, I think,

enabled me for some years to carry out and spread

my farm yard manure in half the time it had pre-

viously occupied. For many purposes it is also an
excellent garden hoe.

Some time may be saved and some skill exerted,

even in the simple object of laying off the ground
to receive the loads of manure. Being ridged,

these ridges and furrows must be the course of the

rows of manure, to avoid the inconvenience of

crossing them. The person dividing the ground
for receiving manure ibllovvs one, beginning five

yards from the edge of his field, if his rows are to

be ten apart, and measuring by the step, which he
must by experiments have reduced to considerable

accuracy; he digs a hole as he proceeds at one

stroke v/ith a hoe, at each spot on which a load is

to be deposited. At the same lime he watches
the quality of the land, and lessens or extends the

distances between his holes, according to that cri-

terion.

It is unnecessary to consider whether the ani-

mal and vegetable manure I have been treating

of, ought to be ranked among the auxiliaries of

the atmospherical, or the aimospherical degraded

.
into an auxiliary of theirs. For my part, 11 i was
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driveo to the alternative of rejecting one, I should

not hesitate to cling to the atmoepherical, aa the

matrix ol" ail ; or ralher to (hat portion of it within

our reach, by other channels than those of farm

yards and animals. I would even prefer a confine-

ment to the single mode of extracting manure
from the atmosphere by vegetables, and applying

these vegetables to the enrichment of the earth

they grow on, by inclosing, to every other mode
of manuring land, excluding this. It works so

widely, so constantly, and at so small an expense
of labor, that properly used, it insures an annual
improvement ; and a constant |)rogres8 towards

/ertility, however slow, must terminate at it. Hu-
man lile ie said to be short, compared with what
we know and conjecture of time. Within one
fourth of one of these short cycles, I have known
a fourlbid increase of product from the same fields

produced chiefly by the inclosing mode of manur-
ing. Without however insisting on its title to

pre-eminence, it surely deserves to be considered

as a powerful auxiliary of the valuable modes of

manuring land, recently treated otl

To make room for this invaluable article in a
system for improving our country, it is necessary
to explode snd banish a scheme of tillage, founded
in the massacre of the earth, and terminating in

its murder. It is called the three shift system, lis

course is, Indian corn, wheat, pasture. Under it,

the great body of the farm receives no manure,
and no rest ; and the result is, that the phrase
'• the land is killed and must be turned out," has
become common over a great portion of the Uni-
ted States. This system, the most execrable
within the scope of imagination, under which the

richest country upon earth could not live ; being
called an improved mode of agriculture at its in-

troduction, was blindly received under that char-

acter, and our eyes cannot even be opened by the

sound of our own melancholy confessions, "that
our lands are killed." As a system for extorting

crops from the earth, it is precisely similar to the

rack for extorting truth li'om the sufferer ; it

stretches, tortures, mangles obtains but little of its

object, and half or quite kills its victim.

The system of inclosing, to manure the earth by
its own coat of vegetables, is at open war with
this murdering three shilt system, upon the sup-

positions, that the matter of these vegetables being
chiefly extracted from the atmosphere, must be
some accession of fertility to the earth, and that any
such accession is better than a perpetual exhaus-
tion. It will probably be conceded by every rea-

der, that both Indian corn and wheat are exhaust-

ing crops ; there can of course remain no doubt,

but that this system impoverishes land two years

in three. The only question then is, whether this

loss will be compensated, by grazing the field

bare during the third year. From whence is the

recompense to come? Soft from recent tillage,

and unprotected by p strong sward, the land is ex-

posed to all the injury the hoof can inflict. Thinly
sprinkled with an insufficient food, the restlessness

of perpetual hunger produces unabating industry

in the cattle, to tread it into a naked arena, closing

its pores like a road against refreshments from the

atmosphere, and exposing its fiat and naked sur-

face to heat, an agent of evaporation, able to

pierce and expel from stone itselK This three

shift system has only one merit ; honesty. In
theory it promises to kill our lands; in practice it

fulfils its promise.

The inclosing system requires four ehifls, to

succeed tolerably well without manure, and ex-

tremely well with it. From a long course of ex-

periments, my result is, that atiiree shift system is

liir inferior to four shifts, without grazing either;

and that one fourth of a farm, properly managed
in the latter way; after having been worried by

the old rotation of corn, wheat and grazincr, may
in fifteen years be made to produce more than the

whole would previously do. I have kept a farm
in three and in four shifts for years, and the result

is extremely in favor of the latter, though its land

was at first of inferior quality. To this article lor

manuring our lands, objections are made, among
which, the want of pasturage, and the want of

epace for our labor, should we reduce the sizo

of our fields, are the most serious. Answers to

these objections, will be more apposite in consi-

dering the subjects of stocks, pasturage and la-

bor, should these essays ever get so far, than in

the midst of our present subject. That is, ma-
nuring, and (he object of this paper, is to con-

front the inclosing four shift system, with the

grazing three shift system, as modes of manuring
or improving land.

To illustrate the theory "that vegetables extract

their matter chiefly from the atmosphere, and are

of course a powerful vehicle for fixing and bestow-
ing atmospherical manure on the earth,'' the fol-

lowing fact is circumstantially related, on account
of its complete application, and to expose it to in-

vestigation. Some years ago, a locust tree at

colonel Larkin Smith's, in the county of King and
Queen, and state of Virginia, received an injury

which made it necessary to cut away entirely the

bark around its body lor eight or ten inches, so that

i!s bark above and below was wholly separated,

without a cortical vein between. The wound was
entirely covered with a close bandage of soma
other bark, which lapped beyond the edges of the

wounded bark, above and below. And the tree

was left to its fate. The plaster bark never grew
to the tree, but the edges of the wounded bark,

gradually approached each other under its shelter

and after several years met and united. By the

time the wound was healed, the body of the tree

above, had become one third larger than its body
below it. And though several years have elapsed

the latter has not yet been able to overtake the

Ibrmer. The upper part of the tree, rooted in the

air, vastly outgrew the under, rooted in the earth.

Therefore it must have drawn either its whole or

chief sustenance from the atmosphere. Indeed,

between the bark and the wood of most trees, and
of the locust particularly, we find the chief chan-
nel of their juices ; and the cominunication of

these juices was utterly cut off, so that neither

portion of the tree could supply the other. If the

part of the tree fed from the roots, extracted from
the earth, (he food, which the earth had previously

extracted from the atmosphere; and if the earth

was reimbursed gradually by the atmosphere,

what it lost in feeding this part of the tree, then

even the small acquisition of the tree below (he

inlerdict to communication, aa well as the great

one above, is to be considered as wholly obtained

from the atmosphere, and might on that supposi-

tion be considered as probable ev^idence in liivor of

the theory, that vegetables get from the air and
give to the earth. But probable testimony is

superfluous, when the superior growth above so
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clearly evinces, that they do extract food from the

atmosphere.
I might quote the fertile state of new ungrazed

countries; their abatement in Itirtility if grazed
though uncleared ; the improvement of worn out

lands by eutl'ering them to grow up in trees ; their

greater improvement if these trees are cut down
and sutfered (o rot on the surface, as fur'.her prcols

that the earth cannot bear a constant drain of

vegetable matter, and that this matter in any (brm
enriches it, to evince both the ruinous etlects of

the three shift system, and that inclosing is the

remedy; but the intelligent reader will advert to

these and many other considerations, and I only

add, that the tact of the earth's surlace being the

depository of its fertility, proves that this fertility is

owing to atmospherical or vegetable matter, and
alone determines the efficacy of the inclosing

theory.

Though we have past the best, all the resources

within our power (or manuring land are not ex-
hausted. Whether gypsum is a manure, or a

medium for drawing manure from the atmosphere
by increasing the growth of vegetables, is an un-
important inquiry. Within the last ten years, I

have expended between two and three hundred
tons of it in a variety of experiments, which have
produced the conclusion that it increases very con-
siderably the product of vegetable matter in al-

most all forms. Now if most or all of the matter
of vegetables is drawn from the atmosphere, and
if gypsum increases these drafts, we have only to

realize this unexpected treasure by turning it into

the earth. It increases like compound mterest,

and in a fevv years, land worth only one pound an
acre will become worth five. Thus by the help

of inclosing, gypsum and vegetables, we may
enable ourselves to fix, survey, divide, sell or

bestow on our children, atmosphere to a great

value. Let us tiierelbre at least admit it into the

catalogue of manures, when used in combination
with inclosiner.

It would be tedious to recite a multitude of ex-
periments in the rapid excursions of an essayist,

through the agriculture kingdom, with very little

regard to method ; and iherelbre I shall only
trouble the public with the results deemed most
useful. Except when sown on clover, which it

benefits almost at all seasons, I have found gyp-
sum succeed best when covered. I would even
prefer harrowing it in with oata and clover, to

sowing it on the surface after they are up. The
best modec of using it, according to my experience
are sowing it on and ploughing ii in with coarse

litter: sowing it just in advance of the plough,
when fallowing lor corn, on land well covered
with vegetable matter from having been inclosed,

BO as to bury it with the litter; this is in fact the

came experiment with the last, except that the

gypsum has less vegetable manure to work upon
in the second than in the first case ; bestowing on
clover annually a top dressing, giving the prefer-

ence to the youngest, if there should be a defi-

ciency of the gypsum ; and rolling both wheat
and corn with it, when sown or planted, bushel to

bushel. This has been the settled course of a

farm for three or four years, and within no equal

term has it equally improved. The wheat crop is

less benefited immediately than any other, but

this rolling of the wheat facilitates the vegetation

of the clover sown on its surface in the spring,

and strengthens it against summer drought, so
frequently fatal to it in coarse soils ; and by thus
improving the fertility of the land, considerably
augments succeeding crops. Intervals of twelve
yards wide, quite across large fields, sown with
unplastered wheat, whilst the rest was plastered

by mingling a bushel of one, with a bushel of the

other, exhibited to a line on each side by the natu-
ral growth, an inferiority of strength from the

cutting of the wheat throughout the whole period
of rest.

The immediate benefit of gypsum to Indian
corn, is vastly greater than to any other crop, clo-

ver excepted, whilst its benefit to the land is

equally great. Unplastered spaces left across

large fields of clover, have in sundry instances

produced a third or fourth only of the adjoining
plastered clover. Unplastered spaces across large

fields of corn, have been frequently visible during
the whole crop, producing not an equal, but a
considerable difierence. Gypsum, clover, and in-

closing, working in conjunction, have within my
own knowledge doubled, trebled, and in a very
favorable soil quadrupled the value of land, in the

space of twelve or fiiteen years; whilst the land

regularly produced two exhausting crops, those of
corn and wheat in every four years of the period,

and these crops were continually increasing.

Of lime and marl we have an abundance, but
experience does not entitle me to say any thing of
either. About a lamily, a variety of manures
maybe thrown together, and form a small store

for gardens and lots. Among these, ashes deserve

particular attention. Like other manures they
suffer by the exposure and evaporation, but less,

because water is a menstruum which will convey
much of their salts into the earth, if they are

spread ; the same menstruum conveys most of
these salts out of the ashes, if they are exposed
to it before they are applied as a manure. Hence
when ashes have not been reduced by water in

richness, they are to be used as a manure more
sparinaly, and when they have, more copiously.

In their unreduced state, just from the chimney,
when sprinkled an inch thick on the long litter and
dung from a recently cleansed stable, they con-

stitute the best manure I have ever tried for as-

paragus. The beds are well forked up in the

fall, covered two or three inches deep with the

unrotted stable manure, on which the fresh ashes

are placed, and so remain until they are thrown
into i)roper order in the spring. [Note C]

Perhaps this subject ought to have preceded

that of manuring, as it is idle even to think of a
good system of agriculture in any point of view,

if the labor on which it depends is convulsed by
infusions the most inimical to its utility; and if

those who direct it, are to live in a constant dread

of its loss, and a doubt of their own safety. Such
a state of uncertainty is painful to the parties, un-

friendly to improvement, and productive of extra-

vagance and idleness in all their varieties. Yet
those who keep it alive, persuade themselves that

they are complying with the principles of religion,

patriotism and morality. Into such fatal errors is

human nature liable to fall, by its deliriums for ac-

quiring unattainable perfection.
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One would think that tlie circles of ethics and

logic could not furnish less doubtful questions than

these. Were the whites of Si. Domingo morally

bound to bring on themselves the mass^acre pro-

duced by the liberation ol" their slaves'? Is such

a saciifice of freemen to make freemen of slaves,

virtuous or wicked? Will it advance or destroy

the principles of morality, religion and civil liber-

ty? Is it wise or foolish?

The history of parties in its utmost malignity is

but a faint mirror lor reflecting the consequences of

a white and a black party. If badges and names
have been able to madden men in all ages, up to

robbery and murder in their most atrocious forms,

no doubt can exist of the consequences of placing

two nations of distinct colors and features on the

Bame theatre, to contend, not about sounds and
signs, but for wealth and power.

And yet an amiable and peaceable religious

eecf, have been long laboring with some success,

to plunge three-fourths of the union into a civil

war of a complexion so inveterate, as to admit of

no issue, but the extermination ofone entire party.

Suppose the extermination shall fall on the blacks,

the ferocity acquired by the whites during the con-

test, and the destruction of the labor in three-

fourths of the union, will not endow the remain-
ing fourth with wealth or happiness. If the

whites should be the victims of this enthusiastic

philanthropy, and our northern brethren should

Bucceed in overwhelming the southern states

with the negro patriotism and civilization, what
will they have done for the benefit of the liber-

ty, virtue or happiness of mankind? The French
revolution, bottomed upon as correct abstract

principles and sounder practical hopes, turned

out to be a foolish and mischievous specula-

tion; what then can be expected from mak-
ing republicans of negro slaves, and conquer-
ors of ignorant infuriated barbarians? What can
those who are doing the greatest mischiefs from
the best motives, to their fellow-citizens, to them-
selves and to their country, expect from such
preachers of the gospel, such champions of liber-

ty, and such neighboring possessors of a territory

Jarcrer than their own.
But what will not enthusiasm attempt? It at-

tempted to make freemen of the people of France
;

the experiment pronounced that they were incapa-

ble of liberty. It attempted to compound a free

nation of black and whiie people in St. Domingo.
The experiment pronounced that one color must
perish. And now rendered blinder by experience,

it proposes to renew the last experiment, though
it impressed truth by sanctions of inconceivable

horror; and again to create a body politic, as

monstrous and unnatural as a mongrel half white
man and half negro.

^ Do these hasty, or in the language of exact
truth, fanatic philosophers, patriots or Christians,

suppose that the negroes could be made free, and
yet kept from property and equal civil rights ; or

that both or either of these avenues to power
could be opened to them, and yet that some pre-

cept or incantation could prevent their entrance?
As rivals tor rule with the whites, the collision

would be immediate, and the catastrophe speedy.
Divested of equal civil rights and wealth to pre-

vent this rivalship, but endowed with personal li-

berty, they would constitute the most complete
instrument for invasion or ambition, hitherto forged

throughout the entire circle of human folly.

For what virtuous purpose are the eouthern

runaway negroes countenanced in the northern

states? Do these states wish the souihern to try

tlie St. Domingo experiment ? If not, wiiy do
they keep alive the St. Domingo spirit? War ia

the match which will in the course of time be put

to such a spirit, and an explosion might follow,

which would shake our nation from the centre to

its extremities. Is it humanity, wisdom or reli-

gion, or some adversary of all three, which pre-

pares the stock of combustibles for this explosion ?

Suppose France was about to invade the United

Slates, and should ask congress previously to ad-

mit a million of her most desperate people into the

southern states, ready to join and aid her armies;

could the northern members of the union find any
motive drawn from policy, religion, morality or

self-interest, for agreeing to the proposal? And
yet in case of such an invasion, a million of ne-

groes, either slaves, but artificially filled with a
violent impatience of their condition, and deadly

hatred of their masters; or free-men, but excluded

from wealth and power, would hardly be less fero-

cious, merciless or dangerous, tlian a million of

desperate French people.

A policy which weakens or renders incapable of
self-defence at least three- fourths of the union,

must also be excessively injurious to the remaining
fourth, whose wealth and security must increase

or diminish by increasing or diminishing the wealth
and security of the larger portion. Nor does the

least present gain, afford to the northern states a
temptation for incurring so dreadful an evil. Their
manners will neither be improved, nor their hap-
piness advanced, by sprinkling their cities with a
yearly emigration of thieves, murderers and vil-

lains of every degree, though recommended by
the training of slavery, a black skin, a woolly head,
and an African contour.

And yet even the northern newspapers are

continually dealing out fraternity to this race, and
to this moral character, and opprobrium to their

white masters, with as little justice in the last case,

as taste in the first. What had the present gene-
ration to do with the dilemma in which it is in-

volved? How lew even of its ancestors were
concerned in stealing and transporting negroes
from Africa? If some remnants of such monsters
exist, they are not to be found in the southern
quarters of the union. And if self-preservation

shall force the slave-holders into stricter meacureg
of precaution than they have hitherto adopted,

those who shall have driven them into these mea-
sures, by continually exciting their negroes to cut

their throats, will accuse them of tyranny with as
little reason, as the prosecutor of the slave trade

accuses them of negro stealing.

The fiict is, that negro slavery is an evil which
the United States must look in the face. To whine
over it is cowardly ; to aggravate it, criminal ; and
10 forbear to alleviate it, because it cannot be whol-
ly cured, foolish. Rewards and punishments, the

sanctions of the best government, and the origin of

love and fear, are rendered useless by the ideas

excited in the French revolution ; by the example
of St. Domingo ; by the lure of free negroes

mingled with slaves ; and by the reproaches to

masters and sympathies for slaves, breathed forth

from the northern states. Sympathies, such ae if

the negroes should transfer their affections from

their own species to the baboons. Under impres-
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Bi'ons derived from such sources, the justest punish-
ment will be felt as the infliction ol' tyranny, and
the most liberal rewards, as a niggardly portion of

greater rights. For where will the rights of black
eans-culottes stop?
Such a state ol" things is the most unfavorable

imaginable lo the happiness of both master and
elave. It lends to diminish the humanity of one
class, and increase the malignity of the other, and
in contemplating its utter desliiution ol' good, our
admiration is equally excited, by the error of ihoae
who produce, and the folly of those who suffer it.

Slaves are docile, useful and happy, if they are

well managed; and if their docility, utility and
happiness are not obstructed by the circumstances
adverted to in the last number. Knowledge ma-
nages ignorance with great ease, whenever igno-
rance is not used as an instrument by knowledge
against itself. But our religious and philosophical

Quixotes have undertaken to make ignorance in-

dependent of knowledge. They propose to be-

stow a capacity lor liberty and rule on an extreme
degree of ignorance, when the whole history of

mankind announces, that far less degrees possess

no such capacity. One would suspect, except for

the integrity of these divines and philosophers,

that they were imposters disguised in the garb of'

religion and philosophy, striving to disengage a

mass of ignorance from those who now direct it,

for the purpose of appropriating it to themselves.

Free it cannot be. It must become the slave of
Buperstiiion, cunning or ambition, in some form.

And what is still worse, when thrown upon the

great national theatre to be scrambled for, that

interest which shall gain the prize, will use it to

oppress other branches of knowledge. In its hands
the blacks will be more enslaved than they are at

present ; and the whiles, in pursuit of an ideal

freedom for them, will create some vortex for

ingulfing the remnant of liberty left in the world,

and obtain real slavery for themselves.

Under their present masters the negroes would
enjoy more happiness, and even more liberty, than

under a conqueror or a hierarchy. Slavery lo an
individual is preferable to slavery to an interest or

faction. The individual is res' rained by his pro-

perty in the slave, and susceptible of humanity.

An interest or faction is incapable of both. Did a

hierarchy or a paper system ever shed tears over

its oppressions, or feel compunction for its exac-

tions? On the contrary, joy swells with the fruit

of guilt; and the very conscience, which abhors

the secret guillotine, used to cut out a neighbor's

purse, and transfer it to its own pocket, without

difficulty retains the contents. Thus men imagine
that they have discovered a way to elude thejus-

tice of God, whose denunciations have overlooked

chartered corporations, and are only levelled against

individuals. The crime, they suppose, is com-
mitted by a body politic, and scripture having
exhibited no instance of one of these artificial

bodies being consigned to the regionof punishment,

their oppressions, however atrocious, are consider-

ed as a casus omissus, and as afibrding a mode for

fattening the body with crimes and frauds, with-

out hurting the soul.

It is otherwise with the personal owner of slaves.

Religion assails him both wiih her blandishments

and terrors. It indissolubly binds his, and his

slave's happiness or misery together. These
associates he cannot dissever; be chooses the

alternative indeed for both, but he must choose the
same.

If an interest or a combination of men is the
worst species of master, and if this black mass of
ignorance, turned at large and defined by the
plainest marks, must naturally fall under the do-
minion of some interest or combination, the mise-
ries inflicted both on their owners and themselves,
by the perpetual excitements to insurrection, and
those to be expected from the experiment whene-
ver it is made, are attended with no compensating
counterpoise whatsoever to either of the parties,

even in hope. Should these fruitless attempts be
forborne, and should the slave states take mea-
sures for abolishing these excitements to general
disquietude and calamity, some system lor the
management of slaves, beneficial to themselves
and their owners, is so closely connected with agri-

culture, that the next number will be devoted to

that subject.

Animal labor is brought to its utmost value, by
being completely supplied wiih the necessaries and
comforts required by its nature. These comforts
have more force to attach the reasonable than the
brute creation to a place, and yet the attachments
of the latter from this cause often are strong. The
addition of comfort to mere necessaries is a price

paid by the master, for the advantages he will de-

rive fi-om binding his slave to his service, by a
ligament stronger than chains, far beneath their

value in a pecuniary point of view ; and he will

moreover gain a stream of agreeable reflections

throughout life, which will cost him nothing.

A project towards an object so desirable, may
possibly contain a hint which some one will im-
prove. Let the houses of the slaves be of brick

walls, able to withstand hard usage, and remain
tight, built in one connected line, with partitions,

making each a room sixteen or eighteen feet

square; let there be a brick chimney in the centre

between each two rooms, afl'ording a fire place to

each, and two warm chasms, one on each side of
the fire place for beds. A square window, with a
wooden shutter, to be opposite the door of each
room, and three panes of glass above each door.

No joists or loit, but to be lathed on the rafters and
their couplings, nearly to the top of the roof, and
the whole inside to be plastered. Hence, though
the house should be low, the pitch of the rooms
will be high ; and salubrity will be consulted with

a precaution against fire, amounting to a certainty

within the house, as there will be no inside fuel,

the floor being of earth. The roof will be a mere
shell plastered within, and if the chimneys are

sufficiently high, the absence of interior combusii-

bles, combined with the lowness of the house, will

form a great security against fire, so fi-equently fa-

tal to the houses of slaves, and sometimes to the

inhabitants.

A regular supply of a winter's coat, jacket and
breeches, with the latter and the sleeves of the

former Imed, two osnaburg shirts, a good hat and
blanket every other year, two pair of stockings

annually, a pair of shoes, a pair of summer over-

alls, and a great coat every third year, will consti-

tute a warm clothing for careful slaves, and the

acquisitions they make from their usual permis-

sions will supply them with finery.

The best source for securing their happiness,

their honesty and their usefulness, is their food
;

and yet it is seldom considered as a means for ad-
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vancing either. If the happiness of an idle epicure

is deeply afl'ected by (bod, what must be its influ-

ence upon labor and hunger? In the article offbod,

the force of rewards and punishments may be hap-

pily combined to unite the whole body of slaves into

conservators, instead of being pilferers of the move-
ables on a farm. It may be made both a ligament

to lie the slave to its service, and enable him to

perlbrm that service better. A scheme (br produ-

cing these ends has been found so successful in

practice, and coincides so entirely with the sub-

ject of agriculture by slaves, that it is chosen to

terminate this subject. Bread alone, ought ne-

ver to be considered as a sufficient diet ibr slaves,

except as a punishment ; and at one meal each

day they should have salt meat boiled into a soup
with peas, beans, potatoes, turnips, cabbages,

cimblins or pumpldns. At other meals, salt fish,

milk or butter milk. Vegetables are raised in

great abundance at little expense, and at all sea-

eons a supply of some species should be allowed

to the slaves without stint. We shall be astonish-

ed upon trial to discover that this great comfort to

them, is a profit to the master, in its single effect

of contributing to their health vvithout estimating

the benefits arising from a cheerful acquiescence

in their condition. One great value of establishing

a comfortable diet for slaves, is its conveniency
as an instrument of reward and punishment, so

powerful as almost to abolish the thefts, which
ofren diminish considerably the owners ability to

provide for them. These can seldom or never be
committed without being known to the other slaves,

but they are under no interest to restrain them.
It is the interest of all to steal, by which they oc-

casionally get some addition to bread, if this ad-

dition cannot be procured by honesty. But if

thefts are punished by placing the whole on that

diet, all will have an interest to prevent and for-

bear theft, provided a diet much more profitable

is thereby secured. Nor is involving all in the

punishment a hardship, because ail share in the

benefit, which nothing but this system for preven-
venting the waste of^ theft can produce ; and be-

cause a knowledge of the criminal is usually ge-
neral. It is this unavoidable knowledge, which
makes the innocent comrades, who will not surren-

der their own daily comforts, that another may
occasionally steal luxuries, a solid check upon
theft. The better the diet of negroes, the more
effectual will such a system become.—It should

be executed rigidly, so as to produce a loss of food

additional to bread, of double value to the thing

stolen, except the guilty person is detected, who
ought in that case to sustain the whole punishment,
which must either be corporal, or a sale to eome
distant place. The latter, combined with the en-

joyments provided for slaves by this system, will

soon become an object of terror ; and as many
buyers care little for moral character, it is unex-
ceptionable, provided the seller states it fairly, and
records it in the bill of sale, as he ought to do, for

his own honor and security.

A daily allowance of cider will extend the suc-

cess of this system for the management of slaves,

and particularly its effect of diminishing corporal

punishments. But the reader is warned, that a
Btern authority, strict discipline, and complete sub-
ordination, must be combined with it, to gain any
Buccess ai all ; and that so long as white soldiers

eannot be kept in order, or rendered useful, with-

out all three, he is not to expect that black slaves

can without either ; nor that those can be govern-
ed by the finest threads of the human heart who
possess only the coarsest.

Those tied by habit to the rotation of corn,

wheat and pasture, or the three shift system, ob-

ject to the inclosing and four shift system, " that

having labor adequate to the tilling one third of
their arable land, a portion of it would be unem-
ployed, by restricting this labor to the cultivation

of a fourth only." The rotation of corn, wheat
and clover for twojeais, without being cut or gra-

zed, need only be confronted with its rival course,

to satisfy the reader, that under the latter system,

the iburth will soon overtake the third in product,

and at length infinitely exceed it. The profit of
making greater crops from less land, is visible at

once. The same crop from a fourth may produce
profit, and yet a loss from a third. If 120 acres

of poor land produce 120 barrels of corn, and the

expenses of cultivation amount to a barrel an acre,

there is no profit; but if 90 acres of the same
land are improved by inclosing, so as to produce
120 barrels, there will be a profit of 30 barrels.

This principle equally applies to every case of an
existing profit under the three shift system, be-

cause whatever it may be, it is greatly increased

by obtaining an equal crop by cultivating less land.

The error of making the mode of cultivation

subservient to fluctuating labor, instead of adapt-

ing the labor to permanent land, however egre-

gious, cannot properly be termed vulgar, because
it is common to men of the best, as well as to

those of the meanest understandings. However
glaring it is, it really constitutes the most stubborn
argument in favor of using labor to kill rather

than to improve land ; and though some readers

may think it idle to controvert a mistake, appa-
rently not within the scope of human weakness to

commit, the greater number will, 1 fear, consider

the application of labor to the improvement, ra-

ther than to the impoverishment of land, as far

more ridiculous. The collision between these opi-

nions, will excuse the matter of this number,
though it may seem trite to some, and visionary

to others.

An application of labor to land, which daily di-

minishes the fertility of the land, considered in a
national light, is obviously a national evil ; and a
habit from which such boundless or wide ruin and
depopulation must ensue, supposing it to be gene-
ral, seems incapable of deserving the approbation
of virtue, or the concurrence of selfishness. If the
employment of labor in the course of corn, wheat
and pasture, produces a regular impoverishment of
the soil, the practice falls within the scope of this

observation.

It is equally at enmity with the purest devotion
of self-interest, which ever chilled the human
heart. This devotion pants for compound or in-

creasing, not for decreasing interest ; and beholds
with horror a diminution of principal. Our three

shift system gradually destroys the principal, land,

and gradually diminishes the interest, crop. If
the labor increases as in the case of slaves, the ef-

fect is not to enrich, but to impoverish the owner.
Plight is his resource against the poverty he de-

rives from the increase of his slaves. If the ap-
plication of labor to the impoverishment of land
was universal, an emigration to another world,

1 would be the only remedy ; if national, it must
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amonnt to an abjuration of our country and form
of government ; if state, to a banishment I'roin

our native soil and relations. But this miserable
remedy itself will ere long be exhausted, and after

an internal struggle Ibr the best birth in a bed of

thorns, the discovery will be made, that an endea-
vor in each to feather his own nest, is the only

way to procure comlbrt (or all ; and that the pros-

perity of the nation and the happiness of indivi-

duals depend on the improvement of land by a

proper application of labor.

But what shall we do with our surplus labor, is

repeated, if we cease to employ it in killing land 1

One would think that this doubt could never be

entertained, except by a fatalist, who believed that

euch was the end Ibr which labor was created.

The effects of labor are the same in agriculture as

in architecture ; far more is necessary lo build than

to destroy; shall we thence also infer, that labor

is destined to destroy houses'? Where is the dif-

ference between destroying houses and destroying

the means by which houses are rendered comfort-

able'? The early Kentucky settlers contended,

that unless the sugar makers killed the sugar trees,

it threw a portion of their labor out of employ-
ment, and therefore inferred, that it was one of na-
ture's wise laws, that labor should kill the sources

of sugar. Did they borrow this opinion from our

querist, who thinks it wise and natural to employ
it in killing the source of bread ? If an abundance
of labor caused a land killing agricultural system,

and its scarcity the reverse, Flanders should be a
wilderness and Virginia a garden. A great re-

commendation of the inclosing and four shift

system, is the saving of labor it creates in fenc-

ing, and in renouncing the culture of exhausted

lands, to be applied to improvement. When we
come to consider a project Ibr the management of

a bread stuff farm, we shall discover full employ-
ment Ibr this surplus labor, which the three shift

system fears would be idle, if not employed as a

land executioner. The raising of manure, cover-

ing with clover every spot of land which will bear

it, and converting all moist land into meadow
would alone be sponsors for the futility of the ap-

prehension. And yet many other objects of labor

must be combined with the ibur shift and inclosing

system, to accelerate and augment the rewards

it will bestow. Hay in abundance must be made,
crops will be augmented, modes of tillage must
be improved, transportation with litter, manure
and crops, and gypsum, if resorted to, is by no

means niggardly in providing employment for la-

bor. If these observations have not removed the

apprehension ofruin, seriously and generally enter-

tained by the disciples of the corn, wheat and pas-

ture rotation, should they change the application

of their labor from impoverishing to improving

their land, it will still be removed by their own
superior reflections, if they will be pleased to re-

flect. They will certainly discover that the dan-

ger of wanting employment for their labor, lurks,

not in improving but in impoverishing their lands,

and that whilst they shudder at an apparition,

they are embracing an assassin.

INDIAN CORN.

It was very improbable that one who has often

joined in the execration of Indian corn, should have

been destined to write its eulogy. Had we de-
signed to transfer from ourselves to an innocent
plant the heavy charge of murdering our land, its

acquittal before a jury whose own condemnation
would be the consequence, could not be expected;
but as nothing is more certain than that the ex-
clamations against corn and tobacco (and fbr the
last thirty years wheat ought lo have been placed
at the head ol'the triumvirate) Ibr killing our lands,

have proceeded from conviction, without a suspi-

cion that we ourselves were the perpetrators of the
act ; I shall venture to bring Indian corn to trial

before the real criminals, and its mistaken accusers.

Arthur Young, in his travels through France
and Spain, observes, that the regions of maize ex-
hibited plenty and affluence, compared with those

where other crops were cultivated. As a failhfiil

agricultural annalist, he records the fact ; being
but little acquainted with the plant, he could not

satisfactorily account for it. Even a nation which
has lived with it, and almost upon it for two hun-
dred years, so far from correctly estimating its

value, have only learned to eat it, but not to avail

themselves of half its properties. Those for killing

land, they have turned lo the utmost account;

those fbr improving it, they have wholly neglect-

ed. The first capacity is common to all crops
;

the last is possessed by i'ew. Indian corn pro-

duces more fbod for man, beast and the earth, than
any other farinaceous plant. If the food it pro-

duces for the two first was wasted, and men and
beasts should thence become poor and perish,

ought their poverty or death to be ascribed to the

plant which produced the fbod or to those who
wasted it? Is Indian corn justly chargeable with

the impoverishment of the earth, if the food it pro-

vides for that is not applied 7

If the theory which supposes that plants extract

most or all of their matter from the atmosphere,

and that the whole of this matter is manure, be
true, then that plant which produces most vegeta-

ble offal must be the most improving crop, and it

will hardly be denied that Indian corn is entitled

to this pre-eminence.

Let us compare it with wheat. Suppose that

the same land will produce as much grain of the

one as of the other which in iis use will make
equal returns to the earth. Here the equality

ends, if indeed it exists even in this point. The
corn stalks infinitely exceed the wheat straw in

bulk, weight, and a capacity for making food for

the earth. If any attentive man who converts

both his stalks and straw into manure, will compare
their product in April, when he may distinguish

one from the other, he will find of the former a
vast superiority in quantity. The English farmers

consider wheat straw as their most abundant re-

source for manure, and corii stalks are far more
abundant ; corn therefbre is a less impoverishing

because a more compensating crop to the earth,

credited only for its stalks, than any in England.

In comparing crops, to ascertain their relative

product, and operation on the earth, we must con-

trast farinaceous crops with each other; and con-

sider the litter or offal they produce, not as wasted

but as judiciously applied to the compensation of

the land. At the threshold of the comparison,

corn exhibits a return from the same land of more

offal or litter in its stalks alone, than wheat does

altogether. But to the stalks of corn, its blades,

lops, ehucksj and cobs remain to be added, each of
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which will nearly balance the litter bestowed on

the land by wheat. Not only ihecjnantiiy oCthe
vegetable matter produced by corn, is Car ^renter

thrui the qiiaHlily pioduced by wheat, but the

quality is belter, and the risk ol' loss from evapo-
ration les?. The straw ol' wheat after it is ripen-

ing or ripe, standing or lying out on the ground,
is vastly diminished in weight by moisture, and in-

jured after it is cut, even by dews. I thinU I have
known it thus lose two tliirda of its weight. Amonc
the several kinds of litter furnished by corn, the

shucks and cobs lose nothing of their value by eva-

poration ; the rind of the stalks seems intended by
nature to resist if, that the farmer may have time lo

save them both as Ibod and litter; from the same
rind the top derives some securitj', and the fodder

is only exposed to it as grass is in bemg made in-

to hay. But the quality of every part of the corn
offal is better as manure than the wheat offai.

The cob is said to be a valuable Ibod, reduced to

meal ; if so it probably contains an oil. The stalk

abounds in salts lar beyond wheat straw. The
tops and blades, cured green, save from evapora-
tion salts lost by straw. And even shucks, being
more nutritious as Ibod, must be allowed some de-
gree of richness beyond the straw. The whole ol

the corn offal is better lood than wheat straw,
but its blades and lops are so greatly superior,

that cattle prefer them to hay, and will fatten

on them as well. The corn oifal can iherelbre
maintain a fat herd, furnishing abundantly that

which (brms a compound with vegetable matter,
of the richest consistence. To this object the
etraw is incompetent.

Let us now compare corn and wheat as farina-

ceous food only. Corn, in a proper climate (or it,

produces moie farinaceous matter than wheat to

the acre, from the richest down to the poorest
soil ; and hence also results a greater return to the
earth. The highest product of corn I have, heard
of in the United States is 125 bushels to the acre,

of wheat 60, a difference somewhat diminished by
the difference of weight. Fifty bushels of corn to

the acre are almost invariably produced by land
v/ell manured and well cultivated, whereas even
half that crop of wheat is extremely rare. And
in districts where the average crop of wheat is

five, that o( corn is usually about fifteen bushels
an acre. Besides, corn, both growing and gather-
ed, is less liable to mislortunes than v/hea^.

Indian corn may be correctly called meal, mea-
dow and manure. To its right to the fust title,

almost every tongue in the larirest portion of the
United Stales can testily ; to the second, an ex-
clusive reliance on it (or fodder or hay, in a great
district of country during two centuries, gives
conclusive evidence ; but the riieliil countenance
of this same district, either disproves its claim
to the third, or disallows any pretension of the in-

Jiabitants to industry or agricultural knowledge.
In Europe no husbandman expects a tolerable

crop of any kind, except the land has been well

manured within seven years at most; here we
have obtained for two centuries from Indian corn,

bread, meat, and fodder, without giving it, gene-
rally speaking, a dust of manure, or allowing any
rest to the land which produces it. Is there any
country in Europe able to bear this draft for such
a period, without exhibiting the cadaverous as-
pect of the corn district of the United Stales 1

But not content with bestowing on other crops
Vol. yin.-93

the meager modicum of manure, which happened
to lie unavoidably in the wav of ignorance, whilst

the maintenance of every thing was required of
corn, without allowing it any, we have suffered

the manure provided by corn itself to waste and
perish ; and having both withheld from it Ibreign

aids, and transferred to other plants the small por-

tion of Its own resources for manure, which acci-

dent may have saved, and permitted the residue

to be lost, we charge it with being an exhausting
and killing crop.

Such is the cxprimental process hitherto pur-

sued, but it must be reversed, before the question
can be tolerably understood or fairly determined.
It will be reversed by converting every dust of its

offal into manure, and manuring highly for corn.

With good cultivation, an acre of well manured
land seldom produces less than fifty bushels.

This crop furnishes also other food equivalent lo a
tolerable crop of hay, and such an abundance of
means lor raising manure, that I have no doubt if

properly applied, it would be a resource for our
even shortening the English manuring rotation,

which embraces the whole Ih'-m every seven
years at most. Hence I conclude that corn, be-

sides being the most productive of any farinaceous

crop, is also the least impoverishing, and even an
improving crop aided by inclosing.

The brevity I have prescribed to m3'se!f, inducer
me to pass over several inlerior superiorities of
Indian corn, and to conclude its encomium with
one of peculiar value. As a fallow crop, it is un-
rivalled, \i', as fallow crops ought constantly to do,

it receives the manure. Arthur Young proves
ihe vast superiority of a fallow crop over a naked
lallow in England, where a crop greatly inlerior

to corn in value, is necessarily used. Thi^ is usu-
ally peas or beans. It is less productive, less va-
luable as bread siufT', less fraught with Ibdder, al-

most wholly destitute of litler lor raising manure,
more precarious, mere liable to disaster after it is

gathered, more chargeable in point of seed, and
requires more skill, trouble and expense in its cul-

tivation. Under all these disadvantages, a fallow
crop in England is prelerable to a naked fallow.

Under all the advantages of using corn as such,
it becomes a brilliant object in America, if attend-
ed with a complete manuring, as fallow crops in

England invariably are. In that case, fifty bush-
els of corn and thirty of wheat may be expected
from good culture. No value is produced in Eng-
land by the fallow crop and the fallowing wheat,
equal to eighty bushels of bread irrain. But credit

to corn the savings and additional produce arising

from Ihe above enumerated considerations, and it

certainly promises to the American fiirmer, far

greater benefits Iromagood system o( husbandry,
ihan any crop wiihin Ihe reach of an English
farmer.

The plant which contributes in the greatest de-
gree to national subsistence, best deserves the pa-
tronage of skill and industry ; and yet Ihe cultiva-

tion of maize rem.ains as it was borrowed from the
aboriginal farmers of America, except, that if

product i? the test of science, they must be al-

lowed to have been more accomplished husband-
men than their imitators. As the Indians cer-

tainly made better crops to the acre, and preserved
the earth in better heart, than we do, we may at

least hope to accomplish a degree of perfection,

which from their success we know to be attainable,
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however deterring may be the prospect of our
ability to improve upon it. It' indeed we could tie

persuaded to relinquish what vve have retained ol

this indigenous system, ami to draw one Irom sci-

entific principles and European experience, per-
haps we might recover the palm in the cultivation
ol' maize, from those to whom vve have ourselves
assigned it by special cognominalion.

Neither in theory or practice, in Europe or
elsewhere, did vve ever hear of conden)ning land
perpetually to severe crops, two years out ol' three,

without aiding it by any species of manure. Bi:t

if vve add to this system the two items with which
it is usually attended, one, close grazinij the year
of rest, as it is called, (a rest like that enjoyed by
a man first stunned with blows and then tramp.led
(o death,) the other, licquent plourrhings of two or
three inches deep to let in sun and keep out atmo-
sphere as much as possible, it would be viewed as
the most complete agricultural caricature hitherto
sketched by the finest fiancy for the ridiculous.

In England, a thorough manuring universally
attends a fallow crop, thl; efi'ect of which is a me-
dium product of wheat, of about thirty bushels to

the acre. Let manuring attend maize as a lallow
crop, and we follow this example. To come up to

if, however, we must get our land into equal heart
with theirs, when it receives this manuring; and
then we should be able (iiirly to estimate the va-
lue of Indian corn. In its cultivation, the first

improvement required is, iherelbre, to manure it at

the usual rate of other fallow crops.

The second is to plough vastly deeper than we
plough at present. In our dry and hot climate,
the preservation of the moisture, and the inhala-
tion of the atmosphere, are sufficient reasons for

this. To these are to be added, the deepening of
the soil, and an increase of pasture for the plant.

The maize is a little tree, and possessing roots

correspondent to its size, these roots will of course
strike deeper, both to procure nourishment, and to

strengthen this small tree against severe winds.
It follows, with a great degree of probability, that

this large plant requires deeper ploughing than a
smaller one. Yet we plourrh shallower in its cul-

tivation than the people of Europe do in cultivat-

ing wheat,
I shall here endeavor to prove the truth of a

pair of paradoxes. One, that shallow ploughing
increases; the other, that deep ploughing dimi-
nishes labor. A single observation almost suf-

fices to sustain both. By shallow ploughing, tlie

seeds of grass and weeds arc kept near the sur-

face throughout the year, locked up by frost,

drought or immersion, ready to sprout up on the
occurrence of every genial season, when they ap-
pear in millions, and instantly require the plough,
however recently used ; by deep, if skillijily done,
these seeds, which abound most near the surface,

are deposited below a depth of earth, which they
penetrme slowly and in small numbers, so that the
repetition ol ploughing is far less necessary.

One or two deep ploughings, according to the

nature of the soil, will, with the subsequent use

of the skimmer or the harrow, serve to make the

crop of corn ; in place of which at least four or

five ehallow ploughings, with the same aid, will

often destroy it.

To demoiistate the difference in point of labor,

I will describe the tillage of corn as I practise it

to some extent, and leave the reader to make the

comparison in his own mind with the usual mode
of cultivation.

The rows are never ploushed but in one direc-

ed.

be-

tion, cross ploughing beinix wholly abandon
Their width is five and a half feet. The field I

ing once thrown into the position of ridges and fur-
rows, never requires to be laid ofi' again. The
furrow is left as deep as possible, and when the
field comes again into tillage, the list or lidixe is

made upon this furrow, so that there is a regular
alterniiy beuveen ridges and furrows. If the soil

is ofa Iriable nature, a large plough drawn by lour
horses, and cutting a sod about twelve inches wide
and eight deep, is run on each side of this old fur-

row, and raises a ridge in its centre, on which to

plant the corn. The old ridge is split by a larue
trowel-hoe-piough, havinir a coulter on the point,

two moulii- boards, drawn by ff)ur horses, and cut-
ting ten inches deep. If the soil is stiff or tough
with turfj the first plough, with four horses, ridges
or lists on the old water furrow, with four furrows
of the same depth and width. On the summit of
this ridge or list, a deep and wifle tiirrow is run
with a ttowel-hoe-plough and two mould boards,
in which the corn is planted and coveted between
two and three inches deep, with the foot. The
planting is guided by a string carried across the
ridges, with colored marks at the distance apart
intended for the corn. This furrow is a complete
weeding of the ridge previous to planting, which
it should barely precede. The corn receives no
more ploughing until it is thinned and hand-hoed
along the rows, about two feet wide. After this

a deep furrow is run on each side of it by a large

plough, drawn by two horses, with a mould board,

causing the earth thrown out of it to meet at the
corn, though the furrow is a foot from it. Thence-
forth the tillage consists of a streak or furrow of a
mere weeding plouL:h, called a skimmer, cutting
with two wings twenty-four inches—drawn by
one horse ; and of a central, deep and wide fur-

row, made vvith a trowel-hoe and two mould
boards, drawn by two horses, to be repeated when
necessary. The whole to be concluded vvith a
narrow weeding or hand-hoe along the slip in the
direction of the row, not kept completely clean by
the skimmer.
The judicious reader will discern, that the ef-

fects of high ridges and deep fijrrows, in cultivat-

ing corn, are numerous. The corn is planted im-
mediately over the 'urrovv of the preceding crop,

and by completing the reversal of the ridge early

in its culture, it grows upon a depth of tilth three

or four limes exceeding what is attained by plant-

ing and cross ploughing in the usual mode. Its

roots are never cut in one direction, and this great

depth of tilth thus early obtained, by superseding

the occasion for deep ploughing in the latter period

of its growth, saves them in the other. The pre-

servation of the roots, and their deeper pasture,

enables the corn much longer to resist drought.

The litter of inclosed grounds, thrown into the

deep furrow upon which the corn list is made, is a
reservoir of manure, far removed from evapora-

tion ; within reach of the roots, which will follow

it along the furrow ; and calculated for feeding the

plant in droughts. The dead earth brought up
by the plough from the deep furrow ia deposited

on each side of it, without hurting the crop on the

ridge, and with the bottom of the furrow remains

four years to be fructified by the atmosjjhere, so
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a3 to escape the present loss, sometimes accruing

from niiniiling too much dead earih with the soil

by deep flat ploughing, and yet to mellow and
d-'epen it more rapidly. And much labor is saved

in planting the corn, whether the hoe is used alter

a siring, or the siring is carried acrosa I'urrows

previously made on ihe ridge.

In all lands unable to produre forty bushels of

corn to the acre, the considerations of produce and
saving labor united have determined the proper

distance to be five and a half feet square, with
two or three stalks at each station, except in poor
spots where one will suffice. It" it can produce
that crop or more, I have planted it at the dis-

tance of five (eet six inches, by two feet nisie^

leaving two stalks in sandy, and three in stiH'

lands. Deep ploughing in one direction, by shield-

ing the corn against drought, and saving its roots,

allows it to be planted thicker than usual.

Young's e.xperiments have ascertained that fal-

low crops are more profitable than naked lallows.

Several superioriiies of Indian corn over the lal-

lovv crops used in England, have been noticed.

The following are, I believe, omitted. The high
ridges produced l)y the mode of culiivation I have
adopted, double the surface exposed to the atmo-
sphere, and lessen by one-half that exposed to the

sun, so as to increase inhalation and diminish ex-

halation very considerably. No other fallow crop
will enable us to obtain these benefits by the

agency of the plough, because none of them will

admit of being drd!ed sufficiently wide apart, nor
admit of an e(|ual use of the plough.

Corn is a fallow crop, peculiarK' adapted to co-

operate with ihe system of inclosing ; whereas a
fallow lor wheat, by which an ungrazed lay of
grass, weeds, or even of red clover is turned un-
der, frequently defeats the hopes of the fi^rmer.

Hence he is seduced into the ruinous practice of
feeding oH' his clover before he commences his

fallow ; a practice under which very rich land only
will improve ; whereas the heaviest cover, turned
under by a large plough and lour horses, is a
pledge lor good crops both of corn and wheat,
owing to the quality of the former of thriving!

upon the (bod yielded by coarse litter, and the

time gained during its growth, for reducing this

htter to the proper (bod (or the latter.

The winter's manure, like this litter, is also

made more extensively beneficial to a crop of
wheat, than if it had been exposed to putrefaction

throughout the summer, because whatever es-

capes into the atmosphere, during a violent sum-
mer's fermentation, is lost both to the earth and to

the crop of wheat ; whereas the fermentation is

less violent, when this litter is mingled with ihe

earth, which catches a portion of its fertilizing

qualities as the slow putrefaction proceeds, and
Jess of the manure is lost when the wheat is sown,
than if rotted in a body, whereby much of it is

dissipated in the atmosphere; a dissipation which
corn partly prevents, and partly saves.

The manure made on the winter's farm pen re-

mains wet, cold, and unrolled until the month of
April, and when composed of corn stalks is of a
rough and hard nature. Yet land covered with
fifty loads and sown with one bushel of gypsum
to an acre, will produce three-fold more corn than
in its natural state; and this crop is made in five

months; a space just sufficient to reduce the

coarse litter to a pabulum proper for wheat. The

better this coarse litter and the earth are divided

and mingled, the less will be the fermentation, and
the greater the crop. The sudden growth of the

corn, demonstrates the vast benefit to be derived

(rom litter as coarse and hard as corn stalk?,

whilst their degree of the putrefaction is inconsi-

derable, and consequently the vast loss sustained

by completing this puirelaction, without gaining a
valuable crop (iom its process. After the process

of fermentation and putrefaction is finished in the

earth, the residuum ii? the satriC, as if it had been
finished out of the earth ; besides this residuum,

supposed by the old theory of compounding, stir-

ring and rotting dunghills, to contain all the ferti-

lizing qualities of vesetahie matter, Indian corn

enables us to reap a rich harvest of bread stuff

(iom the process towards it.

The same property of Indian corn presents us
a'so with a vast addition to our vegetable matter
lor manure. The crop of ofTal as well as that of
(bod, is augmented three-lbld by the matter sepa»
rated from the coarse litter in reducing it to manure
proper for wheat. This of itself exhibits the vast

preference of corn as a (allow crop, to the applica-

tion of rotted manure to a naked (allow for wheat.
No two crops can be so exactly fitted for advanc-
ing a good system of agriculture. The coarse

organs of the one, relish the food rejected by the

delicate organs of the other, and by the economy
of saving what would otherwise be lost, not only
enable us to obtain an additional crop, but by in-

creasing our means for raising manure in a three-

fold ratio, must have the effect of increasing the

crops of wheat themselves, far beyond the con-
fines to which they are limited by naked (lallows.

The reader will remember, that Indian corn is to

be planted on a high ridge, and that cross plough-
ing is excluded. These ridges should run north and
south, to equalize both the benefits and injuries

derived from the sun. The injury suffered by a
flat surfiice from its excessive heat, would be ra-

ther increased than di^minished, by exposing one
face of the ridge to the" south, whilst the northern
aspect would lose the benefit of its genial warmth.
These high ridges have another important eHect.

However steep the declivity, we never see the
roots of trees, shrubs or grasses, penetrating

through the ground into the atmosphere. It is of
course evident that they recoil from one element,
and bend towards their lood in the other, wherever
it is to be (bund. By the position of the corn oa
high ridges from its infancy, the roots on approach-
ing the declivity on each side, are trained to run
lengthways of the ridge, atid thus escape the in-

jury they would otherwise sustain by getting into

the range of the deep middle (Ijrrow.

As it would be unreasonable to expect the read-

er to recollect observations made in considering
the subject of manuring, I shall remind him that

the ground intended to be manured for Indian
corn is fallowed in the winter ; that before or after

the rest of the crop is planted, this manure is car-

ried out, ploughed in, and the corn to be benefited

by it planted ; and that before it receives any
ploughing, the corn is to be thinned and weeded,
or hand-hoed. This process will bring us into

June, and allow an interval for recruiting the
teams, when clover is in its best state for that end.

By this time the corn is from eight to twenty-four

inches high. At this juncture the deep furrow be-

fore mentioned on each side of it being run, nar-
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rows the ridge for about eight days, uniil it is

again widened by the middle furrow ; and ihat

space will suffice to give to the corn roois the lon-

gitudinal direction whicli eliields tlieni against all

injury ; this furrow being the only deep one

received by the corn alter it is planted, (the water

Turrovv excepted, out ot" the way of which the

roots are ttius (rained,) being bestowed on it whilst

it is young and its roots siiort, and being run near

a foot from it, the roots of the corn, by this mode
of culture, wliolly escape injury, and the eHecis oi

drought on tlie plant being thus diminished, its

product is increased.

The first ploughing, which is to answer the end

boih of a fallow and a list or ridge on which to

phint the corn, is by (ar the most material part of

the system, and indeed the only good security for

its success. The furrow must be deep and wide,

feo as to overturn into the old water furrow, a con-

siderable mass of the litter produced by inclosing,

whether weeds or clover. This mass, in addiiion

to its being a reservoir of food, gradually supply-

ing the corn during the summer as it putiifies, ope-

rat^es powerfully in preserving the liiabiliiy and
mellowness of the earth by the passage of air per-

jjetually escaping from it, through its tegument,

into its congenial element. By this process the

propensity of hard and cold soils to run and bake

is removed or diminished; a |iropensity which is

encouraged in the highest degree by shallow

ploughing on naked or grazed fields. And by the

eaine process, the inconveniences of a mass of dry

litter, on enclosed fields, combined with shallow

ploughing, are also avoided ; because il is so well

buried, that the corn is planted above if, and

sprouts in a bed of clean earth.

'I'l-.e accidents to which Indian corn is liable, are

far inlerior to tlnise of any other larinaceous plant,

and less remediless. It comes up belter ; it may
be replanted; and at lasi it may be transplanted.

This last precaution for insuring a crop, is execut-

ed with little labor, by planting a portion of il

very early, in the quarter of the held where it will

vesetate and grow quickest, somewhat thicker, to

furnish plants; and by transplanting tliose drawn

out in thinning in moist weaihi'r, or after a season,

as the tobacco makers say. The corn plants will

live better than those of tobacco or any other herb 1

have ever tried, and may be transplanted until they

are eighteen indies high. The large plants will be

equal to the smaller and later planted corn. In-

deed I often fill up vacancies by setting the plants

of the same fi>;ld as it is thinned, and always thin

as I set to avoid a double perambulation. A
pointed slick both aids in thinning and in setting

the corn, which is done nearly as rapidly as tobac-

co is planted.

I repeat a fact which most people know, to re-

move an objection against the very deep plough-

ing recommended as the basis of the corn crop,

fliTsing liom an erroni ous opinion in a few, that

the roots of corn and most other herbaceous plants,

eeek their ibod only near the surface
;
whereas the

roots of wheal will penetrate four Icet of tilth, and

those of corn will strike still deeper. An objection

that the roots of the latter will not reach the reser-

voir of food ])rovidcd for them in the deep covered

litter ofan enclosed field, would therefore be erro-

neous.

No grain exhibits so many vanelics, or is so li-

able to"^ change, rs the maize; the prelcrred epe-

cies can only be preserved or improved by select-

ing the seed at the time of shucking ; this will

also prevent its exposure to a sweat, and produce
its better vegetation ; and it increases the crop,

which is deeply influenced by ihe length of the
grain. [Note D.]

PLOUGHING.

This subject has been unavoidably anticipated

by its connexion wiih others, but yet it is not

wholly exhausted.
1 utterly deny the truth of the theory which as-

serts iliat ploughing is a sub.^tituie for manure:
lor though I admit, that the atmosphere is the

matrix of manures in all forms, and that deep
plouiihing will cause the earth to inhale and
retain atmospherical manure better than shallow,

yet atmosphere being more subtile than water,

must be more fleetmg ; and its properties must of
course be elaborated into more permanency than
when merely caught by the earth's power of ab-

sor|)tion, to perfect their cflicacy. Even rain,

though richer and grosser, is quickly wasted by
evaporation ; and atmosphere, a diet too thin for

the exclusive sustenance of plants, as is seen in

droughts and on ail poor soils, cannot be fixed by
ploughing, because earth has not the power like

vegetables of elaborating il inio a lasting form.

Plants speedily die in atmosphere and live long in

rain or water.

We must avoid the plausible error, that if the

atmosphere is the matrix of manure, its inhalation

may permanently enrich the earth, and supersede

the slow process necessary lor its elaboiation into

the vegetable form for that end. We know that

marl possesses the property of permanently enrich-

ing iiself by fixing tlie atmosplierical feriilizing

qualities ; but we know also, that such is not the

nature of other earths. This naturnl difference is

the reason prescribing different modes li:)r leitiliz-

ing marl and such earlhs, and exploding Tull's ex-

clusive reliance upon the mode by which marl is

enriched, lor enriching earths of different proper-

ties. But yet deep ploughing ought not to be re-

jected, because aliliough it does not enable earths

generally to exiract Horn the atmosphere a suf-

ficiency of its fertilizing qualities to make them
rich, yet the portion they do extract, if even aa

transitory as rain, may still retain a high value

among the several agents necessary for producing

the most perfijct effects of good husbandry.

Lime and gypsum repealedlj' applird to land

kept in constant culture, without the intervention

of vegetable matter, will finally render it barren
;

but if ploughing was a sufTicient substitute lor

manuring, by absorbing and fixing atmosphere, it

would have provided a sufficient quantity of pa-

bulum lor these exciters to exercise their power

upon, and efit;ctually have prevented the imbecili-

ty arising from reiterated exertions, by reiterated

supplies.

Plants perish by an overdose of dung or rain,

but not by one of atmosphere, because il is spare-

ly sprinkled with their food, and this Ibod iiiust be

collected, condensed and rendered operative, by

some process more effectual than the inhalation of

atmosphere by ihe earth ; which, alone, will hard-

ly produce more sensible effects than its inhalation

by a man as a substitute lor a dose of nilrc.
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The degrees of value in manure probably rise

with iis permanency, and may be marked, simple

atmospiiere 1. Rain 2. Green herbs 3. Duni?
4. Dry herbs 5. Wood 6. If the reader should

place a larife decaying trunk of a tree mostly un-

der ground, and manure a spot of earth with a

dilferenl substance oC equal weight, he would dis-

cover which would longest preserve the land in

heart.

Tull's theor)', "culture without manure," has
hitherto been the practice of the southern states,

with this difference, that he ploughed deep, they

shallow; but yet the complete destruction of a

6oil originally good, which it lias eHected, ought,

after two hundred years' experience, to explode so

much of it as excludes the nccesf?ity of manure.
The same shallow ploughing which produced

good crops, whilst the land was naturally rich,

would produce good crops if it was made anifi-

cially rich. The good crops obtained by bad cul-

ture from rich land, demonslrates that (eriility is

the first oi)ject lo be ellecled. 13ut whilst this is

admitted, the effects of uniting fine tillage with a

fertile soil, ought not to be forgotten, by any who
possess a taste for excellence or lor wealili.

Hence, deep ploughing has been often recom-
mended in these essays, and to these recommen-
dations are added the Ibllowing remarks :

Deep ploughing upon a naked and poor soil, by
which a caput mortuura is brought to the surface,

has frequently proved pernicious. This has been

owing to a variety of causes, but, among them,

the preservation of a flat surRice, though least sus-

pected, has probably been the most operative.

The simple process of burying under a sterile te-

gumeni, the little strengih of the land, neither

promises nor perlbrms much ; but the disappoint-

ment of hopes really forlorn, frequently causes us

to abandon effort, and embrace despair.

By the system of these essays, inclosing, ma-
nuring, and high narrow ridges, are combined
with deep ploughing. The two first replenish the

earth vviih a large stock of vegetable matter, and
the last has the effect of collecting the existing soil

in the centre of the ridge, and depositing the ste-

rile on its two sides, there to remain for above three

3'ears, exposed to the action o(" the atmosphere.

Thus all the bad effects of deep ploughing are

avoided. Instead of a naked surface, it is applied

to one lamely replenished vviili vegetable matter.

Instead of Ibrcing the soil and substratum into a

topsy-turvy position, it collects and doubles the

first jbr a present crop, and provides (or the ame-
lioration of the other, lor a future one. It deepens

and fi-uctifies the soil, whilst it makes the best

provision lor present profit. For the reader is to

observe that I am speaking of poor lands, whose
soils require doubling, for present subsistence, and

improving for future comlbrt ; and not of those

whose soils cannot be pierced by the plough.

Deep ploughing, (by which I always mean the

best to be performed by four good horses in a

plough.) combined with enclosing, by turning un-

der a good coat of dry vegetable matter, creates a

covered drain, and thus vastly olistructs the Ibr-

mation of gullies in hilly lands, even if fallowed

with a level surface. But such lands will admit of

narrow ridges as well as level, by a degree of skill

and attention so easily attainable, that I observe it

to have existed in Scotland above a century past,

under a state of agriculture otherwise execrable,

and among the ignorant highlanders. It is ef-

lected by carrying the ridges horizontally in such

inflections as the hilliness of the ground may re-

quire, curved or zig-zag, preserving their breadth.

The preservation of the soil is hardly more valua-

ble than that of the rainwater in the successive

reservoirs thus produced to refresh the thirsty hill

sides, instead of its rushing to and poisoning the

valleys. This classic system of agriculture has

been introduced into Virginia by a gentleman of

Albemarle, in a style com[)Ieiely adapted to the

nature of the country, and which will be copied

by those who shall not be discouraged by its per-

fection. His ridges however are wide, whereas,

in the maize country, they ought not lo exceed five

or six feet.

If enclosing, manuring, deep and horizontal

ploughing were unattended by any other advan-

tages, that of preventing the land from washing
away would in many views be a sufficient recom-

mendation of such a system. The disaster is not

terminated by the destruction of the soil, the im-

poverishment of individuals, and transmission of a

curse to futurity. Navigation itself is becoming
its victim, and in many parts of the United States

our agriculture has arrived to the insurpassable

state of imperfection, of applyin^i its best soil lo

the removal of the worst farther from market.

The alternation once every four years between
deep furrows and high ridges, according to the

recommended mode of cultivating corn, and the

deep ploughing, by burying one portion of the

garlic very deep, and exposing another to frost,

will probably destroy it ; a conjecture founded up-

on its considerable diminution in grounds thus

treated.

CULMIFEROUS CROPS.

A mong these, wheat is the most valuable, and is

exposed to most calamities. These calamities are

sometimes the effect of climate, at others of bad till-

age, and graduallydiminish,asthe climate becomes
less favorable for'indian corn ; for which inconve-

nience the additional compensation according to the

same thermometer is bestowed, of a greater suita-

bleness for rye, oats and barley. In the climate and
soil proper for maize (I tpeak generally without re-

gard to exceptions) rye and barley seldom succeed,

oats are light and precarious, and wheat is prefera-

ble, both on the score of value and risk, to either.

There are two calamities only common lo wheat,

which may not be avoided with certainty; those

of the Hessian fly and rust. As to the weevil,

they are certainly avoided by getting it out early;

a habit which will prevail, so soon as it is disco-

vered, that wheat may be severed from the

straw by treading or a machine, with the labor

necessary to secure it in stacks or barns. The
facility with which the grain then comes out, has

enabled me in a dry harvest, to tread an entire

considerable crop, almost by the time the harvest

ended ; and I generally pursue the practice as far

as the weather will permit, so as lo leave a rem-

nant only in slooks capable of being gotten out

so soon alter harvest as to avoid this calamity.

—

The best bread and seed wheat, is invariably that

gotten out and cleaned within a day or two after

ft is cut, and deposited dry, in a dry place, in bar-

rels, hogsheads, or chests opened or cloeed.
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The Hessian fly is so little understood, as to

have become an excuse for the loss of crops pro-

ceediriiT Irom bad tilla^re. Lands are tired by

shallow and incessant culiure, or i)y being prevent-

ed from invigorating themselves with vegetable

substances. Even the richest bottom lands are

subject to weariness, and sometimes are said to

have grown lousy, so that they will cease at length

to yield good corn ; and the crop has the appear-

ance of being infested by insects. To such causes

are owinii, I think, most oT the charges brought

against the Hessian fly. They would be removed
by manuring, covering the land with good clover

lays, and by deep ploughing, in the cultivation of

the maize (allow crop or of any other, according

to the foregoing system ; or by managing naked
fallows in the same way. And, moreover, a pro-

bability exists that the two deep plonghings, one

in the winter and the other early in June, recom-

mended by the same system, might destroy the

fly itself in some Ibrm, and other insects to great

extent. At least my experience has never fur-

nished me with a single instance, in which a crop

has sutt'ered by any insect, when the land was in

heart and well covered with dry vegetable matter,

when that matter was turned under as deep as

four horses in a plough could do it, when the land

had received a second good ploughing by two
horses in a plough, and when the wheat was
seeded on high and narrow ridges, with a clean

llirrovv.

The rust, as it is called, may be better under-

stood, because it may be certainly produced, by a

due combination ofheat, mois'ure, shallow plough-

ing, and a flat surface. By this process we shall

never fail of obtaining it on a siiflsoil, from which
the rainwater cannot escape, just as by dosing

a man with arsenic, we are sure of poisoninu

him at last. Of course we should no more pre-

scribe this system of agriculture to the wheat,

than arsenic to the man, if we do not wish to

poison it, although its diet, like that of a man,
may disagree with it occasionally, in spite of art

and caution. Deep ploughing, iiigh ridging, and

deep wide water furrows, constitute a mode of

culture the reverse of that which inevitably afflicts

wheat with the calamity called the rust, and hence

may soinetimes prevent, and generally diminish

it. The draining of the ridges and the flues, (or

the transmission of air through the wheat, created

by the deep wide furrows, will diminish the heat

and moisture, which appear to be the chief causes

of the disease ; and vigorous roots in a deep tilth

may add to the capacity of the plant to resist the

malady.
Plastering, by an equal measure of gypsum

mixed with it, and moistened, has benefited wheat
in sundry experiments, to the conjectured extent of

ten per centum, when it has been free from what
is called the bird foot clover ; and injured it Ihrice

as much, when infested with that grass, owing to

the effect of gypsum on its growth, which is such,

that this species of clover among the plastered

wheat will be three or four (old more luxuriant,

than among the adjoining unplastered. But the

land is so considerably benefited by this plastering

of wheat, that in several instances, I have seen

intervals of ten yards wide across large fields,

where it was omitted for experiments, exhibiting

for several years afterwards a decided inferiority

of soil. Beeides; it produces iho highly valuable

effects of causing the clover seed sown on the sur-

face of the wheat to sprout, grow and stand

drought better, and of doubling or trebling its crop

the year succeeding the wheat, either (or cutting,

or for the more beneficial purpose of Jailing on
the land.

To preserve or improve any species of wheat, a

selection by hand must be annually made, wuh
which to commence a new stock of seed.

SUCCULKNT CROPS.

The trials I have made of this family have re-

sulted in the rejection of the whole, an individual

excepted, as possessing but little value, except lor

culinary purposes ; and the remarks 1 may niake,

denyiiig them lo be objects otherwise valuable,

are to be understood as admitting their high use-

ful ness as food (or man, in resjiect to his comlijrt,

to his health and economy. But, pumpkins ex-
cepted, none of them have in my experience pro-

duced profit, used in any other Uiode. 1 have long

and patiently persevered in trials of the turnip and
potato, according to every mode i could collect

Irom European books. The former are extiemely

precarious, sown broadcast, and extremely trou-

blesome, drilled, thinned, ploughed and twice

hand hoed ; a process necessary to obtain a tole-

rable chance fur a great crop. They are a food

so little nutritious, that some animals die confined

to them, none fatten without an additional lood,

and all eat an enormous quantity, so as seriously

to enhance the labor of feedinir. 'J'hey are great

exhausters of land, perhaps the greatest ; and so

lar have 1 failed m preventing this efleci, by tak-

ing up the turnips in the fall, ihat it was quite vi-

sible in lands sunilarly manured adjoining the tur-

nips, both in straight and crooked lines. Nor
have I discoveied the great benefit said to be ex-

perienced in Europe, of leeding the turnips on the

ground by sheep in Iblds removable every twenty-
four or fbrty-eigtil hours.

The potato is by no means so precarious nor ex-

hausting a crop as the turnip, although it partici-

pates in no very small degree of bo!h qualities.

The objections to it are the great quantity of seed

to an acre necessary to be preserved through the

wmter, and used in the spring; the tediousness of

planting and gathering ; and the poorness of the

food. Before I had seen Young's experiments, I

had found that hogs would die on them, raw or

boiled, and ascribed it to the inability of the cli-

mate to bring them to perfection; but he proves

the fact in England to be the same. It is true

that horned catile will thrive well on a liberal al-

l(nvaiice of potatoes, attended plentifully with good
hay ; but they would thrive on the hay alone, nor

do my exj)eriments prove that the potato is the

cheapest additional Ibod.

The pumpkin on the contrary, in several re-

spects, seems to me lo be preferable to it. The
expenses of seed, of planting and of gathering,

are very wide apart. The labor of cultivation is

nearly the same. The pumpkin crop is less un-

certain, and far heavier to an acre. Probably a

pound of pumpkin may afford less nutriment than

so much potato, but it is invariably healthier, and

seldom liiils, in combination with Indian corn, to

dispose all animals to fatten kindly, and to aid in
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advancing this end, so as greatly to diminish the

expense. It entirely answers the end ol fodder or

hay in the fall season, in fattening cattle and sheep,

and enables the f'nrnier to spare his slock of both
;

a circumstance iiighly beneficial to one who does
not abound in those articles, by enablini; liim to

feed his learns better, and to save a sufficiency to

allow them enough, from ttie failure of the clover,

until the new crop of liay or fodder conies in.

Perha[)s no circumstance has conlridu'ed more to

the impoverishment of several of llie United States,

than the negligence to provide dry fiarage for sum-
mer, producing the evils of" a loss of labor, of

vveakeiiiufj the teams, and of" ruinous grazmi';.

The pumpkin, with the daily addition of a few
corn stalks thrown into the pens, is preferable to

the best hay or fodder I ever tried ; and it appears
to me to be much less of an impoverisher than the

potato ; arising, I suppose, from its entirely cover-

ing the ground about the last of June, if properly
cultivated.

My mode of cultivating it is this. I select the
intended number of acres in the proposed corn
field of the ensuing year, where the land is infest-

ed with some plant, proposed to be destroyed by
culture for two successive years, and by the im-
penetrable shade of" the pumpkin vine during the

firsi. In tlie winter the ridges are cleaned by
four furrows run as deep as lour horses can man-
age a large plough, throwing one moiety of each
into the old water furrow ; and I make a new wa-
ter furrow wide and deep where the centre of the
ridge lay. In the latter end of March, as much
manure as will make the land rich is spread on,

and the ridges are restored by similar four furrows
to their first position, agreein*! with that of those
for the ensuing year's corn field. If the land is

stifl', a second ploujjhing with a small ploush may
be necessary to pulverize it. The pumpkins are

planted in the mode ol" planting corn, at five feet

and a half distance in the direction of the ridges,

and two leet nine inches acrocs them. They re-

ceive one deep ploughing, the ridges are raised

high and the water furrows made deep and wide;
the plants whilst tender are defended against a
email bug; and the ground is kept clean until the

vines begin to overspread it. One plant only is

left in a place.

The custom of sprinkling pumjikine over corn
fields, scatters the crop so, that the labor of its col-

lection exceeds its value. By giving them more
room, the fruit will be larger, but the product less.

As soon as they begin to ripen, their use should
commence near their residence, to save the labor

of a distant removal. In this use they may be

made considerably subservient to manuring, by
penning the animals lied on them. The remnant
must be gathered before frost, and deposited about
three feet high in a stack made of corn tops in the

common form, convenient to the pumpkins, open
at both ends, and their use rapidly continued to

avoid risk.

Indian corn, dry or boiled alternately, is the best

food to be united with the pumpkins which 1 have
tried. The pumpkins are fed raw, chopped by
broad hatchets in troughs, and eaten ravenously.

They produce a great saving of grain, and an en-

tire saving of dry forage, a considerable addition

to the meat, milk, and butler, and some increase

of manure.

LEGUMIKOUS CROPS.

Indian corn must he recognised as the prince of
this limiily, if it belongs to it. No individual of
the whole tribe can compare with it for meal,
malt, fodder, and litter. In England, where sun-
dry of its cognominal relatives arc highly celebrat-

ed as fallow crops, their chief merit consists in

preparing the ground lor wheat, or lor some other

culmiferous crop. It was never imagined, that

the least competition as to value existed between
the fiillow crop and its successor; and the great

doubt has been, whether a naked fallow or a fal-

low crop ought to be preleired. Young decides

for the latter, on account of the profit resulting

from the succulents or legumes used as fallow

crops there ; and his arguments ars tripled in

weight, by the triple value of Indian corn used as

a fallow crop here.

It results ihal I reject the succulents and le-

gumes resorted to in England as lallovv crops,

and prefer the maize for that purpose; wherefore,

in the previous chapter, the first have not been
considered in that character, nor will the latter be
so in this.

But I shall advert to legumes as a valuable food

for man, not sufficiently attended to, whilst I ad-

mit that in every other view, including the dan-
ger of" destruction from accident, they are inferior

to maize; and that even in this, they are rather

to be considered as its coacijulor than rival.

Among them, the pea is selected as covering
most individuals, and most fitted to our climate.

Four gallons of dry peas annually, will add in-

conceivably to the health, strength and comfort
of a laborer, if prepared by good boiling with salt

meat of any kind. The ruinous state ol our coun-
try afi'ords but too much space to raise peas with-

out much expense of skill or labor. In the shifts

of most of our farms there is no scarcity of poor

land. Such ought never to be sown with wheat
or any other culmiferous grain, because they will

produce no profit, and because severe exhausters

as they are must be excluded from land already

exhausted, under any system of agriculture which,

meditates its improvement. A portion of such
land may be selected, sufficient to produce lour

gallons of dry peas lor each resident on the

liarm of all ages, exclusive of what they may
gather and use at their will in a green stale, to

be planted among corn at the distance of five

feet and a half square, the distance also of the

corn. Of this, one stalk only is left in each hill.

The ground is ridged, ploughed but one way, and
both crops are planted in the direction of the ridges.

It remains without producing any other crop (these

two excepted growing together) inclosed, ungraz-

ed, in deep furrows and high ridges running norili

and south, until the revolution of the course of

culture, which consists of four years, is completed
;

and is very much improved. It is more so if aided

by a bushel of gypsum to the acre. This poor

land thus treated, is rendered more productive

than as usually managed, and the object of its

improvement is accelerated by such a culture be-

yond what would be obtained by a state of perfect

idleness.

If circumstances prevent this course, the peas

are raised in the same mode with pumpkins on a

portion of" the intended corn field of the following

year, where noxious plants are to be eradicated,
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equally enriched, and similarly cultivated ; except

that the labor is very much lessened by the upe ol'

a weeding plough called a skimmer. They are

drilled by the hand as thick as the rorn men gar-

den pea, in a shallow furrow on ihe summit of ihe

ridges, and covered with tho hand hoe. If tlie

land is rich, they will cover the whole irround, so

that liitle is lost by the distance required in reler-

ence to the succeeding corn crop ; and a small

spot of land will produce the necesi^ary quantity.

The best kind of pea lor the end in view,

(which is extremely important to a well managed
farm) known to me, is white with black eyes.

But as there are many peas which answer this de-

ecription, besides a creat number of others, the

reader must be referred to his own experience or

inquiries for the necessary selection.

LIVE STOCK.

Among the queries proposed by the Richmond
Society to awaken the dormant science of agri-

culture, the eighth is so propounded as to admit

that which I deny, "that keeping a large stock,

and inclosing to improve land by excluding stock,

are rival and incompatible systems." I shall

therefore consider this iuimission as a prevalent

opinion, which powerfully combats, and exten-

sively retards a system upon which the regenera-

tion of our lands possibly depends.

It must be admitted that keeping a slock, equal

at least to the whole grass, produced both by tlie

arable and meadow grounds of the larm, and not

the inclosing system, has generally prevailed
;

and, therelbrc, as such a stock is nor. only a large

one, but the largest capable of being kept, it Ibl-

lows, that one of the experiments of the proposed

comparison, has heen completely tried in Virginia.

And what is the result? It is (bund by com-
puting the consequences reaped by Virginia, li"om

her system of keeping these enormous s'ocks;

enormous in proportion to their food. She exports

neither meat, butter nor cheese. She is unable to

raise as much of eitlier as she consumes. She
cannot breed a sufficiency of dnift animals, lor her

own use. And after havinc; ruined her lands by

grazing, so far from deriving a profit from it, she

is obliged lo deduct annu illy a considerable sum
from the profits of her agriculturp, wretched as it

is, to supply the deficiencies of her mors wretched

system of grazing. If it is a lact, that lands will

sink under a system of oppressive taxation by
crops, is it not conceivable that they will also sink

under excessive grazing? And if by cropping

ihem less, more bread can be raised, may it not

Ibllow, that more mi^at may also be raised by
grazing them less? Fertility is as necessary a

requisite tor raising stocks as for raising bread,

and whatever will produce it, is a harbinger ol

both; a system of grazing, therelbre, which im-

poverishes a country, is as likely to terminate in

large stocks, as a system of culture having the

same etlect, in lorjjje crop^.

The opinion "that by calling in Ihe aid of in-

closing to recover the lost li^rtiliiy of the country,

we must sacrifice our stocks," defeats its own ob-

ject ; slocks depend as intimately upon this reco-

very, as bread stuff, and aie, in facr, unattainable

without it, except by a vast depopulation of the

country, to make up the loss of food for stocks,

occasioned by the impoverishment of the land, by
extending the space of their ranije.

!t was hardly to be expected that a crood sys-

tem of grazintj would have been fmuid in uninn
with an execrable system of aiiriculture, and
therefore, instead of inquiring whether we ought
to sacrifice our mode of tillage to raising stock, or

our mode of raising stock to our mode of tillage ;

the true qups'ion probably is, whether we ought
not to abandon both, because both modes obvious-

ly impoverish our lands, and gradually diminish

both crops and stocks.

In Britain, generally, arable lands are not

grazed, though grazing is pursued probably to an
injurious excess. There, meadows, natural or ar-

tificial, and well tur/isd standing pastures, are pre-

pared and used for grnzins ; and if these precau-

tions are useful to a moist climate and a rich soil,

they cannot be dispensed with by a dry climate

and a poor soil.

To raise lari'e stocks, we must first raise large

meadows and rich pastures, defended by a sod

both sufficient to withstand the hoofand the tooth,

and capable nf becoming rifher under their attacks.

If any local difficulties in effecing this are discern-

ed, they point directly to another view of the sub-

ject. Supposing that raising larse stocks and en-

closing arable lands against grazin<r, were really

incompatible objects, our attention is of course

turned towards our climate and soil, for the pur-

pose of making the election ; and it is very obvious

that a warm dry climate and a sandy soil ought
not to make the same choice, with a climate cool

and moist, and a clay soil.

Still those who have to struirirle with natural dis-

advantages in raising stocks, will not find them
insurmountable, so far as it is their interest to sur-

mount them, if they will resort to the very system
fijr lertilizinij their lands, suppo-^ed to obstruct the

object. This system itself requires strong teams,

meat lor laborers, and stock sufficient lo consume
the ofl'al of all the crops. Inclosing is only a coad-

jutor to manuring, and had it excluded the means
for the latter, it would have excluded a more valu-

able objpct than itself. So far from it, that it vastly

advances those means, by a regular, and ultimate-

ly a great increase of crops, and consequently of

litter, offal and stocks.

Suppose a farm under the system recommended
in these essays, to have trebled its crops on the

same fields in twelve years—if the whole addition-

al crop thus gained was devoted to stocks, is it not

certain that it would support far greater, than the

same farm could do in its grazed state? Is it not

obvious that the oflTal of this treble crop will sup-

port a stock three times as large through the win-

ter, as the offal of one third of it ; and that the

three fold crop of grain will admit of large drafts

for the still fiarther increase of stocks, whilst one-

third of such a crop might admit of no such con-

tribution 1 The supposition is a fact. It may be

farther discerned, that as the crops by the acre in-

crease, the space cultivated may be gradually di-

minished, EG as to release a portion of the labor for

the purposes of draining, manuring, and raising

artificial grasses ; and in that view constituting a

difl'erent mode of providing for stocks, from that

of grazing exhausted arable lands. A glance of

intellect decides between the two modes.

The grazier and the ploughman are characters
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£»o (lifTerent, and (heir occupations so distinci,

that had these essays related lo a system of jrraz-

iiiji;, '• PecuKrius'^ outrht to have been their signa-

lure. What stronger proof can exist of our agri-

cuhurai ignorance, than a notion of succeeding in

toili fines at the same time, by rcppectiveiy vio-

lating (lie first principles of both. To succeed in

grazing, it is neceswiry lo cover the land vvlih a

eirong and ricli turf; to succeed in agriculture, this

turf must be destroyed. Having destroyed the

turf t)y the plough, we endeavor to prevent its

renovation by assailing it with the tooth and the

hoof; the instant it germinates; and propose to

raise large stocks without grass, and large crops

on land (oo poor to produce it. In England, the

ideas of promoting crops by treading and grazing,

and grazing by ploughing up postures and mea-
dows, would excite great admiration ; and the ge-

neral prohihition in leases agninst the latter, liis-

closos the disapprobation of the system of reaping
corn and slocks annually from the same land.

The question, whether the business of grazing or

of tillage is the most profitable, frequently occurs;
but whether the same land ought or ouglu not to

be exposed boiii to tillage and grazing, is one ne-

ver made by good husbandmen. In many parts

of the United States, the distinction between till-

age and grazmg is v/ell understood, and their se-

paration beneficially practised ; but, in most, sun-
dry circumstances not necessary to be adduced
have united these occupations; a union indis-

pensably necessarj' lo a certain extent for tillage,

and incapable of being dis^petised with. It is

Ulierelore necessary for me to prove, that the sys-

teu) of inclosing arable lands, fur the purpose of
excluding gruzmir, is not inconsistent with the

stocks necessary lur meat, labor and manure, be-

j'ond which, the occupation of tillage IbrbiJs their

extension.

If meadov/s and well turfed pastures, are best

for grazing, and if by excluding grazing from ara-

ble land, ils product is vastly increased, it Ibllows,

that we can ctleci this union not only without in-

jury lo either of the objects, but so as lo advance
the interest of both, by allotting proper portions of

the liirm to each, and managing such portions ac-

cording to the principles indispensably dictated by
the ends intended to be produced. Whereas, the

principle necessary to produce stocks or grain, be-

ing not only dilierent, but exactly opposed, since

we must produce grass for one end, and deslroy it

for the oiher, by applying both to the same land,

a warfare ensues which cripples, and finally kills

both the combatants.
By thus appropriating particular portions of a

farm, we may manage each portion according to

the principles necessary to make it more produc-
tive ; and the productiveness of each will ad-

vance that of the other. The better crops of grain

we raise, the more offal is produced, and this offal,

by furnishing littfT and food for slocks, raises

stocks sutRcient to reduce it to manure ; the chief

means for improving our pasture, meadow and
aralile land. An increase of stocks must Ibllovv

an increase of manure, because it begets an in-

crease of their Ibod and litter, just as their de-

crease is an inevitable consequence of the diirii-

nuiion of manure.
We see that some of the states, Virginia for in-

etance, can no longer raise meal, cheese or teams
sufficient lor home consumption, and the cause of

VoL.VIll.-94

Ihis phenomenon will illustrate my reasoning. No
Slate, and probably no agricultural country, ever

went more thoroughly into the plan of grazing
arable land, of neglecting meadows and perma-
nent pnsiures, and of endowing their stocks with
ihe [)rivilege of unlimited grazing; and the end
is ruin 10 ilie stocks themselves, as a consolation

lor ruin to the lands. The indiscriminate grazing
is the very cause, which is impoverishing both the

husbandman and grazier, and the greedy project

of succeeding in both characters, by extorting

from Ihe earth a double coniribution, has defeated

our success in either.

Such a project is as f-ilal to a counfry, whose
climate and soil are not naturally adapted to the

production of grass, as an obstinate culture of rice

and cotton would be to the state of Massachu-
setts. If, therellire, wo are to be brought to the

proposed computation, the election between tillage

and stocks is settled by the consideration of soil

and climate, as they may be favorable to grass,

bread stufi' or other products, because, however
we may sometimes be able to li)ice nature, her

spontaneous efforts on our side are the best sureties

l(>r success.

Let any gentleman, for instance, of the bread
stuff country of the United Slates, compare the
profit he would derive from doubling his crops of

grain, with that he gains by keeping the largest

slocks witliin his power. He will discern, that

such an accession of annual income, will gene-
rally even exceed the whole t-alue of his stocks,

instead of their profit; and if the enclosing sys-

tem, aided by the means heretofore explained,

will rapidly double his crops of grain, the prefer-

ence between that and its rival is determined;
and the object of grazing at the expense of tillage

ill an impoverished country, ought to be abaa-
doned.

If we impoverish our land by grazing or tillage,

boih Slocks and crops, whatever they be, will gra-

dually diminish; gradually, become less profita-

ble; and. finally, insufficient to afford a mainte-
nance. It is true that some bottom lands exist,

so rich, as to bear, and even improve under tillage

and grazing, if red clover is the grass used, and
if it is suH'ered to get well in flower belbre the
slocks are turned on it. But this is owing to the

extreme latness of the soil, its ability to cover it-

sell' witli a luxuriant coat of clover, the accession

of vegetable matter by a great portion being trod-

den on and rejected bj' the calile, and the entire

acquisiiion of ils tap root, containing from the size

it acquires in such land, no inconsiderable quantity

of the same matter.—Besides, land of this quality

is so rare, as to constitute an anomaly entirely

Ibreign to any system of agriculture proper Ibrthe

United Slates. Very few of us have ever seen
it, and siill fewer would profit I'rom any system
built upon its qualities. Nay, it is a kind of land

which hardly requires a system, and would be as

prosperous under a bad one, as the general agri-

cultural state of the couniry would be under the

best. It is necessary however to suggest this

anomalous case, lest we should be led to reafon

li-om it, for the purpose of deciding a different case.

The most zealous amor pairioi will confess that

ihe United Slates have infinitely less need for a
system to improve rich than for one to improve
poor land ; and instead of being blinded by ils

wishes should be enlightened by truth, as the only
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raode of gratifying one of the roost, amiable of

human passions,

'J'he expanse of our territory, geneially, is now
in a state so Tar from being able to improve under

the double taxation ol' tillage and grazing, as to

require a revolution of our habits to improve under

eitlier; and the time iias come, when it is equally

necessary to discover some mode of raising meat
as well as bread, wiihout impoverisliing our lands.

It is easy by a good system so wonderliilly to

alier the case, as to make stocks profitable simply

fi-om ilicir manure, exclusive of the labor, meal,

tallow, leather, milk and butter they yield ; and to

draw iiom them not only the cntue means for

tlieir own eupport, liut a surplus lor enriching the

soil. The mode of doing this lias been lieretofbre

explained, but in order to combine with it the

subject now under consiJeration, with more per-

spicuity, I will take up and consider separately,

the mode of managing each species of our do-

mestic animals, usually coniprised by the term

"stock," upon a tillage Ikrm vviiich requires the

nurture of inclosing.

The working animals constitute a species of

stock comprising horses, mules and oxen. The
two former ought to inhabit a lot having a stable

and stream, and to be excluded wholly from graz-

ing. For two months of the year, clover cut

daily, and exposed to six hours' sun, to prevent

the animal from being hoven, should be their hay.

It will add to their health at the season it comes

in. After it fails, the best fodder or hay, preserv-

ed for the hottest season, succeeds it. Corn stalks

serve them from the first of November, whilst

they last, and are succeeded by the inferior tops,

blades or hay. By littering the stables and yards

well in winter, they will make manure sufficing

to enrich more land than will produce their corn;

as this enrichment is not exhausted by one crop ;

and as clover, proper cultivation, and inclosing

will preserve and farther improve the land, the

working stock, exclusive of its labor, subscribes

largely'^to the renovation of the soil instead of its

impoverishment by pasturing. The considerations

of saving the labor of colleciing the working ani-

mals from pastures, and avoiiTing the loss of the

morning, so material in a warm climate, are infe-

rior, bu" additional recommendations of the same

system,
' The oxen in &ummer should be penned and fed

separately from the other cattle, and in winter the

same separation should take place, with a more

comfortable cover. They will furnish the saiiie

supply oi" manure as the horses and mules in vviri-

ter, and more in summer from the removal of their

pen, calculated to stand not beyond ten days.

Whilst not at vvorkj they may be pastured with

the other cattle.

The horned cattle are happily able to encounter

the hardships inflicted on them by the impover-

ishment of our country. These will be gradually

decreased by enriching it. Their food for half the

year consists of the coarse offal of bread grain in

much of the greater portion of the United States,

and a system which will increase such crops, will

increase their food during that season of the year,

when they suffer most, and perish in great num-
bers, besides affording them a chance from its

greater plenty, of participating more copiously of

the grain itself. Such an increase of staple crops

begets capital and releases labor, for draining im-

provements; and speedily points at swamps and
marshes of a soil, capable in general of being
made one hundred fold more productive in grass,

than our exhausted fields. Meadows thus grow
out of the inclosing system, if that system in-

creases the staple crops, and are a retribution with
accumulating interesfs to the stock, lor the loss of
naked fields. This retribution extends to both tiill

and winter. Meadows should be cut for hay, and
grazed with horned cattle, alter the second crop

has arrived to its most luxuriant state. So far

from being deteriorated by it, they are improved,
produce cleaner and larger crops of hay, are

longer defended against the intrusion of weeds,

busiies and coarse grasses, and finally, when till-

age becomes necessary lijr cleansing them, their

state for receiving it will be belter, and the crop

enhanced.
By the increased offal of increased crops, and by

the hay of these meadows, stocks vvili be better

provided for during the winter, than under the

unlimited grazing system ; to which add the graz-

ing of the afiermath of the meadows, and this

superior provision is extended to aljout eight

months of the year. BetVv'een three and lour

months of spring and summer, pasturage only

remains to be supplied. An abundant resource

lor this is one effect of unlimited grazing, and our
greatest agrarian calamity. Vast tracts of ex-
hausted country are every where turned out, or

left unenclosed, to recover what heart they can in

their own way ; and their progress in that effort

is accelerated by inclosing them as pasturage for

cattle alone, or at least excluding hogs. Such
fields presently produce shrubs and coarse grass,

and lands never cleared, may be inclosed with

them, as auxiliaries. Together, they will consti-

tute a pasture for cattle, far better in the spring

and summer, than that generally afforded by
arable lands, which in the maize country of the

United States are particularly scanty of crass

until towards the fall, and then the superior re-

source of the meadow grazing is provided by the

system of inclosing.

It would be too alarming, to subjoin to these

reasonings (and probably by its strangeness might
destroy them all) the idea of manuring a spacious

highland meadow, as a farther auxiliary to the

inclosing system ; snd therefore it will be deferred

until crops are trebled by it. Eut it is indispensa-

bly necessary to point out in what way this system
is prepared to satisfy those cravings which cannot
be deferred.

As crops increase in a warm and poor country,

no department will more suddenly experience an
improvement than that of the table. As to beefj

it is received from the aftermath of the meadow,
by the pumpkin, and Indian corn, the corn stalks

succeed the pumpkins, and it is finished in March
on corn and hay. In the interim the knife is at

work and the manure is accumulating. During
the moderate weather, after leaving the meadow,
for the pumpkins, the beeves are penned on suc-

cessive spots and not littered, the plough succeed-

ing the removal of the pen. When the s;ocks

come in they are placed in their stationary winter's

habitation, and copiously littered. And with pro-

per management, the manure thus raised over-

pays the expense of fattening them. The addi-

tional advantage of milk and butter is derived

from fattening for beef the old cows yielding milk,
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through the winter. They may be often made
fine meat, and will at least be a valuable arquisi-

tion to the slock of salt provision for the laborers,

instead of bein<r devoted to their common fate in

Q premature age, by want of (bod.

The best and cheapest mode of raiding calvep,

and ol" faticnitig lambs, I have ever tried, is also

suggested by liie inclosing system. It is that of
folding them on red clover Irom about the twen-
tieth of April, or (i-om the clover's becoming three

or /bur inches high ; the calves uriiil frost. Small
common lence rails, and the common crooked
fences, make folds with less labor and stand better

than any I have ever tried. This pen ought never
to stand longer than three days, in which time it

ought to be grazed clean. It' it stands longer, the
grass is injured by treading. When it is to be
removed, the calves and sheep are confined in a

corner next to the new pen, by using some of the
lop rails. An acre of fine clover, unless it is dis-

abled by drought, will graze ten calves, ten ewes
and ten lambs, through the grass season, allowing
for the gradual rem.oval of the sheep, all of which
ought to be killed. To make them good mea',
they must be allowed other food. Wash of corn
meal, or well boiled corn itself, is the best and
cheapest I have tried. The acre will be frequently

fed over without destroying the clover, and the land
will be improved. Calves will make a reimburse-
ment with a profit for this mode of raising them,
by their superior value beyond those raised in the
common way, and by surrendering at an early
age their m.oiher's milk. And iis economy is in-

creased by selecting annually the old ewes and
their lambs for fiitteniiig, comprising so many as
that a portion of the latter and all the former may
be bestowed on the slaves. By harvest, Iambs
)iave grown too large and coarse for the table,

and the ewes have become good mutton. The
mother should die within three days of the lamb,
or she falls off. Both furnish a supply of excel-

lent food at that laborious season ; and as to have
good lambg we must make their mothers fat, the
bjxury of the master bestows a luxury on the
slaves, without an additional expense, and un-
doubtedly with more economy, than to devote such
sheep to their usual destiny. These old ewes
thus manacjed, yield fine lambs, much wool, jjood

mutton, and hides able to beartanninnr for the piir-

poseof making pads for the back bunds ol" the

plough horses to pass through.

It is with reluctance that I am about to express
mj- opinions as to lliis stock, lest they may discre-

dit those upon subjects concerning which I have
had more experience. For sixteen years I have
labored to estimate their value and character,

upon a small scale, having a flock only of fi'om

one to [bur hundred, daily attended bj' a shepherd,
and my conclusions are that they require and con-

sume far more food, in proportion to their size,

than any other block, that they are more liable to

disease and death, and that they cannot be made
a profitable object, tliroughout the whole extent of
the warm dry climate and sandy soil of the United
Stales, but by banishing tillage from vast tracts cf

country. These opinions are by no means intended

however to exclude them as a luxury for the table,

capable of being made to repay a considerable

portion of the expense it causes.

It is probable that Ihe hot constitution of sheep
produces a rapid digestion, and that insatiable ap-

petite, by which the fact is accounted lor, of their

flourishing only to any extent in fine meadows or

extensive wildernesses. If this voraciousness is

not gratified, the animal perishes or dwindles; if

it is, he (lepopidates the country he inhabits. The
sheep of Spain have probably kept out of exist-

ence, or sent out of it, more people than the wild

beasts of the earth have destroyed from the crea-

tion 5 and those of England may have caused a
greater depopulation, than all her extravagant
wars. It may be owing to this animal that the

independence of one country is almost overthrown,
and of the other tottering. In both countries the

sufficiency of bread lor sheep, may have produced
this insufficiency of bread for man, and prepjdice

may have nurtured errors, of which our lolly may
relieve them, just as superstition has been known
to seize or steal an idol, which had long been a
cursa to the place of its invention. It is admitted
that the wool of sheep is to a certain extent a ne-

cessary, and often a luxury ; but if I fancied a
pearl, why should I dive lor it myself] when those

who love the employment, wish to supply me ; or

why should a nation depopulate itself to gain

them, if it can become strong pnd populous with-

out pearls? The earth's capacity lo produce food

and materials for clothes is limited, and by en-

dowing the brute creation with so much of the

fbrm.er, as to produce a deficit lor man's use, in

order to obtain a surplus of Ihe latter for exporta-

tion, the sheep policy is said to be perfected. It is

probable that an acre of the proper soil in Ihe pro-

per climate, is capable of raising ten times as much
cotlon wool, as sheep's, and if we shall only

glance at the vast quantity of the former material

lor clothing exported from a eaiall district of coun-
try, thinly peopled, we shall at once see the capa-

city of the earth to produce it to any needful ex-

tent without paying depopulation for raiment.

Although sheep's wool was ihe best resource lor a
state of ignorance, it is superseded to a great ex-

tent by a slate of colton manulacturing skill
; and

whilst the English nation have proved the high

value of our colton, and opened an inexhaustible

demand for the abundance we can spare, it is

certainly a responsible hostage fjr the email por-

tion of her woollens we may want ; and an ex-

change is probably better than turning our corn

fields into sheep pastures. It is exactly the case

in which commerce renders a mutual benefit, as

we under our warm and dry climate, and in our

sandy soil, can raise cotton cheaper than England;

and she by the help ol' her moisture and verdure,

can raise wool cheaper than the United Siaies.

It is curious that wool should be supplanting cot-

ton here, whilst cotton is supplaniing wool in Eu-
rope ; but as fashions wear out in one country they

flee to another.

Their manure is the chief recompense for the

expense ofsheep, and worth more than their wool,

if ihey are regularly penned. It is true, that this

will in some degree injure them, but it is indispen-

sable, unless by surrendering to Ihem a power of

grazing at will, ihe calamitous allernalive of

speedily reducing the farm to a barren is resorted

to.
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Moveable pens, as in the case of cattle, are
best in the warm seasons of the yrar ; in the cold,

a farm-pen shelter also, open to the south, and
closed to the ground towards the oihor three car-
dinal points, will suffice to the 39lh deirree of north
latitude. This pen sliould he regularly littered

with stalks, straw or litter of any kind.

Under the system of inclosing, ihe sheep may
be managed like horned cattle, except that they
must be better led. For this purpose ihey
ought to be attended by a shepherd, that besides
the grazing allowed to the cattle, they may be
treated with such parts of the inclosed area, as
they may benefit or not injure. Of the first de-
Bcription, are grounds infijsted with garlic, over
which the sheep should be rapidly carried after it

has headed, to eat its seed ; of the second, the
banks of rivers, rivulets of woodland. In winter,
the sheep will eat every thing, and the better the
food the more they will thrive. A great quantity
of corn, caught Boft by frost, most of which became
quite black, and all of it such as to be refused by
hogs, was greedily eaten by sheep ; and the sup-
ply being copious, made the best hock 1 ever saw.
In winter, their farm pen is made in the field to be
cultivated in corn, the following summer, in which
field the sheep are then allowed daily to feed under
the superintendence of the shepherd. Being co-
vered with the dry litter of clover, the little gras^
they get under it is of some service to ihom, and
the litter itself is more conveniently disposed for

the plough by being trodden down.

Few animals do us more real mischief, and
sufi'er more unmerited reproach than these. They
are the cause of dead wood Itinces, which render
more labor unproductive, than any item of the
long agricultural catalogue of practices, portrayed
in the miserable countenance of our country.
A consumption of labor in making ephemeral
fiances, which might be employed in making food,

clothing or lasting imjirovemenis, is a check up-
on population even greater than tlie English and
Spanish sheep system ; but if we add to it,

the impoverishment ol land, and waste of her-

bage, by the eradicating license legally confer-

red on hogs, it will require but a small poriion of
prophetic skill to anticipate the impeachment of
our agricultural system, to be gradually pronoun-
ced by the census. We shall however long strug-

gle against the admonitions of this unerring logi-

cian, by assigning to the allurements of a wilder-
ness, emigrations resulting from a polic}'^ and a
system; incapable of withstanding these allure-

ments, compared with all the benefits olour culti-

vation. Our system of agriculture is liilt as a
greater evil than no system. A country wanting
people with actual tillage on its side, is robbed of
a great portion of" the i'ew it has, by one exposed
10 every evil except our agricultural system. Uut
we ascribe the expulsions caused by its impover-
ishment to the attractions of putrefying forests, of

an exposure to all weather, of innumerable hard-
ships, and of Indian scalping knives, and lose the

faculty of seeing their cause where we tread, by
ascribing it to imaginary notions.

The destruction of wood and timber, produced

by the mode ofraising hogs according to law, ex-
clusive of the depopulation it advances, is iiself a
calamity grievous in all quarters, but ruinous ta
those unpossessed of coal for fuel, and sione for
tijncing. This destruction increases in a ratio cor-
respondent to the din)inulion of our means lo bear
it ; because the young wood and timber used lor

fences, fuel and building, is more subject to decay
than the old ; and a perseverance in prejudice
cannot be more amply displayed, than by an ex-
pectation of resisting with tender saplings, a prac-

tice which has demolished the tough forests oloak.
All the calamities arising from lences of dead

wood, are ascribed to these ill-fated animals, as if

they had themselves forced upon uo the system
which has produced these calamities

;
just as the

impoverishment of our lands is ascribed to Iudiar>

corn, as if that had dictated the system of agricul-

ture b}"^ which it is efl!'ected. Eut it is neither new,
nor unnatural, to mistake our best benel'actors li>f

our worst enemies.
Yet a single question refutes the caiamny. Did

the hogs enact the laws, by which they are fum-
ed loose, without rings in the nose, or yokes on the

neck lo root out the herbage, and assail the in-

closures? Had they been legislators, self-interest

(allowing them wisdom) would have suggested
to them a mode ofcoming at subsistence, infinite-

ly better than one, by which they are exposed lo

disasters, hunger, poverty and assassination.

Excluding from the argument all the mischiefs

flowing from the system of raising hogs hitrodiiced

by law, and confining the question simply to the

mutual interest of the hog and his owner in the

points of comlbrt, profit and plenty, we gain con-

viction of its imperfection, by placing it on its

strongest ground.
Meat is the end in view. No animal furnishes

better than the hog. If there is any other which
will furnish more at less expense, in a dry coun-
try, or which possesses more congruiiy with In-

dian corn, where that is the chief fund f()r subsis-

tence, it ought to be preltjrred ; if not, the hog de-

serves more attention than he has hitherto receiv-

ed. In the maize country, the existence of no
such animal is admitted, by the general recourse

to the hog as the chiefresource for meat ; and the

first question is, whether he is made to answer
the purpose for which he has been thus selected.

The iiict is too notorious lo require proof. The
maize Atlantic districts raise an insufficiency of
meat for their own consumption, by means of an
animal selected on account of his peculiar fitness

for the object. A failure in the object with the

best means of attaining it, is the strongest evidence
of the misapplication ofthose means.
Though this supply of meat from hogs is insuffi-

cient, it is yet considerable, and far exceeding the

quantity furnished by all other animals. But it is

still considered by a pecuniary computation as an
unprofitable business to raise them. If there is

any foundation for this opinion, drawn from a
computation which excludes all the mischiefs ari-

sini; from dead lences, it determines the mode of

raising them to be exclusively erroneous.

This pecuniary loss must arise from Ihe mode
of raising them, in those districts where hogs are

the best resource for meat, unless we suppose that

nature has treated these districts with such severi-

ty, as to provide no animal to supply a moderate

comfort, except at an expense which must exclude
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a great number of people from its use. And as

tins PLippositioii crinnt)t be udniiited, the evil ran

only t)esouiilit Ibr in iliis niode, where it will he

found in ihc disasters of the hogs, the inaltention

of their owners, the badness and insufficiency of

their lood, and ihe mean (luality of their meat. I

eiiall theielore adempt in the next number, to

point out a diflerent one, more profiialile to the

owner, more com'brlable to the animal, an 1 en-

tirely exempt (i-om the ruinous vice ol operating

as an exclusion of live fences.

No domestic animal multiplies equally, grows
as rapidly, is as thrifty, makes as good salt meat,

is as hardy, as healthy, as docile, or eats as little in

proportion to size as the hog. A mode of raising

him which takes advantage of all these qualities,

designating him as the best resource Ibr meat, is a

subject worthy of particular attention, and would
be a great improvement. My experience is in-

considerable, and my knowledge limited in relation >

to it. But I shall give Ihe result of the former,!

without deviating into conjecture, or recurring to
[

books. Indeed, as neither distilleries nor dairies'

constitute any resource Ibr the country within my 1

view, little aid could be extracted from the latter.
'

Indian corn, clover and pumpkins, are my only

resources Ibr raising hogs. They are raised within

the inclosure of a farm having no cross fences,

regularly confined in a pen of niglits, and suffered

to run at large in the day, in that portion of the

farm designed Ibr Indian corn the succeeding year.

The farm is divided into Ibur shifts, the greater

part of each being le(t in red clover after wheat,
so that a sliift during the last year of its rest is

well covered. The injury to clover by hogs from

grazing, is infinitely less than that from any other

animal. No number necessary for domestic con-

sumption will materially afiect the field expos-

ed to grazing in this mode. Twenty sheep would
injure it more than a hundred hogs. And to pre-

vent rooting, iron rings of the size and shape of a

large one for the finger, are constantly kept in the

cartilage of the nose.

Until the pumpkins come in, the hogs subsist

by grazing, with an allowance of shattered Indian
cort), sufficing to keep the sows having pigs, in

tolerable heart ; other hogs will become very fat

upon the same allowance. As soon as the pump-
kins are ripe, the whole family are confined to the

pen, and led with as many as they will eat cut up
in troughs, besides a full meal of sound corn daily,

raw or boiled as iheir appetite fluctuates. And
those for slaughter are led with corn about ten

days after the pumpkins are expended; to harden
and flavor the meat.

By removing the pen with regularity, and
ploughing it up, as in the case of cattle, hogs will

in my judgment manure land to the value of the

whole expense of raising them ; and instead of

contributing to the ruin of the country by eradicat-

ing herbage, and compelling farmers to reject live

fences, contribute to its renovation by their ma-
nure.

The whole slock exceeding nine months old,

except a male and two or three females, is killed

annually. If a species is selected which breeds

young, and gains its growth quickly, the litters

between the first of June and the first of iN'larch

will furnish an abundance of progeny for the se-

cond killing time. Their mothers will make fat

and small, and the males fat and large meat for

the first. These piga are accelerated in growth,
l)y being sufifered to share in all the luxuries of the

larije hogs, unless it may happen to be necessary
to wean a liner occasionally, to gain time for reco-

vering the flesh of its mother. And the annual
clearance of nearly all the old hogs, is a matter of
considerable economy, because the expense ia

thereby diminished to a great extent, lt)r above
half the year, by having young ones only to sus-

tain.

The mischiefs from hogs allowed such license,

is tlie chief objection to be expected to this mode
of raising them. I know not of any agricultural,

mechanical or scientifica! object of much value,

attainable wiihout effort or skill. Some degree of'

both, and but a small one, is necessary to avoid

this objection. The hogs ought whilst young to

be made quite gentle. Pigs are as docile as pup-
pies. They will not be inclined to wander far

li-om their feeding pen in a field of red clover, if

care is taken to secure for them an access to wa-
ter ; and a small boy with a whip will find it an
easy task (o discipline them out of any such incli-

nation. No temptation solicits them at most sea-

sons of the year, and should they occasionally

light upon one so irresistible as to render them
troublesome, they must be confined in their pen,
until it is past, or they are weaned from it.

Hogs are sufficiently hardy to bear the weather
without injury, for eight months of the year ; a
warm cover is necessary fbrthem during the other

four. This is easily made and removed by four

fiirkslettvvo feet into the earth, the two in front

eight feet, and the two in rear two feet above it,

having a secure roof of stalks and straw laid on
poles, and the rear and two sides made perfectly

close by two courses of rails, one pressing against

the forks, and the other against slakes two feet

from them all around, with the interval filled tight

with straw. The front is open to the south, and a
diameter of ten feet each way will form a com-
fortable cover for a large stock of hogs.

Small warm huts of a similar construction for

the separate use of each]^sow about to pig, in cold

weather, is a precaution most useful, and much
neglected. Wiihout it, the greater part of the

litters will be lost. And such losses diminish con-

siderably the profit arising from a system, an
article of which is to compensate by number for

the size of hogs brought old to the knife.

The reader will discern, that I consider agricul-

ture as a lelo de se. As leading herself to the

altar, and inflicting her own death, not with the

despatch dictated by humanity, even in killing a

hog, but by repeated strokes upon every part of

her body. By laws of her own making, she has

quartered upon herself tribes of factitious capital-

ists. By laws of her own making, she has

adopted the policy of mingling free blacks and
slaves, mutually exciting each other to rebellion,

teaching one class the trade of living upon herself

by theft vvilhout labor, and instilling into the other

a haired of her duties. She spontaneously hires

overseers, not to improve, but to exhaust her land,

with the wisdom of a saint who should expect

to advance true religion, by hiring a priesthood to

preach and practice idolatry. And she closes her

system by a mode of raising hogs, which burdens

her defective labor with the incumbrance of dead

and decaying fences ; which aids the overseers in

substituting a wrong for a right culture ; and
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which has already caused a deficiency of meat,

reriuiring supplies from the western country ; sup-

plies destined to fail by an imitation of the system

ofagriculiure, vvhicli rendered them necessary.

As these evils, united, are obviously killing our

lands, any one will cripple them, and therefore

a successlul effort to remove any one, is not un-

important, ir legislatures siiould persevere in

wounding agriculture by endowing hogs with a

right of unliiniied emigration, to and li-o, and ex-

posing them to the usual consequences of licenti-

ousness, namely, poverty, disease and death
;
yet

agriculture may be so liir (avored, as to procure

some small alleviation of the pains and penalties

thus inflicted on her. If hogs were prohibited

from going at large, except with a ring in the

cartilage of the nose, and a yoUe with three pro-

jecting wings ol' six inches long, one at top and

one at each side, these pains and penalties would

be vastly diminished. The ring, besides putting

an end to the eradication of herbage, would coun-

teract the use of the nose as a wedge able to

pierce the best live fences, and the wings would
powerfully contribute to l!ie same end.

But this remedy would reach a portion only of

(he evil we are considering, and will leave in full

operation the present expensive and insufficient

mode of raising meat. By prohiliiiing hogs from

running at large, we should be compelled to recur

to a new mode, which might possibly be more
adequate to our wants. To (brm a correct opin-

ion, it behoves us to reflect upon the present mode
ol' raising hogs, and to contrast it with that pro-

posed, or with more promising sugijeslionp. Our
subject is closed with a specimen of this mode of

reasoning.

By the present mode of raising hogs, vast quan-

tities of wood and timber are annually destroyed :

by the proposed, none will be destroyed.

By ilie present mode, much labor is lost m mak-
ing mouldering fences ; by the proposed, the in-

hibition on live fences being removed, much will

be saved.

By the present mode one half of the pigs and

hogs perish, and a considerable portion of the re-

sidue are stolen ; so that less than half come to

the knile ; by the proposed, few will perish, fewer

will be stolen, and a double supply of meat may
be expected.

By the present mode a great proportion of the

meat is lean and dry ; by the proposed, most of it

will be fdt and juicy.

By the present mode, corn, generally hard, be-

ing chiefly relied on to raise and fatten hogs, much
is used and much is wasted ; by the proposed,

the use of the pumpkins and clover, vastly lessens

the use of corn, and diminishes the expense,

whilst it increases the meat.

By the present mode, no return for the food is

made by the hog, but that of his carcass ; by the

proposed, he will pay for it, and in my opinion,

more than pay for it, by his manure. \l this is

wholly true, his meat paid for by the present

mode at a price so exorbitant, as to induce some
farmers to buy, rather than to raise it, will be got-

ten (or nothing ; if partially, this single considera-

tion may at least reduce the cost, far below the

usual price.

The value of the clover to hogs is demonstrated
by the fact, that (sows giving suck excepted)

they will thrive and grow on it alone if allowed

to run at large ; and yet make but a small imprea-

sion on the crop. The addition of corn recom-
mended is necessary for these sows, and highly
improves the other hoga. It is indispensable to

gentle and lure all to the pen at night. Clover cut

and given green to hogs in a pen, will be eaten
greedily, and yet the hogs will fall ofl', and would
I think finally perish ; nor is it by any means so

efficacious, united with oiher food, as if gathered
by the animal himself— [Note E.]

SUCCESSION OF CROPS.

This idea, according to the theory of manures ad-

vanced in several former numbers of these essays,

must contain much error, and all its truth must
be limited to the simple liicts, that the cultivation

of one crop will clean and pulverize the ground
for the reception of another, and that some crops

will produce these effects belter than others, either

as requiring more cultivation, like tobacco, as

killing grass and weeds by shade, like the pea and
pumpkin ; or as rendering the earth more friable,

like the potato. But an opinion that the earth

can be enriched by an annual succession of crops,

will blast every hope of its improvement, if this

can only be eflected by manure ; because all will

prefer the ease and profit of annual tillage, as a

mode of fertilizing the earth, to the labor and de-

lay ol' resting land, reducing tough swards, and
raising and applying manure.

In England, a thorough manuring of ground
already rich, every five or six years, is allowed by

all authors to be indispensably necessary to fulfil

the promi.-^es of a succession of crops; what then

have we to hope from a succession of crops ap-

plied to ground already poor without this sex-en-

nial manuring? In our gardens a succession of

crops is seldom considered as a necessary aid to

annual manuring. Draw from the earth as you
will, it never fails, il' refilenished annually with

atmospherical matter; let your rotation of crops

be what it will, it never lasts, if this replenishment

is withheld. Industrious efforts, and not lazy

theory, can only save our ruining country.

Trust not to the delusive promisee of a rotation

of crops for restoring our soil. It will agfiravate

the evil it pretenils to remove. It is a remedy
which will be greedily seized upon by the annual

prime ministers of a southern farm, whose tenure

is precarious, and whose object is sudden income
;

and they will with joy abandon the labor of ma-
nuring and improving for prospective, to gain

the bribe of immediate profit.

This disposition is so ruinous already, that 1

have known an owner with very imperfect man-
agement, to liianure annually ten times more with

equal m.eans at the place ol his residence, than on

a farm some miles distant entrusted to an over-

seer. Money wages is one mode of curing an
evil sufficient without an ally to ruin our country.

But to give this remedy eth^cl, the apocryphal

opinion of recovering our lands by a succession of

crops, ought to be driven out by the more solid

reliance upon manuring and inclosing.

Our funds for manuring are sufficient to employ
all our energies, and if our energies were employed
sufficiently to exclude all worn out land from culti-

vation, and to produce the sex-ennial supply of ma-
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nure, wit houl which a rotation ofcrops will be deiu-

Bive, and pernicious cflects would follow, as (iir sur-

papsin<r in usefulness those oCnicre rotation theorj',

as ihe Atlaniicoccan surpasses in extent the lake of

Geneva. JMany of these funds of manure, ready
to pay the drafts of industrj', have been heretofore

noticed ; more perhaps are overlooked. They
are scattered every where around us; and Pro-
vidence has blest our shallow soil witli a capacity

of suddenly throwing up thickets, consiiiuting a

bountiful provision for manuring and curing galls

and gullies. I have tried this vegetable manure
by strewing the whole surlace, by packing it green
in large furrows and covering it with the plough,
b}^ packing it in such furrows in the same state,

and leaving it to be covered with the plough three

years afterwards, and by covering it as soon as

the leaves were perfectly dry, sowing it previous-

ly with plaster. Each experiment of which the
result is determined, id highly gratifying. The
Jast on nearly a caput mortuum of a galled and
gravelly hill side, exliibits good corn planted over
the bushes, as soon as they were covered. It is

in vain to begin at tlie wrong end to improve our
system of agriculture. Fertility of soil alone can
give success to ingenious theories. These ap-
plied to barrenness at best resemble only the

beautiful calculations of a speculator, who demon-
strates a mode of making fifty thousand dollars

from a capital of a hundred thousand, to a man
worth only a hundred cents. The capital must
precede the profit.

Manuring only can recover this capital, so

much of wliich is already wasted by bad husban-
dry. It is the great object lo be impressed, and
all its modes sliould be tried. When that has
provided a I'und lor experiment, and an excitement
to ingenuity, by presenting to industry and genius
a fertile area, the time will have arrived for ex-
ploring the more recondite principles of agricul-

ture, and descending lo the diminutives of im-
provement.
The eli'ect of manuring and inclosing united, in

stopping gullies and cuiing galls, is a hundred
Ibid greater, than the most ingenious mechanical
contrivance. Land filled with roots, covered with
litter, aided by buried bushes forming covered
drains, protected against the wounds of swine and
hools, and replenished sex-ennially with the coarse

manure of the farm and stable yards, will not
wash. Under such management, the bottoms of

the gullies will throw up a growth capable of ar-

resting whatever matters the waters shall convey
from the higher lands, soon become the richest

parts of the field, and thenceforth gradually fill up.

I have long cultivated considerable gullies created

by the three shifts, grazing and uniTianuring sys-

tem, and cured in this mode, which produce the

best crops, are secured against washing by their

great fertilitj', and are gradually disappearing by
deepening their soil.

A succession of' crops is utterly incompetent to

Ihe ends so necessary to our lands, as it will not

produce their renovation ; and the portion of truth

tlie theory possesses, if it has any, is so inconsi-

derable, that it will produce the most ruinous
errors, if it leads us to believe, that our efibrts to

manure them may be safely diminished or super-

seded, by any rotation ofcrops, however skilful.

LIVE FENCES.

This subject, so extremely material lo a country
requiring to be raised from the dead, by vast and
repealed doses of Ihe only genuine terrene elixir,

certifies in every quarter of ihe United Stales, to

the scantiness of our agricultural knowledge ; and
is one of the presages, ihat it is doomed to live

and die an inlfuil. If it is an idiot, its case is

hopeless ; but if it is only a dunce, it must in lime

discern the vast saving of labor to be applied to

draining and manuring, the vast saving of wood
and timber lor fijcl and building, and the vast

accession to arable, by rendering less woodland
necessary, as acquisitions arising from live fences.

In the "JNlemoirs of the Agricultural Society of
Philadelphia," several modes of raising live hed'ges

suitable for ditfcrent soils and climates, are stated

and explained. Two volumes of these memoirs
have been published, containing more valuable

information upon the subject of agriculture, than
any native book I have seen ; and if we have no
relish for the wit, learning and experience, with
which they abound, but little good can be expect-

ed from these ephemeral essays. To say much
upon a subject, copiously handled in a book which
every farmer ought to have, would insinuate the

existence of a general apaihy towards the eminent
talents which have presided over, and greatly con-

tributed lo ils composition ; to say nothing, would
be a neglect of a subject of the utmost impor-
tance.

Several plants are mentioned in these memoira
as proper for making live fiances, but I shall con-

fine my observations to one, because my know-
edge experimentally, does not exlend to the

others. The cedar is peculiarly fitted for the pur-

pose, throughout the whole district of the United
States. If throws out' bows near the ground,

pliant and capable of being woven into any
form. They gradually however become stiff.

Clipping will make cedar hedges extremely thick.

No animal will injure them by browsing. Ma-
nured and cultivated, they come rapidly to perfec-

tion. The plants are frequently to be found in

great abundance without the trouble of raising

them. As an evergreen they are preferable to

deciduous plants ; and they live better than any
young trees I have ever tried, planted as follows:

From December to the middle of March, the

smallest plants are to be taken up in a sod of a
square conformable to the size of the spade used,

as deep as po-sible, which sod is to be deposited

unbroken in a hole as deep, made by a similar

spade ; the earth coming out of it being used to

fill up the crevices between the sod and the hole

for its reception. I plant these cedars on the out

and inside of a straight fence, on the ridge of a
ditch, the plants in each row being two feet apart

both in the direction of and across this ridge ; but

so that the plants on one side of the fence will be

opposite to the centre of the vacancies between
those on the other. Each row will be one foot

from the fence, so that the top of the ridge will be

about eight inches higher than the position of the

plants. They should be topped at a foot high, and
not suffered to gain above three or four inches

yearly in height, such boughs excepted as can be

worked into the fence at the ground. Of those

great use may be made towards thickening the

hedge, by bending them to the ground, and cover-
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ing them well wiili earth in the middle, leaving

them growing to the stem, and tlieir extremities

exposed. Thus they invariably lake root and fill

up gaps. Ifthese hedges are cultivated properly,

and the land is strong, lliey will lurm an elegant

live evergreen fence, in a shorter time, than is

necessary to raise a thorn leiice in England, ac-

cording to the books.

But will they keep out hogs 7 I am told by

travellers that lew or none ol' the hedges in Eng-
land will do so. Yet hedges are both the chief

agriculiural ornament, and most valuable im-

provement of thai well cultivated country. Bui

hogs are not there turned loose by law lo assail

them. I do however think that a cedar hedge is

far more capable of ibrming a fence against hogs
than the thorn, because one, as a tree, will acquire

more strength or stubborrnness than the other, a

shrub, can ever reach ; and because the cedar is

capable of being worked into a closer texture than

the thorn.

Yet the wedge-like snout of the hog, the har-

diness of his nature, and the toughness of his hide,

certainly exhibits him as a dangerous foe to live

fences; and the resources of ringing and yoking

lo control his powers and his disposition, ought to

be adverted lo, for the sake of an improvement so

momentous. These will not shock our prejudices

nor violate our habits, and are supported by a con-

sideration of weight, far inferior to the importance

of hedging ; and yet light as it is, of weight suffi-

cient lo justify the rccommmendaiion. If' hedges

are not proiecied against hogs, at least four rows

of plants, and a double width ol' ridge or bank will

be necessary ; there must be a double sized ditch

to furnish this earth ; a double portion of land will

be occupied by the hedge and ditch ; and more
than double labor, owing to the inconvenience

arising from great breadth, will be always re-

quired to keep the hedge in order. Something less

than moieties in all these cases will sutlice for

hedges capable of fencing out every other animal,

if the legal rights of hogs are only modified, and
besides, the narrow hedges will be lar more beau-

tiful-[Note F.]

OUCHARDS.

In our warm and dry climate, I consider live

fences as the matrix for apple orchards. These
are the only species of oichards at a distance from

cities, capable of producing sufficient profit and
comfort, to become a considerable object to a farm-

er. Distilling from fruit is precarious, trouble-

some, trifling and out of his province. But the

apple will furnish some food for his hogs, a luxury

for his family in winter, and a healthy liquor for

himself and his laborers all the year. Indepen-
dent of any surplus of cider he may spare, it is

an object of solid profit, and easy acquisition. In

the southern slates, the premalure decay and
death of apple trees, is the chief obstacle to its at-

tainment. And this my experience tells me is

generally occasioned by a stroke of the sun on the

body of the tree. Hedges in a great variety of

positions will afford shelter to trees against this

stroke.

This conclueion has been drawn from many
facts, but a single case only shall be elated. Sonic

years past the following experiment was tried.

An area of above an acre was inclosed by a cedai*

hedge, in the form of a square, with each side

presented to a cardinal point of the compass.
Soon alier, a young apple orchard was planted on
ihe ouiside around the hedge three feet from if,

and at twenty feel distance between the trees.

The hedge shaded ihe bodies of the trees when
it could do so, and has been lor some years thick

and high. Not a single tree has decayed or died

on the north or easi side of it, many have on
the west, and several on the south ; and the ge-
neral ihriliiness of the trees on the north and east

aspects, greatly exceeds thai on the two others.

If the result of ihis experiment can be depend-
ed on, for uniting live fences and orchards, the

same culture will answer for both, and avast sav-

ing of trees, a great accession of comforts and
profit, and a useful and ornamental border of roads

will ensue. The same experiment tends to re-

commend low or short bodies, as some preserva-

tive for fruit trees against strokes of ihe sun.

Next to this cause of the death of apple trees,

the residence under, and subsistence upon the

bark of the bodies and roots below Ihe surface of

the ground, during winter, of the field rat, has
been the most common. The remedy against

this animal, perhaps the mole, also and probably

against the whole lamiiy of insects, is to dig away
so much of the earth from the roots near the

body, to remain open during the winter, as will

make the place too uncomlorlable a residence for

them, during that season, in which ihey are most
apt lo feed on tlie bark.

A saving of much time and trouble, and an ac-

quisition of sounder trees would result from an
easy practice, to which I iiave of late years con-

formed. By earthing up the young grafts gradu-
ally as they grow, to about six inches above the

junction of the slip and the stalk, roots will invari-

ably shoot out above this junction, and by cut-

ting ofTthe stalk just above it, when the young
tree is transplanted, you get rid of ihe defects in

its constitution, sometimes occasioned by the ope-

ration of engrafting, and what is infinitely more
important, ail the scions sprouiing up from its

roots, during the whole life of the tree, will be of

the true fi-uit, and furnish spontaneously and per-

manently healthier orchards, than can be obtained

by the labor and art of engrafting.

Good cider would beanaiional saving of wealth,

by expelling foreign liquors ; and ol lile, by expel-

ling the use of ardent spirits. The cider counlies

of England are said lo exhibit the healthiest po-

pulation of the kingdom. Even hard cider would
be a useful beverage to our slaves. Reduced lo

vinegar it is considered aa a luxury, and allowed

lo be wholesome. But the extreme ignorance of

mankind in making cider is demonstrated, by an
uncertainly whether ihe manufacture shall turn

out to be sweet, hard or sour. It often happens
that things of most value are not perfected, be-

cause perleciion is easily attainable. A thousand

times more ingenuity has been expended on steam

engines, than would have sufficed litr discovering

the best modes of agricullure ; and the art of mak-
ing cider is in its infancy, whilst that of making
wine has been brought to maturity. Yet the for-

mer liquor would furnish infinitely more comfort,

at infinitely less expense lo mankind, than the

latter, if the art of making it had been equally

perfected.
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It is probable that a similarity exists in the best

process for making both liquors, and that useful

hints may be'collected irom the details, as to wine,
towards formiiiir a process for making cider.

Froin this source I liave extracted a practice,

though undoubledly imperfect, yet tolerably suf-

ficing for liimily purposes. It is this :

When the fermentation of the must is half
over, so that it is considerably sweeter than it

ought to remain, it is drawn off' (throwing away
the sediment at the bottom of the cask) and boil-

ed moderately about one hour in a copper, during
which the imjiurilies rising to the top are taken
off' by a skimmer wiih holes in it, to let the cider

through. Twelve effgs for each thirty-three gal-

lons, yolks and whites, are beat up, pouring
gently to them some of the boiling cider, until the

mixture amounts to about a gallon. Tiiis mixture
is gradually poured into the boiling cider and well

mixed with it by stirring. It then boils gently
five minutes longer, when it is relumed hot into

the cask. In eight or ten days it is drawn off',

leaving the sediment to be thrown away, and put

into a clean cask, with six quarts of rum or bran-
dy to thirty-three galloiis. The cask is made
completely full and stopped close. For this pur-
pose a sufficient provision of cider must be made.
The cider is bottled in the spring.

The chief object in making cider, must be the

management of the fermentation, so as to avail

ourselves of the spirituous, and avoid the acetous.

In the fall it is accomplished by t:;e above process.

But cider is subject to a second fermentation in

the spring, like wine, which often demolishes bot-

tles or ends in acidity. To manage this so as to

make it keep good in casks is an object higlily

desirable, but which I have not attempted to ac-

complish. Perhaps it is attainable by racking it

off' in the spring and makiuiX a second addition ol'

spirit. The simple process above stated will

carry it well through the winter, and furnish good
bottled cider; but it promises nothing more. By
cutting oif the corks even with the bottle, and
dipping its mouth in boiling pitch, it is as com-
pletely closed, as the best waxed bottled claret or

Burgundy.

DRAINING.

Prejudices have assailed, and will continue to

assail, every species of improvement, and theory,

instead of experience, will often sow opinion. It

is frequently believed that draining, clearing and
reducing to cultivation marshes, bogs and swamps
will add to the insalubrity of the air, because
vegetables feed upon certain qualities of it, unfit

for animal respiration ; and tlius render it purer lor

that purpose. But why should we load the at-

mosphere with poison, because vegetables will

absorb a portion of ill Countries kept damp by
endless forests, though abounding in the utmost
degree with these absorbents of atmospherical
miasma, are peculiarly unwliolcsome ; and first

settlers unexceptionably become victims to the

[act. It proves that the air may be contaminated
beyond the purifying power of an entire vegetable

wilderness, and that a reliance for its salubrity

upon the eaters of poison, would be equivalent to

a reliance upon the eaters of carrion for its purifi-

VoL. Vin.-95

cation, if shambles were as extensive as bogs.

After having made t!ie air as pure as possible by
every means in our power, the vegetable chemis-
try by absorption, is a means provided by Provi-
dence, for its last filter; but to infer from this na-
tural operation, that our efforts to render it purer
by draining are pernicious, would be an equivalent
infijrenceto the idea, that the cultivation of the
earth is pernicious because it is capable of spon-
taneous productions.

Campania, and some other flat and marshy dis-

tricts of Italy, are recorded in history as liaving

been made so healthy and delightllil in the flour-

ishing period of the Reman empire, by draining,

as to ha%'e been selected by the opulent for country
retirement, and splendid palaces. The drains
neglected by the bat barons conquerors of Italy,

have never been re-established by its modern inha-
bitants ; and the swamps and marshes have re-

stored to these districts an uninhabitable atmo-
sphere, by having their waters, their trees, and
their verdure restored to them.
As new countries are cleared and ploufflied

they become more healthy. The draining effects

of these two operations exceed those of any other,

and by drying the earth very extensively, furnish

the strongest evidence for ascertaining the effects

of draining welterlands. II the healthiness of a
country is increased by these modes of draining, it

will not be diminished by auxiliary modes.
The connexion between draining or drying the

earlh, and human subsistence, furnishes a kind of
argument, neither logical nor demonstrative, and
3'et of conclusive force to my mind. Can it be
believed that the author of creation, has commit-
ted the egregious blunder, of exposing man to the

alternative of eating bad /bod, or of breathing bad
air? If not, draining, v.'hether by the sun, the

plough or the spade, being indispensable to avoid
the first, cannot wreck him on the second evil.

From I he great improvement made in the health
of the eastern parts of the union, if we may trust

in recent his'ory, by opening the lands to the sun,

and with the plough, I long since concluded,
that this improvernent would be vastly extended
by resorting to every other species of draining.

And having removed some years past to a farm,

reported to be extremely liable to bilious fevers, I

threw several small streams into deep ditches,

dried a wet road leading to the house, by open or

covered drains, and cleared and drained some
acres of springy swamp, closely covered with
swamp wood, lying four or five hundred yards
south of the house. The multitude of springs in

this swamp, made deep, central, and double lateral

ditches, entering into it every six yards, necessary
throughout the ground. The labor was great, but
the wet thicket is now a clean dry meadow. Per-
haps an attachment to a theory may have caused
me to imagine, that the improvement in the

healthiness of my family and the draining im-
provements have kept pace with each other ; but

I am under no delusion in asserting, that the

healthiness of no part of the world, according to

the tables of mortality which I have seen, has
equalled it,

Avery large proportion of the country on the

eastern waters consists of level land, swamps,
boas and marshes. The first is chiefly cleared

and exhausted; the two last are chiefly is a na-

tural etate ; and all generate poison for want of
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proper draining by the plough, by ditches, and mode of draining meadows, would apply against

by dams, instead of producing the richest crops the only practicable mode of draining corn-fields

of every kind for man and beast, of any other by the plough ; for the latter object can only be

part of the country, without inlecting the air. eHected by abolishing the habit of cross plough-

The swamps, bogs and marshes constitute one ing.

of our best resources (or recovering the exhausted The difference of the level between the ridge

high lands, as furnishing employment for labor, and the furrow, in almost every case, enables us to

aad funds lor manure ; to the liirmcr, they offer

a certainty of profit, in exchange for the frequency

of loss; and to the worn out laud, an intermission

of its tortures, and a cure for its wounds.

If the bounties of draining include an improve-

ment in salubrity, in subsiftence, in profit, and of

exhausted lands, (hey ought to excite an ardor

which will presently leave behind the lijw and

plain remarks which I shall make upon the sub-

ject; or at least to awaken great districts of coun-

try to the facts, that their bestlands, those capable

of yielding the most profit, if not those, only capa-

ble of yielding any or much profit ; lands able

to support more people than those at present under

culture lie wholly useless ; except it may be use-

ful to kill people who are employed in killing land,

and thus shelter the survivors in some measure

against the evils of penury.

The simplest mode of draining is by the plough,

and yet even this is rare. Considerable districts

of flat, stifi^and close land, are soured by stagnant

water and baked by the sun, for want of this plain

operation ; so as to increase labor, diminish crops

and taint the air. Sometimes this rigid land,

though intended for Indian corn, is left unbroken

through the winter, and retains its excessive mois-

ture, Ibf want ofa declivity to discharge it; at others

being fallowed level, the water becomes a men-

struum lor melting down the soil into a brick-like

cover, which is generally rendered excessively

hard by the sun, before the water is evaporated

Bufficienlly to admit the plough. If the glutinous

quality of water had not been demonstrated in the

familiar operation ol' brick making, it ought to

have been instantly perceived in tee case under

consideration. This soil holds it upon the surface

with such surprising reteniiveness, as often to

show it in a rut or some other small aperture, at a

lime when the crop is suffering by drought. Be-

ing naturally adapted to extract and retain the

gluten in water, a surlfice is formed which ob-

structs absorption, and suspends the water exces-

sively exposed to evaporation ; so that the crops

suffer more than those of any other kinds of land,

both from its excess and deficiency, under the flat

culture habit.

For both these misfortunes, draining is the only

remedy, and in most cases it can be effected by the

plough. This will make ridges and furrows,

difi'ering in their level in proportion to the breadth

of thelormer. The wider the ridge, the deeper

the furrow may be made ; and in ridges calculated

for Indian corn, of five leet and a half wide, the

bottom of the furrow may easily be made fifteen

inches lower than the top of the ridne. Land of

the nature described, from the worst, is capable

by skilful plough-drainings, of being converted

into the beat of our soils. II a habit had existed

of draining wet meadow lands, first by cutting

lines of ditches from north to south over the

whole surface of the meadow, and then by filling

them all up, in cutting the same number from

east to west, and so cutting and filling ditches

gjterijately; all the argument in liavor ol this

seize upon some descent in the field (as the

smallest will suflice) by which to dispose of the

superfluous moisture. However distant, a descent

comes at last, and adjoining land-holders would
find a mutual benefit by uniting in the operation,

because stagnant water on the hi<j;her field, does

an injury to the lower, only capable of being re-

moved by allowing it a passage.

Supposing however the unusual case of a per-

fect level, essential benefit will yet accrue from the

proposed mode of draining by the plough. The
climate of the country under consideration is by no
means a wet one, and therefore, even in this case,

an instance would rarely happen of a fall of rain

so excessive as to drench the earth, fill the pro-

posed furrows, and overflow the ridges ; because
the earth of these ridges having been retrieved

from a saturity of moisture, keeping it in winter
constantly unsusceptible of an addition, and hav-
ing been rendered triable by lying in ridges exposed
to frost, will absorb nfiniiely more than the same
earth in its flat compact state ; because the deep
furrows having passed below the crust caused by
the union between the earth of (he surface, and
the gluiness of the water, will thereby have
opened new channels for absorption ; and because

the capacity of tlie furrows if properly constructed

will generally or invariably be adequate to the

quantity of superfluous water.

An infallible mode however of perfecting the

operation of draining by the plough, exists in sub-

joining to It a dry ditch, which in no case need be

above eighteen inches deep, and twenty-four wide,

to be placed on the side of the field most proper

for conveying off the water. If there is any
descent, this ditch must run at its foot ; if none, it

must receive the water nearest to some descent, to

which the ditch must be continued. In both

cases every furrow of the field must deliver its

water into the ditch.

Those readers who have seen large flats of

close, wet land on the eastern water courses, em-
ployed in killing teams, poisoning the air, and
disappointing the hopes of the husbandman, will

not consider the suggestions of this number aa

useless. Our agriculture is hardly prepared for

the plainest improvements, and an attempt to

introduce (hose of a compHcated nature, would of

course be unsuccessful. The double paradox
however contended lor, having been the result

of experience, may safely be referred to the same
tribunal, with a word or two to solicit a fair trial.

It is asserted that the flat surface in the kind of soil

1 have been speaking ®i\ will produce the evils,

both of too much and too little moisture ; and that

the high ridges and deep furrows earnestly recom-

mended, will prevent both. In addition to the

previous observations in this number, applying to

the reconciliation of these apparent contradictions,

the reader will be pleased to recollect those in a

former one, designed to prove that evaporation

will be greater from a flat than from a ridged sur-

face, and therefore in winter, when it is too slow,

the furrows may carry off the superfluous water,
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and in summer, when it is too rapid, the ridges may
obstruct it.

IC twenty inches of rain fall in the year, which
would relaio moisture in droughts longest, a level

iron pan of a hundred acres area, or a hundred
acres of earth o( a soil absorbing all thatlelll The
f?oiI [ have been speaking of, flat and undrained,

is sonievvhat of the nature of the pan ; drained by
ridges and deep furrows, it is converted into one
more absorbent.

The next species of draining to be considered ia

nearly as simple, as useful, and as niucli neglected,

as that we have just passed. A great part o( the

country below the mountains is of a eandy soil,

and abounds with amultitude of creeks, bogs, ri-

vulets, generally furnishing fine land up to their

very springs, if they were drained. Rut instead

of doing this, the labor of the country has been
applied with great perseverance and Piuccess, to

draining the hills of their barren sands, for the

purpose of pouring them upon these rich valleys.

To arrest and repair so ruinous an evil, would be

the means of bringing under culture an imiriense

body of land, infinitely more fertile than that in

cultivation ; and if health and plenty are bad mo-
tives for the undertaking, this fertility ought to sug-
gest the lolly of neglecting the smallest slip of these
wet lands, from pecuniary considerations only.

If however the wonderful manner in which the

eastern states are watered is adverted to, the very

great quantity of these wet lands will strike the

mind, and disclose to it at once a capacity as great

for causing unheallhiness, as for producing profit;

and as in reaping the good we remove the evil,

an admiration of human nature is awakened,
when we see it brave the worst climates, and
court death abroad (or the sake of wealth, rather

than acquire it at home by highly improving a
tolerable one, and courting long lile.

There is hardly a habitation in most of the east-

ern states, however distant from the larger rivers,

without the atmospherical influence of" this vast

mass of'creeks, bogs and rivulets; and according-

ly their effect is ahuost every where, in some de-

gree, experienced. Few of their channels retain

any appearance of their natural state, being every
where obstructed by sands, bogs, bushes and rub-

bish, 60 as to form innumerable putrid puddles,

pools and bogs, upon the occurrence of every
drought ; to several of which, all our summers
and autumns are liable. By stopping and spread-

ing the waters of our creeks and rivulets, they

soon cease to flow in droughts, and the water

which might be carried off in a healthy current at

all times, in wet seasons, poisons the earth, and in

dry, ihe air, because then evaporation becomes
its only channel.

Every rational being will acknowledge, that

nothing can be more ridiculous than to kill our-

selves lor the sake of remaining poor, and nothing

wiser than to lengthen our lives for the sake of

becoming daily more comfortable. The latter

objects will both be certainly accomplished by
draining ©ur creeks, rivulets and bogs, so as to

bestow on them unobstructed currents, and to cul-

tivate their borders. In sandy countries, where

they are most extensive, valuable and pernicious,

their last quality ia most easi.ly removed, as I shall

endeavor to show.
Side and straight ditches, where ditching is

necessary, ought generally to be abandoned, and

the stream trained nearly to its natural course,

avoiding acute angles, and aiming at gentle sinu-
osiies. The loose texture of a sandy soil suggests
these precautions. In consequence of U, side

ditches are speedily filled up. Straight ditches
give an iinpetus to the current, exposing a crum-
bling soil to a constant abrasion, and devoting
the point upon which it expends its greatest fury

to great injury. Acute angles create strong cur-

rents and are unable to withstand weak ones.

The lowest ground is naturally the best for drains.

And gentle bends check the impetuosity of cur*

rents. From adhering to the lowest ground or

natural course of the stream, we may avail our-

selves to great extent of the stream itself towards)

perfecting the drain, by periodically removing
such obstructions as it is unable to remove, or dis-

closes in cutting a ditch for itself. These in the
sandy countries consist generally of old wood, oc-

casionally of veins of some more rigid species of
earth ; the first to be removed, the latter to be cut

through. In cutting ditches, widening channels,
paring off points, cleaning and deepening drains

of any kind, one of the most obvious, and most
common errors, is to leave the earth on their bor-

ders, so as to dam out a considerable portion of
the water the drain was intended to receive, and
to destroy all the crop within its influence. This
earth ought unexceptionably to be employed in

curing hollows, leaving the edges of the drain

every where lower than the adjacent ground. By
this means floods will seldomer occur, and more
rapidly return to the channel; because as the
water is every where trickling into the drain as
the rain falls, it has more time to dispose of it, and
for the same reason, an excess will sooner be re-

duced. I3oth the rapid and complete reduction of
floods is of great importance to crops, few of
which will sustain much injury from a very short

immersion. They are ruined forvvantof a remedy
against stagnant water. Drains in the lowest

ground, with edges lower than the ground design-

ed to be dried, aided by ridges and furrows, emp-
tying into the drains, will aflbrd this remedy, in

the most perfect manner.
As all our streams have others falling into them,

and are attended with a multitude of springs

breaking out at the termination of the high land,

some substitute for the side ditches, so unsuccess-

fully tried for the purpose of intercepting these

rills and springs, is indispensable. 1 have tried

three with entire success, at an expense of labor

infinitely lees than that so frequently lost by adher-

ing to side ditches, in such cases as we are con-

sidering. If the tributary stream rises beyond the

ground we are draining, it is managed by the

same principles as the chief stream, so far up-

wards as is necessary. If it rises in a bold spring

at the junction of ihe hills with the flat we are re-

claiming, a channel is made for it in the lowest

ground, and by the shortest distance, to the central

drain, as narrow as the the spade will allow, never

more than eighteen inches deep, with perpendicu-

lar sides, which in these narrow cuts last much
longer than slopes, because they are not equally

exposed to frosts. If springs ooze in a continued

line at the junction of the hill and flat, a side cut

as narrow as possible and deep enough to inter-

sect them all, with a direct cut as above to the

main drain, is one remedy. The labor of these

cuts is trifling. The last, however, like all ditches*
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above the lowest ground in sandy eoils, is liable
]

to be filled up. To obviate this inconvenience

(which in these small cute is not very <xreai) 1

have frequently tried covered druins, constructed

as follows, wilh invariable success.

A ditch at least four feet deep is cut so as com-
pletely to intersect the whole line of these oozing
springs, to the depth ol about three feet, and it is

continued to the open drain into rehich it must
discharge its water, by the route alFording the most
convenient (all lor that purpose. The ditch is cut

gradually narrower Irom the top to the bottom,

where it is not above eight inches wide. A row
of poles, of such a size as nearly, but not entirely

to touch, is laid on each side oC the ditch at bot-

tom. Green or seasoned brush, without leaves,

trimmed to lie close, is then packed into the ditch,

with the small ends downwards, and touching
the poles, beginning at the upper end of the

ditch. The inclination of the brush must be up
stream, at an angle ol about forly-five degrees
vvfith the bottom of the ditch ; it must be packed
as close with the hand as possible, and cut inlo

lengths proper for the end of filling the diich

within ten inches of the top. The brush is then
to be covered with four inches of dry sound leaves
of any kind, and the whole of the earth to be
returned upon the ditch and well rammed. It will

press down the brush and leaves low enough to

admit of any species of culture without di.=turbing

them. The oozing water will be received by the
former, and must trickle through the apertures
caused by having its small ends at bottom, and by
the poles, down to the open drain, and the soured
ground will lose every boggy appearance.
This mode of draining seems in description to

be more troublesome, than I have found it to be in

practice. Unless its duration could be ascertained,
we cannot certainly pronounce as to its cheapness.
The oldest I have had an opportunity of attending
to, was constructed about ten years past. Its ol>
jects were to render a road dry, and about two
acres of soured barren land better, by sinking a
line of oozing springs lying collaterally with the
road, which made it a quagmire in wet weather,
and rendered the two acres barren.—The road has
been ever since dry and firm, and the land, of the
best in the field. I cannot help thinking that a
well constructed drain of this kind, wiH last a
century. Where stones can be had, they may be
made to last for ever, but I doubt whether brick
work would be equal to the brush.

But this is hke shooting e|)eculation a century
beyond hope. It is superfluous to invent modes of
preserving spots, whilst we are destroying districts.

i will therefore return to the subject, as^ii relates
to draining the vast body of land lying on creeks
and smaifrivers. There is no species of draining
60 cheap or beneficial, as where there is wate"
sufficient to perform a chief part of the work.
Most streams can perform some of it. In either
case, the rennoval of obstructions of wood or loose
elone, requires infinitely less labor, than to dig an
equivalent canal ; and the water thus aidedj'^will
continue to deepen its channel, until its eflorts are
controlled by withholding the assistance. The
earth it scoops out of the channel, becomes an
alluvion (cr curing an abundance of chasms and
inequaliiiee, the (ruit of torrents and obstructions.
And by correcting some angles, and deepening the
channels of the creeks, and small rivers, a very

large quantity of the best land now yielding foul
air, may be brought at a trifling expense to yield
fine crops.

For the introduction of this mode of draining,
the cheapest, the most practicable, and the most
profitable, a law is necessary. 1 do not know that
Coke's Suinma Ratio provides for the case, and the
absurdities (0 be ibund in the code, upon which
this exalted encomium is pronounced, are records
of human foil}' sufficient to shake a confidence
in the good sense and justice of an entire nation,

however plain the case may be, A proprietor
below may perhaps be found, blind to the clear
moral obligations which require him to remove the
obstructions against the draining of a proprietor
above ; Avhilst one above may be so lynx-eyed, as
to see injuries to himself from draining land below.
And yet the prosperity and the health of the
whole nation is at least as deeply affected by the
object, as by the establishment of roads; nor
would a lower country which should stop all the
roads leading fi-om above, act as unjustly or ab-
surdly as those who stop the drains from above.
It would not injure the climate, and by arresting

commodities, it would establish some monopoly
beneficial to itself; but the obstructor of draining
gains no exclusive advantage, and shares in the
general calamity of a bad climate.

Such laws are nut novel. Pennsylvania is in-

debted to them for some of her finest farms. 1

much question whether the state legislatures have
a power to pass any laws equally beneficial;

They might try the experiment, short of that re-

quiring social embankments, by only imposing
the simple and easy obligation of keeping up a
social current, sufficient to drain all lands above, in

every stream lying above tide water. Such laws
might at first be limited to the removal of obstruc-

tions of wood or earth, until experience should

decide, whether they might*not be beneficially ex-
tended even to obstructions of stone.

The residue of this subject contains in every
view its most important division, and unfortunately

meets with less capacity to do it justice. The
benefits arising from draining the kind of ground
we have passed over, though great in themselves,

are inconsiderable, conapared with those which
would result from draining the marshes and
sunken grounds upon tide water. A new country

and climate would be gained by it. We know
that the Dutch, in both hemispheres, have re-

claimed rich countries Jl-om the ocean, whilst we
abandon them to the rivers; but I do not recollect

to have heard of a book upon draining and bank-
ing. My whole experience is confined to a single

experiment, yet unfinished, the occurrences of

which I shall relate, so far as they may be useful.

It is made on ground similar to the body of marsh
and wet land, abounding on the tide rivers and
creeks of the eastern states, to an extent suflicient,

if reclaimed, to dispense wealth and comfort, and
unreclaimed, unvvholesomenessand death.

About two hundred acres of such land, three

fourths of which were subject to the tides, which
fluctuate to the extent of about three feet, and
within half a mile of a large river, is the subject

of the experiment. The remaining fourth, though
a few inches above tide water, was sunken land,

covered with the usual growth of such ground. A
large portion was soft marsh, subject to common
tides, and nearly as much a sheet of water, shal-
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low at low tides. On one eide of this area, has

been constructed a canal about eighteen feet wide,

to conduct a creeU sufRcienily large lor two mills

above; and on the oilier, one half as wide, to

receive and convey several small streams, and a

great number oi' springs. At the termination o(

the work, these canals are connected by a dam
nearly two hundred yards long, one iialf crossing

the solt marsh, and the other the space constitut-

ing the (brmer bed of the creek. These canals

are between (bur and five miles long, and have
been constructed cautiously and leisurely, to di-

minish the loss of the adventure, should it prove
unyiiccessful.

The experiment was commenced by cutting a

ditch on the left side for the small canal, about
lour feet wide, and two deep, near the dry land,

but wholly in the soil of the wet.— It was found
to yield too little earth to make a bank high and
strong enough to resist eiiher inundations or high
tides; that the earth became so porous, on drying,

as to produce leaks and breaches ; and that it was
yet so adhesive as to admit of the burrowing of
muskrats, with which the place abounded. Thus
the first attempt failed, and a considerable ditch

became wholly useless.

As this spongy and fibrous soil extended to the
base of the hills on both sides, the next attempt
was made by driving a double row of slakes and
puncheons round and split, being six feet long,

two feei into the wet ground, about eighteen from
the dry, fitted together as <'lo>e as possible, and
covering them with the same kind of soil, dug out

of the canal for conducting the creek, w^hich
afforded earth when cut about one foot deep, to

cover the stakes. The result was, that the wooden
wall under this spongy and fibrous earth, was no
security against the muskrats, and that the bank
was pierced by them at pleasure. The labor in

wood was therefore lost, but not the insufficient

channel, nor the bank.
The channel being about twelve inches deeper

than the adjacent sunken ground, wouhi contain
and conduct the creek except in inundations, and
as the bank hitherto described was in every vievv

insufficient, chasms of fifteen or twenty feet wide
were made in it at about three hundred yards
apart, to let the water pass out when high. The
creek was turned into this canal, with a view of

floating the sand from above, and depositing it

along the bottom, conveniently for removal to the

bank in order to oppose its friable nature to the

architectural skill of the muskrats.
At some convenient season once a year (for

the experiment proceeded for years) the water of
the creek being turned successively through these

chasms above, left its bottom below of firm sand,

which was very easily raised upon the bank. By
the pressure of this annual alluvion of sand, upon
the spongy soil, the channel of the creek became
deeper, and the alluvion was increased, so that

finally the first embankment, being greatly raised

and completely covered with the sand filtered by
the water into a state for the object, became a for-

tification proof against the skill of these trouble-

some animals.
The chasms left for inundationa being of the

kind of soil described, were not liable to b3 cut by
the water into new channels, and their edges or

banks, being higher than the bottom of the creek,

very little sand could escape through them.

As the body of water on the left side, was too
inconsiderable lor the alluvion process, it became
necessary to abandon the old ditch, and to com-
mence a new one, so fir touching upon the base
of the rising dry land, as to secure a sufficiency of
sand for the bank, and yet to he able to penetrate
to the springs, which created a perpetual pond
and bog in a portion of the area to be drained. It

is now cut throut»hout its whole course of about
three miles, so deep as to have reached many of
the springs, with a bank able to command inun-
dations, and tides. The bank was composed of
sand only, (the wooden staccade having turned
out to be useless) and being of considerable size,

proved a complete barrier against the muskrats,
in the following cases excepted : In three several
places the bog or marsh, protruded into the dry
land at right angles with the course of the ditch,

m narrow necks not worth the expense of includ-
ing. Two of these were about thiriy yards wide,
and the third near ten. All were crossed, and to

save the trouble of getting sand for the bank, a
more carelijl trial was made of the staccade and
spongy soil. They proved in all three places in-

sufficient to confine the water, or resist the musk-
rats. A sandy soil lay on both sides of these guts,

but still it would be considerable labor to remove
a quantity of it sufficient for the whole bank ; to

save this labor, a ditch was cut on the inner or

lower side of the bank close to its ba^e, three feet

wide, and as many deep, quite across the mouths
of the two largest guts, and filled with the adja-

cent sandy soil ; and this thread of sand was con-
tinued on the back of the spongy part of the bank
above high water mark in the canal. At the nar-

row gut the bank was well coated above ground
with sand. At all three, success was complete.

Eefore the inefRcacy of the staccade was disco-

vered, it was resorted to in making the dam across

the creek and marsh. Stakes and puncheons of
about nine feet long were driven about three into

the earth across both, in the centre of the intended

dam, and in a triple row. Nine feet from this

staccade on each side, a close and strong wattled

fence of green cedar was made, for the purpose of
holding the moist soil of the marsh, so fiir as the

dam was to be compounded of it, and of arresting

the sand, where it was to be made by an alluvion.

By laying plank for the laborers on each side, at

fifteen feet distance from these wattlings, and
working backwards toward them, cutting out the
earth as deeply as the laborers could reach, marsh
earth was easily obtained at low tides to raise the

dam to a suflicient height, so far aS the marsh ex-
tended ; but though it was eighteen feet wide, it

proved unable to resist either the water or the

muskrats. It therefore became necessary to cut

a ditch along the whole length of this moiety of
the dam, binding on the centre or staccade, four

feet wide, and two feet deeper than the summit
of the marsh, and to fill it with a thread of well

filtered alluvion sand. This remedy has hitherto

been suflicient, but nine months only having
elapsed, since it was tried, it ia not entirely confid-

ed in.

The remaining moiety of the dam was entirely

composed of alluvion sand. For this object, the

canal for the creek was made to terminate at a
steep snndy hill, being cut close to its base. Care
was taken to keep the bottom of the creek two
feet above low water mark, for the sake of a cur-
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rent, which being directed into two nine feet lanes,

made by the staccade and the wattlings, gradually

conveyed the sand into them, and forced the creek

to retire into a narrow channel. To accelerate the

operation, the sand of the hill was occasionally

thrown into the creek, and to lessen the labor ol'

doing it, the channel, as the canal widened by

drafts of sand from the hill, was kept near its

base. This was done by occasionally removing
the stones and pebbles, generally found in sandy
soils, and left behind by the filtration, to the base

of the bank, where they produced the indispensa-

ble end of preventing the attrition of the current.

As much sand being thus conveyed and de-

posited as the descent would allow, two close pa-

rallel green cedar wattlings were made eighteen

feet below the lowest hitherto mentioned, from the

highland to the marsh ; the cut through the marsh
on the lower side, made in raising that part of the

dam, was converted into a channel for the creek

to the opposite high-land and a short canal was
cut through a neck of marsh, to conduct it from

thence to tide water below. And thenceforth the

sand was deposited by the current along the

whole extent of the dam, from whence it was oc-

casionally with great ease removed upon it, by

taking off the creek in low tides and dry seasons,

iu which there is no difficulty.

In carrying the staccade across the creek, great

care was taken to make its top one foot higher

than the highest tides, and on covering it with

the sand, the aperture left for the tides was closed.

The dam was however twice broken by high tides,

before it was conjectured that the sand by iis

weight had compressed the porous marsh soil of

which the bottom of the creek was composed, and
lowered the whole staccade with it. Upon a strict

attention to this idea, however, it was concluded,

that such a compressure, in proportion to weight

and compressibility took place throughout the dam
and banks ; and that though it required occasion-

al additions to both, to preserve their level at least

two feet above the highest tides and inundations,

its effect of obstructing the percolation of the sur-

rounding water into the space to be drained, ad-

mitted by the nature of the soil to a great extent,

was a full retribution for the labor thus expended.

The dam and banks being closed quite around,

to get rid of the internal water, constituted the re-

maining difficulty. It was necessary to construct

a gate to discharge it at low tides. A tide gate

in the centre of the dam was unsuccessfully tried.

And finally a trunk made of two inch oak plank,

sixteen feel long, with a cavity three feet wide

and one deep, answered the end much better than

any other experiment. The water on the inside

passes along the dam, parallel to the water on the

out, in the channel cut lor raising the dam across

the marsh, to the small canal near the junction of

its bank with the dam. At this spot tlie founda-

tion is an unctuous fullers' earth. The place be-

ing made by bay-dams, was dug out to the pre-

cise level of low water, and the trunk accurately

laid down upon it. Plank one foot wide was sunk

quite around it edgeways, so as to lap two inches

on the bottom of the trunk, and the whole was
covered wiih earth, and well rammed to within

two feet of the ends, so as to discharge the water

into the small canal. At each aperture of the

trunk is a door made of a single plank, fitted to

the outside, having four folds of coarse woollen

cloth, dipped in hot tar, nailed on eo as to fit the
mouths of the box, fixed by strong hinges made
for the purpose, and latched under water by the
help of a long handle attached to the latch. The
delect hitherto discovered is, that the trunk is not
long enough by about six feet.

This species of trunk vpas first tried to save the
water of a small branch for grinding gypsum, in

a simple tub mill, built ibr that purpose. Only
one door, and no latch was necessary. The
pressure of the water in the pond was such, that

when hiu;h, a strong chain attached well to the

door, worked with a small lever, was necessary to

open it. A hole of two inches diameter, kept
closed with a large peg, to be pulled out by a pole

fastened to it, was resorted to for diminishing the

resistance of the water, and caused the door to

open more easily. And the end of saving the

water was very well effected.

It was discovered that the interval water to be
voided by the trunk was vastly increased by
springs passing under the canals, for which there

was no remedy but to deepen them. This remedy
was applied to the small one with such effect, that

its continuance, until the bottom in its whole
course shall be brought to a level with the water
at low tide, is confidently considered as a certain

cure for the evil. The number and size of the

springs discovered were beyond expectation, and
the interception of the residue is considered as

certain. The large canal could not be deepened
hitherto, because it has not quite finished the work
of alluvion. But there will be no dilffcully in cut-

ting off the springs beneath it, by a narrow ditch

in the centre. For when this work is done, the

obstructions to prevent the creek from deepening

itself will be removed, and that operation will

both lessen the work of penetrating to the springs,

and also bestow upon the bank a more perfect de-

gree of strength.

The efforts used to prevent the abrasion of the

water in acute angles, eddies or strong currents,

consisted of single or double wattles of green
cedar, in proper declivities to resist water, and to

retain earth; and of throwing all stones and gra-

vel washed Irom the base of the hills cut by the

canal, to the base of the bank. The bank also,

generally, had covered itself before its apertures,

for allowing a passage to inundations, were closed,

with a strong tegument of shrubs, weeds or grass;

and these several remedies against the attrition of

the current have hitherto been effectual. A por-

tion of the land heretofore flooded by common
tides, is quite dry, and will be this year cultivated.

After widening the dam by alluvion, to about

thirty feet, the creek will no longer be kept paral-

lel with it, but will be sent straight on from the

right bank. And the bank is destined to the use

of apple trees.

The sandy soil approximating upon most or all

of the marshes and sunken grounds of the eastern

states, seems to be the providential provision of

the means for reclaiming them ; and the multitude

of currents passing through this soil, are like

vehicles for conveying these means to the neces-

sary positions. They are vehicies which disregard

distance, travel constantly and never decay. They
will calk the most porous soil, overwhelm the

strongest vermin, and follow the slightest direction.

Their efforts may be aided by the plough, by re-

moving obstructioDSj and by tumbling into them
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sandy declivities with little labor, near to which
they should be guided for that purpose.

TOBACCO.

The extent o(" country yet devoted to the cul-

tivation of this plant, entitles it to a place in an
agricultural ephemeris, the object of which is, to

kill bad habits, and to be killed itself by a complete
system. The preservableness of tobacco, endows
it with the rare capacity of waiting for a market,
and constituted a recommendation which induced
me to cultivate it attentively during two years.

—

Both crops succeeded beyond the medium calcula-

tion, and the experiments still exhibited results

conclusively proving the propriety of its abandon-
ment. These results were all with ease reduced
to figures. It was easy to fix the value of labor
bestowed on an acre of tobacco, and on its crop
after severance ; and on an acre of corn or wheat,
with the preparation of its crop also lor market.
It was as easy to ascertain the produce of equal
soils, and prices were settled by sales. Such esti-

mates demonstrated the loss of growing tobacco,

merely on the score of annual profit, without
taking into the account, the formidable obstacle it

constitutes to the improvement of land.

This objection is not founded upon the erroneous
opinion, that it is peculiarly an impoverisher. On
the contrary, my impression was, that it was less

so, than any other crop I knew of) except cotton

and the sweet potato. But upon its enormous
consumption of labor, and its diminutive returns

of manure. It would startle even an old planter,

to see an exact account of the labor devoured by
an acre of tobacco, and the preparation of the

crop for market. Even supposing that crop to

amount to the extraordinary quantity of one thou-

sand pounds, he would find it seldom, if ever,

producing a profit upon a lair calculation. He
would be astonished to discover how often he had
passed over the land, and the tobacco, through
Lis hands, in fallowing, hillmg, cutting off hills,

planting, replantings, toppings, suckerings, weed-
ings, cuttings, picking up, removing out of the

ground by hand, hanging, striking, stripping,

stemming, and prizing, and that the same labor,

devoted to almost any other employment, would
have produced a better return by ordinary success,

than tobacco does by the extravagant crop I have
supposed.
Though its profit is small or nothing, its quality

of starving every thing, exceeds that of every
other crop. It starves the earth by producing but

little litter, and it starves its cultivators, by produ-
cing nothing to eat. Whatever plenty or splen-

dor it may bestow on its owner, the soil it liieds on
must necessarily become cadaverous, and its culti-

vators squalid. Nor can it possibly diffuse over
the face of the earth, or the faces of its inhabitants,

the exuberance which flows from Itjrtilization, nor

the happiness which flows from plenty.

A substitute is the object of inquiry, after we
are convinced of the detrimental nature of any
crop. When flour sells for as much as tobacco,

by the pound, wheat would be a complete one, at

any distance from water carriage; but as that is

seldom the case, others must be sought alter.

The extent and population of the country,

within reach of navigable water, opens to the to-

bacco districts a wide market, for the disposal of

many better substitutions. Horses, mules, beef
and pork, would more than suffice to replace all

the advantages lost by relinquishing the culture

ol tobacco; and materials for manufiicturing, with
manufacturing itself, would amply provide for any
possible deficiency. The market for live stock and
meat, is so great and valuable in the bread stuff

districts of the eastern waters, as to attract sup-

plies from quarters (ar beyond the narrow tobacco

belt, with which they are immediately surrounded;

and if it is a question in the best cultivated coun-

tries, whether grazing and breeding live stock,

even upon the margin of navigation, is not the

most profitable agricultural employment, every

doubt vanishes in comparing it with the culture

of tobacco, in situations where the capacity of
walking to market will create a considerable item

of that comparison.

The system of agriculture, for a bread stuff farm,

according to the experience 1 have had, requires

live stock sufiicient to consume and reduce to ma-
nure every species of provender and litter ; in

efiecting which, a sufficiency of meat may be pro-

vided for the laborers, either without expense, or

even producing a profit. But if I am right in con-

cluding that the live stock of such a farm ought to

stop at that point, whenever its situation renders

the expense of transporting its grain to market
trivial, it follows, that a vast market would remain
lor the meat and live stock of the tobacco district,

consisting of towns, artizans, all who live by pro-

fessions and the interest of money ; and of the

bread stuff farmers themselves, as to horses and
mules, the breeding of which is excluded by this

system, and as to pork also, wherever a better

mode of raising it than the present shall not be
adopted.
Having had no experience of a farm devoted to

raising live stock, my observations are conjectural.

It seems to me that manuring might be carried

much farther, where the whole produce was con-

sumed on the land, than when a part of it was ex-

ported ; that the product might be therefore more
rapidly increased, and the space cultivated, dimin-

ished ; and that the herbaceous and succulent

crops would so fiir banish the use of those more
exhausting, as greatly to accelerate the improve-

ment of the exhausted tobacco district, and to in-

sure an immediate or very near return of profit,

exclusively of a reiurn of comfort, far exceeding
that to which it has been accustomed.

THE EC01V05IY OF AGRICULTURE.

There is no subject less understood, nor more
generally mistaken than this; nor anymore es-

sential to the prosperity of agriculture. Sufficient

to afford matter lor an entire treatise, it cannot be
embraced by a short chapter. But a short chap-

ter may put minds upon the track, able to unlbid

its involutions wiih every branch of agriculture,

and more specially to disclose its value.

Diminutions of comforts, necessaries and ex-

pense, are too often mistaken for the means of pro-

ducing the ends they obsiruct ; and the rapacity

which starves, frcqiienlly receives the just retribu-

tion of a disappointment, begotten by a vicious
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mode of avoiding it. From the master down to

tlie meanest utensil, the best capacity for lijifilling

the contemplated ends, is invariably the best

economy ; and the same reasonin^r which demon-
strates the bad economy of a shattered loom, will

demonstrate the bad economy of a shattered con-

stitution, or an imperfect state of body. The cot-

tagers who inflict upon themselves and their (ami-

lies the discomforts of cold houses, bad bedding
and insufficient clothing, to acquire wealth, de-

stroy the vigor both of ihe mind and body, necessa-

ry lor obtaining the contemplated end, at which of

course, they can never arrive. The farmer who
starves his slaves is a still greater sufferer. He
loses the profits produced by health, strength and
alacrity ; and sulfers the losses caused by disease,

short life, weakness and dejection. A portion, or

the whole of the profit arising from their increase

is also lost. Moreover, he is exposed to various

injuries from the vices inspired by severe priva-

tions, and rejects the best sponsor for his happi-
ness, as well as prosperity, by banishing the so-

lace of labor. In like manner, the more perfiict, the

more profitable are working animals and imple-

ments, and every saving by which the capacity of

either to fulfil their destiny in the best manner is di-

minished, terminates with certainty in some por-

tion of loss, and not unfi-equenlly in extravagant
waste. Even the object of manuring is vastly

affected by the plight of those animals by which it

is aided.

A pinching miserly system of agriculture, may
indeed keep a larnier out of a prison, but it will

never lodge him in a palace. Great profit de-

pends on great improvemenis of the soil, and great

improvements can never be made by penurious

eflorts. The discrimination between uselul and
productive, and useless and barren expenses, con-
tains the agricultural secret lor acquiring happi-

ness and wealth. A good farmer will sow the

first with an open hand, and eradicate every

seed of the other.

Liberality constitutes the economy of agriculture,

and perhaps it is the solitary human occijpaiion, to

which the adage, " the more we give, the more
we shall receive," can be justly applied. Libe-

rality to the earth in manuring and culture is the

fountain of its boimty to us. Liberality to slaves

and working animals is tiie fountain of their pro-

fit. Jjiberality to domestic brutes is the fountain

of manure. By raising in proper modes a suffi-

ciency of meat for our laborers, we bestow a
strength upon their bodies, and a (erliliiy upon the

ground, either of which will recompense us for

the expense of the meat, and the other will be a

profit. The good work of a'strong team, causes

a profit beyond the bad work of a weak one, after

deducting the additional expense of feeding it;

audit saves moreover half the labor of a driver,

sunk in following a bad one. Liberality in warm
houses produces health, strength and comfort

;

preserves the lives of a multitude of domestic

animals ; causes all animals to thrive on less food;

and secures from damage all kinds of crops. And
liberality in the utensils of husbandry, saves labor

1o a vast extL-nl, by providing the proper tools for

doing the work both well and expeditiously.

Foresight is another item in the economy of ag-

riculture. It consists in preparing work for all

weather, and doing all work in proper weather,

and ul proper time?'. The climate of the United

Stales makes the first easy, and the second lesa

difficult than in m.ost countries. Ruinous viola-
tions of this important rule are yet /ietjuent from
temper and impatience. Nothing is more com-
mon than a persistence in ploughing, making hay,
cutting wheat, and other works, when a email
delay might have escaped a great loss; and the
labor employed to destroy, would have been em-
ployed to save. Crops of all kinds are often plant-
ed or sown at improper periods or uns'easonably,
in relation to the state of the weather, to their

detriment or destruction, from the want of an ar-

rangement of the work on a I'arm, calculated for

doing every species of it precisely at the periods,

and in the seasons, most likely to enhance its

profit.

A third item in the economy of agriculture is not
to kill time b\' doing the same thing twice over.

However laboriously at work, we are doing no-

thing during one of the operations, and frequently

worse than nothing, on account of the double
detriment of tools, teams and clothing. Ther
losses to fiirmers occasioned by this error, are

prodigious under every delective system of agri-

culture, and under ours are enormously enhanced
by the habit of sharing in the crop with an annual
overseer. Shifts and contrivances innumerable
are resorted to, for saving present lime, by bad
and perishable work, at an enormous loss of future

time, until at length the several fragments of time

thus destroyed, visibly appear spread over a farm,

in the form of ruined houses, fiances, orchards and
soil ; demonstrating that every advantage of such
shifts is the parent of many disadvantages, and
that a habit of finishing every species of work in

the best mode, is the best economy.
The high importance of this article of agricul-

tural economy demands an illustration. Let us

suppose that dead wood fencing will consume ten

per centum of a farmer's time, which supposition

devotes about thirty-six days in the year to that

object. It would cost him five whole years in fifty.

If his farm afforded stone, and his force could in

one whole year make his enclosures of that lasting

material, he would save four whole years by this

more perfect operation ; exclusive of the benefits

gained by a longer lile, or transmitted to his pos-

terity, if his larm did not furnish stone, as live

(ences can be made with infinitely less labor than

stone, his saving of time would be greater by Rais-

ing them, but the donation to posterity less from

their more perishable nature. It seems tome that

the time necessary to rear and repair live fences,

is less than one tenth of that consumed by those

of dead wood. By doing this arucle of work in a

mode thus surpassing the present miserable fen-

cing shifts in use, our farmers vvouid gain the

enormous profit of four years and an half in fifty,

and an entire country, that of nine years in each

hundred. Time constitutes profit or loss in agri-

culture, and many other employments. Such an

enormous loss is iiself sufficient to bankrupt the

soil of a fine country. Transformed into an equi-

valent gain, the difference of eighteen per centum

to the same country might retrieve it. The case

simply consists of the difference between paying^

and receiving enormous usury, for the sake of

growing rich.

I have selected a few items merely to attract the

reader's attention to the economy of agricultnre,

that his own sagacity may pursue the subject be-
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yond the limits assigned to these essay=!. It \>-

one hifflily necessury ti> all practical men, am-
worthy ot" liie minnte consideration of I lie most
prolbund mind; r,or do I know one exiiibiiing to

experience and talents a stronger invitation to

make tliemselves usefiii.

THE PLEASURES OF AGRICULTURE

In free countries are more, and in enslaved

lewer, than the pleasures of most other employ-
ments. The reason oC it is, that agriculture both

from its nature, and also as being generally the

employment ofa great portion of a nation, cannot
be united with power, considered as an exclusive

interest. It must of course be enslaved, wherever
. despotism exists, and its masters will enjoy more
pleasures in that case, than it can ever reach. On
the contrary, where power is not an exclusive, but

a general interest, agriculture can employ its own
energies for the attainment of its own happiness.

Under a free government it has before it the

inexhaustible sources of hnm^n pleasure, of fitting

ideas to fubstances, and substances to ideas; and
of a constant rotation of hope and fruition.

The novelty, liequency and exactness of ac-

commodations between our ideas and operations,

constitute the most exquisite source of men'al
pleasure. Agriculture feeds it with endless sup-
plies in the natures of soils, plants, climate.*, ma-
nures, instruments of culture and domestic ani-

mals. Their combinations are inexhaustible, the
novelty of resul's is endless, discrimination and
adaptation are never idle, and an unsatiated interest

receives gratifications in quick succession.

Benevolence is so closely associated with this

interest, that its exertion in numberless ir.stances,

ia necessary to Ibster it. Liberality in supplying
its laborers with the comforts of life !=• the best

sponsor for the prosperiij' of agriculture, and the
practice of almost every moral virtue is amply
remunerated in this world, whilst it is also the
best surety (or at'aining the blessings of the next.

Poetry, in allowing more virtue to agriculture,

than to any other profession, has abandoned her
privilege of fiction, and yielded to the natural

moral efTeot of the absence of temptation. The
same fact is commemorated by religion, upon an
occasion the most solemn, within the scope of the

hun)an imagination. At the awful day of judg-
ment, the discrimination of tlie good from the i and the hopeless habit of confiding our ereafest
wicked, is not made by the criterion of sects or of I interest to people most ignorant of if, will beaban-
dogmas, but by one wiiich constitutes the daily

i
doned.

employment and the great end of agriculture,
j

The errors of politicians ignorant ofagriculture,
The Judge upon this occasion has by anticipation

|

or their projects designed to opfiress it, can only
pronounced, that to feed the hungry, clothe the i

rob it of its pleasures, and consign it to contempt
naked, and give drink to the thirsty, are the pas- and misery. This revolution of its natural state,

eports to future happiness ; and tlie divine inielli- is invariably affected by war, armies, heavy taxes,

a system of agriculture which doubles the fertility

of a country, and a succosslu! war which doubles
Its territory. By the first the territory itself' is also
-ubstantinlly doubled, without wasting the lives,

the wealth, or the liberty of the nation which haa
thus subdued sterility, and drawn prosperity fiom
a willing source. JBy the si'cond, the l)lood pre-
tended lo be enriclied, is spilt ; the wealth pre-
tended to be increased, is wasted ; the liberty said
lo be secured, is immolated lo the patriotism of a
victorious army ; and desolation in every form ia

made to stalk in the glittering garb of false izlory,

throughout some neighboring country. Moral
law decides the preference with undeviating con-
sistency, in assigning to the nation, which elects
true patriotism, the recompense of truth, and to
the electors of the false, ilie expiation of error.
To the respective agents, the same law assio^ns
the remorses of a conqueror, and the quiet con-
science of the agriculturist.

The capacity of agriculture for affording luxu-
ries to the body, is not loss conspicuous than its

capacity fi^r affording luxuries to the mind ; it

being a science singularly possessing the double
qualities of feeding with unbounded liberality,

both the moral appetites of the one, and the
physical wants of the other. It can even feed a
morbid love of money, whilst it is liabituatinir us
to the practice of virtue ; and whilst it provides
for the wants of the philosopher, it affords him
ample room for the most curions and yet useful
researches. In short, by the exercise it gives both
to the body and to the mind, it secures health and
vigor to both ; and by combining l\ thorough
knowledge of the real affairs of life, with a neces-
sity for investigating the arcana of nature, and the
strongest invitations lo the practice of morality, it

becomes the best architect of a complete man.
If this eulogy should succeed in awakening tlie

attention of men of science to a skilful practice,

ofagriculture, they will become models for indivi-

duals, and guardians for national happiness. The
discoveries of the learned will be practised by the
ignorant; and a S3'stem which sheds happiness,
plenty and virtue all around, will be gradually
substituted for one which fosters vice, breeds want,
and begets misery.

Politicians (who ought fo know tlie most, and
cenerally know the least, of a science in which the
United States are more deeply interested than in

any other) will appear, of.more practical know-
ledge, or at least of belter theoretical instruction;

gence which selected an agricultural state as a
paradise for its first favorites, has here again pre-

scribed the agricultural virtues as the means for

the admission of their posterity into heaven.

or exclusive privilefrcs. In two cases alone, have
nations ever gained any thing by war. Those of
repelling invasion and emigrating into a mora
fruitful territory. In every other case, the indus-

With the pleasures of religion, agriculture I trious of all professions sufTer by war, the effecta

unites those of patriotism, and among the worthy
;
of which, in its modern form, are precisely the

competitors for pre-eminence in the practice of : same to the victorious and the vanquished nation,

this cardinal virtue, a profound author assigns a
I
The least evil to be apprehended firom victorious

high station to him who has made two blades
! armies, is a permanent system of heavy taxation,

of grass grow instead of one; an idea capable of; than which, nothing can more vitally wound or

a signal amplification, by a comparieon between I kill the pleasures ofagriculture. Of the same
VoL.VIII.-96
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stamp, are exclusive privileges in every form
;

and to pillage or steal under the sanction oi' the

&laiute books, is no lees lutal to the happiness ol'

Hgriculiure, than the hierarchical tyranny over

itie soul, under the prctetided sanction of God, or

the feudal tyranny over the body, under the equal-

ly fraudulent pretence of deiending the nation.

In a climate and soil, where good culture never

fails to beget plenty, where bad cannot produce

famine, begirt by nature against the risk ol inva-

fcion, and lavored by the accident with the power
ol self-government, agriculiure can only lose its

happiness by the lolly or i'raud of statesmen, or

by its own ignorance.

THE RIGHTS OF AGRICULTURE.

It is lamentable to confess, that this, to be a

true, must be almost a negative number. This

most useful and virtuous interest enjoys no riglits,

except in the United Slates; and there it enjoys

no exclusive rights, whilst the tew in which it

ehares are daily contracted by the various arts ol

ambition and avarice. Every where else, agri-

culture is a slave ; here she is only a dupe.

Abroad she is condemned by avowed Ibrce to

Jiaed voluptuousness, avarice and ambition ; liere,

ehe is deluded by flattery and craft, during fits ol'

joy or of lury, to squander her properly, to mort-

gage her laborers, and to shackle her freedom.

Abroad, she suflers contemp', and is sensible of

her degratlalion ; here, she is a blind Quixote,

mounted on a wooden horse, and persuaded by
the acclamations of her Iocs, that she is soaring

to the stars, whilst she is ready to tumble into the

dust.

Privileges are rearing by laws all around at her

expense, and whilst she is taught to believe that

they will only take from her a lew inconsiderable

slips, they will at length draw a spacious circum-

vallation, within which will gradually grow up a

power, beyond her control. Tricks, us well as in-

ventions, are daily fortified with leiral bulwarks,

called chatters, to transler her wealth, and to se-

cure frauds against her efforts. Capital in every

Ibrq;, save that of agriculture, is liid by taxes and
by bounties, which she must pay ; whilst not a
single bounty is paid to her by capital in any form

;

and instead of being fiivored with some prizes in

the loilery of society, she pays most, and is re-

warded hersell by the blauKs of underwriting the

projects of statesmen, and bearing the burthens of

government.
The use of society is to secure the fruits of his

own industry and talents to each associator. Its

abuse consists in artifice or lorce, tor translijrring

those fruits Irom some partners to others. Of this

abuse, that interest covering the majority of part-

ners is the victim. And the difficulty of discrimi-

nating laws, transferring such fruits lor tlie benefit

of society, from those having in view the gratifica-

tion of avarice and ambition, produces a sympathy
and combination between these distinct kinds of

law. As the members of the government, and
members oi legal liaude, both extract power and
income from the majority, they are apt to coalesce;

and each party to favor the designs of its ally, in

llieir operations ujiuii the comtnon enemy. Hence
governments love to create exclusive rights, and
exclusive r'ghts cling to governmcnte. The liga-

ment of parent and child, binds them together,

and the power creating these abuses, must make
ihem props lor its support, or instruments ibr its

subversion. lis election between these alterna-

tives is certain, and society is thus unavoidably
thrown into two divisions. One containing all

those who pay, and the other those who receive

contributions, required either lor public use, or to

Ibster private avarice or ambition. Good govern-
ment is graduated by this latter kind of contribu-

tion thus unfortunately allied to the former. The
highest amount constitutes the worst, and the

lowest, the best possible species of government.
But as both are drawn from the majoriiy ol every
society, vvhenev'er the agricultural interest covers

that majority, this interest is the victim of the

coalition ; and as it almost universally does cover

this majority, the agricultural interest is almost
universally its slaves.

The consequences to agriculture will be demon-
strated by converting this coalition between go-

vernment and its creatures, or of all who receive

tools given by law, into a political pope, and pla-

cing in his month an address to agriculture, in a

parody of Ernulphus' (brm of excomniunicaiion :

" May you be taxed in your lands, your slaves,

your houses, your carriages, your horses, your
clothinsr, your liquors, your coli'ee, j'our tea, and
your salt. JVlay you be taxed by banks, by pro-

tecting duties, by embargoes, and by charters of

a thousand difi'erent Ibrms. JVlay the exemption
of your exports from taxation be removed, and
may you then be (axed through your wheat,

your cum, your tobacco, your cotton, your rice,

your indigo, your sugar, your hemp, your live

stock, your beef, your pork, your tar, pitch and
tur[!eniine, your onions, your cheese, and your
potatoes. May you be taxed for the sufiport of
government, or to enrich exclusive or chartered

interests, through every article you import, and
through every article you export, by duties called

protecting, but intended to take away your con-
stitutional protection against taxation lor the bene-
fit of capitalists. May you be taxed through
every article j)roduced by your labor or necessary

to your subsistence, comfort and pleasure, by ex-

cises. And whilst every species of your pro-

ducts, and of your consumptions are thus taxed,

may your capital, being visible, be moreover taxed

in various modes. May all these taxes, whether
plain or intricate, (alter deducting the small sum
necessary to produce the genuine end of society,)

be employed in enriching capitalists, and buying
soldiers, placemen and contractors to make you
submissive to usurj)ations, and as quiet under
your burthens, as a martyr tied to the stake, under
the flames. After you have been taxed as liar aa

you can pay, may you by the bounty of God Al-

mighty be moreover mortgaged up to your value

or credit, lor the lienefit of the said coalition of
capitalists. And finally, may none of this good
and useful coalition, to whom is given the wealth
of this woild, as the kingdom of heaven is to the

pope and his clergy, be taxed in their stock or

principal held under any law or charter whatso-
ever ; nor in their capital employed in any ma-
nulticture or speculation, nor in any profit drawn
from such principal stock or capital ; nor through

any of their sinecures, salaries, contracts or in-

comes ; but on the contrary, may such stock, prin-

cipal, capilai, profitBj salaries, contraclSj and sixie-
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cures, be constantly fiistered by bounties in various I influence. Thus only can shejudiciously increase

injurious forms, to be paid by you, you (iamned, this influence, if it has peltlod loo low, or diaiinisli

dirty, working, productive biudi, agriculture.

Throucrhout the woild, agriculture, liUe one of

Ernulphus' contrite excomniunicantp, responds,

aaien, to this pious invocation.

Throughout the world, agriculture has enjoyed,

and in England continues to enjoy, one of the

rights in which she has a share in the United

States; that ofa voice in elections. And throu<rh-

out the world, this right has been unable to shield

her against an anathema, which prescribes for

her as perfect a hell, as the formula ot Ernulphus
prescribes lor his heretic. Let the agricultural in-

terest of the United States pause here, and look

around. Fs a blind confidence in a ritrht so univer-

sally ineffeciual, a sufficient sail-guard for its free-

dom and happiness? To me it seems that an
interest can never be long free, which blindly con-

fides in a coalition, whose object it is to draw Iron)

that interest power and wealth. That the major
interest must be as cunning, as wise and as watch-
ful, as the minor, or that the minor interest will

enslave it. And that agriculture must as atten-

tively keep her eyes upon the coalition, to avoid

its operations upon her, as the coalition does upon
agriculture, for the purpose of iransli?rring to its

members portions of her power and weakh when-
ever she slumbers.

Hence have arisen the political suggestions to

be found in these essays. I cannot discern much
good in an improvement of agriculture, to get

luxury, voluptuousness and tyranny for a few,

and wretchedness for a multitude. The best cul-

tivated country in the world abounds most in

paupers and thieves. Agriculture must be a

politician to avoid this fate; and those who ridicule

her pretensions to knowledge in this science, intend
by persuading her to repose in a blind confidence,

built upon the frail right of election, to expose her
to it. How can she even judiciously elect, if she
cannot or will not judge o(' public measures, by
the light of her own interest ?

The moral consequence of this supineness or

ignorance is, that social happiness gradually be-

comes the dependant of a minority, and of course
it is provided for by continually substracting from
the happiness of a majority. The visible immo-
rality of this demonstrates the virtue, as well as
wisdom of suggestions designed to obstruct if.

The remaining right in which agriculture par-

ticipates, in common with all other interests, hav-
ing any thing to export, is bestowed by the con-
stitutional prohibition of duties upon exports.

This right originated in state jealousies, and not

from a disposition to favor agriculture, hut yet it is

her best security, for the preservation of that por-

tion of our government, which will longest be
sensible of her elective influence, and its relin-

quishment will bo the most ftital wound which can
be inflicted on her. The coalition I have described

will try every art in her most unguarded moments,
to snatch it from her, and it will be the last relin-

quishment it will need. To determine whether
her elective influence can bear further wounds,
let agriculture resurvey the legislation of our
whole term of independence, and compare the
catalogues she may select, of laws for creating or

fostering privileges and exclusive interest, with

it, if it has raised too high. There is no fi:iir mode
of judging, except by these legislative acts. To
infer that the agricultural interest influences le-

gislatures, because it chiefly elects them, would
he like inferring, that the French nation influences

the tribunate, because they wholly elect it. Let
agriculture therefljre hold fiist the solitary security

she enjoys in common with her industiious asso-

ciates, against the ambition of usurpers, and the

avarice of capitalists, nor be deluded into the

absurd notion, that it is wise to relinquish the only
peculium of industry, for the sake of tome tem-
porary operation upon Ibreign nations, inevitably

resulting upon herself in the Ibrm of retaliation,

whilst the protection of exports against taxation

will be gone for ever.

AGRICULTUUE AND THE MILJTIA,

—

The rocks of our salvation, as they are called

by legislatures, presidents, governors, and toast-

makers, throughout ihe Uniieil Slates; and hard
rocks indeed they need be, to withstand the saws,
wedges, and chisels, made bylaw, to cut, split

and chip them to pieces. It is probable that more
talents were wasted upon the bank of the United
States, at each of its epochs, than have been ex-
pended for the improvements of these national

fortresses, for securing wealth and independence,
since the revolution. Edifice, after edifice, has
been raised upon their ruins ; but the new struc-

tures resemble the venerable fiibrics from whence
they are torn, as the modern huts raised of its

ruins resemble the ancient city of Palmyra.
A pernicious little army, (pernicious as constitut-

ing a reason for neglecting the militia,) a species

of marine preparation, whose most striking features

are decay, imbecility and expense ; and an awful
imconstitutional precedent, tor resorting to a vo-
lunteer militia, ofticered by the prf sident instead of
the states, have dismantled one fortress, and all

the arts to enrich capital and speculation le-

gerdemain, by paper, at the expense of property

and industry, as practised in England, arc play-

ing upon the other.

When the future historian of our republic,

shall search for acts of patriotism, and matter for

biography, the contrast between the heroes who
have created, and the politicians who have ruined

a nation, will afTord him ample room for exhaust-
ing the strongest phrases of eulogy and censure.

The first was not effected by en(t?ebling the heart,

nor will the second be avoided by impoverishing
the soil and its cultivators; l)y beguiling the

militiaof its power and impoitance, with substitu-

tions Ibunded in the pretext of din)inishing its

duty, but preparing the means of usurpation for

some ambitious president ; and by taxing agricul-

ture in various crafty modes, under pretence of
enriching it, but in lad to enrich capitalists at its

expense.
The patriots of the revolution have chiefly

retired to the enjoyment of a treasure, deposited

beyond the schemes of craft, leaving to their

fields as productive ofsuccessors two specious liclils as

those lor fostering herself; and let this comparison I glory, as the field of war was to them. Far from
form the criterion lor ascertaining her legislative I exhausting the resources for gaining the transport-
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ing consciousness of having bonefiied our coun-

try, they leli; lor these successors ihe creation of a

prouJ mihtia and a fertile country, as equally

ineriiin<r national admiration and graiiiude, vvi'h

ihe leats which secured our iiidependence, and
placed prosperity within our reach. But of what
avad is it, that one set of patriols should have cut

away the causes which enleebled our niiliiia, and
impoverished our agricuhure, if another does not

enable us to reap from their valour the rewards

which excited it? After vvadin<^ through the

calan)ities of war near to these rewards, to reject

them, one by neglect, and the other by the preler-

ence ol' a harpy which always eats and never
feeds, seems only consistent with tlie policy of the

British parliament, which excited the resistance of

the revolutionary heroes. Had they been told

that they were fighting to destroy the militia, and
to make agriculture ibod lor charter and paper

capital, they would have discerned no reason

for making themselves Ibod lor powder.

It would be easy to show that asrriculture never

can experience liiir treatment without a sound
militia, but it is a subject too extensive and iiiporl-

ant to be considered in this light way, and there-

lore they are only exhibited in union, in the con-

cluding essay, to remind the reader, that they are

political twins, one of whom never lives long free,

after the other dies.

Executive, leixislative and festive encomiums of

these twins, which ought to be called " Liberty

and prosperity," though the unh;ippy delusions of

fervor, produce the knavish eilects of flattery

;

they prevent us (rom acquiring a militia and an
agriculture, which deserve praise, (liilse praise al-

ways excludes real merit,) and keep us without

laws lor raising either to mediocrity, much less

to perlection. I do not believe that these enco-

miums are generally the artifices of deliberate vice

and secret purpose, to inifiose upon the enthusias-

tic and unwary, in pursuance of the precedents

so often exhibited by rapacious priests clothed in

the garb of sanctity ; but yet rapacity may some-

limes a^L-sume the language of patriotism, to keep

Ihe people blind to the dangers which threaten,

and to the measures which can save them.

The good humor of the Icstive board will bear

illustrations of these assertions, with lessdiscom-

Ibrt than cold design, or deluded negligence ; and

therefore, however inconsistent it may be with the

gravity and importance of our subject, an aversion

lor giving pain to any one, induces me to supply

it with the ibllowing toasts :

The viilitia— The rock of our liberty.

Unarmed, undisciplined, and without uniformity,

substituted by an ineffectual navy, an ineffec-

tual army, and paper volunteers, officered by

the president.

Unpalronized even at the expense of a gun boat.

Flattered and despised.

Taught self contempt, instead of a proud and erect

ppirit.—A'ine cheers.

./Agriculture— Thefountain of our wealth.

A land killer.

A payer of bounties and receiver of none.

A beaulifier of towns and a sacrificer of the

country.

A cultivator for slock, without ^.tock for cultiva-

tion.

Giving its money to those who will give it flatter}-,

A weight in the legislative scales of the United
Slates, as much heavier than a feather, as a
fijather is heavier than nothing.

Its labor steeped in an infusion of thievery, dissa-

tisfaction, and sedition, by a mixture of bond
and free nesrops.

Producing 40,000,000 dollars annually for expor-
tation, bearing most taxes lor public benefit,

and taxed in various modes lor the private bene-
fit of 300,000,000 dollars worth of capitalists

who pay no taxes.

Out of a remnant of the 40,000.000 dollars export-

ed, compelled by protecting duties to pay heavy
bounties for the encouragement of manufactures
already amounting to above 150,000,000 dollars

amiually.

—

Nine cheers more.

A (nvf words, at parting, to the reader, will

close these essays. If he is of the courteous na-
ture which loves to give and to receive flattery, or

if his interest lugs liim violently against them, he
may disbelieve the plainest truths they contain, or

at least reject them as being told in too blunt a
style. If he is ignorant of agriculture, or a devotee

of a parry or an idol, he will rather presume, that

our agriculture is pert'ecr and undefrauded, than
take the trouble of enabling liimself to judge, or

silently swallow the grossest errors, than give up
his superstition. These papers never contemplat-

ed the desperate hope of obtainins the attention

of any one of these characters. Half the profit

of agriculture must undoubtedly convince the

several inbes of cnpitalists, that it flourishes ex-

ceedingly. The idolator will rather embrace the

stake than truth, and the agriculturist, v/ho prefers

ignorance to knowledge, iliough these hasty

essays constituted a complete system of husban-
dry, would be as little benefited by them, as a

lawyer or a physician who practised by deputy,

would be l)y the Reports of Coke, or the Dispensa-
tory of Cuilen. Yet to those who would think

and inquire, opinions slowly and cautiously admit-

ted, upon various views of national interest, with-

out a motive likely to mislead or deceive, might
afford suggestions capable of becoming subser-

vient to better talents, awakened to the discussion

of subjects so momentous to national happiness.

To awaken such, was the summit of the author's

design. [Note G.]

The cultivation of this crop, so important to the

United States, was not overlooked, but omitted

because it was probably better understood by
o'hers. But not having seen any thing published

in relation to it, and having paid some attention

to it for many years, it is not any longer neglected.

The root ol" cotton sinks deep into the earth.

Hence it requires deep culture. This is not as

attainable by the hoe as by the plough. The best

mode of effecting it which I have tried, is to lay

off" the ground in four ft^et ridges, raising those

ridges as high as possible, and opening the middle

furrou's as deep as possible. This operation should

take place in the Itill or early in the winter, leaving

the land in that state until it is time to plant the

seed. Then these ridges should be reversed, ma-
king them very high upon the furrows. The ex-
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posure of the furrows to I he atmosphere through
the winter, will render the earth more friable at

their bottoms, and more pervious to the roots of

the cotton. Its benefit will be more or less, as the

soil may be light or stiff ; but the lertiliziug quali-

ties of the atmosphere will make it of some value
even to sandy soils. Further, tlie first deep
ploughing in raising the ridges will bury what-
ever vegetable matter may lie on the surlace, re-

duce it by the spring to some degree of pulrescence

and cause it to be convened into Ibod (ur the cut-

ton, through the summer. And the second will

bury the seeds of grass or weeds so deep, that

many of them will liiil to vegetate, and theretiy

the labor of cultivation will be diminished, whilst

the crop, being less infested with those rivals for

subsistence, will be increased. As the cotton

plant grows until frost, it is generally made more
productive by early planting. The (juickest mode
of planting I have tried, is to open the tops of the

ridges with a small trowel hoe plough, drawn by
two liorses, that one may walk in each furrow,

and a straight line may be made to receive the

seed. Tins plough has a mould board on each
side, to raise and depositeon both sides of iis lur-

row earth sufficient to cover the seed. A line is

carried fastened to a shaft at each end, across the

ridges, having marks of colored stuff at the dis-

tances designed lor the plant. The planters Ibllow

the line, each taking one row, drop the seed at the

marks, and cover ir. with the earth provided on
each side by the plough, using the hand which
deposites the seed for that purpose. This mode
of planting is, however, only calculated lor those
districts wherein cotton is culiivated on a small
scale, merely lor lamily use. Whenever it is cul-

tivated for exportation, a drill plough ought un-
doubtedly to be resorted to. I have seen one made
so as to deposite Indian corn at such a distance

and in such quantity as was required, opening the

furrow, placing and covering the corn all atone
operation. Such ploughs ought to be used upon
the ridges 1 have described, previously bringing

tlie cotton seed by the use of ashes and water, or

by substituting gypsum for the ashes, and a little

rubbing, into a slate of easy separation. I have
tried gypsum in the proporuon of a bushel to the

same quantity of seed, and v/as satisfied of its be-

nefits ; but the experiment was only made two or

three times, on account of the unlavorable nature

of the climate where I live lor the culture of" cot-

ton. If gypsum, as I believe, may be so applied,

as gradually to enrich land, then it must ultimately

benefit this plant. If its effect in reducing vege-

table matter into vegetable food constitutes the

mode of its operation, then it is peculiarly adapted
to this reductionof the cotton stalks, Vvhcnever the

same field is successively cultivated. The soil

best ailapted to cotton is peculiarly proper lor the

use of the drill plough, as clods or stones consti-

tute the only serious obstacle to it. In good land

I plant the cotton at the distance of two leei, and
thin it to two stalks, so that it stands at four feet

by two apart, with two stalks at a place. But the

thickness of the plant must be graduated by the

quality of the land. Topping and suckering also,

in the climate I am used to, increases the crop

and improves the staple. The first is speedily

performed by a keen small scythe with a proper

handle, and should take place when the cotton

has disclosed as much bloom, as it may have lime

to bring to perfection. Useless bloom, which it

will continue to throw out if permitted, will impo-
verish the crop, and impair the quality of the
wool, 'i'he little success which has attended the
raising of sheep's wool, in those states adapted
to cotton, renders the latter an object of great im-
portance. There is no article oi' our agriculture,

the raising of food excepted, more worthy of at-

tention.

HAY AKD FODDER.

Great losses are annually sustained in some
parts of the United States in making hay, and in

others, in curing corn blades, commonly called

fodder. Mine, in a course of many years, have 1

think amounted to a moiety of the crops; and
most of the expedients I have resorted to for avoid-
ing these losses, have been but partially beneficial.

Grass loses much both in quantity and substance,

by an exposure to the sun in curing if, and fbddec

more, being thus exposed in small bundles. Both,
iind particularly the last, suffer greatly by dews
and rains. Tliis year I have made the most pro-

mising experiment lor remedying these evils. A
large meadow in bottom land, of a grass called

red top or herd's grass, was cut in dry weather,
and shocked in large shocks quite green, but dry,

that is, not wet with either dew or ruin ; in the

following mode. Four slicks of five feet long, of
ihe thickness of a man's wrist or more, were set

up in a square of two feet wide at bottom, and
m'eeting at top in a pyramidal form, where the
shock was to stand. One at least of these sticks

should be forked at top, to keep them steady
whilst the hay is putting round them. A round
log, about six feet long and six inches in diameter,
was laid upon the ground, with one end reaching
to the centre of the two ftiet square, between the
sticks, Rnd the other raised upon a fork about eigh-

teen inches, (or the purposes of enlarging the flue

presently mentioned, lest it should be closed by the

pressure of the hay, and that the log may be more
easily drawn out, when the shock is finished.

Around and over the sticks, the shock was made,
its top reaching two or three leet above the top ol"

the slicks. The |)urpose of the log was to make
a flue for the admission of li-esh air into the centre

of the shock, and the expulsion of the air heated
by the fermentation of the grass in curing. The
flues were made to face the point from which the

wind usually blows at the time of hay making.
If any flues happened to be closed by the pressure

of the grass, they were easily opened by a smaller

and pointed log ; or when the largeness of a shock
threatened this inconvenience, it was effectually

prevented by inserting into the flue a short forked

stick as soon as the log was removed, to hold up
the hay. As the logs are removed as soon as the

shock is finished, two or three are sufficient, for

Ibllowing a dozen mowers. The hay thus made,
is the best I ever saw, and the efficacy of the mode
of curing it was strongly supported, by the grow-
ing grass under the shocks having been uninjured,

whereas I never left shocks so long in one spot

before, without its having been killed by the un-

dissipated fermentation of the hay in curing.

Corn blades or fodder, sustain an immense lo>s,

even in dry weather, by two or three days' expo-
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sure to the sun and dews ; and in wet they are
nearly ruined. For an experiment, I shocked
them in ihe mode just explained, quiie green and
dry ; but I chiefly allowed them from lour to eight
hours' sun, before they were shocked. Thus was
made the best Ibdder I have seen. But the wea-
ther was favorable. The ends ol the blades were
laid outwards, and the shocks bound at top by a
rope made of the blades.

TIIK PRESENT AND POLITICAL STATE OF AG-
RICULTURE.

Afier all, in these topics, which occupy the

twelve first numbers of this book, must the remedy
be found for the decreasing fertility of a great

portion of the United Slates, which, if not arrest-

ed, must terminate in want, famine, and depopu-
lation. All classes of people have a deep interest

in preventing these dreadfiil evils. The towns are

already suffering from n)ean, dear, and insufficient

supplies. The decay of agriculture, and a bad
police, are certainly the causes of these conspicu-
ous eH'ects. A bail police produces a fraudulent
traffic by slaves ; free people of color, and a few
bad ciiizens, discourages honest labor, and com-
pels it to require compensation in its prices, lor

the risk of thefi, or to shrink from the losses and
vexations it occasions. So far as the evil is caused
by this bad police, the remedy obviously lies in a
better. A belter can only be efiecied by laws,
which by rendering the products of labor more
secure, would tend to its encouragement, and
greatly advance the comfort, virtue, and happi-
ness of the community. Of this nature would be
laws for protecting live fences. They would pre-
vent wasteful trespasses, produce judicious graz-
ing, increase the quality and quantity of meats,
as well as of vegetables, and vastly improve the
cadaverous aspect of a great portion of the United
States.

But the root of the evil lies still deeper. Wliy
is it, whilst our free form of government has be-
stowed life and energy on every other occupation,
that agriculture alone languishes? Patriotism
and benevolence, conscious of this calamity, have
unlbrtunately turned their eyes towards the local

projects of roads and canals, which, however desi-
rable, are remedies incapable of reaching the true
cause of the calamity; and even capable of ag-
gravating it in some degree, by causing an un-
thrifty expense, generally oppressive, for'^the sake
of local advantages of uncompensating value.
Such undertakings are naturally begotFen by a
previous flourishing state of agriculture, without
which they would be destitute of the food neces-
sary for their subsistence. Success even then
must depend upon the interest, economy and in-
dustry of individuals. When a republic becomes
an undertaker of agricultural improvements, the
expenditure of the public money terminates in the
same way, as if it should purchase and cultivate
a great number of farms for the public benefit. It

only awakens efforts for salary, and results in loss
and disappointment. The honor or contempt aris-
ing from such projects in i'rep, governments, is so
widely divided, as to leave little or no excitement
for labor, and industry in their execution, save
what arises from a competition lor contracts, and

a struggle for appropriations. Hence the example
of a tyrant or monarch, who reaps all he sows,
and is therefore stimulated by his personal interest,

popularity and glory, is no precedent for us. He,
indeed, by his power, can force nature for a time
out of her course, raise cities in deserts at the ex-
pense of his subjects, or erect stupendous works
of art, without a benefit to mankind, correspondent
to their cost. But nature should be our guide.
This has decreed that a good state of agriculture

must precede that which it begets. It inevitably

produces, hy an easy birth, the best modes of
transportation, by awakening the efforts of indivi-

duals.

The bad state of agriculture, on the navigable
waters, demonstrates that its cause does not lie

in any inconveniences of transportation, and there-

fore I can discern no other cause of sufficient force

to produce this visible effect, except the combined
weight of taxation, banking and protecting duties,

lying heavily upon agricultural effort. The pecu-
liar situation of our agriculture, in constituting al-

most the only source of national income, and in

being obliged to find foreign markets, leaves it al-

most exclusively exposed to these burdens, be-

cause the consumers of that portion of its labors,

from vi'hich its profit arises, live beyond their

reach, and contribute noihing towards their alle-

viation. They contribute towards Ihe alleviation

of agricultural burdens at home. Such is the case
with the consumers of the corn, wheat, cotton,

rice and tobacco the of United States. The
bounties paid by agricuKure to manufactures, pro-

bably exceed the amount of their contributions.

And banking being wholly supported by produc-
tive labor, wliilst it also withdraws from taxation

a great portion of the weafh of the nation, is itself a
heavy item of these burdens, instead of sharing
in them. In this accumulated pressure upon ag-
riculture is, in my opinion, to be found the true

cause of its bad and declining state. I question

whether there is an object of taxation so heavily

burdened in proportion to its ability, in any other

country. Its exports are the only resource for

meeting the demands upon it, direct and indirect,

and such of its wants which must be supplied by
money. The computation in relijrence to these

in the preceding part of this book, is already left

far behind, by Ihe rapid accumulation of its bur-

dens, to demonstrate which, the progress of taxa-

tion only is exhibited by the following extracts

from official reports, from its two extremes and ita

medium.

By an esiimate'of the secretary

ef the treasury (Mr. Hamilton,)
of January 1, 1791, the expenses
of the federal government lor that

year, excluding interest on the na-
tional debt, and including the ex-

traordinary expense of an existing

Indian war, amounted to - - ^740,232
By his estimate, dated Jan. 23,

1792, including the interest of ihe

national debt, these expenses a-

mounted to - - - - 3,638,043
By an estimate of the secretary

of the treasury (Mr. Gallatin) da-

ted October 21, 1803, these expen-
ses, excluding the interest of the

public debt, amounted lo - - 2,500,000
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By the same estimate including
that interest, to . . _ 6,300,000
By an estimate of the secretary

of the treasury, (Mr. Dallas)
these expenses (or the year 1816,
amounted to - - - - $42,884,269
But deducting all articles sup-

posed by him to be temporary, the
permanent expenses of the gov-
vernment amounted to - - 19,2S8,G69

In 1794 the exports of the Unit-

ed States of articles both foreign

and domestic, by official report,

amounted to - - - - 26,011,788

From these documents it appears, that the ex-
penses of the federal government were above fifty-

seven times higher" in 1816 than in 1791, and
near seven times higher than in 1803. That the
ordinary or permanent expenses of the irovernraent
had trebled between 1791 and 1803 ; that in 1816,
they were above twenty-two times higher than in

1791, and near three times higher than in 1803,
In 1794, excluding foreign articles, re-exporied,

the native were about §'20,000,000 in value
; now

they may amount to 40 millions. And it may be
assumed as a fact, that the population of the
United Slates has about doubled since 1791 or
1794. If eiiher the increase of people or of ex-
ports had graduated taxation, it ought in 1816, to

have exibiied only double the amount of the taxes
of 1792. But taxes are in all countries graduated
by cunning, rapacity and ambition, and in none,
by these scales.

The idea, however, of justifying an increase of
taxation by an increase of either, is fallacious. It

makes people the property ol governments and
not the wealth and strength of nations. When
an increase of people, by producing a greater
division of public burdens, diminishes the contribu-
tion of every individual,— it is thus, and thus only,

an increase ol national wealth. But if the contri-

butions of every individual remain as high as be-
fore this increase of people, it inflicts an additional

degree of poverty upon the former inhabitants,

upon whom the difficulty of subsistence is increas-

ed by an accession of population, to any given
space ; and this accession to the expense of eub-
Bistence, brought bj' an accession to the popula-
tion, is a real loss to the former inhabitants, uiiless

their burdens are rendered lighter, by being di-

vided among more people. But if the burdens of
the former inhabitants are increased under the
pretext of an additional population, this increase,

added to the increased diiEculiy of living, converts

an increased population, which ought to be a bless-

ing, into a curse, and from being a cause of
wealth, into an instrument of opfjression, and the

author of poverty. In like manner an accession

to population, used as a pretext lor increasing

standing armies, produces national weakness, in-

stead of national strength, by the expense of their

maintenance, by their gradual translormation into

a counterpoise to the nation, and by fostering an
unmilitary reliance upon them. Thus, by using

an increase of" population as a pretext for incieas-

ina taxation and standing armies, the maxim,
" that it adds to the wealth and strength of na-
tions," is completely reversed, by makmg it the

cause of poverty, and weakness. Let the facts to

sustain this reversal, be glanced at. In 1791, our

neighboring enemies, the Indiane, were much

ore numerous than at present, and our own
population only half as much. What then can
justily a great addition to our standing army, ex-
cept that the nation is much weaker now than it

was then? With respect to taxation, it is still

more evident, that an increase of population is

made to produce national poverty, when it is con-
sidered to vyhat an extent it has' been used as a
pretext (or increasing it, whilst our exports of na-
tive commodities and population, have preserved
a close alliance with each other. The state of agri-
culture, in consequence of a reversal of the old
maxim, " that people are the wealth and strength
o( nations," into the new one, " that they are the
property of governments," is our increase of
taxation for the permanent expenses of o-overn-
ment, from ^3,688,043 to ^17,288,669, inlwenty
lour years. Add to this item, the state taxes, the
bounties to banks and manufacturers, the increased
difficulty of subsistence, and unavoidable private
expenses, and it will be evident, that as the far
greater part of the total must fall upon agriculture,
the den)ands upon her have, at length, exceeded
the whole amount of her share of the national ex-
ports. From this cause, therefore, I deduce the
bad state of agriculture in the United States.
Another idea has been urged as an auxiliary (o

that we have just examined, still more lallacious,
and equally ruinous to agriculture ; namely, "that
a depreciation of money, makes it just to increase
salaries and taxation." Our agriculture cannot
reimburse itself for our local depreciation, because
its prices are fixed chiefly by prices abroad. All
other interests can, because their prices are not
regulated by foreign prices. As agriculture is the
chief victim of this local depreciation, instead of
redress, to present her with a new calamity, be-
cause she is suffering a great one already, is ma-
nifestly unjust. Such a doctrine exposes our go-
vernmenis to great temptation. By producing a
local and temporary depreciation of an artificial

currency, and making it a pretext for raising sala-
ries, and then removing the device, they might
make what stock-jobbers call "a good speculation."
An occasional temporary advance abroad of agri-
cultural prices, would also furnish them with fre-

quent pretexts of the same kind ; and as the sala-
ries are never diminished because agricultural
prices fall, the effect to agriculture, (iom nominal
high prices, produced by a local depreciation, is a
real increase of taxation, and from temporary high
prices, a permanent increase of taxation j so that
high prices of all kinds, instead of relieving her,

are only in the end an aggravation of her oppres-
sions. The case of a (amine displays their pretext
for increasing salaries in its true countenance. A
famine of bread, tobacco, cotton, or rice abroad,
or of specie at home, will cause an increase of
prices. Are such famines, particularly the last,

good reasons (or increasing salaries? In like

manner, prices will rise as the fertility of land di-

minishes. Does the remedy lie in taxing these
lands higher, the poorer they become? But if

the fluctuation ofprices is a proper rule for graduat-
ing salaries, then a fair reciprocity between the gov-
ernment and the people, requires their reduction

when prices (all, as well as their increase when
prices rise, in order to comply with the rule itself;

yet governments never remember this pretended
principle, when its application is in fiivor of the
people.
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It is furlher said, fhat salaries ought to be gra-
duated by a reference to the computed value of
the acceptor's time, and tluit high salaries obtain
the most merit and talents. Under the first idea,

every member of a legislature ought to have a
diiierent salary, each man's time being of distinct

value ; or if the salaries arc to be alike, however
different each member's time may be in value lo

himselt", then to do justice to a lew whose time
may be of great value, a maniliist injustice must
be done to ihe public, by giving equal salaries to

a multitude, lar beyond this value. And therefore

if this idea should regulate salaries, it is not im-
probable that those who pay themselves may
highly respect the motive of compensating a Jew
great men for their time, whilst it will also amply
appreciate their own, Eut this rule for compen-
sations can never be observed. The public
service most detrimental to the personal and
private affairs of individuals, is that of the militia.

Compare the rick of life and health, and the loss

of time often necessary for the subsistence of a
helpless family, with the sacrifice made even by
the most eminent member of congress ; or com-
pare Ihe mass of suffering in both these lines of
public service. Is it not obvious that this rule
for compensations, neither has nor can be fairly

carried into execution.
Whether high salaries invite talenfs and open

the door to merit, is a fact depending upon his-

tory. From this, truth seems to me to lie in the
reverse of the propositions. They appear rather
to have excited rapacity, and opened the door to

arts lor gratifying ambition and selfishness. The
case of the British parliament is, I think, unfor-
tunately cited to prove the affirmative of the pro-
position. And to make it answer this purpose, an
assertion that its members receive no compensa-
tion, is coupled with the citation. But the truth
is, that these members do receive, by pensions
and offices, compensations so enormous, aa to

have produced a disregard for the direct moderate
compensation, and yet to have awakened all the
energies and frauds of avarice and ambition to

carry elections, and to acquire the fruits of success.

Has tlie great profit arising from a seat in the
house of commons, carried into that body merit
and talents, or artifice and corruption? If the
English parliament should now endow themselves
with a high direct compensation, retaining the
indirect compensations of executive patronage,
would it be purged of corruption, and regenerated
into patriotism? This would place it nearly in

the state of our congress. At home it is such,
whether more merit or talents have appeared in

legislatures, as they have been more amply re-

plenished with wages and patronage, the chance
of drawing a prize from which, is often valued
even here more highly than the direct wages.
As to the argument that high wages open to the

poor the door of dignity, it is only the plausible

pretext of those pleading (or an increase of their

own income, at the expense of the poor whom
ihey pretend to favor.

Another argument remains of itself sufficient to

destroy the policy of high vvasres, and its effect,

heavy taxation, if all those liitherto urged were
feeble. They beget inveterate parties and factions

which successively resort to every plausible pre-

text for increasing their income and power ; trans-

mit to their successors precedents which operate

as salves for conscience, and poisons for patriot-

ism, and universally terminate in the subversion of

a fi'ce and moderate government.
Some princi|)le, by which to settle the important

question of wages, is still wanting, capable of
guarding the people against temporary pretext,

and intlividual selfishness; and it seems to me to

reside in the (bilowing ideas. Public servants are
either public property or mere hirelings. In the
first character they owe something to society be-
yond the services purchased by wages. This
debt is due for the multitude of benefits derived
from society, and ought therefore to constitute a
greater portion of their compensation, as the go-
vernment is li-eer. To the militia it constitutes the
chief compensation for their services. What can
be more manifestly unjust, than to make social

tluty the chief compensation for the hard sufferings

of militia services, and yet to bestow on civil

services a compensation capable of exciting faction,

avarice and ambition, and of gradually destroying
those blessings purchased by the great body of
the people by the, greatest sacrifices, almost
gratuitous 1 If public servants are to be consider-

ed as mere hirelings, then the principle ought to

be extended to military services, and in both
cases, the public and its servants ought to be con-

sidered as free contracting parties, and in both the

price of the commodity ought to be settled by the

rate of the market, by a mutual agreerpent. But
as the militia are coerced, and as civil public ser-

vants possess the valuable and exclusive privilege

of refusing lo serve, is it not highly unjust to the

nation, to give a price fjr the commodity, not only

higher than the same thing, of a quality as good

and even belter can be bought at, lor the end of

killing its free and easy government by a poison-

ous plethora of expense and taxation. In my opi-

nion, high salaries, by awakening avarice, liiclion

and intrigue, have a tendency to destroy a sense

of duty, virtue, honor and patriotism ; and that

low salaries have universally produced the best

public servants. I conclude that salaries ought
to be graduated by the public good, and not for

the benefit of individuals.

Taxation ought to be governed by some princi-

ple, and when understood, this principle ought to

be enforced by the people, to shield themselves

against those frauds of hiction, avarice and ambi-

tion, used in modern times to steal the liberties of

nations, in lieu of liie braver modes resorted to by
the tyrants of antiquity.

What, it may be asked, have these remarks to

do with agricuiiure'? The answer must depend
upon the opinion of the reader. Should he think

with me, that the burdens heaped upon it consti-

tute a chief cause of its decay, nothing can restore

to it health and prosperity but its own knowledge
of this fact, by which it may be induced to remove
some of the pressures under which it is lan-

guishing; and therefore none of the subjects of
this book, can be more instrumentally connected

with the prosperity of agriculture. In England,
the pressure upon agriculture and manufactures is

defended by armies and the ditficullies of emigra-

tion, yet it is sorely felt ; here, where the inferiority

of soil renders it much less capable of bearing

this pressure, the same arts of taxation and paper

frauds will, I fear, produce still more calamitous

consequences.
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[Note A.—Page 717.]

Upon a review of tho foregoing essays, originally of-

fered to Ihe public in a newspaper, witliout foreseeing

that tliey would appear in a boolc, a l'i;w expressions

have been expunged, lest their political doctrines should

be ascribed to parly motives. These proceeded from

an opinion, that the inculcation of sound political prin-

ciples, was the only mode of avoiding the evils incident

to A blind zeal in favor of the projects of any set of

men exercising power ; or of preserving a consistency

between professions and actions. To a union between

public interest and public knowledge, the world is in-

debted for the benefit it has derived from the Grecian and

Roman republics, and to the want of such a union, the

regions which once sustained them, ibr their present

stale of slavery. No association to indict or to avoid

oppression, can succeed, if it is ignorant of the means
for procuring success in both objects. Political know-
ledge is as necessary to the people for one end, as to

princes, orders, tactions, and usurpers for the other.

Without it, the lords of the soil in the United States,

must gradually become the slaves of some legal aristo-

cracy ; and, exposed by political ignorance to the rapine

of an endless catalogue of exclusive factitious in-

terests, would soon resemble monkeys stripped by the

superior intelligence of man, of diamonds tliey had dug
out of the earth. As agriculture, with its dependen-
cies, almost covers the whole public interest ol the

United States, so degrading a consequence of its politi-

cal ignorance, demonstrates how intimate its connex-
ion ought to be with politics. The lirst produces; the

latter secures. Exclusive political knowledge, creates

exclusive legal interest. A complete agricultural

treatise would comprise the soundest agricultural prin-

ciples, chemical, experimental and political ; and the

inutility of the two hrst items might be more plausibly

asserted, because they only teach men how to labor,

than that of tlie last, which teaches them how to live

happily.

Funding, legal enrichment of all kinds, and the per-

petual effort of those who exercise power to increase

it, may here, as every where else, enslave the majority

and the public interest. By funding only, agriculture

may be soon made tiibutary to the dealers in credit,

chiefly located by the nature of their employment in a

few large cities. The dispersed situation of the agri-

cultural and of every general interest, renders its share

of the vast acquisitions to be made by the credit trade,

trifling ; and the circumstance of its constituting the

chief item of the general interest, renders its share of

the contributions to support it enormous. It is a trade

for getting premiums and interest without money, upon
the credit of those who pay both ; and for inflicting

an annual tribute on those who have the credit, until

they prove its goodness by paying coin for paper, if

agriculture or ihe public interest borrows ten millions

in paper notes, furnished by the partnership between
banking and funding, at a premium often per centum,
and an annual iiitei-est of six, in fifteen years it pays
a sum in specie equal to the debt, but both the debt

and annual tribute still remain. The public interest

cannot transform itself into an exclusive interest for

carrying on this credit trade, because it must be the

payer not the receiver ; nor can it have any tiling of
consequence to lend, because the projects requiring

loans, incapacitate it for a lender, especially so far as

it is agricultural. A liability to pay, and an inability

to lend, generate exactly the same relative situation,

between these two interests, which subsists between
two nations, when one is tributary to the other. Upon

ment for a good premium and a perpetual interest, for

which premium and interest the only consideration

they pay, is an adherence to the will of the donor,

against the will of the public interest, by which the

donation is paid. The impoverishment produced by
this species of tribute, is demonstrated by the difl'er-

ence in the ])rice of products in the paying and receiv-

ing districts, by their difi'erent agricwliural aj.pear-

ances, and by emigrations. The efiectsof a tribute, col-

lected in distant provinces, and expended at particular

places, are uniformly the same, inflicted either by a

tyrant or a patriot. Ought not agriculture to under-

stand this i)olitical machine ?

An amendment of the constitution for empowering
the general government to tax exports and to make
local regulations, would comprise a boundless power of

sacrificing agricultui-al and exporting districts to the

interest of credit dealers, to transitory political projects

of men in power, and to the passions of non-exporting

districts ; and although the apparent favors to the lat-

ter would be delusive and entrapping, they would suf-

fice to divide agriculture itself, into two parties neu-
tralizing each other's defensive ability, and to subject

both, like all large inert bodies, to less powerful, but

more intelligent and active exclusive interests. Ought
it not to understand political principles to meet occur-

rences of this kind?

As no interest covering the majority of a nation

can avoid oppression, except under a free form of go-

vernment, because the end of every other form, is to

foster partial interests, should not agriculture be able

to see the importance of maintaining the division of

|)ower between the general and state governments?
The latter are her intimate associates and allies. The
general government is already in a far greater degree

the associate and ally of patronage, funding, armies,

and of many other interests subsisting upon her. If it

should by new powers be enabled to enlist still more
of such dangerous auxiliaries, or to break over the

boundary between general and local concerns, in a

single place, the breach will produce consequences
similar to those produced by that of the Tartars in the

great wall of the Chinese.

A fanatical love or hatred of individuals or parties is

equally inconsistent with a free form of government.
Political enthusiasm enslaves parlies to leaders, as reli-

gion enslaves sectaries to priests. Politicians never
love or hate from passion. All their enmities and con-
nexions flow from interest, according to which they
reconcile or break them, without any of those sensi-

bilities excited in ignorance by its own imaginary idols.

As tiiis idolatry is a universal cause of oppression,

should the truth be concealed from agriculture, that

she may become the victim of that enthusiastic con-

fidence, which falsehood and mystery only are able to

inspire? A political bigot is as certainly the slave of

some party leader, as a religious bigot is of some
priest.

These few cases are cited to show, (hat agriculture,

without political knowledge, cannot expect justice, or

retain liberty. The correctness of the political opi-

nions expressed in these essays is another question.

The author has suggested such as his mind suggested

to him, to awaken agriculture to the importance of

this s))ecies of knowledge to its prosperity and happi-

ness, that it may by its own understanding detect his

errors or its apathy.

[Note B.—Page 719]

The slave-holding states have been deterred from

making agricultural improvements, and establishing

the credit of this liability, that of' the paper loaned to I any tolerable system of police for the management of

governments, depends. The government in fact gives i slaves, by the lazy and hopeless conclusion, that the de-

the public credit to associations for vending paper struction of their lands, and the irregularities of their

stock, which these associations sell back to the govern- I negroes, were incurable consequences of slavery. A
Vol. V1II.-97
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refiitalion of these errors mustpi-ecede Ihe possibility

of any consideiable ai;riciiltuial improvement. The
first is occafioiially tlctccttd by the rare efibrts of in-

tlivirinals. But these ran never iijake a wide and

lasting iinprtssion, whilst Ihey arc defeated by the se-

cond. Tliis obstach; can only be removed by legisla-

Ijve power. Until a better police for the regulation of

slaves is invented, th; n has nitlierfo existed, no consi-

derable impiovernenl can possibly take place in a sys-

tem of agriculluie to be executed by Ihera. A bad

police will lor ever draw back agriculture with more
lor(C, t;i;in individu;.l exertions can drive it forward;

nor can llic most violent ctibits overrule its baleful

intiucnce, any more tl^an the destruction of a tyrant

can overrule bad principles of government, and ex-

tract liberty fiom (he causes of oppression. The cre-

ation of a free negro class has been noticed as a great

defect in this police ; but its defectiveness in relation

to the slaves themselves was overlooked. Nothing
etfectual has been done by law, for controlling the

iirpgularilies of the slaves or the errors of their

owners, by which a multitude of mischiefs to them-

selves and others are produced, together with the ruin-

ous national mislortune of an impoverishing and de-

populating system of agriculture. As the remedy for

these evils lies only within the reach of law, it is the

duty of the government to find it. Should it require a

farther limitation of the prerogatives of ownership,

public and private good will unite in their recom-
mendation of such a measure. As the laws now
stand, an owner, by withholding from his slave even
a necessary subsistence, may compel him to steal it

horn otl:er5, and ihorehy increase the profit of his la-

bor; or he might drive him into the resource of ab-

sconding, and prowling like a wolf for food. Ought
the pieif^gatives of ownership to inflict such unjust

calamities upon a free people ? Are they not infinitely

more grievous than the ancient royal prerogative of

pnivpyance ? One grievance robbed openly, the other

lobs setiilly; one was subject to some legal regula-

tion, the other is subject to none; one paid something,

the other i)ays nothing. Can agriculture or industry

flourish here under the burden of having an infinite

number of roguish and runaway slaves living at free

quarter upon ihem, when they could not in England
bear the purveyance of a single king? The slave

liimseH'nuiy have imbibed, from a vicious disposition,

a habit ot indiscriminate theft, so ruinous and disheart-

ening to industry; nor can any excuse justify his

robberies fiom the innocent. The insufficiency of the

laws to correct these evils, will be discerned by com
parin;. the number of such robberies, with the in-

stances of their receiving any species of punishment.

The object of punishment is to deter by example, and

not to gratily this passion of revenge. But this

fiivial risk amounts almost to the encouragement of

impunity; and leaves only to the public that security

asainst the theltsof slaves, arising fiom their love of

moral rectitude, witi.out any apprehension of punish-

ment. Agriculture in the slave states is every where
lani'uishing under this mortifying and consuming

malady. She possesses no moveable which she can

call her own. Bleeding continually under these num-
beiless scarifications, legislatures continue to act to-

vvards her like surgeons who should desert a patient

covered with wounds, because he was not quite dead.

It would be belter to cure her by protecting her pro-

perty. A law, compelling the sale of every slave who
should run away or be convicted of theft, out of the

state, or at a considerable distance from his place of re-

sidence, would operate considerably towards correcting

these great evils. If its execution was insuied, as

might easily be eflected, it would strongly influence

both the master and the slave ; it would only reti'ench

in a very small degree the prerogatives of ownership,

for Iheir common good, and it would render the-re-

maining mass of those jirerogatives infinitely less de-

Uimental to national proaptrity.

[Note C—Page 728.]

The foregoing essays having been written several

years past, subsequent experience has made some
change in a few of the author's opinions. Those in

relation to the essential article of manuring are stated

in this note.

The extent of surface now manured upon the same
farm, by a more careful employment of the same re-

sources, has so far exceeded his expectations, as to have
transferred his preference as means of improving the

soil from inclosing to manuring, without however
lessening the value of the former in his opinion. A
field of two hundred acres aided by loth, produced
last year a crop of Indian corn averagii.g fifty bushels

an acre, and another of eighty, aided only by inclosing

and gypsum, a crop of twenty-five. The first being
nearly double, and the second, one third beyond their

respective products when last in culture. Under a di-

minution of' the stocks quoted, the surface manured
last year exceeded a hundred acres, and will this ex-
tend to one hundred and thirty. It is contemplated to

extend it, until it reaches annually a space sufiicient

for the whole Indian corn crop of the farm. The regu-

lar increase of crops furnishes additional vegetable

mattei ; the chief basis of this rapid improvement.
TulTs position " that ten cultivated acres, will not

produce the means o( manuring one" is quite erroneous.

Four acres already produce olfal capable of manuring
one, from the corn and wheat crops, exclusive of the

bread stuff they produce for sale. By removing the

cattle and sheep early in the spring from the farm pens,

and forbearing to return them thither until late in the

i fall, the space manured by penning is greatly extended,

and the manure raised in the faim pens but little^di-

minished, because its quantity is regulated by litter.

This is in a small degree diminished by extending the

period of penning, and as both cattle and sheep will

require some food, early in the spring and late in the

fall in these pens, the litter arising from that food will

enable the farmer more fiequently to remove Ihe pens
at these seasons, whilst a mixture of vaiious manures
causes a greater benefit to soil. These pens on remo-
val are fallowed in high ridges five and an h.alf feet

wide, and those thus treated before the middle of

August, if the land is strong, cover themselves with a

heavy coat of grass, furnishing a fine pabulum for a

bushel of gypsum to the acre, to be sown thereon.

This cover, by reversing the ridges, is completely

buried, and bestows on the ground a second valuable

manuring. The hog pens are managed in the same
way, excluding the litter, not because it would be

useless, but because it is used otherwise. For these,

stifl cold soils are selected. Thus the same stocks

have been brought to manure by penning, nearly

double the surface qr.oted. In the winter, all thefaim
pens are littered daily and copiously with corn stalks.

Each ten ordinary sheep will by this means, exclusive

of the summer's penning, raise nrianure sufficient for

one acre ; and that raised in the stable and its yard,

and in the farm pens of the cattle, calves and lattlings,

l;as sufficed to produce the result stated in this note.

Instead of applying the corn cobs in the former mode
they are weekly scattered in the pens or stable yard
to preserve them from the fire, where they absorb a
rich moisture to be bestowed upon Ihe earth as they

gradually decay ; thus constituting a valuable addition

to the manure, and saving the labor of Iheir sepaiate

removal, and more tedious application in the former

mode. The augmentation of manure thus produced,

requires a commencement of its removal early in March,
and by appropriating a small portion of the labor of

the farm to this object for one month before the com-
mencement of corn planting, that left to be subse-

quently carried out will be finished in good time. The
holes lor depositing the manure are more judiciously

arranged under the direction of a person on horseback,

("whose elevation fad sole attention to th»t object will
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enable him accurately to distinguish the variations in

the qualit}' of the land, and to bestow tlie manure ac-

cordinj^ly) than by the laborer who walks, measures,

and digs. By equalizing the ft-rtility of a field, the

crops are increased, because it bestows on the whole

surface a capacity to sustain the same quantity ot

seed, and renders unnecessary a multitude of discrimi-
j

nations too intiicate to be correctly made. The rider

pronounces aloud the number at which the walker is

to make each hole, extending or contracting the dis-

tance according to the variations of the soil ; and the

walker counts aloud his own steps to this number, at

which he digs a hole as a mark for depositing each

load of manure. To a farmer, this occupation lurnish-

es an agreeable mental amusement.
Two great errors in relation to the use of corn stalks

as manure are prevalent. One, that they ought to be

trodden to pieces ; the other, that when it is too late

to eiiect this, it is good management to gather and lay

Ihem in the furrows, to remain uncovered for a year

or two. When the stalk is saturated with the moisture

of the farm pen, it has acquired all the fertilizing prin-

ciples it can hold, in that state. It acquires none from

being trodden. Its porous texture enables it speedily

to absorb what it can contain. After this is eii'ected,

it is only necessniy to bring it into a putrescent state.

When the stalks are all in, this is soon done by cover-

ing them with straw, chaff or tops. It will not re-

quire above ten days in the common March weather,

after a rain. Thus they will be made sufficiently soft

and brittle to raise, spread and plough well in. Their
richness as a manure will be discerned by their capa-

city to extract salts from the atmosphere whilst moist,

after they are raised, in a quantity sufficient suddenly

to change their color. The excessive waste or loss

they sustain, left in furrows on the surface, arises from

(he same qualily by which th! rich moisture of the

farm pen throughout the winter is absorbed and saved

;

namely, their extreme porousness. Their surface is

dry, nothing evaporates, and nothing runs from them,

if the depth of litter is as considerable as I make it.

As absorbents, no litter i quals them ; but exposed on

the siufdce, they suffer more than any other Irom

evaporation.

A common question discloses another general error

in relation to manuring. When the surface manured
is stated, an inquiry after the number of stalks follows.

We shall never succeed to a great extent, if we consi-

der animal manure in any other light, than as a kind

of sugar to sweeten the copious repasts of vegetable,

with which we ought to feed the earth. It may also,

mingled with vegetable matter, dispose the mass, at

particular periods of its putrescency, to extract salts

from the atmosphere. But however useful it may be,

the epithet " animal" is only to be admitted connected

with a recollection of its origin. Tliis is vegetable

matter, of which animal manure is only a remnant,

having undergone one or two secretions, and tlie dimi-

nution arising from animal perspiration. Vegetable

matter theretore is the visible origin of manure. If

atmosphere is its source, that can only be reduced to

a visible substance by vegetable instrumentality. Ma-
nuring must consequently be regulated, not by the

number of stocks, but by skill and industry in raising

and applying vegitable matter. Let us then banish

from the agricultural dialect this misleading question
;

which blinds us by insinuating a falsehood ; and sub-

stitute (or it one, which discloses truth, the thorough

beliefof which must |)reccde agricultuial improvement.
The correct question is " how many acres do you
manure (or each laborer employed on the farm ?" It

took me more years to reach one, than to exc.=>ed four,

and my stalks were rather diminished a? the space ma-
nured increased. During the first period, the delusion

of the first question misguided my etiorts; during the

second, they were directed to the raising, preserving

and applying veg.^table matter in the most beneficial

mods I could. How far manuring may be carried, is

not to be foreseen, but I think I can discern through

the remnant of the mist which long hid from me the

idea of its being pushed to lour acres for each laborer,

a possibility of its being extended to double that

quantity.

In this calculation I exclude gypsum, lime, mail and

inclosing. The more valuable aiixiliaiies they may
be to our vegetable resources, the more our success

will be accelerated. Vegetable matter only can be-

stow on gypsum a boundless feitilizii^g power, and per-

haps it niay be also a necessary associate of lime and

mar], with neither of which I have been able to make
any satisfactory experiments; at least, the univpisal

capacity of creating it every where in great quantities,

establishes its vast ^superiority over every other species

of manure; and designates it as the basis of airiicul-

ture. Applied in green bushes it is much more bene-

ficial in curing galled declivities, than animal manure.

I use it wiih great advantage for that purpose, and

also for manuring level land in the (bllowing mode.

The brush is laid in furrows, made in cultivating

corn, as deep and wide as explained in these essays,

moderately thick and then cut to make it lie close,

that it may not be removed by the winds. There it

remains uncovered for three years. By applying the

brush, the winter succeeding the culture of the land in

corn, in a course of four shifts, it is ready lor the

plough at the proper time. Even the ridges, as well

at' the furrows, will be highly improved by the brush,

from the scattering power of air and moisture. These
ridges, on the fourth year, are reversed to rover the

brush, by this time in a putrescent state, and thus

prepared to rot under ground. The objections to the

other modes of using brush wood, which I have tried,

are these. Spread over the whole surface, it does not

rot sufficiently in three years to admit of being plough-

ed in, without greatly encumbering the plough. Lett

sufficiently long to avoid this inconvenience, much
time is lost without any reiiibution; and much of the

manure during the latter period of ils decay, by evapo-

ration. D;illed green and speedily covered with eaith,

the wood will not rot under ground so as not to incom-

mode the plough when the lidges are reversed in the

fourth )rear afterwards. This preservation of the wood
diminishes or delays its efficacy as a manure. Drilled

green, lying uncovered throe years, then covered by

the plough without disturbing it, and lying four years

more until the ridges come in course to be reversed,

the wood is made useful as a manure, without piodu-

cing the.se inconveniences. I have used all kinds of

brush wood, but chiefly pine and cedar. The latter

are preferable in a small degree to other green wood,

when both are applied in the winter, because of their

leaves. A confidence in the benefit of this mode of

manuring, has induced mc this year to cut down a
thicket on the broken ground of a creek around a level

field, and to apply the biush to the furrows of the

weakest parts.' All wood of above two inches diame-

ter was used as fuel. The residue bestowed a hand-

some dressing on double the surface it giew on. The
land it came from was not capable of cultivation, and

the growth was lean. Being enclosed, it will ri'pidly

grow up thicker, and afford periodical cuttings for the

same purposes. The wood pays for the labor, and the

manure necessarily disengaged (rem the fuel wood, is

an additional dona'tion iicni such lands, (in which we
unfortunately abound) capable ot extending cur means
for manuring veiy consideiably, aid of conveniently

improving fields inconveuienlly situated for folding Of

farm pens.

[Note D.—Page TCG.]

Instead of laying (he plough aside, until the first

hand-hoeing of "Indian corn takes place, it is probably

better to run a deep furrow with a large plough drawo
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by two horses, and having a long monid board, on each

side of the corn, immediately preceding this hand-

hoein"-. ' As the corn is very low, this furrow must be

run so far from it, that the earth raised by tlie mould

board will not quite reach it, but be left on each side,

so as to form a narrow trough on the ridge in which

the corn stands, to be filled up by the hand-hoemg un-

mediatciy following this fun ow. The hoe will have

little else to do, and two thirds of the labor usually

attending this operation will be saved. It is belter

performecl. The deep furrow destroys all the grass

in its range. In rows five and a half feet wide, the

earth moved by the helve on the left of the share, meets

and covers the grass in the water furrows between the

ridges. And the earth thrown up by the share and the

mould beard towards the corn, is used to stifle the grass

in the trough on the top of the ridge and about the

young corn. A hand-hoeing in the usual way is

infitd?ely more laborious, and in humidseasons, from its

shallowness, infinitely less effectual in destroying the

grass, whence it is olten enabled suddenly to take root

and to grow with renovated vigor ; somev/hat similar

to the "tfect of scarifications applied to green swards

even of wheat. The deep ploughing of this sugges-

tion, its acceleration of the first hand-hoeing, and its

suppression of the grass whilst it is young and weak,

by a cover of earth, will both obstruct this misfortune,

and enable the corn to reap great benefit from the

genial weather which occurs in the early part of the

summer, instead of often being destroyed by it.

If Indian corn is a crop of such value, as it is sup-

posed to be in these essays, the selection of the best

species is an oliject of importance. The little said

of this, arose from the necessity of the different

climates of the United States for ddferent kinds. But

tile vast number of varieties abounding in the same

latitudes, disclose a want of spirit for fixing so import-

ant a preference as that of the best over the whole

rabble, by careful experiments. Those which I have

made have inculcated the opinion, that the species

which combines the three circumstances of producing

the most stalk, the largest cob, and the longest grain,

is the best for the latitude of 88 degrees north. The
small (iintv forward kind, producing from two to six

ears on a stalk, inspired the most hope, and produced

the most disappointment of any I have tried. Its

superiority of weight was counterbalanced by many
disadvantages. Early kinds are unexceptionably

dwarfish, a"n<lthe latest I have procured has the largest

stalk. The length of the grain, supposing the rob

to be equally long and large, decisively settles the

superiority of farinaceous product. The longest and

the thickest cob, if the length of the grain is equal,

produces the most corn. The size of the stalk is im-

portant, if vegetable matter possesses the hioh value

contended for in these essays, and if it is chiefly ex-

tracted from the atmosphere. The size of the plant

produces some economy of labor, besides augmenting

our drafts from the fertiiizing atmospherical treasury,

because we can galher far more grain, stalk, blade,

top, shuck, and cob in the same time, when the plant

is large, than when it is small. I have discovered no

good reason for a recent preference of yillow to white

corn, except that a foreign fashion causes the former

at this juncture to sell b.-^st, nor any benefit from seve-

ral trials of planting seed saved from twin ears. In the

before mentioned latitude, corn constantly pushes out

barren shoots, or more than it can fill with grain,

which probably srrve to impoverish such as succeed.

If so, there would bo no advantage gained, could we
increase their number by planting from twins.

[Note E.—Page 74S.]

The mode of raising hogs has continued to attract

inj attention, on account of the vast importance it

derives from its connexion with live fences. If it can
supply us with meat, without obstructing an improve-
ment, by which the agricultural state of the union
would be more benefited tlran by any other, its use-

fulness would be great; but if it will also supply us
with more meat than the present mode, no legislature

will much longer salfer a state to languish under the

evil of dead fencing, for the sake of diminishing both
me?t and bread. Sensible of the enthusiasm with
which human nature embraces all opinions it ardently

wishes to realize, I have endeavored in these essays

to confine myself to the decisions of experience, and
to avoid the delusions of hope. My experience of the

recommended mode of raising hogs, has for several

years resulted in a far more plentiful supply of pork
witiiout purchasing, than I could previously afibrd to

obtain by purchasing. It has also as stronglj^ con\inced
me, as I can be convinced without an exact expe-
riment; that the expense of raising it is reimbursed,
or nearly so, by the manure of the hogs ; and that the

alternative for public preference, really lies between
an expensive and insufiicient supply of pork, accom-
panied with dead fences ; and an expenseless and sutfi-

cient supply of the same article, accompanied with
live. The recommended mode of raising hogs is im-
proved, by reserving a sufficient number of breeding
sows to insure the dependence upon those under one
year old for keeping up the stock ; by separating the

large and small hogs in cold weather, to prevent the

latter from being smothered ; by increasing the size of

a pen for one hundred of difierent ages, to an acre ; by
removing it once a fortnight; when the hogs are con-
stantly confined, or every tour weeks, when penned
of nights only, and instantly ploughing up the ground
in liigh five feet and a half ridgf s, to be reversed when
cultivated; by soaking corn until it is sour, in a num-
ber of barrels suflicient to provide in succession,

according to tlie warmth of the season, their chief

food in this st^te ; by giving them the sour watf r to

drink as each barrel is emptied; by a small allowance
of any vef^ctable foodaftcr the pumpkins are expended;
(thej^ will eat cornstalks in the early part of the win-
ter) by penning them wilhout rings if such food is

scarce, on ground well covered with any kind of graps

the roots of which will contribute lo their hrallb,

whilst they prepare the land for the plough ; and by
using them in the same way to eradicate the gailic,

than which no food is healthier.

[Note F.—Pago 749.]

Since these essays were written, my experiments in

cedar hedging have become two or three years older,

and have removed every dcubt of ils cheapness, prac-
tirabilily and importance. They were cou.menced by
planting a single row of cedars en Ihe inside of a fence

two feet apart, about eight inches below the Euir;mil

of the bank ot a ditch. The eiiois of neglecting to

cultivate the 3'oung j)lants, to crop or to mimiiie them,
and to plant a second row on the outside ol the fence,

were for several years committed. Struggling with
hungry rivals for a scanty food, they grew slowly, were
meager and spindling. The lower branches began to

perish fiom omiltint; to check the jicrpentiicular growth
by cropping, and the hope of tiaini:;p; the cedar into

a hedge seemed almost desperate. Though the land

is generally poor, manuring (a small dressing with
bushes excepted) has hitherto been neglected. But
topping, clip})!ng the lateral branches, culture, and
filling gaps b}' bending into them and covering boughs
to take root, leaving out their ends have been imper-
fectly practised for two years. Another row of cedars

has also been planted on the outside of the fence. The
old hedge has been so highly improved by these incon-

siderable aids, as to have assumed a handsome appear-
ance, and to j)romi8e a speedy exhibition of a laige

farm inclosed by a live fence.
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The cedar planted in a good soil, well manured and

properly cullivated, cropped at one year old and

annually, so that it rises only as it sjjrcads; and clipped

at the ends of its branches, those excepted buried

about their middle to fill gaps; will thicken near to

the ground like box; and after it is brought to the

intended height, by raising the bank of the ditch, will

be in close contact with it. My experiment has been

more imperfectly made from tlie circumstance of its

embracing at once a large larm ; made upon a smaller

scale and°more skilfully, an example would speedily

appear, which would be ardently copied.

Green pine or cedar brush has been used as a dress-

ing to the hedge as follows. The earth is shaved

downwards on each face of the bank of the ditch, so

as just to take off the grass, and not to injure the roots

of the young hedge, and leil in a ridge. The brush is

laid in a line with the hedge eighteen inches wide, so

as to cover the ground. After it is in danger of being

perforated by weeds or grass, the ridge of earth

shaved down is thrown upon it. To the other benefits

of this process, that of protecting the young cedars

against the sun, which strikes the face of banks with

great force, is to be added. In some situations this

protection is indispensable. By drawing down and

returning this mixture of earth and brush alternatel}^

as the hedge requires weeding, it receives both ma-

nure and cultivation, at a very trivial expense of labor.

No doubt can exist, that the thin population of a

great portion of the United States proceeds from the

poverty of the soil, whether it be natural or artificial.

In the latter case, patriotism ought to sicken with the

anticipation of the censure which po.sterity will see

w-ritten in the face of the country. These vvords will

be engraved on it: "Your ancestors, like Indians,

prove their regard for the children by scalping the

mother." In the former, is it wise, patriotic or pious,

to neglect the means for its improvement? Live

fences attended with apple trees would, I have no

doubt, more than double the population of the eastern

sandy portions of the United States. Let the reader

compute before he decides upon this opinion, and test

it by figures. The savings of wood, of labor, and of

the expense in foreign liquors, are items going to an

increase of population, because these savings muLt be

carried to some productive object lor its sustenance.

The conversion of the brushwood now lost in mak-
ing dead fences, into manure, is a smalh-r item of the

same nature. But the single advantuge of securing

to agriculture the benefit of making a permanent and

constant use of atmospherical manure, arising from the

security of five encfosurcs, alone suffices to sustain the

opinion By gradually spreading fertdity over barren-

ness, inclosing vvili increase population to an extent

c mmensurate with its own progress. Tor a system

of ciosing the pores of the earth against the inhala-

tion of those qualities of the atmos[jliere, by which

its surface is fertilized, it wili enable us to open them.

Wealth instead of poverty ; national strength instead

of weakness; and perhaps liberty instead of slavery,

march in the train of permanent inclosiires. But we
are blinded against computations founded in figures,

by comparisons arising fiom supeificial prejudices.

Beggary admires the luxury of competence, and me-
diocnty ctiiickks over her wealth, when she beholds

poverty. So we draw opinions concerning the fertility

and improvement of a whole country, from compaii-

sons made among ourselves, always shedding darkness

upon truth, because always influenced by severaf of

ttie worst or weakest passions of human nature. To
provide prosperity for nations by the cool calculations

of reason, and not to devote posterity to v»retchedness

from the odious prejudices implanted by such shallow

comparisons, constitutes the duty of legislatures, and

the real virtue of patriots. The appalling diif'erence

between the average product of wheat in tliis country

and in England, ought to dissipate our delusion as to

the present quality of our soil, to awaken our inquiries

after the causes of an inferiority so deplorable, and to

rouse all our c ipacities in search of a remedy. Our
wretched, expensive and iiiell'ectual mode of inclosing
is in my view the chief of those causes. No history
has preserved, and no country exhibits, a good system
of agriculture in union with dead wood fences. Ho-
mer, in his description of a Phoeatian garden, informs
us, that green fences were understood and used in his

time.

" Four acres was the allotted space of ground,
"Fenced with a green inciosure all around,"

He mentions stone and thorn inclosures, selects the
iireen to adorn his most splendid horticultural scene,
and is utterly silent as to dead wood fences. Were they
exploded above three thousand years ago, to be now
revived as an evidence of man's ro-aiy disposition ?

But we need not dive into antiquity, nor travel over
the globe to settle the question. At home we see the
waste of soil graduated from north to south, by some
inexplicable circumstance, distinct from original fer-

tility. The diflerent modes of fencing is probably that

circumstance. In Connecticut, I have seen many
fields apparently so naturally poor and stony, that I

could never account for their fertifity, until I discover-
ed the advantages of permanent inclosures, and recol-
lected that they were surrounded by stone fences.

Prejudice, sustained b}^ conscience, is too strong to be
subdued by reason, and too respectable on account
of its honesty, to deserve contempt. Yet it ought to

be persuaded by its senses, and to be induced to follow
its own interest by the plainest evidence. Though at
length convineed through its eyes, of the benefits

arising from inclosing, it will not be convinced through
its mouth, that the old mode of raising meat by ranges
(as they are called) is insufricient for the supply of a
thin population, and that the eft'ect of its conviction of
one error is defeated, by its persistence in another.
Dead wooden fences are too transitory, too subject to

imperfections arising from idleness or accident, and
too easily impaired hy thoughtless or malicious tres-

passers, to guaranty to a nation the benefits of an in-

closing system. They are here to-day and gone to-

I morrow. Live, possess the rights and "the respect of a
freehold. Atlached to the soil, they soon efface the

I unjust and ruinous prejudice, nurtured by their eva-
! nescent rival "that aiable lands, when out of actual

culture, ought to be turned into a common." This

j

opinion, suggested by a national wish to obtain good
i
and sufficient supplies of grass, and gratified through-
out a great j)ortion of the union, as a wish for such
supplies of horses, would be gratified by throwing open
every stable to all who wanted them) is undoubtedly
entitled to denunciation as a prejudice ; if prejudice ex-
ists among mankind.
My wish for a better understanding was never

stronger than in considering this subject, from a con-
viction that its gratification could never have been more
useful totiie public. Tliroi^liout the world, countries

inclosed by stone or live fences, and those inclosed

by dead wood, exhibit the contrast between cadave-
rous decrepitude and blooming youth. The richest

country of Viiginia below the mountains, painted on
th;same canvass, would be a foil to the poorest of
Connecticut. The incapacitj' of the first, for render-

ing inclosing subservient to the improvement of land,

by excluding ruinous or injudicious grazing ; and the

capacity of tlie latter to avail itself of this agricultural

panacea, is a chief cause of the constrast. In Britain,

live fences are substituted for stone, where the latter

is not to bo had, and often preferred to it ; and are

by wide experience demonstrated to be a sound spon-

sor for an excellent state of agriculture: here, the de-

monstration that dead wooden fences ensures a bad
state of agriculture is as wide. Does truth require

more than two demonstrations?

If permanent fences are indispensable for the pur-

pose of changing the stale of our agriculture from bad
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to good, they are also necessary for (he preservation

of our happiness Tlie portion of liberty and happi-

ness enjoyed under the expensive system of govern-

ment existing in Britain, is owing to the productiv<-ness

of labor; and not to the operations of the paper,

patronage party, and official con.-ipiracy for })ilfer-

ing that labor as the ingenious conspirators pretend.

Though h._'r average product of wheat is tiiirty-five

bushels, worth at least one hundred and five dollars,

she finds it better to convert so much of her land and

labor to the still more profitable objects of raising

wool, cheese, meat, with other agricultural products,

and to manufacturing, as to have occasion for the im-

portation of the bread-stulf. To this great pioduc-

tiveness of labor it is owing, that she is the happiest

and freest country of Europe, under the greatest load

of pecuniary expenditure. In the United States, ag-

riciilture must for ages graduate the productiveness ol

labor, in spite of the projects of statesmen, and the fal-

lacy of stock-jobbing. If we rush into English extra-

vagance without gaining the productiveness in that oc-

cupation which must feed it, the majority of the peo-

ple must be speedily ground down to a degree of po-

verty, below an ability to preseive a free govcrnmfiit,

or to acquire personal happiness. Let us therefore

provide the foundation, before we rear this splendid

superstructure, by abolishing a mode of inclosing lands

which produces notliing, consumes a great portion ol

our labor, and by impoverishing the soil, daily dimi-

nishes the productiveness of the residue.

[NoteC—Pag3 7G0.]

A date being necessary for estimating the opinions

contained in the foregoing essays, the reader is inform-

ed, tliat they a|)peared in the ephemeral columns of a

newspaper, before the year 1810, and that the notes

were written in the Ijeginning of the year IS 14.

Though the last number w as belter calculated for the

place of its original apjjearance, (as well as some other

parts of the work) tlian for that it now unexi)ectediy

occupies, it is stufered to remain, because, however
light, it IS true ; but lest its tone may infect its matter,

it seems proper to advert to the same subject more
seriously.

Society is unavoidably made up of two interests only,

in one of whic-fa all special and particular modifications

of interest are included ; namely, one subsisting by
industry ; the oilier by law. Government is institut-

ed for the happiness of the first interest, but belonging

itself to the second, it is perpelually drawn towards
tliat by the strongest cords. T'lerefore, unless the first

is able very accurately to distinguish between laws
calculated to do it a benefit or an injury, it mu-t be

gradually sacrificed to the appetites of the second, be-

cause government, a member of the second, legislates.

All men enjoying honour, power or wealth by law, or

striving toacquiie either through that channel, are like

coin struck with the same dies. Tlie engravers,

avarice and ambition, constantly mark the same
etching, asid tlie aqua fortis, self-interest, indelibly

imprints it on the human mind. From this fact, the

preference ol' a republican government is deduced, as

calculated for checking the natural fiisposition of
legislatures or the government, to favor the minor
class, composed of legal or factitious inieres's, at the
expense of the major class, comnos<'d of natural inte-

rests ; including all who subsist, not by means of legil

donations, but hy useful talents in every form, such as
those employed in agriculture, manufacturing, tuition,

physic, antl all trades and sci-^ntific proCes-ions.
Tlie propensit3'-of lav.' to sacrifice the great cr natural
interest of nations, to the class of little or factitious

interests, arises from two causes; one, the government
i)eing tlie matrix of the latter, views her progeny with

the eyes of an owl, and considers them as beautiful:
the other, that although law can enable the small class
lo live on the great one, it cannot enable the great
class to live upon the small one; uniting to produce
this propensity in a degree so violent, that mankind
have pronounced it irresistible, except by a counter-
vailing union betvveen strong republican fetters upon
government, and a degree of political knowledge in
ihe major class, sufficient to prevent these fetters from
being broken by laws. The remedy is so rare, that

many honest men doubt of its existence ; and have
concluded in despair, that the major class or general
interest of a nation, must inevitably become the slave
of the minor or factitious interest in some mode.
Otliers believe, that by exciting the general interest to

watch, to think, and to judge for itself, its intellect will

be brightened, and its rights preserved. But all ngree
that 1.either any individual nor any interest dictated to

by another can prosper ; anil that political ignorance
universally implies political slavery. Election has no
power beyond a charter or a commission, to prevent
the elected from being transferred by his election from
the great class of the general interest, to t!ie little class

of factitious or legal interest ; on the contrar}^ the

stiucture of republican government is raised upon the

princij le, that it necessarily transfers him from one to

the otiier, at least in most instances, 'ibis is unani-
mously admitted by the elected themselves. They
sepaiate into two parlies, called ins aiid outs. The
ins say that the outs are influenced by a desire to get

in, and the outs that the ins are influenced by a desire

to keep in. Agreeing that both belong to the minor
class, and neither to the major class, which can neither

get in nor keep in ; these two members of the minor
class vote in constant opposition, because they stand

in each other's way, which could not possibly happen
if they were genuine members of the general interest

class. How tiien can the major class expect happi-

ness from Ihis species of political gambling for a rich

stake which it pays, and the gamblers alternately win,

if it has no skill in the game ?

Agriculture is the most powerful member of the

class constituting the general interest, but if her sons

are too ignorant to use this power with discretion,

(like a body of elephants thrown into confusion in a

battle) they rush in every direction, trampling down
friends and foes for a short time, and inevitably become
an easy prey lo their enemies. As the most powerful
individual constitiuing the major class of general in-

terest, the political ignorance of agriculture would of

course destroy the lights of the wliole class. If she

divides herself between any of the members of the

inferior class, each of her moieties enlist under an
aristocratical or monarcliical power; whether it be
called executive, legislative, credit or charter, and the

member obtaining the victury by her aid, becomes her

master. Just as in a division of her forces between
a king and a nobility, the king or the nobility, and not

agriculture, gains a victory, bo:h over her, and over

ail her weaker associates in the class of the general

interest.

As iher'^ are two classes of interest only in society

tliere are also only two political codes, each appro-

priated by nature to one class. The code of the

minor class is constituted of intrigues and stratagems

to beguile the major class, and to advance the separate

interests of the individuals, parlies and legal combina-

tions, of which the minor class is compounded. The
code of the major class consi>ts of good moral princi-

ples, by which the national rights and hajipiness can

only be preserved. The guilt of oflensive war, and

the virtue of defensive, are the essential qualities of

the respective codes. One is compounded of the best,

and the other of the worst qualities of human nature
;

and the members of the general or natural interest of

society can never avoid oppression, nor sustain a just

and free government, unless they are skilled in both.

As the extension of comfort and happiness is the
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only good motive for writinp; an agricuilural book,

whatever would defeat the end belongs to the subject

;

and as a legal profusion in overstocking a nation with

members of the minor class is the solitary process for

enslaving it, unhss the major class understands the

sublime branch of ethics, namely, political morality,

it cannot counteract tb.is process. Thus only can it

distinguish between laws and projects calculated for

benefiting or injuring the nation. This science only

can prevent the liherty, the virtue, the happiness, the

bravery and ths talents ol the nation fiom being extin-

guished. The treasury of the United States has been

cited as a proper subject ibr its application. If the

agricultural and other members of the major class

should discern that the president had become a king

of the treasuiy, surrounded with nominal checks and
balances appointed by himself; if they should discern

that the representatives of the people were convinced

of a great waste of public money, and yet ignorani

of the modes by which it vvaselfected ; it they should

recollect the consequences of such an error in the

English form of govermnent ; and if they knew that

nations were enslaved by a corrupting application of

their own treasure, would not the correction of the evil

be founded in genuine political morality, and be plainly

adverse to the erroneous and flagitious political code
of the minor class.

The intimate connexion between agriculture and the

militia arises from their being both interests belonging
to the major or general class of national interest, of

such magnitude, that they must live or perish, politi-

cally, together ; and the rights of the whole class

will be lost by the subjection of either. By transfer-

ring the power of the purse from agriculture to the

stock-jobbers, or tlie power of the sword from the
militia to a mercenary army, the destruction of a free

form of government naturally ensues. This single

consequence suffices to refute two hundred thousand
artifices, eternally practised by the sundry members
of the minor class, to discredit the militia. They
might be refuted by a hundred thousand facts. The
most eminent periods of Greece and Itonie, were
inspired by a union between a militia and a consi-

deiable degree of political knowledge in the major
class. Thermopyle was defended, and Xerxes defeat-

ed, by militia. The Koman em])ire was createtl and
destroyed by militia. England and the Indians have
often leit tlie militia of tlie United Slates. Europe
was repulsed by the militia of France, and the caieer
of France arrested by the militia of Spain. The
jiride, the habita and the interest of mercenary armies
is however its historiographer, and the hatred of go-
vernment and parties its patron. These convert its

eulogy into a crime. " It is unfit" say they, '• (or the
execution of the projects ot statesman, and her.ce

diminishes the energy of the government." But it is

the best security against foreign conquest, and the only
security against domestic oppression from a combination
among the members of the minor interest; nor will

any project plainly calculated to advance the happi-
ness or secure the liberty of the general interest ever
fail of finding a complete security in the power of a
militia, organized to sustain and not to betray that

interest. How often has the zeal, virtue and courage
of a militia, burst through the artifices or neglect of

the minor interest for suppressing all three, and de-

monstrated its natural alliance with political morality

and national liberty.

INDEX TO "ARATOR."
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Succulent crops

Legcminous crops

Live stock
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DISCONTINUANCES OF SUCSCniPTIONS WITH-
OUT OKDliRS FKOM SITBSCKIBERS.

Besides all the discontinuances of subscriptions

to tlie Farmers' Register made by the choice and

under the proper orders of subsciibers, (which,

however sorry we may be to receive, are always

promptly obeyed,) there are two large classes of

names which will be erased from the list for fu-

ture issues, without the order of the individuals,

and no doubt in many cases contrary to their

wishes. In all such cases, we have to excuse the

reluctant act by reference lo the circumstances

—

and to profess our great willingness to restore the

names of such erased subscribers, as soon as, by

payment of arrears, or by orders for renewed sub-
]

scription (according as either of the respective'

cases may exist,) they will remove the cause of

the suspension of our present connexion.

The first class will embrace (as heretofore, and

as required by the rules of the Editorial Conven-

tion,) subscribers who are indebted for two years

or more. We know that this class comprehends

very many honorable and correct gentlemen, who,

merely from inattention to sucli small matters,

have permitted themselves to be confounded with

the never-paying subscribers and patrons who ruin

the publishers of periodicals. But we know not

how to discriminate, and ought not to discriminate,

even if knowing. Every good subscriber so im-

properly classed will owe it to his own neglect

;

the effect of which he can at once remedy, and

always prevent in future.

Another class of discontinuances without order

may much more require apology, inasmuch as it

will embrace subscribers who have fully paid
their dues, and in advance, and who may general-
ly desire lo continue on the list. These are the

new subscribers to the current volume (8lh)
brought in by other persons, and under the recent

rule ofjoint subscri|)iions. Though not in any way
required by our conditions, we shall suspend most
ol' such names, and await future orders from them
for renewal under the new published conditions (for

vol. ix.) By this step we may lose many, who,
if their names had been suffered to n^main, would
have continued good and punc'ual subscribers.

But all such may easily, by renewal, repair our er-

ror; and even if ihe.y neglect to do so, and iheirlii-

ture support to this work should be lost, we prefer

lo sustain the loss of a hundred good subscriptions,

rather than retain fen persons who may (however
wrong(ully) suppose that they were entrapped in-

to a continuance, and under conditions which ihey

did not understand, simply because they would not
read or attend to them,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The following communications are on hand, and
will be published in the next number (Istof vol. ix.)

" Account of the Tuckahoe root"—" Report on
the marling ofKins: William county, with answers
to general queries &c." " Experiments on the use

of crushed bones, as manure."—" Experiments
and observations on the use of green-sand as ma-
manure"—" Actual results of an experiment in

silk-culture in Mathews, Va."
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